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Zee also Numerical List, Page 25>

AI.PHABETICAL INDEX

TO THE

SESSIONAL PAPEES
or THE

PARLIAMENT OF CANADA

SECOXD SESSION, TWELFTH PAELIAMEXT, 1912-13.

I

A
Ag-icuItTiral Aid Act, Agreement with

the several Provinces re expenditure

of Subsidies under, &c 67i

Agriculture, R-eport of Dept. of 15

Agricultural School, Model Farm, &c., at

New Carlisle, Que., Memorials, &c., re. 215

Aids to navigation that have been estab-

lished on the Canadian Atlantic

Coast 89

Aikine, J. A. M., Report of on ' Moral

Instruction in the Cajiadian Public

Schools ' 96

AJdershot Military Camp, number of

men at an summer of 1912; contracts

given; cost of supplies, &c 182

A'dershot, N.S., re soipply of ice for

Mi'itary Camp at, &c 221a

Aldershot, N.S., re alleged thefts of pro-

perty from the Militia Camp in Sept.,

1912 221

Algt/ma Steel Co., applications for remis-

sion of duties on rails imported by at

Fort William, &c 149

Am'iot, P. E., Engineer Public Works

Dept., Bonaventure Co., Que., re

transferring of 138

Api eaJs made to Governor in Council,

12 mouths prior to March, 1912 117

43849—1

A
Appointments:

—

General Foremen, &c. of Public Works
of Co. of Bonaventure, since Oct. 1,

1911, to date, &c 72;

Appointment of Mr. McCloskie as

Postmaster at Wakan. B.C 72Jt

Archives Branch, re transferring of

from Dept. of Agriculture to Secre-

tary of State, &c 87

Archives Branch of Secretary of State,

Rerort of work of for year. 1912.. .. 29h

As5elin, OiMviir. R.eix>rt of re investiga-
tion of French and Belgian immigra-

tion into Canada 9]

A--tronomer, Chief, Report of for year
ei-ding March 31, 1912 25a

Atlantic, Quebec and Western Ry., Re-

port of Engineers re usefulness of as

fee<Iers to I. C. Ry 67/

Auditor General :

—

Report of. Volume 1, A to J, for year

ended March 31, 1912 l

Report of. Volume 2, K to U, for year

ended March 31, 1912 1

Report of. Volume 3, V to T, for year

ended March 31, 1912 )

Australia, Commonwealth of. Preferen-

tial Tariff between Canada, and.. .. 91
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B
Banque Internationale, application of to

the Treasury Board, &c 1^*

Bai:qUL' Internatiouale, re Certi6cate

authorizing transfer of to Home Bank,

40 228

Beeman, J. C, cancellation of contract

of, for conveying H. M. Mails, name

of successor, &c "-"

Begin, Mr. J., appointment of as Manager

of Experimental Farm at Ste. Anne.. 72e

B.Igian and I'reuch Immigration to

C.inada, Investigation into by Olivar

A-sel-n 91

Bolls passed by House of Commons since

Confederation, which have been amend-

ed by Senate 22.3

Bonaventure, Post Offices opened in

since Oct., 1911. to date, &c 63

Bonaventure Co., Resolution of, asking

for, or objecting to, certain public

works in eadd Co 139

Bonds and Securities registered since

last return, Nov. 28, 1911 5S

Boulaugcr & Son, Quebec, Claims of, &c. Wla

Branch Lines I. C. Ry.:—

Railway from Estmere to Baddeck. re

building of 82

Vale lino of, re asking for road to be

taken over by I. C. Ry., re 109

Reconstruction of Branch line of into

Goiysborough Co., N.S 83e

Breakwater at Petite Rivifere, Lunenburg

Co. N. S., Report re repairs made on

in year 1912 203i

British Consular Service, 0. C. re facil-

ities for information useful to Can-

adian Trade in connection with.. .. 118

British Canadian Loan and Inves.tment

Co., Ltd., Toronto, for year 1911.. .. HO

British Columbia, Copy of O. C. ap-

pointing a commission to inquire into

claims of, tiC 191

British Columbia, Memo, re claims of

for Kpocittl consideration 191a

British Columbia, Correspondence re

claims (if Indians of the I'rovince, be-

tween Prov. Govt, and DomiBion Govt. 159a

British Columbia, Documents re subject

of incrinse of Prov. Subsidy to.. .. 67b

British Columbia, Memorials of Govt, of

re o'.Kitn* for additional Prov. Subsi-

dies c:'i

Broderick, Post Office, .Sask., re change

of name of 78

BruU Wharf, Colchester Co., N.S., re

expL^nditures on during last two years

&c 179

Brown, James W., in connection with

western lands, pt. of .S. E. J section

21-20-21-W., 2 Meredian, and others,

also Alex. Hurst Brown's claim re

these lands 187c

Buildings occupied by the Govt, as pub-

lic offices, under rent, where situated,

&c 208

Cable Rates, Memo, on subject of be-

tween P. O. Dept. and British Post
Office 93

Canada Steamer, re investigations re-

g.irding service performed by. 4c.. .. 65

''anada-We?t Indiian Conference 55
Canadian Fishermen, re recent increase

in prices charged for Manilla Cord.. 185

Canadian Boat Fishermen, re Medical
attendance on, &c 64

Canadian Ihire Food Act, date of enact-

ment of, &c 70

C-anadian Trade and Commerce, exten-

sion of facilities for obtaining infor-

mation useful to 118

Canadian Pacific Railway:

—

Orders in Council respecting, 4c.. .. i-i

Return re lands sold by, year ending

Oct. 31, 1912 45a

Return re applications made by, for

authorization to make new issue of

stock 45b

Canadian Gnardian Life Insurance Co.,

re transfer of from Dept. at Ottawa

to Dept. at Toronto 188

Canals:

—

St. Peter's, Improvements on, also re

contract between Department and W.

H. Weller 108

St. Peter's, Improvements on, also re-

lating to contracts, 4c 108a

Relating to personal expenses paid by

Government to Mr. St. Amour, Sup-

erintendent Soulanges Canal lOSb

Census, 1911:—

Population, Religions, Orisins, i-c. .. B
Manufactures C

Ciril Service:—

Statement of affairs in connection with

Civil Service Insurance Act 41
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C

Statement of superannuation and re-

tiring allowances in Civil Service.. 44

Civil Service List, 1912 30

Report of Sir George Murray on or-

ganization of in Canada 57a

Report of Civil Service Commission.. 31

ie, W. J., Report re investigation

into G-ovt. Printing Bureau 61 (llz)
'' imimission Royal, Report of on Indus-

trial Training ajid Technical iEduca-

^on. *c I91d

Commission Eoyal, Report of inquiry

nto complaints re weighing of butter

and cheese in Montreal, ic 153

Commi^oners, appointment of re study

of causes for depopulation of country

places, high cost of living 129

Commissioners, appointed to investigate

complaints against United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co 95c

Commission Agents, complaints for plac-

ing farm labourers in Ontario 47

Ciimmissioners appointed under first

part of Inquiries Act, 1906 191
Commi?.sioneis appointed to inquire into

claims of British Columbia 191a
Comm'i-ssioners appointed to inquire into

Indian Lands and Indian Afiairs in B.C. 191b
Comma'ssioners appointed to inquire into
Law re Pilotage Districts of Montreal
and Quebec 191c

Commission appointed to investigate
charges of political partisanship in
Govt. Printing Bureau, with evidence
and Report 61 (Uz)

Combines Investigation Act, Report of
Procc-6di;igs under, year ended March
31. 1912 36c

Canada and Newfoundland, Volume of

trade import and export between from
Jan. 1, 1896, to Jan. 1, 1913, also Trade
Agreement between Newfoundland and
West Indies, included with Canada,
for 1909, 1910, 1911 and 1912 195

Canada and Newfoundland, Volume of
Trade, import and export, between,
from Jan. 1, 1896, to Jan. 1, 1913, ic.

(Supplementary Return) 195a
Ciii iboo Island, Pictou Co., N.S., Pa-

per.5 in connection with expenditure at 97

Cement, Customs Tariff on, corresi)ond-

ence between Coy's., Corporations, &c.,

to Nov. 1, 1911 125

Cement, adjustment of Duty on, and all

correspondence with Ministers respect-

ing 125a

43849—1

J

C
Census Enumerators, Rei>ort3 as to de-

lay in payment of, &c 76

Central Railway of Canada, Report made
by the Enihvay Department 211

Chaniplain Market, Que., re acquisition

of by Trans. Ey. Commissioners, for

Station, Terminals, &c 170

Chartered Banks, List of Shareholders

in, as on Dec. 31, 1911 7

Cheese, Butter, ic. Report of Royal

Commission of inquiry into methods

of weighing, payment, ic, Montreal. 153b

City of Sydney, Steamship lnve=tiga/-

tion into ooUision between tug Doug-
las n. Tliomas, and 95e

Construction of road from North Bay

to Sturgeon Falls, Ont., Correspond-

ence ar.d Engineers Reports re 178

Conference, International Peace, re con-

sideration of first Century of be-

tween XT. S. and British Empire.. .. 229

Correspondence, ic, by Conservative

Candidate, Gloucester Co., N.B., re

Public Works to date 187

Correspondence re East i of Sec 27 in

Tp. 6, Range 2, West of third Meri-

dian 126

County Court Judges, re request of in-

creased salary, and amendment to

Judges Act re retiring allowances.. .. ITS

Customs Department:

—

Report of 11

Customs Tariff of Canada, changes

made in by O. C, since last Session

of Parliament, &c 73

Criminal Statistics for year ended Sept.

30, 1911 1'

Crowe, Colonel, Commandant Royal Mili-

tary College, re retirement, ic 75a

D
Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner,

Report of for year ending 1912 15a

Dry Dock at Levis, Que., or Harbour

and Port of Quebec, Que 201

Drill Hall at Fernie, B.C., re contract

for erecting at 197

Drill Hall at Fernie, B.C., re award-

ing contract for erection of 197o

Dismissals:

—

Return re dismissal of John R. Mc-

Donald, Heatherton, Antigonish Co.,

N.S 61

Return re Dr. C. P. Bissett, Physician

to Indians Salmon Rfver, N.S.. .. 61«

3
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R.turn re dismissal of Michael Mur-

T.'iv. P. SI., at I'l. Miclieaii. R. Co.,

N.S

i;c;urn re dismissal of David A. Mc-

L?od, P. M., at Cleveland. Kich-

Minn<l Co.. N.S
lletiirn re dismissal of John Milward,

P. M., eA Stormont, Guysboiough Co.

N.S

Ueturn re dismissal of Kenneth F. Mc-

.\skill. P. M., at LocJi Lomond, Rich-

mniKl Co., N.S •

Return re dismissal of W. W. Hayden.

wharfinger at Digby. N.S

Return re dismissal of W. B. Langley,

.\s9t. at Lobster Hatchery, N.S.. ..

Return re dismissal of Fred. E. Cox,

Engineer Lobster Batchery

Return re dis-missal of Simon Ilodirson,

Engineer Lobster Hatchery, Isaacs

Harbour, N.S

Return re dismissal of Henry Henlow,

Engineer Lobster Hatchery, Canso,

Guysborough Co., N.S

Return re dismissal of U. C. V. Le

Vatte, Harbour Master at Louisburg.

C. B. South. N^
Return re dismissal of John Cum-

mings, Asst. Lobster Hatchery,

Isaacs Harbour, N.S

Return re dismissal of W. Q. Mat-

thews, of Life Boat Crew, Canso,

Guysborough Co., N.S

Return re dismissal of Joseph Shean,

H.T.rbour Miister, .Vorth Sydney, N.S.

Return re dismissal of G«o. H. Samp-

son, of Storm Signal, Lower

L'Ardoiie. Richmond Co., N.S

Return re dismis^l of Alexis Vigneau,

Capt. I'alrul Boat, Arichat, Rich-

mond Co., N.S

Return re dismissal of Emeri Thiviorgo

Fisheries Inspector, Cos. of Prescott

and Russell, N.S

Return re dismissal of all public offi-

cers. Inland Revenue Dept., Co. of

St. Jean Iberville, Quebec

Return re di.smissal of J. Fabien

Bugeund, Bonaventure. Que., A. B.

Caldwell, Now Carlisle, Quebec. ..

Ri-turn re dismissal of Duncan Mo-

Arthur, Annuities Branch, while at-

tached to Trade and Commerco.. ..

01 j

61 fe

611

61m

61 n

610

Clp

eiq

D
Return re dismissal of Chas. O. Jones,

Postma<?ter, Bedford, Co. of Missis-

quoi, Quebec <J1"

Return re dismissal of Archd Barss,

Postmaster, New Harbour, Guysbor-

ouiih Co., N.S 6H-

R.turn re dismissal of Dr. A. Allaire

of Penitentiary of St. Vincent de

Paul eiir

Return re dismissal of Oscar Beau-

champ. Warden of Penitentiary, St.

Vincent de Paul 61x

Return re dismissal of John McDonald,

freight handler, checker, I. C Ry.,

Sydney Mines, N.S 61j/

Return re dismissal of Allan Kinney,

Linnood, Antigonish Co., scctionman,

I. C. Ry 6U
Return re dismissal of Chas. Landry,

of Pomket, Antigonish Co., N.S.,

Siclionman I. C. Ry 6lii<i

Return re dismissal of Patk. Decoste,

Perry Stmr. Scotia, between Mud-

grave and Point Tupper, N.S.. .. 616b

Rtturn re dismissal of Harry E. Mc-

Donald, Asst. Engineer, St. Peters

Canal, Richmond Co., N.S 61cc

Return re dismissal of Neil Ross, eec-

tionman I. C. Ry., West River,

Pictou, N.S 61dd

Return re dismissal of Jas. Arm-

strong, Heatherton, Antigonish Co.,

N.S., Sectionman I. C. Ry 61f(

Return re dismissal of Thos. J. Go-ay,

car inspector. I. C. Ry., WestviUe,

PictoTi Co., N.S 61/^

R turn re dismissal of Colin Macdon-

ald, eectiomnan I. C. Ry., James
i;.\er, Aiiri;,-oiiish Co., N-S 6lflj

Return re dismissal of A. T. Gannon,

car inspector, I. C. Ry., North Syd-

ney. N.S 61h/i

Return re dismissal of Huber Myatte,

Tracadie, Antigonish Co., N. S., sec-

tionman, I. C. Ry £lii

Return re dismissal of John McDon-
nell, Afton Station, Antigonish Co.,

N.S. Sectioniman, I. C. .Ry 6iy>

Return re dismissal of Wm. Landry,

of Pomket, Antigonish Co., N. S.,

Siction fonman. I. C. Ry eiJfcfc

Return re dismissal of D. J. McDou-

g.ill, St-ction foreman, I. C. Ry.,

Grand Narrows, N. S 61U
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D
Ri'turn re dismissal of Daniel A. Coffey

and W. A. McXeill, Lockmen. St.

I'pter's Canal, Riclimond Co., Ni5. 61mm
M. turn re dismissal of John P.

llt-aglier, foreman deckhand steam-

ship Scotia, Guysborough Co., Ji.

S 61iin

iliturn re dismissal of Jas. Gibson,

es-P. U. of .ilaraeda, Sask., re hand-

ng over office to E. Cronk 6Ioo

We' urn re dismi.ssal of Capt. C. E

Miller, from 75th Regiment 6ipp

K turn re dismissal of J. N. H.

Pnirier, Collector of Excise, Victoria-

ville, Quebec, &c Blgi/

R turn re dismissal of Abraham As-

teplien. Interpreter, Immigration De-

partment, North Sydney, N.S.. .. 61rr

Return re dismissal of Robt. Dow, Im-

migration Branch, Uept. Interior,

Ottawa 6\ss

Return re dismissal of John Ware, Im-

migration Branch, Dept. Interior,

Halifax, N.S 6i;t

Return re dismissal of Richd. Hickey,

Immigration Branch, Dept. Interior,

North Sydney, N.S 61uu

[{eturn re dismissal of Dr. J. W. Mc-

Lean, Medical Exa.miner, Immigra-

tion Dept., North Sydney, N.S.... 61»f

Return re dismissal of John A. Mc-

Rea, Lightkeeper, Margaree Island,

N.S Gliruj

Keturn re dismissal of Thos. Brymer,

Lightkeeper, Lower L'Ardoise, Rich-

mond Co., N.S 61-cx

Return re dismissal of Dominique

Boudrot, Buoy contractor, Petit de

Grat, Eichmond Co., N.S 61i/y

Return re dismissal of Fredk. F. Dou-

c?-t, Lighthouse keeper, Caraquet,

Gloucester Co., N.B 61zz

llfturn re dismissal of W. H. Henlow,

K eper of Storm Drum, Liscomb,

N.S Claaa

lieturn re dismissal of David Falconer,

Lightkeeper, Cariboo Island, Pictou,

X.S 61bbb

IJfturn re dismissal of M. Wilson Law-

lor. Harbour Commissioner, North

Sydney, N.S 61ccc

Return re dismissal of P. J. McDon-

ald, Harbour Commissioner, North

Sydney, N.S 6lddd

D
Return re (Names of all Lightkeepers

in Province of N. S. dismissed since
Oct. U, 1911, &c 6Icce

Ri/turn re Number of dismissals from
public offices, Dept. Marine and
I'isheries, Co. of Bonaventure. . .. Glff)

Return re dismissal of H. L. Tory,

Fishery Officer, Guysborough, N.S.,

^^ 61939

Return re dismissal of John W. Davis,

Fishery Officer, Guysborough, N.S.,

&c eihhh

R turn re dismissal of Martin

Bourque, Lightkeeper, River Bour-

geos, N.S eiiii

Iveiurn re dismissal of Fredk. Poirier,

liuay Contractor, River Descouse,

-^•S 6i;i;

Return re dismissal of Dr. Geo. Pin-

au!t. Medical Health Officer, Indian

Reserve, Bonaventure Co., Que.. .. 61fcfcfc

Return re dismissal of Fredk. Veit,

Dept. Marine and Fisheries, Co.' of

Gaspe, Quebec 6i;/i

Return re dismissal of Alfred Lalonde,

at Warehouse, Govt, yards, St.

Josepih de Sorel Glrmnm

Return re dismissal of Jas. Webber,

L-ghtkecper, Tor Bay Point, N.ii.. Glnnn

Return re dismissal of Baptists Des-

jaidins, Lightkeeper at Kamouraska,
Quebto 6I000

Return re dismissal of Angus Smith,

Pilot on steamer KarL Grey 6Ipfp

Return re dismissal of Michael J.

Sampson, Lightkeeper at Lower

L'Ardoise, N.S 61999

Return re dismissal of Wm. Hackett,

Harbour Commissioner, North Syd-

ney, N.S 6Irir

Return re dismissal of Hormisdas La^

casse. Wharfinger, Govt. Wharf,

Wei.dover, Prescott Co., Ont., &c. . Slsss

Return re dismissal of Ueofirey Gor-

man, Coxswain, Life Boat Station,

Herring Cove, Halifax Co., -N.S.. .. 6U«
Return re dismissal of Capt. Geo.

Wetmore, Harbour Master, Yar-

mouth, N.S 61UUU

Return re dismissal of Stanley Hen-

low, Lightkeeper, Liscomb, Guys-

borough, N.S 6\vvv
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D
I'ctvirn re dismissal of H. C. V. Le

Vatte, Fishery 0£Bcer, Louisbourg,

Cape Breton, N^ dlwuiw

Roturn re dismissal of Elias M.

BoTidrot, Storm Signal Keeper, Petit

de Grat, N.S Clxxx

Reluin re dismissal of A. B. Cox, Su-

re: iiitendpnt Keduction Works,

Canso, N.S Clf/yy

Return re dismissal of Jeffrey Crespo,

Sul>colIector Customs, Harbour au

liouclie. N.S 61JJZ

Return re dismissal of Thos. Cameron,

Preventive Officer, at Andover, N.B.Claaaa

Return re dismissal of L. W. I'ye, Cus-

toms Officer. Liscomb, N.S Clbbbb

Return re dismissal of Lucien 0. This-

dale. Customs employee at Valley-

field, Quebec Clcccr

Return re dismissal of Alex. Mac-

donald, Doctor's Brook, Sub-collec-

tor of Customs Sldddd

Return re dismissal of Henry Cann,

Customs Official and Preventive Offi-

cer, North Sydney, N.S CAeeee

Return re dismissal of Chas. Mennier,

Customs Officer, . Marieville, Que. ...Gl////

Return re dismissal of Geo. H. Coch-

rane, Collector of Customs, Moncton,

N.B., 4c 613009

Return re dismissal of C. Michaud,

Postmaster St. G«rmain, ICamour-

ask'a Co., Que 61hh/i/i

Return re dismissal of Emile Archam-

bault, letter carrier at Montreal.. Cliiii

Return re dismissal of Norman Morri-

son, Postmaster, Ferguson's Lake,

N.S C]/;;7

Return re dismissal of D. J. McKillop,

Postmaster at McKillop, N.S Glkkkk

Return re Investigation recently held

at Ste. Agathe P.O., County of Terre-

bonne 61HII

Return re dismissal of Bertie Bou-

drot, Lighlkeeper at Poulamon,

Richmond Co., N.S Glmmmm
Return re dismissal of Leon Rivest,

J. 6. Lachapolle and Louis Dubois,

Ligh'.kxpers at Repentigny, Que. .Clnnri;i

Return rr dismissal of L. P. Cnrig-

nan, I'orxst Ranger, Cliamplain,

Quebec Gloooo

D
Retnirn re dismissa^l of Jas. S. Harvey,

W. L. Kempffer, J. Herbert Sweet-

man, J. B. LeBlanc, J. Nadeau,

Preventive officers, Quebec 61pppp

Return re dismissal of Wm. Marsh,

Preventive Officer, at Little Pond,

Sydney Mines, N.S Cliqgg

Return re dismissal of Duncan Mc-

Donald, Cu.stoms Preventive Officer,

Athelstan, Quebec 61rrrr

Return re dismissal of Lemuel Bent,

Collector of Custome, Oxford, N.S. Glssss

Return re dismissal of Pascal Poirier,

Collector of Customs, Descouse, N.S. Gltttt

Return re dtismissal of Donald J.

Haehey, Collector of Customs, Bath-

urst, N.B 61UUUU

Return re dismissal of John Maher,

Customs Department at Montreal..Clrrct

Return re dismissal of Peter Fougerc,

Preventive Customs Officer, Petit dp

Grat, N.S Cliru'u-ir

Return re dismissal of Jas. Grantmyre,

Preventive Officer at Little Bras

D'Or, N.S eixxxx

Return re dismissal of Employees on

Soulanges Canal, dismissed since

September 21, 1911 d^Vyvy

Return re dismissal of Andrew Mel-

ville, liocktender. Cardinal, Ont..6l22z«

Return re dismissal of Geo. Short,

Canal Bridgetcnder, Cardinal, Ont.Claaaaa

Return re dismissal of N. Broderick,

Locklender, Cardinal, Ontario Clbbbbb

Return re dismissal of Thos. Mc-

Latchie, Locktender, Cardinal, Ont.filccccc

EL-turn re dismissal of Elgin Mc-

Laughlin, Locktender, Cardinal,

Ontario Glddddd

Return re dismissal of Robert Robert-

sin, Locktender, Cardinal, Ont G^eeeee

Return re dismissal of Wm. L. Glad-

stone, Locktender, Cardinal, On-

tario ei/////

Return re dismissal of Byron Van

Camp, Locktender, Cardinal, On-

tario filOBffflO

Return re dismissal of Samuel English,

Canal Bridgetcnder, Cardinal, On-

tario Clhhhbh

Iw-toirn re dismissal of Edwd. F.Moran,

Locktender at Cardinal, Ontario. .. .61 iiiu
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D
Return re dismissal of Win. R. Fou-

gere, Frankville, N. S., Sectionman

on I. C. Ry 6iJ;';V;

Return re dismissal of John Melan-

son, Afton, N. S., Sectionman on

I. C. Ry eifcfcfcfcfc

Keturn re dismissal of Ronald D. Mc-

Donald, Fishery Overseer, Broad

Core, N. S GUUU

Return re dismissal of John McLean,

Fishery OfiBcer, Gabarouse, y.S.Glinmmmm

Return re dismissal of A. R. Forbes,

Fishery Overseer, North Sydney,

N. S Glnnnnn

Return re dismissal of Sebastien Sa-

voie. Superintendent, Lobster Hatch-

ery, Shippegan, N.B Glooooo

Ke* in re dismissal of D. S. Hendsbee,

Weigher, Reduction Works, Canso,

N. s eippppp

Return re dismissal of M. Muce,

Lightkeeper, Cheticamp Island, In-

. verness Co., N. S dlqqqq-

Return re dismissal of Dr. J. D. R.

Williams, Collector Canal Tolls,

Cardinal, Ontario Ulrrrr'

Return re dismissal of John W.Bohan,

Preventive Officer at Bath, Carleton

Co., N. B 6Uss .•

Return re dismissal of J. V. Smith,

Sub-collector of Customs, Woods Har-

bour, Shelburae Co., X.S 61!((f

Return re dismissal of John Y. Flem-

ing, Customs Officer at Debec, Car-

leton Co., N.B eiuuuuii

Return re dismissal of Matthias

Meagher, Preventive Officer at De-

bec, Carleton Co., N. B 61i-i-rr!

Return re dismissal of A. J. Gosselin,

Acting Preventive Officer at St. Al-

bans, Vermont Gltcwwirv

Return re dismissal of Jas. W.Bannon,
Preventive Customs Officer, St.

.Agnes de Dundee, Huntington Co.CIj-j-j-j.;

Return showing number of Postmast-

ers dismissed in Pietou Co., X.S..

since 1911 and names of Postmasters

<iKceeuing them ^iyyyyy

Return re dismissal of Jas. Murphy,

Postmaster at Tweed, Ont Glzzzzz

Return re dismissal of H. B. Easton,

Immigration Agent, Prescott, Ont.61 (d'

Return ?e dismissal of B. Hughes, Im-

migration Agent, Prescott, Ont 61(66)

Return re dismissal of Geo. Walsh,

Immigration Agent, Prescott, Ont.61 (6c)

Return re dismissal of Newton S. Dow,
Immigration Agent, McAdam Junc-

tion, N.B 61 (6d)

Return re dismissal of Oliver Hemp-
hill, Immigration Agent, Debec,

Carleton Co., N.B". 61 (6e)

Return re dismissal of Martin John-

ston, Preventive Officer at Rea Is-

lands, Richmond Co., N.S 61(6/)

Return re dismissal of J. E. Phaneuf,

Postmaster St. Hugues, Co. Bagot,

Quebec 61 (6g)

Return re dismissal of Murdock, Mc-

Cutcheon, Postmaster at Sonora,

Guysborough Co., N.S 61(6/1)

Return re dismissal of Duncan Grilliee,

Fishery Overseer at Baddeck, C.B.,

Province of N. S 61 (6i)

Return re dismissal of Antonio Le-

duc. Postmaster of St. Timothee,

Ck). of Beauharnois 61 (6j)

ileturn re dismissal of Chas. Arthur

Bowman, Engineering Branch, Dept.

Railways and Canals 61(6fc)

lleturn re dismissal of Elnathan D.

Smith, Fishery Overseer, Shag Har-
bour, N.S 61 (6i)

ill-turn re dismissal of Donald Mc-

Aulay, Lightkeeper, Baddeck Bay,

Cape Breton 61(6m)

lleturn re dismissal of John Fred-

ericks, Lightkeeper, East Jordan,

Shelburne Co., N.S 61 (6/i)

Return re dismissal of John Fred-

ericks, Wharfinger, East Jordan,

Shelburne Co., N.S 61 (6o)

Return re dismissal of John C. Mor-

rison, Harbour faster, Shelburne,

N.S 61 (6p)

Return re dismissal of Captain Rod-

erick McDonald, Tid« Waiter at

Big Bras D'Or, N.S 61 (6g)

Return re dismissal of Jas. Maloney,

Customs Officer, Dingwall, N.S....61 (6r)

Rsturn re dismissal of Hugh D. Mc-

F.achern, Customs Officer, East Bay,

Cape Breton, N. S 61 (6s)

R*turn re dismissal of Thos. H. Hall,

Sub-collector of Customs, Sheet Har-

Ijour. N.S 61 (6£)
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|{?rurn re dismissal of J. A. McNeil,

Customs Officer. Urand Narrows.

X- s 61 (6u)

l;uturn re dis-inissal of Geo. Burcliell,

Customs Offic*r. Sydney Miues, N..S.61 (tic)

lUturn re dismis<ial of W. H. Saver.

Collector of Cu>tc>ms, Cardinal, Ont.til (tix)

Ifeturn re dismissal of Capt. lieo.

Livingstone, Customs Officer, Big

Bras D'Or, Cape Breton, N.S.. -.61 (Ct)

Uturn re dismissal of H. Lacasse,

Postmaster. Wendover, PreecotA Co.,

Ont fil (''W'

Kfturn re dismissal of Harry A.Drigg,

l*05tma.stsr, Grassey Lake, Alta. ..61 (Gj)

l!cturn re dismissal of A. H. Stratton.

Postmaster, Peterborough. Ont 61 (7ii)

(leturn re dismissal i)f Henry Burrell,

Poslmattcr, Yarmouth, N.S 61(76)

Return re dismissal of all Postmast-

ers. Co. of Gloucester, N.B d <'<:)

Return re dismissal of Dr. Chas. A.

Webster. Port Phvsician, YaranouUi,

N.S •• •61('<'>

Return re dismissal of Jos. Lord, Light-

keeper at Pointe Si la Mule. Co. of

St. Jean and Iberville, Que 61(7c)

Return re dismissal of Henry Friolet,

Wharfinger, Caraquet, N.B.. and

Richd. SoutUwood, WharBnger, Bath-

urst. N.B :«(7/)

Return re dismissal of Jos. L. Robi-

chaud. Lighthouse Keeper, Miscou.

Co. of Gloucester, N.B 61 da)

Return re dismissal of Capt. Pope,

Lightkeepcr, Scatarie, N.S 61 (7/0

Return re dismissal of Opt. W. W.

L-wU, Shipping Master, Louisburg,

N.S 6M7i)

Return re dismissal of Postmasters Co.

of Bonavenfure since Oct. 11, 1911,

Those appointed to replace them.. 61 (7;)

Return re dismissal of Geo. Hines,

Liglitkeeper. South Ingouish. N.S.61 (7fc)

leturn re dismissal of Liglitkeepcrs in

Co. <>f Two Mountains, by present

Govt.. 4c «' *'"

Return re dismissal of Archibald Mc-

l.)oiiuld. I'reventivo Officer at Mull

River. Co. of luverne-a, N.S 61 (7m)

Riturn re dii*miw*al of Donald Cliis-

holm. Preventive Officer, Tracudie.

Co. of Antigonish. N.S til (7/i)

D
Return re dismissal of Edwd. C. Hum-

phreys, of Inland Rev. Dept.. of

Trenton, N.S., and ap|.-ointiuent of

successor ti !.(»)

Return re dismissal of H. J. Fi.xott,

Port Physician, Arichat. Co. of Rich-

mond. N.S 61 {:pi

Return re dismissal of D. Morin, Post-

master of St. Pie de Bagot, Co. of

Bagot, Quebec ..61 (7q)

Return re dismispsal of Ernest Paquin,

Postmaster of St. C6cile de Levrard,

Nicolet Co., Quebec CI (7r)

Return re dismissal of John R. Mc-

Donald, Indian Agent at Heatbertou,

Co. of Autigoiiish, N.S 61 (7.0

Return re dismissal of Joseph Day.

Cu,-.toms Officer at Little Bras D'Or.

CaiR> Breton, N.S CI (7()

Return re dismis.sal of Duncan McLeod.

Appraiser of Customs at Sherbiooke.

Quebec Cl(7u)

Return re dismissal of Edouard D.

Chiassan, Sub-collector of Cu.stoms

at L:\nieque. Gloucester Co., N.B..61 (7r)

Return re dismissal of Geo. F. Briggs.

Customs Officer. McAdam Junction.

\; B 61 (7w)

Return re dismissal of Wm. A. Duan,

Lightkeeper at Green Island, N.S.61 (7j;)

Return re dismissal of Tlios. Cameron.

Preventive Officer at Andover, N.B.Cl (7y)

Return re dismiAsal of Jos. McDonald.

Customs Officer at Sydney, C.B.,

N.S 61 (72)

Return re dismissal of .Angus McGilli-

vray. Customs Officer, Glace Bay,

South Cape Breton, N.S 61 (8a)

Return re dismis.sal of Roderick Bain,

Boatman, New Canipbellton, Victoria

Co., N.S 61 (81))

Return re dismissal of W. A. Scott,

Lockmaster at Cardinal, Ont.. ..61 (8c)

Return re dismissal of Bert Johnson,

Lockmau at Nicholson. Out (11 (8d)

Return re dismissal of John Merri-

lield, Luckmiister, Burritts Itapids,

Ont 6! (8e)

Return re dismissal of Neil C\;iii-

mings, Lockmaster, Cardinal, Ont.61 (8/)

Return re di.-mi.'W:il of I'ruuvois

Chiignon, Lockkeeper nt St. Jean,

Co. of St. Jean and Iberville 61(8ff)
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Rgtiirn re dismissal of Neil 'MaXeil,

Bridget ender I. C. Ry., Grand Nar-

rows, N. S 61 (Sh)

Ueturn re dismissal of Archd. Mc-

Kenzie, Sfctionman, I. C. Ry., Grand

Narrows, N.S 61 (8t)

Ifeiurn re dismissal of John Fraser,

Bridgetend«r I. C. Ky., G.rand Nar-

rows, N.S 61 (8;)

Return re dismissal of Demetrius

Cr.'zier, Lockman, Merrickville,

Out 61 (8fc)

Itefiirn re dismissal of Patk. Oussuk,

Lockman, llerrickville, Ont 61 (80

({'turn re dismissal of Jos. H.Webster,

[yockman, Nicholson, Ont 61 (8m)

l.'.-turn re dismissal of Cyu-us (XNeil,

Lckman, Nicholson, Out 61 (8n)

Ueturn re dismissal of ilicliael Laugh-

tin. Bridgeman, Burritts Rapids,

Out 61 (8o)

IJeturn re dismissal of John McKay,
BiiJgemixn, Becketts, Ont ..61 (8p)

i;eturn re dismissal of Edwd. Proc-

tor, Lockman, Burritts Rapids,

Ontario 61 iSq)

Return re dismissal of Wm. Morrison,

Lockman, Burritts Kapids, Ont.. .61 (8r)

Return re dismissal of Adam Hender-

son, Bridgemaster, Cardinal, Ont...61 (Ss)

Return re dismissal of Jas. Feehan,

Fishery Guardian at Tracadie Har.

and Savage Harbour, P.E.I 61 (8()

Eleturn re dismissal of John C. Mc-

N?il, Lightkeeper, Grand Narrows,

N.S 61 (8u)

Return re dismissal of A. A. Chisholm,

Fishery Overseer at M.argaree Forks,

Inverness Co., N.S 61 (Sf)

Return re dismissal of Chas. E. Au-

coin. Collector of Customs at Cheti-

camp, N.S 61 (8u;)

Return re dismissal of Chas. L. Gass,

Postmaster at Baj^eld, Antigonish

Co., N.S 61 (8r)

Return re dismissal of Cypricn Martin,

of Customs Dept., St. BasiJe, Mada-
waska Co., N.B 61 (8y)

Return re dismissal of Angus A. Boyd,

Postmaster, Boyd's P.O., Antigonish
Co., N.S 61 (82)

Return re dismissal of John B. Mac-
donald. Postmaster a/t Glasburn, An-
tigonish Co., N.S 61 (9a)

D
R«turn re dismissal of Alex. G. Chis-

holm, Postmaster at Ohio, N.S.. ..61 OM
Retu.-n re dismissal of John J. .McLean,

Postmaster, Cross Roads, N.S.. ..61 Oc)
Return re dismissal of D-ugald Mc-

Donald, Postmaster, Doctor's Brook,

N.S 61 (9d)

Return re dismissal of Dan. A. Mc-
lunes. Postmaster, Georgeville, N.S.61 (9e)

Return re dismissal of E. A. Asker, Har-
bour Master. Campbellton, N.B 61(9/)

Return re dismissal of Wm. Shultz,
Caretaker of the Armouries, Kent-
T'lle. N.S 61 Os)

Return re dismissal of Dr. Freeman
O'Nei'l, of the Marine Hospital,

Louis-burg, iN.S 61 {9h)

Return re dismissal of Leon N. Poi-

rier. Wharfinger at Descouse, N.S.61 (9t)

Return re dismissal of Norman L.

Trefry, Shipping Master, Trefry,

N.S 61 (9;)

Return re dismissal of Jas. Amer-
eault, Lightkeeper, New Edinburgh.
NS 61 (9k)

Return re dismissal of H. B. Manley,

Dominion Lands Office, Saskatoon,

Sask.. .. 61 (»0
Return re dismissal of John Spicer,
Senior As.sistant, Moose-jaw Land
Agency ci (9to)

Return re dismissal of Robt. Pragnall,
Agent Dominion Land Office, Swift

Current 61 (97!)

iReturn re dismissal of G. M. UUvott,
Dominion Land Office, Saskatoon. .61 (9o)

Return re dismissals in Riding of

Saskatoon, to date, &c 61 (9p)

Return re dismissal of J. N. Poirier,

Collector of Excise, VictoriavLUe,

Arthabaska. Que 61 (g^)
Return re dismissal of John G. Mor-

rison, Fishery Inspector, English-
town, N.S 61 (9r)

Return re dismissal of Edwd. Landry,
L-ghtkeeper, Petit de Grat, N.S..61 (9s)

Return re dismissal of Evariste Talbot,
General Freight Office, I. C. Ry....61 (90

Return re dismissal of Philip H. Ryan,
I. C. Ry., Mulgrave, N.S 61 (9u)

Return re dismissal of Postmasters
and other P. 0. employees in Do-
minion, from July 1, 1896, to Oct.

1911, and from 1911 to date. Also
number of post offices in operation
in each Province to July 1, 189G. .61 (9i;)
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Return re dismissal of Dr. Clarence

T. Campbell, P. O. Inspector. Lon-

don, Ont 61 (»«')

Return re number of Postmasters dis-

missed in Missisquoi, since Oct.,

1911 «1 'S-')

Return regarding changes in Post

Offices, or Postmastersliips, in Bona-

veuture Co., between Dec. 5, 1912. to

date 61W
Return re dismissal of S. A. Johnson,

Postmaster at Petite Rivi&re, N.S.61 (9j)

Return re dismissal of Murdock Mc-

Kenzie, Postmaster, Millville, Bou-

l.rdarie. N.S 61 O*")

Return re dismissal of Jas. Stewart,

Postmaster, Middleton, N.S 61 (10b)

Return re dismissal of Lauchlin Mc-

Neil, Postmaster, New Prance,

U^ 61 (10c)

Return re dismissal of Frank Dunlop,

Postmaster Groves Point, N.S.. ..61(10(J)

Return re dismissal of A. W. Salsman,

Postmaster, Middle Country Har-

bour, N.S 61(10e)

R«lurn re dismissal of Richd. Conr^y,

Postmaster, Cross Roads, N.S....61 (10/)

Return re dismissal of Abner Carr,

Postmaster, St. Francis Harbour,

K.S 61 {Wo)

Return re dismissal of Parker Sangs-

Ur, Postmaster, Upper New Har-

bour, N.S 61(10/0

Eeturn re dismissal of Alex. Marion,

Postmaster, Rockland, Ont 61 (lOi)

Return Relating to charges of offen-

sive partisanship against Postmasters

in Co. of Russell 61(10/)

Rctnrn re dismissal of Mathew Bou-

tilier (Postmaster at Miishaboom,

N.S 61(10fc)

Ret-urn re Names of Postmasters dis-

missed in Co. of Joliette from 1896,

to Si'pt. 1911. Ac 61(10/)

Return re dismissal of T. Doane Cro-

well. Postmaster at Shag Harbour,

N.S 61 (10m)

Rotarn re dismissal of PostmoBters

in Co. of Vaudreuil, dates of ap-

pointment, 4c 61 (lOn)

Return re dismissal of Mrs. Spinney,

PosliiiiKlriiS, at ''i'|'< r Pui 1 La

Tonr, .N.S.. til (lO-))

D
Return re Number of Postmasters dis-

missed in Rimouski Co., since Sept.

21, 1911, &c 61 (lOp)

Return re Number of public officials

dismissed in Co. of Wright to Dec.

19, 1912, &c 61 (lOg)

Return re dismissal of John R. Mc-

Lennan, Janitor Public Buildings,

at Inverness l^pwn, N. S 61 (lOr)

Return re dismissal of Jas. Arbuckle,

Caretaker Public Buildings, Pictou,

N.S 61 (10.O

Return re dismissal of Mary Dunlop,

Telegraph Operator at Groves Point,

N.S 61 (101)

Return re dismissal of foremen on

public works in Co. of Gloucester,

N.B., from Sei>t. 21, 1911. to date.. 61 (lOu)

Return re dismissal of Capt. Lyons of

Dredge Northumberland, and ap-

pointment of successor ..61(10»)

Return re dismissal of Jas. McCartin.

Concrete Inspector on the ' Plaza.'

City of Ottawa 61 (lOir)

Return re dismissal of Robt. C. Mor-

rison, Postmaster at St. Peters,

N.S 61 (lOx)

Return re dismissal of Richd. Dugas.

Stonn Signal Attendant at Alder

Point, N.S OKlOy)

Return re Names of all officials of

Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, Co.

of Pictou, N.S., who have been dis-

missed 61 (lOi)

Return re dismissal of Wm. L. Munro,

Lightkeeper at Whitehead, N.S..61(lIa)

Return re dismissal of Alex. R. Mc-

Adam, Fishery Officer for Antigon-

ish Co.. N.S 61 (lib)

Return re dismissal of Stephen C.

Richard, Lightkeeper at Charlos

Cove, N.S 61 (lie)

Return re Names, ic, of all persons

in each Dept., inside and outside

service, from Oct. 10, 1911. i-c, dis-

missed from office 61 (Ud)

Return Relating to Public Officei*

dismissed in District of Lotbiniere,

by present Govt 61 (lie)

Return re dismissal of Miss Gertie

Lciwis. Postmistress at Main it

Dieu, Capo Breton South. N.S....6I (11/)

10
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Return re dismissal of John Taylor

late Postmaster at CarnduS, Sask.,

&c 61 (Ilg)

Eeturn re dismissal of Frederick Mit-

cheU. Postmaster at Dominion,

X.S 61 (Uh)

Eetoirn re dismissal of Tlios. J. Sears,

Postmaster at Locliaber, N.S.. ..61 (lit)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster at

AJsask, Saskatchewan 61 (11;)

Return re dismissal or appointment of

Fishery Guardians, &c., Co. of Guys-

borough. N.S 61 (life)

Return re dismissal of John R. Mor-

rison, Postmaster at Oban, Rich-

mond Co., N.S 61(110

Return re dismissal of A. G. McDonald,

Postmaster at North East Margaree,

N.S 61 (11m)

Return re Number of dismissals from

Constituency of Qu'Appelle, by pre-

sent Govt, to Dec. 5, 1912 61 (lln)

Return re dismissal of David Eeid,

Fishery Ofacer, Port Hilford, N.S.61 (llo)

Return re dismissal of Robert Mus-

grave,. Postmaster at North Syd-

ney, N.S 61 (lip)

Return re dismissal of A. D. Archi-

bald, Postmaster, Glenelg, N.S..61(llq)

Return re dismissal of Leon N. Poi-

rier. Postmaster, Descouse, N.S..61(llr)

Return re dismissal of Norman Mc-

Askill, Postmaster, Framboise, N.S.61 (Us)

Return re dismissal of A. T. Doucet,

Postmaster and Collector of Cus-

toms, Salmon River, N.S 61 (lit)

Return re dismissal of Mrs. Annie

Gallivan, Postmistress, Whitney
Pier, N.S 61 (llu)

Return re dismissal of W. J. Paquet,

Postmaster at Souris, P. E. I. ..61 (Uv)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster at

St. Anaclet, Rimouski Co., Que. .61 (llu;)

Return re dismissal of George Gunn,

Postmaster at French Village, P.

E. Island 61(l]x)

Rfturn re number of dismissals

from pTiblic offices riding of Mac-

kenzie, Sask 61 (11;()

Return re W. J. Code, Commissioner

in re all charges investigated

by, also Ki-ijorl of same 61 1-

11

D
Return re dismissal of D F. McLean,
Fishery Overseer, Port Hood, N.S.61 (12u)

Return re dismissal of J. Scott Nelson,

Postmaster at Louisdale, N..S.. ..61 (12!;)

Return re dismissal of Jos. McMullen,
from Post Office, Bridgeport, N.S.61 (12r)

Return re dismissal of Fredk. A. Mar-
tell, Postmaster at L'Ardoise, N.S.61 (12(0

Return re dismissial of John A. Mac-
donald. Postmaster at McArras
Brook, N.S 61 (12e)

Return re Correspondence, &c., re dis-

missal of all officials from each Dept.

inside and outside service, since Ocf.

last past ei (12/)

Return re dismissal of Edwd. Doucet,-

Sub-collector of Customs, Digby,
^'•S 61(12g)

Return re dismissal of Mr. Le Blanc,

Snb-coUector, of Customs, Church
Point, N.S 61 (12)i)

Return re dismissal of John C. Bour-
inot. Chief Customs Officer, Port
Hawkesbury, N.S 61 (12«)

Return re dismissal of Alex. E. Mor-
rison, Point Tupper, N.S., from ser-
vice of I. C. Ry 61(12/)

Return re Doouments, &c., received
from Canadian Brotherhood of Rail-
way Employees by Departments of
Labour and Railwaj-s and Canals re-
lating to dismissals of employees,
ic.. .; .... gj (jof.)

Return re dismissal of Jas. Falconer,
of Newcastle, N.B., Correspooident
of The Labour Gazette 61 (I2()

Return re dismissal of John B. Chis-
holm, Lightkeeper, Port Hastings,
^•^ 61 (12to)

Return re dismissaj of Epiphane Na-
deau. Immigration Agent at St.

Leonard, N.B gi (lo^)

Return re dismissal of D. J. Morri-
son, Boatman, Customs Service, Bi^
Bras D'Or, N.S .'

..6°l(]2o)

•Return re dismissal of Rod. McLeod,
Boatman, Customs Service, Big Bras
D'Or, N.S 61(12p)

Return re dismissal of D. McLachlin,
Postmaster, Marble Mountain, N.S.61 (12q)

Return re disniissail of .4bra.ra Le-
Blanc, Postmaster, West Arichat,
NS 61 (12r)

Return re dismissal of Charles K.
T.iffcrd, Grand Cove, Richmond Co..
N.S 61 (12s)
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Return re dismi<i?;il of W. S. Law-

rence, Postmaster, Margrave Har-

bour. N.S 61 (120

Return re dismissal of John K. Mc-

Donald. Postmaster at Whvcoco-

magh, N.S 61 U2u)

Ileturu re dismissal of Capt. P. J.

Wilco.t, Customs OflScer at Louis-

burg. N.S 61 (12t))

Return re dismissal of M. J. McKen-

non. Customs OiEcer, Glace Bay.

N.S 61 (I2uJ)

Return re dismissal of Capt. John

Ar!enault, Telegraph Line repairer.

Alder Point, N.S 61 (12x)

Return re dissmissal of Mrs. John

Arsenault, Telegraph Operatoi, Al-

der Point. N.S 61 (12j/)

Return re dismissal of A. J. Wilkin-

son, Mulgrave, N.S.. .. 61(122)

Return re Charges made against Mr.

H. A. Bay6eld, Superintendent of

Dredging, British Columbia 61 (13a)

Return re dismissal of H. G. McKay,

Lightkeeper at Bird Island, N.S.61 (136)

Return re dismissal of Michael O'Brien

Lightkeeper at Bear Island, N.S...61 (13c)

Return re dismissal of J. H. Leduc,

Medical Port Officer at Three Rivers,

Quebec 61 (13d)

Return re dismissal of Patk. Shea,

Postmaster, Tompkinsville. N.S...61 (13e)

Return re diemissal of Elias Rawdiug,

Postmaster, Clementsport, N.S. ..61 (13/)

Return re dismissal of Chas. McLean,

Postmaster, Strathlorne, N.S 61 (13fl)

Return re dismissal of Angus R. Mc-

Donald, Postmaster at Broad Cove

Chapel, N.S 61 (13;i)

Return re dismissal of John McPhail,

Postmaster at Scotsville, .N.S 61 (130

Return re Conduct of J. Morgan,

late Postmaster. Village of Ailsa

Craig, Ontario 61 (13;)

Return re dismissal of Roderick Mc-

Lean, Postmaster at Kenlock, N.S.61 (13fc)

Return re dismissal of Allan Gallis,

Postmaster at Gillisdale. South West

Margaree, N.S 61 (13J)

Return re dismissal of David Slutvr,

Postmaster at Marsh 'Brook, North

£a«t Margaree, N.S 61 (13iii)

D
Return re di'iMussal of Helen Jouliert,

I'ijst mistress at Sayabec, Que.. .61 (I3n)

Return re dismissal of D. A. Redmond.

Postmaster at Brinston, Out.. ..61 (Mo)

Return re dismissal of Dan McEachern

Postmaster at McEachern's Mills.

N.S 61 (13p)

Return re dismissal of Daniel Dunlop.

Postmaster at New Campbellton,

N.S 61 (13o)

Return re dismissal of Arthur Arm-

strong, Postmaster. GreenBeld, Car-

leton Co., N.B 61 (13r)

Return re dismissal of Alex. Matlie-

son. Postmaster. Boulardarie Centre.

N.S 61 (1.3i)

Return re dismissal of Arthur Talbot.

Postmaster. Robertsville. Quebec.. 6] (13t)

Return re dismissal of N. 0. Lyster,

Postmaster at Lloydminster, Sjisk.6] (l.'iiil

Return re dismissal of Mrs. Maggie

Cameron, Postmistress, Achosnach.

JJ.S 61 <13r)

Return re dismissal of David Eraser.

Postmaster at North East Margaree.

N.S 61 (13tr)

Return re dismissal of W. Stayley Por-

ter, Postmaster, Port Maitland. N.

S 61 (13j)

Return re dismissal of Alex. McQueen,

Postmaster, Kowetoke, N.S 61 (ISj/)

Return re County of Bcrthier, num-

ber of employees dismissed in, &c.,

since Sept. 21, 1911 61 (13j)

Return re dismissal of Jesse L. Mor-

ton, Postmaster at Lower Argyle,

N.S 61 (Ha)

Return re dismissal of Mrs. M. C.

Gaudet, Postmistress at West Pub-

nico. N.S 61 (ll()i

Return re dismissal of John P. Mac-

Kinnon, Section Foreman on I. C.

Ry., at Shubenacadie, N.S 61 (He)

Return re dismissal of Mary A. Bohan,

Postmistress, Bath, Carletoa Co.,

N.B 61 ilUl)

Return re dismissal of Edwd. LaBerty,

P<)Sl master at Beuton, CarMon Co.,

N.B.; 61 (He)

Return re dismissal of Denis McGaf-
tig.m, Postnia-iler at I'lorenceville.

Car'.elou Co.. N.U CI (M/)

12
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Return re Documents re changes made
or asked for in Dept. Marine and

Fisheries, Bonav«nture Co.. Dec. 5,

I9i2. to date .' ..61(14g)

I'eturn re dismissal of J. A. McKenzie,

Postmaster at Ashlield, Inverness

Co.. X.S 61 (U/i)

l!e uru ""e dismissal of Jas. Bowles,

Postmaster at Alder River, X.S..Cl(14i)

Kcturn re dismissal of Mr. Edmund

Lacroi.x, Postmaster, Parish of St.

.rosep'h d\i Lac, Co. Two llountainij.

Quebec 61 (Hj)

Return re Lighthouse Keeper, Parish

of Repantiguy, Co.. of L'Assompinon.

Qu-bec r CI (14/;)

Return re dismissal of B. C. Kanock.

late Shipping Master at Lunenburg,

N.S 61 {140

Return re dismissal of TJlric Tbibau-

deau. Agent tor Pilots at Que];ec..Cl (147)!)

Return re Names of all officials of

Marine and Fisheries Dept. in Pic-

tou Co., N.S., dismissed, and appt.

of successors 61 (14n)

Return re dismissal of Capt. Freeman

Myers, Postmaster at Cole Harbour,

N.S 61 (14o)

Return re Public Officers removed by

present Govt, in Dist. of St. .Tames,

Montreal, Quebec 61 (14p)

Return re All employees of Govt, in

Edmonton dismissed between Oct. 10,

1911, and Nov. 21, 1912, salary paid,

&c 61 (Uq)

Return re .AH officials in Dist. of Sun-

bury and Queens, dismissed since

Sept. 1911; also re appointment of

successors 61 (14r)

Return re dismissal of Levi Munroe,

Harbour Master, White Head, X.S.Cl (14s)

Return re dismissal of Stanford Lang-

ley, Postmaster at Isaacs Harbour
North, N.S 61 (1«)

Return re dismissal of Hugh R. Mc-

Adam, Postmaster at Arisaig, N.S.,

appointment of successor 61 (14u)

Return re dismissal of J. J. McNeil,

at Grants Lake, N.S., &c 61 (14c)

Return re dismissal of Alex. Mc-

Tiniis. Car Inspector I. C. Ry. at

Uulgrave, N. S., &c 61 (Uu''

D
Return re dismissal of Archd. Mo-

Donald, Bridge Tender on I. C. Ry.,

at Grand Narrows. lona. N.S..61(14x)

Return re Names of all Officials dis-

missed Ln Shelburne ajid Queens.
N.S., from Dec. 1896 61 (]4j/>

Dea, Edmund, Investigation into conduct

of as Overseer of Lobster Hatchery

at Port Daniel, Que 95(

Demarcation of meridian, 141st Degree of

West Longitude, Return re 91

Destructive Insect and Pest Act 49

Des Prairies R'iver, dredging of, work
performed, men employed. &c 135b

Digby, N.S., Documents re purchase of

land for wharf at 203

J

Dominion Lands, disposition of between

April 8, 1905, and 1911 o2c

Dominion Lands Act, Chap. 20, Statutes

cf Canada, Sec. 77 of 52

Dominion Lands Survey Act, Chap. 21,

7-8 Edwd. VII., 0. C. re 52a

Dominion Lands within 40 mile Rail-

way Belt Prov. of B.C., Orders in

Council re 52b

Dominion Police Force, Report of Com-
missioner, re number of men employed
on 79

Dominion Rifle Range in Co. of (^rle-

ton, date of purchase, and from whom. 123

Donaldson, Arthur, re Homestead entry

on N. i S. W. J Sec. 8, Tp. 49, R. 26,

W. of 2nd Meridian, Sask 147a

Donaldson, Arthur,. Correspondence re

patent for land in Tp. 49, Range 26,

West of 2nd Meridian U7
Dredging Contracts, how many let by
Dept. Public Works, during 1911-1912. 135

Dredging made in Harbour of Bathurst,
N.B., by Dredge Restigouche 135b

Iredging of Des Prairies River, Works
performed, men employed, &c 1356

Dredging at Ste. Anne de Restigouche

and Cross Point, Eouaveuture Co.,

Qusbec ]3ja

Drof!:,'iiig. Amt. of done by Govt, in P.
E. I., season of 1912, &c ISSd

Duchemin, Commissioner, re salary of,

personal expenses, expenses for wit-

nesses' fees, re investigations in An-
tigonish Co., N.S 175

Duchemin, Commissioner, Date of ap-

pointment of, gross amt. paid to, amt.
for travelling expenses, witness fees,

&c 175«
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E

Earl Grey. D.G. Ptr., strike of firemen,

and others employed on. 1912-1913 IH
Adr! Grey, D.G. Str.. Investigation into

causes of stranding of at Toney River,

N.S 95<i

Ea*t half of section 27 in Township 6,

Range 2, West of third Meridian.. .. 126

Eastern Provinces, Return re cause for

depopulation of country places, and

high cost of living 129

Eastern Canada Power Co., re applica-

tion to raise head of river near Coteau,

Cedars, 4c 180

Edmonton, Constituency of, appoint-

ments by Dom. Gort. in, from Oct.

10, 1911, to date 72i

Electric Ligliting of Govt. Buildings,

ic, at Ottawa, re name of Company

holding contract for, &c 206

Election, Twelfth General, Report of the 18

Elections, Ky, for House of Commons
for year 1912 18a

Employees in different Depts. at Ottawa,

and nine Provinces and Territories,

who have left employment since Oct.

1911 to Jan. 10, 1913 119

Employees in different Depte. at Ottawa,

and nine Provinces and Territories,

who have left employment since Oct.

1911 to Jan. 10, 1913 (Supplementary) 119o

Knsineer, District, in Bonaventure Co.,

Quebec, Report of 176

Express statistics 2Ue

Experimental Farms, Rcpoi't of Director

of 16

I'-xperimental Farm at Ste. Anne, ap-

pointment of Mr. J. Begin as Man-

ager of 72e

External Affairs 29u

Estimates:

—

Estimates of sume required for Do-

minion for year ending March 31,

1913 3

Estimates, Supplementary, for year

ending March 31, 1913 4

Estimates, Supplementary for year

ending March 31, 1914 5

Fale« Cove Flat

Leas* of

Vancouver, B.C.,

Farm Labourers in Ontario, Com-

plaints against Agents for placing in,

during year 1910-1911 47

Farmers Bank, re correspondence re-

lating to action by Gort. regarding
relief of sharelioldere, depositors,

iScc 153

Farmers Bank, Report of Sir Wm.
Meredith, Commissioner, into a.11 mat-
ters connected with, &o l.'iSd

Fenian Invasion, re Petition of Firmin
Thibault, for indemnity 122

Female Labour, Documents re Revised

Statutes of Sask., Chap. 17, regarding

same 167

Fernie, B.C., re awarding of contract

for construction of a drill hall, at.. 197

Fernie, B.C., Documents, ic, re award-

ing contract for, also copies of all

tenders 197n

Fish Warden, Baker Lake, Madawaska
Co., N.B., claims of present 141

Field Battery* No. 10, Claims compen-

sation by owners of horses attached

to, in summer of 1912, ic 202

Florence Mining Co., Copy of Report

of Minister of Justice in re 142

Franking Privileges, used by Provinces

of Dominion, for Statistics 217

Forest Reserves and Parks .\ct. Sec. 19,

Chap. 10, 1-2 Geo. V., Orders in

Council re 56a

Forest Reserves, North side of Saskat-

chewan opposite city of Prince Albert,

re the setting apart of 1!IJ

Freight Tariffs, different, in force on
Ry. lines from Metapedia, N.B., Copy
of 105

Freight Tariffs, different, in force on

Freight Taa'iffs, different, Ln force

on Ry. lines from Sunnybrae, N.S.,

ic mia

Grand Trunk Pacific Ry.:

—

Documents relating to Labour condi-

tions on, between Tete Jaune Cache,
and Fort George 166

Geological Survey Branch, Dept. of

Mines, Report of 26

Opographic Board, Report of for year
ending June 30. 1912.

Giflin, Chas. G., Isaac's Ilarbour, N.S.,

cancellation of contract with, re Lob-

ster Hatchery 156

14
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G
Gorernor General's Warrants (State-

ment of) ^^

' ivil ntans. Documents in Dept. Public

Works, re harbour improvements at. 203/

:u«i Etang, Documents in Dept. Pub-

lic Works re liarbour improvements at 203/

bee, St. John, N.B., and Halifax, (lur-

ing twelve months preceding 31st of

Dec. 1912, showing domestic and

foreign 1^1

Grosse Isle, Quarantine Station, ap-

pointment of additio!iL-l physician at. 72

Grosse lele. Quarantine Station, ap-

pointment of Physician at "2/

Guardian Life Insurance Co. re trans-

fer of, from Dept. at Ottawa to Ins.

Dept. Toronto 188

Gunshed or Store House for equipment

of 18th Field Battery of Artillery, Ab-

Hgonish, K.S 196

I

H

Harkaway Post Office, regarding closing

of, and change of mail service 158f

Hatfield, Chas. W.. Fishery Officer on

Tuskett B.iver, N.S., appointment of.. 72b

Homestead Inspectors RathweU and

Erratt, re work done by in Moosejaw

Land district 218

Hoimestead Inspectors Brandt, Baifour,

Ouelette and Sipes, ocn work, in Regina

Land district 218a

Homesitead Inspectors BraJidt, Bailfour,

Ouelette and Sipes, expenses of in

months of June and July, 1912.. .. 218b

Homestead Inspector Miller, of Moose-

jaw Land district, expense© of in

month of July, 1912, &c 218c

Homestead Inspectors Shields and Mc-

Laren, work performed by in Swift

Current Dist 218d

Homestead Inspectors Shields, McLaren,

Erratit and RathweU, expenses in June

and July, 1912 218e

Hudson Bay Co.'s Survey, patent relat-

ing bo Lot No. 2L7 in Parisi of St.

John, Winnipeg 201

Hi>dson Bay Ry., Land withdrarwn from
settlement along line of, &c 232

Hnd.snn Bay Ry., Puvcha.se of land at

Le Pas for terminals of 233

I

Indian Lands :

—

Sale of alleged Indian lands at Nyanza,

N.S., &c 165

Re lands sold by Cote's Baad of In-

dians, also letters, &c., addressed to

Supt. Genl. of Indian ABairs 165a

Insurance, Report of Supt. of, for year

ended 1912 8

Intercolonial Railway:

—

Correspondence re supply of castings,

and purchase of' scrap iron 83

Names of employees on dining cars

of, and nature of employment.. .. 83ii

Relating to a strike of temporary em-
ployees on, at Halifax, N.S 83b

Respecting an inquiry concerning an
accident on, at St. Andre, Que.. .. SSc

Inquiry and copy of evidence taken by
Superintendent of, in reference to

A. Laugnay S3d

Relating to construction of a branch

line of into Guysborough Co., N.S.. 83e

Relating to transportation of hay over

for farmers of Antigonish Co., N.S. 83/

Relating to supply of ice for use of at

M-ulgrave, N.S 83g

Relating to Documents on file in Dept.

of Radlways regarding public wharf
at SackvUie, N.B SSb

Relating to Tender for supply of cast-

ings for, during present year.. .. 83i

Showing how many kegs of nails were

purchased for in 1912 83;

Showing amounts received for freight

and passengers for 12 months, years

1910, 1911, 1912 S3t

Re Water s^upply system at Dorches-

ter Station, N.B 831

iJe Case of M. L. Tracy of Mechanical

Dept. of I. C. Ry., &c 83m

Re Statement of amounts collected by

I.C.Ey. for freight on Hay from Am-
hert consriffned to Whidden & Son.. 83ji

Re proposed reduction of working

hours for employees on I. C. Ry. at

Moncton, oi other points on.. .. 83o

Be correspondence made by Sydney,

N.S., Board of Trade, re better and

increased facilities, on Sydney divi-

sion 83p

Re claim for damages for death of son

of Thos. Hoars, killed at crossing of

I. 0. Ry., SteHaxton, N.S 83a

15
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I

Be collision at St. Moise in FrS. 1913,

between trains of E. Smitli a..J iigu-

l.ir No. 99 8'''

Koturn re names, occupations, ic. of

all employees of I. C. Ry., dismissed

in Co. of Kimouski. since September

•.:i. 1911. (See oho dismissals) S3.v

Copy of Report of Privy Council of

May 5, 1913, re appointment of F.

P. Gutelius • 83'

D,>cunients in Dept. of Postmaster

G.ueral, re mail facilities between

Moucton, N.B., westward toward St.

John, and between Xloncton and

Springhill Junction, N.S., and other

points 83.1

Return re contract for construction of

any cars for I. C. Ry., since Jan. 1,

1813. ic 83r

All amounts collected by, for freight

on Hay from Amherst, &c., to An-

tigouish. in Jan., Feb. and March,

last 83u>

immigrants coming into Canada year

ending, March 31. 1913, inspected by

Govt. Medical Inspectors, &c I60a

luterprcvincia,! Bridge, proposed, be-

tween Hawkesbury, Onl., and Gren-

viUe, Que 220

Icebergs and land, Report on the in-

fluence of on the temperature of the

.iKi 21c

! colon, Wm., of Purcell's Vove, claim of

for return of a boat by Dept. of Mar-

ine 1«

Immigration, Report of Inspector of

Agents re placing of Immigrants, also

ReiMjrt re placing of in Ontario and

Quebec during years 1910 and 1911 46

hnmigration Office at Boston, U.S., re

closing of in 1911, 4c 84

l;iinrgrants, number of who settled in

Cunada in 1911-1912, and from where.. ICO

iiiipeiiaJ IVfence, representations of the

Committee on 85

hnportk and Dxporis of Canada with

Great Britain, U. S., Australia and

- Ni-w Ztalar.d, during year ending

March 31, 1912, in Agricultural pro-

.li:ct«, *c 152

I crease in prices charged Canadian

I'iiihermcD (or Manilla Cord, &c.. .. 185

Indian Affairs. Report of Uepartmcnt

of

Indians of Micmac Reserve of Ste. Anne,

Amount paid for Medical atten<la.nc6,

ic :

Indians of B.C., Claims put forth on be-

half of, ic. Report of Jas. ?JcKenna

on

Indians of B.C., Correspondfiuee, Orders

in Council re claims of, between Govt.

(f P.C. and Dom. Govt., &c

Indian Reserves of B.C., Commi.=;sion

appointed to investigate

Industrial Disputes

Influence of Icebergs and Land, on the

tcmperahire of the sea, ic

Inland Revenue:—

(Part I) Excise

(Part II) Weights and Measures, ic.

(Part IiII) Adiilterati.i'i of ro::ds. ic.

Insurance Companies, Abstract of State-

ments of for year ended 1912

Insurance Rates between Canadian At-

lantic Ports, and Ports in United

Kingdom
Interior, Report of Department of.. ..

Internal ICconomy, Report of Commis-

sioners of for preceding year. ic. ..

Investigation at Port Daniel West, Que.,

into conduct of Edmund Dea, ic. ..

International Waterways, Report of

Commission on, ic

Isle Verte, Co. of Temiscouata, re placing

of a light on Wharf at

25

58

95

19a

193

Japan, Treaty of Commerce and Nan-

gation between United Kingdom and.. 190

Japan. Memo, of Consul General for.

respecting regulation of emigration

from Japan to Canada 190(i

Justice. Report of Department of 34

Kiewatin Territory, School System es-

lablislied in portion of annexed to

Manitoba 168

Kiliy, r. W., M.D.. apiwintmeut of by

Govt, as Port Physician at Bridge-

w.iler, N.S "2h

Kilsilano Indian Reserve, Documents

dated since January 1. 1912. relating

15!ld

10
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Kraut Poiut, Lunt'nburg Co., N.S., re

papers regarding construction of wharf

Land, area of thrown open for pre-emp-

tion &c., in ProTs. of -Uberta and Sask.

since Oct. of 1908. &c 172

Land, one mile in width along line of

Hudson Bay Ey., withdrawn from set-

tlement, &c 232

Laurentides, construction of Public

Building at, &c 207rt

Labour, Report of Department of.. .. 36

Labour Gazette, The, aames, profes-

sions, residences, ic, of correspond-

ents of 199

Lake Timiskaming, ccnstruction of a

dam at foot of, for storage purposes. . 120

Lake Tinii.skaming Dam, construction

of in 1908 and 1909 120a

Lauzier, Arsene, of Amqui, Que., In-

quiry made as to accident to horse of. 146

Laugnay, evidence taken at inquiry in

reference to 6Sd

Lebffiuf, Aurile, cancellation of lease

No. 18778, by Minister of Eys 80

Librarians, Joint, Report of, for 1912. . 33

Lighthouse Keepers, List of removed by

present Govt, in Co. of Two Moun-

tains 61 m)
Liquor, Return re Section 88, Chap. 62,

E. S., respecting amount of brought

into N. W. Territories of Canada, &c. 112

Levie, Dry Dock at, also Port of Quebec,

Papers, &c., re construction of at.. .. 201b

Levis, Dry Dock of. Report of Mr. Chas.

Smith against Sampson et al 20ia

Lena, Jean Baptiste, and his wife, re

work done at public buildings at Val-

leyfield. Que 136

Lieut. Governors of different Provinces

of Canada, instructions sent with Com-
missions 113

List of Shipping, issued by Dept. of Mar-

ine and Fis.herie.s for year 1912. . . . 21b

Little Manitou Lake, Sask., Memo, re

certain area transferred to town of

Waterous, &c 219

I/obster Hatchery, establishment of at

Spry Bay, Halifax Co., N.S 6C

Lot No. 217 of the H-udson Bay Go's.

Survey in Parish of St. John, Winni-

peg 201

43849—2 17

M
Militia and D-efence:

—

Report of Militia Council year ending

March 31, 1912 33

Copies of Gen. Orders promulgated to

Militia between (Nov. 2 and ]Nov. o,

1911 68

Purchase of, and subsequent repairs to

a private car by Dept. of 163

Militia or regular forces, date of first

call to aid of Civil authorities, called

since, &c 127

Marine and Fisheries, Report of Dept.,

(Marine) 21

Marine and Fisheries, Report of Dept.,

(Fisheries) 22

Mastin, Miss, re presentation of certain

chinaware to Govt, by, &c 198

Mayflower, Steamer, investigation re

wreck of in November, 1912, &c.. .. 95b

Medicine Hat, Alta., re correspondence

respecting transfer of ' Police Point

Reserve,' to 115

Medical Attendance, &c., on Canadian

boat fishermen 61

Melanson, Joe., clerk at Bathurst, N.B.,

alleged defalcation in accounts of.. 103

Memo, of Consul General of Japan re

regulation of emigration from Japan

to Canada 190a

Memorial presented to Govt, by Delega-

tion from Govt, of P, E. Island, re

subsidy 121

Mennier, Chas., ex-collector of Customs

at Marieville, Que., re a claim of.. .. 157

Mexico, Return re correspondence be-

tween Dept. Trade and Commerce, re

closing of office of Trade Commis-

sioner in, &c Ill

Militia, Return showing when regu-

lar force first called out in Canada,

ic 127

Mines Branch, Department of Mines,

(Report) 26a

Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses.. .. 39

Molasses imported into Canada from

British West Indies for year ending

March 31, 1912, under Trade agreement

with, &c 74

Monk, Hon. Mr., letter of resignation,

ic 73

Moore, W. f., Lieut.-Col., 20th Regt.

Halton Rifles, re resignation of.. .. 113
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M
Moral Instruction in Canadian Public

fk-hooU. .Keport "by Mr. J. A. M.

Aikins

Mulgravo, N.S., and Clieticarap, N.S.,

Sieam Service between, in years 1910-

1911, 1911-1912 and 1912-1913

Murray, Sir Geo., Keport of on Organi-
'

zation of Public Service of Canada..

Macdonald, John, appt. of as Inspector

Inland Revenue, Maritime Provinces.

Marine Hospital at Pictou. N.S., corr<»-

spondence re disposition of to any

corporation or persons, &c

Mails and Mail Contracts:

—

Mail Contracts cancelled in Bona-

venture Co., since Oct. 1, 1911.. ..

Rural Mai) Delivery routes establish-

ed since Oct. 1, 1912

Mail contract, cancellation of between

Postmaster General and Mr. iJee-

man
Mail Contract for carrying between

Sorel and Stc. Victoire, Co. Qf Riche-

lieu

Mail Contract for carrying between

UeatherroTi a-nd Guj'sborough, N.S.,

for 1912

Rural Mail between Salt Springs and

West River Station

Rural Mai! between Merigonish Sta-

tion and Arisaig, Pictou Co., N.S..

Contract for carrying mails between

Linwood Station and Linwood P.O.

Correspondence re Railway Mail Ser-

vice in Bonavcnturo Co., from Oct.

I9I1 to date

Contracts for carrying mails between

St. Andrew a.n<J Beauley, Co. of An-
ligonish, N.S

Changes made in contract for carrying

mails in B«rthier Co., since Sept. 21,

1911. &c

Mail Contract re letting of between

Ouy<<baronKh and Charloa Cove,

N.S.. ..

Names of various Ry. Mail Clerks in

Montreal and Quebec divisions,

ic

Conlrnct between P. O. Depl. and Ont.

IC>|uiiiment Co., re purchase of locks

for mail bnga

Rr oorrrspnndcncc, Ac, between Pcst-

mm^t'T General and Dr. Fauchcr,

reiipt<c'tinf{ patent lock for mail bags.

62;

M
Correspondence between Postmaster

General and Mr. Aim^ Dion, Que.,

re patent look for mail bags 62o

Documents in possession of P. 0. Dept.

re carrying of mails between Lin-

wood and Grosvenor, Guysborough

Co., N.S 62p

Names of 'Mail Carriers in Co. of

Vaudreuil and Soulanges, amount
of each contract, &c C2g

Number of Post Ofllces in Co. of Yar-

mouth, N.S., not served with daily

mail, &c 62r

Contracts re purchase of Rural Mail

delivery boxes, made by P. O. Dept.

since 1908, until Jan. 1, 1912 C2s

Names of Post Offices anU Postm.asters

in Counties of Soulanges and Vau-

dreuil €21

Mail Routes, Rural, established in Pic-

tou Co., N.S., since Oct. 1911 C2u

Be purchase of new locks for mail bags

by P. 0. Dept., from Ont. Equip-

ment Co., &c 62t>

Re Contract for carrying mails be-

tween Post Office and C. P. R. Sta-

tion at Three Rivers, Que. since

Oct. 1911 62u>

Re cancelled contract of M. E. Bougie

for carrying mails between P. 0.,

and Ry. Station, Bromptonville,

Quebec 62x

Mc

McKelvey, Jae., of tow.n of Sarnia, ap-

plication of for Fenian Raid Bounty. 128

McKenzie, General, Documents, tc., re

resignation of 75b

N

Nadeau, l/ouis, appointment of as Post-

master at St. Christine, Co. of Bagot.

National Gallery of Canada, Return re

acquisition of Paintings, ic, names

of Artists, &c., since 1891

Navy, Royal Canadian:—

Award of Compensation to men be-

longing to

Naval Service, Report re

Copies of plans in Tenders of Me.isrs.

Cammel, Laird & Co., re construc-

tion of ships for Canadian Navy..

'I' iiilors for Hhiiw of War of Canadiw

48a

CO

18
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N
X-avel Cadets, amendment to the re-

gulations for eutrj of. Copy of

O C. re 48b

Northeast
-J

14-75-15-5, Documents re dar-

ing years 1911, 1912, 1913 to date.. .. 187e

Xorthumberland Strait, Reports in con-

nection with Tides and Currents of.. 86

North i of S. West i Sec. 8, in Tp. 49,

Kange 26 West of 2nd Meridian, Memo.

re patent for 147

North Bay to Sturgeon Falls, Ont., re

construction of a highway road from. 178

Northwest of 30-25-7-2, Documents re-

lating thereto 178t)

Northives't quarter section, 29-10-18, W,
re documents connected with sale of. 187(i

Nyanza, Cape Breton Co., N.S., sale of

alleged Indian lands at 165

Ocean Mails Passenger and Freight

Steamship Service between Canada and

Great Britain, and Great Britain and

Canada, Articles of agreement for said

service, with contract for, &c 194

Official Statistics of Canada, Eeport of

Departmental Commission 77 & 90

Oil Paintings, Subjects of, which have

become the property of the National

Gallery of Canada 121

Ontario, Prov. of, respecting extension

of boundaries of 101

Ontario and Quebec, area of Territories

added to by Statutes of 1912 184

Ordinances of the Yukon Territory,

(year 1912) 51

Ordinances of .the Yukon Territory,

(year 1913) 225

Orders in Omncil re seizure of horees

from John Gobel, for smuggling same

across to United States 212

Ottawa Improvement Commission, (Re-

port of) 42

Ottawa River, Amount of money ex-

pended on improving channel of,

between Hull and village of Masson. 137

Ottawa, Properties purchased in, by

Govt. North of Wellington and West
of Bank Sts 177

Patent Numiber 142823, Petitions

&c., in Patent Branch

43S49—2i

pl.Ul>,

Patent for N. i of S. W. J of Sec. 8,

Township 49, Range 26, W. of 2nd
Meridian to Arthur Donaldson

Paintings, Oils and Water Colours ac-

quired by (kirt. since 1891, for Na-
tional Gallery

Petite Riviere Breakwater, N.S., Docu-
ments, pay rolls, accounts, &c., con-
nected with

Peace Conference. International, re con-
sideration of first century of peace be-
tween United .States and British Em-
pire

Port Daniel West, Que., Investigation
into c-ondnct of Edwd. Dea, Guardian
of Lobster Hatchery there

Prince Edward Island, Govt, of. Mem-
orial re a delegation from, asking in-

crease of Prov. Subsidy

Privy Council, Report of re contract

for Ocean Mail, Pastsenger, Freit;ht

Service, between Canada and Great
Britain, &c

Prosecutions, &c., against Saml. Stew-

art, Melvin Hart and others for in-

fraction of Fisheries Act, also charge
against Rod. Martin, &o

Properties purchased by Govt, north of

Wellington St., and west of Ba.nk St.,

in City of Ottawa, to Jaji. 31, 1913, &c.

Peace River District, Amount of Seed
Grain supplied to settlers in, dnrinfe

years 1912-1913, &c

Pilotage Ck>mmissiou of Quebec, Report
of

Pilotage and its administration in Dis-

tricts of Montreal and Quebec, also

letter from Commissioner Ajutor La-
chance, &c

Police Point Reserve, transfer of pro-

perty known as, to City of Medicine
Hat

Portsmouth Penitentiary, re names of

keepers dismissed, and upon whose re-

commendation they were reinstated,

&c

Portsmouth Penitentiary, names nf Dis-

cipline Officers, dates of appointments,

&c

Pomket River, Antigonish Co., N.S., re

closing of Post Office at

Pomminville, Dr., appointment of as

Surgeon of St. Vincent de Paul Peni-

tentiary

174a

158
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P

Post Offices opened in Bonaventure Co.,

since Oct. 11, 1911, names of postmas-

ters, Ac 63

Postmaster General, (Report) 21

Preferential Tariff, between Govt, of

Canada, and CommonweaJth of Aus-

tralia 91

Proposals to supply medicine to Can-

adian boat fishermen CI

Public Accounts 2

Public Works, Report of Department of. 19

Public Service Commission, Report of.. 5"

Public Works Dept., Order for goods

giveai by, since Oct. 1, 1911, at Mont-

real, Halifax, St. John, N.B 133

Public Printing and Stationery 32

Public Offices, buildings occupied by the

Gort. as, under rent, 4c 208

Public Seririce of Canada, Organization

of. Report re by Sir Geo. -Murray 57a

Pure Food Act, re date of enactment of. 70

Public Buildings at Three Rivers, Que.,

since Oct. 11, 1911, to date. &c 207

Public Buildings, construction of in town

of iaurentides, Co. of Assompuon,

Quebec 207O

Public Buildings, construction of in

town of Stellarton, N.S., 1912, Docu-

ments respecting, 4c 207c

Public Buildings, work and rei>airs on

in North Sydney, N.S., 192, Docu-

ments respecting. &c 207t>

Q

Quebec Liijht, HeM and Power Co., Jjtd.,

rorre.spond(uce, 4c., re issuing letters

pa.lent to, 4c 110

Quebec Oriental Railway, Acquisition

of by the Govt, of Canada Hid

Quibec Railway Light, Heat and Power

Co., Ltd., letters patent to 110

Quebec and Saguenay Ry., Proirosed

guarantee of Bonds 116

Quebec and Saguenay Ry., Report of

Govt. Engineer who inspected the.. 67e

Quebec and St. Joseph dc Levis, re most

suitable site for construction of Dry

Dock at, Ac. .'. 201

Quebec ajid Oriental Ry., and .\tlaiilic,

Qu('b«c and Wi-sUtu Ry.. documents

re freight, pusMUger, 4c ll(ic

Q
Quebec and Oriental Ky., and Atlantic

Queljec and Western Ry., documents

re their incorporation into Canadian

Govt. Ry. System, 4c 116a

Quebec Harbour, Correspondence be-

t»ec.n Postmaster Gejieral and Isidore

Belleau, re improvements 203»

it

Reciprocity with United States, Corres-

pondence, papers, &c., re between Jan-

1, 1?90, and Dec. 31, 1891.. . .• 71

Red Point Wharf, Lot 48, P. E. I., re re-

pairs, contracts, 4c., on same 203c

Regina, City of, re contribution for al-

leviating distress of sufferers in.. .. 189

Report of Mr. J. A. M. .\ikins; on

moral instruction in the Canadian

Public Schools 90

Restigouche River, Smelt and Salmon

fishing, Instructions regarding 131

Resligouche, Fishermen's .Association, Pe-

tition of, to Minister, asking removal

of Mr. M. Mowatt, 4c 205

Restifioiiche, Dredge, cubic yards remov-

ed by, in Harbour of Bathurst, N.B.,

during 7 months, 1911, 4c ]33u

Rifle RjinRe, Carleton Co., Ont., re pur-

chase of site for, 4c 123

Railways:—

Railway Commissioners. Report of.. 20c

Railway, Ti-ajiscontinental, Report of

Commissioners of 37

Railway, Transcontinental, Copy of

original instructions furnished en-

gineers on lOastcrn Division of.^ .. 106

Rail-waj-s and Ca.nals, Report of Dept.

of 20

Railway Statistics 20b

Railway, Government of Canada, Re-

turn re Btiard of Management of.. 81

Railway Lino from Estmere to Bad-

deck, re building of 62

Railway: Sec Intercolonial Ry., 4c.

Railway, Intercolonial, Reports for-

merly made to Board of Manage-

ment of 81o

Railway, Intercolonial, Relating to

purchase of scraji and .-.upply of

canlings for 83

Railway, Intercolonial, Names of cm-

pliiyem on dining cars, and nature

of employment 83a

20
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Railway, Intercolonial, Returns re

Vale Line, correspondence a.5king

road to be taken by, &c

Railway, Intercolonial, re a strike

of temporary employees at Halifax,

N.S
' Railway, Central Ry. of Canada, re

Report made by to Railway Dept...

Railway, Copy of letter by Chief En-

gineer Lumsden of Traus. Commis-
sion to Chairman Wade

Rocky Mountain Park Act, Orders in

Council relating to (Chap. 60. Rev.

Statutes)

RoyaJ Society of Canada, Report of Af-

fairs of

Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Re-

port of the

R^'wlings, Geo. and James, Documents

re prosecution of in 1910. for riolation

of Fishery Regulations

Rowlings, G. A. R., J. S. Wells and S.

R. Griffin, Letters to Dept. Public

Works, re Public Works in Guys-

borough Co., N.S

Rural Mail Delirery Routes established

in Canada, since Jan. 1, 1912

Rural Mail Service, establishment of be-

tween Saltsprings, and West Rirer Sta-

tion. [See Mails, &c.)

Rural Mail Service between Merigonish

Station, Pictou Co., N.S., and Arisaig.

{See Mails. &c.)

S

Salmon River Indian Reserve, N.S., re

Indian School in, also appaintment of

teacher in since June 1- 1912

Salmon Hatchery, purchase of a site for

at Suidlope Lake, from J. B. Nicliol-

son

Sulimon, Scckeyes, of B.C., prohibition

of export of from that Province.. ..

Sauve, L. A., Claim of to certain build-

ings at La Pointe des Cascades, &c..

School Lands, Provinces of Alberta and

Saskatchewan, re Sale of since Oct. 12,

1911

School Lands, Provinces of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta, Showing

lots sold in during year 1912, price, &c.

62/

S

School Lands, Province of Saskatche-

wan, sold in 1912, Correspondence,

papers, &c., relating to in hands of

Government
Scrip, Half Breed, &c., papers re issu-

ing of warrant No. 2155, certificate

No. 672 to Albert St. Denis

Socles, C. R., New Carlisle, Que., Claim
of for balance of subsidy voted, &c..

Seaforth, Halifax Co., N.S., Correspon-

dence re tenders, contracts, 4c. , re

construction breakwater at

Secretary of State, Report of

Sevigny, Mr., increase of salary of, as

employee of Immigration Office, Mont-

real

Shareholders in Banks, List of

Ships of War of Canada, Tenders for,

&c

Skinners Cove, Pictou Co., N.S., Ex-

penditures at

Soulanges and Vaudreuil, Names of Post

Offices and Postmasters in Counties of.

South Port Wharf, Lot 48, P. E. I., re

repairs, contracts for same, &c

Southwest, 36-16-27, W. 2, Documents
in Department of Interior relating to,

&c

Southwest i of 4-9-14 West of 3nd Meri-

dian

Southwest i 28-20-21, W. 2nd Meridian,

N. W. H. B., also W. i of S. E. J, 32-

20-21, W. 2. M., N. W. H. B., &c.. ..

Southwest i 2-19-20, W. 2:id Meridiau

Homestead, Pat. June 3, 1892, Papers

connected vyth claim of G. W. Brown.

South West Cove, Lunenburg Co., N.S.,

Obstructions placed in waters of.. ..

Spry Bay, Halifax Co., N.S., re estal>-

lishment of Lobster Hatchery at.. ..

Spry Bay, Halifax Co., N.S., re closing

of, or change of post office at

Stahl, J., Assistant Inspector of Immi-

gration on Ry., re suspension of by

H. Boulay, &c

.Stamp Vending Machines, terms of con-

tract relating to, date, &c

Statistics of Canada, Official, Report of

Departmental Commission on
Steamboat Inspection, Report of Chair-

man of Board of for fiscal year 1912.

Steamer City of Sydney, Investigation

tion into collision between, and Tug
Douglas H. Thomas

203(1

29

132

G

60

100

62i

203c

187

187a

187g

187/

99

66

rsa

171

224

77

23
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s

Steam Service, ic, re subsidy to, be-

tween points in Bonaventure Co., Que.

apd New Brunswick '

Steam Service, ic, re subsidy to, be-

tween St. John. N.B., and Bear Kiver,

N.S

Steam Service performed by Steamer

Canada, eiace Oct. 11, 1911, to date..

Steam Service subsidized between Can-

adian Ports and British West In-

dies
•'

SteRan?«n, Mr. V., Correspondence with

concerning Northern expeditions.. ..

SteBanson, Mr. V., Order in Council in

reference to, &c

Stewart. Sam., Hart Melvin, and others,

prosecutions against for infringement

of Fisheries Act

Stenographers and Secretaries, Return

re number, names of, and Members

of Commons for whom tliey work.. ..

Stream Measurements for caJecdaT year,

1911, Report of progress of

Subsidies paid to Quebec and Oriental

Ry. and other,« since October, 1911.. ..

Subsidies paid each of four original

Provinces of Dominion at Confedera-

tion, population on which same was

based, &c

St. Peters. N.S., Acquisition or expro-

priation of land at

Sf. Peters Indian Reserve, Man., relat-

ing to delay in issuing patents for

lands purchased from

St. Peters Canal Improvements, re con-

tract between Dept. and W.H.Weller,

regarding

St. Pttcrs Canal Improvements, re con-

tract b.'twecn Dept. and W.H.Weller,

regarding

St. Cioix. Co. of Lotbiniere, Que.. Con-

utruction of a wharf at

Si. Joseph d« Livis, re suitable site for

con^l ruction of Dry Dock at, 4c.. ..

St. Vini-eut do Paul Penitentiary, docu-

m'-nis re appointment of Dr. Pom-

mi uville at

St. Anne de la Pocatiftre. Experimental

I'.iriii at. appointmojvt of Mr. J. Begin

11, manager at

fit. John and Quebec Ky., documents,

ic, between Dept. of Rys. and Ciinrils

re line fium St. John, 'N.B., to Orand

FklU

St. Germain de Kamouraska, documents

re purchase of timber for construc-

tion of wharf at, in 1912 .. 2039

St. Denis, Albert, re issuing of Half

Breed Scrip to, ic 2.11

Tach^, C. E., Resident Engineer in Bona-

venture Co., Que., re Reports made

by on Public Works there since 1911.. 176

Tarifi Duties on imported lumber, dress-

ed on one side, &c., re arguments re-

specting before Exchequer Court of

Canada 125b

Tariff Customs of Canada, changes made

in by Order in Council since last ses-

sion of Parliament 73

Tariff Customs on Cement, correspond-

ence between Companies, Corporations.

4c.. to Nov. 11, 1911 125

Tariff Customs on Cement, adjustment

of Duty on, and all correspondence

with Ministers respecting. 4c 125ii

Taxation per capita for year ending

March 31, 1913, and for each of 12 pre-

ceding year.s. Return re 227

Technical Education and Industrial

Training, R?port of Royal Commi.ssion

on, 4c 19ld

Telegraph Lines under construction dur-

ing year 1911-12, in different points in

Nova Scotia 209

Tenders for Ships of War of Canada.. 60

Three Rivers, Que., Correspondence, *c.,

re erection of a Public Building at

since Oct. 11, 1911, to date 207

Thibault, Firmin, of St. Denis. Co. of

Kamouraska, Que., re petition for in-

demnity 122

Tides and Currents of Northumberland

Strait, Reports in connection with.. 86

Townships 24-25, Range 27, West of first

Meridian, suitability of for Forest Re-

serve, Homesteading purposes, 4c '192a

Topograpliical Surveys Branch, I>ept. of

Interior, Report of, 1911, I9I2 25b

Trade, Volume of, import and exiwrt of,

between Canada and Newfoundland,

from Jan. 1, 1896, to Jan. 1, 1913.. .. 195

Trade, Volume of, between Newfound-

land and West Indies, included in

Trade Arrangement with Canada, for

1909, 1910, 1911 and 1912 (Supplemiii-

tary) 195u
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T

Trade Transactions between West Indies

and Canada 59

Trade Unions, An Act respecting.. .. 54

Trade and Ckimmerce:

—

(Part I.—Canadian Trade, Imports

and Exports) 10

(Part II.—Canadian Trade)—

France 10a

Gfermany 10a

United States.. 10a

United Kingdom 10a

(Part III.—Canadian Trade, except)

—

France 106

Germany 10b

United Kingdom 10b

United States 10b

(Part IV.—Miscellaneous Informa-

tion)

—

(Part V.—Report of the Board of

Grain Commissioners for Canada). lOd

(Part VI.—Subsidized Steamship Ser-

vices) lOe

(Part VII.—Trade of Foreign Coun-

tries, Treaties and Conventions) 10/

T€lephone Statistics 20rf

Telegraph Statistics 20/

Transcontinental Commission, Copy of

letter of Engineer Lumsden of, to

Chairman Wade of 106a

Transcontinental Railway, Copy of orig-

inal instructions furnished engineers

by Chief Engineer on Eastern Div. of,

also Western 106

Transcontinental Railway Commission-

ers, Report of for 1912 37

Trawlers, Steam, pTohibited from par-

ticipating in Fishing Bounty, &c 162

Treasuiry Board Overrulings (Statement

of) 40

Twine for fishing purposes, duty payable

on, under item 682 of Customs Tarifi. 69

Unclaimed Balances, &c., in Chartered

Banks of Dominion of Canada 7

United Shoe Machinery Co., Report of

Commission to investigate complaints

ag!iins.t 9oc

V
Vale Road Ry., asking that line be

taken over by I. C. Ry 109

Veterinary Director General 151

Veterinary Director General, correspon-

dence re requested visit to Nova
Scotia 216

Volume of trade, import and export, be-

tween Canada and Newfoundland, from
Jan. 1, 1896 to Jan. 1, 1913 195

Volume of trade between Newfoundland
and West Indies, included in trade

agreement with Canada, for 1909, 1910,

1911, a913 ^ 19.5a

Warburton, Lt. Col., appointment of as

Medical Officer at Charlottetovni

Camp 72(i

Warrants, Governor General's, State-

ment of 43

Weir Licenses, DocumentB re, in waters

of Ciounties of Charlotte and St. John,
N.B 2S0

Wetland CanaJ, number of accidents

to lock gates or bridges on, during

year ending Nov. 25, 1912, &c 169

Weller, W. H., contract between Dept.

of Railways and, re St. Peters Canal. 108

Welsh 0)al supply. Contract ror to the

various public buildings at Montreal. 134

West Indies-Canada C!onference 55

West Indies, Trade Transactions be-

tween Canada, and 59

West Indies Trade Statistics, Imports

and Exports, relating to, in posses-

sion of Govt 59o

West Indies, Documents in Dept. Trade

and Commerce re Steamship Service

between Canada and, since Dec. 1,

1912 222

White Bear Indian Reserve, Documents

re surrender of part of, &c 159c

Wholesale Prices in Canada, Report on

by R. H. Coats, B. A., Dept. of La-

bour 183

Y
Yukon, (Ordinances of), 1912 51

Yukon. (Ordinances of), 1913 226
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See also Alphabetical List, Pago 1.

LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Numerical Order, with their titles at full length; the dates when Ordered

and when presented to the Houses of Parliament; the N^ames of the Senator or

Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether it is ordered to he

Printed or Not Printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME B.

Fifth Census of Canada, ISill—Population, Eeligiou;, Oiigius, Birthplace, Citizenship,

Literacy. Infirmities, as enumerated in June, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME C.

Fifth Census of Canada, 1911—Manufactures for 1910 as enumerated in June, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is bound in three parts.)

1. Report of the Auditor General for the year ended 31st March, 1912 Volume 1, Parts A
to J. Volume II, Parts K to U. Volume III, Parts V to T. Presented by Hon. Mr.
White, Uth January, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. The Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 31st March, 1912. Presented

by Hon. Mr. White, 26th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

3. Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year ending 31st

March, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 3rd February, 1913.

Printed for distribzition and sessional papers.

4. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year

ending on the 31st March, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 10th March, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional paper.";.

5. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year

ending on 31st March, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 20th May, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional paperfi.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

6. List of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada as on Decem-

ber 31, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 26th Kovember, 1912.

Printed tor distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

7. Report on dividends remaining unpaid, unclaimed balances and unpaid drafts and bilh
of exchange in Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, for five years and upwards
prior to 31st December, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 26tli November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

(This volume is bound in two parts).

8. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance for year ended 1912. Presented by Hon.

Mr. White Printed for distribution nd sessional papers.

9. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada for the year ended 191?.

Presented by Hon. Mr. White Printed for distribu'ion and sessional pap<:rs.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6.

(This volume is bound in two parts).

10. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st March,

1912. (Part I.—Canadian Trade). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 30th January, 1913.

Printed lor distribution and sessional papers.

lOa. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the year ended 31st Marcli,

1912. (Part II.—Canadian Trade with (1) France, (2) Germany, (3) United King-

dom, and (4) United States). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 12th December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

101). Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st March,

1912. (Part III.—Canadian Trade with Foreign Countries, except France, Germany,

the United Kingdom and United States). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster,; ISth

January, 1913 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10c. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ended 31st

March, 1912. (Part IV.—Miscellaneous Information). Presented by Hon. Mr. Reid,

17th February, 1913 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOii. Report of the Board of Grain Commisioners for Canada. Presenttd Tjy Hom- Mr.

Foster, 3rd February, 1913 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOi'. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st March

1912. (Part VI.—Subsidized Steamship Services). Presented, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOy. Report of Trade and Commerce for fiscal year ended 31st March, 1912. (Part VII.—

Trade of Foreign Countries, Treaties and Conventions). Presented, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.

11. Report of the Department of Cu.-louis fur the y*;ar ended 31st March, 1912. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Reid, 28th November, 1912—Prtiifcd for distribution and sessional papers,

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

12. l!<>iK)rt8, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Kevinucs for the Dominion of Canaut

for the year ended 3Ist March, 1912. (Part I.—E.tcise). Presented by Hon. M.-.

Nuutcl, 25th November, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papets

13. R<»port of the Department of Inland Revenue for year ended 31st March, 1912. (Part
11.—Inspection of Weights and Measures, Gas and Flectricity). Presented by Hon.
Mr. Niinlel, 25th November, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

14. Il'port of the Department of Inland Revenue for year ended 31«t March, 1912. (Part

III- Adulteration of Food). Prosenli-d by Hon. Mr. Nantol. 25th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and stssioual papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME S—Continued.

15. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended

31st March. 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 26th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

15a. Report of the Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner for the fiscal year ending 1912.

Presented, 1913 Printed for distributioyi and sessional papers

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

156. Report of the Veterinary Director General and Lire Stock Commisioner, for the year

endin? 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 25th March, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

16. Report of the Director and Officers of the Experimental Farms for the year ending

31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 14th January, 1913.

Printed for distribution and stsiional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

17. Criminal Statistics for the year ended 30th September, 1911, (Appendix of the Report

of the Minister of Agriculture, for the year 1911). Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden,

2nd June, 1913 , Printed for distribtition and sessional papers.

18. Return of the Twelfth General Election for the House of Commons of Canada, held on

tho Uth and 21st of September, 1911. Presented by Hon. The Speaker, 27th November,

1912 Printed for distribution arid sessional papers.

18a. Return of By-Elections (Twelfth Parliament) for the House of Commons of Canada,

held during the year 1912. Presented by Hon. The Speaker, 10th March, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

19. Report of the Minister of Public Works on the works under his control for the fiscal

pt-riod ended 3l5t March, 1912. Part I. Presented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, 4th December,

1912. Part II. Ottawa River Storage and Geodetic Levelling.

Printed for distribution and sessional -navers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

(This volume is bound in two parts).

19a. Report of the Commission on International Waterways.

Printed for distribution and sessional papert.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

20. Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal period from 1st April,

1911, to Slst March 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 13th December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.-

20a. Canal Stati?tics for the season of Navigation, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. CochrauB,

15th April, 1913 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20b. Railway Statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the year ended 30th June, 1912.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 16th January, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 14.

90c. S3veiith Report of the Board of Railway Commissioiu-rs for Canada, for the year end-

ing 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane. 25th November, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20d. Teleiihone Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1912

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 17th February, 1913.

Printed Jor distribution and sessional papcrt

20f. Express Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1912. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 12th February, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

80/. Telegraph Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1912.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 7th February, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 15.

21. Forty-fifth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, for the fiscal

year 19: 1-1912—Marine. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazeu, 16th December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

21a. lileveuth Report of the Geograpliic Board of Canada, for the year ending 3flth June,

1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 11th April, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers,

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 16.

21b. List of Shipping issued by Department of Marine and Fisheries. Vessels in Registry

Books of Canada, for year 1912. Presented, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

21c. Supplement to Forty-fifth Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, for fiscal

year 1911-12,—Marine Branch—Influence of Icebergs and Land on the temperature of

the Sea. Presented by Hon. Mr. Ilazen. 17th February, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional paper:,.

22. Fmty-fifth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, 1912,—Fisheries.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 5th December, 19)2.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

23. Report of tlie Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection for the fiscal year 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 17.

24. Report of the I'o^lniaster Giniral, for the year ended 3Ist March, 1912. Presented by

Hon. Mr. I'elletier, 3rd December. \912.. Printril for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 18.

26. Anuuul Kt-purt of the llij artimiit of llie Inlerior, for the fi.scal year ending 31st March,

1912. J'rocuted by Hon. Mr. Roche, 27th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 19.

25a. Report of Chief Astronomer, Department of the Interior, for year ending 31st March,

1911 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

25ti. Annual Report of the Topographical Surveys Branch of the Department of the lu-

terior, 1911-1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, 6th .Tune, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 20.

25d. Report of progress of Stream Measurements for calendar year 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26. Summary Report of the Geological Survey Branch of the Department of Mines, for the

calendar year 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 29th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26a.. Summary Report of the Mines Branch, Department of Mines, for the calendar year

1911 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21.

27. Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the year ended 31st March, 1912. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 29th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

28. Report of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden,

14th January, 1913.. Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 22.

29. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada for the year ended 31st March, 1912. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 3rd December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

29o. Report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs for the year ended 31st March.

1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 25th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 23.

29b. Report of the work of the Archives Branch of the Department of the Secretary oi

State, for the year 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 2nd June, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

30. The Civil Service List of Canada, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 3rd DeceJnber,

1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

31. Fourth Annual Report of the Civil Service Commission of Canada for the period from

1st September, 1911, to 31st August, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 24th

January, 1913 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24.

32. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery, for the fiscal year

ended 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 24th April, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers
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33. Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament for year 1912. Presented by Hon. T.i-)

Speaker, 31st November, 1912 Not printed

34. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries of Canada, for the fiscal year

ended 31st March. 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty, 27th November. 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

35. Report of the Militia Council for the fiscal year ending 31st March. 1913. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Hughes, 14th January. 1913. ..Printed for distribution and sessionaX papers.

36. Report of the Department of Labour for the fiscal year ending 31st March. 1912. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Croth«rs. 28th November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36a. Fifth Report of the Registrar of Boards of Conciliation and Investigation of the pro-

ceedings under "The Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, 1907," for the fiscal year

ending 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, 2Sth November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

36c. Report of proceedings under the Combines Investigation Act, for the year ended SIst

March, 1012 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLITME 25.

37. Eighth Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Transcontinental railway, for the

year ended 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, I2th December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

38. Report of the Department of the Naval Service, for the fiscal year ending 3l6t March,

1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 2Sth November, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.'

39. " Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses," from the 1st April, to the 21st November, 1912,

in accordance with the Appropriation Act of 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. White,

2oth November. 1912 Not printed

40. Statement of Treasury Board over-rulings, under Section 44, Consolidated Revenue and

Audit Act. Presented by Hon. Mr. White. 2Gth November, 1912 Not printed.

41. Statement in pursuance of Section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the yeai

ending 31st March, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 2Gth November, 1912.

Not printed.

42. Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the Ottawa Improvement Commissioni Kn

31st March. 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 2Gth November, 1912 Not printed

43. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since the last Session of Parliament

on BMOunt of 1912-13. Presented by Hon. Mr. White. 26th November, 1912.

Not printc-t.

44. .'^tutemcnt of Superannuation and Retiring Allowances in the Civil Service during the

year ending 31»t December. 1912, showing name, rank, salary, service, allowance and

cangt of retirement of each person superannuated or retired, also whether vacanjy

in filled by promotion or by appointment, and salary of any new appointee. Presented

by Uutt. Mi- WkiU, 26lh November, 1912 Not printed
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45. Return (in so far as the Department of the Interior is concerned) of copies lof all

Orders in Council, plans, papers and correspondence relating to the Canadian Pacific'

railway, which are required to be presented to the House of Commons, under a Reso-
lution passed on 2nth February; 18S2, since the date of the last return, under such
Resolution. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 26th November, 1912 Not printed.

45a. Return to lands .=old by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company during the year
which ended on the 1st October, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, lith January,
1^13 Not printed

45!). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 27th
January, 1913, for a copy of all applications made by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company for authorization to make new issue of stock, addressed to the Governor in

Council, and of all correspondence with regard to the same. Presented 16th April,
1!I13, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier ]^ot printed

46. Return to an Order of the House of the 18th March, 1912, for a copy of all report-
made by the Inspector of Agents for placing Immigrants, both domestic servants and
farm lalourers, in Ontario and Quebec, during the years 1910 and 1911. Presemted
27th November, 1912, by Mr. Sutherland Not printed.

47. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and other papers in connection with complaints of whatever natune against
(Jommission Agents for placing farm labourers in Ontario, also officials connected wick
any agency in Ontario, during the year 1910 and 1911. Presented 27th November,
1912 by Mr. Sutherland iVof printed

48. Copy of Order in Council No. P. C. 1275, dated 13th May, 1912, " Award of compensation
to men belonging to the Royal Canadian Navy, who may be permanently disabled

though injuries or illness contracted during drill, training or on duty." Presented
by Hon. Mr. Hiazen, 27th November, 1912 Not printed.

48a. Copies of plans included in the tender of Messrs. Cammel, Laird & Company, dated
29th April 1911, for the construction of ships for the Canadian Naval Service. Pre
sented by Hon. Mr. Hazeu. 18th December, 1912 Not printed.

485. An Act respecting the Naval Service of Canada." (Copy of Order in Council, No. P.

C. 126 dated 20th January, 1913, " Amendment to the Regulations for the Entry of
Naval Cadets)." Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 4th February, 1913.. ..Not printed.

49. Regulations under " The Destructive Insect and Pest Act." Presented by Hon. Mv.
Burrell, 28th November, 1912 Not printed.

50. Statement of the afiairs of the Royal Society of Canada, for the year ended 30th April.

. 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 29th November, 1912 Not printed.

51. Ordinances of the Yukon Territory passed by the Yukon Council in the year 1912. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 3rd December, 1913 Not printed

52. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette, between
Ist August, 1911, and 30th September, 1912, in accordance with the provisions of Sec-

tion 77 of the Dominion Lands Act, Chapter 20 of the Statutes of Canada, 1908. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 5th December, 1912 Not printed.
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52a. Return of Orders In Council passed between the 1st August, 1911, and 30tli September,

1912, in accordance with the provisions of Section 5 of the Uominion Laud Survey

Act, Chapter 21, 7-8 Edward VII. Presented 5th Uecember, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Koehe

Not printed.

52(). Return of Orders in Council which haw; been passed and published in the Canada

Gazette and in the British Columbia Gazeile, between 1st August, 1911, and 30th Sep-

tember, 1912, in accordance with provisions of Subsection (d) of Section 3S of thi

regulations for the survey, administration, disposal and management of Dominion

Lands within the 40-mile Railway Belt in the Province of British Columbia. Pre-

(*nted by Hon. Mr. Roche, 5th December, 1912 Not printed

52c. Return to an Order of the House of the 2ith February, 1913, for a copy of all regula-

tions issued by the Minister of the Interior, relating to the disposition of Dominion

lands between 8th April, 1905, and 12th October, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. R,jche.

25th March, 1913 ^ot printed.

53. A detailed statement of all bonds or securities registered in the Department of the

Secretary of State of Canada, since last return (2Sth November, 1911) submitted t.i

the Parliament of Canada under Section 32 of Chapter 19, of the Revised Statutes "f

Canada. 1906. Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 4th December, 1912 Not printed.

54. Annual Return respecting Trade Unions under Chapter 125, R.S.C., 1906. Presente I

by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 4th December, 1912 Not printed.

55. Deliberation of the Canada-West Indies Conference, and Agreement between Canada

and certain of the West India Colonies. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 4th December,

19)2 Printed for distribution and sessional papers

56. Orders in Council passed between the 1st August, 1911, and 30th September, 1912, in

accordance with the provisions of the Rocky Mountains Park Act, Chapter 60, Re-

vised Statutes of Canada, 1906. Presented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, 4th December, 1912.

Not printed.

56a. Return of Orders in Council passed between the 1st August, 1911, and 30th September,

1912, in accordance with the provisions of the Forest Reserves and Park Act, Section

19, of Chapter 10, 1-2 George V. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 5th December, 1912.

Not printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 26.

57. R*>port of the Public Service Commission. Presenled by Hon. Mr. Borden, 9th Decem-

ber, 1912. Parts I, II, and III Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 27.

(This volume is bound in two parts).

57n. Report on the organization of the Public Service of Canada, by .Sir George Jfurray.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 18th December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

58. Ri-port of the proceedings for the preceding year of the Commissioners of Internal

Economy of the House of Commons, pursuant to Rule 9. Presented by Hon. The
Speaker, 9th December, 1912 Not printed.

59. Schcdultw of Trade Transactions between the West Indies and Canada, the Unite;

States and the United Kingdom, compiled from the West Indian blue books and sta

ticticj. Presented by Ili.n. Mr. Foster, 12lh December, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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59a. Trade Statistics of ImporU and E.xijorts in possession of the Government, re British

West Indies. (Senate) Not printed.

60. Return showing correspondence concerniag the calling for tenders for the Ships of War
of Canada, togetlier with copies of tenders. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 12th De
cemher,,1912 , Not printed.

61. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre^

pond«uce, telegrams, reports and documents relating to the dismissal of John R
McDonald, Heatherton, Antigonish County, as Indian agent for the district including

the Counties of Antigonish and Guysborough, and the appointment of his successor.

Presented tth January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

61a. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Dr. C. P. Bissett, Physician to the Indians at Salmon Eirer, Richmond County, N.S.
Presented 14th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

Gib. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Michael Murphy, postmaster at Point Micheau, Richmond County, N.S. Presentoa

4th January, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61c. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for copy of all changes,
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

David A. McLeod, Postmaster at Cleveland, Richmond County, N.S. Presented 14th

January.—Mr. Kyte A'ot printed.

61d. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,
letters, complaints, telegrams, reports, and other documents in the possession of the
Post Office Department relating to the dismissal of John Milward, Postmaster at Stov-

mont, Guysborough County, N.S. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

61e. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents, relating to the dismissal of

Kenneth F. McAskill, Postmaster at Loch Lomond, Richmond County, X.S. Presented
Uth January, 1913.—Mr. Kyle .V^j printed.

61/. Eeturn to an Address to His Eoyal Highness the Governor General of the 25th March,
1912, for a copy of all letters, telegrams, memorandums and Orders in Council, relat-

ing to the dismissal of Mr. W. W. Hayden, late wharfinger of the government wharf
at Digby, Nova Scotia. Presented Uth January, 1913.—Mr. MacLean (Halifax).

Not printed.

6I3. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all com-
plaints and charges made against W. B. Langley, assistant at Lobster Hatchery, Nova
Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence relating in any way to his

dismissal and the appointment of a successor. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr
Sinclair Not printed.

61'i. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the llth December, 1912, for a copy of all charges
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Fred. E. Cox, engineer lobster hatchery at Isaac's Harbour, Guysborough County, N.S.,

and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin ii:

regard to the same. Presented 14th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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61 1. Keturn to an Order of the Ilouse of the 11th December, I9I2, for a copy of all coii

plaints and charges made against Simon Hodgson, engineer lobster hatchery at Isaac ^

Harbour, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence relating m
any way to his dismissal and the appointment of a successor. Presented Uth January

1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Xot printed.

61j. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all charge-i,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Henry Henlow, chief engineer at lobster hatchery at Can^o, Guysborough County, N.S.

Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

Glfc. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

H. C. V. LeVatte, harbour master at Louisburg, Cape Breton South, N.S., and of

evidence taken and report of investigations held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the

same. Presented 14th January, 1913.—3/ r. Carroll Not printed.

61/. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

John Cummings, assistant at the lobster hatchery at Isaac's Harbour, Nova Scotia,

and of evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard

to the same. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Sot printed.

61m. Rpturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

W. G. Matthews, coxswain, lifeboat crew at Canso, Guysborough County, N.S., and all

evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to the

same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented Uth

.lanuary, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 n. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Joseph Shean, harbour master at North Sydney, N.S., in the riding of North Capo

Breton and Victoria. Presented 14th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKemic Not printed.

61o. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents, relating to the dismissal of

G orge H. Sampson, keeper of the storm signal at Lower L'Ardoise, Richmond County,

N.S. Presented Uth January, 1913. -Mr. Kyte .Vol printed.

61p. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Alexis Vigneau, captain of the patrol boat at Arichat, Richmond County, N.S. Pre-

sented Uth January, 1913.—Mr. Kyle Not printed.

61g. Return to ap Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of th« 4th Decem-
ber, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, Orders in Council and all other papers or

documents in any way relating to the dismissal of Emeri Thivierge, from the posi

tion of fisheries inspector for the Counties of Prescott and Russell. Presented Uth
Jiinuary. 1913. Jfr. Murphy Not printed.

61r. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing all

the public dffirers of the Inland Revenue Department in the County of St. Jean Ibei-

ville. removed by the present Government since 1st May, 1912, togaUier with the

oam») and duties of such persons, the reasons of their dismissaL the nstare of tho
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complaints against them, the names of the persons who brought these complaints:

also a copy of all correspondence relating thereto, and bf the reports of inquiries in

the cases where such have been held. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr. Demers.

Not printed.

61s. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, complaints, petitions, memoranda, notes of evidence, reports of investiga-

tions and other documents in the possession of the Department of Inland Revenue
regarding the dismissal of J. Fabien Bugeaud, Bonaventure, Quebec, assistant in-

spector of weights and measures in the Quebec district, and the appointment of his

successor or successors, with the names, residence, salaries and duties; also of all

documents relating to A. B. Caldwell, New Carlisle, Quebec, joint assistant inspector

with J. Fabien Bugeaud, and the duties assigned to him, together with a copy of all

recommendations for said new appointment. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr.
Marcil {Bonaventure) Not printed.

Git. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-
ber, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, Orders In Council and all other papers

or documents in any way relating to the dismissal of Duncan McArthur, from the

Annuities Branch, while the said branch was attached to the Department of Trade
and Commerce. Presented loth January, 1913.—3/r. Zi/urpJiy Not printed.

61u. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, -for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports, recommendations and evidence taken under investi-

gation by Dr. Shentlifi, relating to the dismissal of Charles O. Jones, postmaster of

Bedford, County of Missisquoi. Presented 15th January, 1913.—Mr. Kay.

Not printed.

61v. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1912, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, complaints or other papers or documents in the possession of the Goverr-
ment or any department thereof, relating to the dismissal of Archibald Barss, post-

master. New Harbour, West, Guysborough County, N.S. Presented 15th January.
1913.—Mr. Sinclair Kot printed.

61tt. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corres

pondence, documents, recommendation and other reports respecting the dismissal of

Dr. A. Allaire as surgeon of the penitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul, and also respect-

ing the payjnents of his gratuities, superannuation or retiring allowance. Presented
ISth January, 1913.—Mr. Wilson {Laval) Not printed

Six. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1S12, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, documents, recommendations and reports respecting the dismissal of

Oscar Eeauchamp as warden of the penitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul, and also

respecting the payments of his gratuities, superannuation or retiring allowance.

Presented 15th January, 1913.—Mr. Wilson {Laval) Not printed.

61y. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of

John McDonald, freight handler and checker Intercolonial railway at Sydney Mines

Nova Scotia, in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidenc-;

taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and

a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 16th January,

\9\S.~Mr. Mackenzie Not printed.

61z. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of Allan Kinney, of

Linwood, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, a sectionman on the Intercolonial rail-
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way, and for a statement in detail of the expenses in connection with the investiga-

tion of the charges against him. Presented 16th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisluiliu

(Antijionish) Not printed.

eiaa. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of Charles Landry,

of Pomket, Autigonish county. Nova Scotia, a sectionman on the Intercolonial rail-

way, and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investigation

of the charges against him. Presented 16th January, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (.inii

ginish) Not printed.

61 bb. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, reports, correspondence, 4c., relating to the dismissal of Patrick Decoste,

an employee on the ferry steamer Scotia between Mulgrave and Point Tupper on t)ie

Intercolonial railw-ay. Presented 16th January, 1913 Not printed.

61cc. Return to an Order of tl»e House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Harry K. McDonald, assistant engineer at St. Peters Canal, Richmond County, N.S

Presented 13th January. 1913.—3fr. Kyte.

61dd. Return to an order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

papers, documents, telegrams, and charges relating to a complaint against Js'eil Ross

sectionman on the Intercolonial railway at West River, County of Pictou, and of the

evidence taken at the investigation, of the report of the commissioner thereon, and

of all letters, papers or other documents relating to the appointment of his successor.

Presented 16th January, 1913.

—

Mr. ilacdonald Not printed.

61cc. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy ef all letter.-;,

correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of James Armstrong,

of Heatherton, Autigonish County, N.S., a sectionman on the Intercolonial railway,

and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected «ith the investigation of the

charges against him. Presented 16th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm {.intigonish).

Not printed.

61//. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents, relating to the dismissal of Thomas J. Gray, as car

inspector on the Intercolonial railway at Westville, County of Pictou. Prosontel

16th January, 1913.—Jlr. Mucdonald.. Not printed.

6193. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all com
spondcnce, telegrams and reports relating to the dismissal of Colin Macdonald. ot

Jumcs River Station, County of Autigonish, as Intercolonial sectionman, and the

api)oinlment of his succes,^or. Presented 16th January, 1913.— .Ur. Chixholm (Anii

goiiish) Not printed.

61'i'i. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all chargc^,

torro»pondcnce, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

A. T. Gannon, car repairer and inspector Intercolonial railway at North Sydney, Nova

Scotia, in tb« riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken

and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and u

detailed statement of tho expenses of such investigation. I'nsentoJ 16th January
1913.— i/r. MeKemie Not printid.
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61ii. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspoudence, documents, and reports relating to the dismissal of Huber Myatte,

Tracadie, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, a sectionman on the Intercolonial railway

and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investigation of the

charges against him. Presented ISth January, 1913.—ifr. Chisholm {.intigonish).

Not printed.

61;7- Keturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, documents, and reports relating to the dismissal of John McDonnell,

Afton Station, Antigonish County, Kova Scotia, a sectionman on the Intercolonial

railway, and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investiga

tion of the charges against him. Presented 17th January. 1913.— Ifr. Chisholm (.Inti-

gonish) iVof printed.

Glkk. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1911, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of William Landry,

of Pomket, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, a section foreman of the Intercoloniil

railway, and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investiga-

tion of the charges againt him. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Anti

gonish) Not printed.

Gill. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charge-.,

correspondence, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of D. J.

McDougall, section foreman. Intercolonial railway. Grand Narrows, Nova Scotia, in

the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report

of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement

of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKemie.
Not printed.

61mm. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 19i2, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Dan. A. Cofiey, lockman at St. Peter's canal, Richmond County, N.S., and of

the evidence taken and of the reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in

regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation ; and

a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Also, for a copy of

all charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other xloeuments relating to the

dismissal of W. A. McNeil, lockman at St. Peter's canal, Richmond County, N.S.,

and of the evidence takken and of the report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin

in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation

;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 17tii

January, 1913.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61 II II. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal o!

John P. Meagher, foreman deckhand on steamship Scotia, Mulgrave, Guysborough

County, N.S., and of all evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P.

Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 17th January, 19:3.—Mr. Sinclair iVot printed.

61i>o. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, evidence taken, reports, &c., and of all correspondence between the Pose-

master General and officers of his department, and James Gibson, ex-po.stmaster of

Alameda, Sask., in connection with the instructions sent him to hand the office over

to E. Cronk. Presented 17th January, 1913.—Mr. Turriff Not printed.

61pp. Return to an Order of the House of the Uth December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents and correspondence relating to the dismissal of Captain C. E. Miller from

the 75th Regiment. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Maclean {Halifax).

Not printed.
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Slqq. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters and telegrams relating to the dismissal of J. N. N. Poirier, collector

of excise at Victoriaville, Quebec, and also of the inquiry made by N. Garceau, by

the Minister of Inland Kevenue, and especially of two affidavits given by Ludger

Frechette and Joseph Faucher. Presented 17th .Tanuary, 1913.—iVr. Brouiilard.

Not printed.

61rr. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charge*

corre-ipondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Abraham Astephen, of North Sydney, N.S., interpreter Immigration Department at

North Sydney, N.S., in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, rresented

17th January, 1913.—Mr. ilcKemie Sot printed.

61ss. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-

ber. ]!II2, for a copy of all correspondence. Orders in Council, and all other papers oi

documents in any way relating to tlie dismissal of Robert Dow from the Immigratior

Branch of the Department of the Interior at Ottawa. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—Mr. Murphy Not printed.

6\tt. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, correspondence, &c., relating to the dismissal of John Ware of the Immi-

gration Branch of the Interior Department at Halifax, N.S. Presented 17th January,

19:3.—Mr. Maclean {Halifax) Not printed.

61IIU. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges

correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Richard Hickey, agent Immigration Department at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, in

the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and repori

of investiiiation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same, and a detailed state-

ment of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 17th January, 19,3.— Mr.

McKemie Not printed.

61bd. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges

correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Dr. J. W. McLean, of North Sydney, N.S., medical examiner. Immigration Depart

ment at North Sydney, N.S., in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. I'r

eented 17th January, 1913.—-V/r. McKemie Not printed.

61«"ir- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of John A. McRea, lightkeeper, at Margaree Island, Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by U. P. Duchemin in

regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 17th January, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm {Inverness) iVot printed.

61tz. Return to an Order of the House of the flth December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal ot

Thnniiis Brynicr, lightkeeper at Lower L'Ardoise, Richmond County, N.S. Presented

17lh January. 1913.—Mr. Kyle Not printed.

61ui/. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charge.->

rorreuponilenee, letterb. telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

I><imini'iue Boudrot, buoy contractor, at Petit de Orat, Richmond County, N.S. Pre-

•ented I7th January, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.
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61;j. Return to an Order of the Ilouse of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all charge,

cnrrespoiKlcnoe, letters, telegrams and other documents concerning the dismissal oi

Frederick F. Doucet, keeper of the lighthouse at the entrance of the harbour of Cara-

qnot. County, of Gloucester, and the nomination of his succsssor. Presented 17tti

January, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

&\aau. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy ofl all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of W. H. Henlow, keeper of storm drum, Liscomb, Guysborough County, N.S.

Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61bbb. Return to an Oixier of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal or

David Falconer, lightkeeper at Cariboo Island, County of Pictou. Presented 17th

January, 1913.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

elbbb. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal ot

M. Wilson Lawlor, harbour commissioner at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, in the riding

of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investi-

gation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKemie.
Not printed.

elddd. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal .

"

P. J. McDonald, harbour commissioner at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, in the riding

of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investi-

gation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 17th January, 1913.—Mr. McKemie.
Not printed.

Gleee. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing:
1. The names of all lightkeepers in the Province of Nova Scotia who were dismissed
from office or employment since 10th October, 1911, together with the date of each dis-

missal. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Maclean {Halifax) Not printed.

61///. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing the

detail and number of dismissals from public offices in the Department of Marine and
Fisheries to this date in the County of Bonaventure, the names of the dismissed occu-

pants, the reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such officials and a copy
of all correspondence with respect to the same, and of all reports of investigation?

where such were held; as well as a list of the new appointments made by the deparc
ment, with names, residences, salaries and duties,and a copy of all recommendations
of such appointments. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Marcil {Bonaventure).

Not printed.

Glggg. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the di*

missal of H. L. Tory, fishery officer at Guysborough, Guysborough County, N.S., and
of all evidence taken, and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard
to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of the investigation. Presented
17th January, 1913.—.Ur. Sinclair ygf printed.

eihhh. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents in the possession ot

the Department of Marine and Fisheries relating to the dismissal of John W. Davis,
fishery officer, Guysborough, N.S. Presented 17th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.
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eljij. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912. for a copy of all charge-;

correspondence, letters, telegrams aud other documents relating to the dismissal of

Martin Bourque, lightkeeper at River Bourgeois, Richmond County, N.S., and of tho

evidence taken and of the report of the investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in

regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. I'resented 17th

January, 1913.—-Wr. Kyte Not printed.

Bljjj. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Frederick Poirier, buoy contractor, at Descouse, Richmond County, N.S. Presented

17th January, 1913.—.Ur. Kyte Not printed.

eikkk. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams and petitions for and against the dismissal of Dr. George Pinault,

as medical health officer of the Mic-Mac Indian reserve, at Ste. Anne de Restigouehe.

Bonaventure County, Quebec, and of all documents relating to the appointment of a

successor, with the name, residence, salary and duties of the new appointee. Pre-

sented 30th January, 1913.—Mr. Marcil Not printed.

61"/. Return to an Order of the House of the Ist April, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, i-c, concerning the dismissal of Frederick Veit, employed by the Department

of Marine and Fisheries in the County of Gasp^. Presented 20th January, 1913.—

Ur. Lemieux Not printed.

61mmm. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, complaints, declarations and other documents in the possession of the De-

partment of Marine and Fisheries, relating to the dismissal of Mr. Alfred Lalonde,

employed in the warehouse of the Government yards at St. Joseph de Sorel and the

appointment of his successor. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Cardin..Not printed.

Blriiiii. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1912, for a copy of all letters

telegrams, complaints or other papers or documents in the possession of the Govern-

ment or any department thereof, relating to the dismissal of James Webber, light-

keeper. Tor Bay Point, N.S. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

eiouo. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1912, for a copy of all documents

letters, inquiries, reports, evidence, 4c., relating to the dismissal or the resignation

of Baptisto Desjardins as lighthouse keeper at Kamouraska. Presented 20lh January,

1913.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

61ppp. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of Angus

Smith, pilot on the steamer Earl Grey, and also of all the evidence taken at tho latest

investigation held in regard to the said complaints, and of the report of the investiga-

tion with regard to the same. Presented 20th January, 191.3—Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

61';(7';. Return to an Order of tho House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

corresiKiudcnce, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to tho dismissal of

Michael J. Sampson, lightkeeper at Lower L'.irdoise, Richmond County, N.S. Pre-

sented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61.ir. Return to an Oi-der of the House of the 9th December, 1912. for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to tho dismissal of

William Huckett, harbour commissioner at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, in the riding
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of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of tlie evidence taken and report of investi-

sation lield by H. P. Duchemin in regard to same, and a detailed statement of tlie

expenses of such investigation. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. McKeitzie.

Not printed.

Glsss. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and other documents in the possession of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries relating to the dismissal of Hormidas Lacasse, as wharfinger on the govern-

ment wharf at Wendover, County of Prescott, Ontario, and the appointment of his

successor. Presented 20th January, 1913.— Afr. Proulx Not printed.

Gltt!. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, papers, evidence and correspondence, relating to the dismissal of Geofrey Gor-

man, coxswain of the lifeboat station at Herring Cove, Halifax County, N.S. Pre-

sente<I 20th January, 1913.—-Vr. Maclean (UaUjai) Not printed.

61uun. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of ail

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Captain George Wetmore, harbour master at Yarmouth, Yarmouth County,
N.S., and the same information regarding the appointment of Captain Wetmore's
successor, and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by Charles Lane
in regard to the same, also a detailed statement of expenses of such investigation.

Presented 20th January, 1913.—.Ifr. Law Not printed.

eiri'r. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Stanley Henlow, lightkeeper at Liscomb, Guysborough County, N.S., and of

evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to the

same ; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 20ih

January, 1913.—Afr. Sinclair Mot printed.

Gluuu-. R-eturn to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of H. C. V. LeVatte, fishery officer at Louisburg, Cape Breton South, N.S., and
of the evidence taken and reports of investigations held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard

to the same. Presented 20th January, 1913.—-Wr. Carroll Not printed.

61xxx. Return to an Order of the House of the Uth December, 1912, for a copy of aii

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the di^

missal of Elias M. Boudrot, keeper of storm signal at Petit de Grat, Richmond Couniy
X.S., and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin
in regard to the same and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation ;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 20tii

January, 1913.—Mr Kyte Not printed.

Glyyy. Return to an Order of the House of the lOth December, 1912, for a return of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dii-

missal of A. B. Cox, Superintendent of Reduction Works at Canso, Guysborougn
County, N.S., and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P
Duchemin in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such
investigation. Presented 20th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed. -

61JJJ. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all com-
plaints and charges made against Jeffrey Crespo, sub-collector of Customs at Harbour
au Bouche, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams, correspond-

ence and reports relating in any way to his dismissal and the appointment of a

euccessor. Presented 20th January, 1913.—-Ur. Chisholm (Antigonish).

Not printed.
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61aa/sa. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

papers, charges and correspondence between the Department of Customs and all other

persons regarding the dismissal from office of Thoman Cameron, preventive officer at

Andover, N.B., and also of all evidence and reports thereon with reference to the

di-mi*ial of the said officer. Presented 20tU January, 1913. -Mr. Michaud.
•• Not printed.

ei'jfc'jb. Return to J»n Order of the House of the llth December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of L. W. Pye, customs officer at Liscomb, Guysborongh County, N.S., and of all

evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Dachemin in regard to the

same; also a det-ailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 20th

January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61CCCC. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all com-

plaints, accusations, inquiries, reports, correspondence, and of all documents relating

to the dismissal of Lucien O. Thisdale, a customs employee at Valleyfield. Quebec, and

the appointment of his successor. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Papineau.

Not printed.

eidddd. Return to an Order of the House of the llth December, 1912, for a copy of ali

letters, telegrams, correspondence, reports, and other documents relating to the dis-

mis-al of Ale.xander Macdonald of Doctor's Brook, Antigonish County, as sub-collector

of customs. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (.iniigoni.<!h).

Not printed.

Sleeee. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Henry Cann, customs official and preventive officer at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, in

the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 20th January, 1913.

—

Mr.

McKcmie A'ot printed

61ftff. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments concerning the dismissal of Charles Mennier, customs preventive officer at

Marieville, Quebec. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

Glggijg. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of al'

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, instructions, minutes of evidence taken

and had on any inquiry investigation had, held or taken, and of all other papers ant)

documents relating to the dismissal of George H. Cochrane, Collector of Customs ac

the Port of Moncton, New Brunswick; together with a copy of all letters and other

correspondence between the Honourable Minister of Customs, and the member repre-

senting the County of Westmorland, New Brunswick, in this House, and of nJl letters,

papers, telegrams, recommendations, appointments, or other papers and documents

relating to the appointment of a collector of customs to succeed the said George H.

Cochrane. Presented 20th January, 1913.—.Mr Emmerson Nflt printed.

Olhhiih. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all corr,.'-

upondence, documents, recommendations and reports respecting the dismissal of C
Michaud, postmaster at St. Germain, Kamouraska, and the appointment of his sue

r(8<or. Presented 20lh January, 1913.—Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) . ..Not printed.

Oliiit. Return to an Order of the House of the 25th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrnroii and other do<innpntn, and of all complaints or accusations relating in any

manner to the dismissal of Mr. Kmilo Archanibault, letter carrier of Montreal, and

a copy of the inquiry, and of tho report of the inquiry lield. Presented 20lh Januar.v.

1913.—Mr. Seguin Not printed.
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Gljjjj. Return to an Order of the House of the 9ih December, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Norman Morrison, postmaster at Ferguson's Lake, Richmond County, N.S. Pre-

sented 21st January, 1913.—Mr. Eyte .Yot printed.

GllckUk. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of D. J. McKillop, postmaster at McKillop, Richmond County, X.S. Presented

21st January, 1913.—-Vr. Kyte Not printed.

611111. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all corre

spondence, papers and reports in connection with the investigation recently held at

the Ste. Agathe post office. County of Terrebonne. Presented 21st January, 1913.

—

Mr.

Lrmieux , Not printed.

eimminm. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Bertie Boudrot, lightkeeper at Poulamon, Richmond County, N.S., and of

the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to

the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation, and a copy

of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 22nd January,

1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61nnnn. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents and of all complaints, accusations and requests for

inquiry, relating in any manner to the lighthouse keepers of Repentigny, V.Q., Messrs.

Leon Rivest, J. B. Lachapelle and Louis Dubois, since 21st September last; also a copy

of the inquiry and the report of the inquiry held in the matter. Presented 22nd Jan-

uary, 1913.

—

Mr. Seguin Not printed.

Gloooo. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers.

documents, telegrams, letters, &c., relating to the dismissal of L. P. Carignan, foresc

ranger in the constituency of Champlain, Quebec. Presented 24th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Maclean (Ralifax) Not printed.

Slpppp. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, complaints, petitions, memoranda, notes of evidence, letters, reports of

investigations and other documents in the possession of the Department of Customs,

relating to the dismissal of James S. Harvey, preventive officer, Nevr Richmond, Que-

bec; W. L. Kempfter, preventive officer at Paspebiac, Quebec; J. Herbert Sweetman,

preventive officer at Port Daniel, Quebec; J. B Le Blanc, preventive officer, at Carle-

ton, Quebec; J. Nadeau, preventive officer, Nouvelle, Quebec, as well as a cop.T of all

recommendations made regarding the appointment of their various successors and the

names, salaries, duties and residences, with a copy of their instructions. Presenteil

2tth January, 1913.—Mr. Marcil Not printed.

Olqqqq. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

cliarges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of William Marsh, preventive officer at Little Pond, Sydney Mines, in the ri.l-

ing of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 21th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenziv.

Not printed.

61 rrrr. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, and petitions, for and against the dismissal of Duncan McDonald,

preventive officer of customs at Athelstan, County of Huntingdon; also a copy of the

report of investigation and evidence submitted to investigating commissioner. Pre-

sented 21th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Rohb Not printed.
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eissss. Eeturn to an Address to His Koyal Highness the Governor General of the 11th

December, 1912, for a copy of all papers, documents, orders in council, telegrams,

letters, &c., relating to the dismissal from office of Lemuel Bent, late Collector of

Customs at Oxford, N.S. Presented 3tth January 1913—.If r. Maclean {Halifax).

Not printed.

eittn. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Pascal Poirier, Collector of Customs at Descouse, Richmond County, N.S.,

and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchcmin in

regard to the same and' a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his pucoeiiior. Prasanted

24th January, 1$13.—Mr. Kyte No! printed.

Bluuutt. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams, reports and other documents concerning the dis-

missal of Donald J. Hachcy, Collector of Customs at Bathurst, County of Gloucester,

and the appointment of his successor. Presented 24th January, 191J.—Mr. Turgeon.

Not printed.

eiurri). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General ^of Uie 4th

December, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, orders in council, and filM Other

papers or documents in any way relating to the dismissal of John Maher, from the

service of the Customs Department at Montreal. Presented 24th January, 1913.

—

Mr.

Murphy Not printed.

Clirtruir. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Peter Fougere, preventive and customs officer at Petit de Grat, Richmond

county, N.S., and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P.

Duchemin, in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of snob

investigation; and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor.

Presented 24th January, 1913.—Afr. Kyle ,.Not printed.

6\xxsx. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th DeMjnber, 1912, for a copy of all

c!iarge% correei)ondenc6, letters, telegrams and 9*.her documents relating to the dis-

missal of James Grantmyre, preventive officer at Little Bras D'or, N.S., in the riding

of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 21th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKcmie.
Not printed.

BlyUUU- Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 4913, for a return showini;

all the employees on the Soulanges Canal who have been dismissed from their duties

'^iuce the 2lst September, 1911, by whom each of these employees has been replaceil,

and for what causes werB they dismissed. Presented 27th January, 1913.—3fr.

n Iter Not printed.

0\t!!2. Itelurn to an Order of the House of the 15lh January. 1913, for a copy of all letter.-,

d(<iim<nts, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat

iug to the dismissal of Andrew Melville, locktender at Cardinal, Or.tario. Presented

27th January, 1913.—Mr. Pruulx .Vol prinlcd.

61>i"(>>"i. Return to an Order of the House of 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

do unientu, lelegraniH, reports, correspondence and recommendations iji any way relat-

ing ti) the diKUiissal of George' Short, canal bridgetender at Cardinal, Ontario. Pro

rnti^ arth January, 1»13. Mr. Guthrie Not printed.
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Glbbbbb. Eetiirn to an Orclrr of tlie House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any
Tray relating to the dismissal of N. Broderick, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario. Pre-

sented 27th January, 1913.

—

ilr. McMillan Not printed.

eiccccc. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing tj the dismissal of Thomas McLatchie, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario. Pre-

sented 2rth January, ]9!3.—3fr. Graha.m Not printed.

61 ddddd. Return to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Elgin McLaughlin, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario.

Prejeuted 27th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

elceecf. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reijorts, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of Robert Robertson, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario. Presented

27th January, 1913.—Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

Glfjfff. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of William L. Gladstone, locktender at Cai'dinal, Ontario. Pre- '

sented 27th January; 1913.

—

Mr. Piigsley ._Not printed.

Glggggg. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Byron VanCamp, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario.

Prerented 7th January. 1913.—Mr. Murphy Not printed.

Glhhhhh. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any-

way relating to the dismissal of Samuel English, canal bridge tender at Cardinal,

Ontario. Presented 27th January, 1913.—3fr. Carvell Not printed.

eiiiiii. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of Edward F. Moran, locktender at Cardinal, Ontario. Presented

27th January, 1913.—ifr. Oliver Not printed.

67jjiii. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters

correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of William E. Fou-

gere, of Frankrille, Antigonish County, N.S., a sect-ionman on the Intercolonial rail

way, and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investigations jf

the charges against him. Presented 27th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antiganish).

Not printed.

eikkkkk. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

letters, correspondence, documents and reports relating to the dismissal of John

Melanson, of Afton, Antigonish County, N.S., a sectionman on the Intercolonial rail-

way, and for a statement in detail of the expenses connected with the investigation

of the charges against him. Presented 27th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm {.intigoni^k).

Not printed.

61UUI. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Eonald D. McDonald, fishery overseer, at Broad Cove, Inverness Oiiiuty,

Kova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P.

Duchemin in regard to the same ; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 27th ' January, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Inverness).

Not printed.
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^Immmmm. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of al'

charges, correspoiidencc, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dii-

missal of John McLean, fishery officer at Gabarouse, Cape Breton South, N.S., and of

evidence taken and reports of investigations held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to

the same. Presented 27th January, 1913.—Mr. Carroll Not printed.

Glnnnnn. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of A. R. Forbes, fishery overseer at North Sydney, Nova Scotia in the ridinf,

of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investi-

gation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of tr.p

expenses of such investigation. Presented 27th January, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

Blooooo. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 191S, for a copy of all corve

spondence, letters, telegrams, complaints, petitions, and other documents concerning

the dismissal of Sebastien .Savoie, superintendent of the lobster hatchery at Shippigan.

Gloucester County, N.B., and the appointment of his successor. Presented 27th

January, 1913.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

91ppppp. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of D. S. Hendsbee, weigher, reduction works, Canso, Guysborough County.

N.S., and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin

in regard to the «ame; nl^o a detailed statement of the expenses of s^ch investigation.

Presented 27th January, 1913.—ilfr. Sinclair Not printed.

Cl'i'ilQU- Return to an Order of the House of the llth December, 1912, for a copy of &l\

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of M. Muce, lightkeeper at Cheticamp Island, Inverness County, Nova Scotia,

and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in

regard to the same; also a detailed statement ot the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 29th January, 1913.—Mr. Chi.<ifiolm (Inverness) Not printed.

Qlrrrrr. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way
relating to the dismissal of Dr. J. D. R. Williams, collector of cnnal tolls at Cardinal,

Ontario, and of the appointment of his successor. Presented 30th January, 1913.—

Mr. McMillan Not printed.

ei'ssss. Return to an Order of the House of the ]5th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of John W.
Bohan, preventive officer at Bath, Carleton County, N.B. Presented 3rd February,
19I3.-Mr. Carvcll Not printed.

61(((l(. Return to an.Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers
documents, correspondence, 4c., relating lo the dismissal of J. V. Smith, sub-collector

of cvetoms at Wood's Harbour, Shclburnc County, N.S. Presented 3rd February, 1913.

—Mr. Law Not printed.

Oliiuiiiiii. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of

John Y. Fleming, cuntoms oflicor at Debec, Carleton County, N.B. Presented 3rd

February, 1913.—.Wr. Carrcll Not printed.

eiri-rt'r. Return to an Order of the H.ouse of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of

Muttliiua MeiiRher, preventive officer at Debec, Carleton County, N.B. Pio^ciHe,! ."i,|

February, 19IS.—Mr. Camell Not printed.
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Slifuru-irir. Eeturn to an Order of the Hou.^e of the 3th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams, complaints, and of the evidence given at investi-

gation, if one was held, relating to the dismissal of Mr. A. J. Gosselin, acting preven-
tive officer of customs at St. Albans, Vermont, through the port of St. Armiand,
Coiintj of Missisquoi. Presented 4th February, 191.3.—J/r. Kay Not printed.

Qlxxxxx. Kftnrn to an Order of the House of the 4,th December, 1912, for a copy of al.

papers, letters, telegrams, and petitions for and against the dismissal of James W.
Bannon, preventive officer of customs at St. Agnes de Dundee, County of Huntingdon
also a copy of the report of investigation and evidence, if any, submitted to investi-

gating commissioner. Presented 4th February, 1913.—3Ir. Robb Not printed.

Slyyyyy. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing
the number of postmasters that hjave been dismissed in the County of Pictou since

1st October, 1911; the names of the postmasters who have been appointed to succeed

them ; the causes of the dismissals and all complaints and correspondence with respect

to same, and of all reports of investigation where investigations have been held. Pre-

sented 4th February, 1913.

—

ilr. ilaedonald Not printed.

QXzzzzz. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th

December, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, orders in council, and all other

papers or documents in any way relating to the dismissal of .lames Murphy from the

position of postmaster at Tweed, Ontario. Presented 4th February, 1913.

—

Mr.
Murphy Not printed.

61 (6a). Return to an Order of tlie House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way re-

lating to the dismissal of H. B. Easton, immigration agent at Prescott, Ontario. Pre-

sented 4th February, 1913.—Jfr. Murphy Not printed.

61 (6b). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 191S, for a copy of all lettei3,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of B. Hughes, immigration agent at Prescott, Ontario. Presente.i

4th February. 1913.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

61 (Bc'i. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of George Walsh, immigration agent at Prescott, Ontario. Pre

Rented 4th February, 1913.—ATr. Oliver Not printed.

61 (6d). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all pape.-s,

letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of Neiwton S.

Dow, immigration agent at McAdam Junction, York County, N.B. Presented 4th

February, 1913.—.Ifr. Carvell Not printed.

61 (6e). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of Oliver

Hemphill, immigration agent at Debec, Carleton County, N.B. Presented 4th Feb-

ruary, 1913.—Mr. Carvell Not printed.

61 (6/). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Martin Johnston, preventive officer at Rea Islands, Richmond County, N.S
Presented 6th February, 1913.—Mr. Kyte ^ ..Net printed.
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61 (6g). Return to an Order of the House of the lOth December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents respecting the dismissal of J.

E. Phaneuf, postmaster of St. lIuKues, County of Bagot. Presented 6th Febriiarj,

1913.—J/r. Marcile -Vol printed

61 (6/i)- Keturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy ofi aii

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dio-

missal of Murdock Mcfiutcheon, postmaster at Sonora, Guysborough County, N.S.,

and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by Mr. H. P. Dnchemiii, iu

regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 6th February, ms.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed

61 (Ci). Return to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and otlier documents relative to the dis-

missal of Duncan Gillies, fishery overseer at Baddcck, C.B., in the riding of North

Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held

by H. P. D.uchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of

such investigation. Presented 7th February, 1913.—Mr. McKemie Not printed.

61 (6;). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, foi a copy of all com-

plaints, accusations, correspondence, petitions and of all documents and reports re-

specting the dismissal of Antonio Leduc, postmaster of St. Tiniothes, in the County nt

Beauharnois and the appointment of his successor. Presented Tth February, 1913. -

Mr. Papineau Not printed.

61 (6/.). Return to an Address to His Eoyal Highness the Governor General of the 4th

December, 1912, for a copy of the recommendation to council, the order in council, all

correspondence with the government or any member thereof, and of all letters, docu-

ments and papers in any way connected with the dismissal of Charles Arthur Bow-

man from the engineering branch of the Department of Railways and Canals.—Mr.

Clark {Red Deer) Not printed.

61 (60- Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, evidence, reports, letters, correspondence, &c., relating to the dis-

missal of Elnathan D. Smith, fishery overseer. Shag Harbour, Shelburne Co.unty.

N.S. Presented 11th February, 1913. -.Mr. Lau- Not printed.

61 (Cm). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of ail

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Donald Mc.4ulay, lightkeeper, Plaister, Baddeck Bay, C.B., riding of North

Cape Brtton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and reports of iavestigatioa

held by U. P. Duchemin in regard to the fcame, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Preseuti-d 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. MtKcmie.
Not printed.

61 (fin). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, letters, correspondence, 4c., relating to the dismissal of John

Fredericks, lightkeeper at East Jordan, Shelburne County, N.S Presented 11th

February, 1913.-Mr. Law Not printed.

61 (6o). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, letters, correspondence, Ac, relating to the dismissa' of Johu
I'redcrickii. wharfingor at Fast Jordan. Shelburne County, N.S. Presented llth Feb
ruary. I913.-Mr. Luir ^^^ prinltd.
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61 (Bp). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, letters, correspondence, i-c, relating to the dismissal of John C

Morrison, harbour master at Shelhurne, N.S. Presented lltli February, 1913.—Mr.
Maclean (Halifaa) Not printed.

61 (6g). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, cor-respondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis

missal of Captain Roderick McDonald, tide waiter, at Big Bras D'Or, riding of Xortli

Cape Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the eTidence taken and reports of investiga-

tion held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (6r). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a cffpy of a'l

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis

missal of James Maloney, customs officer at Dingwall, riding of North Cape Breton

and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by

H. P. Duchemin in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of

such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie iVot printed.

61 (6s). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Hugh D. McEachern, customs officer at north side East Bay, Cape Breton,

in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and
report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed

statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr.
McKenzie Not printed.

61 (6t). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, evidence, reports and correspondence relating to the dismissal jf

Thos. H. Hall, sub-collector of customs at Sheet Harbour, N.S. Presented 11th Feb-

ruary, 1913.—3/r. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

61(6u). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of aU

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of J. A. McNeil, customs officer at Grand Narrows, Nova Scotia, in the ridini;

of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investi-

gation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (6r). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of George Burchell, custom house officer at Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia, in the

riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of

investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement ^i

the expenses of such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie.

Not pi-inted.

61 (6ir). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 13th January, 1913, for a copy of ail

papers, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of W. H. Saver, collector of customs at Cardinal, Ont.,

and the appointment of his successor. Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McMillan.

Not printed.
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61 (6x). Return to an Order of tbe House of tlie 9lh December. 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Captain George Livingstone, custom ofBcer at Big Bras D'Or, Cape Breton, in the

riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report oi

investigation held by H. P. Duchcmin, in regard to same and a detailed statement ot

the expenses of such investigation. Presented 11th February, 1913.—il/r. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (y). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for • copy of all

correspondence, reports and other documents and papers relating to the dismissal oi

H. Lacasse, as postmaster at Wendover, County of Prescott, Ontario, and the appoint

ment of his successor. Presented 13th February, 1913.—Mr. Prmilx.. ..Not prinie'l

61 (62). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all cor-^-

spondence and other papers connected with the removal of Harry A. Drigg, from the

position of postmaster at Grassey Lake, Alberta. Presented 13th Febrviary, 1913.-

J/r*. Buchanan Not printed

61 (7a). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9tli

December, 1912, for a copy of all papers, memoranda, orders in council, and corre-

spondence relating to the dismissal of A. H. Stratton, late postmaster at Peter-

borough, Ont. Presented 17th February, 1913.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax).

Aoi printci

61 (7b). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, corresiwndence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Henry Burrell, postmaster, Yarmouth North, Yarmouth County, N.S., and

the same information regarding the appointment of Henry Burrell's successor, and

of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by Charles Lane in regard to

the same, also a detailed statement of expenses of such investigation. Presented 18th

February, 1913.

—

Mr. Law Not printed.

61 (7c). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing

all the postmasters dismissed by the present government in the County of Gloucester,

the names of such persons, the reasons f >r their dismissal, nature of the charges made
against them; also a copy of all correspondence connected with it, and reports o'

investigations in cases where such investigations were instituted. Presented 18th

February, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon A'ot printed.

61 (Id). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Dr. Charles A. Wpl>ster, port physician at Yarmouth, County of Yarmouth
N.S., and the same information regarding the appointment of Dr. Webster's bug-

cessor. Presented 18th February, 1913.—Mr. Lau- .Y«/ priiilrd

61 (7c). Return to «n Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ail

letters, papers, charges and correspondence between the Department of Marine -and

Fisheries and all other persons, regarding the dismissal of Jos. Lord, keeper of light-

houses at Pointe i» la Mule on the River Richelieu, Parish of St. Blaise, County ol

Saint Jean and Iberville and of all rei)orls thereon with reference to the dismissal of

the said Mr. Lord. Presented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Demers A',i( printed.

61 (7/). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th Jnnnary, I9I3, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams and petitions concerning the dismissal of Henri

Friolet, wharfinger at Carnq\iet, and Richard Southwood, wharfinger and agent of the

Storm Signal Service at Bulhursl, Gloucester County, N.B., and the appointment of

thgir Buccessors. Presented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.
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61 (7ff). Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrajns, reports and other documents, respecting the re-

moral of Joseph L. Robichaud, lighthouse keeper at Miscou, County of Gloucester

and the appointment of his successor; also of all correspondence respecting the

engagement of the engineer of fog alarm system attached to that station, and the

certificates required by the Minist?r of Marine, showing the competence of that engi-

neer; with the names of the new keeper and of the said engineer and their ages. Pre

sented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

61 (7ft). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Captain Pope as lighthouse keeper at Scatarie, Cape Breton South, N.S.,

and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in

regard to the same. Presented 19th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Carroll Not printed

61 (7i). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Captain W. W. liewis, a-s shipping master at Louisburg, Cape Breton South,
Nova Scotia, and of evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duch -

min, in regard to the same. Presented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Carroll.

Not printed.

61 (7j"). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return show
ing the names of postmasters that have been dismissed in the County of Bonaventure

since 1st October, 1911; the names of the postmasters who have been appointed to

succeed them; the causes of the dismissals and a copy of all complaints and corre-

spondence with respect to same, and of all reports of investigations where such have

been held, with the reasons given for not holding any such investigation, when not

held. Presented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Marcil Not printed

61 (7k). Return to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of George Hines, lighthonse keeper at South Ingonish, riding of North Cape
Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held

by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses

of such investigation. Presented 20th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie..Not printed.

61 (7!)- Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a return show-

ing a list of the lighthouse keepers removed by the present government in the County
of Two Mountains, the names of such persons, the reasons for their dismissal, the

nature of the complaints made against them; also a copy of all correspondence and
petitions relating thereto, and reports of inquiries in the cases, where such have been

held ; and also the names of their successors. Presented 20th February, 1913.—Mr.
Ethier Not printed.

61 t7m). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of a'l

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Archibald McDonald, preventive officer at Mull River, Inverness Countv,

Nova Scotia. Presented 20th February, 1913.—3/r. Chiskolm (Inverness) . .Not printed.

61 (7ii). Return to an Order of the Hou.se of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, correspondence on file referring to the dismissal of Donald Chisholm, of Tri-

cadie, in the County of Antigonish, as preventive officer. Presented 20th February.

1913.—Mr. Chisholm {.intigonish) , Not printed.
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61 (7o). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, telegrams, reports -and other documents relative to the dismissal of Edward

C. Humphreys, of Trenton, N.S., as an officer of the Inland Revenue Department and

to the appointment of his successor. Presented 20th February, 1913.—Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

61 (7p). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis

missal of H. J. Fixott, port physician at Arichat, Richmond County, N.S. Presented

21st February, 1913.—-Ur. Kijtc Xot printed.

61 (7(/). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

D. Morin as postmaster of St. Pie de Bagot, County of Bagot. Presented 21st Feb-

ruary, 1913.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bagot) Not printed.

61 (7r). Return to an Order of the House of the Iflth December, 1912, for a copy of all

corre.<pondence, investigations and papers generally concerning the dismissal of

Ernest Paquin, p.ostmaster of St. Cecile de Levrard, County of Nicolet. Presented

21st February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemietix Not printed.

61 (7s). Return to agi Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the I't'i

February, 1913, for a copy of all complaints and charges made against John R. Mr
Donald, Indian agent at Heatherton, Antigonish County, of the recommendations t

council and of the order in council made thereon, and of all letters, correspondence,

and documents connected in any way with his dismissal. Presented 25th February.

1913.—A/r. Chisholm (.intigonish) Not printed.

61 (7(). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

mis*.-^ of Joseph Day, customs officer at Little Bras D'Or, C.B., in the riding of North

Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held

by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of

such investigation. Presented 25th February, 1913.—Afr. McKemic Not printed.

61 (7u). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 29'

h

January, 1913, for a copy of all complaints against Duncan McLeod, appraiser of cus

toms at Sherbrooke, Province of Quebec, of all information obtained as to his con

duct through seizures of goods by special officers of customs and by investigation; o'

all reports of investigation; of the order in council dismissing said Duncan McLeod;

and of all correspondence between him and the Department of Customs. Presented

25th February, 1913.—Jfr. McCrae Not printed.

61 (7ti). Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence, ic, given at the investigation or investigation^

and of reports of such investigations, relating to the dismissal of Edouard 1)

Chiasson, sub-collector of customs at Lameque, Gloucester Coun*y, and the appoint

mcnt of his successor. Presented 25th February, 1913.—.Vr. Turgeon.. ..Not printed.

61 (7ir). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal ol

George F. Briggs, customs officer at Mc.Vdam Junction. York County, N.B. I'resenteil

26th February, I913.-Mr. t'areell Not printed.
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61 (7a-). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of William A. Duan, lightkeeper at Green Island, Richmond County, Noya
Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin,

in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 25th February, 1913.—Mr. Kijte Not printed.

61 {7y). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of al'

papers, charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to

the dismissal of Thomas Cameron, preventive officer at Andover, N.B., and of the

evidence taken and reports of investigation held by Mr. E. T. C. Knowles, in connec-

tion with the same. Presented 26th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Michaiid Not printed.

61 (7j). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all com-

plaints and charges made against Joseph McDonald, late of the customs office at

Sydney, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence

relating in any way to his dismissal and the appointment of his successor. Presented

2Cth February, 1913.—j!/r. Carroll Not printed

61 (8a). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all com-

plaints and charges made against Angus McGillivray, late of customs office at Glace

Bay, Cape Breton South, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspond

ence relating in any way to his dismissal and the appointment of his successor. Pre
sented 2Cth February, 1913.—Mr. CorroH Not printed.

61 (8b). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Roderick Bain, boatman at New Campbellton, riding of North Cape Breton

and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of the investigation held by

H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, with a detailed statement of expenses of such

investigation. Presented 26th February, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

61 (8e). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any
way relating to the dismissal of W. A. Scott, lockmaster at Cardinal, Ontario, and of

the appointment of his successor. Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. McMillan.

Not printed.

61 (8d). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Bert Johnson, lockman at Nicholson, Ontario. Pre-

sented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

61 (8e). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismiseal of John Merrifield, lockmaster at Burritts Rapids, Ont.,

and the appointment of his successor. Presented 27th February, 1913.-Mr. ChishoUn.

Not printed.

61 (8/). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Neil Cummings, lof.'kmaster at Cardinal, Ontario,

and of the appointment of his successor. Presented 27th February, 1913.— .Mr.

McMillan Not printed.
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61 (Sff). R«tnrn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, papers, charges and correspondence between the Department of Railways

and Canals and all other persons, regarding the dismissal of Mr. Francois Chagnon.

lockkeeper at Saint Jean, County of Saint Jean and Iberville, and of all reports

thereon with reference to the dismissal of the said Mr. Chagnon. Presented 27th

February, 1913.—Mr. Demers A'o* printed.

61 (Sh). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Neil McNeil, .bridge tender. Intercolonial railway, at Grand Narrows in the

riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr.

McKenzie A^ot printed.

61 (Si). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of aU

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the di-

missal of Archibald McKenzie, sectionman. Intercolonial railway, at Grand Narrows,

in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 27th February, 1913.—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

61 (8;). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of al!

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other dcicuments relative to the dis-

missal of John Fraser, bridge tender, Intercoloni.-\l railway, at Grand Narrows, in the

riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 27th February, 1913.

—

Mr.

McKenzie Not printed.

61 {8k). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of a'l

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in anr

way relating to the dismissal of Demetrius Crozier, lockman at Mcrrickville, Ontario.

Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Proulx Not printed.

61 (81). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any
way relating to the dismissal of Patrick Cussuk, lockman at Mcrrickville, Ontario

Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Michaud Not printed.

61 (8m). Return to an Order of the House of the 27lh January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in anvr

way relating to the dismissal of Joseph H. Webster, lockman at Nicholson, Ontario.

Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Pucaud Not printed.

61 (8fi). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and reconimeudafions in an.'

way relating to the dismis-sal of Cyrus O'Neil, lockman at Nicholson, Ontario. Pre

sented 27th February, 1913.—.Wr. Kyte Not printed.

61 (So). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any
way relating to the dismissal of Michael Laughtin, bridgoman at Burritts Rapids.

Ontario. Presented 27th February, 1913.—.Wr. Pnpincaii Not printed.

01 (Ap). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913. for a copy of all

letterii, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendatinn.t in any
way relating to the di^niisxnl of John McKay, bridgeman at Becketts, Ontario. Pre-

MOted 2Vth February, 1913.—Mr. Lanctot Not printed.
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61 (8g). Return to an Order of the House of the 2Tth January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Edward Proctor, lockman at Burritts Rapids, Ont.

Presented 27th February, 19\3.—Ur. Neely Not printed.

61 (8r). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of William Morrison, lockman at Burritts Rapids, Out.

Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Cash Not printed.

61 (8s). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any

way relating to the dismissal of Adam Henderson, bridgemaster at Cardinal, Ontario,

and of the appointment of his successor. Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Murphy.

Not printed.

61 (St). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of James Feehan, fishery guardian or warden at Tracadie Harbour and Savage

Harbour, Prince Edward Island. Presented 27th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Hvghes

(Kings, P.E.I.).. Not printed.

61 (Su). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ali

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of John C. McNeil, lighthouse keeper at Grand Narrows, in the riding of

North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (Sr). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondenc-e, tetters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of A. A. Chisholm, fishery overseer at Margaree Forks, Inverness County, Nofa

Scotia. Presented 28th T^ebruary, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness).. ..Not printed.

61 (Su-). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Charles E. Aucoin, collector of customs at Cheticamp, Inverness County,

Nova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by Mr. H. P.

Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a detailed st-atement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 28th Februa?ry, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish).

Not printed.

61 (Sx). Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all

complaints and charges made against Charles L. Gass, late postmaster at Bayfield.

Antigonish County, of the evidence taken, if any, before Commissioner Duchemin,

and of his report thereon and of all letters, telegrams and documents of every kind

relating to his dismissal and the appointment of his successor. Presented 28th Feb

ruary, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

61 (Sy). Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all

letters and correspondence exchanged in reference to the dismissal of Cyprien Martin,

of St. Basile, County of Madawaska, N.B., between the Department of Customs and

the said Mr. Martin as preventive officer. Presented 28th February, 1913.

—

Mr.

Michand Not printed.
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61 (8z). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th Detember, 1912, for a copy of a'l

complaints and charges made against Angus A. Boyd, postmaster at Boyd's post office,

Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence

relating in any way to his dismissal, and the appointm nt of a successor. Presented

28th February, 1913.—3/1-. ChishoLm {.intiguiiish) Xot printed.

61 (9<i). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of aU

complaints and charges made against John B. Macdonald, postmaster at Glasburn,

Antigonish County. Nova Seotia, and of all letters, telegrams and corre-pondence

relating in any way to his dismissal, and the appointment of a successor, i'lesented

28lh February, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm {Antigonish) Not printei

61 (9b). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

complaints and charges made against Alex. G. Chisholm, postmaster at Ohio, Anti

SOiiish County, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence relaling

in any way to his dismissal, and the appointment of a successor. Presented 28th

February, 1913.—Afr. Chisholm {Inverness) I^'oi print-iu

61 (9c). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

complaints and charges made against John J. McLean, postmaster at Cross Koad.-,

Ohio, Antigonish County. Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspond

ence relating in any way to his dismissal and the appointment of a successor. Pre-

sented 2Sth February, 1913.—il/r. Chisholm {Inverness) Not printeil

61 (9(1). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

complaints and charges made against Dougald McDonald, postmaster at Docto.-s

Brook. Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and correspond

ence relating in any way to his dismissal, and the appointment of his successor. Pre

sented 28th February, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

61 (9c). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all com-

plaints and charges made against Dan. A. Mclnnes, postmaster at Georgeville, Anti-

gonish County, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams, and correspondence rclat

ing in any way to his dismissal, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 38th

February, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) iVot printed.

61 (9/). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, letters, correspondence, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of E. A. Asker. harbour master at Campbelltou. Presented 3rd March, 1913.

—

Mr. tteid (Rcstigouchc) Not printed.

61 O'j). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th Febrviary. 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, documents and orders relative to the dismissal of Fred Shultz a6

caretaker of the armouries at Kentville, Nova Scotia, and of the appointment of

William Slioop in his place and also for a statement of the stores in said armouries

in the years 1910, 1911. 1912. respectively, and for a copy of all orders and regulations

relative to the duties of such caretaker. Presented 3rd March, 191S.—Mr. Maci/oiiald.

Not printed.

61 (9/i). Return to an Order of the House of the 29lli .luiiuary. 1913. for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other dociinu-iits relating to the dis-

missal of Dr. Freeman O'Neil. from the Murine Hospital a Louisburg, Cape Breton

South. N.S., and of evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duclu

min, in regard to the same. Presented 10th March, 1913. -.Wr. Carroll.. Not printed.
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61 (9!). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of a'l.

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

mis.-al of Leon N. Poirier, wharfinger at Uescou^e, l-ichmond County, N.S. I'resenteJ

10th March, 1913.—x1/r. Kyte Not priu1i.il.

61 (9j). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 19!2, for a copy of a 1

ch'>rges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Norman L. Trefry, shipping master at Yarmouth, County of Yarmouth.
K.S., and the same information regarding tlie appointment of Mr. Trefry 's successor

Pressnted 10th March, 1913.—Mr. Lair Not printed.

61 (9/0. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, correspondence, &c., relating to the dismissal of James AmereauV,
lighthouse keeper at New Edinburgh, Digby County, N.S. Presented 10th March,
W13.—Mr. McLean (Halifax) Not printed

61 (9/). K«turn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, eridence, reports, letters, correspondence, &c., relating to the di;-

missal of H. B. Manley, a clerk in the Dominion Lands Office at Saskatoon. Pre-

sented 10th March, 1913.—.1/r. McCiaiicy Not printed.

61 (9m). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ill

correspondence, letters, telegrams, papers and other documents in connection with the

dismissal of John Spicer, senior assistant of the Moosejaw Land Agency.' Presented

10th March, 1913.—Mr. K?iott!es Not printed.

61 (9«). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams and other documents respecting the dismissal of Robert

Pragnall from the position of agent of the Dominion Land Office at Swift Current and

the appointment of his siiccessor. Presented 10th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Knoules.

Not printed.

61 (9o). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of al^

papers, documents, evidence, reports, letters, correspondence, &c., relating to the dis-

missal of G. M. U'lyot, a clerk in tlie Dominion Lauds Office at Saskatoon. Presented

10th March, 1913.—ilfr. McCramy Not printed.

61 (9p). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return show-

ing the detail and number of dismissals from public offices by the present government

to this date in the riding of Saskatoon, with the names of the dismissed occupants,

the reasons for their dismissals, the complaints against such officials, and all corre-

spondence with respect to the same, and of all reports of investigations, in case-

where such were held. Presented 17th March, 1913.—.1/r. .1/cCra»icy Not printed

61 (95). Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidenfe, reports, affidavits and other docu-

ments in the Department of Inland Revenue, respecting the dismissal of J. N. Poirier,

Collector of Excise at VictoriaviUe, County of Arthahaska, and the names of tiio

witnesses interested, with a copy of the evidence and a statement of e.xpenses of th?

said inquiry. Presented 17th March, 1913.—Mr. Brouilla.rd Not printed.

61 (91-). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis

missal of John G. Morrison, fishery inspector at Englishtown, in the riding of North
Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held

by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the expenses o*'

such investigation. Presented ISth March, 1913.

—

Mr. Kytc Not printed
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61 (9s). Return to an OrUer of the House of the 29th Janviary, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Edward Landry, lightkeeper. Petite de Grat, Richmond County, N.S., and

of all evidence taken ;ind report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard

to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Pre-

sented 18th March, 1913.—Mr. Kyie Not printnl.

61 (9/). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of a'l

documents, petitions, letters, correspondence, inquiries and reports concerning th-

dismissal of Evariste Talbot, employed in the general freight office of the Inte •

colonial. Presented 18th March, 1913.—Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed

61 (9i(). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ^\\

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and doc i

ments in the possession of the Department of Railways or any department of thb

government, relating to the dismissal of Philip H. Ryan, an employee of the Intel

-

colonial railway at Mulgrave, N.S.. and if there was an investigation, the names o*

all witnesses examined, a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the ex-

penses of such investigation. Presented 18th March, 1913.—A/r. Sinclair. .Not printed.

61 (9v). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a return show

ing how many postmas^lers and other post office employees were removed from office

respectively, from the 1st of July, 1896, to the Ist of October, 1911, and the number in

each province; and from the 10th of October, 1911, up to date, with (lie number in

each province; also the number of post offices in operation in each province on the

1st July, 1S9G. Presented 2Cth March, mS.—Mr. Rainville Not printed.

61 (9«"). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the Sri

February, 1913, for a copy of all orders in council, and of all letters, telegrams, com-

plaints, petitions and of all other documents of any kind, in the possession of the

government, or of any deiMirtment or official thereof, in any way relating to or con-

cerning the dismissal of Dr. Clarence T. Campbell, post office inspector at London,

Ontario. Presented 2eth March, 1913.—i/r. Ross Not printed.

61 (9j'). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing

the number of postmasters that have been dismissed in the County of Missisquoi since

1st October, 1911, the names of the postmasters who have been appointed to succeed

them, the cause of the dismissals and a copy of all complaints and correspondence

with respect to the same, and of all reports of investigations where such have been

held. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Kay A'of printed.

61 (9tf). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of the Post Office Department, regarding any change in any

post office or postmastership in Bonaventure County, between 5th December, 1912, up
to date. PrcMenlcd 26th March, I'JUi.—Mr. Marril (Honavcnliire) Not printed.

61 (9»). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9tli

December, 1912, for a cui)y of all papers, documents, correspondence, orders in coun-

cil, 4c., relative to the dismissal of S. A. Johnson, late postmaster at Petite Rividra,

Lunenburg County, N.S. Presented 26th March, 1913.—.Ur. AfocLean (Ualijax).

Not printed.
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61 (10a). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the di--

missal of Murdock McKenzie, i>ostmaster at Millville Boulardarie, Nova Scotia, in

the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr.

McKenzie -Yot printed.

61 (lOb). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, i9!2. for a copy of all

documents, correspondence and telegrams relating to the dismissal of James Stewart,

postmaster at Middleton, Antigonish County, and the appointment of hia successor.

Presented 26th March, 1913.— .Vr. Chisholm (.Antigonish) Not printed

61 (10c). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, telegrams and reports relating to the dismissal of Lauchlin McNeil,

postmaster at New France, County of Antigonish, and the appointment of his sue-

P.esented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm {Antigonish) Not printed.

61 (lOd). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, foi a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dii-

missal of Frank Dunlop, postmaster at Groves Point, Nova Scotia, in the riding of

North Cape Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investiga-

tion held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the

expense of such investigation. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Afr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (lOe). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all

letters, telegrams, complaints, petitions and other documents relating to the investi-

gation of A. W. Salsman, postmaster at Middle Country Harbour, N.S.. and to the

appointment of his successor. Presented 26th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

61 (10/). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Richard Conroy, postmaster at Cross Roads, County Harbour, Guysborou-h
County, N.S., and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P.
Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such
investigation. Presented 26th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Xot printed.

61 (lOfl). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charge-, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Abner Carr, postmaster at St. Francis Harbour, Guysborough County,
N.S., and f.f all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin,
in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of expenses of such investigation.

Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair .Vot printed.

61 (lO/i). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of ah
charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Parker Sangster, postmaster. Upper New Harbour, Guysborough County,
NS., and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin.
in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair A'ot printed.

61 ("Oi). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th

December, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, orders in council and all other

papers or documents in any way relating to the dismissal of Alexander Marion, from
the position of postmaster at Rockland, Ontario. Presenteil 26th March, 1913.—Mr.
Murphy Not printed.
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61 (10/). Return to an Order of tlie House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of th <

evidence taken and the report made by each commissioner appointed since 1st of

November, 1911, to conduct an investigation into charges of offensive partizanship

made against postmasters in the County of Eussell. Presented 26th March, 19:3.—

Mr. Murphy ^ot printed.

61 (\0k). Keturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

papers, documents, evidence, reports, findings and correspondence, relating to the dis-

missal of ilathew Boutilier, recently postmaster at Mushaboom, Halifax •County, N.S.

Presented 26th March, 1913.—Vr. ilacLcan {Halifax) Not printed

61 (10/). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return sho.v-

iug the names of the postmasters in the County of Jolielte, who have been dismissed

from 1896 to September, 1911; their respective parishes; dates of their dismissals; tbo

reasons alleged; whether an inquiry was made in each case; on whose recommendatiiu

in each case the dismissals were made; names of successors in each case, and on whoiC

recommendation were they appointed. Presen'.ed 26tii March. 1913.—J/r. GuilbauU.

Not printed.

61 (10m). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ill

papers, documents, evidence, reports, letters, correspondence, &c., relating to the dis

missal of T. Doane Crowell, postmaster at Shag Harbour, Shelburne County, N.S..

and the appointment of his successor. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Late.

iVot printed

61 (lOn). Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1913, for a return show-

ing the postmasters who have been dismissed in the County of Vaudreuil, the dacH<

of their appointment, the cause of their dismissal and by whom their dismissal wai

requested. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Boyer Not printed.

61 (lOo). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, documents, letters, correspondence, ic, relating to the dismissal of Mrs.

Spinney, postmistress at Upper Port La Tour, Shelburne County, N.S. Presented

26th March, 1913.—Mr. Law Not printed.

61 (lOp). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913. for a return show-

ing the number of postmasters dismissed in the County of Rimouski since 21st Sep-

tember, 1911, gi^nng their names. Presented 2Cth March, 1913.—.1/r. Lapointe

{Kamouraska) Not printed.

61 (10«). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return show-

ing the detail and number of dismissals from public offices by the present government

to this date in the riding of Wright, giving the names of the dismissed occupants, the

reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such officials, and a copy of all

correspondence with respect to the same, with all reports of investigations where such

were held. Presented 27th March, 1913.—Mr. Devlin Not printed

61 (lOr). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 9113, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of John R. McLennan, janitor of the public building at Invorneiss Town, Inver

ness County, Nova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held

by Mr. U. 1'. Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a <letaile<I statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 28th March, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Inver-

nc«») Not printed,
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61 (ids). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, and other documents relating to the dismissal of James Arbuckle, caretaker

of the public buildings at Pictou, and the appointment of two successors in his stead.

Presenied 28th March, 1913.—Mr. Macdonald A'ot printed.

61 (lot). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the di--

missal of Mary Dunlop, telegraph operator at Groves Point, Cape Breton County,

Nova Scotia, in the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 2StK

March, 1913.

—

Mr. ilcKenzie Not printed.

61 (lOu). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return show-

ing the foremen employed at the various public works in the County of Gloucester on

the 21st of September, 1911, who have been dismisseii since by the present administra-

tion, containing their names, reasons of dismissal, nature of the charges made againic

them, also a copy of all correspondence connected with the same and reports of in

quiries, in cases where such inquiries have been instituted. Presented 28th Marcn,

1913.—If r. Turgeon Not printed

61 (lOf). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of a'!

letters, telegrams, papers and documents relative to the dismissal of Captain Lyons,

of the dredge Northumberland, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 28th

March, 1913.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

61 (lOii). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the tt*!

December, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, orders in council and all other

papers or documents in any way relating to the dismissal of James McCartin, from

the position of inspector of the concrete work forming part of the contract for the

construction of the The Plaza at the City of Ottawa Presented 28th March, 1913.—

Ml-. Murphy Not printed.

61 (lOx). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ai:

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Robert C. Morrison, postmaster at St. Peters, Richmond County, N.S., r^nd

of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duehemln, in regard

to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation, togethei

with a copy of all recommendations, letters, telegrams and other papers relating t..

the appointment of Mr. Morrison's successor. Presented 31st March, 1913.

—

Mr. Kyte.

Not printed

61 (lOy). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Richard Dugas, storm signal attendant at Alder Point, Nova Scotia, in th-i

riding of North Capo Breton and Victoria. Presented Ith April, 1913.—Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.

61 (lOit. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a return showing

the names of all officials of the Marine and Pisheries Department who have been dis-

missed or removed in the County of Pictou, the reasons of the same, the evidence

taken at any investigation held in regard to them, and the reports of said investiga-

tions, the names of their successors, and a copy of all letters, charges, complaints and

recommendations from any person or persons in regard to the said removals or dis

missals, or in regard to the appointment of their .successors. Presented Ith April

1913.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed
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61 (lla). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of William L. Munro, lightkeeper at White Head, Guysborough County, N.S.,

and of all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in

regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 4th April, mS.-Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 (lib). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, telegrams, correspondence, reports and documents touching the dismissals of

Alexander R. McAdam as fishery officer for the County of Autigonish, N.S., and the

appointment of his successor. Presented 4th April, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish).

IJot printed.

61 (lie). Return to an Order of the House of the mh February, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of the Marine and Fisheries Department, or any department

of the government, relating to the dismissal of Stephen C. Richard, lightkeeper at

Charles Cove, N.S., and if there was an investigation, the names of all witnesses

examined, a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 4th April, 1913—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 (lid). Supplementary to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a return

showing for each department of the government the names, post office addresses, offices,

employment, and salaries of all persons employed either in the inside or outside ser-

vice thereof, and of such persons not in the Civil Service, employed by the govern-

ment in any department, on the tenth day of October, 1911, who have been removed

from office or employment by dismissal; specifying in each case the manner of and

grounds of such dismissals and the length of notice given to the persons removed, and

also indicating in each case whether an inquiry was or was not held prior to suc^i

dismissal. Presented 7th April, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61 (lie). Return to an Order of the House of the 7th December, 191*, for a return show-

ing the public officers removed by the present government in the district of Lot-

binifere, with the names and duties of such persons, the reasons of their dismissal,

the nature of the complaints made against them, also a copy of all correspondence

relating thereto and report* of inquiries in the cases where such inquiries have been

held. Presented 9th April, 1913.—Mr. Foriier Not printed

61 (U/V Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

complaints and charges made against Miss Gertie Lewis, as postmistress at Main-i

dieu. Cape Breton South, N.S., and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence relat-

ing in any way to her dismissal and the appointment of a successor. Presented 9tn

April, l»13.-Mr. Carroll ,Vo/ printed.

61 (llff). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

John Taylor, late postmaster at Carndufl, Sask.. and of all reports of investigation

held, 4c. Presented 9th April, 1913.—Mr. Turriff Not printed.

61 (ll/i). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ail

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

miasal of Frederick Mitchell, from the position of postmaster at Dominion, Cape
Breton South, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by

H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same. Presented 9th April, 1913.—Mr. Carroll.

Not printed.
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61 (Hi). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams and other correspondence relating to the dismissal of

Thomas J. Sears, postmaster at Lochaber, N.S., and the appointment of his successor

;

of the evidence taken, and of the report thereon made by Commissioner Duchemin,
on the charges, if any, made against the dismissed postmaster. Presented 9th April,

1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

61 (II;). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams, papers and other documents in connection with the

dismissal of the postmaster at Alsask, Saskatchewan. Presented 9th April, 1913.—Jfr.

Ktiou'les Not printed

61 (llfc). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, instructions and other papers and documents in the possession of ths

Department of Merine and Fisheries, or any officer thereof, relating to the dismissal

Or appointment of fishery guardians or fishery officers, in the County of Guysborongh,

N.S., bearing date since the 10th day of October, 1911. Presented 9th April, 1913.—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed

61 (111). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all com
plaints and charges made against John R. Morrison, postmaster at Oban, Richmond
County, N.S., and of all letters, tele2;rams and correspondence relating in any way tj

his dismissal, and the appointment of a successor. Presented 14th April, 1913.—Afr.

Kyle Not printed.

61 (11m). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of A. G. McDonald, postmaster of North East Margaree, Inverness County.

Nova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P.

Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 14th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness). .Not printed.

61 (lln). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing;

ill detail the number of dismissals from public office by the present government to

this date, in the constituency of Qu'Appelle, with the names of the dismissed officer,,

and the reason for their dismissal, the complaints against such officials and a copy of

all correspondence, petitions, papers and documents with respect to the same, and if

all notes of evidence and reports of investigations in cases where they have taken

place. Presented 14th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Thomson (Qu'.ippelle) Not printed

61 (llo). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries or any depart-

ment of the government, relating to the dismissal of David Rcid, fishery officer at Por'

Hilford, N.S., and if there was an investigatioil, the names of the witnesses examined,

a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the expenses of each investigation.

Presented 15th April, 1913.—-Wr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 (lip). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Robert Musgrave, postmaster at North Sydney, in the riding of North Cape

Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by

H. P. Duche'min, in regard to same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 15th April. 1913.—3/r. McKemie Not printed.
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61 (llg). Eeturn to an Order of the Ilousp of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of A. D. Archibald, postmaster at Glenelg, Guysboroiigh County, N.S., and of

all evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to

the same ; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented

15th April, 19:.3.—-Vr. Cbisholm {Inverness) Not printed

61 (II'). licturn to an Order of the Eouse of the 11th December, 1912, for a copj of a'!

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of Leon N. Poirier, postmaster at Descouse, Richmond County, N.S., and of

the evidence taken and of the reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in

regard to the same and a detailed statement of the expen.ss of such investigation;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented IStU

April, 1913.—ilfr. Kyte Not printed.

61 (Hi). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

char^'i'S, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documeiits relating to the dis

missal of Norman McAskill, postmaster at Framboise, Richmond County, N.S., and

of the evidence taken and of the report of investigation held by H. P. Dudiemin in

regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented IStii

April, 1913.—Jir. Kyte Not printed.

61 (11')- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

papers, documents and correspondence relating to the dismissal of A. T. Doucet, po-st-

master and collector of customs at Salmon River, Digby County, N.S. Presented I.5*'i

April, 1913.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

61 (llti). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of a'l

complaints and charges made against Mrs. Annie Gallivan, as postmistress at WIii»-

ney Pier, Cape Breton South, Nova Scotia, and of all letters, telegrams and corr--

spondence relating in any way to her dismissal and the appointment of a successor.

Presented 15th April, 1913.—Mr. Carroll Not printed.

61 (llr). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the <li.s-

missal of Wa\. J. Paquet, postmaster at Souris, P.E.I. Presented 15th April, 1913. -

Mr. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.

61 (llui). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of al

documents, correspondence, petitions and recommendations, Ac, relating to the dis-

missal of the postmaster at St. Anaclet, County of Rimouski, during the year 1912, and

of the appointment of his successor. Presented 15th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Lapoinle

(Kamouraska) Not printed

61 (llJ). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of a!
charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of George Gunn, postmaster at French Village, Prince Edward Island. Pro-

seutcd 15th April, 1913.—Mr. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.

61 (llj/). Return to an Order of the. House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return show-

ing the detail and number of disn'issals from public oflices by the present government

to this dale in the riding of Mackenzie, together with the names of the disniissel

occupants, the reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such oflirinls, and n

copy of all correspondence with respect to the same, and of all rejjorts of investigi-

tions, where any such were held. Presented IStli .Vpril, 1913.—Mr. Cash. .Not printed.
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61 (llz). Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all charges

investigated by Commissioner W. J. Code, and also of the evidence fcaken and the

report made by the said commissioner. Presented IGth April, 1913.

—

Mr. Murphy.

Not printed.

61 (12u). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of D. F. McLean, fishery overseer at Port Hood, Inverness County, N.S., and

of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard

to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Pre-

sented 16th April, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed

61 (12b). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of J. Scott Nelson, postmaster at Louisdale, Richmond County, N.S., and ot

the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to

the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation ; and a copy

of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 16th April, 1913.

—Mr. Kyte Not printed

61 (12c). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and of;her documents relating to the di-^

missal of Joseph McMuUen, from the post ofifice at Bridgeport, Cape Breton South,

Nova Scotia, and of evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duche-

min, in regard to the same. Presented 16th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Carroll Not printed.

61 (12d). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Frederick A. Martell, postmaster at L'Ardoise, Richmond County, N.S., and

of the evidence taken and of the reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin,

in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation

;

and a copy of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 16th

April, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

61 (12c). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a c.ipy of all

representations, statements and complaints as to political activity made against Joha
A. Macdonald, postmaster at McArras Brook, Antigonish County, and of all corre-

spondence relating to the charges made against him and of the report of Commis-
sioner Duchemin on said charges. Presented 16th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Cltisholm {.inti-

gonish) Not printed

61 (12/). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 7tn

December, 1911, for a copy of all papers, correspondence and orders in council in con-

nection with and relating to the dismissal from office of public officials from each of

the departments of government since the 1st day of October last past, including both

In<ide and Outside Service. Presented 18th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

61 (12(/). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 3rd

March, 1913, for a copy of all papers, documents, correspondence, evidence, order in

council, &c., relative to the dismissal of Edward Doucett, sub-collector of customs,

Digby County, N.S. Presented 21st April, 1913.—Mr. McLean (Balifax).

Not printed.

61 (12h). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 3rd

March, 1913, for a copy of all papers, documents, correspondence, evidence, orders in

council, Ac, relative to the dismissal of Mr. LeBIanc, sub-collector of customs. Church
Point, Digby County, N.S. Presented 21st April, 1913.—Mr. McLean (Halijax).

Not printed
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61 (12i). Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a copy of all

chartres, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of John C. Bouriuot, chief customs officer at Port Hankesbury, Inverness

County, Kova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by

Mr. H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expensea

of such investigation. Presented 21st April, 1913.—.Afr. Chisliolm (Inverness).

Not printed.

61 (127). Return to an Order of the House of the 81st March, 1913, for a copy of a'l

charges, evidence, correspondence, letters and telegrams in the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals Since the 21st day of September, 1911, relating to the dismissal of

Alexander E. Morrison, Point Tupper, N.S., from the service of the Intercolonial

railway, and of all recommendations for the appointment of his successor. Presented

21st April. 19:3.—Mr. Kyte Not printed

61 (12fc). Return to au Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, telegrams, reports and otlicr papers and documents received from the officers

of tile Canadian Brotherhood of Railway Employees, by the Department of Labour,

or of the Department of Railways and Canals, between the 1st day of January, 19}

2

and the 25th day of January, 1913, relating to investigations and dismissals o''

employees for political partizanship, and of the replies thereto. Presented 22nd April.

1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 (120- Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all cou.-

plaints and charges against James Falconer, of Newcastle, County of Northumberlami

New Brunswick, as correspondent of the Labour Gazette at Newcastle, and of all

letters, telegrams and other correspondence relating in any w«y to his dismissal and

the appointment of a successor. Presented 22nd April, 1913.—Mr. Loggie..Not printed.

61 (12ni). Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the du-

missal of John B. Chisholm, lightkeeper at Port Hastings, Inverness County. Nova
Scotia, and the evidence taken and report of investigation held by Mr. H. P. Duche
min, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investi-

gation. Presented 24th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Inverness) Not printed

61 (12n). Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, telegrams, charges and other documents, relating to the dismissal of Epi-

phane Nadeau, immigration agent at St. Leonard, Victoria County, N.B. Presentp.l

25th April, 1913.—Mr. Michaiid Not printed.

61 (12o). Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of al:

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the di-

missal of D. J. Morrison, boatman in the customs service at Big Bras D'or, North
Cape Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and of reports of the

investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the samp, with a detailed state-

ment of expenses of such investigation. Presented 25th April, 1913.—.l/r. McKeniie.

Nut printed

61 (12p). Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of al'

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the di-
mis-al of Rod McLeod, lioatman in the customs service at Big Bras D'or, North Cape
Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and of reports of the invpstigi

tion held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same, with n detailed statement nt

expenses of lucb investigation. Presented 25th April, 1913.—Mr. Melientie.

Not printed.
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61 (125). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dit

missal of D. McLachlin, postmaster at Marble Monntain, Inverness County, Nora
Scofia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin
in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigatior

Presented 25th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Xot printed.

61 (12r). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the di -

missal of Abram LeBlanc, postmaster at West Arichat, Richmond County, N.S., and
of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard
to the same and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation, and a copv
of all papers relating to the appointment of his successor. Presented 25th April.
1913.—Mr. Kyte iVof printed.

61 (12s). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of

Charles J. Lafiord, postmaster at Grand Grove, Richmond County. N.S., and of al'

evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to the
same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 25th

April, 1913.—Mr. Kyte JVot printed

61 (12i). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of W. S. Lawrence, postmaster at Margrave Harbour, Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin.
in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.
Presented 25th April, 1913.—iVr ChisJtohti (Inverness) .Vot printed

61 (12j(). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis

missal of John K. McDonald, postmaster at Whycocomagh, Inverness Countv, Nova
Scotia, and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin
in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 25th April, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed

61 (12i'). Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of ali

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Captain P. J. Wilcox, from the customs office at Louisburg, Cape Breton
Sov;th, Nova Scotia, and of evidence taken and reports of investigations held by H. P
Duchemin, in regard to the same. Presented 29th April, 3913.-3/r. Carroll.

Not printed

61 (12tr). Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the di;

mis?al of M. J. McKennon, from the customs office at Glace Bay, Cape Breton South,

Nova Scotia, and of evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P. Duche-
min, in regard to the same. Presented 29th April, 1913.—Mr. Carvell Not printed

61 (12j;). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Captain John Arsenault, telegraph line repairer at Alder Point, Cape Breton,

in the riding of North Cape.Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and repo't

of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, and a detailed statemen;

of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 29th April, 1913.

—

Mr. McKenzie.

Not printed.
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61 (12i/). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for & copy of ai!

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Mrs. John Arsenault, telegraph operator at Alder Point, N.S., in the riding

of North Cape Breton and Victoria. Presented 2nd May, 1913.

—

Mr. McKdinie.

Not printed

61 {12z). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th .January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of tlie Department of Railways and Canals or any departmeui

of the government, relating to the dismissal of A. J. Wilkinson, at Mulgrave, N.S

and if there was an investigation, the names of all witnesses examined and a detai'd

statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 2nd May, 1913.

—

Mr. Sin-

clair Not printed.

61 (13o). Charges made against Mr. H. A. Bayfield, superintendent of dredging, Britisli

Columbia.

—

{Senate) Not printed.

61 (136). Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of .11

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of H. G. McKay, lighthouse keeper at Bird Island, Big Bras D'or, North Cape

Breton and Victoria, and of the evidence taken, and of reports of the investigation

held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same, with a detailed statement of expenses

of such investigation. Presented 5th May, 1913.—Afr. McKen'zie Not printed.

61 (13c). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th March, 1913, for a copy of H

reports, charges, and correspondence in the office of the Department of Marine and

Fisheries relating to charges of political partizanship against Michael O'Brien, light-

keeper at Bear Island, Richmond County, N.S., and of the instructions issued to H.

P. Duchemin, commissioner, to investigate the same together with the Commissioner's

report and finding thereon, and his expenses of holding such investigations. Pie-

sented 7th May, 1913.—Afr. Kyte Not printed.

61 (13d). Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of al".

correspondence, letters, telegrams, veports, recommendations and other documents

bearing on or having relation to the dismissal of .T. U. Leduc, as medical port officer

of the port of Three Rivers, P.Q. Presented 7th May, 1913.—Mr. Bureau.. Not printed.

CI (13e). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ai.

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Patrick Shea, postmaster at Tompkinsville, Guysborough Couuty, N.S. Pre-

sented 7th May, 191.3.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 (13/). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

complaints and charges made against Elias Ruwding, postmaster at Clementsport
Annapolis County, N.S., and of all letters, pititioiis, telegrams, and other correspond-

ence relating in any way to his dismissal and flie appointment of a successor. Pre-

sented 7th May, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair i\'of printed.

61 (133). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other document* relating to the dis

missal of Charles McLean, postmaster at Strathtornc, Inverness County, Nova S.olia

Presented 7lh May, 1913.—Mr. Cliisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

61 (13h). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th. January, 1913, for a copy of u"
charges, corrcapondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

misbul a! Angus R. McDonald, postmaster at Brnad Co\ e Cliapel. Inverness Cuiinly.

Kova Sciitia. Presented 7th May, 1913. Mr. Cliisholm (Inverness).. ..Not printed
CS
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61 (13i). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of John McPhail, postmaster at Scotsville, Inverness County, Nova Scotia.

Presented 7th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholni (Inferness) Not printed.

61 il.3j). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of al'

letters, telegrams, complaints, petitions or other documents of any kind received bv

the government, or any member or official thereof, relating to the conduct of .1.

Morgan, one time postmaster of the village of Ailsa Craig. Ontario, as such, and relat-

ing to an investigation into said conduct. Presented 7th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Ross.

Not printed

61 {13k). Return to an Order of the House of the 23th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Roderick McLean,' postmaster at Kenlock. Inverness County, Nova Scoti.x

Presented 8th May, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Ini-cfness) Not printed

61 (ISl). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of a'l

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Allan Gillis, postmaster at Gillisdale, South West Margaree, Inverness

County, Nova Scotia. Presented Sth May, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness).

Not printed.

61 (13m). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of David Shaw, postmaster at Marsh Brook, North East Margaree, Inverness

County, Nova Scotia. Presented Sth May, 1913.—J/r. Chisholm (Inverness).

Not printed

61 (13n). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

papers concerning the investigation and dismissal of Helen Jouberl, postmistress ai

Sayabec, Quebec. Presented Sth May, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

61 (13o). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, and telegrams between the Honourable Postmaster General or

the Post Office Department, and any person or persons, relative to the disanissal or the

request therefor of D. A. Redmond, until recently postmaster at Brinston, Ontario.

Presented Sth May, 1913.—Mr. Graham Not printed.

61 (13p). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Dan. McEachern, postmaster at McEachern's Mills, Broad Cove Chapel.

Inverness County, Nova Scotia. Presented Sth May, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness).

- Not printed.

61 (13a). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis

missal of Daniel Dunlop, postmaster at New Campbellton, riding of North Caoe
Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of the investigation

held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to same, with a detailed statement of expense of

such investigation. Presented Sth May, 1913.—.Wr. MeKemie Not printed.

61 (13r). Return to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of nil

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal of

Arthur Armstrong, postmaster at Greenfield, Carleton County, N.B. Presented Sth

May, 1913.—Mr. Carvell
^ Not printed.
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61 (13s). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dis-

missal of Alex. Matheson, postmaster at Boulardarie Centre, north riding Cao"

Breton and Victoria. Presented 8th May, 1913.—Mr. McKemie Kot prin' ;d.

61 (13t). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Arthur Talbot, late postmaster at Robertsville, County of Megantic, Pro'

ince of Quebec. Presented 8th May, 1913.—Mr. Facaud Not printed.

61 (13h). Dismissal of N. .C. Lyster, late postmaster at Lloydminster, Sask.—(denote).

Not printed.

61 (131-). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Mrs. Maggie Cameron, postmistress at Aohosnach, Inverness County, Nova
Scotia. Presented 9th May, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm {Inverness).. .. '.. ..Not printed.

61 (13tt-). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of David Fraser, postmi-ister at North Fast Margaree, Inverness County, Not'a

Scotia. P.esented 9th May, I913.--Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

61 (13x). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of *'l

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal and retention of W. Stayley Porter, postmaster. Port Maitland, Yarmouth

County, N.S., and of the evidence taken and report of investigation held by Charles

Lane, in regard to the same; also a detailed statement of expenses of such investiga

tion. Presented 9th May, 1913.—Mr. Latt Not printed

61 (13i/). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of ail

charges, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of Alex. McQueen,

postmaster at Kowstoke, Inverness County, Nova Scotia, and of the evidence taken

and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin, in regard to the same; also \

detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 9th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Chishoim (Inverness) Not pripted.

61 (13z). Return to an Order of- the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a return show-

ing the number of employees of the Department of Public Works who have been di^

missed in the County of Berthier since the 21st September, 1911, giving the names of

the said employees; if an inquiry was held in each case; on whose recommendation,

in each case, these dismissals were made; the names of those appointed successors tj

the-;e persons and on whose recommendation. Presented 12th May, 1913.—Afr. Ueland

Not printed.

61 (14o). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th l''ebruary, 1913. for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and oUier documents in connection with

the dismissal and retention of Jesse L. Morton, postmaster at Lower Argyle, N.S., an 1

of the evidence taken and report of the investigation held by Mr. Lane, in regard to

the siune. also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented

20th May, I9I3.—Mr. Laic Not printed

61 (Ub). Return to an Order of the House of tho 10th February, 19i3, for e copy of all

charges, corres|)on<lence, letters, telegrams and other doi-nments in connection with

tho dismissal of Mrs. M. C. Gaudet. postmistress at West Pubnico, Yarmouth County.

N.S., and of the evidence taken and report of the investigation held by Mr. Lnne, in

regard to snnie, and also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation

Presented 20th May, 1913.—Mr. Late Not printed.
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61 (14c)'. R-eturn to an Order of tlie House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of ail

charges, correspondence, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal of

John P. McKinnon, section foreman on the Intercolonial railway at Shubenacadie, in

the riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, N.S. Presented 20th May, 1913.—Mr.

McKenzie ^ot printed.

61 (Ud). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy o ill

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal o^

Mary A. Bohan, as postmistress at Bath, Carleton County, N.B. Presented 21st May,

1913.—Mr. Carvell ^o* printed.

61 {He). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th Jantiary, 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal ot

Elward Lafierty, postmaster at Benton, Carleton County, N.B. Presented 21st May,
1913.—Mr. Carvell Not printed.

61 (14/). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of a 1

papers, letters, telegrams, evidence and other documents regarding the dismissal o'

Dennis McGaffigan, postmaster at Florenoeville, Carleton County, N.B. Presented

21st May, 1913. -Mr. Carvell Not printed.

61 (14g). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all

correspondence and documents bearing upon any change made or asked for in fie

employees of the Department of Marine and Fisheries in the County of Bonaventur*-

between 5th December, 1912, up to date. Presented 27th May, 1913.—Mr. Marcil

(Bonaventure) , Not printed.

61 (14/i). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the di

.

missal of J. A. McKenzie. postmaster at Ashfield, Inverness County, N.S. Presented

2nd June, 1913.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

61 (14i). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, reports and other papers and documents n

the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the government,

relating to the dismissal of James Bowles, postmaster at Alder River, N.S., and if

there was an investigation, the names of all the witnesses examined, a copy of the

evidence, and a detailed statement of the expense of such investigation. Presented 2nd

June, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

61 [Hj). Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all corre

spondence, complaints, reports, recommendations, petitions, certificates and other

documents relating to the dismissal of Mr. Edmund Lacroix, as postmaster of the

Parish of St. Joseph du Lac, County of Two Mountains, and the appointment of

Rodrique Larocque, of the same place as postmaster. Presented 2nd June, 1913.—

Mr. Ethier Not printed

61 (Ulv). Return to an Order of the House of the 2fith May. 1913, for a copy of all

papers, letters, documents, reports and inquiry, relating to the lighthouse keeper of

the Parish of Repentigny, County of L'Assomption. Presented 3rd June, 1913.—Mr.
Seguin Not printed.

61 (141). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th Ajril, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

documents, evidence, reports, Ac, relating lo the dismissal of B.C. Kanock, late ship-

ping master at Lunenburg, N.S. Presented 4tb June, 1913.—3fr. McLean {Halifax).

Not printed.
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61 (14m). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all

complaints, accusations, correspondence, petitions and telegrams, respecting the d'n

missal of Ulric Thibaudeau, agent for pilots at Quebec, and of all documents respect-

ing the appointment of his successor, such as petitions, letters of reooninienda.tion,

ic, and of the evidence and report made after the inijuiry held by the inquiring

commissioner; and also a detailed statement of the expenses caused by this inqniiv

Presented 4th June. 19;3.—J^r. Delisle Nof printed.

61 (14n). Supplementary return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a

return showing the names of all officials of the Marine and Fisheries Department who

h4ve been dismissed or removed in the County of Pietou, the reasons of the same, the

evidence taken at any investigation held in regard to them, and the reports of said

investigations, the names of their successors, and a copy of all letters, charges, com-

plaints and recommendations from any person or persons in regard to the said re-

movals or dismissal?;, or in regard to the appointment of their successors. Presen.ed

4th June, 1913.—^'r. Macdonald Not printed.

61 (Ho). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of a'',

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docii

menti in the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the gov-

ernment relating to the dismissal of Captain I'^reeman Myers, postmaster at Cole

Harbour, Guysborough County, N.S., and if there was an investigation, the names

of all witnesses examined, a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the

expanses of such investigation. Presented 4th June, 1913.

—

Mr. S''rlair.

Not printed

01 (Up). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing

all public officers removed by the present government in -the district of St. Jamei,

Montreal, together with the names and duties of such persons, the reasons of their

dismis.sal, the nature of the complaints brought against them, and a copy of all corre-

spondence relating thereto, and of reports of inquiries in the cases where such have

been held. Presented 4th June, 1913.—-Mr. Lapointe (Montreal) Not printed

61 (14?). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th
•

December, 1912, for a return showing all the employees of the Dominion goveriunen;

in the constituency of Edmonton, dismissed "between 10th of October, 1911, and 21st of

November, 1912, the salary being paid to such employee at the time of his dismissal,

together with a copy of all correspondence, recommendations to council, orders in

council, and all other-papers or documents in any way connected with such dismissa' i

Presented 4th June, 1913.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

61 (14r). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return show-

ing the names of all officials in the district of Sunbury and Queens, who have been

dismissed or removed from office since September. 1911, the reason for such dismissal

or removal, the evidence taken at any investigation held in regard to them, the

reports upon such investigations, the name of any successor appointed in place of dis-

niis.sed officials, and a copy of all letters, charges, complaints and recommen<latlon3 in

regard to the said removals or dismissals, or in jegurd to the appointment of then

successors. Presented 4th June, 1913.—Mr. McLean (Sunhury) Not printed.

61 (I4»). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, or any depart

mcnt of the government relating to the dismissal of Levi Muuroe, harbour master at
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White Head, N.8., and if there was an investigation, the names of all witnesses

examined, a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such

investigation. Presented 4th June, 1913.—Mr. Sin-'nir Not printed.

61 (lit). Return to an Order of the House of the 29(h .Tanuary, 191.'?, for a copy of all

letters petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the gov-

ernment, relating to the dismissal of Stanford Langley, postmaster at Isaac Harbou-
North, N.S., and if there was an investigation the names of all witnesses examined, a

copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation.

Presented 5th June, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair. Not prinled.

61 (Uu). Return to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, telegrams, correspondence, charges, evidence, reports, and other documents
relating to the dismissal of Hugh R. McAdam as postmaster at Arisaig, N.S., and the

appointment of Reverend Daniel L. Macdonald as his successor. Presented 5th June.

1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

61 (14i;). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy, of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and docu

ments in the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the gov

ernment, relating to the proposed dismissal of J. J. McNeil, at Grant's Lake, N.S.,

and if there was an investigation, the names of the witnesses examined and a detailed

statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented 5th June, 1913.

—

Mr. Sin-

clair Not printed

61 (14!r). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all

letters, petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, rei)orts and other papers and doc i-

ments in the possession of the Department of Railways and Canals, or any department

of the government, relating to the dismissal of Ales. Mclnnis, car inspector of the

Intercolonial railway at Mulgrave, N.S., and if there was an investigation, the names

of all Witnesses exan.j.ned, a copy of the evidence, and a detailed statement of the

expenses of such investigation. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Hr. Sinclair. .Not printed.

61 (14x). Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, telegrams, and other documents relative to the dismissal o"

Archibald McDonald, bridge tender on the Intercolonial railway at Grand- Narrows,

lona, riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, N.S. Presented Gth June, 1913.—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

61 (14y). Names of all officials dismissed in Shelburne and Queens from 1st December, 1896.

- —(Senate) Not printed.

62. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing tliH

number of all contracts cancelled in the County of Bonaventure since the let of

October, 1911; the names of the contractors, the prices paid to them, the rea-sons for

the cancellation in each case; and a copy of any investigations and reports had into

the causes of such cancellations, the names of the new contractors and the prices paid

to them in each case. Presented 14th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Marcil {Bonaventure).

Not printed.

62a. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a return showing
the number of rural mail delivery routes that have been established in Canada since

the 1st January, 1912, in each province and county, respectively. Presented 14th

January, 1913.—Mr. Lemieux Not printed.
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6Zb. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre

spoiidence, letters, telegrams, complaints and other documents relating to the can-

celling of the contract for conveying His Majesty's mails, entered into on the 1st dar

of .lanuary, 1912, between the Honourable Postmaster General and Mr. .T. C. Beeman

of Guthrie, County of Missisquoi; together with the reason for the cancellation of

this contract, the price paid to Mr. Beeman, the name of the present contractor and

the price paid to him. Presented by Hon. Mr. Pelletier.

—

Mr. Kay Not printed.

62c. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912. for a copy of all letters,

requests, memorandums, tenders and other documents in the possession of the Post

Office Department relating to the calling for tenders and the granting of the contract

now in force for the carrying of 'he mail between Rorel and Ste. Victoire, County of

Richelieu. Presented 20th January, 1913. -Mr. Cardin Not printed.

6Zd. Return to an Order of the House of the ith December, 1912, for a copy of a'l

papers, letters, telegrams, tenders, bonds, agreements, contracts and other documents

in the possession of the Post Office Department relating to the letting of the contract

for carrying the mails bet^v-een Heatherton and Guysborough, in the year 1912; and

aiso relating to any temporary agreement entered into prior to the date of letting

such contract. Presented 21st January. 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed

62c. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 191.'), for a copy of all letters

and other documents relating to the establishment of a rural mail service between

Saltsprings and West River Station, in the County of Pictou, in the year 1912. Pre-

sented 17th February. 1913.—Mr. Macdoiiald Not printed.

62/. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

and other documents relating to the establishment of a rural mail delivery service

between Mcrigonish Station, County of Pictou, and Arisaig, in the County of Anti-

gonish, in the year 1912. Presented 17th February, 1913.— .Vr. Mucdntiald.

Not printed

629. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams and reports regarding the termination of H. D. Decoste's

contract for carrying the mails between Linwood Station and Linwood post office and

the making of a new contract with D. Delorey, from the 1st January, 1913. Presented

28th February, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (^Antigonish) Not printed.

62h. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, complaints, recommendations, telegrams and reports bearing on the rail-

way mail service in Bonaventure County from October, 1911, up to dale, and on -the

ap|;ointment and dismis.ial of officers in such connection, with the names, residences,

salaries and duties, as well as of all documents bearing on the suspension of the rail-

way mail service during the period mentioned, as well as a copy of all documents re-

ferring to agreements made to meet such a contingency during the coming winter.

Presented 25th March, 1913.—Mr. Morci'l (Bonaventure) Not printed.

02i. Return (o an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all tenders

receivt<d and the contracts entered inlo for the carrying of the mails between St.

Andrew and Beauley, County of Antigoni.sh, and of all letters, telegrams and corre

npondcnce on file in the Post Office Department containing any recommendation or

ailvii e regarding the awarding of such contract, or in any way referring thereto. Pre-

sented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Chithohn (Antigonish) Not printed.
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62;'. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a return showing

what changes, if any, have been made in the contracts for the carrying of the maiU

in the County of Berthier, since the 21st September, 1911 ; in what parishes, on what

date, iind for what rea'son; to whom liave the new contracts been granted, and if a

tender was asked for in each case. Presented 14th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Beland.

Not printed

62fc. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

petiticns, teiegrams, bonds, reports and other papers and documents in the possession

of the Post Office Department, or any department of the government, relating to the

letting of the mail contract between Guysborough and Charlos Cove, County of Guys-
- borough, N.S., during the year 1912. Presented 28th April, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair.

.Vo< printed.

621. Keturn to an Order of the House of the Itth April, 1913, ,.,howing the names of the

various railway mail clerks employed, respectively, on the Montreal and Quebec divi-

sions and the date of the appointment and residence of each. Presented 7th May,
19:3.

—

Mr. Bureau Not printed.

62ni. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 19:3, for a copy of the contract

entered into by the Post Office Department with the Ontario Equipment Company of

Ottawa relating to the purchase of locks for mail bags. Presented 7th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

62fi. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, &c., exchanged between the Honourable the Postmaster General and
Dr. Faucher, of Quebec, concerning the purchase of a certain patented lock for mail

ba;s. Presented 7th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Lapointe {Kamoiiraska) Not printed.

62o. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, &c., exchanged between the Honourable the Postmaster General and

Mr. Aime Dion, advocate of Quebec, concerning the purchase of a certain patented

lock for mail bags. Presented 7th May, 1913.—3/r. Verville Not printed.

62p. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, reports, bonds of indemnity, and all other papers

and documents in the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of

the government, relating to the contract for carrying the mails between Linwood or

some point of the Intercolonial railway. County of Antigonish, K.S., and Grosvenor,

County of Guysborough, N.S. Presented 9th May, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

62q. Return to an Order of the House of the 21th April, 1913, for a return showing the

full names of the mail carriers in the County of Vaudreuil and Soulangcs; between

what place they perform the service; the distance between each of these places; the

amount of each carrier's contract, and the amount the government paid for the car-

riage of the mail in these different places before September, 1911. Presented 16th

May, 1913.—Mr. Boyer :..Not printed.

62r. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a return showing the num-
ber of post offices in Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia, not served with daily mail, giv-

ing the names and the number of times per week served. Presented 30th May, 1913.

—Mr. Law Not printed.

62s. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Administrator of the 7th April, 1913, for

a copy of all orders in council, reports of experts and contracts, in connection with
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the different purchases of rural mail delivery boxes made by the Post Office Depart

ment since -1908, until 1st January, 1912. Presented 21st May, 1913.—Mv. Lemieiix.

Not printed.

62(. Upturn to an Order of the House of the 12th May. 19!3, for a return giving the

names of the post offices and of the postmasters in the Counties of Soulanges and

Vaudreuil. Presented 21st May, 1913.—Mr. Boyer Not printed.

62ii. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions and other documents relating to the establishment of rural mai'

delivery routes in the County of Pictou since the 1st October, 1911, with a statement

of all routes applied for, of routes established and of those refused, and the reason

for their refusal. Presented 2nd June, 1913.—-Ur. Macdonald A'ot printed.

62r. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all coriespond-

ence concerning the purchase of new locks for mail bags by the Post Office Depart-

ment from the Ontario Equipment Company. Presented 4th June, 1913.—J/r. Cunell.

Nut printed.

62«"- Return to an Order of the House of the 17th Februar^^, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, memoranda, tenders, bonds and all other documents

relative to the contract for the carrying of the mail between the post office and Can

adian Pacific Railway station at Three Rivers and vice versa, since the eleventh day

of October, 1911, to date. Presented 4th June, 1913.—-Vr. Tobin Not printed.

62j. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all correspond

ence, telegrams, complaints, affidavits, reports, recommendations, requests, certificates,

contracts and other documents relating to the cancelled contract of M. E. Bougie, for

carrying the mails between the post office and railway station at Bromptonville, Que
bee. Presented 4th June,. 1913.—Mr. Bureau Not printed.

63. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing aM

the new l)ost offices opened in the County of Bonaventure, since October, 1911, up lo

date, and a copy of the correspondence in connection therewith, together with the

names of such post offices and postmasters, and the location of such offices: and also

a copy of all papers asking for such offices. Presented 14th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Marcil

(Bonaventure) A'ot printed

64. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all peti

tions, correspondence, memoranda, recommendations and other papers or document's

in the possession of the Deiiartment of Marine and Fisheries relating to the proposals

to supply medicine or medical attendance free, or otherwise, to Canadian boat fishev

men. Presented 14th January, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed

65. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December. 1912, for a copy of all corre

spondence, petitions, complaints, memoranda, reports and investigations regarding the

service performed by the steamer Canada, owned by the Inter-Provincial Navigation

Company of Fraserville, Quebec, since October. 1911, up to date, and also of all doc >•

ments bearing on the present contract with the Department of Trade and Commerce,
or the renewal or extension thereof. Presented. 'Uth January, 1913.-Mr. Marctl

( Bonaventure) Not printed

66. Return to «n Order of the House of the 9lh December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, telegrams, letters, Ac, relating to the matter of the establishment of ti

lobster hatchery at Spry Bay, Ilulifax County, N.S. Presented Hth January, 1913.

— Ifr. Maclean (Ha/i/ux) Not printed.
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67. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, telegrams, &c., between the Department of Trade and Commerce and any

company, person or persons, relative to the continuance and payment of a subsidy to-

wards a steamship service between St. John, N.B., and Bea" River, N.S., for the

fi>cal year 1912, and performed during the fiscal year 1911-. Presented 17th Januar"
1913.—Mr. Maclean (Balijax) Not prinlcd.

67a. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, memoranda, letters, telegrams and documents bearing on a request fo-

a subsidy for a steam service between Bonaventure, Quebec, or any other part of

Bonaventure County and Bathurst, New Brunswick, or any other part of Gloucester

County, New Brunswick, and between New Richmond, Quebec, and Dalhousie, New
Brunswick, and between Carleton and Miguasha, Quebec, and Dalhousie, New Bruns-

swick, or Campbellton, New Brunswick, or both, as well as a copy of -all replies made
for such subsidies and this since October, 1911, to date. Presented 14th Jantiary.

1913.—Mr. 3/urcj; (Bonaventure) Not printed.

67b. Eeturn to an Address to His Koyal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912, for a copy of all advertisements, tenders, contrac1;s, orders in council

memoranda, papers, letters and correspondence in any way relating to a subsidized

steamship service between Canadian ports and any ports of the British West Indies,

or any proposed improvement or extension of such steamship service since 1st Novem-

ber, 1911 to the present time. Presented 15th January, 1913 Not printed.

67c. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all reports

made by officials of the Department of Eailways and Canals on the Quebec an(i

Oriental railway, and the Atlantic, Quebec and Western railways, together with a

statement of the subsidies paid such railways since October, 1911, up to date, and a

copy of all correspondence in that connection. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr
Marcil (Bonaventure) ...Not printed

did. Return to ail Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre

spondence between the Minister of Railways or any other member of the government

and any person regarding the acquisition by the government of Canada of the Que
bee Oriental railway, formerly the Atlantic and Lake Superior railway, and the At-

lantic, Quebec and Western railway, or both. Presented 27th January, 1913.

—

Mr.

Marcil (Bonaventure) Not printed.

67c. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of the repprt

made to the Minister of Railways and Canals by the party of government engineerj

who inspected the Quebec and Saguenay railway during December, 1912, January,

1913. Presented 27th February, 1913.—Mr. Lemieux -. Not printed.

67/. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all reports

male by any engineers or accountants to the Minister of Railways and Canals on the

usefulness of the Atlantic, Quebec and Western railway and the Quebec Oriental rail-

«ay, to the Intercolonial railway as branch lines or feeders. Presented 27th Feb-
ruary, 1913.—Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) > Not printed.

&1g. Eeturn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decern
her, 1912, for a copy of all papers, documents, petitions, orders in Council, memor-
anda, correspondence, Ac, by and between the government of Canada or any member
thereof, and the government of the province of British Columbia, or any member
thereof, since 1st May, 1912, relating to the subject to an increase of the provincial

subsidy to the said province. Presented 16th April, 1913.—.Ifr. Maclean (Halifax).

Printed for sessional papers.
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67h. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 20th

January, 19:3, for a copy of all docnments and memorials of the government of Bri-

tish Columbia presenting claims for additional provincial subsidies, and of all corrr

spondence and orders in council on the same. Piesentsd Ifith .\pril, 191.3.—Sir Wilfrltl

Latirier Printed for sessional papers.

67i. Copy of agreement made with the several provinces as to the expenditure of the sub-

si lies granted under the Agricultural Aid Act, and statement showing the purposes for

which said subsidies are to be expended. Presented 6th June. 1913, by Hon. Mr

Burrell ^<'' printed

68. Copies of general orders promulgated to the militia for the period between 2nd Nove-n-

ber, 1911, and 5th Novmber, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hughes, 14th January, 1913.

Not printed.

69. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Right Houourable Sir Charles Fitzpatrick,

P.C., &c., administrator, of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all papers, documenN,

petitions, letters, telegrams, orders in council and other. papers and documents in

possession of the Department of Customf, relating to the duty payable on twine used

for fishing purposes, and especially relating to the construction placed upon item 682

of the Customs Tarifi. Presented 23rd May, 1913.—.Wr. Sinciair Not printed.

70. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th November, 1912, for a return showing:—

1. The date when the present Canadian Pure Food Act, now known as the

Adulteration Act, R.S.C., was enacted.

2. What foods, beverages or drugs have standards of strength and purity under

the Act been fixed, and what are the dates when such standards become operative.

3. What foods, beverages or drugs have standards of strength and purity been pre-

pared and recommended from time to time by the chief analyst, which have not been

put in force, and why were such standards not put in force.

4. How many cases of adulteration together with cases which show standards of

quality below those required by the Adulteration Act, have been ascertained by th"

Dominion analyst since the said Act came into operation.

5. In how many of such cases did prosecutions under the Act or under the Criminal

Code follow, and in how many cases were convictions secured. Presented 14th Jan-

uary, 1913. Jfr. McDonnell Not printed.

71. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre

. spondence, negotiations, propcsals in writing and other papers and documents in th

possession of the government, or any department theri'of, relating to reciprocity in

trade with the United States, bearing date between the 1st day of January, 1890. and

the 31st day of December, 1891. Presimted Uth January. 1913.—Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed

72. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912. for a copy of all letters.

telegrams, &c., exchanged between the nicnibcr for Bellechasso County and the Min-

ister of Agriculture and the Postmaster General, concerning the appointment of an

additional physician at the quarantine station of Grosse He. Presented 14th January.

1913.—Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

72ii. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December. 1912, for a copy of all corre

|>ondonce, documents, recommendations and reports concerning the nupiiintmcnt of

Doctor Pomminville. to the position of surgeon of the St. Vincent dp Paul peniten-
' tiary. replacing Doctor A. Allaire. Presented 24th .laiiuary. 1913.— A/r. H'i/son

(Laval) Not printed.
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72b. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, correspomlence and other documents relating to the appointment of Charles

W. Hatfield, fishery officer on the Tusket River, Yarmouth County, N.S. Presented

27th January. 1913.

—

Mr. Lav- iVof printed.

72c. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corrd

spondence, letters, requests, telegrams and other documents relating to the appoint-

ment of Louis Nadeau as postmaster at'Ste. Christine, County of Bagot. Presented

4th February, 1913.—Mr. Marcil Not printciL

72d. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all orders

lett -rs, telegrams and other documents in connection -n-ith the appointment of Lt.-Col.

Warburton, as administrative medical officer at the Charlottetown camp in 1912, and

of all letters and telegrams asking for a change in the said appointment, and of all

orders and other documents relating to his being superseded, and to the appointment
of his junior, Lt.-Col. Jenkins, in his place. Presented 13th February, 1913.

—

Mr.

ilacdonald Not printed.

72e. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, correspondence, recommendations, reports, &c., relating to the appoint-

ment of Mr. J. Begin as manager of the experimental farm at Ste. Anne de la Poca-

tiere. Presented 13th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lnpointe {Kamouraska) Not printed.

72/. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence exchanged between Dr. Marcotte, M. Lavallee, M.P., the Honourable th-.

Postmaster General and the Minister of Agriculture, concerning the appointment ot

an additional medical officer at Grosse Isle quarantine station. Presented 19th Feb-

ruary, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

72g. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all letter ,

telegrams, recommendations and other papers in connection with the appointment of

John Macdonald as Inspector of Inland Revenue for the Maritime Provinces, and of

all letters, telegrams, applications, recommendations and other papers received from
any other person or persons relative to the applications of other persons for the posi

tion. Presented 17th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

72h. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters.*

petitions, telegrams, recommendations and other papers and documents, in the pos-

session of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, or any department of the govern

ment, relating to the appointment of F. W. Kelley, M.D., as port physician at BridgES

water, N.S. Presented 18th March, 1913.—Mr. Law Not printed

72i. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decern

ber, 1912, for a return showing all appointments to office under the Dominion govern-

ment in the constituency of Eidmonton from 10th October, 1911, to 21st November.

1912, with a statement of the salaries in each case, together with a copy of all corre-

spondence, recommendation to council, orders in council, and all other papers or

documents in any way connected with such appointments. Presented 2Sth March,
1913.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

72j. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, recommendations, reports, memoranda and other documents bearing on th i

appointment of a general foreman, or other, permanent or temporary officials, of the

Department of Public Works in the County of Bonaventure since October, 1911, up to

date, with the names, residences, duties and salaries of such appointees. Presented

'2nd May, 1913.—Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Not printed.
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72k. Appointment of Mr. McCIo?kie as postmaster at Waukau, British Colnmbia.—(Senate)

Not printed.

73. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912, for a return showing all changes made in the Customs Tariff of Canada Ijy

order in council since the close of last session of parliament. Presented Hth January,

19:3 ^'ot printed.

74. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th Deceml>er, 1912, for a return showing the

quantity and value of molasses of cane, a^ defined in tariff item No. 137a, imported

into Canada for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1912, from each island of the Bri-

ti-h West Indies, which are parties to the Canada-West India Trade Agreement. Pre-

sented Hth January, 1913.—Mr. Maclean (Balifax) Not printed.

75. Letter of the Honourable F. D. Monk, M.P., to the Right Honourable the Prim»

Minister, resigning his position as Minister of Public Works, and the letter of the

Prime Minister in acknowledgment thereof. Pre.^^ented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 14th

January, 1913 ^'o« printed.

75n. Return to an Order of the House of the. 26th May, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

reports, documents and all other communications relating to the appointment of

Colonel Crowe as Commandant of the Eoyal Military College and to his resignation

of said position, or to the extension of his term of service or to the termination

thereof, and of all papers or letters passing between the minister and Colonel Crowe,

relative to his resignation or the failure to extend his term of service. Presented 3rd

June, 1913.—Mr. Macdonald .' Not printed

75b. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th Maj;, 1913, for a copy of all letter^,

reports, complaints and other communications and documents which passed between

General McKenzie and the Minister of Militia or his department, previous to, and

which Ird up to the resignation of General McKenzie; and also a copy of said resigna-

tion, and the reply of the minister thereto, and of any and all communications had

with the War Office thereto, and of all other papers and documents in connection

therewith. Presented 4th June, 1913.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

76. Rsturn to an Order of the House of the 4th_December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, complaints and reports, bearing on the delay in the payment of

census enumerators in the County of Bonaventure, in connection with the last census,

together with the names, residences, amounts, and dates of payment. Presented 15th

January, 1913.—Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Not printed.

77. Report of departmental commission on the official statistics of Canada. Presented 15th

January, 1913 Printed for distribution only.

78. Return to an Order of the House of the 18th March, 1912, for a copy of all correspond-

ence in the possession of the Postmaster General respecting the change of name ot

Broderick post office iu the Province of Saskatchewan, to St. Aldnyn. Presented 15th

January, 1913 Not printed.

78a. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th November, 1911, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, letters, Ac, between the Postmaster General and any other person respect-

ing the closing or removal of the present post office at Spry Bay, Halifax County. Prc-

M-nted '.Olh January, I9l3.—Mr. Maelcan (Ualifax) Not printed.

79. Kei>ort of the cummissioner Dominion Police Force, for the yeiir 1912. Presciitpd by

Uun. Mr. Foster, 15th January. 1913 Not printed.
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80. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, complaints, reports and all documents relating to the cancelling of lease

No. I877S, consented to by the Honourable Minister of Railways and Canals, to Aurile

Lebwuf, on the 12th December, 1910.—Presented 16th Januax'y. 1913.

—

Mr. Papineau.

Not printed

81. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-
ber, 1912, for a copy of all orders in council passed since 1st October, A.D. 1911, relat-

ing to the- Board of Mauagement of the Government Railways of Canada, or otf any
other member thereof, or in any way affecting the same, or any official of the Intel

-

colonial Railway, as regards the duties to be performed or the powers to be exercised

by the said Board or any member thereof, or by any such official, together with a copy

of all recommendations, letters, applications, instructions, or other correspondence, in

any manner relating thereto or having regard to the said orders in council as to the

management of the Intercolonial railway. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Emmer-
son Not printed

81a. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th De-

cember, 1912, for a copy of a certain Order in Council issued during the current year

by which certain official reports formerly made *o Board of Management of the Inter

colonial Railway have been ordered in future to be made to Mr. F. P. Brady. Pre-

sented 17th January, 1913.—Me. Sinclair Not printed.

82. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

including surveys, tenders, and every other record, or document in the possession of

the Department of Railways and Canals or any other department of the government

relating to the building of a line of railway ifrom Estmere, County of Victoria, Prov-

ince of Nova Scotia, to the town of Baddeck in the same county. Presented 17th

January, 1913.—Mr. McKemie Not printed.

83. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912, for a copy of all documents, papers, tenders, contracts, orders in council

and correspondence in connection with the supply of castings for and the purchase of

scrap iron from the eastern division of the Intercolonial Railway since 1st May, 1912.

Presented 17th January, 1913.—Jlr. Maclean {Halifux) Not printed.

83a. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing tlie

names of the employees on the dining cars of the Intercolonial Railway and the nature
of their employment; and also of the employees on the Pullmau cars of the Inter-

colonial Railway and the nature of their employnsent. Presented 17th January, 1913.

—Mr. BouUty Not printed.

S3b. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 19!2, for a copy of all papers
documents, telegrams, letters, &c., relating to a strike of temporary employees of the

Intertolonial Railway at Halifax, in .4ugust, 1912. Presented 27th January, 19:.3.

Mr. Mclean (Ralitax) ]^'ot printed.

83c. Return to an Order of the House ofi«the 10th December, 1912, for a oopy of all evi-

dence plans, reports, correspondence, &c., respecting au inciuiry held concerning an
accident on the Intercolonial Railway at St. Andre de Kamouraska on 7th October,
19;2, caused by train No. 33, the maritime express going west. Presented 27th Jan-

uary, 1913.—Mr. Lapointe {Kamouraska} Not printed.

83d. Return to an Order of the House, of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of the evi

dcnce taken at the inquiry held in the month of November, 1912, by Mr. MacDonald
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superintendent of the Intercolonial at L^vis, in reference to Alfred Langnay, an

employee of the Intercolonial at St. Charles, County of Bellechasse. Presented 27th

February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lapoinie (Kamouraska.) Not printed.

83e. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1913, for a copy of all tele-

grams, letters, petitions, reports of engineers, plans, surveys, and other documents in

the possession of the Department of Railways and Canals, and having been received

eince 1st January, 1912, relating to the construction of a branch line of the Inter-

colonial Railway into Guysborough County. Presented 18th March, 1913.—Mr. Sin-

clair Not printed.

83/. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a copy of all petitions,

resolutions, letters, telegrams and correspondence, relating to free or reduced trans-

portation of hay over the Intercolonial Railway for the farmers of .\ntigonish County.

Nova Scotia, and also of the evidence taken and report made as to the shortage of

hay in that and other of the eastern counties of Nova Scotia. Presented 18th March,

1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) Not printed.

S3g. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters

telegrams, tenders, acceptances of tenders, cancellation of tenders and other papers

and documents in the possession of the Department of Railways and Canals, or any

department of the government, bearing date after 1st July, 1912, relating to the supply

of ice for the use of the Intercolonial Railway at Mulgrave, N.S. Presented 18th

March, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

83h. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1913. for a copy of all letters

correspondence, pe'itions and other documents, on file in the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals, or in the office of the Intercolonial Railway at Moncton, relating

or in any way appertaining to the new public wharf at Sackville, N.B., and the nece::-

sity of establishing in the interest of the traffic of the Intercolonial Railway, and of the

shipping and trade facilities of S.ickville, and of the commerce of communities adja-

cent thereto, rail connections be^n-een the said wharf and the main line of the sal.

I

railways at Sackville station; also of all letters and other communications receive!

by the chairman or vice-chairman of the Government Railw.iys Managing Board, or

by any official of the said railway, relating in any manner to the said subject, receivel

by them or any of them during the years 1911, 1913 and 1913. Presented 19th March,

1913.—Mr. Emmerson Not printed

83i. Return to Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913. for a return showing who the

tenderers were, and the amount of each tender for the supply of castings for the

Intercolonial Railway during the present year. Presented 26th March, 1913.—Mr.

Macdunald Not printed.

83). Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return showing how
m^iny kegs of nails were purchased in 1912 for the Intercolonial Railway; the prices

paid therefor in each case; whether tenders were invited in the case of each purcha.ie

and, if so, who the respective tenderers were and the prices submitted; to whom werr

the contracts awarded in each case. Presented 2Sth March, 1913.—Mr. Murphy.

Not printed.

83k. Return to an Order of the House of the I9th March. 1913, for a return showing the

amornta r6f*ived by the Intercolonial Railway for freight and passengers respectively

for each of the twelve months of the calendar years 1910, 1911 and 1912, at the follow-

ing stations:—Montreal, Jl&lifax, St. John, Sydney, Truro, Moncton, New Glasgow
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and Amherst; also, the total receipts of the said railway for freight and passenger^
respectively during each of the said years. Presented 28th March, 1913.—ill r. Rhodes.

Not printed.

831. Return to an Order of the HouMe of the 20th January, 1913, for a copy of all lettpi*.

correspondence, telegrams, representations, requests and reports on file in the Depart-

me;;t of Railways and Canals, or in the offices of the Intercolonial Railway at Monc-
ton, or among the records of the Government Railways Managing Board, or in the

office of the assistant chairman of the Government Railways Managing Board, relat

ing to or in any way connected with the water supply system at Dorchester station

on the Intercolonial railway, or relating to the absence of and the total failure to

provide a supply of water for drinking or other purposes at that station, or in con-

nection with the dwelling of the station agent in the Station House; and also of all

correspondence, letter.s, requests, recommendations and reports relating to the alleged

necessity of additional clerical or other help or assistance at the station. Presented

21st April, 1513.—Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

83m. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, reports and other papers on file in the Department of

Eai ways and Can:»ls, or in the otfices of the Intercolonial Railway at Moncton, relat-

ing to M. L. Tracy, an employee of the mechanical department of the Intercolonial

during the years 1899 and 1900, and of all letters and corresrpondence relating to the

case of the said M. L. Tracy, passing between the then Minister of Railways and
Canals and any of the officials of the railway, during those years; also a copy of the

letters of D. Pottinger, then general manager, the late James E. Price, then general

superintendent, and the late M. Jarvis, then a divisional superintendent of said rai'-

way, relating to the same subject during the said period of 1899 and 1900. Presented

2lst April, 1913.—Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

83n. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a statement of ali

amounts collected by the Intercolonial Railway for freight on hay carried from
Amherst and other stations on the Intercolonial, County of Cumberland, to Anti-

gonish, N.S., and consigned to C. Edgar Whidden or C. B. Whidden & Son, in the

month of January last and February instant, and by whom such freight was paid

;

also a copy of all way bills and bills of lading for the same. Presented 21st April, 1913.

—Mr. Chisholm {.intigonish) jVot printed.

83o. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a copy of all letters

petitions, telegrams, complaints, communications, reports and other papers and docu^
ments, received since the 1st day of October, 1911, by and now in the possession of the
Department of Railways and Canals, the Government Railway Managing Board or
any official of the Intercolonial Railway or olf the Prince Edward Island railway, relat-

ing to or in any manner appertaining to an application for, or a proposed reduction

of the working hours for the Intercolonial railway employees at Moncton, or at any
other point of the Intercolonial railway or the Prince Edward Island railway. Pre-

sented 21st April, 1913.—Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

83p. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a copy of all com-
plaints, requirements, requisitions, petitions, and correspondence of all kinds made
by the Sydney, N.S., Board of Trade, or by the citizens of the city of Sydney, or any

of them, having reference to better and increased facilities on the Intercolonial Rail-
way on the Sydney division. Presented 21st April, 1913.—Mr. Carroll.

Not printed.
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83g. Return to an Order of the Uouse of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

papers and other documents relating to the claim for damages for the death of the

y uns son of Thomas Hoare, who was killed at a crossing of the Intercolonial Rail

way in the town of Stellarton in the summer of 1912. and of all petitions, letters, and

other papers asking for the placing of gates or other protection at said crossing.

Presented 1st April. 1913.—-Vr. Macdoiiald iVot printed

83r. Return to an Order of the House of the Htli April, 1913, for a copy of al' correspond

ence exchanged between the Department of Railways and Canals at Moncton and thr

same department at Campbellton, on the subject of the collision which occurred at

St. Moise, during the month of February, 1913, between the trains of E. Smith and

the regular train No. 99, omitting from it the inquiry held in the matter. Presented

29th April, 1913.—Mr. Boulay Not printa'.

83s Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a return showing tm-

names, residences and occuiiations of all the employies of the Intercolonial Railway

who have been dismisstd in the County of Eimouski since the 21st September, 1911.

Presented 29th April, 1913.—Mr. Lapointe {Kamouraska) JVot printcil.

S3t. Certified copy of a report of the Privy Council of the 5th May, 1913, covering tlio

appointment of Frederick Pissmore Gutelius. as general manager of Government
Railways. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, "th May, 1913 Not printed.

83u. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

memorials, petitions, correspondence, reports and other documents in the Department

of the Postmaster General, or on file therein, relating or in any wise appertaining

to the inauguration or establishing of railway mail facilities between Moncton, N.ll.,

westward over the Intercolonial Railway towards St. John, in the morning, so as to

furnish, among other things, opportunities for the transmission of newspapers and

otlur mail m.ittcr, along said railway, to make morning connection with the railway

mail facilities afforded by the railway ifrom Salisbury. Westmorland County, N.B., run-

ning into Albert County, N.B. ; and also relating to the establishment of railway mail

facilities on each week day evening between Moncton eastward over the said railway

by train known as number 81, running between Moncton, N.B., and Springhill ,Tunc-

ticn, Nova Scotia, thus afiording the direct mail connection for newspapers and other

mail matter each evening from Moncton to Shediac, Memramc.ook, Dorchester, Sack-

ville, Amherst, and intermediate points east of Moncton; together with a statement

showing what, if any, such railway mail facilities, either by locked bag or otherwise,

were established or furnished over either of the said routes, and stating the respec-

tive dates when the same were so established or furnished generally, or in relation to

any one of the newspapers published in Moncton, either in the morning or in the

evening. Presented 12th May, 1913.—Mr. Emmerson Sol printed.

83f. Keturn showing whether any contract has been made for (he construction or sui>ply

of cars of an.y kind to the Intercolonial Railway since 1st January. 1913, and if so, to

wliom the contract was awarded; the number of cars, kind or class, and the price lo

be pitid; whether any tenders were called for previous to awarding said contract, and

if so, who the tenderers were, the amount of the tender in each case, and if tenders

weio calld for by private retiuest or public advertisement. Presented 21st May, 1913.

—3fr. Macdoiiald JVot printed.

SSir. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th .\pril, 1913, for a return showing all

amounts collected by the Intercolonial Railway for freight on hay shipped from
Amherst and other stations on the Intercolonial, in the County of Cumberland, to

AutigoDlsU and other stations in the County of Antigonish, during the months of
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January, February and March last; the name of the consigners and of the con-

signees, the amount of freight paid on each shipment and by whom paid ; also a copy

of all way-bills and bills of lading for same. Presented 6th June, 191.3.—Mr. C/uV

holm (Antigonisli

)

, Xot printed,

84. Return to an Address to His Koyal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912, for a copy of all papers, documents, memoranda, orders in council, letters

and correspondence, relating in any way to the closing of the Canadian Immigration

Office at Boston, U.S.A., in 1911, and its subsequent re-establishment. Presented 17tb

January, 1913.—Mr. McLean (Halifax) iVof printed

85. Copies of despatches dated Uth December, 1912, which have been addressed to the

Governors General of the Commonwealth of Australia and the Union of South Africa

and the Governors of Xew Zealand and Newfoundland, on the subject of repre-

sentation of the self-governing Dominions on the Committee of Imperial Defence. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Eorden, 17th .lanuary, 1913 Not prinieil.

86. Reports in connection with the Tides and Currents of Northumberland Strait.—

(Senate) Not printed.

87. Archives Branch, re transferring ofifrom Department of Agriculture to Secretary of

State.—(Senate) Not printed.

88. Commission appointed to investigate Indian reserves of British Columbia.

—

(Senate).

Not printed.

89. Insurance rates between Canadian Atlantic ports, and ports in the United Kingdom.

—

(Senate) Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

90. Report of departmental commission relating to official statistics of Canada.

—

(Senate).

Printe d for distribution only.

91. Copy of the Sixth Joint Report of the Commissioners for the Demarcation of the Mer'

dian of the 141st degree of west longitude. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 21st Jan-

uary, 1913 Not printed.

92. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

document?, petitions, memoranda, correspondence, &c., with the Government of Bri-

tish Columbia or any member thereof, with the fishery officers of the Marine and
Fisheries Department resident in said province, with salmon canneries in said prov-

ince, and with any company, person or persons, relating to the prohibition of the

export of sockeye salmon from the said province of British Columbia since I.5th

October, 1911. Presented 20th January, 1913.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

93. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1912, for a copy of all correspond-

ence and memoranda on the subject of cable rates, exchanged between the Canadian
Post Office Department and the British Post Office Department. Presented 20th

January, 1913.—Mr. Lemieux -. Not printed.

94. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912, for a copy of all papers, documents, letters, &c., between the Government of

Canada and the Commonwealth of Australia for the past twelve months relative to

the matter of preferential tarifl arrangements between the said two countries. Pre-

sented 21st January, 1913.—.Mr. Maclean (Halifax) . .Printed for sessional papers only.

95. Report of Mr. Olivar Asselin on an investigation of Belgian and French emigration to

Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 21st January, 1913.

Printed fur distribution and sessional papers.
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95a. E«turn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all com

plaints, letters, papers, reports, and of all documents bearing on the investigation

held at Poit Daniel West, Quebec, into the conduct of Edward Dea, as overseer or

guardian of the lobster hatchery at that place. Presented 22nd January, 1913.—Mr.

Marcil Not print ed.

95ti. Report of K. A. Pringlp, Esq., K.C., in relation to the investigation of the wreck of

the steamer Mayflou-er, on the 12th November, lSi2. I'resentcd by Hon. Mr. Hazen, Cth

February, 1913 Not printed.

93c. Ectnrn to an Address to His Eoyal Highness the Governor General of the 29th Jan-

uary, 1913, for a copy of the report of the commission appointed to investigate com-

plaints against the United 5hoe Machinery Company, together irith the order in

council appointing the commission, the complaints upon which the order was issued

and all action, if any, taken by the government on report of commission, by order in

council or otherwise. Presented 11th Febrnary, 1913.—Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Not printed

95d. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th .lanuary, 1913, for a copy of all evidence,

letters, telegrams and other documents in connection with the investigation into th--

stranding of the D. G. steamer Earl Grey at Toney River, County of Pictou, in th?

spring of 1912; of the reports of the commissioner investigating the same, and of all

correspondence, telegrams and documents in connection therewith, and of any depart-

mental action in connection therewith. Presented 18th March, 1913.—ilfr. Macdonald.

Not printed

95e. Return to an Order of tl>e House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all letter.,

papers, evidence and other documents in connection with the investigation into thj

collision between the steamship City of Sydney and the tug boat DougUis U.

Thomas, in Sydney Harbour, 13th Noveriber, 1912, and of the findings and reports

of the commissioner holding the investigation in regard to the same. Presented 2nd

April, 1913.—Wr. Macdonald Not printed.

96. Report of the Second International Moral E<Uication Congress held at the Hague, 22nd

to 27th of August, 1912, and as related thereto, on mora! instruction in the Canndiar.

public schools, Ac, by Mr. J. A. M. Aikins. who was appointed by the government to

represent Canada at that Congress. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 21st January,

19:3 Printed for distribution only.

97. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1-912, for a copy of all pay-lists,

letters, documents, letters and other papers in connection witli the expenditures nt

Cariboo Island in the County of Pictou. Presented 21st January, 1913.—Mr
Macdonald Not printed.

98. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1913. for a copy of all corrc-

(ipondencc, letters and telegrams between the Mini-^ter of Marine and Tishcries, or

any officer of his department, and J. A. Gillies, K.C., Sydney, relating to the purchase

from .lolin B. Nicholson, of a site for a salmon hatchery at Snidlope Lake, Richmond

County. N.S., and also of all accounts, charges and vouchers received from the snid

J. A. Gillies, for services in connection tlierewith and the payments made to the said

J. A. Gillies in respect of the same. I'resontod 7th February. 1913.— .Ur. Kyle.

Not i>rintcd.
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99. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents and correspondence, between the Department of Public Works and any

person or persons relating to the placing of obstructions in the waters of South West

Cove, Lunenburg County, N.S. Presented 24tli January, 1913.—Mr. Maclean

(Ealijax) Not printed.

100. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all pay-lists,

letters, documents, telegrams and other papers in connection with the expenditures

at Skinner's Core in the County of Pictou. Presented 21th January, 1913.—Mr.

Macdonald Not printed.

101. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 22nd Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence between the government of Canada and

the government of the Province of Ontario, with regard to the extension of the

boundaries of the said province. Presented 28th January, 1913.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Not printed.

102. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, reports, and documents, bearing on the claim of C. R. Scoles, of Nsm
Carlisle, Quebec, to a balance of subsidy voted to the Atlantic and Lake Superior

railway, since October, 1911, to date. Presented 24th January, 1913.

—

Mr. Marcil.

Not printed.

103. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, reports and other documents concerning an alleged

defalcation in the accounts of Joseph J. Melanson, clerk in the customs office at

Bathurst, County of Gloucester, which caused an nquiry to be held on the 23rd of

October last by the Provincial Inspector of Customs, with the name of the accuser.

Presented 2Jth January, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

104. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters and telegrams in the custody of the Department of Railways and Canals, or

any other department of the government, between the 1st day of September, 1874,

and tiie 1st day of September, 1879, relating to the acquisition or expropriation of

lands at St. Peters, N.S., for canal purposes, and relating to the appointment of

valuators to apprise the value of such lands; the instructions to such valuators, the

report or reports of such valuators, the area of lands taken, and the price paid for

same; and also the amount paid each valuator for his services. Presented 27th

January, 1913.—Mr. Kytc Not printed.

105. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all the

different freight tariffs in force on the line of railway from Matapedia, Quebec, to

New Carlisle, Quebec, and from New Carlisle, to Gascons, Quebec, and vice versa,

and of any requests that have been received in regard to the change in the same;

and also a copy of any requests, petitions, letters, or other documents complaining

of the said t-ariffs. Presented 27th January, 1913.—-Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure).

Not printed.

105a. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th Decemiber, 1912, for a copy of the

different freight tariffs in force on the line of railway from Sunny Brae to Ferrona

Junction, on the Intercolonial Railway, and of any requests that have been received

in regard to the change in the same, and also a copy of any requests, petitions,

letters or other documents complaining of said tariff. Presented 27th January, 1913.

—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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106. Refiirn to an Order otf the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of the original

instructions, including maps, specifications, profiles, &c., furnished the engineers on

the eastern division of the Transcontinental railway between Winnipeg and Quebec

by the chief engineer of the Transcontinental Commission, and approved by the

Grand Trunk Paeific Railway Company. Also of all instructions, including specifi-

cations and profiles, issued by the chief engineer of the Transcontinental Commission

or by the chairman, since 31st October, 1911, which in any way vary, amend, or depart

from the original instructions above mentioned. Also, of all correspondence between

the Minister of Railways or any official of his department and the chairman of the

T-unsccntinental Cominission, or the chief engineer, concerning the departure from

the original instructions, either as to the grades, curves and bridges or other per-

manent structures. Also a copy of all correspondence between the Minister oif Rail-

ways or any member of the government and any official of the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway Company referring to change of original instructions as regards grades,

curves or permanent structures on the said line between Winnipeg and Quebec; and

also of all correspondence between the chairman of the Transcontinental C-ommission

or the chief engineer and any official of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company,

or any member of its engineering staff, concerning the proposed change of grades,

curves, or other permanent structures on the line of the Transcontinental between

Winnipeg and the City of Quebec. Presented .30th January, 1913—.1/r. Graham.

Not prhitcd.

106a. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a copy of a letter, dated

24th September, 190i, written by Chief Engineer Lumsden of the Transcontinental

Commission to Chairman Wade of the same body, in which the former recommended

(o the latter certain grades on the Transcontinental railway. Presented 15th May,
1913.—Mr. Graham Not printed.

107. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers in

connection with a claini of L. A. Sauve to certain buildings at La Pointe dcs Cascades,

on the Soulanges canal, and of all corrispondence on the same. Presented 30th

January, 1913.—Sir Wilfrid La.urier Not printed.

108. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a copy of the contract

entered into between the Department of Railways and Canals and W. H. Weller for

St. Peters canal improvements, and for a copy erf all correspondence between the con-

tractor or any other person, firm or corporation and the Honourable Minister of

Railways and Canals relating to the dumping of material removed by the contractor.

Presented 30th January, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

108a. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence between the Department of Railways and Canals and C. D. Sargent, C.E.,

and between C. D. Sargent, C.E., and H. G,. Stanton, Superintending Engineer of the

St. Peters Canal, or between W. H. Weller, contractor ifor the St. Peters canal

improvements, and either or all of said parties relative to work done by the con-

tractor ouLside of his contract, and the specifications thereof, and also a copy of all

correspondence, letters and telegrams between the Department of Railways and Canals

Or C. D. Sargent, C.E., and any other person, in regaril to the same; and of all

acxoniits and vouchers rendered by the contractor to the government of such work,

and the payment made by the government to the contractor, specifying whether the

same is paid for in full or otherwise. Presented 2l8t April, 1913.—Mr. Kiite.

Not printed.

108'' Ifetnrn to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a copy of the accounts

of personal expenses paid to Mr. St. .Amour, Superintendent of the Soulanges Canal,
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sincp he entered upon his duties.—Also return to an Order of the House of the 2nd

April, 1913, for a copy of all accounts for personal expenses paid by the government

'to ilr. St. Amour, Superintendent of the Soulanges Canal, since the date of his

appointment. Presented 29th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Boijer Xot printed.

109. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy off all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, petitions and other documents receiyed since the 1st

day of .lanuary, 1912, asking that the line of railway known as the Vale Road, should

be taken over by the Intercolonial Eailway. Presented 30th January. 1913.—-l/r.

Macdonald Xot printed.

110. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Tth .January, 1913, ifor a copy of all eorre-

.spoudence in connection with the issuing of letters patent to the Quebec Eailway,

Light, Heat and Power Company, Limited, and also said letters patent. Presented

30th January, 1913.—Jir. Lemieux Xot printed.

111. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th Defemljer, 1912. for a copy of all iiapers,

documents, correspondence, &c., between the Department of Trade and Commerce and
Mr. Donnelly, late Canadian Trade Commissioner in Mexico, relating to the closing

cf the office of such trade commissioner in Mexico. Presented 3rd February, 19:3.^

Mr. Maclean (HnJijax) Not printed.

112. Return called for by Section 88 of Chapter 62, Revised Statutes of Canada, requiring

that the Minister of the Interior shall lay before parliament, each year, a return of

liquor brought from any place out of Canada into the territories by special permission

in writing of the Commissioner of the Northwest Territories. Presented by Hon.

Mr. Roche, 3rd February, 1913 A'of printed.

113. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1913, ifor a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other papers and documents, relating to the resignation of Lt.-Col.

W. F. Moore, 20th Regiment, Halton Rifles, and also of the resignation and the reply

thereto. Presented 6th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

Xl4. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

papers,- telegrams and other documents in connection with the strike of firemen and

other men employed on the D.G.S. Earl Grey, in the year 1912 and 1913. Presented

11th February, 1913.—3fr. Macdonald Xot printed.

115. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters and telegrams relating to the applications for, or the granting of, a lease of

False Cove Flats, Vancouver, B.C. Presented 11th February, 1913.—J/r. Macdonald.

Xot prin'ed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for n copy of all correspond-

ence and other papers in connection with a proposed guarantee of bonds to the Quebec
and Saguenay railway. ,Presented 11th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux.'. ..Not printed.

116a. Return to an Order of the House oif the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all documents,
including petitions, memorials, letters and telegrams, addressed to the government, or

any pf its members, urging it to take over and incorporate into the Canadian govern-

mtnt railway system, the Quebec and Oriental Railway and the Atlantic, Quebec and
Western Railway, with a copy of all the answers thereto. Presented 20rh May, 1913.

—Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Xot printed.
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1166. Keturn to an Address to JHs Koyal llisliuess th; Governor General of the llth De-

cember, 1912, for a copy of all orders in council in connection with the construction

i( a line of railway from St. John to Grand I'alls in the Province of New Brunswick,

or any portion thereof and also of all plans and profiles filed with the Department of

Railways and Canals by the St. John and Quebec Kailway Company, and of all corre-

spondence between the Department of Railways and Canals or any official thereof and

with the siiid company or the Government of the Province of New Brunswick, or any

official thereof, with reference to the curves, grades or general specifications of the

said railway or any portion thereof. Presented 20th May, 1913.—3fr. Carvell.

Not pi-intcd

ll6c. Return to an Order of the House of the ?8th April, 1913, for a copy of all memorials,

petitions, letters, and other documents submitted to the Board of Railway Commis-

sioners from 1st January, 1913, to date, by any party whatsoever regarding the service

of the Quebec and Oriental Railway and the Atlantic, Quebec and Western Railway, as

to freight, passengers and express matters, with a copy of all orders and rulings

issued by such Board and of all correspondence in connection therewith. Presented

20th May, 1913.—Jl/r. ilarcil {Bonaventure) Not printed.

117. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 5th Decem-

ber. 1912, for a return showing the number of appeals made to the Governor in

Council during the twelve months preceding 2oth November, 1912, against orders of

the Board of Railway Commissioners, the particulars of each appeal, and the decision

rendered by the Governor in Council in each case. Presented llth February, 1913.

—

Mr. Graham Printed for sessional papers only.

118. lietnrn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 22nd January,

1913, for a copy of all orders in council and of all correspondence relating to the

extension of facilities for obtaining information useful to Canadian Trade and Com-

merce in connection with the British Consular Service. Presented llth February,

1913.—Mr. Ames .Yot printed.

119. Return to an Order of the House of the 2tth January, 1913, for n return showing all

the employees of the diflerent departments at Ottawa, and also in the nine provinces

and territories of Canada, and other places outside of Canada, in the inside and out-

side service, who have left their employment since the 1st October, 1911, up to the

lO'h January, 1912, inclusively, with their names. Christian names, age, nationality,

employment and salaries respectively; the date of their appointment: the date of their

leaving; their salaries, the time of their appointment and at leaving; the reasons of

their leaving; and if replaced or not; the names. Christian name, age, nationality,

employment and salary of those who have replaced them; and in the case of dis-

missals, a list of the persons who asked for their dismissals; in the case of these re-

phicing them, a list of the persona who recommended their successors Presented

llth February, 1913.—Mr. Wilson {Laval) Not printed.

llO'i. Supplementary return to an Order of tho House of the 2tth January, 1912, for a

return 6ho«ing all tho eniplnyees of the diflerent departments at Ottawa, and also in

the nine provinces and territories of Canada, and other places outside of Canada, in

tlic inside and outside service, who have left their employment since the Ist October,

1911, up to the 10th January, 1912, inclusively, with their names. Christian names,

ngc, nationality, employment and salaries respectively; the date of their appointment;

the diito of their leaving; their salaries at the time of their appointment and at

leaving; the reasons of their leaving; and if replaced or not; the names, Christian

name, age, nationality, employment and salary of those who have replaced them;
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and in the case of dismissals, a list of the persons who asked for their dismissals; in

the case elf these replacing them, a list of the persons who recommended their

'successors. Presented 17th March, 19i3.—ifr. Wilson (Laval) A'ot printed.

120. Reti rn to an Address to His Ko.val Highness the Governor General of the 5th Febrnary,

1912, for a copy of all tenders, contracts, reports and other memoranda of the engi-

neers of the Department of Public Works, orders in council, correspondence and all

other documents relating to the construction of a dam for storage purposes at tho

foot of Lake Timiskaming. Presented 12th February, 191.3.—-Vr. Piigsle;/.

Not pi-inted.

120(1. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all contracts,

correspondence or writings whatsoever, respecting the construction of a dam in Iflfls

Or 1909, called the Lake Timiskaming dam constructed or built over the rivers form-

ing the inflow or the discharge of the said lake, exchanged between the Government
of Canada and the contractor or contractors. Presented 12th February, 1913.—J/r.

Boulay Not printed.

121. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth March, 1912, for a return giving a list of

the subjects of the oil paintings and water colours which have become the property

of the Kational Gallery of Canada since 1S91; and the names of the artists in each

case. Presented 12th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Burnham Not printed.

122. Return to an Order cif the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, correspondence, reports, recommendations, &c., relating to the petition

of Mr. Firmin Thibault, of St. Denis, County of Kamouraska, for his indemnity for

having served at the time of the Fenian invasion. Presented 13th February, 1913

—

Mr. La.pointe (Kaniourasha) Not printed.

123. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a return showing what
date or dates the government purchased the site for the new Dominion Rifle Range
in the County ot Carleton, Ontario, from whom were the several parcels of land pur-
chased, and what price per acre was paid for each, the number of acres of land pur-
ch'sed, and the total amount paid therefor, if any buildings have been erected on the

said lands by the government, and the cost thereof, the amounts paid by the govern-

ment for commissions, fees, agency charges, and legal expenses, and to whom in con-

nection with said purchase, the amount of money expended by the Government on the
said range for all purposes, from the date of the original purchase of the land up to

23rd January, 1913, and any sums remaining to be paid in any way connected with the

purchase of the said range, to whom and the respective amounts thereof, the dis-

tance from the post office in the City 6f Ottawa to the said range, if any line of elec-

tric or other railway runs from the City of Ottawa to the said range, and what means
of transportation will be provided for riflemen going to and returning from the said

range. Presented 13th February, 1913

—

Mr. Wilson (Laval) Not printed.

124. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 10th Feb-
ruary, 1913, for a copy of the memorial presented to the Government during the ses-

sion of 1911-12, by a delegation from the Government of Prince Edward Island asking
for an increased provincial subsidy, a copy of which memorial was laid on the Table

of the House by the Finance Minister last session of Parliament, but is not now
apparently on the files of the House Presented 17th February, 1913.—.Ifr. Hughes
(Kings, P.E.I.) , Printed jor sessional papers only.

125. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-
ber, 1912, for a copy of all papers, letters, telegrams and correspondence between the

Government of Canada or any member thereof, since Ist November, 1911, to the pre-
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sent time, with any corporation, company, parly or parties, in any way relating to

the Customs Tarifi upon cement or to the temporary reduction made of the Cu^^toins

Tariff upon cement; also for a copy of all letters and corresixindence by and between

members of the Government of Canada during the same period relating to the same

subject, and of uU papers, documents, memoranda and orders in council relative to

the reduction of the Customs Tarifi upon cement made by order in council since the

close of the last session of parliament. Presented 17th February, 1913.—Mr. Maclecui

(Bulifax) -Vo' pri" led.

125a. Ui'turu to an Address to Uis Royal Highness the Governor General of the 2flth

January, 1913, for a copy of all petitions since the 1st of October, 1911, addressed to

the Governor General in Council or to any member of the government, asking for a

remis "on and the adjustment of duty on cement, of all letters to the ministers indi-

vidually on the same, of all correspondence and of all orders in council. Presented

21st February, 19.3.—5ir IVilfrid Laurier Not printed.

1251). Return to ao AUdress to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber, 1912. for a copy of all papers, documents, petitions, orders in council, letters and

telegrams in any department of the government of Canada, or that passed between

the Department of Customs and the Department of Justice or any solicitor, counsel,

association, company or individual, during the past twelve months, lespecting the

imposition of tariff duties upon imported lumber dressed on one side and sized, or

respeiting the interpretation of tariff item Xo. 504, together with a printeil copy of

any stated case, appeal, factum or argument used before the Exchequer Coiirt of

Canada or the Sifjjrcme Court of Canada, in the matter of the judicial interpretation

of tarifi item No. 501. Presented 4th June. 1913.—.1/r. Maclean (Halila.T)

Not piiiitrd.

126. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December. 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence passing between the government or any member thereof with respect to the

east half of Section 27 in township si.\ (6) in range two (2) west of the third meridian.

Presented 17th February. 1913.—Mr. Martin (Regina.) Not printed.

127. Hcturn to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a return showing when

the mililiu or regular forces was first called out in Canada since Confederation in

aid of the civil authorities, how often, «hen and where has the same been calknl out

since, the amount of money paid by each municipal corporation for such service in

each case, what corps called out on each occasion, whether to quell strikes in each

instance or for what purpose. Presented 18th February, 1913.- .Wr. Macdonald.

, Not prinlvd.

128. Ki'tum to an Order of the House of the 2flth January, 1913, for a copy of all correspuud-

encc, papers, ic, concerning the application by James McKelvey, of the town of

Sarnia, Ontario, for Fcniau R.iid Volunteer Bounty. Presented ISth February,

1913.— Afr. Macdonald: t'. Not printed.

129. lieturu to an Order of the House of the 10th February, 1913, for a copy of all docu-

ments, correspondence, memorandums, reports, requests for inquiries, of the appoint-

ment of commissioners and other documents, relating to the study of the causes for

the depopulation of country places and the high cost of living in the eastern provinces

of the Dominion. Presented 18th February, 1913.—Mr. Paquct Not printed.

130. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, fur a copy of all papers,

iloeuments, memoranda and correspor.dence relating to the application of the Oanquo

Internnlioimle to the Treasury Uoard for a cerlilicute for the cummcncement of busi-

ness. l'ri.,ci]ted Iblh I'eliiuiiry. I9i:i. Mr. Miulcan {llalijax) Not printed.
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131. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, telegrams, reports, letters, and instructions regarding smelt and salmon
' fishing in the Restigouclie river and the Bale des Chaleurs since October, 1911, up to

date, together with copy of instructions issued to oiEcials of the Department of

Marine and Fisheries in that connection. Presented 18th February, 1913.—il/r. Marcil

(Bonaventure) Xot printed.

132. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and papers concerning the increase of salary of Mr. Sevigny, employed at

the immigration office at Montreal. Presented 18th February, 1913.—Mr. Carvell.

Not printed.

133. Return to an Order wf the House of the 5th February, 1913, for a return showing

wiiether any order for goods has been given by the Department of Public Works since

1st October, 1911, at Montreal, Quebec, St. John and Halifax; tenders asked for in

each case; orders for goods given without tenders; names of firms, and amounts in

each case. Presented 19th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Macdonald .Yof printed.

134. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and other papers, in the Department of Public Works', concerning the

awarding of a contract for a Welsh coal supply to the various Dominion public

buildings in Montreal. Presented 19th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

135. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th December, 1912, for a return showing how-

many dredging contracts were let by the Department of Public Works during the

year 1911-12, the name of each tenderer and the amount of each tender. Presented

19th February, 1913.—ifr. Lemieux Not printed.

135a. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing the

quantity by cubic yards of dredging made in the harbour of Bathurst by the dredge

Restigouclie during the months of May, June, July, August, September, October, and

Xovember of the year 1911, and during the same months in the year 1912. Presented

I9th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Turgeon ; Not printed.

135b. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, documents, recommendations and reports respecting the dredging Des

Prairies river, the work done, depth, length and width of channel dredged, the list of

men employed to perform that work, their salaries, and the amount of money spent

on that work since the 1st of October, 1911, up to the 2l3t November, 1912. Presented

12th May, 1913.—-Ur. Wilson (Laval) Not printed

135c. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all documents,

letters, reports of engineers and a detailed statement of expenditure in connection

with dredging at Ste. Anne de Restigouclie and Cross Point, Bonaventure County.

Presented 4th June, 1913.—il/r. ilarcil {Bonaeenture) Not printed.

135d. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return showing the

amount of dredging done by the government dredges for private parties or firms in

Prince Edward Island, during the season of 1912; the names of the parties or firms

ifor whom this dredging was done; the number of yards of material dredged for each

party or firm ; the class of material dredged, and the price per yard the government

charged for this dredging; who measured the material dreclged, and whether it was

scow measurement that was made ; who recommended the said dre<!ging to be done

;

if the resident engineer or any engineer was consulted in regard to the measuring,

and if the resident engineer or any engineer had control over the matter at all. Pre-

sented 6th June, 1913.—Mr. Hughes (Kings, P.E.I.) -....Not printed.
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136. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912. for a copy of the accounts

of Jean Baptiste Lena and of his wife, for -nork done to the public buildings at Valley-

field, Quebec, in May, 1912; also for a copy of all correspondence, reports and docu-

ments relating to the payment in full or a part of their accounts. Presented i9th

February, I913.-Afr. Papineau ^of printed.

137. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a retnrn showing the

amount of money expended in improving tjie channel of the Ottawa river between the

£ity of Hull and the village of Masson. Presented 19th February, 1913.—Mr. Devlin.
"

Not printed.

138. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments relating to the transferring of P. E. Araiot, resident engineer of the Depart-

ment of Public Works. Bonaventure, Quebec, to the district of Chicoutimi and

S.igiienay, and the appointment in his stead, in Bonaventure County, of Charles E.

Taehe, of Chicoutimi, as resident engineer, with a copy of all the instructions given

to the latter and his duties, residence and salaiy. Presented 19lh February, 1913.--

ifr. ilarcil (Bonaventure) -Vof printed.

139. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all petitions,

correspondence, memoranda, reports, and resolutions of county or other municipal

councils of Bonaventure County asking or objecting to certain public works in Bona-

venture County since October, 1911, with the Minister of Public Works, or any mem-

ber of the present administration, and replies made thereto. Presented 19th February,

1913.—Mr. 3farcil {Bonaventure) Not printed.

140. British Canadian Loan and Investment Company, Limited, Toronto, for year 1911.—

(Senate) Not printed.

141. Claims of present fish warden, Baker Lake, County of Madawaska, N.B.—(Senate).
Not printed.

141o. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports, iMormation, convictions and other documents in the possession of

the Department of Marine and Fisheries or any officer thereof relating to the prose-

cution in the year 19'.0, against George Rowlings and James Rowlings, of Musquodo-

boit Harbour, County of Halifax, for a violation of the fishery regulations. Presented

21st May. 1913.—Jfr. Sinclair Not printed.

141b. Hiturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams and documents or other communications, had with the Department

of Marine and Fisheries or any official thereof, in regard to the prosecutions against

the following parties:—Samuel Stewart, Mi'lvin Hart, Andrew McNeil, Thomas

McNeil, Hugh Malcolm, Tom MoRatt, James Waddin, Samuel Wright and Dougald

Higgins, of Westville.County of Pictou, for infractions of the Fisheries Act, and of

any applications or letters relative to relief from the fines imposed or the return of

the same; and also of all papers, letters, and other documents relating to a charge

aijainst Rod. Martin, of Wcstville aforesaid, a fishery guardian, for illegal fishing

and other oflences. Presented 2l8t May, 1913.—Mr. Mocdonold Not printed.

141a Claim* of Messrs. Boulanger and Son, Montmagny, Quebec—(Senate)....Not printed.

142. Copy of Report of Minister of Justice in re Florence Mining Company.—(Sfnolc).
Nut printed.
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143. Instruction sent to the diflerent Lieutenant Governors of different provinces of Canada,

with commissions.—(-Senate) Not printed.

144. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, documents, telegrams, reports and opinions in relation to the claim of Wil-

liam Iceton, of Purcell's Cove for a return of a boat from the Department of Marine

and Fisheries or any other department. Presented 2flth February, 1913.

—

Mr. Mac-

donald Not printed.

145. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th Decem-

ber 1912, for a copy of all papers, telegrams, letters and orders in council respecting

the transfer of the property known as the Police Point Reserve to the corporation of

the City of Medicine Hat, Alberta. Presented 20th February, 1913.—Mr. Buchanan.

Not printed.

146. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of the inquiry

made by F. B. Atkinson, Levis, as to an accident that happened to the horse of

Arsene Lauzier, at Amqui, County of Rimouski, on the 19th February, 1912. Pre-

sented 20th February, 1913.—Mr. Boulay Not printed.

147. Correspondence, memoranda, &c., in respect to the issue of a patent for the N. J of

S. W. i of section 8, in township 49, range 26, west of the 2nd meridian, to one Arthur

Donaldson, bearing date the 19th November, 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 20th

February, 1913 Not printed.

147a. Eeturn to an Order of the House of tUe 12th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents with respect to the north half of the southwest

quarter of section eight (8), township forty-nine (49), range twenty-six (26), west of

the second meridian, province of Saskatchewan, and the granting of a homestead

entry for the said land to one Arthur Donaldson. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Mr.

Martin (Begina) Not printed.

148. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1913, for a copy erf all paners,

reports and other documents relating to the delay of the Indian Department in

issuing patents for lands purchased from the St. Peters band of Indians, and form-

ing part of the St. Peters Indian reserve, Manitoba. Presented 25th February, 1913.

—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

! 49. Eeturn an Address to His Eoyal Highness the Governor General of the 27th January,

1913. for a copy of all appl-cations addressed to the Government by the Algoma Steel

Company for remission of duties on rails imported by the said company at Fort Wil-

liam; oif all correspondence on the same, of all evidence sought and obtained by the

government and supplied by the company in support of its application; and of all

orders in council ordering such remission of duties. Presented 25th February, 1913.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

150. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a return showing the

stenographers and secretaries of the House of Commons, and the names of the mem-
bers for whom each of them work. Presented 2£th February, 1913.

—

Mr. Boulay.

Not printed.

irOa. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 31st March, ultimo, for a return giving the

names and home addresses of the persons employed in the House of Commons as

stenographers to members. Presented 1st April, 1913.

—

Mr. Martin (Regina).

Not printed.
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151. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th January, 1913, for a return showing the

number of bushels of grain and barrels or sacks of Hour which were shipped from

Montreal. Quebec, St. John, N.B., and Halifax, for twelve months preceding the 31st

day of December, 1912; the kinds of each product respectively, and the quantities of

said commodities at each af above points which were dopiestic and foreign. Pre-

sented 26th February, 1913.-jl/r. Bennett (Simcoe) ^'ot printed.

152. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1913, for a return showing in

detail the quantity and values, respectively, of the imports and exports of Canada

with Great Britain, United States, Australia and New Zealand, during the year end-

ing 3:st March, 1912, in horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, bacon, hams, fresh and salted beef,

lard, tallow, mutton, canned meats, butter, cheese, eggs, poultry and apples. Pre-

sented 26th February, 1913.—il/r. Sutherland Not printed.

153. K(.ti;rn to an Address to His Koyal Highness the Governor General of the 26th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all letters, documents and correspondence relating to action

by the Government in legrd to the relief of the shareholders and depositors of the

Farmer's Bank, and of the order in council appointing Sir William Meredith as Com-

misir ner, and all correspondence in relation tliereto. Presented 26th February, 1913.

—Mr. Macdonald ^'ot printed.

153a. Keport of the Honourable Sir William Ralph Meredith, Kt., Commissioner appointed

to make investigation into all matters connected with the Farmers Bank of Canada.

Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 26th February, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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153b. Report of Royal Commission authorized by orders in council dated 19th day of July,

1912, and the Mh day of August, 1912, to inquire into alleged complaints as to methods

of weighing butter and cheese in Montreal, and also as to the methods of payment.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 30th May, 1913.

Printed {or distribution and sessional papers.

154. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1912, for a return showing the

amount tt the sub.sidy paid to each of the four original provinces of the Dominion at

Confederation, and the population on which such payment was based; the subsidy

payable to each of the remaining five provinces on entering the union, and the popu-

lation on which such payment was based; the sum added to the subsidy of any prov-

ince as better terms, and the date which such addition was made respectively; the

djtails of each readjustment of subsidies since 1867, and the yearly subsidy at present

payable to each province, with the population on which such payment is based, and

the original debt allowance, if any, respectively, placed to the credit of each province

on entering the union. Presented 27th February, 1913.—.Wr. Sinclair.

Printed for sessional papers only.

155. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence in regard to the disposition of the Marine Hospital at Pictou to the town of

Pictou, or any other corporation or person. Presented 27th February. 1913.— .Wr.

HacdonaJd Not printed.

156. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

tenders, contracts, papers and other documents in the possession of the Department

of Marine and Fisheries relating to the making and cancellation of a contract or

agreement between the said department and one Charles G. Qiffin. of Isaac Harbour,
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N.S., to perform certain services for the lobster hatchery at that place, and also relat-

iifg to a subsequent agreement with one Philip McArtliur to perform similar duties-

Pre~entcd 27th February, 1913.—-Ur. Sinclair Xot printed.

157. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers
and correspondence concerning the claim of Charles Mennier, ex-Collector of Customs
at MarieviUe, Quebec, for rent. Presented 2Sth February, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Not printed.

158. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

ccrrespondence, documents and reports relating to the closing of the post office at

Pomket river, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, and the cancellation of the -contract

for the carrying of the mail between Heatherton and Pomket river. Presented 28th

February, 1913.

—

Mr. Ckisholm (Antigonish) f{ot printed.

158a. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions and other correspondence and documents received by the Post

OlHce Department during the last twelve months from the honourable member for

East Grey and others, relating to the closing of the post office at Harkaway, County
of Grey, piovir.c-9 of Ontario, and of the proposed change in the mail service. Pre-

sented asth March, 1913.—Mr. Lanctot Not printed.

159. Claims put forth by and on behalf of Indians of British Columbia—Report of James T.

McKenna on.

—

(Senate) Xot printed.

159a. Keturn to an Address to His Ro.va! Highness the Governor General of the 20th Jan-

uary, 1913, for a copy of all correspondence between the Government of British Colum-
bia and the Government of Canada concerning the rights and claims of the Indians in
the province, and of all orders in council with regard to the same. Presented Hth
May, 1913.—Sir Wilfrid Laurier Xot printed.

1596. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, reports and recommendations from Rev. K. L. Macdonald, Indian agent at

Salmon River reserve, Riclimoad County, N.S., relating to the Indian school in said

reserve; and of all correspondence and instructions from thb Department of Indian
Affairs to the said Indian agent, relating to the same; also a copy of all complaints,

charges and reports against Miss Charlotte M. Devereaux, teacher of the said school,

and of all correspondence and recommendations relating to the appointment of

Fiarnest McNeil to succeed her, since 1st January, 1912. Presented 23rd May, 1913.—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

159c. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1913, for a copy of the last surrender

and of all papers, correspondence and other documents in connection with the sur-

render of part of the White Bear Indian Reserve; together with a copy of all letters

and telegrams referring to this surrender by officials of the Department or others,

and of the authority on which this surrender was taken, the number of acres sur-

rendered, and how disposed of. Presented 23rd May, 1913.

—

Mr. Bradbiirij.

Not printed.

159d- Return to au Order of the House of the 30th April, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

papers, memoranda and other documents, dated since 1st January, 1912, relating to

the Kitsilano Indian Reserve in the City of Vancouver. Presented 23rd May, 1913.

Mr. Oliver Xot printed.

160. Immigrants—number of, who settled in Canada, in 1911-12, and from whence.

—

(Senate).

Not printed.
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160a. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a return showing the num-

ber of immigrants coming into Canada during the year ending 31st March, 1913,

inspected by the government medical inspectors; the total cost of such medical in-

spections; the number of medical doctors employed by the government during that

period; the name, salary and location of each, including those resident in Ottawa.

Presented Gth June, 1913.—Wr. Schufjner Not printed.

161. Correspondence with Mr. V. Stefiansson concerning northern expedition. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 3rd March, 1913 Not printed.

161a. Copy of order in council No. P.C. 406 of the 22nd February, 1913, with reference to

Mr. V. Steffansson's proposed northern expedition. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen,

10th March, 1913 Not printed.

162. Keturn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 25th March,

1912, for a copy of all letters, requests, petitions, orders in council and other docu-

ments in the possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries relating to the

change in the fishery regulations by which steam trawlers were prohibited from par-

ticipating in the fishing bounty. Presented 3rd March, 1913.

—

Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

162a. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 10th Feb-

ruary, 1913, for a copy of all petitions, correspondence, reports of experts or officers,

of orders in council, minutes of council, and of other papers and documents in the

possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, or any department of the

government, relating to steam trawling on the Atlantic seaboard. Presented 15th

April, 1913.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

163. Return to an Order of the House of the 19lh February, 19'3, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, papers, accounts, vouchers, concerning the purchase and subsequent

repairs of a private car by the Department of Militia and Defence, from the Can-

adian Northern Railway Company. Presented 3rd March, 1913.

—

Mr. Lcmieux.

Not printed.

164. Return to an Order of the House of the 34th February, 1913, for a return showing

separately the amoftnt paid by the Department of Indian Affairs for medical attend-

ance on account of the Indians on the Micmac reserve of Ste. Anne de R«stigouc)ie,

Quebec, for each year from 1900 to 1913, inclusive, and to whom paid. Presented 10th

March, 1913.—Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Not printed.

165. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the sale of alleged

Indian lands at Nyanza, riding of North Cape Breton and Victoria, N.S., to one

Philip McDonald, such sale having taken place about the year 1877. Presented 17th

March, 1913.

—

Mr. McKemie Not printed.

165a. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a return showing the num-
ber of acres surrendered by the Cote's Band of Indians, the number of acres sold by

private sale, the number of acres still unsold ; together with a copy of all letters from
persons who made application for purchase of surrendered lands in Cote's reserve,

or from any person on bi'halif of purchasers and replies thereto; and of all reports,

letters or memoranda addressed to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, from
any oflicer of the department respecting the private sale of said lands; also a copy of

any document or documents covering the authority under which these lands were

Bold by private sale, and of all letters addressed to tlie department, or any officer of

dci>arlment, respecting the sale of said lands. Presented 3rd June, 1913. -Afr. Hnul-

bury Not printed.
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166. E«turn to an Order df the House of the 12th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

reports and other documents received by the Minister of Labour regarding labour
conditions on the Grand Trunk Pacific between Tete Jaune Cache and Fort George.

Presented 17th March, 19J3.—Mr. Oliver A'ot printed.

167. Return to an Address to His Royal Hijhness the Gorernor General of the 3rd February,
1913, for a copy of all telegrams, letters and other documents passing between the
Government of Canada, or any member thereof, and the Government of the Province
of Saskatchewan, or any member thereof, with respect to chapter 17 of the statutes of

Saskatchewan, 1912, being an Act to prevent the employment of female labour in cer-

tain capacities. Presented 17th March, 19i3.—-Ur. Martin (Rcriina) Not printed.

168. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, petitions and other papers received by the Prime Minister, or any mem-
ber of the government, since the 1st April, 1912, in connection with the school system
established in that portion of the Keewatin Territory annexed to the province of

Manitoba. Presented 17th March, 1913

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

169. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return showing the

number of accidents to lock gates or bridges on the Welland Canal during the year
ending 25th November, 1912, the nature of the accidents, the amount of damage in

each case and the amount recovered by the Government from vessel owners in each
instance. Presented 18th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

170 Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of the contract

passed on the 6th day of August, 1910, between the City of Quebec and the Transcon-
tinental Railway Commissioners, for the acquisition by the latter of the property
known as Champlain Market, to be used as a station and terminals for the said rail-

way; of all the correspondence between the said city and the present Commissioner of

the said railway, with the Minister of Railways, or any other Minister, with regard
tn the non-execution of the said contract by the said commission. Presented 18th

March, 1913.—5ir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for sessional papers only.

171. Return to an Order of the House of tbe 29th of January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, &c., respecting the request for suspension by H. Boulay, of J. Stahl,

assistant inspector of immigration on the railway. Presented 19th March, 1913.

—

Mr.
Boulay Not printed.

172. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a return showing the

total area of land thrown open for pre-emption and purchased homesteads in each o€

the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta since the passing of the Dominion Lands
Act of 1908; also the number of acres of suc^ lands which have been disposed of by
way of pre-emptions and purchased homesteads in each of the said provinces, the

amount of principal money collected on account of such lands in each of the said

provinces up to 31st December, 1912, and the amount of interest collected on account

of such lands in each of the said provinces to 31st December, 1912. Presented 19th

March, 1913.—Mr. Martin {Begina)...'. Not printed

173. Return to an Order of the House of the Wth February, 1913, for a copy of all letters.

correspondence, memorials and other documents received by the Right Honourable

the Prime Minister and the Honourable the Minister of Justice, since the 1st day of

January, 1912, relating to the request by county court judges for an increase of salary

and for an amendment to the Judges Act with respect to retiring allowances. Pre-

sented 26th March, 1913.—Mr. Proulx Not printed.
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174. l{?tuni to an Order of the House of the 13th February, 1913, for a return showing tlic

names of the keepers in Portsmouth penitentiary, and their relijious belief; tli,

mines of any of the said keepers who may hare been dismissed, the date, charges ami

on whose recommendation wern they reinstated. Presented 26th March, 1013.—J/r.

Eiluards Not piintctl.

1740. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th February, 1913, for the name of the di~-

••ipline officer in charge of each of the following departments in Portsmouth peniten-

tiary, the date when each was first appointed on the penitentiary staff, the date to

liis present position, and the religions belief of each: Quarry, farm, warden's resi-

dence and grounds, blacksmith shop, bath room and laundry, stone shed, tailor and

sli03 shop, changing room, stone pile, sewage plant, asylum ward, cell wings, library

and Koman Catholic and Protestant chapels, hospital, shop dome, cirpenter, tin ami

paint shop, and prison of isolation. Presented iSth March, 1913.—Jfr. Edirardt.

Not prill f (.-.'.

175. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 19;3, for a copy of all stati -

ments of account for salary or remuneration to the Commissioner, and his expensc-

for witness fees and all other expenses in connection with the investigations by Com
inisjioner Duchemin, of the following persons in Antigonish County namely: Patric!.

M. De-oste, deckhand SS. Scntia, Harbour au Boucher; William R. Fougere, sectioi!

man. Harbour au Bouche; Allen Kinney, sectionman, Linwood; Hubert Myatte, sei

-

tionuian, Tracadie; John McDonell, sectionman, Afton Station; John W. Malausoi:

sectionman, Afton; James Armstrong, sectionman, Heatherton; Charles Landry, sci

-

tionman, Pomket; William S. Landry, section foreman, Pomket; Colin McDonaUl.

sectionman, James River; Archibald Chisholm, station agent, Heatherton; Josepli

Beroit, statien agent, Pomket; Alex. R. McAdam, fishery officer. Malignant Gov. ;

Alex. McDonald, sub-collector. Doctors Brook; Charles L. Gass, sub-coUoctor, Bay-

field: Jeffrey M. Crispo, sub-collector. Harbour au Bouche; Hugh R. McAdam, post-

master, Arisaig; Thomas J. Sears, postmaster, Lochaber, Charles L. Gass, post-

ma-.ter, Ba.N-field: and Joseph P. Benoit, postmaster, Pomquet ; also the expenses in

detail, of and incidental to the investigation by said Commissioner Duchemin of the

charges made against John J. McDonaUl, postmaster. Mc.\rra's Brook ; .\rchibalil

Stewart, section foreman. Harbour au Bouche; Ronald McFarlane, section foreman,

Williams Point; Henry Williams, sectionman. Marshy Hope: and John W. Mclnnes,

bridge foreman Intercolonial Railway, .^.ntigonish. Presented 2Gth March, 1913.—.Vr.

Chis}iolm (Antigonish) .Vo( print id.

l7Sa. Return to an Order of the Houoe of the 28th April, 1913, for a return showing the (late

of the appointment of H. P. Duchemin. Investigating Commissioner for Kastern .No\a

Scotia; the number of days he has been employed by the government since the

appointment; the gross amount paid to Mr. Duchemin as An allowance for his ser-

vices, excluding travelling expenses or other outlay; the amount which has been paid

to Mr. Duchemin to date for travelling expenses, living expenses, witness fees, ain!

other sundry expenses, respectively. Presented 21st May, 1913.—3/r. Sinclair.

Not printed.

176. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December. 1912. for a copy of the report

or reports made by C. K. Tach^, resident engineer of Bonaventure County, Quebec, on

public works existing or asked for in that constituency since October, 191', up to date.

Pre-enled 28th March, 1913.—.Ur. Mariil {Dunarenture) A'of printed.

177. Reluin to an Order of the House of the 6th February. 1913. for a return showing what

properties within the area north of Wellington street and west of Bank street, in the

City of Ottawa, have been purchaeed or acquired by the Giveriimrnt ; from whom llio

laid purchases were made, and the price paid, or agreed to be paid, in each case; the
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number of said properties not yet paid for, tUe names ot the owners thereof, and
amount, if any, in disputejn each case; the names of the persons who were employed

in any capacity, or for any purpose, in connection with the purchase of the said

propertien, and the terms of their employment ; the amount which has been paid to

each, anil further amounts to be paid to such personSj giving their respective names;
whether the Government has employed any persons or agents to collect rent from the

tenants or occupants of any of the said properties, it so, the names of such rent col-

lectors, for what period employed, and amount by way of salary, fees, or commissiou,

paid to each: the total nmount paid by Hie Government up to 31»t January, 1913, in

connection with the purchase or acquisition of the said properties. Presented 2Sth

Marcli. 19;;!.-iVi'. Miirpliii Mot printed.

178. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th January, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence between the Minister of Public Works and H. Morel, M.P.P., for East Nipissing.

in any way relating to the construction of a road or highway from North Bay to

Sturgeon Falls, Ontario; and of all petitions, correspondence, surveys, and engineers'

reports in any way connected with the building of the said road or highway. Pre-

sented 28th March, 1913.—.Vc. Murphy Not printed.

179. Eetnrn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all pay-lists,

letters, documents, telegrams and other papers in connection with the expenditures

made on Brule wharf in the County oif Colchester during the last two years. Pre-

sented 28th March, 1913.—-Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

Z79o. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, tenders and correspondence relating in any way to the construction of a

wharf at Kraut Point, Lunenburg County, N.S. Presented 2Sth March, 1913.—.¥r.

Maclean ( Halifax) Not printed.

180. Return to an Order of the House ot the 29ih January, 1913, for a copy of all corre-poud-

ence, papers, &c., concerning the application made by the Eastern Canada Power
Company, with a view to raise the head of the River St. Lawrence in the vicinity of

Coteau, Cedar, Split Rock and Cascade rapids to the level of the water in Lake St.

Francois. Presented 28th March, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

181. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters and telegrams addressed by the Conservative candidate in the

County of Gloucester at the election of 21st September, 1911, to the Minister of Pub-
lic Works from the day he took his oath of office, on 10th October, 1911, up to the

31st December, of the same year, on the subject of public works then under con-truc-

tion in the said county. Presented 28;h March, 1913.—Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

182. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th March, 1913, for a return showing the

number of men of the R. C. regiment at Aldershot, during the summer of 1912, pre-

vious to the regular militia camp; date of going into camp; number there during
said time; whether tenders for supplies for these men were called for; number of

tenders received and from whom ; if any contracts were awarded on said tenders and,

if not, what was done with the said tenders; how and from whom were supplies for

these men obtained; the prices paid during said time per pound respectively, for

meat, sugar, butter, tea, coflee bacon, bread, and hov.- much per bushel for vegetables;

the cost per ration for supplies for said men of the R. C. regiment at Aldershot camp
during tl\p time aforesaid; th? cost per ration for supplies to the regular militia

camp under contract during the annual drill in the fall of 1912. Presented 2Sth

March, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.
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183. Report on -wholesale prices in Canada, 1912, by R. H. Coats, B.A., F.S.S., editor of the

Labour Gazette. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers,-2Sth March, 1913 Not printeil.

184. Aioa of territories added to Ontario and Quebec, by Siatutes of 1912.

—

{Senate).

Not printed.

185. Relating to recent increase in prices charged Canadian fishermen for manilla cord.

—

{Senate) Not printed.

186. Report of the Pilotage Commission of Quebec. Presented by U.tu. Mr. Huzen, 28th

Ma rch. 191.1 Not printed.

187. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1913, for a copy of all memor-
anda, letters, papers, telegrams and otlier documents in the possession of the Depart-

ment of the Interior relating to the S. W. 3C-1C-27, W. 2. Presented 31st March, 1913.

—Mr. Knowles Not printed.

187a. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd Itarch, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams and other papers in connection with the southwest 1 of 4-9-14 west of

2nd meridian. Presented 10th April, 1913.—il/r. Bradbury Not printed.

187J>. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Gth March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, memoranda and other documents relating to the northwest erf 30-25-7-2. Pre-

sented 25th April, 1913.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

187<;. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913,-1. For a copy of all corre-

spondence and other papers in connection with the disposal of the following lands

and the claim of James W. Brown in connection with these lands:

—

Part of SE. i section 21-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area 'rfooths acre.

Part of N.E. i section 21-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area "Oiooths acre

Part of S.F. i section 20-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area 80 acres.

Part of S.W. i section 28-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area 72<7looths acres.

Whole of S.E. } section 2,S-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area ICO acres.

Whole of N.E. J section 32-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area ICO acres.

Part of S.E. J section 32-20-21-W. 2nd meridian, area 80 acres.

Whole of N.W. J section 5-21 -21-W. 2nd meridian, area 160 acres.

Whole of S.E. 1 section 5-21-21-W. 2nd meridian, area ICO acres.

Part of N.E. i section 5-21-21-W. 2nd meridian, area ]2.3*-'>iooths acres.

Whole of S.W. i section 5-21-21-W. 2nd meridian, area IGO acres.

2. Also of all papers in connection with the disposal of the whole of the northwest

quarter-section 22-20-21, west of the second meridian; and part of S.W. }, 2-20-21-W.

of the second meridian ; and of all correspondence and papers in connection with

Alexander Hurst Brown's claim re these lands. Presented 30th April. 1913.—.Wr.

Bradbury Not printed.

187d. U.turn to an Order of the House of the 9th April. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

papers, telegrams and other documents in connection with the sale of the N.W.
quarter-section 29 I0-18-W. Presented I3th May, 1913.—ll/r. Turriff Not printed.

187r. lirturn to an Order of the House of the 28th April. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

memoranda and ollior ducunienls relating to the northeast quarter of 14-75-15-5, dur-

ing the years 1911, 1912, and 1913 to date. Presented 13th May, 1913.— .Vr. Qliier.

Not printed.
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187/. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, applications, and other documents in connection with the S.W. 2-19-20, west

2nd M. Homestead, patented 3rd .Tune, 1892; the S. J of N.E. 20-20-21, west 2nd M.
patented llth October, 1901, N.W.H.B., as assi°;nee of Edward Boucher; the S.E i

Of 22-20-21, west 2nd M., N.W.H.B., patented 22nd September, 1900, as assignee of

Louis McGillies; the S.E. i of 28-20 21, west 2nd M., N.W.H.B., patented 2Cth August,

1901, 65 assignee of J. Bte. Fagant, jr., and the E. i of S.E. J of 32-20-21, west 2nd M.,

N.W.H.B., patented llth September, 1901, as assignee of Jos. Alexander; and of all

papers in connection with any claims of G. W. Brown or others in connection with

these lands. Presented 3rd June, 1913.

—

Mr. Bradbury Not printed.

187s. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, applications and other documents regarding the S.W. J, 28-20-21, west 2nd
M., N.W.H.B., patented 1st March, 1909, as assignee oif Norbert Bellehumeur; and
the W. i of S.E. J, 32, 20, 21, west 2ud M., N.W.H.B., patented 1st Maich, 1909, as

assignee of Norbert Bellehumeur; and of all papers in connection with any claims by
Norman McKenzie or others against the Government in connection with the«e lands.

Presented 4th June, 1913.—Mr. Bradbury ". Not printed.

188. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th March, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence or communication of any kind between the Department of Insurance at Ottawa

and the Department of Insurance at Toronto since June, 1907, touching the transfer

of the Canadian Guardian Life Insurance Company from the jurisdiction of the In-

surance Department at Ottawa to that of the jurisdiction of the Insurance Depart-

ment at Toronto; of all correspondence, if any, between the Insurance Department

at Ottawa and the Saturday Night, newspaper of Toronto, touching the aSairs of the

Canadian Guardian Life Insurance Company or the International Insurance Company,
Limited; and of all correspondence and other communications between the Department
of Insurance at Ottawa and the Government of the province of Alberta in reference

to the affairs of the Canadian Guardian Life Insurance Company or the International

Insurance Company, Limited. Presented 31st March, 1913.—Mr. German.

Not printed.

189. Copy of an Order in Council, &c., respecting a contribution of $30,000 to assist in alle-

viating the distress of the sufferers by the disastrous cyclone which swept over the

City of Regina and its vicinity. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 31st March, 1913.

Not printed.

190. Copy of correspondence respecting the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between

the United Kingdom and Japan. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 1st April, 1913.

Printed for sessiojial papers only.

190a. From Imperial Consulate General of Japan for the Dominion of Canada. The under-

signed. His Imperial Majesty's Consul General at Ottawa, duly authorized by His

Government, has the honour to declare that the Imperial Japanese Government are

fully prepared to maintain with equal effectiveness the limitation and control which

they have since 1908 exercised in the regulation of emigration from Japan to Canada,

llth April, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, llth April, 1913 Not printed.

191. Copy of the order in council in connection with the appointment of a Commission to

inquire into the claims of the province of British Columbia for exception f.l treatment.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 1st April, 1913 Printed for sessional papers only.

191a. Memorandum re British Columbia's claims for special consideration. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Borden, 1st April, 1913 Printed for sessional papers only.
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J91I». Copies cif orders in council, isc, relating to the appointment of commissioners to

adjust all matters relating to Indian lands and Indian affairs generally in the prov-

ince of British Columbia. Presented by Hon. Mr. Uorden, 17tli April, 1913.

.\o/ printed.

191e. Report of the Poyal Commission appointed to inquire into and report upon the law

respecting pilotage and its administration in the pilotage districts of Montreal and

Quel e;-; and what changes, if any, are desirable therein; and also, a letter addressed

to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries from Mr. Ajutor Lachancc, one of the com-

missicuers. Presented Vv Hon. Mr. Hazen. 18th April, 1913 -Vof printed.

191<i. Kei>ort of Royal Commission on Industrial Training and Technical Education, Parts

I, II, III. and IV. Pr.>«pnted by Hon. Mr. Crothers, 4th June, 1913.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

192. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 2Uh February, 1913, for a copy of all memor-

anda, letters, papeis and documents relating to the setting apart of a forest reserve

on the north side of the Saskatchewan river opposite the City of Prince Albert. Pre-

sented 2nd April, 1913.—Mr. Oliver .Vo( printed.

192a. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1913, for a copy of all memor-

anda, reports, letters, and other documents of any kind in the possession of the

Departm ut of the Interior relating to the suitability for forest re.serve or for home-

steading 1 urposes, of the whole or any part of townships 24 and 25, range 27, west of

the first meridian, now forming part of the Riding Mountain Forest Reserve. Pre-

sented nth April, 1913.—.U?-. Oliver Sot printed.

193. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th February, 1913. for a copy of all corre-

spondence exchanged between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and the mem-

ber for Temiscouata, and all other persons, respecting the placing of a light or line

of lights on wharf at He Verte, County of Temiscouata. Presented 4th April, 1913.—

Mr. Paquet Not printed.

194. Copy of a report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His Excellency

the Administrator, on the 5th ."Vpril, 1913, relative to a contract (for an ocean mail,

pass,>nger and freight steamship service between Canada fad Great Britain and Great

Britain and Canada, together with the articles of agreement for the said service.

Pre.-ented by Hon. Mr. Pelletier, 7th April, 1913 Not printed.

195. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th March, 1913, for a statement showing the

total volume of trade, in import and export, respectively, between Canada and Xew-

foundland for each year during the period from the 1st day of January, 1S96, to the

1st d;iy of January, 1913, and of what the said trade consisted of each year.

2. The volume of trade between Newfoundland and the West Indian Islands, included in

the West Indian trade agreement with Can.ida, dated the 9th day of .\pril, 1912, dur-

ing the years 1909, 1910, 1911 and 1912, in import and export, and of what the said

i„M.nit :,n.| fvprnt roi,sU(,^l i.f .:,,], v,ar. I'resculeil lOlli April. 1913.- .1/r. MrKemic.
Sot printed.

19GI1. .'^ I'pl. irj.nt.iry r.tiiii] lo an Unl.r «t llie House of the lOlli Mnrcli, 1913, for a state-

ment showing the total volume of tr.ide, in import and export, respectively, between

Canada and .Newfoundland for each year •! iring the petiol from the 1st day of

Janiiiiry, 1896, to the Ibt day of January, 1913, and of what the said trade consistc*! of

each year.
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2. Tile volume of trade between Newfoundland and the West Indian Island*,

included in the West Indian trade agreement with Canada, dated the 9th day of Apri),

1912, during the years 1909, 1910 1911 and 1912, in import and export, and of what ths

said import and export consisted of each year. Presented 21st April, 19:3.—J/r.

McKenzie ]f{ot printed.

1S6. Ketiirn to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, and correspondence referring in any way to the purchase or leasing of the

property in Aiitigonish, N.S., now in use as a gun shed or store house for the equip-

ment of the 18th Field Battery of Artillery. Presented 14th April, 19!.3.—.l/r. Chis-

holm (Anligoiiiih) _Yof printed.

197. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a copy of all tenders

asking for the construction of a drill hall at Fernie, B.C., of all correspondence con-

cerning the awarding of the contract, and of all correspondence and documents
regarding said tender and contract. Presented 14th April, 1913.—5i> Wilfrid Laiirier.

Not printed.

197a. Supplementary return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a copy of

all tenders asking for the construction of a drill hall at Fernie, B.C., of all corre-

spondence concerning the awarding c»f the contract, and of all correspondence and
documents regarding said tender and contract. Presented 6th June, 1913.—5ir Wilfrid
Laurier Jfot printed.

198. Return to an Order of the House of the 21th February, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and documents between the government of Canada or any officer thereof,

and one Miss Mastin, of England, relating to a presentation of certain chinaware and
ether curio -ities, made to the Government by the said Miss Mastin, in memory of the
defeat at the polls of the agreement relating to reciprocity with the United States.

Presented Uth April, 1913.

—

ilr. Sinclair Xot printed.

199. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return showing the
names, professions or occupations, residences, the date of appointment, and the salary

in each case, of all correspondents of the Labour Gazette, and also the number of

chsnges m.-.de in that particular for the year 1912. Presented 22nd April, 1913.—Mr.
Verville ^'ot printed.

200. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Gth March, 1913, for a return showing the

amount of seed grain supplied to settlers in Peace River during the year 1912; the

amount of seed grain being provided for settlers in Peace River durins 1913; who
distributee! the seed grain supplied in 1912 and who is authorized to distribute seed

grain in 1913; under what conditions seed grain was supplied during 1912, and those'

proposed for 1913; if provisions were supplied during 1912. what the conditions were
and who gave out the supplies; if it is intended to supply provisions in 1913, what
condit'ons will be given and who will give them out. Presented 25th April, 1913.-
if;-. Oliccr .Yof printed.

201. Return to an Order of the Ho-.i?e of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all documents in

the Department of the Interior prior to the issue of the Crown patents relating to

Lot No. 217 of the Hudson Bay Company Survey, in the parish of St. John, Winnipeg.
Presented 25th April, 1913.—Mr. Proulx ]^ot printed.

202. Return to an Order of the Hous» of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence claims and reports with reference to compensation claimed by owners of horses

attached to the 10th Field Battery at Camp Petawawa in the summer of 1912, by rea-
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Son of damage or disease contracted while in the service; also of all such claims paid,

tlie amounts in each case, and the persons to whom paid. Presented 25th April, 1913.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed

203. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

documents, pay-rolls, accounts, receipts, and correspondence in connection witli all

expenditures of money made in 1912 upon the Petite IJiviere breakwater, Lunenburg

County, Nova Scotia. Presented 29th April, 1913.—.Vr. Maclean (Halifax).

Not printed.

203a. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th December,

1912, for a copy of all advertisements, tenders, contracts, orders in council, letters,

correspondence, &c., relating to the construction of a wharf or breakwater at Sea-

forth, Halifax County, N.S. Presented 29lh April, 1913.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax).

Xot printed.

203b. Return to an Order of the House of the 2flth March, 1912, for a copy of all docnmonts,

letters, correspondence, petitions, reports, &c., addressed to the Department of Public

Works since the 21st September last on the subject of a wharf now under construction

at St. Croix, in the County of Lotbiniere, province of Quebec. Presented 29th April,

1913.—Mr. Fortier Not printed.

203c. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return showing whe-

ther the repairs to Red Point wharf, Lol 48, Prince Edward Island, have been com-

pleted; if the work was done by tender or by day labour; if by tender, with whom
the contract was made; if by day labour, the number of superintendents, inspectors,

or overseers employed, their names, the number of days each did work, and the wages

per day paid to each; the number of men employed, their names, the number of days

each did work and the wages per day paid to each; who supplied the materials; tlie

amount of each kind or class used, and the price paid for each kind or class; tlie total

amount paid for materials, wages and cost of the work. Presented 2nd May, 1913.

—

Mr. Hnghes (Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.

203d. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all documents,

papers, correspondence, representations, &c., relating to the purchase of land at

Digby, Nova Scotia, for the purpose of a site for a public wharf. Presented 2nd May,

1913.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

203c. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return showing wlie-

ther the repairs to Southport wharf. Lot 48, Prince Edward Island, have been com-

pleted; if the work was done by tender or by day labour; if by lender, with whom flio

contract was made; if by day labour, the number of superintendents, inspectors, or

overseers employed, their names, the number of days each did work, and wages per

day paid to each; the number of men employed, their names, the number of days each

did work and the^ages per day paid to each; who supplied the materials; the amount
of each kind or class used and the price paid for each kind or class; the total amount

paid for materials, wages and cost of the work. Presented 2nd May, 1913.-Mr.

Huyhes (hingt. P.E.I.) Not printed.

203/. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all accounts,

correspondence, telc^'rams, complaints and other documentji in possession of the

Dipartment of Public Works, in relation to the expenditure of moneys on harbour

improvements at Grand Ktang, during the year 1911-12. Presented 13th May, 1913.—

Ur. Chiiholm (Inverness) Not printed.
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2030. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all documenU,
correspondence, &c., relating to the purchase by the Department of Public Works of

a certain quantity of timber for the construction of a wharf at St. Germain de

Kamour.Tska, the said purchase having been made, as alleged, from Murray Caston-

guay during the year 1912. Presented 2(jili May, 19]3.

—

Mr. Lapo'uiie (Kamouraslca).

A'ot printed.

203/1. Eeturn to an Order of the House of 'lie 29th January, 19:3, for a copy of all letters

written to the Honourable Minister of Public Works, or to any officer of the Public

Works Department, or to any member of the gorernment since 10th October, 1911, by
G. A. R. Rowlings, John S. Wells and S. R. Griffin, relating to the construction of

public works. County of Guysborougli, N.S., also a copy of the replies to the same.

Presented 29th May, 1913.—Mr. Sinchtir JVot printed.

203«. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a copy of all correspomlenco

exchanged between the Postmaster General and M. Isidore Belleau, of Quebec, in con-

nection with improrements contemplated in Quebec harbour. Presented 2nd June,
1913.—3/r. Carvell ^'ot printed.

203;. Return to an Order of the House- of the 2Sth April, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

documents, pay-rolls, receipts, accounts, correspondence, &c., relating to repairs made
upon the breakwater at Petite Riviere, Lunenburg County, N.S,, in the year 1912.

Presented 6th June, 1913.—J/r. Maclean (Halifax) A^ot printed.

204. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912.—1. For a copy of all reports

of engineers from 18"t to 1900, relating to the most suitable site in the harbour of

Quebec for the construction of a dry dock.

2. Of all correspondence exchanged on the subject of a choice of a site for the dry

dock now existing at St. Joseph de Levis, at the time of its construction.

3. Of engineers reports, plans, maps and bearings relating to the construction of a

new dry do>k in the port of Quebec since 1900.

.4. Of all correspondence exchanged between the different companies and the gov-

ernment relating to the construction of a new dry dock in the port of Quebec, since

1909.

5. Also for the production of all documents submitted by the different companies

who have asked for the government grant provided by the Dry Dock Subsidies Act.

Presented 29th April, 1913.—Mr. Beland Not printed.

204u. Dry dock of Levis. Report of Mr. Charles Smith against Sampson, et al.

—

(Senate).

Not printed.

204'). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 19th March,

1913, for a copy of all orders in council, plans and estimates, correspondence, papers

and inquiries respecting the construction of a dry dock at Quebec or Levis or in the

port or harbour of Quebec. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Mr. Lachance Not printed.

205. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of the petition of

the Restigouche Fishermen's Association to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries ask-

ing for the removal of Mr. M. M. Mowat, head guardian of the Restigouche Riparian

Association as Dominion fishery officer, and the an<?wer thereto. Presented 2nd May,
1913.—Me. Marcil (Bonaveniure) Not printed.

206. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 13th February, 1913, for a return showing the

name of the company who has the contract for the electric lighting of the government

buildings and grounds in Ottawa, date of contract and period, on what notice can

contract be cancelled, price paid per kilowatt hour for electric lighting, names of
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buildings lighted, cost of lighting each per year, rate for electric lighting if a com-

bined power and light rate, price for current for power purposes, if lamps arc not

fre?, piice paid for the carbon and tungsten lamps renewed, are lamps marked so as to

be identified as belonging to the government buildings, number of electric lamp

renewals paid for during the last fiscal year, where required, number of carbon and

tungsten lamps respectively in use in the several buildings and the candle power or

wattage of the -anifi I'resinted 2ud May. :9l3.—-Ur. Wilson (Weiitirorth)

Not print id-

207. Return to an Order of. the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, petitions, memoranda, reports, tenders, depo-ils. recom-

nu'ndiUions and all other documents of any nature whatsoever bearing on or having

relation to the erection of a public building in the city of Three Rivers, P.Q., since

the 11th day of October, 1911, to date. Presented 2nd May, 1913.—Mr. Bureau.

Not printed.

207a. Return to an Order of the House of the 2t'th May, 1913, for a cojjy of all i)ai>ors,

letters, and documents relating to the construction of a public building in the town

of Laurentides, County of L'Assomption. Presented 4th June, 1913.—.¥r. Seguin.

Not printed.

2076. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, letters, telegrams, contracts, tenders and reports of government inspector, iu

relation to the work and repairs on the public building at North Sydney during the

year 1912, and particularly the inspector's report on the damages caused by fire dur-

ing the construction of said works and repairs; and also a copy of the tenders of

Henry Lovell, for the above work. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Mr. McKemie.
Not printed.

207c. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913. ifor a copy of all telegrams,

letters, documents and plans relative to the purchase or acquirement of land (for the

purpose of erecting a public building in Stellarton. Nova Scotia, in the year 1912.

Presented 6th June. 1913.—Mr. ilaedonald Not printed.

208. Return to an Order of the House of the 2tth February, 1913. for a return showing the

names of the buildings occupied by the Government as public offices, which are under

rent, excepting the Centre, East, West and Langeviu Blocks; the street on which

each of these oHices is situated and the number of the street in each case. Presented

2nd May, 1913.—Mr. Buuluj/ Not printed.

209. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a copy of all accounts,

correspondence, telegrams, complaints and other documents in possession of tlie

Department of Public Works, relating to the construction of telegraph lines during

the year 1911-12, from South West Margarec to Scotsville. from Scotsville to North

Ainslce; from Scotsville to South Lake Ainslee and Whycocomagh ; from Little

Narrows to Whycocomagh; from Kossvillo to Big Intervale and from Rossville to the

Victoria County Boundary Line, all in the County of Inverness. Presented 2nd May.

1913.— Mr. Cliisholm (Inverness) N<it printed.

210. Correspondence in connection with the area or areas prescribed for mange in Briti-h

Columbia.—(5ciia(c) Not printed.

211. Kcpoit made by the Central Railway of Canada to the Railway Department.— (5ciiu(r).

Not printed.
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212. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 10th Feb-

ruary, 19.3, for a copy of all orders in council, letters, telegrams and of all otiier

ofHcial documents of any liind in the possession of the Department of Customs, relat-

ing to the seizures of twenty horses from John Gobel, for smuggling them across the-

United States boundary near Coutts, or Writing-on-Stone, between the 20th and 2bth

of Fel:ru,iry, 1911. Presented 5th May, 1913.—Mr. MacXtitt Not printed.

213. Return to an Address to His Koyal Highness the Governor General of the 10th Feb-

ruary, 1913, for a copy of all orders in council, letters, telegrams and of all other

official documents of any kind in the possession of the Department of the Interior,

relating to sale of school lands which have been held in the provinces of Alberta and

Saskatchewan since the 12th day of October, 1911. Presented 7th May, 1913.—3/r.

McCraney Not printed.

213a. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd -Vpril, 19!3, for a return showing by

quarter-section, or fraction of quarter-section, all school lands sold in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta during the calendar year 1912; the price per acre at which

each separate parcel was sold; the name and address of each purchaser; a list of all

school lands sold at above sales which have since been cancelled; the price at which

each parcel of said cancelled lands were sold, with the names and addresses of pur-

chasers ol each parcel of said lands sold and subsequently cancelled. Presented 23rd

May, 1913.—Mr. Turriff Not printed.

213b. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1913, for a return showing all

school lands sold in the i^rovince of Saskatchewan in 1912, giving each parcel oif land

sold, the name and address of each purchaser, the date and place of sale, the name of

the auctioneer at each sale, and any assignments of contracts of purchase of which

the government has notice, and a copy of all correspondence passing between the Gov-
ernment, or any member thereof, and the Government of the province cf Saskatchewan
or any memter thereof, with respect to the sale of school lands in the said province.

Presented 6th June, 1913.—Mr. Martin {Regina) Not printed.

214. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all petitions,

affidavits, specifications, plans, drawings, claims, certificates, papers and patent rights

in the Department of Agriculture or the Patents Branch thereof, with respect to

Patent Number 142823. Piesented 7th May. 1913.—Mr. Ca.rveU Not printed.

215. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of all memorials,

petitions, and letters, addressed to or sent by the Minister of Agriculture, or on his

behalf, in connection with the estab'ishment of an agricultural school, model farm or

demonstration station at New Carlisle, Quebec. Presented 9th May, 1913.

—

Mr.
Marcil {Bonaventurc) Not printed.

216. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th .4pril, 1913, for a copy of all telegrams,

correspondence, returns, ic, between the Department of -Agriculture, and any other

person or persons, requesting recently that the Veterinary Director General of Can-

ada visit Nova Scotia. Presented 9th May, 1913.—Mr. Maclean {Halifax).

Not printed.

217. Extent to which the Franking privilege is used by the several provinces in Canada for

statistics.

—

(Senate) Not printed.

218. Rttnrn to an Order of t!ie House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all diaries

and other documents relating to and showing the work perfurmrd during the months

of June and Jul.y, 1912, by Homestead Inspectors Rathwell and Erratt in tlie Mousejaw

land district. Presented IGth May, 1913.

—

Mr. Knowles Not printed.
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218a. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all diaries

relating to and showing the work performed during the months of June and July,

1912, by Homestead Inspectors Brandt, Balfour, Ouelette and Sipes, in the Regina

land district. Presented 16th May, 1913.—Mr. Martin (Regina) Not printed.

218b. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return showing the

expenses of Homestead Inspectors Brandt, Balfonr, Ouelette and Sipes during the

n.ontlis of June and July, 1912. Presented 16th May, 1913—3Xi-. Martin (Regina).

I^'ot printed.

218c. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1013, for a return showing the

expenses of Homestead Inspector Miller of the Moosejaw land district during the

months of June and July, 1912, together with a copy of all reports, proceedings, diaries

and other documents, showing the work performed during the said time by the said

homestead inspector. Presented 16th May, 1913.—Mr. Knontcs Kot printed.

218<i. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all diaries

and other documents relating to and showing the work performed during the months

of June and July, 1912, by Homestead Inspectors Shields and McLaren, in the Swift

Current lands district. Presented 23rd May, 1913.—Mr. Knoirles Not printed.

C18e. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return showing the

expenses of Homestead Inspectors Shields, McLaren, Erratt and Rathwell, during the

months of June and July cf 1912. Presented 26th May, 1913.—Mr. Knoulcs.

Not printed.

219. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Gth March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

memoranda, and instructions relating to a certain area of land on the bank of Little

Manitou Lake, Saskatchewan, recently transferred to the town of Waterous, for park

purposes. Presented IGth May, 1913.—.1/r. Oliver Not printed.

220. Ri'turn to an Order of the House, of the 4th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and other documents in the possession of the Department of Public Works
relating to the proposed interprovincial bridge between Hawkesbury, Ontario, and

Grcnville, Quebec. Presented 2Cth May, 1913.—Mr. Pronix Not printed.

221. Relurn to an Order of the House oif the 1st April, 1913, for a copy of all complaints,

charges, evidence and reports in connection with the investigation held at Aldershot,

N.S., in September, 1912, relating to the alleged thefts of property from the militia

camp. Presented 26th May, 1913.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

221a. Return to an Order of the House of '.he 21st April, 1913. for a copy of all notices,

tenders, contracts and correspondence relating to the supplying c<f ice for the mili-

tary conip at .Mdershot, N.S., for 1913, and of all correspondence relating to the source

of such ice supply. Presented 2Cth May, 1913.—il/r. Kyte '...Not printed.

222. Rfturn to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

proposals, tenders, memoranda, papers and documents in the possession of the Depart-

ment of Tr:ide and Commerce, or any department of the Government, bearing date

since 1st December, 1912. relating to .steamship service between Canada and the West

Indies. Presented 27th May, 1913.—3fr. Maclcnii (Hnli'/nx) Not printed.

222a. Hiturn to «n Order of the House of the 2nd April. 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, petitions, letters, teli-grams, and other documents in the Department of Trade

and Commerce, or any department of the Government, relating to the SS. service,
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hetvreen Mulgrave, County of Guysborough and Cheticamp, Inrerness County, dnring
tlie years 1910-11, 1911-12, and 1912-13, and the service to be continued during the year

1913-U. Presented 27th May, 1913.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

223. Eeturn to an Order of the Senate calling upon the Clerk of the House to furnish a
statement showing the number of Bills passed by the House of Commons since Con-
federation, which have been:—1. Amended by the Senate. 2. Rejected by the Senate.

3. Amended by the Senate and accepted by the Commons.

—

{Senate) Not printed.

224. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1913, showing whether a contract

was passed by the Post Office Department in the year 1911, for the use of stamp rend-

ing machines, the terms of said contract, the date, and by whom signed. Presented

2nd June, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

225. Ordinances of the Tukon Territory, passed by the Yukon Council in the year 1913.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 2nd June, 1913 Not printed.

226. Names of judges of Superior and Circuit Court in province of Quebec, date of appoint-

ment, &c.—(Senate) Not printed.

227. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1913, for a return showing the per

capita ta.xation for the year ending 31st March, 1913, and for each of the twelve pre-

ceding years. Presented 3rd June, 1913

—

Mr. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.)....Not printed.

228. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th May, 1913, for a return showing whether

a certificate has been issued by the Treasury Board authorizing the transfer of the

assets and liabilities of La Banque Internationale du Canada to the Home Bank; the

terms of the said transfer, and all documents bearing on this question. Presented 3rd

June, 1913.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

229. Report of the Canadian delegates to the International Conference, held at New York
for the consideration of the Commemoration of the First Century of Peace between

the United States and the British Empire. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, 5th June,

1913 Not printed.

230. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 10th March,

1913, for a copy of aU correspondence, memoranda, orders in council, departmental

orders and reports from fishery overseers or other officers, during the past two years,

relating to weir licenses in the waters of the Counties of Charlotte and St. John, Prov-
ince of New Brunswick. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Mr. Pugsley Not printed.

231. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters

and papers relating to the issue of half-breed scrip, warrant No. 2155, certificate No.

672, to Alljert St. Denis, and the disposition of the said scrip. Presented 6th June,

1913.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.

232. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 3rd Feb-

ruary, 1913, for a copy of all papers in connection with the withdrawal from settle-

ment of a strip of land one mile in width along the line of the Hudson Bay Railway,

and of the order in council, and also of all plans and correspondence in connection

with the same, prior and subsequent thereto. Presented 6th June, 1913.

—

Mr. Graham.

Not printed.

233. A return to an Order of the Senate dated 7th March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

letters, petitions, contracts and other papers relating in any way to the purchase of

land at Le Pas for terminus of Hudson Bay road.—(Senate) Not printed.
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INQUIRY IN CANADA.

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTORY.

The Commission visited the chief industrial and commercial centres throughout

Canada, beginning at Halifax, N. S., on July, ISth, 1910, crossing the Dominion

to Vancouver Island, and practically completing the enquiry in Canada by Feb-

ruary, 1911. Itineraries were dra-mi up, and notifications of the intended visits

were sent in advance to the Mayor, to the President or Chairman of the Board of

Trade, and to other persons in each locality directly engaged in, or concerned with,

industries and education.

The following places were visited:

—

Nova Scotia.

Halifax, Dartmouth, Lunenburg, Liverpool, Bridgewater, Yarmouth,. Digby,

Middleton, Wolfville, Windsor, Truro, Sydney, Glace Bay, North Sydney, Sj^-dney

Mines, Baddeck, Antigonish, New Glasgow, Stellarton, Westville, Pictou.

Prince Edward Island.

Charlottetown, Hillsborough, Summerside.

New Brunswick.

Amherst, Springhill, vSackville, Moncton, Sussex, Hampton, St. John, Freder-

icton; Woodstock, Chatham.

Quebec.

Montreal and District, Macdonald College, Quebec, Three Rivers, Shawinigan

Falls, Joliette, St. Hyacinthe, Victoriaville, Arthabaskaville, Sherbrooke, Hull.

(Visits to Grand Mere and Sorel were cancelled owing to weather conditions which

prevented making connections for the dates appointed.)

Ontario.

St. Catharines, Paris, Collingwood,Woodstock,Goderich, Listowel, Owen Sound,

Barrie, Orillia, Lindsay, Oshawa, Cobourg, Cornwall, Smith's Falls, Ottawa, Brock-

ville, Kingston, Belleville, Peterborough, Toronto, Hamilton, Niagara Falls, Sim-

coe, Brantford, Gait, Guelph, Berlin, Stratford, London, St. Thomas, Chatham,

Windsor, Walkerville, Port Arthur, Fort William, Sault Ste. Marie.
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Manitoba.

Winnipeg, Portage la Prairie, Brandon.

Saskatchewan.

Moosejaw, Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert.

Alberta.

Edmonton, Strathcona, Calgary, Lethbridge, Medicine Hat.

British Columbia.

Vancouver, New Westminster, Nanaimo, Victoria, Femie, Nelson, Vernon.

EXTENT OF THE INQUIRY.

Altogether the Commission visited 100 places (cities, towns and localities)

and held 175 sessions to receive testimony. It has transcripts of the evidence of

1471 men and women. Some of these occupy foremost positions in industries,

agriculture, mining, lumbering and fishing. Others are engaged in educational

work; they include Superintendents of Education, principals of Universities and

Colleges, and teachers in institutions and schools of all grades. Otliers represent

various trades, occupations, and housekeeping. The transcript of the evidence

received during the 175 sessions, besides the notes taken by the members of the Com-
mission on the occasion of their visits to tlie various industrial establishments and

educational institutions, amoimts to over 4,000 typewritten foolscap pages. More-

over, written memoranda, to the number of nearly 200, were received froitn witnesses.

Cordial Co-operations.

In every province the Commission was received by the Premier, with other

members of the Provincial Cabinet, or by some member of the Cabinet. In every

Province the Commission received assurances of goodwill, and enjoyed the benefit

of cheerful co-operation from all the Provincial autliorities.

The Commission was usually met on its arrival at a town by the Mayor and the

members of tlie Reception Committee, representing the City or Town Council,

the Board of Trade, the Manufacturers' Association, educational institutions, and

the Labor organizations.

The Commission visited industrial establishments and educational institutions

during eitlier tlie forenoons or tlie afternoons, or botli. Sessions for receiving tes-

timony were held during tlie evenings, and when not occupied as indicated, during

the afternoons or forenoons.

Usually a list had been obtained from the local committee of representative

men and women, who were prepared to testify regarding the need and present

equipment of the place in respect to industrial training and technical education.

The statements were taken mider oatli or solenui afliruiatiou. The information
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was usually secured by means of question and answer. The witness was given an

opportunity to make any statement bearing on the matters enquired into, and to

supplement oral testimony by a written statement. Many of the persons oc-

cupying the most important positions in industrial activities and educational

administration were requested to furnish written memoranda. Opportunity was

given to any person who desired to offer testimony, either orally or in writing. No
one was summoned officially to appear before the Commission. Invitations were

extended to representative men and women. Those who testified did so with

evident frankness, and appeared satisfied that they had thereby contributed

something useful in respect to Industrial Training and Technical Education, and in

regard to the needs of the industries and the needs of the young people and workers

of the locality.

Industrial Development Found to be General.

The members of the Commission were impressed by the numbers of thriv-

ing industries in comparatively small towns. Throughout all the eastern Prov-

inces many establishments where visited, from which the products were being

shipped throughout the whole of Canada. These towns enjoyed no special ship-

ping facilities or any apparent advantages in regard to cheap power or neames
to raw material. The enterprise, ability and energy of a few men had enabled

them to make the beginning upon a small scale from which businesses employ-

ing from 50 to 200 persons have grown up. Factories were situated where abun-

dance of fresh air and light prevailed, and where the workmen could provide homes
imder favorable conditions for their children. Instances which are tj^pical and

not exceptional may be mentioned.

A furniture factory located at Windsor, N.S., was shipping its Products

throughout Canada, nearly one-half to the west of Winnipeg, and a portion to

Newfoundland. Windsor, N.S., is not even on the main line of a through rail-

way. At Truro, N.S., a cap factory, reported to be turning out nearly one-half

of the caps required by the Canadian trade, was making headway under all

existing competitions.

At Charlottetown, P.E.I., a machine shop was turning out gasoline engines,

one-half of which were being shipped west of Winnipeg. About 100 men were

employed and they were working overtime.

At Sackville, N.B., a stove works was doing a local trade and also supplying

its products throughout the Northwest. The manager stated that favorable

local conditions for the workmen enabled him to increase the business.

At Fredericton, N.B., a shoe factory employing over 100 persons was ship-

ping boots and shoes to Montreal, to Moosejaw and other points in the West.

At Victoriaville, Que., foiu" prosperous industries—furniture, chairs, iron

bedsteads, clothing—were reported to have grown up within seven years. The
products from each were being shipped all over Canada, in each case about one-

half to points west of Winnipeg. On the occasion of the Commission's visit one
carload at each of two factories was loaded for Vancouver, B.C.

Instances of similar development and extension of trade could be cited from
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a score of places in Ontario. It has been made evident that the industrial de-

velopment of Canada has been going on not only in the larger towns and cities.

The Commission observed the establishment and growth of comparatively

new industries, whose managers testified that they required increasing numbers
of highly skilled and technically trained workers, as for example, electrical works

and automobile factories.

As TO Present Equipment.

In conducting the enquirj'' and in making the records, the Commission sought

to gather information regarding the kinds of provision which existed for Indus-

trial Training and Technical Education in the place visited, rather than to collect

statistical data of the number of pupils receiving instruction in any kind of class

or classes. The enquir}^ was directed to discover w-hether the existing provisions

were efficacious and adequate for the training of the children, the youth and the

adult workers of the place, and if not, what, in the judgment of those who testi-

fied, could and should be provided.

Arr.\nging the Information Obt.mned.

In arranging tlie material to be published as Part IV of the Report, it seemed

that no good ser^'ice could be rendered by the publication of the record of the

testimony itself in full, and that it was unnecessary to describe the educational

institutions visited, in the several places with as great detail as the educational

institutions which w-ere visited and reported upon in other countries. In a few-

cases, where clearness of presentation required it, the latter course was followed.

The information obtained from the witnesses connected with educational insti-

tutions, is to be taken as supplementing the printed documents issued by the

several Departments or institutions, and a 5 containing the witness's explanation

or interpretation of what was being done, or should be done, in relation to

Industrial Training and Technical Education.

In a few typical cases, where the testimony of men who control inJustr es

shed light upon the establishment, progress or management of an industr}- in

such a way as to be illuminating and beneficial to Canada, considerable space has

been given to it. In general, there was so much likeness and agreement in the

opinions of those who control the various industries, as to the requirements of

the workers for Industrial Training and Technical Education, that the records

of these have been condensed or arranged in terms w'hich include them all.

Person.\l N.\rratives of Training.

In some cases where a witness gave a statement of the training and experi-

ence which in his op nion had been suitable and adequate for his occupation, a

condensed narrative has been prepared for publication. It was learned that it

would be more agreeable to some witnesses not to have their names published in

such narratives.
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The Attitude of Organized Labor.

What has been said in regard to the testimony of those who control the in-

dustries, applies equally to the testimony of the employees, and of those who
came before the Commission as representatives of organized Labor. No attempt

was made to obtain formal resolutions of Labor bodies; but in practically every

case the question was asked of those who appeared as representing organized

Labor, whether they personally, and the Union which they represented, were in

favor of adequate provision being made for Industrial Training and Technical

Education for the workers. Without a single exception, they expressed them-

selves as being favorable towards Industrial Training and Technical Education

as a public service, and desirous of seeing adequate provision made in the lo-

cality for the needs of all the workers.

Records of Inquiry at Two Places.

The records of the Commission's inquiry at two places—Berlin, Ontario, and

Ste. Hyacinthe, Quebec—are given practically in full as being typical and illus-

trative of much of the testimony received at other places.

SOME GENERALIZATIONS FROM TESTIMONY.

In general the testimony vras to the effect that provision, for the systematic

Industrial Training and Technical Education of handworkers and foremen, exists

in comparatively few places, and in them not to an extent adequate to the needs of

the industrial population.

The system of training young men and women as apprentices, is becoming less

common than formerly. In some trades it has disappeared as a system and learners

are expected and required to pick up the trade as best they can. The introduction

and use of machinery where hand labor was formerly employed is given as one of the

chief causes for the change. In a few shops, notably the shops of the railway com-

panies, instruction classes and systematic instruction in the shops and at machines

have been provided to meet the new conditions.

The rapid development of the country and the growth of towns and cities, have

provided the lure of relatively high wages for boys and girls of 14 years and younger.

That attracts them to leave school early. Frequently such young people accept

places and begin work for which little training is required and in which experience

does not lead to the acquisition of ability or skill in a trade or occupation which

affords permanent employment or is suitable for mature years. Many witnesses

were of the opinion that at least part of a remedy would come through schools

or courses of study which provided more hand work of a constructive kind.

A great deal of testimony was received indicating that properly organized

hand-and-eye-training with constructive work, was helpful in developing the powers

of children from the kindergarten classes upwards. The teachers who had experi-

ence spoke highly of its value in qualifying the children to take up bench and table

work in Manual Training and Domestic Science in later years ; they also testified
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that the hand work contributed to the progress of the pupils in what are called

book studies.

Those opinions found confirmation in the practice of schools observed in other

countries, notably Munich in Germany, Edinburgh in Scotland, Leeds in England

and Rochester in the State of New York.

Those who Know the Trades Wanted as Instructors.

Much practical and useful information was obtained from skilled workers as to

the nature of the Courses in Continuation Classes which would be most advantage-

ous and the kind of instruction which would be most helpful. A strong preference

was expressed for instruction from "practical men" and women who knew the trade.

The Commission had that testimony in mind when its Recommendations as to the

Provisions for Industrial Training and Technical Education, contained in Chapter

VII of Part II of the Report, were being formulated.

The Testimony of the Farmers.

In preparing for publication the material which was presented to the Com-

mission in coimection with the Industrial Training and Technical Education of

those engaged in agricultural and other rural occupations, a similar course was

followed.

The farmers who appeared before the Commission were earnest in tlieir con-

victions of their own needs, the needs of tlieir children and the needs of their occu-

pation, although they were not correspondingly clear or definite as to the means

whereby these needs could be met through educational provisions. They were in

agreement as to the advantages of specific knowledge regarding plants, seeds, soils,

cultivation, rotations, manuring, live stock, etc. Not many of them had given

thought to what was possible in the way of training the judgment of young people

as to the best methods of applying, to the farming of the locality, such knowledge

as might be acquired through classes, courses, reading, or other forms of instruction.

Nor did the Commission obtain many definite opinions as to means by which

practical skill in the performing of fanning operations could be developed more

generally. By some it was hoped, rather than asserted, that Manual Training and

work in the School Garden gave young people such ability in the use of tools and

such a general desire for neatness and tidiness, that they were important factors in

developing skill in doing farm work. Competitions, such as ploughing matches,

field crop competitions, and children's work at agricultural exhibitions, were all

cited as means whereby pride and satisfaction in the doing of the work itself, and

in the quality of the work itself, as distinct from the financial returns from it, would

be cultivated and accomplish a good deal.

To Keep the Young People in the Country.

A general opinion on the part of tlie fanners who appeared before the Com-

mission was, that the young people at and before the age of leaving school were less
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mterested in farm work and rural affairs than formerly. The remedy for that state

of affairs was believed to lie in a change in the dominant object of the rural school.

To the teachers and pupils the prime object has been lessons from books, and these

often learned in order to pass examinations that had little vital relation to knowl-

edge or ability applicable to farm life. The witnesses generally were of opinion

that the school work of the pupils, in the lessons from books and in other respects

such as Nature Study and School Gardening, should bring and keep the rural school

more in touch with the homes and farms. What the Commission found was being

done in this respect in other countries is reported on in Chapter IX of Part II of

the Report.

Desire for Co-operations.

Some testimony was received, much of it indefinite, in content of both knowl-

edge and opinion, as to what was desired and what may be expected from Co-opera-

tion in rural communities. It was stated to the Commission that there would be

advantage through Co-operation, in connection with the business of the farms, in

selling and buying. It was stated also that benefit had come to farmers from dis-

cussions at Farmers' Institutes and other meetings on methods of managing farms.

Some information was obtained as to beginnings that had been made in the way of

co-operation in planning the management of farms, by the farmers going together

over their several farms and discussing together their systems and methods of

conducting work.

Witnesses expressed a desire for such co-operation among the people of the

localities as would develop more agreeable and satisfying social opportxmities

'for people out in the country. Some hope was expressed that Consolidated Rural

Schools would become centres from which co-operation in respect to the three

matters indicated might grow, viz., co-operation among the farmers in the

business of buying and selling; co-operation in planning for the management of

the farms ; and co-operation in providing and improving social opportunities.

Social Satisfactions in Rural Districts.

In earlier days, singing schools, debating clubs, "bees", were instances of

social gatherings. Under modem conditions, specific occasions for social gather-

ings are not so common or obvious as they were. Whether the formation of

Neighbourhood Improvement Associations, meeting from time to time for specific

ptuposes such as, consideration of the farming, the housekeeping, the education.

the handicrafts of the locality, suitable games and recreations, singing, literary

culture, and exchange visits with other Neighbourhood Improvement Associa-

tions, would meet the need and do good, was not pronounced upon by witnesses

who appeared before the Commission; but the need for some means of enriching

the social life of country districts was represented as urgent. That was in the

mind of the Commission when studying the means whereby rural commiuiities

in the older civilisations were carrying on their education and nu-al life.
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As TO Housekeeping Occupations.

In preparing for publication the material in respect to Housekeeping Occu-

pations, a similar plan has been followed. There was so much similarity in the

testimony of those who appeared before the Commission in respect to domestic

employments, that the testimony in one Province may be taken as representative

of the convictions and attitude of the women of Canada. Some of the testimony

submitted has already been presented in Chapter X, on "Education for House-

keeping Occupations", in Part II of the Report.

Conditions for Work and Recreation.

A good deal of evidence was presented to the Commission indicating that

increasing attention is being given to the conditions under which occupations are

carried on, and that more care is being taken that these shall be wholesome in

respect to ventilation, suitable in regard to lighting and comfortable in respect to

temperature.

The Commission did not receive any testimony which indicated that com-

munities, as such, were active in organizing opportunities for the regular and

adequate recreation of industrial workers in towns or young people in rural com-

munities. When the question was discussed by witnesses, there was no difference of

opinion on their part regarding the advantage to the individual, and afterwards to

the occupation, from a suitable period and kind of recreation. A frequent statement

made before the Commission was that "care should be taken as to the physical

and mental welfare of the workers, otherwise thej"^ could not turn out goods pro-

perly". The stress seemed to be laid upon the quality of the marketable material,

and not upon the quality of life in the worker.

The testimony of the factory workers particularly, indicated their opinion

that over the whole field of industry there was a keen struggle for success as meas-

ured by immediate profits, tliat often the interests of the workers were lost sight

of, and that returns on capital, and not the welfare of the community, were chiefly

considered.

Y. M. C. A. Appreciated.

The Commission learned on all sides, directly from representatives of the

Y.M.C.A.'s, and from employers and employed, of the excellent work carried on

by Y.M.C. Associations in classes for general subjects, drawing, technical instruc-

tion, physical c-ulture and singing. Such work has not been competitive with

that of School Boards or private educational institutions, but has supplemented

what they have done, and met the needs of those who for one reason or another

did not avail themselves of other o]iportunities.

UsEFui^NEss OF Libraries.

Testimony was received as to tlie usefulness of libraries and librarians in

the technical education of workers. In many libraries special lists of books,
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dealing with the industries of the place, were prepared and put at the service of

workers. In other cases the librarian was known to be available for ad^'ice as to

books and reading upon technical subjects dealing with the occupations of the

area served by it.

Wastes and Losses After 14.

It was generall}^ regarded that systematic education which comes to an end

about the age of 14 is incomplete and, in view of the formation of character and

the learning of some occupation by the boy and girl during the next 3 years, deeply

unsatisfactor}-. Without attendance at a Continuation School or a School of some

kind, the young person is represented as losing much of the effect of his previous

education, and at the same time missing the growth of intellectual interests and

particular training for the occupation which he follows. Such good and necessary

habits as those of obedience, regularity, punctuality and diligence, which are among
the first-fruits of the ordinar}'^ school education, are in a measure lost unless some

school or educational contact helps to keep them vital from 14 to 17 years of age.

The impression left upon the Commission from the testimony, alike of employ-

ers and parents, was that all boys from 14 to 17 years of age need supervision, re-

quire some definite training, and should be able to see before them, as manhood
and its responsibilities approach, the prospect of an opening in some form of oc-

cupation where a good living ma}' be earned, and where diligence, aptitude and

earnestness may win fitting rewards.

E\^NiNG Classes Must be Attractive.

Those who had considered the question were not hopeful that a large propor-

tion of the young people in Canada who have left school and are at work, would

voluntarily go to Evening Classes imless these were of a highly attractive and

almost entertaining kind. The opinion generally expressed was, that where the

classes entertained or interested the young people, there would be no injury to

their growth or health by attendance two or three evenings a week. The differ-

ence in the kind of attention and mental effort called for, from those who were

fatigued by the occupations of the day, would make some kinds of classes recrea-

tional, while also educational, ^\^lat has been said regarding the attractiveness,

or entertaining quality, of classes refers particularly to classes for those who are

from 14 to 17 years of age. It was stated that after that age workers would more

generally recognize the advantage to themselves from fmlher training, and have

a more serious and earnest attitude towards such work.

Kinds of Provisions Required.

The training required to fit a boy for a trade was spoken of as of two kinds,

one general and the other special. The general training develops mental and phy-

sical qualities of alertness, intelligence, adaptability, and the other gives specific
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instruction and definite training in the principles and practice of some particular

industr}-- or branch of industry in such a way as to produce a skilful worker.

The testimony was substantially unanimous in indicating that in respect to

Industrial Training and Technical Education the following are among the press-

ing needs of the people:

1

.

Some opportunity in all schools for boys when they are past twelve, whereby

the boy will gain experience in constructive hand work as well as book work and

thus reveal to himself and his teacher and parents the bent of his ability to an ex-

tent that will give an indication of what he should choose, and how he should pre-

pare, for his life's work.

2. Provision for the boys, from twelve to sixteen years of age who intend to

go into some skilled trade, to learn in school how to use common hand tools for wood

and iron working and to receive instruction in the qualities of materials which are

fimdamental to the common industrial occupations.

3. Courses or schools, of High School or Academy grade, adapted to the boys

who are going into industrial and commercial life. Such schools or courses to give

them preparation for their future work equivalent to what the present High Schools

g^ve to the boys going into the professions.

4. Some education to make up to the boy, after he begins to work, for what

he does not now get through lack of an apprenticeship system; some forenoon, after-

noon or evening classes to give him the further knowledge of mathematics and

medianical principles; and also some variety of shop work, to develop the skill

of hand and the all-round ability in some trade, which the apprentices formerly

got by their long and practical training. The manufacturers and other employers

of labor have expressed a willingness to co-operate in helping to make such classes

and coiu-ses effective.

5. Evening schools for workmen in the smaller cities and towns to fit them

for advancement and promotion.

6. Some enlargement and improvements of the means whereby farmers'

children may learn the elements of the scientific principles which underlie rural

occupations such as the growing of crops, the feeding of live stock, the fighting of

weeds, insects and plant diseases, and the maintenance of fertility and beauty; and

the same in more advanced forms suited to the farmers themselves.

7. Instruction—the means and opportimity for instruction—of a similar

character suited to the lives and occupations of the fisherfolk, and those engaged

in the mining industries.

8. Classes and courses for the training of girls and women to give tliem clear

concepts of the sanitary conditions which make for the safety, comfort and economy

of the home, correct ideas of economical ways of providing food and garments and

of using fuels; and some practice in domestic art that will further enable them to

reveal and enjoy their love of the beautiful by making beautiful things for the

house.

9. Correspondence study courses for persons who are unable to avail them-

selves of schools and classes; and the provision of visiting instructors in connection

tlierewitli.
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In this connection it is to be noted that, from the many statements made to

the Commission, it would appear that several hundred thousand dollars per annum

have been paid by Canadians for correspondence courses provided by American

institutions. Those who had taken the courses, or were taking them, testified that

they derived benefit; although only a small percentage of the number appear to

have carried the work through to the end of the course.

10. Intimate correlations and co-operations between those who manage indus-

tries and factories, the men and women most skilled in their trades and occupations,

and the managers of the schools and classes where workers are trained.

Widespread Expectations.

The survey made by the Commission revealed a great measure of interest

throughout the whole of Canada in the subject of Industrial Training and

Technical Education.

The representatives of all occupations and interests, who testified, gave the

Commission the impression that they expect further action to be taken in the near

future in all the Provinces, such as will in result in meeting the needs which have

been indicated by their testimony.

Persons, occupying important and influential positions in industry and edu-

cation, expressed the opinion that the Dominion Government should assist in

developing Industrial Training and Technical Education by granting financial

assistance.

RESOLUTION BY A PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY.

The Commission received a copy of the following resolution with the statement

that it was passed unanimously by the House of Assembly, New Brunswick, in its

session of 1912, on motion Mr. Hatheway, seconded by Mr MacLachlan.

Whereas The increase of the material wealth of Canada depends almost en-

tirely on

—

1st. The skill and science with which the farmer cultivates the land and pro-

duces his crops.

2nd. The careful work and knowledge of the miner and the lumberer in their

several avocations.

3rd. The special skill and effic ency whereby the mechanical and other ar-

tisans transfer raw materials into finished and useful products.

And Whereas, The Dominion Manufacturers' Association and all its branches,

the different Trades and Labor Congresses since 1900, and also the numerous Boards

of Trade throughout Canada, have been continually lorging the Dominion Govern-

ment to investigate the needs of Technical and Agricultural Education in Canada

in order to improve the skill and efficiency of the farmer, mechanic and all other

artisans.

And Whereas, The Public School Systems of the different Provinces do not

tend enough towards furnishing the masses of the people with either Agricultiiral

or Industrial Education.
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Therefore Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Legislature

—

1st. That the Federal Government of Canada should appropriate annually

for the next ten years the sum of $4,000,000 a year to be expended solely upon

Agricultural and Industrial Education.

2nd. That such sum of $4,000,000 a year be paid over by the Federal Govern-

ment through the Minister of to the Government of each Pro-

vince of the Dominion in sums pro rata to the population of each Province, as

shown in the census of 1911.

3rd. That each Province of the Dominion pledge itself to expend such sum

solely and only for Agricultural Education by means of Agricultural Schools, Farms

or Colleges, and for Technical Education of the miner, the lumberman and the

mechanic by means of Manual Training, Technical Schools, High Schools and

Colleges.

4th. That each Province appoint one of its Cabinet who will annually make

his report to the Minister of Ottawa, showing in detail where and

how such sums have been expended.

And further Resolved, That copies of this Resolution be sent to the members

of the Legislatiu-es of all the other Provinces of this Dominion, asking their co-

operation and asking them to forward a similar Resolution to the Dominion Gov-

ernment.

And I'urther Resolved, That copies of this Resolution be sent to all the mem-

bers of the House of Commons and the Senate of Canada.
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NOVA SCOTIA.

CHAPTER II: OUTLINE OF THE EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM.

SECTION 1 : ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

Information obtained from Dr. A. H. MacKay, Stiperintendeni of Education,

stipplemenied by official reports.

Education in the Province of Nova Scotia is controlled by the Council of

Public Instruction, which consists of the Executive of the Provincial Government.
This Council regulates expenditixres of funds, classification of teachers, books,

programs, management of the Normal and Technical Colleges, Academies and
Schools, inspectors, examiners, local managers and educational matters generally.

Since 190S there has been an Advisory Board comprising 5 members appointed by
the Government, and 2 elected everj^ two years by members of the Provincial

Educational Associat on.

The Superintendent of Education is appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor

in Council, and is Secretary of the Council of Public Instruction. The Director

of Technical Education, who is also Principal of the Technical College, is appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil. and is under the direction of the Council

of Public Instruction. The 12 Inspectors, appointed by the Coimcil of Public

Instruction on the recommendation of the Superintendent, form practically 12 local

branches of the Education Office; they exercise large administrative authority,

being ex-officio Secretaries of the 33 District Boards. Each inspector has about
200 school departments under supervision,.

The system in Nova Scotia consists of (1) Common School Course of 8 years

—

grades 1 to 8, and (2) High School Course of 4 years—grades 9 to 12. The High
Schools are simply the Public Schools from grades 9 to 12, to which the Common
Schools lead directly without any hiatus, the whole forming a 12 years' course

articulating with the Universities, Normal College and teaching profession, and
With special schools and institutions. The High School program allows numerous
options.

The "Common" schools are supported by funds from three sources:

—

(1) Sectional Assessment, which is the main support. The school trustees

present their estimates for the year to ratepayers who assemble at annual meetings

and in pari amentary fashion vote the amount to be levied on the section for all

school purposes, also elect new trustees, etc. The total vote levied and collected

in 1912, was 5859,284, an increase of 555,159 over 1911.
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(2) Grants for Municipal (County) School Fund. Each of the 24 Rural Mu-

nicipa'ities levied 35c on the Munic pality for each of the population according

to the latest census. This amount is levied on the assessable property and col-

lected with other municipal rates, the fimd being paid out to School Boards on the

order of the Superintendent at the end of the school year as follows

:

(a) S25 for each teacher employed.

(b) The balance to be distributed in proportion to the attendance of pupils

in each School Section after allotting $100 for every pupil from the municipality

attending institutions for deaf, dumb and blind

(3) The Provincial Aid, consisting of grants to 5 classes of teachers employed

in local schools, based on professional training and attainment of the following

grades of scholarship

:

Grade 9, $60; 10,590; 11,5120; 12,5150.

For Academic Class (Scholarship, University Degree), the grant is from §180 to

$210. To those who hold a Rural Science License and are teaching an approved

course in a Rural School with a School Garden equipment 515, $30, $60 or $90

additional, according to character of qualifications and work. Kindergarten

teachers can qualify for any except the Academic branch. In 1912 the total amount

of Provincial Aid to teachers was $228,570.

Salaries of male teachers are supplemented by an allowance from the Dominion

Department of Militia and Defence, when they instruct Cadet Corps. The Teachers'

Annuity system enables a teacher to retire, with the continuation of the Provincial

Aid, after 35 years of service, or at 60 years of age, or in the case of disability after

20 years' service. This may be supplemented by the School Sections, or (as in

Halifax) by contributions from the teachers.

Specialist Teachers.

In connection with the Public School system in Nova Scotia, there are sjjecial

teachers in Manual Training, divisible into three classes, (1) Mechanic Science, (2)

Domestic Science, (3) Rural Science.

Mechanic Science.

This is similar to what is called Manual Training in otlier pro\'inces. It is

mainly woodwork, and is taken by boys in tlie 7th and Sth grades.

Cardboard work has also been introduced, and in the Kindergarten more

elementary forms are being developed. It is intended to take some of this work

in the High Schools, but as the Province is not very wealthy, and in many
places not very prosperous, and teachers are only beginning to receive prepara-

tion, the Department does not expect rapid extension.

In Halifax every pupil has opportunity of taking Mechanic Science and

Domestic Science, for which special accommodation is made. In Sydney, Glace

Bay, Nortli Bay, Pictou, and New Glasgow buildings are devoted exclusively to

that work. High School pupils in many places take those courses when they

have the opportunity.
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It is found that Mechanic Science, while increasing the usefulness of t'oys

in fixing things up about the house, does not interfere with the progress in aca-

demic work. Some teachers say that it stimulates the pupil, and Superintendent

MacKay has heard it said, that the severest punishment would be to prevent a

pupil from attending a Manual Training class, because they prefer that work to

ordinary school work.

All teachers passing through the Normal College take the ordinary Mechanic

Science course, so that they may be able to do such work as pupils are expected

to do in school. Hence, they can teach Mechanic Science, or Rural Science or

Domestic Science, in small communities without an expert being required.

There was a time when every teacher in training (women as well as men) at the

Normal College took Mechanic Science. The Provincial grant enables any lo-

cality to piirchase the equipment prescribed by the regulations.

Rural Science.

Rural Science is specially for cotmtr}' schools, because in rural places with

small populations, it is too expensive to establish Mechanic or Domestic Science.

Regulations advise that Rural Schools shoiold have at least a bench, in a

small annex to the school room, and many schools have one or two benches where

pupils can work diu-ing noon hoxu", taking part of their play time.

Grants are given teachers who have taken the diploma at the Rural Science

School, and have conducted a school garden up to one of three standards, the

higher being for superior work which is really of agricultiu-al value, the two lower

laying the foundation. This allows the smallest school to do a little, while the

largest school can have a more developed department and do more extensive

work. All the students at the Rural Science School at Truro are studyif;g with

a view to this work

M.\NU.A.L Tr.\ining.

Since 1900 Manual Training Schools are of two kinds:

—

(1) Mechanic Science, mostly attended by boys, maximum annual Provincial

grant for school, $600. The total estimated expenditiu-e in 1912 on these schools

was $11,184, of which $4,528 came from the Provincial grant.

(2) Domestic Science, mostly attended by girls, maximum annual grant $300
per school, estimated expenditure in 1912, $8,979, of which S4,905 was from
Provincial grant.

The Government gives a pro-rata grant, maximum $300, for Mechanic Science

and Domestic Science teachers, having a certain number of pupils. In many cases

this is the largest portion of the salary, and is a very large grant compared to that

given to ordinary teachers, who receive only from $60 to $120 or $150 in case of

superior schools. The Provincial Government thus gives as much assistance to

these three branches which relate to Industrial Training, as to any other part of the

school work.
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The Technical College, the Universities and the Teachers.

The Technical and Mining Schools are of still later origin than the Manual
Training Schools. The Technical College, with its staff of 6 professors and other

assistants, being affiliated with the various Universities in the provinces of .\'ova

Scotia and New Brunswick, which have adopted the standards of admission and

study, for the first and second years, has to deal only with the third and fourth

years.

University co-operation is further stimulated by a new testing examination

established by the Council of Public Instnxction for University graduates as the

scholarship basis of the highest class teacher's license, called the Academic.

With a view to avoiding the waste of High Schools overlapping the work of

the numerous and imequal institutions enjoying University privileges, graduates of

Universities which require a four years' course after matriculation from the Public

Schools (fourth year of the High School) are eligible for this examination on 6 of the

more essential University subjects. The passes in the University are accepted for

other necessar>^ subjects, such as psycholog}^ philosophy and sociological and

historical courses. As most of the Universities in Nova Scotia are under denomina-

tional control, and their views of history and philosophy might differ, the Depart-

ment does not give examinations in those subjects.

Thus each University will be standardised, and required to keep to the same
standard in order to be recognized. It is hoped tliat these graduates, who are

becoming numerous, (the attendance at the Universities being over 1000) v\'ill man
tlie High Schools of the Province, and educated men at the head of the County

Academics, who have had the benefit of University. Technical College or Agricultural

College training, will be able to plan courses for the Academies that will suit the

necessities of the Province better than anything the Department has been able to

arrange in the past.

The Department is moving to simplify the mechanics of education, throwing

out from the courses anything that kept the teachers back, and laying stress on

essentials, being guided to some extent as to what the people need by Dominion

Government returns, showing the numbers of people engaged in various callings.

Teachers are encouraged to prepare themselves to give practical instruction in

Nature Study, leading up to an appreciation of the underlying principles of technical

education of all kinds. The Collegiate Agricultural Course is to be used in training

teachers for the Rural Science Diploma, and any High School is allowed to establish

a commercial course with book-keeping, shorthand and other subjects, as is done

in Halifax.

Additions arc made to High School work in the form of technical schools in all

the principal towns, doing such work as they need in coal mining centres, teaching

coal mining and engineering, etc., and in towns where there is a large body of labor,

which might not be benefited by special technical education, provision will be madi-

for them.

The Normal College.

Tlie Normal College, situated in Truro, opened in 1855, as a Provincial Normal
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School. Until 1893, it was simply one of the various institutions (High Schools,

Academies and Colleges) which train for teachers' licenses, but since then the level

of Normal Training has been raised, and candidates must attain scholarship

standard in High School or elsewhere, the Normal College being a Professional

Training School. Courses in Mechanic Science for males, and Domestic Science

for females are compulsory.

The College of Agriculture.

The College of Agriculture was opened in Truro in 1 885 as the Provincial School

of Agricultiu'e in affiliation with the Provincial Normal School to develop the

industrial side of the teachers' training. After its destruction by fire in 1898,

the present College of Agriculture was opened in 1905, having absorbed the School

of Agriculture started in WolfviUe in 1893, and vastly extended its range of work,

still retaining affiliation with the Normal College. Agricultural Education belongs

to the Department of Agricxilture, under the same Minister as the Department of

Education. Summer Schools are subsidized and encoiu-aged by the Government.

The Summer Schools of Science.

The Summer School of Science for the Atlantic Provinces originated in 18S7,

and is held in a different place each year for three weeks during vacation, re-

ceiving a small grant from the Education Department. In 1910 about 500 teachers

from the Maritime Provinces attended such schools voliuitarily and mostly at

their own expense. 250 teachers, many of them from Nova Scotia, attended the

summer School of Science at Liverpool, nearly
-J

of them taking Natiu^e Study;

while at Truro another 100 were attending the Rural Science School. The third

Summer School was held under the direction of St. Francis Xavier College at

Antigonish, one of the first University Colleges to secure this work.

Since 1908 the Riu'al Science School has been conducted at Truro, at the

Agricultural College, for six weeks in summer under the joint administration of

the Agricultiu-al and Normal Colleges, with the object of developing a kind of

instruction more suited to rural conditions, in which teachers can qualify diu-ing

vacation. The Provincial Government controls the school, charges no fees, and

pays the minimum travelling expenses of teachers to and from Truro.

Various Educational Agencies.

Teachers' Institutes are held in different inspectoral divisions in alternate

years, with the Provincial Educational Association which meets every two years.

The Nova Scotia Institute of Science and the Mining and Historical Societies

receive grants from the Province and report annually to the Department.

Schools for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, also Reformatory and In-

dustrial Schools for Incorrigibles, are located at Halifax, and receive educational

aid.
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The Victoria School of Art and Design at Halifax, was incorporated in 1888,

has an endowment fund of about $8,000, and receives a Provincial grant of $800

and a city grant of $500. Its policy is to encourage a taste for art in all its branches,

and no one is refused admission to the class on the score of poverty. It devotes

special attention to good taste in building, furniture, designs on book-covers,

advertising, and scores of minor industries, the manufacturing and architectural

classes having been taken over by the Technical College.

SECTION 2: THE PUBLIC SCHOOL COURSE OF STUDY.

A Committee of 16, appointed in 1906 by the Provincial Educational Associa-

tion, revised tlie Common School course and effected a close correlation between

the Common and High Schools. In a very comprehensive report they ably dis-

cussed, among other subjects, the function of the public schools as elementary

technical schools, and what school studies should be. The following is a summary
of tlie report in so far as it bears directly upon the enquiry of this Commission :

—

As education proceeds from and builds on the past experiences of the learner,

and from those states of mind which are likely to arouse curiosity or awaken
feeling, every lesson should seek to be a renewal and an increase of that connected

store of experience which becomes knowledge, emotion, taste, will, in short,

character and cultm-e, which fit a child for good citizenship, create and foster

aptitude for work and for intelligent use of leisure, and develop those features of

character most readily caused by school life, such as loyalty to comrades and
institutions, unselfishness, and an orderly and disciplined habit of mind.

Hence it follows that the value of any branch or lesson lies only partly in its

direct intrinsic utility; over and above this should be the increased disposition in

the pupil to act for himself and on his own initiative, not only in school problems,

but in all matters where some relation to the thing taught suggests itself. For

example, though a lesson on the life-history of the cabbage butterfly may have no

direct value to the children of a fruit-growing district, yet when effectively taught

it is fertile in suggestions of similar problems and study processes. The effective-

ness of teaching can be largely measured by the intensity of the stimulus it gives

to the study of related problems lying within the field in which lie the child's

interest and natural activities.

In this sense the Common and High Schools should in large measure function

as the elementary technical schools of tlie Province. Vocational training is capable

of being made cultural to a certain extent, just as a vocation is practised not for

itself alone, but in all its relations and implications—social, moral, domestic and

sometimes esthetic and traditional. Preparation for vocation does not exclude

direct and purposive efforts of a purely intellectual character; on the contrary,

these must continue to form a considerable part of the school program, because

the intellectual, social and spiritual qualities, they are specifically designed to

nourish, will never cease to be regarded as the finest fruits of education.

What has been fundamentally lacking in Common and High School instruction
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is the ability of the teacher to take, as the point of departure in any study, the

concrete example, the personal experience of the pupil—that stimulus to the

"apperceptive mass" which the environment always provides. For the ordinary

mathematical problems of the smith, carpenter, builder, mason, etc., the Common
School and lower grades of the High School ought to be and can be made the industrial

and technical schools in the Province. They already profess to deal with a body

of mathematics and science extensive enough to meet the requirements of these

crafts; it remains only to pay due regard to mathematics, drawing and science

as actually related to them.

We live in a new land in a world of great opportunities, and amid economic

and social resources comparatively unexploited and unexplored. Our economic

progress and otu- civilization depend largely on our capacity to recognize phe-

nomena and deal with actual conditions and concrete realities.

The school, in seeking the cultivation of the pupils' character, practical

efiBciency and knowledge, should proceed through the pupils' activities, which

spring from impulse or native interest; the school should carefully select from

the realm of human affairs those subjects best fitted to awaken and maintain

the child's interest and self-activity, and to contribute to its ideal development.

The subjects should preferably be chosen from the domain of the really useful,

for the utility underlying the study contributes not a little to the power of awaken-

ing and maintaining interest. The test of a topic in the program of studies is

whether that topic is calculated to reveal to the pupil some important aspect of

his environment, and thereby stimulate desirable mental or emotional motor

activity. If so, then the knowledge said to be imparted is not only useful, but

disciplinary in the true sense.

The so-called "three R's" while invaluable as tools or instruments of education,

are not in themselves educative. They represent merely the several skills or

acquisitions that render true education possible of attainment. Though of supreme

value for the ultimate purposes of life, they are in themselves empty of content

and meaning. Hence the child-mind starves in schools where only the three R's

are taught. Thus it is that the European peasant, who is compelled by law to

learn to read, ceases to read once he leaves school. Thus, too, the Nova .Scotian,

drilled solely in the mechanics of reading, writing and ciphering, has too often

sho%vn himself resourceless in the presence of diminishing fertility of the soil, and

changing industrial and economic conditions.

To compass the ends of true education, the school must provide an intellectual

content drawn from the whole realm of the child's acti\4ties, and where possible

from matters dealt with in other branches of school study from which the exercises

in reading, writing and arithmetic are to be developed. Hence the program of

studies must be inter-related, and indicate a unified educative process and a unified

subject matter.

The occupations which the pupils are likely to pursue furnish subjects quite

as educative as those subjects traditionally consecrated to education, besides

making the pupils conversant with fundamental principles of commerce, agriculture

and every grade of industries, thus ensuring their capacity for fiu-ther study.
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Illustrations and applications should spring also from present needs, interests

and environment of pupils.

The course of study should fit the increasing capacity and developing interests

of the successive grades of pupils. The aim should be to provide the pupil with

abundant contacts with material things and with society, and to proceed from his

owTi concrete experience to interpret the material, social and moral order in which

he lives. It is not prudent for a course of study to comprise only what the average

child can fully retain in meraorj' throughout the school period, or even throughout

the year. In short, the program of study should be such in content and treatment

as to ensure not merely the instruction, but the education of the child in point of

character, culture and elBciency.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SUBSTITUTION COURSES IN MINING.

The Province of Nova Scotia derives a revenue from Coal Alining of about

half a million dollars a year, hence it is to their interest to enlarge the industry' as

much as possible. In coal mining communities practically everybody either

expects to be a coal miner or derives his or her income from coal mining. The
number who try to get into tlie professions is verj' few.

The Department of Technical Education believe that by adding more utilitarian

training to the Public Schools the same educational value could be given. It is

not necessary for boys in grades 8 and 9 who do not intend to be coal miners to

take drawing, mining science and mineralogy'. The drawing taught, instead of

being ornamental, is mechanical drawing on a very carefully graded course, begin-

ning with actual objects like a nut or bolt, and continuing in increasing difliculty

the actual objects most common to a coal mine. Thus at the same time as tliey

are drawing they are illustrating geometry and giving it a practical aspect. In

two years a boy taking this course would have a good knowledge of mechanical

drawing, could read blue prints, and in case a machine broke dowoi could make an

emergency sketch for a blacksmitli or machine shop to have repairs made. The

boys are taught practical chemistry as applied to the coal mine gases found in the

mine, coal mine exudation, combustion of coal, etc., emphasizing what would be

of practical value and teaching them the economic laws that underlie the subject.

Instead of being given botany by picking flowers to pieces they are given min-

eralogy and zoology', and are told the story of the formation of coal, how it is

confined practically to those rocks that illustrate the life then existing, and they

learn general geological history. Tliroughout the whole of the instruction the

motive relates to the coal mining industry and the people connected with it.

The evening class instructors were sent into the Public Day Schools to teach

the above courses, the object being to make tlie education of utilitarian value to

the boy, and also to give him some practical subjects that would incline him to

stay longer in the school. Records of all men attending the Coal Mining Evening

Schools show that a large percentage left school at the fourth, fifth and sixth

grades, which means that their education was very deficient.

The number of boys who took these mining science courses in the Public
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Schools under the direction of the coal mining instructors during 1911-12 and did

excellent work was 123, as follows:—Springhill 43, Westville 25, Glace Bay 41,

Sydney Mines 14.

This voluntary work is taken at the time boys would be taking work in ordi-

nary classes taught by the regular teacher, but the special teacher comes in and

the regular teacher takes the other subjects for which this is a substitute.

These classes are growing in favor with both pupils and parents, and serve to

make the work in the upper grades of the Common Schools more interesting and

of more practical value in preparing for industry those boys who leave the Public

School system at the age of 14 or 15.

The boys show much more interest in mechanical drawing of common parts

of colliery machinery than they did in the free-hand drawing of the regular Public

School course. Elementary mechanics seems more vital to them than botany.

The chemistry of colliery explosions and of combustion appeals to them to a far

greater degree than the dry, formal statements of the atomic theory, the laws of

chemical combination, etc.

This mining science course is keeping the boy in school for a greater length of

time than formerly, because he feels that the course in the Public School contains

some instruction which aims to prepare him somewhat for his life struggle in the

industry which is the greatest single centre of interest in a mining to-ivn.

There is no doubt of the boys' interest in the mining science classes, because

in some cases they have come back regularly on Saturday mornings to do this

work when room could not be fotmd for it in the weekly program of the

school. In one case where there was not accommodation for all the boys who
applied to enter the mining science classes in a certain coal mining town, some of

the boys who could not be admitted went home crj'ing.

SECTION 3: NORMAL SCHOOL TRAINING.

About half of the Teachers of Nova Scotia are trained in the Normal School.

Not all are required to be trained, but the public is almost ready for much stronger

legislation making teacher-training compulsory except perhaps in the lowest grade.

In 1912 there were 293 students in the school, the highest in its history. For

the lower rank of diploma the course is only four months ; for the higher or senior

class it is a fidl year. One great difficulty in the preparation of teachers is to

obtain a large measure of practice.

Dr Soloan, Principal, believes that the Common School is the foundation of all

industrial and agricultural success, and can and should accomplish all that is ne-

cessary up to grade 10 for the rank and file of workers. It should be the people's

technical school, serving the great mass of workers of the nation in horticulture,

elementary agriculture, drafting and designing leading up to carpenter work,

masonry, smithing, etc. The reason the Common School does not do that, in his

opinion, is that it cannot provide teachers, cannot pay them, cannot make the po-

sition attractive enough, pecimiarily and otherwise; but he looks hopefully for
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the period within his own life time when the Common School will be the Industrial

School.

Pupils go from tlie Common School to the Agricultural College well acquainted

with the principles of physics, chemistry, horticulture, nature study and

geologj', and are thus ready from the outset to appropriate the instruction given

there.

The Common School courses enjoy an independence which the High School

courses do not, for the Colleges do not dictate terms to them, and they work out

their own salvation in their own sphere of usefulness. Dr. Soloan states that the

whole trend of the improved courses for Common Schools on which the Provincial

Educational Association's Committee is working with the Superintendent of Edu-

cation will be to overcome the tendency to proceed from abstractions to abstrac-

tions, and to make tlie instructions proceed from the concrete as far as possible,

not only in mathematics and science but in tlie pupils' own language. The people

are beginning to think in a more technical and practical way, and are desirous of

having the course of studies improved in that way. This would be a very good

preparation for any more specialized industrial training. The Education Depart-

ment, in co-operation with tlie Technical College, now allows the substitution in

Grades 7 and 8 of tlie elements of geologj' and mining, for other studies in mining

communities.

To bring the High School courses into closest co-ordination with the pupils'

activities involves expense, and he did not know where Nova Scotia and her sister

Provinces were to get money for this. The High School course of study is decidedly

in the interest of the well-to-do classes whose sons were to be clergj'men, etc., and

people who wish their sons and daughters sent to college want that program. The
algebra and the abstractions of Euclid specified by the colleges do not serve much
purpose except for those who are going to pursue mathematical studies at college.

Dr. Soloan's suggestion would be to add to the High School course subjects such

as agriculture, mechanic science and modem geometry; but the difliculty is to get

teachers who can sufficiently demonstrate such programs. Owing to the small

attractions offered to teachers, the schools are largely dependent on tlie services

of women. The co-operation between High Schools and the activities of the com-

munity in general should be greater. Dr. Soloan thought, and tlie courses should

not be designed too exclusively for college matriculation.

There should be some manual training, domestic science, and commercial

study, and a program specially designed for girls. The present High School courses

are not well designed for girls except such as are going to be "scholars," and this

forcing may become a menace to the health of young women at that age; yet it is

pretty hard to check false ambitions in parents and children, and people have a

false respect for learning, regardless whether it bears on life or not. Nova Scotia

has inherited the beautiful traditions of Scotland and respects learning, but Dr.

Soloan thought that res])cct need not be less because the learning is of practical

utility.

The course he had outlined for tlie High School would be far more cultural

than the present, for to Dr. Soloan's mind the cultured man is tlie one who can
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deal with many things in a proper and fitting way, and knows how to conduct him-

self in life and make a success of the business entrusted to him ; and he had no such

distinction in mind as to call a few language studies cultural and the rest non-cul-

tural, for there were manifest examples of persons who had acquired a great deal

of learning and yet remained boors. The modifications he had suggested would

make men more cultured because more stress would be laid upon the interpreta-

tion not only of material, but of the moral, civic and social relations of our people

in oiu- time.

Agricidture, Dr. Soloan thinks, should be a subject of special care in Common
and High Schools. The Provincial Government is spending a few dollars more than

usual in bringing teachers to Truro for a course at the affiliated Agricultiu-al College

and Normal College, the Government's object being an economic one—the Improve-

ment of Agriculture. This plan costs more money, but not enough is being spent

on it. After a lengthy cotu-se of training by Science Instructors, which is pretty

expensive to those teachers, they receive a subsidy of a few dollars to Indemnify

them for such expense. Although there are moral satisfactions in being able to do

better work, he thought there shoidd be money subsidies commensiu-ate with other

things; otherwise the teachers retire into the social backgroimd and cannot do as

effective work as they should. He hopes that the Pro\'ince would subsidise school

gardens by some thousands of dollars a year, so as to make it worth while to rural

school teachers to teach elementary agriculture. Of course that money should be

charged against the Agricultural Department and not that of Education. He be-

lieved the Federal Treasury should be drawn on for outlays of this sort, as such

work done in the schools he considered technical or industrial education, the cost

of which should be largely met by Federal revenues, thus leaving the Provincial

revenue free for customary appropriations for general education.

The Maritime Provinces, having no school lands, have not, in Dr. Soloan's

opmion, been so generously treated as those in the West, though it might have been

arranged that some of the lands in the newly organized Western Provinces would

be set aside for the benefit of education in the older provinces, just as the United

States Federal Government set aside land in newly organized States for the benefit

of Colleges of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts in the older States. It may be too

late now to make that principle operative ; but he believed the Dominion Treasury

has means to do all this work without entailing any great burden upon it, and he

hoped that the Provincial revenues would not be so largely drawn upon for technical

education as they are in danger of being, for if the drain is so great as to impair

the efficiency of the Common and High Schools, nothing but disaster in education

is ahead. Federal aid, he argued, need not involve Federal control of education;

but the Dominion Government might specify the purposes for which subsidies

or appropriations must be used, and they might have a Bm-eau of Education,

as the United States has, part of whose duty would be to foresee and check the

expenditure as made with the several Provinces.

Dr. Soloan believed that Nova Scotia was ready to develop the agricultural

side to the point suggested. It would not involve a very large munber of teachers,

as the teaching of elementary agriculttu-e in nu^al schools does not make a large

draft upon time, the school day in the coimtry being six hoiu-s. Teachers who are
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to do that work should be competent to do it so effectively as to draw a subsidy,

and the Nova Scotia teachers are anxious to do it. In those communities in which

industries are situated, a substitute should be provided for agriciilture. Ever}-

teacher would have to be Normal-trained before the plan could be carried out

completely.

In his report for 1912, Dr. Soloan enlarges on the need for more practical

work in schools preparatory to the Normal training.

He remarks on the weak hold the normal student body has on fundamental principles, whether
the subject be language, literature, mathematics, science or drawing. While they show proof
of diligence and of ambition to improve, too often it is the blind diligence of the mechanical
memorizer, not of the investigator, and weak ambition to excel in amassing information rather
than in using it.

At regular intervals these students, while high school pupils, were subjected to examination
of one and only one kind—examination in the statement of facts, principles and theories. But
the written examination cannot very well probe the capacity of the pupil to deal with real things;
to manipulate, to dimension, to construct; to observe, compare and classify phenomena and
materials. The power to do these things must be left to the honesty and intelligence of the
teacher to develop in his pupils.

Dr. Soloan proceeds:

—

It is unlikely, however, that this power to acquire knowledge for oneself from first-hand

sources, to classify and to reduce phenomena to principle, to test and to verify statements of the
textbook, shall ever be developed in a satisfactory measure until the public school makes the
study of natural phenomena—natural and physical science—-not merely imperative as a subject
for annual written examinations but operative as a basis for method in all studies susceptible

of what may figuratively be called "laboratory" treatment. Grammar, geography, nature-study,
civics and, to a certain e.Ktent, history, all lend themselves to this treatment—the inductive
method, the method of "trial and error," or whatever one may choose to call it.

Confidence, a firm grasp of principles and a comprehension of the nature of principles, will

hardly come by mere good-luck to pupils whose mental activities are confined to conning literary

gems, memorizing half-meaningless dates and 'place-names, ciphering and spelling, and, later,

committing euclidean and algebraic abstractions and the accidence and rules of foreign languages.

Such reasoning as is called for in these tasks is entirely inferential or deductive. Human progress

has been made continually possible in modem times not thru deductive reasoning, but thru

the process of inductive reasoning—the process of the natural and physical sciences. ".Method"
in teaching is an utterly incomprehensible and meaningless term to one unfamiliar with the

inductive progress.

Recent changes in the syllabi of high school examinations are responsible for the admission
to the Normal College of candidates for license lacking not only familiarity with processes of

experiment, comparison and classification, but with the theoretical knowledge and even the
simple technical terms of plant study, chemistry and nature-phenomena.

Immediately botany, chemistry, and physics were made optional instead of imperative,

these branches began to be dropped in high schools and in villages and rural schools where
candidates were being prepared for the provincial high school examinations. This is not remark-
able. The natural sciences, to be effectively taught, demand from teacher and pupil efforts

more varied and original than do the purely text-book subjects. Material jireparation must be
made for each day's lesson. Selective judgment must be exercised in the choice of topics and
in determining of perspectives of importance and non-importance. So, the sciences are called

"hard" subjects, and are dropped.
.•\nd this is not all. The pupil who ignores natural science in the high school will ignore

nature-teaching in the common school which she later administers. Not a very hopeful outlook
there for elementary agriculture and for the making of intelligent students for our agricultural

college! Hardly satisfactory, cither, to the promoters of scientific temperance teaching; or to

those who believe that the preparation of girls for scientific training in hygiene, home sanitation,

cookery, the nature of health, disease and preventive measures, is one of the most important
functions of the school.

Nor is it a satisfactory prospect for the friends of elementary training for the industrial

life of the artisan, the factory hand, the miner; or, indeed, for any of those classes of society

who are today in the greatest need of a diffusion among them of general intelligence, resource-

fulness, and the power of sustained thinking, in order to hold their own against economic and
social forces that threaten their very freedom.
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In fact, «here elementary science, applied mathematics, and constructive exercises are
omitted from the daily round of school life, there is not much left except abstractions and merely
formal facilities such as penmanship and spelling. There is little intellectual content. In such
schools it is usually found that even the rules of English language are learned for recitation, not
for use, and that what passes for the study of literature is a study of language-forms, not of content.
Onlv thru a first-hand study of tilings, people, conditions, can a body of thought and experiences
be obtained which will stimulate the learner to practical effort in clothing the substance of his

thought with language accurate and appropriate and to purposeful effort at self-expression not
only in language but in draftsmanship, in constructive tasks, and in general conduct.

A new regiilation requires that applicants who have not a satisfactory percent-

age in the sciences of the several school grades must pass an entrance examination

in these branches.

SECTION 4: THE SUMMER SCHOOL OF SCIENCE.

This school was established 25 years ago to afford Maritime Province teachers

and others the opportimity of combining study with Summer holiday outing,

which combines work and recreation in an attractive way for three weeks. Morn-
ings are given to lectures and laboratory work, afternoons to field work and ex-

ciirsions, and evenings to lectures and discussions, to which the public are invited.

The true methods of teaching are exemplified by the best teachers of the Atlantic

Provinces, while the excursions, public lectures, etc., afford teachers rare oppor-

timities for acquaintance with the resources of those Provinces, as well as with

prominent men and women. The companionship of congenial minds and a large

amount of out-door exercise in collecting plants, minerals, shells, etc., combine to

make it the most recreative of holiday trips and at the same time one of the least

expensive. It increases the usefulness of teachers by enabling them to direct

attention to those scientific subjects which to a large extent lie at the fotindation

of the material prosperity of the Atlantic Provinces of Canada.

Three classes of subjects are taught:—(l)Physical Sciences, including physical

chemistrv', zoology and mineralogy. (2) Biology sciences, including botany,

physiolog}', geology, and entomology. (3) Miscellaneous, including literature,

drawing, manual training, music, etc. A special course in physical culture and
military drill is also given by instructors furnished by the Department of Militia

and Defence from the garrison at Halifax.

For examination purposes, the work in each nature science subject is divided

into three sections of equal value (a) Prescribed text books and lectures, (b) Prac-

tical and original work such as dissecting, experimenting, etc. in the laboratory,

(c) Collections, moimtings, apparatus. The purpose of this arrangement is to lay

stress on real knowledge of a practical character, rather than upon that derived

chiefly from text books. The lectures and demonstrations are intended especially

to elucidate the facts and principles more or less obscure and to exhibit best methods
of teaching elementary science. All laboratory work is done with simplest equip-

ments, such as are within reach of common schools of the Maritime Provinces.

The Normal School at Truro and Mount Allison University at Sackville give

students credit for successful work done at this Simimer School. Public spirit and
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friends of the school have provided for 4 scholarships of $40 each and 10 of §10 each,

open to all Provincial Students of the first year, and foiir advanced scholarships

of $20 each, open for competition only to those who were candidates for scholar-

ships the previous year.

Registration fee, which entitles the student to attend all except the advanced

classes, is $2.50; each class in the advanced course is $2 additional.

The Nova Scotia Government grants the school $200 when it meets in that

Province and $100 when it goes outside; New Brunswick does the same. Prince

Edward Island gives half these amounts. About 200 teachers attend, the cost

to each being about $30; but as yet they do not receive any more salar>' or any

Government recognition after taking this training. In the opinion of leaders of

this movement teachers should receive at least what it costs them to attend, and

in such case this and other summer schools would get all those teachers who are

industrious and ambitious ; all of whom return much better qualified for teaching,

not only because of ideas obtained through intercourse and practical work, but by

seeing examples of teaching in classes. The teacher studying special subjects

at the Summer School becomes more alert mentally and is able to make school

work more interesting by calling the pupils' attention to things around their homes.

A four-week session would be better than three, and it might be attempted if teachers

did not have to pay their own expenses.

Very few teachers return for a second year, but provision is made for those who
do. The majority of teachers present at the evening session which was held while

our Commission was in Liverpool, N. S., voted that they would take a second year

with an enlargement of the work they were then doing, if they could get it without

cost except for board.

SECTION 5: THE NOVA SCOTIA UNIVERSITIES.

The Universities which are afliliated with the Provincial Technical College

at Halifax are King's at Windsor, Dalhousie at Halifax, Acadia at Wolfville, and

St. Francis Xavier at Antigonish.

King's College.

King's is under Church of England management. First year students of King's

College make use of the Windsor Foundries and Machine Company's shop. In tlie

second year they take physics with laboratorj- work, machine design shop work,

surveying and applied mechanics. The engineering course was established in

1871, the science course about 1854. This being a residential college, parents

prefer sending boys there for the first two years, rather than to Halifax. The shop

work with the foundry helps the boys.

A new department of Domestic Science, including cooking (simple and ad-

vanced,) hygiene, household demonstration, home nursing, sewing, laundry

work and other household duties, with lectures and other tlaeoretical instniction
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was opened in 1910 for pupils who have gone through the school course in the

Church School for Girls (established in 1 890 on the initiative of Alumni of King's

College) , or who have attained a certain age and standard of proficiency. Suitable

accommodation has been provided and a competent mistress engaged for the

Department.

DalhousiE Unh^rsiTy.

This University, which is undenominational, carries on extension work,

evening and special classes for men who are not going into professions; and

lectures by Dr. Lawson, Professor of Ghemistr>% are attended by a large number

of leading men from cotton and sugar factories, breweries, etc.

The Provincial Government was asked to establish a Department of Technical

Education, but as they did not see their way to do so, Dalhousie in 1902 appealed

to the commtmity and received sufficient money to put the experiment fairly under

way. It added three or four men to its staS in chemistry and physics, and secured

professors of engineering, of geologj', and of mining and tnttalluigy . The success

of the enterprise amazed everyone, the first year over 20 freshmen taking the new
coiu-se, and additions were made in the second and third years, so that soon there

were 70 men in the University looking forward to this work.

From the first the leaders of Trade Unions helped in the matter of technical

education, and cordially reciprocated every effort Dalhousie made for them.

Dr. Forrest said that while some of these men have high ideals of efficiency, the

ordinary' uneducated workman does not think much about it.

The Mining Association became interested and joined the University in an

appeal to the Government, and the plan having been shewn to be practical, it under-

took the work. The Government foimd that a large part of the money that was

going out of the country to correspondence schools was wasted, as not one student

in ten completed the course on account of inability to study without a teacher.

The Technical College was started with Prof. Sexton at its head, and arrangements

were made with the different Colleges for affiliation. The Technical College simply

inherited a work Dalhousie had experimented upon and carried to that point, and

took over the 3rd and 4th year University work which had formerly been done by

McGill University (Montreal) and Mount Allison (Sackville, N.B.). The affiliated

Universities are now expending their strength in doing the more scientific part

of the work, so to speak, leaving the technical part for the Technical College.

UTien Dalhousie representatives went to mining and manufactiu-ing districts,

large numbers of men such as underground and overground managers who did

not expect to take the University course or graduate in engineering, said that the

Technical College could do nothing for them ; hence a system of subsidiary schools

was planned and started in Stellarton, New Glasgow, Glace Bay, Sydney, and

wherever a number of men could be got together, first in the summer months

and then in the winter evenings.

Nothing has done more, in Dr. Forrest's view, to stir up public interest in

education than this plan of co-operation. There is a new spirit stirring among
the one or two hundred j^oung fellows who assemble in the Technical College.
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These hard-working fellows who used to think that education was not intended

for them now spend night after night working most diligently. The Technical

College has been an immense success, reaching a class of people the Universities

never touched, and inculcating a new idea, that of efficiency of work and increase

of production, hence doing a great deal to advance the interests not only of the

working classes, but of the industries of the community.

The Chairman of the Board of Governors (Mr. Campbell) thought it important

not only to train men to produce in the most economical and scientific manner,

but also to handle, sell and find a market for the product, which he considered

as important as production. He said that Germany had advanced rapidly as a

manufacturing country because she had trained men for selling, giving them

modem languages, commercial law, knowledge of their product, and teaching them

how to find the best markets.

Dalhousie University, though it has given up what might be called technical

science, still retains a regular science course which is pm-e science rather than

applied and advanced, and honor courses in pure and applied mathematics. Under

the 1851 exhibition scholarship, Dalhousie Science Dept. gave a large number of

scientists to both the United States and tlie Old World, all of whom held their

own. A few students come for post-graduate work; but the University has not

satisfactory facilities for such work.

Acadia University.

This institution was founded by the Baptist Educational Society in 1838

and incorporated in 1 840.

The Carnegie Science Hall contains laboratories for chemistry, physics, geology

and biology. Some industrial work is carried on in the University. In the Acadia

Ladies' Seminary an Arts and Craft course is conducted. Physics bearing on

housekeeping is taught in the Domestic Science Laboratory. A special Manual

Training Hall is utilized in connection with Horton Collegiate Academy (boys),

which has an iron and woodworking equipment. Manual Training is included in

the collegiate course as an option, and may be taken as a separate coiu^se covering

three years, or with other courses. In the junior year there are progressive wood-

working exercises, freehand and mathematical drawing; in the middle year bench

work and lathe work added, and in tlie senior year iron work, blue printing,

lettering, etc. There is sufficient equipment, the machinery being driven by

a 5 H.P. motor.

The movement towards establishing engineering courses at Acadia started

in 1904, when affiliation was arranged with McGill with respect to work in various

departments of applied science, by which students who had completed a prescribed

course at Acadia were admitted without examination to the third year in the

various departments of engineering in McGill.

In 1906 Acadia co-operated with the other Provincial Colleges in urging the

establishment of the Provincial Technical College, and later became affiliated

witli it. Wliile the course prescribed for admission to the latter differs some-

what from the McGill course, Acadia is meeting the requirements in every
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particular. This partial engineering course at Acadia requires 30 or 35 hours per

week of recitation and laboratory work, and although students who enter well

prepared have no diiSculty in completing the work in two years, many prefer

to spend three years at the coiu-se. At the beginning of the second year, engin-

eering men meet a month before the regular College opening to do their field work

and siu-veying: this deducts five hours from the regular work of the second year,

and thus makes the coiu-se a little easier. Any student of Acadia pursuing the

regxdar Bachelor of Science course, which extends over foiir years, may take the

special subjects of the engineering course either as electives or as extra subjects,

and then qualify for the certificate of the course in addition to the regular degree.

The instruction in engineering subjects has been recently grouped into a single

department known as the Department of Applied Science, the faculty number-

ing nine, three of whom teach exclusively engineering subjects. The new Car-

negie Science building has been found admirably adapted for the work in chemistry

and physics, and such subjects of the engineering courses are taught there.

St. Francis Xavier.

This (Roman Catholic) University received its charter in 1866, having been

begun in 1853. Some students take more advanced courses in mathematics and

other branches of pure science than are required in the two years' engineering

coiu^e for the Provincial Technical College.

This University was one of the first to take practical steps towards tech-

nical education, a deputation having waited on the Provincial Government over

ten years ago, seeking assistance towards equipment and facilities. A sufficient

equipment was then provided for the first two years' course, and work in that

direction has been done ever since. A handsome Science Building, the gift of an

anonymous friend of the College, has recently been erected, the equipment being

very complete. The Rector, Rev. Dr. McPherson, pointed out that the greater

cost of technical education over that of an ordinary Arts course in respect to

equipment, accommodation and sta.B, makes it an embarrassment for a Univer-

sity to carry on technical work without ample resources, and most of the students

here are boys who cannot afford to pay ver>' much.

A student from this University has been in Munich studying biology, an-

other in John Hopkins University studying physics and mathematics, and a

third, who studied at Truro Agricultiu-al College, is going to Guelph to finish in

agriculttne—these men having gone abroad for the express purpose of returning

to teach in the University, whose purpose is to develop on a scientific line which

may serve as a source of inspiration to the people, and to give courses of lecttu'es

in connection with experimental work as soon as means and staff permit. The
University cannot afford a course in agricxdtiu"e, but the desire is to develop in

that direction.

The physics laboratory was completed in 1900, and is equipped for practical

work in science and engineering. The faculty of Applied Science has a staff of

ten instructors.

This University conducts a Summer School—the first to be started in the
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Province, which runs from about the middle of July for about five \vceks. The
course includes botanj', chemistry and geology, physics, mathematics, stenog-

raphy and typewriting, and physical culture. Certificates are given by the

Council of Public Instruction and recognized by the Education Departments of

the Provinces. Graduates from the Summer School can put much of the work

into their schools, and could teach from a school garden if they knew the work

sufficiently to carry it out well.

Some of the students in physics and chemistry are experienced miners, a

few have been in the steel works, and some worked during the vacations at their

trade as miners. The practical experience of difficulties in smelting is of great

assistance to such men. The training here would enable the mining officials to

act as teacher in the evening class, because they learn both the principles and

their right application, and such men would add to the safet}- of mining, because

their training in physics and chemistry would make them careful in observation,

which is essential to success in experimenting.
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CHAPTER III: PROVISIONS FOR TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION.

SECTION 1 : THE NOVA SCOTIA TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

In 1906 the Nova Scotia legislature passed laws providing for a system of

technical education. This was two months before a system was established in

Massachusetts by that legislature, hence Nova Scotia may be said to be the pioneer

in America of a comprehensive system supported by taxation. The Nova Scotia

system attempted to provide for all kinds of technology, applied science and in-

dustrial instruction that the Province needed, (except agriculture, which was al-

ready covered in the Agricultural College at Truro). It provided (1) for a tech-

nical college where youths could be trained for the engineering profession
; (2) for

continuance of the coal mining and engineering schools already in existence in

the Department of Public Works and Improvements
; (3) for the establishment of

local technical schools in industrial communities.

The establishment of a Technical College involved an interesting educational

problem, which Prof. Sexton outlined. For many years a number of colleges of

high reputation were maintained for University training, four in Nova Scotia

(Acadia, Dalhousie, King's and St. Francis Xavier) and one just over the border

in New Brunswick, at Sackville (Mount Allison), which drew largely from Nova
Scotia for its students. These colleges were all healthy rivals, and had not co-

operated to hardly any extent except to maintain a high standard of graduation

for degrees. One of them had established full four-year courses in Civil and Mining

Engineering, and had graduated some students from those departments; some of

the others carried on the first two years' work in Engineering and were affiliated

with McGill University, Montreal. Through the efforts of the Nova Scotia Mining

Society all representatives of the different colleges and collegiates were brought

together in Halifax, and the Mining Society and Board of Trade attempted to

get them to form some working agreement. It was surprising how quickly they

sank local prejudices and interests and formed a working agreement. It took

only one evening, and next day this agreement was presented to the Govern-

ment—a high tribute to Nova Scotia for her zeal and high ideals in education.

The basis of the working agreement was that the college which had already

carried the four year course in Engineering was willing to relinquish the last two
years, while colleges affiliated with McGill were willing to affiliate with the Pro-

vincial Technical College if established and maintained on a high plane.

The terms of the affiliation arranged with the separate Universities called for a

uniform course in engineering, covering the first two years, the Technical College

giving the last two years in four branches of engineering—civil, electrical, mechan-
ical and mining. A standardised course for the first two years' course was
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worked out, adopted by the Board of Governors of the Technical College (con-

sisting of the faculty of the college, and one representative from each of the affi-

liated colleges), and ratified by the Council of Public Instruction, as approach-

ing nearest to the ideal which could be attained by all the Universities.

This standardised course is as follows:

—

Courses in Engineering,

first year.

1. Mathematics (First and Second Years):—
1. Algebra—^Higher Algebra, including graphs 72 hours
2. Trigonometry—As in Murray's Plane Trigonometry 18 hours
3. Solid Geometry 24 hours
4. Analytical Geometry 60 hours
5. Calculus—Differential and Integral 90 hours

2. Chemistry (First Year):—
1. General Chemistry—Lectures 72 hours
2. General Chemistry—h^hoiatory 90 hours

3. English 72 hours
4. French or German—One-third of time to be devoted to TechnicalLiterature .

.

72 hours
5. Drawi.\g—-Mechanical and Freehand 192 hours
6. Workshop 144 hours

SECO.MD TE.AH.

2. Physics—Including Mecltanics, Electricity, Light and Sound:
1

.

Lectures and Recitations 96 hours
2. Laboratory 72 hours

3. Chemistry—Qualitative Analysis:
1

.

Lectures 24 hours
2 . Laboratory 96 hours

4. Surveying:—
1. Lectures 24 hours
2. Field and Laboratory Work 48 hours
3. Engineering Field-work (Camp) for three weeks of eight hours per day in

First and Second Years 144 hours
5. Shop Work 96 hours
6. English—Literature and Composition 48 hours
7. Either (a), (b), or (c), in addition, according to the course:

(a) For Civil Engineering:
1. Descriptive Geometry—Lectures, Recitation and Drawing 72 hours
2. Geology—Lectures 48 hours
3. Geology—Laboratory Work and Field Excursion 48 hours

(6) For Mining Engineering:
1

.

Geology—General Geology as in (a) 96 hours
2, Mineralogy—Recitation and Laboratory 72 hours

(c) For Mechanical and Electrical Engineering:
1. Descriptive Georrietry—Lectures, Recitation and Drawing 72 hours
2. Machine Drawing and Design—-Drawing 72 hours

Courses in the Technic.vl College.

The last two years are sub-divided into the separate individual courses men-

tioned above. The Universities carr>' on the first two j-ears' course witli practically

no addition to their staff or equipment, and this two years' course admits to the

Technical College on certificate, not on any examination.

The students are graduated from the Technical College, which the Govern-

ment supplies equipment and staff, and the affiliated colleges are thus relieved of

the burden of an expensive equipment for ])rofessioiuil work. Thus there is an

avoidance of unnecessary competition and duplication of unnecessary' plants and a

wise economy of resources and teaching power.
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The different departments of instruction in the Civil, Electrical and Mining

Engineering are for the most part separate, each branch receiving its own special

professional teaching, though there are certain fimdamental courses common to

all, such as applied mechanics and thermo-dynamics. The Jlechanical and Elec-

trical courses are identical during the whole of the junior year, but are separated

in the senior year. As in the two years' course, a demand is made upon the student's

time and effort, due to the high standard of graduation aimed at—as high as that

attained in leading American Engineering Colleges. The obstacles which have to be

overcome in attaining this standard are the three college terms in Xova Scotia, and

the lower requirements of matriculation. The school year of the Technical College

has been made of the same length as that in the U. S.—30 weeks of actual instruction

—and the requirements for admission to the first two years' engineering course in

the affiliated Universities are somewhat more difficult, especiall}' in mathematics,

than the corresponding admission to an Arts or Science coitrse. It is hope:l and

expected that all the colleges will unite in the near futtu-e in raising their stand-

ard of entrance.

The work of instruction consists of lectiu-es, recitations, laboratory and draft-

ing. The recitation method of class work is adhered to wherever the subjects admit,

the attempt being made to avoid general lecture courses as far as possible.

Daily problem work to be handed in, and work of the same nature on the

black-board are carried on to the utmost. The laboratory' testing is of as

practical a nature as possible; but experiments have in view the illustration of

scientific principles rather than carrying through the commercial routine list.

Excursions are made to engineering enterprises, and written reports are required

of practical experience gained by students in the civil engineering summer camp
and the summer course in practical mining for mining engineers, as well as in

other summer engagements.

Aim of the Course and the College.

The general aim of the course is to turn out a graduate thoroughly grounded

in the mathematic and scientific principles of a branch of engineering, together

with a grasp of the principal application of those principles and the limitations of

actual practice.

The aim of the College is distinctly not to graduate engineers, the Faculty

of the College believing that an engineer cannot be made from a High School grad-

uate in four years, but is only evolved by a number of years' civil apprenticeship

in actual practice. The students must be firmly grounded in higher mathematics
and general theories employed in College as a basis of civil branches of engineering,

because in real life the engineer is usually too busy to acquire anything but a

knowledge in the development of the best practice in his chosen branch of the en-

gineering profession. Such men as the College does graduate may not rise to the

eminence in the short time that is reached by men from other Colleges where the

attempt is made to lay the main stress upon engineering practice rather than theory;

but it is firmly believed that the man who is well grounded theoretically will on the

19ld—Vol. IV—
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average ultimately climb higher, and be better able to follow the developments

of his particular branch. Yet the College does not intend to graduate blind imprac-

tical theorists ; hence a large amount of practical laboratory work and a great many
practical problems are introduced into each course so as to show the student the

general practical applications of theory so that he may make the theory a part of

his actual working knowledge.

Degree, Schol.\rships, Etc.

Students in civil and mining engineering are required to take practical work

in surveying in a summer camp conducted under canvas in a selected section where

the topography admits of a variety of problems in sur\'eying, including railway

location, hydrographic sur\-eying, correct triangulation and geodesy, etc., At the

camp in 1909 attention was given almost exclusively to railway work, the propo-

sition being to find a new location for the Halifax and South Western Railway,

cutting out some sharp cur\'es and hea\y grades. The students were divided into

two forces and two entirely different and independent lines were run, the positions of

each party being shifted ever}' day or two so that each student might become familiar

with different phases of work. At the start the terminal points were fixed, then

the students made a reconnaissance, followed this with a preliminary survey, then

a topographic survey with the preliniinar\' line as a framework, then an office

location at the side of the plot, followed by an actual location in the field, after

which levels were run and the line cross-sectioned. Hydrographic surveys were

made in the vicinity of the points of crossing of all streams and inlets. The result

of this work was that the line run by the students, though costing much more

per mile to construct, would have a very low maintenance and operation cost as

compared with the existing line as regards actual running, besides providing greater

safety, and permitting higher speeds, thus making a cheaper and better proposi-

tion in the long run for a road with fair traffic.

A degree of Bachelor of Science is given to students who satisfactorily acquire

the requisite professional knowledge in the regular courses of civil, mining, or

mechanical engineering. Special students are permitted to take courses in any

separate class or classes, as determined by the College, at S12 per year per course.

The fee for any regular department of engineering is S75.

I'ree scholarships of a value of S75 are given, one for each of the 8 counties of

Nova Scotia, except the Counties of Halifax and Cape Breton, for each of which

there are two. These scholarships are awarded on the basis of need and merit after

the resiilts of the mid-year examination. Applicants must have been bona-fide

residents for three years in the County. Short courses in each department for three

months in the Winter are planned for men employed at railroad construction, land

surveying, bridge building, mining superintendence, and firemen in charge of power

plants at mines. These courses are arranged to give the individual what he needs

in as concise a form as possible, and not devised to lead to any academic degree.

The staff of the College is small, but the utmost care has been taken in select-

ing men of practical experience combined with teaching ability, so that llic quality

of instrxiction should be of the highest.
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The College can accommodate 100 students without any additional staff or

expense and it is expected that this accommodation will provide for all demands

in this direction for a number of years.

THE MURRAY LABORATORY OF MINING ENGINEERING.

Since the visit of our Commission to the College in 1910, the Murray Laboratorj-

of Mining Engineering and Metalliu-gy has been constructed and equipped for the

use of the Mining Engineering students, with a view to testing in commercial

quantities any ores or coals of N.S. in order to establish successfully commercial

treatments of the same. This laboratory is in the rear of the main College, and

in keeping with its simple classic design, the whole building being a good example

of modem slow-burning construction. Most of the work in connection with

design and equipment was carried out by the staff and students of the Mining

Engineering Department, the steel roof trusses being designed by the students of

the Civil Engineering Department.

Already this laborator}- has been of practical use to the mining industry. A
sample of copper ore from a new district was sent to the College and tested, and
the owners were advised as to the possibility of recovering the value from it by
means of modem concentration processes.

A coal company is planning to have a series of coal washing tests carried out in

the laborator}^ with a view of saving some of the fuel value in a by-product from

its collieries.

A company engaged in the mining and preparation of barj'tes received assis-

tance in solving the problem of the separation of the barj'tes from the waste rock

with which it is associated. This aid was acknowledged by the company as being

of much value.

It is expected that the Technical College, with the aid of this laboratory', can
assist the mining industry of the Province by helping to solve some of the problems

that exist at present in the economical exploitation of its mineral resources.

The College has carried on some industrial research work, having taken a

recently discovered mineral ore
—

"Shalite of tungsten"—and evolved a process of

separating it from worthless material, under the supervision of the Director with
the help of some students.

TRADE SCHOOL FOR GARMENT WORKERS.

A departure was made from the policy of opening evening classes of the
general continuation-school type, when a special committee from the Halifax
Merchant Tailors' and Cutters' Association requested the Department of Technical
Education to establish a special class in garment making. They stated that with
the improvement each year in quality of ready-made clothes, the competition with
custom-made was growing constantly keener, that custom tailoring was also

constantly improving, and that if they wished to maintain their position, they
must, as an economic necessity, do something to improve the quality of their

191d—Vol IV—3t
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product. They also wished to take steps to secure the highest development of

the art and science of tailoring. The fact that any establishment had a most com-

petent cutter did not guarantee tlie quality of the product, because the quality of so

many other hands and minds entered into the making of the garment.

At present the foremen and others in the shop are too much concerned with

production to give their time in teaching apprentices anytliing more than is abso-

lutely necessary, so the less skilled workers have really no chance to learn the

whole trade, and learn only one small part of it by making costly mistakes and by

dint of doing the same small thing over and over again day after day, with the

danger that if they become proficient in any speciality they will never be allowed

to do anything else. Hence the demand for some place outside the shop where

they may be taught the whole trade in the quickest and most scientific manner.

Co-operation from Merchants and Others.

A Committee having been formed giving representation to employers, to the

trades union, and to the educational autliorities, a Trade School was started, an

instructor being brought from New York who had had adequate and varied train-

ing in this business, and who had been accustomed to high wages. He was given

emploj-ment at finishing coats for other tailors, and this, together with his fee for

the evening instruction, made a very good wage. The Merchant Tailors' and

Cutters' Association promised hearty co-operation, a manufacturing clothier

agreed to provide material and dispose of the product, and the Department fur-

nished a basement room in the Technical College with the manufacturing type

of sewing machine, press, gas and electric irons, and tables on which to lay out and

make the work.

The purpose of the course, which was to cover two years of 50 evenings each,

was to teach apprentices already employed in tailoring establishments the best

modem method of high-class garment making.

Instruction began with tlie simplest operation of basting, and led up to the most

skilled operations of finishing frock coats and dress suits. Much emphasis was

laid upon basting, which when properly done as the garment progresses, secures

the form, style and effect desired, though it is believed this work is overlooked

to a great extent in the work-shop, much time and patience being required to

teach it. A great deal of pains were taken in explaining the reason for all the

minutiae in the art of tailoring, so that the apprentice should note the "why" of

things and not perform his task blindly.

SECTION 2: SECONDARY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Some years ago Dalhousie and King's Universities held separate and joint

evening schools in Sydney of a practical nature for the instruction of mechanics.

King's engineering students were to take part of the course in the University in

Windsor and comi)lete it at Sydney and Glace Bay in direct touch with the steel

and coal industries. These schemes failed through lack of financial backing.
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Scope and Pl-\n of Schools.

When the Department of Technical Education was created, the series of even-

ing schools for coal miners which had been established 1 8 years and the schools

for stationary engineers which had operated about 7 years were doing a great

deal of effective work. Their principal field was the training of coal miners in

mathematics and theory and practice of mining, so as to pass the Government

examination for certificates of competency required for official positions around

coal mines, and enabling stationary engineers to get a higher grade of certificate,

^lany felt that those schools were not on a soimd educational basis, and the Tech-

nical Education Department revised the scheme, establishing in every coal mining

community preparatory classes in preparatory arithmetic and composition, so

that men who had to leave school early in life or who were rusty on other subjects

could prepare themselves to work decimal fractions with ease, to express them-

selves well in writing, and thus be enabled to enter the technical classes in coal

mining. This proved to be a great boon, as theretofore half the time of session

was spent in bringing a portion of the students up to grade in arithmetic and

composition before they were able to take technical instruction. The teachers

of those evening classes were men who had worked in mines all day, hence they

were not fresh for their subject, and the teaching was not of the most efficient

character.

After exhaustive preliminar}^ investigation in manufacturing centres, it was

found that both workmen and employers wished for technical education in scientific

principles underlying their trades, and also to improve their general education.

Employers complained of lack of competent foremen, while the men were inefficient

through lack of ability to read blue-prints, etc. It was felt that the evening

classes would increase the efficiency of workmen, enable mechanics to earn more

and engender a feeling of responsibility, breadth of outlook and increase ambition,

and thus benefit the industries of the Province.

The Provincial Legislature in 1906 established secondary technical schools

of three types: (1) Evening Technical Schools; (2) Coal Mining Schools; (3)

Engineering Schools.

(1) EVENING TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

A new problem confronted the Department,—to give secondary technical

instruction for manufacturing industries. The most obvious thing was to train to

greater efficiency men already working at some trade, and not to increase the num-
ber of workers. The men already had work, and got that training only in the

evening. Hence in those industrial communities we have the "Industrial Con-

tinuation School" or the "Industrial Improvement School". Here are taught gen-

eral subjects—drawing, mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics, electricity

—

as applied to the trades of the men who attend the school.

When those schools were first opened no actual trade instruction was given

which looked towards training a journeyman or a skilled mechanic in a trade. The
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subjects offered included English, elementary book-keeping, practical arithmetic,

practical mathematics, including algebra and trigonometry and geometry of a

utilitarian kind, mechanical drawing, machine drawing and designing.

The effort was made to supply the things specially needed in every locality

where 10 students were willing to take instruction. For building trades, architect-

ural drawing and design, building construction and estimating; in electrical classes,

dynamo and electrical machines and electrical engineering.

Book instruction was found to be of no use in the electrical classes, hence

electrical laboratories were installed, costing about Si 800 each, containing pieces

of electrical machinery that can be tested in actual operation, also measuring in-

struments and apparatus to teach fimdamental electric laws. This work must be

practical, and apparatus is necessary for illustration.

For industries such as a sugar refiner}', analj'tical chemistrj' is taught. In

Sydney, metallurgical chemistr}' as applied to the smelting of iron and steel is given,

also elementary surveying. For drug clerks, the subjects are elementary chemistry,

pharmaceutical chemistr>' and pharmacy.

At Canso, a fishing community, book-keeping and arithmetic were taught

five nights a week, so as to help the fishermen who sell direct to commission mer-

chants and receive cash in return, to carry on their little business intersts. Navi-

gation was also taught, instruments being loaned by the Dominion Department of

Marine and Fisheries. The students are aged from 18 to 45, and some are elderly

men. As they have practically nothing to do for 2^ months, the school furnishes

a centre of interest during the evenings. In the day time men are busy mending

nets and repairing boats. It is intended to teach the management and repair of

gasolene engines which are now in general use in fishing boats, and thus increase

the earning capacity of the fishermen.

No special study had been made in the matter of increased mining power,

and in the opinion of Director Sexton the instruction imparted would not give

any greater productive capacity except in the direction above mentioned.

The demand for secondary technical schools has grown to a degree not expected

when the schools were opened. The schools are all of the continuation school

type. All instruction is given in the evenings except in some large colliery centres,

where day classes in coal mining are held for those who work on night shift. Nearly

all the instruction is of the nature of science, mathematics or drawing specially

applied to the different vocations.

Admission, Certificates, Deposits, Diplomas, Teachers, etc.

Certificates are given to men who complete the courses and cam 75% of marks

ir the year. Courses have been arranged in electricity, building trades and drawing

that run over three years and students get a diploma when they have completed

this three years' course and also passed in arithmetic, practical niatliematics and

English. The latter is given one night a week when no other course is held. There

is no entrance examination, and no fixed entrance standard; the jnipil has only to

satisfy tlic instructor that he can benefit by the instruction.
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Deposits varying from $2 to $4.50 are required, and these are refunded in

proportion to the percentage of attendance, no retixm being made for less than

60%. This is a distinctive feature, and helps largely in secin-ing attendance, the

sliding scale of retinns being more satisfactory though naturally more troublesome.

Though the deposit and refund had been regarded as one of the elements of

success in attaining a high percentage of attendance in the evening technical classes,

the coal mining and engineering classes had always been entirely free to the pupils

who consequently attended less regularly than if compelled to pay something as

an earnest of their ambition to learn.

When an attempt was made last year to collect a deposit of $3 from each

student who attended a preparatory, an engineering or a mining class, the students

in some of the coal mining communities flatly refused to pay any deposit, and

it was impossible for the teacher to collect it without losing all the pupils from the

class. Such was the appreciation of the young men for educational opportunities

for which he would cheerfully pay out many dollars to a correspondence school,

and which cost the Government three or four times as much as it required of him

as a merely temporary deposit. In other mining schools most of the pupils paid

the small deposit, and the students who did not wish to pay this modest amount

left the classes. In most coal mining towns, no difficulty whatever was experienced

in this matter. It is needless to say that wherever the students paid the deposit,

the attendance in the class was invariably higher than where there was no contribu-

tion from the pupils.

After these schools had been in operation for three years, diplomas were

issued in 1910 to six students, but the effect of these diplomas as to gaining pro-

motion will not be known for about five years, as employers are very loath to accept

a piece of paper as proof of a man's efficiency.

These local Industrial Technical Schools are not supported wholly by the

Government, as are the coal mining and engineering schools. The Government

furnishes the apparatus and complete equipment for instruction, supplies at

wholesale cost all draughting materials and instruments, and pays half the cost of

instruction, the community furnishing the meeting places, usually the Public

School, and supplying light and heat and paying half the instruction expense

—

teachers receiving from S2 to $4 a night according to their special knowledge. The
proportion paid by the community is raised by taxation, and is part of the work
of the school-board.

These schools are managed by a committee consisting of prominent manufac-

turers, foremen of shops and representatives from Trades Unions acting with the

Provincial Director of Technical Education.

Some firms require that all their apprentices should attend these evening

classes all of which have been very successful.

Teachers are appointed by the Government, and show much self-sacrifice,

enthusiasm and fine spirit. A difficulty has been experienced in getting teachers.

Those pedagogically trained can teach but do not know the practical part, while

the practical men cannot explain
;
yet on the whole it is found that practical men

are the best. The ideal teacher is one who has had special technical school training,

combined with actual contact with an industry, so that he knows what knowledge
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the men should have in order to increase their efficiency. Very few such teachers

are available, and few Governments could afford to employ them because they

could get such large pay in tlie iudustrj' itself. In nearly every case the Department

has chosen men with practical experience and tried to direct them how to present

the subject. This plan has been found more successful than if the other class of

teacher had been taken, for the students at evening schools attend for business.

It is not fun for them to study for two hours twice a week after working all day,

and they do not care very much how the subject is presented if they know that

the teacher has practical experience and knowledge that they can get from him.

If the teacher does not give them the instruction they want, the class will dissolve

right away, whereas a man with practical knowledge will find the students there

almost every night. Evening students have a clear idea of what they need, and

hence refuse to attend classes which don't fit their case. Being mature, they know
the value of general and special education, and wish to acquire in the shortest time

and by the most direct methods the knowledge they need ; hence they are content

witli much crudity in the presentation if they obtain the desired facts. The
teachers who are recruited from the Public Schools for general subjects such as

English, arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry and algebra have caught the spirit

of the technical schools, and do much to give the students all the short cuts and

specialized instruction they wish.

Value of These Continuation Schools.

Experience in conducting technical classes has shown that boys or men
who have left the educational system at a tender age have forgotten the greater

part of what they learned at school ; hence there is a great waste in tlie educational

system by letting boys become absolutely free from sdiools at 14, and Prof. Sex-

ton thinks that the compulsorj' attendance law which would keep the boy even

to this tender age is not enforced in the industrial districts of Nova Scotia nearly

as stringently as it should be. It seems an injur)' to themselves and society that

their instruction should not be carried to the point where they are mature enough

intelligibly to retain the knowledge imparted.

The evening continuation school giving theoretical training, so that men in

trades may become more efficient is bound, in the opinion of Director Sexton, to

be one of tlie main types applicable to Nova Scotia where there are small com-

nnmities and not a large amount of money to spend.

There has been no instruction in trade operations, that is, trying to get men

to learn their trade so that they can apply themselves with greater skill and effi-

ciency, the most obvious demand being to give wage earners such technical train-

ing tliat they can become more skilled in the theoretical part of their trades.

Mr. Sexton thinks that if a marble palace were placed in every coaununity and

trades were taught in toto, giving a four year course, and boys knew that if they

attended they would come out skilled jounieymen to work for certain wages,

the palace could not be filled; for humanity is the same the world over; there

are few ambitious men, and even if all sorts of oj)portunities were siipiilied, ad-

vantage would not be taken of tliem.
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W^orkers have secured shorter hours until they are now working an eight

hour day, and such a worker would not find it a verj' hard strain to attend a

technical class for two hours two or three evenings a week. Coal miners do not

usually labor for more than 6 or 7 hours a day, and it is noticed that the men
almost always wash and put on their best clothes, so that they present a very

neat and attractive appearance. There is thus a moral effect in these evening

classes, not only in this direction, but in preventing men from hanging around

saloons or other places, exchanging gossip.

Courses at Evening Technical Schools.

During 1911-12 evening technical schools were maintained in Halifax, Am-
herst, Xew Glasgow, Sydney and Yarmouth. In Truro the classes were not re-

opened, the School Commissioners feeling that tliey were not able to guarantee

their half of the expense.

The classes now offered in the evening technical school are as follows:

—

Practical Arithmetic. Alternating Current ^Machinery.

Business English. Elements of Chemistry.

Practical Mathematics. Elementarj' Chemical Analysis.

Mechanical Drawing. Metallurgical Chemistr}\

Machine Drawing. Garment Making.

Machine Design. Single Entr>' Bookkeeping.

Architectural Drawing. Double Entr}' Bookkeeping.

Building Construction Drawing. Navigation.

Architectural Design and Esti- Plain Sewing,

mating. Blouse Making.

Elements of Electricity. Skirt Making.

Dynamo-Electric JIachinerj'.

New classes in needlework were offered in Halifax, New Glasgow and Am-
herst. A three years' course of 50 evenings each winter was planned, covering

plain sewing, blouse making, skirt-making. The response was greater than had

been anticipated. Accommodation could not be provided in Halifax, and many
had to be turned awa)'. A large number of the applicants did not even know
how to run a sewing machine. It was distinctl)' planned and distinctly announced

that these were not trade classes to teach young women to become dressmakers,

but only to assist them to make any kind of garment for themselves up to a coat

or a tailored suit. A trade class in garment-making was already established and

open to all who were actually engaged in the trade. The business interests of

the trade were thus conserved and the proper classes established to educate those

who could not afford to go to a regular dressmaker to order their clothes made
especially for themselves.

(2) COAL MINING SCHOOLS.

The Department divided the coal mining areas into districts, and in each ap-

pointed a man whose sole business was to teach these coal mining classes, instruct-

ing classes six nights weekly. In large districts assistant instructors were appointed.
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These instructors are men ^vith long mining experience and practical knowledge

of mathematics, a working knowledge of trigonometry for teaching the theory of

ventilation and also a knowledge of sur\'eying, coupled with ability to impart their

knowledge. The Department could not utilise teachers out of the Public School,

but were ver>- fortunate in getting excellent men as instructors and only one change

in the staff has been made in four years. These men are paid from SIOOO to S1200

a year. They instruct in ventilation with theor}', also practical production of air

currents and their distribution through the mine, mechanics, biology, elementary'

geology as applied to coal mines, practical operation of mining, hoisting, hauling,

tempering, etc., and surveying as applied specially to undergroimd work.

Value of the Schools for Coal Miners.

These coal mining schools have prepared native Nova Scotians to take official

positions in coal mines, and have made more intelligent miners, because a great

many men attend the schools simply for the educational value who never go up for

examinations. Cornelius Shields, the eminent engineer, one of the earliest Managers

of the Dominion Coal Co., visited Nova Scotia to learn local conditions before

assuming his duties, and declared his intention of importing a number of compe-

tent men from Pennsylvania Coal Mines, but when he investigated the conditions

of labor, superintendence and mining methods in Cape Breton he brought only his

Private Secretar}'. In a debate in the House of Commons it was stated by the

Minister of Labor (Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King) that Nova Scotia had a death rate

among miners which was about half that of the United States. The large part of the

credit for this is due to the intelligence and sense of responsibility of the Nova

.Scotia miner, part of which comes through his education in the evening classes.

There is practically no mining community in Nova Scotia that has not either

one regular instructor or the travelling instructor. The students receive a certi-

ficate on the completion of course. This is not a certificate of competency required

in order to hold an official position, the latter being issued by the Government

through a Board of examiners. The same educational qualifications apply in the

engineering schools and in the mining classes. Students must have a knowledge

of arithmetic from decimal fractions, and be ready to express themselves in writing

logically and fairly grammatically.

In the engineering classes the students are taught the principles of mechanics

and practical installation, operation and care of steam boilers, steam engines, com-

pressors and pumps.

There is a separate examination for stationary engineers, the principal

aim of students being to get first, second or third class certificates as stationary

engineers.

All the above schools are entirely free, instructors being paid by the Govern-

ment without expense to the locality, it also paying for light, fuel and janitor's

services.

The men who take up the more technical instruction usually intend to take

a Prov'incial Government examination for certificates of competency as collier}'

managers, underground managers, or overmen. It is customary to take the
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examination for overman one year, then the examination for underground manager,

then take one or two more years to acquire a managers' certificate.

In Glace Bay and Sydney Mines special classes are held for advanced work

best suited to those who have obtained certificates as underground managers

and wish to become colliery managers. In other localities the clasess include

both elementary and advanced work, the instruction being more or less individual.

The instruction is not strictly confined to subjects and questions that might be

asked in the examination, but the schools aim to cover the whole ground and give

a thorough technical education of secondary character.

Instructors in coal mining are engaged permanently by the Department

and spend their whole time and effort in teaching technical classes connected

with this industry. These teachers, besides being actual coal miners with exper-

ience in positions of responsibility, have educational qualifications fitting them

for teaching. They conduct the evening classes as well as the special optional

day classes in public schools in mathematics, drawing and mining science.

(3) ENGINEERING SCHOOLS.

These are closely associated with the coal mining schools, but distinct in organ-

ization. They are established in colliery centres, but not to the same extent as

coal mining classes. The same entrance requirement in the technical courses is

laid down for both, and the preparatory classes serve both schools. The instruction

consists of a practical treatment of mechanical and steam engineering. The students

are for the most part employed as hoist engineers or connected with power plants

of collieries, their main incentive being to prepare for the Government certificate

of competency, which must be possessed in order to hold a position as stationery

engineer. The teachers are certificated engineers holding positions in the collieries

and having teaching ability.

Classes in electricity and mechanical drawing have been in great demand in

the larger centres, as the more progressive collieries are introducing electric power

more and more each year, and also require men who know how to make intelligible

drawings and read blue prints. Classes in electricity were established in Sydney

Mines and Glace Bay, and instruction in mechanical drawing was offered in these

places and also in Springhill and Port Hood. Special classes were not offered

in Westville and Stellarton, because New Glasgow classes were so convenient.

Local technical schools have increased very much in attendance with each

succeeding year because the courses offered are ministering to a long felt need

in the communities, and have been found of so much practical value to those

who have taken them that others are induced to attend.

The coal mining schools have been established much longer than any other,

and have reached a nearly stationery condition because there are now a large

number of men with certificates of competency who are not employed as officials.

The engineering schools have not as large niunber of students as four years

ago, one cause being that the comparatively low wages paid to men around hoists

and power plants do not invite ambitious men; another being the large number
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of men in this line who have certificates of service, but have never taken an

examination on the tlieory and practice of steam and mechanical engineering,

which fact is rather discoiiraging to men who have sacrificed many hours and

much personal effort in order to pass tlie requisite examination for certificates.

ATTENDANCE AT EVENING TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Director Sexton reports in 1912 that the attendance at evening technical

schools continues to grow apace. In fact, the secondary technical schools have

become so important a part of the system of technical education that they now

demand a large part of his time. Many young men and women who have

conscientiously taken advantage of the opportunities offered in these evening

technical schools for the past five years have acquired such practical knowledge

that they have secured positions of higher responsibility. The fact that some of

pupils of evening technical schools have secured material advancement has been

one of the strongest incentives to others to avail themselves of the educational

facilities thus offered.

The classes were opened early in October, and continued till the end of April,

1912, with attendance as follows:

—

(1) LOCAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Locality.

Amherst

Halifax

New Glasgow

Sydney

Yarmouth

Totals.

No. of
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(2) MINING SCHOOLS.

1683

Locality.

Joggins Mines

River Heber

Spriiighill

Westville

StellartoD

Thorburn

Inverness

Sydney Mines

Glace Bay
Reserv'e Mine

Dominion

Dominion No. 6

New Aberdeen

New Waterford

Totals.

No. of
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Pictou County:

Stellarton

Westville

Thorbum

Cumberland County:

Joggins Mines

River Hebert

Springhill

Totals.

No. of
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Coal Mining and Engineering Schools.

Salaries. Apparatus. Refunds. Total.

Glace Bay $3,298.37 $132.41 $200.40 $3,631.18

Sydney Mines 3,070.65 446.55 67.80 3,586.00

Pictou County 2,382.97 348.71 202.30 2,933.98

Cumberland County. . 2,524.34 184.26 83.70 2,792.30

Inverness 289.81 49.80 339.61

Total $13,282.07

Total for administration, Technical College and Local Schools $56,529.57

Less cash paid to Provincial Cashier 9,826.73

Net expenditure .... $46 , 692 . 84

SECTION 3: FURTI-ER TESTIMONY AND OPINION OF

PROFESSOR SEXTON.

Continuation Classes.

In his report for 1912, Director Sexton says that the time is becoming ripe

in Nova Scotia for the establishment of day continuation classes for the youths

engaged in industry, like those which obtain in Germany, where it is now compul-

sory throughout nearly the whole empire that employers must allow apprentices

to attend an industrial continuation school for six to twelve hours a week during

the whole period of indenture. The youth receives the same pay while he is in

schools as he does at his work in the shop.

This arrangement Prof. Sexton considers the most effective scheme of

industrial education now known, and it is producing wonderful results in making
intelligent, thorough mechanics. He adds that England sees the futility of ex-

pecting as great an efficiency from voluntary evening schools, and is striving to

secure a system like that of Germany.

A number of progressive manufacturers in Nova Scotia have expressed their

entire willingness to allow their apprentices to attend technical classes daring

working hours without any reduction in pay.

This would entail the engagement of permanent teachers in each community
who would devote their entire time to the work. These men would have to be
carefully selected, for proficiency in their trade as well as adaptability for teaching,

from those who are already engaged in industry; and they would have to receive

salaries commensurate with those paid for practical work.

In order that such a system of teaching could be practically carried out,

Prof. Sexton says it would be necessary for Nova Scotia employers to revise their

present methods of apprenticeship.
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Part-Time Schools.

Director Sexton in his testimony before the Commission, stated that in Nova
Scotia, where there are a large number of small and comparatively poor communi-
ties, he believed a part-time system of trade education would be most popular,

and would also meet with the heartiest co-operation of the manufactiu-ers, who
would thus help the Province educationally. In these part-time schools the

apprentice or mechanic is paid for his time while attending the classes, which are

more or less of a tlieoretical nature, when he produces nothing. The best recom-

mendation for the actual value of such instruction is for the employer to say, "I

know it will make an efficient man of you, and we will pay you just the same as if

you were working for us; we only ask that you shall show us increased efficiency

by working harder the rest of the time."

He thought a manufacturer might look on a man going to part-time schools

as a productive unit from the time he starts. It was hardly possible for a lioy to

be taken green into a factory and to earn say 1 Oc an hour at the very start. He
thought a manufacturer would find at the end of an apprenticeship of three years

that the apprentice had cost him a little more than he had made out of him and
that if he stayed with the business he would give him back manifold the amount.

I'"irms that established shop schools in their factor^' have found that while

they were training apprentices who were more or less of a financial burden, other

firms had bid for those apprentices before they had finished their period; while a

boy might be earning from 8 to 10c an hour during apprenticeship, after he had
been through about two years of it he was a productive unit, and if another manu-
facturer offered him 15c an hour tlie boy was liable to leave his benefactor and go

to the other manufacturer. Hence there must be hearty co-operation between

the manufacturers in any particular industry, whereby they will all assume some
part of the burden, so that some will not be doing it for the benefit of the others.

Trade Schools.

As to purely trade schools, Prof. Sexton thinks these could be established in

large communities where a number of people are seeking to enter the same trade;

these persons could be examined as to fitness for a trade, or go on trial for three

months to show their fitness. As to limiting the number who enter such schools

to the number who could find successful employment in the locality, such a course

would be most imdemocratic, as he did not believe it right to tax the whole

community to provide a limited number of journeymen for a single trade.

While a trade school properly conducted can turn out skilled journeymen of

as high an order and in as short a time as evening classes, as had been done in a

few places, it entailed great expense; the cost attending the trade school in Mil-

waukee being from $300 to $400 per year per man. The time of the student in the

trade school has no value, while that of the apprentice has.

Evidence .\nd Me.vns of Progress.

Employers are recognising more fully every year the good work the evening

schools are doing, and are looking to the Department for men to fill special posi-
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tions. A number of the students have been placed in lucrative positions, and

no dissatisfaction has been expressed with any of the recommendations of the

Department. The newspapers have also recognised the great value of the prac-

tical education given in the schools and have been most generous in giving space

at all times to comments on the work.

The fullest publicity is needed to show working men the advantage of the

school, and personal canvass has been found the best method. The average

mechanic is hard to get to school, but sticks well when he gets there; but if they

do not get money-earning value in the way of short courses and the most prac-

tical education they will not stay.

Continued progressive courses are necessary to keep men year after year.

The lecture method is not suitable as the men cannot take notes; the recitation

method can only be used sparingly, especially when pupils of different ages are

in the class; hence the problem method is the best. Simple teaching from the

book gives poor results where models and machines are needed ; laboratory appar-

atus must be used with other instruction. Good text-books are difficult to find,

hence special ones have been prepared for some classes.

Need of Technical Text Books.

One of the great troubles experienced was the lack of good text books, which

must be intensely practical, condensed, absolutely up-to-date and fitted for the

needs of small zones in which the practice of the trade is the same. Correspondence

school text books, while thoroughly up-to-date and practical, do not fit community

needs in a limited zone as they should in order to be most efficient. Director

Sexton therefore prepared text books in mathematics for coal miners, taking exam-

ples for practice from the N. S. industry', also books in electrical laboratory work

and on dynamos and electrical machinery. These were prepared in mimeograph

form and sold to students at cost. Drawing supplies had been borne by the Depart-

ment and furnished to students at cost, which is about half of what stationers

would charge. In these ways the College text books have been of the greatest

service to the Province.

Correspondence Courses—-Weakness and Remedy.

On careful study Director Sexton found that the correspondence school text

books and courses are not based on the soundest educational principles, but are

arranged so that the student will not become dissatisfied with the course before he

has paid the whole of the tuition fee. The examples in the correspondence courses

are modelled so closely on the text book that almost any man with a straight head

could read the text and then do the examples. The formulae used are given without

the reason for the deduction or the reason for the application. In many cases

students have to remember many formulae, when they could derive information

with a simple knowledge of algebra. The difference between the courses given in

the Universities of Chicago and Wisconsin and those of the correspondence schools

is that the former are based on the soundest educational principles, and about 70%
191d—Vol. IV—
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of the students who enrol finish the course, while only from 5% to 10% of students

in correspondence schools such as the International and American finish the course.

Believing it possible to teach by correspondence if sufficient care is given to

planning the courses, it is the aim of tlie Technical College to establish correspon-

dence courses such as are needed all over Nova Scotia, increasing the number as

rapidly as the demand can be met. The courses in Wisconsin and Chicago Univer-

sities can be offered to the students for at least one half the charge made in regular

correspondence schools.

From Nova Scotia between S60.000 and $70,000 a year go to the International

Correspondence School at Scranton, while tlie total amount expended by the De-

partment of Education in Nova Scotia for supporting the Technical College and
technical schools throughout the Province is about S40.000.

Federal Aid Essenti.\l.

Professor Sexton considers that while tlie Nova Scotia Department has done

obvious things, and supplied a few of the insistent demands of that Province, to

do the things which they know should be done would require a large amount
of money, more than the Province will be able to afford fo ; a number of years

;

hence, he hopes that the future development of Nova Scotia will be assisted either

by private endowment or through Federal Government grants.

SECTION 4: OPINIONS OF TECHNICAL TEACHERS

AND OTHERS.

The Principal of the Evening Technical School in Sydney reports that one

of the greatest difficulties in carrying on the technical classes was due to the long

shifts the men are required to work in the steel plant, and the fact that many
are required to work one week on day shift and the next week on night shift.

The Steel Companies' officials have promised to co-operate to relieve this situation

by giving special dispensation in the matter of time to those who require it; but

the Principal complains that very few men have been granted this dispensation,

even where they have been willing to have deducted the time spent in the even-

ing classes. He thinks it would not be unreasonable for the Steel Company to

pay for the time spent in the classes as an encouragement for the men to attend,

because many large corporations carry on schools of their own or pay for tuition

of their mechanics in schools such as this in Sydney, and it has been shown tliat

men who attend such evening classes gained increased efficiency as mechanics,

so much so that the company is more than repaid for the small amount of money
it would cost them to encourage this kind of work. The school in Sydney has

been very fortunate in securing the personal good wll of sujierintendents in

the various industries, many of whom had personally urged the men to attend

the evening classes.
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Value of Mechanical Drawing.

Mr. George J. Mosher, Halifax, a skilful mechanic who has taught mechanical

drawing in the evening technical schools, advises that the student, young or old,

who is desirous of learning mechanical drawing and has perseverance enough to

spend 150 evenings for lessons such as those given under the direction of the Nova

Scotia Technical College, invariably makesh is mark in his chosen calling. He adds

that in the aggregate the results will be of incalculable benefit to the community.

Mr. P. W. Macdonald, teacher of mechanical drawing at Sydney, states that

in sparsely populated districts it is unnecessary to divide the course into elementary'

and advanced classes except where the enrolment reaches considerably over

eight students. The instructor should be capable of specializing the work of the

individual so as to conform to his desires as to which branch of the subject is best

adapted to his work, the divisions broadly being: machine drawing, building

construction, sheet metal and structural drawing, which may include plumbing,

heating and ventilation. The advanced courses must entirely specialise upon

each of these branches. In the elementar)' class the work should begin by drawing

a few lines to each of the scales on the regular triangular, mechanical engineer's

scale; next should be the proper handling of other instruments, progressing from

single views of simple objects, preferably' machine parts drawn to a suitable scale,

to the application of established conventions by which different views of one

object are expressed. After a few lessons in the projection of the various planes,

elevations and cross sections of simple concrete objects, the student should be

well drilled in the study of the projection of unfamiliar objects so that he may be

able to promptly recognise the peculiar difference between a perspective view

in its various details and the conventional view of the draughtsman. A thorough

drilling in projection, in sections and triangular developments is most essential

to one who would learn to interpret quickly if a drawing be at all complex. The
latter portion of the course should consist of work in copying a few standard

specially selected drawings of simple machines, preferably assembled views. The
advanced course should proceed with detailed drawings of simple machine parts

which would, put together, form a complete simple machine. From these details

and with as little reference to the machine itself as possible the student should

proceed to make a complete assembled drawing ; next a complete detailed drawing

of a machine having a pair of gears, babbitted bearings, a few bushings with

cotters, keys, shaft and coupling, worm and worm wheel, and cast iron frame

with ribs and webs, well designed. Next the assembled drawing of this and,

finally, as an examination each student should be given a machine drawing pur-

posely incorrect in conflicting dimensions, misplaced, incomplete and erratic

projections and improper conventions, such as a sign intended to indicate a counter-

sunk rivet on one side when that were obviously impracticable. Such a lesson

selected to carefully teach various points involved in previous lessons would pro-

vide a fine exposition of the results of the work both of instructor and pupil. He
adds that the technical colleges have omitted to equip students with these ready

methods which crj'stalize and standardize theoretical design and practical exped-

iency into ready-made expressions.

191d—Vol. IV—4}
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Electrical Equipment Required.

Mr. W. W. Casey, instructor in electricity at the school at Amherst, says

that an expenditure of from $2,000 to $3,000 is required to equip the laboratory

with apparatus suitable for making complete illustrations and that the use of

apparatus is very necessary, as problems learned from text books without experience

soon fade from the average mind. For this reason the personal teaching system

can be made far superior to any correspondence school system, though their

text booksmay be of the best. The rapid increase in lighting and power plants

is creating a demand for men capable of super ntending such work. Men employed

in the ordinary electric light station become either machine tenders or wiremen

and have no means of attaining the necessary technical knowledge to fit them
for superintendents' positions. He adds that in view of tlie fact that many young

men after obtaining the education had moved to other parts of Canada, it would

appear to be a matter for the Federal Government to take up.

Views of Mine Superintendents.

The Mine Superintendents after discussion on the subject of technical education

for miners, sent the Commission a memorandum of their views. Owing to the

distance of the Cape Breton coal fields from large centres of population and the

apathy of the mining population towards the advantages of technical education,

it had not been found hitherto possible to provide lasting and adequate provision

for technical instruction in mining and probably the most efi'ective and serious

instruction had been given through correspondence schools. The Technical

College in Halifax, they stated, is of no assistance to the rank and file of the local

mining population and under existing conditions the advantages of its instruction

could only be given to tliose who had time and money to go there. Good work

had been done by tlie evening mining schools, but latterly these had not been at-

tended as largely as they might have been and had failed to reach in any large

numbers the lower ranks of mine workers, and there had been a decided lack of

enthusiasm and emulation in the work of these classes.

They thought the linking up of these evening mining schools with the

Technical College or witli some Universities on the line of the University extension

movement in Britain might assist in evoking interest, and means should be provided

by which the youtliful and oft time indigent aspirants, while earning a living,

could make their way by study and perseverance from the lowest grade of the work

around tlie mine to the diploma of a reputable technical college. Correspondence

schools in connection with the Provincial Technical College might assist in the

process of selection, especially if accomjianied by a scheme of distinctions and

bursaries. Very often the aspirant for api)lied technology' is deficient in elementary

mathematics and English which could be best given in the form of evening con-

tinuation classes, and a graduated course of instruction might be followed ending

with admission to the Technical College or University. Useful instruction which

might bear fruit in the reduction of the accident rate could be given to working

miners by elementary lectures on the constitution and behavior of the common
mine gases; the theory of blasting coal and systematic timbering; in obvious
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precautions for lessening accidents from falls of roof and sides and on the haulage

planes, and such matters, combined with instruction in first aid, fighting of mine

fires, etc. The best results have been obtained by short courses of interesting

lectures in simple language illustrated by chemical and mechanical experiments,

chosen more for striking demonstration of facts than for scientific value; thus

the explosion of a mixture of fire damp and air first without and then with an
admixture of coal dust provided a more effective demonstration of the dangers

of coal dust in a mine than would a lot of drj^ reading.

Useful Lessons from Great Britain.

The method adopted in British coal fields through the medium of Saturday

afternoon mining classes is commended; such a scheme could only be worked in

Cape Breton by having a central school in Sydney which would serve the siuroimd-

ing collieries, and the new academy at Sydney might be used as such a centre, the

ordinary academy staff being re-inforced by special technical instructors selected

from around the collieries, and thus be a branch of the Provincial Technical College.

In Britain evening classes were held at most of the mining centres, the syllabus of

the South Kensington Science and Art Department being used, teachers' diplomas

issued, and examinations controlled and diplomas and medals granted by that

department. In many cases headmasters of elementary schools have qualified

themselves to conduct these classes, which include subjects such as the principles of

mining, mechanics, elementary physics, etc., and this form of teaching has proved
itself very efficient. There is a certain advantage in the central control of the

Science and Art Department which standardizes the teaching, safeguards the secrecy

of the examination questions and results and promotes a spirit of rivalry among
the students.
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CHAPTER IV: AS TO STEEL, IRON AND COAL.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. GRAHAM
FRASER AT NEW GLASGOW.

The story of the beginning of the Steal Industry in Nova Scotia is a very in-

teresting one. It began with the experience of Mr. Graham Fraser, who in earlier

days was connected with both the Nova Scotia Steel Co. and Dominion Iron and

Steel Co. witli the former of which he grew up and was, for some years, Managing

Director.

Mr. Fraser served apprenticeship at blacksmithing, and for a time ran his own
shop. He was all the time getting experience by doing things. He had not much
time for reading, but learned about the qualities of metals practically. After the

Nova Scotia Steel Co. was organized, a Blast Furnace Co. at Ferrona was formed,

and later the property of the General Mining Association in Sydney was bought.

All these Companies came together at different dates and formed the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Co.

In the early days, when they wanted to know anything about tlie composition

of steel they hired a chemist and took his analysis, until they became familiar enough

with the ingredients to know what was right and what was wrong. The same method

was followed in connection with the blast furnace, the lime and ore etc., so that

although Mr. Fraser was not himself a chemist he could tell pretty well from an

analysis whether an ore could be easily reduced in a furnace ; but he had to put it

through the furnace to find out whether it was really right or not. Wlien they did

not know, they hired a man who did, and after hiring him they picked his brains

all they could.

Need of Pr.\ctic.\l E.xperience.

In later years the superintendents who did the work were all men who had

had practical experience. Mr. I'raser always felt that he was in a position to help

them out after he himself had had some experience. It made the work go very

much easier when the Superintendents and foremen understood their business;

and men thoroughly trained in their jobs bring an element of safety.

Mr. Fraser says that workmen need intelligence as to the job, or some sort of

common sense. He approved strongly of night schools, saying that the boy who
goes to them and wants to learn will come to the lop and be taken notice of. He
did not think anybody in his line of work would get as much help from a correspon-

dence school as in a night school taught by a practical man.

Mr. Fraser thought there was room for extension of iron and steel working in

*Nova Scotia, on account of the rapid growth of Canada. When the industrj' was
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started in 1882 a carload was a big order; the figures of production were very small

compared with to-day's, and there used to be about as much imported. He thought

our men ought to be and are as well trained as those in other countries. He said that

one of the best assets to-day in the Nova Scotia Steel Co. were the yoimg men who

came in with him 25 years ago and grew up with the business.

Value of Night Schools.

Looking back on his business he thought it would be a good thing to provide a

chance for every young man between 15 and 17 to go to night school. He was un-

decided whether compulsory attendance would give as good boys. The night

schools provide a way for the education most boys can get while working, for they

cannot all go to the higher technical schools on accovmt of having to work. He
would advocate night schools even if boys never got fiu-ther than that, but the

chances were that a boy who got on well at night school would soon be in technical

study at Halifax or McGill, and even a boy who had no talent would get some

good at night school. He thought a boy ought to make up his mind first what he

was going to be, and if he chose to be a mechanic he should be at work, at 14, 15

or 16 at the furthest, for he had not time to follow the High School work of the

Colleges any further, and he felt a boy had better get hold of the mechanical part

first. Speaking for himself, after leaving school without technical education, and

with very little of any other, if he had to go through life again and the choice was

up to him between theoretical education and practical education, he would choose

the latter. Give the practical, he said, and give as much technical as you can along

with it. He believed in having the practical subjects and if there was not time

enough for them along with the so-called literary studies, eliminate the latter.

But we cannot all be mechanics, and a boy should make up his mind as to what he

wants to do, and study in that line.

P.\RT-TiME Pl.\n Questioned.

Mr. Fraser did not think that six months work and six months schooling, or

week about, for a boy of 1 6 would be feasible : that plan would not compare with

the Common School. From what he had seen in the technical schools, while they

were alright up to a certain point, they did not get down to practical work such as

could be found in the plant itself. Citing the case of a boy who had gone to the

Steel Works at Sydney and had remarked to another alongside of him, "Now I can
learn", he thought there was an inspiration or something that the smelter man
had in him so that he could see into the furnace as if by instinct ; it was the real

thing as opposed to something like an experimental model.

Mr. Fraser was not sure that he would shorten apprenticeship for a boy who
attended Night School, or offer a bonus for so doing, because it was to his own ad-

vantage to study at night. WTiile the school could teach a number of things, a
man must actuall}^ do the work to learn the operations ; then if he understands the

principles he can carry on the operations afterwards and do his work more intel-

ligently and be training his men so that he is really read}- to see further than the

job he is working at.
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SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. THOMAS
CANTLEY AT NEW GLASGOW.

Mr. Cantley has been identified with tlie Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Company
for 25 years, and is now General Manager.

Mr. Cantley, as General Manager of the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Company,
is in command of over 5,500 men employed at Wabana, Newfoundland, Syd-
ney Mines, Cape Breton, and New Glasgow. As regards intelligence, efficiency

sobriety and interest in their work they were unequalled by any similar body of

men in Canada. They were directed by groups of superintendents, managers and
foremen, all of whom had grown up \vith and had been trained while in the Com-
pany's employ. Individually and collectively, he considered tliem the ver>' highest

type which this coimtry has yet produced. All of them worked together as a family

of big boys whose constant aim was to advance in ever>' possible way the interests

of the corporation which they served, and he was proud to be their chief.

Need of Technic.\l Education.

The need of technical education and training along the special lines incidental

to the Company's business was keenly felt by the superintendents and all the

executive officers of the Company and also by a considerable proportion of the

men. For instance, there were neither schools nor any other facilities for acquir-

ing the best and most up-to-date knowledge in connection with the many prob-

lems that enter into the Company's daily work. Beyond tlie various te.xt books

published by writers on technical subjects, there was nothing to guide them in the

various problems daily presented to them in connection with tlie designing and

turning of rolls, the flow of metals during the rolling of iron and steel, heavy forg-

ings, drop forging work, or in connection witli machine designing, screw and bolt

cvitting, the production of bolts and nuts, hydraulic engineering, or the construc-

tion, working, or upkeep of electric apparatus. The same might be said as to air-

compressor power and the economical production of steam power from coal-fired

boilers. Nor is there any opportunity for acquiring really practical up-to-date

information regarding the most economical metliods of re-heating ingots and steel

billets, or estimating the amount of power necessary for driving rolling mills,

knowledge in regard to all of which was of the utmost importance from day to day

if their work was to be made commercially successful.

The apprentice system in this country is practically obsolete so far as the

manufacturing operations are concerned, except in tlie cases of machine shop and

foundry employees, and some method of instruction must be found to take its

place. Continuation classes and night schools have gone a long way in other

coimtries toward supplying the technical knowledge required, and it is imperative

that similar classes be inaugurated in this country if our manufacturers and work-

men are to keep pace with the foreigners whose competition is ever)' day becoming

more formidable, and whose efforts to capture tlie Canadian markets are yearly

becoming more and more aggressive. The reading of technical trade papers is a

great help and is taken advantage of by all the brightest of the superintendents
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and foremen; but this only touches the fringe of the matter, and must be supple-

mented by competent, practical instructors in charge of the evening classes. If

these facilities were available they would be taken advantage of by all the foremen

and the younger and more energetic and ambitious of the workmen.

Extent of Company's Operations.

As to the extent of the operations of the Company Mr. Cantley said that the

wages distributed in the present year would be approximately $3,000,000; that

over 1,000 men are employed at Wabana, about 2,800 in connection with the

collieries and shipping piers at Sydney Mines and North Sydney, about 800 more

in coimection with the iron and steel department at Sydney ;\Iines, over 950 at

the New Glasgow mills, about 100 in coimection with lumber operations of the

Company in Pictou Coimty and Newfoundland, and the same niunber quarrying

limestone and dolomite at Point Edward, C.B. The Company employs regularly

15 large steamers, two being o^vned, and the others time-chartered by the Company,

these having a total deadweight carrying capacity of 75,000 tons. These vessels

would handle this year over 1 ,000,000 tons of water-borne freight, made up of ore

and coal freighted from Wabana and North Sydney, while the freight carried by

the Sydney Mines Railway of the Company would exceed 1,800,000 tons. The

freight charges paid the Intercolonial Railway for material carried by that road

exceed $300,000 per year. The ore-loading piers at Wabana are capable of loading

in three hotrrs steamers of 7,000 to 8,000 tons, while the ore-discharging piers in

North Sydney were actually discharging ore cargoes at the rate of 4,000 tons per

day. The coal-discharging piers at the same point are capable of loading 6,000

tons of coal into steamers engaged in the St. Lawrence trade at the rate of 1,000

tons per hour. These same steamers are discharged at the Company's coal-receiv-

ing docks at Quebec and Montreal at the rate of about 5,000 tons per day.

The Company's Welfare Work.

Employees' Relief Fimds were maintained both at Sydney Mines and New
Glasgow, the amounts annually collected and distributed being about $14,000 in

the case of the Sydney Mines Fund and about $4,000 at New Glasgow. Both Funds

had substantial balances at the end of last year—at Sydney Klines over $3,000,

at New Glasgow over $6,000. This latter Fund has now been in existence for over

22 years and is managed by a board of trustees, one of whom is the nominee of the

Company, the remainder being from the men. The Company contributes to both

Funds, and the executive committee of the Board of Directors now has under con-

sideration a scheme for extending and enlarging the scope of these societies.

Regarding the housing question, Mr. Cantley stated that the Company own
no houses in New Glasgow, where a large proportion of the employees own their

houses. At Sydney Mines the Company own about 500 houses, but latterly its

policy had been to encourage its men to own their dwellings and to this end had

offered lots to bona-fide workmen at nominal prices, and had also advanced money
for house building at low rates of interest which was repaid by such monthly in-

stalments as the men can meet. This policy has resulted in the construction of
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of over 200 houses by employees of the Company, and has been of great aid to

thrifty men. It tends to improve the morale, and is an incentive to thrift, sobriety

and ambition.

Technical Education Discussed.

Mr. Cantley deals with this question under four divisions: (1) WTiat is it?

(2) Have others adopted it? (3) Do we need it? (4) How can it be got?

He defines technical education to be such special training as will qualify a

person to make tlie greatest success in the particular branch of productive industry

in which he is engaged. The education of all who are in later life to be engaged

in productive industry should be measured, and to a large extent guided, by the

general requirements of that branch of industry' to which they intend to devote

their working years.

Before the need of technical instruction can possibly be met, our present school

system must be reconstructed. More time must be given to, and more thorough

work done along lines of primary education; in short, our mining, manufacturing,

agricultural, and fishing population—these comprising practically all the working

population of Nova Scotia—must be given a much more thorough ground-work

in reading, writing, arithmetic and matliematics. All high education of every

kind must be relegated to the High School and University, the former being made
compulsorj^ and absolutely free both as to tuition and text-books. We are not

concerned as to whether the Universities should be free or not, for the men who are

thoroughly in earnest in their desire to acquire a higher classical or college education

can usually find means of acquiring it, and they will be no less better men if the

getting of it entails some sacrifices.

Wh.\t Germany Has Done.

To the second question, "Have others adopted it?" the answer is. Yes. Ger-

many is probably the most conspicuous example. The great change which came
over the national life of the Empire after the war of 1 870-7 1 resulted in the universal

discussion of the best means of education for the German work-people, and took prac-

tical shajDC some years later in the adoption of an entirely new system of education

for the wage-earning classes, many of whom at that time could not wTite, and were

entirely ignorant of foreign inventions, scientific discoveries, or technical knowledge

of any kind. To realize the advancement made by the industrial population of

that countr)^ and their condition to-day, it is only necessary to compare the present

extent and the growing imjiortance of every class of industry in Germany. The

best thought, the keenest intelligence, and the greatest energy of the nation have

been concentrated on the advancement of its prosperity. The life and the energy

of the people has for the past 35 years been devoted to the task of raising their

industrial population to a higher plane of efficiency. The industrial growth of

Germany may be measured by the amount of fuel consumed. In round figures

this increased from 100,000,000 tons in 1895 to over 200,000,000 tons in 1907; and

the exports of the country, which in 1889 stood slightly under $900,000,000, had

increased in 1908, to Si, 750,000,000. During the same period the population
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increased from 49,000,000 to 63,000,000; or, in percentages, while the population

increased less than 30 per cent., the export trade—almost entirely manufactured

goods—had practically doubled.

Causes of Germany's Success.

Close examination of the causes which brought about this German success

will show that it is owing to the fact that nothing is done in a haphazard way;

system, method, and inflexible law are the factors which have brought about

these results. Some of their methods may not appeal to us, who will regard them

as tending to sink individuality and personal initiative. The German, however,

looks at the nation itself as the individual, and all are trained to act together so

that the best results can be obtained. Their primary schooling is compulsory up

to the age of 14, and is followed by compulsory^ continuation and night schools.

Employers are compelled by law to send their apprentices to the continuation

schools and to evening classes for artisans, these classes being organized by the

local authorities. Some of the Technical High Schools give pupils who look for-

ward to executive positions a thorough technical and theoretical knowledge in such

trades as they desire to follow, and further teach them how to conduct the business

of a firm, the handling of men, and the preparation of estimates.

What Great Britain Did.

Twenty years earlier than Germany, Great Britain had learned that her work-

men lacked artistic taste and knowledge, and to meet this need the Government

contributed large sums towards Science and Art departments. These, however,

dealt only with one branch of their industrial problem. In about 1880 the indus-

trial leaders of the nation realized that the principles of science and art as applied

to manufactures, as then taught in the technical schools of the Continent, were

revolutionizing the industrial life of the Continental nations. A Government

Commission of Enquiry- reported in 1 884 recommending that the technical, manual

training and elementary- sciences be londertaken by secondary schools. This report

gave great impetus to technical education, and resulted in the organization of

technical classes in Birmingham, Manchester, Huddersfield and other great manu-
facturing cities. The Technical Instruction Act of 1889 a little later formed the

basis on which the local authorities and municipal councils dealt with this matter,

for which purpose they might le-vy rates to the amount of a pennj- in the pound.

Still later this was supplemented by grants from the siu-plus customs and excise

revenues.

In 1894, the British Government appointed a Commission on Secondary

Education, the outcome of which was a bill passed a couple of years later by which
technical or secondary education was left largely to the local authorities, but

controlled by an Education Department under a responsible Minister. There

are now in that country a great number of special colleges devoted entirely to higher

technical education. The Guilds of London a number of j'ears ago took up the

same class of work, and maintain several colleges in that city.
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In Scotland, much earlier than anywhere else in Britain, tlie State took up
the matter of organizing public instruction. Their system of primary education

has made that country the most striking example of the beneficial effects derived

from diffusion of knowledge. Since 1893 elementary education in Scotland has

been absolutely free, local school-boards being placed under obligation to enforce

attendance, the compulsory age-limit being 1 4. The attendance record in Scotland

is the best in Britain, though still far behind that of Germany. During the past

fifteen years great progress has been made in secondary education, continuation

schools and evening classes being a great factor in the industrial education of the

people.

Progress on the Continent.

In France, Belgium, Holland, and Sweden, handicraft instruction is included

in the elementary work.

Switzerland, perhaps earlier than any other country in Europe, successfully

solved the question of primary and technical education, and her engineering pro-

ducts to-day show the grand results gained by it. That country now has an ex-

cellent system of evening continuation schools, in which the children who leave

school at 14 can attend night classes devoted to technical training.

In short, in practically everj^ to'ivn throughout Europe (omitting Spain,

Portugal and Russia) evening classes are established for the teaching of drawing,

painting, designing, and the elements of science, or so far as they apply to their

special industries. These schools are in the main either supported by the Gov-

ernment or by the municipalities.

In Vienna, for example, are found practical evening schools for carpenters,

joiners, metal-workers, and others; while the best special schools, known as

Technical High Schools, for the training of masters, managers, engineers, and in-

dustrial chemists are found in Germany. For instance, the Munich Teclinical

High School cost nearly 51,000,000, and the annual cost of maintenance is about

§100,000, while a similar institution in Berlin cost nearly $2,500,000. Some of

these Technical High Schools deal with a list of 150 different courses of instruction.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the leading nations of Europe, without

a single exception, have for j^ears devoted large sums to the question of technical

education, and that the best results have been obtained from the Continuation

or Night Schools, attendance at which in some of the countries is compulsory.

Very large sums of money have been devoted to this subject, and the results

are apparent in the great industrial advance made, particularly by Germany,

France, and Switzerland during the past ten or fifteen years.

What Nova Scotia is Doing.

In Canada, as a whole, little or nothing has yet been done to provide

technical education for our working people. In this Province, the Government

of Nova Scotia has devoted a good deal of attention to tlie higher education of

our mining population, and with most excellent results, for I believe that we

have among the coal-mining population of this province a higher proportion of
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skilled coal-miners tlian any other section of the British Empire—men who

through the evening schools and otherwise have studied the technical side of

their work, gone up for examination, and obtained certificates. The Government

of this Province is entitled to very great credit for the facilities which it has

placed at the disposal of our mining population ; the men are entitled to no less

credit for having taken advantage of it; and both the coal-mine operators and

men are to be congratulated on the results obtained.

Up to a few years ago, beyond the establishment by the Government of Xova

Scotia of evening classes and other facilities for the training of our coal-mining

population, practically nothing was done towards technical education of any

other class of out people, although the population engaged in agriculture, manu-

facturing, and in the fisheries stood in no less need of education along the lines

incidental and necessary to their several vocations. A few years ago, however,

the Dominion Government, by a system of travelling dairies, did an enormous

amount of good, and probably added millions to the value of the dairj^ products

of this coimtr\'. A little has also been done in connection with the curing of

fish though there is considerable diversity of opinion as to the success of that

venture.

Vocational Work in Public and Special Schools.

The Public School authorities of this Province—with whose grossly over-

burdened curriculum we have small sympathy, attempting as it does almost uni-

versal instruction so superficial that it does not abide, but is largely forgotten—

deserve honorable mention for one really meritorious action, namely, the intro-

duction of Manual Training and Domestic Science classes in the public schools of

the cities and larger towns. These classes have been well conducted by capable

and enthusiastic instructors, are most popular with the scholars, and are doing

much to train both boys and girls along really practical lines.

The Government of Nova Scotia, realizing the needs of our industrial popu-

lation, established at Truro an Agricultural College and experimental farm, which,

under the management of Professor Gumming, is doing excellent work. Later,

Premier Jlurray's Government took up the question of technical education for

artisans, the system comprising a Technical College at Halifax, and a system of

night schools throughout the leading industrial centres of the Province. The

former has not been in operation long enough to enable an opinion to be formed

as to its value, but it is undoubtedly a step in the right direction, and cannot

fail to be of material benefit to such of our men as can afford to take a thorough

scientific educational course.

The system of Night Schools throughout the Province has been of undoubted

advantage, and this is the system to which we must look for the really effective,

efficient, and practical technical training and uplifting of our working population.

The school must be brought to the man, and its work must be done after working

hours, though when night-work is carried on regularly as at iron and steel plants,

both day and night sessions must be held.
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What Canada Must Have.

This is a country- abounding in undeveloped possibilities, and if it is to make
that progress in the industrial world which its extent and resources fully warrant,

the advantages to be derived from technical education as enjoyed by tlieir fellow

workmen in Great Britain and on the Continent must be put at the disposal of

our craftsmen of all classes. Our people are years behind in tlie race, and the

subject demands the closest attention of our ablest men, both in public and private

life.

The fundamental requirements of our agricultural, industrial, mining, and

fishing population are: Thorough grounding in the />rzwary .yc/!oo/.f, which should

be absolutely free of al cost to the pupil, the attendance at which up to 14 years

of age should be compulsory; and night schools for technical education, which should

be established in all the towns and villages throughout the land, and must also

be free of all cost to the student.

The latter branch of education is one of such magnitude that it can only be

efifectively dealt with by the Federal Government, both as to its organization and

support. Adequate facilities such as are given the workmen of almost every

European country' must be given to all our people absolutely without money and

without cost.

The agricultural and industrial life of this new countrj^ must be developed.

Our men must be trained so that they shall be farmers, miners, engineers, ship-

builders, iron and steel makers, smiths, woodworkers, and house builders; in short,

trained men able to lead and maintain the supremacy of Canada in all the various

phases of industrial life necessary to a great and growing civilized countrj^. Such

training they must have and Canada can no longer afford to neglect it.

Canada Better Prepared than Germany was.

In answer to other questions by the Commissioners, Mr. Cantley stated that our

people are much better educated than the Germans were shortly after the I'Vanco-

German war, and therefore we are not so far back to start witli, for practically

all our people can read and UTite and are proficient to at least some extent in

arithmetic, while a large niunber of Germans of the artisan class 40 years ago

were unable either to read or write. Mr. Cantley added: I think Canadians

might in 15 years, if they had the opportunity, do as much as Germans took 35

years to do. The German is a slow thinker, but he is a better plodder than the

Canadian ; I think he is a bom plodder. I think the common schools have about

the right proportion of manual training subjects and literary' subjects, but I think

there are too many subjects in our schools, and that our curriculum is designed

for school teachers, the leaving examination being directed to their ability for

school teaching. I think the schools should ground pupils thoroughly in reading,

writing and arithmetic; but they are not so grounded, for not 30% of boys of 16

and 1 7 can correctly add up a column of 40 or 50 figures, while their writing is

horrid. I do not care whether they can spell or not, it does not make a bit of

difference if a boy spells a word four different ways in one letter, so long as he
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spells it so that I know what he means. If any nation has been kept poor because

of money spent on education, it has not been found yet. I cannot see how Canada

can afford not to educate her children,.

Compulsory Attsndance for 90 D.-vys.

I think compulsory attendance at school should be exacted for at least 30

days in the year for all our artisan population until they reach IS or 19. Take the

militar}' service in Germany and France; there they have to serve three years.

I would make all our young men put in 30 days a year for 3 years in continuation

classes. They woidd not all be dimces, though some would be such all the days

of their life, for you cannot make more out of them than the Lord made out of

them when he made them, yet it wou d help a great many, and give them facilities.

Very likely a man who is relatively a dunce would get more out of life by such train-

ing; it would not hurt him anyhow.

Germans and Canadians in Competition.

In spite of the tariff and bounties on steel products, the Germans sell a large

quantity of goods in this market. Practically the whole of the iron and steel

trade is concentrated there. The principal factor with them is the lower cost of

labor. In some branches perhaps the German artisan is more efficient by reason

of his Industrial Training and Technical Education, than is the Canadian artisan,

but on the whole I do not think he is. I think the Canadian is a much brighter

man. One thing that keeps Germany down is the enormous consumption of beer.

One of our Highlandmen is better than three Germans in the matter of physique,

and if our men had the training Germans get, it woidd help our people, and we

wotdd more likely be able to retain this market for oiuselves in iron and steel. I

think we could control the market; though it would take a long time to get the

educational facilities that they have. The trouble I see is the difficulty of getting

men capable of taking charge. In the meantime, no matter how gifted we may be

in resources, this must naturally be slow of development.

Would Canadians Stand Compulsion?

I do not know whether our Canadian people, with their views about liberty,

would submit to compulsory school ng for three years after 14; I think they ought

to. Our liberties are being curtailed year by year, in all sorts of directions, some of

which are good and somemore or less indifferent. Technical Education having been in

operation in Germany for 35 years there are undoubtedly a larger number of skilled

workmen on the market than before, which I suppose would have a tendency to

reduce wages, just as an increase in the number of workmen wou'd; but one thing

that keeps down the cost of labor in Germany is the enormous immigration from

Norway, Sweden and the Scandinavian countries. As soon as these men come in,

they get the advantage of skilled education. Two years after they go into that coun-
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try, they have displaced and supplanted some of the native labor. I suppose the

influx of immigrants to Germany accelerates the increase of skilled men on the mar-

ket to compete for jobs. On the other hand, there is a large emigration of skilled

men from Germany to tlie United States and elsewhere. I never knew of a man
being worth less money in consequence of being more educated.

Skilled Work and its Reward.

The question w-hether the tendency would be to regard the skilled workman
with less appreciation is a problem that does not worr\' me a particle, and I do not

tliink it will worry the workmen. It is the style or standard of living in Canada,

not the cost of living, that keeps iip wages here. The standard in Germany is be-

coming higher every year; they are increasing more slowly than in this countr)%

but there has been a verj- marked increase in each decade. The increase must be

in about the same ratio as the increased cost, otherwise you would have a revo-

lution in a short time. The invention of the necessary machinery to facilitate the

production of oiu- finished product demands greater skill than the scientific pro-

cesses that enter into the conversion of the raw material into the finished product.

Increased intelligence and increased ability must always bring a reward. If men
have more money to spend, they will live better, dress better, and use more of

everv'thing they can buy, and thus make a better demand for all other products

and industries. We are getting on pretty fast in that direction.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. MATTHEW

J. BUTLER, C. E., AT SYDNEY.

When the Commission visited Nova Scotia in 1910 Mr. Butler was Manager
of the Dominion Iron & Steel Co. employing about 2800 men at Sydney, with a

good many departments under superintendents. He said that unquestionably

the whole enterprise hinges upon the skill and ability of the superintendents of

different departiuents, and even with the very best financial organization and ad-

ministrative ability it would go to pot as a manufacturing concern if those men
were not capable. The operations are highly technical, requiring the highest pos-

sible degree of skill and experience,and a class of men of industry, integrity and

ability to make a success of the whole thing. Ever\'thing does not go on without a

hitch; we have our troubles, hut the men are highly competent to remedy them,

and do so all the time. If anything went wrong in the first instance the superintend-

ent of the department would be called on, and he of course would look to his o\\'n

department and seek to remedy it. If, however, it passed by this department

it would be before the Manager next morning in the "defective output for the day,"

and it would be brought to the attention of the superintendent by the Manager that

this department had fallen off from some defect or other. After the superintentlent

come skilled workmen like the foremen, and imdoul)tedly much dcjjcnds on their

industry and ability for the smooth working of the establishment.
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How TO Get Trained Men.

A college training is a very excellent way to begin to prepare for a position as

superintendent, but no college could ever educate a man for a superintendency or

a foremanship; he must have the practical training, and go through the industry

itself in order to develop the requisite ability. Education of cotuse is only gaining

correct knowledge and gaining power to apply it; it is simply the developing of

man's powers so that he can make the best of the abilities which the Lord gave

him to use, and if it fails in that it is a failure, however much instruction a man
may have assimilated in some sort of fashion. Quite possibly a college wotild

bring within his reach much more knowledge than he could gain by personal obser-

vation, though that is a debatable point. It depends on the industry of the man
and what kind of a man he is. Technical Education is desirable, and technical

knowledge with that is really necessary.

The automatic machinery employed enables us to dispense to some extent

with skilled men. The tendency of all machinery is of coiu^se to dispense with

common labor, heavy manual labor. Under modem conditions it would be impos-

sible to produce steel in Canada without the aid of machinery, and whenever any

particular portion of the work becomes of such a disagreeable nature because of

difficulties of one kind or another that men cannot do it, the inventor must devise

means to relieve the men of that disagreeable, onerous and nasty job, if it may
be so described. Wherever it is possible to cheapen the production of an article,

whether by means of the hands or machine, the natural law operates, opening

larger markets, bringing a greater consumption, and other opportunities for labor

in another direction. That is the history applied to the arts all the way through

these works and Mr. Butler was sure the wage-workers were getting their share

of the progress.

Conditions of Production and Sale.

Situated at the very eastern end of the Continent, with a very long haul upon

its goods and a heavy burden of transportation to bear, this Company must study

economy to make the ultimate success all hope for. We have here large quantities

of coal, and we follow the natural law of bringing the ore to the coal in the steel-

making business, but we have the handicap of long transportation, and with a

sparsely settled coiuitry between here and our market, fhe development of which

is slow, we get scarcely any local consumption at all for several of our products.

Practically our nearest point is Montreal; a small quantity goes to St. John, but

the bulk of our products go to Montreal and points west of that. That is somewhat
of a handicap upon Sydney as an industrial centre. Its advantages are that it is

close to the iron ore, has cheap water transportation from the ore mines in New-
foundland, and the coal is plentiful. On the other hand, owing to the small size

of the City of Sydney as yet, the labor question is such that it will always be a

matter of difficulty to get emergency crews, whereas in a large centre such crews

are always handled without any difficulty.

This plant is growing. Before this time next year it will be increased by
one-third : the year following it will be still bigger, so that in the course of four

l»ld—VoL IV—
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or five years the number of employees about Sydney will be doubled. It is boimd
to be so; we must keep up our growth commenstu'ate with the growth of the

machine.

High Character of Workmen.

Mr. Butler said the eQiciency of labor would be improved if it were being

trained meanwhile by supplementarj' means; and he added, "I would like to

say something about the character of labor that the Island of Cape Breton produces.

I have not been here very long, but I do think that for fine-looking and brawny
men it would be difficult to find anything to compare with them anywhere else

in Canada. The type of men working in the mines, in what you might call the

lower scales of labor at present, will be found here in the higher walks of life

altogether when the happy day of proper industrial conditions arrives. At present

the men have to take what they can get. There are fishermen, and there are miners

and lumbermen; unfortunately no fanners. We need and must have a better

farming population and a larger country' population in order to make good our

industrial efficiency in that respect here."

The Chairman said he had scanned with uncommon care the faces of more
than 100 men that day as he walked around, and they looked not merely

intelligent, but like men who had themselves in hand in every way.

Mr. Butler replied:
—

"Well, as I say, so far as the native population are

concerned they are a better-looking race of people than you will find anywhere

else. \\Tiy they are so is beyond me. A great number of men are Nova Scotians,

and I think they are a superior class of men all the way through." As an employer

of labor here Mr. Butler would favor any opportunity for young men getting

further training at nights. He thought the facilities here in that direction had

been appreciated.

How Apprentices are Dealt with.

Ordinarily we don't exact that apprentices put themselves under indentures.

Although there is a form prepared for the purpose, unless a father brings his son

and says he would like to have him indentured, the indenture is not entered upon;

it seems somewhat contrary to the genius of our people to indenture. As a general

thing, however, I think most young fellows stay the full time and become jour-

neymen.

Training ok Engineers.

Mr. Butler:
—

"I would like to say something about what I think of the teaching

for the Engineer courses in the Universities of Canada. The whole of tlie courses

have been produced witliin the past 30 years, and in consequence probably a great

deal of experimental work had to be done in order to find out just what a technical

course meant. I am sure that nearly ever)' engineer who has had occasion to deal

with tlie graduates of the Technical Colleges has been somewhat disappointed in

the product turned out by the colleges not only of Canada but of the United States,

as well as the Technical Colleges which give the degree in .\pplied Science and of
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Engineering. About 10 or 15 years ago there was a strong effort made to specialize

courses, and they began turning out men in what they called Civil, Mechanical,

Mining and Electrical Engineering.

Specialization Should be Dropped.

"In studying the results of those com-ses I reached the conclusion that all

such specialization should be dropped from college courses altogether, as being

practically an absurd thing for a college to attempt to do—to turn out engineers

at all ; that all they could hope to do was to teach a student right habits of thought

and work; how to use his books; where to look for information; accurate familiarity

with the elementary principles of science and mathematics. I do not think a

student ought to go out with that sort of bewildered expression on his face that

says, 'It seems to me I have heard of that before, and I ought to be able to do it.'

He ought to go out with a certainty that he does know the fundamental natm^al

sciences that govern all engineering. He should not go out with the idea a yoimg
graduate brought to me—that he was suitably equipped to be put on the staff of

the Quebec Bridge, which is the most difficult problem now in our field

requiring solution. It seems to me that a yoimg man should be sent out knowing

the rudimentar}' things thoroughly and well. He should not go out with half-

fledged ideas—a smattering of this and a smattering of that, and no certain knowl-

edge of anything.

"Now, I am afraid that that is the difficult)' under which our graduates labor.

There is a notable deficiency in the ability to write a letter; in the ability to express

themselves in ordinary', simple, plain English; to 'tell the story,' if it is only an

application for a position—to tell it properly and directly. I think you will find

more errors of grammar, pimctuation, spelling and bad penmanship in letters from

technical college graduates that you ought to find. These are some of the con-

clusions that seem to me are justified by my last ten years' experience with college

graduates from technical schools of Canada.

Cause of Poor Coxditioxs.

"These conditions arise partly from bad preparation before they start in

engineering courses, and partly from the fact that they are trjdng to do too much,
to cram too many things into their heads in the foiu" years. I don't want to convey
any false impression. They have done an immense amount of valuable work.
Some of the best engineers in the land today owe their training to the colleges ; but
these men have supplemented their deficiences by hard work after they got out.

Some of the best men I know of have taken two years in the college and covered
the educational features of it; then they have gone to work for a year or two, and
then completed the course in college. These are well trained, capable men, and
learned very rapidly to make themselves most useful. I do not think the manipu-
lation of machines and things in laboratories is at all equivalent to that sort of

work in factories. A young man goes into the mechanical engineering in a college

and plays with a piece of steel on a lathe to turn out a bolt. After a certain amoimt
of work he learns to make the bolt, but the thing he has not learned is that he must

19Id—Vol. IV—5
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make tliat bolt accurately, properly, drilling and tiiming it out at a price that will

enable his employer to live and make a profit. That is where the college falls

down—in not giving him a proper sense of appreciation of what he is learning, as

distinguished from what he thinks he is learning. The time at the college would

be better spent in studying the principles and getting a control of these things,

and the handicraft should be learned in the shop. At the end of his course or

during his holidays tlie student could no doubt 'materially improve his appreciation

of what college has done for him."

SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. DANIEL

McDCUGALL AT GLACE BAY.

Mr. McDougall is president of the Canadian Mine Workers, District No. 96,

composed of men who work in and around the mines. The attitude of these men and

himself, as well as the day laborers, is very favorable to evening classes, which tliey

feel would do them and their children good. A large proportion of the men work

underground; attendance at evening classes in a well lighted and well ventilated

room would not do them any damage.

The miner qualifies to be a foreman by attending a night school taught b)^ a man
appointed by the Government. After being there a certain time he goes up for exam-

ination for the different positions, called Overman, Underground Mine Manager,

and JIanager. Some of those classes are in charge of professional teachers, who
have actually been in charge of mining work, and know the practical part as well as

the theoretical, and who have raised themselves to these higher positions. Per-

sonally witness would not like to take his knowledge from a man who had not the

practical part of it, for he did not think such a man could teach, and he would

not exemplify it as well as the man who had that practical experience. Mining

would be made safer through the training of foremen by men who know the

practical conditions, careful men who have gone through training both practical

and tlieoretical.

Law Regarding Apprentices.

According to our mining laws there is a system of apprenticeship for j'oung

fellows learning mining, tlie length of time a fellow spends depending sometimes

on the chance he gets. Of course some fellows pass for undergrotmd managers

who have never worked at the coal-pits. There is no general rule or law laid down
for them to follow. Boys generally go to work in the mine as drivers or door-

keepers, and after a while get witli somebody as helper, and then after working a

certain time at the face of coal, tliey go before the examiners appointed from the

working miners, and after examination get first a loader's pass, then a miner's pass,

then after a certain time they can get a pass for what is called examiner or deputy

in a mine. That is all the passes the boy gets. Then he goes to school, and after

examination by tlic board gets a pass for the purpose of taking charge of a mine.
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teachers, because they have been around ventilation and mining all their lives,

and have done nothing else but that kind of business, and know the whole thing.

By a practical knowledge of the mine they know exactly the condition of the roof,

the nature of the coal, and everything like that, whereas probably a man that went

to school might have learned it and yet would not apply the practical knowledge

of it as men would that have been around it all the time. Sometimes a man could

help fellows by having them go down the mine with him, because they could then

see it for themselves. The knowledge of those old men will be passed on eventually,

because every man acquires that knowledge according to the length of time he

works. The man who passes the examination and takes charge in a mine, will

after a while, along with his training and all that, get to know the whole thing

just as well or better than anybody else. When it takes a man 30 long years by
close observation to get more sense, he could help another fellow to save a great

deal of that 30 years if he was taken in and used for that purpose. Probably that

old man could be used to explain to the people ; but then a man that is teaching

the class would be able to explain as well as the other fellow.

Education Safeguards Mining.

I don't believe it is unjust to require a man to be educated before he gets a

certificate. I believe that is the only way you can safeguard the business, for by
means of the examination the men in the mines are protected. I don't think a

man's practical knowledge would avail him to make him competent. I think the

men who go from the Mining School know more about ventilation and the funda-

mentals of mining, so that accidents will not occiu:. This school by its training

and education does a great deal towards avoiding accidents and the like. The
people in charge of the mine have all had to stand their exams., as the law of this

Province requires that a man cannot take charge of a mine unless he has a certain

grade of exam. ; thus the evening classes make mining safer for the workers'. Some-
times there is carelessness, and I believe most accidents are caused by carelessness,

not lack of knowledge ; they risk too much. I don't think any system of technical

education or any kind of knowledge, would prevent those accidents if men are

careless. The man has to protect himself. After all, when )'ou simmer it all down,
the main purpose in all education is to make a man careful. As far as I know,
the law in regard to inspection is carried out. I have nothing to go on but the

reports, which are made regularly.

SECTION 5: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. ALEXANDER
McEACHREN AT GLACE BAY.

Mr. McEachren is Superintendent of No. 1 District, and has charge of be-
tween 2200 and 2400 men. He has occupied that post three years; has done
everything in the mine; began as a trapper—a door-boy, the lowest thing in the
mine, when about 8 years old; went to day school as a little fellow, and studied
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by night after he began to work. In those years they did not work and stud}',

but when the mine was idle he went to day school. He was married at 18, and
went to mining night school after that when about 20 for two winters. He took

a full mining Correspondence Course, and is now taking an English course to im-

prove himself, because he felt he required it, for a person who went to work as a

bo}' would not have much chance of getting a very extensive education, and

what he got was by reading afterwards. He considers that a course in English

makes a man better for auj-thing else and also increases his area of enjoyment.

Mr. McEachren said:
—"I agree with what the otlier Superintendents have

said about the advantages of night schools; they are very good; I don't think they

go far enough; they are a g^eat improvement over 20 years ago, and if everything

progresses in the future 20 j^ears as it has for the last 20 years, I expect we will

see a great big college, which to my mind is what the people need to give them

the opportunit}' such as they have in big cities like London and in large mining

centres. I can see the daj' coming when this will be a large place. The people

of 20 years ago are not the people of to-day in this part of the country.

Social Betterment by Education.

I think there is a better appreciation of the real value of education than

before. The night school for miners has been a factor in the improvements. I

believe it is largely because of them that tliere is so little dissipation here com-

pared with other mining camps, for as a rule a man is a better man if he is educated.

Then a man situated as we are has to work by day, and as he has only the even-

ings to educate himself, tlie night class takes up his time, and if ambitious he

takes an interest in his study; in that way he does not form dissipated habits,

but keeps his mind occupied, which would not be the case if he was running around

free, as thfey did in former years. Hence the night schools are a protection to

the communit>- as well as to the industrj'; I have always felt that.

I don't think attending night school hurts a man. Even if I felt tired when

I went out I w'ould meet one or two chaps in the class who see the ridiculous side

of everything, and that would make me laugh. Then you pass opinions, and

you get a comical fellow who will tell a little storj', and you will get a lot of tilings

that will help you, and it refreshes you when you go home. To my experience

a man who does not tidy himself up in the evening, who makes no effort and does

not go out at all, is not as fresh the next morning as if he had tidied himself up

and changed his clotlies and gone oiit and met people.

I suppose England has tlie oldest mining school, but I am not sure that they

have any in tlie United States; there are none that I know of, at least there were

none when I was there about eight years ago; tliey simply got their text-books

and studied, and got along as best they could themselves.
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If a boy gets a good show he would be a miner in two or three years. Witness did

not know of any case where drivers are younger than 14, but the law now is that

a boy must be in the 6th grade at school before he is allowed to work in a mine.

Evening Classes Helpful, but not Advertised.

Evening classes would be verj- good for those boys to help them along and give

them more information. They are like all yoimg fellows in the way they pass their

evenings, and that would make the greatest difficult^' in getting them to attend

school. I have eight children, some aged 16, 17, and 18, and I certainly think it

would be a great thing to have evening classes so attractive as to induce those

young fellows to form the habit of going into them three or four nights a week.

It is a ver>' serious thing for yoimg fellows growing up to get in the habit of spend-

ing their time unprofitably. I cannot say whether young fellows would enjoy their

games better if they had only two or three nights for them and spent the other

nights in serious work ; it just depends on the make-up of the boy himself; it would

suit some fellows all right, and more fellows it would not. I believe some of them

would rather loaf all the time than go to school at night. I think I would enjoy

plum-pudding better if I got it only once a week, and naturally I would think there

wovdd be more enjoyment to the boys to have their sports two or three nights a

week rather than all the time; they would go into them with more zest, and also

enjoy their night-classes. A man might learn the theoretical part of mining in

school, but he would not be able to go down and handle the work. A miner would

get a lot of benefit in a night school.

I don't know that I can suggest how the classes could be improved. What
we want to do is show the men and boj's and miners the advantage of going to those

schools, thereby drawing them and making the schools more valuable, and govern-

ing them so that they woidd be a well established thing. The attendance at the

classes has not been good at all. I think the reason is that their claims are not

brought enough before the men; they ought to be more widely advertised. I

don't think the deposit of the fee affects the matter, and I think the text-books

are vers' reasonable. Probably if the books, etc., were free more would go. Some
people who would go to these schools cannot afford to give that much money to-

wards it.

Manual Training, Drawing, Domestic Science.

WTiat is required is to give more practical training and a higher standard of

education. Just now the standard is not too bad, but it must be improved upon
somewhat. In coimection with our Central School here we have Domestic Science

for the girls and Manual Training for the boys, and it is very good. I tliink that

would be to the advantage more especially of boys who intend to go into industrial

work. We have another very good thing, that is, drawing lessons for the boys;

these give them a technical idea of how to go through plans, and all that business

;

it is ver}' good education. We have no Natvu-e Study or School Garden around
here; I know nothing about them. It might be all right for those who would take

up that line of work, but I don't know that it would be very advantageous around
here.
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I think the general practice here as to spending the miners' wages is that the

man himself does the buying or ordering from the stores, unless it is something

that he has not time to look after, and then it is done by the women. I think it

is better for the man to do it by an order from the housekeeper. He is the one that

governs the internal workings of the business ; tlie woman is the one that does the

ordering for household necessities. I understand economic buying is taught by the

lady in charge of Domestic Science. Practical cooking would be a very valuable

part of education. I think there should be more education to teach girls how to

buy well.

Work Hours and School Hours.

There are no fixed hours for people working at the coal faces. There are certain

hours for the boys working during the day. They might have to work at night if

the place is on double shift. A driver is only governed by the amount of coal he

has to haul. When he has done hauling his coal he goes home—sometimes at

2 o'clock, sometimes 3, sometimes 4 and as late as 5 o'clock. I think it would be

very hard to arrange to let boys off to attend afternoon school, because every boy

has his own work, and when he leaves off it puts the work behind. A night school

would interfere with some boys, but of course boys don't generally have to work
all nights; they go week about—one week night and one week day. There is not a

great deal of that night shift work done here, not as much as it has been. I don't

think it would be any great improvement if there was compulsory education to make
children go to day-school until they were 16, but there is great neglect sometimes

on the part of parents in sending their children to school. I don't think any boy

should be sent to work until he is 16, more particiilarly to the pit.

How Education Would Have Helped.

I have lived here about 35 years. I know the miners fairly well; some men
who came in later I don't know. The mining schools have helped the men to

higher positions because they cannot get them unless they study for them, and

pass the examinations, although tliere are a lot of practical men to-day working

in the mines that could teach some of those fellows that went to those schools some

things they never knew. Those practical men that have worked in the pit all their

life know it right, the whole business; they are men who have made a close study

of their work all along, and know everything about it. I would not say they

would be superior miners, above the average. The only thing that kept them

from getting ahead is perhaps that they did not have the privilege of schooling in

early days, and the stillness of the Mining Laws prevents them from getting ahead,

on account of the lack of education, like the fellows who had it. I don't know

that such men would take advantage of evening classes.

There are some of them too old to bother with education, but there are .some

more fellows I know, that just took advantage of this, and as they could not afford

to close work they went to night classes and passed their exams, and got those

higher positions in the mine just because tliey took advantage of the night schools.

Some of those older men could teach some of tliose new things better than ordinary
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positions. Night classes would improve the efficiency of the men; the present classes

do not meet their needs, and should be improved.

Evening classes would be beneficial for bricklayers' apprentices to teach them

drawing, English, mathematics, architectural drawing, use of steel square and

reading plans. If a man wants to be a foreman he must be able to read plans;

supplementary education would be desirable, but is not absolutely essential.

Workmen of the present day need education, and a good mechanic requires it as

much as a professional man. They need to learn to lay out plans, and shoiild

learn this while young. The most successftd foremen are those who attend draw-

ing school in the evening. One witness thought that Technical Education might

tend to boys giving up bricklaying, which is hard work.

Plumbers' apprentices need Technical Education because plumbing has now

become a profession. They should go to evening class to get arithmetic, and the

practical part of the work that they get in the shop.

It takes a boy three or four years to become a shipwright. It would help

them very much if they could read blueprints and drawings. Two nights a week

of night school would not hurt them or interfere with their work.

Carriages, Wagons, etc.

Apprentices would benefit by attending evening classes if they would go;

it would help their efficiency during the day, train them in good habits and give

them- more interest in their work. Manual Training and Drawing are useful for

this trade, and men would attend free evening classes to improve in designing, etc.

Special classes would be a good thing.

Night schools are needed for Railway Carriage Building. Many take corre-

spondence course and benefit greatly, but it does not reach far enough. A witness

favored more advanced work in a Central School in the Louisburg district. 25% of

men in carriage building have learnt their trade outside Canada, and boys leave

after 3 years or less. The Silliker Co. insists on apprentices taking Manual Training or

Technical School, and gives them S2 a week more if they do. Boys should be taught

here instead of importing men ; a trade or technical school is needed for these occu-

pations. Boys sustain no physical injury, but rather benefit from attending night

school, as it gives them a change of thought and environment. Industrial training

should begin before 14. Technical schools do not appeal to yoimg men in car works,

as they are not elementary enough; they want the three Rs and not electricity

and drawing. Boys in car shops need no special training for ordinary work. It is

hard to get the men to attend night school, but they would greatly benefit, and

earn higher wages sooner. Lessons on frictions and breaking strain, etc., are too

advanced; mechanical drawing would be good. A man can learn to drive nails in

5 days, but it takes years to become a master builder. One witness thinks the rea-

son young fellows don't go to night school is that it is not sufficiently advertised.

Chemical Industries.

Necessity for chemical training in Nova Scotia is emphasized. Oiu" educa-

tional system falls short in the chemical department. There is no chemical train-
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ing for chemists in Canada, as the few classes that exist have no laboratories or

lecture room, and very few appliances. It is essential for every technical man to

know chemistry.

In the works of the Coke & Coal Co., or in the chemical laboratory of a large

school, a man comes out as a mechanical or chemical engineer, with some knowledge

of noxious gases, but witliout the necessary knowledge of chemical formulae and

ability to solve mechanic equations. Apprentices in the Coke Oven Department

need some theoretical as well as practical instruction. The best way is for them to

be at school one week and at work the other. The superintendent of a department

or a technically trained foreman would be the best instructor. College training, how-

ever thorough, is not sufficient to enable men to take a responsible position without

practical experience; the college workshops do not give the same training; they

teach general principles, but not practical operations.

Correspondence courses are of value for those men who do not care to go to

school, but personal contact is better.

Clothing and Textiles.

Evening classes would be no good to woollen mills emploj'ees, as the work is

done in sections with two-thirds female labor ; overseers are trained by actual work

in the mills. The School in Bradford, England furnishes training for some of our

yoimg men who wish to make woollen business their life-work. The woollen business

is a complicated one ; it is a question whether Canadian goods are as nicely fiiiished

as English goods ; Englishmen can put better finish than Canadians can on shoddy

or inferior fabric, but in the high grades they have no advantage. Canadian colors

are equal to any in the world; it is a mistake to think our colors cannot hold; dyes

are bought from German makers and if Canadian water is not quite right, the wit-

ness knew what to put in to make it so. Canadians are making real progress in finish

and quality of color. Workmen in Canadian factories get better wages tlian in

England, and the standard of living here is higher; hence an English manufacturer

can turn out a quality of goods for 30% less money tliat in competition is practi-

cally as good as Canadian. Not only is the cost of manufacturing lower in Britain,

but they can specialize more; e.g., in the west of England witness found one mill

running on riding breeches cloth alone, whereas in Canada we could make enough

of this in a week to last Canadians a year.

Provision is needed for training tailors. At present it takes about seven years

to leani, but on the half-time system a boy could be proficient in two years. Prac-

tical knowledge of the trade and allied subjects is needed. There is no regular

apprentice system, but boys usually spend about 5 years learning. The proper

system to helj) apprentices is the Technical School Garment Class, in which students

make marvellous progress. There should be a school in Halifax or elsewhere for

the idle winter months from January to March -7-a sort of post-graduate course for

journeymen tailors to exchange ideas. If there were facilities at Yarmouth for

night schools many more would go into tailoring.

Boys in the cotton duck factory work around machines, which leads to no

trade, therefore a night school to leach them a trade would be a good thing, tliough
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY
AS TO INDUSTRIAL WORKERS.

As has been already stated there was inevitably a good deal of similarity,

approaching repetition, of much of the testimony of workers in the same class

of industries at the different places visited. An attempt is here made to assemble

out of the mass a representative summary of such testimony and to arrange it,

in the main, under a subheading for the industry or occupation to which it relates.

SECTION 1 : AS TO CONDITIONS GENERALLY

The great industrial development of Nova Scotia in coal-mining and steel

making, besides a variety of other manufactures, is tending to discount agri-

culture, and a strong effort is needed on the part of the school to make instruc-

tion in agriculture and allied subjects interesting, intelligible and helpful to yoimg

people.

The steadiness and perseverance of the Nova Scotia people are such that

the industries of the province, which are greatly increasing in number, are well

manned, and there is really no lack of skilled workers, but as insistent calls from

the West continue for artisans as well as laborers, the shortage of workers will be

felt in the Maritime provinces. As industrial developments constantly call for

finer manipulations, the schools should be diligently preparing young people, or

these constant demands will leave the Province short of skilled workers. Textile

works, hat making, furniture and other industries are doing a profitable business

in the Province, some of them in most unlocked for places, which, geographically,

have no attractions in the way of shipping facilities, etc., while the conditions of

life are so comparatively easy and pleasant in the Province that these industries

attract workers. The fact that these artisans possess skill under present conditions

is the best argument for further development of technical education, beginning

with the kindergarten and running all through the school system.

Labor conditions in Nova Scotia are exceptionally good as regards quality

of workers. The steadiness, carefulness and sobriety of mine workers has had a

marked effect on the safety in mines, which in Nova Scotia stand highest in the

world's record in this regard, having a smaller number of accidents per thousand

tons mined than anywhere.

The safety of mining operations is improved by increasing the intelligence of

the workers. "The Nova Scotia miner is 20 or 30 years ahead of any other class in

opportunities of education along his particular line." He has had the benefit of

systematic instruction as well as experience.
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Education and Schools.

Education has been a large factor in keeping up this high standard, but it is

still needed, and more so as local conditions require longer hours. Night schools

are not strong enough to cope with counter attractions, such as moving pictures.

Poor attendance at evening school is due to irregular attendance in school days,

which results in boys getting left behind. If the boys felt that the public school

fitted them for life, tliey would stay longer, and teachers miist be competent to

attract young men, who feel tliey ought to be earning. Evening schools are what

these boys need, and day school buildings might just as well be used for them.

The people of Glace Bay would like to see further provision for Technical

Education and would approve of evening classes carried further than at present in

courses and numbers. Practically the only industries are coal and steel, so that

anything that helps tliese would help the whole commimity.

The general feeling is in favour of cultural plus technical education for

yoimg people; people want to see their children compete with other coimtries.

"We have the facilities for making a great country, and want our coimtry to

make it so. People are willing to pay for better technical education if they are

shown how to get it."

Typical Local Industries.

Mr. W. Fred Donkin, Clerk and Treasurer of Amherst, gave an interesting

sketch of the origin and growth of the industries in tliat town. He said the chief

cause of confidence in those industries was that the men at their head had not only

technical, but also the practical knowledge; they had all started in a small way
and grown up steadily, winning the confidence of people who had money to invest.

He cited the Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., which had not more than $3,000 or $4,000

capital to begin with, tlie men at its head having started from the bench and worked

up. The same was true of Christie Bros. & Co., Rhodes, Ciury & Co., the Robb
Engineering Co. He could remember when Mr. Robb's father had a little tin shop,

then he built a small foundry, and worked his way up to a successful business.

Those men all gained industrial efficiency by practical work right from the cellar

to the attic of their business. Witness believed that in the present state of the

business life of the country technical education in any line was of great benefit,

for if a young fellow gets a thorough groimding on a certain line of business in

college it does not take him as long to arrive at perfection as it would if he had to

learn it all from practical experience.

Building Construction.

A simple course in house construction would be a benefit. Men at present

cannot finish a job without supervision; they take no pains to educate themselves,

and explanations have to be made over and over again. A course of manual train-

ing while they were boys would be of assistance. Nine years is considered the

time it takes to become a competent builder, and two years could be taken off this

by Technical Education along witli practical work, and enable men to take better
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it would not help them particularly in the mill, except in a general way. Evening

classes for weavers and spinners would help them to be promoted. It takes a year

to learn, and some girls become so proficient that they earn a great deal, but train-

ing outside would not help them. An overseer says he would go to night school

himself after 15 years' experience.

Many men in Stanfield's Underwear Factory at Tnu-o take Correspondence

Courses, but a school there would be better; men who rise to be foremen have had

such training.

Manual Training at school would help boys to learn to use their hands and

to become more efiicient.

Some joiuneymen tailors attended the Technical College at Halifax and got

much benefit. A class for power machines under a competent teacher would be a

great help. Girls cannot sew either b)' hand or machine; this shovild be taught

at school.

Clayton's Cotton Factory in Halifax pays the fees of boys and girls going to

Commercial College. The firm could not arrange to spare machinery for day

classes.

Electrical Industries.

What is most needed in this industry is a reliable man, and an educated man
is generally more efiicient. The habit of observing closely is all-important, and

makes a man more reliable, therefore anything to give him that training would be

valuable. Manual Training makes boys more reliable.

Metal Tr.\des.
•

Most employers in the iron trade favor evening classes, opinion being divided

as to whether these should be made compulsory, and also on the question of shorten-

ing apprenticeship for attendance. The subjects suggested are drawing, reading

plans, arithmetic, writing, knowledge of tools and chemistry.

Men in blast furnaces should learn about combustion of fuels, and those in

rolling mills need to Icnow the qualities of metals and fuels, and the care of machin-

ery—in fact, anything which enables them to make suggestions. Mechanics and

metalliu-gy should also be taught.

Men would profit by the advice of experienced men on what books to read,

and employers favor reading coixrses for men too old or otherwise tmsuited for

night school.

The co-operation of employers is favored, many already making attendance

at evening classes a condition of promotion.

All are agreed that actual work can only be learnt in the shop, and the practical

work given at college is not the same thing, though it helps yoimg men to rise

more quickly. i^?i

Some emploj^ers favor the half-time system, which could be managed by
duplicating the niunbers of apprentices. One employer considers that 6 months
alternate school and shop would answer better. Manufacturers would put money
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in their o\\"n pockets bj' co-operation witli Technical Schools and Universities;

and they should co-operate to see tliat their apprentices get promotion according

to attendance.

The present evening classes are good, but need to be made more attractive,

with more equipment. Courses should be arranged by practical, experienced men.

A public laboratory' is needed at Sydney Mines, and would be appreciated

by those who used it, though many would not avail themselves of it. Analytical

ability is not much use to workmen, but a general knowledge of principles would be

useful to them. They get this in the Technical School to a certain extent, but only

practical experience from the bottom up can teach it.

A boy should start in the steel business at 14, certainly not later than 16.

This does not give him time for a High School course, and Technical Schools are not

always practical. A boy kept at school till 20 or 25 is not fit to work. Attendance

at night school would not injure a boy's health, and those who get on well will

probably go to Halifax or McGill, while those who stay will get promoted sooner.

Night school would help machinists to get into the finer parts of their business,

and show them how to do the work quicker.

Manual Training at school does not help a boy to become a pattern maker,

as he forgets it before he starts work ; a night school would help. Manual Training

helps a boy with drawing and practical mathematics, provided he goes right on

with such work on leaving school, otherwise he forgets it all.

One man with 33 years' experience said he would go to night school. Men
need explanation of fineness and hardness of metals, and a knowledge of mechanical

drawing. These help to raise salary, increase production, and thus benefit em-

ployers as well as men.

The Secretary of a Machine Company says that good training for apprentices

would help the business; foremen need Technical Education. .

Industrial Training would help to develop the New Glasgow locality, and the

best means is an apprentice system combined with night school. Technical

Education makes occupations safer, more economical and more productive.

One witness favors supplementary school, but not evening class. Boys

should go to day school till 14, then to day Technical School till 16. He would be

glad to see boys get pattern making at school with Manual Training. Tuition and

books should be free.

Iron work helpers in ship-building take 3 or 4 years to learn, and could learn

quicker witli night school. Compulsory night school would be the best tiling for

boys of 14 to 16 who have gone to work. One employer in this business says he

would make it a condition for his boys to go to evening school.

Tinsmiths have an apprentice system. One witness advocates evening school

for ap]irentices, who would be able to earn 50% more if tliey attended for lessons

in cornice work and tinsmithing. Some boys who do not become good cornice

boys in four years under a foreman would do well if they had some Technical

Education in addition to the mechanical knowledge they pick up. Workers

would go to evening classes if they could thereby get help in their business.

For engine fitters the reading of technical papers not too technical is valu-

able. Only time will teach a man to do pro])erly the things he has to learn by
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experience, but he can learn in school how to do things more quickly. Evening

classes should be made interesting and down to the men's level. It is better to

make them interesting than compulsory, and hours of labor should be shortened

to admit of attendance.

It is not really necessary to have technical education to be a good moulder.

No technical skill is required in enamelling, but any foimdryman would do well

to know drafting and chemistry, the latter being indispensable in the enamelling

business. Careful workmen are needed, and anytlyrig that tends to make a boy

careful, thoughtful and observant is an advantage.

Printing.

Evening classes would help printers if they were as good as the Correspond-

ence Cotu-se of the Typographical Union, which is the best that can be had. Work-

men do not understand the underlying principles of their work, and they need

this to give them confidence and independence.

Wood-Working.

The education of artisans, more particularly carpenters, is not sufficiently

provided for; they lack knowledge of plans and estimates, and much might be

done in regard to mechanical drawing. A man can do practical carpenter work

without a night or correspondence school, but these would help him to learn

quicker.

Night school is a good thing for boys who have no other means of getting

an education; a night class in reading plans, etc., would be useful, and prefer-

able to the half-time system, but best of all is regular apprenticeship with even-

ing classes.

Machinery has affected apprentices and it is n'ow more difficult to become a

good jomTieyman. Men who attend technical school make better carpenters

than those who do not.

Manual Training in school with a turning lathe would be a splendid training

for carpenters. One witness who is timiing out barrel stock said he wished he

had had Manual Training at school, and would see that his son gets it now. Even-

ing school is a good thing, and a man who has learned drawing gets a better chance

of promotion.

Other Tr.\des .\nd Industries.

A hardware merchant says boys cannot spell, write or figure, and are not

taught sterling and other foreign weights and measures which are required in

ofi&ce work. Courses in commerce and salemanship would be useful, including

wTiting, book-keeping and correspondence.

Manual Training is useful as imparting a knowledge of tools.

Lads who attend evening classes would be more capable workers. Manual
Training is a great advantage in all branches of industry-.

Night schools would help locomotive firemen, if the teacher were a successful

locomotive engineer; failing that, a man who understood about burning of coal.
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A class meeting once a month at headquarters to talk things over would be

helpful.

One locomotive engineer took a Correspondence Course and found it of use in

helping him in breakdowns, saving fuel and repairs, etc., but it was Correspond-

dence Course plus experience that taught him.

A night school on air-brakes with a demonstration car has proved a greatsuccess.

Experience coupled with Technical Education is considered the best training.

A mechanical draftsman says that college training is not much use in draw-

ing, because they learn to make an outline of one complicated machine, and

much elementar}^ drawing; whereas in practical evening classes special attention

is given to practical features of drawing; a man makes drawings of a machine

part by part and puts it together as a drawing. The main value is in dis-

integrating the machine and putting it together from a drawing, instead of sketch-

ing parts.

Technical lectures in connection with road-making would be very bene-

ficial.

A civil engineer says that one of the chief difliculties in introducing new
kinds of cement is the ultra-conservative attitude of those men who go by litera-

ture and refuse to be convinced by facts—i.e. who lack proper training in obser-

vation and investigation—powers which shotdd be cultivated by every engineer.

Men in charge of public works need training.

There is great need for a research laboratory and testing laboratories, es-

pecially for the utilization of waste products.

Banking.

A bank manager says that business college training is not very good ; it trains

boys in business forms, but not in concrete banking, though young men might

learn quicker if they had that training.

Retailing (Dry Goods).

Clerks are deficient in writing, spelling and mental arithmetic. A business

course for clerks after Grade 8 might be a good thing. Those who take Corres-

pondence Courses become more efficient, and a night school in the same subjects

—

sign writing, window dressing, etc.—wotild be valuable. A Dry Goods Clerks'

Association where tliey could discuss matters would be of mutual benefit. Corre-

spondence Courses do not teach them to distinguish different kinds of goods, but

give them general principles. The technical college should have a Dry Goods

course.

Transportation.

If telegraphy were taught at commercial schools, it would be easier for opera-

tors to learn, and save time. The great trouble is want of education in all lines,

and night school would be good to remedy defects due to leaving school too early.
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TRADES AND LABOR GENERALLY.

The testimony submitted shows that where labor is skilled and effective

there is a great tendency to do it by machiner}^ but in a sense it takes a more skil-

ful man to operate an automatic machine. Ordinarily a skilled workman would

think he should get much more wages on account of his skill, but just in their cir-

cumstances it was the other way ; the automatic machine would turn out a good

deal more than the hand turner could.

Whenever it is possible to cheapen the production of the article, whether by

hand or machinery', it is the natural law that larger markets are opened with greater

consumption and other opportunities for labor in another direction.

Amherst woollen goods hold the market against English and others, while

oiu- men live better and earn more than the English. Fifteen years ago engine men
earned 15c to 20c; now 30c and 35c per hour, and they are worth it; the product

closely corresponds. There are more applicants for work than positions, but it is

difficult to secure skilled men; ordinary labor is more plentiful.

Objection is made to women entering tmskilled trades, owing to physical and

moral effects ; wages are very poor, not more than $3 a week. In Halifax there are

between 2,000 and 2,500 women workers in industries between the ages of 16 and

25 ; about 1,000 begin in the needlework industry, 9% in professions. These latter

get opportunity for training.

The results of the trade school for garment makers were very satisfactory.

The need is apparent and will be met. Trade schools could be established in

large communities where many wish to enter the same trade, and could turn

out skilled journeymen in less time than evening classes.

Women who can afford to go to High School and college need home-making

training, also to learn industrial and scientific principles governing production.

There should be elective courses parallel with others. Twenty-five per cent of

all women in industries entering manufactvuing life, such as dressmaking, millinery,

etc., are practically wholly unskilled. It is possible to try the same experiment for

women as for industry; viz., by the Government paying half the cost of teachers,

and the municipality paying other half and providing building. Unskilled labor is

greatly increased by machinery. It is a question whether factory girls can ever be

trained to advantage; night schools are deprecated on accotmt of tiredness; girls

should not work all day in a factor)^ Legislation in cotton factories is not enforced

;

women are working 12 hoius daily. Machine operators are scarce in the Province

because they earn more outside.

There is a great scarcity of labor in New Glasgow; skilled labor is wanted;

there is no overplus in the Province. There is a special scarcity in journeymen

tailors, and that trade depends largely on foreign labor. The Chairman of the Nova
Scotia Public Utilities Commission says as far as he knows the factories can get

enough skilled reliable help for the different places.

Of small tools 40% are of domestic manufacture and 6C% imported. The
sparse population would not admit of small tools being made here ; the Germans are

capturing the market.

191d—Vol. IV—
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In Sydney it was stated that the whole enterprise hinges upon the skill and

abilit}.' of the Superintendents of tlie different departments, as operations are

highly technical. The automatic machinery employed dispenses to some extent

with skilled labor ; the tendency of all machinery is to dispense with common heavy

manual labor. Owing to the small size of Sydney it will always be a matter of

difficulty to get emergency crews; in large centres such crews are always handled

without an}'' difficulty. Employees here are a superior class of men all through.

Experience shows that a ten-hour day is not conducive to higher technical

knowledge on the part of the workers. The loss of vitality tells, and the man
becomes duller with a ten-hour day.

Suggestions were made that Canadians should study the methods of other coun-

tries by sending men away to observe; also to get men interested in their own in-

dustr}' by profit-sharing schemes. "No protection is equal to this method;

protection of intelligent ability is better than anything else."

Trades Unions are at all times willing to assist technical education. The

Trades Unions of Halifax have helped from the first. Labor leaders might not

approve, but the technical school suggested inculcating the idea of efficient work and

increased product.

SECTION 2: TESTIMONY AS TO PERSONAL TRAINING.

The following are ver)' brief summaries of evidence given to the Commission

:

Mr. Hale, coal miner, started in a pit in Forest of Dean, attended Night School

in 1890, chiefly for mining subjects; got considerable help. Gained overman's

certificate in 1891, later got an underground manager's certificate.

Ml-. Hickson, Mine .Siiperintendent, with 400 men under him, took course

from^'science master in Dundee ; after that went to States and passed examination

there. Could not have been ready for present job without the Night School study.

Mr. Fraser, for three years General Foreman of the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal

Company, had done pattern making before that for 1 5 years. Did not serve appren-

tice. Just picked up what he learned. Never went to Night School.

Mr. McMillan, Superintendent Steel Department, Dominion Iron and Steel

Company, attended Public School, got private instruction from his father, entered

Princeton University at 16 and took the ordinary course. From there went direct

to Steel Mill, commenced at lowest position at 90 cents per day and worked up.

Mr. Rice, Manager Rolling Mills, Dominion Iron & Steel Company, graduated

from Technical School in Worcester, Mass., then started in Rolling Mill there and

worked up. In the High School there is a course that leads to Technical School.

Mr. Cameron Mackie, Chief Chemist, Dominion Iron & Steel Company, went

through Public School and Night School in Mass. ; took course in Dalhousie

University; taught school for one year; came here in 1905 and started at lowest

Chemist's position.

Mr. Nairn, Locomotive Engineer, learned as fireman and came up that way.

Had about a year's training as shop engineer; during learning time only got in-

structions from foreman and journeymen; never attendcil Night School.
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Mr. Johnson, Locomotive Engineer, was promoted from fireman. Acquired

knowledge of blue prints from experience and through books. Had taken Corres-

pondence Course at cost of $75 or SSO. Got knowledge of use of steam and care

of machinery.

Mr. Hastings, trained machinist, learned his trade in Edinburgh, where he served

5 years under apprentice system, then graduated from George Watson Engineering

College after two years, having attended Night School during apprenticeship,

four nights weekly.

Mr. IFi/Zzom, Patternmaker, served five years at his trade in Scotland, begin-

ning at 18. Was taught to read drawings, which is quite important. Would not

have learned his business without a definite apprenticeship.

Mr. Whittaker, Ring Spinner, Overseer, learned by going to school one-half

day and mill one-half day in Oldham, England, from age 9 to 13; after 13 he went

to'mill all day. Went to Night School after that for two or three years, 3 nights

weekly. Studied reading, writing and arithmetic in half-time school.

Mr. Burton Johnson, who has been full locomotive engineer ten or twelve

years, did some study and took two Correspondence Courses ; did not learn to read

blue prints imtil just before he was promoted from fireman. Found Correspondence

Courses a benefit; picked up a good deal of knowledge in the use of steam and care

of machinery, so that, as a result of course and experience together, his engine costs

less for repairs and fuel than if he had had no training. He conducted a Night

School at the round house, with a little air-brake plant, teaching mathematics of air-

brakes and steamboilers, etc. Course lasted about 3 months and was popular, being

attended by shopmen in mechanical department, and mechanics, also foremen.

The teaching helped himself to understand these things better. The men who
took that coiu-se are more likely to be promoted. Good-will is promoted by such

classes so that it is a good element in shop life and work. He thinks there is nothing

like experience coupled with good Technical Education to help a man to do well.

SECTION 3; SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY AS TO TRAINING OF

APPRENTICES.

Apprentices should get good common school education until 14, then attend

trade school until 16, to be taught in day time by paid teachers. Apprentices

must have more than mere hand work if they expect to rise. Apprentices now get

training in haphazard way ; they are promoted according to efficiency.

It would be best if apprentices could attend school one week and shop another,

apprentices being gathered on the job and getting some little theory of their work
from the superintendent of the department or from the foreman if proficient.

Manufacttrrers should aid apprentices to seciu-e technical training; then they would
be of benefit to employers.

One witness says he taught himself what he was not allowed to learn as

apprentice; several say they taught themselves by books and experience. Ap-

191d—Vol. IV—6i
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prentices need practical men to teach them, and actual shop work is necessary.

Apprentices need trade magazines to read up. One witness thinks it is easier

than formerly to learn business in a shop. Boys are very unsettled; do not

care for education or regular employment; easier for boys to earn money
than formerly.

The part-time system would be favored in Nova Scotia for many small and

poor communities, if it had the hearty co-operation of manufacturers.

One firm sent their boys and girls to the Commercial College and paid fees,

gave them afternoons off and paid them just the same; but the plan failed

because they left tlie firm's emplo)- and got better positions; therefore they now
train their own employees.

Young people in factories should be allowed to go to school half days, and

by having relays of workers this way would entail no loss to manufactures.

The half-time system would shorten apprenticeship and complicate matters

with journeymen, but if made compidsory would be a good thing all roimd.

One master prefers the half-time system and says a boy of 14 would be as

competent in 2 years as now in 5 years. Another employer thinks this system

not feasible. One witness prefers more than week or day about and suggests

probably six months at one and the same at the other. He thinks shops

should be run on the half-time plan, and believes this might be done by duplicat-

ing the number of apprentices.

Apprentices in bricklaying serve 4 years; carriage building 4 years; harness

making 3 years; machinists' trade 4 years; in turning shop in woodworking, 2 or 3

years ; in car shops a boy can learn in two years, and when wortha man's pay, gets it.

Jotuueymen help the boys, who may stay three or ioui years under one or

more managers. Twenty years ago apprentices in machine shops had to do cer-

tain blacksmith work, taking some seven years; this is now cut down to five

years and confined to latlie or vice work, and the boy does not get a chance for

all round training. Young men should serve foiu- or five years.

In ready-made clothing boys and girls will not serve apprenticeship.

The whole system of apprenticeship has changed during the last 10 or 20

years, to the detriment of tlie mechanic. Apprentices are not required to put

themselves under indenture; it seems contrary to the genius of Canadian people

to indenture. Apprentices learn only a small part of trade as a rule, owing to

machinery-, hence fail to become mechanics. Under old apprenticeship system

men were more skilled.

There is really no apprenticeship now, but more and more specializa-

tion every year, so that a man does not master the details of an industr>' to-day

as he used to, and the boy does not get a chance. The apprentice system is

practically obsolete as far as manufactiu-ing operations are concerned, and no

factory or concern can keep a boy at apprentice wages after he becomes useful.

The Dominion Iron and Steel Company does not exact that apprentices

put themselves under indenture, and although there is a form prepared for that

purj)ose, indenture is not made unless a father brings his boy and says he would

like to have him indentured. Most yoimg fellows stay the full lime and become

journeymen
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Canadian boys leave after three years; most do not stay as long as that.

Apprentices often after 2nd year go driving deliver)' wagons. 80% of boys leave

before finishing apprentice period. The chief difEculty is in boys changing, not

being bound to stay with one firra; boys are very unsettled, do not care for

education or regular employment; some leave for United States.

The apprenticeship system with a night school in connection is favored. Two
firms in New Glasgow and one at Amherst require their apprentices to attend

night school; and master plumbers say apprentices should go.

Some witnesses thought the proper system to help apprentices was a Technical

School for three nights weekly, adding that the education a young man gets there

is phenomenal; that it would be a good thing when engaging apprentices to make

it a condition that they attend night school; that it would be a great help if super-

intendents from shops took classes in night school for apprentices; that attend-

ance at night school would help apprentices in cornice working and tinsmith-

ing departments.

One witness would not shorten the apprenticeship of a boy who attended

night school; another thought apprentices attending night schools should get

more pay, or that the term of service should be reduced. It does not raise wages

in any way to attend night school.

One witness said that evening class attendance hiu-t a boy's health, but

it was better than spending his evenings on street comers. Another said that

working hours of apprentices should be shortened in order to allow them to

attend night school.

Most witnesses favor boys attending night schools, one stating that in

winter when business is slack, boys could go to a regular day continuation class.

Only one witness was opposed to night classes for apprentices.

In some shops the foremen instruct apprentices ; but compulsory night school

is thought desirable in addition. If apprentices could go to night school they

could be taken on at 14; otherwise not till 18.

One witness offered Si 00 for an apprentice to moulder but could not get

one. One witness advocates revival of the apprentice system, and says he does

not think boys would object. The old system of indenture was favored because

in an apprentice system there must be a mutual bond between master and boy.

There is a system of apprenticeship in all departments of the Robb Engine
Co., Amherst, and 90% of their men have grown up with them from appren-

tices. In all departments the boys at Robb's get 50% of their help from fore-

men and otliers. Skilled workmen are willing to help yoimg fellows. Con-

tinuation class should be compulsory for 90 days a year, for entire artisan popula-

lation imtil 18 years of age.

In the Canada Car and Foundry Co.'s works there is no system for teach-

ing apprentices. Technical education would help apprentices to earn 50% more.
The discipline of knowing what cost means is not applied in college; apprentices

and workmen get that discipline because they are called to account if things are

incorrectly done.
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Twenty-five per cent, of men in the car works have learned outside Canada.

Men in the cutting room in Ramsay Shoe Co. serve time as apprentices.

Apprenticeship is favored for a certain number of years, with training right from

the bottom. A better trained man or woman is the cheapest employee even

at higher wages, doing more and better work. One witness believes in regular

apprenticeship of four years, and the boy being compelled to remain with one

employer.

The Printers' Union looks after its own apprentices and has laws as to age,

etc., for protection of employers and apprentices.

In the ready-made clothing trade boys and girls will not serve apprenticeship.

After being xmder a competent man in a technical school, such as at Halifax, a

pupil could be placed as custom cutter with earning capacity from S600 to SI,000

a year.

SECTION 4: AS TO TRAINING OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS.

Mr. Burton Johnson, of Truro, submitted the following statement : I consulted

the most intelligent Engineers and Firemen, also Conductors and Brakemen, as to

suggestions for betterment of the conditions of locomotive engineers, and find that

they favor the text-book system of education as conducted by the International

Correspondence Schools with the addition of a short course in Arithmetic. The

only^ objection to this system is the cost, which is undoubtedly excessive, especially

when the other fellow who invests his money otherwise and does not care to be

educated gets the same encouragement from our officials as tliose who study.

Our time card mileage is in decimal fractions. Train orders under certain

conditions require an addition to time recorded in time schedule. This requires a

fair knowledge of Arithmetic. Stationary engineers are required to pass a success-

ful examination on steam boilers, etc. Our senior men do not realize the value

of a technical education and should not be consulted as to its necessity.

Half a century was required by expert mechanics to attain the present

perfection of the locomotive and its attachments; it is therefore unreasonable to

suppose that any man during the average railroad life, could make himself familiar

with the construction and working of these appliances, by experience alone.

The text-books referred to contain complete explanations and cuts of the

various up-to-date appliances, and are used to advantage on several roads in the

United States—tlie Michigan Central being one if I am not mistaken. Arrange-

ments are made with the Correspondence Schools for education and also examina-

tion of tlie men.

This form of education, if handled by local men, could be self-sustaining.

Text-books could be printed in Canada and sold to cover cost of production and

distribution.

Travelling Engineers who would act as instructors, could hold meetings at

different terminals at regular intervals. This would be*Uie only sure method of

reaching all classes in the service. We have an air-brake car accompanied by an

excellent instructor on this system. This car has far too much mileage to cover.

At our school at Truro we have the latest air appliances, in working order;

also a valve model and cuts of various articles. We meet two evenings a week
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and study the locomotive and mathematics on alternate evenings. The attendance

is ver}' imcertain on accoimt of the junior class of men, who realize the importance

of this movement, being engaged in extra work.

Conductors and Brakemen should be familiar with subjects of train-haulage,

air-brake, car-heat, car light, train orders and rules, mathematics, etc. Engineers

and firemen should be instructed on locomotive boilers, break-do%vns, care and

management of the locomotive, and the use and workings of the various up-to-date

appliances, in addition to the studies mentioned for Conductor and Brakemen.

Shopmen in line for promotion should be given instructions on combustion, train

rules, signals, etc. Suitable instructions should be given to Fitters, Helpers,

Boilermakers, Blacksmiths, Trackmen, etc. The knowledge of cost of various

articles in constant use on railroads would also be a help to the railroad companies,

and prevent waste of material to a certain extent.

A system of education as above outlined would benefit the railway companies

as well as the men. A Fireman who makes a study of combustion and puts his

knowledge into practice can save his day's pay in coal. An Engineer who studies

properties of steam and kinetic energy can also make a great saving. Shopmen,

Conductors, Brakemen, etc., by keeping up-to-date would also add to the econom-

ical working of a railvray.

Mr. Johnson encloses a letter from Mr. R. Wilson, ilechanical Foreman,

I.R.C., Halifax, in which he says:

—

"That technical education is a paying investment to any yoimg man in what-

ever calling he may choose, there should be no question.

"To the individual who aspires to become a Locomotive Engineer and become

master of his calling, training along this line is an absolute necessity. Its benefits

are evidenced since the inaugttration of oiu" school at Truro, and its results are plain

to be seen. There have been fewer engine failures and the men have learned to

place proper value on the machine in their charge and oa the appliances with

which it is equipped."

Mr. Hallisey, District Railway Superintendent, has a demonstration car

fitted up just like an engine, and tries to see that each man can get lessons from it

when it goes to his section. They are all supposed to take lessons from it; that is

made a condition of promotion. A notice is posted that if a certain class of men do
not get instructions from that car they will not be allowed to be brakesmen on a

train where an air-brake or steam heat is used. The men take advantage of that

car ver>' well.

SECTION 5 : OUTUNE OF TWO APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEMS.

APPRENTICE SYSTEM OF THE ROBB ENGINEERING COMPANY,
AMHERST, N. S.

Mr. Daniel W. Robb, managing director, gave an interesting accoimt of the

evolution of their apprenticeship system, which is in vogue in all departments and
has developed to a greater extent than in almost any shop, even in the United
States or England, with which Mr. Robb is familiar.
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The business began in 1865 with a dozen employees, manufacturing stoves

and repairing machinery for mines and mills. There are now from 250 to 375

employees, almost 90% of whom have grown up with the firm as apprentices.

In 1891, the manufacture of high-grade stationary engines especially for

electric work was begun, and considerable special machinery was introduced.

An Expert Organizer Employed.

In order to get that department on the best system, said Mr. Robb, we em-

ployed the best man we could find in the State of New York, Mr. Armstrong, who
himself had been an apprentice and worked up under Prof. Sweet, formerly instruct-

or at Cornell, and who was then president of our Engine Co. at Syracuse. He was

not only a practical man but a good designer and draftsman and mathematician,

and to some extent also a good instructor. WHien he came we had a foundry and

machine shop and we cotdd have gone on and made those engines at once without

any change, but he advised us to make a special department of it, even though we
only had a very small space, and to make our system entirely different from the

ordinary system of jobbing machine work. He said: "There are two ways you
can do this: either by getting expert mechanics from the States who are accus-

tomed to make these alone, or you can get boys here; you have some already as

apprentices, and I will undertake to teach a certain number of them and train each

boy to do some one thing at first." So we decided to adopt that method, and we
commenced with about a dozen boys and each was taught some particular thing,

for instance scraping surface plates. This requires great patience, and the boy

had to be very perfect at it, but when he once learned it he could do that as well as

a man in Brown & Sharp's works in Providence, R. I., where they make a specialty

of it. Another boy would learn to do a line of lathe work. After awhile we had

a dozen special mechanics, and from that we developed general mechanics ; tliat is,

boys who were adapted to certain lines would be changed about from one thing

to another.

Evolution of System.

In connection with that we developed our apprentice system by a process of

evolution. We found what would suit boys, and made different kinds of agree-

ments with the boys. One time we held a premium to the end of the apprentice-

ship, but as a result of long experience we abandoned that; we simply have a few

rules which the boys understand. Their conduct and all that are regulated en-

tirely by the foreman, and the wages are regulated by the experience and skill.

We do not bind the boys down in any way; if he gets tired of us or we get tired of

him he goes.

We foimd that while we educated a certain number of boys who go to the

States or elsewhere, still we hold a certain proportion of them, and altogether it is

a good commercial proposition for us.

I should say 10% of our men have been with us 12 or 15 years, some of them

more tlian that; then perhaps 25 have been with us from five to seven years. Our

apprentices slay with us five or seven years, which is longer than tliose on regular
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apprenticeship. Sometimes they go away and come back; sometimes they go on

a han-est excursion to the West. All the time we must be losing an average of

10% of them right along.

WTiile at the end of four years a boy is called a journeyman, oiu" apprentice-

ship really lasts as long as the boy or man stays with us, and as a matter of fact

the rates of wages increase right up to eight years.

This svstem is very similar to the premitun systems used in the States, but we

have developed it a little farther. The Halsey system states the time required

for each operation, and records are kept on a card. We used that system for some

time, but found it was not entirely right for our business, because it was so very

diflacult to set all the rates exactly even; some men or boys were liable to have

very soft jobs and others ver>' hard jobs, and they were not as well satisfied with,

the hard jobs as with the soft ones. Besides that, we thought it was not as fair

as it might be to those who were not getting the best jobs.

Quarterly System Adopted.

As a result of that, we adopted this quarterly system, by which we keep a

record of what each one does for the three months, the time it takes, and the time

that we allow. If a man saves 100 hours in the three months we multiply that 100

by his regular rate of wages and divide it by the mmiber of hours the shop has

worked. That would show that he is entitled to one or two cents per hour, or

whatever it may be, for premium to be given to him for the next three months.

According to the nile, if he did not show that the following three months, he would

drop back to his standard rate of wages ; but as a matter of fact we simply use this

as a guide. We advance them as they deserve, and if a man keeps up his average

fairly well we very seldom bring it back again. As a matter of fact, this is a good

method of rating a man. Instead of calling in a foreman and asking what a man
is worth, these cards show what his production is and what he has been doing, and

the even labor of the man. We don't set any rate, for the foreman is supposed to

put on the time which should be taken, but it gives us the average man's time for

three months.

Giving Men Incentive to Improvement.

We build the rate on our labor that way, and the whole system is founded on

the fact that it is a sort of co-operative system. We feel that human nature is

the same all over; a man must have some object in view. If he sees he can gain

something by using his brains and improving his work and methods, both the shop

and himself will get the benefit of it.

The most valuable feature in connection with the whole system is tliat we are

compelled to work out those operations very carefully. We cannot depend entirely

on one man doing a job one way and another man doing it another, but we have

an expert in that line, who has gone through the shop himself, write out all those

things in detail. It is not easy getting the exact operations of each particular

piece, and for the same kind of piece on each kind of engine, but this man goes over
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these. Writing it all out just for one portion would take a sheet half the size of a

letter, showing that the workman has to use certain chucks and templets, and

describing how it has to be put in the lathe, and so on.

Shop Methods Constantly Improving.

The greatest benefit in the shop is that we are compelled to do that, and we are

constantly improving on our methods of doing the work; and as workmen them-

selves find out better methods we get the benefit of tliem, because they suggest

them to the foreman, who then changes his operation sheet; and altogether we are

getting better production out of the high-priced men than we were out of the low-

priced men. Of course it is a great advantage to the shop, because plant and

equipment cost so much, interest on investment is so much, and the higher pro-

duction you can get out of the same outfit and the same plant, the better it is for

your works. One of the most important features of our system is that it enables

us to get the exact cost of every piece of work, and hence the complete cost of every

engine or lot of engines and all other contract work ; so it fills a two-fold pur-

pose.

Our proportion of apprentices is about 25% up to the fourth year, and what

we call helpers. Oiu- foremen play quite an important part in teaching apprentices.

Our foremen have their regular hours, but we do not require them to use a clock

to check their time.

Boys Instructed by Foremen and Journeymen.

Apprentices get special instructions during those foiu- years from the assistant

foremen. The foremen themselves, of course, are pretty expert in their lines, and

if tliey put a new boy on to a certain line of work they give him a certain amount

of instruction, and follow him along until he can do it to the best advantage. We
tried special men, called instructors, for that sort of thing, but found we got the

results in most cases by putting a boy as helper witli an experienced hand on

certain machines. The man requires a helper, anyway, and the boy gets some

experience in that way as well as by his own observation, and in a little while we

are able to put him on that same machine or a similar one. The man doesn't

make any special effort to train the boy; he is not specially instructed to do that,

still the boy of course is helping him. The only positive instruction is when we

put a boy on a new job; then the foreman or assistant superintendent will make

a business of showing him all he can on that particular job. I do not think a

meclianic on tlie check-time system would take his time to teach an apprentice,

because he is there to make as much money as he can, and has no special interest

in the boy except as they become friendly. With our class of men they are

always on good terms, and of course our object is to get these boys on as fast

as we can, for we regard it as a way of saving or making money, and we study out

ways to do so, and we are trying to improve methods all the time. In some cases

it is an advantage for the workmen to help the apprentice along, because he gets

through his job quicker as he becomes more skilled, and he doesn't have to stop to
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tell him what to do. The boys keep in view the possibility of their going to the

States, etc., and that means getting qualified as quickly as they can, and they go

there and get very high wages.

Training of Foremen.

Our head men are trained for the important positions exactly the same as the

other apprentices. If they show special aptitude for handling labor, and special

intelligence in that way, they become foremen by practical experience in the work.

We have always this kind of capable men in view. Undoubtedly oiu" men who

have reached the foremen's places would be helped by study in the evenings, but

I do not think anything could take the place of practical shop experience for a

foreman's ability.

Quite frequently have yoimg men who have taken a coiurse in colleges, such as

McGill, come to us for a few summer months and we generally try to take them,

although it is not of very much advantage to us. Of course for commercial reasons

we prefer to take boys as regular apprentices, without any break, but as a matter

of fact the boys who are wise enough to mix in practical work with college study

are, as a rule, very practical boys, and by doing that, show that they have ambi-

tion. We do not care to take boys imtil they are 17 or 18, and they are generally

through school. We have more applications for apprentices than we know what

to do with ; they come from all over the Maritime Provinces, and a few from other

parts. We encourage them to get all the schooling they can before coming. A
good many of our apprentices go to the Technical School ; in fact I think at present

it gets the largest number from omr place.

Combination of Theory and Practice Best.

We find that boys learn more practically after they are in work—of course

with the combination of the theoretical. A boy may supply to a certain extent

the deficiency that he would suffer for want of technical or college education if

he has the other end of it; or he may have the technical education and not the

practical, and the other end can be supplied. Ovu" experience is that the boys

who take a college course, even in the best school, such as Cornell University or

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, are handicapped to some extent com-

pared with our practical boys until they get right down to their level. At the same

time a practical education is of great advantage to them when they get the other.

The work in the technical school while very satisfactory, could with advantage

be advanced still further. In Amherst a large proportion of the young people

between 15 and 18 would find great advantage in attending evening school. I

do not think compulsory evening classes would be wise or practicable. My idea

is that both local and Dominion Governments ought to provide these schools but

they will only be taken advantage of by a certain proportion of the industrial

population, and they should not be made compulsory because there will be no use

in compelling people to go there who would not do any good. I think more oppor-

ttmity is needed for young fellows in evening classes than now exist.
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Fine Quauty of Workers.

The fault of our people here is that they either have not sufficient courage

or imagination for the things that they can do. Mr. Armstrong, our expert adviser,

told me time and again that the Nova Scotia boys he had here were the best boys

for this class of business he ever saw anywhere, and we found that to be the case.

They are of English and Scotch parentage; they are usually well brought up; and

a great many of them are natural mechanics.

For mechanical or engineering work there is no place that I know of in Canada

or anywhere else that is better tlian here for labor that is well adapted, and we can

get it at a reasonable rate of wages, and we can train in this way. We have the

raw material and a great many things in our favor.

System Develops Invention.

Our premium system has been the means of developing invention in our

mechanics to some extent, but not yet to anything like the extent it should; but

the men are seeing improvements in methods of doing work, which they discuss

with the foreman.

The principal duty rests on the man who is setting these operations; he has

to study it out and revise, etc., and he does not do much of anything else. When
new methods for operation present themselves he writes down exactly how it is

done, not depending on merely telling the mechanic, and then these operations are

filled out on cards, giving the sequence of them, just how they come about; then

if a workman requires any instruction this man will give it to him, and generally

in a certain way, which is found to be the best way.

The increase in wages from 20c to 30c and 35c an hour was brought about by

increased cost of living and otlier conditions, but we have had to meet that by our

system so as to keep the cost of production as near as possible what it was

originally, and we have pretty well succeeded in that.

APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM OF THE DOMINION IRON AND STEEL
COMPANY, SYDNEY, N.S.

Apprentices are employed in the Company's shops, which include the usual

machine, pattern, blacksmith and boiler shops, foimdry and electrical repair

shop. They are bound for four years, and 3,000 hours are reckoned to consti-

tute a year's service. The apprentices are employed as assistants to the journey-

men and are given every opportunity to become proficient in tlie various trades.

As soon as they are able to work by themselves they are given independent

jobs. The rates of wages are as follows:

—

l'"irst year 6 . 7c. per hour

Second " 9 c "

Third " II. 2c. " "

I'ourth " 1 3. 5c.
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In the roll turning shop in connection with the mills, apprentices serve for

three years of 3000 hours each, the rates are:

—

First year 14c. per hour

Second " 17c. '' "

Third " 20c. " "

Bricklayers' apprentices serve three years of 3000 hours, the rates of wages

paid are:

—

First year 7*c. per hour

Second " 15c. " "

Third " 30c. " "

As soon as an apprentice has worked out his time he is employed as a journey-

man, if he desires to remain in the Company's employment; and this usually

happens, although occasionally a young man leaves to take employment else-

where. A very satisfactory percentage of the number of boys who become ap-

prentices complete the term of indenture, but there is always a certain percent-

age who do not. No attempt is made to enforce the engagement ; if a boy becomes

dissatisfied, and he cannot be persuaded by his foreman or superintendent to

continue, he is allowed to go.

SECTION 6 : WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS.

DOMINION COAL COMPANY EMPLOYEES' BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The objects of this Society are:

To protect the interests of its members, and to promote the principles of

good will and humanity amongst them, both in their relations as fellow-employees

and as servants of the Company;

To provide benefits to sick and injured members and to provide for the

dependants of deceased members;

To provide old age and disability pensions.

Management. The chief executive officer of the Company shall be ex-officio

President, and there shall be a Board of Directors appointed to represent each

branch.

Benefits. In addition to benefits mentioned in the statement, there is a grant

of $150 to any man losing one foot or hand, this grant being paid on the expiration

of the sick benefit. In case of loss of both feet or both hands or total loss of eye-

sight, the grant to be increased to $450.

Old Age Pensions. A fund is being accumulated for this purpose, and a

scheme will be formulated in due course. In the meantime the Directors are

empowered to grant old age pensions to employees who are unable to earn their

own living owing to age or disability.
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Dominion Coal Comp^vny Employees' Relief Fund.

Under the Constitution the Company and the workmen contribute equally,

and the Government contributes 3-lOths of a cent per ton on all coal sold.

Based on an average of 8,000 employees, the workmen, paying 50 cents per

man, will contribute $48,000. Allowing for an output of 4,000,000 tons, the

Government's contribution will amoimt to $12,000. This, with the Company's
contribution of $48,000, will make $108,000 for the year.

W In regard to benefits, no distinction is made between sickness and accident,

believing that a workman incapacitated by sickness is as much in need of relief

as a person injured in the mine. Records of previous years show that 65% of the

amount paid for weekly indemnity was for sickness. It is generally admitted

that miners, as a class, are above the average in regard to number of weeks' sickness

per 1,000 employed. Any scheme which pro\'ides for accidents will only take

care of 1 -3rd of all cases in need of weekly indemnity. The indemnity is $6 per week
for the first 26 weeks; half-weekly indemnity, or $3 for the next 26 weeks, and $2

per week for the two years following. After that the Society has the power to

make special grants in deserving cases.

It being almost impossible for a miner to get accident or life insurance, except

at a rate almost prohibitory^ a Society such as this provides the best means of

support for his wife and family in case of disablement or deatli.

If a workman dies either from sickness or accident, his dependants receive

a death claim of $100, the widow receives $8 per month for five years, and each

child receives $3 per month till the age of 14.

Examples of what families would receive in case of death:

—

Wife with no children will receive S 580

Wife and one child, age 1 1 ,048

Wife and two children, aged 1 and 3 1 ,444

Wife and four children aged 1, 3, 5, & 7 2,020

Wife and six children aged 1 , 3, 5, 7, 9 & 11 2,308

Wife and eight children aged A, 2, 3*, 5, 6^, 8, 9^ II 2.956

Besides this, the Government makes a special grant of $50 in the case of the

death of any workman.

These benefits came into effect July 1 , 1910, when all the then existing Branches

were amalgamated into one general Society with a central Board of Directors,

which consists of one representative from each Branch—tlie Company being en-

titled to an equal number—and these have charge of all moneys and property of

the Society. There are branches at all the Collieries and Under Committees of

Managers at each branch, who must approve of all claims before being paid. These

committees consist of nine persons—four elected by the workmen, four appointed

by the Company, and one appointed by the Government.

Theassetsof the Society amounted to $47,000 on July 1, 1910, making together

with a cash contribution of $21,000 from the Company, a total of $68,000.

The lial)ilities of the Society, which are payments that will be made to widows
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and orphans, amounted to about $24,000, leaving an actual surplus of $44,000.

This surplus makes a good sound foundation for the Society starting out under

its new Constitution and By-laws.

There is no question raised as to the cause or blame; the workmen gets his

indemnity as a right imder the Constitution of the Society. If it were other-

wise, the Company woidd ask themselves, "Are we legally liable?" or the em-

ployee's first thought would be, "Can I get anything?" This is a state of affairs

which does not help to bring the employees and the employers together, but

rather has a tendency to drive them farther apart, and so prevent the good will

and confidence which should exist between workmen and Company.

DOMINION STEELWORKERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The objects of he Society are:

1. To protect the interests of its members, who shall be employees of the

Dominion Iron and Steel Company, of Sydney, N.S., and to promote the prin-

ciples of good will and humanity amongst them, both in their relations as fellow

employees and as servants of the Company.

2. To provide relief as provided under the constitution and by-laws of

the Society:

—

(a) By providing allowances of money to members when by reason of

illness or bodily injury they are unable to follow their regular employment

and are deprived of their usual wage or salary.

(b) By providing definite grants of money to the representatives of

deceased members.

(c) By providing old age and disability pensions.

All persons imder 60 years of age and regularly employed in the service of

the Company are eligible for membership in the Society, excepting such as are

afiBicted with any disease, disorder or habit or bodily defect tending to shorten

life or incapacitate them for the performance of the duties required in their

regular employment in the Company's service.

The affairs of the Society are managed by a Board of Directors composed

of eight members elected by ballot at the first General Meeting, and an additional

number to be nominated by the Company in proportion to its contributions.

For example: If the annual contributions of 300 ordinary members should

amount in the aggregate to $1,800, and the Company's annual contributions

should be $600, the Company's delegates would be entitled to 100 votes at a

meeting of the Society.

Funds.—^The ordinary funds of the Society are derived:

1. From an entrance fee equal to one month's contribution, to be paid by

each member on joining, and from fees to be paid monthly according to the fol-

lowing scale: Class A, 50c.; Class B, 75c.; Class C. $1.00.

2. From the Company, which shall pay not less than 25% of the aggregate

contribution of the employee members.

Sick benefits are paid for 13 weeks as follows :—Class A, $5; Class B, $7.50;

Class C, $10.00.
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In addition to these rates, in cases of extreme necessity, the Board of

Directors may make special grants not to exceed in any case the sum of Si 50;

such special grants to be limited in the aggregate to S500 in any year.

For loss of one foot, or one hand, while engaged in the service of the Company,

a grant is made in addition to the weekly benefits, and when payment of the same

shall have ceased, according to the following scale:—Class A, SlOO; Class B, S150;

Class C, S200.

For loss of both feet, or botli hands, or of liaud and foot, or of both eyes,

while engaged in the service of the Company, a grant shall be made in addition

to the weekly benefits and when payment of same shall have ceased, according

to the following scale;—Class A, $300; Class B, $450; Class C, S600.

No grant shall be made nor benefit accrue in any case where disablement shall

have been caused by drunkenness or other improper conduct.

In addition to the above Grants and Benefits, the Society shall pay the charges

for services of siu-geons who may be appointed to attend to members of the

Society who may be injured while engaged in regular employment, and all

charges for lodging, board and attendance in hospital for such members as may
be admitted to the General Ward by authority of the Society or under its rules.

In case of death through illness or as a result of accidental injun.- while in

the service of the Company, the legal representatives of deceased members shall

be entitled to receive Mortuary Benefits increasing by lengths of membership,

from one to ten and succeeding years, as follows:—Class A, S40 to S400: Class B,

$53 to $533; Class C, $66 to $666.

In 1910 the total payments were $29,082; the surplus, $4,969; and reserves,

$28,000.
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CHAPTER VI: AS TO AGRICULTURE AND
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

SECTION I : NOVA SCOTIA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Information obtained from ProFBSSOR MelvillB Gumming, Principal of

the College and Secretary for Agriculture for the Province.

Agriculture has been one of the last branches of industry to receive careful

attention by means of education. Its importance was not realized in early

years when lands possessed virgin fertility and produced crops almost \mder

any system of tillage and rotation, but depleted fields and reduced crops coming

at the same time with increased prices have aroused the people of Nova Scotia,

as elsewhere, to the need of study and investigation along agricultural lines,

and also need of popularizing such knowledge as already exists.

In 1885 a School of Agricidture was conducted as a Department of the Pro-

vincial Normal School at Tnuo ; in 1 893 a School of Horticiilture was established

in Wolfville imder the direction of the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers' Association.

These schools attracted very excellent students and aroused an interest in matters

agricultural, thus paving the way for the present Provincial College of Agri-

culture, opened in 1905 at Truro, the geographical centre of the province.

Progress of the Provinci.^l College.

This College has firmly established itself, and is increasing in importance.

It draws students from the three Maritime Provinces, as New Brunswick and

Prince Edward Island have no such college of their own. Five years ago the

students in regular coiu-ses numbered 17, and at short coiirses 40. In 1910 there

are in the regular coiu-se 48 and in the short courses, 367, of whom 67 were ladies

taking domestic science, poultry raising, dairying, etc. It must be remembered

that the constituency is relatively small and that horticulture has not heretofore

occupied the prominent position in Nova Scotia that it holds in other Provinces.

The resiilt of the college work has been a growth of sentiment in regard to agri-

culture, and there is a marked desire for information.

This college has been patterned in a large measure after the Ontario Agri-

cultural College, at Guelph, Ont., and has received the benefit of the latter's suc-

cess, while the work of the Federal Department of Agricultiu-e, the growth of

the agricultural press, and the general demand for technical education in all

lines, as well as the results from the good work of students graduated and the

impressions they created, have been features working towards success at Truro.

A distinctive featiu-e of the College at Truro is its affiliation with the Provincia 1

Normal College and the students of both institutions take instruction from

members of the Faculty of both Colleges.

191d—Vol. IV—
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When the AgriCTiltural College was first organized, there was a great deal of

distrust, one sceptic being a neighboring farmer, who laughed at the college dairj'-

ing tests as useless, but this man had recanted, and had addressed many farmers

and also given testimony by heavy investment in stock-raising, and by making
a profit of $800 on a 20-acre farm. Another illustration of the value of .the College

was given by a graduate who before attending college would gladly have accepted

$400 a year for his services, but refused an offer as farm manager at S800 because

he was making his own farm, though a poor one, worth $1,500 a year. A farmer

came to tlie College bringing $600 and asked Principal Cumming to buy live stock

for him, saying "You have kept two of my boys on the farm."

Wn.vr THE College Provides.

The College provides four courses:

—

(1) The regular two years' course, graduates in which receive an Associate

Diploma of Agriculture. It is anticipated that this two years' course will prove

much more fruitful vmder present conditions than a four years' course in edvicating

boys for lives on a farm instead of professional careers. Students who wish to

receive the Bachelor degree in Agriculture complete their course at Guelph, St.

Anne's and other colleges. St. P'rancis Xavier College sent several students,

and priests are paying expenses of young fellows to go from their particular parishes

to the college especially for the short courses.

(2) A two weeks' short cotirse held in January, especially for the busy farmer

and his son who cannot afford to be long absent from home. The attendance in

this course in 1909 was over 300, of whom 70 came from Prince Edward Island,

and 26 from New Brunswick. This short course has proved most popular,

and has produced most marked results; it is also directly or indirectly fur-

nishing the great majority of the long course students and in fact may be said to

be the advertising medium of the college, by bringing into personal contact witli the

institution and its work farmers who might be still prejudiced or iminfiuenced

by newspaper articles, etc. The short courses consist of lectures and demonstra-

tions in all lines included in tlie long course, members of tlie staff being

assisted by experts from tlie Federal Department at Ottawa, from Guelph and St.

Aime's, and also by Nova Scotians who have made a practical success of farming

in various lines, tlie latter feature being highly appreciated.

(3) A two weeks' short course for women, held at tlie same time as tlie last

mentioned, comprising domestic science, dairj'ing, poultry raising, horticulture, witli

some women students in agriculture, animal husbandry, etc. The total attend-

ance at this course in 1910 was 67, all being from towns except 12 from rural sec-

tions. This course has never been advertised as extensively as tlie otlier courses,

and in addition tliese courses for ladies are looked upon as an innovation, hence

the comparatively small attendance

(4) The Rural Science School for teachers, conducted during July and August

in affiliation witli the Provincial Normal School, attended by over 100. The num-
bers arc too large for satisfactory work. The object is to bring the pupil teacliers
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directly in contact with the various phases of nature, and to encourage first-hand

study of soils, plants, insects, birds, weather phenomena and everything of that

sort which constitute the environment of their rural scholars.

The College and the Rural School.

The College management recognizes that the College reaches directly a very

small percentage of those in need of agricultural instruction; hence they wish to

carry at least the spirit of college work into the common schools and arouse

interest among scholars in things pertaining to everyday life. Much remains to

be done to make tliis Rural Science School as effective as it should be. Teachers

are still under the influence of former systems, and look upon rural science as

something tacked on to the course, and hence of not such importance as history,

geography, grammar, etc. Fiulher, teachers brought up under the old system

of education have not yet acquired that intimacy %'nth science which is necessary

to teach it effectively.

Priacipal Ctunming is of opinion that if agricidture is to flotu-ish in Nova
Scotia the school curriculum and the method of teaching in schools, especially in

nu-al districts, must be gone into more thoroughly than it has yet been, for rural

science should be as well taught and should occupy as important a place in the

school curriculum as any other subject.

A curriculum has been arranged for students of the Rtaral Science School on

the completion of which a diploma is awarded which entitles the holder to an extra

Government grant when rural science work is taught in a public school. This

curriculum covers natine study, general biology, botany, school gardening, and

horticulttue, insects, birds, agricultm-e, geolog}^ physics, soil physics, chemistry,

bacteriology, mechanic science—the latter including brush drawing, paper and

cardboard modelling—woodwork ia making plant press, insect box and spreading

board or equivalent models.

The Provincial Government pays transportation charges of all teachers who
complete the course to the satisfaction of the instructors, and under the regidations

of the school law, an additional week or two of vacation may be obtained by
teachers taking the summer coiu-se. The work is so arranged that it would be

possible for almost any teacher to complete the requirements for the diploma in

three summers, and one already proficient in the subjects could do so in one term.

During the term of the Rural Science School the forenoons of six days in the

week are devoted to class work, and the afternoons of five days to field excursions

and individual work in the laboratories. A due allowance is made for reading

and study along the lines of the course which a student may prove he has done
between the terms.

Description of the College and its Work.

The Agricultiu-al College consists of a main building in which are laboratories

and class rooms for biology, bacteriology, agriculture, horticulture and mechanic
science. (The Mechanics and Physics laboratories are at tlie Normal School, with

which the Agricultural College is affiliated.)

191d—Vol. IV—7}
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There is a separate dairying building fully equipped, live stock judging pavilion

and a farm of 205 acres with appropriate stock and poultry' building.

The farm stock is of high quality and utility so as to provide not only demons-
tration of profitable production of live stock products, but also to stimulate an

interest in improved live stock, which it is generally remarked is the most needed

improvement in the general farming of Nova Scotia. The great demand by the

the people for stock of this kind is sufficient evidence of its appreciation. The
farm could sell ten times as much of this improved stock at good prices as was
disposed of during the past year. This shows that the people are receiving and

appreciating the work of the College in regard to improved live stock; and the

value of this feature will be manifested not only in the preservation of the natural

fertility of farm lands, but in the interest it arouses in the country boys for all

forms of agriculture.

The work of this College has been in teaching and demonstration rather than in

experimental and investigation lines, chiefly because the amount of funds placed

at their disposal is limited, and also because the Federal Department of Agriculture

conducts at Nappan (within 70 miles of Truro) and under almost identical con-

ditions, an experimental station where soil cultivation, field crops, horticulture

and live stock are dealt with, while a similar station for experimentation and fruit

growing is about to be established in the Annapolis Valley. Principal Cvnnming

is not altogether satisfied with present conditions, but hopes before long to be

able to command some means of effecting better work along the lines of experi-

ment and investigation.

College extension work has been beg^n, though it is not yet as comprehensive

as the College Principal would like.

SECTION 2 : OTHER AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION

AND WORK.

In almost everj^ County there is a regularly organized County Fanners' Asso-

ciation, and scattered all over the Province are 179 Agricultural Societies. Under
these organizations members of the College staff, assisted by experts from the

Federal Department and men actually engaged in farming in Nova Scotia, have

delivered lectures in all branches of agriculture and given demonstrations in live

stock judging, treatment of diseases of animals, spraying, drainage, etc.

The College has also sent travelling dairies for a number of years, which have

visited almost every county in the Province. These travelling dairies have

been attended with splendid success. Principal Cumming says that the improve-

ment in the butter is testified to by every man dealing in it, and by every hotel-

keeper in the Province.

Specially qualified judges have been supjjlicd for fall fairs, in order to make
these exhibitions more educative.

A series of co-operative experiments with crops, fertilisers, etc., have been

instituted, similar to those of Exi)criniental Unions in Ontario, a series of iMcld

Crops competitions in cereals and turnips, together with local encouragement of
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the work of the Canadian Seed Growers' Association. These are having a marked

influence in arousing greater interest in the growing of improved crops. A number

of private citizens are contributing prizes for the encouragement of these com-

petitions, the postmaster at Amherst having given $50 for four prizes for boys

under 18 who grew the best half acre of turnips—a crop particularly suited to Nova

Scotia and which shovild be grown in much greater quantities. Another man in

Antigonish has given a similar prize.

Demonstr.a.tion Orchards, Dr-^inagb, Etc.

Under the direction of the College of Horticulture some 33 model or demon-

stration orchards extending from Yarmouth in the West to Cape Breton in the

East, located in counties which have not yet developed fruit growing, are being

cultivated and cared for. These orchards are placed on the farms of representative

men in those communities, and after ten years are to become the exclusive property

of the farmer who owns the land. The educative value of these orchards has

already been considerable by demonstrating that many varieties of apples, etc.,

are not suited for sections outside of the regular fruit-belt. In a general way

the establishment of those orchards has been a very considerable stimulus to the

development of interest in fruit growing. Some fruit-growers are demonstrating

that orcharding is a profitable business; others are demonstrating the opposite.

Horticulture in a large way is confined to the Counties of Annapolis and Hants.

Bulletins and educative articles are issued, and members of the College stafT,

assisted bj' various experts, have been issuing a series of articles, a distinctive

subject being taken up each year in connection with the annual report of the Secre-

tary' for Agriculture. These articles have dealt with sheep raising, dairjdng, soils

and soil cultivation, fruit raising, etc., and have increased several fold the demand

for the stereotyped reports, which are also more carefully read than heretofore.

In this way the farmers will be furnished in the course of a few years with a series

of reports containing articles upon every phase of agricidture which will constitute

a good working library.

Following the publication in the annual report of several articles dealing

with drainage in various aspects, arrangements were made for farm surveys to be

conducted at minimum expense by College representatives, and a traction drainage

machine was purchased for operation, the object being to get as much drainage

as possible done so as to serve as an extensive demonstration of the value of under-

drainage. The college authorities are draining lands at about 20 cents per rod,

which is about one-half the cost of doing it by manual labor. This is being done

because of the educational effects that follow, and the machine is booked for two

years ahead.

Provincial Agricultural Associations.

The following organizations, whose work is largely educative, exist in Nova
Scotia :

—

(1) Nova Scotia Farmers' Association, which derives its membership from

County Associations, Agricultural Societies and Exhibition Boards; holding annual
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meetings for discussions and reconiniendations on general agricultural interests of

the Province. Following a discussion of the curriculum of rural schools a resolu-

tion was unanimously carried in favor of the more extensive teaching of Nature

Study in schools.

(2) County Farmers' Associations exist in almost every county, having been

organized by the Provincial Association which it represents. These hold agricul-

tural meetings, and in some instances exhibitions and seed fairs, and conduct

college extension lectures.

(3) The Nova Scotia Fruit Growers' Association, related to fruit growing as

the Farmers' Association is to general agricidture. This Association, established

and conducted by the School of Horticulture which was afterwards merged in

the College, has been the prime mover in arranging for the fruit growing experi-

mental station shortly to be organized at Kentville.

(4) The Nova Scotia Co-operative Fruit Growers' Association, a commercial

Association composed of 1 1 local co-operative Associations, organized in the last

last few years.

(5) Agricultural Societies, of which there are 179 scattered tliroughout tlie

Province, existing principally for encouraging the improvement of live stock and

farms. The Government gives each Society a grant of from 80c to a dollar for

each dollar privately subscribed, and with this money the Societies for the most

part purchase piu-e bred stock. They also serve for the co-operative purchase of

seed, feeds and fertilizers.

(6) Exhibitions, Fall Fairs and Seed Fair Boards. Nova Scotia supports one

Provincial Exhibition held annually at Halifax; upwards of a score of fall fairs

and seed fairs ; and also co-operates with the other Maritime Provinces in supporting

tlie Winter Fair at Amherst. An effort is being made to make these institutions

more distinctly educational than formerly.

School G.\rdkn Work.

Mr. Percy Shaw, teacher of Horticulture at tlie Agricultural College, who has

super\'ision of tlie Government Model Orchards, and who was Director of the five

Macdonald Rural School Gardens around Truro from 1903 to 1906—each of these

schools being provided with a garden—stated that the garden work was used as

a basis for nature study, science, language, drawing, number work, etc., and added

to the interest and educational value of this work in each case. No attempt was

made to teach technical agriculture or gardening.

In Mr. Shaw's opinion the essence of successful garden work for the education

of children was to have them interested in and fond of growing plants either at

the school or at home. A small area may be better than a large one, but the garden

work should l>e felt as a pleasure, and the work done voluntarily, never under com-

pulsion. There should be definite financial support. He considers that nature

study is a method quite as much as a subject, and if properly taught it need not

be a subject "tacked on." The Normal College work of nature study,

arithmetic and drawing can be taught by using the same models and the same
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methods. Though nature study is added as a separ-ite course, the work with

young children might be done incidentally.

Many attempts have been made to utilize a scheme for country schools that

would be a graded curriculvun leading on to general practical education, but a

perfectly satisfactory' course has not yet been devised. The villages and small

towns and cities take the lead in this as in many other things. He thought Nova
Scotia ready for such a movement if means were available to employ some person

who can give his whole time, and with the co-operation of teachers work up such

a coiu'se. In his experience nature study did not upset anything else taught in

the schools ; on the contrary it evidently benefited the other school work, and also

looked towards the industrial training of children in the countr)' schools.

Cut Out the Dead Wood.

Mr. Shaw would not drop any subject in the common schools for nature study,

but would reduce the number of useless topics in some subjects, because there is a

lot of dead wood carried in a number of subjects in the Common and High Schools

that ought to be cut out to allow far more valuable subjects to be taught.

As an example of successful language teaching in connection with nature

study, Mr. Shaw told of a teacher of a rm-al school near Tnoro to whom the children

brought a noxious insect known as the "cut worm" which they had found in the

garden. They were interested because it had destroyed some of their o\vn

plants. It was put in the terrarium and kept until it had developed to the pupa

stage, and finally came out as an adult moth. The scholars were greatly siu-prised

and interested to see the change that had taken place, and the incident was used

as a basis for a language lesson. The teacher placed on the blackboard drawings

of this insect; then the children gave her an account of what the insect had done

at different stages. It was thus used as a drawing lesson, a language lesson both

oral and written, and an exercise in penmanship for the children. In that way
nature study might be used in second year school work without displacing any
subject, but in higher grades it should be separated.

SECTION 3: THE BR.ANCH DOMINION EXPERIMENTAL FARM
AT NAPPAN.

Experiments were made diu-ing 1910 with the following: Spring Wheat;
Durum or Macaroni Wheat; Emmer & Spelt; Oats; mixed grain; barley; peas,

buckwheat; Indian com; turnips; mangolds; carrots; sugar beet; potatoes; clover;

alfalfa. Experiments were also made to determine the practicability of restoring

nm-out land: a series of tests with fertilizers, and with lime and commercial fer-

tilizers on marsh or dyke lands, were carried out. The hay crop was the heaviest

cut for many years; apples and strawberries were poorer than usual; vegetable

crops of all kinds were sown. The horses on the farm are kept exclusively as

work animals; some experiments were made with dairy cattle. Sheep, poultry

and bees are kept. Grain and potatoes were distributed to fanners, the total
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number of samples sent out being 814. Produce was exhibited at various shows

in the Province.

Dr. MacKay, Superintendent of Education, says that money is needed to

develop a much stronger experimental department at Truro. The farm at Nappan
has 250 acres, but is 70 miles away from tlie Agricultural College, and the work

could be carried on as well at Truro if the monej' were available. If it could be

done it would justify a much larger expendittue, and the work would be better

done. It would be an immense advantage to have the equipment and facilities at

Truro for the students.

SECTION 4 : SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY IN RELATION

TO DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES.

AGRICULTURE.

More education in the 8th grade would make a better farmer as well as a better

citizen. Travelling instructors would reach boys of 15 to 18, and furnish a supple-

mentary system for boys from 14 to 17 who do not go to High School. Elementary

Agriculture at this age would tend to keep children on the farm. Evening

classes in summer would attract young people and be beneficial, especially if related

to daily work in the orchard; the travelling instructor could give valuable hints if

he spent a day in the orchard. One witness says, "I cannot emphasize too

strongly the desirability of early training along the lines of nature study and

agriculture."

More publicity is needed for agricultural work and colleges. The Agricultural

College at Truro needs a boarding residence before farmers will send their boys

there. Public addresses, supplemented by visits to farmers, would be good. Boys

should go to Truro at 14 or 15 and take a course on weeds and insects. School

gardens would help the children and money is well spent on keeping up good schools.

Wliat is needed more than anything else is the proper education of the farmer

to develop the land and produce the material necessary for the large market avail-

able.

An Illustration Farm would help, and bring about a revival. Any improve-

ment in agriculture would benefit the whole of eastern Nova Scotia, and this

could be done without interfering with other industries, such as coal; in fact, it

would benefit coal and iron people by cheapening living. Provisions are dear,

owing to the long haulage, and consequently wages are not so high as they appear

to be. There should be smaller farms, better cultivated. Farmers are becoming

more desirous of information, due to the excellent market for their products if

only they can supply it.

FISHERIES.

Any system of Technical Education for Limenburg district nuisl include a

navigation school; Goveniment should subsidize such schools. Marine schools

i( nil v.Imi -.1ii>iiI(I lie known at sea. Navigation schocils tliroughout the Dominion
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would help the trade and make more competent men by increasing their ability

and the safety of shipping and would keep men in the Canadian service, whereas

now they go elsewhere. A travelling school might be of some help and a corre-

spondence school is better than nothing, but not so good as local school. There

is lack of opportunity' for the edtication of those who are to be captains; classes,for

young men who will be captains in the future would be an advantage and a step

in the right direction. Boys have to go to sea so young that they cannot get much
education, and night classes for these boys would be very beneficial and should be

compulsory to a certain standard. There is also need for classes for boatbuilders

and designers to improve fishing boats.

There is need for improvement in the curing and packing of fish. Carelessness

and ignorance of curers is the cause of irregular quality; instruction would prevent

this, but would be difficult to impart. Instruction in curing on the Norwegian plan

would be good ; also sending men around to difi'erent ports to instruct the fishermen

during the winter when they are not busy. Fishermen could be given instruction

on methods similar to agricultural instruction, by a practical man. The fisheries

could be vastly improved, but only by demonstrating improved methods. Fishing

people are intelligent, but conser\-ative and slow to take up new ideas. Fishermen's

Libraries should be established at different points to bring to their notice in a

systematic way the results of experiments and the advantage of carrying them
out. Reports of the Fishery Commission should be summarized and made avail-

able for fishermen. The Fishery Intelligence Bureau does good work. Weather
reports should be telephoned to fishing stations.

Several witnesses state that buyers need to be reached before the fishermen

;

people should be educated in the food value of fish as compared with other things,

and Domestic Science Schools can help in this by showing how to cook fish in

the best way.

A campaign of education is needed to ensure better transportation, on which

the fish industry largely depends.

Industrial training would be good for the fishing industry, and leading men
in the locality would assist in maintaining a demand for it. It would benefit all

local industries, including fishing. The efficiency of fishermen could be largely

improved; they cotdd produce more fish if they had technical and scientific

knowledge. Men who handle nets and boats need technical education. The net

fishing industry in Scotland was developed through technical education. Curing

requires more training than catching, though the labor is imskilled except the

foreman. Drying is mechanical and artificial, and does not require technical

education, but packing does, and also pickling. Evening classes would help

in teaching the curing process.

Fishermen need education as much as farmers, and should be taught to catch

and treat fish. An aquarium, as in British Columbia, would be a good thing; also

a Fishery Board to regulate packing, size of barrels, etc., as packing afi'ects the

value. Fishery Boards in the Old Countr}' have improved fishing, and produced
the merchant, curer, government standards and inspection.

The shell-fish industry is becoming depleted for lack of technical knowledge,

and the public needs instruction to save oyster beds. Efforts to improve fisher-
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men have failed owHng to their conservatism; e.g. in refusing cold storage bait.

There is no hope for industrial training in the fishing industry except through

adapting it to the existing needs and conditions of the industry.

MINING.

A coal miner states that if he had made things with his hands and measured

and laid tliem out on paper, he would have remembered his arithmetic better.

Mining schools and night schools help a man to work with more advantage to

himself and his employer; they help to prevent accidents and teach men what

to do if accidents occur. Miners would be more intelligent if they went to night

schools twice weekly; it should be made compulsory'. Lectures on ventilation,

illustrated with apparatus, would be useful and interesting. Schools should be

organized and advertised. Men require knowledge of the principles of mining.

The education of miners is well taken care of in Nova Scotia, and in addition

to practical training all superintendents in the Acadia Coal Company have taken

night school or correspondence courses. The Steel & Coal Company compels

apprentices to go to night school and pays fees for average of 80% marks. Boys

should take the practical side before going to college. Miners in general would

like to have evening classes for their sons ; lectures on usefulness of this knowledge

would help. More illustration work, chemical e.xperiments and apparatus are

needed. Technical education has been a good thing. Mining schools are more

helpful than a technical college. Mining schools have reduced accidents and

made men more careful and efficient. Thorough training for foremen by men
knowing practical conditions would make mining safer. Evening classes for boys

leaving at 6th grade would be good and .should be made attractive; a more

practical training and higher standard of education are needed. Drawing and

manual training are good for boys going into industry. Practical experience is

absolutely necessary in any case, but technical education helps men to higher

positions. The industry could be carried on better if more men took evening classes

;

the trouble at present is that men stop as soon as they have their certificates.

A travelling instructor demonstrating exuding and making of gases, etc.,

would be an improvement to the mining school, and a feeder to the technical

school. A demonstrator with a big screen would secure reciniits for evening

classes, and a series of public lectures would be most beneficial. Evening

classes should be canvassed for as much as the Scranton Correspondence School is.

There is a general desire for education in the community, and the mining

schools enable men to work more skilfully; wider knowledge makes them more

ready to accept new inventions. It is an advantage to any business to have well

educated workmen. Many workmen have had a poor public school education, and

would need day schools for mathematics and after that night technical schools in

various centres, leading to either Sydney Higher Night School or Halifax. Many
men would take classes for general education, and need it before attending evening

classes. Classes could be made more practical and interesting by demonstrations.

In some districts men cannot get to mining school, and for these the correspond-

ence rnnr'-c i^ rui rili.ii.^t ideal systcm. Men who are to have responsible positions
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must be trained. Night schools supplemented by correspondence course are good

for a scattered population. One witness expressed the opinion that "a man gets

most when he is reading and working." Another considered that a big mining

college is needed, as night schools do not go far enough. Many ore train operators

take correspondence courses, and would like a technical college, as also men who

run machines, but meanwhile they would go to night school. The fact of bringing

men together in classes is beneficial, as they discuss difficulties.

ge;ner.\l.

Boys should be able to get training for their trade as soon as they have de-

cided what they will be. At 15 they ought to be at practical work. Manual

training on a small scale is wonderful; it gives a boy an incentive and makes him

useful. Nowadays boys do not get as much practical work at home as formerly,

so the3^ need manual training more. The present system leaves a boy of 14 very

unfit to face the world ; formerly they had less book education, but were more

fit. The State should look after boys who have to leave school early.

Most employers in Nova Scotia would be willing to agree to any means for

improving their employees, for the more intelligent and efficient the boy, the

better it is for his employer. The main thing is to inspire men with ambition,

and then they will attend classes.
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CHAPTER VII: AS TO WOMEN'S WORK IN

INDUSTRIES.

Statement by Mrs. F. W. Sexton.

The National Council of Women appointed Mrs. F. \V. Sexton, of Halifax,

to collect and present information relating to the employment of women tlirough-

out Canada and she gave the Commission a full statement, accompanied by cor-

respondence.

The question of technical education for girls is more complicated than for

boys, as women ultimately become homemakers under new and involved industrial

and economic conditions. This is particularly true in large cities. It is necessary

for many women to be wage-earners not only before marriage, but during

marriage when their husbands are imable to support the family, and as widows.

The problem therefore is very involved. Changes in economic conditions have

swept away the home as a place where the girl obtained her vocational or tech-

nical training. Women have followed industries from the home into the factories,

and are now obliged to earn money to buy commodities they formerly made

—

bread, butter, clothing, etc. With the departure of industries from the home
has gone also the development of habits of industry, of definite aims and pur-

poses, and of efficiency which makes for the best type of character and is essential

to home-makers, who form the most important of all economic factors.

Those women who can afford to attend High Schools and Colleges must ulti-

mately become home-makers, and should therefore have instruction in domestic

economy, sanitation, heating and lighting, also, as consumers, they should know
something of the scientific principles governing production. In Halifax the High

School is deficient in respect of training along scientific or technical lines. There

should be some sort of elective courses or scientific courses nmning parallel with

the other.

Women Workers in Canada.

The fact that women are in industry may be deprecated, but the fact remains.

On the basis of the conditions in United States, where 6,000,000 women between

the ages of 16 and 25 (1 in every 15 of the population) are engaged in gainful

occupations, there would be 500,000 i i Canada. It is perhaps not fair to take the

same basis of calculation, however, as our population is not congested in large

cities, and our industrial conditions are different.

In Halifax there are between 2,000 and 2,500 women in industries, which

would bring the number in all Canada to 300,000, while there are many women
working for money beyond those ages who are not household workers, and others

who do not now but who have worked in industries.

The figures worked out for the United Slates—^which would probably ajiply

to any community of the same sort—.show that 9% of all women in industn,' are
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in professions—teaching, nursing, medicine, law, etc. Pretty nearly adequate

training is provided for all these. About 10%of women enter commercial pursuits

as salespeople or in clerical work, and adequate training is provided for them in

High and Commercial Schools, though nothing has been done in Canada in teaching

women the art of selling and handling goods. About 16% of industrial women

enter agriculttu-al pursuits, for which Canada provides adequate opportunity by

colleges, women's institutes, etc,, though agitation is needed to encourage and

stimulate women to take up poultry raising, dain,-ing, floriculture, etc., which offer

fine chances for development, and are specially fitted for women.

The Domestic Servant Problem.

25% of all working women enter manufactories. The remaining 40% are

employed in domestic service, etc., who must be trained through their mistresses

in household economy, and also in a taste for domestic ser\-ice -which will dignify

that training. So far it has been found impossible in the United States to train

domestic servants to any extent, though some Young Women's Christian Assoc-

iations have been fairly successful.

From investigations made in Halifax it would seem to be not impossible to

train domestic servants, and make their mistresses agree on a minimum scale of

wages and definite hours of work. Several girls volunteered to take such training

if they could get it. Living conditions in Halifax are very pleasant, however,

and there are no verj- large industries and department stores calling girls away.

What is the School Doing?

Wliat is the public school system doing for these 65% of the women? In the

ver}- best places less than a third, and in the very worst places less than a sixth, of

the girls have entered High School grade but begin to drop out of school at grade

five at the rate of 20% per year.

In Halifax there are 500 girls at home between the ages of 14 and 17. Of

these, 350 have never been beyond grade 8 and very many not beyond grade 5.

Perhaps one half of such girls in Halifax and throughout Canada stay at home

to take care of the other children; but from 50% to 75% of girls out of school are

obliged to earn their living in some way or help at home. What are they being

trained to do ? They have domestic science and sewing in the public school, but no

boy or girl has been able to earn his or her living on the strength of training received

in mechanic or domestic science. It could not be expected that a v»-oman could be

trained in 100 hours, (about two weeks' working time). The Public School must

give them an equipment which will enable them to develop themselves as individ-

uals and members of the community, or in industrial life if they have to enter an

industry—to step right out and take a gainful occupation where that is necessary.

Leading to Unskilled Industries.

Training in Halifax schools in sewing, which is necessary for any girl if she is

to enter any of the trades, is not systematic or graded, but is more or less per-

fimctory and dilatory. The girls not at school drift about and go into unskilled
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trades, such as candy dipping, packing, paper and cardboard industries—all sorts

of occupations that bring on tuberculosis and curvature of the spine, doing the

same thing over and over again under conditions absolutely stunting and deaden-

ing. After three or four years tliesc girls marry ; and what kind of homes can we
expect them to make when they have not been taught to do one single thing

properly with their hands, and have been driven about amongst harmful moral

and physical influences? Perhaps some of them pick up a trade, but this is in-

creasingly difBcxdt. Dressmakers do not want to be bothered teaching girls;

they would rather import those already trained. Just when girls are at the most

critical age and susceptible to influences of all kinds they are dropped into the

midst of these low industrial conditions.

There are many industries which are called skilled, among them so-called

"needle" industries, ready-made clothing manufacturing, dressmaking and mil-

linery, but for lack of training women enter the imskilled occupations, or the

unskilled portions of the skilled industries.

Two Classes of Women's Industries.

Most industries for female work unfortimately fall into two classes—domestic

service and what are called the "needle industries." Training for the latter

would include possibly ten different industries. Mrs. Sexton would never

pick out one firm's definite industry and say, "We will train girls for that one

store;" but all industries demand plain sewing of white garments, the designing

and making of undergarments, the making of children's plain wrappers and cloth-

ing, plain costumes, making of woollens, prints, etc. No girl between the ages of

14 and 17 would be allowed to cut and fit in an industrial establishment, but

training in these lines, accompanied with domestic science, business English

and arithmetic, would train many if not most of the girls for the skilled indus-

tries to which women have to go.

The training of young girls engaged in unskilled occupations would not be

successful unless in cases of unusual girls who could climb. Mrs. Sexton did not think

there were many girls working in candy or cotton factories who could be got to

attend school. Though bootmaking is one of the skilled industries, women are

largely employed in the unskilled parts of the work; but, if that industry' were

large enough in any place it might be one of the best in which to train women.

We have to take the skilled industries which exist, and enable girls to earn their

living at them as well as possible. If all skilled hand industry is abolished and ma-

chinery is introduced, we shall have to train women for that. It is a fact that

unskilled labor is greatly increasing with tlic introduction of machiner}'. It is a

question whether we can ever train girls who work under factory conditions in

unskilled industries; but Mrs. Sexton thought that girls the age of tliose in candy

and cotton factories should not be allowed to work the whole time, and that pos-

sibly some arrangement might be made witli the factories whereby they woifld

not. Amusements for such girls are very limited in Halifax. While there are

parks and open spaces where they can walk at night, there arc no legitimate

amusements like the "People's Palace" or anything of that sort; nothing but

nickel shows, which are more or less iniquitous.
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Tests as to Suitability of Industries for Women.

The tests for industries in which a woman can engage are that they must be

clean and sanitary-; must have no injurious physical or moral influences or lead

her away from her ultimate work of home-making; and they must offer living

wages and afford hope for her advancement and development.

Investigations show that the needle industries, millinery, dressmaking,

men's tailoring, etc., are the only ones for which there is definite training in

Halifax, where over 1000 women are engaged in industries that are practically

wholly unskilled. It would not pay to train girls to enter boot and shoe work,

in fact they usuallj' enter as stitchers, which is untrained work.

The objection to women engaging in imskilled work, such as candy-making,

is that these unskilled trades are run tinder tmsanitar>' conditions ; that in me-

chanical operations the women have to use no thought, hence mental gro-ivth is

absolutely stimted and ambition stifled, and the women will never reach a higher

plane. As there will always be enough riff-raff to carry on unskilled occupations,

why should we want to train men and women to go into these, asks Mrs. Sexton.

When employers cannot get women to carrj^ on such occupations, she argued,

necessity will probably cause the invention of suitable machinery'. In any case,

you will never be able to train all the women out of unskilled industries. She was

speaking on behalf of ambitious women who must get a living wage, and who are

now forced into either skilled or imskilled industries, for whom work in the former

would be possible if they had the necessary training. Unskilled industries do not

promise the money which is essential to an unmarried woman—firms in Halifax

offering only from S2 to $4 per week, with an average of between S3 and S4

per week.

Girls' Trade School after 7th Grade.

Just as there is a High School at the end of grade 8, ready to take the few

pupils who have time, ability and inclination to advance, so there should be trade

schools at the end of grade 7 to meet the wants of the many who must im-

mediately earn their living with their hands. Such trade schools, while giving

definite trade teaching under actual shop conditions and trade hours, should

continue the work of business English and business arithmetic, penmanship,

etc., and should help all girls in household science and sewing, etc., even if they

had no chance of becoming skilled workers, for no trade school would be able

to do without continued training in household science. If a girl can go on into

the collegiate, let her do so.

The trade school is suggested simply for girls who must earn their living

by their hands, and for the large percentage of girls who leave school early. An
investigation has shown that probably 70% of these girls would remain in school

another year if they could. Their reasons for leaving are because they need

money, and because they are not getting anything in school that holds their

interest. It has been found that parents Vvould try very hard to keep pupils

in school for another year if they could thus gain an adequate and honorable

living by starting in an industry at a point far in advance of any the^' might
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have reached after years of aimless drifting about in such industry. Girls in

Boston are placed immediately in good paj-ing positions after such training.

Such a trade school would make a girl more efficient as a factor in the home as

well as in an occupation. The plan of allowing girls to give one half-day at or-

dinan,' classes and one half-day at something like a trade school would meet

the need.

Tr.\de Cl.^sses Day and Evening.

Besides the ordinary trade school, there would have to be provided for a long

time trade classes, both day and evening. Mrs. Sexton had talked to 60 or 70

girls who wanted evening classes to help them rise higher in their particular

industry, for they said if they knew more they could get on. Such classes would

help them morally, socially and industrially, and out of them would perhaps come
schools which might be called trade schools, which would help the girls to appreciate

themselves, give them an opportunity to develop as individuals, and make them-

selves of the most use as women and home-makers.

Suggested Changes in Public Schools.

It would be a move in the right direction to extend the present domestic

science work downward and upward to take girls below and above grade 8 ; that

would fill a very definite want in those girls who go to domestic ser\'ice, and

the more advanced want of mechanical training for domestic capacities.

Mrs. Sexton did not think the public school could meet the case without

giving part of its time to trade training and including in its teaching staff actual

workers in trades end industries, for indtistrial work must be made actual and

practical in a trade school, or it would be useless to girls, and the industry would

not be established. If it were possible to bring trade training into tlie public

school and have all under one organization she thought it would be better in the

end, but she would like to see the experiment tried first by itself.

The tendency in other places has been to incorporate the whole thing in the

public school system and she thought that in Boston it had suffered in so doing.

In Halifax it is impracticable to tr\- the experiment for women on exactly the

same basis as industrial processes for men are carried on—the Government paying

half the cost of teachers, and the municipality paying tlie other half and providing

the buildings. Some extra-provincial financial a.ssistance is needed.
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

CHAPTER VIII : AS TO EDUCATION.

SECTION I: INTRODUCTORY.

Educational affairs in this Province are managed by a Board of Education,

consisting of the Premier as President, 8 members of the Government, the Prin-

cipal of Prince of Wales College, and the Chief Superintendent of Education.

The Local Government pays the teachers' salaries, some school districts voluntarily

adding what is called the ' 'Supplement," which on the average amounts to about

10% of the salary.

The total expenditure for Education during 1911 was 5181,177, of which the

Government contributed SI 26,439, the balance coming from school districts for

school houses, contingent expenses, and as .supplements to teachers' salaries, the

latter amount being S24,568, an increase of $776 over 1910, and more than three

times what it was in 1900. Out of 479 school districts, only 26 voted no supple-

ment to teachers.

School attendance suffers from the movement of families to the western Can-

adian Provinces. The total number of pupils attending the Public Schools in

1909 was 19,073, about 10 attending rural schools to 1 attending town schools.

In 1910 there was a falling off from this total of 141, and in 1911 a further de-

crease of 535.

The percentage of average attendance in 1911 dropped to 60.4 from 64.8

the previous year, the highest ever reached. This decrease is observable in everj-

coimty. The Chief Superintendent attributes it mainly to the depletion of the

ranks of the best teachers during the few years preceding, their places having been

filled with young and inexperienced teachers (one inspector gives their ages at

from 16 to 18) whose aspirations are not concentrated on their work and their

pupils, and who are not able to attract their scholars and inspire them with a love

for their school or enthusiasm in its work. Examiners at the matriculation e.x-

amination in 1911 reported a decided falling off in neatness, accuracy, spelling,

writing and arithmetic.

School Grades and Accommodation.

It is the duty of school trustees of districts to provide free school privileges

for all children from 5 to 16 years of age who reside in the district; those above 16

have the right to attend without charge if the school accommodation is sufficient.

The latter must be as follows:

—
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For a district having 40 pupils or under, a house with comfortable sittings

with one teacher; for a district with 70 to 100 pupils, two class rooms with one

teacher and two assistants, or two departments (primary and advanced) and a good

class room accessible to both with two teachers, and if necessary an assistant; for a

district with 150 to 200 pupils, three departments (primary, advanced and high

school), at least one class-room common to the two latter, with three teachers, and if

necessary an assistant; for a district with 200 pupils and iipwards, sufficient ac-

commodation for dilTerent grades of primary and advanced schools so that the

ratio of pupils in primary, advanced and high school departments may be 8, 3 and 1

.

The schools of the city of Charlottetown and the town of Summerside are

managed under special regulations.

Industrial Education Not Provided.

There is no organized Industrial Education on the Island; no Manual Training

except in Charlottetown and Summerside and at Hillsborough Consolidated School;

no Domestic Science except in the Prince of Wales College and the school at Hills-

borough. There are no evening schools in the to-\VTis and no short winter courses

in tlie schools for grown-up farm lads, except at Hillsborough Consolidated

School for three months in the winter, which was very successful as far as it went.

There are Manual Training Centres in Charlottetomi and Summerside, and at

Hillsborough Consolidated School. At the first named nearly 200 public school

boys took this training in 1911. Hillsborough gives also Nature Study with

Schoel Gardening.

Prince of Wales College, Charlottetown, provides Manual Training for boys

and girls aged 16-20. The work consists of Drawing and Woodwork. Girls

receive Manual Training during only one year. Domestic Science is provided

for all the girls. Teachers-in-Training at Prince of Wales College are given a

course of Manual Training or of Domestic Science.

The girls of Charlottetown had Domestic Science for a year under the Mac-

donald fund, but the School Board, though professing to be favorable, had no

funds to continue it, and tl:e City Coimcil said they could not afford it. It was

not a question with the School Board as to its utility or advantage. One witness

said tlie parents favored it much; that the pupils were intensely interested in it,

originated the petition to have it continued, and were very much disappointed;

that the committee metaphorically went down on their knees to the School Board

to have it continued, but the City would not advance the money.

There is a small School Garden in connection with one school in Charlottetown.

The teacher said it was too small to give the pupils all they like. It was divided

into class lots, and every individual pupil works. It is carried on almost exclusively

on the basis of Nature Study work, an hour weekly being given during the planting

and growing season. The children are very much interested. It is foimd that the

child most interested in Domestic Science and the School Garden is better in the

other studies, and the year they had Domestic Science that was no detriment to

the usual academic work of the school.
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SECTION 2: A PROVINCIAL COMMISSION ON EDUCATION.

A Commission appointed by the Provincial Government in October 1908

spent a year investigating educational matters on the Island and schools in other

parts of Canada, also in England, Scotland, and part of the United States. The

Commission was due to expressions of public opinion that the schools were not as

good as they had been years before, that the number attending them was too

small, that text books were unsuitable, that consolidation of schools would secure

better teachers and make better schools, and that agriculture as a subject should

have more attention in the schools.

The Chairman of the Commission (Mr. D. C. McLeod K.C.) had been

disappointed with many of the Island Schools visited; he had expected some-

thing better in numbers and in the manner of teaching. He noted listlessness

in the scholars, and his Commission had found that school life and home life

were two distinct things. He thought if the School Garden could be introduced

with success it would tend to unite home and school and make pupils familiar

with the common things about the home besides helping in teaching the ordinary

subjects. He suggested reducing the summer holidays, appointing fiu-ther va-

cations at a season when roads and weather were bad. As the Island weather is

not hot, he thought school work might go on without interruption through the

summer except for perhaps a fortnight, by keeping the windows open and short-

ening the hours of the school day.

Reforms Called For.

The Provincial Commission found the people generally evincing great pride

in the general intelligence of the population, but feeling strongly that education

must make progress and that the schools should go on from good to better; that

schools should be well equipped, with teachers well trained and mature in judg-

ment; that careful administration of school money as well as of the time and

energy of children demands larger and better schools, and as far as posible the

elimination of tmgraded one-department schools; that compulsory school at-

tendance up to a certain age or measiire of attainment should be enforced. The
tragedy of the schools, as the Commission remarks, is the disappearance of pupils

aged 12 or 13. Children who have long wearied of the idle hours spent on the

back seats of the school room while the teacher was engaged with other classes,

and to whom the book and unsolved problem suggest work unaccomplished,

leave school at this early age with little more than a habit of listless idleness and
dislike for books and everything associated with school. Many parents com-
plained of shipwreck and failure of their children, and the charge of inefBciency

is often brought against the educational system without any precise knowledge
of where the fault lies. All that strengthens the argument for improvement through

consolidation.

Nature Study Recommended.

The Provincial Commissioners urged that Nature Study should have con-

siderable place in the school coiu-se, as affording pupils the means of acquiring

191d—Vol. IV—8J
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much information of value and interest, and as of great practical use in its direc-

bearing on agriculture. They suggest that in the two highest grades Nature Study

might merge into elementary' agriculture, including not only school garden work,

but home work, feeding and caring for animals, pruning and spraying trees, etc.,

the pupils to observe results and report to the teacher from time to time.

They argued that the prosecution of Nature Study would tend to cultivate

strong attachment to country' life, and thus help to check the drift to towns and

cities. They showed how Nature Study comes in close touch with other school

subjects, geography being, in one aspect, really a branch of it; experimental

and natural sciences both in method and manner, being simply the development

of it; graphic representation by drawing being well nigh indispensable to Nature

Study, and Nature Drawing being one of its most obvious and useful forms. Eng-

lish composition receives a wealth of material from Nature Study; arithmetic

and mathematics, dealing with quantitative expressions and results, obtain ap-

propriate problems and examples; while the construction of various sorts of ap-

paratus, required in Nature Study work, affords a ready medium for Manual

Training.

But however important Nature Study may be, the Provincial Commissioners

do not recommend it in schools which lack qualified teachers; and School Gardens

should be introduced only where they can be well kept. Otherwise they would

be only an eyesore and an object of derision. Where gardens cannot be properly

maintained, strips along the sunniest walls of the school-house should be planted

with flowers, or at all events there should be window boxes or flower beds.

The Provincial Commission recommended that Prince of Wales College should

have a qualified Professor of Nature vStudy who should be a graduate of some

Agricultural College of high rank; that the course shoidd include Natural Sciences

as well as elementar>' Agriculture and Nature Study, and that there should be a

well-equipped garden in connection with the College.

Manual Training but not Domestic Science.

As Manual Training is now being taught in Prince of Wales College and in

the Normal School, the Conmiission recommended that tliis subject be introduced

into schools where suitable work rooms can be had, the training being utilized in

making implements of practical use on the farm.

The Provincial Commission regrets that under existing conditions it cannot

recommend that Domestic Science be taken up in the rural schools, as the only

way in which practical instruction could be given would be by the itinerary method.

Needlework, however, should be taught in every priman,' school irrespective of

sex, and continued by girls through all the grades.

The Provincial Commission carefully studied tin- ])iinciples of consolidated

schools, and strongly urged their adoption. They gave a long list of reasons in

favor of consolidation, and after thoroughly going over each school district, its road

system and physical conditions, suggested a rearrangement of districts approjiriate

for consolidated schools.
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SECTION 3 : INFORMATION FROM THE CHIEF

SUPERINTENDENT.

The Superintendent of Education, Dr. Alexander Anderson (since retired)

gave our Commission information from his many years of intimate knowledge

of the schools and their work. He said that sewing is not taught generally in the

Common Schools—only here and there. He thought this a great mistake, as

sewing would lead towards Industrial Education. From time immemorial sewing

had been taught in every parish school in Scotland as part of the original cur-

riculum. In two convent schools in Prince Edward Island, at Miscouche and

Soiuis, he had seen some exceedingly creditable needlework
;
pupils were taught

to plan and cut different work and to sew. It was not fancy work, but such as

would be required in the regular conduct of the household.

A good deal of Nature Study is given in the Rural Schools, but not nearly

so much as the Superintendent would like to see. He did not think the curriculum

too heavy, and other features would not have to be dropped in case of introducing

Domestic Science, Manual Training and Nature Study, because a great deal of

time now is frittered away, and these additional subjects would tend to concen-

trate the teacher's work.

While there is no compulsory- law, a certain proportion is deducted from the

teacher's salary, if the average attendance falls below 50% of the total enrolment,

and this sum must be made up by the district or the defaulters—primarily by

those parents who did not send their children to school. There is a good deal

of friction when a man is assessed for such default, because many of the delin-

quents are very poor people, but the plan works well. In case the delinquent

cannot be called upon the second time for assessment, the burden falls on the

whole school district.

In the opinion of the Superintendent, writing has improved amazingly of

recent years, but he was afraid poorly made figures were still common, though

much better than they used to be. The cause of the bad writing is that pupils

are set to write without supervision from the teacher when the latter is engaged

with another class.

Evening classes in centres like Charlottetown and Summerside would, the

Superintendent thought, be capital in helping boys who leave school at 15 to keep

their education fresh, and they would appreciate it all the more when they begin

to feel the need of its aid in their regular vocations. He knew of lads who did

not enjoy school work and had to be taken away and sent to a trade, yet who of

their own accord went back to evening school and did well in studies relating

to their trade.

He believed that School Gardens well maintained would aid rural education.

Where adopted they had done exceedingly well. He knew of a number of cases

where boys who had taken part in School Garden work maintained nice gardens

at home with great pride and in a good many cases he had noticed tree planting

in the neighborhood of these homes.
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY ON
EDUCATION.

Consolidated schools are much opposed by farmers on the ground of their

expense, but they have done good and witnesses think the rural schools should be

made larger and more modem.
The opinion is expressed that the schools train away from the farm; that

agricultural education is needed; that teachers should attend short agricultural

courses at the Experimental Farm.

Nature Study should be taught in all schools. Trained teachers of Agri-

culture are needed.

School Gardens at present are not much good, and are difficult to maintain,

though generally approved of if the vacation difficidty can be solved; a winter

vacation is suggested instead of the summer one.

Girls should get Domestic Science training. Some witnesses think they get

it best at home, and that success of farm work largely depends on women's work

at home. Domestic Science and sewing should be more generally taught, as the

girls at the present get their dresses made in the city instead of making them

themselves.

Complaint is made that not sufficient attention is paid to writing. There

is a cry for better attendance at schools; better schools, for which it is believed

people are willing to pay; also a better class of trustees. Some believe that the only

remedy is taxation by tlie Province and large school sections, not small districts.

The Government is willing to help, but public spirit is lacking, and the people

need working up.

Prince Edward Island has not established night schools in industrial or

agricultural districts. Night schools are needed in Charlottetown, and would be

attended if rates were reasonable. Attendance should not be compulsory. Mech-

anical drawing should be included; shop foremen could teach. Most working

men would be glad to go.

A business man of Charlottetown said he found young fellows pretty well

trained for office work, but handwriting is not as good as it ought to be or as it

used to be years ago, because of too many changes in tlie style of writing in the

schools.

VIEWS OF INSPECTORS ON SCHOOL GARDENS.

Inspector McCormick thought the people would favor the children's time

being taken up with the School Gardens—an excellent feature, in fact a necessity,

in rural schools. Some work would have to be done at first by tlie teachers in

the gardens at tlie homes of the pupils, and a little monetary consideration given

to the teachers. Such work would be a good way to educate tliem. He recom-

mended maintaining trial demonstrations, then conventions where teachers could

discuss the School Garden idea during the winter.

Inspector Boulter described to our Commission the School Garden work at

Tryon. Plots were managed singly by advanced pupils, by two intermediate
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pupils, or by two or three primary pupils joLniiig; the boys generally dug the plot.

About half an hour a day was spent, the result being improvement in regular

school work, in entrance examinations for Prince of Wales College, and in fact

more pupils matriculated. The School Garden was an addition to the Nature

Study Class required by the Department. The scholars in Tr>'on, in competition

with all the farmers, carried off 4 out of every 5 prizes given for judging seed grain.

Some teachers who are remaining in the profession are taking up the matter of

School Gardens. If teachers remained more than a year he thought something

could be done on these lines; but out of 165 departments in his charge last year,

100 teachers either left or were engaged in other schools, and very young teachers

took their places; hence it would be difficult to get teachers coming from the

College to take up this work in summer unless compelled to do so. Of course,

teachers could teach Nature Study if it were taught in College, and if they were

required to do so. They could get a good deal of information by attending to

a good School Garden for six weeks. The failm-e now is because the majority

of teachers are not competent to lay out or carry on School Gardens, and there

is a lack of interest in ratepayers to make the School Gardens a success.

In his report at the end of 19 11, Inspector Boulter sadly writes:

—

School gardening is almost a thing of the past; and with it Nature Study is

also going, and all attempts at teaching the beginning of Agriculture, apart from

the text-book. This is due to lack of interest on the part of the ratepayers. With-

out some aid, gardening cannot be carried on. Yet without a garden, a teacher

may kindle by well prepared talks on some plant, animal, or operation on the

farm, a spirit of interest in the pupils. The teacher in doing this, has a greater

force to work against than the lack of a garden; that force is the home influence

which, in the majority of cases, forms the impression in the boys' minds that the

farm is a place of drudgery. A greater number wUl stay by the farm if they were

enthused by their parents with the honorableness and importance of Agriculture.

SECTION 5: PRINCE OF WALES COLLEGE, CHARLOTTETOWN.

This College was founded in 1860, and amalgamated with the Provincial

Normal School in 1879. As at present constituted it is intended to provide for

young people of both sexes a liberal education in literature and sciences, and

also to educate and train teachers for the Public Schools of the Province.

In 191 1-12 there were 278 students attending the College,—the largest number

ever enrolled.

The percentage going into teaching is dwindling. A good many prepare

for teaching who do not go into the schools. Teaching is a sort of stepping-stone,

possibly more so in this Province than others, on account of the comparatively

low salaries.

About 30% of the students take First Class lessons, requiring practically

two years' attendance with very little professional work. Observation work is

carried along in the classes, and a Debating Society discusses professional subjects

in the coiu-se, so that the total time given to strictly professional work is perhaps
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a fifth. Academically these First Class lessons are about equal to the entrance

work for the University, and are accepted as ordinary matriculation.

While the College has no connection with the Public Schools of Charlottetown

for practice work, there are 5 departments in the Model School patterned practi-

cally after the Public School, in which work is done in observation and practice.

This College is practically the High School of the Province, for though the

Island has what are known as "High Schools" they have not the standard of those

in Ontario, but fall probably two years below the matriculation and their students

have to finish at this College.

The Training ok Te.xchurs.

The Provincial Commission on Education was convinced that the Normal

Training of teachers was insufficient, and in their report insisted on a minimum

of IV years for the two parts of a teacher's preparation—at least nine months

being given to academic work, and four months being the smallest unit of time

to be considered for professional training. Students who wished to terminate

their course at the end of the first session would be granted permits to teach,

valid for two years; those who wished to qualify for second-class licenses would

attend another session divided into two parts for academic and professional work

;

students holding second-class licenses who wished to qualify for first-class licenses

would be required to attend for academic work for a third session; those holding

first-class licenses who wished to qualify for High School licenses would be re-

quired to pass an examination falling at the end of the Second Session in the

prescriljed course of reading, representing general literature and school manage-

ment.

At present teachers are required by law to stay only five months in the third

class or lowest form, which is taken by from 5% to 10% of the students. In the

second class, which includes from 55% to 60% of the students, they are required

to stay 5 months, but as the academic work required for the license demands

a full nine months' session they stay for that length of time.

Secondary education is carried in the highest class to the first year of Arts,

and is accepted by McCill and Dalhoiisie Universities.

s

* Vocational Subjects Taught.

; All girls in the College get Draeostic Science, and all students get Manual

Training and Nature Study. These branches have about 8 periods per week out

pi 30 periods. They do not alTect the other stiidies at all except possibly in the

jimount of class time. Students come in very poorly prepared from some of the

•Island schools, hence the work is quite heav>', but these vocational studies are

really a relief to the student's l)rain work in other subjects.

Some correlating is done, the teachers of Nature Study and English arranging

that the composition shall be on a Nature Study subject, one exercise thus serving

both departments.

•Physical training is compulsory.
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SECTION 6: MACDONALX) CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL,

HILLSBOROUGH.*

This School at Hillsborough was visited by our Commission, a luncheon being

served by the Domestic Science class, and an exhibition of drill given by the cadets.

The School Garden, containing both flowers and vegetables, was examined with

interest, and the Manual Training work was seen to good advantage.

In view of the fact that the Commission on Education in Prince Edward

Island, after long and careful inquiry, reported in favor of consolidation of rural

schools, it is fitting that a somewhat full report, supplied by Mr. S. LeLacheur,

ex-Principal, of the Macdonald Consolidated School should be given, as it contains

many points suggestive to all concerned in the improvement of education.

Conditions Before Consolidation.

Prior to 1905 each of the six districts—Cross Roads, Bunbury, Mr. Herbert,

.Mermaid, Bethel and Hazelbrook—had a one-roomed rural school, the buildings

being in most cases uninviting and the surroundings bare and cheerless. The

teachers had no special training, and were supposed to teach classes in all the

subjects from A. B.C. to Latin. Pupils attended irregularly, as shown by an average

attendance of 60%. Boys over 12 usually attended for only a few months in winter.

Lack of interest was evident both on the part of pupils and parents. Individual

taxes ranged from 20 cents to $5.20 per annum. The average contribution by
the ratepayers was but 11 cents on the $100 property valuation, and the total

salaries received by the six teachers amounted to $1,190. During the five years

previous to consolidation these six districts matriculated but one pupil to the

Prince of Wales College.

How It Worked Out.

For the first three years after consolidation the six districts contributed

merely their previous assessment on property valuation, but since that time

three of them remained in consolidation and agreed to pay 40c. on the $100 valu-

ation. Individual taxes now range from 80c. to $20.80. There is a- voluntary

fee of $2 per pupil for the first three in a family; pupils from outside districts

pay a tuition fee of $5 ; the Provincial Government pays the statutory grant.

Pupils are conveyed in comfortable vans to a school of which they are justly

proud. The average attendance has risen from 60% to 74%. Specially trained

teachers have charge of properly graded classes and have suitable equipment

for their work.

The course of studies has been enriched by Manual Training, Household

Science, School Gardening and Nature Study, Music, Drawing and Physical Cul-

ture, all taught by specially trained teachers during time which would be wasted

by classes in ungraded schools. Pupils are broadened socially by a widening of

* Since the visit of the f 'ommission this school has been closed temporarily from lack of
Snancial support. •
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exf)erience due to larger classes and increased attendance. They develop habits

of industry by being continually under the eye of the teacher, and the 95% who

never go beyond the Public School receive a training which better fits them for

their life work.

Pupils have beautified their home grounds with lawns, shrubs and flowers;

they have swept the Provincial Exhibitions of prizes for their products, and have

competed successfully witli the Charlottetown schools in inter-scholastic sports

and football. The talent of the six districts has been brought back to the school

and developed in the Literary and Social Club and in the Annual Concerts.

During these five years the School has matriculated 20 pupils from these

same districts, which produced but one for the previous five years. It has also

had pupils from 27 outside districts, and has matriculated 20 of them to tlie Prince

of Wales College. Visitors coming from all parts of the Province have returned

to make improvements in their ov\-n commimity and visitors from other Provinces

—Earl Grey among the number—have held up this school as an object lesson in

their efforts to improve educational conditions all over Canada.

Special Class For Farmers' Sons.

In 1910 an extra teacher was appointed so that the Principal might be free

for a special class for farmers' sons along the lines of the Agricultural High School

movement in Ontario. This object lesson to the Province was made possible

by the generosity of Dr. Robertson. Two evenings per week in tlie early autumn

were devoted to practice in judging live stock, so that the big boys might be fitted

to take part in the judging competition at the Provincial Exhibition. Those

classes were sometimes attended by older farmers and created a great deal of

interest. Eight boys took part in the competition and won §30 of the $60 offered

in prizes.

Young men became so interested that they were enthusiastic over the idea

of a special class for them at the school. At the end of November this class was

organized, tlie course covering English, arithmetic, book-keeping, geography and

histor)', anatomy and physiology, live stock, poultrj', dairj^ing, farm crops,

agriculture, botany, horticulture, farm chemistr}', physics. The admission fee

was 50 cents a montli for all residing in the Consolidated district and ?1 for all

others. 16 boys ranging in age from 16 to 23 were enrolled; 5 came from the

regular grades, and 4 from outside districts, driving or coming by train. Two of

the 16 were later induced to join the Prince of Wales entrance class in the hope

that they might continue their education at the Agricultural College.

The boys read widely and brought up questions for discussion in class. Most

of them bought books on agriculture and stock judging, and took note of other

books which would be of special value on the farm. They also sent to various

Departments of Agriculture for reports and bulletins, and are thus beginning to

build up libraries of their own. They visited the Fruit Growers' Association and

received a special demonstration. Most of the class applied for scholarships to

attend the free course at the Nova Scotia Agricultural College, and four received

and took advantage of them.
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The boys receive from Agricultiiral Colleges improved seeds and are now

conducting experiments on their fathers' farms with alfalfa, six-rowed barley,

Quebec yellow com and winter wheat. Some of them are keeping daily records

of milk from each cow in the herd.

A farm library embracing $100 worth of books including agricultixral papers,

books and bulletins was made available for the studies.

There is no trouble in keeping these boys on the farm. They are setting to

work with that application of intelligence which will help to solve the problem of

rural life and raise farming to the rank of any profession.

This extension work attracted such attention throughout the Province that

requests were received for addresses on the subject at Farmers' Institutes,

the Summerside Seed Fair, and the Provincial Teachers' Association.

Advantages of Consolidation.

The regular work of the school was done in 9 grades. The total enrolment

was 142, 29 from outside districts— 11 came at their own expense from districts

formerly in consolidation and paid the fee required from outsiders, the remaining

IS coming on tie train or boarding near the school.

The vans missed a couple of days on account of bad weather. Two of them

were driven quite satisfactorily by big boys who attended school. The drives to

and from the school are usually much enjoyed by the pupils. By community

co-operation in road improvement the cost of hauling might be considerably reduced,

and pupils would not be so long on the road.

The work of this central rural school gives some idea of the advantages pos-

sible through consolidation. In the Kindergarten room the teacher with only

three grades has time to introduce music, drawing and cardboard w^ork, and each

child has its plot of flowers and vegetables in the garden. In the more advanced

rooms cardboard work gives place to Manual Training for the boys and Household

Science for the girls, and these subjects may all be taught by specially trained

teachers.

The garden, instead of being an expense to the school, is really a source of

revenue. Last spring, seeds of vegetables and flowers were started in boxes in

the window, and as the weather became warmer were removed to the green-house

and cold frame. Pupils were supplied at reduced prices with seeds and plants

for their plots, and orders were filled for the smrounding community. The boys

of the upper grades had experimental plots on different farm crops, whilst the

girls had a kitchen garden and flower border of annuals. The garden system of

this school has attracted attention in other Provinces.

Manual Training is of the greatest importance as a foundation for Industrial

Training. The boy applies arithmetic in his drawing, and develops habits of

neatness and exactness. One boy made a pair of hames, and another a picture

frame. The average cost of this Department is $15 per year.

The Household Science department has been made self-sustaining by the

ready sale of products.
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Physical culture, music and recitations, and exercises have been carried on

with excellent effect.

What is Needed.

Referring to the development of consolidated schools, Mr. LeLacheur's mem-
orandum states that Prince Edward Island is the only Province which requires

two languages besides English for entrance to its High School or Academy, and

suggests that either French or Latin be eliminated for matriculation to Prince

of Wales College. If this were done, he believes that so many pupils would go

beyond the Public Schools that each county would likely require a High School

or Academy, as in the case of Nova Scotia. He adds:

—

" This question of rural education must be met, not only in the Consolidated

District but in the whole Province. The cost of education must increase if we are

to have a system in line with twentieth century progress, Nowhere in all Canada

can consolidation be better worked out than in Prince Edward Island with her

rich, level country and dense population of progressive people. Nova Scotia

has 22 such schools. The ratepayers of the consolidated districts in Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick pay as high as $1 on the $100 property valuation; and the

Governments give special grants to encourage Manual Training, Household Science

and School Gardening. The Government of Nova Scotia also gives a special

grant to teachers who have special training."

Exhibition by the vSchool.

Principal Crockett, in his report for 1911, thus speaks of a distinctive

feature of the work of thi; school: the exhibit at the Provincial Exhibitioa in

September.

Here may be seen the finished product of the school garden, of the workshop and of the class-

room. On the first floor of the main building there was a general exhibit of potted plants, cut
flowers and garden vegetables; in the balcony was an artistic array of kindergarten and manual
training work; siieciniens of pressed flowers, noxious weeds, and a second collection of cut flowers

and garden vegetables. Here also were drawing books, maps and exercise books—the work of

the pupils of the various grades. The exhibit this year included 38 varieties of garden vegetables,

36 varieties of |>otted plants, and 22 varietier of cut flowers.

In potted plants we won 15 first prizes and 7 seconds; in cut flowers 3 firsts and 6 seconds;
in vegetables 4 firsts, 4 seconds and 4 thirds; in manual training 2 seconds; in Kindergarten
2 firsts; first for best collection of noxious weeds correctly named, first for collection of cut flowers,

and first for best collection of garden vegetables. The partial failure of the cut flowers exhibit
was due to an untimely frost that cut down all but very hardy annuals early in September.
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CHAPTER IX: AS TO INDUSTRIES AND
RESOURCES.

Premier Haszard in welcoming the Commission at Charlottetovvn, expressed

the hope that some technical instruction might be given along the lines of agriciil-

ture, dairying and fisheries, the chief industries of the Island. Owing to divided

jurisdiction in regard to the latter, neither the Provincial nor the Federal Govern-

ment is taking proper steps to protect, encourage or propagate the various fish.

In industries there are some machine shops, foundries, sash and door factories,

and others.

There has been very great progress in agriculture all through the Province

because of more interest being taken in the subject of agriculture and the improve-

ment of crops. Even before the Provincial Department of Agriculture was

established, men were sent by the Dominion Government and held meetings and

aroused interest.

The Islanders ship a good deal of produce to the old country; not as much

to the United States as some years ago; and the Canadian market is a good one.

It is felt that anything that would improve farming would benefit all and injure

none, hence Industrial Education would be a good investment as a means of in-

creasing and improving farm products.

A great deal has yet to be learned as to curing and packing fish that would

be of value to the Islanders. Lobsters were not as plentiful in 1910 as the previous

year, but those engaged in that fishery think there is no need for anxiety about

the future. Oyster fishing is very important and valuable, but needs protection

as beds are suffering somewhat from overfishing.

FISH, CHEESE, COLD STORAGE.

Mr. Horace Haszard, a business man in Charlottetown, said he had

handled quantities offish, but the system of curing had deteriorated from what it

was years ago when there was a large quantity. There are various reasons for this.

Hake was largely caught at one time, the "sounds" being worth about $1 .45 a lb.,

but they got so high that a substitute had to be found, and the price dropped to

25c; hence the fishermen found it useless to catch this fish. The same thing

applies to codfish. Newfoundland cod come into the market much better cured

than ours, and on account of poor curing, shippers of large quantities of fish to

Havana and other places found the business did not pay, and dropped it. There

is more demand and better prices here for fish to-day than 20 years ago, when

more were caught. Last winter it was hard to get sufficient codfish here properly

cured to satisfy the home demand, and some orders from the Pacific coast had to

be filled from Gaspe. Codfish are just as plentiful at certain times as they ever

were, b\it the fishermen found too small a demand for the cured article as they
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fixed it up, and they have got out of the way of it considerably. The business has

decreased very largely on the Island, as consumers are becoming more particular

than they were years ago in the quality of the goods. If they could get such men
as the Scotchmen who came out to Canso to show how fish could be properly cured

the business could be largely increased.

The methods adopted to push dairying on the Island did everything for this

Province. Complaints are coming about the heating of cheese arriving on the

other side, although the Government have a man following it from the place of

shipment to destination. Witness had often wondered why the Dominion Govern-

ment did not give the Island a cooling room, because cheese cooled in such rooms

commands from Ic to He a lb. more than in any other way; but nothing of the

kind had been furnished, and the Island is at a disadvantage, because cheese is

becoming a very important factor in the Province. The temperature of the Island

is cool, though in July and August there are some pretty hot days, and within a

week witness had seen letters containing more complaints than usual as to heated

cheese landing on the other side.

There were night schools here years ago, but none to-day. They would be

a great advantage. There should be more industries in the Province than there are

and some there were years ago are not now in existence; but the Island has too much

politics. Some of the progressive men have been fighting for years for Cold Storage,

and now that it has been established and is one of the greatest things they ever

had in the Province, and would open up several lines of trade that they had not been

able to touch at all, politicians are going through the country crying down the

Government for giving a little assistance in that direction. If the people in the

Island would stand together in pushing policies making for the efficiency of the

people, they would be far better off.

TRANSPORTATION AND FISHERIES.

Mr. A. B. Warburton, M.P. for Queen's Co., said that fishing is widely engaged

in, particularly on the North shore—codfish, halibut, mackerel, hake—but the fish

are not cured so as to get the best price. Some years ago Mr. Cowie came here

and took up the question of curing herring, but witness did not think this had been

ever thought of in connection with other fish. I<'ishermen are very unwilling to

take instruction from a teacher in words. A fisherman lives for to-day, not for

the future. I-'ormerly codfish were brought to Souris and cured, so that they

could be sent down to hot countries and bring a better price.

There are no industries outside Charlottetown except the cheese and lobster

factories. The Island turns out very little furniture. All over the Island there

used to Ije carriage builders, but large factories can supply so much clieaper than

local shops that the latter have been shut up for some years. The good woods of the

Island have been largely exhausted.

Transportation facilities are poor. The Ishind Railway docs not give the co-op-

eration it might, and regular service across the Channel all the winter is exceptional.

When witness was Premier 5 years ago he was detained 29 days on the steamer, and

was 33 days getting from Ottawa to Cliarlotlctown. That difficulty prevents
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Island people from going into manufactures. That year a large quantity of smelts

were sent down on a winter steamer, but they were destroyed, and great quantities

of meat met the same fate. Something might be done with a plan to send these

things out diu-ing the nine months when there is transportation, letting people

look elsewhere for the other 3 months. One man has recently commenced putting

up dry steamed codfish, a sample of which was very excellent. Mr. Warburton

dealt fully with the matter of oyster fisheries and their development, of which he

had made a special study.

Tr,\nsportation Difficulties.

Mr. E. Bentley, President of the Board of Trade, Charlotteto'mi, said the Board

was concerned with the improvement of agriculture as well as of industries

;

the Board did not go so much into agriculture except as it affected commerce,

but would be ver}^ cordial to any system or method of trade education to improve

industries or promote trade. One of the principal dilEculties in developing indus-

tries is the expense and delay in transportation. The high cost is the result of the

"3 short hauls"—the first on the Island to the point of shipment, the second across

the water to the mainland, and the third from the mainland point to destination.

This has been a matter of complaint and grievance for years. The delay of boats,

especially in winter, and weather changes, cause spoiling of ijieats and other

perishable products. People who had contracted for supply of meats between

here and Sydney, Nova Scotia, had to give it up, because the regularity of the

supply could not be depended on, and customers refused business. Frozen smelts

would be valuable business if shipped to Boston and other ports, but material

loss has been met with in that industry.

Mr. Bentley believed they had more loss from these causes than other parts

of Canada. In the shipment of freight they were closed up for about 2 months one

winter, which was exceptional, but there are periods of several weeks' delay. The

fear of such stoppages prevents the development of business. They cannot ship

to any considerable extent in winter time, when the price is best, say, for potatoes.

With proper transportation, trade and prices would be better. To overcome

these difficulties, they will have to qualify themselves to produce better and

cheaper articles. Cheese is an article that will not be spoiled by delays to the same

extent as other products.

The transportation problem caused frequent comment, farmers on the North

side being handicapped by lack of connection with Southern parts, while Northern

parts are very difficult of approach. Though poultry' is one of the largest businesses,

the boats of the Steam Navigation Co. nmning to the mainland will not accept

eggs in cold weather, notwithstanding the difference in price, 25c and 50c, as be-

tween Charlottetow^n and Halifax or St. John.

The lack of transportation is interfering with the agricultural industries-

On oats, one of the prime products of the Island, the freight rate from Montreal

to London or Liverpool is only a fraction of a cent more than from Summerside

to the mainland, less than 50 miles distant.
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Islanders have to pay three freight rates to any outside points—on the Ishind

Railway, on the steamer, then on the mainland railway to shipping points. In the

winter, when the Government nms the steamer as well as the railways, all three

hauls are made by the Dominion Government; hence rates could be lowered.

To overcome this freight handicap, farmers should be instructed to produce

more concentrated products such as cheese, butter, live stock, etc. The Island is

fitted for fine fruit and vegetables, but nothing is now done in canning these.

Oyster Culture.

Mr. Herbert Inman, Simimerside, is getting small oysters from the Govern-

ment from Richmond Bay, or when this is impossible, importing them from

the I'nited States, as they come in duty free and grow faster than our native oysters.

He had experimented for two years before buying. Had bought oysters from

the size of a 10-cent piece up to 4 inches, which would be about 3 years old, and

marketable. The quality of United States oysters when they arrive here is not

as good as the native ones, but small ones are just as good when they mature.

The small oysters cannot be obtained in Canada for planting. One of the greatest

dangers of the oyster industn,- is the taking away of the small ones. If taken away

imder 2 inches ihey would be very unprofitable, for they would never reproduce

themselves, whereas if of proper size they will double themselves in two years.

There is great room for improvement in oyster culture. They are u.sually taken

up in October in the open season, until the frost comes early in November. There

is no trouble in disposing of all there are. They are sold by the barrel. Small ones

are not sold, as they are more valuable for planting, but there are always some

small ones that will get in. The dealers all want large ones, even though they get

fewer, so it is best to keep oysters till they get big. Only large oysters will be ship-

ped, because the small ones have not given off any '"spat,"—a technical term for

spawn.

DiHKICULTIKS WITH BaIT.

Mr. Alex. J. Mcl-'ayden, Summerside, said that one difficiilty in the fishing

industry is to keep the fishermen supplied with bait. In certain seasons they get a

certain supply by netting; then, when mackerel and herring become scarce, it

is next to impossible to secure bait. The freezers have in part met this difliculty.

and the fishermen say it is better than no bait, but not as good as fresh bait; it

keeps them going for a time till mackerel come again. Mackerel are continually

migrating from one position to another along the coast; they are found in one sjioi

one day, and perhaps 10 miles away the next. The principal fishery is the lobster,

then cod, then mackerel, then herring, and so on down.

In this section owing to the dilficulties of transportation, salmon arc canned.

Loljsters are being fished out. The bottom dropped out of our fishing in

1909-10, and immediate and radical efforts are required to revive tlie industry,

which witness was afraid is not permanent.
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Lobsters Being "Fished Out."

In 1905 fishermen experimented on a new trap, and it has been in general

use since 1907. When this new trap went into use it simply cleaned them out.

In 1883, a man in a boat with 150 traps, would land with 10,000 lobsters and

upwards, reckoning 280 lbs. to a trap. About that rate continued till 1890, but

some of the fishermen reduced the output per trap to 133 lbs. In 1903, in order to

equal the man who fished in 1883, 4 boats, 8 men and 1200 traps were required, and

in 1910 it will take 7 boats and 14 men and 2100 traps to equal one man in 1883.

This shows the very rapid depletion, and the worst feature is that the fish being

caught are immatiu-e. They have not come to the years when they reproduce.

A lobster must be 8 inches before it will spawn, and then it will produce

5,000 eggs; the quantity of eggs increases with its growth so that a 14 inch lobster

gives about 80,000 eggs, and of course has very much greater food value. In 1883,

canned lobster was worth $4 to $5 a case; in 1910 it was probably $15 or $16.

Witness suggested putting the lobster fisheries in the hands of an independent

Commission that would appoint and control their own officials. While there are

laws enough on the statute book, no efi'ort is made to enforce them; the wardens

do not do their work. It is necessary still further to reduce the time allowed for

fishing. In this Province one season is sufficient. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence
there are two seasons.

Education Needed for Fishermen and Canners.

Education is needed for the fishermen and the canners, for people in other

parts are able to ship fresh fish, which is a good thing; but the fresh fish are dis-

placing the canned. The previous spring, fresh mackerel were quoted very high in

Boston, and a private shipment was tried, but it was found that the fishermen

worked in a large measure for the express and transportation companies; hence

they are deterred from taking the full benefit of the fisheries, because of trans-

portation difficulties. The Island has sea fish as good as there are in the world,

if not the best, and Canadian cities are ready to take them from us if they can

get them, but fishermen are not inclined to work for the transportation companies.

Smelt fishing is a winter operation, and quite important to the Island revenue,

being about $30,000. There are men with fishing trawls now earning $12 to $15
a day. Since the 16th of May one man and his son had got $300 worth; but the

fishermen are being called away from here, and the country is being drained ; the

men fish in the spring and then go West on the harvester excursions; though
some of them come back, many will not.

191d—Vol. IV—
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CHAPTER X: AS TO TRADES AND LABOR.
-Mr. Andrew McNair, Charlotteto\vii, General Manager, Bruce Stewart Co.,

a trained mechanic, served 7 years under apprentice bonds on the River Clyde

at Glasgow; employer also would have to forfeit bonds if he discharged witness.

That system could not well be operated now ; it would suit some men, but not otliers.

Witness during apprenticeship was handed a piece of work to do, and if not cor-

rectly done, he was censured, and tried to do it better next time. He had to pick

up the trade by watching other men; he got little instruction; did not go to Night

School; learned to read plans by himself; did not have a chance to make any

drawings while an apprentice ; never had any instruction outside of shop work, but

read a lot of textbooks on his subject ; would have liked to go to Night School;

instruction from an advanced and skilful man would have helped him consider-

ably and not injured his health.

Apprentices now under witness serve tlaree or four 3-ears, just as they wish.

If a boy thinks he knows a thing, he is a journeyman and leaves. The training is

not systematic. Witness was quite sure the young men in the shop would like

Evening School because he had been several times asked if he would not get up
that kind of thing for them, and he would encourage young fellows to go. It

would not be workable to make it compulsory; he thought they would be only

too eager to go if they had a chance, if the school were good and would not cost

a great deal. As the lads would have to pay their own fees he thought the people,

through the Government, should step in and give a helping hand. There was

quite a need for Evening Schools, and he believed Germany was a proof of this.

Object-Lessons and Evening Classes.

It would be a good thing if mechanics were taught by object-lessons; e.g"

taking the machinery apart and seeing the actual thing, so that they could under-

stand it and compare it with drawings. At present some men could not compre-

hend drawings; but with a model cut in section right through the middle the object

could be explained. Mechanical Drawing taught to those men would be a good thing.

Correspondence Courses, which some of the men are taking, are not as good

as having a teacher present to explain difficulties arising at the time, because

Correspondence students forget what they wanted to ask by the time the answer

comes back. During apprenticeship, education in methods in the schools is good,

but application of formulas in that branch has to be done by some one knowing it

particularly. Such teachers could be found here. The foreman of any shop

would explain these things well.

Young men working on fine engines would be better able to establish and

carry on small businesses as masters by attending Evening School.

Manual Training would be a good thing for boys if it gave them nothing but

the names and uses of tools. It would have been a great help to witness.

Witness would not offer to shorten time of apprentices who attended Evening
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School, but might oflFer a premium to those who got promotion in school. He would

himself like to attend Evening School for drawing and mechanics and said that the

general feeling in the shop was that pretty nearly all would attend, especially the

younger men. He thought that was true of these in town learning other trades.

It would be a decided advantage to machinists if they learned to draw.

Witness' employees are mostly all machinists, who work from 7 to 6, at from

$1 .50 to $3.50 per day. Men are paid according to ability, and the one who has the

better education is the better machinist.
'

Mr. T. L. Aitken, Charlottetown. Acting Foreman in railway shops, in charge

of 13 men, never served anj^ time. There are no apprentices in the car shops.

There are plenty of well trained men, and very little unemployment. The work

covers building and repairing of passenger and freight cars, and turning out all

railway stock on the Island Railway. There is trouble in getting well-trained

men. It woidd be better to have Evening Classes for the men to learn about

drawing and strength of woods; cabinst makers learnt simply by occupation.

Timber for cars is nearly all imported, birch and spruce being the only woods

obtained in the Island. Men work 10 hours, from 7 to 6 and 4 o'clock on

Saturdays all the year round.

Mr. J. Collins, Charlottetown, fitter in railway shop for 22 years, served

four years in machine and fitting shop here. Got no help outside the shop except

from textbooks. There was no Evening School. Witness would attend one if

available at reasonable rate, and had no doubt that seven-eighths of the men would

attend, as they all had time. No doubt Manual Training would have helped him.

Mr. Frank Hobbs, Charlottetown, 4th year apprentice, now serving his time

with Bruce Stewart Co. in the machine shop, said he left West Kent School 4^ years

ago; got Manual Training for probably a year there. Children now get three

years. It helped him considerably, as he had to draw his own models, and made
him more accurate in his work; it was a good thing for machinists. He had not

attended classes since he became an apprentice, but read books and jovu-nals

obtained from bookstores every month, which kept him in touch with the outside

world in mechanics. Witness would attend Evening School, and he thought others

would, and that two nights a week would be a great help, and not a strain on

health, especially in winter. It would not make a fellow more tired than loafing

around all evening, for loafing does not give much amusement or benefit. If

pupils could see at an Evening School such models and sections as Mr. McNair

mentioned, they would take more interest in it; they did not take much interest

in such things when they read about them in books. Practical experience would

be the best thing.

Witness said that his work hours are till 4 o'clock on Saturdays in summer,
and 6 in winter ; he never had Saturday afternoons off unless he asked permission.

He found it pretty hard for young fellows to get recreation in Charlottetown.

He knew of none whatever now, as the Y.M.C.A. is closed for certain months in

the summer, and anyway it is too expensive for the majority of the working

classes. There are no games whatever, unless a fellow belongs to some Clubs, and
baseball is played in the daytime, when the working class cannot have that amuse-
ment; then at night it is dark, and they cannot get out to take such amusements.

191d—Vol. IV—9i
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CHAPTER XI: AS TO AGRICULTURE.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. THEODORE
ROSS, SECRETARY FOR AGRICULTURE.

Boys who had returned to the Island after attending courses in agriculture

at Truro, N.S., had opened up books and kept proper accounts to see what money

there is in farming. These boys are making plenty of money. Their farm

problems satisfy their ambitions, hence they are staying on farms where cattle

are fed and milking is done, but they become dissatisfied when oats and other

cereals are sold off the place.

One farmer at Margate fed to his cattle everything he grew, and though he

had to borrow money the first year and pay interest, in 15 years he owned a

valuable farm and had a comfortable sum in the bank. That farmer's son thought

there was nothing like agriculture. This farmer had induced his neighbor to

follow his good example. What he had done could be made very much more

valuable to the community if his metliods and figures were made public every

year. Mr. Ross thinks the payment of a bonus to such men as this to induce

them to publish their methods and figures would be a good policy and practice.

Agriculture in Prince of Wales College.

In Prince of Wales College Mr. Ross teaches what he calls Nature Study

Agriculture—the habits of plants, nature of soils, etc.—to all pupils except those

of the third year, who get botany but not agriculture. Only one per cent of

the pupils had grown plants under observation before entering the College, hence

much time is spent in elementary work, such as identifying common weeds and

plants, which is as much a waste of time as if a class supposed to be reading

Greek should spend half their time learning the alphabet.

Up till 1911 botany, agriculture and physiology (scientific temperance) were

all included in one paper for College entrance, each subject being allotted one-

third of the marks; and as only 40 marks were necessary for entrance, students

could thus be admitted who were ignorant of the first elements of botany. The

language subjects—Latin, French and Knglish—had always been allotted 100

marks each. In 1912 botany and agriculture formed two separate papers, each

carrying 100 marks. The mark system is arranged by the Board of Education—

•

practically the Principal of the College and the Suiierintendent of Education.

First-year students are not assumed to have any knowledge of botany other

than names of different members of the flowers, and the work is almost wholly

observation work. Of 100 marks, 25 are given for class work and exercises dur-

ing term, and 75 for final examination at Christmas. The minimum of termin-
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ology is taught the first year; students are expected to get this in their second

year; then in the third the development of plant life is taken up beginning with

the single cell, and some microscopic work is done.

Agriculture Taught from Books.

Agriculture is taught in the College after Christmas very largely from books.

There is a small greenhouse in connection with the Botany room, but it is impos-

sible to teach practical work to classes numbering from 50 to 70. Practical class

agriculture cannot be taught.

The course for the first year consists in identifying weed seeds and judging

grain, and lectures are given on soils and fertilisers; students are expected to be-

come familiar with the law relating to seeds, weeds, and fruit marks. In the

second year bulletins on live stock are read and discussed, so that the students

may know where various subjects can be found, in the hope that they will interest

themselves in Farmers' Institutes and thus help to popularise these bulletins

among the farmers. Lectures are also given in physiolog}% dealing largely with

scientific temperance.

After Christmas physical geography has two or three hours weekly as a

basis for lectures on agriculture, when the formation of soils is gone into some-

what fully.

All this work is done by lecttu-es, the benefit of w'hich Mr. Ross can hardly

see, as agriculture must be made practical to be of advantage, and this cannot

be done without equipment in winter. Even the study of bulletins is not of

much use to young men and women who do not expect to employ themselves

in agriculture, but are planning to become lawyers, doctors and theologians;

and it cannot be expected to be taught with thoroughness when such a small

percentage of the marks necessary for the diploma are given in this subject.

Why School G.ardens are Few.

The best way to increase the interest of the children in farm life is through

the school garden. The people want school gardens and Nature Study, but the

problem is to work out a good scheme for it, and to train teachers. Without a

school garden in connection with the Prince of Wales College teachers cannot

be trained ; but the long break in the College session from May till about the middle

of September, with a large portion of May taken up with examinations, makes it

impossible for students to give much attention to the school garden at the Col-

lege. Then when College resumes in the fall, the large plants used for beginners'

work have gone to seed. Mr. Ross suggests that the College term be lengthened,

so as to give better opportunity for school garden work.

Mr. Ross knew of only 5 school gardens in actual operation on the Island,

the reason for so few being that this work does not lead teachers to advance-

ment or higher salaries. Trustees look first to the number of students passed

into the Prince of Wales College, and on this the teachers' advancement depends.

One teacher who had a school garden dropped the work for lack of recognition

either in College entrance or the Report of the Superintendent of Education.
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WTiile teachers for tlie most part are favorable to the school garden, a man
getting $325 salary cannot more than live on it, and it is useless to appeal to him

to look at the interests of the children rather than his own advancement. Pay-

ments or recognition of school garden work would help it. Vacation is a serious

obstacle to the school garden, though in some places the people insist upon

the pupils keeping it up because they want them to learn the habits of tidiness,

good manners and making their homes better, even though they do not pass

into College. In one neighbourhood the children walked long distances during

vacation and kept tlie school garden in splendid order; and not only was the

garden itself a great success, but the school had better standing than before in

the entrance examination.

But the teacher problem remains, and the task is all the harder where teachers

are making their school work a stepping stone to another profession. Before

this matter could be taken hold of, the entire spirit of education in the Province

would have to be modified towards helping the Island population rather than

simply leading a few to the University.

SECTION 2: SUMMARY OF POINTS PRESENTED IN TESTIMONY.

The Island's Varied Productions.

Prince Edward Island is a beautiful agricultural country, its chief products

being grain, potatoes, live stock, butter, cheese, pork, bacon, eggs, etc. Farm-

ing has improved during the last 15 years; weeds are being repressed, seed is

cleaner (due partly to competitions), and farming is becoming more productive.

Chickweed and Canada thistle are the most troublesome weeds; alfalfa has not

generally been proved a success. Potatoes grow well, but higher prices are needed;

dairying has greatly improved ; rotation of crops (4 and 7 years) is followed by

some farmers. Farmers are waking up. Occasionally there are deserted farms,

but not many are vacated. Island farm values having gone up considerably

within the last few years.

Progress is shown by the increase of exports to the Old Country. Enquiries

come to the Island for seed potatoes from Alberta, Saskatchewan, and even

British Columbia. With good climatic conditions during harvest, the Island

produces probably the best grain in the world for seed purposes, according to

one witness, who stated that he had shipped 200,000 bushels of oats to the North

West last year, in competition with Scotch Oats. The Seed Commissioner at

Ottawa reported that the Island oats were the best, though they had not been

specially selected for seed grain, but had been gathered from all over the country

and shii)pcd in the middle of winter.

The Island produces the best class of evcrj'thing on account of climatic con-

ditions, humidity of atmosphere, the nature of the soil and the fact that the wliole

province is under-drained naturally by the porous subsoil.

One witness considered the Island the greatest horse country in Canada,

and probably in America, north of Kentucky; and prices are higher than in New
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Brunswick and Nova Scotia. If twice as many horses were produced tine market

would be still better.

Educating for the Farm.

Hon. John Richards, who had charge of the Department of Agriculture

at the time of the Commission's visit, said that school children should learn more

about farm matters, and teachers should be trained more in regard to school

gardens, of which there are very few now; but he added that it takes a good

while for the people to accept a new movement in education.

Mr. Artemas Clark, Superintendent of the Dominion Experimental Farm,

was brought up on an Island farm, and after passing through Prince of Wales

College, graduated at the Agricultural College at Guelph and also at Cornell Uni-

versity. He has had wide experience as a workman on a farm as well as in in-

vestigations at the Universit>' and in the Seed Division at Ottawa. He testi-

fied that he had got more out of his College Course on accoimt of doing actual

farm work before he went, because he was thus interested in the work done in

College. He claimed that children who take care of school gardens would get

more out of their agricultural botany and chemistry, and the school garden could

also be of great assistance to teachers. It helped them to describe and explain,

and the children understood better by seeing the actual things.

Educating off the Farm.

The President of one of the Farmer's Institutes said that the general verdict

of thinking men was that the Islanders have been educating their boys and girls

off the farm by holding up teachers and college professors as ideals of successful

men ; hence children are not satisfied unless they learn a lot of Latin and get away
up in classical education, and then go out in the world and make a mark for them-

selves at the uppermost rung of the ladder. He claimed that the man with an

agricultural education would make a better farmer than an ignorant man, for by
applying his mind to the farm he would see things that the common man
could not see, and would draw out what the other man could not find at aU; but

when the Province is poor and cannot pay for everything, he thought they should

come down to essentials and pay for the things on which their very existence

as a Province and a nation depended. He thought that all would admit that the

community was not rich enough to give much money for high agricultural edu-

cation for boys and girls—three years Latin free—and that teaching the theory

of agricultiue to teachers without an experiment or without the things that go

with them would never amount to anything.

Nature Study at an Early Age.

He considered it absolutely necessary to begin the teaching of Nature Study
in early childhood. Many farmers who have never been taught to obser\-e will

drive along the road and pass their own fields and not notice weeds that have
never appeared there before. Such men could not tell a turnip seed from a weed
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seed, whereas a boy who took charge of a school garden would be taught to take

notice of things and distinguish them carefully. The men responsible for education

on the Island had treated that subject as though anybody could learn sufficient

in a few short lessons to be able to teach it to children. If children under a good

teacher got a proper idea of Nature Study in early years, thej' would be ready for

a far more thorough course when they went to Prince of Wales College, and if

Nature Study were well taught in the common schools of the Island, there would

be fewer going to that College and more staying on the farm. It would be well

worth while to make a great effort now with those first teachers, so as to get the

foundation laid. A first class teacher of Nature Stiidy in the College should act

as Supervisor of school gardens during vacations, which would be an immense

benefit. Children have not been interested as much in the school garden as in

other studies, because teachers change annually, and the effort is intermittent.

Teachers Should be Better Paid.

One witness thought children aged 6 should get Natiire Study right out on

the school grounds instead of being within four walls with older children all day.

The question of future teachers is a great problem, and it would be a fine thing

for the children if teachers could he got who love rural life. The remedy for changing

teachers is to give them plenty of money and make teaching as good a business

as there is, and they will stay in it. It is not poverty but apathy that keeps

people from paying teachers good salaries ; they are as well satisfied as ever they

were with the schooling that children get. The population is so changing that

a large percentage of ratepayers have no children, and thus the district suffers,

for such people do not care very much, and it is hard to get the necessarj' votes.

People could certainly afford more money for schools if they were willing. The

problem of raising interest in schools is a difficult one.

Hostility to Cost of Schools.

One witness stated that there was a spirit of antagonism against the schools

in the country. People were going to the annual meeting with that spirit to vote

down the "supplement" to the teacher's salary, and vote down everj'thing, the rea-

son being that they did not want to spend the money. The love of money and of

acquiring wealth is thus strangling the Island schools; and this spirit, together

with indifference, makes the work very difficult. In education and other matters

the population is facing a grave state of affairs, for while the people need education

there is a lack of ])ublic spirit. If the press and pulpit and ever)' educational

influence would do its duty, that would be overcome. If the farmer saw that the

school helped his boy to make money he would be interested enough to pay more

for the school. People would stay on the farm if it pays better than anything

else, but not otherwise.

A Parmer's Experience at College.

One farmer who had attended Prince of Wales College for two years said there

was no nature study, very little agriculture, and little botany; tlie most important
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subjects were Latin, Greek, French, etc. He thought that Latin did him some

good, but that his time could have been better spent. It would have done him

good at nine years of age to have learned of the caterpillar becoming a butterfly,

how oats grew, etc. He believed there would not be a good system of education

on the Island without consolidated schools. The opposition to consolidation is

because of the expense; but even if the cost were double that of the ordinary

schools, it would not hurt the farmer, for this Province does not pay as much per

head for education as do other Provinces, and the Island schools cannot uphold

their reputation unless they pay more for teachers. Probably a third of the local

taxes go for education. The people need waking up. The teachers in non-graded

country schools now take all subjects from primary up to matriculation for Prince

of Wales College, hence they cannot do justice to every class.

The school garden at Tryon was referred to as a very beautiful spot, and the

effect on the scholars was good. One witness had seen those young fellows at seed

meetings, and they seemed to have very much better knowledge of the different

seeds than their fathers.

Three Demonstration Farms and Gardens.

The school system of the Island, in the opinion of another farmer, was a very

good one to educate people away from the farm, and Prince of Wales College

proved to be the gateway out of the country for the best educated men of the

Province. While the school garden would be a good thing, with a competent

man in charge, the present teachers are not competent to give training in nature

study, school gardens and agriculture. It would be well to keep a school garden

at a demonstration farm. Three such farms at $200 each, and 3 such gardens at

$100, would soon return the expense, and they also would be popular on the Island,

for the farmers are waking up and do not object to expenditure for agriculture;

but a different ideal must be set before the young people in the school.

Training People to Leave the Island.

The country school teacher is measured not by what he will leave on the farm,

but by the number of pupils who pass into Prince of Wales College to go away

from the Island. Very often a boy who stays on the farm has to assume a mortgage

in order to pay for the education of others of the family who go through the College.

Farmers would not object to pay teachers more if they were competent to keep

school gardens and help agriculture, and this makes the farmer's work more effect-

ive. Many teachers now engage with schools because they afford a good deal

of spare time and opportunity to study for something else. Teachers talk about

the successful Islander abroad and speak of him as having been trained at Prince

of Wales College, etc., but say nothing about the man who stays at home, though

he is the one the Province is interested in.

Special Teachers.

With a view to helping pupils to stay on the Island one witness suggested

that the Government should contract with some well-equipped teachers for a
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number of years and send them to Macdonald College for further training. Another

said that all boys should go to the Agricultural College, and that farmers should

spend as much on the education of their boys who intend staying on the farm as

on those who are to be lawyers or doctors or clergymen, for the farmer requires

more knowledge than the professional man. What was needed was to have

enthusiasm awakened in the boys, to make the parents realize that they must

spend money if they wish to make the farm a success, and their boys to earn such

money as lawyers and doctors and other professional people make. Farmers should

talk a good deal about the nobility of farming, try to put enthusiasm and love

for the Province into the children and teachers, then have a first class professor

of nature study who will teach it in an interesting and practical waj" to the teachers,

who, in their turn, can make it interesting for the pupils in school. In this way

children would be drawn nearer to nature and to the land, and would learn to love

old Mother Earth and appreciate what she is doing for them.

One witness questioned the benefit to teachers from attending the Summer
School of Science for one Session, as their knowledge would not extend to the

farmers. An Agricultural Summer School for even a week, where farmers could

take a short course, would be of some benefit.

Vai^ue of Agricultural College at Truro, N.S.

The Island Government gives $10 towards scholarships to assist farmers and

their sons to attend the short course at Truro (N.S.) Agricultural College, and tlie

Nova Scotia Government usually accepts Island students without fees. Nothing

gives better results, the course being highly appreciated, giving farmers great

interest in their work and making them all anxious to go back. The ages of those

who attend run from 18 to 50. The older men regret the lack of opportunity to

attend when yoimger, hence they would gladly use opportunities for young people

even nearer than Truro, though that place is convenient, with good travelling

facilities. The work at Truro was highly commended, the good influence of

Principal Cumming being specially mentioned. "There is an inspiration in meeting

fellows from other Provinces there, and being put on Committees with them for

live stock and seeds." The Provincial Government ought to countenance Truro

Agricultural College more, one witness said; they ought not to be so saving in the

use of money, for there is no way to spend money to such use for the Island as by

helping the young men to go to Truro, as each of them becomes a centre of inllucnce

in his locality.

One farmer told of his boy having gone to Truro and since returning home

he had put in practice a good deal of the knowledge he got there, with excellent

results. The College was a great help in making him think that way. What the

father said did not seem to have the same weight with the boy as if someone else

said it, hence the parents' task was made much easier.

One witness did not favor teaching sewing and domestic science except in

large towns and high schools, because of lack of time and tlie need for aiding

nature study.
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A good deal of the success of farming, in the opinion of another witness, depends

on the work done at home by the women—cooking, washing, sewing; and he

thought a girl gets better training in those things in the country than in the city.

Farmers' Institutes—How to Improve Them.

Farmers' Institutes meet regularly in winter and frequently in summer, and

farmers do some business through them, such as buying improved stock, seeds,

etc. The opinion was generally expressed that Institute work might be improved

by a Provincial Central Organization which would plan a course for the year and

make the work of Institutes more definite. The Superintendent of the Central

Institute might visit schools and talk farming to the boys and girls.

Highly trained and practical men to address Farmers' Institute ^Meetings

would be valuable, as at present farmers just "talk among themselves." The

Farmers' Institute system which was established nine years ago has brought about

improvement in seed, stimulated farmers to work more scientifically, and, though

very conservative, they are gradually getting out of the old rut with marked effect.

While one witness thought the school garden a good idea, one of the most

pressing things, in his opinion, was to get the best possible education for the work-

ing force of farmers that are past school age. Great benefit had come from what

the Dominion and Local Governments had done along those lines, and he could

see quite a difference since the work of the Superintendent of Institutes had been

carried on, but more help was needed.

Seed Selection, Weed Destruction and Dairying.

Farmers are paying more attention to seed selection. Seed fairs, grain

competitions and standing grain field competitions, assisted by prizes from the

Department, are encouraging better seed and more careful preparation of soil,

resiilting in better crops than formerly.

Efforts are made to suppress weeds, but much remains to be done. Some
farmers take pains and treat their seed with formalin to keep the smut do^vn.

Farmers are welcomed at the Experimental Farm.

The class of farmers who need to be reached and educated would not go to

the Government Farm, one witness thought, or if they did, they would remark,

"They do not have to tnake this thing pay." A farmer running an Illustration

Farm might be helped by two other practical men visiting his place two or three

times a year, and talking over his business, but he would have to follow his own
methods, as he would have to make the business pay.

A farmer near Charlottetown said there had been an experimental plot in

his orchard, but very few people came to see it, hence it did not look as though

people took an interest that way.

Another suggested that a farmer might send his boy to a neighbor or to some
good farm in the country for a week or fortnight if the farmer was able to give him
work, and he might thus learn this man's methods, compare them with his own,

and adopt them if better. What farmers need is co-operation, talking and com-

paring notes, and centralization, especially in Institute work.
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Another said that a short course on an Illustration Farm during summer time

would be a good idea, and that farmers would be interested in seeing better crops

and live stock than they have.

One farmer suggested taking an ordinary farm having ordinarj- dairj' stock,

and getting the farmer to improve that stock by selection. The progress thus

made would prove a great lesson in stock improvement, more than by beginning

with pure-bred stock.

The cheese business got its development from having technically trained

educated men in charge. The object-lessons given in co-operative dairying could

be extended to the development of general agriculture.

Dairying has been a good thing for the Island, the output of butter and cheese

from the factories in 1909 having been 5600,000. It is the best line of farming

ever adopted there to maintain soil fertility, which one witness thought had been

improved, adding tliat the land in the sections that have gone heaviest into dairying

is the most fertile to-day. It also enables the farmer to take more profit out of

the same number of acres than other lines of farming. Better cows and better

care of milk will make dairying so profitable that other advantages will follow,

and the farmer will take it up. The herd test improves the quality of the cows,

but closer supervision of dairj-ing by competent men is necessary to secure better

care of milk.

Dominion Government's Help.

Without dairy instructors the dairying business would not be where it is

to-day. From 1892 until 1896 the Federal Government, through its Department

of Agriculture, carried on tlie cheese factories and creameries for the farmers.

No objection was ever heard about interference with Provincial rights; on the

contrary, the people wanted all such interference tliey could get. The Dominion's

help to an industry did not in any way interfere with tlie management and con-

trol of the system of Education in a Province, but rather added to its efTiciency.

One witness impressed on the Commission tlie necessit)' of further support

to education in dairying through the Dairymen's Association. The present dairying

instructor is supported from tliree sources—the Dairying Department at Ottawa

giving $300, the Local Government $300, the balance, which is half the total

cost, being taxed on the factories. This is the only industry witness knew that is

taxing itself to maintain educational work, and they found it to pay. What the

factories want is a proper man, not under control or influence of a local section,

coming in from outside, independently, to correct or really prohibit what is wrong.

Profit in D.mrving.

One witness, who has specialized in dairying for 10 years, said he was making

more money every year, and did not expect soon to reach the limit, as there was

plenty of room for progress. Any improvenment on his land was so much to

the good. He had 80 acres cleared, average soil, kept 10 or 12 cows, and catered to

a fancy butter trade, average yield 200 to 225 lbs. of butter per cow, besides keep

of his house and raising calves. Skim milk was fed to calves and hogs. He sells
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about 15 hogs at $20 per piece, bringing $300, and occasionally he sells a horse.

When he started he was not as strong as many other men, and was $1 100 in debt.

Any man in the settlement could have been in a better position to-day than the

witness, who 20 years ago got a farm that had been cropped and the produce sold

off until it was run out. He said he could have made faster progress if, when he

was a boy at school, he had learned how oats grow, how weeds propagate them-

selves, the names of diseases that attack plants, what milk is, relation of cream

to milk, the physics of the thermometer and windmill and pump, sanitation and

wholesome conditions, etc.—things he had to learn in order to be successful.

If the schools were made so that the children would learn all those things, it would

make all the farms in the vicinity worth more. He added that not many farmers

on the Island followed the same line as himself unless they happened to be distant

from a cheese factory. He sold most of his produce in Halifax, and generally got

for his butter 3c. or 4c. per lb. more than the ordinary rate, for he had good cows,

put up a choice article, and manufactured it in the best way. The fear of com-

petition did not disturb him.
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NEW BRUNSWICK.

CHAPTER XII: OUTLINE OF THE EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM.

SECTION 1: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

The Public Education of the Province is controlled by the Board of Education

composed of the Lieutenant Governor, members of the executive Council, the

Chancellor of the University of New Brunswick, and the Chief Superintendent of

Education. This Board provides the Normal and Model Schools for the training

of teachers, appoints school inspectors, divides the Province into school districts

and generally provides for an efficient system of education. The Chief Superin-

tendent has the direction of inspectors; enforces tlie school act and regulations;

apportions the County School Fund; offers suggestions on educational subjects

and generally supervises education in the Province.

How Financed.

The Public Schools are under the control of the Provincial Board and are

supported from tliree sources—Provincial grants. County Funds, and direct

assessment.

The Provincial aid is given in various ways, superior school teachers receiving

from S250 to $275 annually, providing the school trustees pay no less; Grammar
School teachers receiving the same amount as from the District Trustees; Manual

Training and High School teachers receiving from S50 to S200 annually from

Government funds; Consolidated Schools receiving for three years after establish-

ment special grants, determined by the number of districts in the consolidation

and the average number of pupils attending the school, also half the cost of con-

veying children to and from the school. The Legislature also votes $1000 an-

nually to help poor districts to repair their district schools or build new ones.

There are also grants to school gardens.

The County Fund is a direct tax included in the county assessment and

provides 30c. per head of county population. Trtistees of each school district

receive from this fund $30 or in poor districts $40 per year for each licensed teacher

in charge of a department of a school, the balance of this fund being apportioned

among the schools of the county in proportion to the attendance of pupils in each

school, as compared with that for the schools of the county, provision being made

or paying $100 per annum for each New Bnmswick pupil attending the schools

for the blind and deaf.
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The District Assessment represents any balance required for school support,

not provided by either of above funds, and is made by direct tax on ratepayers

of the local school district, where the school is situated. Each male resident between

the ages of 21 and 60 years of age must pay a poll tax of $1 and the balance of the

district assessment is levied by an equal rate on assessed property and income of

the district. In cities and towns money required for schools over and above the

Government and County Fund grants is voted by the city and town council, and

collected with the other taxes.

The sum of $196,957 was expended in Government grants in 1912, the tota'

Provincial Revenue being only about $1 ,000,000. There are 1906 schools and 2012

teachers with 63,073 pupils, the percentage of attendance being 68.33.

Grades and Attendance.

Pupils are graded in countr>' schools in five grades, which correspond to the 8

grades in town schools, grade 5 roughly corresponding to grade 8 of the city schools.

On completion of grade 8 the pupil enters the High School after examination.

The number who go from High School to University is small.

There is a compulsory attendance law, but it is optional with localities and

in country districts it is not generally enforced, though adopted at school meetings.

In St. John there is a truant officer and results are regarded as most satisfactory

and effective. Moncton has appointed a truant officer with most beneficial

results, the percentage of attendance having been raised from 82.78 to 86.41, and

the Chief of Police in that city reports a marked decrease in juvenile crime and

petty depredations, due largely to the good effect of this law.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION FROM Dr. W. S. CARTER, CHIEF

SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION.

Under-Work as a Menace.

New Brunswick has not gone as far as Nova Scotia and Ontario in High

School education because unable to afford it, and Superintendent Carter did not

think the High Schools of as high a degree of excellence relatively as the Public

Schools. He would like to see more consolidation in country schools. The
town schools have a very good chance, but there is constant pressure being brought

to add to the courses of instruction and equal pressure to diminish the time in

which the same may be imparted to the children ; some unreasonable people think

children should have no legal holidays, while others complain of over-pressure

in the schools. The Superintendent believes there is under-pressure, on account

of the present tendency to get along easily, to get something for nothing, and that

this would have to be combatted. He did not think the work in this country
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compared at all in intensity with what the German children do in the schools,

and he thought we should develop more self-reliance and a little of the gospel of

work instead of speaking of over-pressure. It is impossible to add to, or even carry

out, present courses if it is decided that there are to be no home lessons, with

holidays on the slightest provocation and school hours shortened.

High School Courses.

One High School is allowed for each County, of which there are 15, but in one

case two coxmties join, so tliat there are 14 High Schools which are quite successful

and doing good work. The number of teachers is regulated by the number of

pupils pursuing a certain course. In St. John there will be 10 or 12, in Moncton

5 or 6 and Fredericton 3 or 4. Classics are optional in all schools and there

is plenty for a boy to take besides classics, and in many schools these are not

taken at all. In St. John there is a kind of pressure brought on boys to

take classics and in a school where these are taught a boy who does not take them
is to a certain extent left to his own resources. With present accommodation

the schools cannot depart too much from the curriciilum, but the Superintendent

would have at least a Classical and Modern Course in every High School, letting

the latter consist of a Commercial or Industrial Course, though only two or three

towTis in the Province would add to their staff, so as to have the Industrial Course.

Commercial education has not been put on the curriculum, because of the lack

of demand from local School Boards. No doubt the Commercial would come in

St. John immediately, and the Industrial when somebody finds some money, St.

John being pretty heavily taxed now, the tax being S2.00 on the SlOO for full

valuation for general taxes for all purposes.

Change of Vacation.

The Superintendent would not favor Spring and I-'all vacations when roads

were bad, and keeping schools in session during the Summer, because in country

districts boys are useful in haying, harvesting, berrj'ing, etc., and in the towns the

small percentage who go to the country have the largest voice in the community,

and would like three months' Summer holidays, and it is very hard to resist the

presstire they bring to increase the vacation.

Larger School Districts.

The great evil in the Province is inequality of assessment, some districts

paying as low as 12c. while others contribute as high as 52.00 per SlOO. The
Superintendent favors the parish area instead of the school district as an area

for administration ; this would help consolidation by removing local prejudices.

The School Board would be for each parish, and would locate the schools where

they would be to the best advantage, and the rich would help to educate the poor.

The former Superintendent suggested that the County rate should be increased

from 30c. to 50c. or 60c. per head. If this were done there would be 5100,000

additional from that quarter, which would be of very great advantage.
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Occupations and Ratss.

The three great material interests of the Province are agriculture, lumbering,

and fishing. Agricultural demands on education are the greatest, and will

increase rapidly. Lumbering will probably increase for some time. Fishing is

not so general, but it is capable of great development. Mining interests are not

great, although they have some very good prospects.

If public opinion were right, the Legislature would take up the question of

technical education from the County School Frmd; but even though some men
would benefit greatly, the poorer tax-payers object to having the County Fund

raised, looking to the increase of the tax and not to the retirms they will get. The

Superintendent thought there would be opposition to the parish sub-division

for taxation, as each little district would want its autonomy, and this had prevented

consolidation in many places. The Superintendent would like no district to

contribute less than 50c. on the $100 for schools.

Hand and Eye Training.

The grades in which Manual Training and Domestic Science were taken up

vary according to the Principal. In St. John they had not enough to go all round,

so they began there at Grade 5, and some High School pupils took a little. The

Department would prefer it to be taken in Grades 5 to 8 if possible. Mamial

Training, Domestic vScience and vSchool Garden work are all given to a small ex-

tent in connection with the Public School, but much less than the Department

wishes, and there are no Night Schools as Public Schools. Manual Training is

given at the Normal School. It is not at all a hindrance to boys in their other

work, if directed by a careful teacher. It develops general intelligence and helps

in all subjects, but want of money and lack of room in the average country district

have prevented its extension. School-rooms are usually taxed to fullest capacity,

and it is difficult to introduce work-benches. There is not as much advance in

Domestic Science as Manual Training, the Province depending on institutions out-

side for training teachers in that line. There is no branch of Domestic Science

in the Normal School yet, but it is hoped to have it; Manual Training is given

there, however. There is a feeling in favor of Domestic Science, perhaps stronger

than for Manual Training, becatise it brings direct restdts. While Manual Train-

ing gives a bo}' a bent and valuable training, Domestic Science may be used di-

rectly in the household and its immediate utility is apparent to all. It has equal

educational value with Manual Training.

Agricultural Instruction.

Slow progress is being made in Nature Study and vSchool Garden work, which

are a good deal hindered by lack of facilities for training teachers and lack of

grounds in many cases, these having been selected without reference to school

gardens, and many being rough and barren. Then the teaching of elementary

agriculture has been a failure, chiefly because it has been all theory, and very

191(1—Vol. IV—10
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little practice; again, during the two months when the best object lessons in school-

gardening could be given, both teachers and pupils are scattered. A great deal

of attention is being given by the Agricultural Department to the teaching of

agriculture in the schools, and the latter are doing what they can to give this pro-

minence. The more intelligent of the farmers regard the school garden very

favorably, and all are in favor of attention being given to agriculture in Public

Schools, though their ideas are indefinite as to how this should be done. If a

school garden is badly conducted, the farming population would simply deride it,

and it would be a bad influence in that locality. Hence the Superintendent thinks

it better to have none rather than a poor one at the beginning, yet the children

will get lessons even from a poor school garden which will be totally absent from

the books. Inspector Steeves prepared a little pamphlet on Nature Study and

Agriculture, with the object of developing power of obser\'ation by pupils on their

way back and forth from school, noting weather conditions, weeds and their

remedies, and all those things that may be done largely on the roadside, even

where there are no school gardens. No apparatiis is required for teaching this

manual, except such as may be made at home. There is no Chemistry in the

lower grades, though the Superintendent would favor having entirely Agricultural

Chemistry. There is a school garden in connection with the Normal School to

which a small share of time is given in connection with other subjects. Nature

Study develops the intelligence; so should arithmetic, but there is a good deal in

school of a routine character that does not appeal to the intelligence to the same

extent as where hand and eye and brain work together. Normal students are

all given the same training, and teachers emerge. If they could afford it, their

l>est plan would be to get training in Nature Study and vSchool C.ardeu work in a

Consolidated School or High School, but those who cannot afford it have to depend

on a coimtry school. The Superintendent thought it would be worth while to

make a great effort for fi\e years to have School Garden work done experimentalh',

and it would be of great value not only to teachers but to farmers' sons and daugh-

ters. If the teaching of Nature Study and School Garden work was general in

Public Schools, the Normal School would be relieved.

H.\NinVOKK OF V.\LUE TO Al.L.

In Consolidated Schools, without exception, Manual Training, Domestic

Science and Nature Study all receive attention, and their pupils do as well at

examinations as those from other schools. Those subjects do not count directly

on the examinations, but the Superintendent thinks that indirectly they do, as

the teachers keep in view the passing of pupils in examinations. Fitness to go

on to some advanced department is mostly the test, and the course of study is

adjusted to that end. The curriculum is largely, but not exclusively, based on

the requirements of tlie University. He thought that ])ossibly, the one direct

aim of education in New Bnmswick was towards the University or preparing for

College, hence he had always favored commercial education, especially in the

cities, so tliat a man in imsincss would have as good a right to prepare his boy for

his particular business as a jirofcssional man would. In the opinion of the Sui)er-
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intendent, Manual Training, Domestic vScience and Nature Study woiild he of

equal value to those leaving school at the 5th or 6th grade as to those who go on

with advanced work in the University, if the Province could afford to provide it.

Something is needed to keep the boys at school, as they are now falling out for

want of stimulus and of interest on the part of the teacher, and the introduction of

these subjects would be the means of retaining them. At present the girls are

getting the bulk of the education.

Question of Home Work.

As to home work, the Superintendent thought a little more should be done.

Children of 7 have no home work. Older pupils do not all do the same amount

of home work. If a boy can get up the work prescribed in his gjade and pass ex-

aminations without working at home, it is nobody's affair. The trouble is with

those who do not know enough and fail to grade. A parent will ask that the child

have plenty of holidays and no home work, then complain grievously that he does

not grade. With 50 children to a teacher and conditions as they now are, one

child cannot be much more advanced than another, although they may acquire

home lessons with much greater ease than the other. With a smaller number of

pupils the teacher could study the individuality of each.

Consolidated High Schools.

If Consolidated High Schools were established in the country-, they would

relieve the situation \vhere located, and if numerous enough would cover the whole

groimd. The present tendency is for students to seek the nearest superior or

High Consolidated School, but a good many cannot afford to do so. They are

among the brightest pupils, and after getting a second class certificate work up

to a first class. Consolidated Schools are difficult to carry on in this Province,

because of their greater cost and because the average rural rate-payer looks at

the money rather than the advantages, but sentiment is advancing and where-

ever tried in the Province, the Consolidated .School has not gone back.

Evening Schools.

The Superintendent thinks Evening Schools will be very successful if entirely

changed in character, so that pupils would have something to do with their hands

as well as their heads. A Government grant is given wherever any local School

Board wishes to conduct Evening Schools. Some spasmodic efforts have been

made in St. John and one or two other towns in this direction, but in the opinion

of the Superintendent failure was largely due to the fact that day school teachers

taught them. He strongly holds that this is a mistake, as day teachers are not

in a fit condition.

Voc.vnoNAL I'"arm Schools.

All trade schools would be useful, the Superintendent thinks, but the great

difficulty would be to know what to introduce first. In most instances he thought

they would be better started from the Puljlic School. His plan would be for the

191d—Vol. IV—lOJ
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Government to rent small farms in two or three places in every county in connec-

tion with the High School or Superior School and put men on them permanently,

giving boys and girls opportunity to work there from time to time for two or

three years. These v\ould serve not only as object lessons to the surrounding

cotmtr)', but as direct mediums of instruction, and boys and girls might come

hack during holidays and work upon them jierhaps for a small reward; at all

events, there would be always someone there to look after them. That is the

only way, in the Superintendent's opinion, to successfully introduce agricultiu-al

instruction. The plan would necessarily be costly, but something of that kind

is being done in Australia and Japan.

He would not like to say whether the attendance at those coimty farm

schools should be compulsory for teachers-in-training, but he thought the latter

should be willing to make some sacrifice, and as it was desirable for teachers to

get those short coiirses, it would be good policy to make them compulsory, if

there were no hardships in the way of expense. In connection with those sug-

gested farm schools there might be a Summer School of Science, but this is largely

a matter of ways and means as revenue was limited; and meantime teachers from

the Province attended the present Interprovincial Summer School of Science.

SECTION 3: AS TO TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

At tlie Normal School in Fredericton the enrolment in recent years has been

increasing, the numbers being 340, 345, 366, and 374, yet the accommodation in

the building is what it was 30 years ago with less than half the present number of

students. The building is now entirely inadequate for properly carrying on tlie

work, having no laboratory^ no gymnasium, no room for physical drill, which has

to be given in halls and corridors witliout proper ventilation, and no proper ac-

commodation for the Manual Training Department. Plans were prepared in 1910

for an extension to accommodate Model Schools, Manual Training Department,

and also a room for Physical Training and Gymnasium which could be used as

required for farmers' meetings or agricultural work.

Improvement in average scholarship enables the teacher-in-training to devote

more time to the purely professional side of the work and because the Normal
vSchool has been able to develop more definite methods and ideals among the

young teachers, the latter are teaching the subjects in the lower grades of the

schools better than ever before.

School Gardening at Normal Schooi,.

The school garden has been maintained in connection with the Normal

School, the work of preparation and seeding being done by the students, as well

as considerable improvement in the school grounds having been made inider the

direction of Dr. Hamilton. The garden is not pretentious but serves to show

the students what might be done with a School Garden as an adjunct to a small

country school.
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Licenses to Teach.

The law requires Normal School training of all teachers in New Brunswick,

and it is observed by Trustees; though there may be a few local licenses, there

should be none at all and 20 years ago there were not. The full course of attendance

at the Normal is one year, but temporary licenses of the 3rd class require attendance

only from September 1st to Christmas vacation, such teachers having opportunity

for promotion into another course, and perhaps 30% have been so promoted during

the past four years, the majority obtaining 1st class licenses. About 50% take

second class licenses, teaching for a term, then returning the following year or later

on to complete their full course. University and College Graduates are allowed

to write on examinations for teachers' licenses without attending the Normal
School.

Scholastic and Professional Work.

An effort is being made to relieve the Normal School of scholastic work, and

have it purely a school of method, but this has not been done thus far, as a great

number of schools are not equipped to give the scholastic training.

Part of the work in the Normal School is to give scholastic instruction, which

would not be necessary if all the students came from High Schools, but the larger

proportion of teacliers-in-training come from country districts and not from towns
and High Schools, and could not get the necessary training in their country districts

while living at home. The A^ear at the Normal which is necessary for a first class

certificate i^ not regarded as full training, but is the best the Province can do.

The Superintendent considers that not more than six months time is given to

scholastic work in the Normal, that as much is got out of the courses as is done
in the West, and that the duplication of High School work there is not serious

because of the plan of issuing 4 grades of licenses, the great bulk of pupils from
country districts not being able in their first attendance at Normal to undertake
more than 3rd class license work.

Hand and Eye Tr.aining and Nature Study.

Principal Bridges would like to see Domestic Science introduced into the

Normal School, as it would make teachers more efficient in both country and town
schools, but lack of means, opportimity, accommodation and equipment had
prevented its introduction. He could make some arrangement as to time for

this subject, but it might not be entirely satisfactory, the term being so short.

On the whole, he thought that it would be to the students' advantage to give up
something for the sake of taking Domestic Science, and that it would be a good
thing to have all the teachers-in-training get it. Nature Study and School
Garden work are not now on the course in the Normal School, though the students
had looked after the school garden, had taken an interest in it, and were \'ery fond
of it, and it was a practical one they had learned something from it.

If Manual Training, Domestic Science and Nature Study became more general
in the common schools, so that pupils coming from them to the Normal would
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have had some of each of these subjects in their school days, Principal Bridges

thought more advanced work could be gi\en in the Normal so that these students

would be still l>etter able to teach those subjects efficiently. At present the work

done in those subjects must be elementary because of lack of training in the students

before coming to the Normal. If the teacher of a district school is herself ex-

perienced in those subjects in her own school days, she can teach them.

Of the 265 students who have already applied for entrance this year, about

50 have passed matriculation examinations for the University course—about 100

from Superior Schools and the balance from ordinary- district schools of 5 grades.

Matriculants enter in what is called first class license. Those from Superior

Schools have reached 10th grade work, which is one year lielow matriculation,

and have had more school gardening than matriculants.

Of the total number of teachers in attendance (about 370) at the Normal

School, 30 are men; the previous year the number of males was 60, the largest

number the Normal has had.

When the additions are made to the building, the Normal School will be well

adapted for courses in a Summer School. Teachers' Institutes are held in each

County once a year, generally in the Autumn, some few in May or June, and these

would afford good opportunities to supplement the instruction given on a farm.

SECTION 4: AS TO HAND AND EYE TRAINING.

The School Acts, Section 123, provides;

—

(a) A Provincial grant of half of the total amount expended for necessary

benches, tools, material and otlier equipment required for instruction in Manual

Training to any Board of School Trustees, whether in city or rural schools;

(6) To any licensed teacher, who obtains from any Manual Training School

approved by the Board of Education a certificate of fitness to teach the system,

and who gives instruction in Manual Training in addition to the regular work of

the school, a grant of I'ifty Dollars per annum in addition to tlie Provincial

('.rant;

(c) To any certified teacher who gives his full time to instruction in Manual

Training in the schools of a city, town or other populous district under the direction

of the local School Board, the sum of Two Hundred Dollars per annum

;

(d) To the New Brunswick teachers, who take Manual Training Courses at

any school approved by the Board of Education and who afterwards actually

leach the system in any New Brunswick school, Twenty-four Dollars for travelling

expenses

;

(e) To the duly licensed teachers who qualify for teaching nature lessons

in connection with a School Garden, either at Macdonald Institute, Guelph, or

any oUier institution approved by the Board of Education, and thereafter

give instruction in said subjects in any public school having a school garden

attached, a grant of Thirty Dollars per annum;

(/) To the Trustees of school districts, which provide and maintain school

gardens in connection with the several schools, the sum of Twenty Dollars per
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annum to assist them in caring for such garden and improving and keeping in

proper condition the School grounds;

(g) To such teachers as may, after nomination by the Board of Education,

piirsue a course of 3 months in Nature Study and School Gardening at the Mac-

donald Institute, Guelph, for the purpose of qualifying themselves to give in-

structions in these subjects in the public schools. Scholarships of the value of

r'ifty Dollars each in the case of female teachers and of Seventy-five Dollars each

in the case of male teachers; not more than twenty-four such scholarships to be

given in any one year.

During the last quarter of 1911, there were 18 Manual Training Departments,

17 school woodworking shops, S in rural and 4 in consolidated schools, the work

being taken by all boys from grade 6 upwards. This condition also obtains in

5 city and town schools. T'our of the 8 mral schools have been closed, one because

the village was burned down, another because a teacher could not be had to go to

the remote village ; another teacher got married and no one else would go ; and in

the 4th the population dwindled. The other four were quite successful. vSome

bench work is done by teachers who take it for an hour each afternoon after dis-

missing the small children. An equipment as low as three benches is recognized.

Town and rural schools are treated in the same way as to grants, the Government
paying half the cost of equipment and half the initial cost of materials, with teachers'

grants additional—$50 to rural teachers who give Manual Training as an extra,

and $200 to town teachers who devote tlieir whole time.

ElEmENT.vry H.\ndwork.

Systematic elementar>' handwork is carried on in comparatively few schools

in the Province. No serious effort is made in the others to carry^ out the course

authorized by the Department. The Superintendent does not hope for great

improvement in this branch of Manual Training until it is more definitely recog-

nised by the Board of Education and given a place in the semi-annual returns

of the grade teachers. At the Normal School every lady student takes the fidl

course in handwork, with notes on how to teach it; therefore the majority of the

teachers are well equipped to take up the work in the schools, and doubtless would
do so if the subject were given proper encouragement and recognition.

Manu.\l Tr.aining.

The Manual Training course is a very general one, with two processes in wood,

the aim being to develop the pupil physically and mentally and give him that

degree of manual dexterity so necessary in every walk of life. Drawing is

emphasised as a feature of shopwork in every case, because of its educational value

as a developer of manual and mental power and of its practical utility, as it

forms the basis of practically every constructional industry. It requires but small

outlay for equipment and hence is well adapted to the schools of the Province.

The Superintendent regrets that the course taken by High School students is

very largely a repetition of operations mastered in the lower course; and he
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thinks the time of these advanced students could be more economically utilised

by special courses giving a tliorough groimdwork for taking up trades, and a

start in them.

The Superintendent thinks tliat as the "practical man of affairs" pays the

bulk of the taxes, it is a good policy to emphasise the practical utility side of

Manual Training, as is the policy of many of the best German, English and

American schools.

The Manual Training of the first five or six grades must, in tlie opinion of the

Superintendent, be purely developmental in its aim; but after that stage the

sexes should be separated into specialised courses and a higher standard of tech-

nique fixed, so that at the end of a High School course, a girl should have a broad,

intelligent and thoroughly practical conception of household arts and home econ-

omics, and be able to do her o\vn "millinery if necessary, and certainly make her

graduation dress. The work in the special courses should bear direct relation to

local conditions and industries. In New Brunswick, whicli has a large nu^al

population, special courses in carpentry, cement work and forging should be accept-

able, and one or more of these might be given in connection with every Consolidated

and Superior School, as tliey do not involve verj^ expensi\e equipment. For

the cities and larger towns, courses in drafting, machine .shop work, cabinet-

making, pattern-making, etc., woidd be suitable, according to the special needs

of the locality. The Director recommends Evening Continuation Courses in the

practical subjects embraced in Manual Training.

In boys' classes the processes and technique should be as near as possible

like those of the best workmen of the trades concerned, otherwise the work of

school workshops will not command tlie respect of the tradesmen, who should

see that their sons will have nothing to unlearn after leaving school and taking

up the trade, and that they are advanced in earning capacity — not that

the school should teach trades in full, but that it should give a proper and thorough

start in those touched. This kind of Manual Training would induce many boys

to remain at school who otherwise could not afford or did not care to do so. Thus

they would get tlie advantage of purely cultural subjects, the value of which they

do not appreciate when so young.

Household Science.

Nine new departments have been opened in the Province, the .subject being

presented to girls of grades 6 to 11 inclusive, except in two cases. In .St. John only

the girls of grades 8 and 9 take the work, although sewing is carried on to a limited

extent in that city in some of the lower grades. In some schools throughout the

country, grades 4 and S take sewing regularly. Although only S teachers in

Domestic Science are employed tliroughout the Province, they represent 5 dis-

tinct training institutions and courses. The desire for unifonn courses for the

Province is almost universal because of the difficulty of teachers taking up work

in a way different from that of their predecessors, thus greatly aggravating the

usual inconvenience of changing teachers, and hindering the pnjgress of the sub-

ject, "by giving young women definite and [jractical knowledge of the value and
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nature of foodstuffs, textiles, furnishings, home nursing, sanitation, etc., we are

adopting the surest means of putting our future homes on a sound economic basis

as far as judicious spending is concerned."

Training Teachers for Special Work.

The supply of men to teach shopwork in the schools is very limited, however,

and the Normal facilities for equipping them are very poor. Such teachers must

possess the sound pedagogy of the schoolman and the technique of the tradesman.

The latter qualification is obtained by giving a special course of 5 months to men
who have had training and experience in teaching literary subjects. This special

training course is so short that it has to be confined to a set of lessons in the general

tool processes, a little drafting—not sufficient to make them draftsmen—and a

smattering of theory. As a consequence men have almost abandoned this field;

(there were only three employed in the Province during the last term of 1911)

and Manual Training has not advanced as in other countries.

Director Peacock suggests that the coturse be extended to one year; that

the male teachers be advanced to $75 and $200 per annum respectively

in rural and tovvTi schools; and that the Manual Training Department at

the Normal School be re-organised and more favourably quartered. There

should also be a regular summer course for teachers in this line. In order to start

in this direction it will be necessary either to import a few well-equipped men or to

send some of our own men away to qualify, so that they may on their return teach

our teachers. The handwork course as organised by Mr. Kidner is most excellent;

the director having studied it carefully and found it second to none.

Rm^al teachers may take a three months' course and give instruction as a sort of

side line, the minimum time allotted being three hours weekly. Those who wish

to teach as Specialists nnist have received Normal School training, and devote

their whole time each day to Manual Training. In 1909 there were 7 Specialists.

The three months' course would give more than Normal Students get in their

regular course, which is two weekly periods of 35 minutes, because in the short

course two periods were taken together and 75 or 80 minutes weekly are given and

no time lost in changing. Pupils in rural schools would not have as much Manual

Training running over four years as is given in the three months special course in

the Normal School.

For training efficient Manual Training teachers. Director Kidner would have

Summer Courses every year, and allow teachers to return and qualify in extra

subjects, h'ive weeks is all that teachers can be expected to take in Summer and

two such Summer cotu-ses would qualify teachers for rural school work. This

short course would compare favorably in point of time with what the English

Schools had when they began it, except that the latter teachers had the advantage

of nearness to each other, whereas New Brunswick teachers are widely separated.

He thought the teachers would like the Siunmer course, for in 1905, with nothing

but a notice in some newspapers, about 40 teachers attended for nearly five weeks

at their own expense, and some returned and took the whole course.
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A Preparation for Industrial Training.

According to Mr. T. B. Kidner, formerly Director of Manual Training in New
Brunswick and now Director of Technical Education at Calgary, Alta., Manual

Training was found in England to be a great preparation for industrial

training, and in technical schools it was the custom to put the boys who had

attended Manual Training schools in one section and they could go at once into

the drawing connected with their trade, while the other boys had to learn mechan-

ical drawing. Hence many boys, attracted to tlie trade classes and wanting to

take up such drawing and work of their trades, get tired of the very elementary

work they had to do because of not having received Manual Training.

The lads in the New Bnmswick schools have not only had enough Mamial

Training to qualify a number of them to take advanced drawing work at night

schools, but they are already taking positions because of their Manual Training

experience. Mr. Kidner had found that the draughtsmen at a woodworking mill

had been trained in the Manual Training School. If Manual Training can be given

a shop bias and the drawing particularly looked after, so that a boy who has gone

through the elementary manual training school can learn from a book a good deal

about the particular drawing of his trade, he is fitted for sometliing higher.

In tliis Province the young men and women trained as instructors in Manual

Training are competent to give good courses in mechanical and freehand drawing.

There is a good freehand drawing course in connection with the Normal. Tlicv

would not have skill to carry on any evening elementary classes in design.

The Manual Training course is not adjusted to rural schools as to articles

made, but as in other parts of America the course is responding to the social

iiilluence and only weaker teachers seek definite sequence of small articles to be

made. As an example Mr. Kidner found on a visit to one rural school tliat most

of the articles made had been taken home, but next morning a farmer's waggon

came witli pieces of furniture collected from farmers' houses—every house in the

neighbourhood having been benefited from the small .school equipment of 4 benches.

The neighbourhood industry problem has not been attacked successfiill>-,

l)ut things have been made that appealed to pupils and that they wanted for their

own household or school-house. In spots the movement is making progress to-

wardsdevelopment of home industries for recreational purposes, rather than for profit.

The present direction of the public mind toward technical education is due

very largely, Mr. Kidner thinks, to the introduction of Manual Training during

the past ten years. People welcomed it because they thought it stood for a mea-

sure of industrial education, as an entering of the wedge for other things in that

direction, and he thought the people would be ready to spend money for the

advanced movement as they had been ready to do for .Manual Training.
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CHAPTER XIII: CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS.

THE SUPERINTENDENT'vS REVIEW.

Notwithstanding the generous aid granted by the Provincial. Government,

the Superintendent of Education, in a review of the Consolidated Schools of the

Province, reports:
—"Consolidation is slowly winning its way and will increase

with increased material prosperity. WTien the ratepayers become educated to

spend more for education, as they are spending more for everything else, there

will be more of it. Little apparent progress is being made in the consolidation of

school districts in this Inspectorate; the movement is not popular. People cannot

be made to realize the importance of having the graded organization. Manual

Training, Domestic Science and School Garden. In their amazing ignorance

and the self-complacency which ignorance brings, they call it ' trying to ape the

towns'. They do not know that for a slight increase in expenditure they could

have better schools than most of the towns, more up-to-date that is, and that

for every dollar of increased cost they would receive two dollars worth of increased

efficiency. Time will remove all the hindrances and eventually convince the

majority, as the minority is already convinced, that along the line of consolidation,

oratalleventsof larger units than that of districts, lies the next important advance

in our public school system."

SECTION 1: INFORMATION FROM INSPECTOR STEEVES.

The school in Sussex, N.B. is a fine type of modem school. The school build-

ing with the land cost between $50,000 and $60,000 entirely borne by the district

without any Government help. There are 14 rooms containing all tlie latest

features in lighting and ventilation, etc., and a laboratory giving facilities for

excellent work in physics, science and botany. Manual Training, Domestic

Science and School Gardening are thoroughly taken up. Manual Training and

Domestic Science run from grade 3 to 8. This work does not interfere with ordinary

school work, but rather helps bj' correlating the work in geography, grammar,

and arithmetic.

Inspector Steeves, the author of the pamphlet on Natiu-e Study that is used

in the rural schools, has taken special interest in the Sussex School, and has used

it for working out many of his ideas. He looks upon physics and mechanics as

preparing for the practical life of the people and thus far more important than

having much time spent on classics.

Nature Study and Industrial Work.

His experience has been that introducing practical Nature Study work and

subjects that correlate with them in the various grades, and connecting these

with the industries of the town and Province, will educate with more purpose than
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at present. He would begin Nature Study work at the very lowest grades. He
thinks that to the neglect of this is traceable largely the decimation of country'

sections. Natiu-e Study would help a child to go from the known to the unknown
and he will work out other lines and take in other ideas as he is engaged in his

work. More Nature Study and industrial work in country schools would create

a class of pupils capable of taking the High School course within their own county

;

and with Nature Study would develop another class of pupils who would seek

an Agricultural College education. Inspector Steeves had an idea that the Sussex

School might be utilized for this latter piu-pose and if the trustees bought SJ acres

of land in connection witli the school, established the school garden and provided

the additional rooms, he felt that a large number of pupils could be drawTi from the

country sections in the county who would take an agricultural course, using as a

help the outlying farms which are well equipped and capable of giving them

excellent instruction. Thus a great deal of advanced agricultural work could

be done, leading to the Agricultural College. Many young men have wished they

could take siich courses, feeling that they would have done a great deal better

work if they had had such instruction while growing up.

At the Teachers' Convention of King's and Qiieen's Coimties last year,

Agricultural Societies within Mr. Stee\'es' inspectorate were invited to co-operate

and as a result took charge of one session of the Teachers' Institute. It was such a

success that it was to be continued, when a program would be arranged es-

pecially for Agricultural Societies at which work pertaining to Trustees' interest

in schools would be discussed. The two days' program is planned along the lines

interesting not only to teachers, but Trustees and farmers; the idea being to bring

the school to the home and take the farm to the school.

Larger School, Districts.

Inspector Steeves is strongly in favor of the Parish instead of the District

lieing made the unit for school purposes, so that instead of District Trustees there

should be Parish Trustees, the tax being a County instead of a Parish tax, and

on all property in the County, the rate being raised to 40c. or 60c. on all, so

that the strong would help the weak and give an even chance to all people to get

a fair education. This would tend to consolidations of districts where it could

be done with equal efficiency and less expen.se, but in other places a one-roomed

school would have to continue, advanced pupils being carried to larger schools

with additional advantages.

When three or more school districts imite to form one tlislrict with a central

school providing, in addition to the regular subjects. Manual Training and House-

hold Science with a School Garden, such a school is called a Consolidated Sdiool.

The Provincial Government pays not only lialf the cost of conveying the children

to and from the school in vans, but also half tlie cost of the equipment for the

Manual Training and Household Science department and half the cost of the

initial supjjly of material for them,

The reports from the Princi])als of the Consolidated Schools are ver>' inter

esting, as showing the great benefits derived by the ])upils. I'-or example, at
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Kingston, the people showed their appreciation of the benefits of consolidation

in a most convincing manner. Their building was destroyed by fire, but the

people decided to rebuild and go on, although the district had not a large valuation

and the problem of conveyance presents many difficidties, more vans being re-

quired than in any other Consolidated School.

SECTION 2: THE RIVERSIDE CONSOUDATED SCHOOL.

At Riverside extensive school groimds have been cleared and laid out

in an artistic manner by a landscape gardener, and the nattu-al contour and dis-

position of the groimds afiord a splendid opportimity for effective landscape

gardening. The pupils are liright and alert, the teachers enthusiastic and indus-

trious and the Board intelligent and progressive. The building has been admirably

planned and contains modem appliances within and without. During 1910 the

school became the owner of some 7 acres of land, thereby making generous provision

for boys' and girls' playgrounds, a large garden plot and plenty to spare for a future

van shed. This school tried an experiment by permitting all pupils except those

of grades 8 and 1 1 , who maintained an average of 80 per cent, on their work through-

out the year, to advance to the next grade without final examination. Principal

Anderson remarks that it is perhaps too early to tell with finality the results of the

plan, but he pointed out that a large number of the leading pupils of all the grades

this year are of those who were so advanced.

At the end of 5 years' record of the school it is interesting to note the careers

of graduates who have continued their studies. The record shows that two have

taken Arts cotu-ses, 5 Science coiu-ses, 4 Ladies' College, 2 Commercial College

and 7 Teacher's courses. Thus 20 out of a total number of 34 graduates have

continued their studies in High School, which is probably a higher percentage

than that of city schools. The Principal remarks: "This is a further evidence

that it is to those who purpose entering the professions that the upper grade courses

of stiidy appeal
;
possibly also that the appeal is more exclusively to this class in

a countr>' commimity than in the city." He notes that a 10th grade student of

last year was one of two from New Brunswick who passed the entrance examin-

ation to the Naval College in Halifax. The basis for drawing inferences as to

the work in Manual Training and Domestic Science is too narrow, but the Principal

remarks that the lack of opportunity for engaging in woodwork in the immediate

vicinity of the school may affect the result. The school attempted to do some-

thing toward teaching singing, but changes in the staff rendered it impossible to

continue the work. The Principal asks, "How long will it be ere our Normal

School can furnish us with teachers competent to perform this service?"

The Domestic Science department is one of the most popular with the

pupils ; the department won a medal and 'diploma for sewing at the Dominion

Exhibition in St. John. Manual Training and Domestic Science departments

are collaborating for the furnishing of the school office. While the Principal

is fully convinced of the need and possibility of the School Garden move-

ment, intimate acquaintance with it has convinced him that it has not yet been
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perfectly worked out. The principal difficulties and hindrances which have yet

to be surmounted are (1) lack of co-ordination of science with garden work;

(2) lack of care during the 8 weeks summer holidays, in a district where many
of the pupils are from 2\ to 6 miles distant from the school and where others are

away a part of the whole vacation
; (3) teachers who are ill prepared to direct the

work ; (4) shortness of the growing season, rendering almost impossible in our

climate the accomplishment of ver\' much of account before the summer vacation.

In order to provide for the summer care of a garden, a prize of a two days'

trip to the Dominion Exhibition at vSt. John was offered for the best School Garden

tended wholly by a pupil. This secured more or less thorough care from 14 or l.S

pupils, about a quarter of those in the classes. A pupil was hired to do the work

of other plots whose proprietors forfeited their claim to the product in consequence.

A school exhibit, including home garden products, resulted in 10 or 12 pupils

operating gardens—a phase of the work from which much may come under proper

direction and encouragement. The exhibit included also Manual Training, writing

books. Domestic Science drawing books; School Garden science notebooks; home
garden; geometry notebooks; natural science collections; the school paper, and

a sketch plan for the improvement of the school grounds, as laid out by a local

landscape gardener, Mr. Herbert E. Goold. Lack of interest in the garden work

is all the more regrettable in a section so predominantly agiicultural. Possibly

the case is that the garden work is tacked on to the regular school syllabus rather

than being incorporated in it. The Princi]5al remarks that the amount and nature

of science adapted to grades of a school serving an agricultural community is surely

different from that fitted for a school in a manufacturing centre, whereas our teach-

ers have been trained to teach such science as is fitted to qualify jnipils for college

entrance and hence are ill prepared for School Garden work.

SECTION 3: THE FLORENCEVILLE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL.

Principal Simnis, of the Florenceville Consolidated School, speaks encourag-

ingly of the work in Manual Training and Domestic Science—5 hours a week are

devoted to these branches—and he believes the time is well spent with general

satisfaction. School Garden work was done in common by the jnipils during

the holidays. The trustees provided for the care of it, and after the products

were gathered, the place was ploughed for the next season. There is a widespreatl

desire for more of such instruction. Considerable time is being devoted to Natural

Science and Agriculture. After 5 years of consolidation in I'lorenceville the

argument rests in favor of the principle. The attendance is certainly more

regular than in any other school where Mr. Simms has been located. The means and

advantages for teaching need no demonstration. If the cost has increased, such

increase is not in the same ratio as that of the cost of living or price of lalx)r.

With a number of old bills carried over into the estimates for the present year,

the amount raised for the school comes to a rate of nine-tenths of one per cent.

lower than the majority of the other villages in the countn,' and of many country

districts. The deportment of the jiupils is excellent, and the Principal is much
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encouraged in his work. Manual Training is conducted by a lady, Miss Wetmore,

who also has charge of grades 3 and 4. Through her enterprise, the school has

been provided with several useful articles, such as towel racks, picture frames, etc.,

this work having been done by her class outside of the regular hotu-s. Principal

Sinims says he has met no one in the section who does not praise the work and

aim of Manual Training. He thinks it possible, from the interest in School Garden-

ing shown among the lower grades, to cultivate more sympathy for this work

where now, especially among the older ones, particularly the girls, there seems a

distaste. He supposes this would be reversed if the whole class were sent to

Domestic Science.

Domestic Science.

There being a niunber of large landowners in the district having no repre-

sentation in the school, with the idea of interesting them and benefiting them,

a Farmers' Club was organized in connection with theschool, and after some public

meetings, when men prominent in agriculture gave addresses, a regular Agricultural

Society was formed which meets monthly for discussions of important topics.

There is much enthusiasm for the project and it has worked well.

SECTION 4: THE HAMPTON CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL.

The Hampton Consolidated School runs only one van which brings 1 1 children

from a district 4 miles distant, but the increasing popularity of the school is

drawing 15 children from 4 other districts. Some of the pupils walk a distance

of 4 miles; others drive or come by train, while still others board in Hampton.

The I\Ianual Training and Domestic Science courses are increasingly popular

among the parents and pupils. A sewing machine has been purchased for the

Domestic Science department and the effort is to make the work as practical as

possible, and while teaching girls to sew and make little articles of needlework,

at the same time getting them to make articles that are in themselves worth

while. Principal Delong thinks the aim should be to get the girls of the higher

grades to do some of their plain sewing in school, and in this work the machine

is a prime necessity.

The School Garden was well kept diu-ing the summer holidays, the trustees

having made provision for weeding, so that at the opening of the school it pre-

sented a fine appearance. There was no lack of willing workers for the ingather-

ing of the crop, while in the advanced department the nature lessons connected

with it were followed with interest.

The experience of the Principal in Hampton has convinced him that con-

solidation is the sj'stem needed for rural schools. It helps attendance, rainy

weather and snow storms being no bar, even to girls or young children, and this

has been especially helpful in the lower departments. The class rooms are com-

modious, well lighted, heated and ventilated, with good apparatus, inchiding

an electric bell system; enthusiastic teachers and pupils anxious to help the

school and its work in every way, modem courses in Domestic Science and Manual
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Training within the reach of all—conditions which are much more favorable tlum

exist in most of our town schools, and all directly diie to consolidation.

In 1910, 93 pupils prepared and looked after garden plots and a great deal

of time was spent voluntarily by pupils after school, and many took entire care

of their plots during the summer vacation. The pupils made careful records of

work done—the time of planting, the appearance of the seeds above ground,

amoiuit of seed for produce, etc., and the teachers correlated this practical work

with the general I^fature Study, more especially with lectures on comjDositions

of soils, plant food, germination, and so on. The School Board was very generous

in its outlay for the garden, spending $33 for a caretaker during the holidays. This

school was awarded 2 prizes for the best general exhibit at the Dominion Exhi-

bition at St. John, and also the 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes for exhibits from indvidual

plots; the prize money amounting to $11 out of a total sum of S21 granted by

the exhibition. The pupils have started a magazine, which they have made
financially successful. It is not only stimulating to literary composition, but

also to attendance and regularity, punctuality, etc., as the names of pupils who
make the highest standing in these respects are published. Pupils from this

school stood third and sixth in the Normal School entrance examination for 1st

class certificates, and a candidate for second class stood well up on the list.

These facts are cited as proof that the special subjects in this school do not

in any way detract from excellent work in the ordinary' subjects. The full classi-

cal course is now in operation in the High School, and candidates are being pre-

])ared for University matriculation. Mamial Training and Domestic Science

still retain their high place in the estimation of pupils and ratepayers. During

the past term pupils have shown a greater zeal and earnestness than ever before.

Their deportment is exceedingly good, and they are very careful of their fine

school building, which is in almost perfect condition, both inside and outside,

and gives no evidence of the fact that it is almost four years old.
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CHAPTER XIV: FROM SCHOOL INSPECTORS'

REPORTS.

Inspectors come in close contact with the teachers and know all the problems

of each section in minute detail ; hence their reports are intensely interesting and

suggestive. In New Brunswick the inspectors' reports are prominent in the

records of education, and a reference to them may be in place, particularly in

relation to the subjects with which this Commission is specially charged.

Writing—One Inspector says that the new copy books have encoiu-aged

a form of hj'brid writing, a mixture of the vertical and natiu-al slant; but he

thinks that this is only a temporary drawback, and on the average the restilts

are up to requirements.

Drawing—Another reports considerable progress made in Drawing. The
trouble heretofore has been that there was too much copying, and too much ac-

curacy was exacted in the primary grades. Now, pupils' crudest efforts are

accepted as having value, provided they do their best, and it is marvellous to note

the difference from term to term under the stimulation of encouragement. He
suggests that a paper on Drawing at the entrance examination would further

emphasize this subject. In the majority of schools in one district, Drawing is

practically a dead letter.

General Education—An Inspector reports added interest and increased

regularity of attendance where schools are doing some work in special subjects,

and he notes that a more thorough education on pm-ely scholastic lines is being

given in consequence. He considers that the great work of the public schools

is to impart ability to read and spell well; to speak and write well in concise and

grammatical English expressive of the exact thought in the mind; to correctly

and rapidly perform the fundamental rules of arithmetic and apply such know-

ledge to the solution of problems; and to acquire an intelligent knowledge of

geography and history.

One Inspector reports that the work done in ungraded schools is for the

most part satisfactory ; the majority of the teachers are energetic and enthusiastic

;

they often work under great difficulties, the Board of Trustees not being suffi-

ciently attentive to provide necessary apparatus, in some cases the teacher by her

own energv' procures funds to equip the school.

One feature affecting rural schools is rather disquieting; some districts have

been so depopulated by emigration that the school can be maintained only with

great difficulty. The enrolment in some cases is less than 12 and in one case as

low as 3, so that the cost per pupil is very high. Certain districts could undoubt-

edly be consolidated wdth advantage, but there seems to be an almost insuperable

obstacle in local jealousies.

An Inspector whose experience had been almost entirely in city graded schools,

believes the country schools compare very favourably both as regards effi-
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cieiicy of teachers and intelligence of piijiiis with those of cities and towns. He
believes the frequent change of teachers results in too much attention being given

to the older and more advanced pupils, younger ones being neglected.

The loss to the Province occasioned by the removal of so many teachers to

the West is deplored in most of the reports. One Inspector points out the serious

economic natiu'e of the problem by considering the cost of educating a pupil uj)

to Grammar School license, then his value to the community as expressed by the

capitalization of his earning capacity. The gravest aspect of the problem is that

the maintenance of the high educational standard attained in the Province i.s

absolutely dependent on the retention of teachers of the Grammar School class.

One Inspector philosophically remarks that when one considers the success

"achieved against such odds as apathy and indifiference. irregularity of attendance,

too frequent changes of teachers, false principles of economy, and many other

difficulties constantly throwTi in the way of educational progress, it is safe to say

that there surely exists a spirit of enterprise and progress which will ultimately

triumph along the lines of educational advancement. He remarks that in the

majority of cases the school buildings are good, but put up a miserable exterior

appearance owing to lack of paint, and in not a few cases the bright appearance

of the school hotise is impaired by the wretched state of the grounds and surround-

ings.

Another Inspector reports that Tnistees seldom visit the schools unless some-

thing disagreeable forces them to call. Ratepayers who have children at school,

as well as Trustees, miss many a chance through neglect to help the school to reach

a higher state of efficiency.

An Inspector suggests that as people take a lively interest in themselves,

their ancestors and the locality in which they live, the teacher cannot be occupied

with better outside work than studying the historj' of the district, locating his-

torical sites, collecting records, traditions and such historical data as are available.

Teachers would thus preserve their mental freshness and their sympathy with

striving pupils. Some ratepaj-ers speak of the lazy, loimging habits of some

teachers. Evcrj' teacher should be cultivating a physiographical, historical and

economic interest in the districts surrounding his school.

One Inspector finds that many otherwise sensible people think that the

chores children do in their homes provide all the physical exercise necessary for

bodily development
;
yet he has heard no objection to the physical drill in scliools,

but on the contrarj', many commendations. He wants to see children grow u]i

with straight backs, full chests, strong limbs and all the other points of a good,

sound body.

The matter of imequal taxation in Districts situated in the same Parish is a

serious hindrance to the welfare of the public schools. In one District an Inspector

found the rate of taxation to be nearly 2 per cent on assessed valuation, while

in the adjoining district it was about one-fourth of 1 per cent. In still another

he was informed that a very large amount of property escaped taxation for school

purposes altogether. He considers that the only remedy for such an anomaly is

to make the Parish the unit for purposes of taxation, with a Parish Board of

Trustees.
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Manual Training and Domestic Science are being favorably regarded. vSchool

Gardens and Nature vStudy, appealing as they do to the outside and industrial

life of the people, and requiring small expenditure for equipment and maintenance,

possess advantages for practical education which will give them a great lead in

country schools until Consolidated Schools become general.

Nature Study axd School Gardening.

"The Natiu-e Study and School Gardening course authorized by the Board

of Education in September 1908, if conscientiously followed by all concerned,

cannot fail to give a great impetus to the study of nature in our schools".—Such

is the opinion of one Inspector.

One Inspector reports that in most countrj' schools the weather report is

kept and the children's obser\-ing powers are being developed by requiring them

to observe the direction of the wind, and other phenomena from day to day, as

well as in noticing the migration of birds, budding of trees and plants, and the

gradual unfolding of these buds into flowers and leaves. Through the study of

farm weeds and insects injurious to crops, the country children are being led to

take more intelligent interest in farm work and it is hoped this may induce many
to remain on the land.

The teaching of this subject is taking more prominence in proportion as

teachers are recognizing its stimulating effect upon the pupil and upon the work

of the whole school. The point and purpose of the work are coming to be better

understood. Definiteness is secured by a careful apportionment of instruction.

The senses of the children are being trained to be alert to gather information from

their environment. Such activitv* must be of the greatest advantage in all school

work.

In the Sussex district a series of 5 lectures on farming to 10 schools was

conducted by the Provincial Dairy Superintendent, and many people expressed

their high appreciation of such instruction in schools, as it tends to increase the

children's interest in home activities and stimulates them to more consistent

application to the study of history, geography, science and drawing by awakening

and directing their perceptions to real life and also affords more material for both

oral and written composition.

SCHOOL GARDENS.

School Gardens are constantly increasing in usefulness and popularity, but the

work is seriousl}- hindered b}' the need for trained teachers who are willing to qualify

by study and adapt themselves to the requirements of the work. At the Teachers'

Institute for the counties of King's and Queen's a new feature was the setting apart

of one session to the discussion of educational matters having a bearing on coimtry

interests. This drew a very large audience, presided over by the Provincial

Commissioner for Agriculture, and addresses were given on forestry, school gar-

dening and soil and its treatment. In many schools the growing plant has been

made to illustrate some of the nature and science studies of the schoolroom: the
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bulletin " I'arm Weeds in Canada" has been distributed to most of the schools

and is proving of great assistance.

Other Inspectors note the increasing interest in this subject. The work of

the educational and agricultural authorities and of many enthusiastic individuals

is slowly but surely bearing fruit. Much better provision must be made
for training teachers in these subjects.

One Inspector doubts if it is advisable to encourage teachers who are not

especially qualified for the work to attempt systematic garden work. The Normal

School building is so crowded, the classes are so very large, the staff small and the

courses short, while the prescribed work in other subjects is so extensive, that the

teachers are very inadequately prepared for Nature Study and Agricultxire. He
recommends a short Summer School in these subjects, with financial inducements to

Inspectors and teachers to attend. The Inspectors generally take hearty interest in

the vSchool Garden. The Provincial Supervisor of School Gardens believes that in

order to do effective work, he should be in a position to devote nearly all his time to

organising, supervising, addressing meetings, etc., as is the case in Manual Training.

A teacher in an ungraded school reports that the effect of the study has been

to make the children more observant, more free to talk and better able to record

their ideas. The interest taken in this subject has in many schools been extended

to the other subjects of the course.

The inspectorate in which Fredericton is situated docs not contain a single

School Garden outside of the Normal School. The Inspector believes that the

time is not far distant when teachers and inspectors will be required to take a

special course in agriculture in order to qualify for work in rural schools.

NATURE STUDY.

Teachers report that the few minutes required are not missed, while tlie study

has proved both interesting and instnictive to pupils. Weeds and pressed leaves

from different trees have been used in drawing. The big sons and daughters of

fishermen in one district were nnich interested in the weather report, and added

another column headed " I'orecast", in which they predicted the weather for the

following day.

In another school a list was kept on the board each month of llowers

reported by pupils; estimates were made of various farm products of the

district at current prices and also drawings and bills of same. This work did not

injure the regular school studies as nuich was done out of school hours. The

pupils seemed particularly interested in collecting and reporting on llowers, weeds

and seeds.

The teacher of the Boys' Industrial Home, Crouchville, reports that if

everything falling imder the head of handwork were eliminated, the teacher

would be compelled to leave the schoolroom. To the boy, Nature Study is as good

as play and stores his mind with useful knowledge, training his eye to careful and

accurate observation. One boy who had given consideraljle trouble by rinining

away, showed his first interest in two tiny house plants and liy the time he liad

planted, tended and harvested his School Garden plot, he was one of the steadiest
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and best boys in the Home, Nature Study doing for him what teachers had

failed to do—interest him in life and in being alive.

The results of the special effort to make this work effective are very encourag-

ing to one Inspector, who after reading reports from 1 20 teachers, notes that they

are unanimous in stating that this work has introduced the element of interest

in the schoolroom. Most of the boys' work in composition brought under his

notice during the year was the outcome of the child's natural desire to express in

writing what he had been led to observe in the Natiue Study course. Not a few

schools already have their collection of different weeds, minerals, soils, seeds and

plants, all collected in the neighborhood.

Arbor Day was observed in 90 districts of one inspectorate; 224 trees and

69 shrubs were planted and 167 flower beds made. Great efforts are being made

to beautify school premises. Inspector Hanson is convinced that in the majority

of his districts, Arbor Day is a failure, there being too often no work done in the

grounds, and he has felt impelled to disallow the day when reports have come in.

Thb Nature Study and Agricultural Course for Country Schools.

The piupose of this coiuse is to develop a habit of intelligent observation;

to actively connect home and school interests; to increase the child's knowledge

of his own neighbourhood, its flora and fauna ; to use all with educative interest,

and to correlate the work laid down with the other regular school work, this

branch Ijeing made to help all others. Thus, point and interest can be given to

Arithmetic, Spelling, Composition, Drawing, Geography and History by relating

them to features and conditions of tlie district, and the teaching in this way can

be made more effective. No attempt at scientific treatment is expected. Much

can be done by pupils at home and on the road to and from school, the teacher

guiding and stimulating endeavor in the pupils, and personally leading the way

in collecting information, reporting, making drawings, asking questions, and en-

coiuaging and commending the pupils' efforts.

The coiuse covers: (1) Weather report, pupils being taught to observe and

accurately record daily conditions; (2) Bird calendar. Birds are obser\'ed, de-

scribed, named; their coming and departiue acciuately noted; their habits studied;

lessons given on their food and economic value ; and monthly exercises in drawing

the birds which have been studied; (3) Study of the district. A physical map
of the district on a larger scale is gradually constructed throughout the year,

indicating hilly and forest land by different shading ; streams, brooks creeks and

rivers are marked, and the location of roads, bridges, chiuches, halls and post office

indicated, each pupil marking in his own residence; (4) Observations, arranged

in grades, for each month, covering such points as farm weeds, insects and birds;

plants, seeds and crops grown; domestic animals and their habits; rain, frost,

snow, ice, fruit blights ; export and markets of districts ; soils and their fertility, etc.

The teachers are required to report to the Inspector during the last school

week in December as to the character and effect of this work.
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CHAPTER XV: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTI-

MONY AS TO ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

The opinion was expressed that the curricukini was too crowded and did not

allow room for industrial training; that the teaching was not properly arranged

and was less thorough than forty years ago.

One witness considered that agriculture should be taught in preference to

Latin. The boys needed inducement to go into manual labor.

The teachers might find out in the early grades what occupation a boy was

most fitted for. The schools at present held the wrong kind of ideal before

the boys and the curriculum was not such as fitted the boys for trades.

Complaints were also made that agriculture was only nominallj^ taught and

that, in consequence of the curriculum being too heavy to add technical subjects,

the schools were unable to educate farmers.

Some subjects might be dropped and map drawing introduced instead of

Latin. Latin was of little value to most of the children and what the boys needed

most was arithmetic, drawing, and ability to read plans. The schools were not

at all satisfactor)', boys did not recognise the teachers' authority and the teachers

were not backed up by the Trustees.

Many of the children had to work in factories instead of going to school.

A large percentage of the children in St. John left school at fourteen, only about

ten per cent continuing after that age.

Training in writing and spelling is much needed and one witness suggested

that a phonetic alphabet was required. The writing was stated to be worse than

twenty years ago and the general demand for commercial education was increasing.

The schools at present do not prepare for industrial life, and an advisory

committee was .suggested for the schools to guide boys in the selection of an occupa-

tion. Secondary industrial schools were favored for boys between fourteen and

eighteen. The chief difficulty was the attitude towards mamuil labor; and the

social view must be corrected before real good can be achieved.

One witness stated that the public schools were starved, and another that

the results were not commensurate with the taxation. The Common Schools Law
is thought to be unjust to the poor settler. In back districts farmers paid S2

on each $100 for school taxes, yet one witness owning a farm valued at S2,^,()i)ii

paid only between $30 and $40 for schools.
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CHAPTER XVI: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTI-

MONY AS TO SECONDARY EDUCATION.

One witness thought scholars should have option of agricultural or mechanical

studies in High School. Another thought Normal training should not'be less than

one year. Normal School students should have a course in dairying and bee-

keeping. Teachers should be improved in Manual Training and Domestic Science

facility by having summer courses every year and should return and qualify in

extra courses. If they were diligent they might get sufficient training during

the Normal Session to be able to teach Manual Training. Teachers' Institutes

have been of help to a new trend of thought. vSummer Schools, especially that at

Truro, have been very useful.

Several witnesses had taken Correspondence Courses at $55 or §60, some in

mathematics and some in architecture. The manager of the Sulphite Mill had

taken mathematics, geometry, paper-making, electrical engineering. Journeymen

need more training; some have taken a Scranton Correspondence Cotuse, but many

are too backward in general education to profit by it. One witness, who had served

a regular apprenticeship as a machinist, read mechanical books, and took a course

at the business college and a course at Scranton costing $80, thought he could

have learned more in a night school. One witness said he thought 75% of those

who took Correspondence Courses would attend a Technical School in preference

if one was provided. The Scranton Correspondence Course is approved for appren-

tices, but as preliminary education is necessary in order to profit by any Correspon-

dence Course, a personal teacher was considered better.

Continuation schools are much needed. Steps should be taken for the further

education of those who leave school at fourteen. Boys of 18 require instruction

to learn to make their business pay.

A Principal deplores the small number of boys who go to High School. He
is convinced that they do not receive the encouragement they should to complete

their school course. Strong evidence is given by the fact than many pupils in

the lower school are kept away for a month or more at a time to work for wages,

or for less important reasons. Once a boy has fallen behind his class, he can

hardly be expected to take a normal interest in his work, and parents as well as

pupils must be led to see how poorly equipped is the boy of to-day without at

least all the education provided by the school at his door. A step that would go

further towards improving these conditions, but that would yet reach only a portion

of the boys and girls, would be the providing of a thorough business course which

would include arithmetic, literature, composition, grammar and penmanship,

along with the purely commercial subjects.

A suggestion was made of a central school in connection with the University,

for industrial work, with sub-schools, evening schools and trade schools in different

sections of the Province.
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Technical Education would be useful in St. John and would greatly assist in

different problems. If it were established there should be classes in drawing,

book-keeping and stenography. Separate schools for industrial training are an

immediate need and tlie School Board of St. John would allow the use of school

rooms.

Children should have lessons in industrial economics and a technical school

would make the selection of those best fitted for industries possible. Technical

education is good for boys, but it must be recognised that they can only learn

how to do things by doing them. Practical work in addition to technical education

is necessary.

Technical education is necessary to give workmen the necessary knowledge

to make them skilled. Machine operators require mechanical skill and mechanics

complain of lack of arithmetic and drawing.

It would be dangerous if the schools educated boys to push out workmen.

Men trained for engineering must have shop work as well. There should be a

primary Technical School, supported by the commimity, for boys from 14 to 18,

with more science teaching. A school like the Manchester (England) Technical

School is suggested.

Evening Cl.\sses.

Compulsory evening schools are needed and would be more likely to succeed

if of a practical character with Manual Training, Domestic Science and Nature

Study. A special course in Navigation is suggested by a former teacher in St. John.

Evening schools are needed for home-making and cooker>^ for women in factories;

and the classes should be free. One witness said he would go himself two or three

nights weekly and he thought the majority of the men in the shop would if drawing

and mechanical engineering were taught. Printers would go and the Printers'

Union has a course prepared, including courses in pimctuation, advertising, drawing

and designing. A printing plant is desired.

One witness doubted whether there would be a large enough attendance at

the evening school on account of the men being fatigued with their day's work.

He thought the introduction of an eight-hour day would help in this respect.

There were from 400 to 500 lads of from 14 to 17 years of age in St. John who

were learning trades and who would value the assistance of an evening school and

in this way the evening school could be made to benefit the industries.

Evening school pupils are more earnest than day school pupils and a class for

apprentices twice a week during the simnner months would be of the greatest ad-

vantage to earnest boys. One witness thought boys would be too tired for evening

classes.

PvVening classes would be very liLJijfii! lo fuuiulryincn Inil would not help

apprentices nuich beyond stimulating general intelligence. Some would profit a

great deal Init others would prove to he too careless.
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Lectures should be given on tlie leather trade, as the men would prefer a lecture

once a month to an evening school, which would have to be interesting to do

good.

In England evening schools were the rule rather than the exception. Foremen

would be the best instructors for apprentices and joiuTieymen. If a class were

started in Woodstock, the Board would probably grant the use of the building.

St. John had evening schools for two or three years in different subjects but not

industrial training. The public school building was used last year and sixty

pupils attended. The King's Daughters had a class of ten or twelve for

bookkeeping and penmanship. Scientific subjects would be popular for lec-

tures.
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CHAPTER XVII: THE UNIVERSITIES IN RELATION

TO TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

SECTION 1 : THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

The University of New Brunswick, located at Fredericton, is a Provincial

Institution supported by Government grants, endownments and fees from students.

The Lieutenant Governor in Council appoints 9 members of its governing body, the

Senate, including the President and Chancellor; 4 are elected by the Associated

Alumni ; and one by the Educational Institute of New Brunswick. The President

and Chancellor (the former being the Chief Superintendent of Education for the

Province) are permanent members of the Senate ; the others hold office for two or

three years, as provided by law. The Chancellor is the Chairman of the Faculty

and administrator of the affairs of the University. The Senate appoints the pro-

fessors and other officers and fixes their salaries. The University provides a

four-year course for degrees, students of both sexes being admitted to the Arts

course on equal terms; matriculation examinations for admission may be written

either at the departmental examinations held by the Board of Education in July

or at the opening of the University in .September. The student in any county

who makes the highest standing in the July matriculation receives the scholarship

of S60 for that county, provided such student attends the University.

The Department of Applied Science gives a thorough and practical training

ill Engineering and Forestr)', and fits students for business and professional careers.

The course is made as comprehensive as possible, to include all branches of engi-

neering—Railroad, Hydraulic, Highway, Municipal, Bridge and Structural, Sanitary.

Students are prepared for the examination for Deputy Provincial Land Surveyors.

In the Civil Engineering course some Steam and Electrical Engineering is given.

The Electrical Engineering course comprises extensive laboratorj' work.

The Forestry course is the same as the Engineering in the first 2 years, with

the addition of Botany and I'orest Botany. In the last 2 years the jnipils study

the application of modem scientific forestry methods.

The laboratories comprise: a Cement Laboratory, for testing all kinds of

cement; a Testing Laboratory, containing a standard testing machine, return

tubular boiler, Robb-Armstrong engine, steam engine indicator, screw culling

lathe, machinist's bench, and hand forge; a full equipped Physical Laboratory;

a Chemical Laboratory and Geological Laboratory. There is an Observatory,

full c(HiipiiRiit of field in^trnIlK•nls, and forestry cf|ui]>iiiciit
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A Scholarship is awarded to the most successful student in 3rd j-ear Physics.

The City of l'"redericton gives a Oold Medal in Engineering, Chemistry and I'^orestry

in rotation.

There is a well equipped Museum in connection with the University.

FROM DR. C. C. JONES.

Information obtained from Dr. Cecil C. Jones, Chancellor of the Provincial

University, Frederictoyi, N.B.

There are Arts and Applied Science departments, the latter including Civil

and Electrical Engineering and Forestry, the last-named being the most recent

addition. The course in both departments is 4 years. This University is not

affiliated with any other institution for advanced work. There is no department

for Agriculture, but a little agricultural chemistry for schools is taken up.

The students mostly come from New Brunswick, the attendance being about

168. The entrance requirement in both sections is the same, except that Latin

is not included for the Applied Arts department. Applied Arts students are

not quite so well prepared in the High Schools, and therefore the work in this

department is more elementary.

The Forestry Course aims at trairiing efficient foresters for the Provincial

service. The University has a forest of about 6 square miles for practical work.

Hitherto, the graduates have fotmd employment chiefly in the Dominion Forestry

Department, and many join survey parties in the west.

Graduates and students of the Engineering Course find employment in con-

nection with railway work, etc. The Electrical Engineering men work in summer

at surveying work. This summer work is essential to their training. The Uni-

versity has a Mechanical Engineering Department, but no course for a mechanical

engineering diploma. There is a demand for it, and if means were availaVjle, it

would be established.

Students in the Electrical Engineering Department make observations at

the plant of the Fredericton Electric Light Company, and work there during

vacations. The attendance in the Engineering Departments has increased four

or live fold in 10 years, and if a larger equipment were available, more students

would come. In the Civil Engineering course one teacher gives his whole time,

and the professor of mechanical engineering and drawing gives the drawing to

mechanical engineering students. The electrical engineering man gives part of

his time to physics, with one or two student-demonstrators to assist him. There

are more students in the Civil Engineering Department than any other.

The extension of Industrial Training and Technical Education in New Bruns-

wick would not interfere with the Arts course. It would need to be continued

on the best lines possible. It is a great advantage for the Arts students to mix

with the others.
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In regard to short courses for teachers, the Chancellor thought the Uni-

versity could co-operate with advantage in vacation courses. The University

should be as closely identified as possible with the progress of the common schools.

Nature Study and Domestic Science in the public schools would not menace

the supply of pupils to the University. Nature Study begun in early life is a good

basis for science work at the University, and Manual Training would be especially

valuable for the technical courses. Speaking for himself, Mr. Jones favored any

effort to advance Technical Education or Industrial Training, if means per-

mitted of it.

The University has been urged to take up Agriculture, Init this would be

impossible without a special grant from the Province.

There are no funds for research work, and none is undertaken, beyond what

the professors take up for themselves.

Chancellor Jones said he did not altogether sympathise with the criticism

tliat the school curriculum points directly to the University. He is a member of

the Committee that settles the course of study for the schools, and expressed himself

as fairly well satisfied witli the present course of instruction. In the Civil Engi-

neering course at the University, French is required instead of Latin. The first

two years include general culture subjects, with either German or French, and

Mathematics, which is fundamental to this work. No higher standard of mathe-

matics is expected tlian from Arts students, but more work. No specializing is

done for the first 2 years.

Chancellor Jones had found that the Scranlon Correspondence Courses were

not a good preparation for entrance to the University, being too specialized.

English is an essential subject for an engineer, as he has to make specifications

and reports, and the correlated subjects are quite necessary for a tliorough training.

Dr. Jones thought it would not be wise to revise the present system so as to allow

young men to enter who were not adequately prepared. He favored doing more

along technical lines, with a Central School in connection with the University,

and Branch Schools in different parts of the Province.

SECTION 2: THE UNIVERSITY OF MOUNT ALLISON COLLEGE,

SACKVILLE. N.B.

This College was established under the name of Mount Allison Wesleyan

Academy previous to 1858; in that year the name was changed to Mount Allison

Wesleyan College, and in 1886 to its present title. It has I-'aculties of Arts, Theo-

logy and Applied Science, and is afliliated with McGill in the latter, students

taking the first 2 years of the course here, and entering McGill Engineering faculty

in the third year. It is also alliliated with the Dalhousie Law School.

The internal administration is conducted on non-sectarian principles. Its

management is vested in a Board of Regents and a Senate, the latter body cou-
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sisting of all the members of the Board of Regents and the Faculty; it is charged

with such duties as forming the courses of study and conferring degrees. The

general management of affairs is entrvisted to the Board of Regents, consisting of

32 members, 24 of whom—12 ministers and 12 laymen—are appointed by the

General Conference of the Methodist Church; 6 representatives of the Alumni

Society and two representatives of the Alumnae Association of the Ladies' College.

The University provides a 4-years' course in Arts leading to a B.A. degree, students

of both sexes being admitted on equal terms; a Divinity course leading to the

degree of B.D. (Bachelor of Divinity) and an Engineering course leading to en-

trance to the third year of the course of Applied Science in McGill University, Nova

Scotia Technical College, and similar institutions. The Ladies' College and Boys'

Academy prepare students for entrance into the University ; the former also pro-

vides a course in elocution, painting, dramng, music and household science.

FROM PROFESSOR LAWRENCE KILLAM.

Information received from Professor Lawrence Killam, of the Mechanical En-

gineering Department, Motint Allison University.

The coiirse here prepares for Worcester, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, the Halifax Technical College, and McGill, the first 2 years being taken here.

It is not intended to be a 2 years' short course, but is part of the 4 years' course.

There are 212 men in attendance, of whom 42 are taking the general engineering

2 years' cotu-se. Most of the 212 take some science subjects. In the 2nd year

class there are quite a number of students in Mining. They can go to the

3rd year at the Colorado School of Mines. Formerly the majority of the students

went to McGill, but some are now going to Halifax Technical College. Most of

them come from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, from the towns. Some have

worked in shops before coming. The average age on entrance is about 17, but

some are over 20. The younger men are better at theoretical work, the older ones

at shopwork, and the latter are generally harder workers, as they appreciate what

they want to get. On entering the 3rd year of an Engineering College, students

have to select a coiu'se, and the general 2-year course is a good preparation.

Prof. Killam considers that actual shop work is absolutely essential as a

preparation for teaching other men. He does not advocate the week-about plan,

as the men would get out of practice with both shop and theoretical work. Shops

at the school are good, because students can go on studying without a break,

and there is a great deal of drill in shopwork. The witness thinks that almost any

mechanical engineer from ^IcGill can have his choice of positions, provided he has

done plenty of practical work. Some graduates of McGill start at 9 cents an hour,

just to get practical experience. Manufacturers who take students realise that the

training they have had makes them much quicker in the shops as soon as they have

learnt the groundwork.

Men working in foundries would do well to go to evening classes, and the

College would gladly give its plant for evening classes.

B^The witness left High School ( 1 1 th grade) , then studied at Mount Allison

for 4 years in B.A. Arts course, taking extra mathematics. Then he went for 4
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years to McGill, taking mechanical engineering to B.Sc. degree, with shop practice.

The latter was useful, but not so useful as the actual shop experience gained later.

He had worked his way through the shops, and found that this helped him greatly

when teaching men in the shops. Manual Training at school would have awakened

his interest and given him skill for practical work.

MOUNT ALLISON LADIES' COLLEGE, SACKVILLE, N.B.

This College was founded in 1854. The Conservatory- of Music was erected

in 1890, the Museum in 1895, and a new addition in 1903. In 1909 the Jairus.

Hart Hall extension was added, and a spacious Household Science Hall was fur-

nished by Mrs. JIassey-Treble, provided with two teachers and all modern ap-

pliances. This department gives 2 years Normal Course for those having 1st

class teachers' certificate, comprising physics, chemistry, biology, physiology',

cookery, sewing, waitress course, laundry work, home nursing, practical hygiene

and bacteriology', and home economics. In the second year, teacher-training

is added. A 1 year Normal Course and a Housekeeper's Coxirse are also given.

The Art Department contains the Owens Museum of I'-ine Arts, and offers

Courses in perspective, composition, design, leather work, wood car\'ing, metal

work, diina painting, sketching, etching, modelling, freehand and model drawing,

and oil painting.
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CHAPTER XVIII: AS TO INDUSTRIES.

The industries of New Brunswick cover lumbering, woodworking of various

kinds, sawmills, planing mills, .sash and door factories, boxes, spool wood, canoes;

iron manufacturing from the mining and shipping of the ore, iron working including

the manufacturing of engines and boilers, foundries, axes and edged tools, nails,

fences, railway supplies, stoves, steam and gasoline engines; pulp and paper;

brass works; brushes and brooms; can-making; leather tanning, boots and

shoes; textiles, cotton and woollen clothing; foods, biscuits; fisheries, both shore

and deep sea; mining, quarrying.

Under the Statute of 1900, entitled the Public Service Act, an officer of the

Provincial Secretary's department is appointed as the Secretary of Industries

and Immigration. His duties are
'

' to collect and arrange facts and statistics

relating to the agricidtural, industrial, fishing, lumbering, milling, mining, quarry-

ing, manufacturing and other interests and resources of the Province, and to adopt

such measures for circulating and disseminating the same, as^may be found

best adapted to promote the progress of the Province and to encourage immigration

from other countries." The Provincial Secretary may make arrangements with

the Government of Canada for the collection and publication of information

relating to the above subjects, and may also co-operate with the immigration

service of the Government of Canada, or any other agency or institiition, for the

purpose of encouraging immigration from other countries to the Province.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FROM THE TESTIMONY.

Building Construction.

Carpenters favor Evening School, one stating that he thinks it would ' 'eliminate

the grog-shop." The hours of labor should be shortened in order to get the greatest

benefit out of Night School. The .subjects most needed are drawing, arithmetic,

building construction, plans, and strength of materials; construction of different

kinds of roofs, and hanging doors and windows. Roof construction is a most

difficult subject and could be acquired more quickly by having a competent in-

structor who would work it out practically. The expert mechanic of to-day is

more expert than in the past, but would improve still more by Technical Edu-

cation. Carpenters need instruction in the use of the steel square for drafting

and measuring. Pvitting a sloping or gothic roof is quite a trick to the average

carpenter who doesn't understand the use of the square. A boy who understands

house building technically would be advanced faster than one who didn't. The

more proficient men are the more quickly they do the work, and this makes them

worth more. A Correspondence Course is good, but not to be compared with

Manual Training. One witness states his son took Manual Training and now

wants to be a civil engineer, largely owing to this; it helped him find his bent.
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Masons: Training in reading blueprints, arithmetic and strength of materials

is most necessary for masons. Journeymen masons could learn from each other

by talking things over in a schoolroom.

Plumbers: Plumbers should have instruction in the principles of sanitation,

and should imderstand the dangers from leaking gas and liquid materials. It

is better for the apprentice to have supplementary instruction while he is going

as a helper rather than have it in a trade school where he has not such a varied

class of work to observe.

Painters and Decorators : They need instruction in design, combination of colors,

analysis of colors, and the scientific part of decorating, sign writing, fresco work,

graining, nature of materials used, quantities and composition. Boys have

no idea of the nature of the material they are using, and can do what they arc

told, but can go no farther than that.

Boots and Shoes.

No designing is done; that is a separate business. Most of the skilled hands

are trained by experience in the shop. An evening class in drafting patterns,

etc., would be helpful. The business is becoming more specialized ever)' day,

and the only way to train a boy would be a regular shoe factory where he could

have a chance'of using all the machines, combining theorj' and practice. The

half-time system would not be practicable.

A foreman stated that the men are not trained in quick perception and have

not been properly drilled to use their hands. It would be a good thing to have

a school where they could see things as well as learn, and go from abstract to

concrete. It would be no hardship for shoe workers to attend Evening School

two evenings a week.

A manufacturer of larrigans says the work needs a quick eye and sure hand,

but that the men learn all they require in the shop.

CONKlvCTIONERS.

A manufacturer of confectionery thinks that the present school system

educates boys and girls away from the desire to learn a trade. He suggests that

some of the present studies should be dropped, and children given text-books

about various industries, processes, etc., v\'ith a view to impressing upon them

that brains are needed in industry as much as in professions.

H.\RNliSS-.MAKINr,.

A harness maker said that machinery is used more than formerly. Manual

Training would broaden a boy's mind and awaken his mechanical instincts, and

would be of a Ijenefit when he went to a trade. There would be no benefit to

young fellows in knowing the process of currying and tanning. A boy had better

learn about leather work as a tine art.

MUTAi, Trades, Etc.

Boilermakers and Machinists: A general locomotive foreman in llu- 1 KC.

shops said that the foreman is supposed to instruct the men in the i)rinciples of
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things. They work from bhie prints. Men need instruction in strength of plates

in the boiler department.

A manufacturer of boilers, engines and machinery said his employees would

derive much benefit if they could get instruction in drawing, reading blue prints

and strength of materials. It would be good if they could see demonstrations.

His foreman had noticed a boy with Manual Training experience, and observed

how much more quickly he adapted himself to the work. The three R's make

the best foundation for a boy's knowledge. A boy who begins this class of work

at 1 4 or 1 5 makes a better workman, because he knows what he is going to apply

his knowledge to, and with the knowledge obtained at school, he can educate

himself with books and papers. A well educated man without gumption is no

use in trade or commerce. A man w-ishing to better himself can always find op-

portunities, and if he has a foundation of reading, writing, arithmetic and grammar,

he will acquire education without the help of the State. At the same time. Even-

ing Schools would be excellent, and it would be a good thing if foremen could

come together and learn from each other.

A" brush and broom manufacturer says Manual Training would help boys in

the woodworking and machinist line by training their eye, though very little skill

is required in this business. Mechanical drawing would be very beneficial to

machinists in this trade. Machinery has almost entirely eliminated skilled hand-

work in this industry.

The men in the Snowball Co. are developed right in the shops; the men are

interested in the apprentices, because they all aim to be marine engineers and in

order to pass the Government examination they have to have shop practice. They

had never had evening schools; the men take technical papers and books, and the

boys educate themselves.

Young fellows in I.R.C. shops will make quicker and better progress if they

attend Evening vSchool 2 nights a week. The best system would be to have a

good instructor in the day time, and apprentices compelled to attend. Good

demonstration shops would be needed to make them stay. A College course

without practical experience will not qualify. The check time system prevents

men from helping apprentices in shops. Men need education to run steam engine

and mill machinery, and evening classes in mechanical drawing and engineering

would help them, but need regular apprenticeship as well. A man cannot be a

good machinist unless he has a knowledge of drafting.

A blacksmith says that Evening School for 2 nights weekly would be a good

thing. A class in forging would be useful.

Blacksmiths should have instructioa on the economical use of coal. When
there is plenty of work in a rush and we get a big fire, the more coal used the more

economical for the business. The main thing to know is how to get a good fire.

It is cheaper to use best quality coal in the long run. Blacksmithing requires a

trained brain as well as trained muscles ; apprentices should have Technical Edu-

cation along with practice. Where they used to hammer out a piece of iron for an

article years ago, now they take the piece already rolled out about the right size

and make the article out of it.

191d—Vol. rV—12
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Foundrymcn: Mcclumical drawing is the chief subject a journeyman in a

foundr)^ should study; it would help him to know the conditions of smelting iron.

Foremen need to be well informed regarding principles of business, study of metals,

etc. They should take trade papers and study them. There is a great need for

evening classes in the sheet metal business along geometry- and Manual Training

lines, designing and ornamental drawing. Moulders should know about moulding

earths and sands and the difference between different kinds of iron; effects of

phosphorus, etc. Ability to make sketches helps apprentices; they have to read

blue prints to obtain promotion. Drawing in connection with Manual Trainin.:.;

would meet requirements in many cases. Apprentices should go to Evening

School while learning their trade, as it develops their intelligence, makes them

keener, more alert, broadens their minds and develops them. The general

educative effect of evening classes would be good, as it puts thinking faculties

into operation and makes them more thoughtful and studious, developing their

general intelligence, even if not teaching them anything definitely related to

the trade. A trained intelligence is bound to develop a better workman.

Manual Training develops faculties in a boy, and helps him to "find himself," as

well as cultivating thoroughness, because he has to work by rule; tlnis he becomes

exact and methodical.

A moulder said that Manual Training would help a boy in this line; inasmuch

as the work requires great care and accuracy, it would be useful in that respect,

as a careless man could never be a moulder.

Tinsmiths: Tinsmiths require training in reading blue prints, drafting and

cutting patterns, and finding the contents of different shapes, etc. It is a hard

trade to learn, because something new is always turning up; it is not necessary

for a boy to be able to draw freehand and to scale, and to be good in arithmetic.

It would be a good thing if plans from an architect's office could be shown to

boys to familiarize them with i)lans. A boy would make the best workman by

working in the day and getting practical education at night.

Printing and PuuuiSHiNr..

A foreman printer and comjwsitor doubted whether an evening class would

be much use to printers. A man can get the best instniction in an office and then

finish off with something higher. Practical experience is the advantageous basis.

A linotype operator said that the International Typographical Union courses

meet the needs of operators on all the latest machines, the only drawback being

that they are so far away, and that men have to travel to the schools for instruction

on machines. Printers need instruction in ]nmctuation. The International

Union is doing good work in introducing supplementar>' education.

A printer said that Evening Schools would be helpful in teaching artistic

type-setting. A foreman would be the best instructor if he could exjiress himself.

Printers would like Technical Education directly connected with their craft, e.g.

in designing work, job work, advertisements, the qualities of paper and inks, etc.

In some cases the designing of advertisements is left to the printer, in others the

designs are supplied. Printers need education in learning to know the relation of

one ])art of type to another—how many spaces make an M-i|ua(l, fur cxamiilc

i
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Textiles and Clothing.

The best chance for education is the combination of day work and evening

study. A workman cannot be made at school, but the ground can be prepared

for a better workman. A man that took Technical Education with practical

training also, would make a better workman. The cotton industry is much

more highly specialized than formerly.

Furniture and Wood Pulp.

Cabinet makers and furniture manufacturers need lessons in drawing and

strength of materials. In St. John the Manual Training instructor brings his

class before him and on the blackboard explains by diagram, plan, elevation and

section, how a thing is done, material used and all other requisites; then he gives

all technical information possible. The boys know how it can be done, but still

can't do it; then they are taken to the Manual Training department and with ap-

pliances and tools there they learn to do it, thus combining theory and practice.

A master mechanic in the Miramichi Pulp Co. says boys need training in

figuring and drawing, and should learn to read blue prints, and know chemistry

and mechanics. The more intelligent the workman, the more he can be depended

on. The more skilled the men are, the better the work and the less the waste.

Home-Making and Housekeeping.

Housewives need to be skilled and trained. The need is felt for evening

classes in house-keeping and cooking for women who work in factories. It would

be valuable to teach factory women about buying and cooking and ventilation.

Many women don't know the difference between the nourishing value of a pound

of steak and a pound of boiling beef off the shoulder; especially those who
have to earn their living; the cheaper meat can be cooked up to be made very

palatable and can be enjoyed just as much as the more expensive meat. Instruc-

tion of that kind would be good for the housekeepers.

Welfare Work.

The reference room at the St. John public library is open to the public from

9 to 12 hours daily. The building cost S50,000, and was donated by Mr. Carnegie.

It is maintained by the city. Pratt's list of technical magazines and books is kept

on file. The workmen have asked for the library to be open after 8 p.m. and on Sun-

days. The library is used by the higher pupils of schools for essays and references.

Women have tried to have laws carried out for women and children in fac-

tories. A woman inspector is needed. The women in factories should be provided

with seats, and have shorter hours.

The child labor problem is serious. Feeding of school children is advocated.

Neither men nor children who are underfed should be expected to work.

Medical inspection of schools is much needed.

191d—Vol. IV—12J
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CHAPTER XIX: PERSONAL NARRATIVES OF
TRAINING AND APPRENTICESHIP.

Wm. McGorman. Went to work at age of 10; blacksmith for 25 years; has

worked in large establishments; now working with 10 others; making and repairing

machines; learned trade here without any regular ajiprenticeship; formed night-

school classes with 4 or 5 others who also needed it, and took up arithmetic. There

are no apprentices here now; a boy comes in as a general helper, and picks it u]i.

The shortest time to become a journeyman woidd be 3 years, most take 5. In his

shop boj' could learn horseshoeing; the work is welding, forging and shaping.

Blacksmiths would like to have a chance to attend a course of special training on

business close to their ovm and would certainly attend. Takes '

' American Black-

smith." Business now requires much more .skill than formerly, owing to increased

wants of the manufacturing world. In some instances machinery has increased

skill, in others it does away with it, e.g., when it replaces hand labor; now have

to build machines to do work that used to be done by hand, but more skill is

needed, as the work is of a heavier class, and it is necessary to know the nature

of the metal, the stress it will stand, etc. No means of learning these things except

by an occasional book, which gives a certain amount of information, but not

enough. In order to be an efhcient blacksmith, a man would need to have a

thorough knowledge of arithmetic, freehand and mechanical dra\\-ing, a working

knowledge of chemistry, and other things. Correspondence Schools presuppose

public school education, and a man who has not that cannot imdcrstand the

lessons, and terms used are harder to grasp than the lessons themselves. A night

school teaching arithmetic applied to blacksmithing from the very beginning

would be good; no man that has ambition and desire to learn would find it too

hard to attend night school. Witness would be glad to teach a practical know-

ledge of his trade in night school.

Painters and Decorators. Witness went to Technical School in London, Kngland,

and got instniction in design and in combination of colors; lessons on analysis

of colors; studied the nature of colors, and the scientific part of decorating,

graining, sign writing, fresco work; found oxit the nature of every material used,

and what it consisted of; the quantities that should be used for various colors.

Boys jump into business and go along and don't get any idea of the nature of the

material they are using, and they would not know what color to use for different

rooms, facing north, south, east or west. They do what they arc fold but don"t

go any farther.

Arthur Stockall, foreman blacksmith, I.R.C. Got some special trainini; wliile

a young man; owes position to training received in Nova Scotia imder Mr. Johnson,

Superintendent, who used to take his boys and show them a locomotive with all

its parts cut out of No. 12 plate iron, ami give them a lesson ever)- I'riday after-

noon with the locomotive in full action, explaining the various parts, their relation-

i
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ship and process of working. By means of a lliermonieter he showed the rise

of temperature and the relationship of heat and coal in raising steam. Another

thermometer showed superheating. Stockall took these lessons while a journey-

man blacksmith at Windsor. Mr. Johnson turned out some of the best mechanics

by that means. It would be a splendid thing for apprentices to learn the rela-

tionship of the different parts; they don't know after 3 years the relation of coal

to steam raising and from his own experience, Stockall is satisfied that technical

education is needed. The bent of the boy's mind shoidd be found away back in

the Public School, so that he can be trained in tliat direction. The foremen

haven't time to teach the boys, with 16 or 17 apprentices and a large shop to

attend to, and he is too exhausted to do so, even if he had time. When Stockall

was a young man he sketched out problems at home, and figured out the best

methods of constructing them, but it started with Mr. Johnson and when the time

came for different work he was never at a loss. If a man has the disposition as

well as the mental capacity well trained, he will be at home in special work when
the time comes, especially if he can get someone to start him right.

David McGahey, in charge of a department of woodworking factory, Fred-

ericton, took a bookkeeping coiu-se 10 years ago, and read technical journals.

Moses Mitchell, general builder, Fredericton, learned carpentering and also

worked as a mason. Was never trained to read or make plans, but picked it up.

John O'Neill, foreman in wood-working, I'Vedericton. Had Manual
Training half a day a week in Commercial School; also took Architectural Drawing
course in lutemational Correspondence School.

Denis T. Shea, plumber, Fredericton. Served apprenticeship in plumbing, 8

years altogether ; read books of .American Correspondence Schools, also trade jomnals.

Arthur L. Nicholls, Superintendent, Monarch Maniifacturing Company,
Fredericton, manufacturing acetylene generators and appliances. Studied in

coimtry school to 10 years of age; took International Correspondence Course;

studied at night, Mechanical Drawing and Mathematics.

Andrew G. Downey, foreman, bottom finishing in a stove factoiy, Fred-

ericton. Was a tanner and leather finisher; attended and taught night schools

in New Brunswick.

Albert Smith, foundr3-man, Fredericton. Practical machinist; served

regular apprenticeship for 4 years, beginning at 16; took part of International

Correspondence Course in Mechanical Drawing.

W. Allen Staples, electrical engineer and contractor, Fredericton. Educated
at St. John school, and went to Boston Technical 3h years; «ent to night school in

school of design at Lowell Institute.

Frank Furney, Sackville, N.B., foreman in Enterprise Foundry; served

3 years as moulder; worked as journeyman for 25 years; read Moulders' Journal.

John Ferguson, Sackville, N.B. Hamessmaker for 20 years; picked up
the trade; no apprenticeship. Takes 3 years to learn the business.

Walter Appleton, Moncton. Assistant Superintendent of Motor Power
I.R.C. Shops. Gained position by night study.

Charles W . Blakeney, Moncton, Machinist I.R.C. Had regular apprenticeship

no evening classes, but read up.
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AFPRI'NTlCnSIIIP.

ConiiK'lftil labor is scarce in Chatham; not cnougli Tucn learning the lumber

trade. Nearly all skilled labor in Sussex is imported, chiefly from Ontario;

I.R.C. shops in Moncton have more applications to be taken on as machinist

apprentices than they can accept; 75 on waiting list. "Cotton factor)' employees

were formerly brought from England; now our own people suffice." There is

sometimes a dearth of labor in Woodstock; plenty of work for the industrious,

but immigrants from Great Britain are not successful. Lack of labor increasing

because of the call to the west.

A lumberman says no difficulty is experienced in getting skilled men for

lumber trade "for this is a hunbcring country-;" on the other hand, he deplores

the scarcity of common labor due to westward migration and the movement to

manufacturing towns.

Skilled men are not plentiful in wire nail trade in St. John. One witness says

that business in Canada cannot survive unless we have a large increase of skilled

workers.

The efforts of skilled men are called for everywhere. Men acquire skill first

by gaining knowledge and then by being set to see how that knowledge can be

applied. Knowledge helps immensely in improving skill. Skill is rather blind

without it. If men in any industrial pursuits attend the evening classes or take

a Correspondence Course they will get a knowledge of theory, and in their work

they will get practice, and put both together. While knowledge is power, skill

—

in the sense of applied knowledge—is knowledge raised to the fifth power.

I'^or boys and girls who work at trades, drawing is a sort of universal language

and Mamial Training exercises should be in every Public School. Ivvening classes

for special industry according to town or section should be held.

Boys might have school in employer's time for 2 or 3 hours in day lime rather

than night school. Witness favors half-time system on groimd that boys would

be too tired for night school.

Firms get apprentices locally; they learn in shops under journeymen; then

go away and eani more than they might by staying. The chief difficulty is that

apprentices change about; not bound to stay in one firm; S0% of boys leave before

finishing apprentice period. Boys need practical men to teach them, often after

the second year they go driving delivery waggons.

Boys are very unsettled, do not care for education or regular employnicnt;

it is easier for them to earn money now than formerly. No regular appronlic.vslii|i;

boys come and go. No aj)prenticeship indentures now.

Young men should serve 4 or 5 years. If manufacturers were more far-sighted

they would insist on having apprentices. In moulding shops in Sackville there is

one apprentice to every 5 men—no regular instniction, but foremen and jounicymen

aie supposed to look after apprentices. Witness advocates revival of strict

apprentice system, and says he does not think boys would mind. Anotlur con-

siders ai)i)renticeship jireferable to night school for boys to learn work.
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Harness-maker states that it takes boys 3 years to learn business in shop.

One witness thinks it easier than formerly to leani business in shop. Under

old apprentice system men were more skilful.

Apprentice system in shops in Sussex, some boys have signed indentures, it is

hoped others will. In blacksmith trade, boys start at 20 or sooner, Init they are

not bound and leave when they choose; paid from the start.

Printers' Union looks after its own apprentices, and has laws as to age, etc.,

and protection of employers and apprentices.

The Typographical Union has a superintendent in various parts of the

country, and examinations for apprentices. In some shops foremen do instruct

apprentices, but a compulsory- night school would be desirable in addition.

Education is not enough, actual shop practice is a necessity. Apprentices

do not appreciate personal lessons. Apprentices need Trade Magazine to read

up. I.R.C. have special instructors. A good demonstration shop like New York

Central is wanted. Apprentices shoidd be encouraged by supplementary' coiu-ses.

Employers and labor unions should pay more attention to apprentices. Witness

would give apprentices a bonus and certificate at the end of his time ; would apply

this system to all trades. Journeymen do not show apprentices; boss or foreman

has not time, employer does not care. An apprentice has a poor chance to learn,

too much menial work to do. Witness says it pays to keep operatives on one

machine. Witness taught himself what he was allowed to learn as apprentice.

There is too much specialization, owing to machinery, and boys fail to become

mechanics. Boys do not get instructed in shops; men will not teach them for fear

of losing jobs.

Apprentices, if they can go to night school, could be taken on at 14, otherwise

not till IS. Most witnesses favor boys attending night school, one stating that

in winter when business is slack boys could go to night school. Only one

witness not in favor of night school for apprentices.

Mr. A. T. Sollows, Manufacturer of Neckwear, St. Johns, N.B., deals in a

letter with the best way of procuring skilled labor and holding it in the vicinity.

He thinks a large number of the manufacturers who employ young men and

women in their factories do not favor education by technical schools for such

classes of work, although they must have a common school education. He feels

that the branches of education varied to meet the requirements of the different

enterprises of the city could not be put in. Therefore, in such cases as box

factories, cotton mills, clothing and fur factories, novelties, carpenters, plumbers,

masons, stonecutters, and a number of other trades, he suggests that the Govern-

ment issue certificates for the firms employing apprentices and that a bonus

be given to each individual who will sign a certificate to learn the trade which

he or she is inclined to learn, the term of years of learning such trade being stip-

ulated in the certificate, and that, at the end of the term, the Government provide a

diploma, with the manufacturer's certificate of the term he or she may have served

with recommendations attached.

The bonus idea is simply this : at present the manufacturers in such branches

as above mentioned advertise for help, and in nine cases out of ten the classes

who respond are ignorant of their work. The manufacturers cannot afford to pay
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wages that would be encouraging to employees who feel that they can eam
more at other classes of labor which are not staple. In this way they go on till

in the end they know nothing, and are of no service to a manufacturer in the mat-

ter of skilled labor. The suggested bonus to such apprentices may induce them

to stay their out term, knowing they will receive something, viz. the bonus and

diploma, signifying a well-learned trade.

The writer thinks this suggestion will be beneficial to the city, the Dominion

of Canada, and the employees at large, and also that it will provide more skilled

labor in the different branches of manufacture.
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CHAPTER XX: AS TO AGRICULTURE.

SECTION I : WORK OF DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Department of Agriculture is under the management of a member of the

Government who is termed Commissioner for Agriculture. The Commissioner

has the same rank and status as a Minister of Agriculture in other Provinces.

Special fimds are granted by the Legislature for this Department, the approp-

riation for 1910 having totalled $53,815.00. Practically all the work of the De-

partment is educational.

The work of the Department of Agricidtiu-e covers the following:

—

1. Administration of the work of 90 Agricultural Societies:

Improvement of stock.

Improvement of seeds.

Buying of fertilizers.

Holding of exhibitions.

2. Encouragement of Dairying:

Two Dairy Superintendents.

Dairy vSchool

.

3. Encouragement of Horticulture:

Provincial Horticulturist.

Illustration Orchards, Orchard meetings.

4. Encouragement of Stockraising

:

Importations.

Assistance to importers.

5. Extension of Markets:

Assistance to open up Cuban markets by provision of warehouses at

St. John and Havana.

6. Farmers' Institute and Educational Work:
Speakers sent to meetings.

Judges and speakers to local exhibitions.

Assistance given the Provincial I''armers' and Dair}'men's Association

to hold general gatherings of farmers and to obtain good authorities

for such meetings.

Grants are made to Agricultural Societies for the improvement of live stock

which they import for their members; for the buying of seed in wholesale qiian-

tities and selling at cost to their members; for holding exhibitions, etc. The
Department has in some cases made direct importations of live stock and sold

them at auction. This year the policy is to secure individual importers to import

and sell stock, the Government paying their expenses on arrival and advertising

the sales, finding auctioneers and looking up customers, but not giving any actvial

bonus. The Government has inspection of such stock.
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Latterly not so much has been done in bonusing cheese and butter fac-

tories as formerly, only three small bonuses being given in 1910; but two Dairj'

Superintendents devoted their whole time to addressing meetings of farmers,

testing milk and cream for the factories, inspecting cheese and butter, and

generally trying to help the factories and dairy farmers. One of the Superin-

tendents at the request of the St. John Board of Health examined the dairies

from which milk was sent to vSt. John and gave certificates.

Some years ago the Government arranged with a company of farmers at

Sussex, for the use of their building and machinery- for Dairy School purposes

and during March and April a Dairy School is conducted, the students having the

benefit of the manufacturing operations carried on by the Dairy Company during

the school term. This Dair>' School was started by the Dominion Department

of Agricultiu-e and was taken over by the Province six years afterwards.

Those who attended are chiefly buttermakers and cheesemakers in factories.

Special courses were put on for boys and girls, biit these have not been attended

in large numbers.

In 1909 the Government at the request of the Fruit Growers' Association

appointed the Provincial Horticiilturist and appropriated S2,500 for the encour-

agement of horticultiu-e. Meetings and orchard demonstrations have been held

throughout the Province.

Illustration Orch.vrds.

.Some years previously the Goveniment had established a number of illustration

orchards, making a contract with applicants in different sections for planting one

or two acres of young trees which were cared for by the Department so as to test the

suitability of varieties to different localities and demonstrate what the best orchard

l^ractice would do in apple and plum growing. There has been quite a general

planting of new stock, the greatest drawback being that varieties are selected in a

haphazard way and a good deal of the stock supplied is not fit to plant, there being

no Government supervision of nursery stock. Neither of the two nurseries has

lieen conducted with \xry much development and there appears to be a very great

need in this direction. Trees are very healthy and productive in this Province

The Department accepts not more than two applications for any locality for

setting out not less than one acre. The owner prepares it in the previous season

by thorough cultivation; the Department supplies trees and furnishes a man to

oversee the planting, the owner supplies labor and agrees to care for the orchard

for ten years as instructed by the Commissioner for Agriculture, all products being

the property of the owner.

Directions are given for planting, for cultivation once a week, cultivation tn

be continued till about lOth July; then to be seeded with clover, which is to

grow till frost kills it; ploughing in spring. Hefore frost comes, tnmks to be

wrapped; a dressing of manure to be given once in 2 years at least and worked in

with cultivator. Spraying is to be practised intelligently and regularly. So far,

but Utile tliorough work in si)raying has been done, and nuich damage has resulted,

which might have been avoided by systematic spraying. Detailed directions
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are given for spraying ever\- variety of fruit and vegetable, also for thinning

trees for profit.

l'\\RMERs' Meetings.

The Farmers' Institute System, as it exists in Ontario, could not be worked

in New Brunswick for several reasons, so that the name Institute was dropped and

an effort has been made to obtain the same results from the Agricultural Societies

by sending them speakers. Last year there were 128 meetings at different seasons,

the average attendance in the fall being 43 farmers and their wives and the summer
attendance being 82. The orchard meetings were held in the orchards them-

selves, but no meetings were held on farms where crop competitions were carried

on.

Report of Provi.'>jci.\l Agricultural Commission.

The Government appointed a Commission to investigate agricultural con-

ditions.

The report of the Agricultural Commission, points out that the methods of

agriculture generally in vogue in the Province, the small returns, the lack of live

stock and the absence of intelligent interest on the part of the growing rural popula-

tion in the opportunities about them, show an lu^gent need for some change in our

educational system, so that country children may get some information on what

is to be their life work. This is the only way to check the stream towards the

cities. The rural children of New Brunswick need this instruction as much as any,

but the first essential is that teachers should be trained to give the instruction.

More provision should be made in the Normal School for this training, and teachers

should pledge themselves to teach three years in the Province before leaving.

Natiire Study of a practical and homely kind in the Public School should be

followed by agricultural teaching in the High School, or, better still, special schools

in every county. A Technical School for Agriculture is imperative where three-

fourths of the population will pursue that calling, and an Agricultural College is

not adequate to the needs of more than 5% at most of the farm people; the rest re-

quire less advanced training, which would enable them to take better advantage

of the educational aids they have, including the College. New Brunswick now uses

three first-class agricultiiral colleges in other Provinces for its students, and the

Provincial Government pays the transportation expenses of the students. Students

can use these colleges at less cost to New Brunswick than if one were established

in New Brunswick. The time is coming, however, when New Brimswick boys

will be crowded out of these colleges, and preparations should be made in anticipa-

tion of this.

The Normal School should be extended in the direction of centralizing Uni-

vefsity, Normal and Agricultural instruction, so that teachers could be utilized

in each department, thus saving the expense of two staffs. Short Winter Courses

are most beneficial to older farmers, and these should he held at I'redericton.
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.Short courses in a modified form, especially in daiiying and poiiltr}% could be held

at local centres. A poultry demonstration plant might be started. Poultry

raising and pure bred dairy stock on the Provincial Hospital Farm might be of

educational value and assist in supplying the demand, in addition to the needs

of the Hospital.

A Provincial Horticulturist is needed, to develop land for the proposed Normal

School extension and promote horticultural and fruit growing in the Province

at the short courses and Normal or College courses. This man might combine

the supervision of Illustration Orchards, etc., with his duties.

Travelling Instructors in Dairy and Live Stock would be of great advantage,

as the farmers who most need the instruction are the most difficult to reach.

-Agricultural journals are a great factor in agriculttu-al education, and agri-

cultural societies should see that all their members take them. A library of

standard books should be collected.

The conditions of agricultural credit in New Brunswick are not favorable

to the fanner who needs small amounts for short periods. A co-operative credit

system should be started. Co-operation in buying and selling would also be

most beneficial.

Illustration Farms conducted by the farmers themselves, from which records

could be made public and people invited to examine for themselves, would be very

helpful, results reached by (iovemment Institutions being not very well heeded by

farmers, who say that the Government with money behind them can do what

ordinary farmers cannot. These Illustration Farms could be used to put into

effect the results of research work done at the Government farms and, if situated

near a High School or Consolidated School, could be made of great use.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. W. W. HUB-

BARD, SECRETARY FOR AGRICULTURE.

School Gardens have done gi'eat good, particularly in the case of the King-

ston .School, in inducing a considerable number of young men to pay ]>articular at-

tention to agriculture and pursue their studies at agricultiiral colleges; and already

farmers are taking more intelligent interest in agricultural training and there has

been a decided change in the attitude of farmers in tlie Province as a whole. In-

stitute speakers receiving more intelligent appreciation. The work already done

among farmers is having decidedly good effect and should increase in greater ratio

in future.

Last year 40 young men from New Bnmswick attended agricultural colleges

outside the Province; 27 went to Truro, N.S., the Government paying their railway

fare both ways, so that New Bnmswick students have an additional advantage

over those who have to travel any distance within their own Province; 10 studviits

went to Macdonald College, Que.; ?> attended at Giiel|)h, Out. •

If New Brunswick had cqui])ment for short courses equal to that of Tniro, N..S.

no doubt a large class could be worked up; but tiie college at Tniro is very willing
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that New Brunswick should send all the students it can and undertakes to put

on a special course for these students if the number is sufficient to make it worth

while. As there is practically no difference in conditions between the two Provinces

in the matter of live stock the coiu-se at Truro, N.S., would be equally suitable

to New Bninsmck. When the number of short coiu-se students at Truro reaches

300, as Mr. Hubbard thought it would, it would be desirable to establish such

courses in his Province.

As to getting up a fair attendance in the afternoons or evenings at central

schools with an Illustration Farm alongside, Mr. Hubbard thought farmers could be

gathered in the summer evenings from five to six o'clock onwards, and that there

was no real reason why farmers should not attend from five to eight except the

matter of distance from the centre ; but there is always a disinclination among men

who have worked hard all day to work still further at night. If tliey coidd be

made to think it was an entertainment it would be different. He thought coiu-ses

on summer evenings for two hours twice a week would be generally supported if

properly worked up and held at convenient places. Even if only ten men at-

tended it would be a good use of money, as ten men interested in each locality

would have a perpetual influence.

It would be economical and feasible and also add to the interest if there was

a Summer School for teachers at centres and classes at the same place for farmers

on agriculture, thus identifying the two ; and if there was a school garden there it

would interest the farmers in school studies and work. The Department woiild

be sympathetic and co-operate towards anything of that kind.

Farming has improved in softie sections, but the great lack is live stock, and

there has been improvement throughout the Province generally in that regard.

The output of cheese and butter factories since 1903, the largest year on record,

has fallen off considerably; but the introduction of the hand separator has led

people to take care of the cream at their farms, make butter, and feed the skim

milk to calves and pigs instead of sending the whole milk to the factory as formerl}'.

.Vt one time the supply of beef brought considerable profit but this has shrunk to

a negligible quantity.

Students go to Truro, N.S., by the Intercolonial Railwa}^ and Mr. Hubbard

thought it would be very nice if the Government would carry the students free;

it would certainly stimulate the Provincial Government's efforts to get more

students, as the money now expended on fares could be devoted to canvassing.

He thought it would be a good policy for all the railways to help whatever tends

to increase traffic for them through increased production. The Department

had alwaj's had the sympathy and very often the help of the C.P.R. in any of

their efforts but the Inter-Colonial had been hard to approach, having definite,

set rules and not being able to do anything without getting special authority.

The New Brunswick Government has been contributing an Instructor for the

full Dairy Course since the Agricultural College started in Truro, but that is the

only contribution it has made. The generosity of the Nova Scotia Government

might be pointed out as an example for the Dominion Government to follow,

though New Brunswick had Provincial pride and did not wish to ask for alms.
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One reason for the falling ofl' in the live stock and dairy business is the great

scarcity of labor, the trek of the young men to the west and particularly the

very bad effect of the harvest excursions, against which protests have been made
by the Department for the last two or three years. In some cases men have gone

from New Brunswick leaving their crops in the ground for some one else to harvest,

and they have never been harvested, and these men returned much poorer than

ever by reason of the waste on their own farms.

Many farmers are now paying $30 or $40 per month for labor and in some
cases cannot get it, and the harvests are suffering to-day from lack of labor. Mr.

Hubbard thought that the har\^est excursion plan should be reciprocal, and

that there should be a $10 fare from the West to the East, which was suffering

as much as the West from want of labor. Diversified farming with employment
all the year round would help to induce a reasonable measure of immigration.

No doubt reports from these Illustration Farms would be good immigration liter-

ature. The climate and prospects of New Bnmswick are not well known abroad

compared with the attractions of the West, as adequate means have never been

taken to advertise.

The Department requests students who have attended the Truro Agricultural

College to send in their impressions as to the benefits received and also suggestions

for the improvement of agriculture in New Brunswick. These letters contain

many helpful hints and tend to increase the efficiency of the work of the Depart-

ment.

SECTION 3 : EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS OF STUDENTS WHO
ATTENDED THE SHORT COURSE AT TRURO. N. S.

7". H. Mdii.ui, Aroostook jimction, \'ictoria Co.

I was much pleased with the course and only regretted that more from these

ui)per coimties were not present to take advantage of it. I think the majority

of farmers here are making a mistake selling so much low material off the farm.

I have gone quite largely into potatoes, which are a very risky crop. The greatest

diflficulty farmers have to contend with is the scarcity and high price of labor.

I have never tried foreigners as they would not understand our conditions and

would not suit me, as I only need one permanent man. I have dropped dairying

since the factory failed in Ondors, as it is impossible to get indoor help. Many
have gone into potatoes, and are buying large quantities of expensive commercial

fertilizers which this year will take the whole crop, and in many cases more, to

I)ay for them. It might be a help if we could get a factory- started on the cream

gathering system as it was done in Woodstock the past season. It would be a good

thing if you could send Mr. Moore through the eoimtry districts here on the seed

question and it is a question which ever)' farmer here is interested in. We re-

ceived instructions at Tniro which proved the great advantage of grading up
and using the ver>' best seed. This year I intend i)lanting only large potatoes

of good shape.
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VVni. McDougall, East Glasville, Carleton Co.

I think the college at Truro is a great help to the young men who attend,

as it gives a course of instruction which he cannot get at home, and he can also

get practical information there that he can make use of on his farm. Farming

would pa^• better if the farmers would adopt more modem ideas and get out of the

old rut. The difficulties the farmers here have to contend with are the cost of

transportation, the charges of the "Middle Men," and the scarcity of farm help

at certain seasons of the year. If more settlers could be induced to take up the

vacant farms in Aberdeen it would help the situation.

Rev. J. S. Gregg, Yoimg's Cove, Queens Co:—I was able to spend one week

at Truro. I enjoyed the classes very much. Already I believe an interest has

been awakened in agricidtural interests within my parish. I am well satisfied

that these short courses are better than anything yet undertaken for yoimg farmers.

I am sending a letter to-day to Weslyan Church Paper, Halifax, N.S.

Clarence Robinson, East Glasville, Carleton Co.

I think the college at Truro gives a good course of instruction for the young

men, and older ones too, who intend to farm, as we get practical information

there that we cannot get at home. The principal difficulty farmers have to con-

tend with is the cost of transportation to markets.

W. H. StorJfeej, Starkeys, Queens Co.:—I took in all of the courses and thought

they were all right, as I think that every farmer should have a little of that

kind of live stock and raise a lot of turnips, grain, potatoes and com. I have a silo

built and have been growing com two years, and find it a great saving on ha}', and

also it seems to be good for all kinds of stock. Our land is lacking of humus and

I think we will have to get growing clover and plough it under and try' and build

up the soil. I also think we should grow more green stuff for our cows to feed

on after grass gets short. I think we should keep more pigs, also haul in lots of

black muck or marsh mud and all of the rough stuff we can find. In the woods

we gather leaves which we find a splendid thing. We have to get to work at

something soon or else get out or starve, and stop buying so much feed from

the West.

Henry Kirtley, Welsford, Queens Co., N.B.:—At the short course I spent

a ver\- profitable time. I received valuable information in regard to farming in

general, and feel amply repaid for my trip. Dairying is my first aim, raising

as much pork as I can profitably handle. I think a great deal of the farmer's

difficulties rest with the farmer himself. If the farmer would give a little more

careful study to his work, carry on a more systematic rotation on his land,

more intensive cultivation, and keep only the best animals that can be had to

suit his needs, I do not see what is to prevent him from getting a comfortable

living.

/. H. McCrea, Shannon, Queens Co :—The course I attended is a grand

institution. I am verj' sorry New Brunswick has not a similar school to educate

the farmers. While I must commend the Government for the steps they are

taking to encom-age farming, I think we should have just such a school in N.B.,

for greater interest would then be taken. Of the 40 long cotu-se students I learned

that only one was from New Bmnswick; I think that is a very small per cent.
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One of tlie (lifllciiltics wo N.B. farmers have to contend with, (I can only speak

for myself) is the production of a sufficient quantity of hay on high-land farms.

I would not consider it any trouble to farm if I could have one head of cattle for

e\-ery two acres of land I possess, which is what they told us at the College was

necessary. This difficulty can be overcome, to a certain extent, by the growing

of roots in large quantities, or com if it could reach a state of maturity.

Harry C. Cochrane, Bloomfield Station, Kings Co.:—I liked the course fine:

think it is just the thing for the farmers of the Maritime Provinces but I don't

think it is adverti.sed nearly enough; it ought to be advertised in the daily papers

a while before it opens, for the majority of farmers know nothing about it. The

chief difficulty of farming here, I think, is that the majority of farmers do not

know enough about scientific farming.

G. F. Flewelling, Perrys Point, Kings Co:—I would like stock raising better

than any other branch of farming, and it is the branch of farming that is most

needed in the Maritime Provinces in my idea. There is certainly on the average

a very poor lot of live stock. I think most of the difficulties of farming

lie with the farmers themselves. Most of them, instead of trying to help

their neighbors or learning something from them, are finding fault with

everything they do, whether it be good or bad, or whether it be on

the farm or in the school, church or other affairs. It would be wiser for

farmers to drop this method and co-operate more, by forming agriailtural

societies or by clubbing together and buying some improved machinery^ which

would save labor and do tlie work quicker and better. One man I met at Truro

was getting up courage to go back, as he knew he would be the laughing stock of

his neighborhood when he got home; he said that he had almost to skip ovit at

night to get clear, for the people around thought it an awful thing to go to a college

to learn how to farm. "Why, anybody can farm." I think the farmer shotdd

have as good an education as anybody, especially in bookkeeping, so that he can

keep an exact account and tell just where he stands. Ask a business man what

each branch of his business is doing, and which is doing the best, and he can tell

you exactly where he stands by looking at his books. Ask a farmer where he stands

or what he is doing and he has no idea. This is where the biisiness man gets

ahead of him. I think that great stress should be laid upon education of the

future farmers. Again, the business men work together, and know what each

other are doing, while the farmers try to keep what they are doing to them-

selves. Thus it is that business men are so much more wealthy than farmers,

as they see what others are doing and the advantage of improvements that may
come out. Until the farmers see their folly and tr>' to change their ways. I don't

think they will get along as well as they might.

Ours is rather a poor and rough part of the Province for farming, l)ut still

I think the farmers could do better if they only go about it in the right way.

The course at Truro was everj'thing one could look for. It was practical,

and every branch was carried on so that one could not help receiving a great deal

of benefit from it. It was certainly a fine course, and I really do feel sorry for

those unfortunate enough to miss it.
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H. Allen Dickson, Jubilee, Kings Co.:—I consider the coiirse at the Truro

College a great benefit for the length of time spent there, and if more farmers

would take advantage of it they would find it a great benefit. The principal

difficulty our farmers have to contend with is need of better knowledge of the

fertility of the soil and management of the dairy herd.

IF. P. Fowler, Hammond Vale, Kings Co.:—^The coirrse of instruction at

the Triiro College would be hard to beat. It has been of great benefit to me, so

much that if possible I intend taking the full course beginning next fall. The

time was so short that the instructors could only hit the high places, so to speak.

The courtesy and attention which the short course men received at the hands of

Prof. Cumming and his staff were boundless. I propose to farm mainly to beef

and draught horses. I believe there is more money in dairy cattle if one is in

close touch with a cheese factory and creamery, but as I am not so situated, I will

have to do the next best thing. I should like to keep sheep, but on account of

the number of dogs it is impossible here. Some of my neighbors do, and ever>-

year they lose a good percentage of lambs and ewes. I consider weeds, the greater

part of which we import from Ontario in clover and grass seed, to be one of the

greatest drawbacks to our New Brunswick farmers. Also from what I have seen I

believe the majority of our farmers do not know how to care for and feed live stock

correctly; I did not before I went to Truro. If the other fellows know, there are

mighty few of them that practise their knowledge. I should think that these

and all other troubles which we farmers have in N.B. could be overcome by our

Department getting busy and starting a College and Farm on lines similar to

those at Truro. I think that the move would be backed by ever}' farmer with

brains in the Province.

W. G. Campbell, Salisbury', West. Co. :—The course at Truro is just the

thing that we farmers want. It gives a man a chance to see improved methods

and get new ideas, and it impresses a man with the importance of more thorough

work in all lines of farming. I intend to raise some new turnips, clover and grain-

feed, the latter to be fed in August and September and improve the dair}' herd.

The chief difficulties in farming here are lack of knowledge and lack of interest,

and not taking good care of our stock, especially the cow. I think it would be

well to advertise the College at Truro more, for once a man goes there he will

take more interest in his work of farming.

Edgar G. Eagles, Monteagle, West. Co. :—I found the short courses at Truro

very helpful, and it is what even,' farmer should attend if possible. My intention

is to follow dairying and keeping pigs. I also will keep some sheep, and intend

to raise quite an amount of green feed to keep up the flow of milk when the pas-

tures get short, and turnips to feed through the winter, and also raise more clover,

hay, and feed all the crop on the farm in order to build up the farm. As to

difficulties, I think a great many of our farmers are not interested in agricidture,

and carry on too manj' side lines, do not keep records of their cows, do not know
which ones pay and which do not. I think a farmer should keep a record of all

his work the same as a business man. One great difficulty is that our farmers

will use a scrub bull in their herds because they think it cheaper than a pure-bred.

191d—Vol. IV—13
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I tliink there could be some lectures giveij to fanners to stir up interest so they

will see the necessity of attending the short courses at Truro.

Lee Tingley, Moncton :—The cotu-se of instruction I attended was principally

in live stock, and I got an insight on many points, especially in regard to the

dairy cow, one of the most essential things in New Bnmswick. I think a few

pure bred cows in each district would help farmers to work into a better lot of

stock, as we now have mostly a mixed class of cattle of a general purpose tj'pe.

Joseph W. Sleeves, Lower Coverdale, Albert Co. :—The course held at

Truro was as beneficial as could be expected. I think the cattle judging was

verj' instructive. !My intention is to raise beef cattle. We also have a good

chance for fruit growing. I do not think that our farmers have many difficulties

here. The chief faidt is in the people; they are not iip to modem agriculture.

A great difficulty in farming is the in cost of labor.

SECTION 4: OTHER TESTIMONY AS TO DAIRYING.

Sussex in the chief centre of the dairying interests, and the co-operati\(

dairy there is working very satisfactorily, nearly all the farmers taking milk and

cream to the factory. There is co-operation in the sale of milk. The Sussex Milk

Factory is managed entirely by farmers. There is a voluntary board comprising a

president, vice president and twelve directors who employ a secretary and manager

and butter makers, profits being divided according to the percentage of butter fat

in the cream. The separator has largely changed the work of the factory. The

farmers, with the exception of fifteen, use hand separators and bring in the cream

two or three times a week; several patrons bring in milk. This is an advantage to

the farmer because the skim milk is fed warm to the calves and pigs as soon as

separated, and these animals increase very much in consequence.

There are about forty cheese factories and creameries in New Bnmswick,

the majority being in King's County, where about 70% of the butter is made.

There is a growing idea that dairymen must applj' themselves scientifically,

that there must be intelligence at the work, in order to naake the most out of their

labor. In some cases there is not the active help the inspectors would like in the

way of the yoimger generation setting to improve themselves.

During the season of 1910, twenty-two attended the dairj- school. The courses

consist of instruction in butter making, cheesemaking, handling of cream separators,

milk testing, both for butter fat and instruction in handling power separators, also

the special lines of farm dairj' work which take up butter making and cheesemaking.

There are two separate courses that run about a month in the spring and scmuc

students take both. These courses are longer than the short dairy course in Truro,

and, while the staff here is not as complete as at Truro, they can give more practical

instruction. The equipment and live stock are limited in Sussex as compared

with Truro.

f^P'' In the fall of 1909 Inspector MacDougall took up experimental work in rural

schools and found it worked well. He arranged two circuits, one of nine schools

and one of ten schools, to be visited in a week, teaching such ideas as boys and girls

should know. He started out \\\\h the idea of allowing all l)oys and girls in grade ^
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to leave the classroom during the lectures, but he found some who would not miss

them for anything even though they did not understand all that was said. In some

districts even the small boys and girls would answer questions relating to the

preceding lecture, and also ask some quite difficult questions; in other districts

very little could be got out of them and one would think the parents had never

disaissed general dairying or farm knowledge. It is the intention of the Govern-

ment to continue this work. Even those boys and girls could locate trouble at

home, when there was trouble at the factory, because of ideas which were discussed

at those lectures; in that respect they would be of the greatest assistance. Under

Mr. MacDougall's instruction boys and girls would bring in samples of milk, pre-

pare the sample and ascertain the butter fat in it. Unless the hand separator

is handled properly it may mean the losing of a lot of milk in the course of a year,

but by the simple test given in the lectures the children can ascertain whether the

separator is operating correctly or not. The lectures have been arranged so that

the scholars can connect them with the work at home and, thus school and home

re-act upon each other.

The dairy lectiu-es for rural students as given by Inspector MacDougall

cover the following:

—

(1) Milk—composition, with sample of each constituent and its fimction

in bxnlding and maintaining the body; demand for clean milk and results of rm-

olean milk; study of sources of objectionable infection.

(2) Babcock Test for Butter F.\T—demonstration of samples of milk and

cream brought in by students; principle of test; sample of churned cream and of

melted butter in overrun test tubes; use of Babcock test, (a) in herd improvement,

(6) in ascertaining losses in skim milk and buttermilk, (c) in teaching boys and

girls importance of accuracy and method.

(3) Cre.\m and Butter—essentials in production of good cream; skimming

by gravity or centrifiigal methods; conditions contributing to thorough skimming;

ripening of cream; factors which influence the chiimability of cream; what is

good butter?

(4) The Dairy Cow and Her Feed—origin of dairj- breeds; difference in

amoimt of butter fat on same feed; how to find the improfitable cow; some cow

records; conditions favorable to money making; feeds suitable for milk production;

profits from feed above maintenance rations; growth of legumes, clover, alfalfa,

etc., inspection of clover and alfalfa roots in alcohol showing nodules formed by

nitrogen-gathering bacteria.

(5) The D.\irym.\n—achievements of the reading, thinking dair>'man;

need for head, hand and heart work; dairying in economical agriculture; use of

good agricultiu-al papers, cheese factory and creamen,' statements; what to observe

and how to help at home.

SECTION 5: OTHER TESTIMONY AS TO POTATO CULTURE

Potatoes constitute an important crop in New Brunswick. One witness in

Fredericton who was an extensive potato grower gave some interesting testimony-.

In a good }-ear he said he averaged 100 barrels to an acre with three bushels to a

191d—Vol. IV—13J
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barrel; that is a large crop. On' drained land he had been able to increase his

crops very much, having obtained as high as 200 barrels. He believed he could

increase his crop with the short rotation—potatoes, hay and oats; it would suit well

to have the hay for feeding cows. He did not know that he would call manure
verj' valuable for potatoes, as he thought them more likely to rot if grown in

manure than grown with fertiliser; that is the impression of men who have made
a specialty of potato growing, and who have always employed mainire.

At present there is no one local market for potatoes. The price for the carlv

potato is $2 in St. John, and Si. 80 in Fredericton. 50 barrels would lie about

theaveragecropof early potatoes, but that has nothing to do with the I'all potato.

He had never found an early potato that was prolific; but the Irish Cobbler, which

is our earliest marketable potato, has been developed by selection by George

Fawcett of Sackville who had shown witness a very big hill that nuist have had

14 of those potatoes got from 3rd year selection, whereas a number of hills not

selected showed only perhaps 5. After that visit witness determined to do

some selection of the potatoes for planting.

Farmers had visited witness from quite a distance to see his method of growing

potatoes, especially because the tops remained green so very long. There were

two reasons for this. Bordeaux mixture kept the early blight off, then cultivation

kept them growing. Many farmers have copied those two methods and have

doubled their acreage in four years, although not following the rotation. Witness

could see a marked improvement all over New Bnmswick in growing potatoes.

Mr. Clements said it was hard to strike an average of price per barrel for

potatoes, because he had just entered a new market. Up to the Spring of 1910

he believed the average price for a barrel of potatoes in New Brunswick had been

worked out at average for 1 1 years of 97c. at the shipping point, so a good average

crop of 100 barrels to the acre would give 397, which leaves a big profit and the

land is being improved. There is an unlimited demand for the product, and New
Brunswick is getting the best name for potatoes.

There is no educated labor to be had, for a $1 or ;?1.50 man takes a trade or

profession, or else he is a farmer himself. Mr. Clements' trouble was that he could

not get a foreman, though he could afford to pay one just as well as a manufacturer

could, and he would be prepared to give work the year round if he could get the

right quality of man. Trained people were wanted. He believed boys of 16

or 1 7 would be of more value in taking care of potatoes if they had school garden

training. He looked upon our schools at present as thought-producing factories

which produce thought by processes that do not txirn to agriculture, hence the

schools make professional and not agricultural men. He believed it possible

to train scholars in such a way and with such material that they would love the

farm. He thought there was unlimited chance for a man to employ his talent

in the management of crops and in leadershi]i in'his locality. .\t ]iresent no

trade was so poorly worked as the agricultural trade.

A sample of what might be done is to be seen in what the great Burbank has

done and in what yoimg George Fawcett is doing down in Sackville. I'awcett

took a couple of S700 farms such as may be seen around our l>ack settlements with

wire gra.ss .showing all through, and this year he has 25 acres of potatoes anil has
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the oat plot divided into sections with samples of seed he is going to pick and

choose from.

Witness had never had time to take a cotirse in an Agricultural College, and

got all his experience from working with the land himself. Mr. Fawcett on the

other hand is a graduate of an Agricultural College.

Witness had met young men that had attended the Truro College the last

two or three years and could see the improvement in them. They certainly taught

him some things in the line of experiments that they had been able to work out;

and for the things that he had found correct they had been able to give reasons

why they were correct. He would call that the big part of farming^knowing

the cause—his own trouble was that he could find out a thing but did not know

the cause, and had to grope his way more or less.
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CHAPTER XXI: TESTIMONY AS TO FISHERIES.

W'e possess a great many things now which should be used by fishermen but

which they cannot use for lack of scientific training. Every fishing fleet should

have at least one wireless telegraphic apparatus and one person skilled in that

particular line; also a submarine telephone so that in fogs they may find each

other and find the harbour-mouths and guide themselves in that way, lights and

other means of guidance being of little use at such times. The value of this for

the protection of life would be immense.

Another department in which science is not quite ready to ser\-e the fishermen,

because so little work has been done, is as to movement and habits of fish. We
know little about the cultivation of the plankton in the upper layer of the sea

which produces as much food as an acre of meadow, and how we might improve

its cultivation just as we improve varieties of our grains and grasses. Scientific

men have devoted themselves in England without remuneration to that problem

for the English coast, and there are great possibilities for that in the future ever)'-

where.

Technical Education is desirable for fishermen. Biological schools are doing

something for them, but not enough. Training is needed for fishing. Shad fishing,

which was formerly important, is now declining. Oyster beds need supervision.

There is great waste in the herring fishery; the Scotch system of control would

check this. Much wanton destruction is caused by sportsmen and others, and

laws to prevent waste should be enacted. If the yoimg people were trained, it

would be a good means of insuring the stability of the industry and the develop-

ment of natural resources. There is a lack of trained men, especially in curing and

treating fish.

If the men engaged in the oyster business could be cou\inced of the necessity

of conserving the beds and treating them properl}', it would be more to their

advantage. It would be valuable to have instructors who could show by charts

how other nations have made a great harvest of wealth and protected their oyster

beds.

The herring fishing, too, would profit by better organization and some instruc-

tion. Instruction should be given on the variety and value of food fishes of this

country, particularly the smelt industr}-, the Coliauk, clam and herring fishery.

How to properly cure fish and also how to care for salmon and trout should be

taught. The export from fisheries amounted to ?800,000 last year.

I'ishermen cure tlieir fish as their forefathers did; quite a lot of fish are dried.

Harrels should i)e standardized; the season for oyster fishing and for smelt fishing

should be shortened. Lobsters are getting smaller all the time and something sliouKi

Ik- done to protect tlicm.
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CHAPTER XXII: TESTIMONY AS TO LUMBERING.

Luinbermen ought to have instruction regarding damming streams and put-

ting sawdust and mill refuse in the streams ; they seem to think the streams belong

to them for getting out their logs and shipping their lumber and they have no re-

gard for the settler or the rights of the riparian owner. There should be education

and regulations to prevent that. Lumbermen should also have technical instruc-

tion in regard to the pruning of trees and the taking out of matured trees so that

there would always be an incoming crop.

One lumberman said the annual growth was renewing the timber throughout his

area and another testified that his timber area produced as much as ten years ago

and the percentage of waste was less. The tops of trees were now largely used for

boxes ; fine saws were used in the mills, thus avoiding waste in the form of sawdust

and laths were cut out of the small pieces. Formerly lumbermen were content

to get one log out of a tree, leaving three or four feet on the stump, but now trees

are cut close to the ground. Regulations in regard to fire wardens are helping to

prevent fires.

There is not much educational help for the men who go to the woods in the

winter time. Forestry coirrses will assist lumbermen to get the kind of men
needed, but they will have to be associated with wood-managers who have practical

knowledge, though the latter are not a great deal of good without scientific training.

The difiiculty is to get men who know and who can also manage. Men who have

charge of machiner}^ would be better for technical education.

If boys had one or two years of technical training it would help them to be

better axe-men, mill-men, etc., but men must have practice to become really

proficient. The disadvantage was in the fact that the manufacturing of lumber

was not carried to its higher stages. Manual Training might help in that

direction so that the lumber might be sent out in a still more finished stage. A
lumber company's employees would be glad to attend night schools and indeed

many of them now take Correspondence Coiurses, but would a prefer personal

teacher with practical experience. The Correspondence Courses were very

beneficial to young men.

Cutting spruce for firewood and then replanting it would pay, and the Govern-

ment could get a revenue for edvicational purposes from this source in perpetuity.
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QUEBEC.

CHAPTER XXIII: OUTLINE OF THE EDU-

CATIONAL SYSTEM.

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTORY.

The Council of Public Instruction in the Province of Quebec consists of Ro-

man Catholic and Protestant members, appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council during pleasure. The expenses of the Council are met out of funds

voted for that purpose by the Legislature. In the performance of its duties the

Coimcil is subject to the Lieutenant Governor in Coimcil.

The Council is divided into two committees, one composed of Roman Catholic

members, and the other of the Protestant members. Each Committee sits sep-

arately, appoints its chairman and secretary, and makes regulations for the organi-

zation, administration and discipline of Public Schools imder its jurisdiction. The

former deals with all school questions in the Province affecting the interests of

Roman Catholics, and the latter with questions affecting the interests of Protestants.

The Roman Catholic Committee consists of: (a) The bishops, ordinaries or

administrators of the Roman Catholic dioceses and apostolic vicariates, situated

either wholly or partly in the Province, who are members ex officio; (b) an equal

number of Roman Catholic laymen appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in

Coimcil diuing pleasure, (c) The Lieutenant Governor in Coimcil may add to

the said committee four officers of instniction, two of whom, being priests, shall

he principals of Normal Schools in the Province, and two of whom shall be laymen,

officers of primar>' instniction; such appointment being made for a term not ex-

ceeding three years.

The Protestant Committee consists of: (u) A number of Protestant members,

equal to the number of Roman Catholic lay members, and appointed by the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council during pleasure. (b) The Protestant Committee

may associate with themselves six persons, as associate members; and the Pro-

x'incial Association of Protestant Teachers may, each year, at their annual

meeting, elect one of their members to i)e an associate member of the Protestant

Committee, for the following year, (c) The persons so added shall not form part

of the Council of Public Instruction, but shall have, in the Protestant Conuiiitteo.

the same powers as the members of such Committee.

School questions affecting the joint interests of both Roman Catholic and

Protestants, are under the jurisdiction of, and are decided by, the entire Council

of PuJjIic Instruction. The two Secretaries of the Department of PuMii- Instnic-

lion are joint .Secretaries of this Council.
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Technical schools arc provided in Montreal and yuebec. This is only a begin-

ning. When those technical schools are running there will not be any need for

modifying the course of study in the common schools to prepare the young people.

Superintendent de LaBruere said he had paid a good deal of attention to

the question of technical education, and made a report nine years previously,

recommending industrial technical schools in this Province, because there were

none at that time. He had been delegated by the Council of Public Instruction to

visit various places, in connection with the Paris Exhibition in 1900, and made
this report, which was printed as Return No. 69, 1902, by direction of the Pro-

vincial Secretar)-.

The Superintendent's report gave an account of his visit to technical schools

of Paris, such as the Diderot, Estienne and Boulle, as well as to varioxis other special

industrial, commercial and pedagogic institutions.

An Advocate of Technical Education.

In the above report Mr. de LaBruere quotes a paragraph from one of his

earlier reports (1897) in which he calls the attention of the legislature to tlie ques-

tion of the establishment of schools which might benefit tlie working classes in

cities and towns. "The child who is destined for a liberal profession" he WTOte,
'

' has the advantage on leaving the elementary school, of going to a classical

college; the future merchant can attend our commercial academies or colleges;

the farmer's son can complete his farm education in one of our agricultural schools;

but the working-man's son has no special school where he can leani the theory

and practice of the trade that he wishes to follow, and enters upon his apprentice-

ship without acquiring the knowledge that he needs to become a skilful foreman or

a master mechanic." He argues that it would be a great improvement to foimd

industrial schools for boys in Montreal and in Quebec, or in some other large manu-

facturing centre.

Repairing the Loss of Apprenticeship.

In his report of 1902, Superintendent de LaBruere states that his examination,

at the Paris Exhibition, of the work of Manual Training Schools of different coun-

tries, confirmed him in the opinion just quoted. He refers to the sweeping awaj-

of the old apprenticeship system in I'Vance, and adds:
—"The appointment of an

inspector of drawing classes in the Schools of Art and Design, and others, charged

with the duty of supervising the carrying out of the program and the progress

of the pupils would be also desirable."

Mr. de LaBruere adds that though the appointment of such an inspector

of the teaching of drawing, ;ind the increase in the niunber of school inspectors,

would no doubt further swell the expenses of public instruction, the legislature

should not hesitate to do this in the general interest; and he quotes the words of

the premier of England, Lord Salisbury, to a deputation of bishops on the subject

of educational reform; " \\V must do wh;il we can, and what \vc c:in do must he

done quickly."
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The superiority of the results of Maruial Training in the schools of France,

as displayed in the work shown at the exhibition, was considered as a proof of their

efficiency by Mr. de La Bniere, who adds, " The question of introducing Manual

Training in the Primary Schools of the Province is before us."

'

' Canada cannot remain in the backgroimd, but should follow the example

set by other nations. With our efforts to colonize our territory and to attract

foreign capital, the growth of national industry and the education of our working

classes should go hand-in-hand.
'

' By the richness of its arable soil, its forests and its mines, by its many water-

powers and great rivers, the Province of Quebec fills a prominent position in the

Canadian Confederation. The owner of a vast field for development, it is incum-

bent upon the Province to give its children intended for the trades the special

education which their occupations require.

" If, within twenty years especially, the Government of the-Province has deemed
necessary to spread among our farming class the teaching which they needed

for cultivating the land with method and success, it is urgent to display the same
energy in the industrial field in order that the child quitting the primary school

may not be left to himself, but that he may, if he so wish, learn a trade under the

best possible conditions by receiving from the State, through the foundation of

technical schools, the assistance which he can legitimately claim."

Improvement in Drawing.

Supermtendent de LaBruere was forcibly struck with the importance at-

tached to Drawing in all stages of the schools of France, from the infant school

for children of 3 to 6 years to the classes of the Superior Primary School. No
doubt the improvement in the methods of Drawing, and the special grant of

§5,000 for the teaching of this subject, which receives special attention in the

Revised Regulations Qf the Catholic Committee of the Covmcil of Public Instruction,

may be traced to the vSuperintendent's recommendations following his observation

of the work of other countries. On this point he says :
— '

' At the Paris Exhibition,

in examining the drawings by pupils of all categories, I noted the excellence of

the methods, their practical and utilitarian object, and the particular care given

to this teaching.
'

' The different countries are making powerful efforts to spread the knowl-

edge of this art. Belgium hardly yields to France in this, and the same may be

said of England and the United States of America. Russia and Japan also dis-

played their solicitude for the diffusion of the knowledge of Drawing as an essential

feature of their technical training.
'

' Looking at the strong organization of this teaching in Europe and elsewhere,

and the great educative value attributed to it, there is reason to regret that in our

Province we do not give it enough attention. If we wish to advance in the path

of progress, we must alter our methods, set aside those that are obsolete and
adopt the newest ones. Good-natured critics made this remark in expressing

their opinions upon our educational exhibition in Paris: 'The drawings still

follow the old usages,' wrote one of these, but he added at the same time, ' although
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the Laval Normal School displays in this respect an original and well-combined

method.'

TRAINING OF TEACHERwS.

Most of the teachers of this Province are receiving professional training only

at the Normal Schools, of which we have 1 1 ; that is 7 more than we had 10 years

ago. The Board of Examiners give about 1000 diplomas every year. I think

every teacher should be required to go to Normal School, but now it is quite

unattainable. We are txjdng to attain it.

Night Cl.\sses, Nature Study, Etc.

Some schools are used for night classes now. Our Department would be very

friendly to any use of that kind. The night schools are under the Department

of the Provincial Secretar}'. So far as our Department is concerned, we would

gladly conciu" in such use of the school buildings. It woidd be a good thing to

have young men and w-omen from ages 14 to 17 attend night schools twice a week

ill the country in the summer and learn in a School Garden. If our prize farms

could be used as places for education, so that the boys and girls could see them

and also go to evening schools, it would be a good thing.

Our Department is making efforts to extend School Gardens and Nature

.Study. We give prizes to the pupils. We have a School Garden at tlie Normal

School also, and the pupils receive special lectures.

FURTHER STATEMENT BY THE SUPERINTENDENT.

Hon. Boucher de L,aBru6re, Superintendent of Public Instniction for the

Province of Quebec, in response to the Chairman's request for a further state-

ment regarding the question of Technical Education in the Province of Quebec,

sent the following observ^ations tmder date Feb. 8, 1911:— .

'

' In view of the fact that the Royal Commission has visited the new Technical

.School at Montreal, and that it is therefore already acquainted with the efforts

being put forth by the Government of the Province to provide technical instruction

in the larger centres, I take it for granted that your request is especially for such

information as will convey an idea of the relationship existing between our school

system in general and this important movement in particular.

"The experience of other countries in which technical education has been

developed, either by the Stale or by local corporations, goes to show, I think,

that while the end sought is specialized instruction rather than general education

or culture, there is nevertheless a vital connection between the education of the

ordinary' schools and that of the teclmical schools, and that the progress and ad-

vancement of each are of mutual value and importance.
•

' It is indeed, in keeping with this very principle that at the present mf)ment

the Government of the Province has set aside the sum of $5000 a year to encourage

the teaching of Drawing in the schools. This is a subject which has been some-

what neglected in the past, owing jjerhajjs to the fact that while authorized in the

Cmirscs of Study, there was an in.suirjcicnt number of lecuhers properly qualified
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to give it attention. I have little doubt, however, that its importance has bceoiue

more evident just now chiefly because a larger number of people have become

conscious of the importance of technical education, and that it is realized more

vividly than before that the artisan who has to work with plans drawn to scale

can do so more intelligently when he has himself learned the elementary principles

of drawing.

'So also with the mathematical subjects. A better conception of the im-

portance of arithmetic, algebra and geometry will prevail when their practical

value in technical instmction is realized. No one doubts that the immediate aims

of technical education are practical; the studies which are indispensable in this

connection thus become invested with practical purpose. The influence, therefore,

of technical education in the Province must more and more prove beneficial to

the elementary and secondary schools, at least in so far as it encourages increased

attention to some of the subjects which might otherwise continue to be regarded

by many as possessing disciplinary educational value only.

"The proposition that success in technical education in any community must

in the long run depend upon the character and the worth of the elementary schools .

is one which, in my opinion, does not require any special proof. It is surely self-

evident. At the same time it is a proposition which may well be urged frequently,

in the interest both of technical and elementary education.

"Educationists, therefore, may well be constantly alert to any proofs of

general weakness in the teaching of the common branches in the. elementary

schools. And here again, as I hardly need to inform you, the essential principle

to be kept in view to this end is that the teachers in the elementary schools should

be everywhere qualified and trained for their work. Ample provision for this

purpose has been, and is being, made in this Province, but much missionary' work

has yet to be accomplished before every local community is convinced of the

necessity and importance of special training for the teaching profession, and

adopts the rigid and just consequence of offering a suitable rennmeration for the

trained teacher.

"I will simply add that the Province of Quebec has entered upon the moye.-

ment with vigor, confidence and good hopes, and that the findings and the advice

of the Royal Commission will be awaited with deep interest."

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Dr. G. W. PARMELEE.

Dr. Parmelee is one of the Secretaries of the Department of Public Instruction,

and also Secretary of the Protestant Committee of the Council.

Altogether there are 1400 teachers and between 1000 and 1 100 schools under

the Protestant Committee. There are about 80 Superior vSchools, 25 of which are

High Schools, and the rest Intermediate Schools. About 2:0% of the English

teachers are Normally trained. For the last few years enough teachers have been

trained for all the schools, 150 or 160 having been turned out in 1910, which should
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have lieeii siinTicieul to fill all the vacancies that would occur in a staff of 1400,

but the movement of teachers to the West is very great.

Provision is made for teachers to receive professional training, but a good

many in the rural parts lack this, the prominent reason being the insufficient salary

in rural schools, which is about $250. WTiile the cost of board is low, the chances

for salary increase by length of service are ver>^ small.

Offices Rob the Schools.

With the vast increase of population in the cities of Montreal and (Quebec,

many hundreds of persons who used naturally to become teachers, now become

typists and stenographers in banking, commercial and transportation companies.

Nearly all of those girls are English, because nearly all large companies transact

business entirely in English.

The other avenues which have been opened up, and the large salaries offered

in the West, have taken our teachers because they have received Normal Training.

The attitude of the Protestant Committee is strongly in favor of professional

training for teachers.

Preparatory for Technical Instruction.

The intention is to strengthen the teaching of Drawing throughout the Province

of Quebec, by making the teachers better qualified to teach this subject, and the

only way to do this for the Protestant schools, witness thought, was through Mac-

donald College. Professor Armstrong's report on this subject is under consider-

ation. Drawing for the industries and Nature Study for agricultiue are funda-

mental to technical education, and indeed almost so to all kinds of education.

One objection to Manual Training and Domestic Science is their expense.

and another is that it is rjiiite useless to put in equipment for carrying on Manual

Training, if there is no competent instructor. The teacher is not available, or

rather the ordinary teacher is not competent. If an equipment for Domestic

Science could be had as cheaply as $100, Dr. Parmelee thought it would be quite

possible to introdiice it into all the centres which have .Xcademies.

N.vTURE Study and School Gardens.

.\11 that can be said of Nature Study and School Gardens as being of advanUi,L;r

to the farmer's son, can be said equally as being of advantage to anybody's son

If these subjects have educational value, they would have such value for anybody

going into active life, as well as those going to be farmers. Those who arc going

towards agricultural industries should be given special preparation for advanced

work by the training of the hand and the eye.

Not nnich is being done in Quebec for the teaching of Domestic Subjccis

in the schools in the country districts. In rural parts the Roman Catholic

convents are doing very much more that way than is being done on the

English side. In nearly all the large towns there is a convent, which has its own

house-keeping going on, so it is not dilTicttlt to run Domestic Science classes luider
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those conditions; but with a school that is small, it is not so easy, and therefore

the district schools are doing practically nothing. In this section there are only

three or four residential schools for either girls or boys except those in connection

with the convents.

After Schooi., What ?

Dr. Parnielee did not know what should be done for young men and women

from 14 to 17 for two or three years after they leave school. It is pretty hard to

get attendance at continuation night schools. He thought that pupils who do

not go on to 15 or 16 years of age in the Superior or Secondary Schools generally

went to work. They probably find that the day's work uses up so much of their

energy, that they do not take kindly to night schools.

The Province of Quebec has had night schools for 25 years, but attendance

is not nearly so large as it ought to be. The instruction in those schools has had

no direct relation to the daily occupations of boj-s and girls ; if it had the schools

would be more attractive. The smaller the place the harder it is to provide a

staff.

Montreal is the only place where night schools are conducted for technical

work imder the public school authorities, and there are the classes of the Council

of Arts and Manufactures, which are held in several towns throughout the Province.

The people are not sufficiently alive to the advantage of technical education,

in Dr. Parmelee's opinion, and there is not the strong public feeling in favor of

it that there oua:ht to be.
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CHAPTER XXIV: TESTIMONY FROM TWO AU-

THORITES ON PROTESTANT SCHOOLS.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR

J. A. DALE.

Mr. J. A. Dale is Professor of Histon,- Tlicors' and Practice of Kducation, at

McGill University.

School training in English is one of the most faulty points. Professor Dale

last year examined 50 men in Applied Science and their English was below what

it should be; that of the medical students examined for the preliminary medical

examination of the Province was equally bad. (Professor Porter subscribed

to Professor Dale's statement as to the inefficiency of preparation in English,

adding that while the best of the students are poor in English those 50 men were

at the bottom of their class.)

The best possible teaching of English would be through the use of it in

connection with all school work. It saves time and increases efficiency to

correlate English with all other subjects. The most obvious failing in education

is that it does not allow scope enough for self-expression, either in speech or

writing. If the teaching of English were taken away from the curriciihun. the

vocabulary would be narrowed and the imagination starved.

Teachers-in-training are so badly prepared that work has to be done at the

Training School which should have I^ecn done in public schools. There is not

time to prepare them thoroughly to teach, as well as to supplement their previous

lack of general education, and these teachers go out ill-prepared, and send up more

ill-j)repared students. The solution lies in systematic improvement of the school

course, and compulsory attendance throughout the entire course. We will not

get better teachers till we have better educated children.

Work .\.nu Pl.w.

In the last 20 years there has been a change in the direction of tlie activity

of children in schools, e.g. Manxud Training and School Ckirdens; this is a practical

move in the right direction, which is telling for good in all directions. Organizcti

work in school has educational value apart from earning value; and it is also a means

of increased industrial elliciency. In an ideal curriculiun this would be one of

the sections from the elementanj' school up. Organized |)lay is an integral part

of a good school course; the remarkable success of Ivnglisli Public Schools is due

largely to this.
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FLAWvS AND REMEDIES.

The enquiry into the technical and industrial education of a country naturally

focuses itself on the connecting points between the school system which trains

the majority of the children and the after life into which they pass. I'or the

establishment of any work in higher education reveals immediately the true state

of previous preparation in the students, and drives the enquiry back to the school

system. What is the connection between the school and the after life of its pupils ?

This question goes straight to the heart of the matter and demands solution of

some of the profoundest problems not only of education, but of the na-

tional life.

The national school systems have been of rapid growth—they came as a

result of the industrial revolution. Modem democracy and modem industr\-

require the support of an educated people. But the systems have developed

during a transitional stage of society', and grew to some fixity before there was any

clear realisation either of the need to be met by education, or the means of meeting

it. The cturiculum was either traditional or empirical; often it did not even

profess to fit for the actual careers of the children, and was slow to learn the tests

of a successful education. The change from this official, doctrinaire view is going

on before us at the present moment. All the most vital movements in education

concentrate upon this point: how to arrange the school coiu-se so that it passes

naturally and with the least possible waste into the industrial life. For it is the

misfit between school and life which has too often made school a preparation for

tmskilled labor and tmemployment.

In its main featiu-es the case is the same in all industrial commimities which

have developed a system of universal education. In nearly all such places education

is compiilsory, 14 being the usual age. Yet it is found that children leave school

too early either to have mastered the subjects of the school course or to be ready

to take up at once such reasonable preparation as is needed for skilled labour.

They leave just as they are attaining the capacity to profit by the school-work,

and before the industrial organisation (especially since the disappearance of ap-

prenticeship) has for them a worthy and profitable place. The consequent short-

age of skilled labor is known to every employer of good labor: the moral har\'est

of the shiftless years is the despair of every reformer, and one of the heaviest

burdens of the modem state. The economic argument for the employment of

children has already broken down so far as the employer is concerned: the con-

tention that certain very necessary industries (e.g. cotton) can only be conducted

with profit by child labor is very rarely heard to-day. The difficulty of the poor

parent is much more serious, and its roots lie deep: the problem is more than

educational, but sirrely not beyond the reach of constructive statesmanship.

Rut the difficulty is less serious in Montreal than in towns where there is more

widespread poverty.

As with the flaws, so with the remedies: they are much the same in all coun-

tries. I will deal briefly with the following:

—

1. Compulsory education, i.e. the fixing of an age below which no child may
fail to attend school, nor leave without some evidence of a completed course.

191d—Vol. IV—14
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2. The provision of continuation classes or schools for those leaving primary

school.

3. The provision of classes for those who, having left school for some time,

have discovered the disadvantage of their lack of education.

4. Improved training of teachers.

5. Modification of the curriculum.

6. Employuiont bureau.

Compulsory Education.

1. Compulsory education means the definite assumption by the whole com-
mimity of the responsibility for the training of its citizens. \Vhen this respon-

sibility is once assumed, the other reforms necessarily follow if the organisation

of education is regarded as a business proposition.

It would not be necessary even to touch upon the case for compulsion if it

were not that the province of Quebec has not adopted the principle. This is

owing mainly no doubt to the fact that it has two entirely distinct systems of

schools, the Catholic and Protestant: and there has perhaps been a misimderstand-

ing that a compulsory system might interfere with the denominational character

of the former. Without covering the arguments for compulsion I desire to point

out the chief way in which the absence of compulsion hampers the education of

the children of Montreal.

(a) In the first place, it greatly reduces the efficiency of the present system.

There has been much criticism of the Montreal schools. But before assigning the

blame, it is necessary to see if that system is working imder fair conditions. This

is obviously not the case where many children do not go to school at all, where

very many go too late, and the great majority leave too early. The schools

cannot be blamed for the failure of those whom it has had no fair chance to

train. To give them a fair chance, it is absolutely essential that regular attend-

ance shall be enforced from the beginning to the end of the course. Then it

will be easier to come to a fair judgment as to whether that course really does

succeed in preparing the children for life.

(6) It hampers the improvement of the present system. It is far easier

to handle both a single class and a whole system where the attendance is constant

throughotit tlie school course, and far easier to introduce desirable changes without

dislocation.

(c) It hampers the development of the higher grades of education and of

intelligent work, because there is no hard and firm foundation of previous prep-

aration. It is foimd everywhere, (to take an example) that great numbers of

students, anxious to take advantage of evening classes, are too ill-]irc]iared. This

is true also in most places which have comjuilsion, because no place has as yet a

complete system which has been working long enough: but the difficulty is felt

far less where the system is most complete, as for example in Munich.

{d) It depresses the quality of the supply of teachers. A good standard of

previous preparation makes better training possible: for the trainers of teachers

now have to spend much time on teaching subjects which ought to be mastered
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in school, and so lose time that is much needed for professional work, especially

in this province where the course is, in any case, short. If the schools are to be

improved, it can only be through the improvement of the teachers.

(e) It prevents the due care of children in matters outside the narrower

conception of education: for there is no complete record of the city's children.

With compulsion there comes the school census, the complete list, corrected

yearly, of all children of school age. In this way the record of each child is kept,

and it is shown that children are being neglected, or exploited, or are defective,

or in any way need such help as the community is prepared to secure for them.

I will not enlarge on this: the greatest of city problems is the care of its children.

The lack of record and publicity which hampers every movement for their welfare

is just the condition of affairs in which thrive the agencies of degeneration.

(/) On these special counts, and in general, it is false economy. It neglects

the development of the most fimdamental and vital national resources, the brains

of its future citizens. It depends too much on the abundant supply of fresh

trained brains from immigration, and on the possibilities of success offered to un-

trained natural talent by almost boundless natural resources. In a word it be-

longs to the pioneer stage.

Continuation Classes.

2. Evening classes are the first and most natural device for remedying the

defects of previous education, and always become necessary where there is a demand
for skilled labor in a community where no complete system of compulsory edu-

cation has been established long enough to have trained a generation; or where

there is an adult foreign speaking immigration. But they serve other purposes,

notably to give technical instruction to those who are at work all day and (a) will

get no other training (6) wish to prepare to enter a technological school, (f) wish

to get advanced teaching in a special subject. In all these ways admirable work

is being done in very many industrial centres. Some general considerations may
be noted :

—

i. The founding of technical evening classes usually compels the founding

of elementary evening classes where they do not already exist: because the tech-

nical classes caimot possibly do much good work if they have to do elementar>'

work as well, and the need of fair preparation is absolute. (The Commission will

remember the recent experience of the Shawinigan Power Co.)

ii. It is obvious that evening work puts a great strain on students who have

been working all day. This may be exaggerated, and it may be said that all

students tend to work long hours and risk injur>' to health; still it it a distinct

drawback, and points to the conclusion that indiscriminate evening classes would

form no part of a completely organized system. In their present form they belong

in the main to the transitional stage which is developing into universal education.

iii. In addition to the strain of long hours just mentioned, various causes

contribute to making irregular attendance the disturbing element of evening

classes. The chief of these is that very lack of education which the classes are

designed to remedy—it acts partly as a disqualification (e.g. the common case of

191d—Vol. IV—144
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students starting on mechanical drawing with no previous arithmetic) and more

often as a discouragement. One good authority (Mr. C. H. Creasey) calculates

tliat in England, where there is a highly organized system (which has been in

fairlj' full operation since 1893 and dates its beginning from 1859) the average

attendance is below 50% of the enrolment. Other causes are to be foimd in

imperfections of the cvuriculum, and in method of teaching, which need to be very

adaptable and sympathetic : usually too the teacher as well as the pupil is tackling

a difficult work at the end of a long day. In advanced classes with specialist

teachers a very high percentage of attendance is reached even where the pupils

are at work all day (e.g. the tutorial classes of the Workers' Educational Association

in England seciu-e practically all possible attendances.) This points to the fact

that long lioius are not the most serious causes of irregular attendance.

iv. It can hardly be doubted that elementary education as a whole in English-

speaking coimtries, has not been strong in certain points which are very essential

as providing the means of further intellectual and industrial development. Con-

centration, individual study, facility of reading, facility of self-expression—these

have been neglected often in the interests of a carefully organised system of in-

struction. It is certain that clearer aims and more efficient methods will greatly

strengthen these foundations of all higher education.

Other Continuation Classes.

3. The types of classes just considered are either temporary or special in

character. The final types of continuation classes will be completely articulated

with the elementary school on the one hand, and with the adult occupations on

the other. There can be little question that they will be compulsory; being re-

garded as an integral part of an education tliat is tnily a sufficient preparation

for life. This is as it should be, for they cover the years (14 to 17 or 18) which are

at once the most difficult industrially and the most fruitful educationally. There

is still difficulty in accepting the idea of compulsion, familiar though it is under

less formidable names. Yet its wisdom cannot be doubted from any ])oint of

view. It curtails a lower liberty which has been proved to fail in the hands of

ignorance, for a higher liberty entrusted to trained intelligence and real experience.

This position—that the preparation for occupation must eventually be part

of a universal school system—requires some additional justification.

i. Such preparation was till recently provided in the home, the farm, the

workshop, where the craft was a tradition and so naturally imbibed. To-da)' the

home and craft are sharply separated, and tradition rendered impossible, liy

modem industrial conditions: even agricultiire is changed from a traditional art

to an applied science.

ii. Where the training was organised, the system of apprenticeship served

the purpose, for its stage of industrial development: but that stage is passed, and

the problem is largely to find its counterpart under present and foreseen conditions.

iii. As the previous means have fallen away, the school has qtiickly risen as

the organised medium of jircparation for life. That preparation, conceived ori-

ginally with hardly any reference to productive occupation, is now being newly
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oriented. The outcome seems certain to be that it mil be by means of schools

that the fuller preparation of the future will be achieved. This is perhaps the

supreme educational problem of our generation.

iv. Historically it may be noted that the earliest attempts to realise this

new function of school were (like the first step towards imiversal education) due

to private initiative: and that the state systems have steadily and increasingly

adopted it. A few private firms (such as Brunner Mond & Co., of Cheshire, Eng-

land), realising the double advantage to their employees and themselves, founded

schools and made attendance compulsory to the age of 17. There are many
intermediate stages, practicable under various conditions and often of the highest

value in themselves, till we reach the very complete system now being worked

out by Dr. Kerschensteiner in Munich and by Dr. Snedden in Massachusetts.

Historically then, as well as rationally, it seems a right and natural extension of

school functions.

V. Of the problems that face the construction of such a system only a few

general considerations on which there seems a likelihood of agreement can be

touched upon here. The age at which the general elementary education will

normally end may be taken as 14. On the one hand real specialisation before

that age is undesirable; on the other, independent and responsible work subject

to the sharp test of practice in the field of ordinary' occupations, should not be

longer delayed. It may be noticed here, that while longer education gives the

best brains a wider choice of occupation, and (if wisely done) a richer and fuller

development, the present system allows just these brightest children who would

profit by a longer stay, to leave first. (This remains true even where advanced

education is free, or where there are scholarships). To keep them in the same
school is undesirable; a complementary school is the solution. The closing age

is not important: it would depend on the facilities for making the best use of the

available time.

vi. Educationally the problem is to combine rational, organised instruction

with real workshop practice. This can be attempted along two lines, to turn

part of the school into a shop, or to spend some school time in a commercial shop.

There is great diversity of opinion as to the combinations of school and shop, and
hardly enough experience to decide on any one method. It is not a great matter,

and will become clearer when the elementary curriculum is more settled and tmiform.

e.g. at present much depends on the amoimt and quality of manual training the

pupil has already done. But some conclusions are clear.

(a) School is no complete substitute for shop, nor shop for school.

{b) It is advisable to alternate them in some way. Here again is much dift"er-

ence of opinion, especially whether a period of entirely practical work should not
come immediately after school, in order to get fully familiar with the industrial

conditions before studying the theoretical. On behalf of this it is said also that it

secures business habits ; and against it that it spoils habits of study. But the ques-

tion is reaUy one of administration, to find the arrangement which will least inter-

fere with the true function of both school and shop; this will probably result in

the discovery of a new educational institution in which both find due place. The
details all probably diff'er in different groups of occupations.
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(f) The school, working full time in the elementary stage, will supply a general

preparation for intelligent work, and citizenship. This will be touched ui)on

below in dealing with the curriculum.

{d) By working part time in the technical stage the school will at once secure

fair efficiency in the shop and use the shop experience to bviild up its technical

and general instruction.

(e) The shop, working part time, will at once bring the instruction to the

absolute test of industrial efficiency and secure that the student's preparation is

such that it meets the market.

Improved Training of Teachers.

4. Every extension of education raises afresh the problem of the supply of

teachers: this is very true of the type we are considering. Both for the industrial

work in the school and the educational work in the shop special preparation is

needed. It is a commonplace that we are seeking for a modem equivalent of the

lost apprenticeship system. That system with all its advantages was very waste-

ful in time and energy, and must always be except where there is an exceptionally

gifted or well trained instructor. The modem equivalent will therefore require

a supply of teachers who combine (o) practical workmanship satisfying commercial

standards, with (fc) a carefully selected and organised knowledge of the underlying

scientific theorj', as well as (c) a thorough and economical method of instruction.

While the shop specialises in (a) and the school in (b), each will, for the effective

dovetailing of their work, need some acciuaintancc with the material of the ollui'.

Modification of the Curriculum.

5. The school curriculum. It is clear that the probleiTi of industrial edu-

cation involves not only the consideration of adding to the scheme of elementary

education, but a re-examination of that scheme itself. The subjects of the cur-

riculum and the methods of teaching them, arc undergoing searching scrutiny

from a different point of view. The dominant lines of change arc in directions

which will greatly strengthen the schools, not only educationally but in their

fimction of preparation for industrial efficiency. Of these I can only speak in

general terms. Such are (a) The value .set upon the training of sense discrimination

and motor adjustments. The real meaning of the Manual Training movement

and its different phases in different grades, is beginning to be interpreted scienti-

fically: and the industrial is seen to be only one of its values, but it is a real one.

A secondary value is that it provides a wider field for individual cai)acities U>

reveal themselves, and thus enables education to perform more fully its great

selective function.

(b) The value set iqwu physical fitness. Schemes of exercise (both formal

gynmastics and organised games) based ujion thorough knowledge of the growing

body, are coming to be a part of every well conceived educational system. The

same is coming true of medical inspection and other agencies for the ])liysical

welfare of school children, culminating in school clinics. Physical education is

a valuable aid to (b) in the mastery which it cultivates of various hudiix- co-

ordinations: apart from its value in making the cure of health a hal)il.
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(r) The value set upon intelligence and goodwill as more important results

of schooling than information. This is illustrated by the attempts that are being

made to restate all the subjects of the curriculum. However differing in different

subjects these new methods have certain common characteristics.

i. They attach as closely as possible to actual experience of the things

taught, either by analysing some feature of everyday life, or by leading up to

their explanation, or by the construction of experiments.

ii. They offer the utmost possible scope for individual practice and self ex-

pression.

iii. They lay great stress on the process by which results are attained. They

arrange their material in an order which is at once suited to the experience and

powers of a growing mind, and is itself logically coherent. The object is thus,

not to record results to be memorised, biit to set up mental habits.

The moral, social, educational and industrial bearings of the whole movement

need no emphasis here. It is clear that the changes in elementarj' education are

such as will make an increasingly fruitful prepa-ration not only for general culture

and effectiveness, but also for definite industrial and technical training.

Employment Bureaux.

6. Employment is not a matter entirely outside the range of a system of

education where the object is welfare and efficiency. A system in which the

industrial and educational sides are thoroughly articulated in the later school

years will have special advantages in finding the right employment for its pupils.

Even without this, enough has been done to show the possibility of rediicing the

number of lamentable misfits between the education which is supposed to prepare

for the life, and the life which actually succeeds it. Any complete system of

education will comprise its emplo3nnent bureau.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. H. J. SILVER.

Mr. H. J. Silver is Superintendent of Schools imder the Protestant Board

of School Commissioners of Montreal.

There are 7 centres giving Manual Training in wood to all boys in the 6th and

7th years. Some hand and eye training is given in every grade, such as drawing,

form study in the way of geometrical blocks, figures, cutting paper and cardboard,

clay modelling, plasticine, etc. Weaving is taught in the Kindergarten, but not

at present in the higher grades. The boys have 1 to H hour per week in wood-

work. In the 5th grade elementary cardboard work is given, including drawing

and cutting of models, and regular sketching is done, with the study of form and

color and making of articles. Some schools have had woodwork for 15 years,

and during the last 10 years it has been compulsory in the 5th, 6th and 7th grades.

The effect on the general education and intelligence of the children has been very

good, and they appreciate other subjects more in consequence. Children from
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6 to 14 years of age should be appealed to through other senses than seeing and

hearing. Home conditions do not give as much sense and hand training as for-

merly, therefore there is more need for it in schools.

Organized games are necessary, and are becoming part of the regular school

course. Organized work and play are essential elements of a child's training,

particularly in the city. Everything made in the Manual Training course is of

use, but is not turned to commercial value. The work done in our schools now
is a good preliminary training for a boy or girl wishing to enter industrial life.

In the school courses taught chiefly from books, the teacher determines the quality

of the work done; the child has no means of estimating the teacher's verdict;

whereas in handwork the child's own power of estimating and judging is called

into play, and this is essential. It tends to make the child more willing to accept

authority rather than less so.

In secondary education optional courses are given in Commercial and Tech-

nical High Schools to enable children to discover their aptitudes in commercial,

classical, science, technical or housewifery courses. The only way to give children

and parents more opportunity of choosing would be to lengtlien the course. More

Manual Trainning would have a tendency that way, but this could not be done

without reducing the literary instruction. There is a valuable training to be ob-

tained from taking literary and Manual Training work at the same time.

The crowding of school courses results partly from trying to inform the child

on too many things; but the amount of information given is not very much, whilst

the amoimt of training is as near the maximum as we can attain considering the

amoimt of information we give. We give about as much as the children can take

in ; it is not abnormal or excessive. The present course in the public schools gives

a pupil a good preparation for a Commercial and Technical High School, but not

so good a one for the Classical High School. The Commercial and Technical

High School is the natural successor of the old senior school, which existed for

1 5 years. More in j)roportion are taking that course than 20 years ago, and there

is not siiiBcient acconunodation for those wishing to take the cotu-se. The Even-

ing Technical Classes imder tlie Protestant Board have a large enrolment. A
boy who has had Manual Training in the Public School would be better able to

manage the work at the Technical School. Practically all the pupils at the Tech-

nical High School come from the Public Schools.

The Drawing in the Commercial and Technical High School is intentionally

preparatory for industrial life, the course being made to fit the needs of those

who want to enter industrial callings. In the Peel Street High School the work

for girls is more on aesthetic than commercial lines, as many girls there are not

gouig into industrial life. On the boys' side the trend of Drawing is towards the

science course, so that 5th and 6th year boys will be able to enter the Science

l''aculty of the University with some success. A boy taking that course would

also make a good designer. Drawing is a universal language, and boys should

be familiar with it.

Many boys leave school before completing the course; in the 7tli year

there is a loss of 35%. There is about 25% loss between those wIkj graduate

from the Public School and those who enter High School. The one thing cssenti.il
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to keep them in school is a better estimate by themselves of the value of

education in regard to their future position and the financial return which it will

bring them. Many leave to earn money, and parents and employers encourage

them in this. They must be taught that this is a mistake, where it can be

avoided; and where poverty makes it necessary, the remedy is in part-time

classes and organized evening schools, with the co-operation of employers and
shorter days of work.

Progress is being made, but people move slowly. In Montreal at present

there are between 14,000 and 15,000 children, and nearly all the Protestant children

are in tlie schools. The Public School is popular and well patronized. A com-
pulsory attendance law would be a good thing, particularly for keeping children

longer at school.
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CHAPTER XXV: AS TO DRAWING AND OTHER
FORMS OF HAND-AND-EYE TRAINING.

SECTION 1 : PROFESSOR ARMSTRONG'S REPORT ON DRAWING.

Professor Henry P. Armstrong, of the McGill University Faculty of Applied

Science, was in charge of the teaching of Drawing in McGill Normal School and

afterwards in Macdonald College. His reports to the Protestant Committee of

Public Instruction reveal the situation in respect to Drawing.

His course of instruction and training aims to prepare Normal School students

to become teachers of Drawing, and to be able to manage such a course in this

subject as may be prescribed.

For practical blackboard Drawing Professor Armstrong requires the teachers-

in-training in niunbers of from 8 to 12 at a time to stand and work under his

direction and criticism at a long blackboard.

In Drawing on paper the students are required to follow, with strict attention

to method, a course involving definite familiar straight-line forms, block letters,

simi)le ornament, leaf, fruit and other Nature Study forms; simple representations

of common things, handled in front of them, leading to object Drawing from

definite points of view; together with a certain ainoiuit of ruler practice and the

making of measured Drawings.

In dealing with the principles of perspective and the study of form repre-

sentation, Professor Armstrong uses carefully selected objects which illustrate

those principles, and deal with analysis and construction, advising students as

to useful aids in producing correct proportions, directions, etc., and in criticising

Drawings.

Criticism of Specimens and Methods.

After inspection of Drawings, sent in from Superior Schools imder the Pro-

testant Committee, Professor Armstrong submitted his criticisms as to the speci-

mens themselves, and the school conditions which produce them.

From the nature of the work submitted, and by personal interviews with the

Normal students, the following conclusions were drawn:

—

(1) That the Drawing in Superior Schools did not follow any definite ])lan

or schedule.

(2) That teachers—and more often the pupils themselves —had sole choice

as to what should be done and sent in for inspection.

(3) That the specimens .submitted did not indicate or even suggest what

was being done or attempted in such schools.

As to the Drawings themselves, they were stated to consist largely of the mere

copying of prints and drawings, which process does not nece.ssarily involve a train-
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iiig as to method of using the pencil; does not mean study of form, as the objects

are not seen or handled; does not require knowledge of how to direct lines on

paper to produce particular effects, or how to estimate relations or parts so as to

correctly represent form; does not train the eye to look for those things essential

to give the effect of perspective, light and shade and relief; and does not imply any

other effort than that of imitation helped by raeastu"ing on the flat and trans-

ferring to the flat.

Suggestions For Improvement.

In a later report Professor Armstrong offers these suggestions for the proper

working out of this subject at the Normal School :

—

(1) A Coiu-se of lectures and demonstrations to candidates for Academy

Diploma, touching on the educational value and possibilities of Drawing, condi-

tions, methods, material, etc., should be provided.

(2) That two hours weekly, instead of one, be allotted to Drawing at the

Normal School, where the subject was so popular that frequently students asked

to be allowed to spend extra time on Saturday mornings; and where all but one

of an elementary class presented themselves for examination, though the subject

was only optional.

(3) That certificates be issued to teachers v.-ho reach a definite standard of

ability, in the hope that the same certificate will be recognized by both Protes-

tant and Roman Catholic Schools.

(4) That admission to the Normal School be made to depend partly on satis-

factory work in Drawing as well as in other subjects.

(5) That special management of this subject, and occasional inspection at

the schools, be given by an expert in it.

(6) That an illustrated sj^llabus of work be planned for the needs of the dif-

ferent grades and schools.

(7) That an annual Drawing examination be undertaken from headquarters.

(8) That a Departmental School Art to carry on the work, and certificates

awarded by it to teachers qualifying for the different stages of advancement, would

offer decided inducement to those wishing to specialize in Drawing.

Committee's Advance Steps.

At a meeting of the Protestant Committee in February, 1910, an interim report

of the Committee appointed to consider Prof. Armstrong's communications to the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, and to report on the whole question of

the teaching of Drawing in the Province, was submitted as follows :

—

The committee agrees that the present position is very unsatisfactory, and recommends:

—

1. That Macdonald College be utilized as a centre for the Art Teaching of the Province.

(a) By its training of its own students as at present, (b) By the provision of work among
acting teachers, such as summer school, correspondence, visits to teachers' institutes, or such other

methods as prove feasible.

2. That, after a date to be subsequently fixed, the CKamination certificate of entrance to

Macdonald College include Drawing.
3. That Drawing be made compulsory in Model Grade III. and Academy Grades I. and II.,

the scheme of work being drawn up and supervised (in harmony with the work done at Macdonald
College) by the Examination Board at Quebec and the Teachers' Training Committee.
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4. That, as a condition of Government grant, each Academy be required to have a member
of its staff qualified to teach Drawing in tlie above mentioned grades.

The committee is considering various methods of teaching Drawing, in relation to the needs
of the Province, and the steps to be taken to carry out the above scheme.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. GEORGE
E. EMBERLEY.

HAND AND EYE WORK.

Mr. George E. EmberlEy is Instructor in Manual Training at Macdonald

College.

A boy of 1 2 who had systematic hand-and-eye training from the kindergarten

on would have more of the faculty of mechanical analysis developed, would be

able to trace the relation between cause and effect, would be more self-reliant,

and would make more progress in his academic studies and in any condition of

life, than a boy \vho had had none of that since the kindergarten. There is more

residuum of manual dexterity and ability in a boy who has had the longer training,

and when he goes to a highly skilled trade at 15, his hands obey his brain better,

and he sees better. A long systematic hand-training in school work would be

desirable for all skilled work.

From 8% to 10% of the students in the School for Teachers had Manual

Training before coming out, but the interval had been so long that it does not

influence their teaching much, and they have not generally obtained any per-

manent value from it.

How The Work Is Done.

Working drawings and freehand design are given in connection with Manual

Training. Cardboard and wood are used in the Public School, and iron work is

being added. The children make the drawing on cardboard, using no other mate-

rials. The drawing becomes real life to them when they try to express it in wood

or some material; if the drawing never goes beyond the paper, they have never

"proved it out," and hence their drawing is not so satisfactory. They do free-

liand drawing from objects, priticipally flowers and leaves. There is not time for

making a freehand sketch of a model from which the mechanical drawing is to

be made.

Manual Training is correlated with the other departments of the College

work as much as possible, e.g. where woodwork can be had to advantage the boys

do it. It is useful as well as interesting to make things for use, such as apjmratus,

mounting maps, binding pamphlets, etc., but there is a certain amount of dis-

cipline in doing a Manual Training exercise.

All boys have to take a six months' course in the year, in which they leant

about elementary tools, filing them, etc., the character and use of tools and quality

and uses of materials, and ever>-thing naade during that time has a value. This

training would be useful to a boy going into brass work, where he had to use other

tools, for he wotild have learnt to analyse things mechanically, and his hands
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would be good servants of his brain. He might know nothing of l)rass material,

but he would have learned mechanical analysis, and had it grounded into him and

developed as part of his mental faculties. He woiild have learnt the relation

between cause and effect.

SECTION 3: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY.

The general opinion was that Hand-and-Eye Training was desirable, the

reasons given being various. Several witnesses considered that it was a good

thing for boys to learn to I'se tools and to recognize the quality and use of ma-

terials; they would analyse things mechanically; reason better and be more self-

reliant, besides making more progress in other subjects. Boys going into shops

after a course in Manual Training can use hammer and chisel, and make faster

progress. It helps a boy to learn a trade, and to make his hands obey his brain.

If mechanical engineering students had taken Manual Training, it would be a

great advantage to them. They shoiild have it at school, and then take 2 years

of shop work at the University.

Manual Training appeals to children from 6 to 14, and as they now have

less manual work at home, this lack has to be made up. Organized play as well

as organized work is an important feature of education. The judgment is ex-

ercised, it is concrete and not abstract work, and therefore appeals to the child;

it increases his vocabulary, and leads him to realize the deeper relations of life.

Other subjects can be taught better in connection with it. It makes the child

more willing to accept authority. Older boys are helped to find their bent through

Manual Training, and many a boy who is dull at books is clever with his hands.

Boys from 12 to 15 want to make things, and the physical exercise of making things

is good for their health. It sets a boy thinking.

Manual Training subjects could be correlated with others in the curriculum

with advantage. Physics could be correlated with Manual Training and Do-

mestic Science; natiu^e observation can be combined with composition, without

interfering with the development of the child's literary instincts.

The same reasons were given for the introduction of Domestic Science. It

should be taught in every school, for not less than 2 hours a week. Country

teachers should teach Domestic Science, hygiene and other subjects, and these

subjects would help rather than hinder the general education of the child. Girls

in factories should have Domestic Science teaching, as it is more important for

them than for country girls. "The wife is the basis for the prosperity of the

family"; therefore all girls should learn to be good housekeepers. Girls learn to

distinguish between the important things and the less important, and develop

dependableness and thoroughness.

Several witnesses called attention to the problem of providing teachers for

these subjects. A course in advanced Domestic Science is given in the Normal

vSchool; also nursing, laundry, hygiene, sewing and cutting, etc. Teachers
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thoroiiglily competent to teach these subjects could prepare pupils for

technical education in the primary schools. Scientifically trained people are

needed. Teachers can take short courses at Macdonald College in Household

Science, but this is not enough to enable them to teach it. Household Science

should be taught in the elementary schools; also dressmaking and millinery.

Domestic Science and Sewing are taught in the convent schools, but not

in all public schools in the Province. The Government grants funds to convent

schools for this piirpose.

In the Collegiate Institutes cookery is not taught, but bacteriology, physics

and chemical products of the oven can be studied.

The opinion was expr^essed that Drawing for girls should be adapted to their

special needs, e.g. in dress-cutting, millinery, etc.

School Gardens were favored, one witness stating that every school should

have 2 acres of groimd, part planted with different kinds of native trees. An-

other thought that "farmers would despise them."

Manual Training and Domestic Science have been introduced into many of

the schools in Montreal, and will be introduced into all in the course of time.

The introduction of these subjects is a hopeful sign, and not only useful for edu-

cation, but for increasing industrial efficiency. At Macdonald Model School,

Manual Training is organized right through from the Kindergarten up.

There is a dressmaking and hat-making School in Montreal attended by

534 pupils, most of whom come at night to learn designing and pattern-

drawing. They find good positions.

In most cases the reason given for not introducing these subjects was lack

of fimds. One or two witnesses thought that yoimg men would acquire intel-

ligence and dexterity with age in the course of their daily work, and therefore

did not need Manual Training, though it was admitted that it would do them

good. Another reason was the overcrowding of the school ciirricuhmi, which

left no room for these subjects. Manual Training had been tried in some of the

classical colleges, but had not made much headway.
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CHAPTER XXVI: AS TO EVENING CLASSES.

To the Council of Arts and Manii/acturcs, incorporated in 1872 as an out-

growth of the Mechanics' Institute movement of that time, is chiefly due the credit

for the establishment of the present system of evening schools in the Province.

The Coimcil's object is to promote improvement in the mechanical arts and manu-

factures, and among the steps taken to attain that object has been the establish-

ment of about 78 classes in :;ome 13 different places in the Province, which are

open to all without distiiit tion of race or creed.

Similar classes have been established in later years by the Montreal Technical

Institute, the Protestant Board of School Commissioners, and, as a Commercial

necessity, by the Dominion Bridge Company. In each case the results have been

highly satisfactory.

In 1910-11 the Province of Quebec had 75 night schools with 169 teachers

(6 of whom were females) and 5,828 pupils (563 being girls), average attendance

being 3,209.

The steadily increasing attendance of pupils and the excellent results of the

tuition given go to show that evening classes are appreciated. Those in charge

of industries most intimately concerned are unanimous in the opinion that on the

economic side the establishment of the classes was fully warranted by the in-

creased profits accruing from the greater skill and w'ider knowledge of the work-

men who attended them.

The Coimcil of the Montreal Board of Trade, in October 1906, petitioned the

Provincial Government to assist to the fullest possible extent in the establishment

of technical schools so that the skilled labor so much needed for manufactures

might be provided by our own people and not,as is now so frequently the case,

imported from other countries. The Board also lu-ged the Government to largely

increase the grant to the Council of Arts and Manufactures to assist that body in

the good work it was doing.

SUMMARY OF MUCH TESTIMONY.

Evening Schools are advocated to remedy the lack of education of young

workers. They are needed for boys of 16 who drift. Boys have their clubs at

which they meet in the evenings, and they might just as well be at school; it

would do them more good. They would be all the better for it, and the older

workmen, too, would be glad to go. Evening Schools should be maintained

out of public funds. Pupils must have some definite aim in view to cause them
to come. Many workmen are willing to give all their spare time to evening classes

so as to advance themselves in technical qualifications.

One witness did not favor Evening Schools, as he thought the boys would be

too tired. They have sometimes not been a success for this reason. Girls,

especially, are often too tired to attend. Some witnesses approved of the idea,

but said it was difficidt to get attendance at Evening Schools.
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Most witnesses thought the classes should be free. The Public School equip-

ment could be used. Possibly shorter working daj's might encourage attend-

ance. The classes should be made attractive with pictiires. Evening Classes

would be very much better than Correspondence Courses.

Teachers should be prepared for Evening Classes at once. Girls should have-

dressmaking and hat-making 3 times a week, and Domestic Science Classes, to

keep them out of the streets.

Boys should be trained by men, not by women. Evening Schools to re-

inforce the old apprentice system would be the best; some apjjrenticcs now take

classes for 5 nights weekly, but most only for 3. Their elementar\' education

is deficient. Workmen and apprentices would attend Evening Schools if they

were established.

Evening Schools are very desirable for gaining a knowledge of mechanics

and the general use of tools. The teaching of elementary steam engineering and

mechanical engineering w^ould be greatly helped if better equipment of apparatus

were available. Instruction in Evening Classes was requested by the Shoe-

makers' Union. Short courses on woods, textiles, leather, would be welcomed ; men
would attend and it would be a paying scheme. It is doubted whether textile

machine workers would profit; foremen would be better for the classes. Brick-

layers need Evening Classes. Evening Classes would be useful to teach the

quality of leather, pattern cnitting and designing.

Evening Schools for the crafts are favored. Evening Classes for metal-

lurgical processes and drawing would be desirable. Evening Schools are re-

quired for instruction in science, chemistr}' and painting, "for the purpose of

developing taste and intelligence." Evening Classes for designers ai'e greatly

needed, as they have to be imported from abroad. Working people in the Pro-

vince of Quebec would be enthusiastic over a Technical School.
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CHAPTER XXVII: CLASSES OF THE COUNCIL OF

ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

SECTION 1 : ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

The Council of Arts and Manufactures is composed of 1 7 members appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor, together with the Commissioner of Agriculture and

Colonization, the Provincial Secretary and the Superintendent of Education as

ex-officio members. One of the duties imposed on the Council is "to make rules and

regulations for the establishment, management, administration, and carrying on

of a system of teaching drawing in all its branches in the schools under the control

of school commissioners and trustees, in conformity with the provisions of the

law respecting public instruction." Hence the classes formed are chiefly intended

to afford instruction in drawing, and in its useful applications to industrial pur-

poses, to those having taste and inclination for these matters, but more especially

to artisans and apprentices. It is the aim of the Council to make the instruction

as practical as possible in order that the pupils may profitably apply the knowl-

edge gained to the various trades and branches of industry in which they are

engaged. All the classes are entirely free.

Classes in 1910-11.

Localities. No. of Pupils.

Montreal 1635

Quebec 253

St. Hyacinthe 196

Sherbrooke 100

Three Rivers 130

St. Johns' 53

Valleyfield 65

Sorel 29

Chamy 25

St-Romuald 26

Chicoutimi 21

Total 2533

Organization and Benefits of Classes.

Mr. Thomas Gauthier, President of the Council, explained the organization

of the classes. The Provincial Government makes a grant of $16,000 towards the

cost of the work. No fees are charged, although students are expected to provide

their own material in the Drawing classes. At the end of the session certificates

and prizes arc awarded to successful students.

l<>ld—Vol. TV—1.5
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That the classes were of the greatest advantage to apprentices was proved

by the fact that lads attending had the period of their apprenticeship shortened

in the proportion of one day in the schools to two days of ordinary apprenticeship.

Many boys had in this way decreased by a full year the term they would other-

wise have spent as apprentices. The certificates granted to pupils for this purpose

had been officially recognised for six or seven years in the Angus shops of the

C.P.R. It was agreed on all hands that the apprentice in addition to shortening

his apprenticeship, became a better workman because of his instruction in the

classes.

Freehand Drawing, Mr. Gauthier maintained, was absolutely necessary for

all trades, and the best possible form of Drawing was direct from the object. It

developed the intelligence, enforced the memory, and made the mechanic in all

respects a more competent workman.

Evening Classes Preferred.

President Gauthier did not think it would be possible for day classes to take

the place of these evening classees, as 75% of the pupils were over 25 years of age,

and they were all working people who coiild not find time to attend day

classes.

Though the Council had received most urgent requests to establish more

schools in the different localities, it was impossible for them to do so, as they had

not the means. Mr. Gauthier strongly favored the suggestion that elementary

or secondary school buildings should be used for evening classes, and if the object

of such classes was to supplement the teaching of a trade he thought the number
of pupils would far exceed the accommodation w-hich could be provided. The

schools were without question of the greatest advantage to the various industries.

M. J. P. L. Benibe, vSecretary to the Council of Arts and Manufactmcs, drew

attention to the fact that the female pupils attending the classes were drawn from

all ranks of society.

SECTION 2: INDUSTRIAL CLASSES IN MONTREAL.

These were held as follows under the auspices of the Coimcil of Arts and

Maniifactures (The number of students is given after each subject, the total

being 1,259.)

At Monument National, 296 St. Lawrence St. I'ur both .sexes:- Music,

121 ; Modelling, 45; I'rechand Drawing, 126; Freehand Drawing (2nd section) 113;

Lithography, 23; Architectural Drawing, 123; Mechanical Drawing, 81; Sign

Painting and Lettering, 59; Boot and Shoe Pattern Making, 39; Carpentry,

Joinery, Stair Building, 81. I'or women only:—Dress Cutting, and Sewing, 155;

Millinery, 78.

At St. Lawrence Market. Plumbing. 127.

At 147 Charron St. Mechanical Drawing, 62.

At Angus Works, C.P. R. Drawing, 26.
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How Architecture is Taught.

Mr. Venne, Professor of .\rchitecture, reports as follows in regard to the

manner of conducting the courses in Montreal:

—

We have pupils from all the trades; clerks, accountants, drawing men in

architects' and engineers' offices; of every class and grade and nationality, and

the lessons are given in either language. We especially aim to develop their

artistic sense, by pointing out what is in bad taste. We make them letter their

drawings and plans in the simplest and most artistic way, always in Roman
letters. In order to simplify tracing in ink and plans, we make them draw all

their lines of a uniform and medium thickness. Fiu-ther, to encourage their

taste, we let them do a few things in color, and in spite of the drawback that

the work has to be done by artificial light, the results are most satisfactory.

Particular and individual instruction is given in all cases in the use of

drawing instruments, drawing boards, T squares and angles, compasses, pencils,

rulers, regular and irregular curv^es, the scale in English measures. This latter

is most important, as the majority of the students come here to learn the use of

this instrument, and there are older workers who come after 20 or more years'

work for this purpose.

Pupils are questioned individually on the four first rules, with the result

that it is generally found that half of them have forgotten what they learnt at

school. There are even men of 40 and 50 who never went to school, and have to

be taught the elements of arithmetic.

The first drawing lesson is geometrical drawing, to which four to six even-

ings are given, after which they are quite at home with it.

They draw or copy plans of houses, being told the use of all the materials

and the manner of describing them on the plan. At the same time they do cal-

culations on the construction of stairs, resistance of materials, and heating sys-

tems (for those in this branch of the trade).

Metal Workers, Electricians, Painters, Etc.

Sheet metal workers are given special lessons on projections, a most neces-

sary- part of their work, and many of them after a year's course make considerable

progress in their profession.

Ornamental iron workers also attend the classes for the sake of the draw-

ing which thej^ cannot otherwise obtain.

vSteam-fitters are given problems on the installation of heating apparatus.

Electricians leani to draw plans of electric installations.

The more advanced pupils make plans on a larger scale of details of stone,

wood, carpentry, iron, etc.

Painters and decorators who are sufficiently advanced have special lessons

in ornamental designs in construction on geometrical lines.

The orders of architecture are taiight to pupils having special talent for

this art, and to architectural students, and these pupils usually begin this work

after the second year, when they have mastered the elements of geometrical draw-

ing, construction and ornament. We do not aim to train architects, but at the

191d—Vol. IV— 15.1
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same tiuie, our classes have been the starting point for many of our architects

and artists.

It is to be hoped that our government will endeavor to maintain these

schools practically free, so that the poorer classes may profit by them and de-

velop talent which otherwise might remain unrecognized.

I would venture to add that what is lacking in otir elementary, and even

higher schools, is instniction in drawing. It is a regrettable thing to meet men
in the liberal professions who have no other use for a pencil beyond writing and

figuring.

Need of Freehand Drawing.

Mr. Jobson Paradis, M.A., Teacher of I'reehand Drawing Class for the Council

of Arts and Manufacturers, in Montreal, adds to his testimony the following views:

I do not think that Freehand Drawing is given the attention it desen'cs

in oiu- country, and it strikes me as an abnormal state of affairs that government

technical schools should exclude this study from their program, as indeed they

are doing in our Province.

Drawing being tlie basis of all intelligent manual work, ignorance of this

branch is the weak point in our national prodtiction. Decorators, cabinet makers,

ironworkers, etc., must employ men from the other side, while we have skilful

mechanics here, because our young men have had no training in drawing and are

imable to read a working design. This, you will say, is where mechanical drawing

comes in as a necessity. Just so, but not altogether, and not imtil the boy's

sense of observ-ation has been developed.

The object of Freehand Drawing, as we are teaching it in out school, is pre-

cisely to train the eye; the pupil must learn how to see objects, to estimate at sight

dimensions, distances, proportion of surfaces, and delineate forms. For this

reason, all work from fliat examples has been discarded from our course.

The young working man, jeweller, cabinet maker, wood car\'er, joiner or

stone cutter, is not often called upon to make a working design for a piece to be

executed, but he must have a trained eye, a keen sense of observation, and this

can only be the result of freehand study from solid objects.

The working design itself can only be done proj)erly after a freehand sketch,

and where there is no working design, the intelligent craftsman nnist form in his

mind a definite image, which I would call a "mental drawing", of the work to be

executed.

Now, the Council of Arts is the only institution in Montreal where this

fundamental training can be had by young men of the working classes; but, for

want of funds, these classes are only held a few nights in the week, and during

only about five and a half months in the year. A seven-months' vacation is plenty

of time for the pupil to forget what he has learned, and to considerably weaken the

sense of observation which he may have acquired. Nevertheless, it can be said

that with but ver>' few exceptions, all our most proficient artists, painters, sculptors,

decorators, illustrators, lithographers, and the like, have received their first train-

ing here.

In consideration of the eflicient work done by this school in the past years

I think it would i>e a very wise course on the part of tlie t'.overnmeut to grant
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the Council a further subsidy in order that the classes may be kept running the

whole year round.

As for the cause of Art, it will also evidently he helped out by the creation

of the new facilities for tlie study of Freehand Drawing, as it is only by this study

in early years that one's taste for the beautiful can be properly developed.

Mechanical Drawing and Geometry.

Mr. W. A. Booth, who for six years has had charge of the Council's class in

Mechanical Drawing at Point St. Charles, Montreal, writes:

—

The program of instruction comprised the explanation of drawing from

blue prints, and principally the reading of same, to enable them to better under-

stand their various trades. After the pupils are capable of making and reading

blue prints their time is taken up by sketching from models of various parts of

machines and engines, which is very much appreciated by the adult scholars.

The rank and file of this class in this suburb has been a very representative

one, composed mostly of young men hankering after a desire to become more
proficient in their daily toil, and with a view for promotion. I recall one or two
instances of persons coming as far as from Ontario to attend this class. The
practical results obtained I am rather too modest to mention, as it may sound

like a boast, but I am delighted at least to state that not a few have made their

mark already both in this country and to the south of tis, so that 1 think the

Council is to be congratulated on the work it is carrying on, a work that should be

recognized by the Province and Country to which we belong.

From time to time I receive letters from some former pupils expressing

their gratitude for the knov/ledge they have acquired through the school and

thanking the Council for the positions they now hold.

SECTION 3: CLASSES AT SHERBROOKE.

As a sample of work done outside of Montreal under the auspices of the Coun-

cil of Arts and Manufactures, the following may be noted from a memorandum
by Mr. Robert Wyatt, Superintendent of the vSherbrooke Art School, whose free

evening Drawing Classes are entirely sustained financially by the Quebec Govern-

ment.

Methods in Drawing.

The classes in session in this city are in mechanical and architectural work.

The Mechanical Department is divided into three classes:

—

(1) The first term pupils are engaged in linear drawings, or in otlier words

projections, the method of instruction to this class being by sketches on the black-

Ijoard and verbal explanations as well. The students are taught to show the

different plans, elevations and cross-sections, tilting the forms at different angles

and showing how they appear in those positions.

{2) The second term pupils are engaged on machinery drawings, showing

their plans, elevations, cross-sections, etc. They work principally from blue
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prints, drawing to a scale, either enlarging or decreasing as the case may he. This

is considered eminently practical, and we regard it as actual machine sho])

practice.

(3) The third term piipils are engaged on the machine itself, taking their

measurements by means of calipers, compasses and rules, constnicting all the

details belonging to the machine which they are engaged on, afterwards assembling

the details and making a general working drawing. This is also considered

very practical, and a great benefit is derived by pupils working from a

machine.

I would suggest that two other classes be established in this city, namely, stair

building construction, also a freehand class which would draw from models en-

tirely, omitting all copying whatsoever, as I lielieve in the latest custom of freehand

drawing in Europe.

This school has been imder my supervision for the last twenty years, and 1

have found that it has been a great benefit to the young men who are engaged

along the line of mechanical pursuits. It educates them to the language of draw-

ing, and makes it very much easier for them to master their work in the everyday

workshop. Sixty persons who attended this school during those twenty years

hold very good positions, their salaries ranging from §1200 to >i.3()0() per year.

Classes for the Building Trades.

Mr. Louis H. Audet, teacher of the Architectural Class at Sherbrooke,

writes :

—

The main object of this course is to give to the carpenters, joiners and other

people engaged in the building trade a general understanding of plans, and al-

low them to make details of construction. The drawing they do is the general

architects' oflice working drawing; the most advanced pupils work on a full set

of plans for a house—the fioor plans, elevations, sections and details of work.

A certain number of students are young and have no ])rofession, but simply come

to the school to learn drawing. They do usually the same kind of work as the

carpenters, etc., though sometimes less practical.

The pupils are not so numerous as to allow of any special division. Tlic

lessons given, except the preliminary ones, are individual lessons.

The most advanced pupils, generally the third term students, work on a

little sketch given to them. It is simply a problem two or more are working at,

or I ask them to make a design for such a thing as any man might ask for, whicli

I have found the most practical way, and while working at this I give them the

necessary explanations in the way of showing difl'erent things on a plan, the

diflerent manner of rendering, etc.

Unfortunately this classs does not receive the attention it ought to have,

though it is nuich jjetter than it was a few years ago. Many students come to

the class for two or tlirce months, but on account of lack of work in winlir Ihcy

go elsewhere.
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A course in stair building construction is much looked for, and I believe

will be of great benefit to the carpenters and joiners of this city. It will be

perhaps of a more practical character than the architectural course.

I know some contractors in this city who, being bricklayers and carpenters,

by their work at the classes have learned to read plans anc^ after a few years

worked as managers of large work and to-day are contractors for themselves.

They first came to the school with the idea to learn something that might enable

them to become what they are to-day.
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CHAPTER XXVIII: CLASSES UNDER THE PROTES-
TANT BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS.

SECTION 1 : EVENING CLASSES.

Evening classes are conducted by the Protestant Board of School Com-
missioners of Montreal, and supported by a grant from the Provincial Govern-

ment. Of the total cost of the schools in 1910, the Provincial Government paid

the salaries of the teachers, $3,467.65; the City of Montreal made a grant of $200

towards the cost of materials and supplies; the balance, $1,167.14, being met by

the vSchool Commissioners.

During the session 1909-10, 20 classes were opened in ordinary school work,

with 966 students; 6 classes for male foreigners wishing to learn English, with

334 students; 14 classes in Manual Training, sewing and cookerj', with 415 stu-

dents; making a total enrolment of 1,715 students in all classes, being an in-

crease of 280 on that of the previous year.

There were in actual attendance 720 students on an average each night that

the classes were in session under a teaching staff that averaged 34.

Mr. H. J. Silver, Superintendent of the Protestant Schools, said that he

could see but two ways of helping tlie large number of children who found it neces-

sary to go to work at the beginning of the fifth grade in order to help at home.

One way was by part-time classes, which had not been tried, and the other by

a more careful organization of a system of night schools. In either case the co-

operation of the employers would be needed, for if night classes were to be of use,

the pupil must have a short day's work, or he would be too tired to benefit

by the class. Although the Commissioners had been conducting night schools

under the patronage of the government for a mnnber of years, they had not been

attended generally by those who needed further education. He believed a scheme

for part-time classes feasible, if employers of labor and school officials work hand-

in-hand.

MONTREAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE CLASSES.

Under the joint management of the Montreal Technical Institute and the

Protestant Board of School Commissioners, Evening Technical Classes are con-

ducted in the Commercial and Technical High School, 53. Sherbrooke Street

West.

The Institute had its origin in the Canadian Manufacturers' .Association

(.Montreal Branch), complaints having come repeatedly to the executive from

manufacturers respecting the unsatisfactory condition of technical education in

the city. A committee took up the subject with the Mechanics' Institute, and

some inllnential citizens, and a charter was obtained for the Institute.
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The Mechanics' Institule expressed a willingness to contribute liberally to-

wards the erection of suitable buildings. The incorjiorators, on consulting with

the Protestant Board of School Commissioners, found them well disposed towards

the movement, and the)- offered to give the use of their Technical School buildings

for evening classes without any charge beyond the cost of heating, lighting and

other incidental expenses. The manufacturers and citizens subscribed a Guarantee

Fund of S10,000, and $5,000 was granted from the Provincial Treasiu-y. The
Institute afterwards secured a grant of $5,000 from the City of Montreal but

without any obligation for its continuance.

Increased accommodation has been provided from year to year. The cost

to the community has been trifling, notwithstanding the fact that the fees have

been extremely moderate, many classes being free. The quality of the tuition

in all departments of the Institute work is of high standard, the joint committee

having taken special care that the only the best available teachers should be

engaged for the work.

The attendance, which has increased at the rate of 30% for each succeeding

year, and the faithful work of the pupils have demonstrated fully that there is

a consistent and increasing demand for technical instruction on the part of the

artisans of the city. The results of the work have fully justified the continued

financial assistance from the Provincial Government and the City of $5,000 each.

The Canadian Pacific Railway subscribed $1,000 towards the maintenance of the

classes for the session of 1910-11.

The Teacher Problem.

The Principal, Mr. Isaac Gammell, stated that the great difficulty in arranging

evening classes was to obtain properly qualified teachers. Out of 27 teachers only

about half were professional, and in the technical subjects it was impossible to

get enough. The three requisites were (1) experience as a teacher, (2) a college

coiu-se in the technical subject, and (3) practical experience in the same line of

work in order to distinguish what was merely theoretical, what was valuable as a

training, and what was practically valuable.

For lack of room, admission had been refused to a very large number who
desired to attend the classes in wood working, metal working, cookery and milli-

nery.

A deposit of $2 was required from each male and Si from each female student,

but this was returned at the end of the session for 75% of the possible numlier of

attendances.

Courses, Attendance, Etc.

These comprise:—a Preparatory Course in ordinar\- English branches for

students not sufficiently advanced to undertake the higher work of the technical

classes proper; a course in Practical Mathematics, including Technical Arithmetic,

Mensiu-ation, Algebra, Trigonometry, Practical Plane and Solid Geometry; Courses

in Freehand, Geometrical, Mechanical and Architectural Drawing; Industrial

Designing; .\pplied Mechanics; Building Construction; Theory of Structures;
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Machine Construction; House Carpentry; Pattern Making; Metal Work ami Elec-

trotechnics; and in Cookery, Sewing, Dressmaking and Millinery for women.

The following is an abstract of the attendance for December 1910;

—

Subject Classes .Students Weekly Sessions.

Preparatory Course 4 103 3

Practical Mathematics 5 113 2

Mechanical Drawing 2 51 2

Freehand Drawing 1 21 2

Industrial Designing 1 9 2

Architectural Drawing 2 32 2

Applied Mechanics 1 13 2

Theory of Structures 1 5 2

Building Construction 1 14 1

House Carpentr)' 1 20 2

Pattern Making 1 9 2

Metalwork 2 43 2

Chemistry 4 42 2

Electricity 4 57 2

Cookery 8 190 1

Dressmaking 5 80 1

Millinery 2 41 1

Totals 45

Percentage of attendance was 77.8.

843 31

Occupations of Students.

The following statement shows the daily occupations of the men attending

the various classes:

—

Commercial 1 79

Draughtsmen 61

Woodworkers

Engineers

Jewellers, Electro-j)laters, etc.

Printers

Manufacturers

Designers

Teachers

(lardeners

Cement maker
Tailor

Blacksmith

Upholsterer

Time-keeper

Metal Workers

lilectricians

Chemists

Laborers

Bricklayers

Inspectors

Students

Painters

Dyers

Plasterers

Photographer

Engraver

Harness Maker

Wlerinary Surgeon.

129

54

20

13

10

6

6

3

^27

Total

249

.570
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SECTION 2: THE COMMERCIAL AND TECHNICAL

HIGH SCHOOL.

This school was established by the Protestant Board of School Commissioners

with a view of giving pnpils who have completed the Public School Course an op-

portunity to continue such studies as would secure them a good business pre-

paration, or fit them to engage in any of the various occupations in which a previous

training in manual work is desirable. The studies offered by the School have,

therefore, been divided into two Courses, viz:—a Commerciai, Course, and a

Technical Course.

The Technical Course.

The Technical Course consists of three divisions—Manual Training for boys,

Domestic Science for girls, and Industrial Freehand Drawing.

The Manual Training.—Instruction is of a practical character, given to boys,

in Mechanical Drawing, Woodwork, Clay-Modeling, and Metalwork.

Mechanical Drawing.—In connection with Mechanical Drawing, lessons are

given in plain and solid geometry throughout the course.

Woodwork.—The purpose is to develop the power of manipulation by using

various tools, and to cultivate accuracy by the working of the various exercises

embodied in interesting and useful models, made from drawings, worked to scale,

in plans, elevations, section, and in some cases conventional isometric pro-

jections.

In connection with practical exercises the pupils receive lessons on the nature,

growth, description, qualities, seasoning and uses of the more common kinds of

Canadian and foreign woods, regarding the names, proper uses, correct handling

and principles of constntction of various tools involved, and upon the modes of

hardening, sharpening and using them.

Pupils are familiarized with wood-turning tools and lathe operations, requisite

skill being acquired by means of exercises, or models, such as tool handles, mallets,

rolling-pins, dumb-bells, table-legs, and making of tables, thus combining wood-

turning with wood-work.

Clay-Modelling.—The aim is to train the eye to observe the shape of objects,

then to train the hand to make what the eye has seen. The modelling is done

from casts from original designs, suitable for ornaments of inside or outside of

buildings.

Metal Work.

Bench Work.—Composition of soft solders; use of copper soldering, bit com-

position and use of ordinary fluxes; soldering simple joints in tin and brass work.

The connection of plates and bars, and of joints, with rivets, single and double

countersunk, hammered cold.
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Vise ]Vork.—The furm and use of flat and cross-cut chisels; flat, round, square,

and half-round files; scrapers, taps, stocks, and dies; screw plates; measuring,

and other tools, including calipers, squares, centre punch, scribing and V. blocks,

straight-edges, and siuiace plates. Grinding and keeping in order of the tools

used. Making of models, such as squares, calipers, small clamps, etc.

Forge Work.—The form and use of the ordinary forge tools, management of

fire, precaution to be observed in heating metals, drawing out bars to square and

roimd ends, forging of simple examples as headed key, spike, nail, forging and

tempering centre punch, drill and small chipping chisel. Connection of pieces of

bar by welding.
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CHAPTER XXIX:

THE SHAWINIGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.

SHAWINIGAN FALLS, QUE.

This Institute was founded in 1911 in the belief that a town with industries

of the size and importance of those of Shawinigan Falls should possess facilities

for training its own skilled workmen. The school seeks to meet this need in two

principal directions; by evening classes for those already employed, and by a day
department for boys over 14 years old, seeking technical instruction. In both

fields the instruction is as practical as possible, and as nearly suited to the needs

of the individual as it can be made.

The Institute was incorporated by the Provincial Government in 1911.

Evening classes in technical subjects and in English began in Januaiy of that

year and lasted 14 weeks. The work was continued through two terms of 14

weeks each, in 1912-13, with a total membership in the classes of about 60 imder

8 instructors.

Mr. J. E. Alfred, President of the Shawinigan Water and Power Co., has

guaranteed $2000 per year for five years, which forms the nucleus of the financial

proposition.

The New Building.

This year the Institute moved into its new building, which is amply equipped

with recitation rooms, laboratories for Electricity, Mechanics, and Chemistry,

and a large well-lighted draughting room. The basement is equipped with benches,

lathes, and the usual apparatus for a thorough course in shopwork. The entire

top floor is arranged as an assembly hall, suitable for lectures on subjects of popular

interest or for functions of a social nature. In the building is also provided a

library, free to all members of the Institute.

The Day Department.

A day department has been opened for boys aged at least 14 who have com-

pleted the amount of French, English, and Arithmetic taught in local elementary

schools. Special students are admitted to any course for which they are pre-

pared.

Tuition is fixed at the rate of §4 per month. 10 free scholarships covering tuition,

for the benefit of the first year students, are to be assigned upon the basis of the

entrance examination. A well-balanced coiuse embracing French, English,

Mathematics, Applied Science and Shopwork has been arranged.
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Co-oi'KKATivE Instruction.

As a feature of the work of the third and fourth years, the school is planning

to co-operate with the local industries permitting students who desire to work

in pairs, spending one week at skilled employment, the alternate week being

spent at their studies related to their projected vocation. In this way they will

gain an invaluable experience in industry and at the same time be earning suffi-

cient to permit those to remain in school for whom it would otherwise be im-

possible.

Later it is planned to extend the method to those desiring commercial training,

permitting them during their last two years to spend one half of the day at the

school, and the remainder as clerks or office assistants.

Evening Classes.

These open in November and run for 20 weeks. The course includes con-

versational English and French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, Mechanics, Chemistry,

Electricity, Mechanical Drawing, House Carpentry. The last mentioned is re-

commended to apprentice carpenters. The students will construct from blue

prints in the amply equipped workshop all the parts of a frame house.

Students nmst be at least 16, and show that they are able to profit by the

instruction. The fee is $1 per month, or $1.50 if instruction is given three nights

weekly.

THE NEEDS OF SHAWINIGAN FALLS.

Mr. John V. L. Morris, A.B., (Harvard), Principal of the Institute, gives the

following information and opinion as to needs of and facilities for technical edu-

cation in Sliawinigan Falls;
—"There are at present five principal companies

operating in vShawinigan l'"alls,—the Water and Power Co., The Northern Alum-

inum Co., The Belgo Canadian Pulp and Paper Co., The Carbide Co., and the new

Cotton Company.

Numbers of Industrial Workers.

" In the Power House the Power Company employs at present 36 men, all

of whom should be skilled machinists or electricians or their assistants. The num-

ber might be divided about evenly under those three heads. Upon observation

I have found that the best of these positions arc held usually by men who obtained

their training as apprentices in the evening technical schools of England, or else

by self-instruction through a correspondence school, where the workman has sufli-

cient elementary education to profit by such instruction. While I have found no

discrimination, there is a notable fewness of l-'rench-Canadians who have been

able to rise to the better positions. This condition seems to be due to their

ignorance of English, and meagre education in general.

"The Power Company is also employing at present some 200 odd men on its

construction work. Among these are 39 mechanics, 39 carpenters, 9 foremen, the

rest being ordinary laborers.
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"The Alummuin Company, working at full capacity, could employ 600 men,

hut the usual number varies from 200 to 400. Among these at present are some

30 skilled machinists, electricians and blacksmiths. Scarcely any of these, how-

ever, have had the benefit of secondary or technical education, and in the plant

itself, there is no system for apprentice instruction, so that vacancies have to be

filled by men brought in, as a general rule,

"The Belgo Pulp and Paper Company employ men who are to have or

should have knowledge of mechanics; in addition to which are others of the 360

men who would greatly benefit by having some knowledge of mechanics, or in

general a better education.

"The Carbide Company through its superintendent informs me that they

have a total of about 125 iivii employed, of whom 25 could with advantage take

technical coiu-ses. (Many oi the others would, it seems to me, profit by elementary

instruction.)

"The Cotton Mill emplnys about 200 men and girls. Under present condi-

tions it seems the least promising field for technical instruction of the industries

located in this town.

"Besides the employees enumerated above, there is a small wood planing and

finishing mill located here, and the Terminal Railway, some of whose workmen

have already enrolled in our technical classes. There are also employed in this

town, the usual number of mechanics, carpenters, electricians, etc., engaged

by the local light company, building construction and the like, as well as clerks,

many of whom are eager for instruction in English, the common school branches,

and occasionally for technical instruction.

The School Opportunities.

" Present school facilities are as follows :—For elementary instruction, there

are in this town both French and English schools. These include a convent school

for teaching the girls, and a school for the boys with 6 Christian Brothers as teachers,

and between 250 and 300 pupils. The English school is co-educational with 2

teachers and about 40 pupils.

"The noteworthy fact in this connection to us is, however, that in this town

with a population of 4000, there are absolutely no school facilities of secondai-y

grade for day instruction. The children usually leave school when from 12 to 14

years of age. Thus, while I have no statistics, I should judge that there were

probably 300 boys and girls of the ordinary High School ages, who are now out of

school. Of course where the parents are well-to-do, they are sent to the numerous

boarding schools for some part of this period; still I am of the opinion, that were

technical subjects offered as a part of a regular High School program, many who

now leave school for the factory, would make a way to attend."
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CHAPTER XXX: THE MONTREAL TECHNICAL
SCHOOL.

This new institution, at 70 Sherbrooke Street West, which owes its found-

ation to Sir Lomer Gouin, Prime Minister of the Province of Quebec, was in-

corporated by law on the 14th March, 1907. The government of the Province of

Quebec provided the necessary funds for building and equipment, and grants

an annual subsidy towards its maintenance. The school also receives an annual

grant from the City of Montreal. This school was opened in September, 1911.

For its size, the building and equipment are amongst the finest in either America

or Europe. The building occupies a plot of ground measuring 153,000 square

feet, and is divided into two distinct sections; the main building and the work-

shops in the rear.

Thb Main Building.

The Main Building, which is absolutely fireproof, comprises the adminis-

tration offices, also several suites for teaching, including 6 class rooms, 2 amphi-

theatres (seating capacity of 100 each), physical and mechanical laboratory-,

chemical laboratory, store rooms for materials, museum of industries, lihrar>',

etc. In the centre is a large graded semicircular amphitheatre with a seating

capacity of 600.

In addition the pupils have at their disposal a large waiting room, hygienic

toilet rooms and shower-baths.

The class rooms are large, well lighted and commodious, and appliances of

the most up to date type are found for the carrj^ing on of experimental work.

The school furniture was built especially for this institution, and is most

complete.

The very adequate apparatus used in connection with the teadiing will be

further added to by the models and patterns to be made by the jmpils.

The Workshops.

These are laid out exactly like shops in industrial concerns, and are provided

with machinery both modem and complete.

In the centre is the production plant for the production of motor power,

light and heat, while all around are situated the various buildings, I'orge, T'oundr)-,

-Machine-shop, Wood-working, Pattern-making and Electrical departments.

The Machine Shop.

This shop has an area of 11,340 square feet. The machinery has been sel-

ected from the finest raeclianical products of four countries. Electrical ma-
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chines from Nancy, France, stand next to mechanical appliances from Birming-

ham, England, and near implements made in Montreal, Chicago and Pittsburgh.

The equipment comprises 10 plain lathes of 10"; 12 screw cutting lathes of

different makes from 12" to 18"; Pratt & Whitney tool-room lathe; geared head

Henley lathe; 3 screw machines, one of which is automatic; 4 shapers; 2 planers;

slotting machine; 11 drills from 10" to 20"; Brown & Sharpe universal milling

machine; plane and vertical milling machine; profile milling machine; one

pentagraph milling machine; iiniversal grinding mechine; gear cutter; 5 tool

grinders; buffer; 2 centering machines; 2 mandrel presses; 2-ton portable crane.

There are also the following large machines, each driven by its own 15 h.p.

electric motor; 6 screw-cutting lathes with attachments; 30" vertical lathe;

chucking lathe; 3-ft. radial drill; horizontal boring mill; 8 floor planers.

The space reserved for erecting is provided with a 3-ton travelling crane.

The tool store contains a full line of hand tools, measuring and tracing in-

struments such as are usually used in the best shops, also 2 Stewart combination

gas furnaces. 80 vises and 160 sets of individual tools complete the installation.

FoRGB.

(Area, 5,210 square feet). It comprises 24 Sturtevant forges, 24 anvils and

one Buffalo Heating Furnace. The draft is undergroimd and produced by a

9 h.p. electric fan. A 4 h.p. electric motor provides the necessary blast. The
other machinery comprises a steam hammer of 170 lbs.; belt-driven hammer
75 lbs.; an emery tool grinder; bar shear; post drill; 2 swedge blocks; 2 black-

smith vises, and one tool bench and vise.

Foundry.

(Area, 5,210 sqiiare feet.) Provided with King cupola, capacity 2 tons per

hour; oil melting fiunace; Piat combined cupola and a 200 crucible furnace.

This apparatus is made complete with a trolley of the capacity of 2 tons.

An underground installation for compressed air provides for the working of

the elevator and the other pneumatic tools and machines. In the foundry also

will be found 2 moulding presses; core machine, coning machine; 2 core ovens;

sand sifter; sand mill; sand mixer; 2 snagging wheels; torch heater, and finally

moulder's benches for 24 pupils.

Woodworking Shop.

(Area 6,811 square feet). The machinery comprises S power wood lathes;

4 electric driven lathes of variable speed; electric band saw; circular saw; jig

saw; buzz planer; pony planer; mortising machine; tenoning machine; drill;

shaper; 2 grindstones; trimmer; automatic bandsaw filing and setting machine;

knife grinder; band saw brazer. This shop includes 31 benches with 2 separate

sets of small tools for each.

Electricity.

(.\rea 2,714 square feet). This shop, adjoining the machine shop, can make
use of all the machinery in the'^latter.

lOia—Vol. IV—16
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In addition, the following machines are specially installed for this section:

Arniatiu'e banding and heading machine; notching press; shear; pair of smooth-

ing rolls; buffer.

To the electrical shop is annexed an electro-dynamics laboratory' comprising

the following five groups of rotary transformers: 1—One single-phase asynchrone

motor coupled with a direct current dynamo. 2—One direct current motor

coupled with a three phase generator. 3—One series dynamo with shunt dynamo.
4—One six-change commutator. 5—One direct current motor coupled with an

alternator giving single-phase, two-phase, or three-phase current, as desired.

A specially constructed switchboard for experimental purposes provides for

the making of any electrical connections or measurements which may be desired.

Cost of Maintenance and Establishment.

The total cost of establishment was ,*5850,000, of which $150,000 was spent

on the site, in round figures $100,000 on equipment, and $600,000 on the building,

including heating system, etc.

The total amount expended yearly for salaries is $25,400.

The Principal, who is also the Principal of the Quebec Technical Schof)l, re-

ceives a salary of $3,750, $2,000 of which is paid by the Montreal vSchool, and

$1,750 by the Quebec School. He is also provided with a suite of rooms for him-

self and family.

The professors are paid from $1,400 to $1,800; the Siiperintendent of the

.shops receives $1,800, and the foremen who are in charge from $1,000 to SI, 200.

Until the present year the Government contributed $20,000 and the City of

Montreal $25,000 toward the cost of maintenance. This, however, proved to be

insuftlcient, and their subsidies will be hereafter $40,000 each a year. Ovit of total

receipts, including the fees, have to be deducted interest charges and sinking fund,

a total of $38,700.00.

The other main expenses are: coal, $4,500; raw material and laboraturics,

$2,700; insurance, advertising, repairs, general expenses, $2,700; water, etc., ^850

—making a grand total of $74,850.

The total issue of bonds guaranteed by the Provincial tiovernment will be

$800,000 at 4 per cent., and the subsidies of the Government barely pay for the

interest and sinking fund.

.\i)Ministration and vSt.\ki'.

The administration is in charge of a corporation consisting of 11 members, of

whom 4 are ajjpointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, 2 by the Council "f

the City of Montreal, 1 by the Council of the Montreal Board of Trade, 1 by the

Council of the Chambre de Commerce of the district of Montreal, a delegate of the

"laboring classes" appointed by the Lieutenant-C^iovomor in Council, a delegate

of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association ajipointed by the Lieutenant-Govenior

in Council, and the Principal, who is appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council on recommendation of the other members of the Hoard.
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The school administration staff consists of:—Principal, who reports to the

several committees of the Board : Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, who is also Chief

Accountant: Assistant Accountant: Clerk (in French " sur^^eillant") who directs

the class movements during the day, and attends to correspondence concerning the

pupils, registering and reporting absences of pupils, etc.

The staff for theoretical instruction consists of:—The Principal, 2 Professors

of .Mathematics and Mechanics, (one French, one English), 2 Professors of Drawing

and Technology ( one French, one English), 2 Professors of Physics, Chemistry,

and Electricity (one French, one English).

The staff of workshop instructors consists of:—Superintendent of shops, who,

under the control of the Principal, oversees all work of the several shops, 2 instruc-

tors in machine shop, 1 instructor each in forge shop, foundry, woodworking shop

and electricity shop.

The Superintendent and all workshop instructors teach in French and in

English, and are efficient in both languages. All the workshop instructors are

practical foremen in their respective trades, and were appointed as the result

of a competitive examination. The engineer also gives practical instruction

in the boiler and engine rooms.

Objects and Courses.

The object of this school is to prepare yoimg men for industrial careers, pro-

viding them with adequate instruction, and affording them opportimity to pursue

practical and technical studies which will enable them to acquire a proper know-

ledge of mechanical trades and industrj- in general.

The school gives day courses, called normal courses, and night courses, called

special courses.

The normal courses are given in the two languages, and the special courses

in either French or English according to requirements.

Day Courses.

These courses are organized principally for the benefit of young men who,

having recently finished their primary tuition, are anxious to acquire manual

proficiency and all the technical education necessary to become skilled mechanics,

capable foremen, or shop superintendents.

These courses are preparatory to the following callings
;
pattern-maker, wood-

worker, machinist-fitter, lathe-hand, electrician, blacksmith, draftsman, and

in general to all positions connected with the metal, wood or electrical industries.

The length of the course is ordinarily three years.

No pupil can pass from one year to the next without obtaining the minimum
number of marks required by the rules.

Pupils who have passed a satisfactory examination at the end of the course,

will receive from the Board diplomas stating the respective course followed in

each case.

The instruction is both theoretical and practical. The former is always of a

technical nature, comprising principally arithmetic, algebra and trigonometry,

19Id—Vol. IV~161
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clemtiilary and descriptive geometry; general physics and industrial ])Iiysiis;

electricity; general mechanics and applied mechanics; drawing in all its branches;

industrial technology, and other subjects approved by the Board of Directors.

Lectures may also be given on special subjects which might not require a

regular course.

The practical instruction is given in the five following shops: wood-working

and pattern-making, foundry, forge, machine-shop, and the department of

electricity.

During the first year, pupils are not specialized ; they spend 4 successive periods

of about 2 months each, in the machine-shop, wood-working department, forge

and foundry.

The day courses are given in the two languages, the pupils being divided into

two distinct sections, English and French, according to their choice. Both sections

are, however, united in the workshops.

The present attendance is: first year 65, second year, 40, third year, 20. The

following table shows the provision for each subject in each year.

Subjects Taught.

Worksliops
Industrial Drawing
Construction of Machines
Mechanics
Geometry
-Arithmetic and Algebra
Physics
Chemistry
Electricity (general course)

do. (special course)
Technical Conversation in I'rench

Total hours

Weekly Time-Table.

191

6

1\

li

IV

I'V

li

li

(3)
1

19V
6
l.V

U
li

I'V

(3)
1

3U

Evening Classes.

These classes are organized with the object of giving to workmen or appren-

tices already employed in the different industries, various kinds of technical

knowledge which may help them in their calling.

They are of an absolutely practical nature and will comprise two grades.

The evening classes are given in the two languages, the pupils being divided

into two distinct sections, English and I'rencli, both in the class-rooms and in

the workshops.

livening classes are wholly practical and were organized for tlic year 1912

for mechanics, wood-turners, pattern makers, blacksmiths, moulders, electricians,

chauffeurs, firemen and stationary engineers, and draftsmen.
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The classes for iron workers and woodworkers include shop work, elementary

mechanics, elementary mathematics and industrial drawing. The classes for

electricians include lectures on the theory along wth laboratory work and prac-

tical demonstrations in the testing-room. These courses, however, do not in-

clude .shop work.

The classes for automobile construction are both tlieorelical and practical,

and deal with the construction, repair and operation of the automobile, but they

do not as a rule include outside demonstrations with the machine. For this,

however, arrangements can be made if necessar^^

The classes for firemen and stationary engineers provide instruction for the

running of steam apparatus and on repair work thereon; also the operation of

gas and steam engine and electrical apparatus, with a few lessons on industrial

electricity.

In addition to the foregoing classes, a course in industrial drawing is pro-

vided which all are strongly advised to take.

These classes last six months (October to March), and are open to appli-

cants who have had an elementars^ education ; at present the total attendance is

470.

The fees are ^2 per month for the classes including workshop; the school

provides, free of charge, tools and materials.

Courses in automobiles, $2 per month for each course.

The fees are $1 per montli for the other courses, as follows: electricitj',

firemen and stationary engineers, and for those who wish to specialize in mathe-

matics, industrial drawing, or mechanics.

PROVINCIAL DOMESTIC SCIENCE SCHOOL, MONTREAL.

Courses in Domestic Science have been established in the building of the

Montreal Technical School ; but the provision, while up to date, is not so extensive

as that for the boys.

This school was incorporated by an Act of the Provincial Legislature in 1906

and receives approximately $1000 a year from the Provincial Government. It

receives in addition free rent, heat, and light from the Montreal Technical School.

Courses of vStudy.

Courses are provided in both English and French.

The French classes comprise the following

:

I. Cooking, dressmaking, mending, fashions, fancy work, household science,

common law, gardening, household bookkeeping, hygiene, practical medicine,

apologetics, and religious instruction.

The courses are divided as follows:

(1) A normal course for teachers of doniestic science, from llio l)cginning

of October to the end of April.

(2) A vacational normal course of three weeks during the month nf July.
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(3) A vacational normal course of Uiree weeks for nuns during the month of

August.

(4) Course open to the general public from the beginning of October luitii

the end of April.

II. The English classes comprise the following:

Cooking, sewing, dressmaking, millinery, and laundry work.

vSOME GENERAL MATFERS.

I'urther information obtained from Mr. AntoinK M.\cher.\s, Principal,

Montreal and Quebec Technical Schools.

At present the program of the school is intended for the preparation of journey-

men and foremen for the industries, and will not include preparation for the Uni-

versity. The principal object is to help the industries, principally those concerned

with wood, mechanics and electricity.

The certificate course will comprise the teaching of mathematics, drawing,

design, science, mechanics, physics and chemistry.

Space is reserved for instruction in the building trades, biit that course is

not specially organized, though it is intended to do so as soon as possible. This

part would be more in night classes than in the day time. It is proposed to give

attention to the clothing and textile branches and leather industries as soon as

they can be provided for, whenever the demand is made. The intention is to

])ro\ide opportunities for the workers in the main industries of Montreal as soon as

the demand comes to the school in sufficient numbers, and to jjrovide both da\-

and evening classes.

We intend to provide opportunities for women in domestic occupations;

and this department is now actually in oj)cration.

The qualification for admission for the moment corresponds about to the

standard attained in the highest class of a good primary school. This may be

modified to suit the trades and industries. We will exact a certain standard for

admission. We will have to choose principally for the day course the best men,

and we will exact from them more than the ordinary primar)- school course,

the object being to make sure that those who get in will be able to profit by the

coiirse, which they cannot do without sufficient education.

The course will be given in both languages.

The general diffusion of Technical Education throughout l-rance has done

much for the advancement of the industries and tlie prosperity of the working

people of the nation. The more Technical Education there is, the more benefit

there is to the nation and the industries. There are evening courses in every towTi

in France for the benefit of the working men, but there is not a regular technical

school in every town. The existence of those courses and classes has not caused

much modification in the course in elementary schools to prepare the jmpils to

reap advantage from the Industrial and Technical Education, for the primary

schools in I>'rance were very nnich advanced, and it was not necessar>' to modif\'

the course. At 12 years, and sometimes 11 years, children can be ,idmitt«(l to

tiie Technical School in h"ranee.
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THE QUEBFX TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

The Quebec Government has provided also a Technical School for the City

of Quebec which is three-fifths of the size of the one in Montreal, and is constructed

on practically the same lines.

The two Corporations are distinct, and each has its Board of Directors.

Funds for construction and equipment were obtained by the issue of 40 year

4 per cent, bonds guaranteed by the Quebec Government, both as to capital and
interest.

The Principal of the Montreal school is principal of the Quebec one also,

spending part of his time in each, and having his home in Montreal.

The instruction, rules and regulations, etc., are identical in both schools.

Fees, day classes, are the same. Fees, evening classes, in Quebec, are $1.00 per

month for all courses, except automobile cotu-se which is $2.00 per month. In

Quebec the weekly attendance of pupils in day classes, is six hours more than in

Montreal.
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CHAPTER XXXI: THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL
OF LAVAL UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL.

Laval University has 4 Faculties—^Theology, Law, Medicine and Arts,

and 6 affiliated establishments, viz. the Polytechnic, Schools of Medicine, Dentistr}',

Phirniacy and Agriculture, and the School for Girls.

The Veterinary School has been affiliated since 1886, and has courses in the

Inunanitics as well as in veterinary surgerj' and science.

The School of Dcntistr}', in Montreal, at present only takes I'rcnch-Canadians,

but will take English students later. It has a 4 j'ears' coiu'se. The School of

Pharmacy is for chemists and druggists, apart from the medical course.

The Agricultural School at Oka, under the direction of the Trappist monks,

was affiliated in 1908. The University gives degrees and diplomas and conducts

examinations every 6 months. It has full laboratory equipment, and teaches

scientific agricultiire. The courses are preparatory, secondary and superior, of

which the two latter lead to diplomas.

The affiliated Polytechnic School takes tlie place of the Faculty of Applied

Science in other Universities, and the Oka School takes the place of the I'aculty

of Agriculture.

Mr. Ernest Marceau, President, stated that the Federal Govenuneut gives

S2,500 for Railway Management and Transportation courses; the G.T.R. and

C.P.R. give $2,500 each, and the Provincial Government has promised the same

amount.

The condition of the Government grant is that Railway Engineering and

Transportation shall be taught in a special department. There is no control on

the part of the Government over the expenditure of this grant, but the course is

submitted and a report is made of work done. The Government grant is given

by the Intercolonial Railway system through the Department of Railways

and Canals.

Graduates easily find employment with Railways, Canals and the Marine

Department, and many go to the United States for supplementary' training in iron

works, especially to Pittsburgh, afterwards returning to Canada for emploj'ment.

Many are in private practice. There is not demand for more graduates than are at

present turned out. Workmen are not trained; students get laboratory practice,

but are not turned out as mechanics. Students take practical work in their va-

cations, and 3rd and 4th year men have a sur\'eying expedition for 3 or 4 weeks.

They also visit industrial establishments in Montreal.

Mr. Marceau considered that the Federal Goveniment should subsidize Tech-

nical Education, lx?cause men go from here to other Provinces, and lu'lj) to de-

velop them.

The graduates go all over Quebec, Ontario, the United States and nianv lind

em|)loyment in (lie Public Works Department at Ottawa.
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The IJepartinent of Aicliiteclure has been a success. The Professor is a

graduate of the Ecole dcs Beaux Arts at Paris, and the students make excellent

progress. Attention is given to economy and safety in construction as well as to

the decorative side. Very few students have any knowledge of drawing when
they come, but in three or four months they are doing well, as the professor is

an enthusiastic teacher.

Mr. Alfred Fyen, Director at the Polytechnic, plans the course of studies.

The Civil Engineering Course is based on that of other schools, but adapted to

local needs. The Board of the Institution may ask questions at examinations.

This Board is composed of engineers, not teachers. Most of the teachers are

practical engineers; it is a good thing for the school to keep in touch with practical

men, and the latter learn from the school. The matriculation examination, which

is given in English and French, maintains a high standard of mathematics. Civil

engineers need to know both languages in Canada.

Mr. Jules Poivert, Professor of Architecture, stated that he had been in Canada

a year and a half. He practised in France previously, but never taught. He had
never met students less prepared than here, and stated that the elementary schools

in France gave a better preparation. The interest of the students must be aroused

by pointing out to them the beautiful things they are to do. The same method
could be used in evening classes for working men. Modelling is a good thing, if

associated with drawing, but he questioned whether modelling helps pupils to

draw. Drawing develops the habit and power of observation in children, and

is a desirable, if not essential, part of general education.

PROGRAM OF FOUR-YEAR COURvSE.

I. Engineering Division.

A. Science Section (2 years).

Algebra, Astronomy, Architecture, Differential and Integral Calculus, In-

organic and Organic Chemistry, Physics and Electricity, Geometry, (descriptive,

pure and applied). Analytic Geometry to 3 and 4 dimensions. Machinery, General

Mechanics, Cinematics, Statics, Dynamics, Physics, Topography and Surveying,

Drawing, (freehand, geometrical, industrial). Chemical and Physical Laboratories,

Surveying Expeditions, Graphic Work.

B. Technical Section (2 years).

Chemistry (analytic and industrial). Applied Cinematics, Construction,

Construction and Planning of Railways; Electro-technics (continuous and alter-

nating currents). Electrical Measurements, Geology and Mineralogy, Metalltu-gy,

Mining, Bridges, Industrial Thermodynamics, Thermic Machines, Laboratories

(chemical, analytic and industrial, electrical, mineralogj', metallurgy, thermody-

namic), Operation of Railways, Operation of Mines, Projects and Drawings,

Visits to Industrial Establishments.
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II. AKCiiniiCTURAU DnisioN.

This covers 4 years or more, divided into two classes. \st Class. Drawing

—

geometrical, pen and ink, color-wash, water-color, freehand, shading (theor>^).

Modelling from plaster cast. Chemistry applied to construction. Physics applied

to constniction. Geometry (descriptive), Stereometry and Perspective, Elementarx

and Graphic Statics, Elements of Construction, Elements of Architecture, Archi-

tectural Composition, Plans and Elevations.

2'nd Class (of pupils promoted from 1st Class). Drawing—elevations, com-

petitions, worked out in three styles, Modelling, Construction, Theory of Archi-

tecture, Architectural Composition, Building Laws, History of Architecture,

Archaeology', Hygiene, Heating, Ventilation, Estimates, Supervision, Contracts,

Accounting, Functions of the Architect, Visits to Building Works.
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CHAPTER XXXII: McGILL UNIVERSITY.

SECTION I: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Dr. WM. PETERSON, PRINCIPAL AND VICE-CHANCELLOR.

The aim of this institution is not only to teach the very highest grades of

science, but to keep the different branches in touch with each other. The great

service of the University can do is to include in its sphere every branch of public

usefulness that will enable it to serve the common good. Such work deserves

national support—not merely local, for the work is national, binding together

the young men and women from all parts. There are now 60 graduates overseas,

and 20 students west of Winnipeg. Greater appreciation is needed, esjjecially

on the part of the Federal Government, which is thoroughly out of touch with the

great centres of learning in the Dominion.

Up in Ottawa they do not know what is being done for the training of those

who are to be the next generation in this great country of ours; and by a curious

interpretation of the British North America Act they hold that they are debarred

from showing any interest. In the minds of certain distingiushed lawyers there

is nothing in that Act to debar the Dominion Government from interesting itself

in Technical Education as much as in Naval and Military Colleges and Physical

Training under the Strathcona Trust. In the matter of the Strathcona Trust all

that was necessary to be done was what was done by the Federal Government

—

to get the consent of the Provincial authorities. That same consent could be asked

for in connection with Technical Education, and no doubt would be given by all

the Provinces.

McGiLL A Pioneer In Technical Education.

Dr. Peterson came to McGill 16 years ago from a Scottish College (Dundee)

which had in connection with its ctu-riculum just such a Technical Institution as

McGill but with evening as well as day classes. In both England and Scotland

the places of higher learning minister to the needs of the artisan. The Manches-

ter Institute of Technology, one of the greatest in the Old Coimtry, has a working

partnership with Owen's College. In Dundee the Technical Institute had organic

connection with the University College there.

The development of manufactures in places like Montreal, and in Canada

generally, would make it necessary, Dr. Peterson thought, for some central authority

to take action in regard to the Technical Training of workmen. Had it not been

for "this little outbreak at McGill 20 years ago", this part of the country would

have had nothing to show in the highest form of Technical Education. Canada

has begun at the right end of this matter, for McGill, the pioneer of Technical

Education in Canada, was fortunately begim on Gicrman rather than on English
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lines. England spent vast sums on elementary science scattered broadcast anionj;

members of the industries so as to make the individual more fit for his work, but

for a long time neglected Technical Institutes, such as those in Germany, for

training captains of industry.

German and British .Methods Contrasted.

Germany began at the ver>' highest because it had leaders of eminent standing

—its schools having been in a thoroughly efficient condition both as regards literarj-

and scientific condition before any other country in Kurope waked up to the need

of a national system of education at all. England began with the .Science and

Art Classes, and is only now beginning to fill in with the institutions that the

British Government is now subsidizing. Private colleges are becoming Uni-

versities, e.g. Manchester, Leeds, etc., and in them England is doing work fit to

rank with that of German Universities.

" If I were going to investigate for this coimtry," Dr. Peterson added, " 1

would not go outside of the City of London under the auspices of the London

County Council. While I have been disparaging what England did thirty years

ago, compared with Germany, England has picked it all up now, and to-day we have

a great deal to learn from England."

The Value of Leaders.

I'or the material advancement of industries one captain is worth six of the rank

and file. The work of teaching the mechanic is necessary, of course, and Canada

ought to be doing this national work. If such work had not been done largely

by one individual more or less as a private enterprise, it certainly would have

to be done by somebody. It is a national service that an institution like McGill

does, and if rich citizens (such as Sir Wm. Macdonald) who found it gratifying

to sjjend their money in this way had not been doing such work, the Government

of Canada would have had to do it, else the countr)''s interests would have been

seriously prejudiced.

The 100 men, who go out every year from this faculty at McGill to exploit

Canada's industries, connect themselves with works of practical usefulness such as

engineering, and have done great service in making kno\\Ti Canada's potentialities.

It would have meant a great loss to the material interests of Canada if those men

had not gone out.

McGill is not altogether utilitarian in its work; the practical branches are

illuminated by the other fully equip])ed departments of the University.

Basis of Technical Education.

The phrase " Tcclmical Education" itself is a]>t to ho very misleading. Some

people pursue it as though it contained within itself some panacea that would put

right everything in education that is out of joint, and heal all possililc trouble.

But "Technical Education" is nothing but a phrase. It means something al-

Ingether different not only for different industries hut even for different portions
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of the same iudublry. Technical Education must rest upon a sound basis of

general elementary education. Without that it would be a very gross delusion to

speak of it as though it were something that could be superimposed on an

Elementary Education which is admittedly defective.

For the Province of Quebec this is a matter of the very greatest importance,

for having served fifteen years on the Protestant Committee of the Council of

Public Instruction, Dr. Peterson knew that, imtil more money is forthcoming for

schools, you will not have in the Province of Quebec an education really worth the

name. Teachers must have adequate remuneration, and must be competent, and

until public opinion justifies spending more on education, the search for Technical

Education may lead us far afield, for we shall have people asking for Technical

Education who are unable to profit by it.

Germany Generous to Technicai. Educatio.v.

In Germany the people are willing to spend money on Technical Education;

here they still distrust the professor, forgetting that some of the greatest achieve-

ments of this coimtry owe their origin to the man in the laboratory who is not

personally interested in the application of his discoveries, but who shows the way

to those who do apply them to the advantage of the country. He cited the

instance of aniline dye which was invented in England and stolen bodily by the

Germans, and he believed still remained with them. As an illustration of German

enthusiasm for Technical Education he told how the friends of Berlin University,

under the inspiration of the Emperor, on its recent 100th anniversary collected

S2,500,000 for scientific research, whilst a new library- was presented, also $50,000

for travelling scholarships. That University is only twenty years older than

McGill.

The Universities of this country^ ought to relate themselves in every possible

way to the public service. By Technical Education Dr. Peterson understood the

application of science to industry ; a scientific basis of lifework ; and opportimities

to all to become masters in their craft. No institution can supplant workshop

training ; it can only supplement it. Sir Oliver Lodge defined Technical Education

as training in scientific principles which will help the promising youth out of the

dull slough of routine to the table-land where he can look about him and assume

some intelligent control over his own life. Such Technical Education is wanted

not only for leaders but for working men.

How To Establish Technical Education.

On a sound basis of Elementary' Education you should have elementary science

—not University work, but groundwork—to have students become satiu-ated

with elementarj' science, drawing and the foimdation of mathematics. These

should be sowTi broadcast through the community, to satiu-ate the minds of young

people with elementary scientific ideas on those fimdamental subjects. This is

what workmen need. Then add mechanical drawing, woodwork and metal work,

and all through the courses, drawing applied to trades and industrial arts. Give the

workman the elementary principles of material with which he is working, and
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spread the net wide to those who can rise to positions as foremen and skilled

workers; add to the directive intelligence of people trained in laboratories the

general skill and power of the workmen.

Dr. Peterson feared lack of co-ordination among the various agencies in

Montreal, and suggested constant conference so as to fit the different parts into each

other. He added that McGill is doing much to standardize instruction in the

branches it covers, and in bridging the gulf between the University and the crowd,

especially in the Department of Music. He quoted from the speech of the British

Minister of War (Haldane) at Armstrong College, Newcastle, on the relation of

Science to Industry, which contained the motto of a German trade association
—" science is the golden guiding star of practice; without science there can be only

a blind groping about in the region of undefined possibilities."

Federai, Assistance Necessary.

As it is an expensive business to bring Technical Education to the masses.

Dr. Peterson thought that part of the cost of a proper scheme reaching from the

lowest to the highest should be borne by the Federal Government. He had

looked forward to their intervention. It had been urged that no such imiform

system as it is desirable to instal could be established except through the agency

of some central authority, and that the British North America Act should not be

made a barrier, from either the legal or actual point of view, to Federal action in

regard to this matter ; and at the opening of the Sherbrooke Street School the highest

authority in the Dominion had been betrayed into saying that he did not believe

there was any bar in the British North America Act to the Dominion taking up

the work of Technical Education from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The State in

the modem industrial community had to do much that was formerly done under

the apprenticeship system. FortunateU' precedents were growing up all the time

for such inter\'ention, with the consent of the Province if nccessar)-; but he was

satisfied that with the growing prosperity of the Dominion it would be a national

misfortune if money derivable from such increased prosperity were not made

available from the central Government for Technical Education.

McGill's NuMiuCRs, h'lNAMCEs, Etc.

.Mtogether there are about 1600 students in McGill, as against SOO or 900

twenty years ago. The Science students in 15 years have increased from 250 to

570; in Arts they are more numerous than ever before. The University is now

doing work not touched 20 years ago. Cost of staff has increased; specialization

of industry has resulted in increased cost for a special staff, consequently the total

cost has increased.

The British system of grants-in-aid would be suitable. (Vants should be

given on the report of an expert. 30 years ago £15,0JJ was given in England to

privately endowed colleges; now they get ^,300,000.

Grants for research work require consideration, and would need a Commission

such us that which now administered the scholarships in England.
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Value of Elementary Science.

In elementary schools that come before High School there cannot be too much

elementary science—not an attempt to master science—not Industrial Training,

for this they learn best in the workshops, ilanual Training in the schools is

appreciated as an enrichment of the curriculum, and makes the children deft and

handy. Technical Education means going bade to principles underlying the op-

eration, and these should be learned in the school. Science learned out of a book

is of no use to children; physics should not be taught unless these is apparatus,

and in Quebec teaching it without apparatus is forbidden. Elementary Science

could be equally well taught in denominational or secular schools. Quebec has

got beyond the idea that there is any opposition between science and religion.

Neither race in the Province wishes to part with that form of instruction which

will be helpful as a good foundation for individual moral character.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. FRANK

D. ADAMS

Professor ^\dams is Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science and Logan

Professor of Geology.

The movement which led to the establishment of a Faculty of Applied Science

at McGill University originated with Sir William Dawson, who in 1858 established

a school of Civil Engineering which, after a severe struggle for five years, succumbed

to some unfavorable legislation, having graduated 15 engineers. A long period

followed in which no instruction in Applied Science was given in the University;

but Sir William Dawson in 1870 wTites as follows;
—"I never cease to lament

the small extent to which we have been able to promote the practical application

of Science to Art in this University. In a country so lamentably deficient in schools

of .\rt and Applied Science, and yet aspiring to success in those industrial arts,

this would be a most useful department of labor for us." Referring to this

and some other of his projects which has failed of accomplishment, but which he

is confident will be successfully carried out, when favorable circumstances occtu,

Sir William writes :
— '

' We wait for some Canadian Lawrence or Sheffield to endow

for us a Scientific School like those of Harvard or Yale which have contributed

so greatly to the wealth and progress of New England."

In 1871 the teaching of Engineering and Practical Chemistr>- was revived

and reconstituted as the Department of Practical and Applied Science in the

Faculty of Arts, and in 1878 this Department was separated from the Faculty of

Arts and was erected into the Faculty of Applied Science with a staff of three

professors—Dr. Girdwood, Dr. Harrington and Dr. Bovey, and two lecturers,

Mr. McLeod (now Vice-Dean), and Mr. Chandler.

A few years later the great benefactor appeared, and through Sir William

Macdonald's princely generosity the Macdonald Engineering Building was erected,

followed in rapid succession by the Macdonald Physics Building and the Macdonald

Chemistry and Mining Building. These buildings were not only erected but were
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adequately endowed, and with Dr. Bovey as Dean of the I'aculty new jirofessor-

ships were established, provision being also made for the appointment of the

necessary teachers of subordinate rank; and the Faculty of Applied Science, thus

equipped and endowed, became not only the foremost school of the kind in the

Dominion but one unsurpassed anywhere.

McGill University was thus the first University in the Dominion of Can u!a

to establish a Faculty of Applied Science. The School of Practical Science at

Toronto was afHliated to that University in 1889, while the Kingston School of

Mines was not established until 1894.

Growth ok thk Faculty.

The growth in the number of students in the Faculty about Nov. 10th each

year is shown in the following tables:

—
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Courses of Instruction Offered.

The instruction given in the Faculty is designed to afford a thorough training,

of a practical as well as of a theoretical nature, in the following branches of Ap-

plied Science:

—

I. Architecture.

II. Chemistry.

III. Chemical Engineering.

IV. Civil Engineering and Surveying.

. V. Electrical Engineering.

VI. Mechanical Engineering.

VII. Metallurgical Engineering.

VIII. Metallurgy.

IX. Mining Engineering.

X. Transportation.

The course of study in every case extends over four years and leads to the

degree of Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Architectiu^e, as the case may be.

Special Students, taking a shorter course and not proceeding to a degree, are only

admitted under very special circumstances. The work prescribed for the first

two years is identical in all courses except I. and II. At the close of the Second

Year the student must elect which of the several courses above mentioned he

desires to follow.

The courses taken by students of the Third and Fourth Years in 1910-11

were :

—

Architecture 13

Chemistr)^ 7

Chemical Engineering 7

Civil Engineering and Surveying 72

Electrical Engineering 57

Mechanical Engineering 40

Metallurgical Engineering 7

Metallurgs' 3

Mining Engineering 41

Transportation 8

The Department of Transportation is worthy of special mention. Some years

ago the presidents of certain of the leading railway systems of the Dominion,

having experienced the need of trained men for their service, arranged with McGill

to have men specially trained for railroad work. The Department was estab-

lished under the supervision of the Railway Transportation Committee, consisting

of Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, Mr. C. M. Hays, Mr. D. MacNicoll, Mr. C. J. Fleet,

Principal Peterson, Dean Adams and Professor Keay. The Department trains

men for the following branches of railway work :

—

(1) Construction and Maintenance of Way (in Course IV.)

(2) Motive Power Department (in Course VI.)

(.3) Operating Department (in Course X.)

191d—Vol. TV—17
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About 60 men were in 191 1 receiving training which would fit thcni for enter-

ing the railway service of Canada.

Each year a number of graduates have gone into the service of the Canadian

Railways, and their work has reflected credit upon the training at McGill.

The University receives from the Railways the sum of $12,500 annually,

of which $10,000 is employed in the payment of the salaries of the stafT giving

instruction in those subjects (Railway Engineering, Railway Economics, Rail-

way Ojjcration, Freight vService, Passenger Service, .Signals, etc.), which would not

otherwise form part of the curricuhim of the University, while the balance of the

sum is used to strengthen that portion of the regular work of the l-'aculty which

contributes directly to the training of Railway Engineers.

The cost to the University of training students who subsequently enter the

various branches of railway service is probably about $20,000 a year. The

difference between this simi and that supplied l)y the Railways is drawn from the

general University funds.

Certain officers of the C.P.R. and G.T.R. are engaged to lecture on passenger

service, railway auditing, etc.

Both the C.P.R. and G.T.R. have scholarships here for some of their own men;

S200 a year; failure in examination lo.ses it. The University has arrangements

with the railways for taking men who have been trained.

Where the Students Come From.

The students of the Faculty are drawn not only from the Province of Quebec

but from all parts of Canada, from Great Britain and many other parts of the

Empire, as well as from many foreign coimtries, as shown by the following table:

—
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1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4tliYear Special Total

Mexico —
1

— — —
1

Brazil — —
1

— —
1

Peru 1
—

1
— — 2

Ecuador 1
— — — —

1

Switzerland 1
— — — —

1

Unclassified 191 118 139 111 15 574

These numbers, reduced to percentages, show:

—

'yi

Quebec 45 . 12

Ontario 21 .60

Nova Scotia 2 . 44

New Brunswick 4.01

Prince Edward Island 2.26

Manitoba , 2.61

Saskatchewan .70

Alberta 1.57

British Columbia 4.90

CANADA 85.21

United States 3.13

Great Britain 5 . 92

Rest of Empire 4 . 35

Other Countries 1 . 39

100.00

These figures do not include the 3 1 students in the First and Second Years

of Applied Science in the McGill University College of British Columbia, which

is now one of the Colleges of McGill University.

As will be seen from the above table, about 459c of the students come from

the Province of Quebec, while about 409c come from other parts of the Dominion

;

83 students come from abroad, 34 of whom come from Great Britain.

The Faculty as compared with the various other seats of learning in North

America is thus a veiy cosmopolitan body, having a greater number of students

coming from other parts of the Empire and from foreign countries to McGill than

there are students coming to Universities of the United States (with the one ex-

ception of the University of Pennsylvania) from countries lying without the bounds

of the Republic. A further comparison shows that there are only five Universities

in North America, (all of them having a very much larger number of stiidents than

McGill 's I'"aculty of Applied Science, or, in fact, than the total enrolment of McGill

University) which have by actual count a larger number of students from abroad

than the McGill Faculty of Applied Science.

Length of Session and Character of Instruction.

The length of the college session varies somewhat in different coiirses and

different j^ears; it averages about 8J months. During this time the students are

191d—Vol. IV—17J
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receiving instruction at Montreal, consisting of lectures and tutorial work in the

class-rooms; demonstrations and practical work in the laboratories and drafting

rooms; courses of instruction in the machine shop, carpenter shop, smith shop and

foundry; field work in survej'ing, etc. The distribution of the students' time

between the class-room, laboratory, workshop and field varies according to

the requirements of the professional work of each course.

The School for Surveying Fieldwork, held each year during September, is

under the direction of Professor McLeod, is verj' thoroughly organised, very

completely equipped, and does excellent work. The students taking this work

go under canvas during the entire month, the University having one large camp
at Bord de Plouffe and another at the top of the Little Moimtain. In these camps

the students live and devote their time entirely to the practical study of the various

branches of surveying.

The Field School in Mining, which is an obligator}- part of the course in Mining

Engineering, is required in the case of all men entering the Fourth Year. The

work of this field class, dealt with more full)' in Prof. Porter's statement, has been

found of the greatest value, as it at once introduces students to the practical

side of their professions, broadens their views on the resources and industries

of the country, and prepares them for the advanced studies of the Fourth Year.

There is also a Summer School in Geology for Mining students.

Work During Vacation.

The Faculty of Applied Science owes no small measure of its success to the

manner in which instruction in principles and practice of Applied Science have

always gone hand in hand. After spending SJ months at the University in formal

instruction as detailed above, the students, although not absolutely compelled,

are strongly advised to take up work on Surveys, or in Mines, Machine Shops, etc.,

thus entering the actual practice of the profession for which they are in training.

In the summer work they take their places on the field parties, in the mines, or

in factories, doing the same work as regular employees of companies, returning

to McGill at the opening of next session to resume their University work. The

student spending three consecutive vacations in actual practice in this way, ob-

tains an admirable introductory training for his professional work. Thus 306

out of 354, or 86A per cent, of the students of the Faculty worked during the summer
of 1910 for an average of 3-2 months, the details being as follows:

—

1 month or less 23

2 months 50

2.1 months 22

3 months (•>(>

3k months 21

4 months 77

5 months 41

Total >ii<>
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The character of the work secured and the number of men who followed

each kind of employment are here shown :

—

Employment. Number of men.

Mining and Ore Dressing 30

Surveying 67

Prospecting 1

Drafting and Designing 17

Machine Shops 50

Construction and General Contracting 52

Electrical Work 31

Metallurgical Work 4

Chemical Work 6

Architectural Work 6

Bookkeeping, Clerical Work, Railway Operating, etc 35

Farming, Fire Ranging, etc 7

Total 306

Of these men about 80 were engaged in work for one or other of the Can-

adian railway systems; some of them in railway surveying, others in drafting

or construction work, and others in machine shops.

A course of this kind, combining instruction in the principles and practice

of their work, affords an ideal training for students in Applied Science.

Reading and Languages.

During the vacations at the close of each of the first three years the students

are also required to read and pass an examination upon certain books. Those

required from the students entering the Second Year are certain well-known

English classics. Books dealing with certain great economic problems which

present themselves in modem industrial development, are assigned to students

entering the Third Year; or, in place of such reading, these latter may submit an

essay on some engineering or allied subject, preferably one with which they have

been occupied during the vacation. Such an essay is required from each student

entering the Fourth Year. We do not require a higher standard in literature

and language than the School of Practical Science in Toronto; in French we do.

Our English should be much higher, but we cannot get it from the schools. Com-
mon schools should teach English better, especially clean and precise composition,

and the University would benefit thereby.

Buildings and Equipment.

The Faculty is housed and its work is carried on in the Macdonald Engineering

Building, the Macdonald Chemistry and Mining Building, the Workman Build-

ing and the Macdonald Physics Building. The students also receive a portion

. of their instruction in the Redpath Museum and the Redpath Library.
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Number of Graduates in the Faculty of Applied Science.

Total number of gradviates now alive, including the Class which graduated

in the year 1909 879

N'umber of deceased graduates 47

926

Including the 15 who graduated in the old coiu-se of Civil Engineering, which

antedated the inauguration of the school in its present form, the following list

gives (so far as present addresses are known), the distribution of Applied Science

graduates :

—

Australia 2

Belgium 1

British Guiana 2

Canada:

—

Alberta 29

British Cohimbia 50

Manitoba 25

New Brunswick 13

Nova Scotia 30

Prince Edward Island 3

Ontario 200

Quebec 274

Saskatchewan 2

626

Chili 1

China 1

Cuba 1

England 12

Hawaiian Islands 2

India 1

Jamaica 6

Japan 1

Mexico 7

Newfoimdland 5

Pent 3

Porto Rico I

Russia ; 2

Scotland 2

Siberia 1

South Africa 5

Spain 1

Switzerland '

United States of America 1 33

Wales I

818
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These numbers, reduced to percentages, show:

—

%
Alberta 3.55

Saskatchewan .24

British Columbia 6.11

Manitoba 3
.
05

New Brunswick 1.59

Nova Scotia 3.67

Ontario 24.45

Prince Edward Island -36

Quebec 33
.
49

CANADA 76.51

United States of America 16.27

Great Britain 1-83

Rest of Empire 2.57

Other Countries 2
.
82

100.00

A very important movement relating to the work of the Faculty was in-

augurated in 1909 by the graduates in Applied Science. This was the organization

of the graduates of the Faculty, and the establishment by them of an office in

Montreal. Nevil Morton Evans, Esq., M.A. Sc, Associate Professor of Chemistry,

was requested to act as Honorary Secretary for the graduates, and in his office

(Chemistry and Mining Building, McGill University) a list of the graduates is kept,

with their correct addresses, their occupations, etc. From time to time the Sec-

retary also issues to all graduates Bulletins of information concerning the Faculty

and its graduates. To the Honorary Secretary' also all communications from

graduates desiring positions, or from older graduates who desire to secure the

services of younger men, are directed. This movement has already proved to

be of great value, and will, it is believed, be of ever increasing service and import-

ance as the work of the Faculty develops.

Cost of a Course of Instruction in the F.\culty of Applied Science.

The fee for the regular course of study is $200 per annum, except in the case

of students in the Department of Architecttu-e, who pay an annual fee of $150.

The total cost of following a regular course of study in the Faculty (including fees)

may be stated to be $450 for each session of 7 months. A student can live more

comfortably if he can spend $550. In certain years of several of the courses an

extra month of residence is required, for which a proportionate expenditure must

be added.

The great majority of the students, by working during the summer, can not

only provide for their summer expenses but can earn enough money to substantially

assist in defraying the cost of their education during the succeeding winter while

at college. Some few men pay the entire expenses of their college course by money

thus earned.
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There are a number of prizes and two or three Exhibitions and Scholarships

open to students of the Faculty; and a fund has recently been established by the

graduates of the Class of 1899 from which loans are made to students who, having

completed their Second Year, require financial assistance to enable them to com-

plete tlieir course of study.

Possibly the large fee here tends to keep out shirkers, because if a man fails

in three subjects he is sent home. Even with large fees, the Faculty falls behind,

for the fees cover only ^3% of the cost. The fee was raised from $150 to $200

because of the deficit.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR

CLEMENT H. McLEOD.

Professor McLeod is Vice-Dean of the h'aculty of Applied Science and

has had long experience in training Engineers.

The University gives no credit for Manual Training, though this and Drawing

would help students in their work at McGill. If the University were to recognise

the value of Manual Training for matriculation, the schools would provide it, and

if obtainable in schools the University might exclude it from its course and

replace it with something else.

Very few students have had good Elementary Drawing at school. If an option

were given for Drawing and Manual Training instead of language, it would be

diminishing the requirement of general educational attainment in training engin-

eers. Manual Training and Drawing could not take the place of French, for

though they are important to develop general intelligence, they do not give the

power of expression and of reading works not attainable in English. If the

University gave recognition to Drawing and Manual Training, the schools

would need a year longer, and students would come to the University a year

later. The University is beginning to feel that another year is needed in

engineering courses; and this might be the solution. More efficiency will be

required in engineering as time goes on, and the University should encourage

those things in the school curricuhnu that would help students to attain that

efficiency.

Perhaps school education should recognize a branching off to University and

industrial sections before the matricxilation standard is reached. If the Uni-

versity recognized Drawing and Manual Training as necessary' for matriculation,

both would be desirable and the University would get the benefit of them in both

places. If students came up a year later with these additional atlaiinnents,

they would reach a higher standing in the college courses.

Vacation work has proved most valuable; the student is able to utilize his

holidays in practical service, applying the theory he has learned. vSomo think

it a good thing to take a year out of college, between the 2nd and 3rd or 3rd and

4th years, in order to mature the student through practical work, teaching

him to ajjpreciale tetter his college work, to realize its value for his own life and to

recognize what he needs most in college.
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SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. J. B. PORTER.

PROFESSOR OF MINING ENGINEERING.

McGill University students are required when entering to show a good knowl-

edge of mathematics, of one modem and if possible one ancient language, and of

the usual English and general subjects of the higher schools. They then devote

their time for two years to advanced mathematics, physics, chemistry, elementary

mechanics and surveying. They also give a great deal of time to drawing and

to shop work. In addition to their studies in the University they are required

to do one month of each year of extra-mural work in stirveying.

Up to the end of the Second Year, all engineering students take up the same

coiu-se ; after that differentiation begins, mining and civil engineers giving more

time to siurveying and surveying field work, while electrical and mechanical en-

gineers spend additional time in the drafting rooms and machine shops.

In the Third Year in the Mining and Metalliu-gical courses, lectures are given

on the elements of mining, metalltirgy and ore dressing, and final work is done

in the more general engineering subjects.

At the end of this year the class is taken to the field and five weeks are

spent in studying mines and metalliirgical plants under the personal direction of

the staff of the department. The district visited is carefully chosen with a view

to offering the students the best possible opportunities for observation. This is

necessarily at a distance from Montreal, generally either in British Columbia or

in Nova Scotia. Special cars are provided, and the class, usually numbering 20

to 25, spends a month or six weeks in studying the mines and smelters in various

parts of one or other of these provinces. The method in general is to first spend

ten days or a fortnight in one particular mine or works, thus familiarizing the

students with the plant and making them quite at home in it. The remainder

of the period is spent in visiting other works, one or two days being given to each,

and the differences in method, etc. noted and studied.

During these excursions, which are ordinarily carried out in a private car

chartered for the purpose, students and staff live together, and informal lectures

and discussions are held whenever practicable, in order to call the attention of

the men to salient points of interest.

While this class work is going on arrangements are made with the managers

of the plants visited to take on individual students for the remainder of the summer

as workmen. In this way it has always proved possible to provide employment

for all men who have not already secured engagements for the summer, and at

the end of the field school the class disbands, not to play for three months, but to

go to remunerative individual work.

On the return to the University in the autumn the detailed technical and

laboratory work already referred to is seriously begun. Certain typical operations

are performed by the whole class, such as a stamp mill nm, the concentration

of a lead or copper ore, and a short campaign with a copper or lead blast furnace.

The main work of the succeeding six months is, however, individual, and each
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man is encouraged to take up some investigation which is especially in-

teresting to him, such as the concentration of the ore from some mine in which

he hopes to obtain employment, or the smelting of a particular material, etc.

This individual study is under the eye of competent instructors, and assistance

is given when needed ; at the same time, and, when possible, in the same connection,

the student is required to design work and to i)repare approximate specifications

and estimates.

The University course thus closes with a year of work as practical as possible,

yet so laid out and directed as to be theoretical as well, and at its end the student

is sent out to begin the practice of his profession. His education is, however,

but half over, and if he wishes to achieve high success in the end, he must content

himself with a .subordinate jiost for many years, and work hard patiently to master

the details of his special business, to learn to command men and to know
himself.

All students take shop work to a certain extent; the first two years is common
to all courses; tlie mining men also get Chemistry. The equivalent for advanced

shop work is work in a concentrator or steel work. While this is almost essential,

a certain amount of work under instructors is very valuable. Dr. Porter would

be sorry to see laboratory and field work replaced even by a longer experience in

the practical shop work. This has been shown in English works, where men
taught exclusively in the shop did not have the same intelligent and inspired

guidance as tho.se in the same shop under a college instructor.

Under Canadian conditions it is better for men to get experience in summer
vacations than by taking shop work for a year or two and then taking a college

course.

Considerably over 90% of the students take summer vacation work ; the

University requires 6 weeks field school in the mines, where even*' man has to

work under the supervision of a professor and assistants. In addition to that,

95% spent 6 or 7 months with mining companies.

Students are ill-prepared in English, and do not realize how unprepared ihcy

are; their teachers have been incompetent, and the Faculty cannot get the student--

interested in English. It is too late when they enter, and they find it hard.

SECTION 5: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. R. J. DURLEY.

PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

In the woodworking room they had a pattern maker, assisted by a cabinet

maker a few hours each week. The supervisor in the blacksmith shop, who was

formerly in charge of one of Angus shops of the C.P.R., gives his whole time here

now. The Department has the whole time of 5 skilled mechanics, 2 of whom are

machinists.

The arrangement of tlie shop course involves a course of Manual Training

in the first year, e.g. elenieiUar%' woodwork which would not l)e given here if students

had had it at school.
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Boys are given a piece of work which they shoiild be able to do at the end of

the First Year ; and if they do it satisfactorily, they are exempted from the Manual

Training course ; this should encourage schools to give Manual Training. Only

five or 10 students in a year come up with proper training of that kind.

Knowledge of tools acquired at school would save time here.

It would not be economical for McGill to teach High School mathematics;

students now have to get it elsewhere, as it is called for in the matriculation ex-

amination. If McGill gave similar recognition to Manual Training, perhaps

boys would get it in some schools; but the difficulty would be that such a require-

ment could not become operative for 3 or 4 years because school courses would

have to be changed, and school authorities would object to the additional ex-

penditure; at the same time the requirement would have a very strong tendency

towards giving the University what it needs. A man cannot become a Mechan-

ical Engineer without a knowledge of tools; he now has to learn that here. It

could have been done better before boys come here.

Shop Work Given to Students.

Students get shop practice, but not imder commercial conditions; our shop

work is intended to give them what they cannot get outside—to enable them to

understand principles. After the Manual Training course, students carrj' out

graduated exercises to give them an elementary training in handicraft, so that

when they go into shops in summer they can save time and drudgery-. In the

3rd and 4th year students get the experimental side of shop practice, viz. : learn-

ing, by actually doing the work, the effect of changes in tool hardness, cutting

speeds, etc. This is really laboratory work, and very valuable, but just what

they do not get in a machine shop. Then they do time-work, making notes of

time taken and how to shorten it, and thus make an economic study of shop

work. They also get talks on particular features of the work in hand. They
are assigned a definite course of reading, and have to pass on all three—shop and

written work and assigned reading. Such a course has much educational value.

Need of Shop Experience.

The Cincinnati system would not do as much as our system unless work

were carried on in shop imder close supervision of competent instructors; be-

cause experience under commercial conditions will not be so valuable unless the

boy has to mix with men and carry on work under the routine and discipline of the

shop. One reason for insisting on shop experience is that they learn the point

of view of men with whom they have to work, and for whom they will have to

plan work. The results of taking students to visit outside shops is not always as

beneficial as might be, owing to the difficulty of handling a large number in a strange

place. The proper way is to map out the visit beforehand and appoint guides

for special parts ; otherwise the boys do not take in anything ; they are unable to do

so without a good deal of shop experience. We are trying to do the equivalent

of the Cincinnati work in a slightly different way. In the Angus shops of the

C.P.R., men spend a year or more in manual work. All our graduates would not

be capable of guiding workmen as to their improvement, but some woidd.
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Evening Class Work.

Most of the evening class students are apprentices, taking 2 to 5 nights a

week. The average lad does not get much good from evening class after a day

of 10 hours' work. Evening work for apprentices should be abolished; employers

should organize their own schools and let apprentices attend in the Company's time.

The benefit to Companies in the provision of intelligent men stiitable for promo-

tion would be sufficient in the long run to prove the success of the plan. Journey-

men should have similar facilities; perhaps they could not have it in the day

time, as the loss would be greater to employers. The German Continuation

Class system would be best. Our Engineers have no difficulty in obtaining

employment.

Needs of Technical Education in Canada.

Technical instruction for engineering or manufacturing industries should

provide for the education of (a) boys learning handicrafts or trades, who are

intended to become skilled mechanics, or possibly foremen or shop superintend-

ents; (b) boys fitted by education or natural ability to aspire to higher appoint-

ments, who hope to be engineers, managers, and jiersons in charge of large in-

dustrial operations.

The large Schools of Applied Science in connection with the Universities in

Canada appear to make reasonably adequate provision at present for the needs

outlined imder (b), and it seems probable that the demand will continue to be

fairly well met as the Universities develop with the country. Experience shows

the need of a better standard of general education (especially in English) on the

part of men entering technical courses in the Universities ; also the need of scholar-

ships to assist needy but deserving students, and those who may be able to rise

from class (a). Large employers of labor, who benefit by the provision of a

supply of young men fitted for ultimate promotion, should be expected to con-

tribute more largely than at present to the upkeep of the large schools of .\pplied

Science referred to.

Suggestions for Training I-'oremen, Etc.

As regards the needs of class (a) comparatively little appears to have been

done in Canada up to the present time. In connection with educational work

of this kind, intended primarily to Vjenefit those who will have to earn their living

by their own manual skill, the following points suggest themselves: —
(1) The necessary skill in handicraft and in the operation of machine tools

which an apprentice must have in order to become a skilled mechanic, can be

obtained only by lengthy shop training; and in most trades only a ver>' small

portion (if any) of this training can be advantageously given in school work-

shops. l'"or the machinist's trade, for example, the school workshops have com-

pleted their usefulness to the trade apprentice when they have given him in-

struction in the methods of handling comparatively simple pieces of work with

hand and macliinc tools. His further shop experience, teaching him how to deal

with more \aried and dilTicult work, nnist be obtained in a place where work is
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done under commercial conditions, because no school workshop can afford to carry

on its operations on the necessary scale. In certain cases, on the other hand,

school workshops are advantageous because they enable a student whose regular

work in the commercial shop is monotonous or repetitive in character to see oper-

ations which he is not likely otherwise to come across. Thus the machine shop

of a school could with advantage give instruction to certain machinist appren-

tices in tool-making. The construction of gauges, jigs, or machine tool fixtures,

which they might use in a commercial machine shop, would rarely form part of

their regular work there. School workshops can teach elementary handicraft

admirably and with great economy of time, but they necessarily fail to reproduce

the conditions of a commercial shop where the time-cost of production is one

of the most important considerations.

Employers and Unions Should Co-operate.

(2) A demand from employers for skilled mechanics having arisen wutliin

the last few years, it seems fair that any scheme of technical instruction should

be supported by employers and by managers of large industrial concerns who

would be chiefly benefited, and any coiu-se of training adopted should be such

as to commend itself to industrial leaders of that branch; but employers should

themselves be prepared to make some sacrifice, by giving the apprentice or learner

at least a portion of the time he needs for self-improvement.

(3) Co-operation and approval of Trades Unions, and the support of work-

men as a class, are necessary for the success of any scheme of technical instruction,

since students must come from this class of the community, and because the work-

men in any shop must assist to a large extent in training the apprentices, not only

by imparting information directly, but also by a friendly and sympathetic attitude

towards the boys and their work.

(4) Training must include not only shop instruction, but also school instruc-

tion in elementar)- branches of science connected with various trades, in Drawing,

and in certain other subjects. The bulk, if not all, of this school instruction shoidd

be given during the day-time in hours during which the employer should release

the apprentice from work, and the latter shoiUd be under works discipline, and

should be paid by the employer. Attendance, in my opinion, should be com-

pulsory. Experience has shown that school instruction given in the evening to

a youth who has already worked from 8 to 10 hours is very ineffective; in fact

only the strongest and most vigorous, physically and mentally, can benefit from

such work.

Combined School and Workshop.

(5) The course of combined school and workshop instruction should give

opportunities for the student to take a certain limited amount of elementary scien-

tific and general cultural work not necessarily connected with his trade. A prom-

ising student would thus be able either to fit himself for a higher technical coiu-se,

of University grade, or to follow some line of intellectual work or course of reading

which would be his "hobby" and recreation.

(6) The school organization, whether connected with the works or other-
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wise, should 1j€ such as to cultivate the student's interest and ])ride in his occui)a-

tion. The highest ideals of workmanship and conduct should be presented; this

can only be done if the teaching staff is very carefully chosen, and if close and

friendly personal relations exist between teacher and taught.

(7) With verj' few exceptions the teachers in such technical or industrial

school systems should themselves be working at the industries in connection with

which they teach. While this is not absoluteh' necessary in subjects such as

chemistry^ or physics, the arrangement is very advantageous when it can Ix; carried

out, because a teacher of the same trade looks at his work from a point of view

which at once appeals to the apprentice. For example, a technical drawing class

in connection with a large electrical manufactory should be taught by a man com-

pletely familiar with the construction of the factory products, so that he may
select and use as examples objects dealt with by the students in their daily work.

(8) The course should be so arranged as to produce not only good and well

instructed workmen, but also good citizens. It may be here noted that many
of the German continuation schools provide instruction for apprentices in the

historj' of their trade, in hygiene, in civic organization and duties, and in physical

training. The latter is esf)ecially necessary in connection with trades where the

work is hard, confining and monotonous.

(9) Technical school work should, as far as possible, be arranged so as to

suit the dull and busy seasons of the trade. In this way it will be easier both

for the emjjloycrs and for the workmen to make the necessary sacrifices of their

time, without which the course will necessarily be ineffective.

S ECTION 6: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM MISS CARRIE

M. DERICK, PROFESSOR OF BOTANY.

Those who go through the course, which runs 6 hours jier week,

get sufficient to enable them to teach in the schools of the Province. I'orms

of plant life, methods of nutrition and breathing, evolution of complex

forms, etc., are taken up in the 3rd and 4th years; there is an extensive course

for advanced students, 8 and 12 hours a week, dealing with plant life and

evolution ; a course for teachers, laboratory' work and excursions, and a summer
class with work bearing on Nature Study in schools; also a 4th year course for

teachers of Nature Study. Students of Royal Victoria College can take Botany

as an optional .subject; an Arts Course can be taken without Botany.

Botany as such is not an essential part of general education but in so far as

it heli)s appreciation of other things, it nuiy be considered so. I'roni that point

of view everyone should learn Botany ; it should be taught in the elementary school>

in a very simple form of Nature Study, because it furnishes material eminently

fitted to the simple sorts of lessons which arise in the school, and develops powers

which need developing; plants are preferable to animals for this. Children should

Ik- taught to understand the principles of life as affecting sex, from an elementary

point of view, and Botany can teach that as nothing else can; also it is necessary

to know some Botany in order to a])i)recialo the great theories of evolution which

are based on it.
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CHAPTER XXXIII: THE ROYAL VICTORIA

COLLEGE OF McGILL UNIVERSITY.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM MISS ETHEL

HURLBATT. WARDEN.

The -Ajrts Course prepares for teaching, and offers substantially three-fourths

of the course considered desirable in preparation for many other women's vocations.

The B. Sc. Course, with possible extensions, goes far to qualify women for

specialized work as Chemical Analysts, Health Visitors, Sanitary' Inspectors, etc.

By means of work now done in Pure Science, and by the development of work

in the Department of Household Science at Macdonald College, McGill is preparing

the essentials which will enable women to qualify in the higher study of Home
Economics. If the latter is to be pursued as a University subject, it must be based

upon a soimd knowledge of the sciences upon which it founded, and teachers must

be forthcoming able so to teach it. The latter are at present rarely to be found,

and must be looked for among .Science graduates who shall subsequently devote

their attention to the study of Domestic Science.

About 100 students were working for degrees and 50 taking partial courses;

some of the latter in teachers' classes. Not many are preparing definitely for pro-

fessions ; most of them take the coiirses for higher branches of culture. The College

has no Department of Domestic Science. The work taken for degrees is practi-

cally such as those in Simmons College, Boston, preparing librarians and for higher

secretarial work.

Summer Courses in Libran.- Training are offered annually in the Redpath

Library of the University.

The general training in language, literature and histor\- helps in various

occupations. Some active occupation in vacations might tell on general

development, but it is difficult to know just what occupations would bear on the

students' courses of study. They get much from activity during the session;

what they need to gain from college work is the power of concentration, sticking to

things, subjecting themselves to drill; this is the justification for compulsory

courses.

A high matricxilation standard is kept up here; no student is admitted who has

not matriculated and means to take a degree coiu-se. The moral effect is very

valuable; the College stands for a high type of work, and must use its endowment

for that end.

If the special pursuits that enter into women's lives are given place in Uni-

versity training, they should be respected as of equal value and dignity. They

should rank with complete studies in higher institutions, as education apart from

utilitarian aspects. If they have educational value of a high order, they should
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be inchided with inimense advantage to tlic body jjolilic, but should be taught on

the strictest scientific basis.

If the College had enough money and teachers to put Household Science on

the same plane as other college studies there would be no objection to having it.

The teaching of fragments of cookery would not be college work ; but bacteriology

and physics and chemistry and finding the value of the oven would be. It takes

a while to organize a body of knowledge, because people who have the practical

knowledge have not had a somid scientific education. We need people who
possess this to apply themselves to giving that knowledge the form for pedagogical

uses.

College fees cover one-third of the expen.ses. The balance comes from en-

dowment.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM MISS SUSAN

CAMERON.

Miss C.\mERON is teacher of English at Royal Victoria College and also at

McGill.

The chief defect in all students is bad speech, bad pronunciation and bad

grammar. Slovenly, imfinished speech and writing. arc possibly due to haste, more

often to carelessness. Most students have had a High School course. Compositions

differ very much; some write better on personal and practical matters, while others

prefer more literary or imaginative subjects. During the first year at the Uni-

versity an attempt is made to level these different impulses. Essays have to

be written, and also descriptive narratives and records, describing experiences.

In early life all composition must bear on the child's experiences. Wlien

taught to read for the sake of reading, children do not miss getting control over

language. Children can leani to express ideas up to the limit of their vocabulary

quite fairly in four years. While it may be difficult to teach English to chiklren

in the ideal way, it is not difficult in itself; the correcting of bad speech is difficvilt,

and needs constant diligence on the part of the teacher. If children's mistakes

are corrected in early life, there is no need to do it later.

Teaching English as a subject connects itself with everything else, and it

can be taught either by speech or writing. Our effort is to make students use

words so that they express exactly what they mean. If grammar were not taught

as an abstract subject it would be better; the rules should be constantly applied

]iractically. In the University the aim is to teach English, to teach students to

express themselves well, and at the same time to develop a kindly appreciation

of the great things of literature.

It would be a very serious mistake to omit English as a subject; it wonlil

narrow the student's heritage and starve the imagination, besides limiting the

vocabulary through lack of reading. A special course in English in some form or

other is necessary; constant writing is needed, either in connection with history,

literature or geography. Students are stimulated by reading masterpieces.
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This College has little formal training for public speaking. There is a volun-

tary debating society. Girls sometimes teach lessons, which is a help in that

direction. Accuracy or inaccuracy in language reacts on other studies. A
student who cannot express an idea clearly, and perhaps cannot carry out orders

that are given, would not be an accurate worker. Discrimination in the use of

language means clear thinking; therefore, a person who cannot speak clearly is

hardly likely to be a clear thinker, while one who has learned to use words with

care and to report accurately is probably more efficient in the world of feeling and

society.

191(i—Vol. IV—18
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CHAPTER XXXIV: INQUIRY AT ST. HYA-
CINTHE: A TYPICAL TOWN.

We give the following record, practically in full, of the inquirj' at the Com-
mission's sessions in St. Hyacinthe. This is presented as being typical and

illustrative of the nature of the inquiry and the testimony submitted at other

towTis and places. (The Commission's records of its sittings at 100 places in Canada

cover over 4000 typewritten foolscap pages.)

Names of Witnesses.

Paul F. Payan, Mayor, and Chairman of the Board of Tnistees of the

Protestant School.

Sanuiel Casavant, of Casavant Bros., Pipe Organ Builders.

D. T. Bouchard, Secretary, Canadian Pipe Organ Company.
Charles M. Hill, Branch Manager and Siiperintendent of Penman's Limited.

Hector Monet, representing the Organized Shoe Workers of St. Hyacinthe.

O. E. Dalaire, Director of the Dairy School.

Elie Bourbeau, Inspector-General and Instructor at the Dairj' School.

J. de L. Tach^, Director of the Quebec Dairjanen's Association.

Monseigneur C. P. Choquette.

The session opened at the City Hall, on Monday February' 13, 191 1. at 2 p.m.,

about 40 or 50 people being present. Mr. Dutaud, (translator) read the King's

Commission in French, after which the Chairman outlined in English the objects

and scope of the inquiry- by the Commission, Mr. De Scrrcs repeating the explan-

ation in h'rench.

The first witness examined was Mr. PAUL 1". PAYAN, Mayor, and Chair-

man of the Board of Trustees of the Protestant School.

Mr. Payan stated that he knew a good deal about the industries of the place,

a list of which was sent to the Commission. St. Hyacinthe is a very suitable place

for other industries not yet established there. One of the latest to be established

is the new Organ Factor}^ Two of the vShoe Factories have been enlarged, to

about one-third more than their former capacity. Skilled laborers willing to work

can find employment the year round.

The city has not grown a great deal in the last 10 years, because of the tire

a few years ago that depojiulated the town to the extent of 2,000 and set it hack;

but it has got back to where it was.

There is no place in the town that gives Technical Education, except the classes

of the Council of Arts and Manufactures. There are no schools where young

men working at their trades would have a chance to improve themselves

in these trades. There are very many boys aged between 12 and 15 in the town.

Most boys from 14 to 18 have little clubs of their own, and enjoy their evenings
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instead of studying some good knowledge. They go to their little clubs and pass

away their evenings in different ways—with cards or something. If there was

an attractive school, with a laboratory attached to it, Mr. Payan thought they

would take advantage of it. There is no public library; there was one 40 or 50

years ago, but it no longer exists.

If there were evening classes where young men, after they leave school and

begin work, had opportunity or encouragement to contimie their studies one

or two nights a week, probably a good many would attend them. There is no such

school at present. •

Mr. Payan did not known of any place where the boys had Manual Training.

He thought a good many children left school before 1 4.

Mr. Payan is a partner in the firm of Duclos & Payan, which carries on busi-

ness in tanning and leather. Of the 150 employees, he did not believe a dozen

were skilled. All the men who had learned the tanning trade had learnt it in the

business, and the curriers also. Mr. Payan was willing to take on apprentices,

but found they would not hire out for more than a week at a time, and left when

they were not satisfied, so that there was no way of keeping them. He did not

know of any classes that would help his workers to be more efficient, except more

general education which would teach them to read, write, figure and think. Inform-

ation about leather and hides would be helpful to them. Some employees cannot

mix things according to any proportion, because they cannot figure enough. The

tannery does not attract as good a class of labor as it might if it was clean work;

the men have to work among wet and dirty hides.

A few of the employees had taken correspondence courses. The millwright

in the shop worked with his father and took a correspondence course with the

Scranton School as a draughtsman.

The boys have to leave the Protestant school here before 14, because it is only

a primary school. There was a Model School when they had more children, but

there are now only about 15 children. The boys leave at about 14 and go to Mont-

real to finish their education, unless they go to a Catholic College. There is no

Manual Training in the school, and no sewing for the girls. This is the only school

they can go to, and Mr. Payan thought it probable that Protestant people were

kept from working in this town because there was no good school. Some foremen

of factories had come enquiring about schools, and would not come unless there

were good schools for their children; so that Protestant families with children

are not attracted.

The total sum of taxes of the Protestant School Board is so small that they

cannot afford to have a very good school. The Board gets a percentage of the

taxes from the incorporated companies on the head of population, but there are

very few properties belonging to Protestants in the town. Mr. Payan thought

S75,000 would probably cover the assessment that they had to draw taxes from.

The Protestant Board only got its proportion from the corporations such as the

Grand Trunk, the South Eastern, Ames, Holden & Co., and Penman's. Under

the municipal law the owner of the property, not the tenant, determines where

the taxes go. Property belonging to a Protestant contributes towards the main-

tenance of the Protestant school; Citholic property contributes to Catholic schools,

191d—Vol. IV—18J
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and there is a neutral panel, composed of the property of all corporations siach as

railway companies, and the taxes paid by these neutral panels are divided up

according to the population. The rate on the 575,000 of property is 50 cents

on the SlOO, so that S375 is all that comes in for the school. The Board gets any

fees monthly that it can, but some are so poor that it is impossible. To those

that can pay, the Board charges 50 cents, and sometimes SI a month.

The Government grant is divided according to population, and Mr. Payan
thought they got SlO or §12 last year. He did not think they had S400 altogether

for teacher's salary and maintenanc^of the school ; in fact they are so poor that

they have not got a school building, but use the basement of a church, which is

nice and airy and makes a very good room. For some pupils no charge is made,

others pay 50 cents, or 75 cents, and at the end of the year, if not paid, the Board

has to pay the deficit.

They have a teacher with a diploma from the Normal School. When Mr.

Bowman was here he wanted some of his children to be educated, so he helped

the Commissioners, and they got two teachers, one with Model School diploma

and the other as assistant; but now the Board cannot afford more than one, as

there are so few children.

SAMUEL CASAVANT, representing Casavant Brothers, Pijie Organ Builders,

examined, said:

—

Our business has been established .^1 years, starting with one man and now
employing 140, having gradually increased all that time. Both of us are practical

men. Our instnmients are sold all ov'er Canada, and some in the United States.

The Customs duty is 45% on instnmients going to the States, and our prices

are somewhat above those of the American trade. This indicates that the quality

of our organs is as good as those we comijete with. We go over there and set

them up. Of course the U.S. is not our field; still we get orders for large

organs. At present we have an order for the Jewish Temple in Chicago for

S20,000.

Of our 140 men, 1 should say 75% have learned a skilled trade. We need

work more skilled than cabinet-making, even in our woodwork. The men who
make the lead pipes are all specialists. We have trained every one of those men.

It takes 3 or 4 years before they can know their special branches, but we have to

start at the very beginning with good cabinet-makers, the best we can find, and

then they are trained through their specialties.

We always have a dozen apprentices or so. We have not enough ajiprenliccs

to keep up our supply of skilled men. We have to deal witli ordinarj' cabinet-

makers, and we train them in one or two specialties according to our means.

All our men arc trained in Canada, except that we happen to have two strangers;

it just ha]3pened that those two men asked for work, and we got them. Of course

there is always room for improvement.

At present we have llic School of the Council of Arts and Manufacturers,

on the same footing as at Montreal and other places. This is limited to teaching

elemcntar)' drawing. They i)ractically only cojiy plans. Of course this keeps
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them in knowledge of drawing and how to read plans, but as regards the theory

it is about reduced to the minimum.

Classes for technical tuition would surely do some good provided it is given

in such a way that the boys are induced to go. We have to a certain extent trouble

to keep up the minimum attendance. It goes all right in the fall when the course

is opened ; but now the men having families to attend and only the nights to do their

small work, miss the school work, and sometimes we are obliged to close the class.

I am not prepared to suggest what difference might be made in the course so as

to attract those people to stay, but I am speaking more in a general way. Young-

sters like amusement, and they have to deprive themselves of that if they go to

school. About half a dozen of our men take correspondence courses.

I do not think it would be practicable to allow our apprentices to go to a

technical day school 2 or 3 half days a week, because they would have to lose their

salaries unless some special arrangements were made with them, and this would

of course be a drawback. If there was a really practical technical school I for

one would be very much in favor of helping the boys to go, and not cut their

salaries entirely in any case, and possibly might pay them the whole of the salary

if they were in earnest and seriously wanted to go. I would be strongly in favor

of such a thing and would be disposed to assist all I could. I would surely allow

a couple of hours twice a week, without cutting their wages at all. As to three

half days, that is a matter that would have to be studied. As our business grows

larger, it will be very important for us to have skilled and reliable men.

I am a member of the Council of Arts and Manufactures. For painting and

freehand diwing, the majority of students are women and girls, with a certain

number of young men. For architecture and mechanics the majority are men,

working for wages in the day time, also boys about 18. We have about 20 pupils

in architectural drawing and 15 in mechanical drawing. We had a class of between

10 and 15 in carpentery for a certain number of weeks, but we had to close it for

lack of pupils. We have a little shop and tools, and we supplied the pupils with

wood, and they were making miniature doors and that kind of thing.

About one-third of the whole class of men are taking lessons in design. It

is now more linear drawing, and some of them will make plans of houses, but it is

more to render them familiar with drawing; but we have several of them making

drawings of organ pieces. We only have a couple of men in the shop who ornament

the pipes. That work is done with stencils. We copy those designs; we hardly

originate anything ourselves. The purchasers always leave that to our judgment.

The colors of the organ are governed by those of the church.

Our ability to secure orders depends mostly on the quality and tone and

general excellence of the products.

In the past 15 years there have been many improvements made in the building

of pipe organs ; 20 years ago what we call the pneumatic organs were hardly known

in this country. We started to work and practically transformed organ building

as it was heretofore knov\'n in this coimtry. Besides that we have introduced

different improvements such as adjustable combinations, and that sort of thing.

The organs of today include many shades in tone as compared with those manu-

factured 20 years ago. We have both followed old makers and originated im-
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provements ourselves. As regards mechanical appliances we have originated

part of them; in tone structure we are governed by foreign organs, chieflj' by Eng-

land, which to our mind is the best country to be followed in organ building, as it

agrees best with our tastes and temperaments here. We have no difficulty in finding

all material to suit our purposes. The reeds we get mostly from the States.

An elementary course in music would not be of any value to our tuners. All

our large organs are operated by electricity. We don't find difficulty in getting

men to look after the wiring. We hav-e trained all our men ourselves; in fact

our shop is a technical school.

A knowledge of various woods, as well as of sound, contraction of materials,

effect of climate on organs, would be very valuable to oiu- men. It would surely

do good to have schooling in those matters, for a man never knows too much.

If a technical school were established here to train men in tho.se things it would

do good.

We do not necessarily restrict our cabinet-makers to one special sort of work;

in fact we are obliged to teach them different branches in this way:—We take

a good cabinet-maker and teach him one of the easy specialities, and then from

that one he will jump into another one, and so on. Sometimes a man will have

to be specialized two or three times. We start with a good cabinet-maker. The

apprentices we take at the very beginning, and they go through different courses.

The cabinet-maker has the advantage of having his hands formed, and he can

make a good job of any mitre or joint, whereas the boys have to work 2 or 3 years

Ijefore they get the proper skill.

Teaching boys in elementary schools to use tools, making their own drawings

as a beginning, would give them a chance to do handwork in different shops, for

boys will work with a machine 2 or 3 years and sometimes never get a chance for

handwork at the bench. Handwork is what we taught in our school of car-

penter}', but the carpenters dropped off in attendance becatise they are employed

all day, and when night comes they want to rest, or they have some other little

duties to attend to.

The carpenters here work 10 hours. I could hardly say whether men working

10 or 8 hours a day would be most fit to take education at night. I have seen

men working only 8 hours who spent the other two liours just about nothing; it

would lie an advantage if they were working.

D. T. BOUCHARD, Secretary, Canadian Pipe Organ Co., examined, said;

—

We have been doing business about 7 months. I agree with what Mr. Casa-

vant said about the need of skilled and reliable men. I think it is a trade that

needs well trained men if we could find them. If any opporttmity were provided

for such training I think our company would be friendly to giving apprentices

a chance to spend so many hours a week to learn their trade, because we make

more money with people that understand it well.

It would also help us very much if we had puljlic libraries witli technical

books, even if we could nol have technical schools, l)ecause such books are very
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expensive for us, as we have to import them from the U. S. or England, and the

men generally don't know English enough to learn from them. We have foimd

when we have one of those men that has taken a correspondence course he is very

much better than the others. It is only the elements the men could learn in tech-

nical classes, and if we had technical books in a public library I am sure they would

have the benefit.

It is a very hard thing to say why the public library here was closed. There

was a mutual society that had a kind of a library; it was not public; and when

the club went down the books went to the National Society. I don't know why

the Society shut up the library. The book cases are here, at the disposal of any

man that would give the books. I hope we will have a Carnegie Library here.

CHARLES M. HILL, Branch Manager and Supt. of Penman's, Ltd., exam-

ined, said:

—

We employ between 500 and 600 hands; from 60 to 65% are women. The

factories here tiim out knitted underwear and hosiery, flannel blankets, men's

underwear and felts. We sell our output entirely in Canada, from Coast to Coast.

We keep about 25 skilled mechanics for the repairing of the property.

We have no real apprentices; we have a few young fellows, but we don't bind

them down for a number of years. We keep men coming forward; we start them

at a low wage and teach them. I believe some are taking correspondence courses.

If night classes were formed some of them would attend.

We have skilled men in every department, more or less. The weavers at the

looms are not skilled, but the boss weavers are. We have no classes for those

people, but there are places like the Lowell School, Leeds College, Boston

Technical School, etc., that teach those things. They produce the foremen and

the best men. A very large percentage of our men could take advantage of such

classes.

Those textile schools are usually in places where there are several factories.

If a foreman in a mill becomes a teacher a school like that could be started in a

small way, and it would be very helpful here. We have some men in some branches

that would be competent as night school teachers.

Men in England serve foiu- years' apprenticeship in wool sorting, and then

become journeymen; that is a trade in itself; so with the carding, etc. A general

man to take charge of a mill is the most difficult man to get, because they usually

go into some one branch and stick to that.

I served my apprenticeship in most of the branches we cover, in the mills.

I took lessons in textile designing from a practical man who was also good with

the theory, and I bought books and studied. I never got a chance to go to one

of those textile institutes, because I was working all the time. If I had gone

to those schools it would imdoubtedly have been of great assistance in my present

work. We have no such classes in Canada in the textile business where any

instruction is given.
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I think a certain percentage of our workers would be willing to go to night

classes for two nights a week; but for one thing, their knowledge of English is not

sufficient in some cases, and the lessons in those American schools are chiefly in

English, and on that accoimt they find it difficult to acquire knowledge.

We have not very many children working in onr place. According to the

Government requirement they have to be 14 years of age, and able to read and

write; we examine them on those subjects. Not very many are foimd that are

not qualified to enter our employment that way. There is not a factory inspector

here.

We do not use much dye here in comparison with some textile mills, because

our business is chiefly knitting, in which the color is a small per cent. We employ

an expert dyer. He is an old man who has been about 30 years in this mill, and

I think his knowledge is mostly self-acquired; I don't think he has had technical

training. Of course we would prefer a man who had technical training in the first

instance, but not entirely, for we prefer a man who has had both the technical and

practical. It is very easy to spoil a lot of goods in dyeing. I don't know any

place in Canada where practical instruction is given in the art of dyeing. When a

Montreal or Toronto house wants an expert dyer they will send a man down to New
York so that he can get a certain amount of training in the laboratories down

there, which are generally in connection with houses where they sell the dye-

stuffs. I know that many American schools teach chemistry in connection with

dyeing. I know practically all the textile factories in Canada. There are some

Canadians and some of all kinds among the dyers, but the chief ones I know are

Scotch. Some have gone to schools in large textile centres where dyeing is taught,

either in day schools or night classes.

I suppose it would be possible with oiu" large system, to have some instructors,

if the manufactures were willing. In the knitting trade particularly the need for

instruction is not felt so much as in the weaving business. This is the only mill

in our Company's hands that has both knitting and weaving, so in this plant we

feel the need of skilled men, more than we do in any other plant.

HECrOR MONET, representing the organized shoe workers of Stc. Hyacinthe,

examined, said:

—

All the declarations 1 have to make are contained in this memorandum which

I submit to the Commission. It represents the views of our organization as to

Technical Education, and its advantages or disadvantages to us.

I have worked at the trade o\-er 14 years. I got no outside instruction. I

believe if we had received technical instruction we would have been in a position

to fulfil our duty in a better way. I believe many of our workers would attend

night schools if formed, because such instruction was requested by the officers

of the Shoemakers' Union.

The kind of school kept by the Council of Arts and Manufactures here does

not concern us. What we require here would Ik; one giving special instruction

in shoeniaking. We could very will JKnefit by instructii>n in mechanics regarding
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the machinery used in our trade. Cutting also would be of some advantage to

us in connection with pattern-making for shoemaking. There are classes for

freehand and mechanical drawing in the school here. The latter would ser\'e

as a beginning of knowledge for cutters, but it would not be of any use in connection

with pattern-making. I don't know any of our workmen who attend these night

schools. What we would like is to have night schools which at the same time

would teach reading and \mtLng.

We say that there are several cases of child labor here, but I don't know whether

they are of the legal age to work in industries or not. At least people say they

are not. In this memo, we are asking that children be compelled to go to school

till the age of 14.

Memorandum from the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union. Ste. Hyacinthe.

(Branch of the American Union.) Translation.

The Bootmakers' Union of Ste. Hyacinthe in reply to the request for

suggestions as to the best means of promoting and developing technical and

industrial education among the working classes, begs to submit the following:

—

We beg the Government and Municipalities to establish in industrial centres,

public libraries for the general instruction of the people; and further, that a part

of the said libraries be specially devoted to literature of direct use to the workman.

In the less populous centres, where it would be too expensive to open a library,

we consider that an annual grant should be given by the Public Authorities to

properly organized Workmen's Clubs, which would enable the latter to provide

themselves with the publications relating to their own trades and to keep them-

selves posted in the latest scientific developments.

We consider that more courses should be given in the evening schools, espe-

cially in the School of Arts maintained by the Provincial Government; that sub-

stantial prizes should be awarded to successful students in these covirses, preferably

in the form of scholarships to enable the children of workmen in rural districts

to attend the large technical schools in the cities.

The Public Authorities should publish a Journal for Working Men, on the

lines of the Journal of Agriculture, distributed free by the Provincial Government,

giving all information on the industries followed in the countrj-.

Lecturers should be provided to Workmen's Clubs, on the same lines as they

are now sent to agriculturists, to give addresses, in addition to purely technical

subjects, on law, hygiene and accounting.

As working men cannot afford to have their wages further reduced, we beg

that laws be enacted to protect the fathers of families against the illegitimate

competition of women's and children's labor.

We demand that education should be compulsorj' up to the age of 1 4 years,

and that books be provided free.
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Mr. O. E. DALAIRE, examined (in French) said:

—

I am director of the Dairy School at St. Hyacinthe, and have occupied that office

4 years. No fees are charged to those who come to the School. The Provincial

Government owns the property and meets all expenses. We give courses of instruc-

tion to butter makers and cheese makers; no others. We offer 4 or 5 courses each

winter. The course lasts a month or 5 weeks. This Dairy School has been giving

those short courses about 15 or 17 years. We don't offer courses to farmers'

daughters for home dairying now ; we offer courses only in what concerns butter and

cheese making.

This winter we will have between 300 and 350 who take courses. Those

men mostly all go back into cheese factories in this Province. We give them

instruction in the testing of milk as well as making butter and cheese.

The inspectors of creameries and cheese factories come for instruction about

every third year; there are 74 of them. A man cannot be employed as an in-

spector imless he has a diploma from the Dairy School. He might be an inspector

for the Government, but it is understood that when all our butter and cheese fac-

tories are under syndicates those inspectors themselves will become inspectors of

syndicates.

There is no law obliging the butter and cheese makers to enter into syndicate.

There are about 2,800 butter and cheese factories in the Province of Quebec.

The farmers and cheese makers themselves value and appreciate the services

of this Dairy School. If it was shut up 5 years I think it would be a verj' bad thing,

for no country in the world can stop education for a while. There is still need

for its continuance, to keep up our reputation and product.

The School costs the Government S;8,000 or S9,000 per year. The value

of the output of cheese and butter from the 2,800 factories in Quebec Province

is about S12,000,000; so the cost of the School would be less than one-tenth of one

per cent on the value of the cheese and butter. The spending of that $9,000

has been the means of increasing the money from the cheese factories and

creameries.

Agriculture generally has been imjjroved by dairj'ing, because the farmers

have kept more cattle and had more manure to enrich the soil. We expect to

carry on dairying in every part of Quebec, as it is well adapted generally to our

products. The going away of young people from Quebec is much less now than it

was.

I hope that syndicate inspectors may soon be engaged by the Government

;

they are now paid about half their wages by the cheese or butter makers, and the

other half by the Government, so they are not quite independent. We generally

think that becaiise of this they are not entirely clear of suspicion that they might

favor certain cheese makers.

Some of our instructors visit dairy farms and give instruction when they

think it is necessary to do so, and that is appreciated by the farmers, and often

asked for. It is not sufficiently done now; it is now owing to the lack of money

for the purpose; they go when asked for.

I have been interested in cheese and butler industries 17 or 1<S years. The

best butter and cheese of Quebec Province, as shown by the market price, is ccr-
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tainly now equal in value to the butter and cheese of Ontario. I would say the

cheese made wherever those 74 inspectors go. I suppose Ontario was for some

years in advance as to quality, as showTi by the market price; at least they said

so; I was not sure; I know from what the paper said; of course I could not say

whether that was actually so or not. I know that in many cases Quebec cheese

was passed off as Ontario cheese, and Ontario cheese as Quebec chee.se; and when

it was good cheese it was generally passed off as Ontario cheese.

There is no reason now why our good cheese should be passed off as Ontario

cheese, because since that time people have so looked after matters that we are

now the masters of the situation. I am not ready to admit that our product

was at any time inferior to theirs.

.MR. ELIE BOURBE.\U, Inspector-general and Instructor at the Dair>'

School, examined, said:

—

I have been inspector since 1893 ; for 12 years before that I was making cheese.

The Government pays the whole of my salary. In winter I superintend the in-

struction at the Dairy School. In summer I oversee those inspectors.

I have oversight of all the inspectors that do inspecting of cheese factories.

They are employed by the factory men of the Province, who pay half of the fee,

the other half being paid by the Provincial Government.

Their main duty at first was to detect fraud rather than anything else, bvit the

last 10 years they gave more of their time to educating the makers than to de-

tecting wrong milk. They spend their time now chiefly in inspecting. While

they are called inspectors, they are really travelling instructors. I think the name

should be instructors rather than inspectors; that would be a better definition of

their duty.

Taking the cheese that used to come up the St. Lawrence River on the river

boats and cheese that was sold on the wharf from the Lake St. John region and

away down there, 17 years ago, I think there was at least J cent per lb. difference

in its selling price compared with the finest cheese from Quebec. We sold as low

as 6i cents in the summer time. Last year the Provincial Government formed

a Co-operative Society, and I have charge of grading the cheese, and I took some

of the factories from every part of Quebec, and I showed some of the worst sections,

e.g. Lotbinifere and Rimouski and Chicoutimi, and the price that we got this year

was a little over Brockville prices. I think the Brockville market is more even than

any other in Ontario, because the other markets are smaller. When a buyer does

not want cheese but wants to boom the market, he will go to the smaller

market. I claim that Brockville makes a good even quality, and it is a very

large market. This year we got beaten 5 times; we beat them 11 times; other

times we were even, and so we are a little ahead of Brockville. As inspector I

have to be a good judge of cheese.

Taking the quality of cheese at those factories where instruction is given

compared with the quality 17 years ago, there is so great a difference to a man
who knows the cheese business that we might say there is no comparison. In
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those places I have spoken of they made the cheap kind, but now they are making

the finest quality. There is no doubt there has been a decided improvement

in the quality. That has also helped to establish the reputation of Quebec

on the English market, for I went to England in 1900, and again this year, and we

saw some Quebec cheese that was equal to any cheese I saw there. There is not

so much variation between the different factories now as there used to be, though

there is still some on account of some small factories being behind. When the

cheese makers come twice to the School there is not much variation. I don't

believe the cheese of Quebec could have held its own at all if there had not been

some place to give the makers instruction. I believe they would have been out

of business long before if they had not had the inspectors and the Dairj' School;

whereas now the value of the trade is about twelve millions a year.

The farmers get a good deal more for their milk now than they did 15 years ago.

I had a cheese factory in a parish a few miles from here and used to receive 3,500

pounds of milk a day; but when I left, with only 5% more patrons, I used to

receive 12,500 pounds a day. The difference was due to the increase in quantity

from each cow; they had about the same number of cows. They now grow more

green fodder, and lots of silos have been built the last few years. They grow Indian

com of the early ripening sorts that make good ensilage. Not much alfalfa is

grown in Quebec, because it has not been much of a success so far.

If the (jovernnient had contented itself with merely publishing bulletins and

sending around lecturers to talk about the theory of making cheese, it would not

have been as good as sending travelling instructors to the factories; and the sup-

plementing of that by a Dairy School was also necessary.

I think the farmers could get as much good in their business in producing crops,

by having competent travelling instructors visit them, as the cheese makers get.

The prosperity of Quebec could be immensely increased if farmers could grow

bigger and better crops. Such work has been done already to a great extent by

agricultural lecturers, but it could still be improved. Before the Dairy School

was started and before the travelling instructors were appointed there were a good

many lectures delivered in Quebec, but they would not have done as much as the

instruction of competent men who go and stay with men in their factories. The

same thing would apply to farming to a certain extent. We had a lecturer that

came along to the orchards to give information about the trees, and that was worth

a great deal more than lectures.

J. de la BROQUERIE TACHE, examined, said he was the first Secretary

of the Quebec Dair>'men's Association from 1882 to 1891. Then he became a Di-

rector, and was such when the first Dairy School was built here. Much progress

had been made in the quality of the cheese since then.

As Secretary, he came in contact with Mr. D. M. McPhcrson, who at that

time owned a number of factories on the north and south shores of the St. Law-

rence River. At that time he had taken the top prices for the Province with his

product, and Mr. Taclit; found that he had had instniction from clieeseniakers who
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visited his factories. In 1890 Mr. TacliL- put before the Board the importance of

starting a similar system of instruction in the Province for cheese factories.

Up to that time they had had verj^ poor results from their Association, because some

people who joined turned out very poor inspectors. At first the inspection was

summer inspection, but only on the call of the factories, the inspectors simply

going where they were asked. Mr. Tache suggested the importance of a system

whereby the factories would pay half the expense, and that was started with a

grant from the Government.

In the draft of the rules of the Association, the object of which was the training

of inspectors, the idea was embodied of starting a Dairy School; 40 of the members

formed a guarantee fund, and the Government gave a grant of S2,000 for 10 years.

The Ottawa Government provided through Prof. Robertson, with the cash at his

disposal, to take care of the deficit in the Dairy School. The Association practi-

cally left the Dair>' School to the control of a committee of 3 members, one appointed

by the Federal Government ( Prof. Robertson) , one by the Provincial Government

(Mr. Chapais) and one by the Association (Mr. Tache).

They were siirprised when, instead of having few pupils, they had an average

of about 250, which average has been kept up ever since.

There are now 75 s>Tidicates. The first year there were 10, and the number

has been increasing ever since. The Dairv^ School, which was a technical school,

was foimded with the idea of not receiving green hands at all, but cheesemakers.

It is a trade and technical school.

Quebec did not suffer any damage and there was no interference with the

control for Quebec and by Quebec people when the Dominion Government granted

money at that time. Until 1893 sometimes they gave occasional grants; but

the Dairy School proper had never been helped more than to the extent of

S4,000 or S5,000 at the most for the first 12 or 13 years. "Prof. Robertson

always did his best for us, and never interfered with the work, and the success

was such that when we asked the Provincial Government to help us carr>' on the

school, they said, ' We will take charge of it now ' ". Mr. Tache said that at the

time he was \'&ry much opposed to handing it over to the Government, but he

could not say now that he was sorry this had been done, because the work is still

going on.

This important industr}- in Quebec decidedly coiild not have been developed

as it has been, or could not have held its own against competition, without trade

training or technical education. Similar means would have similar results here

in manufacturing and in industries. That sort of education has not in any way

interfered with the general education of the children of the Province.

In connection with the Dair>- School they had always made it a point—and

Mr. Tache had always striven for that point—that the teaching should be confined

to the ver\' line in which these men were earning their living. He was opposed

to giving agricultural courses at the Dair>' School, because be knew that the men

attending there had enough to do in their owti line without grafting agricultiu-e

on to it. Probably 95% of the cheesemakers are not agriculturists themselves,

and are not in a position to appreciate what would be given them in agricultiu-al

education.
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Mr. Tachc thought that courses in the same Hne as those in the dairy school—
short winter courses—given at convenient centres, would be equally tiseful to the

farmers as applied to their own occupation. A large number of people are in agri-

culture who are absolutely devoid of means of culture, and no doubt an efficient

school is very much better than any reading a man can do for himself. In addition

to those short courses for farmers, there is need for and would be advantage from

travelling instructors visiting chosen farms, in the same way as those inspectors

visit the cheese factories. Mr. Tachd's idea was that those short courses would

be given practically by instructors who would give practical illustrations, and

those woiild be carr>'ing on that sort of work in the w-inter first in centres, and then

in summer time on the farms themselves. Mr. Tache thought that would be

indeed a good thing to have done in the Province.

Mr. Tachd, being recalled near the close of the session, said:—Following

the discussions, and the information that was submitted before this Board, I think

it my duty to submit to you a schedule which happens to be in my hands, indi-

cating the distribution of the 460 pupils of Girouard Academic, a municipal insti-

tution of our city. The course of this Academic is spread over 8 years. The

460 pupils of 1910-11 are apportioned as follows between the different classes

:

pupils of the first year, 150; second, 98; third, 88; fourth, 79; fifth, 33; sixth, 21

;

seventh, 7; eighth, 4. I must add that the Brother Director, when I applied

to him for the distribution of pupils, told me that one most not conclude from

the above that all the pupils give up schooling in proportion to the numbers of such

schedule, because a certain number of pupils enter the Seminar}' at St. Hyacinthe

in order to follow classical education, or enter the Commercial College belonging

to the same order. At the same time he regrets very much to observe that not-

withstanding all the efforts to keep pupils at school for a greater number of years,

parents do not seem to sufficiently appreciate the importance and reasons which

ought to induce them to leave their children at school. The Brother Director

told me he believes that the great inducement of earning money offered to the

children is perhaps the principal reason which causes them to be withdrawn from

school before having remained there sufficiently long to complete the course of

study. This would lead me to think that a certain number of children, notwith-

standing the declarations of the manufacturers, enter the factories and various

industries before attaining the age of 14, in the same way that they enter the employ

of different classes of people.

Regarding libraries, 1 think that everj'one is agreed that a technical lil)rar>'

placed at the disposal of our workingmen in the different trades would certainly

be useful and desirable. The only danger the Catholic pojnilation sees in it is

that very often these libraries comi^rise subjects absolutely outside special lines

attributed to them.

MONSEIC.NEUR C. P. CHOyi'KTTK, examined (in French) said he had

been in St. Hyacinthe 41 years, and had seen many industries follow each other

here. In his opinion it is important to the jK'ojjle that the young people slioukl have
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(ipporLunilv of being trained indii.striiilly and with technical knowledge. The question

of how yoinig men past 14, who have left school, should be induced to spend some

evenings in the week in training is really an old question that pre-occupies nearly

every great teacher. Mr. Tache is in a position to give you statistics showing

that our children attend school till 10, 1 1 and 12, but they don't afterwards follow

the classes in institutions such as academies or model schools.

As to institutions of what may be called superior education, or intermediate

or secondary education, specially adapted for those who are to follow the industries,

such as are provided for those who are to follow commerce or the professions,

he did not know any except the one in Montreal that Mr. De Serres is looking

after, or that kept by the Council of Arts and Manufactures, specially connected

with Manual Training.

It would be an excellent thing, if possible, to have schools, similar to those for

commerce, with an equal part of the time given to work with the hands, tools

and materials, to qualify those who are to engage in industries. Then a young

man who has followed even the commercial course, would look a little higher

towards technical work, and would take pleasure in work of that kind; but he

would require larger wages than are paid at present for a man of his qualifications.

It will require large wages to hold young men who have that higher technical

education, and Mgr. Choquette feared there would be no situations for them in

this country. He believed the Commission ought to find a method of giving more

importance to technicians. It is unfortunate in our country that pupils leaving

technical schools are not rated at their value. He believed it would be the

Commission's principal function to obtain for such instruction the recognition which

belongs to it. That would be a great benefit. Take for example the dyeing industr}',

or where chemistry plays an important role. In such industries only pupils from

Universities or technical schools are admitted. In the leather industry it is the

same thing; experts are required. Frequently we have men well disposed, but

without qualification, who have no practice. In regard to dairying, the inspectors

ought to be able to appreciate the quality of the water. Here again technical

training is not sufficiently reckoned with. To sum up he would say, " Open careers

for young technicians and you will have technicians, and pupils in technical schools."

He thought that such young men who have missed opportimities quite young

would go to evening classes when they realized that they are missing many things.

When aged only 12, 13 or 14 they do not think of anything more than play.

If boys, going to school until they are 14, had a good deal of Manual Training

and handling of tools and materials and making drawings during the last 2 years,

he believed that would help to indicate occupations they could go into, and make
them enjoy them. He would consider that a pleasure to himself. Some of the

so-called classical colleges in this Province have tried that. He knew of at least

two that had a working shop close to the college, and the students were allowed on

holidays to work there; but he noticed they were closed, and deserted. He did

did not know why.

Mgr. Choquette did not know whether there would be any dift'erence in the

love of a boy for taking tools and materials in his school years between 12 and 14

and 16 and 18. If it were a qtiestion of directing him to some career or some
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way of working, if taken at 12 or 14 years he would have a chance to change his

mind.

He thought it advisable that craftsmen should have a technical education

of the lesser degree that would help them considerably. For instance, a plumber

should know the elements of hygiene and sanitation; a carpenter should know the

strength of materials that he uses. In the United States engineers were turned

out in great numbers when electricity became popular, and those engineers at

first obtained big salaries ; but to-day they are so numerous that they have dropped

to the level of minor employees. Apart from the salary, of course, there was satis-

faction, another aim of education.

He wished that it were possible to start here an institution that would give

night classes for instruction in science and art—painting is there already

—

not for the purpose of training technicians but for the purpose of developing

taste and intelligence.

Schools or classes where there was more hand work, more tool work, would

siu^ely induce boys to seek more education who now never go into secondary or

superior schools at all. To help those who are going into industries to become

skilled craftsmen would be greatly desirable if possible, and he thought this might

come little by little; it would be a kind of tradition, and they would like it. The

trouble now is to bring boys to evening schools. If there was something that would

catch their attention, such as some courses of applied chemistry that might be

mixed up with some other subjects, he thought they would come.

Me.mokandl:.i from THii Chambhr of Commerce of Ste. Hvacinthe, Que.

Traitslalio)!.

(Submitted liy Mr. Bergeron.)

The Council notes with regret that the industrial and commercial firms of

the city of St. Hyacinthe find it almost impossible to obtain among the young

people leaving our schools, academies and colleges, any who have sufficient prac-

tical knowledge of affairs to make good employees, or who, after a reasonable

length of service, are able to go into business for themselves. The best of them

Iiave their heads full of confused ideas which they are iniable to apply in practical

life, and very few of them can even write passably well the most ordinary business

letters.

This Council is of the opinion that this state of affairs is due to the fact that

the instruction is not sufficiently practical, and that memory is too nmch

develo])ed at the expense of individual reasoning. One of the principal causes ol

this deficiency is the lack of practical knowledge on the part of the male and female

teachers of the Province. The majority of our teachers of both sexes are most

worthy people, inspired with the desire to do good, but, by reason of their condi-

tion or social position, they know nothing of practical affairs, and have no ])ersonal

experience of the problems confronting a young man when left to himself.
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The Council of this Chamber of Commerce thinks that it would be advan-

tageous to procure for the higher classes, by means of adequate salaries, men who
have been accustomed to practical life. In order to seciire competent teachers,

the Government should fix a minimum salary and insist upon a reliable certificate

of efficiency. This Council also considers that the Government should reduce the

e.xpense of primary education, either by arranging for uniform books, by distrilni-

ting them free of charge, or by printing the books themselves and selling them

at cost price.

Attendance at school should be compulsory up to the age of 14. This would

materially improve the quality of our workmen, among whom there are unfortu-

nately far too many who can scarcely read or write, and w-ho can never aspire to

become leaders of industry.

This Council would be \'er}' pleased to see the Government and municipali-

ties establish free Higher Commercial and Technical Schools in populous centres,

under the direction of experts, at which the sons of business men, workmen and
agriculturists could obtain practical instruction which w-ould put them on an equal

footing with the young men of the most progressive countries.

This Council also notes with regret that those of our young people who wish

to study the subjects relating to their occupation are imable to do so in the absence

of a free public library at which they can obtain practical books to help them.

This Council expresses the hope that our government and municipalities will estab-

lish as soon as possible, public libraries containing technical books.

19Id—Vol. IV—19
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CHAPTER XXXV: STATEMENT ON BEHALF
OF THE SHERBROOKE BOARD OF TRADE.

One of the most serious aspects of the educational question as seen by us, is that

of first securing the attendance of the children at our elementary schools. To an

extent which is a menace to the character and ability of our future citizens there

is a marked disinclination on the part of parents to send their children to school

beyond the most elementary stages, while there is an appreciable number who
are indifferent to the educational training of their children altogether. In our

opinion this is to some extent due to the defectiveness of our school law, which

does not provide for the compulsory attendance of the children of school age,

although it does enact that the monthly school fee " is exigible for each child from

seven to fourteen years of age, whether he attends school or not; unless exempted

in virtue of article 249 of this act". (See Sec. 13, Art 247 of the Educational Act).

The article furthermore provides that no child from seven to fourteen j'ears of

age shall be excluded from school for non-payment of monthly fees. The child

admitted under this condition, however, would, under the terms of Art. 249, be

practically admitted as a paiiper scholar, and as such would be placed under a

disability in his relations to the other scholars.

(1) We would suggest that the most practicable way to remove the existing

conditions is to make education free and compulsor\- in the Elementarj' and Model

grades, and that, if feasible, it should be extended to the Academy grades. \Ye

believe that the educational facilities and advantages offered by the schools of

our province should be equal at least to the best that are in existence, and that

the resources for such schools ought to be commensurable with the demand for

them. A wider recognition on the part of the Government and the nmnicipality

of this demand would awaken a sense of responsibility for the creation of a com-

pulsory' school system.

One of the results of the imperfect i)rcparation for their life's work is that

when the boys are apprenticed it is foimd by the foremen that many of them are

incapable of working the comparatively sini|)lc problems in arithmetic as required

by their trades.

(2) We would respectfully suggest that the text-books used in our schools

should be uniform, and that they should be changed only when the new books

are decidedly superior to those already in use. There have been complaints

from parents in the past, because of the frequency of the changes; while dealers

have asserted that they run a risk of financial loss by overstocking in text-books

that are liable to be changed before the next school-year. It has been asserted,

with what degree of truth we are unable to ascertain, that the changes are some-

times due not so nmch to the superior character of the new books as to the influence

that the authors and publishers can exert in the proper quarters. We wotiUl

recommend that books used in our schools be selected for their merit only, and
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that only after a comparison with the very best text-books used in other pro-

vinces or countries.

In this connection we would urge the advisability of inaugurating a series of

Inter-Provincial text-books, so that scholars who go from one pro^•ince to another

shall not find themselves at a disadvantage, as they so often do under the present

system, when beginning their work in the schools of the province to which they go.

Moreover, such a system would facilitate in a large measure the work of students

who are preparing for careers in government schools. Military or Naval.

In respect to the uniformity of text-books we would point out that there ought

to be no insuperable difficulty here. What has been found beneficial in the West-

em Provinces of Canada ought to commend itself to the judgment of the edu-

cational authorities of this Province and by careful discrimination be effected by

them.

(3) We believe also that the time has come for the School Boards of our

municipalities to supply all books and school supplies to the pupils free of charge.

\VhiIe this may present itself as a ver>- radical recommendation we would remind

your honorable body that where free text-books are supplied the results have

been very beneficial. We have already referred to the disinclination of some

parents to provide an adequate educational training for their children. While

this may be due in part to the indifference of the parents to the advantages

accruing from such training, it is also due to some extent to the fact that the cost

of books and supplies is frequently a serious burden for those whose incomes are

very small relatively, and acts as a deterrent in continuing their children at

school. Especially is this the case where the family is large.

Should it not be deemed advisable to provide free text-books and supplies,

we would suggest, as an alternative to the present system of purchase by the

scholar from the dealer, that the School Board in the municipalit)- or district supply

all the necessaries to the children at cost price, thus eliminating the middleman's

profit, which would mean a material lessening of the expenses in this parti-

cular where several children are in attendance at school from one family.

Another advantage to be secured from the adoption of such a system would

be the supply of books without delay to the scholars. Under the present system

scholars are frequently placed under a disadvantage in beginning the school year,

because an adequate supph^ of books has not been ordered by the dealers. These

excuse the shortage on the ground that they want to avoid overstocking.

(4) We believe that the establishment of Manual Training and Domestic

Science classes in all schools where the attendance is large enough to warrant under-

taking this work should be seriously considered. Through such classes the in-

terest of the scholars in the other departments of their work would be maintained.

It is unnecessary for us to point out the advantages derived from this feature of

modem educational methods, but we would lay emphasis iipon the fact that not

only does the system of Manual Training promote manual dexterit}', but serves

to retain the scholars for a longer time in the school to receive the necessary training

for their life's work.

Speaking for one of the richest agricultural districts, of which this city is the

centre, we would suggest the establishment of schools for the teaching of agri-

191cl—Vol. IV— 19J
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culture in the rural districts, within a certain radius and population. By the

establishment of such schools we believe that the interests of the sons of farmers

would centre far more in the farm and that the large exodus from the coimtry

to the city would be considerably lessened. We would suggest that such schools

should be under the joint administration of commissioners from both panels,

since there should be nothing in those schools over which difference of opinion in

religious matters ought to exist.

(5) It is the opinion of the members constituting this Board that our schools

should provide a more thorough training in penmanship. The defect in this par-

ticular is very marked at present. Every teacher should be required to pass

an exacting examination in penmanship before being granted a diploma to teach,

for, excepting in schools where a specialist is engaged to teach this important

subject, the scholar is dependent for his instruction upon the qualification of the

teacher. The demand for good penmanship is insistent in the case of those who

are looking forward to a business career and must be met.

(6) One of the most serious aspects of the educational question as it appears

to us to-day is the lamentably small number of men who are teaching in our schools.

In this city, with four schools under the Protestant Commissioners we have only

one man, who is principal of the High School. In this particular we are probably

no worse off than are many other towns with the same Protestant population.

But this fact does not afford us much consolation. We believe that it is necessary

in the interests of the boys, and ultimately in the interests of the commimity, of

which they form part, and whose future will be largely in their hands, that more

men should be induced to enter the teaching profession. We believe that the best

interests of boys would be served if they were entirely under the supervision of

masters, after they are twelve or thirteen years of age. They need more mas-

cxiline influence over them, providing, of course, that it is of the right kind, both

in the schoolroom and playground. The boys are practically left altogether to

themselves on the playground. It is there they often need instruction in and

exemplification of the principles of honor and fair play, and such would be author-

itative coming from a master. The Canadian boy is in danger of losing the true

ideal of sport because he is too often obsessed of the idea that the necessary and

all-important end in playing a game is to win. This danger might be averted by

proper training on the playgroimd. To siun up this particular aspect of the ques-

tion; we believe that there exists a need for organized play in our school system.

(7) The question of inducing more men to go into the teaching profession

resolves itself largely into a question of providing adequate salaries for them.

But it is even a wider question than this. Not only nuist we face the question

of higher salaries for men, but also for women. The present standard for this ]irov-

ince can be characterized only as disgracefully low. Unless it is very materially

raised we cannot expect to maintain schools that shall meet the requirements

of the age. We wonder that so many enter the profession, both men and women,

and that the standard of excellency among them is so high. They deserve better

treatment at the hands of those of us who have sufficient confidence in them to

leave our children under their training and infliience twenty-five hours a week,

for forty weeks in the year.
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(8) We believe that the time hiis come for the general establishment of a system

of compulsory medical examination, especially with reference to the eye, ear, nose

throat and teeth, for all scholars attending our public schools. Observation makes

this necessity ver}- evident. In all schools of any considerable number of scholars,

there is always a percentage who are suffering from some physical defect, of which

sometimes their parents are unaware, and the teachers are unable to do anything

in the matter, should they notice the condition of the defective children. In

New York, and other places where this system is in practice, and where schools

are specially provided for "defectives", the benefits to those handicapped children

have proved immeasurable. Moreover, such medical inspection would to a large

extent avert the epidemics that frequently invade oiu" schools, through the lack of

proper safeguards in the interests of all the scholars.

(9) In this connection we would also suggest, as far as possible, the general

introduction of some form of calisthenics. In the large schools there should be a

g>'mnasium provided under the direction of a competent instructor. Where such

equipment is not feasible, as in the small schools, simple exercises of one of the

many excellent systems now in vogue might be given under the direction of the

teacher. Such exercises, we are convinced, would do much towards maintaining

the physical efficiency of the scholars.

(10) We would suggest in connection with our elementary school system

the opening of night classes for those who are above school age and who are engaged

in some form of employment during the day. The need of those classes is felt

by those who have not received a sufficiently thorough elementary education

among our n.vii young people, and also by the immigrants who not only need

instruction in the elements of education, but especially in the English language,

where they are of foreign birth.

(11) Coming now to matters that are of specific local importance, we would

draw yolu- attention to the need of a separate and adequate building for the higher

grades of our Protestant schools. Our Academy or High School work is carried

on in a building which has beneath its roof every grade from the kindergarten

to the A. A. Classes, and the Principal of this school has to divide his time between

all the departments. We believe that better efficiency in this department could

be secured by giving it the distinction of a separate building and staff. It is a

very regrettable fact that a large portion of our scholars who might easily continue

their schooling cut it short of the higher grades. If the High School were properly

housed and supplied with teachers who could give all of their time to its work,

it would doubtless appeal to a larger number of the scholars. At all events we
ought to have a High School here that would attract a large number of students

from the surrounding coimtry.

(12) Finally, we need a thoroughly equipped Technical School here. We
are the centre of a population of about 200,000. Within a radius of relatively

a few miles we have various mining industries, while in the city our manufacturing

interests are increasing and developing to an extent sufficient to warrant
the opening of a school in which our young men could receive a thorough training

in mechanics and allied subjects. The classes under the Council of Arts and Man-
ufactures have done good work for many years, and are still pursuing their course
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with gratifying results. But the time has conic when there should be a more ade-

quate attempt to meet the needs of our city, and surrounding country, and we

believe this can be done most effectively by establishing a school for technical

education.

Funds for the support of public schools in the City are raised as follows:

Protestant Catholic

Panel Panel

Taxes $15,350 00 S16,000 00

School Fees 2,972 00 1,700 00

Government Grant 543 00 1 ,050 00

S18,865 00 S18.750 00

The foregoing report applies particularly to the Protestant Panel, although

it is entirely acceptable to the Catholic Panel, with two possible exceptions, namely

;

Compulsor)- Education and the Uniformity of Text-Books. But several Catholic

members of the Board have expressed themselves in favour of compulsory and

free education.
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CHAPTER XXXVI: MEMORANDUM FROM THE
MAYOR OF VICTORIAVILLE, QUE.

In small manufacturing towns where many men are employed, and where

a large number of girls wish to work but cannot find employment it has been

suggested that companies should be formed to develop the ready-made clothing

industry and thus furnish work to these girls.

We find a sufficient number of girls for the secondar>' work, but have great

difficulty in finding highclass men for the difficult work. We are thus compelled

to train these employees at great expense, or else to seek them elsewhere, and

even so, we have great difficulties to contend with, as this industry is partly con-

trolled by the Jews ; consequently this industry becomes concentrated in the large

cities, to the detriment of our smaller towns. However, if our Government would

give us a technical school at which tailors who have already served a certain appren-

ticeship could learn special branches of their trade (for there are two distinct sides

to this industry, the practical tailoring and the ready-made), this would be a great

help. In one or both branches of this trade we are behind our neighbours in the

United States, who have the advantage of the technical schools, at which the theory

and practice of tailoring are taught, as well as making up, which latter is our chief

lack in the ready-made trade.

The Government would render a great service to Canada, and particularly

to the Province of Quebec (since this industry tends to develop chiefly in the small

towns of our Province) by establishing one or more of these schools where young

tailors could perfect themselves in the art of tailoring, and especially in making

up garments.
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CHAPTER XXXVII: TRAINING FOR THREE
SPECIAL INDUSTRIES.

SECTION 1 : THE CANADA PAINT COMPANY, LIMITED,

MONTREAL.

Mk. Robert Munro, President and Managing Director, writes:

—

Our business, which is the largest of its kind in Canada, is devoted to the

following industries.

1st. The Manufacture of Mineral Pigments. For this purpose our plant at

Redmill, Que., uses bog iron ore (surface and sub-surface) which is made into

Reds, Browns, Purple Browns and Purples for all descriptions of outside paint-

ini^, especially for roofs and freight cars. We also mine, in New Brunswick,

Graphitic Shale and manufacture it into (jraphite Paint for bridge and other iron

structures. In the same Province we are also mining Sulphate of Barium, (com-

monly called Barytes) which is used as a base in our Chemical Color Department

and also for cheaper paints.

2nd. The Manufacture of Chemical Colors from the essential chemicals which

are imported free. These represent Chrome Yellows, Greens of all kinds, also

imitation Vermilions, and Red Lakes. These are developed in great variety, main-

ly for industrial paints.

3rd. The manufacture of Varnishes, Japans and Dryers.

4th. The preparation of Linseed Oil from Flaxseed.

5th. The preparation of White Lead, White Zinc and other Paints.

The foregoing are supplied to the general painting trade for household use,

but more especially for use in the industrial arts, especially by such companies

as manufacture agricultural implements, carriages, pianos, furniture, wagons, etc.

A large proportion of these paints are sold in liquid form (ready for use)

and it may be interesting to the Commission to know that the greater portion

of paints manufactured and sold in Canada is of a high class. The intelligence of

the people contributes to this as they generally understand that the best are the

most profitable. Legislation in this regard is more advanced in Canada than in

any other countrj', inasmuch as we have a clause added to our .•\dulteration .-Vet

forbidding the marking of White Lead as ' "Pure" unless it is abst)lutely so. The

British peojjle have endeavored to secure this through their Trade Marks .Act and

have had a measure of success, but the result of this legislation in Canada is that

over 80% of all the White Lead sold is absolutely pure.

The manufacture of Paris Green for the potato bug and tree spraying is quite

an important item of our manufacture. The Dominion calls for about three hun-

dred tons of this necessary product per annum, the ox|)ense to the agriciilmral

community being about $120,000 per annum.
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The chemical section of the evening technical classes is appreciated by our

employees and will be increasingly taken advantage of.

SECTION 2: THE C.P.R. SYSTEM OF TRAINING APPRENTICES.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company inaugixrated at their Angus shops,

Montreal, a system of training apprentices. This includes a course of theoretical

instruction in a class connected with the works. The training is progressive,

starting first with general educational instruction for the young employees,

then advancing to shop and technical instruction, and finally to educational

facilities for journeymen which enables them to qualify for minor positions on the

staff.

There is no night work in connection with this course, the classes being held

during the Company's time, and apprentices being paid as if at work in the shops.

For two or three years the Company ran evening classes for their journeymen,

but this work was eventually taken over by the Council of Arts and Manufactures.

The primary education for young employees consists of (1) Reading and

Writing; (2) Elementary Arithmetic; (3) Geography of the C.P.R. system; (4)

Biographical Sketches of past and present eminent Canadians; (5) Freehand

Drawing; (6) Punctuality and Regularity; (7) Thoroughness, Application and

Self-reliance; (8) Cleanliness and Thrift; (9) Recreation.

The young employee, after he has received the above training, is put through

courses of instruction in shop arithmetic, shop mechanics, shop practice and

mechanical drawing, which enables him upon completion of his apprenticeship to

qualify as a skilled mechanic. Then, if necessary, he may take advantage of the

advanced classes in mechanics, electricity, locomotive and car construction, and

workshop practice.

The young clerks in the general and other offices at Montreal have equal

opportimities with the apprentices in the shops for equipping themselves for their

life-work. Schools of Telegraphy and Shorthand have been in operation for

some time, and the advantages they offer are being eagerly seized by a nrnnber

of ambitious youths.

The Company also provides instruction cars with competent men in charge

to give instruction in the mechanism, operation and care of the Westinghouse

Air-Brake, steam heating and safety appliances. One of these cars is employed

on Western lines and another on Rastem lines.

Imformation from Mr. L.'vcey Johnston, Assistant Superintendknt of

Motor Power.

In the Angus shops there are a good many departments, and a regular course

of instruction through which the apprentices are put. It has really become a

department, and was in charge of a graduate of Cambridge University. For 250

apprentices, he has inider him ."5 technical and 7 practical shop instructors, the
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latter having been taken from the shops—expert men that have shown thcuisclves

by their daily work not only expert but able to instruct boys in the work they

have to do. The salaries of these instructors are paid entirely by the Company.

Before the boys enter the works as apprentices they must pass an examination

on Canadian Geography, Railway Systems, Arithmetic. The applicants take the

examination in French or English, according to their nationality. On passing,

they fill in a form, and when a vacancy occurs in the shop the boy wishes to join,

he gets Mr. Johnston's approval, and is sent to the shop.

When a boy becomes an apprentice, if French he gets class instruction in

English, to enable him to mix and converse with the men and boys in the shop.

After a FVench-speaking boy gets away from Montreal or Quebec it is as necessarj'

for him to know English as to know his trade. English boys brought up in Mont-

real as a rule understand a little French, because they have mixed with French

boys at school. If a boy has been brought up in English, he chooses whether

he \\'ill learn French or not. Thus there is enough French, and there is no need

to teach it. In the car department probably 75% are French. English is taught

to the French boy because he is to work in an English-speaking country-. He is

being taught for the whole system, and would be at a disadvantage if he did not

know English.

After a boy has been accepted as an apprentice, instructors working about

in the shops with the boys take hold of them and teach them the proper way to

handle their tools and set up a machine, how to fix it, and the best way to handle

work when it is in the machine, etc. There are instructors in all the different

departments to teach the boys, independent of foremen and workmen. These

men have nothing to do but instruct the apprentices in their group ; they are prac-

tical mechanics, chosen because of their fitness for the position.

The boys serve from 4 to 5 years as apprentices, and their whole course of

instruction and work is planned out for them from the day they enter. The shop

instructors have a regular schedule by which the boy is moved from one department

to another. After he has been in such a place for 3 months, he is moved to an-

other place, so as to give him a general understanding of the work.

In addition to all this shop work, the apprentices get a little elementary

education which enables them to become general mechanics. The aim is not to

make either steam or electrical engineers of them, but rather to make them good

intelligent mechanics. To this end the schedules show when they are to be moved

from one place to another, and the man in charge is held responsible for seeing

that the boys are moved from schedule to schedule. Human nature is the same

all the world over, and the tendency is that if a man gets a boy who shows him.self

very apt on certain work, to keep him at it to the boy's disadvantage, but the

Supervisor steps in and says, ' 'Here, that boy is due to move to such and such a

place", and he has to go. The shop instructor is under the Supervisor of

Apprentices.

All boys have also to spend two hours a week in the instruction room, and

there is a schedule drawn up for that. Boys go in cerlain gnni])s ;in(l n\\ certain

days, as not more than 20 are taken at a time.
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The shop inslructorb do not leave the shops, but there are instructors in the

drafting room for the purely technical side of it. In the last 6 or 8 months a little

change has been made, so that instead of taking them in the technical work they

are taken in the practical work too; they have a hammer, chisel, and vise there,

so that when they go into the shops they are not altogether green on it. If a

little shop work were taken in our schools, it would relieve the instructors of this.

The boys in the High School who are taught Sloyd work, are able when they come

here to go ahead with hammer and chisel, and thus save all the time in this work

for more advanced work. Consequently they go more easily through that ad-

vanced work. These boys would be very apt to get a scholarship under the Com-
pany's system, because they are advanced beyond the other boys. So far very

few boys have come into the shops who have gone through the Manual Training

schools in Montreal.

In the instruction room the 3rd, 4th and 5th year boys are grouped tmder

different grades of instruction to suit their different years. Boys have an op-

portunity of passing an examination at the end of every year so as to pass from

one grade to another.

The 6 bo)'s who pass the best during the year get scholarships. Those boys

who are practically out of their time, but are backward and not able to take the

advanced course, get scholarships after their time to keep them in this class and
bring them up to the boys who have had better advantages. In addition to that,

the directors of the Company give two scholarships at McGill for some of their

workmen.

Until this apprenticeship system was established, the Company used to get

a very poor class of boys, simply taking them because they were the sons of work-

men, or something of that kind. When Mr. Johnston came here, he found a class

of undersized, weakly little boys that could not do a day's work under any con-

sideration. Then there were a lot of boys who were throwTi in there by their

parents to get rid of them and earn some money. Now the boys are picked, and

there are plenty on the waiting list, so that they are getting a different style of

boy altogether; consequently they will get a different stamp of mechanic. The
work the boys are doing in the shop can be traced accurately, which heretofore

was never attempted ; consequently it is known that the Company gets compensa-

tion for the work of the apprentices.

The advantages of this system are found to be ver}- great when the appren-

tices become journeymen. Of course a large proportion of them always go away
to other shops, and some go out of the machine work. Even if they are not filling

railway positions they are filling positions that railway men would have to fill,

and it is no loss to the Company. The Company rather likes them to go out and

get experience in other shops and come back. In nine cases out of ten they re-

turn and bring back special ideas for the shop. The Company looks upon it as

a winning proposition all around.

Boys are not indentured, but there is an agreement signed by the parent and
the boy, undertaking to abide by the rules.

The journeymen do not need more than they have now the opportunity of

getting. For two or three years classes were run for them, but this work has been
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taken over by the Council of Arts and Manufactures, and the Company advised

its men to attend their evening classes. Some of the men have won medals in

these classes. There are several men holding positions on the road who went

through McGill University, and they are useful for carrying out tests, etc.

The Civil Engineers do not come under Mr. Johnston's department at all;

that is an entirely different branch.

Large numbers of McGill students come there during the vacation for practical

work. They are put into the shops and paid like ordinary workers. All who

come can be accommodated, and they usually put in 2 or 3 months.

The output of the shop is better because of this system of instruction, because

the shop work is done more intelligently. Other manufacturing concerns, in Mr.

[uhnston's opinion, would get the same benefit from such a scheme, and it would

be a decided advantage if it became general all over the coimtry. The smaller

manufacturers could not do it, but if there were schools in the neighborhood that

their men could attend, it could be managed. Some men and boys are not very

keen to go to evening school, but the more ambitious ones would avail themselves

of it. If they went in the employer's time, some time would be lost in getting

to and from the school, and if 100 apprentices from 6 factories were to attend,

this loss would be appreciable. If it were taken once a week, time would be

saved, and that would be satisfactory. The smaller concerns would thus be put

on an equality with larger ones, and probably many boys would attend.

Mr. Johnston stated that they had to keep quite a strict discipline un their

boys. He was willing to be quoted that the training of the apprentices is a proper

and profitable piece of business management. He was prepared to stand by

that.

Order ok Tai,ks on Shop Work for Apprentices in the Tooum.vkino,

Brassfinishing, Steamfitting .\nd Machinist Trade.

I. The use of hammer and chisel and the reading of the shop scale.

II. The use of centre-punches, scribers, dividers, inside and outside callii^ers,

squares and straightedges.

HI. The handling of all classes of wrenches and spanners.

IV. The use of level, plumb-bob and surface gatige.

V. Description of the Drilling Machine and the manner of sctling up work

on the machine.

VI. Rose-bitting, reaming and counter-sinking.

VII. Handling of taps, stocks and dies.

VIII. Classification and use of files.

IX. The use of scrapers and hack-saw.

X. Description of the Shaping Machine Shaper Tools and method of setting

up work in the machine.

XI. Description of the Slotting Machine, Slotting Tools and method of selling

up work in the machine.

XII. Description of Planing Machine, I'laiiiii;.; Tools, an<l nulhod of selling

tip work on the machine.
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XIII. Description of the Milling Machine, Milling Tools, and method of setting

up work on the machine.

XIV. Description of the Lathe, Lathe Tools and method of setting up work on

the machine.

X\'. Description of the Grinding ^lachine and its uses.

XVI. The reading of Micrometers and Vernier Callipers.

XVII. Laving-out of work on the marking-off table.

SECTION 3: DOMINION BRIDGE COMPANY'S CLASSES FOR

APPRENTICES.

This Company establi.>-lied night classes for their employees. The first year

the com-ses were structural drawing, mechanical drawing, and arithmetic, but

the two latter were discontinued as they did not prove popular among the men.

The structural drawing was a complete success in regard to the number of pupils

and results obtained.

Mr. H. J. Griswald, the Assistant Superintendent, explained that the

establishment of the classes was a purely commercial proposition from the Bridge

Company's point of view, as were all schools carried on by Corporations. They

were running the night school because they needed the skilled men ; and the man

who could demonstrate in the school that he could "deliver the goods" was pro-

moted by the Company. The most important positions in the shops were the

most difficult to fill.

Young Men Benefit by Classes.

The bulk of the young men were eager to take up the classes, said Mr. Ckiswald,

not so much with a view to changing their position, but to improve in the one

they occupied. The classes lasted from 7.30 till 9 o'clock, the full course being

divided into two terms of ten weeks each. The men were charged a fee of

$2.50, which was returned in full if they attended 80% of the classes and made

fair progress. Out of a total of 47 students in 1911, only two forfeited their fees.

An increase in wages was practically assured to those who made progress, 15 of

the students in 1910 having been advanced in both wages and position until

they had ceased to be helpers and were themselves in charge of men before the

summer months were out.

In addition to structural drawing, Mr. Griswald thought th.at physics and

geometry would be of most use to the men, and he was hoping to extend the classes

to include these. There was a great deal of hea\^ hoisting in connection with

the work of the Company, and although men of long experience rarely made a

mistake in judging the size of chain to use on a certain piece of material, yet they

seemed unable to impart this knowledge to the younger men. He realised that

accidents would occur with less frequency if the men had some knowledge of the

fundamentals of physics.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTI-

MONY AS TO INDUSTRIES.

Much of the testimony submitted to the Commission, although vohnninous

in quantity,may be summarized by omitting repetitions, reiteration and elabora-

tion. Under a few chief headings, therefore, a mass of evidence is grouped in

the form of a narrative, the exact expressions of witnesses being reproduced as

far as possible.

The groups are headed as follows:—(1) Industries and Workers (including

Foremen)
; (2) Apprentices; (3) Kinds of schools called for. Some of these topics

are treated elsewhere also, especially that of Apprentices.

SECTION 1 : INDUSTRIES AND WORKERS (INCLUDING

FOREMEN).

It may be said that manufacturers generally heartily support Technical

Education in any and every form, many of them expressing willingness to have

apprentices trained in shop time. There is a loud and general demand for workers

of greater intelligence and ability to understand orders as well as special skill

in the operations of the particular industry. A better class of operatives would

increase production. Besides ' 'trained intelligence and quickness of mind make

better workmen, and they make more progress and get better wages.

"

Ability to read blue prints would very nnich improve many industries, but

this is often lacking even in machinists, though they would increase their com-

petency and wages by learning this. Drawing and mechanics would be valuable

knowledge for men who take care of machiner\-.

The testimony is general that skilled and reliable men are dilTicult to get,

and in some lines this difficulty is increasing.

In several industries workmen have to be imported from other countries;

this applies more particularly to artistic crafts like lithography, and those in-

volving knowledge of chemistry, such as paper-making. Rven in these lines,

however, a change is coming, for our technical and art schools are beginning to

supply these needs; already the large pulj) and i)aper company at .Shawinigan

Falls is ''training natives on the spot."

Workers should know the reason for things they do; lack of this causes friction

between workers and foremen. Canadian operators are being replaced, but if

these were well trained they would be good foremen and even manufacturers.

It was urged that women should be put on Boards dealing with technical

education, so as to watch the interests of women in industry.

The call for greater skill in industrial work may be sunumd up in tlic

exj)ression of one witness. ''To-day industry needs a host of educated workers

familiar with lalxtratory methods."
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In Textiles, Clothing, etc., technical instruction would improve the workmen's
ability and cause a rise in wages. Operatives in clothing need elementary instruc-

tion to inculcate taste, and many would go further and develop this. In spinning,

education is the only thing that can develop a girl's ability. Knowledge of how to

keep the machine clean would not only afford discipline, but the girl could do more
work than others. A cutting school where drafting or pattern-making was taught

would be good. Superior training in the different processes of silk, cotton, woollen,

linen and jute industries—in fabrication, dyeing, chemicals, etc—would enable

young women to fill positions now taken by outsiders. In the cotton industry',

evening instruction in chemistry, mathematics, design and drawing would be a

great help. In the manufacture of corsets a school of design would help very

much. It was stated that there would be advantage to men in this industry

to have places like the Lowell Textile School, Leeds College, Boston Technical

School etc., which teach industrially.

In Leather, Boots and Shoes, etc., lectures on different kinds of leather would
be good for apprentices; also practical illustrations of fitting and shaping the

shoe upper to fit the sole, showing by the actual skin the good and bad parts,

and how the leather goes into the shoe.

Lessons in pattern-making and design, drawing and artistic taste would be

a great help. Manual Training in schools would make boys more skilled workmen.
To produce the right leathers, tanners must know chemistry and coloring,

as chemical tanning is in vogue now. Tanners would be helped by more ability

to read, write, figure and think—especially the latter.

Technical ediication would improve a worker's ability and increase his earn-

ings. A practical knowledge of leather is needed to avoid mistakes. Cutters

liave to be skilled to use leather to advantage. The more training a foreman
acquires, the better for himself and the concern. In the manufacture of boots

and shoes there are a hundred operations, in every one of which the operator has

to use brains combined with the machine; hence the better trained he is, the

more and better work he will do.

In Glove-Making, leather for some lines must be imported from the United

States, England or Germany, as Canadian tanners do not supply it. In explana-

tion it was stated that Canadian business is not large enough to afford a market

for those special lines. The only form of Technical Education said to be useful

to glove makers was on glove cutting, in which department 40% of the men
would be benefited by Technical Education. There was much loss on stock

by men having only a general knowledge of construction.

In Rubber Works emploj'ees need Technical Education outside the factory.

Apprentices need instruction. One employer said he would reduce apprentices'

time in the factory to 5 hours if the other 5 were spent in school. The factory

has to get foremen from the United States. One Rubber Company has three

college trained chemists for analytic work.

In the Building trades there was said to be room for improvement. One
witness suggested that men should be graded into classes and paid according to

the certificate of the foreman; also that the Technical School should teach the

principles underlying all trades.
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In Furniture, Cabinet Making, Carfycnicring, a. night school to teach draw-

ing would be useful for those who make patterns for bedsteads, etc. A know-
ledge of cabinet making given in schools wotdd make men better workmen, and

save manufactiu-ers' material. Carpenters need technical education for stairs

and roofs, and should learn to read plans. In the manufacture of doors, sashes,

furniture, etc., men who imderstood drawings would be worth fifty per cent,

more, because they would not waste as much material, and also would l>e able

to work without supervision by reading the plan.

Wood work in the finishing of buildings is now of better quality than 25

years ago, and calls for better trained men and better machiner^^ Drawing and

mathematics would do a lot of good ; instruction in the use of the band saw would

also help.

In Terra cotta works men are mostly skilled, but need chemistry.

Bricklayers need training in straight wall work and art panelling work.

Tile Makers should know chemistry, as they have to bum the material.

In Organ Building a knowledge of sound, contraction of materials, effect of

climate on organs, etc., would be valuable to the workmen.

In Pulp and Paper Making, technical education is favored because men
cotild then be got in Canada who would know how to make paper scientifically

and practically, and more men would be capable of taking higher positions.

Before entering the factory they should have a knowledge of mechanics and

general application of tools, also if possible some Manual Training. This would

help the manufacttu-ers very much.

For Foundries and Machine Shops men need instruction in geometrical draw-

ing, mathematics, mechanical science, and knowledge of metals. If men could

read plans, even though they could not make them, and those plans could be

distributed to the workmen, the cost of production would be reduced.

In Steel Work all leaders must nowadays be college trained men. They

need shop and college education together. Hence many of the McGill engineering

students go to the Angus railway shops in summer for practical work.

In Bridge ]Vork accidents would be avoided if men imderstood the fimda-

mental principles of physics. Men with some knowledge of physics would be

safer to entrust with the maintenance of bridges. Technical education would

improve men in the Bridge Co.; older men are not quick enough. The nimiber

of machinists would be considerably increa.sed if they had technical education

directly liearing on mechanical work.

In Railway Work, mechanics must have technical education along with

experience; practice combined with theory; liead and hands working together.

Locomotive engineers are taught by travelling instructors, road foremen and

district mechanics. Men arc trained for airbrakes by means of travelling equip-

ment.

In Aluminum manufacture, in drawing wire and making cable, men sliouid

understand the fimdamental j)rinciplcs of mechanics.

Barbers should know the dangers of disease; also should be able to detect

skin diseases from appearances, so as not to pass on diseases by their tools.
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SECTION 2: APPRENTICES.

The "boy problem", always interesting, especially to parents, becomes

pathetic—sometimes even tragic—in view of the lamentable but patent fact

that Canadian schools are not holding and training boys diiring the critical years

—14 to 17—and in too many cases not even as long as to 12. The boy's inde-

pendence causes him to leave school, or his parents (perhaps with a large family)

encourage him to turn out and work. He is thiis deprived of schooling by pres-

sure on his time for labor to help support the household. Under good conditions

the average bo}^ of 14 ought to be sufficiently educated to begin work, but few

of them are.

When the boy goes to work the problem changes, and the worry is transferred

from teacher and parent to employer. How to train the boy for work, and how
to hold him when trained, are questions with which employers in Quebec, as else-

where, are continually wrestling. The conditions are practically the same in all

the Provinces, varied only or chiefly by the character of the elementary^ education,

the opportimities for further education in evening schools and special classes,

lack of desire for study, fondness for amusement, the temptations to shift from

one factor)' to another, or to leave regular factory work altogether for outside

employment which, though only temporary, pays better for a time.

In the case of girls the problem is perhaps less acute, but it has an added

element of pathos in view of the fact that the future mothers of Canada are being

deprived of domestic training and mental enrichment through deadening factory

processes.

Testimony toiiching the points noted above is monotonous in its uniformity

and repetition. The brief space at disposal may be usefully employed by citing

suggestions for improvement.

Employers all prefer boys trained to habits by discipline. If they were

taught the importance of details, they would work more conscientiously, and

fewer foremen would be needed. Manual Training and drawing in elementary

schools would greatly help boys by accustoming them to use tools, enabling them

much sooner to learn a line of goods, and to do handwork in different shops. With-

out such preliminary' training, boys now have to work two or three years to acquire

the proper skill to make a good job of a mitre or joint.

The Canadian Pacific Railway shops teach boys the proper way to handle tools,

to set up machines, to repair them, and to handle work when it is in the machine.

An employer of fine machinists said apprentices should be taught mechanics

generally, drafting and geometrical drawing, the latter being the most serviceable

of all. A manufacturer of sashes, doors, etc., went fiulher and said that a boy

with a little knowledge of geometrical drawing would be a very good workman

in six months, instead of requiring two or three years, as now; hence his schooling

would enable him to earn more money and to do better work. This employer

always gave the preference to boys who had Manual Training. If apprentices

to bricklaying were well trained, one witness declared, it would improve the con-

ditions of bricklayers and also of the bosses, as well as that of the apprentices

themselves.

191d—Vol. IV—20
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Boys need and should have systematic training while working in factories.

There should be day and night schools for them. One factory had an instructor

from the United States at $15 a day to teach machinists. With tliree months'

teaching boys were worth 10% more. One witness thought that 4 hours a week

out of the Company's time is not too much to extend to the boys in their railway

shops. It would be better to allow an hour a day, or 5 hours weekly.

A manufacturer of foot-wear declared that it would pay him to reduce the

work of apprentices to 5 hoiu^s daily if they attended school the other 5, because,

as he phrased it,
'

' our success depends on getting good workers."

The part-time system was well thought of, though some witnesses considered

that by involving double the number of apprentices it would be difficult to work.

It has not been tried to any considerable extent in Quebec.

SECTION 3: KINDS OF SCHOOLS CALLED FOR.

In all the towns and cities visited the Commission found a desire for Even-

ing Classes where they did not exist, and for more technical training where a start

had been made in any form, correspondence courses not being considered satis-

factory. Teachers are available at once in many places. Some towns have pro-

fessors and also able architects who could carrj' on Technical Education. Free

rooms are offered in some cases.

It is interesting to note that over 50 years ago Seigneur Jow"ttc left funds

for an Industrial School in the town called by his name.

It is recognized on all sides that a certain amoimt of elementary- education

must be obtained so as to prepare pupils to grasp Technical Education, It woiild

be a help to Technical Education in after years to have free, compulsor}' education.

A fear was expressed that a Technical School would not succeed because the stand-

ard of common education was not high enough to build on. This statement was

challenged and stoutly denied. Technical Education would mean higher branches

of arithmetic, mathematics, algebra, clementarj' chemistry and mechanical draw-

ing. Drawing considered as a higher kind of penmanshij) would form a good found-

ation for Technical Education. One witness said: "Our workers most need

reading, writing, arithmetic, geometrical drawing, a little mechanical science,

chemistry- and physics.

"

There must be correlation between primary and technical education, as

the primar}- schools will have to supply the technical school with scholars. Teach-

ing of drawing should be compulsor\- as a means of training children to observe

closely. "Before going to a technical school solid elementary' knowledge must

be acquired to prepare for it. Better schools are needed".

Evening Schools were favored, though it is sometimes foimd difficult to secure

attendance. Boys would be better for Night Schools, while older workmen would

not object. Some Public School btiildings are being used for Night Schools under

the authority of the Provincial Secretary. Night Schools are said to be nnich

better than Correspondence Schools. They are chiefly needed as .Schools of Design,

as employers have to go al)road for designers.
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It was predicted that the working people of Quebec city would be enthusiastic

over the new Technical School.

Comparatively few young men from 15-18 attend Night School. Those

schools should be made attractive, for a boy who goes to a factory at 14 and works

all day is very often too tired to attend, having spent all his strength during the

day. What a boy goes through as apprentice militates against the Night School.

Pupils in an Evening Technical School who work during the day demand theory

more than practice in their classes.

The work done in the evening classes imder the Council of Arts and Manufac-

tMies is everywhere well spoken of. Many students who have gone through those

classes have done well. Young men learn to read plans. Cases are known of

men making $1.50 a day who had, by diligent study in those classes, worked up
into positions worth $1,800 a year. Freehand drawing for a year is insisted on,

and does great good. Many firms apply to the Montreal classes for designers.

One lady pupil gets $18 a week as draftsman in a factory. The newspaper

illustrators were drawn from these classes. The freehand drawing taught at the

Monument National compares favorably with anything in the United States.

The ideal plan was a school in which a boy finishes with a good education;

then public schools devoted to technical knowledge, in whatever branch the

boy has undertaken; next shop work as an apprentice. Such a boy would be

splendidly equipped. It would be good thing to have a Technical vSchool for

apprentices, provided the matter of their wages could be arranged.

The example of France was referred to, where Manual Training is established

in connection with primary education. Manual Training helps those who want

a technical coirrse; it would induce a boy to find his own disposition; it trains

the hands to obey quickly the imptilse of the will. Some boys, while dull at book

work, are clever with their hands. Boys from 12 to 15 want to do things; they

are constructive. Manual Training sets the boy thinking, and the physical exer-

cise in making things in Manual Training is good for his health. Opinion as to

ability cannot be based on what a boy does at College.

Instead of teaching a girl the same drawing as a boy who is going to be a

workman, she ought to learn to draw in connection with clothing, cutting, etc.

\ It is believed that Technical Education has made modem France, Germany,
and Great Britain what they are, and some witnesses sadly stated that skilled

foreigners hold the best positions in industrial establishments in Canada today.

It was asserted that with more practical education the moral standing of the

population could be raised, and better citizenship acquired. There are many
openings for those who have technical or commercial education, while the pro-

fessions are overcrowded.

The need for Technical Education of a higher sort, such as the Polytechnic

School and University give, was emphasized. The cost of technical education

in one establishment should be shared by other manufacturing concerns.

In Montreal there is a forward movement for Industrial Education. The
new Technical School there uses both the French and English languages. The
dual system works harmoniously, and both classes wish to help Technical Edu-
cation. An advocate of the Technical School for 20 years thinks that instead of

191d—Vol. IV—20.J
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one Technical School in Montreal, they should be established in all industrial

centres of the Province to suit the industries of each place.

"The two Technical Schools in Montreal are the best things done here,"

said one witness.

One witness said he could get 50 or 60 children in Valleyfield for a Trade

School.

Various other suggestions were made, such as these:—Instructors travelling

among various branches of industry would accomplish something. There should be

exhibits of industrial art work, also pictures in schools. Co-operation with business

men for an exhibition of Canadian Art would lead to interest in Art. The Do-

minion Government should train its own workers. A Technical School is a question

of competent instructors, and the Dominion Government should help it. If a

certain sum of national money were given towards Industrial Training for effi-

ciency, a certain part of it could be used for the education and training of

teachers as a means of industrial efficiency for the nation, which is a concern of

the Dominion Government.
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CHAPTER XXXIX: OKA AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.

This establishment was affiliated with Laval University in March 1908. It

had existed prior to that date, under the name of the School of Agriculture,

having been opened in 1893 by the Trappist Fathers of Notre-Dame-du-Lac, at

the request, and with the liberal assistance, of the Provincial Government.

Since that date, the work has continued to make progress in training men

for the administrative services for nrral and agricultural industries. The College

was reorganized in 1907, at the request of the Provincial Minister of Agriculture,

the religious authorities, and the agricultural missionaries, with the full approval

of the Council of Public Instruction. It was decided that the School should retain

all that experience had proved to be effective and desirable, whilst adding new

improvements and equipment suitable for modem requirements and a more ex-

tended course of instruction. These additions were completed in the spring of

1910.

The Course at this College covers 3 years. A preparatory course is provided

for pupils whose previous education and knowledge are found to be inadequate.

There is also a special course for older pupils who are unable to take the full coiu-se.

This comprises various short courses, of a practical character and of varying

length, accorJing to the subjects taken up.

The College has 1,800 acres of ground, 700 being xmder cultivation. It offers

to its students wide facilities for the practical study of agricultural conditions.

Nearly all the varieties of soil found in the Province of Quebec are represented,

and cultivated with extremely profitable results, thanks to the economical and

intelligent methods of the cultivators. All kinds of vegetables which can be

successfully grown in the Province are cultivated to great advantage. Many

kinds of cattle are kept on the farm. The strictly agricultural industries are

carried on in great variety, together with other rural industries, such as black-

smith's work, harness-making, carpentry, baking, soap-manufacture, etc.

Practical work is given the foremost place in the instruction. Under the direc-

tion of the instructors, students learn to do the work themselves in connection

with the preparation of the soil, feeding of cattle, fruit-culture, draining, manage-

ment of machines, gardening, etc. By this means they are able to master the

numerous details of supervision, handling and execution connected with farm

work, as well as learning to observe, judge and decide for themselves. The farm

and lands attached form the professor's principal laboratory.

Whilst giving young men intending to take up agricultiu-e all the vocational

instruction required in their business, attention is paid to scientific methods ap-

plicable to the cultivation of the soil. The aim is to turn out men who, in addition

to the technical details of their business, are sufficiently familiar with science

to be able to judge for themselves, in given conditions, of the value of various

methods of agriculture or rural economy.
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The Lirrarv.

The Library of the College contains a collection of Canadian works on

agriculture and rural industries, as well as many foreign works on agricultural

and scientific matters, biography, travels and popular technical books.

Laboratories.

These are equipped with modem appliances for chemical, physical and

other experiments, natural liistor\' specimens, examples of vegetable and

animal biology, zoology, zootechny, entomology, mineralogy, botany and geo-

logy related to agriculture. Apparatus for making experiments with soil and

grain, metereological instruments and appliances for rural engineering, a her-

bariimi containing Canadian plants, and a collection of in.sects, etc., complete

the equipment. Mural charts, diagrams, lantern views, and modern appli-

ances are placed at the disposal of the teachers and students.

Entrance Requirements.

Students applying for Scholarships must be British subjects and domiciled

in the Province of Quebec. All students must be at least 15 years of age, produce

a certificate of good conduct from their priest or last schoolmaster; be strong

enough to work about 5 hours a day round the farm or grounds; intend to take

up agriculture or a rural industry; undertake to observe the rules of the establish-

ment, and pay all necessary fees. All students, except those exempted according

to the regulations, must pass an entrance examination, which covers the pro-

gram of the Elementary Schools of the Province of Quebec. Students imable

to take tliis e.xamination, but who show promise of success, may be admitted to

the preparatory course. Exempt from entrance examination are:—Graduates

of Classical colleges affiliated with Laval University, having the bachelor's di-

ploma or equivalent certificate ; students of normal schools with the primary cer-

tificate, and those who have received diplomas from the Central Board of Catholic

Examiners of the Province of Quebec.

The entrance examination is written only, and must not exceed the limits

of the program of elementary schools. It comprises the following subjects:

—

French language, arithmetic, accoimting, geography, Canadian history-, natural

.sciences, elementary agriculture, and drawing.

The year is divided into 2 terms, commencing in the first week of September,

and concluding in the middle of July, with one montli's vacation at Christmas.

No other holidays are given, except vSundays and church festivals.

In the preparatory year, the time is divided as follows:—French language,

50 hours; English language, 30 hours; arithmetic, 50; accounting, 30; geography,

30; Canadian historj-, 20; natural sciences, 30; agricultiire, 50; drawing, 20;

astronomy, 6. In the second term, drawing receives only 14 hours, and astron-

omy is omitted. The total muuljcr of hours are, in the first terui, 316, in the

second term, 304.
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lu the ResTular Course, the time is divided as follows:

1st term.

HOURS
Large Cullurcs 20
Fruil Culture 70
Live Stock, Hygiene and Veterinary

Science 105
Rural Engineering 20
Botany and Biology 30
Chemistry 25
Physics 25
Meteorology 10

Physics 25
Language and Composition 11

Total 316

2iid term.

HOURS
Large Cultures 40
Fruit Culture 30
Live Stock, Hygiene and Veterinary

Science 60
Apiculture 50
Rural Engineering 20
Agricultural Bookkeeping 20
Botany and Biology 20
Chemistry (organic) 20
Physics 30
Meteorology 5

Language and Composition 9

Total 304

2nd Ye
1st ttim.

HOURS
Large Cultures 20
Horticulture and Floriculture 40
Fruit Culture 30
Live Stock 90
Apiculture 25
Rural Engineering 20
Political Economy 20
Entomology 10
Organic, Analytic and Agricultural

Chemistry 30
Mineralogy 20
Language and Composition II

Total 316

2iid term.

HOURS
Large Cultures 40
Horticulture and Floriculture 15
Fruit Culture 30
Live Stock 75
Aviculture 35
Rural Engineering 50
Rural Economy 20
Bacteriology 10
Agricultural Geology and Geography 20
Language and Composition 9

Total 304

3rd Year
ist term.

HOITRS
Large Cultures 40
Forestry Culture 20
Live Stock 110
Rural Engineering 45
Rural Legislation—civil law, adniinis-

traUve and municipal law 40
Geology and Geography 30
Bacteriology 20
Language and Composition 11

Total 316

2nd trem.

HOURS
Large Cultures 60
Live Stock 100
Rural Engineering 35
Rural Legislation 30
Science applied to agricultural industries:

food, drink, vegetables; animal
products; chemical products 60

Agricultural Geology and Geography. ... 10
Language and Composition 9

Total 304

Manual Work.

In summer, students work 6 hours a day out of doors, in winter, 4 hours. In
addition to lessons in classrooms, meetings of agricultural societies held at the

Institute several times a year, and experiments in laboratories, students receive

a thorough and graduated training through daily work and obser\'ations made in
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the different departments. Students have to perform in rotation every kind of

service in connection with the farm, orchards, live stock, dairy, siigar-making,

cider-making, wine-making, etc. They thus learn every detail of agricultural

and allied industries, and acquire manual dexterity, intelligence and endurance.

Great stress is laid on practical work in awarding diplomas.

Students have the opportunity of studying every phase of riiral industries,

selecting the branch they wish to take up, among those practised at the College.

They can study electric heating, lighting, etc., in the plant at the institution

itself and thus acquire a working knowledge of power and heating apparatus.

Those who desire it may take up forestry, and study the various kinds of woods.

Short Coursus.

Tiie short coiu-ses are a special feature, especially intended for adults who

are unable to take the regular course. Each is distinct and complete in itself.

They are entirely practical, and vary from 2 to 6 weeks, being held at all seasons.

No examination is required for admission, but students have to give references,

imdertake to follow the whole course, and pay all fees in advance.

The following are some of the subjects dealt with:

—

Breeding and feeding of stock (2 weeks)

.

Preparation of the soil for seed and selection of seeO-graiii; rotation (2

weeks)

.

Fruit culture (3 weeks).

.\viculture—birds, poultry and their i)nKlucts (6 weeks).

Horticulture (3 weeks).

Apiculture (4 weeks).

A special certificate is awarded to those who are successful in these short

courses.

Younger pupils may be admitted to short courses by special arrangement

only.

ExAMIN.\riONS.

Periodical examinations are held during the course, and a written examination

once a month and at the end of term. These are conducted by the authorities of

the University, who also award degrees. Oral, written and practical tests are set,

the latter being conducted by the heads of the departments concerned. Pupils

failing to pass the practical test, even if successful in the theoretical part, are

considered as having failed. The same rule a])i)lies to students failing in tlic

theory, but passing tlie practical test.

Students who have received the diploma of Bachelor, may one, two or three

years later take the examination for the degree of Doctor of Agricultural Science.

I-'EES.

Scholarship pupils pay: Registration I'ce $\; Laboratories and Library,

$5, Deposit for i)reakages, etc., $10; Laundry, $10; Bed-linen, if furnished, S5.

Ordinary pupils pay $100 a year for board, lodging and instniclion, other

fees as above; total $131 per annum.
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Fees for examinations and diplomas amount to $19 in all.

Students pay their own medical and infirmary expenses.

The authorities annovmce that it is very desirable that students should come
to the College with as complete preparation as possible. They would then be

enabled to take up at once the physics, chemistry and natural science applicable

to agricultural and niral industries. Ever>' effort is made to simplify this part

of the instruction by object-lessons, laboratory work, demonstrations, and exchange

of ideas between teachers and students.

The authorities do not overlook the fact that nowadays it is not only agri-

cultural instruction that is required. Commercial, economic and social questions

more than ever before enter into the life of the agriculturist, and he has to con-

sider not only the climate and the soil, but markets and transportation. He
has not only to select produce which is suited to the soil, but that which sells the

best. He has to find new outlets, understand transportation questions and the

preservation and storage of foodstuffs. Fm^ther, in order to protect his own inter-

ests, it is incumbent upon him to understand how individual, isolated forces may
become powerful through association, co-operation, clubs, syndicates of all kinds.

The Announcement affirms that such is the work imdertaken by the Oka
Agricultirral College. "Xot a student of our best schools, or even of otu- colleges,

but would obtain here, for his owa happiness and for the general prosperity of

the nation, a suitable and earnest preparation for what is perhaps the most desir-

able of all careers. The future of the race lies in agriculture. ' Let us be a nation

of agriculturists', said Arthur Buis, at the close of one of his most remarkable

pamphlets on agricultural propaganda, 'and we shall soon become a nation. The
earth contains the supreme resources and power; it is through it that everything

is renewed and fructified. .Agricultural tastes and agricultural education produce

a virile nation'."

SECTION 2: THE WORK OF THE AGRICULTURAL

MISSIONARIES.

Information obtained from Mr. J. C. Ch.\p.\is, Assistant Commissioner for

Dairying for Canada.

An Association which merits special mention is that of "The Agricultural

Missionaries," organized by the Catholic Bishops of the Ecclesiastical Province of

Quebec in the year 1894. It is composed of one or more parish priests, selected in

each of the Quebec dioceses by the local bishop to take in hand the interests of

agriculture amongst the farmers. They strive to show that idleness, want of

method, the habit of drinking strong liquors, and luxury, are among the worst foes

of agricultiu-e, and their authorized voice is listened to and is a means of producing

wonderful results.

The 6th Report of its operations gives very interesting information regarding

the work done by these valiant apostles who preach Agriculttire at the same time

as the Gospel. No subject in connection with the practice of agriculture is unfam-
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iliar to these zealous priests whom the Reverend Bishops of the ecclesiastical

Province of Quebec have specially delegated to look after the material and moral

interests of the agricultural classes in this province. A study of this Report reveals

that the branches studied by these industrious Missionaries in their conventions,

and dealt with by them during the last 3 years before meetings of agriculturists

at which they were present, comprised the following:—manuring, melon culture,

the care of bees, the best fruits to grow on the farm, the Experimental Union of

Quebec, the Schools of Agriculture and the Experimental Farms of the Province

of Quebec, the breeding of horses, co-operation in agricultiu-e, dairying in all its

branches, aviculture, apiculture, horticulture, domestic schools, school gardens^

to mention only a few among many others. 770 circles have been visited by the

Missionaries or their deputies; and 145, 250 agriculturists were able to benefit by

theii instruction, the latter being of a very varied character, covering 236 subjects

dealt with at lectiu-es.

The same Report shows that the following lectiu-ers, all expert in their respect-

ive branches of agricultural industry, were asked to give the Agricultural Mission-

aries the benefit of their advice at the annual conventions, or to represent them

in visiting the agricultural circles:—Messrs. G. A. Gigault, the Rev. Trappist

Father Athanase, Brother Liguori, Dr. W. Grignon, O. E. Dalaire, Dr. Dauth,

G. Reynaud, J- C. Chapais, G. Dimitriou, J. B. Blanchard, J. D. Leclair, J. N.

Lemieux, L. M. Grignon, and others.

The question has often been asked whether French-Canadians know how to

appreciate at its full value the devoted work of the Agricultui'al Missionaries.

It is known that the effectual assistance given to agriculture by the Catholic

priests in the Dominion of Canada from time immemorial, dating from the days

of New France to the present time, is recognized and commended by fellow-

citizens of a race and creed different to theirs. F'resh evidence of this appears

in the issue of the "Farm and Dairy," published at Peterborough, Ont., which

shows how much of the work the agricultiu'al priests is appreciated. The article

is entitled "Priests as Agricultural Experts," written by Mr. J. A. Macdonald.

In the eastern parts of Nova Scotia and in Cape Breton, as well as in Prince Edward Island,

the Catholic priests take a great interest in agriculture, dairj-ing and stock-raising.

In organizing the system of co-operative dairying in Prince Edward Island in the ten years

following 1890, Professor J. W. Robertson would never have met with the marvellous success

which he did, if he had not had the advantage of the enthusiastic co-ojjeration of the Catholic

priests. He himself frequently admitted this.

I observed ,in the course of my travels in eastern Nova Scotia, that the Catholic priests in

many cases filled the r61e of agricultural experts to the ])eople. This is particularly the case in

the County of Antigonish, and in almost all the counties of Cape Urcton. Before I reached Pictou

last week, two Catholic priests, the Rev. Fathers Tompkins and McPherson, of St. Francis Xavicr
College, gave lectures on agriculture in various parts of the county, on the rotation of crops, the

cultivation of turnips, methods of cultivating the soil, etc., and were to speak in several other

places.

These reverend abb^s are experts in the solution of agricultural problems, and their lectures

are very instructive. Instead of the small audiences of Farmers' Institutes in Ontario, organized
by the Provincial Coverninent, these priests gather together ISO or more farmers. This large

attendance at the beginning of the harvest season is a splendid evidence of the confidence enter-

tained in the good fathers by the farmers of eastern Nova Scotia.
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It may be mentioned that in the Provinces referred to above, no organization

of Agricidtural Missionaries exists, this being peculiar to the Province of Quebec.

In view of the fact that efforts due to the individual devotion of a few priests to

the temporal welfare of their parishioners are so highly commended by those not

sharing the Roman Catholic faith, how much more should the patriotic work

inaugtu-ated by our Reverend Bishops in the organization of a band of agricultiu-al

Missionaries to enstu-e the material advancement of the agriculttu-al popxilation,

be appreciated? As his late Eminence Cardinal Taschereau said in 1879, in a

circular addressed to his clergy, "the welfare of their souls is dependent in a large

degree on this material progress."
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CHAPTER XL: MACDONALD COLLEGE.

SECTION 1: GENERAL STATEMENT.

Macdonald College, which is incorporated with McGill University, was founded,

erected, equipped and endowed by Sir William C. Macdonald for the following;

among other purposes

:

(1) The advancement of education, the carrj'ing on of research work and

investigation, and the dissemination of knowledge; all with particular regard

to the interests and needs of the rural population

;

(2) To provide suitable and effective training for teachers, especially for

those whose work will directly affect the education in schools in rural districts.

The College recognizing the importance of education, adequate and suitable

for the needs of the rural communities which are the great producing class

of the country, works in sympathy with all other educational effort for the

development and increase of intelligence, power, ability and skill, and willing-

ness to co-operate for the common good in each locality and in the nation at large.

The work is arranged into:

—

A School of Agriculture

;

A School for Teachers;

A School of Household Science.

Increase of productiveness, improvement of products of the field and the

industries of the farm and the town, greater comfort and enjoyment in the home,

a better taught school for the children, and a nobler sense of the duties and respon-

sibilities of life,—these are among the advantages which the College assists in

providing for Canada.

The College property, situated at Ste. Anne de Belle\'aie, Que., twenty miles

from Montreal, comprises 561 acres, divided into (1) The Campus, (2) Experimental

grounds with illustration plots; (3) the Small Cultures Farm for Horticulture

and Poultry, and (4) the Live Stock and Grain Farm.

Macdonald College is a College of McGill University, the Principal and some

members of the Staff being members of the Macdonald College Committee, which

directs the educational policy and internal government of the College, subject

to the Governors of McGill. All courses at Macdonald College leading to

a degree of McGill are subject to the control and approval of the Governors,

while the courses for training teachers for the Protestant schools of Quebec are

under the direction of the Teachers' Training Committee and the Protestant Com-

mittee of the Council of Public Instniction.

EnTRANCIC RliQUlRlvMENTS.

School of Agriculture (Faculty of Agriculture of McGill).—Candidates must

be 18 years of age, of satisfactory moral character and health, must have been
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vaccinated, and must have worked for a season on a farm. In addition, candidates

for the one and two year coiu-ses must be conversant with the English language

and elementary mathematics, history and geography.

The course extends over 4 sessions of about 7 months each, and leads to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture.

School for Teachers.—Teachers to be trained for the schools under the Pro-

testant Committee of the Council of Public Instruction for Quebec Province are

admitted under the conditions prescribed by that body; others under the Mac-

donald College regidations. Such candidates must be 18 years of age, in good

health and of good moral character, and recommended by the Department of

Education or School Inspector of the Province where they reside.

School of Household Science.—Candidates (a) for Home-makers' and Short

Course must be aged 18, and (b) for Housekeepers' Course, aged 23, with evidence

of good health (including vaccination), satisfactory moral character, and ability to

read and write English, with proficiency in elementary mathematics.

In case of accommodation not sufficing for all candidates, preference will be

given to those from the rural districts of Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and

Eastern Ontario.

Living Expenses.

For board and lodging, double room, $4 per week; plus laundry fee $\ per

session, (for use of laundr)^) ; doctor's fee, $3 per session. All students must de-

posit $5 caution money on entrance.

Tuition Fees.

School of Agrictdture:—Students from the farming community of Quebec

Province are admitted free for the first two years ; for the third and fourth years

at S50 per year. Other Canadians, all years, S50 per year. Students from

outside Canada, all years, ?100 per year.

Laboratory Fees, 1st and 2nd years, $5 per year;

3rd and 4th years, $15 per year.

Registration Fee for Short Coiu-ses, $1 per course.

School for Teachers:—
Residents of Quebec Province, free;

Other residents of Canada, $75 per year;

Students from outside Canada, $100 per year;

Laboratory Fee, $5 per year.

School of Household Science:—
Students from the farming comnmnity of Quebec Province, free;

Other residents of Canada, and students from outside Canada, $25 per year.

Laboratory Fees for Homemaker and Housekeeper Courses, $10 per year.

For Short Coiu-ses, $5 per year.

Partial and special students (Schools of Agricultiual Science) $5 per subject

per term of course, and laboratory fee covering cost of material.
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Buildings and Equipment.

The buildings are constructed with all modem improvements, a complete

system of ventilation being furnished to ever>' room.

The Main Building forms the centre of the group, arovmd it being the resi-

dences and laboratories. It contains a Reading Room and Library, Assembly

Hall with pipe organ, and accommodation for the School for Teachers, the labora-

tories and rooms for Nature vStudy and Manual Training, and the School of

Household Science.

The class rooms and laboratories of the latter occupy the end portions of the

second and third floors. There are two large kitchens, each with working places

for 28 students, for practice work in cooker>'; a dining room where experience is

obtained in serving simple meals and special menus, and in the decoration of the

table ; a large semng room for practice in hand and machine sewing ; dressmaking

and milliner)' rooms; a laundry for practical work in best methods of washing,

cleaning, and ironing; and a house decoration room for the study of the principles

and methods of the furnishing and decoration of the home.

The Biolog>'-Bacteriology Building contains the laboratories and equipment

for these departments, the dairy and soil laboratories, and four private research

laboratories.

The Chemistry- Physics Building is well lighted and ventilated, with all

necessary apparatus, and special arrangements for flues to carry off noxious

fumes. There is a special laboratory for elementary work in Mechanics in the

School of Agriailture, with simple farm appliances; as well as a large workshop

with full equipment.

The Agriculture-HorticiUtme Building is devoted to Home Dairying, Horti-

culture, Agriculture, Live Stock, Cereal Husbandry and Farm Machinery.

The Poultry Building is thoroughly equipped for instruction in the manage-

ment of poultn,', with sections containing pens of the various breeds, illustrations

of the intensive and extensive systems, and an excellent brooder house.

D.\Y School .\nd SrunUNTs' Rksidences.

The Day School for the Protestant children of the district, which is a practice

and observation school for the School for Teachers, contains a Kindergarten

room, four other class-rooms, and a large assembly hall, all suital)ly equipped. It

has a School Garden, containing plots for the children and for the student-

teachers, together with illustration plots used in Nature Study and for the

instruction in the .selection of seed, rotation of crops, the protection of crops from

diseases, etc.

The Women's Residence has accommodation for over 200 women, witli

reception and music rooms, apartments for the Superintendent and Housekeeper,

a liospital, rooms for women teachers; large dining room, swimming pool and

gymnasium, etc.

The Men's Residence is on the same plan, and contains accommodation for

over 175 men, with reception rooms, gymnasium, etc.
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Farms, Grounds, Etc.

The Main I'arm consists of a farm house, several cottages, barns, stables,

etc. The dairj' herd supplies milk for the College, and calves are sold to Agri-

cultural Societies.

The Cereal Husbandry Department works for the improvement by selection

and breeding of all classes of field crops. Five rotation farms have been laid out

for the study of rotation and good seed, and four acres are devoted to illustration

work with cereals, where experiments are carried on.

The Horticultural Department, with its laboratories and greenhouses, gives

students the opportunity of studjdng practical horticulture dtu-ing the wnter.

The Horticultural Farm covers about 70 acres, 30 acres of which are orchard; 20

are devoted to apples, on which cultural experiments have been made since 1909,

with a variety orchard.

SECTION 2: THE COLLEGE IN DIRECT RELATION TO

AGRICULTURE.

Dr. F. C. Harrison, Principal, gave the Commission an interesting out-

line showing the relation of the Federal Government in the United States to

the development of agricultural education, and pointed out something of the

opportunity and obligation in Canada. The following are the points presented

by Dr. Harrison:

—

We see in the United States a body of workers of extreme accuracy and

keenness, and a scientific superintendence not possessed, in his opinion, by any

European coimtry. This impetus to agricultural education came about the year

1862, when Senator Morrill, by what is known as the Morrill Act, got through

Congiess a grant to each State of 30,000 acres of land for each Senator and Rep-

resentative in Congress to which each State was entitled under the Census of 1860.

The moneys derived from sale of these lands were to be invested at not less

than five per cent., and this interest was to be appropriated by each State to the

"endowment, support and maintenance of at least one college where the leading

object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and includ-

ing military tactics, to teach such branches as are related to agriculture and the

mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively

prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the indus-

trial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life". (Sec. 4)

Some of this land was sold, some still remains to them, but the average annual

income which individual States receive from those grants of land amounts at pres-

ent to some SI 5,000 a year.

Liberal Additional Endowment.

An additional endowment was granted under the second Morrill Act, (1890),

which appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated

arising from the sales of public lands, " the sum of $15,000 for the year ending
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June 30th, 1890, and an annual increase thereafter for ten years by an additional

sum of Si ,000 over the preceding year, and the animal amount to be paid thereafter

to each State and Territory shall be $25,000 to be applied only to instruction

in agriculture, the mechanic arts", etc.

By the Nelson amendment (1907) Congress added to the above the sum of

$5,000 for the year ending Jime 30th, 1908, "and an annual increase of the amount

of such appropriation thereafter for four years by an additional smn of $5,000

over the preceding year, and the annual sum to be paid thereafter to each State

and Territory shall be $50,000, to be applied only for the purposes of the agricul-

tural colleges as defined and limited" (in the Acts of 1862 and 1890).

Thus the State Agricultural Colleges have from the United States Federal

Government an income of $50,000 (from the second Morrill Act and the Nelson

Amendment) as well as an income of $15,000 from the first Morrill Act passed

in 1862, while some of the land granted them is still imsold, and yields an average

return of 6% or 8%. This is what the Federal Govcmment did for the Govern-

ments of the individual States.

Further Federal Gr.vnts.

In addition to all the above, by what is knowTi as the Hatch Act, 1887, the

sum of $15,000 annually was given to each State for the purpose of promoting

scientific investigation and experimental stations where the various phases of

agricultural research might be carried on in each State. That amount was increased

by the Adams Act of 1906, so that by the provisions of those two Acts each State

experiment station will shortly be receiving from the F'ederal Government the

sum of $45,000 per year.

Disbursements from the United States Treasury for the period from 1888

and 1907 for the experiment stations alone amounted to $1 1,000,000.

This is what the United vStates Ciovernmcnt has done for the State Govern-

ments. Now, what has been done in Canada during this period? We find there

were certain experimental farms founded through Mr. (afterwards Sir) John Carling,

that at Ottawa being the first, together with certain branch institutions which are

not run by the various Provinces in which they are located, but which are nm
by the Federal Government from Ottawa.

Now, it is impossible for an ordinary director at Ottawa to look after exper-

iments as far west as Agassiz, B. C, and as far east as Nappan, N. S. To look

after the various phases and interests of agricniltural life requires constant siipcr-

vision. In each of those experimental farms there is not a complete scientific

staff, as there is in the States, but usually just a few men who are interested along

one or two phases, and who have not had the education that is now given to grad-

uates from agricultural colleges; yet many of their experiments require a goo;!

deal more exact knowledge than we have at the present time.

Provincial Governments Should Control 1'arms.

If those experimental farms were turned over to the respective I'rovinci;ii

fVwenunents, and a sum given them every year, the people living in those Provinces

would get greatly increased benefits from those stations.
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Macdonald College has a scientific staff which we think is unsurpassed in

Canada. Our men are capable of and willing to do good work, such as requires

a great deal of money as well as thought to map out. If we could get the Domin-

ion Government to take the same part as the Federal Government in the United

States, our work would verv^ quickly spread over those Provinces, first by getting

ourselves better known in Ontario and the West, and also by experiments which

would be of direct benefit to the countr3\

It is true that we have here both French and English. In places in the United

States where there are two institutions the money is divided by law; so in this

Province it could be divided. We would attempt to serve the English interests

in the Province, and we could both work together on many points of common
interest.

Ott.\w.\ Staff .\ Reserve Corps.

The corps at the experiment station in Ottawa should be looked upon as the

reserve, so that they could throw their scientific weight and knowledge and acumen

into some problems that come up year after year—first helping the Province

of Ontario, then the Western or Eastern Provinces on the particular problems

in which they are engaged, and thus helping the various Provinces to do their

work. Thus all could work harmoniously together in the interests of agricultural

research and agricultural education.

Another way in which the United States Government helps the various State

experiment stations is by allowing them the privilege of free mailing of bulletins,

publications and newspapers to the farmers. Our Dominion Government only

allows the franking of parliamentary' papers from the Provincial Legislatures. If

correspondents were allowed to write to the various Provincial institutions without

affixing postage stamps a great deal of information could be given to them by

that privilege.

COURSES IN SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE.

CA) Short Courses of Two Weeks Each.—These are as practical as possible,

and cover Live Stock, Cereal Husbandry, Horticultm-e and Poultry. They are

designed to help practical men, who cannot attend the regular courses, to a better

understanding of the methods in different branches of agriculture, and to enable

them to carry on their operations and management with greater success and

satisfaction. The courses consist of lectures, discussions, illustrations, demon-

strations and laboratory practice.

(B) Two-year Course leading to Diploma.—This covers Animal Husbandry,

Field and Cereal Husbandry', Horticulture, Poultrv' Husbandry and Home Dairv-

ing. It is eminently practical, being intended to meet the needs of farmers'

sons who purpose returning to their farms. During the first year the practical

subjects such as Animal and Cereal Husbandry, Horticultine and Poultry are

emphasized, as it is believed that the valuable but rather indefinite information

already possessed by the student can be used from the outset in building up a

superstructine of agricultural knowledge, enlarged and strengthened by the in-
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troduction of scientific principles gained in the laboratories. In the second year

more attention is given to the sciences bearing on agriculture, and the facts on

which the principles of agriculture are based, together with a continuation of

practical subjects. Drawing, English, Histor>', Manual Training, Mathematics,

Physical Training are included with the agricultural subjects.

(C) Four-year Course leading to Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricul-

ture. (B.S.A.).—^This is a continuation of the two-year course for more advanced

knowledge of rural economy, the natural sciences and their application to the

conditions, processes and organization of rural life. Four-year Students have to

prepare a thesis at the end of the Third Year on some subject of original investi-

gation in their department.

CEREAL HUSBANDRY.

Statement by Mr. Leonard S. Kunck, Professor of Cereal Husbandry at

Macdonald College.

In class work here we grow material for the advanced men. For the first

two years we obtain material from the plots. The advanced men get special

work because of special treatment. In growing material for the advanced work

we create certain conditions and get certain results. In research work the con-

tent of life is varied by crossing or selection, or by varying the conditions of

planting.

In cereal husbandry research work has had results of economic, profit-making

value, especially in oats, new varieties having been discovered and old ones im-

proved by the means mentioned in conjunction with soil management and the

rotation of crops.

This work is valuable to students, both by what they see and hear, and by

what teachers obtain in doing it, because laboratory work adds so much to the

interest of lectures, having a direct bearing on the problems which confront the

students. This has much greater practical value than merely speaking of the

matter without presenting the materials. A student in this way gets much more

out of it than a farmer merely reading or hearing of it.

Value of Research Work.

This research work is of great value to the counti-y in the case of all cereals'

The best results come from having students present in summer when the crops

are growing; such men become "live wires" in this line of work, while those who

visit the stations only once in a year or two, and do not spend sufficient time to

get acquainted with the actual work done and learn the underlying principles,

are not influenced to anything like the same extent as the man who luidcrstands

his work.

Money spent on experiment work in an agricultural college would be of

much greater advantage to a cro])-growing Province than if expended where no

students are trained; because when a man is brought into contact with students

he cannot aflord to be lax in his work, and in teaching his subject he gets so
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many ideas from wide-awake pupils, who are every year up against problems

of vital importance, that if he has the money to do work, he will plan an entirely

different line of experiments to meet the demands of the Province, through being

in close touch with its conditions. He has also greater opportunities for dissemin-

ating the information obtained. He would thus be making research meet the

pressing problems of the times.

Federal money where needed, associated with Provincial money, would make

an agricultiu-al college more effective as a research station, and if safeguarded,

as in the United States, the money would be wisely expended. In the past there

has been too much duplication, but this has now been overcome, with the ad-

vantage that the work of different stations is much more closely related, results

are given greater publicity, and workers in different stations know more of

results obtained outside.

Improvement in Corn Culture.

A good beginning has been made with classes to improve the corn crop of

Western Ontario, where they are beginning to produce com that was not pro-

duced before. This would revolutionize the fodder crop in Quebec in ten years

if the campaign were kept up and worked from both ends; i.e., Ontario should

produce a kind of corn that will enable Quebec farmers to grow better fodder, and

in that way Technical Education up there would have an influence dowTi here.

The only reason for going to Western Ontario was that the farmers of Eastern

Ontario and Quebec needed just such com, and it was a question of bringing

producer and consumer together. I have gone there to give special training to

the farmers for growing seed for fodder crops for our farmers down here; the seed

obtained there is better for forage crop.

There has been much gain to the country as a whole as a result of Technical

Education from the use of pure seed as distinguised from mixed strains, and the

tendency towards the latter in the wheat growing prairies has been corrected,

so that the quantity of reasonably piire seed available is greater now than ever

before. A farmer who grows a good quality of Red Fife can now get $1.50 per

bushel by the carload, whereas formerly he could hardly get a few cents above

market price. That is how the public value that grain, which does not cost the

farmer any more to grow, so there is no reason why that method shoidd not be ex-

tended over greater areas.

Alfalfa For Quebec Farms.

-Vlfalfa requires three years to come to full development, and in ordinary

(arming conditions a man could not depend upon its reaching the third year with

as much certainty as other crops; but where conditions can be controlled it is

just as certain. A man can learn to grow alfalfa with certainty under ordinary-

conditions here, and it would be very useful to the farmers of Quebec if it were

generally grown. Illustration plots might be necessary to impress upon them

the special requirements of the crop, and also to convince them of its success, the

latter being the greatest difficulty. One of oiu" plots last year brought 9 tons per

acre of cured alfalfa, and none were under 8 tons. The same land in mixed hay

191d—Vol. VI—21i
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would yield 2\ tons. For young stock and milch cows alfalfa is far Ixjtter than

ordinary mixed hay; besides, the soil would be more productive after three years

of alfalfa, whereas with mixed hay it would be impoverished. Alfalfa is richer

in nitrogen, and there is no question that it would greatly increase the value of

farms. If ten stations were established, costing SI,000 each, they would be profit-

able in every way, as farmers would be properly directed.

HORTICULTURE.

Statement by Mr. \Villi.\m S. Blair, Professor of Horticulture at Macdonald

College.

The Quebec climate is good for vegetables, and also for apples and small

fruits. A vegetable grower is a skilled tradesman ; he reqtiires special training, and

different from that for horticulture.

Technical education could increase the output of orchards in Quebec; the

apple product could be doubled in value.

There are four demonstration orchards, financed by the local Government,

this College being associated with that work through the Pomological Society;

those station gardens provide information for students here. This work is done in

old orchards which are in fruit, and is of value, as many things can be demon-

strated there. Demonstration work done outside of a central institution, where

more careful and broader-line work is conducted, is important. One of the most

important things is to have proper equipment, so that proper training can be given

for supervision of the smaller work outside. Such work requires men who have

been both scientifically and practically trained: those with practical training only

cannot carry on such work.

The short courses at the College are made as practical as possible, and farmers

get a good deal that they can put into practice at home. 5 or 6 consecutive lessons

in the summer at an apple orchard in connection with the demonstration work

would lie of great value. Demonstrations could also be given in vegetable growing

and in connection with the marketing and business end, which at present is neg-

lected. Apples and potatoes would give the best response for the Ix-st practice

resulting from technical education.

TARMING AT MACDONALD COLLEGE.

Information obtained from Mr. John FixTER, I'arm vSuperintendcnt at

Macdonald College.

The impression farmers carry away from a visit to an illustration or experi-

mental farm is worth two or three times more than reading bulletins. There is

nothing as good in the way of educating people as showing them what they can do

on their own farms. Men should go from central stations to help the farmers

themselves on their farms; this encourages competition on the part of the neigh-

boring farmers, thus raising the level generally. If the College were associated

with alfalfa demonstrations bv succcssfullv growing alfalfa on its own farms,

more farmers' sons would come to the college; and if the college .sent men out for

illustration work, they would come more in touch with the people, and the farmers

would have more faith in them.
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A College Farm That Pays.

The College farm crops are the same as those grown in the Province—cereals,

fodder, hay, etc.,—but the following table shows that the crops on this farm were

twice as large as those of the balance of the Province of Quebec, and they were

also worth more than twice the value, while the land is getting richer under our

system. We raise enough manure to enrich the land, and our methods of culti-

vation make it cleaner. In 41 years fields have been cleaned which were dirty

on taking over the farm ; and systematic rotation prevents the fields from getting

dirty again.

We keep account of every hour's work, and pay for everj'thing. The accounts

show profit on the individual crops, so that the farm pays. The average farmer

who follows our instruction can double the product of his farm without increasing

the labor account disproportionately. There is no reason why the same methods

cannot be applied to the whole Province.

COMPARISOM OF CrOP YiELDS.

A study of the above table will show that there is great room for improvement

in the methods carried out on the average farm of this country.

Comparison of Value of Crops.

Taking as a basis the above actual figures of yields of various crops at Mac-

donald College in 1910, the following comparisons are still more astounding, showing

how crop values could be more than doubled by adopting the methods in vog

at the College.

Crop
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Importance ok Demonstration I "arms.

While a vast amount of information has been distributed from Experimental

Farms, which has been put into practice by the up-to-date, shrewd business farmer,

very few of the many who attend institutes, visit experimental farms and colleges,

and listen to addresses, put such advice into practice, although it is practice rather

than knowledge that makes the successful farmer. The reason for this apparent

indifference lies in the fact that the advice given by experts at meetings, etc.,

must necessarily be of a general character, and as no two farmers have the same

conditions to contend with, and therefore cannot carry out the needed improv-

ements in the same way, the individual farmer is afraid to venture on new methods

without being sure that they will be successful. What is needed is that the expert

should help the farmer on his own farm to achieve the desired result, after which

financial result through his own efforts would follow. This would arouse general

interest in the neighborhood, and public meetings could be held on the illustra-

tion farm for the discussion of farm management, with practical demonstrations.

Kind of Demonstr.\tions Needed.

Rotation of crops; its benefit in enriching the soil. Selection and cleaning

of seed. The growing of alfalfa and com and roots. The advantage of

thorough preparation of the soil; deep in the autumn with implements that

will not bring the subsoil to the surface; shallow and thorough preparation in

springtime, and especially working the soil when it is in the right condition. Im-

portance of intensive tilling during the period of the growing crop. Conservation

of soil moisture. The importance of a high content of humus in the soil. The

uses of legumes, their value as fertilizers. Best methods of applying barnyard

manure. Destruction of weeds and insects. The accomplishing of more work

in a day by using more horse power and better implements, and the use of imple-

ments on hand to do better work. The value of imderdraining, how to instal it.

Keeping an accoimt of each farm product in order to know from ^vhich the gain or

loss arises.

How Boys Profit by Demonstr.vtions.

Mr. Fixter submitted a list of 100 boys in the Com Clubs of the Southern

States who, under the Farmers' Co-operative Demonstration work of the United

States Department of Agriculture, made an average of 133.7 bushels of com
per acre in 1 9 1 0. These are not all the boys who made large yields ; reports received

duly show yields above 100 bushels although the highest average yield recorded

in the United States for that year as made by farmers is 47.9 bushels per acre, while

the figures nm as low as 12.6 bushels per acre.

SECTION 2: THE COLLEGE IN RELATION TO THE TRAINING

OF TEACHERS.

Information obtained from Dr. vS. B. Sinclair, Head of the School for

Teachers of Macdonald College.

Undoubtedly a teacher requires, in addition to ordinary scholarship, pro-

fessional training—which in one sense is technical training—and the teacher's
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value is increased thereby. This training should combine the investigation of

the child mind and social conditions, supplemented and reinforced by the history

of education in other countries and comparative studies of different educational

systems.

No training is worth while unless it brings the teacher into actual contact

with conditions of school practice and particular forms of work (such as Manual

Training, Natru-e Study, etc.) which she will be expected to teach; but experience

of that sort alone, without enlightened education would not be sufficient. All

the help of accumulated knowledge should be given, plus experience in actual

teaching and doing and managing.

The modem movement in education retains the best elements of the older

education—what might be called the "soimd training" or the "three R's", and

without having the child ignorant of these " core" subjects, he can add other and

more practical subjects admitted by modem life and modem society. Manual

Training in any form is not a hindrance to progress in the three R's.

The Ideal Education.

The best education for a child would be to devote a third of the time to the

"humanities"; a third to science including arithmetic, Natiu-e Study and natural

science in various forms; and a third to sensory-motor forms of activity, such as

Manual Training, oral reading, writing, vocal music, relief-map-work, and later

on, woodwork:, cooking and sewing. That would be a working hypothesis.

Reading can be taught faster in connection with words that concern a child's

active operations; and the modern method of teaching reading—^by phonetics on

one side and the sight reading on the other—renders it necessary from the very

beginning for the child to have books that interest him, i.e., on subjects closest

to his own experience. Children who a year ago did not know a letter, now recognize

at once such words as "manipulation" and "Macdonald College" when written

on the board. They have in themselves the power to recognize as a form almost

any word that is presented to them, and this power is gained by teaching the soimds

of those letters and by having the child read silently a word in which he is interested.

The words have, in the main, a direct meaning to him, and the lesson correlates

them more closely to his activity. A reading lesson under a trained teacher on

something that the child has been doing in his garden will enable a child to read

in half the time of the old method. On the whole children are more interested

in the Nature Study lessons than any others.

Need of Training Through Work.

There should be sensory-motor training for all children, not necessarily technical

or conventional, but something that issues from labor that satisfies the child;

and it is well to have such work grow out of some life experience which leads some-

where, as in the planting of a tree, etc. If a child does no work till it reaches adol-

escence it may be neither able nor willing to work afterwards ; and the prevention

of a child from doing useful and beautiful work with his hands till 14 would prevent

him from becoming a satisfied workman.
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Cooking is a particularly good form of Manual Training activity, hence Do-

mestic Science should come under the head of Manual Training, because it lends

itself specially to the carrying out of design and the working out of the idea of the

child in expression, and the getting of results fairly quickly—all of which are neces-

sary at that time of life. It would not be a good plan to leave Manual Training,

Domestic Science and Nature Study out of the elementary schools and give them

more time in High School, because one-third of the time should be devoted to pre-

liminar}' training leading up to this work. ,

When .Studies Should Begin.

A child of seven or eight is just where Nature Study proper should come in,

for he is at the stage when he is looking for the beginning, middle and end of things,

and is working to develop skill in certain ways ; and while he would not be a scien-

tific gardener he would be learning the elements of gardening and learning what

would prepare him for the elements of work in later years. Cooking also should be

begun at 10 years of age. Postponing Manual Training and Nature Study subjects

till High School would not give a child as good a chance to learn the 3 R's, nor to

become a good citizen. Elementary science as a preparation for the science work

of the University would give pupils a better sense of proportion as regards values

of knowledge.

The introduction of sensory-motor activities in earlier years is necessary,

but difficult, and can only be done by trained teachers who know how to deal

with those subjects. Hence, unless the rural school is large and the population

wealthy, consolidated schools would be better, with male teachers in some of them.

The expense of consolidated schools could be largely reduced if the teacher lived

in the smaller of two sections, and drove the children to school and back ; and this

would also give the benefit of supervision. This and the training of teachers

are the conditions, and the Goveniment should assist.

Natural Powers Should be Developed.

In a system of elementary education the children should be trained how best

to use the powers naturaly developed by education so that they could not be

easily exploited by more powerful and more intelligent people. The pupils' activ-

ities should be so directed that they will develop individuality, initiative, leader-

ship and strength of personality. Social ethics can be taught in the lower school

to a certain extent if the teacher's personality is strong enough; and at the be-

ginning of the adolescent period a training in the facts of industry, the production

of wealth and its distribution, might be brought in, correlated with other work.

Civics and history can be taken together. Children in the fourth book should

know something of the changes in production and distribution brought about by

machinery, and the consequent relationship of the worker to his employment. Of

course this should not be introduced too early, but the beginning of the adolescent

period would be about tlie right time.
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SECTION 3 : THE COLLEGE IN RELATION TO HOUSEHOLD

SCIENCE AND ARTS.

Information obtained from Miss Catherine A. Fisher, Head of the

School of Household Science of Macdonald College.

The students in the School for Teachers take a short course in Domestic

Science, but they merely get an initiation into the subject, and not enough to carry

on much work in their schools. It would help them if the course were modified

so as to teach the value of foods, and methods of sanitation and ventilation.

Girls take up Domestic Science as an entirely new subject after spending

several years in academy subjects, and consequently cannot make as rapid progress

in it unless they give it more time. Domestic Science subjects should be intro-

duced into the elementary school, so that girls know something of it before they

come for their professional course.

A two years' course would probably give them enough to teach the subject

in an elementary school in a limited way, but in order to make the work valuable

in a school it is necessary for teachers to be thoroughly acquainted with the subject-

matter, which can only be done by giving as much time to it as to other subjects.

Demand for Trained Women.

There is an increasing demand for trained women in institutions, and the

supply is not sufficient. Native talent does not take the place of training, but the

higher the talent, the better is the result of training.

The professional course should be developed in Canada, as there is such a

demand for trained women. Hospitals demand trained dieticians, and we have

to take American-trained teachers.

Dressmaking and millinery should be taught in elementary schools, and very

young girls can take sewing as manual training, purely from the manipulative

side. Millinery could be developed to great advantage in a professional way as

well, by trade schools which prepare supervisors and leaders and teachers, because

we have not got these, and need them.

Training of Supervisors.

It would be a splendid thing for Canada in adopting technical training for

women, to attempt first to train supervisors and teachers. This would be ad-

vanced technical training; but girls at school could be taught sufTicient to use

it in their own homes, without caking the more advanced work unless they had

special aptitude. The harmonizing of colors can be taught and cultivated to a

certain extent ; there is prime need for this knowledge, and all girls taking household

science should include the study of color.

There is so much science involved in cooking that girls should take pure

science subjects along with it, and it is not the best use of time to give them that

until they are able to take it along with pure science.
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SECTION 4: THE BEARING OF SCIENCES UPON EDUCATION

AND RURAL LIFE.

BIOLOGY.

Information obtained from Mr. Wm. LochhEad, Professor of Biology

at Macdonald College.

It is very difRcult to ascertain the percentage of injury to cereal crops from

diseases and weeds, because so many farmers do not recognize them ; 10% would be

a low estimate of the loss through smut and other common diseases in Ontario,

and 60% to 75% of that loss could be prevented without much expense by

good farming, good drainage, good cultivation, by keeping dov\Ti weeds which

harbor fungus pests, as well as by spraying and using chemicals and treating seed.

The crop would be increased by good farming, and thus compensate the farmer

for his trouble. The healthier the plants are kept, the less danger of fungus there

will be. Some diseases cannot be treated except by good farming, but smuts

and many others could be prevented, and from 50% to 75% per cent, of diseases

can be treated. By an intelligent knowledge of insects and their habits many
diseases could be prevented, and the best remed)' for insect pests is rotation of

crops. In orchard crops the codling worm and plum curculio can be controlled

almost entirely by spraying, and 90% to 100% of the fruit sold as first-class.

In teaching Biology, it is preferable to use the common things with which

students are familiar, and make them apply their knowledge to everyday life.

This makes it more interesting and consequently a better means of education,

strengthening the science rather than weakening it. A subject of economic

importance should be chosen as an illustration. Owing to the difficulty of getting

material for Biology in winter, it would be a good plan to take this subject in

spring and fall, and Physics in winter.

Students who take the long course are well trained in Biology and under-

stand the principles of processes of prevention of insect pests, and the coiu-ses

are so correlated that while they are getting the course in Biology proper, weeds

and insect pests, they are also getting a course in farm crops, which prepares them

for the question of remedies. Students in the School for Teachers get a course

in Physiology.

Short Courses, Illustration Plots, Etc.

Short course students get more information relatively than any other class,

for they come with definite purpose, arc mature, and have had practical experience,

all of which helps them to realize the importance of the teaching and to assimilate

a large proportion of it. Their training is best described as elementary rather than

superficial; it is really intense, for as they cannot cover a wide field, the infor-

mation must be confined to a few topics in order to make it valuable.

A central illustration plot and School Garden at a place convenient for farmers,

where short lectures on weeds, insects and di.seuses could be given in summer

evenings, would be helpful. The difficulty would be to make the lessons short
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enough. The best way to reach such people is by demonstration, and with

specimens in that School Garden much could be shown in an hour regarding the

loss caused by pests, weeds and fungus diseases.

The Quebec Society for the Protection of Plants has done good work, and

the Pomological Society does similar work for fruit growers, the Department of

Agriculture providing the money.

If the students could have access to the Experimental Farms for research

work, it would make a greater impression on the farmers. A contribution from

the Dominion towards the training of students to carry out investigations would be

excellent, and it is most difficult to get such men.

The College is connected with the Journal of Agriculture, and by this means is

able to reach the farmers better. Dominion fimds might be legitimately used for

the dissemination of knowledge through a subsidized press, in the form of bulletins,

etc. The more intelligent farmers appreciate the bulletins, and the demand is

increasing rapidly.

Some farmers claim that cultivation and drainage, without spraying, will

check codling moth, but the best fruit growers adopt all three, and find it

pays.

With regard to the best plan to adopt for the improvement of rural edu-

cation much has been said in recent years, but still there is room for discussion.

Just what form the initial movement should take is an important matter. It seems

to me, however, that the following plan would be practicable and would at the

same time lead to most valuable educational results:

—

(a.) The Government to build, equip, and partially maintain, six or more

schools in those rm-al parts of the province where the grade of school is

elementary.

(b.) Each Government school to serve specially the needs of the more ad-

vanced pupils of several sections, and to act as a continuation agricultural school

where, in addition to the ordinary school subjects, elementary agriculture and

household science are taught;

(c.) The employment of well-paid, qualified teachers for these schools, pref-

erably graduates of Macdonald College;

(d.) The employment during the summer months of such of these teachers

as are specially qualified, as agents of the Provincial Department of Agriculture

to help and advise the farmers of the district to organize active farmers' and

women's institutes or societies, and to conduct special short coixrses in agriculture

as time will permit; and

(e.) The Government to add to the number of such schools year by year

or as fast as the supply of qualified teachers can be foimd for the work.

This plan does not disturb the existing order of things, but does provide a

means whereby the older boys and girls may secure some adequate preparation

for their life work. It would involve an outlay of, say, $20,000 a year on the

part of the Government, but the ultimate benefit to the province would, I feel

sure, be beyond money value.
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PHYSICS.

Information obtained from Dk C J- LyndK, Professor of Physics at

Macdonald College.*

There is no difficulty in finding subject matter for Physics courses relating

to the common things of the house and farm, and this gives a boy a much better

grip on the subject than the old classical course, whilst not in the least limiting

his understanding of the big things of Physics.

Boys at Macdonald College are not allowed any textbook for the first three

months, and are kept dawn to the ordinary things they have known all their lives

in connection with farm and domestic operations, with the simplest material

borrowed from their homes or stores.

The principles of Physics could be easily taught to young children in connec-

tion with Natiu-CvStudy, because they are naturally of an enquiring turn, and want

to be experimenting and finding out things. Boys would understand mathematics

much better if they were given Physics sooner, in connection with it; and the ele-

ments of Physics could well be taught in connection with Manual Training, part

of the time being taken from the arithmetic period ; and a fundamental knowledge

of Physics would be of great benefit to boys going to a more special industrial

school after 14, as it would enable them to understand mechanical drawing, while,

on the other hand, they cannot understand mechanical drawing without knowing

the fundamental principles of Physics.

Machinery is becoming more common on the farm, and the farmers' children

should know more about Mechanics and Physics. The pupils of the School of

Agriculture and the teachers-in-training are given instruction regarding water

supply, which is not a difficult matter for anyone who understand Mechanics and

Physics; and a water supply in countr)- districts would improve the standard

of living, make things easier for the women, and thus leave them more time to

devote to their families.

Correspondence Course Suggested.

.\ correspondence course could easily be arranged on the Physics of soil, the

liaiidling of farm machinery, and kindred subjects; and such a course would mean

money back to the whole country in increa.sed crops. Instead of bulletins from

the Ivxperimental I'arm at Ottawa, as now issued, a general course could be sys-

tematized, and the bulletins amplified so as to form a reading course for farmers.

This would not be regarded as interfering with Provincial privileges in education.

The stall of Macdonald College could easily perform such a service for a given

area, if the money were furnished, and institutions would not need to Ix- increased.

SI,000 thus spent would bring back more good to Canada lhni\igh existing insti-

tutions than through new ones.

* For Dr. Lynde's valuable nieinoraiiduiii " Suggcslions regarding the Teaching of Physics

and Clieniislry in the Elenienlary and High Scliools of Canada"~sce Part II, page 124.
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What a Boy Should Know.

A boy of 1 4 going into industrial life should have been taught enough Physics

to make him useful. He should be familiar with the lever principle, which he will

constantly find applied, also the principles of pulleys, wheels, axles, inclined

planes and ordinary' simple machines; perhaps he could also have learned the

theory of liquids, pressiu-e, pumps, etc., the principles of heat, and the various

kinds of heat engines, which knowledge would make him still more valuable. A

boy of 14 could easily be taught all that, but not on the old methods. The valuable

principles can be reduced to a fixed number, which he should know at 14; after

that more new principles could be added, and a course could be carried right through

to Secondary- and University Education, so correlated that it would be of value

to those going into professions. It is merely a matter of going deeper into certain

jjrinciples for those who wish to proceed further.

Boys here are taught simple experiments with ordinarj- tools and implements

involving the lever principle, and they make the application—e.g., they will select

the best fork for loading a hay wagon, and know the reason. A boy going into

a factor}- would have made the principles he has learned part of his life so that

he does not forget them, and thus becomes a far more intelligent man. He would

do things for a reason, and would be more valuable for having learnt Physics,

as he would know what is behind what he is doing; and this study will also make

him more adaptable, because if he has been properly taught he sees all that is corre-

lated to his work. The interest in Physics is a natm-al one, which will grow with

the boy, and it is one of the studies that lends itself as impressively as any to getting

a boy to understand the relation between cause and effect.

NATURE STUDY.

Information obtained from Dr. John Brittain, Professor of Nature Study at

Macdonald College.

In teaching Nature Study to students, it is preferable to use familiar objects

from the fields and neighborhood. Botany is here taught to show students how

plants live and grow, not for the sake of classification. The old botany text-books

would rather repel children than attract them.

Children should learn some things about plants when they are quite young;

others they cannot learn till their reason is more developed. It is no use appeal-

ing to a child's reasoning powers before 10 years old at the earliest. A child of

11 or 12 could begin to understand and appreciate instruction which he could

turn to account on the farm, and at that time there would be industrial as well

as educational or cultural value in the teaching.

The beautiful should be taught as well as the useful, for a child sees the beauty

of a flower before it knows how it grows. The economic or homekeeping value

can be given at an early age, and the mind can get some benefit for economic use

afterwards in the house from the Nature Study work in the class room.
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Nature Study in Languagk Tracking.

Nature SUidy work for observation and subsequent recording trains children

to express themselves accurately and reason to a definite conclusion. Ever}'

child should base its compositions, or efforts at expression in language, on observ-

ations of things which it has seen, felt and understood. Nature Study properlj'

carried on may be a means of improving the use of language.

Cheap and simple equipment of a Nature Study laboratory is preferable for

an elementary country school. The average cost would be $5 or $6 a year, perhaps

a little more the first year.

A School Garden is a desirable part of the equipment, but to be any use it must

be well kept. If a proper one is not possible, it is better to have just a few small

plots or window-gardens.

A School Garden should be at least an acre; half for playground, the rest

for trees, shrubs and plots. Two acres would be better, so that they might grow

some of the native trees and study them. Thiis the school would be made a centre

of attraction, and at the same time would teach the children to enjoy countr}' life.

Young people might go a School Garden occasionally on summer evenings if it

were made interesting. It might be a made a centre for social gatherings, thus

uniting social and educational opportunities.

Illustration plots would be of advantage to parents, but children are too

young to care for economic problems, and have to be appealed to through their

sentiment and emotions. We can only get young people to stay in the covmtry by

getting them interested in country things—birds, cattle and plants; people stay

where they love to be and where they are interested.

Men and Women Assist Teachers.

A young teacher of 18 who has been well trained in Nature Study could teach

many things about plants and animals that would make boys more intelligent

farmers, though she could not teach practical agriculture, which cannot be taught

in school. Capable men in the locality who imderstood children, and how to

teach them, might give volmiteer service for half a day once a month to the older

boys. Both men and women are needed in teaching, and as rural teachers arc

usually young, it might be well to associate with them maturer men and women
from the neighborhood, provided they were well prepared for the work; but some

men would do a lot more harm than good. It is easier to find County Councillors

than right men for teaching. While the school merits more service than do roads

and bridges, public sentiment docs not yet recognize that.

The surroundings of a school should have natural beauty, and be well kepi.

The children should be encouraged to grow things at home and exhibit or study

them at school.

There is no reason why they should not be successful farmers, and no need

for them to be poor in the coinitry. Young people leave the coimtry because

they .see their way to better advancement in the cities, and if there were a wider

dissemination of the knowledge of good things in the country, jicrhaps .some ol

these young people would stay.
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CHEMISTRY.

Information obtained from Dr. John Snell, Professor of Chemistry at

Macdonald College.

Chemistry is to a certain extent an abstract subject, and not easily grasped.

It is usually introduced with a study of water. A paper-maker could hardly learn

the constituents'of"subjects such as cellulose if he had only the elements of edu-

cation.

Evening classes for bakers and confectionery makers could be arranged

without much cost. Students here should get a reasonably clear knowledge of

flour and water. Such a knowledge would be of value to bakers, as also would

a knowledge of yeast processes and their bearing on the making of bread. It is

proper for the High School to include work in Chemistry as related to the value

of foods.

Students in agricultural chemistry here make determinations of fertilizers,

but could not make an analysis. They should do enough to give them a clear

idea of the fertilizing constituents and help them to understand terms met in their

reading, but it is not necessary for them to make an analysis of soil. Demon-

strations in class give them a chance of finding out whether they really understand

or not.
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CHAPTER XLI: SUMMARY OF
REPORTS BY THE LOCAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN

OF MONTREAL.

The following reports, including statements of individual members and affili-

ated Societies, upon the industrial and technical education of women, were sub-

mitted by the Local Council of Women.
In so far as reference is made to the school system and to educational estab-

lishments, Protestant institutions only are considered. In treating of women in

industrial and commercial pursuits, no distinctions of religion or race were drawn.

SECTION I : GENERAL REPORT ON WOMEN'S WORK.

(By Miss C. Derick, M.A., Assistant Professor of Botany at McC.ill Uni-

versity, and President of the Local Council of Women.)

Many people are uneasy at the employment of a large mmiber of women and

girls in wage-earning positions (probably about 33% of those between 15 and 24.)

Economic changes have taken women's work from the home to the shop; the home is

slill the centre, but has become the centre of consumption instead of production, thus

losing many of its educational functions. It has therefore become necessar^^ for

girls to take up definite work outside the home, to gain the mental and moral

discipline resulting from the performance of regular duties and save them from

seeking idle tasks to fill idle days.

A woman's work is to her the same source of strength and pleasure as to a

man; self-respect is deepened by economic independence and her true womanli-

ness is only fully revealed when ever}' power is given opportimity of exercise.

But this ideal has yet to be realized. In partial adjustment to new conditions,

abuses have arisen; the remedy is not in restriction, but in liberty, provided that

protection is given to children, that a good primary training followed by vocational

training is open to all, and that reasonable hours, sanitary surroimdings and

fair remuneration are secured for all alike through legislation. This would deplete

the ranks of the imskilled and thus improve the conditions of the labor market.

The power derived from training and the stimulus given by the opening of all the

highest positions to women would combine to produce desirable changes in their

economic and social condition which restriction could never secure.

I'uller opportimities for vocational training are likely to be afforded. The

Commercial and Technical High School has evening classes for both sexes, and

r)thcrs will follow soon. In the medical profession especially there is room for

women as sanitary and school inspectors, teachers of hygiene, etc. There arc

post-graduate courses at McGilt, but no undergraduate courses for those.
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Tlie aim of the inquiry was to include as many kinds of industries as possible,

and more than one establishment of each kind, in order that a general view of

the whole situation might be obtained. The establishments visited were with

few exceptions of the larger and higher type, so that the facts represent the highest

rather than the lowest level of the existent industrial conditions.

The scope of the inquiry was broad in character, and questions were addressed

to both employers and representative employees.

The employers were asked to give the number of women employees, the min-

imum age of admission ; the minimum, average and maximum wage, the proportion

of skilled and unskilled workers, the manner or place of training, the possibility

of promotion, the desirability of previous industrial or technical training; whether

this should be included in the public school system or in day continuation schools;

the desirability and value of evening classes, both educational and technical; the

educational standards of employees ; whether difficulty existed in enforcing labor

laws, and the relation thereto of compulsory education; also the possibility of

co-operation of employers in industrial training.

The employees, in addition to many of the foregoing questions, were asked

what they would consider a living wage, whether they desired or would take advan-

tage of evening classes, whether comfortable boarding houses were easily obtainable,

and desirable recreations within their reach ; if they had any knowledge of labor

laws, and what improvements in the condition of women wage-earners they

would suggest.

The results of the inquir}' may for clearness and convenience be grouped under

three heads

:

1st. Women in clerical and commercial positions, e. g. secretaries, typewriters,

book-keepers, stenographers, etc., in banks, offices and industrial establishments.

Telephone operators were here included.

2nd. Saleswomen in shops.

3rd. Women in industrial establishments (excluding clerks, etc.)

Group 1 : Women in Clerical and Commerci.\l Positions.

This class of occupation ofTers suitable employment for properly qualified

women. There is a constant demand for women stenographers and clerks in busi-

ness and professional firms, and within the last few years this has extended to

the banks. Clerical work is congenial, the surroimdings are generally compar-

atively good, the hours of employment reasonable, and the chance of a living

wage and of steady employment is afforded. Women who have received a good

secondary education and are well grounded in English, and who have had a thor-

ough business training have no difficulty whatever in obtaining good positions,

with the prospect of rapid advancement.

Women employed in banks begin at S400 or S500 a year.

Stenographers earn from S600 to SI,200 a year, in exceptional cases even as

high as Sl,500, although young girls may begin at S25.00 a month. The majority

are handicapped by a deficient education; the lack of knowledge of their own
language, of spelling, pimctuation, and of elementar}' composition and letter-

191d—Vol. I\'—22
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WTiting is a matter of general comment. After short courses at one of the

private business schools, these young women seek employment for which they are

only partially trained. Small wonder if their work is more or less unsatisfactory

to their emyloyers ; nor can they themselves ever hope to attain to the more

responsible and remunerative positions. These are reserved for the exceptional

or thoroughly trained woman.

In this group of wage-earners have been included the telephone operators.

In Montreal there are at least SOO women employed who earn from S20.nO to

S80.00 per month, according to their efficiency. These employees are trained

by the Company, and the work is arranged in three shifts. Work at night and

on Sundays is more highly paid. Apart from the nervous strain, which appears

unavoidable, telephone operating seems a desirable employment for women.

Business and commercial training—apart from the four j-ears' course offered

by the Commercial and Technical High School—is at present chiefly to be obtained

in private business schools. Short courses imdoubtedly appeal ver)' strongly

to the immature and inexperienced and to those who are anxioiis to earn a living

as soon as possible. The business school not only gives the desired instruction,

but quite frenquently acts as an employment bureau.

The advisability of instituting short commercial courses in Technical vSchools,

open to those already well groimded in English, and affording a thoroughly prac-

tical business training, is, we believe, worthy of consideration. There is an ever

increasing demand for such courses.

Group 2 : Saleswome.n in Shops.

There are many women wage-earners in shops who come under C'>rou]) 1

,

and some, those engaged in milliner^' and dressmaking, are inchided in Group ,^.

In Group 2 are included only those engaged in selling.

In the higher grade department stores there are veiy few girls of 14 years of

age, and these few generally act as errand girls. In less highgrade establishments

and smaller shops, yoimg girls may more frequently lie seen, but at present not

to such an extent as some years ago, before the introduction of the various cash-

carrying systems.

Comparing the position of the shop-girl with that of the girl in domestic

service :

—

The shop-girl has clearly defined duties, and her hours of work ha\c a definite

limit, generally from 8 o'clock in the morning to 5.30 or 6 at night (with some

exceptions), all her evenings and Sundays are free, and during these leisure hours

she is her own mistress. At her work she is imder the same siipervision and dis-

cipline as her associates; from the moment she leaves her work till she returns to

it, she is practically free to choose her own society and take what recreation she

l)refers without let or hindrance. vShe considers that her social position is superior

to that of a domestic servant, and as evidence of this she is addressed as Miss (or

Mrs.), while the domestic is called by the Christian name. Again, she is not at

the constant beck and call of one individual, confined to one house and the monot-

ony of the daily rotmd, but goes to and from her work, and is brought in contact
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with an ever varying stream of life which lends an interest and even a charm to

her environment.

The disadvantages, not alwaj's realized, are sufficiently grave, but might be

easily obviated. She often has but scant home comforts, perhaps has to prepare

her own hurried breakfast, she must face the weather at all times; in many estab-

lishments she is required to stand the whole day long, not being permitted to sit

down for an instant, a requirement most assuredly injurious to her physical well-

being. Frequently the ventilation is extremely bad, and the employee constantly

breathes a vitiated atmosphere, with sometimes extremes of temperature and
exposure to draughts. Her wage is very often barely sufficient for her maintenance,

and she may have difficulty in making both ends meet. In her leisure hour she

natiirally seeks amusement and relaxation, only to find that, as a general rule,

recreation of a desirable character is offered to her only at prohibitive prices. If

she is boarding, she seldom has any place in which to receive her friends, and very

often there is no one to whom she can look for authoritative guidance. And thus

it is that in an innocent search for pleasure natural to all, she is frequently exposed

to temptations of a particularly iijsidious nature, the true character of which she

sometimes does not recognize till too late.

There is a distinct need for comfortable and respectable boarding accommo-
dation at reasonable rates, for working girls of all classes. It is to be hoped that

there may soon be a business women's hotel. There should also be social clubs for

working girls, affording parlours and halls, where innocent and desirable recreations

might be provided and where both men and women might pleasantly mingle

together in a thoroughly wholesome environment.

The work being done by the Y.W.C.A. is most excellent, but does not more
than begin to meet the need.

Group 3: Women in Industrial Establishments.

In this group the inquiry was addressed to seventy-one (71) establishments.

In about 22 instances no report could be obtained. There was either an absolute

refusal to answer, a polite biit repeated evasion, or a failure to send the promised

answer.

Out of 71 establishments, 49 employers responded to the enquirj'.

25 different kinds of industry were included, and reports were given of 22.

.\ table is appended giving the number and varieties of industries, with approxi-

mate number of women employees, wages, hours of employment, standard of

education, etc., etc., from which particular conclusions may be drawn if desired.

The more general conclusions of the committee may be summarized as follows

:

In most of the industries there is very little demand on the part of the em-
ployers for girls imder the legal limit. Often the work is too heavy for young
girls. In some instances no effort is made to ascertain the ages of the younger
employees, more particularly where there is a scarcity of hands; this is more
especially the case in large mills, and ft is in such cases that the labor laws need
stricter enforcement.

The minimum wage in most factories is about $2.00 per week (occasionally

as low as $1 .75) for untrained hands. In factories new and inexperienced hands

I91d—Vol. IV—22J
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are at first put on a weekly wage while being taught the work, but are in a short

time advanced to piece-work. For piece-workers there is very seldom any pro-

motion other than increased earning power up to a certain maximum limit. Only

in very exceptional cases has the worker an opportunity of being transferred to

a different department or a higher grade of work. vShe is doomed to go on working

at one little process—and her wages depend entirely on the degree of manual

dexterity and unremitting industry of the individual. If she is deft and indust-

rious and works full time, she can eani a comparatively good wage—from Si 0.00

to S15.00 per week. A few exceptional women in exceptional industries earn as

much as $20.00 or $25.00 per week. In laundries the workers have more chance

of learning the whole process and those who are skilful ironers may earn on piece-

work $12 to $15 (max.) per week.

The conditions in dressmaking and millinery establishments are somewhat

different. Young girls absolutely imskilled are taken in as apprentices, and not

paid at all or begin with an allowance for carfare or 50 cents a week. They have

a chance of learning most parts of the business, with the exception of cutting and

fitting, and are paid according to their ability from $1.00 to $10.50 per week.

Really skilled workers get from $1 1 to $25 or even $30 per week.

In the custom tailoring establishments the work is nearly all skilled and

wages range from $5.00 up—the maximum for women being about $20 or $25

per week. There is a demand for skilled workers for which there is no corres-

ponding supply here. The tailors state that they find it necessary to import

labor, imder great difficulties. There is no opportimity for acquiring such training

at present in Montreal.

There is a demand on the part of the employers and employees alike for

training in needlework and machine operating—also for .skilled workers in leather

and for skilled laundresses.

Employees desire opportunities for the acquirement of French or English,

a better primary- education, facilities for training not only in hand sewing, machine

operating, cooking, milliner^' and dressmaking but an opportimity for obtaining

such a training as would give them at least a chance of entering the various in-

dustries as skilled workers, at a fair wage. When they enter as unskilled hands,

there is no prospect of promotion before them. The vast majority of women
workers fall into the unskilled class—those ranked as skilled are frequently merely

deft at one small process.

Factory employees place the minimum living wage at $7.00 per week, l)iit

others place it at $8 or $9 or even $10 per week, and as an ordinary worker

earns from $4.50 to $5 .50 per week, the average worker is not paid a living wage

and is therefore not economically independent. A great many girls live at home

or with friends and relatives, and in this way arc boarded at low rates or contribute

to the support of the family. Board outside the family cannot be obtained under

$3.50 or $4 per week. The balance of the wages has to go for clothing, car-fare,

recreation and incidental expenses.

Employers, as a rule, approve of evening classes, in theory at least. It is lelt

that the opportunity should be afforded workers of improving their education,

academic, connnercial or industrial. In jiractice, however, many disapprove
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strongly. They state that after working ten hours a day, the body and mind are

fatigued and the evening shotild be spent in recreation. The strain of attending

classes in the evening is too great and unfits them for the daily work.

As a matter of fact, there is small evidence of women in factories taking ad-

vantage of the evening classes already opened. It is the wage-earners of the 1st

and 2nd groups and domestic servants who attend evening classes at present.

Women wage-earners are absolutely ignorant of labor laws, only being

familiar with the particular conditions which affect them individually. Some of

them suggest shorter hours or better pay.

Finally, in regard to the educational standards, the average shop woman
has had a primary education of some sort, but seldom up to the highest grade

—

she can read and write and do simple arithmetic. In many factories the majority

of the employees are utterly illiterate, others can barely read, or read and write

with difficulty. In no single instance has the standard been considered sufficiently

high. There has been an almost unanimous expression of opinion in favor of

compulsory education. At present whether the child attends school or not rests

with the parents; i,t is impossible to obtain statistics in regard to the number who
never attend school. The question arises: What are the girls doing who leave

school at from 9 or 10 to 14, who are not permitted by law to work in shops and
factories ?

Recommendation of the Local Council of Women.

The results of the inquiry which have been submitted to you are in harmony
with those obtained in the United States and Great Britain, and lend support to

several reforms which the Local Council has tried at various times to secure. The
conclusions of the Local Council may be summarized as follows;

—

1

.

A school census should be taken yearly.

2. Education should be compulsory, at least between the ages of 5 and 14,

and devoted entirely to general education. Vocational training should

be deferred until this preliminary training is completed.

3. In order to supplement the ^vork of the primary schools by giving opport-

unities for further training to those who are already at work, evening

classes should be provided. They should be of three types:

(a) Continuation classes giving the elements of a general education.

(b) Recreational classes, for developing varied interests and for impart-

ing a knowledge of domestic science.

(c) Trade classes for teaching all parts of different industries, increas-

ing skill and serving as an aid to promotion.

4. Free Day Trade Schools should be established for those who have com-

pleted the Primary School coiu-se.

5. There should be Commercial and Technical High Schools, qualifying stud-

ents to enter into higher grades of work and meeting the needs of those

who can continue in school for at least fotir years after the Public School

course has been completed. Shorter courses might be arranged for those

who are obliged to enter gainful occupations before they are 18.
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6. Provision for higher technical and professional training should also be

made.

7. Employment Bureaux, making a close cf)nnection between schools and

employers, should be established.

SECTION 2: AS TO THE CANADIAN HANDICRAFTS GUILD.

(By Miss Phillips.)

The aim of the Guild is to encourage, revive, retain and develop Canadian

Handicrafts and Art Industries throughout the Dominion, such as,

Weaving Lace-making

Woodcarving Embroidery

Pottery Leather-work

Basketry jMetal-work

Rug-making Bookbinding

Sewing Knitting

Furniture Glass-blowing.

This is done by,

1. The establishment of good standards.

2. Educative exhibits sent to provincial exhibitions and county fairs.

3. Judges supplied to such exhibitions who give criticisms to those who desire

them.

4. Instruction given by correspondence.

5. Literature and magazine on special crafts sent to workers in out of the

way places.

6. Advice given by members of our Conunittee during the sutnmer in covmtry

districts.

7. Lessons given by volunteers.

8. Prize competitions judged by experts, whose criticisms are passed on

to craftsmen when advisable.

9. The offer by the Guild for selling good work.

Notices have been sent to craftsmen and women now on the Guild books,

for a prize competition to be held in I^ebruary.

Many classes have taken advantage of the ojiportunities offered by the Guild.

We welcome work from the highly cultured or from the unlettered peasant. Prices

are fixed by the worker to the Guild, no commission being charged for selling. When
])ruhibitive prices are asked, the Guild advises the craftsman that sale will be

difficult, perhaps impossible, and they are at liberty to reduce or not at their dis-

cretion. The Guild lias paid to workers within the past five years about S24,0()()

to $25,000.

The number of crafts represented is increasing; the quality of the work is

improving; colors are combined more harmoniously, and the use of the vegetable

and natural dyes better appreciated. Workers begin to understand the value

of promptness and precision in the execution of orders, and are generally better
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able to understand business-like ways and to conform to them. At first it was

difficult to get some of them to keep their promises.

The Guild is prepared to give lessons in certain crafts and is planning to send

out instructors in the near future.

There seems to be a growing feeling that the curriculum of schools is already

over-crowded. The Guild holds that instead of adding to the burden of the grow-

ing child, the study of the arts should be delayed and taken up when the young

people, having left school, are first feeling their way toward balance and self control,

a way that is made vastly more attractive by the existence of an absorbing

interest in congenial and beautiful work.

We desire to bring particularly to the rural population through those means

contentment and well-being, and to stem the stream from country to town, which

is recognized as a strain on both town and countr)^ We wish to bring to the country

people the advantages of the town and to avoid concentrating in the town such

advantages as can, with our organization, be carried to e\en remote parts of the

Dominion.

It should be remembered that though the Guild buys and sells, it is not, and

is not intended to be, a money making business.

We should not be able to carry on the work at all had we not enthusiastic

volunteers. WTiile by the utmost care, our manager is making the shop pay its

expenses now, promotive work, exhibitions, prizes, teaching, and many branches

of our work must be supported in some other way. Members' subscriptions have

long ceased to cover even printing and stationery.

During a recent trip through the North west, we foimd not only the riches

of soil, water and forest, but also the wealth of an extraordinary amount of skill

and knowledge brought to us in Canada by men and women from many cotmtries.

In addition to the wonderful basketwork of the west coast Indians, who have

raised this industr}^ to an art, there are the various characteristic peasant crafts

and the work of the trained educated craftsman, such as Chinese jewelry in B.C.

This wealth is hardly appreciated at its true value. The intuitive sense of colour

and knack of hand in the Indian and peasant, the gro%vth of centuries, will soon

die out or become degraded if not encom-aged properly. The yotmger generation,

both through ignorance and a natural tendency to over-estimate the new and

undervalue the old, are not likely to continue their parents' crafts and are inclined

to look upon them with contempt as evidences of a less prosperous condition of

life. It may be noted that their taste in these new forms of work is not so pleasing,

possibly because they have not the opportunity of seeing the best.

Without encouragement the right hand of the craftsman will soon forget its

cunning, or he will go fiirther south and we will be the poorer for the loss of skill

needed in the near future.

The Guild realizes, therefore, even more fully the work it can so inadequately

accomplish. It turges that all means be taken to maintain a right view of every

kind of manual labor and to ensirre for knowledge and excellence in craftsmanship

that honor and respect willingly accorded to other forms of knowledge.

Much could be done to keep a right point of view before the child even in school

life, and afterwards by means of special classes and schools, the characteristic
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iiuliistrics and crafts of each locality could be maintained with l)enerit to the

individual, the community and the country at large.

A well balanced education would be achieved and an efficient population

result.

The work extends from Prince Edward Island to Vancouver. Many settlers

are abandoning their crafts for want of a market, and the Guild furnishes this.

Nearly 525,000 was distributed between 1905 and 1911.

The Guild forms a bond of imion for the many races composing Canada's

population.

SECTION 3 : AS TO DOMESTIC SERVICE.

(By Mrs. Radford.)

We believe that there are about 8000 maid-servants in Montreal. The returns

of the immigration agencies show that of the 3364 women and girls, who arrived

in Montreal during the past year, 1001 remained in the city, the majority entering

domestic service.

The replies given to questions sent by this committee to a large number of

families were almost unanimous in regard to the following points:^

1

.

There is great difficulty in securing competent domestics, especially cooks.

2. Employers prefer experienced, well-trained maids, although a few mis-

tresses are both able and willing to train their own servants.

3. The wages offered vary from $8.00 to $10.00 per month for an untrained

girl to $40.00 per month for a first-class cook.

4. Indefinite hours of service and false ideas in regard to the status of do-

mestics, and the mistresses' own lack of training in housewifery probably account

for the fact that there is an insufficient supply of efficient maids of all kinds.

5. Employers are usually willing to allow domestic servants time either in

the afternoons or evenings to attend classes in domestic science.

6. The demand for such classes is great, not only on the part of those born

in Canada, but on that of immigrants. Although many of the latter have certi-

ficates from European institutions, they should have and are anxious to secure

further training.

Courses in Domestic Science in the day schools and in evening classes are being

provided by the Protestant Board of School Commissioners. At the Commercial

and Technical High School, there are now eight classes in cookery, five in sewing

and two in dressmaking. But more extended opportunities are being demanded

by girls who wish to become expert in the various branches of housework, and in

the care, feeding and training of young children.

So, too, courses which would rank with other departments in a higher tech-

nical college or in a faculty of Applied Science in a good University are necessary'

in order to train the teachers of housewifery in schools, settlement workers and

the housekeepers of large institutions. The demantl for the services of such

women seems in all [jlaces greater than the supply.
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The further provision of continuation schools or classes from which servants

might obtain diplomas, certifying to their efficiency in various branches of house-

work, and the training of mistresses not only in household arts but in the under-

lying sciences, will do much to improve conditions. But as Miss Mabel Atkin.son

of King's College, London, has pointed out, housekeeping will remain a backward

industry until there has been worked out a method of organization which will

secure co-operation without detracting from the privacy of the house.

SECTION 4: REPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

(By Miss Hunter, Principal of the Girls High School, and Miss Hibbard, Super-

visor of Primary Work in Public Schools.)

The Superintendent of the Protestant Board of School Commissioners reports

that in the year 1909-1910, 7218 girls were enrolled in the Commissioners' schools.

That very few out of this number completed the public school course is shown

in the Commissioners' report for 1909-1910, where it is stated that less than fifty

per cent of the Fourth Year pupils finish the Public School course.

There is little doubt that these children, leaving school at such an early age

and with so meagre an education, generally enter some occupation which is unsuit-

able and physically, socially and mentally retrograding.

In 1909-1910 only 52 out of the 266 pupils who entered High School remained

to finish the course of four years.

From the Commercial Department of the Commissioners' Commercial

and Technical High School about 100 girls leave usually to become wage-

earners, and from the Technical Department about 40 girls leave for the

same purpose. These girls enter offices as stenographers, typewriters

and general office assistants, or business houses as book-keepers, assistant

book-keepers, saleswomen and cashiers, having been in attendance at the

Commercial Department; those leaving the Technical Department generally

become teachers, while a small number become dressmakers' assistants and

others go into millinery. Should these girls remain for the full four years'

course, they might become skilled workers. Those girls leaving generally supple-

ment the training they have received with a short cour.se in a business college,

especially those not remaining for the full four years' course, but, while the girls

are taught sewing, and the facilities and equipment are adequate in the Commer-

cial and Technical High School, the time—a few hours each week—cannot prepare

them for wage-earning. Should these girls have one, two or three years' work

with lessons in sewing every day, they might then become expert dressmakers

and milliners; this not being the case, it is impossible for girls to pass from the

Commercial and Technical High Schools into commercial and technical industries

as skilled workers.

The minimum salary earned by these girls leaving the Commercial and Tech-

nical High Schools is $4.50 per week, the average wage $5.50 per week, and the

maximum $8.00 to $10.00.
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There is at present in Montreal little opportunity offered to young girls who

have completed the public school course to secure training that will enable them

to enter industries capable of becoming skilled workers, if not as skilled workers.

A trade school offering opportunities in training in Millinery and Dressmaking,

Designing, Book-keeping, Stenography, Chemistry, Electricity, etc., should be

within reach of those wanting it.

Entrance to such a Trade School should follow the full Public School course,

pupils being admitted only after the completion of the Public School course or its

equivalent, which would be ascertained by an entrance examination. To put

any of these specialized subjects into the Public School course would be a mistake,

as the early years of a child's life from a psychological and sociological stand-

I)oint, are best spent in acquiring the foundation studies necessary to an intelligent,

economic and happy pursuit of any trade or industry.

At present teachers for industrial and technical classes have to be obtained

• from other cities or centres, and it is desirable that a training school for such teach-

ers should be established within our own Province.

The number of teachers employed in the Commissioner's Schools is 455. Of

this number 408 are women, 22 of whom are University graduates.

The salaries for teachers are as follows; Minimum salaries for men S600,

for women $430; the maximum salary for men is §2,000, for women S92.S.

The proportion between the salaries received by men and those received

by women is thus : women receive | in the Public Schools of the amount men receive,

while in the High Schools women receive one-half of the amount men receive.

SECTION 5: REPORT OF A SUB-COMMITTEE OF NURSES.

(By Miss Gr.vnt and Representatives of the three Societies of Nurses.)

There are about 351 trained nurses carrying on their profession in Montreal;

of these 35 have maternity training only and 85 are from Hospitals in other cities

and towns.

Three years is the general course; it has for the last six or seven years includ-

ed maternity training and is considered adequate.

Api^Ucants generally enter the hospitals directly from their homes; a few

have been teachers or stenographers. All must possess a good grammar school

education or its equivalent, preference being given to those who have had a course

in Domestic Science.

The addition of Elementary Chemistry, Physiology and Hygiene to school

courses would be helpful.

Only women from 23 to 35 years of age are admitted.

The average income of a trained nurse is ?600 per year. Ten to twelve

years is the average length of time during which a nurse actively engaged in jmvate

nursing can expect to continue her work.

There are many imtrained nurses in Montreal. Of these, some are graduates

of small hospitals, others have failed to take the full hospital course, and many have
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only home experience. If the fact that they are not trained were fully recognized,

they would not interfere to any great extent with the trained nurses. Prov-

incial registration for every graduate of a recognized training school, entitling

her to the use of the letters R. N. (Registered Nurse) after her name would pro-

bably diminish grievances which arise from the competition of untrained or par-

tially trained women with trained and would give the graduate nurse a better

standing in the commimity.

SECTION 6: EDUCATIONAL AND EMPLOYMENT BUREAUX FOR

YOUNG WORKERS.

(By Miss Ethel Hurlbatt, Warden of Royal Victoria College.)

In England and Scotland the local authorities are empowered to carry on

Bureaux for helping boys and girls to choose suitable vocations. (See Mrs. Ogily>'

Gordon's book). Some knowledge of the needs of the workshop must infliience

the schools, whether primarj-, continuation, industrial or technical, and they should

prepare workers. Industrial and technical education cannot be within the reach

of the majority of workers unless employers co-operate.

It is desirable to direct cliildren to occupations for which they are most suited

and in which there is a demand for their labor, and to prepare them to enter these

employments ; to protect them from the injiirj' resulting from unfavorable condi-

tions of unskilled labor, and to prevent their drifting into casual employment.

The Bureaux are under the management of the Education Authority, co-operating

with the City Council, Board of Trade, Trade Council, etc. The employer and

Educational Authority are mutually benefited by the interchange of information

and understanding; the children are guided into suitable employments, and kept

in sight until ready to start work for which they are adapted.

Montreal is particularly liable to suffer from the evil of casual employment,

owing to lack of compulsory education. The raising of the school age to 14, whilst

useful as factory legislation, still leaves children the victims of the necessity or

cupidity of parents, and liable to enter the ranks of the imemployed and unemploy-

able in later life.

The whole value of these Bureaux consists in their intimate connection with

the school.

SECTION 7: GIRLS' CLUBS IN MONTREAL.

(By Miss Ethel Hurlh-\tt, Warden of Royal Victoria College.)

Clubs may have an important influence on girls between 14 and 17 who are

under no formal educational influence ; this has been sho^vn in England. Oppor-

tunities for further education do not appeal to those who pass out of the primary

school, still less to those who have not even had that much education. 50% of the

children in Montreal leave before the end of the school course. Working girls

are too tired fox ordinary night school, but carefully managed clubs might in the
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end afford more effective stimulus. Other clubs teach recreative handicrafts,

such as plaiting, needlework, paper-flower making, leading to more advanced work

in dressmaking, milliner>% cookery and laundr)' work. Singing and physical culture

are also popular subjects, and have a good influence, by bringing girls under

discipline. The clubs attract the girls by their social, moral and recreative

influence, and the classes need not be of the rigorous type of the ordinary evening

school, while they can and do gradually interest the girls in education. In Boston

the club has a beneficial effect upon the girls' condition by pledging them not to

accept less than S5 a week.

SECTION 8: AS TO VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS.

(By Miss Hunter, Principal of the C.irls' High School.)

Girls have not sufficient opportunity for getting vocational training in Mon-

treal. Two things should be aimed at— (1) training the powers of judgment;

(2) habits of accuracy. In Boston the (iirls' Club gives them training for trades

from 14 to 18, and helps them morally and physically under factory conditions,

and when they go into the factories, they have their power of judgment strength-

ened. We do some work in the 5th and 6th year, but it does not keep them in

school; 50% leave after 4th year, at 10 or 12; even at 14 a girl is not equipped to

make a success of her life. Parents and teachers should co-operate in helping

girls to choose an occupation—the State should provide for the 50% waste who

leave the public school before completing the course. The girls hasten themselves

out of school ; they are eager to begin earning ; they should be taught to see how

bad it is for them to leave school so soon, but the schools al.so should manage to

interest them. Trade schools are needed, and should be managed by those know-

ing factory conditions as well as more academic people. The Go\'ernment should

help; it is a Federal duty and opportunity.

SECTION 9: THE UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT OF MONTREAL.

(By the Alumnae Society of McGill University and the Settlement Workers.)

The boys and girls in our clubs show lamentably the lack of early school

training—a lack which has unfitted them to receive later the benefits of technical

and special training. There are cases of Canadian girls of 16 who have received

no education, being unable to read or write- -who now eagerly grasp the belated

oiiportunity of evening classes.

Girls of 14 to 16, compulsory' wage-earners receiving wages averaging S4.00

weekly, would gladly take advantage of business college classes, were they fitted

by early education to receive such training. Under present circumstances, they

cannot hope for reasonable advancement The same may be said of the hovs,

especially in regard to ])reparation fur vocational work.
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It would be futile to stand for the abolition of child labor if this means

turning the children into the streets. It is pitiable to see children of school age

wandering aimlessly around the streets in the absence, often, of both parents,

who are at work. Most heartily do we believe in and would endorse any movement
towards compulsor}' education.

All settlement experience thus far has shown us that which has been so

tersely expressed by Dr. Eliot of Harvard. " If we are hoping to reform mankind,

we must begin with the children, in the home, the school, the street and the play-

ground.
"

These children frequently drift into our kindergarten with disorganizing effect

upon the little children—are they to be tvirned away? Is the responsibility with

the parents or with the city?
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CHAPTER XLII: LA FEDERATION NATIONALE
DE SAINT JEAN-BAPTISTE.

This French-Canadian Roman Catholic Women's Society works in 3 depart-

ments, viz:—Charitable, Social and Educational. This work is done by
Special Committees and a Permanent Committee, composed generally of

members of the Federation, but outsiders maj' be included for special duties.

Conferences are held, at which papers are read on various aspects of women's
work and interests, such as careers and professions for women, measures of assist-

ing their development from the hygienic, moral and social point of view, the edu-

cation of women and children and kindred subjects.

Women as Industrial Workers.

At the 1909 conference a paper was read on the proportion contributed by
women of the industrial production of the country (by Mile. M. Auclair, President

of Manufacturing Employees) of which the following is a summary':

—

Women's work is a question touching not only the individual interests

of the worker, but those of the entire nation. The education of the young, the

conservation of the race, and the moral and physical welfare of the people depend

on the organization of women's work in the industries of the countr)-. Woman
has always worked—as witness the Greek goddesses and heroines, who are always

represented as sewing, weaving, etc. I'"or many centuries women's work appears

as a specially domestic industr>', and in the middle ages much lieatitiful work

was produced. The workroom was an integral part of even' nobleman's house,

this being the forcnmner of the factors- of our own day. A German writer says

the industrial position of women was spoiled by the corporations, which left them

nothing but the arts of the home, and that ever since corporations came into

existence, women have been more or less excluded from industry. This opinion,

however, is not supported by facts, for corporations have a large share in the

employment of women. In 1901, out of a total of 313,344 people engaged in

wage-earning occupations in Canada, 61,220 were women, viz 21% of the number
of men in wage-earning work and 14% of the number of men in professions. In

1905 there were 68,001 women in wage-earning occupations in the whole of Canada,

as against 288,033 men; whilst in the professions there were 4,951 as against

31,545 men. These figures apply to manufacturing industries only, and do not

include women in business, shops, teachers or domestics. The proportion of

salaried women as against that of men is a little imdcr one-seventh, whilst

the proportion of wage-earning women is rather above one-quarter. Out

of the 15,796 manufacturing establishments referred to, 650 em])loyed men only;

thus, deducting the products of these from the total manufacturing products of

Canada, we get $661,750,600 as the product of factories emjiloying both men anl
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women, which divided by 4, gives $165,437,650 as the product of women's work,

out of a total of §718,352,603 produced in the coimtry.

Domestic Servants

A Commission shoidd be appointed, giving interests to all who are already

working at the problem. Research should be made as to how immigrants

could be taught here to be domestic servants. The chief difficulty lies in the fact

that the girls depreciate service and find no dignity in it, and the mistresses give

too much discredit to the occupation. A kind of self-respect takes them away
from the career, and a change of name to " aide-menagere " helps to raise the

dignity of the position.

Nurses.

The President of the St. Gustin Hospital states that a 3 years' course is given

there, as well as in the General Hospital and the Hotel Dieu, and a 1 year mater-

nity course at St. Gustin. The supply of nurses does not meet the demand.

St. Gustin's has a dispensary and distributes modified milk. The City Council

gave $1,500 to start the movement, and $1,000 the following year, but the work

is expensive and the demand great. The Government should help in this work,

as it reduces infant mortality and improves the health of all children. Visitors

are appointed to see that instructions are followed.

LES ECOLES MENAGERES PROVINCIALES.

Mme Beique, Montreal, \vrites;

This school of Domestic Science was established by the ladies' section of the

St. Jean Baptiste .Society; a committee of gentlemen agreed to see to the finances

of the institution.

The aim was to give practical lessons on housekeeping in all its branches, and

also to have a normal course of domestic science, so that teachers could be trained

for the schools of the Province. Hence the name: Provincial School of Domestic

Science.

Two young ladies were sent by the Committee to study in Europe. Miss

Anctil graduated in Paris, France, and Fribourg, Switzerland. Miss Lajoie

graduated in Fribourg, Switzerland. They afterwards visited other schools in

France, .Switzerland, Belgium and England, to study the different systems followed

there, and report to the Committee.

A program was decided upon with the idea that a woman, whether she

is rich or poor, ought to know everything about housekeeping, the care and rearing

of children, and a good deal about sick nursing. With this end in view, the teachers

gave day and evening lessons in cooking, sewing and cutting, laundry work and

so on ; and the public were admitted to the lessons given by nine doctors to the pupils

of the normal course, on hygiene, care of children, care of the sick and injured,

practical family medicine. Cooking lessons have been given to the •young girls

of different societies affiliated to the Federation St. Jean Baptiste.
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A course of cooking for invalids will be given to the nurses of the Hotel Dieii

Hospital, and proliably later on to the nurses of the Notre Dame Hospital.

One of the teachers gave weekly lessons last year and this year to the pupils

of a convent at Mile-End; the same room is used for a public evening lesson.

The Committee, besides the annual normal course for teachers, will try to

establish the system called fsynthne rapide in France and Belgium, for the benefit

of teachers having their diplomas in other branches of learning. A course of six

weeks is given during the summer vacation; w-eekly lessons during the year, and

a rehearsal during the vacation following, complete the course. The diplomas

are granted after an examination by competent judges. During the summer
of 1910 a course was thus given to eight teachers. This system would be useful

to many teachers, if Domestic Science is added to the program in the primary-

schools.

The Committee beg to recommend that no teaching in Domestic Science

should be given by incompetent persons. They also think that they are justified

in thinking that this branch of learning is one of the best mediums of education

against the dangers of alcoholism, tuberculosis and infantile mortality.

I
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CHAPTER XLIII: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTI-

MONY AS TO WOMEN'S WORK AT MONTREAL.

SECTION 1: AS TO EX)MEST1C SCIENCE AND ART.

The St. Jean Baptiste Federation (French) have been trying to establish

Domestic Science in the schools since 1906, and have sent yoxing women to

Europe to stiidy for 2 years. This Society gives a Normal course which is

more advanced that the general public course. Their classes prepare for

technical coiurses of various kinds, e.g. lessons on hygiene are useful for future

nm-ses, washing and ironing for girls who intend to become laundresses, sewing

and cutting out for dressmakers and seamstresses, etc.

Domestic Science shoiild be taught in all elementary schools, and would be for

the benefit of the countn,-. The most important thing is to train teachers so that

all children may get it. Vacation courses are recommended for this. It is im-

portant that teachers of Domestic Science should have a high idea of it, because

women should have a high idea of the work which is to be their life-work. Girls

should be taught how to buy as well as how to prepare food. The Federation

is tr>'ing to train mothers and housekeepers, but the school for mothers is very

poorly attended and not appreciated. Instruction shoidd be begun when the

girls are still at school.

Domestic Science is taught in the Technical School. Many mu-ses need it;

'they cannot cook an egg'. The girls like the work and take great interest in it.

It is important to have one large centre, and small departments in all the

schools.

Every teacher in all the schools should have special teaching in Domestic

Science, and teachers in'countr}'- schools should be able to teach hygiene, etc.

If they had it in the public schools, very little training would be required in the

Normal. Sewing should be taught by a different teacher to the one for cooking;

15 lessons in cooking and 10 to 15 in sewing in the first year is enough.

Miss Anctil was 1 year in Switzerland training for a teacher's coiu-se. She

said that they also had training for domestic servants there. Previously she took

a preparatory course in France for 6 months, and then studied for an examination.

Domestic Science is compulsory for all girls and all teachers in Switzerland; it

is not compulsory in France, but the Government took it up and have coiirses

for teachers also. It has been compulsory in Switzerland for 1 5 or 20 years, and

the results on the children have been most satisfactory; they take their leaving

school diploma at 13. Domestic Science teaches them to reflect and think for

themselves, and thus helps their general development.

Two Ladies Superior stated that Domestic Science had greatly helped girls

in their Convent, and seemed to deyelop their intelligence, by making them reflect.

lOld—Vol. IV—23
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The Technical School has a very good equipment for Domestic Science; but

care should be taken to have equipment such as girls are likely to have to work

with, and not too elaborate.

Girls should have compulsor)' sewing and cutting in ihc Public School. Mmc.
Gagnon stated that the Dressmaking and Hat-making School has 534 pupils;

its chief aim is to fit factory girls for better positions. The classes are chiefly

held in the evening, but some pupils come in the day, there being 190 in the day

and 185 at night, exclusive of the hat-making class. Classes are held 3 nights

a week, 2 for sewing and 1 for hat-making. Some pupils take only one course,

others take both. They learn to design patterns and cvit material by them. They

have a special drawing course to make the ornaments by linear drawing, so that

they can adapt sizes; they learn to draw, design, cut, fit and sew. There are 15

pupils to one teacher, and Mme. Gagnon herself signs all drawings before they are

cut. Girls find good positions; some in families at $2 a day and meals; others

in general stores in the coimtry, earning §12 a week and board, and some open

hat-shops for themselves and do well. The average wages for hat-making in

stores are $7 a week, but girls with taste can earn more. This school cannot ac-

commodate all applicants. It has 7 courses in all; 2 dressmaking and 2 hat-making

day courses, and 3 evening courses. Pupils come from all parts of Eastern Canada.

Miss Reid, head of the subscription department of the "Witness" ofHce, is

a graduate of McGill, and has found University education of great advantage

to her. She would have liked more Domestic Science, and favors its introduction

into the public schools, as it trains the judgment. What contributes most to

efficiency is ability to distinguish the important from the unimportant, and Do-

mestic Science teaches the exercise of judgment, close observation, and doing

things without waste, all of which are important factors in education. Girls

should be taught the duties and responsibilities of life, and made to feel that

thoroughness and dependability are qualities which have a wage-earning value

as well as a moral one; they can only learn the value of responsibility by taking

it. This may be done in actual work after leaving school. One year in an office

may be worth a year in college, but college training enables one to make the best

use of the office training. Girls should stay at school longer; the short business

course is very detrimental, as the girls are inadequately prepared and enter busi-

ness before they are fitted for it.

Miss Hibbard, Supervisor of Primary- Work imder the Protestant Board,

considers handwork (modelling, etc.) a fundamental subject in the public school.

Other subjects can be taught in connection with it, and children make more jiru-

gress in them, e.g. in reading. Manual Training enlarges their vocabulary.

SECTION 2 : AS TO INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.

A witness from the Shoe Company said tliat operatives need industrial train-

ing to teach them the reasons for things, so that they would work Ijctter and need

less supervision. At present foremen and superintendents have to he imported from

the United .States, but Canadians would he just.as capalile if they had the training.
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This Company would be willing to adopt the half-time system to get apprentices

to attend school. "There is nothing automatic in the shoe business; there has

got to be brain combined with machinery," Co-operation between employers

and instructors to avoid duplication of machinery is desirable.

Mile Bouthillier, President of the Business Women's Association, wants oppor-

tunities provided for Technical Education. Girls can acquire the knowledge, but

not the experience, before going into offices. There is a need for ' 'formation oflSces.
'

'

Evening schools afford great advantages, but not the experience, and without

experience girls cannot get positions, except by taking low wages or none at all.

As a rule they are well prepared except for the technical part of the work. Girls

should be indentured, so as to ensure their learning their work thoroughly.

Miss Mar>' Desmond, of the Ames-Holden vShce Company, said that girls

go in at 15. Many of them are ver\' uneducated, but get on just as well. They
do one thing over and over until they acquire skill by practice. They work some-
times till 2 or 5 o'clock on Saturdays, and have no time to go to classes except

in the evening.

Miss Marie Lomax, saleslady in John Murphy, Ltd., said she had no special

training. Girls get short courses in selling in the shop. They start at %7 and
may rise to $18 and S20. Girls help one another, and the firm is always willing

to teach those who have aptitude. The hours are 8 to 5.30; Saturdays close at

1. All holidays are given, and overtime is paid for. The firm thinks that if

the women are well treated, thev will be better saleswomen.

19ld—Vol. IV—23.\
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ONTARIO.

CHAPTER XLIV: AS TO PROGRESS IN

EDUCATION.

Information regarding the various branches of Education in Ontario, in

respect to Industrial Training and Technical Education, was presented to the

Commission by able educators in official positions. Their knowledge and views

furnish an interpretation of the system as it is described in the official reports

and is being worked out in various places ; and their opinions indicate how Indust-

rial Training and Technical Education might be further developed from and fitted

in with the existing system.

SECTION I: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. ARTHUR
H. U. COLQUHOUN.

Mr. Colquhoun is Deputy Minister of Education for the Province.

The Ontario system is, in its essence, that founded by the late Egerton Ryer-

son. The Elementary Schools are maintained, (1) by a system of local taxation

in the section in which the school exists, in the townships and in some cases in

the coimtics; (2) by grants from the Legislature.

Intermediate between the local taxation and the grants from the Legislature

are grants from the County Councils for High School purposes. Statistics show

a steady increase in the amounts derived from local taxation and also from Legis-

lative grants. That is due partly to increased population and partly to public

policy. Grants have considerably increased within the last five years. There

is a very great interest in public ediication all over the Province.

Function ok the Dkpartment of Education.

Under the School Law the Department of Education for the Province prescribes

the courses of studies, leaving considerably latitude to the Boards of Trustees

which control the schools. Professional training of teachers is exacted as a con-

dition upon which the Legislative grant shall be osmed, and the Minister of Educ-

ation issues all the professional certificates to the teachers of the Province. The

accommodation for training those teachers is quite adequate, but difficulty exists

in keeping teachers in the profession and in the Province. During recent years

there has lx;en an increase in opporttmities and facilities for training teachers,

the numl>cr of Normal .Schools (which are provided and maintained by the Prov-
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ince) having been increased from 3 to 7. The recent Normal Schools are extremely

well equipped for the teaching of Art and for courses in Manual Training and

Domestic Science.

Supervision of Schools.

There is a system of official supervision of schools throughout the Province

by means of inspectors. The schools within a County both rural and urban,

are inspected by an officer appointed by the County Council and confirmed in

his appointment by the Minister of Education. The larger urban municipalities

appoint their own inspectors under the same conditions. They all have had

pedagogical training and a certain experience in Public School and High School

teaching.

The High Schools are under the control of local Boards, as are all the Elementary

Schools. The High Schools are supported by the district in which they are situated

and by grants from the County and the Legislatiu-e. They are inspected by

inspectors from the Department of Education, and these are responsible to the

Department. There is some room for options in the coiu-se of study in High

Schools as well as in the Elementary Schools.

As to liberty to alter courses of study, the Elementary Schools are inspected

by County officers, whose reports are presented to the County bodies, and who

do not report to the Minister except on certain stated points which enable him

to pay the grants. The exact condition as to any departiue from the prescribed

course would only be known to the Department if we asked for it, those officers

being obliged to make reports to the Department on all points on which we want

light.

Manual Training and Domestic Science.

There has been a steady increase diuing the past five years in the Depart-

ments of Manual Training and Domestic Science which are inspected by Mr.

Leake, Technical Instruction Inspector. The number of schools reporting on

those subjects, the extent of their courses, and the grants from the Legislative

vote have all considerably increased. The Department gives special encourage-

ment to those branches, and the grants for them are pretty generous, the policy

of the Legislattire being to encourage them and the desire being to lighten any

load of taxation that might be felt by localities in starting those courses, so as

to bring the activities of the school more into touch with the people and with

home life.

The Department gives an annual grant sufficient to cover the total expend-

iture on a Manual Training equipment in five years. There is a grant for main-

tenance in addition to that.

There has been some discussion as to whether Manual Training and Dom-

estic Science interfere with cultural studies or the general progress of pupils in

acquiring information. In the Elementary Schools, the two courses are chiefly

optional, and outside of the larger cities and towns, are not provided.
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RE\asioN OF THE Curriculum.

The Deparlnient has now before it the revision of the Piil^lic School course

of study. The Prime Minister has announced that as some years had passed

since the revision of the PubUc School course, it seemed advisable to consider

whether any conditions had arisen which might lead to the modification of the

course,—a question having come up as to how far the Public School course should

be in subjection to the High School entrance examination.

CONTINU.VTION SCHOOLS.

The Elementary Schools have in recent years been aiigmented by what we

call Continuation Schools, which are quite different from schools under that name
in England, ours being chiefly junior High Schools. They are intended to

bring Secondar)' Education closer to the homes of people who have found it expen-

sive to send their children to district towns. In the last six or seven years, there

have spnmg up more than 100 Continuation Schools all over the Province, some of

these exceedingly well-equipped and well-taught. 1 think the fact of those

Continuation Schools arising, was one reason why the question of revision of the

course of study came up, so as to make them a permanent feature of our system.

It is all in the interest of a more direct and comprehensive educational policy.

Special Grants kor Technical Work.

The Department has been giving special grants for Manual Training, Do-

mestic Science and Nature Study with a school garden. I'or special courses set

up at certain places special grants have been given, e.g., to the Technical School

in Hamilton—an excellent school in every respect, equii)ped in the most modern

manner; to the High vSchool at Sault Ste. Marie, where instruction is given related

to the industries carried on there, also a large grant to the metallurgical department

established at Sudbury in connection with the High School. These are special

industrial experiments in High School education, and the Department has recog-

nized their value, and given much larger grants than ever before in such cases.

The people at Sudbury and the Sault conform to all requirements of the De-

partment in respect to High Schools, and in addition, by their own enterprise and

interest and willingness to tax themselves, they have set up scientific and technical

courses, which are specially adapted to the industries of their owii locality.

It is open to the trustees of any High School in the Province to have a tech-

nical school. It has hitherto been encouraged by special grants from the De-

partment. We give the schools at Hamilton and Sudbury each $5,000 a y^ar,

which is a much larger grant than we pay for any other single purjiose throughoui

the Province, as they require a special building. All these schools I mentionoii,

are new school buildings, built with special reference to laboratory' work.

Inspection for Efficiency.

These grants are given to local authorities on condition that they will do

certain educational work up to standards set by the Department. Such grants
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do not interfere with local control in any way. We have not prescribed a ciuric-

ulum for those special classes because of their special relation to the industries

near which they are situated, but we have an inspection by our Technical In-

struction Inspector of all those newer schools to satisfy our Department that the

work is of merit and is being well done.

Of course as long as the Legislature imposes conditions, and the locality accepts

the grant on those conditions, there is what might be called interference to that

extent, but no objection is taken to that. The schools of the Province are ver>'

willing to accept the conditions nuder which those grants are paid, and during the

last five years there has been every reason to congratulate the people on meeting

the conditions laid down by the Department.

Speciai, Grants for Teachers.

Preference has been given on the teaching staff to men with special training

on technical lines and for this particular purpose the Minister of Education has

power under the School Law to recognize their certificates as adequate for that

work.

In connection with the work of Normal Schools the Government gives some

special assistance to teachers to qualify along industrial lines.

The Public School Law provides for instruction in Elementary Schools in

Nature Study, Manual Training, Domestic Science and Agriculture. This law

enables a township to levy a rate with which to pay a teacher who will instruct

in agricultiu-e in the schools of the township. The same power is also given to

boards of High Schools and Continuation Schools. These coiu-ses of instruction

call for a certain class of teacher, and we pay a grant to the School Board which

retains one of those teachers with special qualification. We also pay grants to

the School Board which maintains a School Garden in which elementary agri-

cultural instruction is carried on.

Special Courses for Teachers.

In order to provide the teachers to carry on this work we offer free instruction

at the Ontario .Agricultural College to all teachers who having taken their course

and second-class certificate at the Normal Schools, want to qualify and take a

special course of three months in either Industrial Art or Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Science. We have already granted over 200 certificates to teachers thus

qualified. The piu-pose is to train those teachers towards industrial education

and towards becoming competent to teach.

One of our greatest difficulties is to get specially qualified teachers and this

is probably true of all the Provinces. It is one thing to propose a curriculum and

give a grant to encourage teaching, but if you have not the qualified teachers it is

next to impossible to make much progress ; so the Minister adopted these means

towards providing teachers with special qualification in those subjects.

Our High School teachers are trained academically in the Universities. Our

courses for the first class certificates and for High School assistants are given

by the University of Toronto and by Queen's University.
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Scholarships for Teachers to attend Technical Colleges.

Mr. Colquhoun endorsed the suggestion of giving scholarships to teachers

to attend a technical college in order to qualify for carrying on industrial or tech-

nical work in the common schools ; because if the State did not intervene he did

not see how the supply of specially qualified teachers could be got, especially

teachers well trained professionally in those general subjects that form the basis

of all good education. He saw no administrative difficulty whatever in the plan

or any contravening of the established policy of the Province. His individual

opinion was that if towns and cities like Hamilton and Toronto continued to

provide Technical Schools it would be a plan of the Department to see that teachers

were trained for tliose places. He failed to see how we could expect to get an

adequate supply of teachers if we did not pay at least a portion of the cost of

obtaining them. He thought it would be ver>' undesirable to have to depend

entirely on colleges outside of Canada for technical school teachers; and that

one of the needs of any system of technical education would be some provision

for training competent teachers for elementary' and advanced work.

District Representatives of Agriculture.

The Department of Education has intimate relation with the special work

done at some High Schools by the " District Representatives". Three years

ago it was decided to set up agricultural training, both in schools and field work,

in connection with the Secondarj' Schools in the Province. A course of study

was prescribed, and short courses were arranged under the joint direction of

the Departments of Education and Agriculture. The original experiments, six

in number, were found to work very well. Wliile the classes in the schools have

not yet become large, the number of young men and adults who took the short

courses has proved to be very large. There are now about 15 of those agricultural

departments connected with High Schools in different parts of the Province

from Essex to Glengarry.

The Department of Education votes to each of ihem the sum of SI,200.

(which must go towards the salary of the teacher), and prescribes the qualifications

of the teacher. He nmst be a graduate of the Ontario Agricultural College, hold-

ing the degree of B.S.A. from the University. These departments are further

NUi)i)orted by County grants, prescribed by the Statute, and they are thus enabled

to set up a complete equipment with a plot of ground for scliool garden and

work that can be demonstrated there.

Interest in Agricultural and Industrial Training.

While the system is still in its infancy, and has only been brought to its pres-

ent success by the cordial co-operation with the Department of Education, of

Mr. C. C. James, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, and President Creclman of the

Ontario Agricultural College, it has demonstrated a widespread interest in that

form of technical education which may lie called agricultural training. Ontario
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Ijeiiig an agricultural Province began its technical education policy in connection

with agriculture.

The developm nt of the School Garden for elementary schools Mr. Colqti-

houn considers the basis of the recognized training in agricultural science. It

seemed to him that with properly qualified teachers, and with the grants that are

being given, there would be enormous sympathy with and interest in scientific

agricultiu'e amongst the pupils, and in their school gardens they could illustrate

such important subjects as rotation of crops, selection of seed, protection of crops

from various injurious influences, etc.. These are things our children have great

interest in and their development fits into and falls in with the progress and policy

of technical education in the Province.

Industrial training grants were increased from about $20,000 seven years

ago to about $65,000 in 1910. Those advances have been expended not merely

on Manual Training and Domestic Science, (which are considered to be culture

subjects, and not properly part of technical education) , but also on special schools

set up by particular localities.

Dr. Seath's In\tgstigation and Repjrt.

In an effort to find out a plan which could be applied to the whole Province,

the Minister last year sent the Superintendent of Education (Dr. Seath), to the

United States, England and the Continent of Etu-ope to enquire into all the later

phases of technical education in those coimtries. Dr. Seath made a ver}' thorough

enquiry and his report would no doubt be of great service to the Legislature.

Co-operation with Federal Officials.

In a number of High Schools of the Province there are cadet corps, and grants

are paid by the Provincial Government for those. The Dominion officials inspect

them, without any resentment from local or Provincial officials because of that

inspection by the Dominion government. It is not looked upon as an interference

with Provincial rights in any sense of the term. Experience has shown that

co-operation with Provincial or Federal officials is a very easy matter. The
Federal Department of Indian Affairs co-operates with us, and our inspectors

inspect the Indian Schools, the Federal department paying them for this special

work; and if our inspectors have any suggestions to offer, the Dominion officials

are always ver>' glad to hear them. The Education Department moves along the

line of improving the qualification of the teachers of Indian schools. In addition

to the money necessarj^ for pro\4ding technical education, and the teachers who
must be put in the schools, the third and equally necessary condition is a vital

interest taken by the public and j>eople of the coimtry; because it is impossible

to force any system of edtication on the people who are not desirous of having
it. He congratulated the Commission on hav'ing by its work already aroused

great public interest in this subject all over Canada.

The subject of Elementary Agriculture is dealt with in the Chapters, " As to

Agriculture" and "As to Agricultural Instruction in Public Schools'.
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SECTION 2: INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND ART EDUCATION.

Since 1910 much progress has been made in the development of Industrial

Training and Technical Education in the variovis cities and towns.

Two important Acts have Ijeen passed by the Legislature of Ontario of which

a sjTiopsis is given in Bulletin 2 of the Department of Education. These Acts

are:—The Industrial Education Act (1911) and The Adolescent School Attend-

ance Act (1912).

The adoption of what is provided for in these Acts is still optional witli each

locality. Industrial classes under the former Act have been put into operation

in a very considerable number of manufacturing centres. The latter Act has

been adopted in London, to become eflective in January, 1913. The provisions

are so far-reaching that, in the opinion of Dr. Seath, it will take some years before

the compulsory attendance principle is as generally adopted in Ontario as it is in

Germany and some other Continental coimtries.

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1911

Definition of Names.

In The Industrial Education Act and the Regulations of the Department of

Education, the name "Industrial" is applied to both day and evening schools and

classes for the preparation of workmen and workwomen; and the name, "Technical"

to those for the preparation of foremen and forewomen and the holders of minor

directive positions in the trades. Manual Training and Household Science, hitherto

designated Technical, are now classed as cultural and practical subjects of the

High and Public School courses of study, whether the)- are taken up in day or even-

ing classes. While introductory to Industrial and Technical courses, they are,

however, neither Industrial not Technical themselves. The foregoing distinctions

should be borne in mind.

(1.) CLASSES OF SCHOOLS.

At the session of the Legislature in 1911, The Industrial Education Act rej)laced

all the preceding Acts which dealt with elementary Industrial, Technical and Art

education ; and this Act, it is important to remember, is the only one under which

Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools can now be established and maintained

at the public expense. Section 4 of the Act provides for the following classes of

schools, which a High School Board or a Board of Education of any city, town, or

village, or an Urban Continuation School Board may establish with the Minister's

approval

:

I. DAY SCIIOOUS.

(I) General Industrial Schools for instmction in such subjects as may form a

basal preparation (a) for the trades, and (b) for similar manual occupations which

are not classed as trades; the courses, including workshop practice, with correlated
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drawing, English, mathematics, and science, and continuing the essential sub-

jects of a good general education.

(Such schools, elsewhere known also as Preparatory Trade Schools and Pre-

vocational Schools, have been established at Brantford, Hamilton, London, and

Toronto.)

(2) Special hiduslrial Schools providing for instruction in the theoretical

and practical work of particular trades, and when deemed desirable, in the essen-

tial subjects of a good general education.

(Such schools, elsewhere known also as Trade Schools, have been established

at Haileybtuy, Sudbury, and Toronto.)

(3) Technical High Schools and departments of High School for the training

of duly admitted High School pupils for minor directive positions in industrial

establishments, and for admission to the higher scientific schools.

(Such schools have been established at Haileybury, Hamilton, .Sault Ste.

Marie, Sudbury, and Toronto.)

(4) Co-operative Industrial Classes in which and under such conditions as

may be agreed upon between the Board and the Employer; (a) apprentices, whether

indentured or not, employed in the workshops, may receive in the day schools in-

struction bearing upon their trades; and (b) pupils attending the day school may
receive practical instruction in the workshops. The former of these may be known
as Factory Co-operative, and the latter as School Co-operative Industrial Classes.

(Such classes have been established at Sault Ste. Marie in connection with the

technical classes of the Collegiate Institute, and at London in connection with the

Day Industrial School. The former are Factory, and the latter School Co-oper-

ative Classes.)

(5) Schools for instruction in the Fine and Applied Arts.

(Such schools or departments have been established at Hamilton, London and

Toronto.)

The Legislature also established at its last session the Ontario College of Art

which, though under the direct management of a Council, prepares teachers of Art

for the High and Public Schools in the Province, in addition to its other work in

the Fine and Applied Arts. Although only a few months in operation, it is well

attended and provides comprehensive courses. In 1912 it received a legislative

grant of §3,000, and is provided by the Department of Education with free ac-

commodation, heating, and caretaking. It receives also $1,000 in lieu of fees

for those teachers, approved by the Minister, who attend its Spring and Summer
classes.

II. EVENING SCHOOLS.

(6) Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools, in which workmen and workwomen
employed during the day may receive in the evening theoretical and practical

instruction in their trades.

(Such classes have been established at Berlin, Brockville, Collingwood, Gait,

Guelph, Hamilton, London, Stratford, St. Thomas, and Toronto.)

Advisory Industrial Boards were also recently appointed at Cobourg, Oshawa,
and Ottawa. Under them, evening classes will begin as soon as practicable.
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At the recent municipal elections in Windsor, the ratepayers voted by a sub-

stantial majority in favor of establishing Technical Classes in the Collegiate

Institute.

Advisory Industrial Committees.

Under this Act also the control of these schools is vested in an Advisory In-

dustrial Committee,, composed of twelve members; six members of the Board, and

six others, not members of the Board, tliree of whom are employers and three em-

ployees, in connection with the manufacturing and other industries carried on in

the locality; of such employees, at least one should be an operative. It is reason-

ably assumed that these representatives of employers and employees have an ex-

pert knowledge of industrial conditions. The powers of the committee are, how-

ever, exercised, subject in all cases to the approval of the Board, and, in certain

cases, to the joint approval of the Board and the Minister.

The cultural Manual Training and Household Science classes, whether day or

evening, are still under the sole control of the Public Board.

Constituted as they are on a plan similar to that of the Advisory- Committees

on the European Continent, our Advisory Industrial Committees have turned out

to be eminently suited for the purpose. Since their establishment in 1911, more

progress has been made in industrial and technical education in our schools than

in all the years that preceded, and recent correspondence with the Department

gives good ground for expecting that during the year 1913, a large number of other

centres will provide evening classes at least.

Departmental Direction.

Dr. Merchant has been appointed Director of Technical and Industrial Edu-

cation, and visits from time to time the industrial centres of the Province and

assists School Boards in establishing and operating their local industrial and

technical systems.

Applications to tlie Department for assistance and guidance in the establish-

ment of industrial and technical classes will receive prompt and sympathetic

attention.

To Bring About Qualiimcations i"or Admission.

Investigation of the conditions in Ontario has shown conclusively that at

present extremely few Ontario workmen and workwomen have attended a High

School. Most have entered the trades from l'\)rm IV of the Public Schools, having

only partly completed the course; and some, indeed, enter from I'-orni III, having

reached fourteen, the age of exemption. It is, however, fair to assume that many of

such pupils would attend longer if courses were provided leading to the trades and,

especially, courses leading to more lucrative employment than they have hitherto

lx;en able to secure. In order, accordingly, that tlie nature of the provision may lie

understood by the pupils themselves, it would l)c well for the Pul)lic and Separate

School Boards to authorize the Advisory Committee and the Principal of the In-

dustrial of Technical School to bring the subject before the l'"<nirth l-'orms of the

locality.
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Section 5 of the Act provides as follows:

(1) Subject to the Regulations and with the approval of the Advisory In-

dustrial Committee, pupils may be admitted to a Day Special or General or Co-

operative Industrial School by the Principal thereof from the Fouth Form of

the Public or the Separate School, upon the recommendation of the Principal

of such school.

(2) Pupils admitted to a Technical School or Department as defined above,

shall have passed the High School Entrance examination.

(3) For the Industrial, Technical, and Art Evening Schools, no educational

qualification is prescribed for admission. Workmen or workwomen employed

during the day may be admitted, but no one should be allowed to attend classes

for the work of which they are not prepared.

(2.) ESTABLISHMENT OF SCHOOLS.

In establishing Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools and Classes the Ad-

visory Committee is usually confronted with three main difficulties

:

1

.

Indifference on the part of those for whose benefit the schools and classes

are intended. Notwithstanding the constitution of the Advisory Committee

it is important that a general canvass and study be made of the local industrial

situation. The Advisor>' Committee should, accordingly, confer with other

employers and employees concerning the organization of the school. The sym-

pathetic co-operation of all ranks of labor is essential to success, but on the employer

in particidar rests the chief responsibility. In other countries, where a com-

pulsory attendance law is not in operation, he offers his employees inducements

of various kinds to attend—a reduction, for example, of the hours of day labor,

and, specially, increased wages and more rapid promotion. The experience of

the last couple of years has sho^vn that a similar coiuse will be necessary in Ontario.

2. The lack of competent teachers. Each teacher must possess suitable ex-

pert knowledge of his subject. For the acadenic subjects the ordinary' certific-

ated teacher will suit, provided he has dulj' familiarized himself with industrial

requirements; but, for the shop-work, foremen or forewomen, and for the theo-

retical and practical technical work, teachers specially trained at industrial or

technical colleges are indispensable. (In Montreal, the shop instructors were

appointed from the ranks of the mechanics after a competitive examination,

a system of selection which has been carried on for years in Paris, France.) Not

only will such teachers give, as, indeed, only they can give, the necessary practical

ttuTi to the work, but they will command the confidence and sympathy of the

students.

Special difficulty will, however, be experienced in securing teachers for the

elementary courses of the General Industrial Schools. To maintain the neces-

sary correlation amongst the subjects, the teacher, when there is only one, should

be conversant with the whole course, and where there are more than one, each

should possess this qualification; for altough in the organisation he may be called

upon to teach only parj, to teach this part well he must kno^vn the whole. Few
such teachers are as yet available in Ontario; but, as soon as practicable, courses
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of instniction will lie provided by the Dei)artinent. I'or the Day Industrial

School, the Manual Training and the Household vScience teacher who holds at

least a Second Class Certificate would siiit after some training specially adapted

to the school course of study.

While the Advisory Committee will take a general oversight of the organiza-

tion of the classes, it is important that they should he vmder the charge of a prin-

cipal teacher who possessess both executive ability and general mechanical know-

ledge. Such principal should have full control of the industrial courses, subject

to the Advisory Committee.

3. The difficulty of constructing courses of study suitable to the requirements

of the locality.

The needs of the different localities vary so nuich that any settlement of

the details of the courses must be made by the local authorities. The Industrial

Education Act, accordingly, leaves the initiator)^ steps to the Advisorj' Com-

mittee. After the subjects have been selected, the next step should be the sub-

mission of a report by the teacher in charge to the Advisor}' Committee upon

the details, equipment, etc., followed by due consideration by the Committee

and the Board, before submission to the Minister for his approval. The first

year must, however, be more or less one of experiment, and the organisation

should be modified from time to time in accordance with the experience of those

concerned. For the same reason, the Minister will be prepared to approve of

any modification of the regulations that, in his judgment, local conditions may
justify.

For suggestions in constructing the courses recognized by The Induslrtal

Education Act, all concerned should refer to the various systems and courses

of study which for this purpose were included in the Superintendent's report

on Education for Industrial Purposes, published in 1911, to the General Industrial

courses and especially to the Technical and the Industrial courses, included in

the Department's Bulletin No. 2, which are now in successful operation in different

centres in the Province.

As soon as an industrial, technical, or art course is comprehensive enough,

the Minister will be prepared to co-operate with the local authorities in awarding

diplomas. A specimen copy of this diploma will lie sent the Principal on ai^pli-

cation to the Deputy Minister of Rducation.

(3.) MUNICIPAL GRANTS AND DISTRIBUTION • H' IJ'X.ISLATIVlv

(.RANTS.

For Day and Evening schools. Section 11 of The Industrial Education Act

provides that the cost of establishment and the cost of maintenance, in addition

to the Legislative grants, shall be defrayed as is prf)vided in sections 33-34 of

the High Schools Act.

For some years the Legislature has made special grants of jiS.OOO each to

a few of the High Schools for the promotion of industrial, technical, and art educa-

tion, and, under the Manual Training and Household -Science Regulations, a

sum was distributed annually amongst a few High Schools which were s|H.'cially
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organized and equipped for giving instruction in the theor}^- and practice of the

Mechanical and Industrial Arts and Sciences, whether such instruction was given

in day or evening classes. In 1911 the Legislature took another step in advance;

it voted $20,000 for Evening Industrial Classes, and repeated the vote

in 1912.

As the establishmeiit of Day Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools will

entail a large expenditure, and as there is ground for the expectation that, as

it has already done munificently in the case of agriculture, the Dominion Govern-

ment will recognize the claims of the industries bj' giving grants to the Provinces

for industrial and technical education, the Ontario Government has delayed the

settlement of a comprehensive scheme until the amount and terms of such grants

are known. At its last session, however, the Ontario Legislature voted $25,000,as

an initial grant, for the establishment and maintenance of Day Schools, with the

result that, although only a few months have since elapsed, a number of efficient

schools are already in successful operation, and a considerable number of others

are at present in contemplation.

When the accommodations, the equipment, the text-books, the qualifications

of the stalT, and the courses of study are satisfactory to the Minister of Education,

and when the Board is not in receipt of a special Legislative grant for Industrial,

Technical, or Art Schools, the Legislative grant for Evening and Day Industrial,

Technical, and Art Schools shall be distributed mider Section 6 (/) of The Depart-

ment of Education Act, in accordance with the following scheme. If, however,

the amoimt voted by the Legislature is insufficient to pay in full the appointments

under the scheme, or if there is a balance left over after payment in full, the Minister

may make a pro rata reduction or increase.

I.—EVENING SCHOOLS.

(1) A grant on salaries, as follows: In cities with populations of 150,000

and over, one-third; in other cities, one-half; in towns, two thirds; and in villages,

five-sixths, to a maximum of $3,000 in each case.

(2) An initial grant of 40 per cent, on new equipment, specially provided

for Evening Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools, to a maximum of $1,000,

and of 20 per cent, thereafter on the same equipment.

II. DAY SCHOOLS.

(1) A fixed grant of $250 for each Form established.

(2) A grant on salaries, to a maximum of $5,000, proportioned as follows on

the total salaries of the staff:

—

In cities with a population of 150,000 and over, one third; in other cities, one

half; in towns, two thirds; and in villages, five sixths.

(3) An initial grant of 40 per cent, on new equipment specially provided for

Day Industrial, Technical, and Art Schools, to a maximiun of $2,000 and of 20 per

cent, thereafter on the same equipment.
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III. EVENING AND DAY SCHOOLS.

1. When the accommodations have been specially provided for Day or for

Evening Industrial, Technical, or Art Schools, the sums apportionable under the

following scheme shall be payable for each item in actual use.

2. WTien the accommodations for Day Classes are used also for Evening Classes

or vice versa, or when accommodations provided for High, Public, Separate or

Continuation Schools, or other purposes are used for Evening, Industrial, Tech-

nical, or Art Schools, one quarter of the sums apportionable under the following

scheme shall be payable for each item in actual use for said classes, in addition

to any other Legislative grants that may be payable on such accommodations.

(4.) REGULATIONS FOR EVENING SCHOOLS.

1

.

No Industrial, Technical, or Art Evening School shall be recognized by the

Department of Education which has not an enrolment, satisfactory to the Minister,

of members duly admitted and in regular attendance from the beginning to the

end of each session.

2. Except with the special approval of the Minister, the Session shall begin

not later than the first week in October, and shall close not earlier than the last

week in March, on dates to be selected by the Advisory Industrial Committee.

3. The School shall be open for at least an hour and a half of actual instruc-

tion on each of at least two evenings a week.

4. (1) Each teacher shall possess expert knowledge of his subject. In the ap-

pointment of such experts, the preference shall be given to those who, being other-

wise qualified, are now engaged or have recently been engaged in the form of

industry which they are to teach.

(2) WTien day teachers are employed also in the Evening Industrial Schools,

their work shall be so arranged that no teacher shall teach more than an average

of six hours a day, except for reasons satisfactory' to the Minister.

5. (1) As far as it may be suitable, the equipment already provided for the

Science, Arts, Manual Training, Physical Culture, and Household Science courses

of the High, Public, and Separate Schools and the Day Industrial, Technical, and

Art Schools shall be used for the Evening Schools.

(2) WTiere no, or insufficient, equipment has been provided which is statable

for the Evening Schools, the Board shall provide from year to year such equip-

ment for these schools as the Minister may deem necessan,'. The equipment thus

provided shall, when needed, be used for the Day Schools also.

6. The organization, qualifications of the staff, accommodation, equipment,

courses of study, and text-books shall lie .subject to the Minister's approval.

Courses of Study.

7. (1) Erom the following lists, the Advisory Committee shall make such

selection as, in its judgment, suits the requirements and capabilities of the locality;

but in addition to these subjects, any other subject or subjects having a direct

application to any of the local industries may 1k> taken up with the Minister's

approval.
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(2) From the following lists, I and II, for boys and men and for girls and

women respectively, each student shall take up such subjects as he or she may select

and as may be approved by the Principal. To the subject or subjects so selected,

one or more of those included in the list III may be added.

(3) In localities where there are Evening Commercial Classes, the provision

for the Special Industrial Commercial subjects may be made therein or in the

classes maintained by the Advisor}' Industrial Committee, as the latter may con-

sider more convenient and economical.

I. SUBJECTS FOR BOYS AND MEN.

Freehand drawing, mechanical drawing, architectural drawing, design,

modelling.

Woodworking, metal working, electrical working, building construction, print-

ing, plumbing.

Physics, chemistry, mechanics.

Workshop mathematics, estimating, business English, industrial commercial

work.

II. SUBJECTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN.

Cookery, home economics.

First aid, home nursing.

Hand sewing, machine se\ving, dressmaking, millinery, embroidery, laimdry

work.

Freehand drawing, design, colour harmony.

Business English, industrial commercial work, mathematics.

III. ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS.

English literatm-e, history and civics, physiology and hygiene, physical

culture, first aid.

(5) REGULATIONS FOR DAY SCHOOLS.

1. No Day Industrial, Technical, or Art School shall be recognized by the

Department of Education which has not an enrolment, satisfactory to the Minister,

of members duly admitted and in regular attendance from the beginning to the

end of each session.

2. Except with the special approval of the Minister, the limits of the school

terms shall be the same as those of the High Schools.

3. The hours of opening and closing the daily session and the recesses shall

be the same as those of the High Schools ; but where practical work is emphasized

in the program, the hour for closing may be extended by the Advisory Com-

mittee to five o'clock.

4. Each teacher shall possess expert knowledge of his subject. In the appoint-

ment of such experts, the preference shall be given to those who, being otherwise

qualified, are now engaged or have recently been engaged in the form of industry

which they are to teach.
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5. Where no, or insufficient, equipment has been provided which is suitable

for Day Industrial, Technical, or Art Schools, the Board shall provide from )-ear

to year such equipment for these schools as the Minister may deem necessary.

The equipment thus provided shall, when needed, be used for the Evening Schools

also.

6. The organization, qualifications of the staff, accommodations, equip-

ment, courses of study, and text-books shall be subject to the Minister's approval.

(6) COURSES OF STUDY FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS

One matter it is important to bear in mind in the construction of the General

Industrial Courses. While largely vocational, they should also include the essen-

tial cidtural work in Literature, Reading, History, Geography, Grammar, and

Composition in particular. This Province needs well-trained workmen and

work-women, but it needs also well trained citizens.

The following com-ses are intended to be merely suggestive; they are not

prescribed. For most centres, except probably the largest, they may be foimd

too comprehensive and too intensive for some years at any rate; but, with the

Minister's approval, the number and scope of the subjects in each year may be

reduced and the practical work of the courses may be emphasized, having regard

in all cases to the capabilities and requirements of the pupils. It must be remem-

bered, however, that no course should be established that does not make provision

for the continuation of the cultural side of education, as well as the special pro-

vision for industrial work. This is especially necessary where pupils are admitted

before completing the work of Form IV of the Public and Separate Schools.

The course for boys should extend over at least two years. It may extend

over less time if local conditions so demand, but the longer period is greatly to

be desired. Moreover, if properly conducted, this General Course should develop

an interest in industrial subjects, and should on its completion, enable the student

to select, with the assistance of his parents and the teacher, the industry for which

he is best suited. When practicable and desirable, specialization might be per-

mitted in the shop work at the end of the first year in accordance with the require-

ments of each locality; or the shop work in wood might be continued, with or

without metal work, as being the best basal preparation for most of the trades.

By means either of Special Industrial Schools, or, preferably because more econo-

mical, of Co-operative Part-time schools, the boy's industrial education might

be continued for a couple of years longer—-to a stage where what he needs to become

an expert workman is chiefly longer practice and experience. Where at all

possible, Boards should establish a four years' course for boys—two of the General

Industrial School and two of the Special or the Co-operative School. The establish-

ment of the General Industrial School would attract and retain the student from

thirteen or fourteen till sixteen, the period when his growing power is greatest

and his earning power is least; but only a four years' course can produce the mental

and physical training needed for a life of j)rogression in industrial cllicicncy

Owing to the less exacting nature of their trades, probably a year or so of a General

Industrial course, followed by one or two years of a Special Industrial course,
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will be found to be sufficient for girls, especially where Household Science forms

part of their Public School course. Giving also to the practical character of much
of the cotuses for both boys and girls, and the future claims upon them, the school

day might reasonably be prolonged to five o'clock. It should be borne in mind

also that, of the following courses, some need not extend over the whole year.

The Covirses of Study, which are detailed in full in Bulletin No. 2 of the

Ontario Department of Education, are here given merely in outline showing their

main features.

I.

—

General Industrial Schools for Boys.

First Year.

Mathematics, Elementary Science, Drawing, Shopwork, English, History

and Civics, Geography, Penmanship, Physical Culture, Manners and Morals.

Second Year.

Mathematics, Elementary Science, Drawing, Shop Work, Materials, English,

History and Geography, Bookkeeping, Business Forms, Physical Ciilture, Man-
ners and Morals.

II.

—

Gener-^l Industri.\l Schools for Girls.

First Year.

Household Science, Mathematics, Menstiration, English, History and Civics,

Geography, Drawing, Penmanship, Physical Culttue, Manners and Morals.

Second Year.

Household Science, Artistic Work, Elementary Science, Freehand Drawing
and Design, English, Bookkeeping and Business Forms, Physical Cultiu-e, Manners
and Morals.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. A. H. LEAKE.

Mr. A. H. Leake, Inspector of Technical Instruction, appeared before the

Commission in Ottawa in 1911, and gave us a statement as to the conditions and
equipment at that time in reference to schools of secondary grade as well as public

schools, with particular reference to Manual Training, Domestic Science and
Nature Study with school gardens.

191d—Vol. IV—24i
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Household Science.

{Some sewing, but chiefly cookery.)

Public Schools only: Brockville, North Bay, Ottawa, Toronto.

High Schools and Collegiate Institutes only; London, Stratford.

Public and High Schools and Collegiate Institutes: Belleville, Brantford,

Gait, Guelph (3), Hamilton (5), IngersoU, Kingston, Peterborough (2), Sault

Ste. Marie, Thorold, Woodstock.

Public and Separate Schools and CoUegiates: Berlin, Own Sound, Renfrew,

Stratford.

Manual Training.

(Those marked * have also metal-working equipments.)

Public Schools only: Brockville, Cornwall, Guelph (3), London (4), North

Bay, Ottawa (4), Rittenhouse. Toronto (8).

Collegiate Institutes only: *Kingston.

Public and High Schools and Collegiate Institutes: *Brantford (2), Gait,

Hamilton (4), IngersoU, Peterborough (2), Port Arthur, *Sault Ste. Marie, Strat-

ford, *Woodstock.

Public and Separate Schools and Collegiate Institutes: *Berlin, Collingwood,

Owen Sound, St. Thomas, *Stratford.

The ordinary Manual Training room as equipped for wood-work, has 20 to 25

benches and the necessary tools. From H to 2 hours per week are given to the

work, including work taken up in Mechanical Drawing.

Eight Secondary Schools, in addition to the usual Manual Training equipment,

have wood-working and metal-working, lathes, forges, drills and shapers.

The Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, Ont., has a Manual Training

Department with three distinctive courses, viz., (1) a course for agricultural

students in wood-working and metal-working and farm mechanics; (2) a Normal

course for the training of instructors in Manual Training, open to teachers holding

permanent certificates from the Department of Education
; (3) optional courses in

wood carving, art metal, etc.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Hamilton.

A Technical and Art School was opened in 1909, the cost of building and

equipment being 5100,000. It has Departments as follows:—Wood-working

Machine-shop, I'orging, Electrical work, Household Science, Drafting, Printing,

Fine Art. With the exception of 2, the teachers of the staff have had practical

experience in industrial work. (The Art Department occupies the whole of the

third floor of tlie building.) High School Entrance is necessary except for pupils

of 14 where certain conditions are complied with. Science and English are given

by members of the Collegiate Staff. The two institutions are in one building,

although each has its separate area. A large number of the Collegiate Institute
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pupils and the advanced classes of the Public Schools receive instruction in wood-

working, metal-working, cookery, sewing, and free-hand drawing.

Sault Ste. Marie.

Connection has been established by the School Authorities with the local

industries, and in particular with the Algoma Iron Works.. Apprentices attend

school one afternoon each week for instruction in drawing, English, and mathe-

matics, and such time is paid for on the same basis as shop work by the employers.

Sudbury.

The High School has a Mining Department tmder a technically trained gradu-

ate of the University. The Courses at present are,— (1) 4 year's coiu-se for High

School pupils; (2) Short Course for men engaged in the Mining industries, in

three classes, Prospectors, Miners and Smeltermen. The school has three lab-

oratories. Chemistry, Physics and Assaying; all are specially equipped for

the work.

Toronto.

day school.

For regular classes High School Entrance qualification is required. Special

students are received on application, subject to certain conditions.

The courses for day classes are: (1) Business, (2) Matriculation (Science),

(3) General Scientific, (4) Art, (5) Home Economics, (6) Special. This school

has no shop work and no Manual Training. Some teachers are engaged for only

part of the day and all at night.

EVENING CLASSES.

Regular coiu-ses: Mathematics, Applied Mechanics, Chemistry', Architecture,

and Building, Electricity, some Engineering, Mechanical and Free-hand Drawing

and Design, Modelling in Clay, Wood Carving, Estimating Cost of Buildings,

Cookery, Home Nursing, Sewing, Millinery and Embroidery.

The Staff consists of the Principal, 7 Directors and 41 Instructors of whom 23

teach Evening Classes, only 6 give full time in Day Classes, and the others part

time in both. Some of the Teachers of the Evening Classes are engaged in in-

dustrial occupations during the day.

Woodstock.

Woodstock College was the first to introduce Manual Training. It is equip-

ped for work in wood and in metal. The course is an optional one; about half of

the students take it and devote 5 or 6 hours per week to the work.
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RECOMMENDATIONS BY INSPECTOR LEAKE.

In Bulletin No. 2, the general situation in Ontario is reviewed by Mr. Leake,

whose remarks we quote in full :

—

The movement in favor of Industrial Education has made gratifying pro-

gress since the passing of The Industrial Education Act, (1911). It is now gen-

erally recognized that the time for mere academic discussion has passed and
that definite plans and organization are required. Whatever hints and sugges-

tions we may get from other countries the problem will remain peculiarly our

own. It will not do to copy; we should only adapt. Each locality has its own
problems and these must be solved strictly according to local requirements.

The efforts put forth so far have been mainly in the direction of Evening

Classes; they seem to offer the line of least resistance. Outside of Brantford,

Hamilton, London, and Toronto, nothing however, has been done in the direction

of real industrial day classes.

There seems to be unfortimately an indifference, if not an antipathy, to any
form of instruction which is calculated to fit directly for work in the shop or at

the bench. This indifiference must be overcome before parents will be willing

to place their boys in such schools. They must be shown the money value of

industrial training.

A large portion of the attendance at the present Evening Classes consist of

mature men and women, in many cases fathers and motliers. After a session

or two of such classes they will, no doubt, learn that the instruction given is worth

while, and will in the future be willing to make the sacrifice necessary to allow

their children to attend Day Classes.

Process of Establishment.

The first step in tlie establishment of industrial classes is the formation of

an Advisory Industrial Committee. The members should be selected with con-

siderable care, as much of the success depends upon the efforts put forth by this

Committee. It should be as representative as possible of the different industries

of the locality. The meetings should be held at stated times, at least monthly,

at the school and not in an office down town. All the members should be workers,

and should not regard their duties as confined to attending the meetings. They

should visit the school regularly, inspect the registers, and take an interest in the

work generally. The members can do effective work among the people by advo-

cating on every possible occasion the training given by the school. Where there

are likely to be large classes of girls and women it is advisable to appoint at least

one woman on the Committee. Where there is a Public School Board it often

facilitates matters if one of the elected members of the Committee is chosen

from that body.

Publicity.

The school should Ix' well but judiciously advertised. Posters in the factories

and elsewhere, the former being provided with a space for the endorsation of

the firm, the distribution of circulars to factory employees and artisans, provided
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with a detachable application blank, are some of the means that may be adopted.

The fullest use should be made of the local newspapers.

The classes should be brought closely to the attention of all boys and girls

in forms III and IV of the Public and Separate Schools who do not intend to enter

the High Schools. The school should be opened some days before actual class

work begins, and an announcement made that the Principal and his staff are ready

to advise intending students and their parents as to the coiu-se of study best suited

to the individual.

Organization and Management.

Every school should have a Principal to take general oversight of the organ-

ization, ciuriculum, etc. In very large schools he should have no class directly

imder his charge, but in the smaller ones he may perhaps teach half his time.

The appointment of such a Principal is all the more necessary when it is consid-

ered that the majority of the teachers will be practical men and women from

the shops, with little or no experience in teaching and in solving the problems

of the class-room.

The Principal should keep in close touch with the factories and other indus-

tries in order that the instruction may be kept up to date, and that he may know

the type of man required and be able to advise both employer and employee

in their choice. He should report monthly to the Committee. His report should

show for each subject, the number registered, the number in attendance each

night, the average attendance and the percentage of the registered attendance. The

registers should be kept and marked in ink. They should show for each student

the name, address, occupation, and previous training.

Where fees are charged the Principal should be instructed to remit them,

if, in his judgment, the financial condition of the student or his parents renders

it advisable to do so. This will of course be done privately. Every effort should

be made to keep up the attendance. The cause of absence or discontinuance

should, in every case, be sought for. In some schools reply post cards are sent,

but a much better plan is personal inquiry by the teachers or members of the Com-

mittee. The names of persistent absentees who caimot satisfactorily account

for their absence should not be retained on the register. The Day School author-

ities should provide the Principal of the Evening School with a record of every

boy and girl showing character, ability, attainments, etc.

After the organization of the Committee and the appointment of the Prin-

cipal a general investigation should be undertaken of the industries of the district,

with the object of discovering the subjects most desirable and feasible, and the

kind of instruction required by the employer and needed by the employee. At

the same time the employer should be urged to show a practical, not merely

an academic, interest in the industrial classes, by granting certain privileges,

bonuses, increases of wages, or promotion to employees taking a satisfactory

course of instruction.

Every effort should be made to induce students to take up related coiu-ses

of study rather than isolated subjects ; the diploma courses of Hamilton, London,

and Toronto afford good examples of suitable coiu-ses. Classes shoidd be small.
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No class should exceed 20, and 15 is a better number. No matter what system

of classification is adopted, much of the instruction must be individual. In

this work particularly, the more the individuality of the pupil is recognized and

the more his special requirements are taken into consideration, the more regiilar

will be his attendance and the more satisfactory will be the result. Many of

the present classes, particularly those for women and girls, and for mechanical

drawing, are much too large.

Students should be classified according to qualifications, age, and occupation. In

some of the present classes the ages vary from 14 to 50 and in one school 43 different

trades are represented. No man of 30 or over cares to show his lack of knowledge or

training before boys of 14 or 16. The drawing and mathematics (beyond the rudi-

ments) required by the carpenter are different from those required by the machinist.

At first it will probably be found that all require the same preliminary in-

struction, but after the first year differentiation will probably be necessary. No

student should be admitted to a class who, from want of sufficient preliminary

training or otlier cause, is imable to take full advantage of the instruction given.

The methods of approaching subjects in the evening voluntary classes should

differ materially from those employed in the day schools. In the former, students

have been discouraged and have discontinued tlieir attendance owing to the

fact that they could not see the bearing of the instruction on their daily work,

or that the instruction was not suited to their needs. In mechanical drawing,

mathematics, and science, for instance, they have been kept working at preliminary

plates, exercises, and problems which with their limited knowledge they could

not recognize as being of practical value.

Work in all subjects should begin with shop problems of immediate use.

After tlie student is convinced of the applicability of the instruction to his daily

labor he will be quite willing and anxious to take up, if necessary, the elementary

work on which these problems are based. Drawing should be taught more gen-

erally from specifications than from plans and plates which require only copying

to the same or a different scale.

The teacher should prepare a summary of each lesson, this summary, in

the form of typewritten sheets or cards to be handed to the student at the close

of the lesson. This method enables students who are unavoidably absent to keep

up the continuity of the work and gives all an opportimity of review before the

commencement of another session.

Teachers of the academic subjects and others who are not actually engaged

in the trades should make themselves acquainted with the needs of their students.

This applies particularly to drawing, mathematics, English, and science. In order

to enable such teachers to do this they should be appointed before the summer

vacation, part of which they can utilize for this purpose in the factories and at

special schools. The attendance at the classes is seriously affected when the exact

instruction required is not given.

In the case of schools already established, second year classes should be

provided for those who took the course the year before. First and second year

students should not be taken together and no attempt should be made to take

pupils over work a second time except in so far as a preliminary review is necessary.
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At the close of the session the plans for the next year shoiild be outlined

to the students, and they should be asked to register for the subjects they intend

to take up the following session. The students should not be lost sight of diu-ing

the summer. One night a week might be devoted to interviews with those who

require help or direction in their reading. A working arrangement between

the Public Library and the school might also be carried out to the manifest advan-

tage of both. Nor should the social side be overlooked. A concert, or a popular

lecture or two, during the session will do much to develop a school spirit and

introduce the students to each other. Last year the Stratford school closed its

winter session with a banquet prepared by the Household Science Classes, after

which the certificates earned were distributed.

The day school accommodations and equipment are provided at the public

cost, and should be used as far as possible for evening school students. When
the school possesses a gymnasium it should be thrown open to the evening school

pupils. No student should be admitted to this who is not taking an approved

course in the school. The work should, of course, be done under proper supervision.

SECTION 4: LATER DEVELOPMENTS IN ONTARIO.

"Bulletin No. 2, 1912," of the Ontario Department of Education gives very

full details (with many illustrations) of the progress and present position of Indus-

trial Training and Technical Education in Toronto, Hamilton, London, Brantford,

Berlin, Brockville, Collingwood, Gait, Guelph, Stratford, St. Thomas, Sault

Ste. Marie, Sudbtuy and Haileybury.

It has been thought that a summary of points relating to a representative

one of these institutions would indicate the general line on which all are conducted,

differences of course existing to suit local conditions. The Technical High School

at Toronto, by reason of its size and scope, is in a class by itself. Full details

of its coiu-ses, etc., may be obtained on application to the Principal.

(1.) INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL, AND ART SCHOOL, HAMILTON.

This School was opened in 1909. The building is connected with that of

the Collegiate Institute, and cost, with equipment, about $100,000.

The whole building is specially fitted up for industrial work. In the base-

ment are the forging department and the electrical laboratory; on the first floor

the woodwork shop, machine shop and class-rooms; on the second floor, the house-

hold science department, drafting room, printing department, and class-rooms;

while the whole of the third floor is devoted to the art department. The accom-

modations meet all requirements for day and evening classes. The enrolment in

1912 was 340.

Equipment and Value.

The Wood Shop contains 24 benches fiimished with vises and sets of the smaller

tools used in the commoner operations of carpentry, cabinet-making, and pattern-

making, and also 7 wood-turning lathes with smaller tools for wood turning, one rip

and cross-cut power saw, 1 30-in, band saw, 1 buzz planer and 1 power grindstone.
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The Forge Shop is equipped with benches fitted with blacksmith's vises,

16 Sheldon down-draft forges with blast and exhaust systems, and a full comple-

ment of anvils and small tools.

The Machine Shop is equipped with benches furnished with vises and individual

sets of tools, and the following machine tools: 1 high speed and 6 engine lathes

of from 11 to 16 inches swing; 1 24-in. x 24-in. x 6-ft. planer; 1 16-in. back-geared

shaper; 1 20-in. drill press with hand and power feed; 1 power hack saw; 1

grinder and 1 milling machine.

The Electrical Laboratory is equipped with a full line of apparatus for exper-

riments in elementary electricity and magnetism, and with the following generators

and motors: 1 motor-generator set, including a 5 H.P. 220 volt, 66 2-3 cycle,

2 phase induction motor, direct connected to a 5^ k. w., 125 volt, compound,

direct current generator; 1 5 H.P. 110 volt, 66 2-3 cycle, single phase induction

motor, with auto starter; 1 2 H.P. 125 volt, variable speed direct current motor,

with rheostat; 1 3 k. w. double current generator, supplying either direct

ciurent or 2 phase alternating current, with rheostats; 1 2 H.P. 66 2-3 cycle, 110

volt, single phase induction motor, with auto starter. Ammeters, volt-meters,

transformers, etc., for use with the above.

The Mechanical Drawing room is furnished with fifty drawing tables and

the necessary black-boards, T, and set squares. The students provide their

own instruments.

The Household Science Department is equipped with tables, stoves, and

utensils to accommodate 24 pupils at one time. Dressmaking and Whitewear

have a large room devoted to them, with all the necessary tables, sewing-machines,

irons, mirrors, and fitting stands. A part of this room is screened off by cabinets

and used as a fitting room. Millinery is taught in a separate room, with all the

necessary equipment.

The Art Department has, in addition to the equipment of the old Hamilton

Art School, everything required to successfully carry out its course of study.

The cost of the above equipment is as follows :

—

Wood Shop $2,891 36

Machine Shop 2,990 92

Forge Shop 2,077 65

Electrical LaBoratorj' 1,977 85

Drafting Room 1 ,240 00

Printing Room 702 96

Sewing Room 564 41

Millinery Room 50 20

Office 120 00

General Expenses (lockers, etc.) 873 00

513,488 35

Art Department (estimated) $1,500 00

Cookery Room (estimated) 800 00

2,300 00

$15,788 35
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Day Courses.

For Boys.

The complete coixrse covers three years. In the first year, pupils entering

the school from the Fourth Form of the Public or the Separate School, or with

High School Entrance standing, are required to take all the subjects prescribed.

In the second and third years the book studies and drawing are obligatory, but

specialization in shop work is allowed within limits determined by the Principal

in each individual case. Pupils entering with higher standing than High School

Entrance are treated as Special Pupils, and may be excused from some of the

classes at the discretion of the Principal.

The program is designed to enable the pupils to make all ordinar>^ work-

shop calculations, to understand the mathematics and the leading scientific prin-

ciples underlying the construction and operation of machinery, to make workshop

drawings and- read blue prints, to manipulate tools and apparatus, and to acquaint

themselves with materials and processes of construction.

The course covers English, Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigonometry, Physics,

Freehand or Geometrical Drawing, Projections, Woodworking, Forging, Machine

Shop Practice, Electricity.

For Girls and Women. {Special)

Cookery (one period of U hotirs per week); sewing and dressmaking (three

periods of H hoiu^s each per week).

Evening Courses.

All subjects are taught three evenings a week, two hotirs each evening, with

the exception of china painting (two evenings) and mathematics (one evening).

Diplomas are awarded to pupils who complete any one of the following courses

satisfactorily. Written examinations are held in most of the subjects at the end

of the school year. The time required for each diploma course is approximately

three evenings per week for two years. The Committee reserves the right to cancel

any class in which fewer than 10 pupils are in regular attendance.

The following subjects are taught:—Architectural, Geometrical, and Free-

hand Drawing, Electricity, Forging, Machine Shop Practice, Woodworking,

Building Construction, Mathematics, Household Science, Cookery, Sewing and

Dressmaking, Millinery.

Art Department.

Day Courses:—The following classes are offered:

—

Drawing from the cast; water-color painting, (still life, landscape, and

figure) ; oil painting, (still life, landscape and figure) ; illustration, in all mediums,

including pen drawing ; clay modelling ; arts and crafts ; tone drawing in charcoal

;

pastel painting; wood carving; china painting; pencil sketching from natiire;

perspective, elementar}' and advanced; composition and design, elementary

and advanced ; art history, (assigned reading only)

.
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The above work requires from two to four years. Pupils undecided as to

what special branch of art work they will devote themselves are recommended

to take as much of the above as possible before specializing.

Evening Courses in freehand drawing (charcoal, pencil and crayon), indus-

trial design, modelling, china painting.

Saturday Morning Courses.—These classes are designed to meet the require-

ments of Public and Separate School pupils and teachers. Hours 9.30 to 12

o'clock.

Courses offered:— Freehand drawing, as above; painting in water-color

and pastel; elementary design.

Items of Interest.

In common with other schools of this type the evening attendance largely

exceeds the day attendance, and this condition is likely to persist, although prob-

ably the ratio will diminish as the advantage of the more comprehensive day

course becomes better known. Undoubtedly there is considerable prejudice

against manual employment, and many parents who are in a position to send

their sons to school from, say, fourteen to sixteen years of age prefer to educate

them for what is familiarly known as a " clean shirt job. " So urgent is the demand

for labor in these prosperous times that the boys themselves are tempted to leave

school by the prospect of immediate earnings. From time to time, too, employers

send requests for pupils.

With a relatively small day attendance arises a problem in organization

—that of procuring employment for the teachers throughout the whole day.

This has been solved by admitting Collegiate Institute and Public School Com-

mercial classes for Manual Training, Household Science, and Art.

It is pleasant to record instances of the marked success of the pupils. One

lad of nineteen, who spent a year in the day classes and another year in the even-

ing classes, is now earning $18 per week as foreman in the Ontario Lamp & Lantern

Company. A younger boy, who has just completed his three years' day course,

this summer received an appointment in tlie physics laboratory of the meteoro-

logical department, Toronto, at an initial salary of $600 per annum, with prospects

of a substantial increase.

(2). HOW TECHNICAL EDUCATION GROWS AND DEVELOPS.

St. Thomas, the "Railway City", affords an illustration of development

on lines of Industrial Training and Technical Education. When the Commission

visited St. Thomas in the fall of 1910 there were no night schools in that city,

though from 800 to 1,000 men were employed in railway work. But Manual

Training (the forerunner of technical training) had been planted in the schools,

and the plant has been growing.

The investigation held by the Commission with open doors, when represent-

ative citizens were asked their views, excited discussion through tlie press and

in puljlic bodies such as the Board of Education, and in 1912-13 St. Thomas had
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a flourishing Evening Industrial School with a registration of 250, almost exactly

divided between the sexes.

In view of the preceding statement and also of what follows in the way of

illustrative literature from St. Thomas, the following brief resume of the evidence

given before the Commission by the Chairman of the School Board (Mr. Albert

Roberts) may be of interest :

—

Mr. Roberts stated that the School Board compelled all children under 14

years of age to attend school. There was scarcely enough room at present, but

immediate provision was being made for two extra class rooms.

St. Thomas has for three or four years had Manual Training, beginning at

the senior third grade of the public school and also for Collegiate Institute, with one

teacher for the city. The people thoroughly approve of it and would like to give

children more training along that line, extending it to iron working. No pro-

vision is made for girls. No sewing is taught in the schools except by some indi-

vidual teachers who take upon themselves to teach a little. There was a little

experimental garden that summer at one of the schools. About one-half of the

boys stop schooling when they reach the third book; this arises mostly from lack

of interest. The children who take ilanual Training become intensely interested

in their work. If more of that kind of training vv'as provided it would attract

them to stay in school longer, and they would make more progress in their

work.

Mr. Roberts was of opinion that a large part of literary education should

be based upon the pupils' work; that grammar should be taught them from expres-

sions upon their work in their essays ; that a large part of their arithmetic should

be taught on problems concerning their work in which they are vitally interested,

instead of abstract studies which are not interesting to the chUd. It would make
arithmetic and reading connect with things that the child had done; give him
a chance to do those things in school and a chance to express his thought better.

This would uplift education, and tend to the development of rational intelligence

instead of abnormal memory. The present method seemed to him to constitute

a drain on human intelligence rather than an aid to it. What he had said regarding

the Public School applied even more to the Collegiate Institute.

He thought that more of those boys would go on through High School work

if there was a school of the grade of the Collegiate with half the time given to

bodily activities, hand-and-eye training, industrial and technical work and all

those things. He believed that one-half of the time devoted to putting their

thoughts into actions through labor and the other half to literary training would

give nearly as good a literary education, and a mechanical education as well.

Such a course would form a basis of industrial training to a fellow who had
afterwards to go into a factory. It would broaden and develop his intelligence

and make him more productive. A fellow like that wotdd be more apt to go

to night school.

If a Night School were opened for advanced work in Manual Training those

fellows who left the Public School would go there for training; and similar work
in the High School might induce those who left it for occupations to go to night
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classes too. There used to be a Mechanics' Institute here years ago, the night

classes then being attended by the mechanics.

A boy at Manual Training wall go on with his work quite as well if the teacher

is absent as present, but you cannot say that in an ordinary class-room. That is

evidence of educational value, showing that Manual Training develops self-

control.

If in addition to the general education spoken of, any provision were made
in St. Thomas for what is known as industrial education for those who are working,

and also technical education for those who are working or preparing to work, he

thought the School Board would be willing and desirous of making the ordinary

school system fit in with that, and help it, if they were once aroused to the neces-

sitj' and expediency of such a coiu-se. He believed that would be a good thing

for the people who live in St. Thomas; and that as a first step towards it the Board

of Education should establish night classes in mechanical drawing and that sort

of thing, to help those who work in the day now.

We are actually in need of industrial and technical training; Manual Train-

ing is not extended far enough ; the boys should have more time than they get now

;

one school and one teacher to serve this whole constituency is not enough. The

girls should also have some training in Domestic Science and sewing, and how to

keep a home. This would be money well spent. The great trouble seems to be

the lack of funds; not that the funds are not available, but the trustees are not

enough convinced to raise the necessarj' funds.

Any effort in the development of Manual Training in the Public School, and

that training as more adequately expressed in High School and technical colleges,

would be the proper step at the present time, for the reason that the evolution of

industry and machinery has destroyed handicrafts, and has brought to the State

the problem that the child must be taught to make a living. Machine operators

develop into monotony, and lack of opportunity for change has a tendency to wear

out life for want of variety; hence it will be necessary to provide some substitute

that will give that necessarj'^ development which a man used to get through skilful

labor, or man will deteriorate.

SECTION 3 : METHODS OF ADVERTISEMENT AT ST. THOMAS.

As illustrating the methods adopted for advertising evening classes, and also

showing how employers co-operate in this class of education, the following speci-

mens, issued by the St. Thomas Industrial and Commercial School, are repro-

duced :
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{CARD OF APPLICATION.—This card is already addressed to the Principal.

The applicant has only to fill in, stamp, and mail it.

)

St. Thomas Industrial and Commercial vSchool Application Form—E'vening

Classes.

Name in full Date

Address Age at Last Birthday

.

Occupation Name of Employer

Name of foreman under whom you work

The form you were in when you left school

The subject you desire to take (1)

(2) (3)

Special purpose, if any, in taking the course

Remarks

Signature of Applicant

Note.—It is important that every applicant should call and see the Principal as soon as

possible after making applicat ion to arrange the subjects to be taken, as only certain combinations

of subjects are possible. The Principal, Dr. Voaden, will be in the City Hall on October 9th,

10th and 11th, from 7.30 to 9.30 each evening, and will be pleased to give information and assis-

tance in selecting courses.
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(Large Poster)

ST. THOMAS
Industrial School

EVENING CLASSES

1912 COURSES -1913

\A^oodworking.

Building Construction.

Mathematics.

Mechanical Drawing.

Applied Science.

Dressmaking.

Millinery.

Commercial Work.

Practical English.

ANY person over fourteen years of age is entitled to attend these classes, if

• not enrolled in a day school.

Here is a chance for you to increase your earning power, cultivate your mind,

and make yourself a more useful citizen.

There is no entrance examination. Circular and application form may be

had at the office of this firm. The principal will be pleased to give information

or advice to any one interested. He will be in the City Hall, evenings October

9th, and 11th, from 7.30 to 9.30 to enroll intending pupils.

FALL TERMS:
October 28th to December 20th.

SPRING TERMS:
January 6th to April 30th.

We have pleasiu-e in recommending these Classes of the St. Thomas In-

dustrial School to our employees.

Firm Signature.
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{Circular for Distribution.)

St. Thomas Industrial and Commercial School

December 30, 1912.

Dear Friend :

The St. Thomas Industrial and Commercial School will re-open on Monday,

January 6th, for the second terra which lasts till April 30th.

All students should be present on the first night that their class meets.

''Nothing can be accomplished without effort." You are urged to make the

necessary sacrifices to attend regularly and follow the courses laid down by the

teachers. You will be stronger mentally, a more useful mechanic, and a more

valuable citizen by reason of your efforts.

It is probable that school will close with a banquet or entertainment at the

end of the winter term.

Students kindly remember to bring the fee of One Dollar for the second

term on the first night.

Call the attention of your friends to the re-opening and urge them to take

advantage of the long winter term.

Wishing you a happy and prosperous New Year, I am,

Sincerely yours,

A. VOADEN, Principal.

F. W. WRIGHT, Chairman, Industrial Committee.

Notice of Absence

St. Thomas Industrial and Commercial School

Nov. 30, 1912.

Dear Friend;

You attended evenings out of during November.

The courses of study are all carefully graded and you will readily understand

that to miss several evenings will seriously handicap you in your work.

Do not let any trifling excuse keep you from your evening's work. We know

that you are often tired after your day's laboiu", but you will be amply repaid for

any sacrifices you may make by the increased powers and usefulness acquired.

Respectfully yours,

A. VOADEN, Principal.

191d—Vol. IV—25
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CHAPTER XLV: TESTIMONY FROM VARIOUS
AUTHORITIES.

SECTION 1 : INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
Mr. WILLIAM S. ELLIS.

The foUomng memorandum was received from Mr. W. S. Ellis, Dean of the

Faculty of Education, Queen's University, giving his views on the following

question :

—

" Can the present schools, staffs and appliances, be profitably employed in

any scheme of technical education that may be organized in the immediate fviture

in Canada?"

Separate System Preferred.

In my opinion it would not be wise to attempt to arrange any system of

technical education in connection with the primary and secondary schools now
existing.

The reasons for this conclusion are these:

—

Education is a deliberate attempt to adapt the younger members of the com-

munity to the conditions that civilization will impose upon them. This adapta-

tion has two aspects: (I) individual, (II) social; but both ought to be developed

to a considerable extent in the schools.

On the personal side the outcome should be a self-reliant, inquiring, mentally

alert, independent member of the community; a man who is master of his work

because he understands both the principles and processes employed; a man who
has that interest in his work that will lead to effective, artistic production, and

the personal gratification that arises therefrom.

On the social side he should be trained to work intelligently for his employer,

whether that employer be himself or not; he should know that economic condi-

tions make it necessary for him to correlate his efforts to those of others, and that

the final output of his labor, both in quality and quantity, must have relation to

competition, to market conditions, and to tlie general prosperity. The aim of a

technical school, if it is to serve tlie purpose of the community, should be to

develop such capacities and characteristics as will make the producer both facile

and intelligent, no matter what jiart lie may play in the industrial process.

The Old Type op School.

Tlicre is in this Dominion a type of school that is a heritage from a time

when conditions were vastly different from what they are today. Then education

was liberal, that is, did not apply to the affairs of life. Moreover, it was for the
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classes who looked to the professions for employment; it was costly, therefore

exclusive. The workman's child was destined to service, and early in life started

on the long apprenticeship—really an educational process—which prepared

him for his occupation. Such schools are still efficient for professional purposes,

but only for these.

A new kind of school is wanted, with different aims, different processes of

training, and a different type of man to guide it, who shall have an entirely different

outlook upon life and industry and human work.

There are men still living who were brought up with a tallow candle, the stage

coach and the seven years' apprenticeship. But the electric light is not farther

away from the candle, nor the Pullman from the stage, than the social conditions

of today are from those of this man's childhood. The commercial products

that were then the luxuries of princes are now the necessities of artisans; the

natxu-al forces that served the conjurer's needs now drive the mechanics' tools;

and the political questions that employed the best talents of the niling families are

now settled offhand by the reader of the village newspaper.

In one important respect, though, there has not been equal advancement.

The school that was is the school that is, both in method and aim. We still teach

boys to read, without being careful to give them the desire to read. We give

them mathematics that have but little application in their lives, and we emphasize

scholarship and examinations as if attainments that are of value could be measured

in this way.

The New Type of School.

^ The new type of school will make industry the key of its training, the capacity

to take effective and intelligent part in turning the raw materials of the country

into products in commercial demand will be largely its aim, and the desire to put

honest, personal effort into work undertaken will be seriously cidtivated.

This is not the point of view of the present school at all; and the men who
are generally giving excellent ser\'ice in conducting these schools have been trained

imder such circumstances that they cannot adapt themselves to grapple with

the needs of industrial training as the problem presents itself. They do not know
these problems, hence they have no vital concern in solving them.

No better illustration of this could be had than the failure of the Manual

Training movement to bring the results that were looked for. It has turned

out to be a valuable adjunct to literary education, and has been exploited as an

intellectual agent, but it would be a rash thing to assert that the industries of

this country have materially profited by that experiment in school work. Yet

the fault was not inherent in the thing itself, but in the way it has been

administered.

Technical Training a Thing Apart.

Such circumstances lead me to hold that any system of technical training

should be established in schools organized, equipped and staffed for that purpose.

The curriculum and appliances should be provided solely for the end to be attained.

The course of study and equipment of the ordinan,' school do not lend them-

191d—Vol. IV—25J
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selves to this purpose, and even if they did or if they were supplied specially,

there is still the most important matter the directing mind which has been trained

along the lines of the old education, and mainly engaged in managing schools

of a literary and cultural character, while the technical division would be only

a department annexed and hence made subservient to the needs of the main

institution.

I hold it to be vitally essential that such schools should be in charge not of

department masters of larger institutions, biit of principals—each closely connected

with the industrial life of his community—capable of discussing the problems

arising out of these operations, and assisting in their solution.

Higher Technicvl Education.

In the matter of higher technical education, the.se remarks do not apply

to the same degree. The science departments of the Canadian Universities

have developed generally into technical schools, in some cases of somewhat limited

range, but having for their main purpose the development of capacity for imder-

taking and directing industrial operations. There does not seem to me to be

the same pressing need for new institutions at this advanced stage that there

is for adequate training in the earlier years.

Thrice Cl.\sses of Schools Needed.

I am further of opinion that in the Dominion there is room and need for

three classes of schools to be attended by children during the primary and sec-

ondary period:

—

(1) The class that will provide a general education as a preparation for a

college or a professional cour.sc. Such schools exist plentifully enough now in

the older provinces, and in Ontario are generally efficient.

(2) The class that will furnish adequate industrial training, according to the

requirements of the conununity, in agriculture, mechanical operations, manu-

facture of products of mines and forests, transportation or household science.

(.?) Schools of Commerce dealing on one hand with financial operations and

on the other with problems of the marketing of material.

The question of the establishment, supervision and support of these schools

follows as a corollary from the suggestion of their existence. It is a well recog-

nized principle of representative Governments not to interfere imduly in those

social developments for whose administratit)n private or institutional means are

available. Rut there comes a time for some of these great social movements

when they pass beyond the limits of private control. Then it becomes necessary-

for the Government as the head of the state to take charge of them.

Ctovernment Direction Kssenti.\l.

That is the case with the problem of industrial educational needs at the jiresent

time. The whole movement has reached such magnitude that it requires vigorous,

intelligent direction along lines that will make for certain progress. It is clear,

for instance, that iiidustrj' in the future must depend on the skill and intelligence
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of workers. That is the lesson of German competition to-day; but skill and in-

telligence are reached only by training, and the enormous waste of human capacity

through the drift from schools of untrained, imeducated, immature boys and girls

far outweighs in disastrous results the losses by fire and flood.

It is surely a pressing duty of the state administration to provide means to

put this raw material of humanity into a state of efl&ciency, for the present drain

is sapping the national life by its low ideals, and its incapacity for service. Apart

altogether from the producers' point of view, I submit that it is the duty of the

Government to go into the manufacturing business itself to the extent of turning

the raw, inefficient material of humanity into the highly efficient, intelligent workers

required for national prosperity.

The agencies by which such manufacture will be carried out will be technical

schools organized and directed by men capable of reading the future in the present,

and of building for the years to come on the conditions now existing.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED'FROM Dr. L. E. EMBREE.

TechnicaIv Courses in High Schools.

Dr. L. E. Embree, Senior Principal of High Schools, Toronto, filed with us a

copy of his report to the Management Committee of the Toronto Board of Edu-

cation on the enlargement and correlation of High School work in that city.

Assuming the primary object of the Board to be that of making the High

Schools subserve as fully as possible the interests of the greatest possible number

of citizens. Dr. Embree points out two defects in the present organization of

the schools which stand in the way of this desirable efficiency.

In the eight High Schools the educational trend is in the direction of a pro-

fessional life. Any pupil who desires to enter a profession finds a High School

suitable for his purpose within a short distance of his own door; while those who
seek special preparation for industrial, commercial or domestic life are obliged

in many cases to travel long distances to the Technical High School in the centre

of the city. The result is that many pupils w^ho come within the professional

atmosphere of the High Schools drift into professions for which they are unsuited,

or give up at an early stage the struggle with studies for which they have no aptitude.

Two Year Technical Courses.

The remedy Dr. Embree proposes is to have, in some High Schools, technical

classes for a two years' course, the work of those classes to be correlated to that

done in the Technical School, and doing the same work that would be done for

the first year or two in the Technical School, so that pupils could proceed with

the higher work of the Technical School without loss of time.

The organizing of these technical classes would prevent congestion in the

Technical High School, which would then be free to carry on its higher work

more efficiently. These classes would also afford to pupils the needed oppor-

tunity of discovering their special aptitudes, which is now denied to them. If
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the demand for teclmical education in Toronto is as great as it should be by iIk-

time the new Technical School is completed, it would not be surprising if Toronto's

experience should be like that of Cleveland, where a large Technical School was

filled to overflowing at the beginning of the second year of its existence, althougli

there is also in tliat city a large School of Commerce.

Night Continuation Ci^asses During School Year.

Anotlier defect is the lack of provision for pupils to continue their studies

beyond the period when they are obliged to leave school and go to work. The
remedy is to establish night continuation classes in High Schools, not for a few

months only, but for a greater part of the school year. Toronto, the centre of

educational influences of all kinds, with scores of teachers of all grades ready to

aid in the work, has hitherto made only the most meagre provision for the con-

tinued education of tliose who have to leave school at an early age, or who are

beyond the school age.

These evening classes, besides affording educational advantages, would have

also a direct moral influence in serving to counteract the allurements of pool-rooms

and other objectionable places of resort. Dr. Embree cites painful instances

of parents pleading for tlie reinstatement of their sons who had been under sus-

pension for truancy caused by the attraction of the pool-room, though in most

if not all of these cases the boys' waywardness was due not to any innate badness,

but to a desire to escape from an uncongenial environment, because the abstract

studies of the High School course did not appeal to them.

A Profitable Investment.

The suggested enlargements of the High School work will add to the cost

of those schools; but no progressive business man would hesitate, as Dr. Embree

points out, to enlarge his business equipment at considerable cost, if he could

thereby sectu^e greater proportionate profits. The profits in this case are to

be found in the more adequate preparation of boys and girls of the city for useful

and enjoyable citizenship; and the people of Toronto, while they have no patience

with wasteful expenditure, do not object to expenditure when returns prove

such to be justifiable.

Science Schools and Language Schools.

Dr Embree draws attention to his previous report on tlie possibility of

centralizing the work of the highest, or fifth forms, of the High Schools in such

a way that the efhciency of the schools would be preserved, the convenience of

the citizens well served, and a considerable economy in teaching power effected.

He reiterates the opinion that tlie plan then outlined is practicable, namely, of

classifying the schools into Science Schools and Language Schools, the distinction

being based upon the class of work taken in the fifth form.

He also suggested that, in the new Technical School building, provision

should not be made for the permanent accommodation of commercial classes,

pointing out that the rapidly increasing development of industries in the city
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would in all probability cause an increase in the number of students in the purely

technical science and art classes of the school, so that the commercial classes

would be crowded out, and the Board would be obliged at no distant date to establish

a separate Business High School so that after one year in the commercial classes

of the public schools, pupils would be able to take the more advanced coiu-se

without any dislocation of their work.

Actual Work in Shops.

With the completion of the new Technical School building, such relations

should be established between that school and the leading industries of the city

that pupils of the school could, dm-ing the higher years of their course, spend

several hours each week in doing the actual work of the workshops. Such an

arrangement, whereby pupils could put into practice the principles learned in

the schools, could be made to serve in great measiu-e the purposes for which trade

schools are called into existence.

The Collegiate Institute Board took one step towards bringing the High

Schools into closer relationship with one another by making all the High School

teachers members of one staff, as in the public schools; but with this exception

the schools are as independent of one another as if they were in separate muni-

cipalities. Dr. Embree thinks it inconceivable that in this particular branch

of the municipal service the quality of work should deteriorate if its parts should

be more closely correlated, as they are in all the other branches of the service.

Consolidated Schools Needed.

Dr. Embree sends a further memorandum on the question raised by Mr.

Scott, Principal of the Normal School, Toronto, in his evidence as to the desira-

bility of having garden plots in connection with rural schools. Dr. Embree's

opinion is that the "little red school-house" has served its day and should now
disappear, at least from the older settled districts.

"When I recall my experience as a teacher of a niral school forty years ago,

I wonder by what mysterious providence the children of that time ever managed
to grow up to manhood and womanhood. They came to school through the

deep snow, and often through slush, and melted the snow and steamed them-

selves beside the huge box-stove in the comer, and then sat throughout the day in

their wet clothes. I don't believe the microbes of disease would stand that

kind of treatment now, without having revenge.

"That is one reason why we should have consolidated schools, and have the

pupils conveyed to and from school. Another important reason is suggested

by Mr. Scott's reply. In such a centrally located school for several sections with

a good plot of ground attached, one of the teachers should be qualified to instruct

in methods of conducting agricultural operations of various kinds ; and instruction

should be given in a variety of subjects connected with industrial life.

"I have no intention of discussing other desirable features of such schools,

as my object is simply to draw attention to the two points mentioned. I ought
to add that these school buildings would become centres of social activity for the

neighborhood; but none of these things are new to yoix.
"
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SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR

JOHN EVANS.

Prof. John Evans, of the Department of I'arm Mechanics and Manual

Training, in the Ontario Agricultural College, has been teaching in the latter

branch about fifteen years. He stated that Manual Training includes a

great deal more than making things in wood and iron; that it is practically

a method of teaching more than anything else. Manual Training should not

be mistaken for Technical Education, for which it trains inasmuch as it has

it has the fimdamental principles of various trades. It would decidedly be a

very good preparation for industrial training. In the Old Country, Manual

Training is treated as one of the ordinary subjects of the schools. It is in the

Old Country schools for its cultiu-al value and as a preparation for industrial life.

Those who come for Manual Training to the Agricultural College have not

had it in their school days. The average age of those who take it up, that is,

the teachers, is from 25 to 30 years. They get enough to make them cotnpetent

instructors in the schools.

Manual Training in the school is mainly valuable during the growing period

before 14 as an educational means, and the educational value is not so g^eat after

that.

Mr. Evans furnished to the Commission an elaborate and valuable memo-

randum outlining a scheme of technical education and its organization for Ontario,

with syllabuses of instruction for some of the most important industries. He
holds that while the greatest need of our industries is the supply of highly trained

leaders such as Day Technical Schools and Colleges are best fitted to produce,

yet under our present conditions well organized evening school work is much more

likely to exert the most far-reaching inlluence in the aggregate, because these

schools, if properly conducted, can secure earnest, mature and experienced students

of a character rarely found in day schools or colleges.

The preparatory courses, together with the general course of instruction

which would precede the technical education outlined in the syllabus, could well

be carried on in Public and High Schools and Collegiate Institutes having Manual

Training centres.

With regard to instruction in technological subjects, Mr. Evans thinks it

might be possible in a town or city with no provision for technical instniction, to

arrange at the outset with local manufacturers for the use of a part of a factory

in which to hold classes, or for the loan of machines on which i)ractical demonstra-

tions might be given. A similar arrangement might be made for instruction

in the mechanism and management of motor boats for fishermen.

In his scheme he has considered that there are numerous cities, to\«is and

villages engaged in some one branch or another, and in some instances in all the

l)ranclics of woodworking, metal working, and textile industries; and in view of

facilities for conununication and transportation he has endeavoured to divide

these places into centres from which might be secured instnictors who would travel

by rail or other means to outlying districts in case it should not Ih" jjossible to
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enlist the services of competent instnictors nearer at hand. For example, Ouelph

would serv'e as a centre for Georgetown, Acton, Rockwood, Elora, Fergus,

Hespeler.

SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. SUGDEN

PICKLES.

Inexpensive Industrial Training.

Mr. Sugden Pickles, Manual Training Teacher at London and Stratford

Normal Schools and for the London Board of Education, was another of the men
who came to Canada from England under the Macdonald Manual Training Fund.

Mr. Pickles writes:

—

For some years I have been deeply interested in the question of Industrial

Education, have visited shops and factories and talked with both employers and

employees. In my humble opinion we need a series of schools giving a training

as outlined below.

We are all agreed as to the need of some training for our future industrial

workers, hence I submit no arguments, but merely outline a definite scheme,

feasible and within the reach of any to\vn, and which I am sure would meet the

requirements of hundreds of boys who imder present conditions leave school at

14 and waste from 2 to 6 years of their lives—eventually, in the majority of

cases, joining the ranks of unskilled labor.

As I understand your mission, you are fully alive to what is lacking in present

conditions, and are investigating with the intention of finally advising as to what

can be done to better conditions. You are doubtless familiar with schemes similar

to the one here outlined, but I am anxious to add my plea to the thousands you

have and will hear.

Our people in this City are shouting for a Technical .School, and will not see

that with a few additions to what we already have we could be making valuable

preparations towards a Technical School.

If you think my plan worthy of consideration, and are in a position to say so,

it would help us along a great deal.

Scheme.

I. Kindergarten.

II. Public School (6 to 14 years of age.)

Sand and clay modelling.

Paper and cardboard work.

Raffia and reed work.

Knife work.

Woodwork, not less than 2 hours per week,

Art and mechanical drawing.
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III. High School (14 to 16 years of age)

Industrial Section.—Jlornings spent in study of

shop arithmetic,—i.e. arithmetic, mensuration, etc.,—applied to

shop problems,

Geometry,—plane and solid,

English,—composition and spelling.

Science,—mechanics, physics, etc..

Mechanical drawing and blue printing.

Afternoons devoted to

Shopwork—^wood and metal, both hand and machine work.

Manual Training as Preparation.

While the Manual Training taught in the Public Schools is considered from

its educational standpoint, there is no doubt that it can also be made the basis

or foundation of Industrial Training. The chief difficulty at present is the very

short time devoted to this work. In London Ij hours per week are devoted to

Manual Training in wood. In 40 weeks this only amounts to 50 hours. In 50

hours per year of intermittent work a boy cannot accomplish much. Conse-

quently many people, overlooking tlie short time spent in the workshop, speak

with contempt of the work accomplished and see no value in it.

Remedy. At least 2 hours per week for Manual Training. Then more

and better work would be done, and we would have an opportunity of preventing

the remark so often made, that "Manual Teaching is of very little value in prepar-

ing boys for the factory or workshop". More Manual Training would bean
inducement to many boys to stay at school longer, as the following figures show.

Last year, out of 152 boys who wrote on the Entrance paper, 66 are now
attending the Collegiate. 43 are working, and 43 (or 28%) are unaccoimted

for. Many of this last number would attend school for two years, if they could

attend an industrial class as outlined later.

186 boys at present preparing for the Entrance Examination were asked

how many desired to attend the Collegiate Institute. 119 replied in the affirm-

ative. 66 (or 35.5%) expressed a desire to join an industrial class. This Indus-

trial Department could be a section of the Collegiate Institute, arranged for boys

with a mechanical aptitude, and would not oust the Manual Training in the jiro-

fessional classes. The course of study suggested to the boys was;

—

Mornings:—Practical arithmetic, natural science, English, drawing.

Afternoons:—Practical work in workshop, wood and metal work

Trade and Technical Schools.

Following this, we have choice of two .schemes, both of which have proved

very successful.

I'irst:^—Trade School, similar to the Industrial Department, but specialised;

a boy devoting all his time to the theory and practice of some particular trade

This is a costly school and could only be supported by a large city.
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Second;—This scheme calls for the co-operation of the workshops, etc., in the

vicinity. Here the boys work alternate weeks in workshop and school; getting

practical work under regular trade and industrial conditions one week, and the

theory and science in school the other week. This method is not as expensive

to maintain as the first, but has proved eminently satisfactory. Of coiurse it calls

for harmonious co-operation between the practical shop foreman and the class

teacher, while probably the ideal system is to have both practical work and its

allied theory taught by the same teacher.

Following these schools should be the Technical School, where men could

study tlie science, mathematics, etc., necessary for the highest grades of indus-

trial life.

The teaching of agriculture should not be confined to the coimtr>', nor indus-

trial training to the city. There are the makings of many splendid farmers in

our city schools, just as there are future captains of industry in the rural schools.

With our short term and the number of so-called necessary subjects on the curri-

culxmi, we cannot do a great deal in this connection in the Normal Schools, but

I am convinced that each year a greater proportion of oiu- graduates is making

an effort to teach Manual Training and giving children a greater ability, a greater

capacity and respect for handwork.

SECTION 5: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Mr. J. S. MERCER.

Mr. J. S. Mercer, Instructor in Manual Training, Collegiate Institute,

Woodstock, sends the following reasons why students shotild be given Manual

Training.

General.

1—It is based upon the oldest, the most natural and invaluable method of

education, "learning by experience," training chiefly through the ear, the eye,

and the hand.

2—It stimulates mental and physical activity to a remarkable degree, increases

intellectual capacity, cultivates • intelligent obser\-ation and comparison, and

other good habits of thought and action, thus promoting individual efficiency.

3—It "reveals natural ability," and aids materially in determining a suitable

vocation in life.

4—It awakens interest in many other subjects of study, and provides con-

crete experience "upon which to bviild the more abstract learning."

5—It promotes a more sympathetic regard for labor, and a much higher

appreciation of the skilled artisan.

6—It develops moral power, cultivates " the spirit of good fellowship' ' and

awakens a livelier interest in the school, the home and society, thus ensuring

greater usefulness and richer enjoyment in life.
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More vSpecific.

7—It quickens the power of perception—enlarges the vocabulary, strengthens

the memory, increases knowledge and arouses interest in the wonderful pro-

ductions of nature and of art.

8—It develops the power of definite expression, promotes accuracy of the

eye, skill of hand, and the unity of both so essential for effective work and gives

insight into mechanical drawing and freehand sketching.

9—It teaches the use, construction, and care of tools, develops the "phy-

sical faculties," arouses interest in the various processes and appliances of manu-

facture, and awakens deeper interest in technical and vocational training.

10—It quickens imagination, supplies "clear-cut mental images," devel-

ops originality, stimulates invention, awakens interest in useful design and

artistic finish, and develops appreciation of the useful and "the beautiful" in

surroimding objects.

1 1—It develops sound judgment, determines suitable materials, instru-

ments, tools and methods to complete the drawings required and to construct

the objects designed.

12—It strengthens the will, encourages honesty, truthfulness, perseverance,

neatness, thoroughness and self-reliance.

Note.—The term "Manual Training" as used above includes designing, drawing, and finishing

as well as "tool work."

Weighty Opinions uv Not.vbuE Men.

Man only understands thoroughly that which he is able to produce.

—

Froehel.

If a man can write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better

mouse-trap than his neighbor, though he build his house in the woods the world

will make a lieaten path to his door. —Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Man is a tool-using animal. He can use tools, can devise tools; with these,

granite mountains melt into light dust before him; he kneads iron as if it were

soft paste; seas are his smooth highways, winds and fire his imwear}^ing steeds.

Nowhere do you find him without tools; without tools he is nothing, with tools

he is all.— Carlyle.

SECTION 6: INFORMATION FROM MISS AUTA POWELL.

.Miss Powell, Art teacher in the Xormal School, Toronto, funiished to the Com-

mission a valuable memorandum showing how Drawing and Art can be used as

a method of correlating many of the schof>l subjects. The memorandum follows :—

Dk.wvinc, .xni) .Xkt in riii-; Pi'hi.ic Sciiooi,.

Art is the foundation u]h>u which all technical education rests. It is the

universal language for the exjiression of ideas of form. Nearly all man's constructed

works are first made to exist on paper in the form of plans or drawings.
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It cultivates the power of invention, makes possible the appreciation of a

fine piece of work and insures the ability to discriminate between good and bad

design.

Art as taught in the Public School is the only training in this line that is

received by the masses, who leave school to become wage earners and who deter-

mine the standard of taste and skill in the manufact\iring world.

In every subject the teacher draws to make her meaning clear to the pupil.

The pupil draws to show that he has understood what he has read or been taught.

Correlations With Other Subjects.

Correlated with History: For the description of plans, fortifications, attacks,

situations, etc.

Characteristics of different nationalities.

Architecture of different countries — ideals as revealed by public buildings,

dress and occupations of different centuries.

Geography: Maps of all sorts. Illustration of definitions, physical features

—

plants and trees of different countries and ages. Typical appearance of people

of different nations, types of architecture as due to climate.

Language: Pictiues drawn. Children tell a story. A story told or read.

Children make a series of pictures to illustrate a story.

Literature: Similar treatment.

Reading: Similar treatment.

The teacher iu the 1st book forms finds it invaluable in teaching new words

and sentences. Observation tests may be given, the teacher drawing a number

of pictures on the board and covering them with a curtain while the children are

out. These are uncovered for a moment while the children study them. They
are then covered again while the children write lists of the things they have seen

pictured. The plan may be reversed, the list being written on the board, the

children painting the pictures.

Essays: May be illustrated and decorated with initial letters and tail pieces,

while the arranging of each page with suitable margins and the margining and

spacing of all letters, business cards, etc., comes under the head of Art composition.

Arithmetic: In problems that require diagrams or illustrating and especially

in number work and counting; while in adding and subtraction drawing seems

to be a necessary step between the concrete and the abstract.

Seat Work or Busy Work: Different exercises in drawing, especially those

involving repetition, such as in design, are the most successful ever devised for

keeping pupils happily and profitably employed.

Constructive Work : Simple objects made may be used as models. The art classes

provide designs for book covers, the placing of title, good lettering and spacing,

decoration of pages, margins, initials, tail pieces, illustrations, book plates, etc.

The spacing, proportion and decoration of calendars, menu and place cards,

programs, book marks, match scratchers, etc.; borders, corners, and single

decorative units for boxes of all kinds; designs for hinges and lock escutcheons,

book rest ends, etc.
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Patterns for textiles—woven, printed, and tapestry or carpet designs. Sten-

cils and wood blocks.

Wallpaper designs, color harmonies.

Sewing: Embroidery designs, proper spacing as in tucks, good lines, etc.

Color harmonies in dressmaking and millinery.

Domestic Science: Decoration and illustration of books and recipes.

Nature Study: Illustration of laws of growth, etc. Sketches of plants, germ-

inating seeds, typical trees, etc., both from these and from memory after careful

study.

Agriculture: The study of trees. Shade trees—forest trees—trees that arc

unprofitable—those good for timber on account of growth or grain. Collecting

of sketches to form books. Plants that help the farmer. Plants that are enemies.

Bird friends, bird enemies; insect friends, insect enemies.

Good and poor varieties of grain, etc.

Moral and Social Training: The pupil learns, through Art composition and

Design, that the laws that make for harmony in Art are the very laws that

when obeyed make for harmony in the home, the community, the nation, and the

world, and that no single unit however small can fail to fulfil his part without

marring the beauty of the whole to a greater or less extent.
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CHAPTER XLVI: SUMMARY OF OTHER
TESTIMONY.

SECTION 1 : ON HAND AND EYE TRAINING.

There was a general consensus of opinion that ]\Iauual Training, Domestic

Science, and Hand and Eye Work generally, were desirable features in the curri-

culum of the Public Schools. In places where these subjects had not yet been

introduced, their establishment was usually favored, though in some cases the

local authorities were awaiting further information, and in others the funds were

not available.

Views of Teachers.

School Inspectors, Superintendents and teachers spoke in favor of Manual

Training. The general opinion was that these subjects tended to keep boys

longer at school.

Views of Employers.

The view of employers was that the young people at present are not trained

sufficiently along mechanical lines. A boy who shows aptitude has a better chance

of promotion, and employers say they cannot get enough of that kind. If a boy

came to them with mechanical training, they could advance him much more

rapidly. School training has not directed boys' ideas towards mechanical work,

and they pick up any job that presents itself, only to find later that they are

tmqualified for regular work.

Manual Training would be a great advantage to boys taking up drawing

and designing in industries. It has been shown that boys with jManual Training

make better apprentices. Jlost of them go into engineering, or failing that, into

mechanical trades. Manual Training develops observation, orderliness, and

gives insight into processes and use of tools. It trains the hand and develops

the inclination to make something, and therefore fits boys for mechanical pursuits.

The opinion was expressed that Manual Training would make a boy a better

farmer, as he would be more acciu-ate.

At present the yoimg people do not see the need of Technical Education, or

are not in sympathy with it. Manufacturers would co-operate with the Govern-

ment in establishing Technical Education. Several witnesses expressed the

opinion that Manual Training and Domestic Science are just as necessary as com-

mercial training, to prepare children for their future work.

Attitude of Labor Leaders.

At Berlin the Labor Council endorsed Manual Training as now established.

The view was expressed that in some cases Manual Training might give a

lad some qualifications and help him, while in other cases it might do harm by
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giving him a false opinion of what constitutes a nieclianic. Verj- often a bov

thinks he is a full-fledged mechanic when he has hardly learned the principles.

At the same time, hand training is a benefit.

CORREL.\TION WITH .SCHOOI. CURRICULUM.

It was held that Manual Training should be correlated with other studies;

e.g. a boy might as well write his composition on some industrial subject as on

any other theme. The Manual Training course should be continued in the High

School, and cover metal as well as wood. The view was expressed that the course

should l>e given in each school, and not at a centre, so as to save time.

Results of Experience.

At Kingston, where Manual Training was introduced in 1900, it had been

found a help in teaching other branches rather than a hindrance, as had been

feared. It had not detracted from the attendance at classical or cultural courses,

which were still taken by those looking towards professions. It had been found

a means of keeping in school boys who otherwise would have left and taken up
industrial work, and it also gave a new bent to those following purely classical

studies.

At Gait the Manual Training instructor stated that the Manual Training

course covered 4 years; 2 years being in the High School for U to 2 hours weekly.

At Stratford Manual Training and Domestic vScience are given for 2 years

in the Public School and 2 years in the High School. It had been found heli)ful,

though it did not go far enough.

An Inspector stated that the amount and extent of other studies could be

diminished to provide for the new ediication. Too much time was now spent

on arithmetic to very little i)uri)osc, as the problems were beyond the child's

capacity.

Dr. Putnian, Inspector of Schools at Ottawa, stated that since the introduc-

tion of Manual Training into the Model School he has noticed that the short time

given to it has not interfered with the boys' other studies. He would like to see

the time for it doubled, as 1 i hour weekly is too little. Manual Training has

an educational value, and that is its main value, apart from being a good prepar-

ation for industrial work. All boys would be the Ijetter for having that in

their school days, no matter what their future ocai])ation. It should be

extended into the lower grades. Construction work is now given from the

Kindergarten to the highest 4th. At least a year might be saved in the

course provided the best kind of work is prepared for them.

Mr. Metcalfe was of opinion that work with tools is too much for boys as young

as 8 and 9. He had tried it in the 4th grade, giving knife work in December with the

intention of introducingtools after Christmas, but after 3 lessons with tools he fomid

that they were not old enough to do the work sufliciently well to satisfy themselves

or him, and were glad to go back to knife work, liecause they enjoyed doing wh.il

they could do well. He therefore concluded that tool work was too advanced
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and difficult for them. The knife will save time later in the course, as they will

not have to spend a long period in preliminary' measurements, etc., like those

who have had no previous training. Manual Training is appreciated in Ottawa

because of the all round benefit rather than as industrial training. For the last

few years an exhibition has been held at the Central Canada Fair, with a class

of boys at work, and people generally seem to be very well satisfied.

In Ottawa there are 13 centres and 4 special teachers, besides 3 regular prin-

cipals of schools who take the boys of their own class. The special teachers

move about to the different centres, to save the boys' time, and thus can take

more boys.

At Port Arthiu" the Women's Civic League is most anxious to have Domestic

Science taught in the Collegiate Institute, and also wishes to establish Evening

Classes in Domestic Science for the benefit of married women and others. Many
young housekeepers woidd be glad to learn about the comparative value of foods.

Dressmaking and millinery should be taught; economy would result if women
knew something about these subjects.

Manual Training has been established in some schools, and the boys like

it and take great interest in other subjects because of it. The academic work

will improve through the introduction of Manual Training, and Manual Training

makes better citizens. It is hoped to extend it to iron work. Boys regard it as

recreation, and thus it gives them a rest, and makes them more alert, as well as

giving them an outlet for their energies. If a boy has something to work at with

his hands he can appreciate that he is making progress, and it gives him a respect

for manual labor. It would be a good thing if the teachers let the boy pass judg-

ment on the article he has made.

The chief reason alleged for boys leaving the public schools is that they find

nothing there which helps them to obtain good positions in industries.

Trades could not be taught in the Public .School; e. g. a school cannot train

a plumber or electrician ; but boys could be taught elementary electricity, mathe-

matics in relation to scales and plans and the use of the carpenter's square. Ele-

mentary pattern making is only a continuation of what was begun in the kinder-

garten, and any child ought to be able to draw a pattern and cut it out of cardboard.

The elementary principles of physics and mechanics should be taught. Prelim-

inary training would make for industrial efficiency afterwards.

At many places ilanual Training has been found an aid to other studies, and

the opinion was expressed that children would not only make better progress in

other subjects, but that it would simplify the technical work in the High School.

It gives a general knowledge of design and perspective, and thus gives the best

possible preparation for industry'. It should be taught from the lowest grade up.

A pattern maker stated that he could have learned his trade more easily and

better if he had had Manual Training at school.

Manual Training and Domestic Science were generally regarded as the essential

foundation for any scheme of Technical Education.

Further provision for Manual Training would be a good thing, especially for

city boys, who need it most. "We cannot have too much of Manual Training

and Domestic Science.

"

191d—Vol. IV—26
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Manual Training in Evening Classes.

Manual Training should be taught in evening schools and carried on much
further than at present, as without it workers have little chance of getting ahead.

At Peterboro the Manual Training room is filled for evening classes, and it is a

most popular subject. No difiiculty is found with discipline.

SECTION 2: ON DRAWING AND ART.

Great stress was laid by witnesses on the necessity for a knowledge of drawing

in practically every trade. The average workman is often unable to follow working

drawings or blue prints. Nearly all workmen should learn to read plans. A knowl-

edge of mechanical drawing would help men in their work. In the furniture

trade, 95% of men would benefit by being able to work from blue prints and draw-

ings, and applying freehand drawing to designing. It is a pity that mechanical

drawing is not taught, as it is more needed in industrial work than freehand drawing.

Some men who can do mechanical drawing are unable to design, and this should

be taught.

Employers' Views.

An employer of labor stated that he had to get his patterns designed by a

modeler in clay, and he would be glad to have some young men coming up in his

own business who could do such work, so that he did not have to go outside for

his models. It is a man of that class who is more needed than a highly salaried

employee. It was stated that stonecutters and bricklayers as a rule depend on

the foreman to make patterns and describe the work, but it would lie desirable

for them to learn this themselves.

At Paris from Wo 2 hours weekly is devoted to mechanical and technical

drawing. At Belleville pupils are taught to design and build from their designs.

This develops latent ability and shows a boy his bent.

Employees' Views.

Several witnesses said that mechanical drawing would have been a great

benefit to them. A moulder does not need to know drawing, V)ut if we wants to

become a foreman, he has to learn it, especially in the machinists' branch. One

witness had found the mechanical drawing course in the Mechanics' Institute

very helpful.

Evening Classes.

Evening classes in drawing and designing would Ix- hrliiful, if jjoys could l>c

induced to go to them. At London an Art School had been established some
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years ago in connection with the Mechanics' Institute, but 'it was like drawing

teeth to induce the boys to go to it,' though quite a number of journeymen at-

tended.

A suggestion was made that moving picttu^es might be used to illustrate

mechanical movements.

Artistic Training Needed.

A brass manufacturer said that three-fourths of the people in his business

were no good at artistic work, and it took too long to train them himself. A
man requires the eye of an artist to do his work, or it will not sell, as it does not

look right. A good Applied Arts department might help. The growth of business

is hampered tlu-ough lack of skilled artistic workmen; that is an acute lack.

19Id—Vol. IV—26^
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CHAPTER XLVII: AS TO EVENING SCHOOLS.

SECTION 1: FROM Dr. JOHN SEATH'S REPORT.

In the report by Dr. John Seath on "Education for Industrial Purposes",

he discusses the industrial and technical evening school in the following paragraphs:

B. The Industri.\l and Technical Evening School.

In countries like Great Britain and the United States, which have only of

late years awakened to the imperative need of systematic industrial education,

the evening school is by far the commonest means of supplying the lack; and,

where no day instruction is available, it is manifestly the only means. Indeed,

the English and, as yet, the Scotch continuation schools are held in the evening.

In the United States, wherever there is a day industrial school, almost invariably

there are evening classes, and there are many evening classes where there are no

day schools. In France, too, the evening class is still very common, and, in

Gennany and Switzerland, it is found, in many places, to be more convenient to

hold the compulsory continuation school in the evening. The day industrial

schools are more or less substitutes for apprenticeship. The evening schools,

on the other hand, merely supplement the imperfect and often specialized training

of the workshops by broadening the pupil's acquaintanceship with the processes

of his trade and supplying him with the theoretical knowledge he cannot obtain

in the course of his daily work.

The evening school has one great advantage over the day school. It over-

comes the two main obstacles in the way of the day school—it does not interfere

with the wage-earning of those who attend it; and it may be maintained at a

comparatively small cost, for the equipment and accommodations used by day

are available for it, and the part-time day teachers may be members of its staff.

But, even imder tlie best conditions, the evening school must he less effective

than the day school, for it has this serious disadvantage, that is is held when the

mental capability of the ptqiil. especially of the young pupil, has been lessened

by a day of toil.

The evening school should [irovide for the workman in all stages of his advance-

ment. In it must be represented the general and the special industrial schools and

the technical schools, with their varied courses. Here, however, in particular, tlie

courses must be flexible, and special consideration given the needs of the indi-

vidual. Provision must also be made for both sexes, and for adults as well as

adolescents. On the latter score there is usually little trouble in Germany and

Switzerland, where, owing to the developed condition of their systems, the age
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and attainments of those attending the evening classes are fairly uniform; but,

for a good many years, owing to the adults' self-consciousness, effective organiza-

tion will, with us, continue to be a difficult problem. Moreover, as the limitations

of the evening classes are such that the instruction in each subject can be provided

not more than two or three times a week, and not more than a couple of hours

each evening, such coiu-ses must be less comprehensive than those of the corres-

ponding day school or they must entail much longer attendance. Notwithstanding

these drawbacks, the evening school must, for many years, be oiir chief reliance.

After all, as, indeed, is demonstrated by the attendance at the Hamilton and

Toronto Technical Schools, the devotion of five or six hours a week to directed

and assisted evening study, which will increase their wage-earning power, is not

so serious a tax upon the ambitious and healthy workman and workwoman.

Nor should the educationist overlook the moral advantage of such useful occupation

of the evening hours, especially to the adolescent.

In the evolution of a system of industrial education in this Province the first

stage must be the evening school. A few, indeed, have been already established,

and if, as is probable, competent teachers of industrial subjects—drawing in par-

ticular—are prociuable in other centres, progress might be made, pending the esta-

blishment of the comprehensive system. The Government should, I think,

defray a share of the cost of maintaining such schools ; a larger grant being given

a village than a town, a town than a small city, and a small city than a very large

SECTION 2: EVENING SCHOOLS AT VARIOUS PLACES.

A system of evening schools has been partly developed by the Provincial

Department of Education and the Boards of Education of several of the large

cities. The following points from evidence where enquiry was made are repre-

sentative of the information obtained also in other places.

In Toronto, Hamilton and Brantford, evening classes are conducted to^__meet

the need for technical training, while classes of an industrial character are held

at various centres in the following places: Toronto, Guelph, St. Thomas (N.

Y. C. Railway Classes), Stratford (G. T. R. Classes), Brock\Hlle, St. Catharines,

Berlin, Gait (the latter providing a coiu-se in "The Theory of Iron and Steel").

Outside of Toronto and Hamilton, the only subjects taken up are woodwork

and metal work, household science, and mechanical drawing. In Toronto and

other cities evening classes in Manual Training and Domestic Science are held in

public schools and other institutions.

At Toronto.

The evening classes at the Technical High School, Toronto, provide scien-

tific, artistic and practical training for apprentices, joiumeymen, foremen, clerks,

salesmen, and others engaged in industrial or commercial pursuits during the day

time, and who desire supplementary instruction in the application of Science

and Art to the trades, manufactures and other occupations. While regular
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courses are defined, no restrictions are enforced, each student being penuittcd

to select those subjects which will best help him to make progress in his parti-

cular trade or business.

The age of students is 1 5 and over.

The Courses given are as follows

:

1. Architecture and Building Construction—comprising three courses of

architecture, freehand drawing, perspective, mathematics, estimating and applied

mechanics, and strength of materials.

2. Machine Drawing and Design—comprising mathematics, machine drawing,

freehand drawing, machine sketching; applied mechanics and strength of materials.

3. Industrial Design and Art—comprising freehand and geometrical drawing,

history of ornament, industrial design, modeling in clay or woodcarving.

4. Electricity and Magnetism—comprising mathematics (arithmetic and

algebra), electricity.

5. Chemistry—comprising chemistr}', mathematics and electricity.

6. Mineralogy and Geology—comprising chemistry, geolog>' and mineralogy.

7. Mathematics—comprising mathematics and strength of materials, or

actuarial science.

8. Household Science—comprising science, millinery and or embroidery,

cookery, household economics, home nursing and hygiene. (Courses may be

taken separately or combined.)

At Hamilton.

At Hamilton evening classes in the Technical School cover the following

subjects: mathematics, physics, chemistry, forging, experimental electricity,

machine shop practice, woodworking, printing, mechanical drawing, architect-

ural drawing, dressmaking, millinery, cookery and a number of branches of fine

and applied arts. The attendance in 1909 was 385; in 1910, 438.

At Other Places

At London, the Dennis Wire and Iron Works Company has established a

class for its workmen in designing, geometry, mensuration, draughting, construction,

reading blue prints, laying out work, etc. They have a librar}', and also use the

Public Library. The men help each other.

In Berlin, a night class to give factory girls instruction in Domestic Science

is held by the High School teacher once a week in the High School kitchen.

At Sault Ste. Marie, night classes have been established in the Collegiate

Institute to meet the needs of the apprentices and workmen of the Lake Superior

Steel Company and Subsidiary Companies. Instruction is given in mathematics,

mechanical drawing, etc.

SECTION 3: SUMMARIES OF MUCH TESTIMONY.

As TO Value.

The cslaijlislunent of evening classes was generally considered desirable,

both by employers and employees. It was described as an ideal emjjloynient

for young men to attend evening classes, even if they did not need it for practical
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purposes, and the community, employers and employees would all benefit. Those

who are already at work wotdd thus have an opportimity of completing their educa-

tion, while boys would be withdrawn from the bad influences of the street and put

at useful work. Some journeymen as well as apprentices wotild attend the classes

if established. Factory workers could improve their position if they had instruc-

tion connected with their trade.

Several witnesses approved the idea of evening classes from the cultural,

quite as much as from the industrial or technical, point of view. One said that

it would be good even for college graduates to attend evening school and certainly

for artisans and apprentices.

A doubt was expressed by some witnesses whether an apprentice could be

trained sufficiently at a night school. Others considered that it would be a good

thing for a boy who has taken up a trade to attend evening school once a week

for instruction along lines that would be useful to him, and if it were a real help

to him, he would be more valuable in his work. It was suggested that evening

classes would be the best means of improving the quality of the apprentice.

Employers generally were favorable to the idea, stating that it would benefit

the young workers, and that employers should, and probably would, offer induce-

ments to their apprentices to attend. Technical education would make the men

more valuable in their business.

Some employers said that there was no special kind of industrial training that

would benefit their employees, but that evening classes for general culture and

the development of intelligence would be of advantage. Others considered

that it was too tiring for an apprentice to go to night classes, and that an 8 hours'

day was sufficiently exhausting under present conditions.

It was pointed out that a man's value might be increased by technical edu-

cation, and yet that that value would not be recognized by increased wages. On
the other hand, though a man might not get a higher wage, he might turn out

more work and thus earn more in some trades. Men who attended night school

would be more efficient. The better educated a man is, the more valuable he

is to his employers.

One witness stated that technical education might mean higher wages, but

not necessarily a higher selling price for the product since the labor would be more

efficient. Such men would strengthen industry- to the extent that there would

be a better class of product; they would be better men and better mechanics.

On this account employers would encourage them to go to night school.

The evening school must be adapted to the needs of the industries. Some

employers had paid the fees, but this did not always answer.

I'-rom the workmen's point of view, evening classes were advocated as a

means of helping the ambitious to get recognition and promotion, which is only

possible to a man with education. A man who can devise means of saving labor

and preventing waste is worth more to his employer. Evening schools wovild

make better and more capable workmen and make them more steady and studious

in their habits. Several witnesses mentioned that they would have attained

to higher positions if they had had an opportunity of improving their knowledge

in evening classes.
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The Labor Unions approve of apprentices attending evening school. One

witness stated that he had found it very tiring to attend night school 3 times a

week after working all day.

As TO Attendance.

Opinions differed as to making evening schools compulsory, many witnesses

considering that it was better to make them attractive. Where classes had been

started, great difficulty had been experenced in securing regular attendance, as

boys were easily distracted. The boys in factories do not seem to care about coming,

and this is the very class that should be attracted. The question of a shorter

working day was regarded as not very important in this connection, as the am-

bitious would go to evening school in any case, and the idle would not go even if

they worked shorter hours.

If a man had ambition enough to go to an evening school, it would not make

any diiTerence whether he worked 8 or 1 hours ; and it does not follow that shorter

working hours would ensiu-e better attendance at evening classes.

Many take Correspondence Courses, which occupy quite as much time as

would be required for evening classes, and no doubt a large nvunber would be in-

fluenced by the example of others. Twice weekly would not not be too much, even

for men working 10 hours.

It is difficult to get the boys of 14 in to classes; at about 18 they realize the

need and come more willingly, though many do not care to attend with younger

boys, as they have forgotten so much by that time.

Various methods of attracting students to evening classes were discussed.

Advertising had not been found sufficient; tlie apprentice and mechanic must be

approached personally. It is hard to compel them tmless they realize their own

need. Evening classes could be made sufficiently attractive to insiu-e good attend-

ance, but other forms of amusements and entertainment are too plentiful, and

should be controlled in some way.

Several instances were quoted of classes which had been established and foiuid

a failure, owing to the impossibility of securing attendance. On the otlier hand,

a case was mentioned of a young man starting a class and charging a fee of $15,

and he got 1 8 or 20 pupils. Mechanics here are not as persevering in the matter of

evening classes as in England.

The view was expressed that night classes should be replaced by day instruc-

tion for apprentices as soon as possible.

As TO Subjects.

The great majority of witnesses considered that mechanical drawing, reading

of plans, arithmetic and designing were the subjects most needed. Sjiecial sub-

jects relating to the various trades were also desired, such as house-construction,

etc., for carpenters, gas engines for motomien, chemistry', physics, metallurgy,

wood and metal work for various trades; paper-mill chemistrj- for pai)er-inill

employees; paints, ingredients and mixing, for painters; cutting and fitting for

tailors; tanning; electrical engineering, etc.
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Stress was laid upon the importance of designing in several trades, both for

those who get up original designs and those who use tools. Factory workers w-ith

drawing and arithmetic could secure better positions. Girls should be instructed

in the chemistry of laundry work, and all in lines of Domestic Science.

Classes held in the evening in such subjects as chemistry, mathematics, gram-

mar and composition, penmanship, etc., would be useful, and working men would

avail themselves of them. It would also be desirable to have instruction in the

principles of various trades, such as moulding and stove mounting. Men who

understood the principles of their trade would make better and safer workmen.

Evening classes in Domestic Science would be welcomed, especially for foreign

domestic servants, to enable them to learn English and the methods of Canadian

households, and many mistresses would gladly pay the fees. The High School

rooms could be used for these evening classes,

A suggestion was made that evening classes in Agriculture might be held in

connection with an Illustration Farm or School Garden.

School Buildings to be; Used.

In most places the school authorities would be glad to allow the use of the

public school. At present they are only getting half the good of the buildings

and equipment.

Financial Support.

The view was expressed that night schools should by subsidized by the Pro-

vincial Government to begin with. The State should provide night schools for

those who have to go to work at 14.

Teachbrs.

The principal difficulty in connection with the establishment of evening

classes was the provision of teachers. It was recognized that the success of an

evening school would largely depend upon the teacher. Ordinary day teachers

would be too tired in most cases, though some expressed willingness to take evening

classes. It was suggested that expert teachers might travel to different schools

in rotation.

Witnesses were unanimous in stating that trade instruction should be given

by practical men; some foremen make good instructors, but many do not. At

the same time, a foreman can help young fellows by talk and example, even if

rmable to teach. Men from industrial plants could probably be obtained as assist-

ants for imparting mechanical processes.

College graduates coiild give instruction in engineering, and graduates of the

School of Mines would be able to teach in evening classes. The opinion was gen-

erally expressed, however, that College instructors would not have time for out-

side work.

The opinion was expressed that sufficient teachers could be found if the mone-

tary inducement were sufficient. Classes taught by practical men had been
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found the most successful, but public school teachers could take such subjects as

arithmetic and English.

Evening Class vs. Correspondence Course.

Several witnesses stated that evening classes would be more beneficial than

Correspondence Courses, as the personal contact with the instructor would sim-

plify the lesson. Correspondence Courses were expensive, and not always satis-

factory.

Effect of Evening Classes on Character.

If evening classes did nothing more than direct boys' minds into new channels

they would be doing good work. They would teach men to use their heads and

common-sense, and thus make them better workmen, besides fostering hope and

ambition.

Evening Classes for Women and Girls.

Evening classes in Domestic Science have proved popular, the students being

drawn from all classes.

General Conclusions.

The two most important problems to be solved were the provision of teachersi

and the question of securing attendance. If the classes were attractive, and taught

by competent instructors, boys would come to them, and two nights a week would

not be too great a strain on either teachers or students. Some kind of premium

for regular attendance would probably have to be offered.
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CHAPTER XLVIII: AS TO CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES.

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF MUCH TESTIMONY.

The opinion was generally expressed that a large sum was spent annually in

Canada in Correspondence Courses, and that this money could have been spent

to better advantage if instruction could have been obtained in evening schools

under competent teachers. The personal contact with a teacher would cause

progress to be made faster and difficulties could be explained as they arise. Many
of those taking the Correspondence Courses have not sufficient education to be

able to explain their difficulties by letter, and thus they do not get the help they

should from the course. The majority of men would gladly pay the same amoimt

for an evening class where they could get personal instruction.

On the other hand it was pointed out that Correspondence Courses meet the

case of the man who is imwilling to attend an evening class with yoimger lads,

and who feels his lack of education the most keenly. Another point in favor of

the Correspondence Course is that a valuable set of text books is supplied imme-

diately, and even if students do not take the whole course, the books are of great

assistance to them.

A number of witnesses stated that they had taken Correspondence Courses,

or were taking them, but few had gone through a complete course of study. All

received benefit by what they learnt even in the incompleted course. The view was

expressed that a million dollars had been expended from the Province on Corre-

pondence Courses.

It was pointed out that the money spent on these courses shows the desire

for technical education, and that this need should be met in some more satis-

factory way. In order to reach outlying districts, technical schools would have

to have correspondence departments.

Manufacturers and taxpayers should contribute towards providing facilities

for those whom the technical schools could not reach. The Government might

take up this question, as it is important to foster education along with industrial

growth.

One witness described how he had started a class among railway employees

simply to help them with the difficulties arising out of their correspondence lessons.

Many men get discouraged and drop the course.

The success of the Correspondence Courses as a business venture was ascribed

to the large amount of advertising done, and to the personal canvass and promises

held out to students that by taking the course they would be able to improve

their position. A witness, who had sold scholarships for a Correspondence School

at one time, said that he thought the courses good, and that those who take them
up derive much benefit if they persevere. He stated, however, that it was not as
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good as having a school near at hand where the student can get in contact with

the teacher. Another point mentioned was that the Correspondence Schools

cover a large number of subjects, and it would be difficult to offer such a choice

in any technical school, even in large centres.

Many young men in Fort William who are taking Correspondence Courses

in mechanical drawing, etc., would gladly pay the same money for evening classes,

and would get on twice as fast. It was stated that several hundred young men
there were taking mechanical courses at about $100 each.

SECTION 2: CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF THE INTER-

NATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION.

Mr. R. J. Stevenson, as a member of Toronto Typographical Union No. 91,

appeared before the Commission to express the views of his fellow-workmen as

to the advantage of technical education to their craft. Believing that it adds

materially to the progress of any country to have its w'orkmen attain the highest

standard of proficiency, he thought he best could serve his brother members by

drawing attention to the technical education course which the International

Typographical Union has provided for printers, both union and non-union, as well

as apprentices, of Canada and the United States.

The Typographical Union's long and fruitless agitation to preserve some sem-

blance of a real apprenticeship system taught it that the education of apprentices was

no longer possible in the average printing office. These were becoming specialized;

hence the necessity of graduated specialists. It was largely a figure of speech for

employers to say they would thoroughly "teach" a boy the printing trade. With

few exceptions they coiild not if they would, because they lacked the facilities.

The boy would be turned over to a foreman or superintendent, who is always

harassed with demands to reduce the cost of production, and who in turn is ever urg-

ing those under him to greater effort to meet the demand for an increased output.

Hence it is not surprising that the foreman's chief desire is to discover how the

boy can be used most profitably. If the boy shows special aptness for some simple

operation his "apprenticeship" too often consists in doing that one thing. If he

acquires a general knowledge of the trade, it is as best he may by "rule of thumb,"

for woe betide the journeyman who puts on his work-ticket, "30 minutes consumed

showing Johnny the 'how' and 'why' on the Jones Brothers' job." If fortunate,

this warm-hearted journeyman would be warned that he was there to produce the

goods, and not to instruct apprentices how to do it. If not so fortunate, and he

still persisted in taking an interest in the tuition of the apprentice, he would be

laid-off, as his work ticket would not show the results the firm expected.

This system has been producing so-called "specialists," and some are inclined

to say it is all right in an age of specialists, as they point to the lawyer or physician

who has had unbounded success by following a specialty in his profession, forget-

ting that the physician is first well-grounded in the principles and practice of

nicdiciuc, and the attorney in the practice of law, before selecting their spe-
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cialties. The workman just described may be a specialist at his trade, but it is

because that one operation is the extent of the knowledge of his vocation.

While the old apprenticeship system was decaying, the quality of the printed

page was improving, owing in a great measure to the influence of commercial

artists who design work to the last detail, which the artisan copies with more or

less fidelity.

In December, 1907, a technical educational commission was appointed by

the Typographical Union to enquire into and formulate the best means of impart-

ing instruction to the printers of the United States and Canada. After a careful

inquirj' into various methods, the commission reported that a technical course by

correspondence was the bes: method. Giving to the fact that printers were scat-

tered all over the North An; ican continent, in order to give the man located in the

countn,- hamlet the same advantage as his brother located in the large printing

centre, none other but a correspondence coiu^se could reach them all.

The "Inland Printer"—the craft's leading trade joiUTial—having, for a num-

ber of years, conducted a technical school ixnder the auspices of the Union, and

made it financially successful, the commission decided to affiliate therewith; and

after revising the subjects and system then in use, they began, by the correspond-

ence method, to teach craftsmanship scientifically—to expoimd the principles of

design and of color harmony.

In order to place the course within the reach of every printer and apprentice

on the continent, the Typographical Union decided to bear all costs of advertising,

etc., to the extent of some 515,000 a year, so as to give the students the benefit

of the coiu-se at the nominal fee of $20.00. The com-se is knowTi as the "Interna-

tional Typographical Union Course in Printiag." In six months after its inception,

400 students were enrolled, and the number has steadily increased until now they

number over 1,200. The students include some of the most expert craftsmen in

America, as well as a few from Great Britain and Australia. The unanimous verdict

of the students is that the course possesses all the merits and value claimed for it.

The methods of instruction pursued are responsible for this.

The aim of the course is to teach the principles underlying good typography.

On the theory that the real tools of the decorative printer are letters, the student

is required to do freehand lettering. This has some commercial value, for there is

a steady and growing demand for hand-lettering in high-class printing. These

lessons are in the coiu-se for their culture value. The best manner of knowing the

beauty and forcefidness of letters is to make them. When the student has ac-

quired the knowledge he finds it a great help in using letters most eS'ectively,

which is the object of his craft. Many printers object, stating that when at school

they never had an aptitude for drawing, but they are told that lettering is not art,

but craftsmanship, and that anyone who can write can learn to letter. In this

way they are encouraged, and after perseverance they make progress at a rate that

amazes them and at first astonished the instructors. The same is true of the prin-

ciples of design. After following the lessons the student knows throughlv what
is meant by proportion, shape, harmony, balance and measiu-e.

An outline of the subjects taught is as follows:
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Lessons and Their Purpose.

Lessons 1 to 9 treat of the various styles of letters, their formation and ap-

propriate use, including, Roman capitals in pencil; Roman lower-case in pencil;

Italic in pencil; inking in Roman capitals; inking in Roman lower-case; inking for

Italic; (iothic alphabets; making cover-page design. Aside from the fact that

hand lettering is fast becoming a desirable adjunct of the printing-office, the

student gains necessary information regarding the proper use of letters, the laws

of spacing, and acquires knowledge that aids him in mastering the next group.

Lessons 10 to 14 deal with design, balancing measures; proportion; shape

harmony; tone harmony; preliminary sketches, or arrangements of lines and

masses.

The principles of design arc not merely the style of today or tomorrow. They
are the same principles which have been found in good work ever since the inven-

tion of printing, and \vithout which we can not achieve satisfacton,' results. This

is the first time they have ever been expounded by printers for printers. The
master}- of the preceding lessons fits the student for the proper application of

what is learned in the succeeding group.

Lessons 15 to 19 deal wth color harmony, which is not a question of personal

taste, but of scientific fact. In order to successfully produce colorwork, or even

set up a job for colors, the printer must have a knowledge of these facts, and not

"guess" at what the results will be. When the student has finished these lessons

he has made for himself a chart which is an authority on the contrasts, harmonies

and complements of the colors the printer uses.

The benefit of the logical structure of the Course is now apparent. In previous

lessons the student has been drilled in the principles underlying typography. He
is now asked to apply those principles (with type or by pencil sketches, as best

suits his convenience) to the ever>'day work of a composing-room. It should be

noted that he is not following another man's style, but applying principles. His

work is original—his own conception of how the principles should be applied.

Lessons 20 to 30 deal with composition, and cover letter heads, bill-heads,

business cards, envelope-comer cards, tickets, menus, programs, cover-pages,

title pages, advertisements.

Lessons 31 to 33 are on layouts of booklets and books; papermaking; plate-

making of various kinds.

Lessons 34 to 37 deal with "imposition", i. e., the placing of pages of type in

"forms" (4-page, 8-page, and up to 32-page) in proper position for printing and

folding machines. While there is much in imposition that can only be learned though

practice, the need of putting the exercise on paper under the scrutiny of capable

and patient instructors makes this method one of the most valuable extant for

learning this operation.

To illustrate the value of this Course upon students, Mr. Stevenson submitted

a brochure containing samples of work done by students from various parts of

the country.

As Canada has printers scattered from coast to coast, Mr. Stevenson, believing

in doing the greatest good to the greatest number, asked the Commission to con-
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sider carefully the claims of the correspondence method, in so far at least as the

printing industry is concerned.

While the Typographical Union is recognized as a leader in the field along

technical educational lines, it also holds it to be folly to erect special machinery to

entice men and boys to take up trades that are already over-crowded. The usual

and natural avenues of the trade open the way for a sufficiency of beginners. Some
employers want to see hosts of unemployed at all times, so that the grinding of

the faces of the poor may be made easier. Of course the Unions are opposed to

that, as are all those who delight in seeing the relative standard of living of tha

masses maintained and improved. In short, the Union contends—and it knows

—

that while there is no dearth of mechanics and artisans, the great array of them
are not as skilful as is desirable. This is not their fault, nor that of employers,

but of industrialism.

In helping these to better things, the Union believes it is subserving the in-

terests of the individual, the craft and society. That is why the printers of Canada
and the United States are spending approximately $15,000 a year to advance the

interests of supplemental trade education.

Trade educational schemes should be develof)ed with the object of aiding the

average man, who seems to be the object of scorn in some quarters. The Union's

Commission believes that what helps him will result in the greatest good to society.
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CHAPTER XLIX: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTI-

MONY AS TO EDUCATION.

SECTION 1: MOSTLY AS TO ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

General complaint was made that the public school education of the present

day is not practical enough; that it tends to draw boys away from the industrial

piirsuits and towards the professions, while at the same time it does not turn them

out adequately trained in the matter of spelling, writing, punctuation, aritliinctic,

and other elementary subjects.

Some witnesses expressed themselves as satisfied with the present curriculum,

and considered that the education given was as good as it ever had been.

One witness said that the people as a whole require more education now

than they did 25 years ago. If the schools have cost a good deal in the past,

they will have to cost more to meet present conditions.

It was felt that industrial training should begin in the Public Schools, and

even in the Kindergarten, Manual Training, Nature Study, School Gardening,

Domestic Science, and other practical subjects being introduced in a form suited

to the ages of the children taking them, from the lowest grades right through to

the top. Agricultural instruction should be given to country children, and Rural

Science should be taught in all rural schools.

The Normal School course should include Manual Training, Nature Study,

School Gardening and Domestic Science, as well as elementary Agriciilture, so

that teachers would be competent to give this instruction in the Public and High

Schools.

SECTION 2: MOSTLY AS TO INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION.

A suggestion was made that boys should be compelled to attend a technical

school of .some kind between 12 and 14, in place of the last two years of a Public

School. This would meet the needs of those who for economic reasons are unable to

stay at school after 14, and would qualify them better than the present system does.

Several witnesses were of the opinion that the educational system breaks

down at its crucial point, viz. at the age of 14, when a boy leaves school. Those

who have the means to continue their education can do so, while the rest have no

facilities provided for them. Thus the tendency of the Public School is to feed

the High School, and of the High School to prepare for College, as if the main object

were to fill the professions. This system is wrong, because the professions are

not the producers of wealth. At the same time, many young men have left

Canada and risen to high positions, who never had a University education, thus

proving the possibilities of Canadian youths if only their education is directed
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into proper channels. It was also pointed out that the disinclination for industrial

work is largely a question of social advancement, and that if a boy leaving school

at 14 had opportunities provided to raise himself in the social scale, this tendency

might be corrected.

The education of the ordinary' boy at 14 is certainly in no sense adequate to

fit him for being a leader in the occiipation of an artisan. 14 to 16 are the formative

years, and it is just in these years that the most progress could be made in liter-

ature, history and geography; and if the boy's welfare is to be considered, if he

is going to become a high type of artisan, he should keep up the work during these

years. The ideal school for that period wotdd be a combination of the regular

type of High School with the Manual Training High School. The more varied the

course at this time, the more likely a boy will be to discover his vocation. The

hour or more spent every day at wood or iron work would not interfere with the

more 'cultural' subjects.

'Give the boy the impression that his work is the expression of his intelli-

gence. ' The school system is founded on the idea that education consists solely

in acquiring information, but that is a wrong idea. Education is also training

into ability to do things.

Some witnesses were in favor of raising the compulsory age for attendance

at school to 16, as it was thought that at 14 a child has only acquired the 'tools

of education, ' and that without further training much of this preliminary edu-

cation is wasted. It would pay the State to give a grant to the parents of those

children who otherwise cannot afford to remain at school till 16.

A child's memory is his most active side from 8 to 12; after that age, he begins

to use his reasoning faculties, which are combined with the desire for active and

constructive occupations. The nature of the instruction given should conform to

these stages in the child's development. If Manual Training were continued to 16,

the boy would not only stay longer at school, but would be more fit, both physically

and mentally, for industrial work. It is generally admitted that 14 is too young

for a boy to enter heavy trades like machine shops, and therefore it would be an

advantage from every point of view to keep him longer in school. One school

inspector, however, doubted this, unless the school work led to some specific

occupation, for which it prepared.

SECTION 3: MOSTLY AS TO CO-ORDINATIONS BETWEEN

SCHOOLS AND OCCUPATIONS.

A Public School Inspector at Hamilton outlined a plan for a special 'ad-

vanced' class in the county in which wood and metal work would be taken up

from the practical point of view; also an agriciiltirral science room for occasional

classes conducted by an Ontario Agricultural College man. He suggested dividing

the county into districts containing 5 or 6 primary schools each and one advanced

school, being a modification of the consolidated type of school adapted to the

wants of the community; 12 or 15 for a county, and a School Garden at each.

19Id—Vol. IV—27
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One Inspector of Manual Training and one in Agricultural Science could cover

the county.

All witnesses were agreed that the critical period in a boy's life is the time

from 15 to 18, and that the provision of some means of training during this period

was the most pressing educational and civic problem. Technical courses in High

Schools, and Continuation Classes in the evening, would enable such boys to find

their bent and obtain some preparation for industrial life, besides keei)ing them

out of mischief and steadying them down.

If the schools were made attractive and the instruction complete, it might

help to abate the rage for amusement and create a spirit of enterprise.

The half-time plan, as an alternative to longer attendance at school, or attend-

ance at a different type of school diu-ing the last two years, was not regarded as

feasible in many industries, though one employer expressed the view that such a

svstem would be the most satisfactory if it could be carried out.

The general opinion both of employers and workmen was that a trade cannot

be taught in any school; however excellent the training, that mxist be supplemented

b)' practical experience. A combination of sound theoretical instruction with

practical work in an actual shop would be the best training for any mechanical

traide, and a Manual Training course at school would be a good preparation for

that. Mamifacttu-ers and educationists should co-operate in the solution of

these problems. One employer thought that aj^prentices would learn more in

the shop than at any school.

The suggestion was made that the children in the higher classes of the Public

Schools should be taken to visit industrial establishments and have processes

explained to them. This would awaken their interest in industrial subjects, and

where tried has been found beneficial, many of the boys having taken uj) industrial

occupations. In order to derive the fullest benefit from such a course. Manual

Training should be taught in the schools. Boys need to have impressed upon them

the dignity and importance of labor. The Technical School should be brought

to the people, not the people to the school, and technical schools should be put

on the same footing, educationally and socially, as other institutions, in order to

give the workman and the trades a recognized standing. Mechanics should be

given every opportunity to rise to the highest positions in their occupation.

The High School curriculum was regarded as a good preparation for the

Universities, but not for any other career, except in a few isolated cases. Many

witnesses would like to see the course made more technical and practical, and

thought that if this were done, more pupils would go to High School and remain

through the coiu-se. It was stated that the present bent of High School studies

docs not incapacitate boys for industries, but gives them a taste for other pursuits.

One School Inspector stated that the High School offers courses that a lioy of

14 to 16 could take who wishes to become a skilled worker and learn a trade at 16.

Several witnesses thought the Government armories should be used for tech-

nical classes, as they have to be heated and cared for, so that the expense would

be very small.

Suggestions for giving industrial training to those who have left school in

eluded the eslai>lishment of Hveuing Continuation Schools, combining theoretical
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and practical instruction, and in rural districts including agricultural instrviction.

Possibly boys who will not stay at day school might be more willing to attend

evening classes, and thus continue their education, and such classes would be

most beneficial to this class of student.

Boys ought to have an opportunity to acquire knowledge that would put them

in line for something that would be useful to them in their occupation. Such

classes would also exercise a wholesome moral influence.

Several witnesses spoke very emphatically of the need for technical edu-

cation to train Canadian workers, as at present the higher ranks of industry are

recruited from the Old Countr\^ and the United States, and as these outsiders have a

more thorough training, it results in Canadians becoming hewers of wood and

drawers of water under men from other places. 'Our boys are not trained for

anything in particular—just to carrv' the burdens; our trained men come from

outside.

'

This question is one of national importance, and it was thought that the

Dominion Government could most suitably help by the provision of educational

facilities for industrial workers, to build up Canadian prosperity. Workers move

about to all parts of Canada, and their training affects the prosperity of the whole

country ; therefore it should not be left to localities. Industrial training is a strong

factor in the direction of nation-building, and properly qualified artisans and

process workers are a most valuable national asset.

SECTION 4: AS TO THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

The dearth of teachers was generally deplored, as a hindrance to the de-

velopment of industrial training both in the Public Schools and in other forms of

technical education. The reason given was the lowness of the salaries offered,

which fail to attract teachers. The Faculties of Education at Queen's and

Toronto Universities train those with University degrees for 1st class certificates

only; the Normal Schools train the rest of the teachers for the Province.

.More Manual Training, Domestic Science and School Gardening is now being

given in Normal Schools, and teachers are qualified to give instruction in these

subjects. An improvement is already noticeable in the rural schools, which now

have more instruction regarding common weeds, etc. than was formerly the case.

If these subjects become general in the Public and High Schools, it will be easier

to give them in the Normal com-se. Nature Study trips and laboratory work

in connection with botany and rural science are imdertaken.

Nature Study and School Gardening not only give enjoyment to the pupils

of the Public Schools, but would add efficiency to the work of the Normal Schools

if would-be teachers came up with some experience and interest in these subjects.

The problem rests more on the teacher and the training than on anything else.

Teachers should be fairly well trained in the sciences which go to elucidate and

substantiate all agricultural science. The High Schools and CoUegiates should

provide that. Then, after the High School, they should have courses in which

agricultural science is emphasized. They will undertake it more seriously at this

time than at any other, when they looking forward to becoming teachers.

liJUl—Vol. IV—27'.
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The 3 months' course at the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph is very

Ijencficial, but it is not enough. The important thing is that the Nature Study

and School Garden work should \x. continuous, through the Public, High and

Normal School courses, so that the interest is not lost. In the interests of the

teachers themselves, of the country at large, and of rural life generally, it would

\yc a good thing to make it compulsory for all 2nd class teachers to go to Guelph.

If adequate instructors were available, instruction could be given in the Normal

Schools to train teachers of industrial subjects, and it would be an advantage

to have these subjects taught in the same building with the others.

SECTION 5: AS TO THE VIEWS OF MANUFACTURERS.

There is a consensus of opinion among manufacturers that Technical Edu-

cation is necessary for the maintenance and improvement of their businesses.

A training in mathematics and science is a splendid preparation for a boy

who wants to work his wary up to the position of foreman in an electric company

;

and one employer stated that he would give the preference to such a boy every

time.

The High School is a valuable adjunct in the training of mechanics. Gra-

duates of Trade Schools and Trade Courses should work in the shops at least a

year before regarding themselves as journeymen. The trouble is that they often

think they know more than the journeymen.

The half-time system would be good if a thorough academic education in the

High School could be combined with industrial work for those wishing to take

up such occupations.

It was felt that a Technical School would require exceptional teachers, in

constant touch with commercial and manufacturing interests. What many
emplovers need are experienced men rather than mechanics. If necessar}',

manufacturers would be willing to provide technical instruction for their men
themselves, and the view was held that this would be more advantageous than

establishing technical classes outside, as a boy in a school is apt to learn many
things which he will never require, while in a manufacturing plant he only learns

what has a bearing on his work. The instruction can be better correlated in

actual shop conditions.

The President of the Board of Trade, Toronto, said that the teachini; of the

schools was too nuich about the heroes of war. literature and art rather than of

industry and commerce. Children should be taught how and by whom wealth

is produced and distributed.

Technical Education ap])lic(l to the theory of steam engineering and lioilcrs

would save a large anioimt of coal l)ills and make for cleaner cities by the suppress-

ion of smoke.

\ system of Technical Education would lend itself readily to the sjH-ci.di-

zatifm of to-day.

Technical Education for engineers and electricians wouhl add sjK'ed as well

as efficiency to the mills.
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SECTION 6: AS I'O GENERAL CONCLUSIONS OF WITNESSES.

The general conclusions presented in the evidence are;— (1) That the present

school curriculum is not suited for children who will earn their living in industries

;

(2) That this fault can be, and is being, remedied in part by Manual Training,

Nature Study, Domestic Science and (in rural schools) Agriculture and Rural

Science with the use of School Gardens ; by encouraging children to use their hands

as well as their heads, teaching them the dignity of manual labor, and awaken-

ing their interest in industrial occupations;

(3) That the curriculum is too crowded, and that it would be better to teach

fewer subjects and those few more thoroughly, and to give a larger place than

hitherto to manual occupations in school;

(4) That education with an industrial bias should be given, either in the Pub-

lic Schools or at other institutions, to boys and girls over 12 years of age, to en-

able them to find their bent and give them some preparation for industries ; and in

order to secure longer attendance at school, the courses must be made more

attractive and more practical;

(5) That Evening Continuation Schools should be provided for those unable

to attend any form of day classes;

(6) That the half-time or part-time plan, whereby apprentices and other

learners would receive instruction in the day time rather than at night, is regarded

as a desirable solution, though in some cases as impracticable;

(7) That industrial training and technical education—that is to say voca-

tional educaiion—should be given from the Kindergarten right up to the highest

grades of the High School;

(8) That all grades of education—cultural, industrial and technical—should

be linked up, and technical schools put on an equality with institutions for

academic instruction, in order to raise the status of the industrial worker, both

socially and educationally

;

(9) That Technical Education is a matter of urgent national importance,

and should be assisted by the Dominion Government.
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CHAPTER L: THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. ROBERT
A. FALCONER. PRESIDENT.

This is a Provincial University, maintained partly by Govcniment grant,

partly by endowment (a very small amount) and partly by fees from students.

The Lieutenant Governor in Council appoints the Board of Governors, who control

and direct the University. It is a State University and the Governors nnist report

ever}' year to the Provincial Government.

This University is more than a teaching body, inasmuch as all teaching of

the highest order must be accompanied by research. It is an examining body

for some degrees—in medicine, agriculture, and one or two others. Its work almost

entirely is as a teaching body. A great many of the professors carry on research

work, though there is no special I'aculty of Research. The authorities believe

that teaching and research form the proper combination - that a good man for

research would be profited by being a teacher, and that the teacher shoidd do

research work. Such subjects as have a bearing on technical efliciency for re-

search work woiild decidedly helj) a man to teach belter.

Unique University System.

Dr. Falconer considers the University system in Toronto unique. It is a

great University system, with federated Universities and Colleges comiected with

it. The University consists of the University itself. University College, Victoria

College, Trinity College—which are federated Universities; St. Michael's College,

Knox College, Wycliffe College—which are federated Colleges; then tliere are a

number of afTiliated institutions such as the Ontario Agricviltural College at Guelph,

the College of Pharmacy, the Veterinary' College, the College of Dental Surgeons

and perhaps one or two others.

The University itself consists of the Faculty of Arts, the Faculty of Medicine,

the Faculty of Applied vScience, the F'aculty of Household Science, the I'aculty

of Education, and the F'aculty of l'"orestry. The r'aculty of Art consists of two

parts—the courses that are conducted by the University Professors, and the

courses that are conducted by the College Professors. Of these colleges there

are three—University Collcge(the only one under State control), Victoria College,

(the Methodist College), and Trinity College (the Anglican College).

What The Colleges Teach.

All these colleges teach the languages, except Italian and Spanish ; llicy teach

Latin, Greek, French, (icrman. Oriental languages, English and Ethics; and all

the under-graduatc students in Arts nuist be registered in one of these three col-
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leges—either Uni\ersity College, Victoria or Trinity, and those students take

their language subjects chiefly in their own colleges, coming to the University

for all other subjects for their undergraduate courses—Philosophy, Political Sci-

ence, History, Economics and all the Sciences. They all have equal rights there;

one fee gives them the privileges of the University.

Function of the University.

The University through its Senate sets the curriculum, appoints the examiners,

and confers degrees. This unique system of federation is working admirably.

It leaves denominational control to colleges that desire it, yet gives them the

privileges of public education, while at the same time the State College (University

College) stands alongside and does its work. Then, of course, all the post-graduate

work and the research work, particularly undergraduate B.A. work, is in the

control of what is called the University itself.

F.\cuuTY OF Applied Science.

The Faculties of Medicine, Applied Science, Household Science, Education and

Forestrj- are all independent Faculties of the University. The Universit}^ College

control is entirely in the imdergraduate work in Arts. The federated colleges

have no examinations ; matriculation is the same for all ; their students are Uni-

versity students and must all pass the examinations of the University, on v>'hich,of

course, the colleges have examiners.

None of the students in those federated colleges take any course in Applied

Science. If they are going into Applied Science they are not enrolled in any

college, but in the Faculty of Applied Science in the University of Toronto.

Hence there would be no need of this Commission making any enquiry as to the

work of those federated colleges.

Growth in Faculties and Students.

There is only one medical school in Toronto ; that is the Faculty of iledicine

in the University. In 1897 there were at least two. At that time also the

School of Practical Science was under its own control, directly responsible to the

Government. All this has been changed, and the whole system has heen unified

by the Act of 1906. New departments have been added comparatively recently

—

those of Household Science, Forestry and Education.

In 1897 there were in three departments—Arts, Medicine and Applied Science

—about 350 students. Between 1897 and 1908, these new Faculties coming in,

the number of students rose to 3500. In the year ending June 30, 1910, there

were 4044 students; so we have added 500 students in the last two years to the

University, all imder instruction.

Connection With Agriculture, Veterinary and Household Science.

The University has affiliation with the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph,

which is under the Agricultural Department of the Province. While the Uni-

versity has nothing at all to say as to control, it provides the decree of B.S.A.
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(Hachelor of Science in Agriculture) on the four years' course, accepting the

tirst two years' work of the Agricultural College as sulficient earlier training. The

degree is granted on the basis of the student's last two years, on a course set and

examiners chosen by the University. That is all the connection between the Col-

lege and the University.

A much more intimate connection exists with the Veterinary College in

Toronto,which is afifUiated with the University. By special arrangement those

students attend University College for special instruction in three leading

sciences: Physiology, Chemistry and Botany. The University gives the degree

of Bachelor of Veterinary Science on a tliree years' course which they outline,

the instruction on professional subjects being given in the College.

The College of Household Science is one of the Faculties of the University,

and atisolutely under its own control, as is also the Faculty of Forestry.

As To Technical Education.

Dr. Falconer did not believe the University did any Technical Education

in the sense that the Commission, as he understood the Commission, had in mind,

though he might be mistaken there, because of the difficulty of distinguishing

—

if there be a distinction—between what is called technical education and the pre-

paration of professional teachers for technical schools. The University education

in the I'aculties, and partly in Arts, is called professional education; it requires

matriculation standing, and is distinctly professional education. True, the

professional education in some of those branches is more related to industries

than the professional training in other branches, but it could not be said that

there is any distinct difference in the grade and quality of the education between

the Faculty of Applied Science and the I'aculty of Medicine, or between the Faculty

of Medicine and the Faculty of Forestry. They are all distinctly higher education

of the professional grade, for which matriculation is required, and for which certain

High School training is naturally required. Although some departments lean

more than others towards industry, they had never been classed inider the term

"Technical Education."

Dr. Falconer believed that the University always must be in ver>- close touch

with what might be called Secondary- Education. The Commission's great object,

as he had it in mind, was the investigation of Industrial Secondary' Education.

He believed the preparation for Technical Education—if it can be divided on its

technical side—is carried on very thoroughly in the University.

Unquestionably, a great many additions umst be made, e.g. in uKtallurgy

and ceramics and other departments of industrial education; but so far as the

work went he believed that this higher education was being thoroughly well at-

tended to. While he would not like the impression to go abroad that their facil-

ities and opportunities for education in the higher branches arc quite adequate,

Ijccause he tielieved that the University had to be developing constantly about

the new industries of the Province, that before long nnist l)e dcveloix;d—yet he

maintained that the training in the various Ijrauches of Engineering Civil,

Electrical, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering and Architecture -6 or 7 branches
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of what wo call Applied Science of the professional grade, will compare favourably

with the same training in other countries—the United States or elsewhere.

Research Work Part of University's Duty.

Higher research work is only developing, because the Univesrity and the

country have grown so rapidly that the money was not available, but all the pro-

fessors ought to be and are engaged in more or less research work—steam, water

power, everything of that kind. That is recognized as part of their duty, and it

should be enlarged and is to be enlarged.

One instance of that is shown in this, that when the Dominion Commission

on Conservation of Natural Resources was established, the University at once

wrote to the Chairman, Mr. ClifTord Sifton, and told him that they would be glad

to co-operate in any way possible with that Commission; that the departments

and laboratories would be at their disposal for research into any of the Dominion's

natural resoiu^ces—coal, iron, steel, forestry; and that the University would

unhesitatingly co-operate in any movement of that kind to the limit of its ability.

The University's offer was accepted, although nothing has yet come of it.

The University carries on post-graduate work quite extensively; there is

post-graduate and research work going on in a great many departments; in fact

a great many professors are doing research work constantly.

Problem of Secondary Technical Education.

Unquestionably the University must grow, and must have more money to

develop professional training, but to Dr. Falconer's mind the great problem in

Canada now in respect of Technical Education is to meet the situation as regards

Secondary Education.

While the University has no practical direct connection, he had thought a

great deal about its relations to this new movement. It is a very difficult matter

to know just what the University could do, or how. The University is related

to the ordinary Public School and High School system of the Province, because

they train for matriculation into the University. Practically four years of pre-

paration in the High School were required for entrance into the University; and

it had seemed to him that the development would come in the establishment

of other schools—trade schools, that would train for the various industries. He
was looking forward with a great deal of anticipation to the question of the relation

of the University to such schools—how the University could help the movement
forward; how the schools would in turn be related to the University. Perhaps

the movement itself has not been sufficiently formulated yet to determine these

questions.

University's Offer to the Grand Trunk Railway.

After a good deal of thought the University made an offer last spring to send

up for the summer one of its most efficient men in Applied Science to give instruc-

tion in steam to the apprentices in the shops of the Grand Trunk works at Stratford,
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with the object of securing information as to how that work could he done, the

kind of instruction to be given and whether the University would be able to co-

ojjerate in any way. All the arrangements were fulfilled on the part of the Uni-

versitj% but the Grand Trunk officials at Montreal would not sanction the arrange-

ment, so nothing was done. As the University is under the Provincial Govern-

ment, they might consider another agency better fitted to do that work.

Training of Ti;chnic.\l Te.vchers.

It is possible that as time goes on the University might be able to provide

training for the teachers who would conduct that Secondary Industrial lidii-

cation. Those teachers shoidd be men thoroughly trained in scientific principles

and the applications of science; they ought also to understand the principles

of teaching; to appreciate the point of view of the manual worker and be in sym-

pathy with him. This is a very difficult class of men to get, and one of the most

serious difficulties in Technical Education is that of securing the right kind of

teachers, efficient and sympathetic. The University' Faculty of Education trains

teachers for the High School and the upper classes of the Public School ; and he

felt siu"e it would be willing to endeavor to meet the public need when it arises.

They nmst first know what is wanted; but that is really for the Government rather

than for the Unversity to decide. The prejiaration of such teachers as Secondary

Technical Schools might need is a very distinct and important work.

As to whether the University would or could give a short course, say three

months, for such men as had acquired skill and knowledge through contact with

industries and works, who might be available as part-time instructors in Technical

Schools or trade evening schools, all he could say was that the University would

always l)e ready to endeavor to meet the public needs, and to tr>' and meet them

in the best way possible.

Te.\chers for Mining.

On being asked whether those now trained in the University have quali-

fications for becoming teachers in the Secondary Schools in places where mining

is an important industry. Dr. Falconer replied that a teacher is a very diflicult

man to make; a man may be a thoroughly good mining engineer, and yet not be

able to teach at all. There is the crux of the ])roblem—to get such a combination

in order to have thoroughly good teachers. The fact that a man has graduated

in mining and knows his work is no reason why he should be a good teacher,

though there is a fair proportion of them being trained, just as in any other

])rofession.

Secondary Education calling for .services of such teachers being a matter of

policy for the Government to determine- -because education rests with it -he could

not sf>eak for what the Government would do, but the University would like to

co-oi)erate as far as possible, and anything the Govermiient recpured tliey wouUl

Ik* happy to do. He thought it would Ix- more advantageous to the State to have

in the Secondary- School a thoroughly well-trained teacher, than a man who knew

only the jtractical side, and was quick at mining operations. What is wanted is
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to raise the intelligence of workmen, make them masters of themselves, educate

them so that they will know what their faculties and capabilities are, so that in-

stead of coming to a dead line at 20 or 30 those men will grow. That is a practical

education.

What Is "Practicai. Education?"

Of course there is sometimes a difference of opinion as to what has educational

value. We often hear education spoken of as if practical education is what is

required; but the point is, what is practical education? Practical education is

not giving a lot of mere dead facts which a man has to have pat, and at the end

of which he is finished; practical education is developing the man so that he

can grow and enter into larger opportunities as they present themselves. That is

why we have to be very careful in any curriculum that is laid down for any system

and any teacher of any kind. It is the efficiency of the individual that ought

to be aimed at for the branch of work he is in.

The witness was perfectly sure the University would meet as far as possible

the needs of the cotmtry within its sphere ; but the University cannot be expected

to go outside its sphere to do work that it could not properly do and has not the

means of doing because it has not the income. He believed the teacher problem

is going to be one of the biggest problems in Technical Education. So far as

the University could do it, it would train those teachers, but he could not say

how far it could go. It might be in an institution of Normal School grade that the

teachers could best be trained.

Applied Science, Forestry, Mining, Fisheries, Etc.

The University carries on a great deal of work in the Faculty of Applied

Science that has a bearing on the leaders of technical activity.

The Department of Forestry' will have a very decided bearing on the conser-

vation of the forests and the giving of employment to our people. Dr. I''emow

and his staff have been doing a great work in that.

The Mining Department is growing; a larger number are going into Mining

this year than ever before.

The University has also some forms of instruction that would help leaders

in the fisheries. There are three stations—at Georgian Bay, at St. Andrew, N.B.,

and at Esquimalt, B.C., in which there are laboratories for the study of marine

life; and ever)- summer members of the staff are in each of those laboratories

studying the marine life of the district, and the fisheries also. That is in connect-

ion with the Department of Marine and Fisheries at Ottawa.

University and Secondary Education.

The University ought to be very closely in touch with every branch of Sec-

ondary Education, and members of the F'aculty of Ajjplied Science have talked

with the witness over this whole question.

In regard to the wisdom of a policy that would lead towards what might be

called the centralization of Secondary Technical Education in a few jilaces in
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a big province like Ontario, he did not like to speak off-hand; the question was

more for the Department of Education; but the Normal and Model schools are

already arranged for training teachers in certain grades of schools. WTiether

that can be developed on these other lines is a question the Commission would

have to investigate.

The only policy for the University would be that teachers of the highest grade

only should go there, because the laboratories were in constant use for seven or

eight months of the year, and some of them all the year around, and the work

would cost more there than elsewhere, except for the teachers of the highest grade.

The University cannot do the work of Secondary Education; it is not equipjied

to do it; it would be unduly expensive; it has not the staff to do it; the men are

not trained to do that kind of work.

How THE University Could Tr.mm Techxic.vl Te.^chers.

However he did not see why the University which trains teachers for the High

Schools should not take a share also in training certain classes of teachers for

Secondary Technical Schools to do that kind of work and to be leaders there also.

There could be a laboratory room for the highest grade, which woiild practically

be the same grade as is there now. We cannot afford to have an immense move-

ment of this kind led by any but the most thoroughly trained men, and they

would have to know the meaning of science in all its applications.

But as to developing a system for the training of teachers for those Secondary

Schools of a technical character, he did not wish to trench upon another depart-

ment. The question was really for the Department of Education, which in the

case of High School teachers determines that their teachers shall come to the

University to get that training. Presumably the Government, which has edu-

cation so directly imder its own control, would determine how this Secondary

Technical Education would be carried out, and where its teachers would be trained.

While he could see a chance, and a very fine chance, of teachers of the highest

grade being trained in Universities, it was not for him to saj- whether that is what

should be; it has to be thought out very full v.

FREr.AR.\TION Xi:cESS.\RV l'"OR UNIVERSITY.

Sometimes applications come from nu-n who wish to enter the University

without matriculation standing. The question of making entrance requirements

more elastic often comes up, but it is a mercy to anyone to tell him at the bcgiiming,

"You ought not to go unless you are able to understand the work that is being

done.

"

l'"or instance, the course in Applied Science is very largely based on mathe-

matics and physics. Now, if a student comes to take that course and does not

understand a fair amount of mathematics and physics he is simply handicapiKui

so that he could not go ahead. He would have to have that prejiaration; he would

have to get it somewhere; liecause after all these are l)asal subjects. If a student

does not understand them, the i)rinoi])lesof steam and of water power and a great
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nianv other things will be unintelligible to him; after all, they are applications

of fundamental science that he must understand. That is the reason; that is

the explanation.

What Leaders Should Know.

If a yoiing man has the necessary fundamental knowledge of physics and

mathematics, the University requires junior matriculation in English. That is

not very hard. He requires only one foreign language like French or German,

which is not too much for a man, who is going to be a leader in any industry, to

know. Then there would be Canadian and British History. The amount of

extra work involved in Jiuiior Matriculation, beyond advanced mathematics

and the sciences (chemistry and physics) and English is not very much.

A knowledge of Canadian and British History is not absolutely essential for

a man who wishes to follow the career of electrical engineer, but what we are aiming

at is this : that man as an engineer is going to be a leader in the community ; and

as a citizen, he ought to have an intelligent knowledge of and interest in his country.

There is where we believe that a certain breadth of education is essential. If we

turn out a lot of men who simply can do certain things, we are going to turn out

a lot of the narrowest men that live. We want to turn out men who are going

to be citizens, and use their profession in their citizenhood; thej^ are going to take

an interest in the State in which they live. It is not merely professional men we
are turning out, but professional men competent to take an intelligent interest

in citizenship as well.

The Resources of the University are Limited.

People think we have a great deal of money, in the University and can do

anything we like, but as a matter of fact we are very hard up. With absolute

confidence it can be said that we are far more undermanned than almost any large

University on this Continent; and we cannot undertake to do more than we can

handle with our staff. Such opportunities as that suggested ought to be provided

where they can be best done at least expense. Whether we can do it best and at

least expense to the Province in the University, or whether it could be done better

in some other institutions like the Normal School is a question to be worked out.

SECTION 2: FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE OF THE UNI-

VERSITY OF TORONTO.

Information obtained from Professor John G.^lbraith, Dean of the

I'aculty of Applied Science, University of Toronto.

The Faculty is divided into 7 Departments. The work is adapted to different

professional vocations:—(1) Civil Engineering, (2) Mining Engineering, (3) Mech-

anical Engineering, (4) Architecture, (5) Analytical and A|iplicd Chemistry, (6)

Chemical Engineering, (7) Electrical Engineering.
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Every one of the students is preparing for work indicated by tlie names of

those Departments. All in the Department of Electrical Engineering are ])re-

paring for the professional practice of that vocation, and none for teaching. The

student's time is sf)ent between laboratory' and lecture work, with a large

amount of the former. When a student graduates from the University as an

electrical engineer he has been merely trained to become one.

All who can get work in their profession dviring the summer months do so,

and the majority do practical work, and thus make more progress not only in tlieir

University work afterwards, but when they come to practise their profession.

Mere book learning is almost worthless; merely learning from a book or from

a teacher how to do a thing is worth very little; it is only by doing it himself that

it is impressed upon the student, and that he really becomes in any way expert.

He forms and re-forms, modifies his ideas as he goes on; in other words, learns

the relation of the teaching to the work of his life by having that little experience

in his vocation.

"Options" A Serious Obstacle.

As to the school course of a student preparing for this work, the conditions

laid down by the University for matriculation or entrance are governed by a good

many different considerations, only some of which apply especially to this Uni-

versity's work. One great consideration is what the High Schools can do, and

what they actually do. If we had our own way we would no doubt alter, to some

extent at least, the condition of the entrance; but to alter them under the present

conditions would possibly be worse than accepting what the University has agreed

upon generally to accept; on the whole it is jwrliaps the best possible tmder Cana-

dian conditions.

Speaking as one who has had more or less experience on matriculation boards.

Dean Oalbraith was simply astonished at the difllcvdties involved in the question

of High School options allowed to students. At present the different Faculties

of the University as a whole allow practically the same options. A fairly wide

selection of studies is given and students can take one or the other among these.

It is one of the most difficult jiroblems relating to the question of University

entrance. Nobody is satisfied, but apparently' we have reached the best solution

possible under present conditions. It is not by any means ideal; it is simi)ly

practical.

University 1'<irci;i) I.nto IvmcmicnT/xrv Work.

The very fact that some students have not taken the elementary or High

School work in certain subjects on account of the options jiroduces one of our

great difficulties here, by forcing the University to maintain elementary classes

in a great many subjects. These would not lie necessary if there were no options.

It is one of the great difficulties in unifying the classes at the beginning and l)ringing

them into the same educational stage for the work.

For instance, under present regulations some first year men are taking for the

first time chemistry and ])hysics; other men are taking for the first time languages —
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French and German—because one of those is put as an option against the other.

Hence the University has to teach elementar>' French and German and elementar}'

chemistr>' and physics. That is just an illustration of the effect of the option.

On the other hand, the Dean would not like to see a fixed curriculum for

entrance, because he feared the results might be worse than they are. Not simply

the University of Toronto, but all the Universities are familiar with all these

conditions, and have tried to make the best compromise they could.

r".\MiLi.\RiTY With Tr.\des Essenti.vl.

In this I'aculty, though the main part of the training is for those who are to

follow professional occupations, and not to go into actual craftsmanship at all,

it is considered absolutely necessary for all men taking up engineering, architecture,

etc., to be as familiar as possible with the work carried on by evers- trade involved

.

There may be a dozen different trades that a civil engineer must be familiar with,

while the students are all more or less familiar with architecture, which involves

any number of trades. It is practically impossible that a professional man should

get his knowledge of those trades in the same way as a workman, because that

would take up his life; and though his work as an architect is extremely different

from that of the craftsman, yet it demands a knowledge of the trades. The

only way he can get that knowledge is to keep his eyes and ears open and study

those trades while practising his profession. While he is young he may go into

them.

Summer Work .\t Tr.^des E.vcouraged.

Some of the men have gone into pick-and-shovel work, that is not called a

trade at all, and kept at what one might imagine did not require any particular

training, or an\-thing but muscle. They are encouraged to go into trades in the

summer and do anything at all in a trade related to their profession; the}^ must

do it if they are going to know their profession. By learning even one trade a

man can acquire the kind of knowledge an engineer needs that will help him for

all the trades he has to do with. A civil engineer has to specify masonry-, and

therefore must know all about it as far as specifications are concerned. He must

specify iron work, and must know all about iron. He must know all about every

material he has to deal with, and an engineer cannot know too much about the

trades involved in his professional work. All this work necessary' to the engineer

has to be gained outside. Xo matter how important, it is impossible to teach

that here, for the expense invohed would be perfectly enormous, and puts it out

of the question. Something must be left to the man himself.

XoT Traixixg Techxic.\l Te.\chers.

This r'aculty is not now training men who could be teachers in Secondar}-

Technical Schools. If either day or evening schools of that grade were started

in a good man}' places where industries are numerous and important, and if

men who were successful foremen, who knew the craft and the practice as well,

needed instruction in principles, this I'aculty would perhaps be the place for them
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to get short courses temporarily, until the system of industrial education had been

worked out.

The system of elementary' and secondary schools iias l)een worked out in a

way so that the University is not obliged to do elementary work in professional

engineering schools, at least not the new part of that work.

Now, professional men and tradesmen have different points of view. l'"or

instance, machine shop work is looked upon by the engineer as one thing, but by

the machinist as another thing. So teaching for one cannot quite fit the teaching

for the other. In this building we have machine shops. A person who could not

recognize the distinction between those things would say, ' 'You are apparently

teaching a trade. " No, we are doing nothing of the kind. We cannot make use

of those things in the same way as we should if we were teaching a trade ; they are

for a different purpose altogether.

Difference Between Trades and Professions.

To put it clearly by an example; Time and again visitors have asked "Do
you teach men to run engines?" The answer is, ''No, we don't do anything of

the kind, although we have engines here." When they ask, "Where can I get a

knowledge of how to run an engine? " They are told, ' 'Go as a helper into some

place where they use an engine, and learn from some one there. " That is not our

work; we have to do other work with that same engine.

Thus a totally different use is made of the same thing. We teach the things

that our engineers in their professional work must know, but which the machinist

may or may not know—which is not really necessars' for his work.

Different Kinds of Kxi'Ertness.

The only objection the Dean saw to the I'niversity giving short trainin;.;

courses to techincal teachers was the practical objection that the Faculty is short

handed as it is; that students are numerous; that enough money cannot he had to

do justice to what the curriculum calls for. Moreover, it would be a mistake

for the sake of entering into quite a different class of work, to pretend to be able

to do it. His feeling is that no teacher can teach, in the industrial and engineering

things, what he cannot do; he must be an expert in the thing that he is teaching.

The expertness to train a man as a machinist is a])])arently difTerent from the

cxpertness required with the same material to train a man as an engineer. Taking

as an example the machinist's trade, with which he was more familiar than any,

they require a man who is to be a successful teacher of that trade to be experienced

in the department of it that he [iroposes to teach. He cannot be an all-roimd

man, even as a machinist; he must select some part of it; he is not an expert in

every part of the machinist's work ; but he ought to Xx an expert in what he attempts

to teach. Then, here is the trouble; if the student is to improve and be raised

higher up, so to sjjeak, than lias been the case previously, that man ought to

teach something else Ijcsides the mere hand-work of his trade; he ought to teach

what is called technical or industrial science connected with that trade.
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yuALiFiED Teachers Must Be Trained.

Now it is going to be an extremely difficult thing to get the qualified teacher.

He is not in the University; he is not in the trades, he is nowhere ; he is non-existent

as a rule, and that is what makes the whole difficulty. The time will come when

by co-operation of the University and High School—those who know the sciences

and those who know the trades—there will be a product in the form of a young

fellow who knows his profession, and who, if he has a liking for teaching and can

be tempted into it, will make a better teacher than ever. But it is going to take

time in Canada for us to produce those young men. Now we are in a transition

state and must do the best we can.

How Technical Teachers Might Be Had.

Dean Galbraith sees a possibility in some trades of securing teachers who

combine scientific training with craftsmanship. Among the students a fair per-

centage of men have been through several of the different engineering trades,

and intend to become engineers (as the profession understands that word), but

they are good tradesmen. If technical schools were started he would try to pick

up some of those men who had an inclination to teach, which was a harder thing

to get than men who have the other two qualifications, for if there is one thing

that the graduates don't want to follow it is teaching.

One reason alleged for the great number of students coming into engineering

work is that it offers a better chance than teaching. They look upon the Faculty

of Arts to supply teachers for the ordinar^^ schools and probably not 2% of the

Applied Science men are at present engaged in teaching, because all their training

has been here for their other work, and they got nothing in pedagogics or any-

thing relating to methods of teaching. But if such men were needed outside of

the thing they were ambitious to do, they must be offered the pay that would

bring them; that was the only way. He thought such men as he had indicated

would have no objection to teaching if their chances in life were good enough;

he wouldn't say merely their immediate remuneration; but as they had fixed

upon another ambition the difficulty was to turn them from it. Many of these

men would go four 3-ears with ver)^ little. He had known some of them to spend

a year just for the sake of experience, earning nothing. You cannot tempt a man
like that into teaching if he does not like it, at even the same salary he is getting.

That is the spirit the Faculty tried to encourage. The Dean was free to say that

they did not encourage any of their men to go into teaching; they did not want

them to do it. While it might Ije a great benefit to this movement, they were

all looking after themselves, and not the movement. Still, if it could be made

worth their while, he had no doubt teachers could be found. Other countries

like England and Germany, found teachers, but they were not common in Canada.

He understood that in England those teachers were working for verj' small pay,

such as the men in Canada would not look at.

191d—Vol. IV—28
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CHAPTER LI: QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AND THE
SCHOOL OF MINING AT KINGSTON, ONT.

SECTION I: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. DANIEL

M. GORDON, PRINCIPAL OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Those students who are being trained for any one calling find a great ad-

vantage in coming into contact with those who are being trained for other callings.

It is distinctly broadening to the men on each side,—the ministry or law on one side,

and science on the other,—that they should come in contact with each other while

at college. Even if a student is not taking classes in the Arts Department he

gets broader views of education generally b)' coming in contact with those wlui

are taking such courses and he is thereby made a more competent leader of men
when he himself leaves the college. Whatever is done to advance industrial

training or technical education for a certain kind of workers should not be account-

ed hostile to other kinds of education. All classes of workers need training suit-

able for their occupations, and at the same time it is a great advantage for each

to be familiar with the training that other men are getting. All would admit

that the President of the American Society of Engineers was correct when he

said in his address two years ago that what engineering required today was edu-

cated leadership,^by which he meant a broader culture than is verj- often given

in distinctly and exchisively technical schools. Similarly it is of great advantage

to those who take the Arts training that they should know something by personal

contact with the men who are taking technical training.

The School of Mining.

The School of Mining is a branch of the School of Mining and Agriculture,

incorporated by Act of the Legislatiire of Ontario. It is affiliated to Qiieen's

University, which confers all degrees.

Objects-—The objects of the School of Mining are to give a thorough scientific

education, both theoretical and practical, to men studying for the profession of

the mining, civil, electrical, mechanical, chemical, or sanitar\' engineer, the assayer,

the consulting geologist, and the metallurgist; and to provide for prospectors,

mine foremen, and others interested in the discovery and winning of minerals, siicli

instruction as shall make their occupations more interesting and less liable to failure.

Situation—The School has been placed near Queen's I'niversity so as to

take advantage of the instruction therein provided in mathematics, ICnglisli,

Erench, German, and the economic and biological sciences. It is in this way

possible to equip and carry on a first-class technical school on a much smaller

sevenuc than would otherwise be called for to maintain the high standard of

rcholarship which the age demands of the engineering profession.
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Degrees and Courses of Study.

The following courses are offered:

1. Three years' courses for a diploma.

2. Four years' courses for the degree of Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) in

:

(A) Mining Engineering and Metallurgy.

(B) Chemistr)- and Mi^eralog}^

(C) Mineralogy' and Geology.

(D) Chemical Engineering.

(E) Civil Engineering.

(F) Mechanical Engineering.

(G) Electrical Engineering.

(H) Sanitar}- Science.

(J) Power Development.

3. Six years' courses for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelorof Science

(B.A., B.Sc.)

4. A Candidate for Graduation must have completed either a four or a

six years' course and have passed all the required examinations.

5. Certificates of standing may be obtained on application to the Sec-

retary.

6. The degree of Master of Science (M.Sc) is granted to candidates who have

graduated as B.Sc. and thereafter:

—

a. Have practised their profession for at least two years (one year of which

nuist have been responsible engineering or scientific work.)

or b. Have spent at least one session in attendance after graduation as B.Sc.

In either case the candidate must have carried on research work, the results

of which must be submitted, on or before March 30th, in the form of a thesis satis-

factory to the I'aculty. The literar\' as well as the scientific quality of the thesis

is considered.

7. The degree of Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) is granted to candidates who have

graduated as M.Sc. or have otherwise satisfied the Faculty of their ability to pro-

ceed, and have thereafter fulfilled the conditions.

8. B.A. and M.A. courses in Chemistry, Assaying, Mineralog}% Geology, etc.

9. The Diploma or Degree in Mining Engineering or in Civil Engineering of

the School of Mining, Kingston, is equivalent to the "diploma as Civil engineer"

mentioned in clause III of the Dominion Lands Act; so that a candidate for D.L.S.

having that diploma from the School of Mining is entitled to examination after

one year's ser\-ice with a D.L.S.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. WILLIAM

L. GOODWIN, DIRECTOR OF THE SCHOOL OF MINING.

Dr. Goodwin has been Director for 1 7 years, ever since the School was founded.

At the time of the Commission's visit in 1910, it had completed its 17th session.

At the end of the second year it had about 20 students; in 1910 it had 321 en-

gineering students. It also takes care of about 300 students who come in from

19ld—Vol. IV—28J
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the University and study chemistry, mineralogy, physiology and physics. Those

are the students entered in Arts and Medicine at the University. The School

started ofT as a School of Mining and Metallurgy, and in course of time has become

a School of Practical Science giving a four years' course of University standard,

in all branches of engineering and practical science. Graduates receive the

degree of B.Sc. of Queen's University. The School of Mining has no degree-

granting powers.

During the 12 years two stone buildings and two wooden buildings have

been put up, a third stone building is being erected, and tenders have been called

for another stone building.

The School of Mining is maintained by a grant from the Ontario Government

of $42,000 a year, the fees from the students, which amoimt to about $30,000 a

year, and smaller sums from various sources including an endowment of about

$40,000. The School of Mining has been recognized by the mine owners and

prospectors; and the Ontario Government recognizes it as a powerful factor in the

development of mining in Ontario. It has been mentioned in those terms in the

Legislatiu-e very often by the Minister of Mines. The mining men throughout

the country take the students and graduates freely, and they also depend upon

it to a large extent for the testing of large blocks of ore in various ways. The

first mining laboratory in Canada was built here in 1904-05. That has been used

continuously ever since for that kind of investigation, and also for more extended

researches which have been carried out for the Bureau of Mines of Ontario, for

the Dominion Department of Mines, and for prospectors.

I'rom the beginning the central idea of the work has always been the stu(l>'

of the present needs and the probable future needs of Canada; and in addition

to giving the students the regular 4 years' course, more or less outside work has

always been carried on directed to those classes of men in the country who are

not prepared to enter upon a stated scientific course—men who could not ma-

triculate but who were prepared to receive instniction of a lower grade. To that

end, very early in the history of the school, "prospectors' classes" were organized

in Kingston, to which men were invited from all over the coimtry. These were

carried on with considerable success. Men who took these classes afterwards

became skilled mining men and went out and did good work.

Classes were also started in prospecting and the study of minerals and rocks,

the first principles of mining, in various mining centres throughout Ontario. These

were afterwards taken up by the Ontario Bureau of Mines and were carried on luUil

about 3 years ago, when they were dropped in favor of a largo and more iiermanciU

scheme which is just now being carried out by the Ontario Government.

During the sunnner vacation, students are taken on by various manufai lining

concerns, under an arrangement with the .School. The School also has a i)retly

extensive system of co-operation with the mine owners and their friends, so

that students in mining engineering are taken on during the summer time, and

thus given an o|)i)ortiuiity of combining theorj- and practice. From the standiwinl

of the School it is foniid that this is the very l)ost principle, with tlic grade of

teaching which is done.
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There is more or less post-graduate work in science always going on at the

School. That is supported by the School of Mining. If the School had a larger

staff, so that there would be a little more leisure, that part of the work could be

extended. Some men are so constituted that they must do research work.

Not much help for evening school work could be promised from the staff as

it is constituted at present. It works imder very high pressure.

It is quite possible that there might be here and there a member of the staff

who could find a little time to help in night class work, and if possible it certainly

would be done.

The School of Mining would be very glad to co-operate on behalf of those

who are going into factories and shops, because the question is being constantly

pressed on it by men who are not capable of taking a University coiirse, but

who would be capable of taking a lower grade of instruction. Such men are

constantly turned away because there are no means of taking care of them.

Perhaps three or four are admitted every session, and the School does the best

it can.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR

NATHAN F. DUPUIS. PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS

AND DEAN OF FACULTY.

Professor Dupuis thought the education of mechanical engineers might be

utilized beyond the direct necessities of their profession in connection with tech-

nical education. The graduates would be competent teachers of the very subjects

that men working in shops and factories would require. The graduates are trained

in a way that makes them thorough enough so that they could teach evening

schools profitably. A man could not be trained for 4 years without imbibing a

knowledge of the methods of teaching from the way he was taught himself. Of

course that depends on what kind of a teacher the man is under. No one goes

out from this school after 4 years without some information as to how teaching

shotild be done.

The professors in engineering are not restricted from taking outside work

if it does not interfere with their inside work. The University work calls for

nearly the limit of a man's strength. If a man wants to keep abreast on any

subject he has not only to read and write a great deal, but also do other work

outside of his teaching.

SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR

WILLIAM NICOL, PROFESSOR OF MINERALOGY.

Under the direction of the Bureau of Mines, Professor Nicol spent some time,

in conjunction with Dr. Goodwin, in the mining camps of Western Ontario.

Nothing is being done now to educate the foremen at the mines. Formerly

there was class for mine foremen and prospectors, particularly the latter. That
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class was carried on for a number of sessions, but it was found that the work in

connection with it interfered seriously with the regular college work, and it was

abandoned because those men coming here differed so much in their qiialifications,

each one requiring special treatment, and naturally it took too much of the pro-

fessors' time.

Those who have passed the examination in the classes would be quite com-

petent to give instruction in mineralogy in case a school were started in a mining

center for those men. That is a subject that would be entirely suitable for ordin-

ary workers,—a connecting link between physics and chemistry and geology.

It certainly goes without saying that the superintendent and foreman should be

trained men. Most assuredly a training in a University would give a su]>erintendent

balance and judgment that would be valuable. " I would that evers'one of them

should be a graduate of our mining school. A policy that would bring that about

would be very advantageous to the Province as a whole. The training of mining

prosjjcctors must necessarily tend in the direction of the development of other

mineral indtistries than those now valued. Our service is not adeqiiate by limit-

ation in mnnbers of persons we can take care of and help here. We are over-

crowded now and under-manned in the way of staff, and we have not enough room.
"

The museimi of products in certain stages of preparation is exceedingly

helpful to students when we get them to examine them. It appeals ver>' strongly

to the public and to strangers coming in to inspect the Institution. For everyone

of those cases of specimens there is an illustrated lecture, and for that illustrated

lecture a man who is thoroughly conversant with the subject.

Prof. Millar, of the Bureau of Mines in Toronto, has admirably shown that

it is practicable to have a Natiu"e Study course in the elementary Public Schools

in a mining region with those minerals as the subject of the course. He has written

a little book which is used in the Department as a text-book, that is quite within

the understanding of men who have received an elementary Public School edu-

cation. There are also elementary books on mineralogj' which have been written

with that end in view, and that are calculated also to train the intelligence at

the same time. The study of mineralogy can be utilized to train the intelligence

just as well as any other science. Of course it involves a certain knowledge of

the other .sciences, for without an elementarj' knowledge of chemist'^' and physics'

it cannot be carried to any length ; but even without chemistry and physicsaknowl-

edge of the minerals as they occur in nature can be made very instructive and

entertaining even for children of the Third or I'ourth Book in the Public School.

SECTION 5: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. LESTER

W. GILL, PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

As a skilled trade or ]>rofession, electrical engineering is aijout 15 or 20 years

old. There must be a little army of men employed in electrical installations of

all kinds, for power and lighting. Our object and aim is to train men to take

up work of designing and constnicting, and operating and managing afterwards.

We are training men who are responsible for the planning of electrical installations
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and the carrying out of constrviction, and managing afterwards. Such men have

control of the installation of electric light in houses. Architects often associate

those men with them in the making of plans; they are doing that more and more.

An architect who has not been electrically trained is not a safe man to control

electrical installations. In some cities there is a careful inspection of electrical

installations in houses, in others there is not. Quite a number of fires arise

from imsafe installation. That is quite a menace to the safety of the to\\'n. There

should be competent supervision.

A man trained here would be assuredly competent to instruct others in

evening classes. There might be room for this sort of thing either in the High

School or in the evening school. " I have had quite a number of applications

since coming here to Kingston from young men asking me to start a night school,

but I have had so much other work to do that it is simply impossible. I think

there would be no difficulty if we started a night class in getting probably 40 or

50 students. A coiu-se for one winter ought to help such men a lot. The

equipment for that purpose solely would be fairly expensive if you were to get

anvthing that is worth while."

SECTION 6: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. ARCHIBALD

P. KNIGHT, PROFESSOR OF ANIMAL BIOLOGY

AND PHTSIOLOGY.

Undoubtedly industrial efficiency in the ultimate rests on good health. There

is a tremendous need for an educational campaign on the subject of health. The

biggest need is to let the people know today what the laws of health are. It has

not been done in the past at all. Whether the little book that has just been aiith-

orized by the Ontario Government mil achieve everything that could be desired

remains to be seen in the next dozen or 20 years, because it will only affect the

rising generation. Today there is a tremendous need of convincing the general

public. In the last report of the Registrar-General for Ontario the number of

births for the year was 53,000, and diu'lng the year over 8,000 died under one year

of age. That represents a death rate of 9 times the average death rate for the

Province. I think it might safely be said that half of them died because of poor

heritage or congenital debility—which means the same thing—and it still leaves

4,000 infants, at a moderate estimate, whose lives might be saved. I thmk the

lives of 2,000 infants might be saved every year if immediately we started to do in

Canada what they have just started to do in Great Britain—as the department

of agriculture has done for farming and for dairjang interests—send out what

are in England called "caravans" on an educational campaign to teach mothers

how to care for the young and save the lives of those infants.

The term " medical inspection, " is not appropriate as applied to public schools

;

medical inspection of school children is vastly important. Medical inspection

is the inspection that any medical officer has a right to make in the schools to see

what children are infected with contagious diseases, and turn them out of school.
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Medical examination of school children is the system of examining every school

child once a year, say in September, and registering any defect and notifying the

parents. In some parts of the world, as in London, England, the inevitable result

of medical inspection is that they insist that there shall be medical treatment

by the parent employing the family doctor, and if the parent is not able to do

that the Municipality of London feeds them, if necessary provides them with

glasses for defective sight, and does what it can to correct physical defects so that

the child can grow into a strong man or woman. One is an inevitable corollary

of the other. What is the good of tabulating defects if nothing is done to remedy

them? I think medical inspection ought to be done by medical men, as it is done

in London, England.

There should be some systematic way about it, and teachers could not be

supposed to make a medical examination of the eye, the ear, the throat, the chest,

the lung, the nose and physical make-up due to lack of nutrition, to teeth, etc.,

because they wouldn't have the medical skill.

A course of hygiene established in our Public Schools would be a means

eventually of largely remedying those defects. In 20 years it would have a

tremendous effect.
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CHAPTER LII: THE ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE
OF CANADA.

The College is maintained by the Dominion Government. It teaches militan',

civic, electrical and mechanical engineering. It is in affiliation with Toronto and

McGill Universities. The College generally takes engineering students into their

third year, and sometimes into their fourth year. It offers certain advantages

to students going into land surveying or into law.

The entrance requirements are that the cadet must be a Canadian, a British

subject, and must have resided in Canada for two years; then, provided he passes

the necessary medical examination, he competes in the entrance examination,

and if successful he enters the college, if there is a vacancy. The entrance exami-

nation is very much the same as the University requires ; the subjects are Latin,

mathematics, French, English, chemistry, English literature and composition.

The work in mathematics is just about the same as required for University

matriculation.

Bridge Building and Surveying.

Those who are to become engineers or to join the artillery corps get a good

deal of mathematics; they get it steadily twice a day for the first two years, a good

deal of the time being devoted to it, and a value set on it in the marks allowed

for that subject.

Cadets learn to build bridges and handle materials. The work is practical

as far as it can be made so. During the open weather in spring and fall, as much
outside work is done as possible. Students go out into surveying work a great

deal, and take up military topography and field sketching.

Long Hours—Strenuous Duties.

The Commandant, Lieut.-Colonel Crowe, stated:

—

The daily duty begins at an hour varj'ing with the time of year. Reveille

is at 6 a.m. In fact the cadets are on duty for some form of instruction or

practice or training from 6 o'clock in the morning. Their work actually finishes

about 7 o'clock at night, sometimes in the year it is 8 o'clock. They have both

opportunity and need for making progress in some direction or other. If anyone

has a notion that this College is a place for idleness I should like them to come and

try it. We lay ourselves out particularly to instil discipline, and we teach the

boys first of all to obey. We hope when they leave us they will also learn to

command; to some extent we teach them how to command.
The Commandant ftunished the following statement:

—

The Course comprises (1) military subjects, (2) subjects which are required

for both the military and civil professions, and (3) purely civil subjects. The time

devoted to them is approximately 2:4:3.
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Attention to Physical Training.

During the last year at the College the work comes chiefly under the latter

heading, e.g.:—civil engineering, physics, chemistry- and surveying.

Particular attention is paid not only to drills of a military nature but also

to physical development. During the first year of the cadet's course particularly

great attention is paid to physical training, which is carried out in such a manner

that he is gradually brought to a state of phj-sical fitness not only of the muscles

but of the internal organs—the heart, lungs, nerves and brain which go with them.

This training is carried on throughout the College course. The object is the har-

monious development of the man.

Discipline is all-important. Ready obedience, smartness and quickness are

essential. Having learned to obey, he is taught later in his course to command.

It is considered that whatever profession or calling graduates will ultimately

follow, the regular habits and discipline which have been instilled in them are

invaluable. I'or such as follow the military profession these go without saying.

All graduates who do not take up soldiering as a profession, take their

place in the active militia. Such as follow civil professions carry with them

throughout the Dominion, the discipline and power to command men which they

have imbibed.

The physical fitness which they have acquired at the Royal Military College

is a grand asset, and enables them to withstand whatever strain they may be

called upon to undergo, whether physical or mental, in a way which those who
have not had the advantages of a similar development cannot possibly do.

An all-important point is not only the regularity of this training, but the

compulsion. That compulsion means disciplining.

What Becomes of Graduates.

The following statement shows the callings selected by graduates:

—

No. of Graduates, 510.

198 Imperial Service.

61 Canadian Permanent I'orcc.

Graduates and Ex-Cadets in civil employment in and out of Canada.

—

Engineering, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, etc. 134; Legal, 10; Medical, 2;

Chartered Accountants, 2; The Church, 2; Farming and I'ruit Growing 9 ; Govern-

ment Employment, Dominion and Provincial, 21 ; Architects, 3; Land Surveyors,

7; Business, Miscellaneous, etc, 89; (Gentlemen without occupation, 34; Total 3! 3.
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CHAPTER LIII : THE ONTARIO COLLEGE OF
ART AT TORONTO.

It is often said (perhaps more by way of explanation than reproach) that as

a people Canadians are lacking in taste and refinement because they are too busy

building up the country to be able to give much time to such matters as beauty

in design and workmanship. This, however, can scarcely be true, for we can safely

say that no people of the world have a greater desire for beauty both in Art and

Nature, or give more time and energy to satisfy that desire. The explanation of

our crudeness and lack of taste appear to be the meagre opportunities hitherto

offered for the cultivation of taste and the acquisition of artistic knowledge.

An important forward step has been taken by the Ontario Government in

granting S3,000 yearly, and also allowing the use of part of the Normal School

buildings in St. James' Square, Toronto, with free heating and lighting, to the

recently reorganized College of Art. The Department of Education also con-

tributes SI,000 for the free tuition of teachers during a spring and summer term.

Past Efforts Bearing Fruit.

The College as now constituted is the result of many repeated attempts to

formulate a system of Art Education, work of a fairly systematic character cover-

ing the past 36 years having been done by the Ontario School of Art, which was

founded in 1876 by the Ontario Society of Artists. Going much further back

—

to 1856—a notable attempt to found a school of Art and Design for Ontario was

formulated by the late Dr. Ryerson, then Chief Superintendent of Education.

It is interesting to note that only in 1912 were the premises which were partly

intended at that early time for the projected school, and the fine collection of classic

casts which were purchased for its iise, placed at the disposal of the College by
the Department of Education.

Organization.

The College is under the government of a Council of representatives and

elected members, and was incorporated in 1912 under a special Act of the Prov-

incial Legislative Assembly.

The administration is under the immediate direction of a principal who, with

a staff composed of representative artists of high reputation and wide experience

as teachers, carries out a thorough course of instruction.

Objects and Courses.

The plan of this College has been largely framed on that of the Royal College

ofArt of London, viz. :

—

(a) The training of students in the Fine Arts, including Drawing, Painting,
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Designing, Modeling and Sculpture, and in all branches of the Apiilicd Arts in

the more artistic trades and manufactures; and

(6) The training of teachers in the I-'ine and Applied Arts.

The courses of instruction in the College are in three divisions: the I'"ine

Arts Course, the Applied Arts Course, and the Teachers' Course. These courses

are so arranged that they may be taken separately or a student may pass throtigh

all three divisions.

The Fine Arts Course affords full facilities for the education and training of

jjrofessional painters, illustrators, and sculptors.

The Design and Applied Arts Course provides a professional training in all

branches of Pictorial and Industrial Design, and in their practical relation to

Applied Arts in the various crafts and manufactures.

The Course for Teachers is arranged for the training of teachers in drawing,

painting, modeling, and design, and for imparting a general knowledge of the Fine

Arts by means of lectures and an arranged course of reading in the literature of

Art. The Course consists of work in drawing, modeling, painting, and design,

and lectures, demonstrations, and reading course covering the various subjects

required for the examination for Public and High School certificates. The De-

partment of Education of Ontario has made provision for teachers to study in the

College. A ten weeks' Spring Session and a six weeks' Summer Session of the

College are conducted for the benefit of teachers and others unable to attend

the general session.

Duration of Courses, Admission, Etc.

The duration of study in the different courses is dependent upon the ability

and industry of the student and also upon the amount of work previously done,

but it is expected that the full course for associateship shall be as follows:

—

iVimary Classes, one year.

Drawing from the Antique, one year.

Elementary Modeling, one year.

Elementary Design, one year.

Advanced Modeling, two years.

Drawing and Painting, two years.

Advanced Design, two years.

l-'ull Course for Diploma of Associateslii|), four years.

Course for Teachers in Public vSchools, one year.

Course for Teachers in High Schools, two years.

The College admits beginners to the Primary Classes without formal ex-

amination. Tests are made in every case for the purpose of placing the student

in the class where the most benefit will be received.

The college year is divided into two terms of 15 weeks each, as follows:—
First Term: October 1st to January 21sl. Second Term:—January 22n(l

to May 1 4th.
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FBES.

For all classes and general privileges for one year, including Summer
Schools $100.00

For all classes and general privileges for one term 40.00

For one class every day and general privileges one term 30 . 00

For one evening class and general evening privileges one term 10.00

For all classes and general privileges for outdoor Summer Painting

School 30
.
00

For all classes and general privileges for Summer School for teachers and

others 15 00

Scholarships.

An important part of tliv contemplated expenditure of the College will be free

tuition scholarships in Painling, Sculpture, and Design. It is hoped that a con-

siderable portion of this amount will be obtained through contributions from

various institutions to which the work of the College is allied. A fund is now being

raised for Travel Scholarships, by citizens interested in Art, to enable the College

to send several students abroad each year for a period of six months, and thereafter

to return for a year of work at the college.

Enrolment and Attendance.

The total enrolment of students for the first term was 11 8 ; of these 20 attended

all classes, 24 attended half time, 33 attended 5 evenings per week, 18 attended

3 evenings per week, and the remainder have worked at different intervals accord-

ing to their convenience. The students were of all ages, from 12 years to 30,

except in the case of several teachers of more advanced years. The greater number
of those working in the evening classes were occupied in some allied pursuit in

the day time, or preparing themselves for some new occupation in which drawing

is required.

The day students, and in many cases the evening students, are studying for

the purpose of becoming illustrators, designers, sculptors, or painters. A number
of them were students in the former School of Art or in private studios.

A great desire has been shown by many teachers of the Public and High

Schools to place themselves in line with the new regulations, and some have begun

to work without waiting for the free courses arranged for teachers by the Depart-

ment of Education.
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CHAPTER LIV:

THE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA-

TION AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The fnllowing is a statement received at Toronto:

—

Toronto, October, 1910.

To The Members,

Royal Commission on Industrial Training and

Technical Education.

Cientlejnen:—

•

I appear tjefore you in behalf of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association

as Chairman of the Technical Education Committee of that body. As you are

no doubt aware, the Association has been taking for several years past a keen

interest in the development of technical education in Canada. In order to further

the technical education movement, the Association as far back as the Montreal

Convention in 1904 appointed a special Committee to look after this branch of

the work. Your honorable body may be interested to knowing what the sjiccial

task of that committee was.

The following resolution appearing upon the Association records for the year

mentioned sets it forth very concisely.

"WHEREAS, the importance of technical education to the manufactur-

ing industries warrants and requires the establishment of modern, thoroughly

equipped technical schools throughout Canada;

"AND WHEREAS, the institiiting of a general system with one standard

curriculum requires that all schools should be under one central manage-

ment;

"AND WHEREAS, it is the function of the l'"ederal Government alone

to properly organize such a system of schools throughout the Dominion;

"THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the Association should,

through a special committee, investigate the subject of technical education

as it is dealt with in other countries, with a view to recommending early

action on the part 'of the Dominion (iovenament in inaugurating a national

movement for a standard .system of technical education in Canada.
"

This Committee, after nearly eighteen months of study and research, prescnud

to the Government in March, 1906, a memorial which, for exhaustiveness and

convincing logic, left nothing to be desired. To summarize in the fewest possible

words the contents of this memorial, it may be stated that,

iMrst- It explained very clearly that technical education, or indiisirial train-

ing as it is more properly called, was more closely related to the trade and commerce

of the couiitn*' than to our educational system, and that, therefore, the British
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North America Act need not be a barrier to action on the part of the Federal

Government if it felt disposed to aid the caiise.

vSecond—It reviewed the practice of other countries having a federal form of

government, such as Germany, Switzerland, and the United States, for the purpose

of showing how essentiallj' they regarded industrial training as part and parcel

of their national trade policy.

Third—It dwelt upon the practice of the Dominion itself in conducting ex-

perimental farms, engineering courses, biological research stations, etc., as showing

that despite the B.N. A. Act it was already busying itself with educational matters.

Fourth—It emphasized the demand for industrial education on the part

of the working classes themselves by pointing out what enormous sums of money

were sent out of the country annually to correspondence schools in the United

States.

Fifth—It adduced evidence to show that public opinion from one end of

Canada to the other was strongly in favor of some action being taken by the Fed-

eral Government towards laj'ing the foundation of a broad and comprehensive

system of technical education.

For these and other reasons the Committee mged on behalf of the Association

the immediate appointment by the Dominion Government of a commission of

enquir>% with instructions, first—to ascertain the actual needs of the Dominion

in the way of technical education and industrial training, and then to see how
those needs could best be met by adapting to Canadian conditions the facilities

provided in other countries.

The apparent indifference of the Federal authorities to the Association's appeal

;

the repeated efforts made by your Committee to quicken public interest in support

of their recommendation ; their campaign among the newspapers, the universities,

boards of trade and labor organizations; the expressions of hearty approval ob-

tained from Provincial Governments; and finally the debates in the House of

Commons itself, are all matters of record that have been dealt with in the reports

presented from year to year, and that need not therefore be gone into on this

occasion. Suffice it to say that the campaign as a whole was probably prepared

with as much thoroughness and conducted with as much perseverance as any

campaign ever undertaken by the Association.

Nor can the good faith of the Association or the sincerity of its motives in

thus urging the creation of a federal commission of enquiry be called into question

by those who are prone to read nothing but selfishness into the actions of our or-

ganization, for it will be recalled that at the -Montreal Convention in 1908, when

all hope of success had been practically abandoned, the Association voted $5,000

of its own funds towards financing this imdertaking, which was obviously as much
in the public interest as in its owai.

That the Commission was not appointed under Association auspices in con-

formity with the vote is explainable by the fact that immediately following our

decision to proceed with the enquiry at oiu" own expense, the attitude of the Gov-

ernment became much more favorable, the assumption being that they felt they

could ill afford to allow a work of svich magnitude and of such far-reaching im-
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portance to the nation as a whole to be undertaken by the very [icople to whosr

application they had been turning a deaf ear.

The efforts of your Committee were accordingly once more directed along

the lines of their first endeavor, and to such good purpose that in March last the

Government, through the Honorable the Minister of Labor, made public announce-

ment of its intention to appoint the Commission so earnestly desired. Provision

was made in the supplementary- estimates for an appropriation sufficient to enable

the Commission to carry on its work imtil Parliament would reassemble, and on

June 1st an Order-in-Council was issued constituting the Commission for the

purpose of enquiring ' 'into the needs and present equipment of our Dominion

of Canada respecting industrial training and technical education, and into the

systems and methods of technical instruction obtaining in other countries.
"

The manufactxirers of Canada are approaching this problem with open minds.

In a coimtry whose physical conditions are so varied there must be considerable

diversity of interest. It is therefore difTiailt, if not impossible, to make any

recommendation regarding Technical Education which is applicable all over

Canada. In this respect Canada differs greatly from Germany, France and Eng-

land, where the best systems of technical education are to be found to-day. In

these coimtries there are no vast areas similar to our prairie provinces in which

])ractically no manufacturing is carried on. It is possible in these countries to

develop uniformity in the Technical Education systems. It is doubtful whether

this will ever be possible in Canada. The situation is further complicated in

Canada by the constitutional enactments placing the administration of the edu-

cational systems entirely in the hands of the provinces. No doubt your honorable

body is fully seized with these basic considerations. Taking all these facts into

consideration therefore, the Committee before you would suggest that in addition

to a general finding on the conditions throughout the whole of Canada, your

report shoiild include separate, detailed accotmts of the conditions in each pro-

vince together with your recommendations based on these conditions, so that

each province can proceed to carry oiit your suggestions without reference to the

other iirovinces or to the Federal Government. By treating each province as a

unit it is our opinion that the Commission will expedite the development of Tech-

nical Education very materially.

It is hardly necessary' to remind you that in studying this question, the Manu-

facturers' Committee has been handicapped by the dearth of authoritative infor-

iiiatinn of any kind on the subject in Canada. Technical Education is still in its

infancy in Canada. Not only is there a great lack of information regarding it.

Imt those of our educationists who have made a study of it are not agreed as to

how far it should be incorporated in our present school systems. In fact it may
be truthfully said that there is considerable difference of opinipn as to the fund-

amental meaning of technical education, industrial training and the other terms

used in this connection. It would seem desirable that the Connnission should

clear the air by authoritatively defining some of these terms for the inforniatinii

of the Canadian people. We would respectfully direct the attention ol the Com

mission to the following considerations

:
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1. Decline of Apprentice System.

The widespread desire of manufacturers the world over for technical edu-

cation during the past generation is due almost altogether to the decline—indeed

one might say to the breakdown—of the old apprentice system. Without fully

tracing the cause, with which your body is aheady familiar, of the failure of the

time-honored method of educating journeymen to meet the requirements of modem
industrialism, it may be accepted as a fact. Even in those trades in which it still

exists nominally, it is rendered useless by severe limitations placed on it. In the

moulding trade for example, the regulations in this city demand that there shall

be only one apprentice for every eight joiuiieymen. As the period of apprentice-

ship is fixed at four years this means that a full generation must elapse before there

is a new joiumeyman to take the place of an old one. Admitting for the sake

of argument that death was the only source of removal of a working journeyman

in that period, the ratio is still out of all propoition. Actuarial tables show that

a journeyman moulder lasts much less than 32 years. But when we take into

consideration the fact that many moulders desert their trade for other occupations,

develop into foremen or commence business for themselves, the result of the

restrictions is apparent. Owdng to the exceptional opportunities offered to all

classes of Canadian citizens through the rapid development of Canada, particularly

in the West during the past ten years, your Committee believe that the number

of journeymen who desert their trades is higher in Canada than in any other

country. This condition will in all probability prevail for another generation.

Every year when the Homeseekers' Excursions are announced large numbers

of employees in the factories of Eastern Canada desert their occupations to go West

and become farmers or make their living in some othei way. This makes the

restrictions on the apprentice system even more onerous than they otherwise

would be.

2. Need of Competently Trained Foremen, Superintendents , etc.

Even were the apprentice system in good working order to-day, it is doubtful

whether it would fully meet the demands of the highly specialized industries of

this century. The greatest difficulty manufactiu-ers have to face is the securing

of competent, well-trained mechanical experts to act as foremen, siiperintendents,

managers, etc. Such men must not only be well up in actual trade practices

but must also know the theory of their work. The old apprentice system woald

meet the first requirement, but it would have to undergo important modifications

to fulfil the second condition. It is probable that it could be developed so as to

provide theoretical training if it were free from restrictions. This has been amply

demonstrated by the splendid systems developed by several firms in the United

States, notably, The Bro\\"n & Sharpe Machine Co. of Providence, The General

Electric Co. of Schenectadj^ The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, The

Hoe Press Co., New York City, and several others. We wotdd request that the

Commission devote special attention to these systems when \nsiting the United

States. They show in a very practical manner how theoretical training can be

co-related with shop practice.
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It is the dearth of competent executive men for the shops that ini])aiis tlu

industrial efficiency of Canadian factories more than anything else. Very' few <>:

these men can be recruited from tlie mechanics of this country because of the

lack of technical education facilities. It is true these facilities are supplied on

a limited scale by a few Canadian firms ; but the movement has not developed far

enough to improve conditions to any extent. The result is that many of the

factory executives, as well as many of the highest paid artisans, are recruited

from the industries of Great Britain and United States, where technical education

has been established for many years. The system to be developed in Canada

should aini primarily at remedying this evil.

3. Provide Technical Courses in Secondary Schools.

Your attention has already been directed to the fact that our educational

systems are devoted almost entirely to preparing pupils for commercial or

professional careers. Very little effort is made to interest the pupil, who, when a

certain stage in his education is reached, fails to respond to the effort of the teacher.

This pupil is not to be condenmed as an idler at once. Very probably his awaken-

ing mind is attracted by mental food other than that offered him in the rigid

curricuhmi of our present system. He may desire to work witli his hands and

through a different system could easily be interested in studies which would tend

to guide those hands in their work. This pupil should not be turned out of

the schools in a dissatisfied frame of mind. He should be retained until definite

convictions have been reached as to what purpose he shall devote his life.

Under our present educational s)^stems many pupils are driven by the system

itself bj- or their parents into commercial and professional life, who would he much

better suited for executive positions in our workshops. Too often parents do not

realize the prizes that are available in industrial life and only in recent years have

our educational axxthorities awakened to the fact that the educational system as

at present devised tends to take tlie youth of the coimln>- away from industrial

life.

The question presents itself:—How can he be retained imder tlie beneficent

influence of discipline and study longer? We would suggest that some plan be

adopted along the lines recommended recently by the Senior Principal of Toronto

High Schools, to whose report we would respectfully suggest the Commission's at-

tention. Preliminary courses in technical education to fit in with the practical

work of the manual training schools, perhaps, might be provided in the higher

classes of Public Schools and in lower forms of the High Schools. These courses

should be arranged as far as possible to reach the pupils who are dissatisfied with

the ordinary' ' 'book learning" courses and whose wish it is to learn a trade.

4. Shof) Practice.

In connection with these preliminary' courses, advanced courses in technical

training should be established in sei>arate buildings. These schools would have

the same standing as the present high school and should contain shops when-

actual trade practices could be taught.
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5. Night Classes.

Night classes should be given in the advanced schools for the benefit of those

who cannot afford to remain in school in the day time beyond the time necessary

to take the preliminary courses. These night classes should be continued over

the entire year as far as possible.

6. Provide for Individuality of Pupils if Possible.

In drawing up the curriculum for the preliminary and advanced coiu^ses

provision should be made if possible to give greater scope for the individuality of

the pupils. This would tend to produce the type of men required to fill executive

positions in oiu- industries probably more quickly than any other means that could

be adopted. It is recognized of course that too much freedom in this direction

might defeat the object in view. It is also recognized that the development of

the system along these lines would prove expensive, but it is hoped that something

may be done in this direction.

7. Question of Cost.

The question of cost naturally looms up in considering the problem of tech-

nical education. It must be recognized that the development of techincal edu-

cation is going to cost a considerable amount ; but we feel that it \vill be money
well spent and hope that when the report of your honorable body is published

it will educate the citizens of Canada in this direction. In this connection it

occurs to us that the larger cities and municipalities should not be expected to

provide facilities for technical education for all the territor>' in their \'icinit3% as

seems to be the case at present, unless provision is made for outside financial aid.

It is recognized of course that the biggest schools will be situated in the big cities

and that many of the pupils will come from outside the cities. We feel strongly,

however, that Federal and Provincial aid should be provided. This method has

been followed with great success in the United States, Germany and other

countries and should be adopted here. Otherwise the bigger mimicipalities will

shrink from providing the funds for the erection and equipment of proper schools.

8. Native Canadian Industries.

There are a few things which cannot be made in Canada to advantage, there-

fore every industry should be considered. Those now established will naturally

have the first claim upon your attention ; but you will doubtless take into special

consideration the development or establishment of those industries whose raw
material is a natirral product of Canada.

9. Alternating Classes—Shop and School.

In connection with the advanced schools provision should be made, wherever
feasible, for the establishment of courses of study in which two divisions of the

pupils alternate in shop and school work. In some industries local manufacturers

191d—Vol. IV—29^
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can be found who will co-operate in arranging these courses, which have proven

most beneficial and successful in certain United States cities. The pupils sjDend

say two weeks in certain school and laboratory work and then go to a factory

for two weeks. There they see an exemplification of the processes they have just

studied. Their place in the class room is taken by another division who follow

them again in the factory and so on. This method lends itself admirably to the

development of thoroughly trained mechanics and is calcvilated to hold the interest

of the pupils who have special aptitude along mechanical lines.

10. Local Conditions to be Considered.

As far as possible the technical education facilities in any section of the country

should be developed along special lines to meet local requirements. There should

be a certain amount of latitude allowed the educational boards of the different

municipalities so as to enable them to suit the courses they offer to the industrial

requirements of their vicinity. The desire for uniformity should not be pushed

to extremes.

This Committee wishes to take this opportunity of lu-ging every member of

the Association to facilitate the enquiry to the best of his ability. It is true that

the object for which oar organization has worked so long and so faithfully has now
been attained; !>ut the appointment of this Commission should mark the real

beginning rather than the end of our effort in the cause of industrial education.

Through it there would seem to be placed within our reach the desired opportunity

to equip our country with the best system of technical and industrial instruction

that can possibly be devised, and when we say that the best is none too good for

Canada we feel sure we are but echoing the sentiment of everyone here present.

It is essential therefore that the needs of our manufacturers as regards industrial

efficiency should be clarified and emphasized for the benefit of the Commission

to the fullest possible extent.

In siibmitting the above summary of its views on the important subject into

which it is the duty of your honorable body to enquire, the Committee represented

before you desire to make it clear that the recommendations herein are not its

last word on the sitbject. As your investigations proceed and new evidence is

brought out at different centres in which sittings are'held, the Committee may
see some of the problems the country has to face in connection with Technical

Education in a new light. In that event it may take the liberty of amending

or adding to its suggestions.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Gko. a. Hci\vi;i.i,.

Chairman Technical Education Committee.
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FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM MR. G. A.^HOWELL.
The Canadian Manufacturers' Association represents a large percentage of the

manufacttu'ers for the whole of Canada. His committee was appointed several

years ago to consider the question of Technical Education in relation to industries.

All such matters were referred by the Association to them, and their piirpose was

to further Technical Education as much as possible in Canada.

The general consensus of opinion among manufacturers, Mr. Howell stated,

is that Technical Education is necessary for the maintenance and improvement

of their several businesses. It would be more valuable to some manufacturers

than others, being more needed in the more highly skilled operations. In one or

two firms in Toronto men have organized classes among themselves to study

matters connected with the trade. Manufacturers encouraged that sort of thing,

not fearing that if workmen become more highly intelligent they would also be-

come manufacturers, and compete. On the contrary, the increase of intelligence

would be important and valuable to all employers of labor.

Mr. Howell was not aware that anything had been done on behalf of the

manufacttirers in the way of appointing Committees to consider and consult with

principals of schools concerning j^oung fellows who have special aptitudes for

particular businesses or trades. If technical schools were started, extended and

well attended, it would certainly seem desirable that very intimate relations should

exist between the technical schools and the manufacturers of the place. The
Toronto Branch of the Association had always taken a very active interest in the

Technical Sc'iools there, visiting it very frequently, giving prizes in the various

courses in the school and doing everything that seemed open to them to encourage

the school. He thought they would also give preference in the way of employment

to graduates, other things being equal.

Speaking for himself and from his knowledge of manufacttu'ers, they always

gave preference to Canadians, to local men, providing they had the same knowl-

edge as outsiders, whom they did not want to bring in tmless driven to it. He had

not foimd any lack of efficiency on the part of oiu- people when they get a chance

to be trained. As Canada grows the demand for manufactiired products is also

increasing rapidly, and the demand for skilled labor is of course increasing with the

demand for products. In his experience and knowledge of manufacturing con-

ditions there is and always has been a scarcity of skilled labor in Canada in a

great many industries, though not in all; and recourse is had to outside sources

for those skilled men. For instance, in the photo-engraving business, with which

he was connected for over fifteen years, they could not get men outside of those

they trained themselves, without going to England or the United States. The
same conditions apply in many other industries. What he and the manufacturers

hoped for as a result of the Commission's investigations and report was the estab-

lishment of a Technical Education System which would render that unnecessary.

The Technical School in Toronto could be applied to for adequate assistance, if

the scope of the School were broadened under such a system. Of course the

conditions existing in Toronto would not apply everj'where ; but the Technical

School in each town, or the extension of the High School in the direction of Tech-

nical Education—which Dr. Colquhoun outlined as being quite possible—-would
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take the direction of being pretty closely allied with the industries prevailing

in that centre. That would apply all over Ontario or Canada, and as a result

the apprentices employed in various industries could 'put in part-time in a

school and part-time in shops, according to the scheme outlined by Professor

Schneider of Cincinnati, and thus a good proportion of skilled labor would always

be available. Under present conditions, if a manufacturer wishes to extend his

business or establish a branch factor)', the first thing that troubles him, after he

had made his financial arrangements, is the difficulty of getting capable men as

Managers and Sviperintendents. Those wants could be supplied if it were possible

for a man with a commercial training to get, at a techincal school, some practical

knowledge of the business which he was to manage, and at the same time for a

workman to get, at a technical school, the theory and science of the business of

which he already knew the practical end. In addition to those there is always

the need of vocational training for ordinary skilled workers.

Having some knowledge of the present Technical School in Toronto, Mr.

Howell's opinion was that its equipment is quite inadequate to meet the industrial

requiiements of that city. As at present established that school is very thorough

in some directions. As regards the courses in Art, Modeling, Chemistry and

things of that sort, they are no doubt quite efficient; but further than that they

have not the facilities for instrviction in many directions that the manufacturers

would like to see them have. The new curriculum adopted will be a decided

improvement on the present one, and if they carry it out it will be of great

advantage.
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CHAPTER LV: THE TORONTO BOARD
OF TRADE.

Mr. Robert S. Gonrlay, representing the Toronto Board of Trade, presented

a memorandum giving extracts from their minutes showing what the Board had

done since 1899 in connection with Technical Education.

He stated that following the Conferences of the leading Canadian Boards

of Trade, held in Toronto on Jime 6, 1899, the Toronto Board of Trade appointed

from its membership a Technical Education Committee who since that date have

been imtiring in their zeal and efforts to further this movement. Through the

members of this Committee the Board has studied the subject somewhat exhaust-

ively at home and abroad ; and through interviews with Premiers of the Dominion

and the Provinces, as well as with members of both Dominion and Provincial

Cabinets, also by public meetings, by printed reports and addresses from technical

experts, by co-operation with Toronto University authorities and the Toronto

Board of Education, as well as by representation on the Toronto Technical School

Board, had done much to develop the present interest in this great movement,

and had been decided factors in the progress so far made.

In August 1 899 the Committee had submitted a report in regard to Technical

Education, including an exhaustive cmriculum from both an industrial and com-

mercial standpoint that is still so far in advance of the development of the move-

ment, and had been so favorably received and approved by technical experts in

Great Britain and the United States, that it was now submitted with but little

change for the consideration of the Commission. That report was submitted

to the Board on December 7, 1899, accompanied by a few words of introduction

from the Chairman of the Toronto Board's Technical Education Committee, Mr.

J. D. Allan, who had not only been an enthusiast in this matter, but whose services

had been of great value to the movement in Toronto.

SYNOPSIS OF RECORD OF ACTION BY THE BOARD.

The following is a synopsis of the action taken by the Board of Trade of the

City of Toronto in the matter of Technical Education as taken from the minutes

of the Council from March 24, 1899 to Sept. 22, 1910.

(The material, from which this outline is condensed, was prepared by the Tech-

nical Education Committee of the Board, and filed by Mr. R. S. Gourlay at the

meeting of the Commission in Toronto.)

On March 24, 1899, a letter was read from the Ottawa Board of Trade, dated

March 7th, re National Technical Education. On motion, the following were

appointed a Committee to deal with the matter and report to the Coimcil :—W. F.

Cockshutt, (Chairman), W. Stone, W. Christie, J. D. Allan, J. F. EUis.
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On April 24, 1899 the report of Committee on National Technical Education

was received and adopted, and the Secretary was instructed to arrange a date

for meeting with the Hon. G. W. Ross.

May 23, 1899, a letter was read from Hon. G. W. Ross expressing his willing-

ness to attend on Jime 6th and deliver an address on Technical Education. A
general meeting was ordered to be called for that date.

Messrs. W. F. Cockshutt, E. B. Osier, M.P., J. Ross Robertson, M.P., and G.

H. Bertram, M.P., were appointed delegates from the Board to attend a con-

vention re Technical Education to be held in Ottawa diuing the present session

of Parliament.

Conference Appoints Delegates and Committee.

June 6, 1899.—A Conference, attended by delegates representing leading Cana-

dian Boards of Trades from all over the Provinces, was held in Toronto to discuss

the question of National Technical Education and its bearing on Trade and Com-

merce. Hon. G. W. Ross was the principal speaker.

Mr. P. H. Biarton moved the following Resolution:

—

That this meeting most heartily endorses the movement in favor of a broader and more
thorough technical training in all its branches in this country, and pledges itself to forward

the movement by all means in its power, and that the chairman do appoint a small committee

as a nucleus.

The meeting adopted the Resolution, and the President appointed the follow-

ing committee:—P. H. Burton, Aid. Lamb, J. D. Allan, A. M. Wickham, T. A.

Hastings, Toronto; T. H. Preston, and W. F. Cockshutt, Brantford; O. G. Anderson,

Woodstock; Crawford Ross, Ottawa; John Hoodless, Hamilton.

Dec. 7, 1899.—Report of Technical Conunittee as submitted on August lOtli

was adopted as follows:—

Report of Simcciai, Ccj.mmittee ic TiX'unjcai, Euiic.vtion.

To the President and Members of the Council:

GenTuEMEn :—Civilized communities throughout the world are massing themselves together,

each mass being measured by its force, and if^we are to hold our position amongst men of our

race or amongst the nations of the world we must make up the smallness of our numbers by
increasing the intellectual force of the individual.

Unless we intend the Canadian people to become hewers of wood and drawers of water for

the world we must make them as well prepared for the work they have to do as are foreign work-

men.
An excellent system of education is one of the best forms of national investment.

In commercial and industrial efficiency, in a higher level of civic duty, and a wider diffusion

of moral culture and religious feeling, the nation is amply rejiaid for its expenditure.

Ontario's lack of technical education.

The question of Technical Education has at last assumed a position of great prominence,

and is commanding special attention in every country, and conferences are being held to consider

means and methods of making this a leading feature. In Ontario all are probably agreed that

our system of elementary education is admirable, but higher education has been worked out too

much on a theoretical plan, and has graduated many whose power of applying the results of their

academic course has resulted in leaving loo many helplessly equipped for the battle of life.

To remedy this we seek to utilize our present system as far as jMjssible by correcting its weakness,

lopping; oft the useless branches, and grafting new shoots productive of vital results, in the ever-

changing condition of manufacturing and commercial development

.
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Trade has two specific sides—production and distribution. The former concerns every manu-
facturer, agriculturist, miner, and miller; the latter is the province of the merchant. The one

without the other is helpless, and a system of education that includes the one and omits the other

is defective, and vet the immense sums spent on education in Ontario has very slightly minimized

this defect, because of the apathy of people in taking advantage of existing legislation empowering
them to introduce in some degree technical training.

STLTDY GERMAN METHODS.

Does our present system emphasize the importance of training a youth for commerce? We
take this first because of the prevailing impression that we require no progress in this line. In

reality right commercial training is a branch of Technical Education, if we beheve that the dis-

tribution of commodities is as important as their production, and requires a special course of

training just as much as the other. If we are to meet effectually the commercial competition

of other countries we must have trained merchants as well as skilled mechanics. No country

has shown a more striking instance of this than Germany, the aggressiveness of whose merchants
in the distribution of the products of the skilled industrial army (created in 25 years by their

combined system of technical education and commercial education), meets with equal success

in free trade Britain and in high tariff America; and their ability to wrest from her competitors

some of their principal markets is distinctly traceable to the advantage of a specialized training

of her population. If this be acknowledged, would it not be well to study her methods and
adopt any features that can be grafted upon our own system that will make us more effective

in production and distribution? The Commercial High Schools that train men for mercantile

careers, teach history, geography, chemistry, modem languages, mathematics, book-keeping,

commercial law, political economy. The Consular Report says: "The School neither aims nor

hopes to replace actual experience, but it does aim and it does hope to build the boy up and out

in such a manner as to enable him to use his eyes, ears and faculties in acquiring knowledge
rapidly, to exercise good judgment and tact, to give satisfaction, and to go climbing upwards."

There are Technical Schools of various grades for almost every industry—weaving, knitting,

soap-making, building, clock-making, brewing, tanning, dyeing, farming, plumbing, navigation,

marine engineering.

The United States Consul reports: "If an industry languishes in Germany, immediately a

commission enquires into the cause, and recommends remedial measures, among which is usually

the advice to establish Technical or Industrial Schools devoted to the branch of business under
consideration."

SYSTEM SUGGESTED FOR ONTARIO.

In discussing what system we shall adopt in Ontario'we will assume a good elementary
education as a basis; having obtained this, 14 years to be the age of applicants, candidates to elect

whether the commercial or industrial course.

(1) That Technical Education in order to be thoroughly successful should be part of the

foundation of our general educational system, and elementary technology should be as speedily

introduced into all forms of the Public Schools in the Province as time and circumstances will

permit. The technical subjects taught must vary according to the special locality, with due
regard to the manufacturing industries to be benefited.

(2) Both day and night classes should be held in these schools.

(3) It is necessary that pupils should have a good elementary education, and therefore a

fixed standard of education is essential before these pupils be admitted to the school.

(4) The subjects taught in the Technical Department should include the following, and the

teaching should be as practical as possible, have due regard to the particular trades common to

the municipahty in which the school is located:—Strength of Materials, Building Construction,

including Heating, Ventilation, Plumbing, Drainage. Physics (which should include Heat,
Light, Sound, Chemistry, Electricity and Magnetism), Machine Construction and Design,

Mechanics, (practical and apphed). Steam and the Steam Engine.
Chemistry.—Textile Fabrics, Dyeing and the Art of Coloring, Tanning and Dressing of Skins,

Mixing of Cement and Mortars. Mineralogy and Metallurgy, Assaying, etc. Geology, Mathe-
matics, including Euclid, Trigonometry, Algebra.

Regular Art Coitrie.^Antique, Freehand and Perspective, Sketching, Color, Anatomy,
Ufe Portrait, Composition, History of Art, China Painting.

Design.—Freehand Drawing, Ornaments, Color, History of Art, Composition, Decorative
and Applied Design, Technical Methods.

Clay Modelling and Wood Carving.—Ornament, Antique, Design in the Round, Modelling
from Life, History of Art, Freehand and Instrumental Drawing.

Architecture.—Freehand and Instrumental Drawing, Color, History of Architecture, Theory
and Practice of .Architecture.

(5) Domestic Science should embrace the following subjects:

—

Cookery, Dressmaking, Plain Sewing, Fancy Needlework, Physical Culture.
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STRONG COMMERCIAL COURSE OUTLINED.

(6) A Commercial Course should embrace the following subjects:

—

Commerce and Book-keeping.—Under this heading should be included Purchases and Sales,

Documents relating to same. Modes of Effecting Payment, Means of Transport, Customs and
Excise, Bonded Warehouses, Banking, Exchange, Insurance, Syndicates, General Idea of Trade
and Industry, Mental Arithmetic, Interest, Discount and Commissions, Current Accounts, Various
Systems of Weights, Measures and Coinage, Division and Classification of Accounts, Operations
at Exchanges, Selling out, Quotations, Drafts, Balancing of Accounts, Inventories and Balance
Sheets, Organization of Accounts, Commercial Accounts, Industrial Accounts.

Modern Languages.—English, French, German and Spanish.
Commercial .Arithmetic.—CalculaUons relating to Simple Interest, Discount, Precious Metals

and Monetary Systems, Stocks, Exchange Operations, Exchange, Compound Interest, Industrial

Stock, Issuing of Stock by large Banking Establishments, Operations of Insurance Companies.
Study of Merchandise.—Including Precious Stones, Combustibles, Chemical Products,

Vegetable and Animal Products used in Industries, Building Materials, Metals, \'egetable Products
of Medicinal Value, Mineral Products, Animal Products and Vegetable Products.

Commercial Geography.—Considering each country in the hght of its Geographical Configura-

tion, Population, Languages, Political Institutions, Climate, Agricultural Products, Mineral
Wealth, Manufactures, Industrial Centres, Means of Communication, Foreign Trade, Imports
and Exports, Customs Administration, Commercial Treaties, National Customs and Character.

Means of Transport.—Establishment, Maintenance and Administration of Means of Com-
munication, Special Study of Railway Tariffs.

Comnurcial Law.—Including General Summary, Documents, Merchants, Companies, Inter-

mediaries employed by Merchants, Sales, Transport Contracts, Notes and Bills of Exchange,
Banking Transactions, Bankruptcy.

.Maritime Law.—Vessels, Freight and Charter Parties, Marine Insurance.
Industrial Law.—Patents, Models and Designs, Trade Marks, Unfair Competition, Dangerous

Industries.

History of Commerce.—^Tracing the origin and development of Trade through the world
from the earliest times.

Political Economy.—Production, Interchange of Commodities, Division of Property, Con-
sumption, Poimlation, Civic Government.

Fiscal and Customs Legislation.—Commercial Statistics, Commercial Policy and Customs,
Tariffs of Principal Countries.

Commercial Apparatus.—Elementary Notions of Mechanics, Telegraphy, Telephony, Electric

Light, Electricity as a Motive Power, Railways, Internal Water Ways, Seaports, Warehouses'
Correspondency, Composition, Penmanship, Stenography and Typewriting.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(Sgd.) JAS. D. ALLAN, Clutirman.
Adopted Aug. 10th, 1899.

January 8, 1900.—Names of Messrs. J. D. Allan and F. B. Poison were sent

forward to Mayor as representatives on Technical Board.

January 18, 1901.—Mr. J. D. Allan was appointed representative on Toronto

Technical School Board.

Deputation to Dominion Government.

March 4, 1901.—Messrs. A. E. Kemp and J. D. Allan were ajipoinled rep-

resentatives on Joint Deputation from Board of Trade to proceed to Ottawa to

secure such action by the Dominion Government as may \ie practicable to aid the

general movement for Technical Education.

March 9, 1901.—Mr. J. D. Allan made the following report:

—

GENTLE.MEN,—Acting upon your instructions given at the meeting of your Hoard on the

4tli inst., I went to Ottawa as your representative upon the Joint Deputation from the Boards of

Tr.tde of Canada to meet the Government re "National Technical Education."
The Joint Deputation was large and representative of every city from Halifax to Victoria,

and succeeded in impressing the Government with the necessity for taking some action in the

matter. Sir Wilfrid Laurler suggested a difficulty because of the fact that the Dominion
Governinenl had no power to deal with educational matters. To this objection I made the

reply "that this was a matter of Trade and Commerce, and in no sen.se conflicting with ordinary
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education." He then assured me that if some scheme for the working of such a system was put

before them upon which he could introduce legislation, he would gladly take tiie matter up.

The action of the Committee of the Ottawa Board of Trade, or rather some members of it,

seemed to me to indicate a greater desire to get appointed upon a Commission than I considered

necessary for the advancement of the cause of Technical Education, and from the knowledge of

the subject displayed in its discussion they did not seem to have given it sufficient thought to

fully understand the scope of it.

As stated before the Council on Monday, I expressed myself opposed to a Commission, and
was supported in this by the President and some members of the Ottawa Board of Trade.

I understand the matter is to be brought up in the Dominion Parliament in a few days in

order to test the feeUng of members upon it, after which, some further action will Ukely be necessary.

May 15, 1901.—Report of Technical Education Committee was received and

adopted by the Council of the Board as follows:

—

Correspondence With Educational Authorities.

The correspondence with the Minister of Education and University authorities,

referred to in the foregoing Report of Committee, included a letter from Mr. Edgar

\. Wills, Secretary of the Toronto Board of Trade, dated May 1st, 1901, to Hon.

Richard Harcourt, Minister of Education, as follows:

—

Some two years since at the suggestion of the then Minister of Education, the Hon. Geo. W.
Ross, a pubUc meeting of this Board was held for the purpose of considering the importance of

Technical and Commercial Education. The result of this meeting was the appointment of a
Committee to consider the necessities and arrange a curriculum suitable for the present require-

ments in industrial and commercial life. The curriculum then arranged has been received with

the greatest favor in leading Educational Institutions in the United States, and a feehng in favor

of the adoption of a Commercial Department in our University has become very marked.
At a meeting of our Council held yesterday afternoon, I was instructed to call your attention

to the necessity of making some preparation for a Commercial Department in our University,

and the Council would be glad to confer with you in regard to the establishment of such a Depart-
ment.

Ge.vTLEMEN;—^The Committee submit correspondence that has been held with the Minister

of Education and University authorities, and beg to report that by appointment an interview was
held with the Minister today, at which there were present Messrs. Ames, Cockshutt, Allan and
the Secretary, when an informal discussion of the position of Technical Education in this city and
Province was held.

The Minister was fully in accord with our views, and seems disposed to press forward with
increased energy in the adoption of a Commercial Course in the University, and in increased

faciUties for instruction in practical education in the various schools of the Province. He dwelt
upon the necessity of Commercial High Schools, after the plan of the Chicago Enghsh High and
Manual Training School, and recommended that a member of our Committee be delegated to

visit said school, and promised aid to the extent of $2,000 per aimum if a similar one be established

here.

He further stated that correspondence was at present being held between Ministers of Educa-
tion in the various Provinces with the view of securing joint action in approaching the Dominion
Government for financial aid to further the universal introduction of Technical and Industrial

Training in all the Provinces, and requests the assistance of Boards of Trade in this direction

when pressing the matter upon the Dominion Government. He also recommends, and has

agreed to arrange, a meeting with the Senate of the University to discuss the creation of a Com-
mercial Curriculum, proposed to be added to the University course.

Your Committee were gratified to find the Minister largely in accord with the views of the

Board, as published in their special report of September, 1899.

Conference With University Senate.

May 28, 1901.—Dealing with this matter, the Technical Education Committee,

through Mr. W. F. Cockshutt, Chairman, presented the following report, which

was adopted:

—

Gentlemen;—In accordance with appointment your Committee, consisting of Messrs.
Allan, Ellis and Cockshutt waited upon the Senate of Toronto University on the evening of the
23rd May, to discuss the proposed Commercial Courses.
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The discussion resulted in the drafting of a curriculum for a Diploma in Comnieroc—a copy
of which is lierewith submitted. The debate brought out the fact that the members of the

Senate are largely favorable to the proposals contained in our Report of December, 1899.

Full details are not given under the various heads, but will be largely comprehended in the

actual instruction as outlined in our report for a full Commercial Course.

It will be observed that a two year terra only is proposed for the present, but this is experi-

mental only, and may be further enlarged to a thrceor four year course later on as the matter more
fully developes and in accordance with experience. Lack of funds prevents much new work,

but your Committee repUed to this by urging that Boards of Trade will press upon the Government
the necessity of adequate financial assistance to the University in carrying out this very important

change.
Your Committee were much encouraged by the attitude of the members of the Senate towards

this movement in favor of higher commercial education, some members going so far as to state

that the only reason for not moving earlier was that such commercial bodies as our Board of Trade
liad never approached them, or even sent them a copy of our exhaustive report on tliis subject

compiled over two years ago.

Your Committee would liow recommend the adoption of the proposed curriculum as being

both practical and possible, and believe it to be a decided step in advance along a very desirable

line.

Mr. James D. Allan was appointed a delegate to visit and report upon the

Chicago English High and ;\Ianual Training School, and on the suggestion of Mr.

Massey he was requested also to visit the Case School of Applied Science at Cleve-

land, Ohio, and report thereon.

An offer was made to the Senate of die University of Toronto to create a

scholarship or scholarships to be known as ' 'The Toronto Board of Trade Scholar-

ship" for an amount not exceeding $200.

July 31, 1901.—Mr. J. D. Allan presented his report re visit to Chicago Eng-

lish High School and Manual Training School, and the Cise School of Applied

Science, Cleveland, Ohio.

December 20, 1901.—Messrs. Ellis and Allan were appointed to represent

Council at a meeting with the Premier at Parliament Buildings, December 20th.

January 13, 1902.—Mr. J. D. Allan was re-appointed representative on Toronto

Technical School Board.

May 9, 1902.—Resolution was passed protesting against City Board of Control

cutting down the estimates of the Technical School Board.

November 25th, 1902.—The Report of the Technical Education re Board

of Trade Scholarship was (in the absence of Mr. Cockshutt, Chairman), presented

by Mr. J. D. Allan, who stated that in the opinion of the Committee the money

should be used only for the purposes designated by the Council, viz., to grant

a scholarship for the University of Toronto Commercial Coiuirse, and not for the

purchase of books, etc., as suggested by the University authorities. Mr. Allan

suggested that a small grant should be made to the Toronto Technical School

in the interests of the Commercial Course. Report as presented was adopted.

Commercial Course Not Prosperous.

The report on Technical Education contained in the Board of Trade Year

Book for 1902, contained reference to the Scholarship given by the Board the

previous year for the purjjose of encouraging the Commercial Course that had

then just been inaugurated by the Senate of the'Toronto University. With regret

the fact was noted that up to the present this new dci)arlare tnide by the Universitv

had not achieved the success that was confidently hoped fur, when the curriculum
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for a diploma in Commerce was established. This lack of success was principally

due to two causes, (1) lack of support on the part of oiu- commercial and manu-

facturing interests, and (2) considerable apathy on the part of the University

authorities themselves in the manner in which the new Coiu-se was inaugiuated,

and lack of enthusiasm in laying it before the class of our citizens that would be

likely to be benefited by it and interested in it.

Successful Work at Technical School.

In December a Board of Trade evening was held at the Toronto Technical

School, and a goodly number of the members of the Board attended and dis-

played much interest in the work in the various departments.

A large number of scholars were found entered in almost every department

of the School's instruction, and the reports received from the Principal, his

assistants, and the members of the Technical School Board, convinced the Com-

mittee that substantial pro.gress was being made, and that the young men and

women of Toronto are appreciating the excellent opportunities afforded them of

improving their positions in life.

The Commercial Coxu-se in this School has a large number of students enrolled,

and serves to show that opportunities for advanced Commercial Education are

required and appreciated by a goodly number of Toronto's yotmg and rising

citizens.

The Technical Education Committee lUge upon the members of this Council

and Board the desirability of making a long and strong effort to get various Edu-

cational Institutions into line with the present day requirements with the growing

and developing trade of this broad Dominion.

December 13, 1904.—Mr. J. D. Allan was appointed representative of Board

to attend Commencement Exercises of Technical School Dec. 14, 1904.

November 8, 1906.—The following communication was received from Cana-

dian Manufacturers 'Association dated Oct. 8, 1906, re Technical Education:

—

C.^NADI.^.N manufacturers' ASSOCIATION LETTER.

.\s members of vour honorable body are no doubt aware, one of the most serious barriers

to the development of Canadian industry to-day is the scarcity of skilled help. Manufacturers

are experiencing more and more difficultv in securing competent workmen to man their factories.

Workmen, too, are complaining of the lack of educational facilities whereby they may quaUfy

themselves for positions of greater responsibihty. The situation indeed has become so acute as

to call for a searching investigation into our educational systems to see if provision cannot be

made therein towards supplying the growing needs of our great national industries.

With this end in view the Canadian Manufacturers' Association memorialized the Dommion
Government in May last asking for the appointment of a Commission to report on the best means
of establishing a national system of technical education. By a National system we do not neces-

sarily mean one under Federal control, but one planned to care for the needs of the country at

large, one which will permit of co-operarion among the municipaUties, the Provinces and the

Dominion. Our petition to the Government was endorsed by every branch of this Association

and bv the principal of everv Canadian Universitv from HaUfax to Vancouver. Organized

labor also placed itself on record as being in favor o'f such a proposal. We feel, therefore, that

public sentiment is solidly behind us.

In order, however, that it may be apparent to the Government that the business men of

Canada are of one mind on this subject we would respectfully request your honorable Board to

pass a resolution endorsing our petition and urging the Government to take action on the matter

as soon as possible after the opening of the approaching session.

If you can see your way clear to obHge us we will be glad if you will forward one copy of

your resolution direct to Sir Wilfrid Laurier and one copy to this ofBce.
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Enclosed you will find a copy of our memorial together with supplement cmuaiiiing a resolu-
tion on the subject adopted by the Annual Meeting of this Association in Winnipeg on September
19th last, and an extract from the report of the Executive Committee of the Trades and Labor
Congress of Canada to the Annual Meeting'of that body urging the importance of immediate
action.

Mr. J. D. Allan, Chairman of the Technical Education Committee of the

IJoard prepared the following report, which after being read was adopted by the

Council on Nov. 8, 1906, and the Secretary was instructed to forward copies to

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Ottawa Board of Trade, the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, and also to give the item to the press:

—

ENDORSEMENT OF CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS.

On March 5th, 1901, a large deputation, consisting of delegates appointed by Boards of

Trade from all parts of Canada, assembled in the rooms of the Ottawa Board of Trade and sub-
sequently waited upon the Government to urge the importance of considering the question of

Technical Education and to devise some means for the introduction of an efficient system of

Industrial Training in all the Provinces.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier and other members of the Cabinet listened attentively to the arguments

advanced in favor of energetic action along the lines suggested. The deputation emphasized
the importance of such action upon the Trade and Commerce of the country.

The Premier expressed difficulty on the constitutional point of Provincial Jurisdiction in

P'ducational matters, to which it was pointed out in reply, that the estabhshing of various Experi-
mental Farms by the Dominion for the instruction of the Agriculturist was a precedent for the
request made.

Since that time the Dominion Government has been active in extending support to many
helpful adjuncts of Education that should find their place in a well considered system, but have
not comprehensively dealt with the larger question to which attention was then directed.

The importance of the question stands first among our many problems and more than any
other will directly effect the facilitating of national progress and develop the power of the Canadian
people to compete in the world's markets. This will necessitate a preliminary training more ample
and appropriate than in the past. In commerce and industry conditions are constantly changing
and methods for preparing our people for their occupations must be invented with discriminating
foresight, establislied with prudence and maintained with liberality.

A comprehensive svstem of Technical Education for Canada means the possibility of the

utilization of much that is now wasted to the increased happiness of the individual and the enrich-

ment of society.

Providence has endowed us with resources no other nation possesses. Shall it be said of us

that we cannot develop our inheritance for want of expert artisans?—and yet it must be confessed
we are at present in such a position.

National development depends upon the skill and resources with wliich the varied interests

of our country are directed.

Prosperity can only find an abiding place i)ernianently with our peo|)le when our industries

are directed by the highest skill, which can only be attained by means of the very best system
of Technical Iiducation.

The remedy for existing hindrances to our industrial development lias been very fully pointed
out in the recent memorial of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association to the Dominion Govern-
ment dated May 1 Ith, 1906, for a Commission of Enquiry on Technical Education. The Council
of the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto desires to endorse said Memorial and to support
the Resolution reading as follows;

—

BE IT RESOLVED that the Dominion Government be requested to appoint a commission
to report on the best method of establishing a comprehensive National .System of Technical

Education to provide Canadian Industry and Connnerce with trained assistants from amongst
the Canadian i}eople and thereby aid in developing Canadian Industry.

We would further urge that early action be taken to accomplish the object of said resolution.

April 9, 1908.—Committee consisting of Messrs. Ellis, Watson and Courlii)

was ai)pointed to meet a delegation from the Canadian Manufacturers' Association

and Labor organizations at the Board of Education to support the purchasing of

the Western Site for a Technical School in place of the one selected by the Board

of Education on Bloor St. East.
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F'ebruary 15, 1909.—Mr. Allan referred to the appointment of a Technical

Education Commission, and the Secretary was instructed to look up what action

the Board had taken in the past, also as to the elimination of Manual Training and

Domestic Science from the Schools in Toronto; all of which was referred to the

Technical Education Committee.

Feb. 23rd, 1909. Re appointment of Commission to consider Technical

Education,—it was deemed wise by the Technical Education Committee for the

Council to reafhrni the Board's action in the past and notify the Ottawa Govern-

ment accordingly.

Feb. 25th, 1909.—Above action was approved at Council Meeting, and a letter

was sent to Sir Wilfrid Laurier to that effect; also enclosing copy of resolution

passed at Coimcil meeting on November 8, 1906.

June 24, 1909.—The Secretary was instructed to \vrite President Falconer

expressing the Board's appreciation of his reference to a course in Commerce and

Finance.

September 22, 1910.—Mr. Allan read Report of the Technical Education

Committee outlining the action taken by the Board in the past. The Report

was adopted, and referred to Messrs. Ellis and Goiu-lay as a sub-committee to

present the case to the Royal Commission on Technical Education and Industrial

Training*at their Meeting in Toronto on October 4th and 5th.

FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM MR. R. S. GOURLAY.

Trend of the Curriculum.

Mr. Gourlay said that the Toronto members of the Board of Trade were glad

to feel that their work had been appreciated and that they had been a factor

contributing to the progress so far made.

In the matter of our Secondary Schools, Mr. Gourlay gave it as the general

judgment of business men that a mistake was made in shaping the curriculum

so as to develop largely professional ambitions and direct the scholars' mind into

professional channels, and in not providing a great deal for what might be called

commercial training. Beyond the fundamentals the trend of the curriculum

is towards the University cotu-se in Arts, or any one of the professions; so that

although there is a Department of Commerce in the University, the number of

students who attend it is limited. There is no influence of the system near the

fotmtain-head, towards industrial or commercial training, but rather a barrier is put

in the stream so that it all goes in the direction of professional training. To a

large extent the commercial element is taken out of the High School and put into

the Primary Technical School.

Demands of a Commercial Community.

Our commimity as existing today is overwhelmingly industrial or commercial,

and yet our school curriculum reflects a condition that would fit a community in

which the professional largely predominates. Technical Education must be

instituted under conditions that meet local requirements, which would mean a
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versatility of training according to the necessities of the district ulTected and the

indiistries to be ser^'ed. Industrial efficiency in itself is not the full measure of

Industrial Kducation, an important part of which is the development of initiative

and resonrce.

As Commerce has to do rather with distribution than production, it follows

that the need of leaders is as great in the counting house as in the workshop, hence

the necessity for Commercial S])ecialists. Recognizing this, the Special Committee
of the Toronto Board of Trade in 1899 included in its report a curriculum for com-

mercial training that has been received with the greatest favor, not only on this

Continent, but in Europe.

Commercial High Schools.

If a wisely jilanned and somewhat extensive commercial course coiild not be

incorjjorated in the present curriculum of the High Schools in a city as large as

Toronto, he thought there ought to be certain number of High vSchools set apart

as Commercial High Schools. Their chief fimction would be to take the youth

whose tendency is to commercial life and who ought to have been influenced to-

wards commercial life—or rather not influenced away from it by the present trend

of education—and give them an education that looks forward to their being leaders

in commerce, in the handling of the products of the factory and farm and mill.

At jjresent Canada is to a very large extent a self-containing Dominion, trading

among ourselves; we have not got world-views to any great extent as to what can

be done in commerce. In industries of and for natural products there is an export

trade, but beyond that we trade within ourselves and even then do not trade as

wisely as we might if our youth had the opportunity of going from an elementary

school into a High School where they could follow that bent, and then go up and

take a University course, which provided for a portion of the time at the Uni-

versity and a portion of the time in the counting-house. There is now a very

l>atent gap between the Secondary School and the University curriculum that

shotild be bridged in some manner if we are to get out into the world markets

and meet competitors. At present we do not feel competition so much because

there is a wall arormd us; but we ought to be doing some commerce in that great

country south of us, South America. There are millions of jjeoplc there, yet we
do nothing; and will never be able to do anything until we are prepared by com-

mercial training to do it. The desire is to aid the youth of our country, after they

reach a certain point in education, to go forward in the development of their

knowledge along commercial lines rather than those leading to law or to the

other professions.

Industrial Pursuits Should Bk Kncour.\(;ki>.

There appears to be a gap—which an effort is being made to fill—in regard

to the influencing of the mind of the youth towards industrial pursuits. The world

has become a great arena for commerce. Never in the history of the world before

has commerce exercised so great an influence in all matters that bring us clo.se

together, and that are making for peace
;
yet to a large extent the inductive teaching
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of the schools is towards the heroes of war and literature and art and history—in

fact in every direction but the heroes of industry. The great leadeis of industry

are not brought prominently before the mind of the child in such a manner that

their ambition are fired to be industrial leaders, to see that for the welfare of hu-

manit}' a man like Stevenson has done a great deal more than any military general

who ever lived. There is a great lack in oiu- present curriculum. We have not

in our school curriculum made progress along the line of essential things in many
respects; and even in our primary schools there ought to be that inductive teaching,

by the processes that the educationist uses, so that the mind of the youth will look

forward with some degree of hope, if his tendencies run that way, to be a leader

in industrial life as well as commercial life.

The Dignity of Labor.

There is a certain element growing up in our Universities now that looks

down upon otir commercial and industrial courses, the latter being despised even

more than the commercial life. Now, these three elements of oiu- life shoiild be

on a plane, and the educational sj'stem, even from the primary class up, should

be upon such a basis that the leaders in all departments, so long as they are good

men, should stand on an equality; but that element in our school is not taught

as it should be. The difficulty is that the teachers have all been trained in one

direction, and we must get to work and educate the teachers; but industry and

commerce will never be put on its proper plane until we have the idea from the

beginning that the heroes and the great men and the industrious men in those two

channels are just as great in the sight of Providence and in the sight of the nation

as men in some of the professions.

Cannot Drive A Nail.

If the ordinary boy and girl coald learn to handle the ordinary tools that are

necessary in every mechanical calling a great step would be taken. It is surprising

to find how many people cannot drive a nail in straight; they will drive it across

the grain of the wood , they know so little about elementary things in mechanics.

Manual Training is one of the essential things. The trend is towards the recog-

nition of social service rendered even in obscure spheres. Unfortunately we have

not got our press as ready to recognize that, because it does not make as fine a

paragraph; but it is coming. It wotdd be exceedingly good to have a textbook

on the development of industry if made general and comprehensive. It would

inspire students to ambition in the direction of following in the lead given. There

is a great field open just in that line, in which nothing is being done to any great

extent. Mr. Gourlay would also favor the teaching of how and by whom wealth is

produced and distributed.

Fundamentals Lacking.

A common definition of Technical Education as it is now being discussed

would be, ' 'Instruction in the principles of Science and Art as applied to industrial

and commercial pursuits.

"

In higher Technical Education, as illustrated by our School of Practical

191d—Vol. IV—30
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Science, which has done such brilliant work for so many years in graduating a

fine class of specialists in the various classes of Engineering and Metallurgy, we
have had practical evidence of the value of such training; but our lack has been

in a lower grade of technical instruction for which our educational system has

made as yet but little provision, and thus denied the artisan the opportimity of

impro\'ing himself in the pursuits in which he is vitally interested. Practical

work he may have had, but the application of scientific principles to improve

methods ofreaching results have been wanting, and here is a gap that should be filled.

A noted educator asked, ' 'Is education in our schools for the piu-pose of pre-

paring our boys and g^rls for a civilization that has passed away, or for one

present with us today?"

NEED OF COMMERCIAL TRAINING.

Mr. J.\mes F.j Ellis, also representing the Toronto Board of Trade,

said: I would like to impress upon you the importance of commercial

education. Production and distribution go hand in hand. A man may
tmderstand thoroughly how to produce an article, but he will woefully

fail if he knows nothing about its distribution. A commercial education

is Technical Education, just as much as is training for any trade. Today
the youth have not an opportunity to be trained in that way. We are all the

time looking for young men for offices and warehouses that have some commercial

training, and fail to find them. Those applying for positions at 16, 17 or 18 years

of age do not really know what a bill of exchange is, or understand notes and

discoiuiting. They may know a little about bookkeeping, but in the practical

part that every business man must understand in order to carry on his business,

they know little about it. vSome can write nicely, though that is not common.
They are very good at figures, but when it comes to practical business training

they have no knowledge of it whatever, and they have to learn the wliole of that

in the coimting-house.

A'Cert.mn M.\n H.\d Two Sons.

Suppose an artisan who loves his trade has two sons, and he would like one

to be a manufacturer of goods and the other to distribute those goods, knowing

that in this growing country' they could start for themselves and do a flourishing

and prosperous business. WHiere could those two sons go to get the necessary

training? They get what is called an English education at the Public School.

On entering the High School they find no one in sympathy with their wants; they

get no training that will fit them for what their father expects them to follow;

they get discouraged ana feel they are wasting their time, and it is very diflicult

to keep them. There should be some scheme by which those youths could ac-

quaint themselves thoroughly with everything in the way of a business training.

Many subjects are necessary; they ought to know all about the different weights

and measures of different countries; about foreign money and its value; and

they should get this in the schools which are for the many, and not have to wait

for the University. Some method must be devised by which youths can get this

training in their own towns or cities, as they cannot afford to go a distance.
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CHAPTER LVI: OTHER BOARDS OF TRADE AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

(1) THE OTTAWA BOARD OF TRADE.

On 26th April, 1898, a Committee was appointed by the Ottawa Board of

Trade for the purpose of drawing up a plan and devising ways and means for

establishing technical education in Ottawa with the especial object of furthering

the manufacturing interests, and thereby those of the whole community.

After organization, and on the 13th Jime 1898, a sub-committee was ap-

pointed ' 'to draft a report of recommendations and statistics as to the formation

of a technical school in this City."

On the 15th of November, 1898, a public meeting was held in the City Hall

for the purpose of hearing Mr. J. W. Martin, a lecturer on educational and soc al

questions, of London, England, on the subject of Technical Education with special

reference to the system established in Great Britain, at which meeting the following

resolutions were adopted:

—

Resolutions Favoring Technical Education.

(1). That in the opinion of this meeting of the citizens of Ottawa a system of Technical
Education should be established in Canada so as to encourage the production of skilled labor,

the growth of manufactures, and the development of our great natural resources.

(2). That this meeting heartily commends the action of the Board of Trade in constituting

a committee on Technical Education, expressing at the same time their earnest hope that a
definite scheme for establishing an efficient Technical School in this City will be formulated at an
early date.

On February 27, 1899, the Chairman was directed to report progress to the

Board ; and it was further directed that the sub-committee charged with that duty

be requested to submit a definite scheme for bringing a Technical School into

practical operation.

On March 6th following, the sub-committee appointed to draft a scheme

or plan for the inauguration of Technical Education reported substantially as fol-

lows :

—
' 'That the inauguration of Technical Education, as vitally affecting trade

and commerce, is a matter of national import, and hence deserving the serious

attention of the Federal Government. It is therefore deemed advisable that a

circular be sent to the various Boards of Trade throughout the Dominion asking

their opinion, and soliciting their co-operation in taking such steps as may lead

to the systematic introduction and successful establishment of Technical Edu-

cation.
"

The report to this effect was adopted and reported to the Council of the Board,

with a draft circular in the terms indicated, and suggesting a convention of repre-

sentatives of other Boards of Trade to be held at as early a date as possible at

Montreal, Toronto or Ottawa, to discuss and formulate a plan.

191d—Vol. IV—30}
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The CiRCfi.AR Letter.

Ottawa, March 7th, 1899.

To The Secretary' of the

Board of Trade,

Toronto, Ont.

Sir:—

You are doubtless aware that the question of the establishment of Technical

Education has become one of National importance. It is generally admitted that

if Canada is to hold her otsti in the great industrial warfare now in progress amongst

nations she must be equipped with the necessary means for training her own popu-

lation to enter into the arts and manufactiues.

The question of Technical Education will most likely seriously affect the

future prosperity of the Dominion. We cannot be called a manxifacturing country,

for the export of our manufacttued products is small in comparison with oiu"

imports.

Canada pays millions every year to the superior artists and artisans of other

coimtries, ever)- cent of which represents a foreign tax volimtarily paid in conse-

qence of ignorance and want of skill at home.

We cannot depend on private liberalit}' in this young coimtry', to organize

and support an adequate system of Technical Education. The generous pro-

vision for all such instruction made by many Eurof>ean countries is regarded as

one of the most pressing of public duties, and may be followed by us with

profit.

In the United States also. Technical Education has made great strides during

the past few years, largely through business organization and private munificence

;

but the American people have become so aroused to its importance that schools

of technology are springing up in every State of the Union; some by private aid,

such as the Philadelphia Textile School, others by Municipal and State aid.

The success attending the efforts of the Toronto School, and the less pretentious

one in Ottawa, is evidence of their necessity and of the hunger of the people to

obtain technical and scientific knowledge.

With those facts before us, and realizing the possibilities of oiu- unrivalled

natural resources, we believe the time has arrived when an opportunity should be

furnished our people to develop the many fields of industry within our borders.

This is a matter of Trade and Commerce, and comes primarily \vithin the

scope and section of the Federal Government, just as agriculture is promoted

by oiu- Experimental Farms, Dairj'ing by our Dairy Stations, and Mining by our

Geological Survey.

The object of this circular is to ask the opinion of your Council as to the first

step to be taken. We assume, of course, that any system of Teclinical Education

should be National, i.e. aided by State as in (.erinany, France, Switzerland.

Belgium, Austria and England.
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It is felt that no time should be lost in making a beginning. Would your

Board therefore approve of a convention of representatives of different Boards of

Trade at as early a date as possible at, say, Montreal, Toronto or Ottawa to discuss

and formulate a plan?

I have the honor to be, &c,

(Sgd) Cecil Bethune,
Secretary, Board of Trade.

John Coates,

Chairman of the Committee.

This circular drew a favorable response, nearly every Board concurring, but

some not seeing their way clear to sending a representative to the convention

proposed.

Provincial Action Favored.

The answer from the Toronto Board was in an important sense exceptional.

They had taken the ground that Technical Education should be dealt with Pro-

vincially, and intimated that the Hon. Mr. Ross, then Minister of Education,

would address their Board, giving the date, and that they were asking all the Boards

of Trade in the Province (Ottawa included) to send delegates to take part in the

contemplated proceedings.

In answer to this correspondence, the view of the Ottawa Board as expressed

in their circular was upheld, and the invitation to send delegates to Toronto was

accepted. There were thus discovered divergent views; the Ottawa Board being

in favor of Federal inauguration, and the Toronto Board taking like ground in

favor of Provincial action.

The Toronto convention was held on the 6th June, 1899, Mr. Crawford Ross

attended as a delegate, representing the Ottawa Board, with instructions to lay

before the meeting ' 'our views as to the National importance of the movement
from a Trade and Commerce point of view.

"

The movement by the Toronto Board in behalf of Provincial action for

Technical Education had the effect of delaying the carrying into effect of the

Ottawa Committee's proposed convention in favor of Dominion action until it

became too late to carry out the original plan of holding it during the session of

Parliament. It was then thought expedient, and directed by the Ottawa Board's

Committee at their meeting on June 8th, 1899, to invite those who had been

nominated as delegates and were in attendance upon Parliament then sitting, to

attend a meeting of said Committee "for a general discussion on Technical

Education."

Appointment of a Dominion Commission Urged.

The intervening of the summer holidays delayed further action until the

meeting of the Committee on Oct. 12th, 1899. At this meeting the idea of holding

a widely representative convention was in effect abandoned by the adoption of

a resolution moved by Dr. Glashan, seconded by Mr. Ballantyne, and at a sub-
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sequent meeting in an amended form moved by Mr. Shannon, seconded by Mr.

Warren Greene, that this committee wait upon the Dominion Government for the

purpose of urging tlie appointment of a Commission to investigate the question

of Technical Education. This action on the part of the Committee was reported

to the Board, and the report was adopted.

Acting upon this authority, the Committee prepared a memorial to His Ex-

cellency, the Govemor-General-in-Council, submitted it to the several Boards

of Trade tlu-oughout the Dominion, obtained the appreciative sympathy and

concurrence of nearly all of them, and the acceptance, by a large number, of the

invitation to be represented when the memorial should be submitted.

The carrj'ing to a conclusion of this correspondence occupied a great part

of the following year, 1900, when it was thought advisable to defer waiting upon
the Government until the session of Parliament 1901.

Deputation Waits on Federal Go\^rnment.

On March 9th, 1901, a deputation, representing the principal Boards of

Trade throughout the Dominion, primarily recommended by the Ottawa Com-

mittee on the 12th October 1899 to wait upon the Government in the interest of a

National scheme of Technical Education, assembled under the auspices of the

Council of the Ottawa Board. The deputation was a large and representative one.

The prepared memorial was presented, and individual members of the deputation

addressed the Prime Minister and the Minister of Agriculttu'e. The point was

raised by the Prime Minister that education was one of the subjects reserved to

the control of the Provincial Governments exclusively. It was submitted by the

deputation in substance that it was general or scholastic education that was re-

mitted to the exclusive authority of the Provinces; that Technical Education was

incidental to the trade and the industries of the country; and that in the pro-

motion of trade and commerce the Dominion would have the right to promote

also whatever was contingent on or auxiliary' to trade and commerce. The Prime

Minister assured the deputation that their views would be considered, and asked

that he be supplied as early as convenient with whatever further information or

representation the deputation might think would have weight in the case.

Pursuant to this, on 9th March, 1901, a sub-committee was appointed to take

such steps as might be necessary to obtain an answer from the Government upon

the subject of the memorial presented re Technical Schools. This sub-Committee

prepared and forwarded to the Prime Minister a memorandmn setting forth in

further terms the views of the Committee, and asking for an early and dcfmite

reply to the memorial presented on the 9th of March.

The Special Committee of the Ottawa Board, whose report of June, 1903

is above summarized, notes that "the Manufacturers' Association at their Con-

vention in Halifax in Jiuie last took the same ground as this Committee, and passed

a resolution favoring I-'ederal control and the appointing of a Commission, and

appointed a deputation to wait u])on the Government during next session of

Parliament.

"
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(2) THE CHATHAM BOARD OF TRADE.

The following report from the Committee appointed to bring in resolutions

regarding the attitude of this Board on Technical Education, was adopted unani-

mously at the meeting of the Chatham Board of Trade on Jan. 19th, 1911.

"We recommend that the following resolutions'be carried, and a copy thereof

be sent to the Royal Commission now investigating the subject of Technical

Education in its various branches:

Moved by Mr. Landon, seconded by Mr. Norris:

—

1—That the Chatham Board of Trade, after due investigation, approve

of Technical Education as applied to the Schools of Practical Science and Tech-

nical Schools as now exist for that purpose, and would not suggest interfering

with their present work in any manner.

2—^We are in favor of the establishment of Manual Training as far as is prac-

tical in the senior classes of Public Schools.

3—In our opinion the most important thing to be done is to establish a series

of trade schools throughout the coimtry, which would operate as a link between

the Manual Training and Public School and the higher grade mentioned in Clause

1 ; said schools to be located in the larger manufactiu-ing towns and cities, one

in each county, where the Town or City and Coimty contributes toward the main-

tenance of such a school when added to by the Local and Dominion authorities

sufficiently to properly maintain and carry on such a school. These amounts to

be calculated upon a pro rata basis so as to distribute the biu^den as nearly equally

as possible between the Coimty, the Town or City, the Local and Dominion Gov-
ernments, and such contributions as may be got from the local manufactiu-ers

where said school is located.

4—That in otu- opinion the establishment of these schools will revive on a
larger and broader basis the apprentice system, now fallen into disuse on account

of the fact that parents are imable to afford to apprentice their children for a

number of years at practically no wage, and also because factories no longer make
provision for the training of apprentices, and legislative enactments prevent the

employment of children under certain ages. It is our opinion that all children

should have an opportunity to acquire as far as possible, at the schools of this

country for educational purposes, such education including the rudiments of a

trade or calling that the pupils may wish to make their life work consist of, whereas
as schools now exist, these moneys are devoted largely to the extension of higher

education, which to a very large extent, the children of the larger mass of the

people are unable to participate in.

5—That in ova opinion it is the duty of this country to ftuTiish such educational

facilities in this direction as will enable us to turn out a high-class artisan, so we
may not suffer in the competition which this coimtry has to meet with all other

countries of the world and their skilled mechanics where these trade schools now
exist to a very large extent.
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(3) THE SAULT STE. MARIE BOARD OF TRADE.

This Board, representing important industries not surpassed by any similar

ones located elsewhere in Canada, submits a memorial, signed by J. D. H. Browne,

President, and F. A. King, Secretary, stating that no community in Canada can

feel the necessity of and the benefit to accrue to every phase of life represented in

it from the technical education of its sons and daughters more than Sault Ste.

Marie.

They heartily approve of Domestic Science being widely extended, and for

all classes throughout the countr}^ W^lile the man, the worker, may bring in

the money, it is at least equally important that the wife should know how to manage
it to the best advantage, so that from its outlay the strength, health and well-being

of the man may be conserved and built up ; that his earning power shall not cease,

but rather increase ; that by its outlay the family, with the aid of modem knowl-

edge may be improved physically and mentally and, perchance, morally and
financially. To paraphrase an old adage, ' 'It is not what a man makes, but what

his wife saves." The day is now here when the man or woman with scientific

knowledge of food values can expend the family income to the advantage of the

family to an extent immeasurably greater than was the case half a century ago.

They appreciate the great work which has been, and is now being accomplished

by Agricultural Colleges. This, outside of training for the professions, would ap-

pear to have been the earliest attempt here at technical education. The country

needs more of it. To-day, practically speaking, the farmer must seek the College

;

but throughout Canada it should be that the College, or better speaking, the tech-

nical knowledge, would seek the farmer and pursue him until he is in its grasp,

and it in his, so that he will possess the requisite knowledge to gain out of his

ever)- day's work the great retiuTi which science to-day affords him. The knowl-

edge of the Colleges must go out to the farmer on his farm. This is done to a

limited extent now, in Ontario at least, but the system should be greatly extended.

The farmer is diffident and does not care to go to College or to push himself forward;

in many instances he has not the means to take the College course, and in others

he has not the necessary learning either to attend College or to get the utmost

benefit from the agricultural pamphlets issued by the Local and Federal Govern-

ments. The greatest good would follow from the location in townships of skilled

and otherwise competent agriculturists, whose services should be at the call of the

farmers to actually assist them in choosing the proper soil, and in fertilizing, pre-

paring and caring for it and the crop which may be sown. The large majority

of farmers would learn more by this means than in any other way.

The Dominion Government is directly and solely interested in dealing with the

wards of the Government of tlie various Indian bands and their reserve. In every

section of this country will be found Indian Reserves, in every instance consisting

of a large extent of territory, many composed of excellent agricultural lands;

but unfortunately in the majority of cases under no cultivation at all. This

should not be. The white man has shouldered the original inhabitant to one side;

has ultimately penned him in on his Rcser\-e, to be, or not to be, a "farmer",

as his inclination and opportunity permit, and in any case to eke out his miserable
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existence as ' 'a hewer of wood and a drawer of water" for the white man. The

theory of Reserves, at least in part, is that the Indian will make his livelihood

out of the fruits of the earth, that is, out of agriculture, for the treaty money paid

him is a mere pittance. But the Indian is not naturally a farmer. Neither can

we boast of that. We believe if the Indians were given instructions as outlined

above, great good to them might be accomplished. The work would be slow.

It might take a generation to accomplish much. But under present conditions,

what is a generation accomplishing for the Indian? And when the work was

done, it would be to the economic benefit of the whole coimtry, and otherwise

a source of national pride; and last, but not least, the Indian would be raised

to a new plane of existence.

As citizens of a commimity in which are such important industries as the

Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, Chemical Works, Pulpmills and others, it would be

strange if we did not recognize the benefits to accrue from the Technical Edu-

cation of the present and future workers in these industries. Ample evidence

will be afforded of the importance of this subject to Sault Ste. Marie from an

inspection of these Lndiistries, and also from important evidence given before the

Commission by the various heads of departments and others interested.

We believe oiu' country must go forward along these linesr As citizens we
wish her to do so. Germany, and particularly Saxony, stands today an object

lesson to the world of the benefits of industrial and Technical training. As a

result thereof, she not alone disputes for the Industrial supremacy of the world

but she has made of her citizens an object of admiration throughout civilization.

It necessarily follows that from technical education the citizen will be otherwise

improved. Wliile his technical education is devoted to some one particular

branch of industry, the capacity of his mind is expanded, it must absorb other

knowledge and a general improvement must take place. Moreover, the man is

self-reliant as a result of this technical education. With him theory and practice

go hand-in-hand. He knows his subject, is master of it, and that mastery makes

a new man of him, and broadens his very being. There is something new in his

life which before was lacking.

The Board of Trade of Sault Ste. Marie takes the stand that it wants Canada

to show the way to the world in the matter of Technical and Industrial Training.

As a nation, " We've got the possibilities, we've got the men, and we've got the

money too.

"

(4) THE FORT WILLIAM BOARD OF TRADE.

Reports from the several lines of trade in this City show a dearth of trained

woodworkers, metal workers, and in short of educationally-equipped tradesmen.

This is a result, we believe, of the extinction of the apprenticeship system. The
young men of Fort William show an aversion towards entering factories and work-

shops where they will be required to give their efforts for three, four and five years

for a nominal salary. Should this state of afi'airs continue, the cotmtrv' will be

unable to produce its own trained workers, and it is in an effort to provide a sub-

stitution for this apparently objectionable apprenticeship system that the Board
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of Trade advises the immediate establishment of Technical Training in the schools

of I'ort William.

Records show that only 7J% of public school children in this City pass from

the public schools to the high schools. It would therefore seem advisable that

this Technical Education should be started in the public schools when the pupil

is about twelve years of age.

In all branches of trade certain fundamental education is necessary, and

among the lower classes this should begin along the lines of mechanical drawing,

pattern making, and the use of tools, square and compass. The higher classes

should have to apply these principles in a practical workshop where tools for wood

and iron working would be available.

Of course it can be readily understood that apprenticeship to some extent

is absolutely necessary for the training of mechanics, but there might be some

curtailment in the number of 3^ears necessary before the young man is turned out

a finished journeyman. It the fimdamental principles of geometrical drawing,

mechanical drawing and pattern making, and the use of primary' tools, are con-

tained in the public schools curricula, the youth will have an excellent start on

which to build.

The Board of Trade is not exaggerating in saying that of all the wood workers,

tinsmiths, iron moulders, and mechanics of all kinds in the City, there are but

few who know the business thoroughly. It has been learned that niunbers of

carpenters doing business here lack fiill knowledge of their trade, and tinsmiths

and other tradesmen have only stayed long enough as apprentices to obtain suffi-

cient knowledge to allow them to get out in a countr^^ where there is a shortage

of skilled labor and work as journeymen.

The Board therefore recommends: (I) That steps be at once taken for the

inclusion in Public Schools of technical training embracing the basic principles

of geometrical drawing, mechanical drawing, pattern making, electricity, chemis-

try, etc.
; (2) That higher classes should be set aside for manual labor, where the

theoretical principles laid down in the preparatory' classes could be applied to the

actual handiwork.

(Signed) JNO. MURPHY, President,

GEORGE W. GORMAN, Secretary.
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CHAPTER LVII: THE EDUCATIONAL COM-
MISSION OF TORONTO.

During 1910-1 1 this Commission, representing the Board of Trade, the Trades'

and Labor Council, and the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, organized with

the approval of the Board of Education, studied the needs of Toronto primarily

with a view to advising the Young Men's Christian Association as to the edu-

cational equipment which it should place in the new buildings then about to

be erected. It was hoped also that the findings might be of value to the general

cause of education in Toronto.

The duties of the Commission were defined as follows:

—

' 'The Commission shall inquire into and report upon the conditions and re-

quirements of commercial and industrial education, particularly of the boys and
yoimg men in the City of Toronto, and upon how these needs may be met. The
Commission shall also indicate how the Young Men's Christian Association may
co-operate in providing for such educational needs.

"

For the purposes of their study the work of the city was divided into six

groups, viz., Professions, Manufacturing Industries, Building Trades, Wholesale

Businesses, Retail Businesses, Financial Houses.

The first group (Professions) was not studied, this being considered to be

already provided for.

The second group was studied with the co-operation of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association. From their trade index a list of the manufacturing firms

of the city was compiled and classified according to the kind of goods produced.

The following are the groups:

—

1. Iron Industries.

2. Cabinet Makers.

3. Packing Houses.

4. Confectioneries and Bakeries.

5. Brass and Copper.

7. Brick and Tile.

8. Textiles.

9. Chemicals.

10. Garments.

1 1

.

Electrical Apparatus.

12. Jewelry.

13. Metals.

14. Paints and Varnishes.

15. Paper.

16. Piano and Organ.

17. Plumbers' Supplies.

18. Rubber.

19. Woodworkers.

20. Upholstery.

21. Glass.

22. Tin and Enamel Ware.

23. Soap and Perfumery.

24. Grocers' Supplies.

25. Printing and Publishing.

26. Breweries.

27. Metal Roofing.

28. Cereals.

29. Dairy Products.

30. Vehicles.
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A questionnaire, together with a letter from the Secretary of the .Manuf acturers'

Association, was sent to each firm on the list. It was considered that the ques-

tionnaire would form the basis for the study of the individual industries. The

attempt was then made to select a man who would be in close touch with each

industry and who would be willing to co-operate mth the Commission in investi-

gating its educational needs. The response made was quite satisfactory.

In the third group (Building Trades) the same method was followed, the

Builders' Exchange co-operating. Groups Foiu" and Five were not specially stud-

ied. In cotmection with the Financial Houses, investigation showed that,

—

Yotmg men enter financial houses usually at the age of 18;

The details of their technical training are received in the general work

of the office;

There is need that these young men be given an opportunity to become

familiar with the broader questions which enter into the businesses of a

financial house;

The following course should be included in any attempt to provide for

this need.

(a) Outline of the Industrial History of Canada, including its economic

geography and transportation.

(6) Banking, including Trust and Loan Companies, Stock markets,

Investments, etc.

(c) Commercial Law, with reference to Canadian banking and business

practice.

(d) Mathematics of Life Insiu-ance.

It was distinctly the opinion of those present that such a course should

be conducted by the Young Men's Christian Association, at least imtil the

City Board of Education were able to completely fill the need. In regard to

the earlier training of young men for commercial positions, the members

of the conference were strongly of the opinion tliat the penmanship and

spelling of young men leaving our High Schools at 1 8 years of age was not up

to the standard demands for business purposes.

THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION.

The Report of the Commission, issued in November, 1911, after dealing with

the commercial phases of the problem, states:

—

Complexity of Industrial Classes and Training.

The second class of the community to be considered by the Commission was

the industrial class. This class was taken to include those engaged in the manu-

facturing industries and in the building trades. It is more complex in character

tlian the commercial class, and that complexity gives a corresponding complexity

to the prol)lem of industrial training. It is one problem in the highly-skilled

trades, another in a specialized trade; one in a piece-work trade, another in a day-

wage trade; one in a trade housed in a factor)', another in the outdoor building

trades. It is affected by the flow of immigration, by local conditions as to the
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size of factories, and scales of wages, and by the differing ages and mental and
physical equipments of the boys who enter the trades. It varies with each trade.

Apprenticeship Disappearing.

For centuries the sole and the efficient agency for industrial education has been

the apprenticeship system. That system is fast disappearing. It is unnecessary

to dwell upon the industrial conditions that explain the disappearance, the factory

system with its aggregations of capital, the sub-division of labor, the automatic

machine and piece-work. It is enough to say that it is disappearing and in its

old form it can never be restored.

What the Craftsm.an is Losing.

In the disappearance the craftsman loses much. The apprenticeship system

took charge of the boy early in life and evolved the craftsman out of years of

slow and patient training. That training was physical as well as mental, co-

ordinating action and thought, body and mind, boyish activities and the realities

of life. Fine personal sj-mpathies between master and apprentice gave to the ap-

prentice a sense of responsibility which is impossible where competition leaves

little room for sentiment. Resotircefulness born of the many-sided activities

of the apprentice, and independence bom of his economic equality and fraternity

and all-roimd skill cannot thrive in the presence of the automatic machine and
piece-work.

Gulf Between Skilled and Unskilled Trade Widens.

The fact that industrial training is as complicated as the trades themselves,

that the greatest agency of industrial training is disappearing, that this disap-

pearance carries with it some of the noblest characteristics of the craftsman, does

not tell the whole story. The industrial world for which the craftsman is trained

is changing rapidly. One change takes two opposing directions. There is the

demand for more knowledge and more skill. The division of labor has made many
trades more exact. The applications of science have created many scientific and
highly-skilled trades. The factory system is creating a new need for the expert,

the foreman, the director. And there seems to be a contrary movement. The
automatic machine replaces the skilled man; the machine operator replaces the

many-sided workman, and the factory system supplants the handicrafts. Thus
displaced, craftsmen tend to become machine operators or laborers, a great host

whose ranks are swelled by immigration and by the influx of the uneducated and
neglected. A widening gulf then separates the highly-skilled from the low-

skilled workers. The lack of opportunity or education, or the vicissitudes of the

industrial world force men into the latter class, and the organization of modem
industry makes it difficult to escape. Men may still bridge the chasm through

character, knowledge and skill.
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Substitutes for Apprenticeship.

Modem industrialism is evolving substitutes for the apprenticeship system.

One substitute is a form of apprenticeship with a narrow range of work, aiming

at a special type of skill. This apprenticeship is often brief, without age restric-

tions and without indentm^es. Occasionally it assumes very worthy forms when
in the shop itself, for instance, it offers the apprentice systematic training in draw-

ing, mathematics and technical subjects, or when it sets apart an officer whose

sole duty is the training of the apprentices.

Another substitute is the "helper" system. Helpers are unskilled workmen
who assist skilled workmen or attend machines. Sometimes, as in the building

trades, they begin to work as mature men and often remain as unskilled labor.

Sometimes, as juniors, "helpers," " improvers, " or "handymen, " they pass from

odd jobs or unskilled trades up and on to the more skilled.

The third substitute is not uncommon in the great factories where labor is

minutely sub-divided as in the textile trades, and boot and shoe trades. Here

beginners, who are not indentured as apprentices, are set at simple operations

and advanced successively to more difficult operations, until they reach the oper-

ation in which they are of most value to the factory-, or in which the limits of their

ambitions and capabilities have been attained. That operation becomes their

trade.

Substitutes Reveal Need of Industri.\l Tr.\ining.

All these substitutes emphasize the inadequacies of the present-day forms of

industrial training. To meet the conditions of modem industrialism, the youth

must know more before he enters the factory, and in some way must learn more

after he enters the factory. What he piust know or what he must learn has been

variously described to the Commission. He must be a good citizen. As such,

he must know something of the customs, laws and ideals of this country. But

he is also to be a good craftsman. As such he must have a trained industrial

intelligence. Expressed more concretely, good craftsmanship implies something

of the inventive genius, or artistic skill of the creator or designer, more familiarity

with the properties of materials, wood, metal, etc., and with the treatment of raw

materials under the laws of chemistry, physics, etc., some conception of industrial

organization, some ease in the manipulation of quantities and estimates, and some

skill in fundamental methods and processes.

THE COMMISSION'S SUGGESTIONS.

After dealing with the efforts of various agencies in Toronto to meet the needs

of commercial and industrial workers, including the High School of Commerce
and the Technical High School, the Commission suggests:

—

Wii.vT THE Young Men's Christian Association Might Do.

The Association should not offer instruction which involves very expensive

or extensive equipment. This is the city's duty.

The Association should supplement, rather than imitate or duplicate the

work of the public educational system. This does not mean that it must never
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offer the same subjects of instruction as the public system. It may, reasonably,

do so, for special groups of students not served by the public system, or at special

hours or in special parts of the city. But in the main, the Association should find

its particular sphere where the public system is inadequate, or fails, or neglects.

There is much uncertainty about the methods of training workmen. Only

careful experimentation will remove that uncertainty. With its flexible adminis-

tration the Young Men's Christian Association is well prepared to experiment with

new, untried and even doubtful methods and subjects. In this connection it

can render a great serv'ice to the community.

In view of obvious restrictions in equipment, time, the age and purpose of

students, single subjects should be offered rather than elaborate courses. The

subjects, however, should be arranged if possible so as to permit students to pursue

a graded or consistent course from year to year, if so desired.

For similar reasons, the instruction should be brief and highly specialized,

practical rather than theoretical, closely related to the art or craft of the students,

and offered, as far as possible, to individual students, or to very small classes.

THE RECO.M.MEXDATIOXS.

In the light of these principles, yoiir Commission recommends:—

1. That the Association continue its instruction in elementary' commercial subjects,

viz., spelling, composition, arithmetic, shorthand, typeuTiting, business forms,

etc., and that it expand these courses in accounting, banking, and exchange,

commercial geography, history of commerce, economics, laws of insiu^ance, etc.

2. That co-ordinate %yith the elementary commercial courses, it offer for youths

who have chosen industrial courses, elementary vocational training, such as

woodwork, metal work, drafting, etc., and that it expand this training when

and where possible, into special short courses for men in the industries and

building trades, e.g., coiu^ses in estimating, use of the square, reading blue

prints, strength of materials, etc.

3. That it supplement its regular commercial and industrial cotu-ses by irregular

and brief coiu^ses for special groups of men to meet the needs arising from

time to time in modem commimities, e.g., gardening, automobiling, photog-

raphy, chemistrj' for laundry men, law for instu-ance men or real estate

agents, etc.

4. That the foregoing courses of instruction be offered, so far as possible, under

the following conditions:

—

(a) The instructors should have practical experience and skill.

(6) In the direction of the instruction the Association might be advised

by a Board or Committee representative of both employers and em-

ployees, whose co-operation is essential,

(c) The work of instruction should be supplemented by

(1) A Vocation Committee, conversant \\-ith the industrial needs of

the commimity, which wU assist students in seeming employ-

ment without disturbing existing conditions and wage schedules

and without developing into an employment bureau for profit.
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(2) An After-care Committee which will keep in touch with students

who have completed courses of instruction.

(3) A professional library, specially selected for commercial and

industrial workers, and, in particular,

(4) Much missionary work in behalf of commercial and industrial

education.

This last obligation—to convince Toronto that technical education is worth

paying generously for—is an obligation that few agencies can fulfil

more effectively than the Young Men's Christian Association.

Your Commission believes that the Yotmg Men's Christian Association has

done and can do other very valuable educational work. The " laggards " and " mis-

fits " and " irregulars " of our schools sometimes awake later in life and seek private

or semi-private instruction in the elementary school subjects. The number of

the foreign-bom who must learn the English language grows apace in Toronto.

Many boys have a wholesome interest in the constructive subjects such as garden-

ing, manual training, printing and book-binding, which persists beyond the

school life. This great city contains many youths whose days are appropriated

to the necessities of a livelihood and who are eager to devote their nights to ad-

vanced study for general ciiltxne or for matriculation into professional schools.

All men, in particular all citizens, must meet and understand problems of public

health, finance, civic government, etc., for which the school can offer little or no

training. But the forms of educational effort implied in these conditions seem

to lie outside the terms of your instruction, and your Commission caimot therefore

include them within its recommendations.

This Report is signed by,

—

W. Pakenham,
Fred. B.\ncroft,

Rhys D. Fairbairn,

G. A. Howell,
R. H. Verity.
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CHAPTER LVIII: AS TO OTHER Y. M. C. A.
CLASSES.

The following communications indicate the kind of work done by the Young
Men's Christian Associations:

—

The educational work done by the Association in Toronto and elsewhere is

typical (^vith modifications) of what is done in most of the towns where these

organizations operate.

The Yoimg Men's Christian Association in Toronto is conducting night classes

on the following subjects,—Bookkeeping, Shorthand, French, Penmanship, Show
Card Writing and Design, Salesmanship, Public Speaking, College Matriculation.

They also have schools for Jewelry Workers' Apprentices and Carpenter Apprentices.

The Y.M.C.A. has night classes in Belleville, Brantford, Colliagwood, Gait

London, Peterborough, Port Hope, St. Catharines and Stratford and other places.

In these the most important vocational cotuses are the commercial subjects,

mechanical drawing, shop arithmetic and sign wTiting.

Co-operation of Y.M.C.A. with Industries at Kingston.

Mr. E. F. Trimble, General Secretary Y.M.C.A., Kingston, writes:

I beg to offer the following suggestion regarding the question of getting young

men to attend night schools.

I was much interested in the evidence taken before you, and given by the

Managing Director and the Assistant Superintendent of the Canadian Locomotive

Co. here. In view of statements made by Mr. Birmingham and Mr. Yellowley,

I feel that the Y.M.C.A. in Canada can do considerable towards removing obstacles

such as those mentioned by these gentlemen relative to attendance at night

schools.

Take the same Company as a case in point. They are subscribers to our

work in Kingston. After hearing the evidence as gjiven by their representatives,

I proposed to them today that they present full Y.M.C.A. membership tickets

to a number of their apprentices, conditionally on their taking a coiu-se of study

in the Y.M.C.A. night school, such course to be as ordered by the Superintendent

of the works.

Our Association would be glad to have them take this step, and would be

quite willing to grant them a limited number of such tickets on their subscription.

I also suggested that Mr. Yellowley take part of the teaching of such coiuse, follow-

ing up his statement to you that he would be wUlLng to spend two nights a

week at such work.

It seems to me that this plan wUl be, to say the least, enticing to the yotmg

men in their employ, owing to the many and varied privileges offered by the

Young Men's Christian Association, and as the night classes are taught by the

most thoroughly practical men available, it shoxdd be productive of great good.

191d—Vol. IV—31
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Providing an apprentice fails to attend a given number of the studies, he

forfeits his privileges as a member of the Y.M.C.A., and his memhershi]i is then

turned over to another apprentice.

Mr. Yellowley is quite taken up with the suggestif)n, and will immcdiateh^

see what can be done in the matter as far as their employees are concerned.

I trust that this proposal may cause you to look further into the benefits

and opportunities for young men as offered by the Y.M.C.A.

Y.M.C.A. Night Classes in Galt.

Mr. Wm. R. Cook, General vSecretary, Y.M.C.A. Gait, sends the following

statement regarding class in Mechanical Drawing conducted in the Public Library

Building, Gait, by tlie Young Men's Christian Association, season 1909-1910:

—

Enrolled in elementary class; 1 student, 2 Pattern-makers, 5 Machinist Ap-

prentices, 1 T'ltter Apprentice, 3 Machinists, 2 Laborers, 1 General Mechanic, 1

Office Boj% Total 17. Enrolled in advanced class;—2 Apprentices, 1 Laborer,

Total 3. Nine students tried International Y.M.C.A. examinations, eight passed.

Topics: First season—Drawing instruments, their use and care; simple pro-

jection, including front, top, and side views of rectangiilar solids with dimensions;

working drawings of simple objects, as of wood joints; development of simple

surfaces, plane and cur\-ed; patterns; screw threads, true and conventional, bolts

and nuts; freehand dimensioned sketches of simple objects and parts of machines;

working drawings of machine details, full size and to scale, as pulleys, sheaves,

clamps, pipe elbows, tees, wTenches, couplings, and others; practice in lettering.

Second season—Working drawings of machine details as lifting jack, hangers,

pillow-block, etc., with dimensioned sketches; inking and tracing in ink; full set

of working drawings of a complete simple machine ready for the shop, as a bench

lathe or small engine. The students' work in the second season's examination is

accompanied by thesis drawings of some simple machine or piece of mechanism.

All of this thesis work—design, measurements, sketches, lettering—is entirely

that of the student.

Receipts from students' fees S34. Ivxpenditures, Teacher .^40. Rent of

Room S6. Blackboard SIO. $56. Advertising, supervision etc not reckoned.
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CHAPTER LIX: INQUIRY AT BERLIN: A TYPICAL

CITY IN ONTARIO.

The following record, practically in full, of the inquiry at tlie Commission's"

sessions in Berlin, Ont., is presented as being typical and illustrative of the nature

of the inquiry and the testimony received at other places.

Names of Witnesses.

First Day, Friday October 14, 1910.

Charles Hahn, Mayor, and President of Trades and Labor Council.

J. A. Scellen, President of the Board of Trade.

John C. Breithaupt, Owner of Tanning and Leather Works.

George Lang, Owner of Tanning Works.

Samuel J. Williams, Manufacturer of Shirts, Collars and Cuffs.

Robert S. Porteous, Manufacturer of Furniture.

Fred Davey, Clerk in a Watch Factory.

David Gross, Jr., Assistant Superintendent of a Button F'actory.

.August Werner, Druggist, and Secretary of the Trustees' Department of the

Provincial Teachers' Association.

Second Day, Saturday, October 15, 1910.

Frank Hodgins, Superintendent at Williams, Greene & Home Company,

Clothing Manufacturers.

Robert Y. Stuart, Foreman of Machine Shop, Waterloo Manufacturing Com-
pany.

Fred William Sheppard, Inspector of Public Schools.

Walter H. Williams, Acting Principal, Collegiate Institute.

Mabel Dvmham, Librarian, Berlin Public Library.

James H. Mickler, Manager Globe Fumitvu-e Company.

Charles Hahn (recalled for Trades' & Labor Coimcil.)

First Day, Friday October 14, 1910.

The Session opened in the City Hall at 8 p.m. 50 people being present.

The Secretary read the Royal Commission, and the Chairman outlined the

scope and objects of the inquiry.

Witnesses were then called, sworn (or affirmed) and testified as follows:

—

CHARLES HAHN, Mayor of Berlin, and President of the local Trades and

Labor Council, said;

—

Berlin is a growing place on account of its industrial projects ; there are about

80 factories (list filed). There are 17 woodworking factories, 7 textile factories,
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2 rubber factories, 2 tanneries, 4 button factories, 5 shoe factories, 4 foundries,

and 32 other factories of different variety. There is not sufficient skilled labor

to meet the demand in Berlin. Quite a number of new factories have been started

here within the last 5 years, and the older ones have all extended. Berlin is as

healthy as any place in Canada; has a good sewerage and water-works system.

The street railway system contemplates extension, giving communication ^vith

Hespeler, Preston and Gait.

Until lately there was not adequate school accommodation to take care

of the children. Taxation for all purposes is 19J mills, of which 7 17-40 go towards

education, the balance for general purposes. The people of Berlin are desirous

of getting the best system of education for their children, and would like to see

further opportimity for industrial and technical education, which is favored.

The Trades' and Labor Council has discussed the matter, and that body is quite

favorable" to it.

J. A. SCELLEN, President of the Board of Trade, and also a barrister, said :

—

The Board of Trade meets once a month ; nearly all the manufacturers belong

to it. The Board has discussed technical education and industrial training in the

past, but not to any great extent.

The Chairman suggested that the Board at some meeting consider, discuss

and if possible decide, as to how the needs of Berlin might be met in regard to

industrial training and techincal education, from their point of view, and send in a

communication before January'.

Mr. Scellen said they would be pleased to do so. Most of the local industries

are of home growth. They were started in a modest way and have grown to their

present proportions with the growth of the city. They are not bonused industries,

experience showing that the most successful industries are those that receive no

bonus. All the manufacturers are parts of tlie Canadian Manvifacturers' .\sso-

ciation, and there is a local Fumitm-e Association. Some local manufacturers are

carrying on a sort of technical training or education in their owni factories.

JOHN C. BREITHAUPT, in the tanning business and a manufacturer of

sole leather, said:—I have about 125 men in 2 tanneries at Berlin and Penetan-

guishene; also 4 in one at Hastings.

Light leather requires much more labor in proportion than sole leather. A
large proportion of our product goes to England. We are frequently short of

skilled hands in otir business; we use apprentices, that is, break in yoimg men for

certain operations in tanning, as most of the men are broken in for the various

lines of work. More skill is required to operate in our line than it did 15 years

ago; greater skill to operate the machines than to work by hand, und frequently

skilled labor is required to finish the skin after the machine has operated on it.

The skilled mechanic who works the machine must also have a thorough knowl-

edge as to what operation is best for the skin that he is operating on. There is

something in that process that facilitates production. The workman can do

very much more work, and do it in less than half the time it would take by

hand.
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Sole leather requires about the same number of men as five years ago, but in

light leather the amount of labor would not be^much more than half what it was

fifteen ^years ago.

Night schools would be helpful. There is no technical school of any kind

in Canada for the tanning business, and really none in the United States. The
American Tanners' Association decided last year to establish a technical school

for tanners and chemists, and the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N.Y. is working it

up, forming a department for tanning, and spending $100,000 for that particiUar

branch in the first equipment. The difficulty in having a school in Canada

would be the large expense that would be entailed for the comparatively small

nimiber that wish to take up that course, and it would be a question whether

Canada could support it.

There is no special night school subject that would help tanners in any par-

ticular part of the work, unless they took the study of tanning as a process. A
great many extracts are now used in tanning as compared with fifteen years ago.

Then hemlock bark was used almost exclusively ; to-day hemlock forms only about

one-half of the material used, while other extracts, such as chestnut wood and
spruce extracts, are largely used. Hence tanning now requires continually more
scientific research, and therefore it would be well to ha\ e some school of training

in order to teach yoxmg men the fimdamental ideas of chemistry, which are

essential. There is no special need for an institution of that kind in Berlin. A
general education and general intelligence would considerably help the men
engaged in 'arming. There are two tanning schools in England—one in London
and one in Leeds; in Germany the only one is at Freiberg.

GEORGE LANG, examined, said:—I have a tanning business and employ
between 120 and 140 men. I acquired the tanning business from my father, and
worked all the way through.

There is no special training in a night class that would help young men in

the tanner>'. Something might be done to teach the higher branches of knowl-

edge required in tanning, and there is no reason why Canada should not be one

of the great countries for manufacturing and exporting leather. Chemists have
to be depended on to estimate the value of different kinds of bark. A research

station should study this question, and should be able to discover information of

real benefit and value to the industry—something that would enable tanners

to make better leather for less money, and it might improve the industry.

I am interested in the Pratt Institute at Brooklyn, and know Dr. Parker

personally. Mr. Marlett of Oakville attended the tanning course there.

A lot of yoimg men and women spend their evenings doing nothing, but not

many adults would take advantage of night schools. I would like to see some-

thing here in the way of industrial training, and think it would make better work-

men. I think there is a real educational value in manual training, woodwork-
ing, etc.

SAMUEL J. WILLIAMS, examined, said:—I am engaged in the manu-
facture of shirts, collars and cuffs; export product, and employ about 280 women
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and about 1 10 men in Berlin. In the Hanover branch there are about 60 women
and 4 men. It is not easy to get enough women to carry on the work; hence the

firm was obliged to open a branch in Hanover last year. It is not easy to get

enough men to carr^' on work here, and as a nile they have to be taught when they

come, as they are very crude. Boys are taken into the cutting rooms and g^ow

up to be cutters; the entire present staff of cutters came that way.

Night classes in Drawing and designing would not help young fellows in this

business very much; and I do not know of anything that would directly help the

women. The employees here have recreation rooms, and for the past 5 years

the firm has maintained a lunch room, but business grew so fast that that room
is used for another purpose, and a building is now being fitted up next to the

factory as a dining room and library for the benefit of the employees. Business

experience has shown it to be very profitable to have conditions for women to

enjoy comfort and rest. A Domestic Science class was establislied in the factor)-,

with a teacher from Macdonald Institute, Guelph, but it was not a success. About

24 started in the class, but it was held in the evening, and the girls living consider-

able distances from the factory did not want to come out evenings alone and go

home at 9 or 10 o.clock, and as a g^eat many had been in the factory 8 or 9 hours

during the day, they preferred to stay at home and rest. If any techincal building

or institution were provided, they could make progress in the evening class and

become excellent housekeepers, and would take advantage of instruction, and it

would be a good thing. An 8-hour day would be more conducive to good at-

tendance at technical classes than a 10-hour day.

There was also a class in sewing, as many of the women, although knowing

how to make cuffs, etc., did not know how to make their own clothes.

A few years ago the firm opened a savings account for each and everj- one of

the employees, which they are still keeping up. An employee of a chartered bank'

comes to the factor^' ever)- pay-day and takes the deposits ; the firm has nothing to

do with it.

ROBERT S. PORTEOUS, a cabinet-maker employed in a fiu-nitiu-e factory,

said he was employed on making furniture of a high grade, and had been there

nearly 4 years. He learned the trade by serving three years' apprenticeship.

He had -no outside help during apprenticeship. After becoming a journeyman,

he read books and special journals on cabinet making, and discussed things with

men who knew more about it. Conditions have changed, and machines are now

doing a large amount of the work formerly done by hand. Witness could help

young fellows by spending an hour a week with them, and he thought all who

could get a chance like that would ini])rove, and that journeymen would like a

chance for instruction upon their work. He did not think corrcsi)ondence schools

taught anything on that line, though lie knew some who wore taking instniclion

along other lines.

Witness had never examined very deeply the facilities for Manual Training

at Berlin; his own boy had taken it for some time, and while he did not know that

it had done him any particular good, he did not think it had done him any harm.

It was a good thing to make a boy careful in his actions. Boys of that age are
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really fond of making things \\-ith their hands; kindergarten boys like it. It is a

good thing to find out if the boy has any mechanical bent. His boy was past 17,

and engaged in a bank.

Witness thought it would be good for a boy who had taken up a trade if he

could attend night schools once or twice a week for instruction along lines that

would be of use to him, and if he could get real help it would make him worth more

in his shop. In his own work men had to be trained right from the beginning.

The factory employed 14 or 15 men and 2 boys.

Apprentices were supposed to serve three years, but experience had shown

that very few apprentices stayed two years. They work along for 6 or 8 or 12

months, and then want more money, and caimot get it, so go away, with the result

that they knock around from one factory to another for several years and never

become mechanics.

The cabinet-maker to-day does not learn so many branches of the business

as he did 20 or 25 years ago. For instance a good cabinet-maker in those days

was able to operate all the machines in a factory, while the cabinet-maker of to-

day ver>' seldom goes near a machine. They are specializing more to-day. An
apprentice to-day will not learn the different branches of the business; one who
had been with them probably a j^ear and a half had never, to witness' knowledge,

touched a machine. A system of technical education would lend itself readUy,

he thought, to that specialization. Manual Training would be valuable to an

apprentice in machine work, though of no use to a finisher. Designing would be

the only special course of study for a cabinet-maker; it would be of value to him

and to the 'machine hands, but not to the finisher. A technical school in Berlin

with a department of designing would be a good thing. He did not know that

mechanical training would be of very much value to a furniture man. He found the

boys who go into the business have a fairly good elementary education, with

some exceptions.

FRED DAVEY, clerk in a Watch Factory, said he had half a year in the

High School before going to work, served three years as an apprentice, and had

worked 10 years as a journeyman. He had studied from books, because there was

no school in those days for his trade. The Horological Institute of Toronto was

greatlj' prized, and students worked along practical lines. The students were

very good on escapements, but when it came to ordinary work their education

was at fault. They had some practical shop practice, and in order to receive a

diploma, the student had to make a watch himself. The course was 2 years.

The assistance of a night school along with shop work at the same time would
greatly help and benefit a yoimg fellow. Mechanical drawing and designing,

Euclid, geometry and arithmetic, would help in learning watchmaking or machine

shop or engine work; they would develop originality of thought and the student's

power to think for himself.

The system of education to-day is so crowded that the teacher has no chance

to do himself justice. Witness would teach by object lessons, with the result

that the student would know, not merely because the teacher said so, but because

it was so; he would see for himself.
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The larger the factory, the less chance a man has to become a skilled workman,

i.e. one who could handle any branch of the work from start to finish, all the

machines used in his work. Money-making is the wrong standard of success; the

well-roimded man shoidd be taken as the standard. The only way in which the

prevailing system Ln factories could be changed was for them to turn aroimd and

instead of specialization, teach the boy everything from one branch through to

another, as in the case where witness is employed, where the boys are taught every

department. The school will not be able to teach a boy a trade imless he gets

the practical experience along with the theory.

If a person in the town wants to work up any study and cannot go tlnough

the High School, he has no chance. Witness would like most decidedly to see

night schools. Last year he took up a course of special study, and the only place

he could go to get any information was to the Public Library. Fortimately Berlin

had an expert librarian, and when witness did not know where to look for the

information he wanted, thanks to her knowledge of book-lore she was able to

locate it in books that he could not afford to buy for himself. Thus it was through

the library that he was able to achieve what would not otherwise have been

possible.

DAVID GROSS, Jr., examined said he was Assistant Superintendent of the

Button Factory, employing about 80 people, many of whom learn the business

through apprenticeship. He did not know of any evening class that would be of

special benefit to a yoimg fellow learning the business, except for general edu-

cation. Theie are about 35 men and 25 women employed, and witness thought

they would attend evening classes for the improvement of general education.

Arithmetic and ordinary reading and writing should be taught; these subjects

would be useful to them. Some have very little education at all, and some cannot

read.

AUGUST WERNER, of Elmira, druggist, and Secretary of the]jTrustees'

Department of the Provincial Teachers' Association of Ontario, said that he had a

knowledge of discussions tliat come up there. Manual Training has been adopted

as an aid to other educational factors, but not as a special work or industry. Tech-

nical education, to be successful, would have to be based upon a good general

education. At the last meeting of the Association a discussion came up in respect

to the Correspondence School of Scranton, Pa., and it was very much deplored

tliat money from Ontario and different parts of Canada should be sent out to the

States to give Canadian boys what should be provided by their own Govern-

ment.

The Technical Committee appointed by the Association is not ready yet to

report on the matter. Witness iinderstood industrial schools to be those which

have a course giving special preparation for certain lines to students who were

taught to do certain work on an article that is to be put on the market.

Witness believed that the visit of the Commission to a large niunber of farming

communities, and taking up agriailture so thoroughly, would be the means of

increasing the interest on the part of certain rural districts in the value of edu-
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cation generally, giving them a sympathetic leaning towards education which

would tit them better for their work.

The coimties of Oxford, Victoria and Wellington have local Trustees' As-

sociations which are doing good work along that line, and are supplementing the

general work of the Association at Toronto.

The Session adjourned at 10 o'clock p.m. till 10 a.m. to-morrow.

Second Day, Saturday, October I5th, 1910.

Session resumed at 10 a.m. in the City Hall.

FRANK HODGINS, examined, said he was Superintendent at the Williams,

Greene & Home Company. The foreman of each Department interviews and

engages all workers. There has been great difficulty at times in getting enough

women workers, especially during the busy factory season, coming on about this

time. The law says girls must be 14 before they come to work; some come at

that age, but the majority are from 15 to 18. The firm once made it a rule to

take no girl under 16, and for some time kept to that, but it was abandoned because

it was fovmd to work against them, as girls under 1 6 secured employment in other

places, and by the time they were 16 had become used to the rules of those other

institutions, and naturally would not desire to leave them. He would not say

that the employers in those other factories were imscrupulous ; they required the

girls, and the law allowed it, and these girls were sent by their parents to look

for work. Legislation supporting the firm in their desire not to employ girls

at less than 16 would have assisted in establishing the rule. The engagement of

young girls arises from scarcity of labor. Of course at times a girl, perhaps over

the age of 20, comes in and feels that she must start off at higher wages than the

firm can offer at the time, but this is exceptional. It would be wise legislation to

prohibit girls aged 1 4 from entering factories and starting at machines and working

steadily at that age; 16 is plenty young enough. Children coming in at 14 re-

quire a great deal of supervision; they do not really know what work is. When
girls are taken in at that age, this firm puts them on simpler work like basting

and repairs, which helps to some extent to qualify them for work on a machine,

and they learn the necessity foi sorting patterns and become familiar with the

factory.

Classes in connection with the sewing department might make girls familiar

with the power machine; it takes a little time to learn to control it. The firm

supplies teachers, and the girls start sewing on rags until they demonstrate that

they can control the machine, but the teacher has to stay with them foi some

time. If a girl had learned to control a power machine before securing employ-

ment, she could be earning better wages within a short time, because practically

aU the sewing is part piece work. The firm has been in the habit of guaran-

teeing $3.50 for a 50-hom- week for a certain time, simply to ensure people coming

from out of town, so that the expense of living would be covered when learning.

Witness thought the evening classes in Domestic Science at the Collegiate

Institute would be of advantage to the girls, and the firm would be glad to ad-

vertise them in the factory. The girls are entitled to one week's vacation each
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year, and for the last two years the endeavor has been to close the whole factory

at one time; this year it was closed for 10 days.

Instructors are kept in practically every part of the work. Employees coming

into the starch room have to be taught starching; those in the ironing room have

to be taught different processes so as to become familiar with the machinery there,

and its requirements. In using the ironing machines they have to get a knowl-

edge of the heat on the different rolls, and to know good work when they see it.

In any part they need teaching, which is usually done by the 4 women instructors,

or if a girl is coming in on junior work, or somebody is being put from that machine

to another, the girl running on that machine will stay with her imtil she demon-

strates that she can handle it.

Witness did not know of any classes of instruction that would help the women
in learning their business. In the hand-ironing department, boys could not be

taught, for they are not strong enough; that work requires full-grown men. In

the cutting they usually take at least 3 years before tliey are full-fledged, and

witness did not see how they could be taught anything outside that would help

them.

There was a possibility in the laimdry department for men to be expert laundry-

men, for a certain knowledge of chemistry would be very useful, especially in the

washing and starching department, to two or three in the laiuidrj', possibly to

only one. The superintendent of the laundry has to have it. If others had it,

it would help to fit them to progress in their work, but they do not absolutely

need it as long as he is guiding them. The head of the laundry department, while

not a trained chemist, had the advantage of learning under a man who had some

knowledge of chemistry', and tliu^j obtained knowledge that is very useful to him.

In the custom laundry business there would be a great field for men of that class.

There would also be quite a field for research work in improved methods and com-

binations for cleaning. In the last few years a great many improvements have

been made. One was a bleaching liquor made by passing electricity Ihroxigh

salt and water, chloride of lime being apt to injure fabrics.

ROBERT Y. STUART, foreman of the machine shop of the Waterloo Manu-

facturing Company, chiefly turning out threshing machines and separators, stated

that this Company employs in the engine building department about 25 skilled

mechanics, who have served or are serving their time. The Company has one

apprentice now, having lost one by sickness. 20 or 30 years ago there would be

4 apprentices to the 25 men, and witness had seen as many as 8 to that number

only a few years ago.

The witness said that the small number of ajjprentices in this shop is excep-

tional, not general. He knew it was not right to have only one apprentice to 25

skilled men ; they ought to have more, and could have got them, as they had had

several applications, but it is simply carelessness on the part of the man who

hires the men, letting the thing go on from day to-day—hence witness got no

apjircntices. While the official referred to had no objection to having them,

the superintendent has, and in fact the witness confessed to a little objection him-

self to apprentice boys as a general thing. He had had his experience with them,
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and did not care for them, though he did not press it very hard ; undoubtedly, he

added, he would rather have trained workmen to do the work. There is a good

deal in the fact that immigration for the last 7 or 8 years has supplied mature

mechanics, and there is not the same necessity for training apprentices to fill

positions as there had been. They had never been scarce of labor in that shop;

had always got a man without trouble when wanted. He thought the training of

apprentices would arise from the absolute necessity of filling positions so as to

get out orders that coidd not be got out unless they produced mechanics. He did

not think the lack of interest in yoimg men arose from an impression that they

were not being paid enough for the contribution of labor in the production of

commodities; it was simply carelessness—no ambition to make themselves any

better. They would rather play billiards, or go to a dance hall, play baseball,

or something of that kind, than devote some of the time they now spent in

amusement to making themselves more efficient in their work.

Evening classes where young fellows could learn mechanical drawing and

such like would be good, and he thought they would go. It would undoubtedly

be a good plan to insist on making boys from 14 to 16 attend some class; that

would not be too drastic, and they woiild see it themselves after they got into it.

The majority of the apprentice boys in the shop have simply a common

school education, and sometimes not that. Amongst the Germans especially,

the young people are taken away from school at 14 and set to work. Whenever

they get through their confirmation classes, they are put to a trade; they probably

go into some factory for a while, such as the button factory, or some other of the

lighter trades, and work there until they are old enough to start to learn their

trade. It woiild do these young fellows good to get more education if their patents

would only allow it. Of coiirse a lot of people are poor; if they got cheap edu-

cation they might take it, but they cannot afford to give them the higher branches

;

they cannot afford to pay for their children's clothes and keep them after they

are 14 without earning something. It they were earning something in the day

time, they might take advantage of night schools. Witness did not take any

course of any kind himself, but just kept up with the times by reading technical

and mechanical magazines. He did not think any men in the shop took cor-

respondence courses; they had had boys that did so, but they got through their

time and left.

Mechanics in this shop do not all work from blueprints. The gas engine

seen by the Commission was built from blue-prints, but it had to be worked out

for a good many of the men, some of whom cannot read blue-prints. It would

be a great deal better for the work if all could do so. As to wanting a chance

to learn that now, his experience with the young people of the shop was that they

do not seem to have any inclination to study their work or take an interest ; they

have no ambition. Two years ago a club of 14 was gotten up to take the ' 'Ameri-

can Machinist", but when it came by mail it was thrown into the comer and never

opened by three-quarters of them, and witness did not think there was one sub-

scriber in the shop to-day. A good many of the men do not seem to care as long

as they can get the day in; of coiirse theie are exceptions—good boys that try to

shove themselves along. In that respect it is not any different from what it
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was 30 years ago; it had been so right through in their business as far as witness'

experience went; in fact he thought he was a little that way himself when he was

young, but he had to make up for it. He got his own knowledge of blue-prints

by studying it out.

I'RED WILLIAM SHEPPARD, examined, said he had been for 6 years

Inspector of Public Schools, taking in Wilmott, Wellesley, and North Dumfries,

3 townships out of 5 in Waterloo County, not including Berlin or Waterloo towns.

The only industrial centre included is Gait, and New Hamburg might be considered.

He does not inspect the Collegiate Institute at Gait. The majority are lural

schools. Most of the teachers have had Normal training.

School Garden work is being carried on b}- 4 teachers, 2 of whom have

not the required qualification and hold no certificate, except interest in

the work; the other 2 are qualified by having attended a session at

Guelph from April to the end of June. Another one was qualified, but

the trustees have not secured a suitable plot. Mr. Hart, of Gait,

also had a group of home gardens, and witness fancied he saw among some

of these boys a greater interest taken in their regular school work. One boy
especially who used to be called a regular nuisance in school, is now taking far

greater interest in it, arising chiefly, witness believed, through having made an

excellent collection of injurious insects, and studied the work of such insects, and

also diseases among weeds and vegetables. Interest in that branch of education

is growing among the farmers, though at first there was considerable opposition,

or rather ridicule, as they thought there was little chance of any good being done.

Now there is a change; they begin to see there is educational value.

Witness could not be positive as to how well continuation classes would be

attended by rural children, where special attention would be given to natiu-e

study and science relating to agriculture, such as physics, chemistry and botany.

In some parts they woidd be attended better than in others. In the south near

Ayr a great many parents, some of whom took a short coiu-se at Guelph, are now
taking an interest in those matters, and would probably be glad of an opportimity

of sending their children. That would be as good means as any for children who
have to live on farms in the country, and better education than they get now.

A continuation school has been established which takes in the village of Ayr and

three sections from witness' inspectorate, but they did not succeed in getting

any from the adjacent county (Oxford) which would probably have helped to

make it more efficient by having a larger area to draw from.

At one of the meetings for organizing, Mr. Goldie, the miller from Guelph,

made the remark to some of the yoimger men, " Why, your fathers would have

jumped at such a chance.

"

Witness Ijelieved the present course of study was made too uniform; that

sufficient allowance was not made for the probable future lives of the diiTerent

children Ijeing trained; that those in the coimtry are being called upon to follow

exactly the same course as those whose life would be in some industrial calling

in the city. There should be a difference in training between boys of cities or

towns and boys of the country. There seems to be an iiii])ression among the teachers,
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and even among the trustees, that teachers are called upon to have their children

reach High School entrance standing, hence they aim at that, which witness con-

sidered a mistake, for it impels the course of study in a direction that is not in the

best interests of those attending school. There should be greater elasticity given

by the Department to different communities ; there should be at least some options

and more freedom, instead of requiring all subjects to be taken by all. It would

be beneficial to have a little more freedom for the individual pupil also; it would

probably be better for him if he followed the nattu-al bent of his mind. Pupils

should be trained not only for ability to make things, but to live well in the locality.

Witness said this would be a good topic for discussion at the Inspectors' and
Trustees' Departments, for there was a strong feeling against making the entrance

examination the goal of tlii teacher's work, and he would bring it up there.

A great many boys and girls leave schools in the coimtry at 14 or 15. When
witness was a boy, young men between 16 and 20 years of age went to school

during part of the winter in the country ; now there is very little difference between

summer and ^-vinter attendance, and any difference is that those just verging on

14 drop out during the summer and are more steady in their attendance in winter.

This change has largely arisen through the decrease in the number of male teachers,

as boys of 16 and 17 do not care to go to school tmder a young lady who is perhaps

only a year or two older. Schools are also much smaller, many now having only

20 or 30 pupils that used to have 60 or 70, hence school activities outside of school

work are so much diminished, even the playing. Inreality there is no school play,

games of football or anything of that kind. The witness had always looked upon
games as a very important part in education, and also as leading bigger boys to

come back to school ; but now boys leave as soon as they can in the country. Con-

tinuation or Consolidated Schools would tend to bring together for special training

a good many of those who would not otherwise attend a simple coxmtry school

where there might be only one or two others. The present indifference, and the

want of attractions to satisfy the social nature of the children, show a very grave

state of things.

Evening classes in country schools, or even afternoon classes once a week,

with a good school garden, would be worth while; but witness could not say as to

its ]irobabilities of success. People had taken a veiy great interest in social gather-

ings in the country when not occurring as often as once a week, and it was possible

they might find the time for such classes. The question would be whether it would
interrupt their work too much. He believed that ' 'Saturday afternoon off work"
was as necessary on the farm as in industrial centres.

Witness did not know of one teacher who teaches sewing. He had been at

two schools where the teachers, who had come from England, did teach sewing

as part of what was called " busy work "—keeping the little ones employed, perhaps

from the junior second down; after that the work was not carried on. Sewing
is a fine process for training observation and thinking and the act of manipulation

;

but teachers usually feel that they woidd have very little opportunity of taking

it up, as all their time is so fully occupied with the present ciuriculum.

There is no Manual Training in the schools themselves ; there are some classes

in the Public School in Gait City. He had observed the Manual Training in
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the country, not so much as inspector as individual. It had not been going long

enough in Gait to give him a clear idea, but it had been ver>- beneficial to his own
boy in Berlin; he showed traces of character that could not be ascribed to any

other cause. It had tended to make him precise and exact in any work that he

did. In working about his garden he insisted upon having a blue-print of it,

and it had to be done by scale; his garden was laid out by scale; he had a map of

it. Witness did not know of any other reason for the boy doing it.

Witness held very strong views about teachers doing too much for the pupils,

for he had kept pets, and knew that there was a loss through their being fondled

too much. He felt that being all the time at the book was bad, and yet, remember-

ing the benefit he had derived from each subject, he would not like to be called

on to say, "Drop this oi that subject." In a number of his schools, in a whole

class 'there would not be one pupil who on entering could speak a woid of English,

so that the first step was really to teach the language. His plan was to call up one

that would understand, and ask his name, after having asked one younger that

coidd not give his name. The yoimger one, who did not know when asked, could

then gi\e the name of the boy who had just been questioned, though not under-

standing the question at all. After pupils have a knowledge of some words, they

generally proceed to the phonetic method for word recognition; but combined

with that all the w^ay through, the reading of the entire sentence is taken as a

basis, and the child is called upon not to read it but simply to interpret it, that is,

to go to the board, hop to the board, nm to the board, or do whatever is written

on the board—trying to employ the principle of activity. Witness thought that

reading should be placed first of all as giving power at a later time to acquire a

knowledge of those subjects known as informing subjects. The important subjects

to Ije retained would be those that trained the activity.

The use of German in the explanation of lessons is discimraged, because it is

felt that pupils will acquire a knowledge of English much more quickly if the

teacher depends entirely upon English. Witness had had experience of that. For

liimself he would not use a German word in teaching if he could possibly avoid it.

for lie found pupils picked up the English language better when they had to speak

English. Witness was not unique in that. He knew a yoimg man from Berlin

who went to Italy to take lessons in singing, and the professors there asked his

wife to come to Canada and live here in order that her husband would not have

anyone speaking English to him. Witness knew that in some Proxnnces there

are first and second books in the language of the child, and he had had several

enquiries made by Superintendents of Education as to the method adopted with

regard to German children, but German is not talked at this stage except as a

means of learning German. In some sections the parents wish their children to

learn German reading, writing and composition, and they have a lesson or two a

week, but it is not part of the regxilar school work. The Dejiartment is aware

of the fact that such work is being done, but it is not on the coxirsc.

WAI/ri'K II. WII.LIAM.S, examined, said he was acting Principal of the

Collegiate Institute, and had been on the staff for 5 years, teaching modems

—

IVench and German. He had no jiractical knowledge of Manual Training or
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science except as casually observed. He took a course at Queen's University,

specializing in modems and English; then took the School of Pedagogy examination

extra-mural; and a 2 years' post-graduate course at Queen's. He gained con-

siderable insight into method, reading up the theory and observing it at the same

time, also getting practical work at the College and Boys' Academy (where he was

tutor), the same as he would have had at Hamilton in the School of Pedagogy.

There were 6 students taking the pedagogical course, and they would discuss the

theory of education, and as thej' had been teachers for some time, and witness

was getting the practice, he derived a great deal of benefit from the technical side

of education and the technical side of teaching.

In beginning to teach a person makes a great many mistakes by taking too

much for granted; tlie teacher is apt to over-estimate the tmderstanding of a pupil

about things he does not understand. In teaching you put to the proof the work

you learn by theor}\ In teaching composition, about half the work deals with

things the pupils have been doing ; the other half with what they have been read-

ing. Subjects are assigned on such topics as to how pupils spent the holidays,

or how they passed a certain day; teachers also ask them to read certain books

and give a sjTiopsis, or get them to reproduce stories orally.

Witness finds a great need of making composition interesting to pupils. A
topic such as a football or hockey match, or how he spent a day in the woods, will

interest a boy, but if asked to make a record of his day's work in school he may,

if a little mischievous, bring in something about the school or the teachers; fiirther

than that the topic itself may not be interesting to him. There is a tendency

on the part of teachers of composition to read to pupils a story. While they

cannot read and hear too much good literature, there is a tendency to neglect

teaching them to think for themselves, and getting them merely to reproduce

what others have done and thought, instead of what the}' have done thems^lves.

It certainly would be interesting to pupils to describe something they had been

working at in Domestic Science or Manual Training. ;\Iiss Fisher did a little of

that ; for instance, after teaching the process of bread-making she asked the teach-

ers to assign that as a topic of composition. It thus served that purpose as well

as showing what they had remembered of the subject.

Arrangements have been made by which three Public Schools and one Sep-

arate School, junior fourth and senior fourth classes, may come to the Collegiate

and take Domestic Science. They are first taught to sew and cook, with some
elementary principles of chemistry; and after they have entered the High School,

that work is continued for 2 years. One whole morning a week is given to

each class, and with 5 different classes, each school thus gets 3 hours per week.

A class in the Public School has been assigned to the afternoon for mechanical

woodwork and iron work.

That work is continued in the Collegiate, which, having forges, teaches tem-

pering of steel, welding of iron, and all kinds of iron work. At intervals banquets

ai'e held, of which the Commission had had a sample the previous day. After

attending for 2 years in the Public School and 2 in the High School, a girl is in a

position to enter a home and cook splendid meals, while the work a boy gets in

Manual Training does him a world of good. In a sense this work is just beginning.
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The teachers are hampered by the curriculum, which does not allow the time

to Manual Training and Domestic Science which should be given to them. There

are four classes each of junior and senior from the Public Schools, that is 8 al-

together, yet there are only 5 afternoons, which means that 3 of those classes

can only meet once in two weeks, which they do from 2 to 4 o'clock. The pupil

gets 2 hours' instruction, and his next lesson is 2 weeks hence; in that time he has

possibly forgotten a good deal of what he has learned in the first lesson. Some-

thing wll have to be done, and it is suggested that at least part of the work be done

in the Public Schools, leaving the Collegiate to deal solely with technical education.

It is obligatory that those who take the foregoing courses should take one of

the regular courses, of which there are three—commercial, matriculation, and

teaching course. Three different parents have asked to have their son or daughter

take chemistry, physics, French and German—-that is, all the options, but this

could not be done, because 3 hours a week are devoted to Manual Training. A
satisfactory adjustment was made, however. In Collegiates where there is no

Manual Training, they would have those 3 hours; therefore there is some difficulty

here in giving the students what options they like.

A new course in science and technology, which would exempt the jiupils

from Latin, woidd work out all right provided there were time, and that teachers

were not hampered with any Public School classes. It certainly would solve

the difficulty if there were a techincal course and technical school which would

be in a way entirely separate from the regular Collegiate course.

MABEL DUNHAM, examined, said she was a Librarian of the Berlin Library,

which is maintained by a municipal grant of $3,000 and Government grant of

$260 toward the building, the latter being provided by Mr. Carnegie.

A Book Committee indicates the books to be bought, after witness makes

the recommendations, which are based on enquiries and general knowledge;

and at the Librarv' there is a book in which anyone may write suggestions. Any

member of the Book Committee has a right to strike off any book recommended

with which he disagrees.

The Library is becoming more popular; it is used to an increasing extent

as a reading place; the reference department, especially, is used very much more

than it has been. The library is catalogued, and there is an index to periodicals

which is very useful in the reference room.

In case of technical classes being started, the Library would be available cer-

tain evenings, in fact, in the Board Room of the Berlin Public Library- was bom
the idea of technical education through the mediiunof the public libraries of Ontario.

During the year 1907 the question of the relation of the Berlin Public Libran,-

to the workingmcn of Berlin's factories came u]) frequently for discussion at the

monthly Board meetings, and on February 13th, 1908, it was decided that some

effort should l>e made to encourage the employees of the factories to make use of

the advantages afforded by the Library.

By the time the March meeting was called, a definite plan had been evolved.

The scheme was to tender a reception to 150 factory owners and foremen. The

following invitation was issued:

—
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RBCEPTION TO INDUSTRIAL MANAGERS AND FOREMEN.

The Board of Management of the BerHn Public Library earnestly requests your presence at a

gathering, the object of which is to show the benefit you and those under your direction may
obtain from frequenting the Library. The Reception opens with a short meeting in the Assembly
Hall, after which will follow a display and examination of the books suited to particular trades.

Berlin Public Library, March thirteenth, at eight o'clock.

On the day of the reception the Library was closed to the pubHc in order to

give those in charge of the function an opportunity to complete the necessary

preparations.

Between 75 and 100 men responded to the invitation. Preliminary addresses

were given by two members of the Board, both of whom emphasized the willingness

of the Board to supply with both books and magazines, to a greater extent than

previously, the needs of the workingman. The display of technical books was

then inspected. On the large tables in the reading-room were classified and ar-

ranged all the books dealing with the useful and fine arts. These the guests of

the evening were invited to examine, and to call attention to any deficiencies noted

in the collection. Many useful suggestions were made; for example it was found

that there was no information on the manufacture of leather.

At a Libran,' meeting held at Niagara Falls shortly after, one of the members

of the Berlin Public Library Board, Rev. W. A. Bradley, B.A., at that time Vice-

President of the Ontario Library Association, was invited to give an address.

He chose for his subject "The Function of the Public Library," and showed that

it was not doing its whole duty to the community imtil it met the needs of all

classes of people. In this connection he pointed out that the workingman had not

been receiving from the Library his share of attention. The late Inspector of

Public Libraries, Mr. T. W. H. Leavitt, was greatly impressed with Mr. Bradley's

remarks. The result was that on Easter Monday, 1909, the cause of Technical

education in connection with the Public Librarj' was brought before the Ontario

Library Association. Mr. Bradley, in the President's address, briefly outlined

what had been done along this line in Berlin, and proposed a scheme whereby

the Public Libraries in the larger centres of population should undertake for

Canada the work that is now done by the correspondence schools of the United

States. He quoted authentic figures to show that enormous sums of money are

sent ever}' year from Canada to the United States for education along technical

lines. In the evening Inspector Leavitt's paper on "Technical Work in Public

Libraries" was read. After some discussion, a committee was appointed to visit

libraries in the United States, and report what was being done there in the way
of technical education, and the Government agreed to meet the necessar>' expenses

of the Commission. It was foimd that the plan adopted by the Berlin Public

Library Board was in common use in the libraries across the border.

After the 1910 meeting of the Ontario Library Association, the cause of

Technical Education in connection with the Berlin Public Library received a

fresh impetus. New books on technical subjects were being added from time to

time, but it was felt that something should be done to revive the old-time interest

of the working men and women of the town in books pertaining to their particular

trades. With this object in view, a deputation of three members was appointed

to address the Employers' Association and the Trades and Labor Council, to present

191d—Vol. IV—32
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to those societies the attitude of the Board towards technical education, and to

solicit from them the sum of $100 for the purchase of technical books, ex])laining

that in the event of such a donation the Education Department would loan the

Berlin Public Library, for an indefinite period of time, a travelling library of

technical books of equal value. This jnoposal was imfortunatcly not favorably

received.

But the Berlin Public Library Board was not to be dainited. Within a short

time printed lists of technical books already \ipon the shelves of the Library' were

prepared and sent to the various factories with the request that one be enclosed

in the pay envelope of each employee. The accompanying lists w-ill show a re-

spectable library of books dealing with the manufacture of leather and leather

goods.

The results of this experiment have been gratifying. It has helped to over-

come the natural diffidence of a man of the factories when he enters a sanctuary

of books. He knows what to ask for. Previously he asked in a general way for

' 'Something on woodworking;" now he produces a slip of paper from the recesses

of his pocket and states definitely the name of some pariicxdar book be knows will

be available. Several factory owners have, in different ways, exjiressed their

appreciation of this last endeavor of the Board to bring indu^-trial Berlin into

touch with the Public Library.

Some figures may be of interest:

—

Number of technical books in library

:

Adult. German. Juvenile. Reference.

Science 429 45 S.S 9

Useful Arts 248 20 19 43

Fine Arts 190 10 12 9

During 1909 the number of books on science and art circulated was 1519;

for the ninnber consulted on the library premises, no record was kept.

Diiring 1910, up to October, the books on science and art circulated totalled

1 107 ; no record was kept of those consulted on the premises, as it is difiicult to keep

such a record with any degree of accuracy while at the same time allowing

patrons of the Library access to and freedom in handling books. I'or this reason

no attempt has been made to record the total use of books at the Berlin Public

Librar}\ but it is safe to state that at least as many books on technical subjects

are used in the Library' as are recorded in the monthly circulated reports.

The Librar\' subscribes regukirlv to the following magazines of a more or

less technical nature :
- -

American Photography.

Building Age.

Canadian Electrical News.

Canadian Municipal Journal.

Canadian Poultry Review.

Canadian Teacher.

Cfmntry Life in America.

Craftsman.
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Education.

Engineering.

Garden Magazine.

Good Housekeeping.

Harper's Bazaar.

Health Culture.

House Beautiful,

Modem Priscilla.

Popular Mechanics.

Popular Science Monthly.

Public Libraries.

Scientific American.

Scientific American Supplement.

Studio.

System.

Technical World.

World's Work.

Current numbers of these magazines are always to be found on the tables

in the reading room, and back numbers may be consulted at any time. At the

end of the year some are bound and placed on the shelves in the reference room,

others are kept unboimd in the Librarian's office and the rest are sold.

Miss Dunham produced copies of slips distributed through the local factories,

being put in the pay envelopes. These contained selected lists of books for leather,

fabric, rubber, wood and metal workers, bicycles, clocks, plumbing, mechanical

engineering. It has been found that people are using these lists and coming to

the Library with a definite pvu-pose, as they know just exactly what book they

want. Nothing has been done in the way of outlining a coiirse of reading for

particular industries, but it might be done.

JAME^ M. MICKLER, examined, said he was Manager of the Globe Furniture

Company, employing about 70 hands, and turning out high-class interior hardwood

finish of all kinds,—fittings for court houses, banks, etc.; no iron work. The men
are not always trained as journeymen, and unfortunately there are not many
young fellows, for it seems difficult to get young men to take up this line of busi-

ness. It is an interesting business, but in some way they do not seem to take

kindly to it.

Witness did not really serve any apprenticeship, but went from one factory

to another and gained knowledge that way. He did not take any class at any time.

He did not think there were any night schools or classes in Waterloo. He had

found it difficult to pick up the business as he did, and would have found it of

advantage to attend a school for mechanical drawing.

CHARLES HAHN (recalled), examined, said he was identified with the

Trades' and Labor Council at Berlin, with which about 17 or 18 organizations are

affiliated. These include shoe workers, carpenters, wood-workers, painters,

l!Ud—Vol. IV— 32i
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tailors, cigar makers, bricklayers, tradesmen and brewers; there are no piano and

organ workers and no machinists.

At present people going into the factories have to be taught by the manu-
facturers. A system of technical education which would enable children to get

an idea of the different lines of work in the factories would enable them to do the

work better when they got there; they would not have to work for weeks before

getting any pay.

Some trades would and some would not derive benefit from Technical Edu-

cation. There is no course of instruction at night or at any time now that would

help the carpenter or bricklayer; there is no Mechanics' Institute; no classes con-

nected with the Collegiate Institute; no night classes whatever except a businees

college that nms a night school for purely commercial purposes.

All Unions discuss to a certain extent among themselves the featiu-es of theii

trade, but not a great deal. The stationary engineers fix an hour and have one

of their members give a talk; that is the principal part of their meetings. It

would be a great thing for carpenters to know how to build stair-ways, hang doors

and roofs, etc; also for bricklayers how to build an arch or a panel properly. That

knowledge would be of special benefit not only to apprentices but to mechanics.

Magazines and papers in the interests of tho.se organizations go into technical

matters sometimes; but at present they are all those mechanics can get instruction

from.

There are about 3,000 male and 1,200 female workers in the factories in

town. Those 3,000 men would get some benefit from Technical Education.

Mechanical drawing and mathematics would be of great advantage. Witness

did not know whether Technical Education could do much for boot and shoe work-

ers under the present organization of factories, shoes being manufactured so much
by machinery, and the business so thoroiighly specialized ; but such a course

woiild probably be of benefit to a foreman who had to superintend the work.

There was not much amusement in Berlin outside of moving picture shows;

no amusements at all to speak of ; the men play hockey, baseball, football and all

that kind of thing on lines of athletics, and there are theatres—only ordinary

cheap ones, vaudeville performances and picture shows mostly. There is an opera

house that once in a while has an opera or a good show on, but the opera house

is one not capable of accommodating good shows verj' well. Healthy recreation

would be a great help to working people in their work; any effort along that line

would be helpful.

WTiile wages in Berlin are fair, they might be better, because there is so much
demand for labor; generally the wages are fairly good compared with other places,

that is, men in Berlin make about as good wages as they do anywhere else. No
local manufacturers have voluntarily increased wages or shortened hours; the men
have to demand it, work for it, request it, and don't always get what they ask

for. Witness thought it would not be so hard to get it at the present time, Ijccause

things were so good all roimd, and perhaps it would be a good deal easier to get

more wages now than it would sometimes. There is a scarcity of labor now,

the influx of labor not having kept pace with the Berlin industries, which have

grown faster than the town, though the town itself has been growing very fast.
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All the factories are increasing their plants, and some new ones are starting, so

that labor has to come in from somewhere. That is a healthy condition, because

the growth is natural, not a boom. Labor men in Berlin do not suffer from in-

dustries employing men in the summer who are unemployed during the winter,

though ordinary laborers on corporation work and builders' laborers usually have

an idle time in winter.

Witness conducts an employment biu-eau under the auspices of the Ontario

Government, registering people who are out of employment, also those who want

labor, and supplying the labor ; classifying skilled and unskilled labor and trades as

well. A lot of people have been benefited in that way, in that they do not have

to run aroimd town looking for work, and people who wanted laborers do not have

to look for men; they simply send their names in and within a short time have

people furnished to them. A great deal of labor is supplied that way, and the

bm-eau has been freely made use of. Diu-ing the current month only 3 appli-

cations from workmen had been registered, and those were usually men who came
in from somewhere else and did not know the town; there had been no local

applications in the month at all. On the other hand there was quite a demand for

labor. The biu-eau was a fair barometer of the labor situation. There had not

been a local application during the month from a man working at a trade as jour-

neyman; the}' were mostly ordinary laborers that had made application. The
Employers' Association of Berlin have an employment agency, but the conditions

there are about the same ; while they get a lot of applications for help there are very

few people \vho apply for work. The birreau has proven to be a good thing, for

when men w ant work, witness finds it for them somewhere or other.

The Labor Council in Berlin thinks Manual Training or Domestic Science

would be all right; there is no objection to it at all. As the countr)' grows more

carpenters and other craftsmen will be needed.

Witness said the Trades and Labor Coimcil could appoint a committee to

carefully separate the different trades and find out just what class of instruction

would benefit each trade.

Session closed at 12.15 noon.

Information from MR. HOUSTON as to Manual Training in Berlin Col-

legiate and Technical Institute.

Equipment: The equipment is as follows:—20 wood working benches with

tools, general equipment of tools for wood working, 5 wood Lathes, 1 Band Saw,

2 iron lathes, 3 forges, 6 vises, 1 drill, together with necessary tools for work.

Classes: The classes taking the work are as follows:—Public and .Separate

Schools, Jr. IV and Sr. IV Grades. High School Forms, 1, lA, IC, 11, II A, and
lie. Each class receives one lesson per week. Public and Separate School

Classes (2 hours) take the more elementary wood-working and working drawings

of models made. High School pupils (2^ hours) take the more advanced wood
working, wood tinning and pattern making; forge, lathe and bench work in iron;

also advanced drawing. Talks are given to the classes on tools, their uses, etc.,

woods, their growth, nature and use, construction, etc.
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Dro'uiug: The drawing is introduced by a graduated scries of exercises

which instructs the pupils in the method of making and the use to be made of

plans, elevations, sections, etc. This course has interspersed a series of working

drawings of the models or projects worked out at the bench. In addition to the

above work in drawing there is a definite course in Mechanical Drawing, covering

three years, consisting of Practical Geometry, Projections, Conic Sections. Inter-

sections and Developments, Machine Drawing.

Shop Pr.vctice: Wood Working:—Bench work, joinery, pattern making

to some extent, wood turning. Metal Working:—Forging; drawing, bending,

twisting, shouldering, upsetting, punching, welding, shaping, etc. \'ise Work:--

Chipping, cutting, filing, truing, fitting, etc. Lathe Work:—Instructions re con-

struction and working of the lathe, simjile lathe work as required in construction

of various models.

Information from MISS FEROIISON as to Houselu.Ul Science in Berlin

Collegiate and Technical Institute.

Equipment:—
Hollow square class table and kitchen cupboard

Class table equipment

Kitchen cupboard equipment

Supply table

Teacher's table

Chairs

Individual stoves and attachments

Gas range

Coal range

Sink and boiler with gas heater

Store cupboard

Equipment of store cupboard

Library

Linen

Lockers

Curtains, etc

Dining room set and lounge.

Cutlery for banquet purposes 60 00

Dishes for banquet purposes

Towel racks -^ '^0

Classes:—
The classes taking u]) the work are; -

(a) Public and Sci)arate Schools Jr. I\^ and Sr. IV grades;

(b) Collegiate I'orms 1, lA, IC, 11, llA, and llC.

Each Collegiate Class receives one lesson weekh- of Idur pi-riiicl lt-ii';th .\11

Collegiate lessons are in the morning.

S237
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The Jr. I\' and Sr. IV grades alternate weekly, each class having a 2 hour

lesson every fortnight.

The Jr. IV grades only are taught elementary sewing for one year.

The Sr. IV' grades only are taught elementary cooking for one year.

Practical work in cookery only is possible, as no laundry equipment has as

yet been installed.

Individual equipment will not accommodate more than 24 in one class.

Class mark:—
Seu-ing.—Five Jr. IV classes are enrolled for this work, four from the Public

School and one from the Separate School. All sewing material is supplied by the

Household Science Department, with the exception of thimbles and sewing boxes.

A fee of ten cents per pupil per term of three months covers the necessary

outlay.

A practice of the different stitch forms is taken on samplers, which are

moimted eventually in the students' note books, in exemplification of the notes

corresponding to the same.

Once the stitch forms are mastered, some articles are made involving a further

practice of a number of the forms. The children are allowed to take home their

work at the end of the coiirse. All equipment is distributed at the beginning of

the class and then collected before the students are dismissed. Since the period

of 2 hours is rather long for this work, two intermissions of five minutes each

are allowed during the afternoon.

Cooking.—^There are nine classes in cooker}-, five from the Collegiate, three

from the Public Schools and one from the Separate School. The afternoon

cookery classes are 2 hours long, and the morning (Collegiate Classes) 2{.

The least possible outlay is made for individual cooking, and the cost per

pupil is less than 2 cents per week. The Board gives a grant of $9 per month,

specially for this department, which covers all cost of groceries, meat, laundry and
milk. The teacher supplies the Board with a statement of all expenditure and
receipts for the same.

In the Sr. IV Grades elementary Cooking is taken up, and a more advanced
coiu-se with the Collegiate classes.

Noon Lunch Hours—Soup Kitchen.—Since the Berlin School draws a rather

large percentage of its members from the adjacent towns and villages, the

noon lunch hour has become a consideration of no small interest. The result

has been that for the comfort and convenience of those students who have to

remain at noon, soup, tea, coffee and cocoa are provided, at the nominal fees

of 5c. 2c. 3c. and 2c. respectively. Orders are received at the office until

9.15 a.m. each day, and then different students employ their spare time during the

morning in preparing the requisitioned supplies. At noon relays of waitresses

set up small tables equipped with white oilcloth covers, pepper and salt casters

and white tissue paper napkins. These girls also serve the orders as given, receive

the money for the same, then wash up the dishes afterwards, and leave everything

in spotless condition. As a remimeration these girls get soup and one beverage

free once a week. In evidence of the popularity of this scheme it may be said
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that in seven weeks 1225 orders were filled, and §42.38 taken into the treasury.

A clear profit of §10 was invested in curtains for the kitchen windows, with all

necessary accessories.

Connection between H. S. Department and Factories:—
So far as the Household Science department is concerned, its connection

with the factory is a two-fold one.

It has been estimated that 95% of the school girls leave school in this town

at the approximate age of 14, This means that the greater number of them go

into the factories of the town, but equipped with a two-year course in Household

Science, one year having been spent in sewing and the other in cooking.

The other connecting link is through the medium of the evening class,

which is held by the Household Science teacher once a week in the kitchen of the

Department. A great effort was made to create a wide-spread interest among the

factory girls in this course of evening education, but was met with little encourage-

ment not more than 20% of those in attendance being associated with the factories.
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CHAPTER LX:

SOME REPRESENTATIVE COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVED.

(1.) THE BUILDING TRADES.

Kingston.

A Committee representing the several building trades of Kingston submitted

the following report:

—

Technical education on a large and comprehensive plan, and technical edu-

cation which is not now available in this city, or in any city of the Province, is

the question of the hour.

Leaving School Early.—The boys and girls are leaving school at an early age

—

12, 13 and 14. They are going into trades and occupations of various kinds. The

parents may be somewhat to blame, but most of them appear to be of the opinion

that a liberal education is not necessary for one who is not going to engage in mental

pursuits. They are not aware, as all employers of labor are, or should be, that

the better education the youth has, the better equipped he is for the battle of life.

The more he learns in the school the less he has to learn outside ; and of many
subjects he must have a greater knowledge than the public schools afford. There

should be a higher and finishing form for those not intending to go in for the pro-

fessions. This form should take up commercial and technical work which would

prepare the pupils for the various trades, and give them a chance to choose a trade

themselves and get a good grounding in the first principles.

Apprenticeship System.—It is not a discovery that the trades have suffered

through the abolition of the apprenticeship system. This system was exacting.

To many it was vmcomfortable. Some were depressed in consequence of it. But

generally it meant that the boy that apprenticed himself to a contractor learned

his trade and learned it well, because the contract called for devotion on the part

of the apprentice to his duties and care on the part of the master to all obligations

which he incurred. Today a boy would find the greatest difficulty to become

apprenticed to an employer by the rules and regulations laid down and enforced

by the Trades Unions. For instance, under Union laws a boy cannot become an

apprentice to learn Masonry, Bricklaying, or Plastering if he is past the age of

seventeen years—an age at which probably not one boy in fifty is rugged enough

to tindertake the arduous labor in connection with the above trades. And even

then the number of apprentices is restricted to not more than one apprentice to

any one employer in any case. We are also under the impression that the Trades

Unions fix and enforce a minimum wage to be paid apprentices at so high a rate

as to make it unprofitable for an employer to undertake the teaching of a trade to

a boy. Without the apprenticeship system and the training which it implies.
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the way is not open, as formerly, for a practical training in the trades of the day,

and there is no school in which the youth may, under competent direction, display

the characteristics which will determine what should be his calling in life. The
scarcity of mechanics in the building trades is quite noticeable in a town the size

of Kingston, for the reason that we are verj' little, if any, benefited by the emi-

grant tradesman making his home amongst us. Such teing the case, we have

l)ractically no workmen working at the business that are not natives of the city,

and who have not learned their trades imder the conditions that prevailed before

the days of Trades Unionism in the building business in the city of Kingston. As

will be quite apparent to you, these men are now growing old, with nobody learning

the trade. This being the case, it will be only a few years, unless something is

done, before there will be no native tradesmen to do the building of the future.

The First Move.—It is evident that the first need is of more education in the

public schools. It should provide for the youths who are not looking for service

in any of the professions. Between the Public School and Collegiate Institute—
and filling a place peculiarly its own—shoiild be a technical school, the jmpils

of which should pass the entrance e.xaminations and so give evidence of their

fitness for advanced studies. The curriculum of this school should l)e left to those

who are commissioned to organize it, but it should be a school in which all the

trades should have some representation in order that the boys may have an oppor-

tunity to develop their tastes or display their learning, and that when they have

made a choice the best primary training will be imparted. At present there is

no school of this kind. In the Institute there is a technical department, but it

is limited to woodworking, and fills a valuable place in that school, in that it gives

cimning to the hand and application for the general rules and exercises which may
be learned in other departments. It is doing a good work in its own field, but it is

not accessible to the boys who leave the public schools too early, and who are

debarred—through the indifference of their parents or of themselves—from the

advantages of a secondary school.

Pleafor the Girls.—As for the girls, there is no provision outside of the domestic

science school for training of the most helpful kind. All honor to the Kingston

Board of Education for its endeavor, luider many drawbacks, to meet the changing

conditions of the time. It has experimented with wood-carving and metal-work

for the boys in the public schools. The girls have had sewing and cooking, but the

time given to these subjects has been all too brief, and the object aimed at must

have been inadequately served. The technical education which is here advocated

will not break into the time of the jmblic schools in the lower classes, but will

Ije conducted in a school set apart for a specific purjiose, namely; to develoj) in

the individual his mechanical inclinations, and at the same time add to his mental

equipment for any particular line of service. Both boys and girls would be heljicd

in this continuation or technical class, and if this institution were jirovided we are

of the opinion that it would meet the wants of the times.

Defects now \'isible.—The average employer realizes how incom])etent is tiie

youth who enters his service with mental training only. He is lacking in man>

essentials. He is handicapped at the very outset of his career. It is this con-

dition which is to 1k' improved by the technical school, to which the youth can look
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forward with a new ambition, and in which he may reasonably anticipate success.

What is said of the city and its necessities can be said with equal force of the coun-

tr\- and its needs. The education of the day is inadequate. It is qualifying the

youths largely for the professions, not for the trades, and this is the declaration of

many of the teachers in our Public and High Schools.

(Signed)

Jos W. Power,
M. Sullivan,

Wm. McCastney.

Toronto.

A Committee composed of delegates from the different crafts in the Building

Trade, forming the Building Trades Council of Toronto and vicinitv, passed the

following resolutions :

—

1

.

That this Committee is in favor of Industrial Education.

2. Also that the teachers should be practical mechanics.

3. Also that schools be controlled by an advisory board, with representatives

from the trades interested.

4. We would recommend that continuation classes he held in the evenings.

for bona fide workmen in their respective trades.

5. We also recommend that a duly accredited apprentice system be in-

stituted.

Windsor.

The Builders' and Contractors' Association of Essex submit for consideration

the following resolution as passed by this Association on 6th December 1910,

at Windsor:

—

Be it resolved that this Association view with no small measure of alarm

the passing of the indentured apprentice, and it is oiu" opinion that unless some-

thing is done by which their places may be filled by others equally as skilled in

the building trade, the time is not far distant when the lack of skilled mechanics

will be a serious detriment to the proper and prompt construction of all residential

and industrial buildings.

We also recognize the necessity of prompt action, as those who are now
classed as skilled mechanics are fast disappearing, with little prospect of any one

capable to take their places. It is also our opinion after mature consideration

that we must practically depend upon the sons of the workingmen for our futiu^e

skilled mechanics; therefore it becomes necessary to place an opportiinity in their

way. In view of such we would suggest that technical training be added to the

public school curriculum, so that our sons may have the advantage of being trained

in the theories connected with the different branches of the building trade, that

later on they may be able to apply this knowledge in a practical way, which we
believe would e\'entuallv bring about the results we most desire.

(Signed)

G. W. Fruman, .Secretary.
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(2.) CUSTOM CUTTERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

Toronto.

Mr. H. TtXK, Secretary of. this Association at Toronto, sends the following

resolution:

—

Proposed by H. Tuck, seconded by Heruy- A. Taylor, that the President do

name a committee to make enquiries and correspond with the Royal Commission

on Industrial Training and Technical Education, representing to them the necessity

to include within the scope of their enquiry the conditions of the tailoring trade

in Canada; respectfully emphasizing the deplorable lack of efficiently equipped

journeymen, owing to the entire breakdown of the apprentice system in our

trade, whereby we are thrown upon the foreign speaking emigrants to supply our

needs, and that provision should be made for the training of our young men in

this craft, similar to that of other countries. Carried.

GUELPH.

Mr. J. A. ScoTT, Secretary International Custom Cutters' Association,

Guelph, writes:

—

The piu-pose of my letter is to seek to impress upon you the desirability, and

I might almost say the absolute necessity, of technical education being inaugurated

in connection with the tailoring trade. The utter lack of proficient jounieymen

tailors is a very serious menace to the craft, in fact has been for the last ten or

fifteen years, and we are about wholly dependent upon emigration from European

and Asiatic countries. We find this source of supply altogether inadequate to

the demands of the trade, and many thousands, yes, hundreds of thousands of

dollars of business is lost each year because we can't get men to handle it; and

unless something is done immediately the trade will be in a worse condition

than ever.

Eor your information I would submit the following: (1) That there is no better

mechanical work that our young men and boys can apply themselves to, as owing

to the nature of the work they can always be clean and well dressed, and no time

is lost on account of inclement weather. The remuneration to a first class mechanic

is equal to or greater (and in most cases very much greater) than that ruling in

other lines of mechanical work. (2) The good old system of ai)prcnticing boys

to the trade has sadly fallen into disuse in oui country, and we are

not making any first-class mechanics today, yoimg men simply learning

a part of some business, the wisdom of which is open to question.

Another reason why our young men should take up this line of work is

that dress is conceded by all countries to have a marked inlluence upon the

people, and if its highest art is not to be lost, then the custom tailor is to be pre-

served and not permit the crudities, yes, I might say the xiilgarilies, of much of

the ready-to-wear clothing of the jiresent day to have too large a place in the attire

of our ix-ojile. I don't think 1 would l>e putting it too strongly in saying that

there is more culture and refinement in the art of Ix'ing properly and genteely
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dressed than the average man dreams of, and its influence goes very much further

than is apparent to the thoughtless or the careless thinker.

It was my pleasure when in Halifax recently to visit the Technical School of

that Province, where they have already installed a tailoring department, and in

conversation with the Principal I was given to understand that their government

was looking more thoroughly into the matter, and it was his opinion that they

would not be at all backward in lending adequate financial assistance to the pro-

ject. I might further state that this same line of action is being taken up by mem-

bers of our Association in the United States, where I believe they are meeting

with some success.

Training For Tailors.

Messrs. Nisbet & Aild, Limited, Dealers in Tailors' Trimmings, Toronto,

write :

—

While we recognize the lack of help available for Merchant Tailors, and know

that it is becoming serious to the trade throughout the country, we are not pre-

pared to say how this could be remedied.

It did strike us that a system of schools situated at different points through-

out the Dominion would be a good way, hence our endorsement of the suggestion.

The practical working out of such a scheme could be outlined better by the

Merchant Tailors than by us.

A department of tailoring under the supervision of a practical man in con-

nection with the Industrial Schools about to be established seems the only feasible

plan. These departments could be made to some extent self-supporting by utiliz-

ing them in the manufacture of such clothing as is usually contracted for by the

Government, for such institutions as prisons, asylums, etc.

(3.) TRAINING REQUIRED IN PIANO-MAKING.

Mr. F. Bull, President of The Williams Piano Co. Ltd., Oshawa, writes:

—

I am more and more impressed, the more I have looked into and studied the

needs as to the advancement of this country, that the time would come when the

man who is lacking in technical knowledge, and who has not the opportunity to

obtain this information in school, would be under a very great handicap. Perhaps

it may be because of the particular care it is necessary to exert in every depart-

ment of our business, requiring a quality of workmanship over and above the

average, that we find it difficult to obtain the proper skilled workmen. The fact

remains that we scarcely ever find those applying for positions in our factory,

who have sufficient technical knowledge in detail to work in without undergoing

a course of thorough training under the hands of some of our experts at the heads

of the different departments. We, of necessity, because of this, have for years

trained our own men, preferring to take younger men and train them up, it being

absolutely necessary to do this, in order to obtain the class of work we require.

I know that this must apply in a great measure to all other industries.

It seems to me that the time has come when we must reaUze that if we expect

to make the necessary advancement and progress as a nation, as compared with
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the other countries vvnth which we are in open competition, such as Germany and

the United States, we must face this question, and reaUze there is just the one

proper way to deal with it—to establish a proper system of education along practical

and technical lines, by which means ever^' boy can have a chance to obtain a proper

knowledge along these lines who is inclined that way. With oiir present school

facilities I believe we could round out a pretty thorough and general all-round

education along this line. If the young men who come to us had obtained at

school some practical and technical knowledge their advancement would be more

rapid, con.sequcntly their earning power would increase accordingly, and therefore

their usefulness would be that much greater, and we would benefit accordingly.

It would benefit the worker and the indust^\^ and that applies all along the line.

WTiile it requires a certain additional expenditure, and additional respon-

sibilities, yet these matters should be handled in such a way that they may work

to the greatest possible benefit to the individual and the State. I maintain that

in benefiting the individual, as education along these lines should, we fortify and

strengthen the State in every way. The higher type of citizenship we have, the

greater the country becomes; the higher the ideals of the workmen, the better the

grade of the production ; the better position we hold in relation to our competitors

in other nations and to the goods we produce, the more prominent we stand out

in the public eye in national life, and in the world generally. Therefore, the

nation benefits or loses according as these things work out.

There is no doubt in my mind that a move along the lines this Commission is

studying out will benefit very greatly a large majority of the younger workmen

in this country-, and he of great benefit to the nation and our industries, and give

a higher standing to the nation at large. Don't let us shirk our proper duties

and responsibilities to the boys, who will Ix- the heads of all our great enterjirises

and business industries of tomorrow. They will be just what we plan to-day

they shall be; no more and no less. It is important when we pause to study the

outlook, and while it occurs to us from time to time, we perhaps overlook it in

the present cvery-day hurry of things. The little boys of to-day, when most of us

have rested from our hea\^' labor, have to take up the responsibilities of tomorrow,

and we should see to it that we fit them well for the responsibilities and burdens

that they have to face and carry; and if we profit by the ex])eriences that we have

all had to pass through, if we acquit ourselves well, all these things will be added

to their opportimities and knowledge, for the benefit of tomormw.

Mr. H. B. vS.\mE1-I.S, Superintendent of the Williams Piano Company,

Oshawa, writes:

—

I have been associated with the industries of Oshawa for the past twenty-

eight years with the exception of about two years spent in Wingham, Toronto

and Bowmanville, commencing first to work at the bench in the Oibbs Cabinet

I''actory, where I received my first knowledge of detailed drawing from Mr.

Johnston, the draftsman for the above Company at that time. The pleasure and

interest received from working to those designs created a desire to be able to draw

for myself, and quite a bit of my leisure time was sjient in reproducing from

memory the drawings I had been work'ng from. It was not long before I could
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design any ordinary piece of furniture I wished, and could draw it in detail, as I

also had a practical knowledge of putting it together. This is why I think a night

school would be very helpful, as the student would then get practice in the day

time, along with the theor\- at night school.

Drawing in practical, commercial life must be mechanical, otherwise it is

only a picture, and of no value except as an ornament.

My first eight months in the piano business was with the Bowmanville Piano

& Organ Co.; from there to the Williams Piano Co., with which firm I have been

associated for about twenty years. I do not know of any wood-working institution

that requires better material or more skilful treatment than the manufacture of

pianos. Consequently out of 225 employees not more than eight or ten belong

to the laboring class. Ever}' department is a science and a life study. Take, for

instance, the drawing of scales; I have made enquiry and so far as I can learn

you can count all the men who do this class of work in Canada on the fingers of

one hand, and we have two of them in Oshawa—Mr. Robert Williams and Mr.

R. \. Johns.

It seems to me that the young men of Oshawa stand in their own light by
being over-anxious for the extra dollars which they earn at laboring, and work at

that in preference to learning a trade, presumably to spend the extra money on

amusement; then ultimately get married, and cannot afford to learn a trade, and

never advance.

In winter or dull times we find fifty laborers to one mechanic applying for

work, and it seems to me that a great deal of this can be remedied by proper in-

struction along the lines of Technical Education, combined with practice of the

branch desired.

Our skilled labor is mostly of our own training of bright Canadian boys, who
see far enough ahead to know what is good for themselves and the piano industry

of Canada. Of course we lose some of them, but we are proud to know nearly

all of them are doing well and hold positions of trust in the best piano factories

of Canada, and many in the United States.

This is an age of competition. Canada has great natural resources only partly

developed, and it would not only be a duty but good business on the part of the

governments of this country to assist towards rapid advancement of its industries

and I feel sure that great results can Ije obtained by a proper system of Education

along practical and technical lines.

(4.) TRAINING OF PROSPECTORS AND MINERS.

Mr. a. B. Willmott, M.A., B..Sc., Mining Geologist, Toronto, writes as

follows:—
Permit me as a mining engineer to tender my ideas on the training that should

be given boys who may become prospectors or miners. I do not refer to those

who may become mining engineers, for whom good technical colleges are now
in existence.

Next to agriculture, mining is the most important industry' in the Dominion.

W^e have millions of acres as yet unprospected, and are preparing no one for the
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work. Scores of mines will be opened, hut almost no Canadians are tieing pre-

pared to operate them; that is, to do the actual manual work. The illiterate,

the foreigner, the ne'er-do-well are the only sources of mine labor. The pros-

pectors are partly recruited from a better class, but are woefully ignorant of tlieir

work. Because of ignorance himdreds of thousands of dollars are wasted annually

by prospectors and their backers in developing useless mining claims. It is pitiful

to see many poor prospectors squandering their last dollar on holes where there

is no chance of ore. Equally costly to mine owners are the inefficient laborers

employed as drill runners, pumpmen, firemen, handlers of explosives, etc.

The men have usually had only a public school education. At the best they

have had a year in high school, and have quit because of their dislike of the ex-

cessive study of language and similar work. Their minds turn to the practical.

Unfortunately the High School system of this Province is nm as an appendage

of the University. The matriculation examination into a literary course at .the

University is the goal set before all students. The Education Department seems

to think only of the professional classes, instead of the great majority composing

the industrial masses.

I advocate a complete change in the management of the High Schools so that

the courses would be adapted to the needs of the people, not to the needs of the

University. This will involve a great decrease in the instruction in languages in

the High Schools, and its transference to the Universities, where as cultural subjects

they more properly belong. This will make room in the High Schools for more

practical subjects which the majority of students require. The latter studie-

can be made quite as useful educationally as the foreign languages they displace,

and much more informational.

These practical courses will, among other subjects, naturally embrace a good

knowledge of the principles of chemistry and of physics, and of their application

to art. How far these applications will extend will vary with different schools

depending on the industries and natural resources of the surrounding district

.

In some small schools and in all the large centres the application of science to

mining should be taught.

The courses suggested are as follows:

—

Mineralogy. A course descriptive of the common minerals, embracing their

physical and chemical characters and methods of indentification.

Geology. A course including a description of the various rocks, methods of

formation, erosion, sedimentation, moinitain building, etc.

Ore Deposits. A course descriptive of the mode and occurrence of ore de-

posits, methods of exploring, economic value, Canadian deposits, etc.

These three courses would be of particular value for the prospectors. I'or

miners there should be added a course dealing with the jirinciples of machinery.

This course would be the same as that required by all going into mechanical jnir-

suits. It should deal with boilers and methods of firing, steam and gas engines,

dynamos, air compressor, air drills, pumps etc. The principles of physics whicli

underlie the use of these machines should be emphasized.
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It is not assumed that boys taking these courses will be practical geologists

or mechanical engineers. They will, however, have some theoretical knowledge

of the work they are to undertake. The text-books put in their hands should

have copious references to books and papers where fuller information can be foiuid.

The attempt should be made to have the text-book on the different subjects a

regular vade mecuni, helping the student to fuller information after school life.

I desire to emphasize:

—

1

.

The removal of the High Schools from the domination of the Universities.

2. The teaching in these schools of the scientific principles underlying the

chief Canadian industries.

3. The application of these principles to various industries. These appli-

cations would vary with the requirements of the district served by the school.

4. In many centres mineralogy, geology, and ore deposits should be taught.

(5.) LAKE SEAMEN'S UNION.

Kingston.

Mr. T. H. Fleming, Business Agent of the Union, writes:

—

I believe that a system of lectm-es dealing with Charts, Compass, Rules of

the Road and all matters pertaining to navigation in general, would greatly benefit

all seamen. In saying seamen, I mean Wheelmen, Watchmen, Lookoutmen,

Ordinary Seamen and Able-body Seamen. It would not only make them better

workmen, but would also assist them to get certificates to take positions as officers.

Do I think the men would attend a school for this purpose? Yes, I believe they

would. It has been demonstrated that they would attend by the Department

of Marine and Fisheries. The Department inaugurated just such a system as

I advocate.

When the late Captain Thos. Donnely lectured in Kingston, about three

years ago, from fifty to two hxmdred men attended every one of these lectures,

and I might also state that some of the yoimg officers on the Canadian Lake

steamers to-day, received the education at these lectures that enabled them
to pass the examination which is necessary to prociu-e certificates.

191d—Vol. IV—33
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CHAPTER LXI: SUMMARIES OF STATEMENTS
OF SOME WITNESSES REGARDING THEIR

PERSONAL TRAINING.

Textiles.

George W. McFarlane, Mechanical Superintendent of the Textile Mills at

Paris, stated that he had served 4 years' apprenticeship, and had worked in various

shops in Canada and the United States as a machinist. He took a Scranton

Correspondence Course in Mechanics, including drawing, mathematics, mechanics

and electric work.

John Martin, Superintendent of the Wincey Mill at Paris, said that he began

at 16, after a Public School education, and worked first in the office. Then he

took a year's course at the New Bedford (Mass.) Textile School, and later had

private instruction in designing and weaving. He had now been 22 years in this

business and was taking a Correspondence Course in Woollen manufacturing.

He had been Superintendent for 1 1 years.

^ Emanuel Spore, Foreman in a knitting mill, began work at 20, and is now 50

and head of the Department. He got his training through the bosses and his own
efforts. He had not taken Correspondence Courses, but had read books on textile

matters.

General Engineering.

Henry Campbell, Manager of the Harvester Company, said he first learned

stair-building wth his father, and followed this trade for 5 years in various cities;

then he entered a railway manufacturing concern, taking 15 months in each

department, 8 years in all, and working from the bottom up in each department.

He had a thorough practical training and was made Superintendent at the end

of the 8 years. He had built and equipped 25 shops. He had not taken a Corre-

spondence Course, ' but have read stacks of books.

'

Dowsley Kennedy, of the Kennedy Iron Works, Owen Sound, said he had

taken 2 years in their own shops, then 4 years in a German Technical School,

with summer work in shops, and graduated as an engineer with special attention

to shop management. Technical students in Germany have to work 2 years in

the shops taking pattern work, machine and moulding shop practice.

Robert Dobie, Mechanical Superintendent of the Canadian General Electric

Company, said he had had his training in the G.T.R. shops at Stratford and Mont-

real where he spent 17 years. He was given a full course through every de-

partment—lathe, boring mill, planing mill, assembling department, boiler shop,

blacksmith shop, pattern shop, etc.—and then went on the road firing for a time,

afterwards entering the drafting office. He studied at night but had no chance

of attending night school. He was chief draftsman for the Royal Electric Com-

pany. He read technical magazines.
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Metai. Trades.

John Gibson, foreman of the smithing department in a firm at Oshawa,

has 100 men imder him. He began in the carriage department, where he did

about 100 jobs a year, was 5 years a journeyman, and has been 20 years a foreman.

He read technical magazines and joimials when he could get them. A Technical

School would have been a great help to him.

Burleigh Aikens, a machinist, said he was apprenticed for three years and 9

months with two Foundry Companies, supplemented by two sessions at the Toronto

Technical School, which latter he found very helpful. He also took some Cor-

respondence Course study. He served in a shop where his brother was foreman,

and so received a good training.

A trained moulder stated that he had served his apprenticeship, and then

worked as a journeyman. He took part of a Correspondence Course on Chemistry

as applied to steel and iron manufacture, and studied foundry practice books on

dififerent lines.

An electrical worker said he had served part of his apprenticeship in the

electrical business in the department of motors. He took a Correspondence Course

for about 7 months, but beyond some help in arithmetic and algebra, had not

found it much use.

Woodworking Trades.

W. J. Beatty, foreman in a Furniture Company, learned the trade of cabinet

making and wood can-ing. He was trained in the Toronto Technical School 20

years ago during evenings and Saturday afternoons for about 3 seasons, taking

mechanical and freehand drawing and proportion. This training had helped him

to get promotion.

Charles Laway, Superintendent of the Canadian Furniture Co., said he had

served no apprenticeship, but rose gradually from a general machine hand and

factory man. He had attended no special instruction in evening classes, but

read papers and journals.

In Relation to Evening Classes.

James Dunlop, proprietor of the Thomas Organ Company, Woodstock, said

that he was educated in the public schools in the Old Country, where more attention

is paid to fundamentals. He served 4 years' apprenticeship and attended 2 nights

weekly at evening classes; this he had found most profitable.

R. C. Stock, journeyman in a Sewing Machine factory, had a public school

education and entered the works at 15, where he had been for 12 years. He ran

a joiner machine and band saw, but had no skill as a cabinet maker. He would

attend 2 nights weekly at evening classes if any were established. He was taking

mechanical drawing in a Correspondence Course, which cost him $45, and he had
not finished it yet.

N. B. Jessan, employed in Kennedy's, Owen Sound, said he had been one year

in Canada, and had learned engineering in Norway. He attended the High School

at Christiana, including one year's shop training, and then took 4 years at the

191d—VoL IV—33i
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Charlottenburg Technical High School, near Berlin. The same line of education

would not do for mechanics, and night school would be best for them and for

foremen.

John Osmond, machinist, said he had served 7 years' apprenticeship, which

he considered too long, as 4 years was quite enough. He went to evening school

twice a week for 2 years, and learned the principles of machinery', how to read

drawings, mending machinery, etc. Blueprints are not needed now-, as the work

is done altogether from templets.

Alfred Thickett, machinist, served his apprenticeship in England, working 7

years for nothing. He went to night school 3 nights a week for 9 years, and did

not find it hard on his health. He held two diplomas.

John Lane, machinist, had serv-ed 4 years' apprenticeship and had been a

journeyman for 9 years in the Stratford Railway shops. He attended night classes

in drawing and arithmetic in his own time, but did not find he got on far enough.

He then took a Correspondence Course, but was too tired to keep it up, though he

got some good from it. A class room and teacher would have been more inspiring.

Charles Poogh, Assistant Works Manager in the Westinghouse Company,

said he left school at 16, ser^^ed 5 years as an apprentice, and then went to

another shop as improver. He took evening classes 3 times weekly during his

apprenticeship, and afterwards went to the Technical School for machine drawing

and electrical work. Then he went to another firm and attended night classes

in London, and finally took 2 years electricity in the Manchester Technical School.

He had been with the Westinghouse Company 9 years.

Robert M. Roy, Manager of the Hamilton Bridge Company, said he had spent

4 years with one employer and 3 with another as mechanical engineer, and during

that time attended evening class three or four times weekly, afterwards following

it up with special courses, and was several years in an Engineering Department.

He had been 14 years in Hamilton, and Manager for 4 years.

Fred. Germandt, foreman of the Harvester Co., said he took evening classes

for 4 years twice weekly in mechanical drawing while he w'as apprentice in the

Tool Department- of the Long Optical Company, Rochester. He was 3 years

journeyman with the same firm; then 8 years with the present company. He
read technical journals.

George L. Drew, General Superintendent of iIk- liaiiiilton Steel Company,

stated that he had had no technical training. He began at 17 in the ofticc, then

was trained in the works and by private study of technical books. He would have

preferred evening classes.

John Harrowes, pattern-maker, said he had been apprenticed for 5 years,

and took one year's evening class 2 nights weekly in mechanical drawing. Glasgow

employers insist upon attendance at evening school. He considered that Manual

Training developed carefulness and was good for apprentices in pattern making.

Charles Grifliths, carpenter, served an apprenticeship in the Old Country,

then went as improver in some large shops; spent 2 years in South Africa. He

never had a chance of attending night school, as there was none within 8 miles,

but he wished he had been able to do so, as he saw men from the same bench pass

ahead of him, just because they had the education and he had not.
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James C. Coles, carpenter, said he had been apprenticed but not indentured,

and while apprenticed took evening classes for 2 years at the village school in

elementary drawing, geometr}' and mensuration. He read books on Building

Construction, and had taken a Correspondence Course, but the personal help of

a teacher is best.

Thomas Cooper, bricklayer, took night classes during his apprenticeship

from 13 to 15, studying geometry, mensuration and book-keeping. From 15 to

17 he took winter courses at a Manual Training school in brick and stone work-
theory and practice, e.g. arches and openings.

Philip Obermeyer, working printer, was apprenticed for 5 years. No night

class was available, but it would have been most valuable.

Ross, a worker in the Northern Engineering Supply Co., Fort William, said

he had served his apprenticeship, and during that period attended night school

at the Mechanics' Institute for 3 winters, which he had found very beneficial.

He found that it made him more competent, even with less field experience, than

if he had only the field experience without the night school.
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CHAPTER LXII: SUMMARIES OF
MUCH OTHER TESTIMONY AS TO INDUSTRIES

AND WORKERS.

SECTION I : LABOR, AS TO AMOUNT AVAILABLE. AND ITS

QUAUTY.

The scarcity of skilled labor in nearly all lines was deplored. While the supply

of labor was sufficient in some cases, it lacked in exactness and tidiness, and was

also apt to be careless. The Locomotive Co. at Kingston reported being actually

crippled by the scarcity; men were leaving and hardly any applying; it was not a

case of wages, but of there not being enough men in the country to do the work.

In some lines alien labor is of no use, so that immigration is no cure. One reason

given for scarcity is that there is too much tendency to nm into professions. The

cure is to exalt ambition and educate labor so as to keep more men at it.

WTiile machines have made "machines" of the operators, and reduced the

amount of labor in one direction, they have created more skilled work through the

manufacture of machines themselves. All improved machinery' gives employment

to as many men as it displaces, and the progress of the country- keeps pace \vith

labor-saving machines, so that no good mechanic need ever fear being out of em-

ployment, for machines cannot altogether take the place of men. Indeed one

trade (pattern making) has become more of a skilled trade than ever because of

the increased use of machinery. The man with Technical Education has a great

advantage over one who has to fight his way without it.

It is very difficult to seciire the higher grade of labor now required because

of finer and greater variety of goods required as compared with twenty years ago.

The lines in which skilled help is scarce, and for lack of which in some cases

orders have been refused are:—sash and door making, textiles, electrical engi-

neering, lock making, salt works, blacksmithing, steam and gas fitting, artistic

brass works, pattern makers, machinists, roofers, stairbuilders, fruit-canning,

textiles and foremen. In many of the above lines workmen are being imported

from abroad. One Ontario firm keeps a man in Toronto and in Montreal looking

for moulders. The idea of some Hamilton manufacturers is to supply their needs

as far as possible from the Technical School by training our own people to fill

the best positions they can instead of depending upon foreign skilled labor.

The advantages of Technical Education were summed up by one witness,

thus:—It would give a higher degree of skill to workmen; would jirovide l)etter

craftsmen; who would earn more money; it would increase purchasing power;

we would have a more prosperous community; people would spend more money;

it would thus benefit tlie whole community.
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Employers of labor would welcome Technical Education. A miller said that

it would be a great thing for conducting the milling business on more scientific

lines. Large millers are employing chemists and equipping laboratories to ensure

their production being kept up to the standard. He considered Technical Edu-

cation an essential part of the national policy in view of the large amount of flour

exported. Tanners have to depend on chemists to estimate the value of different

kinds of bark. Textile work is more intricate than it was some years ago, and

hence skilled men to-day are more successful.

A large manufacturer expressed the belief that Technical Education would

increase the supply of labor and make it possible for employers to do more business,

besides enabling men to earn more wages, for elimination of waste makes higher

wages possible, while the lack of skill sometimes leads to costly mistakes.

A manufacturer of lawn mowers could not tell why they hold their trade in

Germany against all competitors; they had just got it and never enquired the

reason. They had no exceptional advantages in Germany by way of shipping

or cheaper materials. He thought it was a case of quality in lawn mowers.

Another manufacturer said that Technical Education which was second only

in importance to farming would enable him to meet competition without any

tariff tinkerings (a) by increased output, (6) by eliminating tremendous waste.

From the workmen's standpoint. Technical Education would be a paying

proposition, for education in the man who specialises means a lot to him as well

as to the employer. It would have a direct bearing on their earnings. In the

case of bar-iron, those paid on tonnage basis in iron and steel works, even though

the rate were not increased, wotdd earn more money by tiuTiing out more work, and
have less loss from spoiled work. A witness put the case thus:

—"Men will get

more wages and have more comfort and less laborious work if better skilled. A
technically instructed man would be a better producer than one who is not.

"

A skilled man working from the bottom up has more chance of a position than

a specialist, according to one witness. On the other hand, a Toronto witness,

who represented four or five thousand workmen, expressed rather a misgiving

that Technical Education would turn out incompetent workmen and thus endanger
markets, especially at times of strikes. This applied also to Trade Schools, but
the workers would favor Technical Education that would not present this feature.

He said it was generally admitted that Technical Education for those now engaged
was the only form to make efiicient workmen.

The desire for Technical Education comes from the felt needs of the people.

The testimony of manufacturers, as to how foremen are trained, varies with

circumstances.

Proper foremen are hard to get having the required qualities of general pro-

ficiency, adaptability to the work, and ability to handle men. Many firms develop
their foremen from the ranks. Some have had Technical Education, some have
taken a Commercial Course, and others have read books. Foremen become
proficient by natural ability and practical experience.

One manufacturer testified:
—"A foreman is trained by working along with

other men; we see that he is quicker, more intelligent, more diligent with his work;
he is willing to learn, and he studies at night. A man with a more general knowl-
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edge about his business would be more likely to be promoted. The foreman

needs the quality of managing men.

"

One witness suggests that in the development of foremen an organized reading

course would be helpful, because training a man's mind makes him a better

mechanic; knowing the reason helps a man to do his work better.

Specific needs of various industrial workers were stated thus:

—

Moulders need to understand blue prints and chemistrj'. For example,

one concern has been trying to find the reason for dirty iron causing much loss

to the moulder.

In Stone Cutting, quick observation and an accurate eye are very important.

These could be cultivated by Manual Training in the Public School. Courses

in building construction, strength of materials, etc., would be helpful to stone

cutters.

A Building Contractor believes his workmen would be better for spending two

nights a week studying building construction and drawing. They would better

understand the relation between trades. Arithmetic is valuable as an aid in

estimating costs, but not so useful to a workman as ability to read drawings.

The average Carpenter is said to be ignorant of the strength and practicability

of his materials, and of how to construct a difiBcult stairway; so with roofing

construction.

Painters and Decorators would improve by instruction in mechanical drawing,

building construction, etc.

One witness suggests that for skilled mechanics there should be degrees,

the same as for the professions. Set standards and make mechanics come up to

them. This would be a splendid thing for the Dominion, and it would stimulate

ambition.

In Electrical Engineering, for practical experience of students during their

course, one University found it better to send them to commercial shops in summer

time rather than to attempt to provide equipment of any kind in their own shops,

for no University shop is run as a commercial shop is run. Shop managers mostly

consent to take on students in summer months, for many managers are themselves

College graduates.

For Mine Workers there should be provision l<)r teaching cheiiiistn', physics,

mineralogy and gcolog}'. It would be a good thing if all prospectors and mine

foremen had technical training in school. Mine accidents are often due to the

fact that men grow accustomed to danger, think less of it, and become less alert;

hence the carelessness with which dynamite is handled. A course for prospectors

is difTicult to manage as men differ so widely in their qualifications that each one

requires special treatment. Mine owners gladly co-operate to give students work

in vacations.

For Printers the InUTnalional Typographical Union Correspondence course

is commended by a publisher.

To Textile Workers the Technical School is of little use outside of foremen,

dye experts and perhaps boss-carders. Chcniistiy of dyeing is iiujiortant in

connection with textile manufactures.
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Stationary Engineers would like to become proficient in expansion of steam and

gas, use of fuel, etc. Engineers need technical as well as mechanical knowledge.

There is no course now for teaching stationary engineers; there should be, and also

advanced classes.

In Furniture manufacture the foremen apprentices and journeymen could

be helped (to the advantage of the manufacturer and themselves) by good de-

monstrations by a teacher competent to finish pieces of furniture in a school for

that purpose in some furniture centre. Mechanical drawing, advanced mathe-

matics and manual training would train for this industry, and be helpful to its

workmen. Lessons in making and mixing varnish would also be of advantage.

An employer thinks Technical Education would be the best thing they could have

in connection with different industries.

Industrial Women, of whom there are 40,000 in Toronto—the majority of

whom are inefficient from lack of training—-should have, in the opinion of the

Women's Council, not only cooking, but also fancy stitching, crochet work, knitting,

etc., as in South Kensington; the use of sewing machines with attachments, with

and without power, millinery, designing, binding and sewing of straws, dressmaking

and tailoring, including designing, cutting and fitting; basket weaving; designing

of women's and children's costumes and whitewear; crepe and wall-paper designs;

house construction and house and church decoration, as given by Pratt Institute;

courteous salesmanship ; box and paper bag making ; sewing of furs, and embroidery.

Technical classes for such would be well attended.

SECTION 2: AS TO APPRENTICES AND APPRENTICESHIP.

(To be read in connection with chapter on Special Apprentice Systems.)

"It is difficult to obtain a sufficient supply of skilled men unless all the time

a number of learners are coming on. The more efficient the workmen the better

the employer's chances of meeting competition. There are operations that boys

can do better than men, because their fingers are nimbler and they do not cost

so much." That is met by another bit of testimony:
—"We have difficulty in

getting men and apprentices. The latter want higher wages. " Undoubtedly one

of the chief troubles in the whole problem of apprenticeship is that the boy can

make more money in "blind-alley" occupations than in regular lines of business

requiring a series of years for its mastery. The problem is certainly getting more

serious. A Western Ontario manufacturer testified:
—"We cannot get good fore-

men, and our office is handicapped for lack of both skilled and unskilled help.

The apprenticeship system might help us out, but the best system would need

to be supplemented by more Technical Education. One of our foremen and

several finishers are brought from Detroit.

"

This statement is from one of the brightest and busiest cities in Ontario:

—

" Ours is a city of diversified industries, yet apart from general education the

schools are doing nothing to prepare those who will have to make their living in

these industries." And this from another Ontario city:
—"Only sons of fathers
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in business are learning the trade. It is very difficult to get good mechanics."

An Ontario legislator who for years fought for Technical Education said:
—"Every

industrial centre should look after the boy who leaves school at fourteen; he should

work under the charge of an intelligent leader. " The Mayor of one of our busiest

manufacturing centres, himself a labor leader said:
—"People would like to see

further opportunity for Industrial Training and Technical Education to enable

children to obtain an idea of factory work, and for workmen to improve their

methods.
"

A Windsor firm does not take apprentices because they usually go to Detroit

as soon as they become fairly proficient.

The apprentice problem touches nearly every phase of society, and always

swings back to the school. An Eastern Ontario manufacturer testified;
—'It is

surprising how many men can neither read nor viTite. Such men are suspicious,

and likely to be trouble-makers, so we avoid them. The prevalence of illiteracy

emphasises the need of the strictest enforcement of the compulsory education

law.

The foremen of an iron works thinks that young men do not want to learn,

but that Manual Training and Technical Education would induce more to come

in. Another says that;
—"Apprentices might come to us better prepared in

mathematics and mensuration and mechanical drawing. " A manufacturer says

that in every case he prefers to break in raw men beginning at the age of 1 7 or 18,

but as these are lacking in tlie general idea of mechanical work and operations of

machinery, mechanical drawing, knowledge of foimdry work, and chemistry,

he has to bring trained men from the United States as foremen.

A conti actor complained that very few men can read a blue print ; that he

could not get the boys to learn, nor a contractor to do the teaching. He thought

a Technical School would help materially to start boys right. A High School

principal stated that "apprentices are not to be had."

As to how to train apprentices, opinions differ widely. One manufacturer

says a man could be helped at his trade when young by attending Night School,

which would give him information about the principles of that trade, but that a

man can learn his trade properly only by working at it in the shop. The majority

of the men who learned the trade by serving as apprentices might be better studying

subjects such as mechanical drawing in an evening class; but if a man were not in

sympathy, all the education j'ou could put on him would not do any good. A
man successful with his hands would be better if he imderstood the reasons of

things, but he could pick that up quicker in a shop than by having even a good

foreman teach him at night; while he could not pick up mechanical drawing except

in a drawing office or class.

Another stated that an apprentice boy in a moulding shop gets his knowledge

right along every day from the journeymen moulders. The reasons for things are

always explained to the apprentices in the shops. The boy gets as much from the

journeymen as he has a right to. He did not think they would take night coiu-ses;

it would do them good if they would.

A boy can back out of a sdiool if the conditions are not to his liking ; whereas

in a shop he signs papers to stay four years. If he went to a technical school
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he would be able to find out whether he liked moulding or not before he bound

himself. Inspection of shops would be a good thing, to see whether boys were

getting the training they should have. In most cases it is the apprentice's own
fault if he does not get the instruction he ought.

The Moulders' Union is supposed to help all apprentices to get thorough train-

ing; that is one reason for insisting on limitation of numbers, because if too many
were allowed in a shop, the boys' training would be slighted.

As a rule the larger the factory the less chance a boy has to become skilled

in all departments.

If employers would agree to give all-round training, say in upholstering, pro-

vided boj's agree to serve at apprenticeship wages for three or foiu- years, more

would apply for positions than are doing now.

In the Canadian Iron Corporation at Fort William men serve 3 or 4 years'

apprenticeship, according to the department, and at the end of that time are

supposed to command journeymen's wages. It is very difficult to secure boys

to learn the business, as there are many temptations to highly paid unskilled work

which leads to" nothing afterwards. Although employers are as willing as formerly

to teach boys trades, specialization has become so highly developed, owing to

competition, that a boy would not have the same opportunity to learn all parts

of the business, but becomes a specialist. Boys do not want to enter apprentice-

ship, but it is the only way of learning a trade properly.

Boys do not take themselves seriously; they pay too much attention to the

clock and have their minds too much on what they are going to do when they

quit work. One %vitness blamed the schools for not puttting something higher

into their ambition.

A boilermaker thinks fifteen too young for apprentices ; they should be about

eighteen or twenty-one, with some education along the line of mechanics.

Our young Canadians look for clean jobs, shorter hours, and more liberty.

Apprentices from outside are best, being more mature.

The number and quality of apprentices is not to be compared with twenty

years ago. Formerly we had a waiting list; now we take all comers.

There have been only five apprentices in the stone masonry and bricklaying

trades in Gait in twenty-five years. There are opportunities for the stonemason

and bricklayer in Technical Education.

At present an apprentice has not a good chance to become a general journey-

man; there is too much specialization.

Of apprentices in machine shops, none are under 16, yet they lack ability to

think for themselves and apply any education they have. About eighty per cent

are from the Public School ; their arithmetical knowledge is none too good and not

applicable to the industry. It should be taught in shop terms, inches and feet,

instead of in miles and acres. Decimals do not enter into shop practice, but

fractions do, and a good many of them have to be taught shop fractions.

Preliminary education is not exact enough; Manual Training would help

them to recognize fractions and decimals from concrete examples. Blue prints

should be made in night schools up to the age of 16.
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A piano manufacturer said that the old idea (three or four years apprentice-

ship) used to make the best men you could out of your apprentice, with the result

that after three years they had a good man. To-day it is how much work you

can get out and for the least possible money to meet competition.

One firm on completion of the Technical School course pays a bonus of SlOO,

plus S50 to those attending the Technical School and showing improvement.

Bricklayers' apprentices could be taught a good deal as to the artistic in panel

work and arch work, woodwork, etc.

Apprentices must learn moulding in the shop, though suitable Technical

School instruction would help in blue print reading, and also in cupola bricks

and in chemistry for foremen.

The Tailors' Union has not been compelled to enforce the rule about the number

of apprentices, because of so few apprentices offering. That trade seems to be

growing unattractive to young men; wages are fair but work is not very steady

on account of the slack season. The ready-made trade is doing away with custom

business.

The part-time system is said to be quite practicable where work is highly

specialised, doing the same thing over and over again, but different where work

is constantly changing.

A manufacturer says that boys coming from the Collegiate Institute are

quicker to learn than others, but helpless at first. A course in the school covering

work connected with an industry would overcome this. The lack of apprentices is

due to unwillingness to begin on lower wages. Apprentices begin at 90 cents a day,

but can get §1.25 at the end of six months; in two years, $2.50 to $2.75 a day.

Handymen will start at SI. 25 and stop at $1.75.

The Technical School would incline boys towards industry and give them a

chance to become acquainted with every department of industry, even under

the present tendency to specialise.

A Technical School should preferably be a separate institution. With 2,000

or 3,000 bricks and a competent instructor, the school's pupils could do all kinds

of arches and panels.

Technical Education would benefit young printers if combined with shop work.

It is very desirable to have the Technical School open to boys; it would keep

them out of mischief, keep them from drifting; and the last year of ordinary school

should be a technical year to familiarize them with the work of the Technical

School.

A large number of boys and girls learn core making. Manufacturers have

been very successful in teaching them.

Some inducement might be offered apprentices to finish their course; say,

buying their tools at reduced rates.

A system of prizes or part day time might be allowed if interest could be

aroused.

A knowledge of drawing, arithmetic, and a general technical knowledge,

would be useful in Electric Companies. The more intelligent foremen and

superintendents would co-operate with a technical system and would help to give

instruction.
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The decline of the apprentice system owing to speciaHsation is not so marked

here as in the United States; speciahzation is not carried to the same extent here.

Our work is more diversified because the market is more restricted; manufacturers

must of necessity mate all round mechanics out of their learners. If a training

or technical school were available employers could take on some apprentices

in the tool room.

The apprentice course in engineering is four years. Many who take it are

college graduates. The Night School is helpful to the latter; no man succeeds

except one who can learn more.

One witness said that a lot of apprentices pass through his hands and good

mechanics are made of them. The most important thing is to get the boy to under-

stand the reason why of everything he does and reason from effect back to cause and

then from cause to effect. He believed in teaching him to drawaccordingtoplan.and

make the object according to that plan : in other words, teach the boy to think.

Another witness said :—We have young fellows learning a trade in a haphazard

way. There are no regular apprentices; they will not settle down to it. As soon

as they get so that they know something about it, or think they do, they go away

or else we have to give them such high wages that we cannot afford to change

them around much. A fellow like that when he reaches 16 would not have as

good ability as one who has learned a trade regularly; he would not be as good a

citizen. Unless boys have the ambition themselves, we cannot compel them to

learn a trade: but I would like to make it as free as possible for them to learn it.

If young fellows had a chance to do handwork in their school days before 15 or

16, it would to a certain extent impress them; they would know something of it,

and naturally, if they got started at it, they would follow it up.

This is another piece of testimony:—They are looking for money; they have

the commercial spirit. The boys' spirit to-day is anything they can get the most

money out of. They do not like to start as apprentices and work up. I do not

know whether that arises from general scarcity of labor; I find in most cases it

arises from the fact that things have changed in general. Very often it is the

fault of the parents. When I was a boy the apprentice had a father who saw that

he stayed there and minded his business; to-day in a great many cases a boy

goes into the factory and after a couple of months gets a chance to drive a grocery

wagon for more money, and he goes. The spirit of the age seems to be that boys

are more careless; they do not want to settle down to things. We find it very

difficult to get a good boy. Employers are far more indifferent to teaching a boy

his trade than in years gone by. The tendency is to keep the boy at one thing and

disregard the interests of the boy in teaching him his trade. I think the desire

of the employer generally is to facilitate production and if a boy or anyone else

is specially good at one trade, he is specialised. I do not think it is necessary

without improved means of production to teach a boy by apprenticeship ; therefore

the question of apprenticeship comes as a matter of evolution of industry. I do

not think the employers to-day are very much concerned as to what becomes

of the boy as long as the present needs are met, and the bigger day's work a boy

can do and the longer he stays at it, the better it suits. That somewhat militates

against the boy's desire and ambition to make the most of himself.
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SECTION 3; AS TO KINDS OF SCHOOLS CAL.LEX) FOR.

Both Public and High Schools should be adjusted to meet the needs of those

who follow industrial pursuits.

Manual Training, while one of tlie greatest additions of our educational

system, does not go far enough. It could be made very much more valuable by

carrying it on to a higher grade. Teaching should be more closely connected with

industry than it is, on account of the rapid industrial development. The higher

grade should be a school by itself where boys would devote their time to the work,

and boys should be equipped for different lines of industry. The evidence of boys

who had graduated in Manual Training from Woodstock College was that it trained

them for after-life, even those who went in for medicine.

One witness suggested travelling schools for the different industries. He
considered young people very susceptible to training. The system of the day school

should supplement the system of the night school. The contact of workers in

Technical School would make for progress and better imderstanding.

A workman should be able to secure at a Technical School a knowledge of

the theory and science of a business of which he already knew the practice.

The curriculum of the Collegiate Institute is now especially adapted to In-

dustrial Training in several of the lower forms, and a School Principal thought

it very desirable that Technical Education should be carried on side by side with

academic work to the top of the school.

\\Tien a boy goes into industry without Technical Education he simply be-

comes a machine behind another machine, but where there is room for mental

activity, such a boy would be very useful to both factory and countiy if he had

Technical Education.

A large majority of the school population need training for indtistrial work,

and at present technical education is hard and expensive to obtain, for those who

need it most. It should be easy to introduce industrial work into the schools.

Technical Education for the workmen should be prosecuted with all possible

vigour in order to give them a training that will develop free and independent

citizens, and therefore help them to change the present commercial basis of things.

The more ignorant the workman, the more easily he is exploited.

One of the most valuable features of technical education would be to show

the manufacturers that there was a nucleus for a technical school that would train

the young men to better their condition, enabling them to turn out better and

cheaper goods. Manufacturers would be able to recruit their staff from the Tech-

nical School, and their children would have the advantage of the school; thus

both employer and employed would benefit.

Men for the transportation trades should be trained in a technical school;

men who knew about the economical use of fuel would be valuable; laihvay em-

ployees should be trained before entering the service. Some parts of railway

work can only be learned through experience, but technical education would help

in many directions; telegraphers, for example, could learn the elements of their

work in a school before taking a position.
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A school to teach the moulding trade would-be a great advantage, as this

trade is the same everj^vhere, and one school could train moulders for any part

of Canada. If boys were trained in light and hea\y moulding, they would have

no difSculty in obtaining positions, as this is one of the greatest needs.

In one or two firms in Toronto men have organized classes among themseves

to discuss and study matters connected with their trade. Manufacturers say they

would encourage that sort of thing and would give preference to pupils and gradu-

ates of Technical Schools.

What is wanted is a system for training the youth of the country in mechanics

so that he can get on further in his trade.

There should be more recognition of individual ability on the part of managers.

They should encourage workers to come forward with ideas, and reward them

accordingly. The present system of reporting to the foreman is imsatisfactory,

because the foreman gets all the credit. A witness suggests a question box or

suggestion box as a solution; it would make the management more easy of access.

The National Cash Register offer prizes for suggestions varying in amotmts, and

think that it brings out the best in their men.

The development of the steel industry is the result of Technical Education.

A practical man rtmning a furnace in the old days gauged the working of his

furnace by the slag coming from it, but nowadays training is necessary, starting

with the blast fxuuace and going right up to the top of the business. That know-

ledge means employment for other people.

The Trades and Labor Councils have discussed Technical Education, and

think that the needs of the workers are not met. They would like to see some

further opportunity of technical training. Mechanical Drawing is needed for all

the building trades ; some carpenters know nothing about stair building, and many
bricklayers cannot build arches. The view was expressed that the State should

give as much assistance to the training of the mechanic and other hand workers

as to that of the dentist, lawyer or doctor. Technical training does not belong

to any Province ; it is a Dominion affair, and the work that is done in any part of

Canada can be utilized in any other part.

Technical Education is a national issue. A reasonable solution of the labor

problem would enable sons of wage-earners to attain the intelligence necessary

to success in their particular calling.

The Dominion Government could contribute financially without any breach

of the Constitution, and should do as much for the industries of the country as

for agriculttu-e. It might spend a great amount without infringing upon the

constitutional rights of the Provinces. Substantially what is done in Germany

might be done by the Dominion Government. Research laboratories would help

industrial life in Canada, and give our workmen opportunities of obtaining a better

education and becoming better craftsmen. Industrial Education is more Federal

than Provincial or Municipal ; it relates very closely to the trade and commimity

of the coxmtry, which is Federal and not Provincial. If the word "education"

be left out and the term "Industrial Training" be used, it is very close to what

belongs to Federal jurisdiction, though the great bulk of the work would have to

be administered by the Provinces.
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CHAPTER LXIII: SPECIAL APPRENTICE SYSTEMS.

(1.) GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY APPRENTICE SYSTEM.

The Grand Trunk Railway several years ago started a class for its apprentice

boys, who were eager to learn, and began to teach subjects which at once aroused

interest among the boys, bearing as it did on the every-day needs of mechanics.

In a surprisingly short time, the desire for knowledge being whetted, it was found

necessarj' to increase the scope of the teaching, as the apprentice boy of the day

saw within his grasp the ver>- highest position of responsibility in the management

and operation of the road. He realized that here was an opportunity to obtain

an education little short of a college course, with a minimum exertion on his part,

while at the same time he would be independent and self-supporting.

How THE PL.A.N IS Promoted.

The entire cost of education at these training schools is borne by the Grand

Trunk System, who furnish all the equipment and engage the instructors, who
must themselves have had a thorough technical and practical training, so as to

enable them to anticipate the needs of the apprentices.

Further encouragement is given the boys to learn by the large number of

prizes donated annually, open to competition to all classes on the system, and

including free scholarships in engineering at McGill University, as well as handsome

cash prizes.

These prize competitions are held at dififerent centres to which the best students

at the several centres are invited, free transportation, entertainment and all

expenses being borne by the Company.

The appreciation of individual promotions forms one of the strongest features

in the system and serves to keep alive the keenest interest in the classes, as the

boys realize that as soon as they arrive at a certain standard of excellence, in-

creased pay is their reward, and many of our foremost students of political economy,

see in this system, as it is being carried out, the future supply of skilled mechanics,

master mechanics, superintendents, etc., being carefullj' husbanded, and an effective

solution to the labor problem, namely, the prompt recognition of individual

merit.

The subjects taught are graded to suit the student's ability and in dozens of

cases boys who left school when in the second book can now do problems which

would tax the powers of a High School graduate to the utmost.

The subjects taught comprise everything from simple arithmetic to higher

mathematics, mechanics, machine design and mechanical drawing, and so well

has the course been graded that numerous requests from mechanics' institutes

and even our larger technical colleges have been received for complete sets of

instruction books.
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Secures Better School Education.

This system of apprenticeship on the Grand Trunk has also been found to

be the means of parents giving their sons who desire to enter the service, a better

education than formerly. Before its adoption the only requirement was that the

boy had to be 15 years of age. It was found that parents took their boys away

from school at 12 or 13 years of age, and put them at some other work until old

enough to enter the Grand Trunk shops. When the examinations were first in-

augurated quite a number of the boys were turned down, and had to go back to

school again before they could qualify to enter the service.

This has not only resulted in prospective applicants getting a better education,

but has elevated the moral standing of the apprentices' work, and made the

system attractive to boys who have passed the high school entrance examination,

and who, although well advanced along the lines of school education, adopt the

mechanic's trade in preference to other pursuits.

After the season has closed, the boys at some of the large shops hold what is

termed an "Apprentice Night. " This is the social event of the season. Each one

makes a drawing, which is neatly gotten up and inked in. This is placed on ex-

hibition, and the prizes are awarded for each year of apprenticeship. These

prizes amount to $2 .50 for the first prize, and $1 .50 for the second prize. There

are also prizes oflFered for special colored drawings amounting to $3.00 for the first

prize, and $1 .50 for second prize. This may be competed for by any apprentice,

irrespective of his year, and considerable interest is manifested by those of artistic

ability.

Information from the Master Mechanic.

Statement by Mr. Robert Patterson re Grand Trunk Railway Apprentice

System.

Mr. Patterson had been Master Mechanic of the G.T.R. shops at Stratford

for 14 years, and was at the launching of the apprenticeship system, went through

it and is thoroughly acquainted with it in all its phases. He gave an interesting

account of the beginning and development of the system.

At 15 years of age he was apprenticed, and finished at 20, then was a journey-

man for about a year, after which he was made foreman of the machine shops.

He learned all the different branches of mechanics; so do the boys to-day.

The system as it exists in the G.T.R. shops was then outlined. Before boys

enter the works, they are examined in reading, writing and arithmetic up to

decimal fractions. If they pass this examination, and the medical officer certifies

to their physical fitness to become mechanics, they are indentured. At first they

are put into a minor shop such as the boiler shop, and put at heating rivets, or

in the pipe shop. In about 6 months they are promoted, after undergoing an

examination. All apprentices are indentured to machinist's trade for 5 years,,

and to blacksmiths', boilermaker's or other trades for 4 years.

Each apprentice gets a small text-book giving every move he makes in the

shop during his 5 years' apprenticeship. For instance, before a boy is promoted

from the boiler shop to running a drilling machine, the apprentice instructor

191d—Vol. IV—34
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examines him to see that he theoretically knows all about that machine and the

work he is going to, so that it only takes him a very short time to do the work

when he goes to it.

Before he is promoted to a lathe, he has to be examined again, to see that

he theoretically knows how to handle a lathe, so that with very little practical

instruction he starts in and does business. There is a regular line of promotion

throughout the shops, and when it comes to a boy's turn to be taken from the boiler

shop and put in the machine shop he knows that he is going on to a drilling machine.

The text-book tells him all the requirements in connection with running a drilling

machine—the speed he has to run his drill, the different sizes of drill required

for any particular class of work; at what angle to grind his drill, the size of the

hole he is going to drill: that is all written down, and the questions and answers

are in the text-book; and so on with other different machines in the same way.

Of course the boy is going to evening school all this time. One of the great ad-

vantages of this text-book system is that it gets the apprentice thinking, and leads

him to reading up in line with his work. In that way they are following up this

theoretical work ahead of the next job they are going to do, so that very little

practical teaching is required to make them verj- efficient in verj- short time on

the machine they are put on.

Before apprentices get their annual raise of pay, they are put through an

examination in drawing and practical mechanics, and if they fail to make a certain

percentage of marks they do not get the advance in wages, but are sent back again,

and usually in a month or two they get another trial. If they fail the second

time they are dismissed, because a boy who does not qualify himself for that

examination after the ample time which he has had, is either too stupid to learn

the business or he is too indifferent, and is not wanted. By this means they are

culled out, and only the verj' best material is kept.

An instructor in the shop goes around among the apprentices all the time,

instructing them how to use and take care of their tools, and as to the best way
of doing the work, putting them through every branch carefully.

During their apprenticeship, 5 cents a day is kept back from their pay, and

when each apprentice is out of his time he gets it all back, in addition to a bonus

of S25. The idea is that if you keep a small amoimt from a boy, after he is through

he has a little fund, and it increases his interest and is an incentive for him to behave

himself and stay. Besides, it becomes a very nice little sum by the time he is out

of his apprenticeship, and makes him feel as if he was a man and had acquired

something. In addition to the money, he gets his diploma, certifying that he has

served his time and is a competent mechanic. He can leave the Company if he

wants to, but not very many leave. Sometimes a boy is dismissed, and sometimes

he may give a good reason for leaving, because his parents move from the city.

If a boy has a legitimate reason for leaving, no obstacle is put in his way.

After these boys go through their apprenticeship, they form a nucleus for

offices of the Railway, and thus there is a corps of trained young men capable of

filling all or any positions in the shop or on the road. They are generally at first

made inspectors and given charge of a gang; then they are promoted to foreman;

then to master mechanic. Tliere are now on the road two young men in each
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division that are being educated for the position of foreman. That is a special

line. The Company could not bring in strangers with any degree of success, for

they would have to learn the system.

Mr. Patterson thought that every manufacturing establishment ought to

have a certain number of young men growing up, following up their particular

business, becoming thoroughly conversant with every phase of it. Under this

apprentice system they are always light there to make use of. If a foreman or

superintendent gets sick or should happen to die, instead of sending to a foreign

country for a man to replace him, you have young men in your own works capable

of filling the vacancy. That can be done in almost ever)' factory, if not in all.

Manufacturers do not realize what it means to their establishment to have young
men coming up in their servdce. In a country like this it is the only method to

seciu-e quickly any mechanical skill that may be required in an emergency.

If the Government would offer inducements to manufactvirers to take appren-

tices in this way and educate them, we would secure more technical education that

would soon overspread the whole of Canada, with less money and in shorter time

than by opening a technical school in all these different places. Even though we
have a large technical school well equipped, a boy wants to go through the actual

work of training in a shop. Even after 5 years of technical training in a University

he would not be as good as a two-year apprentice in oiu- shop, for it is practical

training that makes the men that we require in this coiintry.

The Government ought to go a little further, and after a boy has been put

through a 5 years' technical training such as is done in these shops and others,

there ought to be a place where he could go, if he feels inclined, for a higher and
better education, where he could have a laboratory, which he cannot get in the

shops. Let the Government give so many scholarships for Stratford or the County,

and then those boys who have been apprenticed in the shops could go to the Uni-

versity for say one year. That would bring them into touch with cultiu-ed men and
give them the benefit of experience in a somewhat different sphere from what they

have been in.

The boys in the G.T.R. shops take a great interest in the scheme, and look

upon it just like a big school. They have their band, their hockey, baseball and
football clubs, and find time for all these recreations. Those are good things,

that keep them out of a lot of mischief, preventing them from going between their

studies and their work to places where they would get no good.

Mr. Patterson said he had visited some schools where the pupils were from 8

to 10 years of age, and considered that some of the work they did in drawing and
making little articles, as well as in reading, wTiting, spelling and arithmetic, was
really marvellous. He thought this practical education ought to be continued

right clean up through and made the final goal, letting other things, such as liter-

ature, art, etc., be a side issue. While he believed in culture, both time and money
were necessary for that, and it was all right for boys that were to go to the Uni-

versity; but where a boy has to go to work at 15 years of age, he has very little

time to spend on that kind of thing, if he is to have sufficient grounding to put
him through able to earn his living either on commercial or industrial lines. At
present children do not get enough of these. He claimed that the education given

191d—Vol. IV—34i
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to-day is not as good as that of 30 years ago. When he was a boy of 10 and 1

1

he learned mensuration, geometry-, drawing, algebra, and all such things, but not

Latin or Greek or German and French. He learned what he could earn his living

at. We do not get that to-day; there is not enough drawing and good practical

arithmetic taught in the school to-day.

There ought to be night schools in every town, so that working men's boys

who have to go to work could continue their studies at night and have a fair chance

with the boys whose fathers are able to keep them at school imtil 15 or 16.

While the G.T.R. shops take boys at 15, Mr. Patterson would very much prefer

to see them come at 16. If he had his way, he would keep them at school until 15

or 16 if possible, especially if the industrial side was given to education, for a boy

of that age would learn quicker, and better realize his opportunities and responsi-

bilities. But of course people with big families cannot afford to do that, and we
have to consider all these things.

(2.) NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILWAY APPRENTICE SYSTEM.

Mr. Henry Gardner, Assistant Superintendent of Apprentices in the shops

of the New^ York Central Railway system, gave evidence before the Commission at

St. Thomas, where the 30 apprentices in the Michigan Central shops are under the

control of his department. The trades taught cover machinists, patternmakers,

blacksmiths, boiler-makers, car-builders, electricians, moulders, and one or two

minor ones.

The apprentices to all the trades (except pattern-making and tinsmithing)

must be not less than 17 on entering the 4-year term. They must have a standing

equal lo the 8th grade of the public school, and be able to pass an examination

in arithmetic, grammar, letter-writing and English, set by the Company. The

boys spend 7 hours in the shop, and on two fixed days per week they go to school

in the morning from 7 to 9 o'clock. This is taken out of the Company's time.

The school work is largely practical, i.e. relating to their work in the shops, in

arithmetic, drawing, English, etc. A system of examination on papers set by the

Central authorities, for all the branch schools, is followed. The teachers are all

trained mechanics. The system of teaching is to take rather small groups of boys

and to give them what may be called virtually individual teaching. A good deal

of help is obtained from pupil-teachers among the boys themselves. Mr. Gardner

is quite convinced of the good effect of these schools in improving the morale and

efficiency of the apprentices. This is, however, greatly strengthened by the con-

tinued inspection made by their Board in each school every month.

The various schools of this Company at different points on their system con-

tain 650 boys.

The educational work of the New York Central system is described also in

Sec. 8; Apprenticeship Courses, in Part III of this Report (page 1420).

A General Foreman's Statement.

Statement by Mr. Neil MarplE, General Foreman, Car Deiiartmcnt, St.

Thomas, On I.
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When examined by you when you were in this city the question arose:—What
instructions should the handy men in our department receive to make them first

class mechanics? The question was not answered and I was requested to write

you my opinion. To thoroughly understand the situation I will give you the

number of men we have working and their occupations. This I think will help us

judge for ourselves which are the handy men, at the same time bearing in mind

that our first class mechanics do not claim they are perfect. I am of the opinion

that they would take the advantage of the Technical School. The subjects they

should be taught we will take up later.

On our repair track where we make light repairs to loaded cars taken ofif

through trains for being defective, we have one foreman, three carpenters, twelve

car repairers, one air brake repair man and two clerks.

In our freight shop we have one foreman, eighteen freight car builders, two

truck smiths, six wood machinists and six laborers and in our coach shop we have

one foreman, seventeen coach carpenters, four truck smiths, one pipe fitter and

one laborer. This composes all the men that are in any way connected with the

carpenters' work on cars.

Beginning with the repair track, the two carpenters do almost the same class

of work as the freight car builders in the freight shop. The men engaged at car

repairing when hired are laborers and receive laborers' pay but when working at

car repairing in four to six months they become experts and represent a good in-

vestment for the company. Their work consists of removing and replacing draw

bars, draft timbers, draft riggings, buffer blocks, truss rods, journal boxes, wheels

and axles, brake beams, levers, rods and bolts and all work of the above nature.

From the above you will note that these men do but very little in the freight car

building line but that they do know considerable about the building of freight

cars therefore we will call them handy men for freight car building or carpenters,

and to make them good freight car builders they should receive the following in-

structions:—a good common school education sufficient to enable them to read

and write the English language and to enable them to make ordinary computations

in simple arithmetic, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

of numbers of four figures and also a course of drawing in building construction.

They must know how to use the hand plane, the hand saw and the use of the fram-

ing square and how to keep them in good order, how to construct a car, the use of

sills, studs, posts, braces, plates, rods and why they are so placed and relation

they have one to the other.

Next in line are the freight car builders. These men work in the shop.

Those engaged on the repair track work outside. The freight car builders' work

is composed of building freight cars, removing and replacing any part of a freight

car that is defective and is in for repairs, sills, plates, posts, studs, braces, removing

lining, roofing and sheeting. These men may be first class at this, but by no means
could they do the work that is required on a passenger coach but we will have to

admit that they would be handier than a green man and we call them handy men
on passenger car building. To make them first class mechanics at this work they

should receive the same education as recommended for the men on the repair track.

A course of building construction and drawing is necessary; also on the tools
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they should have and their use and how to use them, how to keep them in good

working order. In our experience we find that the failure of a man in not being

a good mechanic is because he does not know how to keep his tools in good working

order. The modern passenger car is finished on the inside with hardwood and

must not have planer marks or hammer marks and joints made that can be seen,

and to do this we must have good mechanics. To make good mechanics I would

recommend for them that which is already recommended. Our most valued

employee is the man that can lay out for framing the freight or passenger car

from drawings handed to us from our head officers and to accomplish this class

of work I know of nothing more suitable than a course of drawing on building

construction.

In the paint shop we have one foreman, seven painters and five helpers.

The helpers' duties are washing car bodies inside and outside, window sash and

blinds and car trucks, burning paint off outside of car bodies and car flooring,

sandpapering car outside making it ready for the painter. This sandpapering is

done by the helper when a car is to be repainted over the old paint. They have

also to paint the trucks. The painter's duties are rough stuffing and coating,

staining, grading and varnishing, striping, lettering and designing.

Our painters' apprenticeship course is three years, one year of the three as

helper, and to make himself a first class painter a man would need a course as

stated under painter's duties together with a good common school education.

In our machine shop we have one foreman, two first class machinists, two

axle turners, one passenger car wheel tire turner and borer, one car wheel borer,

two drill press men, one bolt threader and one brass burnisher. The duties of the

axle turners are turning the collar, journal, dust guard bearing and wheel seat

of the axle to standard sizes. The tire turner's duties are turning worn steel

tires to standard flange and tread gauge, boring tires to a shrinking fit on the

wheel centre, of the car wheel borer, boring the car wheel hub to fit the wheel seat

of the car axle. This work is very particular. The fit must not show a greater

variation than ten tons push than the tonnage allowed. The drill press men's duties

are drilling all sizes of holes such as are required in passenger and freight car build-

ing. Some of this work is very particular. The bolt threader's duties are thread-

ing all sizes of bolts to fit standard sizes that are required on passenger and freight

car building. The duties of the two first class machinists vary somewhat from

the duties of locomotive machinist.' The locomotive machinist may be first class

on the locomotives but does not make a good man on general jobbing such as we

have. Our general jobbing is composed of threading and turning all kinds of job

work on a lathe, planer work, die cutting, lining, shafting, babbitting, stationary

engine valve setting and repairs of any nature to stationary engines, all kinds of

vise works. Vise work is composed of chipping with hand hammer and chisel

and filing principally erecting and laying out. In nearly all machine shops the

apprentices must serve four years to learn what I have enumerated above. To
make a first class machinist out of the axle lunier and car wheeler I would advise

for them to serve an apprenticeship of three years, and the tire turner, two years and

six months; the bolt threaders, three years and six months, and the better they

are educated the better mechanics they will make.
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(3.) APPRENTICE TRAINING AT PETERBORO.

The Canadian General Electric Company has an indentured apprentice course

of 4 years. The boys are paid on a sliding scale, beginning at 5J cents per hour

and running up to 10 cents, with a bonus at the end of the 4th year.

Though there is no compulsion, the Company, in hiring boys, tries to impress

them with the need of going to school as much as possible during the winter, and

even tries to get hold of the parents, but the latter do not seem to want to do

much.

There is no attempt to teach a boy everything in connection with a department,

but he is taught a particular piece of work. In the tool-room a boy is taught the

various operations and machines until he is a bench hand, and he becomes a

first-class tool-maker, requiring only experience.

Mr. R. V. Dobie, Mechanical Superintendent, said it would make the boys

much better workmen if they were trained in technical night schools, and the

Company required more skilled men.

A boy who has had the benefit of night school technical training, would, in

Mr. Dobie's opinion, certainly be a better boy at the end of his apprenticeship.

He considered 4 years insufficient, and the old system of five years much better,

because giving the boy more experience. He thought there ought to be a technical

school in a town having so many manufactories as Peterboro.

(4.) APPRENTICE TRAINING IN HAMILTON.

In addition to training ordinary 4-year term apprentices, the Canadian

Westinghouse Company receives technical graduates from Universities such as

Queen's and McGill, for two years' courses. They go in as soon as College closes,

and work like apprentices. This time spent in summers during the college course

is credited on the two years' term. Mr. Charles Pook, Assistant Works

Manager, did not think that these graduates could otherwise become efficient

engineers, as he believed at least two years of practical training was necessary.

The International Harvester Company takes apprentices only in the tool-

making department, involving perhaps the most highly skilled part of mechanics.

The number taken on depends on the amount of work, but averages a new ap-

prentice every four months. Journeymen are depended on to instruct the ap-

prentice after the foreman has put him on a machine and assigned him to some

particular journeyman. Although work is done altogether from blue prints and

sketches, there is no instruction in drawing.

(5.) TRAINING OF APPRENTICES AT SAUET STE. MARIE.

Mr. Henry DerrER, Superintendent of the Algoma Iron Works, who is also a

member of the High School Board, has during the last two years sent a class of

young men to spend every Friday afternoon from 1 .30 to 6 in the Technical De-

partment of the High School.

As this privilege has been given without any deduction from their wages,

the apprentices appreciate very much the opportunity afforded them to improve
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their education, and apply themselves diligently to their school lessons, and at

the same time show a greater interest in their work at the shops.

Mr. Derrer has stated that he wotild make a proper allowance for the work

done in the school in the way of shortening their apprenticeship; but so far the

value of the training has shown itself in the increased efficiency of the apprentice s

in the shop, and in the awakening and developing of a desire for self-improvement,

not only along the line of their regular work, but in a taste for reading and an

interest in those things in life which tend to make better citizens.

The Superintendent finds that the training received by the boys in the studying

of plans is a great saving of time in the shops, owing to the difficulty of finding

time to give the necessary instruction there, and also in finding instructors who

have the proper teaching qualifications to impart the underlying principles in a

clear and comprehensive manner.

The school work of the apprentice consists of Mechanical Drawing, Elementary

Design, and Shop Problems in Mathematics. They are taught to draw the parts

of the machines with which they have to work; this includes also the drafting of

the individual parts of a train of gears. From these, tracings and blue prints are

made. Manufacturers look upon this training as particularly valuable, for the

boys must study the minutest details in making the drawings, and they have to

work from the blue prints in the shops. This training is, therefore, of great assist-

ance to them in the reading of the prints correctly and intelligently. In addition

to the above-mentioned subjects, about an hoiu- is devoted each day the class meets

to the study of English, the amount and the nature of which is left to the discretion

of the teacher.

The value of the latter may be judged from the experience in the evening

class, where the boys preferred at first to do without English Literature, English

Grammar, or History, but after reading one of Shakespeare's historical plays

and one of Scott's narrative poems, it was quite evident that a taste for good

reading was being awakened, and it was pleasant to observe what a keen interest

the boys took in the events of history hitherto imknowii to them and in the beauties

of literature hitherto unsuspected.

Day Continuation Schools Needed.

Mr. Derrer strongly urged the need of "something to take care of the space

between the Public School and the High School ; something to take hold of the boy

who is otherwise bound to drift after leaving the Public School; to take care of

the space between the Public School and when he goes to work. " He would have

Continuation Classes in the day time, giving enough Manual Training to hold the

boy there, and along with this making him take \\Titing, English, literature, mathe-

matics, geometry, etc.

He would start these Continuation Classes in such a building as the High

School, and would not require an entrance examination for them. He knew that

there were a great many boys who, after lieing out of school for three or four years,

do not like to he trained, yet those years when tlie boy is too young for shop work,

form just the period he should make very good use of.
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Although the High School boys would be better for his purpose in the iron

works, Mr. Derrer said he could, as a rule, not get them into the shop—"he is too

good a boy, and he has been dressed up". So it was the ordinarj^ boy he looked

for to get into the shops.

As showing the influence on school work of the presence of industries in a

town, this extract from the Report of the High School Principal at the "Soo" is

suggestive:

—

"All the pupils in attendance at the High School, with a few exceptions, take

with much interest the work in the Technical Department. This work does not

properly come iinder the head of Industrial Education, but in the main it is of a

technical character, as it prepares for directive positions and for entrance into the

higher technical schools. Nearly every boy who passes through the High School

takes a thorough course in Mechanical Drawing, continuing it voluntarily in the

Third Form, doing the work in addition to the regular work prescribed for

Matriculation and Entrance to the Normal Schools. They also spend some time in

the ^lanual Training room, and feel that the time is well spent. There are usually

several study periods a week in each Form of the High School, and by bringing

these together on one day it is a very easy matter to spare the time \vithout feeling

the loss in the other studies of the school. The students who are preparing for

a coiu-se in the School of Science take a special interest in this class, as some of

them hope later on to take positions in the engineering departments of the Lake

Superior Corporation."
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CHAPTER LXIV: AS TO PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY.

Several librarians stated that there was a demand for technical books and

trade journals, and in a number of places this demand was definitely met by the

libraries. Some libraries furnish lists of such works suitable for local industries,

others send out lists periodically to workmen ; another method is to make out cards

with synopses of each book in relation to a particular trade. Lists of books are

also posted in factories. One librarian thought this would take the place of

Correspondence Courses. At some libraries technical works are put in at inter-

vals, but no special effort is made to call the attention of workers to them. In

one case a firm of cotton manufacturers had provided a set of books on cotton

manufacture in the public library', but it was foimd they were seldom called for,

and other books of a like character were rarely used. A Paper Company donated

some books on chemistry for the use of their employees.

The opinion was expressed that employers should pro^^de reference libraries

and trade journals for the use of their men. Travelling libraries had been found

very useful.

One library' was described as a High School and University put together.

Classes in Domestic Science had been inaugurated at the St. Catharines Public

Library, being attended by about 100 women. The Library Board consider

that no better work can be undertaken than teaching yoimg women cooking.

USE OF PUBLIC LIBR.\RIES IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

His Honor Mr. Justice Hardy, of Brantford, President of the Ontario

Library Association, writes:

—

I would respectfully submit for the consideration of the Commission that

their attention be directed to the possibilities of the Public Librarj' as one of the

factors in aid of technical education, particularly on its theoretical side. The

condition prevailing in Ontario in regard to technical education has had con-

siderable light thrown upon it by the figures showing the amount of money which

is annually leaving the Province for the purjjose of technical education through

Correspondence Schools of the United States. It was stated by the President

of the Ontario Library Association in his address last year, that seven places in

Ontario—Ottawa, Peterboro, Oshawa, Berlin, Brantford, London and Sault Ste.

Marie—contributed fees aggregating $262,000 which had been sent out of the

Province to these correspondence schools in the preceding five years. These

figures indicate the crj'ing need of attention l^eing directed by the authorities to

an adequate system of technical education for our yoimg men. The figfures, it

must be remembered, are from only seven of our manufacturing centres, and

consequently must lie but a small proportion of the amount actually sent out of

the country for these purposes.
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Further, it should be borne in mind that about 95% of the pupils attending

school in Ontario obtain their whole education in the public schools, the remaining

5% attending High Schools, Collegiate Institutes, Colleges or University. It is

well known that large sums are from year to year granted for the ptu-pose of higher

education, in other words for the training of men and women for the professions.

The graduates from these seats of learning become clerygmen, lawyers, doctors,

teachers, engineers, etc., and compose those devoting their abilities to the pro-

fessions. Some effort has been put forth in the establishing of technical schools

in the large centres of population, but so far as the work has been carried on it

reaches but a very small proportion of the working classes. It is conceded—and

the presence of this Commission emphasizes the fact—that the present system is

inadequate and defective, and that remedies must be looked for and adopted as

early as possible.

One of the means by which much may be done is the Public Library. Through

the generosity of Mr. Carnegie and others, nearly every industrial centre in the

Province is supplied with handsome and convenient library buildings, where the

theoretical work can be carried on. The Library has the advantage of being a

going concern, and a natural rallying point for the people ; it is supported by the

taxation of all alike, and may be said to be the most democratic public institution

in the various centres where they are located.

Though the library is not qualified to imdertake technical education in its

fullest sense, yet on the theoretical side its opportunities and machinery for doing

much of the work should not be overlooked. The technical school, college or

tmiversity, it is true, provides adequate training for the yotmg man who has the

time and means at his disposal to attend there; but there is no provision made

for the ambitious married man who has a wife and family to support, and who is

vmable to give much of his time for the purpose of equipping himself for the needs

of his handicraft. It is for such that the public librar>-, with its technical side

fully developed, may prove of great benefit.

What is required is that the door of Opportunity be presented to every artisan,

be he yoimg or of middle age, where the means can be afforded of enabling him to

solve the problems which are presented from day to day, and by which he can

further train and benefit himself.

The idea of the technical library is to help the poor workman to become a

good workman, and to help the good workman to become a master of his craft.

There are in England, I am informed, some 330 technical schools, about

100 of which are connected with public libraries, though not necessarily imder

the administration of the library authorities. The coimection between the

library and the technical school, has, I understand, been proved to have been of

great advantage. Without the library, the school is sadly lacking and incom-

plete, and cannot obtain as good results as where the two departments are

co-ordinated ; a public library, with carefully selected books of reference bearing on

the subjects taught in the technical schools, as well as on all the industries carried

on in the neighborhood, is considered indispensable to the success of the

technical school.
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In manufactiiring centres of the neighboring Republic, such as Worcester,

Mass., Providence, R.I., Grand Rapids, Mich., Dayton, Ohio., Binghampton, N.

Y., Newark, N.J., and many others that might be mentioned, the technical depart-

ment of the public librar}' is doing a splendid work. These libraries seek to afford

special facilities for obtaining knowledge in regard to the local industries. At

Worcester, in all manner of metal working; in Providence, one of the chief centres

of the jewelr>' trade of the United States, the librar}' afifords great assistance in

the development of these industries ; at Grand Rapids, the fumitm-e centre of the

United States, will be found a collection of plates of the best models in furniture,

and hundreds of splendid volumes appear on this subject. I am informed that

these departments are highly appreciated, not only by the artisans, but by the

manufacturers as well, many of whom give aid in the perfecting of them.

I offer these suggestions for the piupose of having the Commissioners bear

Ln mind the possibilities the Public Librarj^ presents in any broad consideration

of the subject of technical education, trusting that they may be of some slight

assistance to your Commission in the solution of the many difficult problems which

you have to consider.

VIEWS OF ONTARIO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION RE TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.

Mr. Edwin A. H.\rdy, Secretary of the Association, appeared before the

Commission at Toronto, and stated that the Department of Education, through

its Inspector of Public Libraries, was very sympathetic with the work of the As-

sociation, the public libraries having been for fifty years part of the educational

system in Ontario. Mr. Hardy presented the following memorandum :

—

There are 806 municipalities in Ontario.

Every one of these municipalities contains working men, from hundreds to

thousands in each case.

Any comprehensive scheme of education, supported by the money of all the

people should aim to reach as many of the people as possible, i.e., one workingman

is as much entitled to public assistance as another.

Technical schools are very expensive; there can be only a very few in Ontario,

and they must necessarily be established in the large industrial centres.

There will remain, therefore, from 750 to 800 municipalities in Ontario without

the privileges of technical schools. What shall be done for the workingmen in

these municipalities?

Utilizing Public Libr.\ries.

The Ontario Library Association proposes to utilize the Public Library where

possible to meet the needs of these men, and notes these facts:

^ (o) In co-operation with the Inspector of Public Libraries ot the Department

of Education a good deal of study has been given to the question; in Feb. 1910

a deputation visited American public library centres where this matter has re-

ceived attention.
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(6) The findings of the OX.A. committee on Technical Education are set

forth in the report printed in full in the OX.A. Proceedings 1910, pp. 49-56 (See

also pp. 57-67 for a paper on ' 'Technical Education in the Public Library" by an

American expert, Mr. E. F. Stevens, Librarian of the Pratt Institute Free Library,

Brooklyn, N.Y.)

(c) The gist of these findings is as follows:

—

1

.

Utilize the public library, where possible, as a depository of the very best technical books.

(There are now about 75 public library buildings in Ontario and over 400 libraries altogether.)

2. Provide these books, partly from funds of local library (subscriptions are available in

many places), and partly from legislative grants.

3. Select books to cover the trades of the locality.

4. Begin with libraries ready to co-operate. (A number of Public Library Boards are

already working on this plan, over 20 applications for assistance' in this matter being now in the

hands of the Inspector of Public Libraries.)

5. Use every means to acquaint the workingmen of the locality with these books and'to

stimulate their use of them—constant advertising, lecture courses, reading clubs, etc.

(d) In the subsequent working out of this scheme, it may be advisable for

the Department of Education to provide, through the Inspector of Public Libraries

aided by experts, syllabi of reading courses in various trades, and examina-

tions thereon and to issue certificates on the successful completion of courses.

(e) The working out of such a scheme would accomplish the purpose for which

the Mechanics' Institutes of this country were originally established.

(J) The local centres where the scheme is being tried report a large use of

technical books by the workingmen of the locality, and in such American cities

as Grand Rapids, Mich., the centre of the furniture manufacturing, the value

of special collections of technical books is esteemed very highly by employer and

employee alike. In fact they look upon these books and the lecture courses of

the library as indispensable to the maintenance of higher standards in their

manufactures. »

The Ontario Library Association recognizes that technical education means

much for the wealth and the refinement of the Canadian people, that it is a great

problem taxing all our resources of men and money to solve, and therefore desires

to contribute its share to the solution of the problem.

Recommend.\tions by Committee of the Libr.\rv Association.

The following details of recommendations and remarks made in the Report

of the Committee of the Association, which visited Albany, Boston, Brooklyn,

Buffalo, Newark, Niagara Falls, Providence and Worcester, referred to by the

Secretary may be helpful:

—

That a separate room if possible should be set aside for the artisan, with the books in shelves
around him.

That Reading Clubs of workmen should be formed to meet on stated nights.

That foremen and others should be invited to meet the workmen and discuss matter in books.
That lists of books on various subjects should be published frequently and repeated, from

time to time, in the local press. The first insertion may not catch the artisan's eye, or at first

sight appeal to him.
That lists of books and arricles on individual trades or subjects should be sent to the managers

of factories with a request that they be posted in a conspicuous place.

That leaflets or booklets containing brief outline reading course on various subjects, carefully

prepared by experts familiar with our Canadian local conditions should be sent to factories,

and that employers be requested to place such small leaflets in pay envelopes of employees.
That trade journals should be bound at end of year and placed on shelves.

That trade catalogues should be secured.
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That the attitude of the library through its staff should be entirely sympathetic and cordial

to this movement and to all who wish to use technical books, if the best results are to be obtained
in this department; and further, that a great deal of the success of this movement depends upon
the ability of the librarian to render this section of the library useful to the incjuirer.

That Library Boards should take up the matter of technical education m the library with
the manufacturers of the cities and towns and enlist their sympathy and support in inaugurating
the local movement, and that the foremen of shops be also called to meet at the local library and
have the aims and objects of the technical section explained and their support and co-operation
obtained.

That picture collections should be made where possible to assist those engaged in trades
where designing is valuable, and also that some good photograph reproductions of great pictures,

statues and buildings be hung upon the walls of the Hbrary to foster true artistic standards.
That from correspondence with such centres as Binghampton, N.Y.; Dayton, Ohio; and

Grand Rapids, Mich., we would recommend also the establishment of lecture courses on practical
trade topics by competent practical people. The lectures in the places above mentioned have
been exceedingly useful and very much appreciated.

That the importance of evening classes for industrial vocation-education is felt by the Com-
mittee, and they would respectfully call the attention of the Trustees of Secondary Schools
possessing the equipment suitable for such classes to this matter, and urge them to give it careful
and sympathetic consideration; and the Committee also reconnncnds that the attention of the
Education Department be called to the establishment of such classes.

As to the matter of instruction through the public library by any such scheme as correspon-
dence courses and examinations and recognition of such work by Government certificate or
diploma, the committee do not feel at present able to offer any definite suggestions. They quite
realize the possibilities of such a scheme, but they also realize the difficulties and feel that a great
deal of consideration would need to be given to such a matter before it should be pronounced upon.

The committee trusts that in many of our libraries this matter may be taken up in earnest.

Technical education is to the fore everywhere among nations desirous of maintaining Uieir present
standing or making any substantial progress. National governments, manufacturers' associations,

trades unions, educational associations and public spirited individuals throughout the world are
grappling with the question and the public library must not fail to take its share of the problem.
Technical High Schools and trade schools can be established in only a comparatively few centres,

and the needs of the workingman in our small cities and towns, who is desirous of self improvement
must be met in some other way. The pul^lic Hbrary should provide this other way. It is the
people's institution, the educational centre for all the people of tlie community, and our librarians

and library boards should realize their responsibility as custodians of a public trust and gladly
do their best to make the public library a centre of technical education. From what we saw in

most of the libraries, we are more than ever convinced that this purpose of the Public Library
is entirely feasible.
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CHAPTER LXV: SUMMARY OF MUCH TESTIMONY

AS TO WELFARE WORK.

Moving Pictures.

A number of witnesses complained that the nickel shows were the chief ob-

stacle to educational work in evening classes. While admitting that these could be

made to serve useful ends, it was claimed that in the majority of cases they do not,

as at present organized, exercise any educational influence. At some shows, pro-

cesses of manufacture and industries were illustrated, and this feature could be

developed to great advantage, especially if combined with popular lectures. It

was pointed out that most working girls have no other attractive places in which

to spend the evening, boarding houses being the only alternative.

Y. M.. C. A's.

Evening Classes are held at many of the Y.M.C.A's, being frequently taught

by college men and practical instructors from the shops. Diflrculty is generally

found in keeping up the attendance during the hockey season, and one witness

ascribed this dilficulty also to the counter-attractions furnished in the same build-

ing. At Y.M.C.A's where no classes are held, technical books and periodicals

are sometimes provided, and there is a good demand for these.

Physical Training.

Physical training is a feature to which much attention was called. It was

pointed out that the object of such training is to develop the whole man—not only

the muscles, but the internal organs and general physical well-being, so that he

would be capable of resisting any strain put upon him by his daily work. In

public schools where no regular physical training class is held, teachers give ex-

ercises 4 times a day and at recess; sometimes those take merely the form of march-

ing exercises.

Conditions of Working and Living.

Several witnesses called attention to the fact that small towns offer more

desirable conditions of living than large cities; there is better air; rent and living

cost less, and there are more facilities for games and wholesome recreation. It

was foimd that factor>' employees take great interest in games ; it was stated that

this interest, while wholesome in itself, had been carried too far, and that yoimg

Canadians prefer games and amusements to work and study. WTiolesome amuse-

ments, particularly out-of-doors, are needed.

The conditions in many work shops were described as undesirable in regard

to heating, ventilation, lighting, etc. The sanitary conditions should be of the
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best. Healthy conditions are necessary to industrial efficiency, and some em-

ployers have realized this, and are paying great attention to the health of their

workmen.

Several firms have opened lunch rooms, rest rooms, reading rooms and smoking

rooms, and provided opportimities for recreation for their employees. They find

this is a profitable investment. Educational facilities are provided in some cases.

Many firms have welfare committees which look after the health of the workers,

and some employ trained nurses.

By making tlie factory conditions pleasant and agreeable a better class of

men had been seciu-ed.

Contact between employers and workers out of working hours is a necessary

factor in raising the dignity of labor.

Public He.a^lth.

There is need for instruction in hygiene and public health. Industrial effi-

ciency is dependent upon good health, and the subject is of supreme importance.

Medical Inspection of schools is beneficial, if properly conducted, but there

is a difference between inspection of schools and examination of individual children.

There is no use in tabulating defects unless something is done to correct them and

make children more fit for their life work. A course in hygiene for teachers would

enable them to relieve the medical officers of a great deal of work.

Inspection of schools is generally regarded with approval. Trained nurses

are employed in some places.

Supervised Playgrounds.

Many schools have good playgrounds, but not many supervised playgrounds

have been organized. Organized play is a good featixre in education.

As TO Child Labor.

The age at which children may go to factory work should be raised to 16, and

boys between 14 and 16 not in employment should be compelled to attend school.

It would be a good policy to provide for the continued education until 16 of

those who are imable to afford it without help.
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CHAPTER LXVI: AS TO AGRICULTURE.

SFXTION 1 : STATEMENT OF Dr. C. C. JAMES, DEPUTY
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE FOR ONTARIO.

The Department of Agriculture had its beginnings with the Agricultural

Societies which were constituted immediately after the organization of the Prov-

ince itself. Gradually these societies of various kinds came under the direction

of the Govemm.ent and received Government assistance, until some 20 odd years

ago this Department was organized somewhat as we have it to-day. It now has

9 branches, some of which are educational:

(1) Statistical Branch—dealing with statistics relating to agricultural pro-

ductions and values, as well as other matters which have been added, such as

municipal matters;

(2) Agricultural Societies;

(3) Farmers' Institutes—to which has been added during recent years the

organization of Women's Institutes;

(4) The Dair}- Branch—looking after dairj' instruction work, inspection, etc;

(5) The Fruit Branch—having charge of all matters relating to the pro-

duction, care and handling of fruit;

(6) The Live Stock Branch—dealing with all matters pertaining to the breed-

ing, handling, exhibition and sale of live stock;

(7) The Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph;

(8) The Ontario Veterinan.- College at Toronto;

(9) The Department of Colonization.

In each case the work is in charge of a Director, Superintendent, President

or Principal, as he is variously called. Then we have other work that will no doubt

be put into a separate branch as soon as it is sufficiently developed, such as our

farm forestn,' work, which is still directed by myself as Deputy, there being no one

between myself and the man in charge; and there is our latest development—that

of District Representatives and Teachers of Agriculture in connection with the

High Schools.

The Agricultural Societies.

Up to some 10 or 12 years ago Agricultiu-al Societies in this Province were

left largely to their own direction, and as a consequence were developing along

\-arious lines. The Department became convinced that the exhibitions were to

a large extent losing their educational features, being run in many cases simply

as attractions or holiday events, the main aiin seeming to be to gather crowds and
make the receipts as large as possible so as to meet the expenditures. In view of

the large amounts of Provincial fvmds that were being given to those societies

it was felt that they should be restricted, and that the educational features

191d—Vol. IV—3.5
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shoiild be developed as much as possible. With that in view we ajipointed a

Provincial officer to pay particular attention to that; and while we have not suc-

ceeded as fully as desired, yet many Agricultiu-al Societies in this Province today

are entirely educational. There are a great many, however, even though closely

watched, supervised and directed, which seem to have lost sight, to a large

extent, of the aim and desire of the Department to make them mainly educational

through the presentation to the public at fairs of the best examples of production

of the field, garden and orchard, and the best animals to be found in the various

localities. One can readily imagine however, that where large crowds come to-

gether, many of whom are not directly interested in agriailtural questions, the

desire for amusement is lil^ely to be catered to ver\' largely, especially if the gate

receipts are kept in view. If Agricultural Societies are to do the work for which

they are intended, there ought to be a much more extensive and thorough super-

vision of the work than is even now taking place.

One outcome of the appointment of the officials to supervise the workings

of those societies is the selection of judges who are particularly qualified for their

work, who have no local prejudices or connections of any kind, and sending them

to judge at fairs, with the understanding that as far as possible explanations shall

be given for their decisions. Where men are properly selected and thoroughly

competent, that has been found to be a very valuable and attractive feature of

the work. There is no question that the ser\'ices of a very highly trained man,

especially in judging grain, would be likely to bring out the best sorts and strains.

We have found, however, that the most successful work along that line has been

through the selection of the expert men in the judging of live stock. It seems to

be easier to gather the people around to listen to an explanation of the fine points

of a horse or cow or sheep rather than the fine points of some grain exposed in a

bag. The principle, however, is the same. Of course, one great trouble we meet

with in this regard is to get a sufficient number of men that may be considered

really expert. We have drawn on the Agricultural College short course men for

a considerable number and, though we have not made it altogether obligatory,

we have urged ver>' strongly that all the men who are sent out as expert judges

to those exhibitions should attend those short courses. Tliat certainly is enlarging

the usefulness of the College.

The Institutes.

The Institutes for farmers and women are organized locally, and their business

is controlled entirely by their own olhcers. We provide expert speakers to address

them for two, three, and perhaps four and five meetings. In the ca.se of additional

meetings, which they themselves hold, they provide their own speakers. Our aim

is to get the best men who are qualified along various lines, and send them out to

address Farmers' Institutes, but we cannot always get them, because the best men
sometimes will not go. We have found it rather difficult to persuade a good many
men in this Province, whom we look upon as the best men for the work, to go out

and do it. I suppose one reason is that we arc unable to pay sullicient money as

an inducement; another reason given is that those who are thoroughly competent

do not care to leave their own work and business in the hands of inferior persons;
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they tell us that the risk is too great. A great many men who are sent out are

not on the staff of the Agricultural College, though we use members of the College

stafT as much as possible; but in the ultimate result it is the same as University

extension work. Last year we must have held at least 300 Farmers' Institutes,

t)csides many meetings organized and held entirely by themselves of which we have

no record.

Similar work is done under the Women's Institutes, which far exceed

the men's Institutes in numbers, because they are organized for smaller areas.

In some counties we have five Women's Institutes for one Farmers' Institute.

That is necessary because the women are not able to go so far to attend meetings.

The growth and development of Women's Institutes is probably the most extra-

ordinarv that we have had in connection with the whole Department of Agriculture.

Within a very short time the Province will be thoroughly organized.

The D.mrv Branch.

Our dairj' instruction falls more directly under what is considered educational

work than anything already given, because we hav« dairy schools in operation

at Kingston and at Guelph, the latter being an outgrowth of the dairj' department

of the College. In those two schools we give a definite course in dair}' work quite

similar to work along other lines in the college or in any technical school. We are

giving an educational training of a technical school nature and granting diplomas

to those who complete the course. These men thus trained are available for our

larger fields, our extension work in dairv-ing—the holding of dairy meetings, dair\-

conventions, instruction to patrons of factories—and we use a large number of

them also every year for giving instructions to makers in cheese factories and

creameries, and in doing what we sometimes call inspection work. We have about

35 of those dair}' experts at work now throughout the Province carrying on their

work under 2 chief instructors, in Eastern and Western Ontario. I think we have

the dairy instruction work more thoroughly organized along educational lines

than any other branch or division of our entire work.

The cheese factories and creameries at one time contributed towards the

expense of that work, but we found that we were giving help only to the best factor-

ies and creameries, which were the ones that responded and contributed, the result

being that the poorer ones, that were doing the most iniur\- to the business, were

being neglected. That was a most serious set-back to the development of the whole

dain,' industry, hence we decided on making the change.

A similar principle would apply to all the different branches of agricultural

work. Even where the men are doing well and are willing to pay for special in-

struction, that does not touch those who need it most, and so our Government pro-

vides it for these latter.

In addition to that we have taken up the matter of legislation, and have

been year b>' year improving the status, until we have gone to this length—that

on and after the 1st day of Januarv^ 1911, no one will be allowed to carr}' on the

work of the head maker in any cheese factory unless he has our diploma .That has

been a gradual growth or development. We are looking at the question from the

l'.)ld—Vol. IV— .3.5',
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public standpoint. The effect may be to wipe out some of the inferior factories.

That was not asked for by the men who hold certificates now. That agitation

has come from the progressive men who are interested in the dairy business. Ol

course the men who are holding certificates are quite agreeable to it, but it has

been no desire on their part to make it a close corporation or anything of that

kind; it has been done entirely in what was considered the general interests ol"

dairj'ing in the Province.

The work of those dairy schools has given tlie Province an adequate supi)ly

of trained men. We have a provision whereby men who have never attended

the dairy school, but who have shown themselves competent and who have been

for some time engaged in the business, shall be given a certificate issued directly

from headquarters. We are aiming at working no harm or injury- to any person,

and those certificates have been issued already.

The Agricultural College.

My own experience in connection with the Ontario Agricultural College goes

back some 25 years, and I think it has made a very steady and satisfactory growth.

We have students from other provinces than Ontario, notwithstanding that very

rigorous regulations have been enacted which would exclude large numbers of

such students as were formerly taken in.

Some 22 years ago, when the institution was struggling for its very existence,

when the number of students was somewhere between 125 and 150, one means

devised for bringing students to the College was to allow the various County

Councils to nominate students who would go there free of tuition; but with the

growth of the institution, and the exclusion of those who had no previous experi-

ence in practical agriculture, the attendance has been such that it was found no

longer necessary to give that encouragement, so that was taken off the statute

books some few years ago.

As TO District Represent.\tivks.

The one serious trouble about all the work of \\hicli I have been speaking'

exce])t that of the Agricultural College, is that the educational assistance has

been directed largely to people of mature years, with the result that we have

simply got to keep going over the same ground year after year. For instance

Farmers' Institutes do not reach the younger people; they give information to men
who have reached mature years, who are perhaps not ready to learn new things,

or not very apt in taking in instruction—at least not so much so as young men
and boys. Hence, we have felt for many years that we are working at a disad-

vantage in connection with the development of our agricultural connnunities.

being unable to get hold of the voimg men at the age when they were in a more

receptive condition.

Some 5 years ago the Departments of liducation and Agriculture got to-

gether and devised a plan which we thought might well be attempted to carry

out what we desired in connection with agricultural instruction. The plan of

district representatives now in operation is tiie outcome. Briefly it was this: —
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A county was selected, and in that county a High School conveniently and favor-

ably situated at which to begin the work of agricultural instruction. We selected

one of our most promising graduates of the Ontario Agricultural College, a man
who had been brought, up on a farm, knew the practical work, had taken a four

years' course and received his University degree. He was appointed Agricultural

Teacher, with a salary of §1200 fixed and provided by the Department of Edu-

cation, and attached to the High School. He received his appointment direct

from the local board, and was put on the staff of the High School just as a teacher

of Mathematics or Classics or English would be. The trouble was that there had

been no teacher of Agriculture at the High School, and when we sent this one,

there were no pupils who wished to take agricultural work ; all the students had come
to that High School to prepare for teachers' certificates, for college matriculation,

or for preparation for one of the learned professions.

We next appointed him as the local or District Representative of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and gave him instructions to open an office, which we equipped.

We told him to set to work and make his constituency. His method is to ally

himself with the various agricultural organizations—Agricultural Society, Horti-

cultural Society, Farmers' Institute, etc.—and as soon as he gets fairly well ac-

quainted with the leading farmers of that district he arranges for special classes

in various parts of the county, in addition to his work in the school. Such a class

may run for one, two or three days; and after a while, following that up, he will

perhaps have a short course which will run for a week. He has to get hold of the

boys on the farm who had no intention whatever of going to the High School for

an education, because there had been no agricultural teaching or training pro-

vided there before. He works in that way until he gradually gathers around him
out of the county a small class; then he brings them up to the High School and

starts the class, which runs for 6 weeks or two months, or the whole year.

In doing all this work we give him a considerable amormt of latitude. By-

arrangement with the Department of Education his hands are to be comparatively

free, so that if he goes into a dairying county the work he is carrying on will largely

have a bearing on dairying; and so with fruit, live stock, etc. Thus after a shorter

or longer time he gradually brings into the High School a class of young men off

the farm who would have never come to the High School at all.

In 1906 there were six such schools or departments established, followed the

next year by three more, the next year by two, and the present year by three,

so that we now carry on the work in 14 coimties. As preliminary to permanent

appointments we did some work also this year in two additional counties, so that

we have been carrjang on agricultural instruction through regular Guelph College

graduates in 16 different counties in Ontario this past j'ear. Although we have

made various efforts, this is the first time along this line that we have been able

to get a permanent grip upon the young men on the farms in the way of giving

them practical agricultural instruction. The work has grown to such an extent

that in most cases we have had to send an assistant to the representative in charge.

He gets his salar}- through the Department of Education, and all the other

expenses are borne by the Department of Agriculture, and of cotu^se he carries on

his work in co-operation with the officers of our Farmers' Institute, our Agri-
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cultural Society, our Fruit Branch, our Dairy Branch, etc. The aim is that the

Secondar}' Education of the High School shall be adjusted and adapted to the

particular occupation of the locality. One very important feature of the plan

that was fiilly discussed was not to tie down this work by hard and fast regulations,

but to allow it to develop in the different counties along the lines that seemed

most favorable. We have been verj- careful in the selection of the men to do the

work, and I think from the results we can say that we have met with a very great

amoiuit of success.

The largest class thus far was last winter in the town of Picton, where our

instructor had 32 yoimg men from the farm. He brought them into the High

vSchool and carried oh a series of classes similar to those in other branches of the

High School. Last week he told me he expected this coming winter to have at

least twice as many in his class. He had an assistant temi)orarily, as the work had

grown to such an extent. In addition to the agricultural work he gives them some

botany, some broad instructions in the judging of live stock, judging of seeds,

composition of soils, etc., and he arranged that the commercial master in the High

vSchool shall give them some work along technical lines, and in one or two cases

they have had some instruction in English as well ; but that is varied in different

schools according to circumstances.

I see room in the near future for evening schools ihroughout the country,

either through those District Representatives or otherwise, in the sunmier time

for boys on the farms, to see crops growing and see plots at a School Garden. That

will be in sections where population is sufficiently numerous, so that they could

come without any great inconvenience or loss of time.

I certainly feel that in all this work, the expenditure of jiublic funds for

Technical Education in Agriculture, has proven immensely remunerative in Ontario.

.

There are many evidences of that. It is very difficult, of course, to prove by

direct results the value of education; but we are beginning to get results of a most

definite nature in connection with the work of the District Representatives. Were

we to close our work in Essex, Prince Edward, Simcoe or Waterloo county I

would look for a deputation immediately demanding the return of our repre-

sentatives. The work is very much appreciated in the localities. I don't

think any work we have ever undertaken is calling fordi .so much appreciation as

this, for the reason that we bring it right Jiome directly to the farmers in a

practical way, and they are getting immediate results.

Agricui.turk in THic Pi'hi.ic Schooi,.

The High School was chosen first because it is the coimty school, the only

school in the county in \\hich all the people are interested ; but we are hoping that

in time the benefits of this work will be seen so plainly that the farmers themselves

will insist on some instruction l>eing given in the Public School. With a view to

what is coming in the near future, special courses have i^een ])rovided at the Ontario

.\gricullunil College to supplement the training of Normal School teachers in

Toronto and elsewhere; and for the last two years an o])])ortunity has l;een given

to a large number of the teachcrs-in-training to cfimpletc their work at the
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Ontario Agricultural College. They have taken that work at the expense of the

Government, railway fare and board having been provided. When those teachers

go to the rural schools they will be able to teach the old curriculum and also

develop certain featiues.

The serious trouble in connection with the teaching of agriculture in schools

is that our teachers are not qualified for it. You cannot expect a young lady

who has been bom in a town or village, and then takes a course at the High School

and at the Normal School to take up school work in the country and teach

boys from the coimtry anything about agriculture. That school terra at Guelph

for teachers ran from Easter last year until the 1 st of July, very nearly three months.

The teachers dropped out of their Normal School course here at Toronto, or London,

or wherever they were, and completed their course at Guelph, and on completion

tliey were given a special certificate, stating that they were specially qualified.

In regard to those teachers, the subject which is introductory to agriculture is

School Gardening. That is something that can be readily introduced into the

cotmtry school, and I don't think it could be expected, under present circumstances

at least, that they could do very much beyond giving the pupils in the public

school some instruction through the School Garden that might be established.

The School Garden as a physical basis for Natiu^e Study would be very admirable.

Unless the whole system of rural school work is overhauled and changed it seems

almost impossible to do anything in the rural schools beyond what I have just

indicated.

Salaries Must go Up.

As to the direction in which overhauling might be made with advantage,

if we could get the people of this country to pay the price they can get the teachers.

If they are not willing to pay more than §300 for a teacher in the country I don't

suppose we can expect to get more than $300 worth of teaching; but if we can

bring them up to the point of being willing to pay $700, $800, $900 or $1000,

we could reasonably expect to provide them with teachers of better qualifications

who would give them a wider range of study. I can state that the salaries paid

by our Department have increased within the last 6 or 8 years from $600 to $1000,

for dairy instructors. I do not think there is any doubt whatever, that the im-

niense increase in revenue from that one branch of Agriculture, has many times

repaid the extra instruction for it. I doubt if any money expended by this or

any other Government has shown much direct results as the very moderate ex-

penditure made in connection with dairy instruction. I do not think that this

country can invest any money to better advantage than in connection with the

improvement of Public School education—and I mean education along all lines,

technical as well as others.

On Machinery and Labor.

I have no hesitation in saying that farm machinery is being used

largely in this country because the farmer cannot get the amount of help

to do his work that he would like to have; and it is not a fact that young men
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leave the farm because of the improved machinery being introduced. 1 think tlie

farmer manages with less than half the number of men now on account of the

machinery-. There is the desire of the farmer, the same as of industrial employers,

to do away with as much labor on the farm as he possibly can, but the machinery

has been bought very largely because the farmer cannot get the labor, l.abor

is scarce, and he thinks labor is expensive.

Even if there was an abundance of labor, the farmer would quite likely still

have machinery' if he could produce his crops more cheaply by its introduction,

just like people in towns and cities.

In discussing the question of young men leaving the farm, the introduction

of machiner}' has something to do with it. It is a very complicated question;

but I do not think the question of farm machinery has played nearly so important

a part in it as others. I think the boys are going to the towns and cities largely

because they think they can make a great deal more money there. Certainly

some go because they have to. If a farmer has a large family of boys, and only

100 acres of land, what else can he do with some of them? But we are hoping

that if we can only get this agricultural education extended sufficiently w-e will

save a lot of the best boys for farm work. In the case of those young men

to whom we have given education and instruction, whom we have helped in the

technique of agricultural work, there is less inclination to leave the farm. I am of

opinion that the 32 young men who formed that class in agriculture at the Picton

High School are likely to stay on the farm, every one of them. I sincerely trust

this Commission will look carefully, as you have opportunity, into this question of

technical training of young men on the farm. The technical training of young

men in towns and cities is a minor matter in the development of this countrj^ in

comparison with the question of proper training of young men in connection

with agriculture.

How we can expect to have any permanency in teaching with the small salaries

that are paid in this country is a mystery. There is no doubt but that the low-

wages paid to farm laborers are reflected in the payment of teachers in the country

districts: one has a bearing upon the other. Of course farm labor has advanced

in value very much, perhaps twice as high as it was 25 years ago. It has advanced

relatively more than have teachers' salaries. Those agricultural classes in the

counties helj) the attendance at the Guelph College; quite a number of boys have

had their first insight into agricultural instruction, and have gone to the Ontario

Agricultural College to take the longer course, who otherwise would not have

known anything about agricultural education, and the iirobahility is that they

would have drifted off the farm.

SECTION 2: STATEMENT OF Mr. G. C. CREELMAN, PRESIDENT.

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

In I88.S, ten years after the College opened, there wire 10') students in at

tendance at all classes; in 1909 there were 1296, including short course students.

In IS85 there were 7 instructors in charge of as many departments; now there arc
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46 instructors on the staff, 12 of whom are deahng with live slock, dairying, etc..

and the sciences related to these. There has also been added recently to the College

a branch for women.

Courses for Rural Teachers.

The Provincial Department of Education have felt in recent years that the

Agricultural College, and its farm and equipment, might be used by that Depart-

ment, as well as by agriculturists, in some way for giving instruction to teachers

engaged particularly in rural schools, that would enable them to be more useful

to the sons and daughters of farmers than was possible under the old arrangement of

instruction in cities and towns in Normal and Model Schools only.

First, some of those who were being specially trained for teaching came here

by special arrangement, through the generosity of Sir William C. Macdonald

whereby teachers from different Provinces were sent here on Scholarships, with

expenses paid, to get what information they might that would be useful to rural

sections of their respective Provinces. That plan went on for a number of years, and

from it grew the desire of the Department of Education to continue that work

more especially for teachers of this Province. The result is that we now regularly

receive each year between 100 and 200 teachers from the Normal Schools, who in

the opinion of the Normal School staff are capable of completing the usual 9 months'

.Nformal work in 6 months, and those teachers are permitted by selection to come

here the last three months of the Normal term and study agricultural or industrial

subjects. Then in the summer, to meet the demands of teachers who cannot

come from their schools during the 8 or lOJ .nonths, we put on during the month
of July a similar course for teachers, which is more or less complete in itself, but

which may be continued from summer to summer, leading to the same certificate

given to the teacher who stays the full 3 months. The College has thus become a

training place; and I am pleased to say this branch of work is increasing rapidly

each year, last summer's class being the largest class we have had.

Farmers' Institutes.

. You will remember that Farmers' Institutes were started at this College,

because we had the only trained men here proficient in presenting agricultural

problems to the people; and, commencing in 1885, the students were dismissed

in January, so that the College professors might go out in the highways and byways
and teach agriculture to the farmers. Commencing with 12 men the first year,

it has gradually grown until it became a Provincial means and method under a

Provincial head at Toronto. Now our professors can only give to that work very

little attention from time to time. The professors in our several departments

are constantly furnishing, by means of their reports, exact information that other

men can use in their addresses to the farmers They are using our bulletins and
reports, and, so far as they have time, attending short courses themselves. Last

year 1,800 meetings were held as compared with 12 that were held in 1885. These

niee'ings become a very widespread means of imparting information. They must
be held in each legislative riding during the year in order to get the Government
grant, and there has never, except in one case, been a default.
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Extension Work.

The Experimental Union is our direct administrative effort in placing in

the hands of farmers for their own ends the information at first hand that we

acquire here, carried further than by word of mouth. They are actually doing

things, not only as recommended by us, but with material supplied by us annually.

There are over .5,000 members of that Union of Farmers in this Province who

are conducting experiments on their own farms and reporting to us once a year.

Then the chief officers of our Dairy and Animal Husbandry departments

are utilized by the Provincial Fairs each year to demonstrate details of their par-

ticular line of work to the thousands of farmers who attend the fairs; and, so

far as possible, special men from our institution visit certain fairs in the Province

and give demonstrations on various subjects, such as illustrations of diseased

plants, methods for destruction of injurious insects, etc., with practical informa-

tion for them. That is really a form of college extension, and a very valuable one.

It has become a custom for judges at fairs to give reasons for their decisions,

particularly regarding live stock, in which a man is not presumed to be competent

to judge unless he is prepared to give his reasons. The Department of Agriculture

in Toronto has now a Superintendent of Fairs, who arranges the .500 fairs in this

Province into groups, as far as possible, sending inspectors regularly, and they are

all instructed to give their reasons for their awards. 1 could not say what percent-

age of these men have taken a course at this college.

Ontario subsidizes a good many Associations for advancing agriculture,

such as Dairymen's and Horticultural Associations, and similar ones; and to

quite an extent each of these organizations looks to the head of the department

most closely associated with it in this College for information and for addresses

wliich luav be published in the Annual Report of the Association.

Ir. these various means whereby the Province is helping the agricultural

pe<)i)le, the College is taking some part of carr^-ing on the work.

The College Graduates.

The College Course that leads to a degree at Toronto University is four years.

Our graduates have been in such demand that a majority of them have gone into

public life of one kind or other—either as teachers at agricultural colleges, assist-

ants at experimental stations, editors of agricultural papers, instructors in dairy

schools, assistants in the Department of Agriculture in the different provinces

of the Dominion and at Ottawa. Many have taken positions as farm managers,

etc., rather than return to the farm, because of changed conditions at home after

four years, as where younger brothers have come along and handled the farm.

Of all the ex-students who attended the college in the regular course in the

last 25 years, 54% are now residing in Ontario, and of those 71',', are engaged

actually in farming. The others we cannot keep track of so well l)ecansc I hey

have gone to other Provinces.

The Agricultural Press, and the agricultural part of the Weekly Press, is a

helpful means of advancing intelligence in rural parts, and a man editing or direct-
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ing such papers could nol do the work without training. vSome have been trained

in the principles and arts here. Our graduates are performing a real valuable

public service in such a capacity.

The District Representatives.

vSome 14 positions as District Representatives have been opened under the

Ontario Government that require preparation here as a qualification; and no one

can be appointed to these positions without being trained in the Agricultural

College. These men have primarily two functions to perform: (1) They teach

in the High School or Collegiate Institute farmers' boys who may attend four

half days a week. In many cases it has been found expedient to make a course

of three months from January to March, and give practically all their time during

those months to teaching agricultural students in the High School. (2) In a

general way, or as specific as the education of the farmers in the district will permit,

their services are available for helping agriculture in that particular county.

The District Representative first opens an office which is composed of two

rooms. The local Farmers' Institute or local Fall Fair, or any other local organiza-

tion may hold its meetings wuth advice and counsel and secretarial help from the

agricultural specialist who runs the office. He is not only prepared to give advice

to any who may come in, but will identify injurious weeds and insects, also unknown
plants. He will, in co-operation with our Department, have plans laid out prop-

erly for farm drainage: and he naturally falls back on his old professors in his

Department to give him every opportunity of carrying this College to that county.

Thus he is an extension arm of the College, doing local work. He is there first

for the purpose of helping the young men of his own age who would have confidence

in him and allow them to discuss their affairs with him, and after that the fathers

and older members. The young men who take work with him at the High School

come so well prepared to take our work in agricultural science that they have been

permitted to enter our second year, and have proven very worthy students; in

other words, the two years' work taken in the High School with our local represen-

tatives has given them what takes the place of one years' time at this College. The
extension of that work will in the long run be likely to lead to more of what might

be called primary work being done at High Schools, this College being reserved

more for advanced work. I understand the Government is almost besieged with

applications from counties for these representatives, and the policy has been to

add to their number each year, as limited funds at their disposal will allow.

I'UNDS Sc.\RCE AND HaRD TO GET.

In regard to these limited funds, I think it very poor policy to limit expenditure

in regard to agricultural develojiment policy in Ontario at the present time, but

the fact with which we are all more or less familiar is that agriculture, being

unorganized, the rural people hav'e not been able to impress upon governments

the necessity for large expenditures for lural affairs. The result is that in all

Governments with which I am familiar the Minister of Agriculture, though ever

so strong and capable either in handling the case, or in farming on his own account
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on his own place and therefore knowing the needs, is not able to cope with the

other professional men in Cabinets so as to get as large a grant as we think could

be sjjent to good advantage in the work. I tliink all the money expended for this

purpose has been exceedingly profitable to Ontario.

Evening Classes and Demonstration I-arms.

If those District Representatives held evening classes once or twice a week

for the young people of the neighborhood in the summer time to discuss growing

plants in the garden and new crops that might be grown there, I am quite sure

a number could be got to attend, and those who came would be likely to learn a

gieat deal that would help them in their work on the farm.

If a real good farm were close by illustrating the best management of seeds

and cultivation and rotations, I think there would be much gain by having the

young people come to a class at the school garden, and the old people come once

a month to this illustration farm to receive instruction from the expert. If young

fellows were trained in their own localities they would be better qualified to profit

by this College when they come here. That would be a means also of indicating

those who could get most good by coming here. I think that would be a plan worth

trying.

It occurs to me that after certain things which are apparently true, and

which if applied in the ordinary farm operation would give larger yields for

the energ)' expended had been demonstrated at this College and the Dominion

Experimental I'-arms throughout the different Provinces, those truths could

be mure forcibly brought home, and it could be done very nmch quicker if we
had many more demonstration farms in this Province, even if maintained by

other agencies than Government itself.

The Ontario Government has spent a large amount of money on this institution

in the last 35 years to produce a certain amount of information which now has

to be put into effect—the right kind of grain, the right way to plant it, handle it

and cultivate it ; the right way to drain the land ; the results that have been obtained

from drained land over imdrained land, etc. ; and I do not know whether the

Government should be asked to go very much further and put demonstration

farms over the lines of the railroads and in communities where an increased

quantity of material produced would more largely enhance the coffers of the

railway companies and the banks than anyone else concerned.

For Consideration in' Railways and Hanks.

Perhaps if tiie matter were projjerly placed before the peo])le who control

our banks and railways they might do something towards making it possible for

every farmer, as often as he has a half day or a day to spare, to see not far from

his home the best kind of fanning with the best kinds of crops and buildings and

everything that goes to make up our ideal of a first-class farm. I think such a

plan carried carefully into effect, would be profitable to the railways and banks

as well as to the localities. I believe that on lines of railway which go, for instance,

from here to Sarnia, demonstration farms of 100 acres, not too far apart, growing
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whole fields of such crops as alfalfa, and red clover, with small orchards and ncal

but not expensive buildings, if advertised free for inspection would without doubt

very materially increase freight and passenger traffic from the local districts.

The case of the station recently built on the Grand Trunk at Viueland, County

of Lincoln, near our Ontario Experimental Farm, may be cited as an illustration.

For nearly three vears we argued for a station there, saying there would im-

mediately be sufficient traffic in fruit and other crops especially adapted to that

part of the country to justify the placing of a station there; but we had finally to

take the matter to the Railway Commission, and justify our contention after

canvassing the local community, and learning the actual amount of baskets and

barrels the people would promise to ship. The station was built immediately

and our calculations more than fulfilled; and now they keep a ticket agent and

station master there all the time, with assistants and express clerk during the

summer. This is the sort of thing that I think the railways have to have pointed

out to them. With one exception I do not know a single man in the employ of

any railway in Canada who understands agriculture at all in a scientific or practical

way, and I think a large agricultural department in connection with these large

roads would pay them handsomely in return by increase of traffic.

The Study of Rur-^l Economics.

I think it is a good idea that the students should get as correct an idea as

possible of political economy and its relation to the development of industry, in

so far as there is time in an undergraduate course. We have within the last three

years appointed a special lecturer on the subject of Economics who is giving a

lot of his time and attention to the study of these questions, and who during the

past summer visited Denmark and England looking into questions bearing especially

on the subject of economics, and particularly that of organization among farmers.

For a number of years we have had excursions to the farm, and between

,30,000 and 40,000 farmers come during the month of June. That is increasing.

We find about one-third of those who have been here come back, and two-thirds

are new each year. It might be stated generally that the College has had a great

deal to do with the upbuilding of agriculture and progress in rural affairs generally.
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CHAPTER LXVII: AS TO AGRICULTURAL IN-

STRUCTION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

SECTION 1:

STATEMENT OF PROF. S. B. McCREADY, DIRECTOR

OF ELEMENTARY AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

My chief work is the Nature Study department of the Ontario Agricultural

College, although I have a work in connection with the department of Botany too.

I have charge of the Nature Study dejjartment, in short courses for those who
come from the Normal School in the spring, for elementan,^ agriculture. It is a

ten weeks' course. A few teachers are coming now who have had Nature Stud\-

on a basis of School Gardening, in their own school, but very few. Ten weeks

is enough to make a good start in Nature Study. There is no attempt to cover

the whole field thoroughly. The work in and the conducting of the .School Garden

while here, is the easy part; the making of the work effective in the teaching is

the harder part of it. They are able to start such work when they go to their

own schools. In our class in the s])ring of 1909, we had 97 teachers, and at the

end of this school year, after they had a year's experience, I made enquiries among
them as to what they were doing and how they had put our training into effect.

About 16 out of the 97, most of them in country schools, have started School

Gardening. I think all of them arc doing effective work in Nature .Study even

if they have not a School Garden. Many have had work started in home gardens.

Many teachers rei)ort that for the present year they are not doing anything in

that line; the trustees are not favorable, and in some cases the inspectors arc not.

They find in some cases the schools are verj^ backward. One teacher reports

that in the year previous to her going there had been four changes in teachers,

and the elementary work was so backward that she was not trying to do anything

except to bring them up in their ordinary work.

There is a sentiment growing in favor of our work; we have been advocating

and training people for this for seven vears. The teachers in the rural schools

are so isolated that it would be very beneficial if there was some means of having

them joined uj) with a directing |)ower at headquarters so that they would know
what other people are doing, and be told month by mouth what is going nu iu

other parts of Ontario.

The Inspectors do something of that, but their visits are so far apart and

they have so many things to think of. If something could be done at Ottawa

in the way of organising a Bureau of Kducation, something like they have had at

Washington since 1867, from which information could be disseminated to anybody
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interested in education in Canada, it would be a great help. We have our edu-

cational journals, but they are not nearly so common as agricultural journals;

in this Province there is only one which is a magazine on method ; it does not keep

the teacher in touch with her fellow- teachers in any sense.

Mr. McCready writes, iinder date Dec. 8, 1911:

You will be pleased to know that we are always making some advances in

Ontario ; in fact, I venture to saj^ that in many respects we are working the problem

out better than most Provinces or States through teacher-training, extension

work with schools, monetary help, etc. I expect that next year we shall see a

decided advance as I have been given a great deal of encouragement in my new
work as Director of Elementary Agricultural Education.

We had 33 School (hardens in Ontario last year receiving Government grants,

besides many more working under the Experimental Union but not having a certi-

ficated teacher and not receiving grants. Already there are about 250 teachers

in Ontario holding certificates in Elementary Agriculture and Horticulture. Most

of these came to us in special Normal Classes. We expect another class next

spring. There will be no let-up to the work.

The Summer School.

A Summer School for teachers is held at the Ontario Agricultural College,

Ouelph, for four weeks beginning in July, giving five courses comprising:—(1)

Nature Study, (2) Elementar\^ Agricultixre and Horticulture, (3) Arts and Con-

struction Work, (4) Woodworking and Mechanical Drawing, (5) Household

Science. The courses in Nature Study and Agriculture lead to the certificate in

Elementary Agriculture and Horticulture granted by the Department of Edu-
cation ; the courses in Art and Woodworking lead to that of Elementarv- Industrial

Arts.

The College aims to be of service to teachers who wish to equip themselves

for giving instruction to their pupils along vocational or industrial lines in

Manual Training, Domestic Science or Elementar\' Agriculture and Horticiilture.

Teachers in High and Continuation Schools—especially Science teachers

—

will find the work in Agriculture suit their needs; should the attendance warrant

it, special classes will be arranged for these. School Inspectors will be welcome
for any part of the time that they may be able to attend. Nearly 200 teachers

were in attendance in July 1911, more than half of these taking Nature Study
and Agricultiu-e. The total number in the previous ^^ear was 120. Lady teachers

can be accommodated in Macdonald Hall to the number of about 100, a charge

of about SI 5.00 being made for board and lodging. There are no tuition fees

for Ontario teachers.

The teachers who enter these classes represent the progressive and ambitious

members of the teaching profession. The amount and qualitv of work accom-
plished in the four weeks is always a source of surprise. It cannot fail to prove

of great value to teachers who are seeking to lay some practical emphasis on the

vocational interests in their school work. When the work of the Summer School

becomes better known amongst teachers, there is little doubt that the facilities
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of the College will be taxed to the utmost. Several teachers continue to conic

for three or four years in succession, taking up diflferent work each year. Everyone

agrees it is an ideal holiday for a teacher desirous of improvement.

Rural and Village School Work.

The Department of Education for the Province of Ontario, co-operating with

the Department of Agriculture, aims to have instruction in Elementary Agri-

culture and Horticulture given in the rural and village schools for the following

reasons

:

1. To bring the life and interests of the school more closely into touch with

the home life of the pupils and the employments in which they wiM be engaged

after they leave school.

2. To stimulate interest and to impart useful information in agricultural

subjects and thus offset to some extent the tendency to leave the farm for the city.

3. To develop at an early age habits of industry, respect for labor, and a love

for productive and constructive work; to promote a spirit of independent in-

vestigation in other branches of study.

4. To give facility in the handling of tools and in the practice of garden craft

;

to provide healthful exercise for body and mind; to afford to the pupil an op-

portunity to direct his activities along useful lines.

5. To encourage careful observation of nature, thus enabling the pupil to

understand his or her environment and to appreciate more fully the beautiful

in nature.

6. To promote the desire to improve home surroundings and to train boys

and girls to do such work with efficiencv.

7. To promote the qualities that make for good citizenship, such as the re-

sponsibility of ownership, respect for public property, consideration for the rights

of others and the principle of co-operation in seeking the common good.

The work is carried into effect through the encouragement of school gardens,

home gardening schemes, experimental and observation plots on the school grounds,

children's progress clubs, and other practical measures.

The work is imder the general supervision of the Director of Elementary Ag-

ricultural Education appointed by the Minister of Education. He arranges for

experiments and demonstrations, and assists in carrying out the work by supplying

charts, instruction sheets, bulletins, leaflets for pupils, material for sowing, etc.

The work of inspection and supervision is imder his charge, assisted by Inspectors

and District Agricultural Representatives.

The work in schools will be taken up in a practical way under teachers (,1)

holding special certificates in Elementary Agriculture and Horticulture or (2)

teachers competent but not specially certificated. Teachers receive the special

certificates upon satisfactory completion of (1) a ten weeks' spring course at the

Ontario Agricultural College; (2) two summer sessions at the College and a directed

winter's reading course; or (3) a course in Agriculture at a High School, followed

by a further course at the Normal School and one summer session at the Ontario

Agricullurftl College.
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When the work is undertaken in any school it is necessary for the Board of

Trustees to arrange for its introduction and support, thus sharing with the teacher

an effort to insure success.

The work is to be conducted in school grounds, as long as pupils are not de-

prived of playground accommodation. The garden plots must be protected from

injury by dogs, poultry or stray cattle; otherwise the grant will be withheld. No
text-book is prescribed, but James' 'Agriculture", also the Agriculture Depart-

ment's bulletins are recommended as the teacher's guide.

The Education Department makes an initial grant up to $50, and an annual

grant of $30, when the work is carried on throughout the year, to help in pur-

chasing and preparing e.xtra land or to provide tools, seeds, etc. The school board

must expend an equal amount. Teachers receive $30 for conducting the work

satisfactorily from January to December, or $15 from January to the summer

holidays, and $12 for the teacher who completes the year. For 1911, the total

grants reached the sum of $2,340.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL UNION.

In the Schools' Division of the Experimental Union, (an organization com-

prising nearly 5000 farmers associated for the conducting of experiments in crop

growing, with the Agricultural College, at Guelph as headquarters), schools are

supplied with flower and vegetable seeds, the seeds of farm crops, tree seeds,

vines, bulbs, shrubs and tree seedlings, as well as instruction sheets, booklets on

gardening, government publications and agricultural text books. The forest

tree seedlings, agricultural seeds, government publications, and instruction sheets

are furnished free; charges are made for the other material. Several hundred

schools have taken advantage of the offers made during the year, and have thus

taken some steps towards arousing an interest in agriculture and horticulture

amongst their pupils.

One hundred and fifty schools purchased seed supplies for school gardening

purposes in addition to sixteen other schools that took only free material. Of the

work done reports have been received from thirty-eight. Twenty-two report taking

up the work in school gardens and sixteen report home gardens. As it is in no sense

obligatory for teachers to report, we are unable to say how many more of the one

hundred and sixty-six schools co-operating carried on the work for which they

obtained supplies.

In all, ninety-two schools are known to have taken some active part in this

phase of the school work during the season of 1911. Undoubtedly the number

would be much larger if all were known. Perhaps the number would be nearer

three hundred than one hundred if there were better means of receiving reports

from all the schools that interest themselves in the work. Hereafter, suitable

plans will be arranged for keeping definite records of all schools that carry out

schemes of instruction in agriculture and horticulture through school or home

gardening.

191d—Vol. IV—36
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Supplies of Materials for Schools.

The work of the Schools Division was commenced in 1909 and was continued

in 1911 with some new features added. It now comprises:

—

(1) Seed Packets /or children's gardening, which were sold at 2 cents a packet.

In most cases they were used by the children in home gardening rather than in

school gardening. With the seeds a circular of instruction was sent out to guide

the children and teacher in the practical work. Another circular was specially

prepared as a guide to the teacher in taking up lessons in the school based on the

work. One hundred and thirty five schools have co-operated in the work. Several

thousand children have received the packets.

(2) School collection of forest seedlings sent out from the Government forest

nursery in Norfolk County. It consisted of 12 White Pine seedlings (2 year stock),

12 Scotch Pine (2 year stock), 12 Norway Spruce (3 or 4 years), 12 Cedars (2

years), with a miscellaneous addition of deciduous tree seedlings.

(37 schools received these collections.)

(3) Seed Barley for School Experiment in Agriculture.—In 1909 and 1910

different species were sent to the schools for observation plots. This year packets

of specially selected O.A.C. No. 21 Barley were sent out for a little experiment.

The work was to plant the seed in ^^ acre plots one week apart, commencing

with the earliest possible date of seeding. Comparisons of growth and yield were

to be made. When the school was unable to carry out the work the seed was to be

used for demonstration purposes. A chart showing the results of this experiment

on the Experimental Farm was prepared to accompany the school's work. (200

schools.)

(4) School Collection oj Agricultural Seeds.—This included samples of different

kinds of field crops, such as wheats, corns, clovers and legumes, grasses, flax, buck-

wheat, etc. The intention was to have schools provided with small plots on the

school grounds that would furnish material for practical studies on growth,

flowering, seeding, etc. A number of town schools accepted the offer and have

made good use of the material. (200 schools.)

(5) Tulip Bulbs.—The object was to encourage the improvement of school

grounds by the planting of tulips. A special selection of the best known and

hardiest varieties of white, red, yellow, and striped tulips was made for this. (10

schools sent orders for these.)

(6) School Collection of Hardy Climbers.—This collection, like the tulii) bulbs,

was arranged to helj) in improving school groimds throughout the countni\ It

included two Virginia Creepers, two Boston Ivies, two Hardy Climbing Roses, and

one shrub Hydrangea. The Virginia Creepers were intended for covering imsightly

fences or outbuildings and the roses for adorning the walls. (40 schools secured these.)

(7) School Collection of Shrubs.—This collection was arranged for to enable

schools to secure first-class shrubs for decorating the school grounds. The shrubs

selected were all well adapted to withstand our climate. They consisted of the

Flowering Currant, Spirea Van Houtei, Bush Honeysuckle, High Bush Cranberry,

Silx-rian Pea Tree, Syringa or Mock Orange, and a select if>n of Lilacs. (4 schools

ordered these.)
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(8) Weed Seed Collection.—^This collection was sold for 25 cents. The seeds

included in it represented those covered in the Seed Control Act of 1905, the sale

of which is restricted in seed grain, clover, etc., as well as some of the more common
weeds foimd as common impurities. These collections have been put up specially

by the Botanical Department for educational purposes. Teachers hav^e found

them useful for reference.

SECTION 2: COMBINED CONSOLIDATION SCHOOLS AND
CONTINUATION CLASSES.

Statement of Mr. Joseph H. Smith, Public School Inspector for the County

of Wentworth for 40 years.

I have a good knowledge of the condition of the coimtry schools, and also

know something of the state of agricultiu^e in the coimty. I ver\^ positively

think that the farms are better managed now than they were formerly. There

has been very great progress since 1871. I can see very great change in the care

of implements and the class of work done on the farms during that period. From
this county originated the Farmers' Institutes, which have been a very successful

agency for the farmers.

The initiative for the improvement of rural schools does not come from the

nu-al people; it has to be pressed from outside. In every public school in this

county we have a good reference library and a good reading library, which is

taken advantage of by the coimtry people, who carr>^ books to their homes. Some
boys will hurry through work and ask the privilege of reading a good book.

We also have a number of School Gardens started in the county, and these

become a very important base for Nature Study. The farmers are slow at theor>%

but they will get hold of practice quickly. We tried illustration plots alongside

the garden plots of the children, but the grain experiments were a failure. The

difficulty with the School Gardens is the summer vacation. We have no House-

hold Science or Domestic Science ; we tried one experiment and it proved a failure.

We teach sewing in a few schools in thickly settled parts which have more than

two teachers. The great difficult}^ is to get enough pupils together to form a good

school; in general they will average from 30 to 35, many of them being under 30

and perhaps one or two over 40 pupils.

In 1907 we discussed the question of Consolidated Schools and Continuation

Classes and I prepared the following plan:

1. That Advanced English Schools shall be established in rural districts.

2. That township municipalities may be formed into one or more districts.

3. That these districts shall be formed by a committee consisting of the

Coimty Judge, P.S. Inspector, the Reeve or Reeves of the Township or Townships

interested.

4. That each district shall contain not less than 150 children between 5 and

21 years of age, vmless it exceeds 12 square miles.

5. That the management of the schools in the district shall be imder a Board

of Education of six members elected for three years, two retiring annually.
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6. That the schools now in existence shall he continued as primar)' depart-

ments, and that the most central one shall be provided with rooms for continuation

classes, or if preferred, a new school building may be erected.

7. That the sections or parts of sections forming the district shall cease to

exist as sections, biit will become part of the district, and be under the jurisdiction

of the Board of Education.

8. That on receipt of a petition signed by 20 ratepayers resident in the town-

ship, the P. S. Inspector shall call the committee together, and they shall (1)

determine whether the formation of a district is advisable, and (2) fix the bound-

aries of the same.

9. That a special Legislative grant of S200 shall be given to each district

for the encouragement of continuation classes, upon conditions prescribed by the

Education Department, and that an equal sum shall be granted by the County

Council for each district supporting such a class.

10. That a uniform rate over the entire municipality shall be levied to pro-

vide a fixed municipal grant.

1 1

.

That the amount required (over and above the grants already given) for

the efficient management of these schools shall be borne by the district.

12. That district Boards of Education shall have all the powers vested by

law in Boards of Education and Boards of Trustees, and shall have power to pro-

vide accommodation for the horses and vehicles of those who come in their own
conveyances. They shall also be authorized to provide experimental plots and

school gardens for the practical study of Agriculture and kindred subjects.

13. That the course of study shall extend over a period of four years, and

embrace the following subjects:

—

(1) English, embracing literature, composition, grammar, spelling,

derivation of words, and oral reading.

(2) Mathematics.

{,?) Science.

(4) Commercial work.

(.S) Manual Training.

(6) Domestic Science.

These subjects are to be taught with special reference to farm work and I'arm

life, with special rooms for (.5) and (6).

14. That the completed course of study shall co\cr the ground ncccs^^llry

for matriculation into the Ontario Agricultural College.

l.S. That an Ivntrance Examination, to be fixed by the ivducation Dcpailimiii,

shall be required for admission to the continuation classes.

16. That sjjecial classes may be formed for the accommodation ol winter

pupils who shall take the English course (or as much of it as may be deterniincd

by this special committee) and such other subjects as Ihcy may desire.

17. That this special committee on Entrance work for tliese winter pupils

shall consist of the P.S. Inspector, the Principal of the School and the Chairman

of the Board of Ivducation, and shall have the power to fix the course of study

and |)rescribe the terms of admission into this school for said winter pupils.
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We would Ireal Manual Training from a practical point of view; leaving its

educational side in abeyance, not bringing that to the front; it would be there all

the same, but we would emphasize the practical part. For instance, a farmer

wanted to take 24 cattle to feed, and asked his son to prepare a plan of a building

in which they could be comfortably housed and fed; the boy would prepare a draw-

ing practically drawn to scale, and also make up cost of same. We tried that

in the Macdonald Institute at Guelph. They asked for a problem and I printed

that one and we got solutions of that, but all of the answers did not evidence care-

ful thought. Such work as that would have a high educational value The only

point is that we do not want to proclaim too much the educational side; they

are always looking for the practical part. Then I would like to see them take

metal working and wood working, as I believe it would be of great advantage on

the farm. I would want a good science room in the school, because I have it in

my mind that we could have science men from the Ontario Agricultural College con-

duct classes every two or three weeks along certain subjects if we had the apparatus.

That is the idea I would have for these schools. The better farming commun-
ity we have the better this country will be. One of the greatest difficulties will

be the expense. I would propose this as a scheme to be started and supported

by the people, and to be independent of the local school. I would divide the

County into districts; there might be five or six primarj' schools and one of these

advanced schools. The plan is a modification of the present Continuation Classes

adapted as near as I could judge to the wants of the rural community. Advanced

classes should be organized in rural districts; the schools that now exist should

be continued as primary schools, and a central schoolhouse provided with room

for Continuation Classes. This is quite radical, but we have to take an extreme

view before they take a moderate view. I have prepared the outline pretty care-

fully considered from every point of view. In this County we would require

about 12 or 15 of these, then an instructor in Manual Training and in science

could be employed for the whole coimty, spending a day in each school for certain

subjects. The difficulty to-day is very largely that with only three trustees you

are practically dealing with one man, the Secretary-Treasurer; if he says so and so,

it goes that way, and you find very few trustees who demur to that.

With an advanced school like that for the rural population I would have even-

ing classes, and have a resident teacher for the school gardens. I see no difficulty

in having night classes 2 nights a week in summer for those persons who came to

winter classes continuously. That would be a good chance to keep up the school

garden all summer. In one school the boys and girls actually came through the

summer vacation and weeded and watered the garden, and paid a great deal of

attention to it, out of the pride they had in it.

If a real good farmer, with exceptional ability in profit-making and care of his

place, lived near that Central or Continuation School, and his farm were nominated

as an illustration farm for the township, and perhaps put specially under care of

men from the Agricultural College who visited it once a month, it might be a good

aid for the grown farmers to come up there once a month. We also should

have a good science room in the Central School, and we could get every farmer in

that neighborhood more or less interested in this work.
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SECTION 3: BETTERMENT OF RURAL EDUCATION.
Information obtained from Mr. John Duarnkss, Professor of Botany

and Nature Study in the Normal School, London, formerly Inspector of Public

Schools.

How Time is Mis-spent.

Teachers and many other people hardly wait to hear a scheme for the better-

ment of rural education proposed without interrupting with the remark, "There

is not time to teach this and that—the children are overtaxed now with a multi-

plicity of studies. " The truth is that a period of seven to nine years—from 5

or 6 to 13 or 14 years of age—is taken up with the so called High School entrance

course. The essentials of that course can be taught in four or five years easily.

If a third of the present time was occupied with industrial and outdoor work, the

pupils would be profited in body and mind. Nearly two years—quite a year

and a half—is practically wasted on spelling. Our slavish devotion to a chaotic

and irrational fashion of spelling many words, and the unpedagogical method of

teaching spelling in vogue are serious obstacles in the way of making the right

use of the school years. There are several other, as obvious, economies of time that

might make way for real education.

One obstacle in the way of the advancement of the course we have at heart

is the satisfaction of the farmer with a coiu^se of education that fits his child for

the soft-hand vocations, if it fits him for anything. Many take the ground that

the nxral schools are all right—that the farmer's child needs as good education

(which by the context implies, the same kind of education) as the town child.

The three R's, the overcrowded ciuriculum and the culture bogey will likely con-

tinue to be lU'ged against improvement.

Improvements Suggested.

The four agencies—the home, the school, society, and work—as in the past

are likely to continue contributing their share to the process of education. The
only one of them, however, that is specifically organized for the purpose is the

school; it has consequently received an inequitable share of the praise or blame

for the general result. Outstanding examples of successful men among the makers

of this country and of the neighboring republic have had their success attributed

to the cross-roads country school. Who can say how many of them are more

greatly indebted to the discipline of " chores " than to the influence of the "little

red school house?" Doing things tliat to the child seem worth while for himself

and others, especially when there is an element of his own planning in the doing,

is richer educational experience than sitting at a desk absorbing knowledge from

books. My observation is unique imless it is generally true that the youth who
does not learn to work between the ages of fourteen and eighteen stands little chance

to become a successful worker at any time. An imintcrrupted course of book-

Icaming up to the eighteenth or later year usually limits its victims to soft-handed

vocations.

When the ideal rural school in an agricultural coimtrj' becomes a reality,

taking it for granted that the makers of school laws and regulations have right
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views of educational values and intimate knowledge of rural conditions and

aspirations, then each of the following causes will have contributed its part.

RuR.\L School Inspection.

Inspectors will be practical experts in elementar>^ education, will have con-

siderable knowledge of agricultural science and be qualified through their know-

ledge and sympathies to inspire youth with ambition to excel on the farm.

Teachers will be trained so that they can make farm-life the centre of edu-

cational activity.

Text-books will be redolent of the atmosphere of Nature and the farm.

Courses of study will require education of the heart and hand as well as of

the head, and will attach as much importance to the right study of things and

processes as to book-learning.

Let us examine some of these propositions in more detail. I know whereof

I speak when I affirm that but few people realize how much good can be done

for the schools of a coimty by an inspector having a reasonably free hand and the

ability and determination to use his influence to promote the welfare of his schools.

Equallj' with the teacher's, his qualifications and performance will depend on his

training, aims and sympathies. These are naturally affected by the legal require-

ments for his certificate. What answer is given an applicant for an inspector's

certificate who claims to have the highest grade of public school teacher's certi-

ficate, several years' successful experience in all departments of public school

work, and ability to address acceptably on educational topics an assembly of

children or a gathering of their parents?

Refusal.

" Will it help that I have also had successful experience in managing a farm?

"

Not in the least.

" If I attended the Agricultural College two or three years and complete a

course of studies there, will the certificate be granted?"

No; agriculture is not the kind of culture that counts for the purpose in

question.

" If I go to a city University to specialize on Latin and Greek for two or more

years and obtain an honor degree in classics, \vill this experience count?

"

Most certainly.

Is this the kind of training that best fits a man for the exceedingly important

work of rural school inspection?

Few will deny that Dr. Ryerson's view—requiring candidates for public

school inspector's certificates to specialize on efficiency in public school teaching

and on public school courses of study—had much to commend it. The man who
can render valuable service at a Public School Teachers' Institute and also at a

I-'armers' Institute ought to make an efficient rural school inspector.

Proper Teacher-Training.

This is at once the most proper and the most difficult requirement. One who
can completely manage and teach a large rural school is qualified to teach any
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public school. On the academic side he must be trained in the ordinary expressive

arts, literature, history, civics, mathematics and in a somewhat practical way

in all the sciences that underlie agriculture. In a city Normal School, attended

by a couple of hundred students, it would be extremely difficult in an annual term,

even with a conservatory for plant studies in the winter and a suitable farm accessible

by street railway to give a professional training moderately adequate for efficient

rural school teaching. Without a conservatory, without a farm, with but a small

proportion of the time of the session for agricultural science, it is simply impossible

to prepare High School students entering the Normal School with very limited

knowledge of farm science to be efficient rural school teachers. The difficulty is

increased by the fact that book-methods of teaching are nearly valueless in teaching

science. Teachers who, during their training, have no experience in taking a

class of children to the barnyard or grainiield and making the visit educationally

valuable are not likely to experiment along those lines in their own schools.

Courses ok Study.

There is heard much complaint and much ill-considered criticism of the over-

crowding of the public school curriculum. Critics have counted the thirteen

subjects prescribed for the youngest grade and quoted the number as though

its mention proved that the course must be overcrowded. But they have not

named the subject which children of that grade are not capable of learning in

some degree, and of which they should not or need not know anything. An active

child living on a farm is spontaneously learning facts and acquiring experiences

that might be grouped and classified under a score of subject titles. The ground

for criticism lies with the method of teaching and quantity of matter taught,

rather than with the number of subjects.

The High School entrance has unfortunately become the popular standard

of a completed public school course. Now all the essentials of that standard

can be learned, have been learned, between the ages of eight and twelve years.

The child that attends from five to fourteen has spent half these years in "marking

time." Could they not be applied to better purpose?

Then again, successful and happy life on the farm requires that between

fourteen and eighteen the youth must learn " the trade. " Wliere else than on

the farm can he do that ? But at fourteen he (or she) is too young to have prop-

erly learned all that the school should teach. He cannot become accustomed to

work, and at the same time attend school in a distant town.

SECTION 4; RURAL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT.

(A.) Information obtained from Mr. Jambs Smith, Public School Inspector.

Mr. Smith is Inspector for Chatham and about half of the county of Kent,

and has 66 rural schools in his inspectorate. There are no continuation classes

in these rural schools, but they have classes pretty nearly equivalent to the first

year of continuation schools.
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School, Gardens.

There is only one School Garden in operation ; the great difficulty has been

to get qualified teachers to take charge of them. Mr. Smith thinks it a very im-

portant part of education, but there are not a great many teachers qualified to

teach. A few come now from the Ontario Agricultural College. A teacher who
had experience with a School Garden in her own school days for, say, seven years

at a country school, would be far more interested, but Mr. Smith did not think she

would have enough technical knowledge to teach Nature Study. If the same

courses were continued in the High School, he thought she would, but the practical

part of it would be necessary too.

A travelling instructor who would spend even half a day a week or less at

rural schools and get the School Garden idea started would be useful. The farmer

takes an interest in a School Garden very quickly, and children as they become

interested take things home and thus it becomes a part of the school. A Super-

visor of School Gardens with Nature Study would get them founded quicker,

and he would not be required after they got started.

School Exhibits at Fairs.

Mr. Smith said that that year they were conducting 4 township corn fairs

for the school children; the previous year two had been held. The children

select and bring the five best ears they can find on their father's farm, and an

expert judge judges the corn, the parents of course being present. 12 school

sections were represented the previous year at one fair, and there were 55 exhibits:

at another, 8 section schools, with 51 exhibits. They were very satisfactorv, and

very helpful in arousing an interest in the public school. Mr. Smith had thought

of having each school select a judging team on corn, but had not been able to carry

that out so far.

One of the difficulties in rural schools is irregular attendance. On account

of lack of farm help the boys are called out at the age of 1 1 and 12. Mr. Smith

thought some plan should be arranged by which the farmers' boys and girls could

be kept at school in the winter time until 16. He thought it would be possible

to have something like the travelling dairies where specially qualified teachers

could come around during the winter months and take these classes. They might

stay for a month in one place. A great deal could be given in a month if the

boys kept at school and had some grounding and foundation in botany, chemistry

and physics before taking these special classes. That could not be done in a one-

room school, but all that would be necessary would be simply one room in addi-

tion, and not very much equipment.

CON'TINUATION CLASSES.

The two continuation classes under Mr. Smith's inspectorate have no industrial

or technical side at all, and as the schools now are they practically lead to the pro-

fessions. He thought an alteration in the course of study that would let the con-

tinuation classes be occupied part of every day with some study that meant
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occupation, activity with the hands, either School Gardening, Manual Training,

Domestic Science, or some form of Nature Study based on action, would be

very beneficial. Mr. Smith thought such classes could be specially directed to

help farmers. That would give some high educational value in training them

in observation and thinking and management.

Benefits of Short Courses.

Mr. Smith thought it a good thing for teachers from the Normal School to

take short courses at Guelph. If that course is not taken their view regarding

rural life is altogether different. It would be a great benefit if all Normal pupils

took the coirrse, besides those who got scholarships. He believed all would go

if they had a chance, and it would be advantageous af all, particularly those who
were going to teach in rural schools, could get the chance.

(B.) Information obtained from Mr. J. E. Tom, Piihlir School Inspector,

Goderich.

Special Classes for Backward Pupils.

There should be special classes for boys and girls who do not intend to go to a

High School. The full High School course is distasteful to some boys and even girls.

They do not see any use in some subjects and may not have the time or ability

to keep up with the bright members of the class. In every town there should

be a class for such pupils.

Many boys and girls drop out of school before they are fit to pass the High

School entrance examination. Pupils of fifteen or sixteen years of age dislike

being in the same class with those of ten to thirteen years of age. Much time

and money are spent in trying to educate boys who do not appreciate what is being

done for them. It would be far better to use this money at a later time in main-

taining evening schools which these boys would attend when they had discovered

the value of an education.

Evening Classes.

Scores of young men, who now waste their evenings and often their earnings,

would attend evening schools properly conducted. The course of study should

be practical. An enthusiastic and efficient teacher is necessary. Suitable ex-

aminations and diplomas are essential. Everybody desires something to show

for his work. Now we spend all (jur means and energies in helping those who

will reach the goal, and do nothing for those who fall out by the way. Is it not

reasonable that we should assist the latter?

EiFTH Classes in Rural Schools.

The course of study for these classes should be largely technical. Those

things which fit the boys and girls to do their life work intelligently and success-

fully should receive most attention. .Subjects relating to tlie farm and the country

life should be given prominence in the teaching anil in the examinations. The
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very opposite is the case now. The rural population have the power to get what

they deserve, but do not use that power. The fifth class (rural) graduation papers

are prepared for teachers and the niral fifth class pupils are permitted to use them

or do without an examination. While certificates are granted to nearly every-

thing else they are denied to rural graduation students. The classes that should

be specially stimulated and encouraged are the most neglected.

The Te.^cher Problem.

The public school graduation work induces pupils to leave the farm instead

of encoiu-aging them to remain in the country. Until agriculturists insist on

their rights they are not likely to receive them.

The weed problem in Huron is becoming a serious matter. Teachers might

do a great deal to assist the farmers in keeping their lands clean if they possessed

the knowledge and %villingness to help.

The constant change of teachers in the rural schools causes restlessness,

loss of time and interest and produces poorly educated citizens. The majority

of teachers now are yoimg, inexperienced and without influence in the commimity.

They do not strengthen and ermoble the character of the pupils as teachers

should do. They treat their schools as yearly tenants treat a rented farm.

Out of 134 teachers in West Htu-on, 59 have begtm since midsummer; 4

are men and 55 are women; 70 have changed since January' 3rd, 1910. Only 8

out of the 107 rural school teachers were in their present positions three years ago;

only 16 out of 107 hav^e five years' experience; one has fifty years. Thirteen men

resigned their positions on June 30th, 1910, and four took positions; two of these

have no professional certificate. There are 26 men and 108 women at present.

28 of the 107 rural teachers have permanent certificates.

SECTION 5: EDUCATIONAL WORK IN AGRICULTURE IN ESSEX

COUNTY AND ESSEX HIGH SCHOOL.

Statement of Mr. A. McKenney, B.S.A., District Representative.

When entering upon my duties, it was understood that the important feature

of the work was to organize a class of boys, who would take the prescribed Course

in Agriculture.

This course was planned to extend over a period of two years, the work of

these two years was supposed to be equal to one year's work at the Ontario Agri-

cultural College. It was hoped that this course would appeal to the boys from

he farm who were attending the High School and who would probably rettun to

the farm, or who were planning to attend the Ontario Agricultural College

later.

Theoretically, this course looked fine. It was outlined to fit conditions in the

county surrounding the High School. The principal of the school, the members

of the High School board, and others idendfied in the movement were quite en-

thusiastic as to the value of the work prescribed and the probable number of
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farmers' sons who would lake advantage of it. A vigorous advertising campaign

was undertaken through the branch oflice of the Department of Agriculture.

Extension work was carried on throughout the county; judging courses, farmers'

clubs, etc., were organized, and through these, the value of agricultural education

was emphasized. But after two years' hard work, I regret to say that our general

Course in Agriculture has not proved the success which we had hoped for in the

beginning. Numerically, we seemed to be doing fairly well, closing last year's

work with eight boys taking the work in Agriculture. But of these eight, only

three were farmers' sons, the remainder of the class being made up of boys from

the town who were only interested in certain phases of the work. Though there

were many farmers' sons in the school, nearly every boy was there for the purpose

of getting aw-ay from the farm, and took no interest in anything pertaining to

agriculture. This state of affairs, it seemed to me, did not fulfil the purpose

intended. The question which arose was how to interest the farmers' sons in the

work we were doing.

One of the most serious drawbacks in connection with the long course work

in the High School is that it opens in the middle of September, when every farm-

er's son is busy at home on the farm, and the only possible students we could

hope to get were young boys from 12 to 13 years of age who had just passed the

entrance. This shut out dozens of young fellows from 16 years and up who were

just beginning to be interested in farm life, and who had quit school before or

immediately after passing the entrance examination and were now beginning to

feel the need of a better education.

Having sized up the situation, we concluded that our long Course in Agri-

culture in the High School was not reaching the boys who were most in need of

just such instruction as we were prepared to give them. We decided to draft

a course which would be particularly adapted to the needs of the young farmers

in Essex County. In order to make this fit in with the season in our section, and

with the work which we knew must be done before these boys could hope to get

away, we advertised a six weeks' Course in Agriculture to begin in January and

end about the middle of February, in plenty of time for the spring work, which

begins with us often as early as the first week in March.

Upon the day we advertised this course to open, instead of one or two small

boys, eighteen young men, ranging from 16 to 25 years of age, appeared, prepared

to take up the work.

Many of these young fellows had been away from school for from six to eight

years, and had forgotten a great deal of their elementary education, or had never

gotten beyond fourth class work in the public school. But all were anxious to

learn, and made excellent progress. The nature of the course was about as follows:

Arithmetic with a practical bearing on farm problems. Farm Bookkeeping, Live

Stock Judging, Seed Judging, Food Requirements of the Soil, Drainage, Identi-

fication of Weeds and Injurious Insects, etc. The effort throughout was to make

every subject as practical as possible.

The interest was such that at the end of six weeks the members of tlie class

came forward unanimously asking that the course be extended for another two

weeks. Owing to the success attained in this winter course, and the evident
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value to the young farmers of the county, we have decided so far as our work in

the High School is concerned, to concentrate all our efforts in developing this line,

which for the County of Essex under the conditions which exist there, seems to

be the most satisfactory one to follow. The High School Board have not been

slow in seeing the value of this winter course, and have spent a considerable sum
of money in fitting up a class room to accommodate the much larger attendance

which is expected at this winter short course.

Speaking generally regarding the progress of the experiment in other sections,

where the work has been attempted, many of the men have met with similar

results in connection with the two years' course in agriculture in the High School.

Some I find have abandoned the general course, and are following other lines of

work. Others are working ilong with fairly good success and with a fair attendance.

Whether or not a general Course in Agriculture will ever be an established

thing, or whether it would be wiser for those anxious for such a course to attend

the Ontario Agricultural College, and there get a better course in half the time

for the same money, is something that time will decide. But for a course that

touches the boy who is just beginning to farm, and who is at the age to appreciate

the work, and yet unable to spare the time or money for a long or short course

at an Agricultural College, the High School winter course seems to be the proper

thing. It is at his home, it is cheap, and it gives him exactly what he needs, as

the instructor is acquainted with his conditions, and has a chance to solve the

problems which he is up against.

The extension work, or the work undertaken through the Department of

Agriculture, has met with marked success from the very beginning. The work
has increased so rapidly in every county where an office has been located as to

require the services of two men the entire year. By being on the ground and
studying local conditions we have been able to start many lines of work which have
proved directly beneficial to the average farmers of the district.

During the winter months, besides the short course in the High School, stock

judging classes have been organized in sections devoted to live stock ; fruit meetings

are arranged for in fruit districts, and as this section is pre-eminently a corn growing
one, the Ontario Corn Growers' Association was organized. This association

has nearly 1000 members in the counties of Kent and Essex, and last year held

an exhibition of corn where over $800 was offered in prizes. Some of the best

corn authorities in the United States were present to give the benefit of their

experience.

The summer months are spent in learning conditions, carrying on experiments

with corn, tobacco, onions, fertilizers, spraying, etc. For instance, in a section

where orchards are being neglected, an orchard is taken over, pruned, sprayed and
cultivated, and in some cases where a neglected orchard has been brought into

bearing by proper treatment, whole neighborhoods have been induced to follow

the example.

The method of getting directly in touch with the needs of the farmer, and
then applying a remedy, is the secret of success in agricultural educational work.

By starting with the parents and giving the children in the rural school a more
favorable impression of agriculture in general, by means of school com fairs, held
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in as many rural schools as possible, we hope in time to get a class of pupils in the

High School whose ambition will be to return to the farm.

SECTION 6: THE VALUE OF BOTANY TO AGRICULTURE.

Information obtained from Mr. W. T. MacClEmEnt, M.A., D.Sc, Pro-

fessor of Botany, Queen's University, Kingston.

The applied science most important to Canada is Agriculture. A very im-

portant part of this industry depends on a knowledge of the conditions of growth

of plants of all sorts from bacteria to forest trees. It is necessary to know the

extent to which they may be modified by conditions, the essentials of plant breed-

ing, the facts so far as known regarding soil fertility and the extent to which soils

can be modified by tillage, drainage, etc. Year by year, in view of the attacks

of parasites, a knowledge of the structure of plants in all their parts becomes more

essential to the farmer who is to apply fungicides and insecticides intelligently.

The important relationship between plant life and insect life, and the life histories

of weeds are also valuable information. All these together are largely the content

of a college course in modern Botany. Especially valuable is that portion known

as Ecology, which deals with plants in their relations to soil, climate, rival plants,

insects, parasites, etc. This with its adjuncts—Plant Physiology, Morphology

and Anatomy—can be made very useful to agriculture by proper use of economic

plants tor illustration. Our High School teachers with such botanical training

can bring the facts of science close to the lives of their students, who are laigely

drawn from the farm.

The conservation of our most intelligent and progressive young men as farmers

will probably depend on the extent to which agriculture can be made to appeal

to them as a scientific calling, and not as merely mechanical labor. Our Agri-

cultural Colleges do this well, but serv-e thoroughly only their own localities.

Many scientific farms are required, to which fanners may go directly to see the

application of science to the plant and animal industries. Farmers will seldom

study text-books, and often discoimt statements therein, but what they have

seen they believe.

Scientific laboratories are not necessarily an adjimct to a scientific farm,

especially when such a farm is located near a University, to the laboratories of

which scientific problems way be referred. The ideal condition will be reached

when each coimty High School shall be able to deal with the practical laboratory

problems of the Coxmty Model or Scientific Farm situated near it. Such a farm,

managed as are our Dair\' Schools, may well come near to paying its own expenses.

SECTION 7: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY' AS TO EDU-

CATION FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES?.

A Public School Inspector said that all Normal students and teachers-in-train-

ing should take a School Crardening Course at (iueljjh, particularly those going to

rural schools.
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Some plans should be arranged to give farmer boys and girls evening classes

in winter up to the age of 15.

A travelling School Garden Instructor could do much by spending from half

a daj- a week in a school section.

If farmers' children were kept at home in winter time till they were 15, with

some groimding in botany, chemistry and physics, a travelling dairy under sp)e-

cially qualified teachers could take these classes for say a month.

Grain exhibits sent in to Fall Fairs by children have been very popular and
successful.

Mr. J. W. Gibson, Science Master at the Normal School, Ottawa, who had
had charge of the Macdonald School Gardens of Carleton County for a period,

believes that Natiu^e Study work helps children by giving them new interests,

which lead them to more enthusiasm in other school work. It quickens their

powers. Numbers of teachers had testified to this effect, and the 5 schools in

Carleton County where a School Garden had been conducted for 3 years showed

a distinct gain by pupils in the entrance examination,—to the extent of about 24%.
The time devoted to the subject at the Normal School is much too short to accom-

plish what should be done in School Garden work. Practical work by children

in cultivating soil either at home or in the School Garden will give them scientific

knowledge and indirectly arouse new interests, which lead them afterwards to

investigate problems in nattire study and agriculture.

Many witnesses stated that a different kind of training was needed in rural

schools to that required for city children. The trend of the present public school

course is to educate away from the farm. As it is very expensive to send children

to High Schools at a distance, the course should be carried on as far as possible

in the local school, which provides all the schooling that most farm boys get.

Education should give boys an interest in the farm. The present rural schools

fail in this, and that is one reason why the boys migrate to the cities.

The rural schools will not be improved imtil the teachers are better qualified

;

that is the crux of the problem.

School Gardens should be used from the kindergarten up, to teach children

to combine head and hand work.

School Gaidening could be taught by enthusiasts as a possible recreation.

The School Garden is an important factor in awakening an interest in farm
life and agricultiu-al pursuits.

Secondary- agricultural schools, with teachers from agricultural colleges to

carrj' on continuation classes, were suggested as a possibility for country

districts.

An agricultural teacher in each county, who could also act as a dispenser

of information to farmers, would be valuable. Occasional lectures aie also

appreciated.
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CHAPTER LXVIII: OTHER
TESTIMONY AS TO TECHNICAL EDUCATION

FOR AGRICULTURE.

SECTION 1: STATEMENT BY Mr. W. C. GOOD, B.A., BRANTFORD.

The most pressing problem which confronts us as farmers is the marked

difficulty in securing help. The scarcity of labor is not only in quantity but also

in quality. Every^vhere the land is crying out for workers but they cannot be got,

and high wages, even if the farmer could aflord to pay them, will not attract

laborers from the cities. In many sections rural depopulation is not only relative

but absolute. Truly the fields are white unto the harvest, but the laborers are

few.

The condition is acutely distressing, and Technical Education will only partly

relieve the situation. In a large measure the relative decadence of agriculture

indicated by the relative scarcity of food products (though this scarcity has

been much exaggerated in current discussions) is due to the inevitable discrimina-

tion against agriculture which is involved in the system of protective tariffs

and bounties, and to the monopolising by individuals of land values and public

franchises created by the community. The consequent breeding of millionaires

with their horde of satellites not only constitutes a burden upon productive society

but demoralises public life and corrupts the public taste and ideals, setting up

false standards of success and inciting to extravagance in living. Until we have

established a greater degree of ec(momic justice than exists at present we cannot,

in my judgment, hope for much checking of the city-ward drift. It is true that

the increasing prices of food products may have some remedial value, and it is

also true that technical education may do something towards reinstating agri-

culture in its rightful position. With this latter question, I take it, you have

especially to deal, and I shall confine what else I have to say to it.

In the first place, I would not like to see any substitution of a technical for

a liberal education. We are citizens first, farmers or mechanics secondarily; and

education should aim primarily at the development of character. But, although

I should regret any further emphasis being placed ujwn the utilitarian side of

education, I am of the opinion that the cause of liberal education will not suffer

by the much greater development of technical education.

By technical educatiim I do not refer to manual training schools, which,

from an educational point of view, have been so ably and so eloquently advocated

by your Chairman, Dr. Robertson, I mean rather the study of the scientific prin-

ciples underlying the various arts, trades, or occupations. In agriculture wc have

our agricultural colleges, and a recent extension of their work in the establishment

of District Representatives and Agricultural High Schools. In my judgment
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this work ought to be greatly extended. Hlementary instruction in agriculture,

growing out of nature study, should be a conspicuous feature of all rural public

school work, and more advanced instruction in the principles of agriculture should

be accessible to all young men in the rural districts. The girls, too, ought to be

directed into the honorable sphere of domestic art, instead of being left as they

are nowadays to drift into the city factory or office. Such a diversion would result

in a much needed elevation of home life and consequent improvement of our na-

tional spirit.

In conclusion I would commend any efforts to extend and improve technical

education provided it were done without injuring the cause of liberal education;

and so far as I have been able to judge, the former, rightly conceived and carried

out, should subserve rather than militate against the latter. With respect to my
own occupation, that of agriculture, technical education will do something to

interest our young people in country life and make them more efficient and more

intelligent workers. Such a result is worth striving for.

SECTION 2: STATEMENT BY Mr. W. O. SEALY, MP. FOR WENT-

WORTH COUNTY.

Those who live in the County would be very much the better for more

education to qualify the young people to go into industries and to carry on practical

operations. Weritworth County has great resources in the way of agriculture.

It is very much in advance of what it was 20 years ago, but it has not been developed

to its fullest extent yet. With more improved means, it would make great ad-

vance. The present Agricultural College and Farmers' Institutes are doing a

splendid work in making two blades of grass grow where one was before, but the

grain, after it is grown, is not marketed to the best advantage. The improvement

in the last 20 years has been in developing an increased quantity and better quality

of crops. Wliile both these could still be improved, the commercial side is most

important. The commercial side of agricultural life has not been developed

as it should be.

What tends towards the prosperity of the farmers, tends very much towards

the prosperity of industries, by creating a larger home market. The County of

Wentworth welcomes the expenditure by the Provincial Government, and

would also welcome the expenditure by the Dominion Government, not by over-

lapping, but by extending, enlarging and improving what they are already doing.

There has been a good deal of increased interest in the subject of technical

education in the last few years. That has come from the expressed needs of the

people themselves; I have not known of any special or particular agitation. The

people of Wentworth think there is perhaps more attention given and more ex-

penditure made just at present along the lines of technical education to improve

mechanics and that sort of thing, and not so much, in fact barely anything, to make
skilled agriculturists; and they think a great improvement and good results for

the money expended could be had in improving technical education for

agriculturists.

I'lia-Vol. IV—37
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The people cointnence to realize their needs more than ever before and would

be willing to meet a share of the expenditure, and on general principles meet it

all from the county standpoint. I think the Canadian people will stand for

expenditure along that line, as they will get the advantages of it. I have not heard

any discussion as to how the expenses should be borne.

The great need is to give the commercial side of agriculture more attention,

and some education along that line would do good. To illustrate, I might relate

an instance of the marketing of tobacco grown in Kentucky. 12 years ago

the producers were paid for good middle class tobacco about 15 cents a

pound, the consumer paying 45 cents a poimd for that after being manufac-

tured. From that time the triists forced the price of tobacco from 15 cents

down to 7 cents, and forced the price paid by the consumer iip to 70 cents. There

did not appear to be any kick from the consimiers, but the producers were down
to less than the cost of production. They co-operated in a commercial way, and

arranged with banking concerns to advance them 6 cents a poimd on their pro-

ducts, so that with tobacco at 7 cents the bank had one cent of margin. They
warehoused it in the hands of a committee appointed by their association to sell.

They had quoted their output to the trusts at 15 cents. The trusts laughed at the

idea, and still stood at 7 cents. However, later on it began to dawn on them that

they required the tobacco, and they offered 10 cents. The Committee still held for

15 cents. Later on they offered 13 cents. The Committee looked around and

foimd that the Southern Ohio tobacco was not to lie compared with theirs, with

the result that they raised the price to 20 cents. The trust later on offered 15

cents a pound for it, then 18 cents, but the Committee raised tlie price to 22 cents,

and finally sold it to the trust for 21 cents, thus getting three times the price they

did before. I term that the commercial side of agricultiu-e. I will take another

case. In 1907 the producer was getting 5 cents for his pork on foot, and the con-

sumer was paying 22 cents for bacon. Two years later, say a year ago this fall,

the producer was getting 8^ and 9 cents, and the con.sumer was getting his bacon

for 21 cents. The consumer in this case is not paying any more than he did three

years ago, although the producer is getting 3 cents more. The producer has not

been getting his fair share; he is not wanting to treat the consumer unfairly, but

in marketing he wants to get his fair share of the profit.

I firmly believe that technical education is just as important, just as necessary,

and just as profitable if applied along agricultural lines as along mechanical or

any other lines, notwithstanding the splendid and important educational work

our .Agricultural Departments are at present doing.

In applying the same along agricultural lines I would suggest; first that your

Commission devise a plan for transmitting agricultural information by chart,

tabulated illustrations or otherwise, whereby the ag^culturists could get the re-

sults of agricultural experiments, etc. at a glance, in a minute, rather than by having

to read innumerable pages of ''blue book" reports; for time is money to the agri-

culturists, whether in reading, managing or laboring.

I think technical education along the lines of the commercial side of agrioulture,

providing for the selling of agricultural products to the best advantage, is most

important and necessary, and would add greatly to the profit of the agricultural
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business; because to a very large extent agriculture has become a business, an

industry, a profession rather than slavish drudgery.

Technical education along the lines of co-operative selling or marketing would

be of inestimable vahie, and technical education along the lines of co-operative

packing and transporting to the best and most profitable markets is most im-

portant. Fruit, although now most carefully packed, is greatly damaged in transit

to the markets, and a direct loss is sustained by the farmer in consequence.

Technical education along the lines of the co-operative fighting of pests,

noxious weeds, diseased stock, etc. is also most necessary.

Technical education could be extended by establishing more demonstration

farms where not only the technical process of growing the various kinds of crops

could be demonstrated, but also the advantages of the various kinds of crops

and stock.

Technical methods of producing and testing the various kinds of seeds could

be extended.

Technical instruction could be given as to the best methods of preparing

produce for market, such as wool, poultry, dairy products, fruit and vegetables,

and in fact every kind of agricultural product.

Various Forms of Technical Education vSuggested.

Technical education in the frequent daily publication of market reports in

order that prices can be more easily compared than at present in the daily news-

papers.

Technical education along agricultural lines for the newcomers to Canada,

so that their services for themselves or their employers would be rendered much
more valuable.

Technical education in preparing and marketing meat, etc., so that the farmers

would come directly in contact with the dealers or consumers without their pro-

duce having to pass through the interests controlled by the packers, trusts and

combines which now make for high cost of living.

Technical education in road-making, whether it be corduroy across the swamps
by the new settler, properly drained and graded in the medium districts or

high-class drainage crown macadam and oil in the older districts, so that the

best markets can be easily reached with the largest loads, least disturbance or

damage to the contents, smallest amount of injury to the vehicle, and least

wear and tear on the horses.

Technical education as to the many advantages and various apjjlications to

numerous purposes to which rural mail delivery may be utilized or made possible.

Technical education re crop prospects generally and price reports in con-

venient and quickly readable form—simplified schedules.

Technical education along electrical lines for local co-operative telephone

companies so that the average farmer can keep in repair his own telephone in-

strument and wires ; also the running of motors so that when Hydro Electric Power
is supplied to the farmers they can keep in order the lights, motors and machinery,

etc. ; coupled with co-operative business methods of organizing and running same,

191d—Vol. IV—37i
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Technical education ic freight rates, express rates, classification of products,

and shipping conditions.

Technical education by correspondence re market conditions, prices, trans-

portation rates, and transportation facilities.

Technical education in agricultural observation.

Technical education in expressing one's opinion along agricultural lines,

that the farmers' interests may be more effectually advocated and safeguarded

before Parliaments, Commissions, in the public press, etc.

Technical ediication in drainage—a most important factor in farming.

Within a radius of 10 miles of Hamilton there are sufficient apples, pears

and other fruits left on the trees and on the groimd impicked and unpacked

that annually go to waste to supply the requirements of the whole of Hamilton's

75,000 population during the winter. The same is largely true of vegetables, etc.

Cannot the Technical Commission evolve a plan for educating at least a portion

of the indifferent citj' population, to gather these fruits on shares or some other

wa}', so that want and dowTiright hardship and suffering during the winter months

woiild be unknown, or at least greatly modified, besides avoiding this shameful

waste of bountiful Providence?

The same is particularly true of grain and other farm proddcts. Educate the

farmer to save his "waste", which would make a handsome additional profit

to the average producer.

Educate the public to make tlie tilling of the soil so profitable that the non-

prosperous city population will forsake the to\vns and become prosperous agri-

cultural producers, and in this way solve the most difficult of social problems.
—"Back to the farm."

I trust the above may interest you, and that your Commission will evolve

a system of technical education therefrom along agricultural lines in addition to

mechanical lines that will place Canada, " the leading agricultural country in the

world to-day." so far ahead of its present self that not only will our own people

become more prosperous, happy and contented, but that the whole world will

be attracted to Canada, and that millions more of the best people will flock to our

fair Dominion and share our blessings.

SECTION 3: STATEMENT OF Mr. THOMAS McMILLAN, FARMER.
CONSTANCE.

The people of Canada, and more particularly of the Province of Ontario, arc

leaving the farms to such a degree that the greatest jiroblem which presents

itself to the people of Canada is that of being able to keep our people on the soil.

V\nien we consider the population of Ontario we find that while in the ten years

1891 to 1901 the urban population increased by I4J%, tlie rural poinilation actually

decreased by 3|%. Inirther if we take the nmnicipal letums for the ten years

1899-1909 they show that while the urban jiopulation of Ontario increased by

32J%, the rural population has actually undergone a further reduction of 5^'";

No doubt in some sections of the Province, and notably in this section, then-

has been an exodus to the new Western Pro\'inces of Canada. But apart from
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this cause, it is plain to the close observer that our young people and principally

the young men, are not remaining on the soil in as great numbers as is desirable.

I believe there is a two-fold reason for this movement.

(1) The parents of our farm children seem to harbor in their minds, and

nourish in those of their family, a certain prejudice against the farms. They do

not seem to sufficiently realize the favorable conditions (comparatively speaking)

siuTounding farm life. No doubt in too many of our farm houses in the past,

there has been altogether too much drudgery. They have kept at work early

and late and impressed their children with little else than continuous labor. I

am convinced that with tlie exception of hay and han^est time, if farmers would

more generally adopt the ten-hour system, they would meet with greater success.

Yet, with all this continuous exertion, after meeting the necessary obligations

diuing the year, the margin of profit is too small. Coupled with this experience

the}- do not suSiciently realize the true conditions of city life. They are carried

away with its false outward appearances. They do not realize when they send

their sons into town to take positions behind the counter, that unless they give

truly distinctive service, by the time they are 45 years of age they must give way
to younger men. This is a young man's age. They do not realize that a success-

ful professional or business man in the city is a slave. And so with these false

notions of city life a certain measure of discontent is nourished in the farm home.

The children become impressed with these false ideas, and gradually take on a

certain prejudice against the farm.

(2) Then as the result of these conditions, this feeling of change in the minds

of our families begins, and the whole trend of our educational system in this Prov-

ince in the past has tended to deepen rather than dispel that prejudice. True,

in the past we have had what we call a continuous system of education,

through which our children have been fed in at the bottom and ground out

through the top, out through the University, if you will, but the proof of my
assertion is: where do we find the graduates of om^ High Schools, our Colleges,

om- Universities today? In view of the commanding importance of agriculture

in this country, do we find them on the farms? I may say that after having

travelled over almost this entire Province upon agricultiu'al work, I can count

all the University graduate farmers I have ever met on my fingers. There is a

very small percentage even of our ex-students of the High Schools on the farms.

A few years ago I received a circular asking me to give a return of the number
of ex-students of our High Schools engaged in farming in my locality, and although

I carefully scanned the whole circle of my acquaintances, I could only put ray

finger on a solitary one. Wliy is this so? Is there no scope for educated ability

on the farms ? No truly educated man will say so. There is no other field of life

which gives such a wide scope; and yet the farms of Canada crj' out in vain for

the service of educated ability. Is it because there is not sufficient remuneration

for the service of educated ability on the farm? If this is so, it is the strongest

reason why the service of such men should be enlisted so that the pursuit of agri-

culture might come into the possession of its own in this country, and that it

should no longer be burdened for the benefit of any other industry in the land.

If the pursuit of agriculture is a desirable one in which to engage the energies of life,
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and if it is a matter of commanding importance that our people be more largely

retained upon the soil, why should our children not be taught something of the

desirability of an agricultural life in the public school-room?

I am not going to criticise our Public School readers further than to say that

after carefully scanning them, I have failed to find one solitary sentence therein

which \vi\\ enable the youth of this land to realize that it is in the highest interests

of this country and in the best interest of the individual that our people should

expend the energies of life more largely upon the soil. Our Public School teachers

should be equipped with this knowledge, that they might be able to impart it to

the children. Yet after having conversed with many of our teachers upon this

question, I have with a very few exceptions received the one general answer, that

in the whole coiu^se of their training for this important service, they have scarcely

ever heard a word which would lead them to realize the great significance of such

desirable information. When I demand that this information be given to the

youtil of otu" land, I speak from a personal experience which causes me to say

that when I was a boy I was carried away with the glitter of city life, considered

farming a drudgery, and never intended to farm. When I was eighteen years of

age (through ill-health) I had the privilege of sojourning for five or six weeks

in the city of Glasgow, where I obtained such an insight into the realities of city

life that from that day I longed to spend my life upon the farm.

Apart from the information outlined above, our children should be taught

something of insect and bird life, by asking them to gather and take to the school

room the insects they might catch by the wayside. They should also be made to

collect the common weeds and weed-seeds which may be obtained by the wayside

and on the farms. Such a study would deeply interest and instruct the parents

as well. In some such way the children of the land cultivate and retain the deeply

observant faculties of early youth, which through life are such a permanent asset.

To-day every facility is given for the training of professional men; yet only 4%
of our children enter the professions. Our school system is conducted far the

special benefit of this 4%, and those are non-producers. The other 96% are ofTered

the same training, with the result that they leave the public school in hordes just

as soon as the law will let them. Herein we are violating one of the most sacred

principles of our democracy—the greatest good to the greatest number. What we

want in the country is a national system of technical education in which there is

ample provision for agriculture.

SECTION 4: PRIZE FARM COMPETITION.

Statement of .Mk. 11. H. Cowan, Managing Director of "Farm and Dairy",

Pelerboro.

The Prize Faruis Competition recently held throughout Ontario brought

out the fact that in all portions of the Province there are farmers who have become

wealthy through following the best methods of farm practice, while neighbors

in liieir sections have in some cases failed with their farm operations, anil in others

not made much more than a fair living. I believe that the holding of competitions
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01 ihis nature will do much lo educate farmers throughout the country to the

possibilities of farming, and lead them to adopt more modern methods. We have

found through holding this competition that the neighbors of the successful farmers

have watched the competing farms carefully, and that they have in many instances

imitated the most successful practices on their farms.

Furthermore we have found that the competing farmers, as soon as they

enter the competition, cease to compare their farms with those of their neighbors,

and immediately begin comparing them with the best farms throughout the Pro-

vince, thus broadening their outlook. In some cases, these farmers have visited

other competing farms with the object of learning from them and improving their

own farms. Thus, all these competing farms have become practically mf)del

farms for their sections.

I believe that if some of these successful farmers could be induced to act as

Farmers' Institute speakers, and address meetings throughout the Province, much

good would result. The publishing, in Government reports and otherwise,

of complete descriptions of the farms would also be very helpful.

SECTION 5 : SUMMARY OF MUCH OTHER TESTIMONY.

Mr. Wm. H. Bunting, of St. Catharines, stated that Technical Education

was very necessary in the fruit industry. The course of instruction should include

entomolog}', chemistry, physics, etc. Research work or an example orchard

maintained Uy the Government w-ould be a protection and incentive.

Co-operation in selling produce had proved the salvation of the fruit industry.

Mr. Nelson SIonteith, of Stratford, stated that the rural population is

decreasing w'ith the greater use of machinery, which tends towards extensive

rather than intensive farming. He obtains permanency of help by housing and

providing steady work. The long hours, laborious work and few attractions

tend to drive help away from farms. Shortage in farm help might be over-

come by the co-operation of farmers in supplying good housing conditions and

steady work. Unless education comes in to give people a greater love for this

calling, the tendency will be more than ever way from the land.

Mr. Richard A. Penhill, a farmer living about 3 miles out of St. Thomas, has

100 acres and follows dairy farming and fruit. He won 1st place in a competition

for good farming in the previous year. His gross revenue is more than twice what

it was 20 years ago, due to increase in the variety of the products and improved

cultivation, and the farm is worth double what it was then. There is a great deal

of other land just as good and under the same climatic conditions. He has no

better market facilities than anyone else near a city.

Mr. Penhill said he had no early training except what he learned from ex-

perience, but that such training would have helped him materially. He had de-

rived benefit from one or two Farmers' Institute meetings every year. He would

be willing to have his farm used as an illustration farm for 2 years if he were re-

compensed for his time and expense, and he thought it would help others who do

not get as good crops or profits to adopt better methods. With sufficient labor
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he could produce llirec limes the amuiiiU and could double the present pnahu-

tion iu 10 years.

Mr. William Thompson, on the staff of the "Farmers' Advocate," London,

said that the Public School course does not lead towards farming. Rural edu-

cation should be adapted to country life. The rural school population is diminish-

ing in the numbers and age of pupils. The witness had been on the staff of the

"Farmers' Advocate" for 15 years. Progress had been made generally, but

there was still room for improvement in production. The lack of help and exodus

to the cities and the west were a serious problem. Farmers' Institutes had proved

of great benefit, and the Ontario Agricultural College, Experimental Union and

visits had produced good results, but farmers are rather apt to look upon all these

things as beyond their means. Well managed farms in the neighbourhood, with

the accounts published to show profits, would be helpful.

It is difficult to secure pupils for the full agricultural course in the High School

;

short courses and demonstration work have proved more successful.

The view was generally held that Technical Education would be of benetit

to the rural population, both in enabling the farmers to work their farms to better

advantage, and in awakening an interest in country life and a taste for agricultural

pursuits among the young people in rural districts, which would induce them to

remain on the farm. If farming were made more attractive and i^rofitable, labor

would become more plentiful, and both farmers and employees would benefit.

It was felt that the education given in the rural schools does not meet the needs

of agriculture, and tends to train children away from the farm.

Another reason given for the depopulation of rural districts was the increased

use of machinery', which tends towards extensive rather than intensive farming.

The greater attractions of the cities, and the lonesomeness of country life,

were also cited as causes of the drift of young people from the country to the towns.

There was a general agreement that there had been a great improvement in

farming in the last 15 or 20 years, but that there was still much to be done. The

Ontario Agricultural College had contributed largely to the improvement effected.

Fairs, Farmers' Institutes, the Experimental Union, and visits from experts,

have all proved most beneficial.

The land generally has increased in value. Farmers could almost double

their production if labor were available, but it is difficult to get and of j)oor quality.

Weeds are prevalent and in some districts are becoming worse.

Farmers would welcome an opportunity of being better trained for practical

work. The question is one of national importance, and should be taken uji by the

Dominion Government.
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MANITOBA.

CHAPTER LXIX: AS TO ORGANIZATION OF
EDUCATION.

Information obtained from Mr. Robert Fletcher, B.A., Deputy Minister of

Education, and Dr. W. A. McIntyre, Principal of the Normal School at Winnipeg.

The Department of Education is organized under a Minister of Education.

He is assisted by a Deputy Minister and office staff, and an Advisory Board rep-

resenting the various educational interests of the Province. Teachers are trained

at the Provincial Normal and Model Schools, situated at Winnipeg, and also at

the Brandon and Winnipeg Training Schools. In addition to the regular staff

of School Inspectors there are organizers of Schools among foreign-speaking

peoples.

The Department appoints and pays the salaries of Inspectors. Each has a

definite area, reports in a general way to the Secretary-Treasurer of the School

District after inspecting the Schools, and sends a duplicate of his Report to the

Department. In 1910 the number of school districts was 1551, with a total school

population of 93,296. The total number of pupils registered was 76,247, with

an average attendance of 57,55. The enrolment in the different grades was as

follows:—Grade I, 21,100; 11,9,710; 111,9,099; IV, 9,396; V, 7,263; VI, 5,402; VII,

3,625; VIII, 4,999; over VIII, 5,653. The number of teachers was 2,774, of whom
621 were males.

There were in 1910, in addition to the public schools, 6 Collegiate Institutes,

15 High Schools, 49 Intermediate Departments and 39 Secondarv Schools.

General and Specl\l Grants.

The legislative grant to schools was $296,116, and the amount raised by
municipal taxation was $1,682,239. The Department expended for training

schools, inspection, examinations, free text-books, office expenses, advisory board,

etc. a total of $454,618; this includes the legislative grant mentioned, also $20,000

to the Manitoba University.

The school grant is increasing rapidly, chiefly because of the increase in the

number of school departments and of Consolidated Schools.

The general grant is based on 65 cents per day per school for the maximum of

200 days. If the average attendance falls below 40%, 10% of the grant is

deducted; if it falls below 30%, 20% is deducted. The enrolment has no eflect

on the grant; the enrolment may be onlv one or two scholars.
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There is a fixed grant of $250 for Consolidated Schools, no matter how many
schools are in the consolidation. Special grants are given for additional expenses

of these schools, and 25% of the cost of transportation. The money can be ap-

plied as the local people see til; usually it is applied to the purchase of vans.

The Govermnent grants 50% of the amount spent on the equipment for Manual

Training and Domestic Science, with a maximum amount of $250 for any one de-

partment. The teachers of these subjects are considered the same as ordinary

departmental teachers for the grant of 65 cents per day. There is a bonus of S25

to teachers who do such work as school gardening, if in the opinion of the Inspector

it entitles them to special recognition. Teachers in third-class scholarship work

in elementary science have to keep records of observation of a certain number of

birds and weeds in their locality. In the second year of that work, in connection

with the examination in botany, 10 weeds of the locality are put up, and candidates

are given a certain time in which to name them. That is before they go to the

Normal School.

Secondary School Grants and Inspection.

Grants to High Schools and all Secondary Schools are on a special basis,

having relation to their size and variety of work. There are four classes of Sec-

ondary Schools, with a special basis for each. In the lower class (the Intermediate)

it is a straight grant of $250 a year to local authorities, in addition to the 65 cents

per day; but with a proviso that in order to earn the grant a certain sum must

be spent annually on equipment, which is one of the features of the grant to

Secondary Schools.

There is no Inspector giving his whole time to High Schools; but there is a

Commissioner of Collegiate Institutes; and usually in the spring a man from the

Normal School, if one can be spared, inspects the High Schools. If he should

find any deficiency in the equipment or staff he could practically withhold the grant.

Under the Act and Regulations the Department holds in its hands the question

of equipment up to its standard.

Teacher-Training.

The Department entirely maintains and controls the Normal School for the

training of teachers. The regulations required that teachers shall have received

Normal training; but under revised regulations the Department may issue permits

where qualified teachers cannot be secured, where districts certify that they have

advertised and cannot get qualified teachers. The Department does not pay any

expenses of pujiils attending the Normal School, but charges a fee of SI for the

third-class session and $25 for the second-class session.

There is no provision in Manitoba for training Manual Training teachers,

bul certificates from institutions in good standing are recognized.

A very small grant is given lo any recognized evening school work carried

on under the school authorities, each evening session being treated as a hull' <lav,

and the grant paid according to the regular school basis.
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Agriculturai, Education for Teachers.

The Education Department has no control over the Agricultural College,

which comes under the Department of Agriculture. The giving of short courses

to teachers is done on mutual arrangement between the Department of Educa-

tion and the Faculty of the College. It is compulsory' that teachers in the second

class go to the Agricultural College for one month, paying their own board; but as

there is provision for a $25 bonus, any teacher may recoup herself the first year,

and in subsequent years can help herself further. The time spent at the Agri-

cultural College is additional to that spent at the Normal School. This is the first

year the graduates from the Normal School have had an opportunity of doing

that work, and so far not more than 10 have been recommended for the grant.

They get Elementary Science for a month and Domestic Science and School Garden

work. As students in the Normal School they have Nature Study and special

work along that line for their second-class professional work as prescribed by

the Department. The Department would like to have the teacher spend longer

than a month at the Agricultural College.

Experience and Endeavor.

A teacher who gets a certificate good for three years is better qualified in the

third year to teach than she was the first year, but the reason her certificate is not

valid after the third year is that, if she does not make progress in her academic

standing by the end of three years, the probability is that she is going back, and

if allowed to go on teaching it would amount in the long run to all the teachers

taking jiinior standing only, whereas the Department wants to encourage the

higher class teachers. If the law allowed third class standing to l^e granted

indefinitely a great many might be content to remain teachers for all time with

small preparation. The Advisory Board, however, thinks that as rapidly as

possible the teachers should have the best preparation, so they say, "We will give

you a year and a half to earn a little money by teaching, and then you may come
back for a higher certificate.

Home Work and Nature Study in Normal School.

The Normal School does nothing in the way of Domestic Science. If the

students get that in the Public or High Schools before they come, well and good.

For third class teachers there is work in plasticine and clay, paper cutting and

weaving, so that they can carry it on in the country schools. All the men students

do enough work in Manual Training to understand the movement. More time is put

on Nature Study than any other branch in the Normal School. The first idea of

the teacher of Nature Study is to develop the eye by directing pupils to observe

the trees ; then they bring an animal such as a snake, a frog, or a gopher, and are

trained to tell what they see. The result is they are led on in their studies. There

is no attempt to teach scientific biology or zoology, but they are aided, just as little

children would be, by observation and reflection. The material in the locality is

used. Those teachers who have been thus trained, would be prepared to teach
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lessons on the germination of grains and the quahty of plants. Not nmcli has been

done in seeds, soils, etc., as that work is taken up at the Agricultural College.

Domestic Science Training Desirable.

It would be better for the school efficiency of the whole Province, in the opinion

of Principal McIntyTe, if teachers in the Normal Schools were given more Domestir

Science, so that they could teach the children. Then those who would come later on

to the Normal School would thus be better prepared to take up those subjects.

There is so much to do, however, to meet the needs of the rural schools, that

that work had not been attempted yet. The Normal Course is not long enough.

If money were available, travelling instructors could go to a country school half

a day a week, which would be a very great advantage for the teaching of Nature

Study, School Gardens and Domestic Science. What a one-roomed rural school

could do with Domestic Science would have to be learned by experiments.

In connection with the Normal School there is a Model School to illustrate

how the activities of the school might be related to society. There are visits by

classes to farms and industries, the object being to develop an attitude towards

society. This is begun with little children when they are six years of age, but

Normal Students also are sent around to visit the industries of the cities, so that

they may be broader-minded.

*Dr. McInt>Te supplemented his evidence before the Commission with the

following suggestions:

—

(1) That in rural districts wherever possible, supervision take the place of

inspection, each supervisor being a travelling principal for his municipality, re-

sponsible not only for school organization and management, but the recognized

authority on architecture, school equipment, sanitation and the like, and at the

same time supervising such movements as vSchool (lardening, .Manual Training

and playground activities.

(2) That care be taken to re:>trict vocational training to adolescents and

adults. While educational handwork is suitable for pupils in the elementary

grades, it must not be confused with vocational training. " Childhood must

ripen in children." It is impossible for a child to vmderstand occupations in a

comprehensive way if he simply makes himself proficient in some minor details

so that he can receive money for his labor, and he is likely thus to condemn himself

for all time to low-grade industry. Intelligence is the necessar\' requisite to and

accompaniment of vocational training.

(3) That in elementary schools much can be done in an indirect way to de-

velop a right attitude towards industrial and social life. By visitation of industries,

the making of collections, by reading and otherwise, children may be led to imder-

stand and sympathise with all the occupations of a community—how each member

of the social organism is related to all, and how the welfare of all is boimd up in

the efficiency of each. One of the most helpful directions on the program of stiidies

is that which enjoins teachers to give lessons on industrial and social life; and the

most helpful work, in ministering to the social efficiency, has been the visits by

pupils to farms and to industrial institutions of the city.
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CHAPTER LXX: AS TO EDUCATION IN

WINNIPEG.

SECTION 1 : INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. DANIEL

McINTYRE. SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS.

Winnipeg has over 14,000 children on the roll and has 32 school buildings.

Compulsory education is not enforced. There is not more tendency on the part

of the foreign population to evade attendance at school, than any other classes

of the community.

In 1910, evening classes were held for general subjects only, similar to the

subjects taken in the day schools; and outside of classes in Domestic Science for

girls on the north side, only one attempt was made to give anything that might

be called industrial education; that was a class in machinery and mechanical

drawing 4 years before. That class was not repeated in subsequent years because

it was found that there was no demand for it, and it was not well attended.

Educational Handwork.

The educational handwork in the schools is organized with the idea that

the powers trained there will be valuable in industrial occupations; but there is

no instruction given with the expectation that the pupil is going to pursue a

particular occupation in life. In this work the aim is not to make carpenters,

;ilthough the boys get facilities that would make it easier for them to become good

workmen. That branch of school work is evidently beneficial as mental and intel-

lectual education, and the general testimony of teachers is that boys are mentally

quickened by it, and that the pride taken in doing something and doing it well

is transferred to those academic subjects in which at the outset the boy may be

dull. The handwork instruction is a good basis for education in other branches,

even for professional life.

Hand-and-eye training is begun through the bodily activities in all the classes,

beginning in the first grade, as far as the work suits the pupils. Work in plas-

ticine is general, and such work as basketry, clay modeling and wood carving are

also carried on. These four branches, as well as thin woodwork, are given in the

first four grades. Bench work begins in the fifth grade and is continued for four

years, each student taking one period a week, those in the morning getting three

hours and those in the afternoon two and a half hours. Boys in grades 5, 6, 7,

and 8 get bench work; girls in 5, 6, and 7 get sewing, and in grade 8 get

Domestic Science.

The bench work has not hindered children in other studies; in[fact the majority

do their other school work better for the quickening influence of the hand-work.
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Whatever has come from it in that respect is entirely beneficial, plus the benefits

of the handwork itself.

Hand-and-eye training began ten years ago with bench work in grade 5, and

during the past 5 years there has been a great expansion downward. Undoubtedly

such work would be valuable if extended upwards into the Secondary Schools

—

not necessarily as wood-work, for Dr. Mclntyre would prefer giving the last year

of work in another material if there were facilities for it. There would be again

to Secondary Education by the introduction of some form of activity, for boys

get tired of or stale from strictly academic work. The appeal that would be made

by work with machinery would keep those boys in school; they would get the

advantage at the same time of the training the Secondary School offers, for general

educational purposes—which would be a great gain; and in addition they would

get whatever specific training could be given boys through the hand-work. The

Secondary School would thus afford an opportunity of directing the minds of

many boys to producing and constructing occupations, if there were facilities

for laying a general foundation for training for any special line of work.

What After 14?

There is a great temptation in western cities for boys to get out and

earn tnoney as office boys and messengers, and in the lower commercial positions,

which arc i)aid liberally. The portion of time devoted to hand-work in the Sec-

ondary School would depend on the age of the boy and the idea he had of the oc-

cupation he meant to go into. For many boys half the school time would not

be too much, particularly to those looking forward to industrial occupation.

Boys preparing for an Arts course would be benefited by having some part in

such work; those looking forward to commercial work might be very definitely

prepared during part of their time for that particular work.

In the commercial course a third of the time is now given to shorthand, type-

writing and book-keeping, the arithmetic being rather a subject of general edu-

cation, the same as is taken in the University or teachers' course, perhaps with a

more particular commercial cast to it.

For Those Who Have Gone to Work.

There is a general feeling among employers of labor that what is called "Tech-

nical Education" should be given in the schools, but there is not a very clear idea

as to what definite work the school can do. The half-time plan depends on the

attitude of the employer towards the shifting of the employees. Very imjiortant

work, however, could be done by a technical school in organizing classes lor evening

instruction of men engaged in occupations during the day.

Young lads leave school at about 14, and undoubtedly lose by dropping out

of the habit of study, for knowledge that is not used evaporates ver>' rapidly, and

in many occupations boys have no occasion to use this knowledge. Although

there is an age limit for boys working in factories, the law does not prevent them

from going into offices as low ;us 14. If the law says a boy shall not work in a

factory under 14, there would be advantage in requiring a boy working in a factory
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under 18 to attend school a certain number of hours a week. That plan would

enable him to retain, and make his own, the education that he had received up to

that stage. A few hours a week would not greatly advance him, but it would

save him from forgetting. If he went to a school that had special facilities for

giving education along the lines of his daily work in the factory, while it would

perhaps make him a more effective part of the productive machinery of the country,

it would not be so good for the boy as a whole as if he were also required to extend

his general education. It seemed to Dr. Mclntyre that it would be a great

hardship to require attendance all day at school above 14, but the situation

would be fairly well met by evening instruction beyond that age, if all the boys

could be kept in school until 14. He thought public opinion in Winnipeg would

have to be educated befo'c a law could be enacted requiring boys working in

factories to go to school u;Uil 18 years of age, for the Canadian people were not

ready for regulations that intrude into what many of them consider their own

personal and family affairs.

He thought a fair proportion would take advantage of good opportunities

for night classes without compulsion, although there would have to be an edu-

cational campaign to make these classes effective. The agencies influencing public

opinion would have to set themselves definitely to work to get the young people

to see the advantageous use of their leisure time in order to ensure success in life

and their own development. Agencies such as the Y.M.C.A. and the various

churches should be interested in educating the heads of families to influence the

directions in which their children spend their leisure time, so that they could be

made to understand the importance of that time and its bearing on future progress.

Further developments in Domestic Science and Manual Training are hoped

for. The work done in Nature Study and School Gardens in the outlying schools

has been very satisfactory.

TWO NEW TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS.

Winnipeg's Forward Movement.

Before the present stage was reached in Winnipeg regarding technical edu-

cation. Dr. Mclntyre said, there was considerable seed sowing, thinking and plan-

ning; but the question of erecting two buildings was settled practically without de-

bate, for the opinion had been steadily growing in the minds of the Board that they

must meet the demands of the young people for better training. Officials were sent

to investigate what is being done in eastern cities as well as in the Middle States,

and the whole situation was surveyed, beginning at Minneapolis and taking

in Menomonie, Wis., St. Louis, Mo., Washington, D.C., New York, etc. Their

report was considered in relation to conditions in Winnipeg, and in full discussion

matters were crystallised as at present planned, it having been decided to put a

school at each end of the city. When the educational authorities decided on

action, the citizens practically unanimously agreed to it. There was no word of

criticism; money was voted with practically no opposition, only about 72 adverse

votes being recorded to the by-law for money for the construction of the schools.
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It is estimated that when the two Technical High Schools are equipped they

vnll cost $700,000, the whole amount being raised by the City of Winnipeg, no special

grant coming from Provincial sources for the buildings. It has been intimated

that liberal support will be given towards the maintenance of technical education

when organized, but this has not been a great factor with the Winnipeg Board

in its decision to go on with the work.

In arranging for two new Technical Schools it was proposed to have the course

flexible enough to meet the requirements of young people who are going into

commercial, professional and industrial work; those who on account of their want

of interest or of mental ability never reach High School, though of High School

age; and those engaged in occupations who have to be provided for in the evenings.

Those who are going into professional work would have a certain amount

of Manual Training, though emphasis is laid on the academic work.

Those going into industrial and commercial work would have certain manual

training subjects, also such specialized work as they were able to take, coupled

with academic work.

Kinds of Work and Teachers.

The industrial lines that seemed feasible were advanced woodwork, machine

shop work in iron and forging, electrical work and some work in plumbing. Brick-

laying and printing had been discussed, without a definite conclusion being reached.

There would also be a regular class for those who had reached High School age,

without passing the examination.

It was planned to recruit the teaching staff from foremen of industries, be-

cause for real practical work, shop-trained men with aptitude for teaching are

reqtiircd. These would work under the direction of a man at the head of affairs

who would be a teacher first and director afterwards.

In the Manual Training classes the staff had been recruited from men who

were in the first place mechanics w-ith some aptitude for teaching; they were giving

very excellent service, and had been able to assist the men who were teachers

first and manual training men afterwards, and who had not any very thorough

knowledge of the principles of the craft.

For the evening classes the services of perhaps 20 men would be engaged

—

men whom the School Board could not hire at all if their whole time were asked for.

This would be one way of convincing the lads that the classes would be worth

while, and it would give them confidence in the appHcability of what they were

learning, to the work they were doing in the daytime. If practical men were not

in charge of the classes the boys would not come.

These schools, which have now been opened, provide a comprehensive and

complete scheme of Scientific and Technical or Industrial Education for students

alKJve the ordinary school age who are able to continue their education with

a view to special preparation before entering the University, manufacturing

works, or commencing a professional career; the aim being to provide a broad

scientific or industrial foundation and to enable students to acquire habits ol

reasoning, stanilards of accuracy, and increased ambition.
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Courses of Instruction.

Courses are laid out with the object of training for definite occupations; but

students may, by arrangement, take a mixed course if such will better suit their

particular requirements, and can be worked by the time-table.

The first year's course is of a preHminary nature, and is for students whose

previous training is not sufficient to enable them to take up the more advanced

work of the course laid out for a definite occupation; it also affords an opportunity

to determine the student's aptitude and abilities, thus rendering it possible to

commence the second year's work as a training for the selected occupation.

Students who desire to be trained for a definite occupation and have a sufB-

cient knowledge of the subjects of the first year's course can, by arrangement,

omit that course.

Wherever there is a sufficient demand, part-time courses will be arranged to

meet the requirements of those who are already engaged in some trade or pro-

fession and are free to attend a certain number of hours per week.

First Year's Course :—This will include such subjects as :—English, Com-

mercial Geography; Elementary Book-keeping; Practical Arithmetic; Simple

Algebra and Mensuration; Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing; General Ele-

mentary Science, and practical work in the Laboratories and Workshops.

Secotid and Third Years' Course:—The subjects are grouped into courses under:

—Architecture and Building; Electrical Work;Machine Work; Chemical Industries,

and Commercial Work. The courses have been carefully arranged by experienced

practical teachers, fully acquainted with the requirements of the various occupa-

ations and knowing well what subjects of study are necessary in the best interest

of students who have the desire to achieve success in their chosen occupation.

Domestic Section.

Special courses in Domestic Science and Art are organized for girls.

The courses will include such subjects as:—Household Arithmetic and Ac-

counts; Needlework and Milliners-; Dressmaking; Cooking; Laundn,' and Household

Work; Domestic Hygiene; Music and Physical Training.

All students will take the same course for the first year, after which certain sub-

jects can be discontinued and more time devoted to such subjects as are necessary to

meet their particular needs.

Night Classes.

From the time-table issued Sept. 30, 1912, we quote the following, which in-

dicates the character and arrangement of the technical classes conducted:

—

MONDAY TUESDAY
Carpentry and Joinery. Building Construction and Drawing.

Geometry. General Woodwork.
Practical Mathematics. Patternmaking and Turning.

Bookkeeping. Machine Drawing.

Typewriting. Calculations for Engineers.

Cooking. General Electricity.

Plain Needlework.

Millinery.

191d—Vol. IV—38 Masonry.
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WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Practical Carpentrj' and Joinery. Building Construction and Architectural

Structural Design. Design.

Calculations for Builders. General Woodwork.

Electrical Mathematics. Machine Design.

Machine Drawing. Plain Needlework.

Machine Design. Millinery.

House Wiring (Electrical). Masonry.

Bookkeeping. Bookkeeping.

Shorthand and Typewriting. Shorthand and Tj'pewriting.

Dressmaking.

Cooking.

SECTION 2 : INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. W. J. WARTERS,

SUPERINTENDENT OF MANUAL TRAINING.

Hand .\nd Eye Training and Manual Training.

There are 2500 children in grade I taking plasticine, 2000 children taking

basketry, 1000 children taking clay modeling and wood-carving, and 700 taking

light wood-work. Under the present arrangement boys are being taken into

ordinary' Manual Training rooms even from grade 1 , 2 and 3, if they are big enough.

The boys who have had previous hand-and-eye training are very much better fitted

to do the Manual Training work. The pupils' work and progress are different

now from what they were when they had the Manual Training only in the upper

grades. It is quite exident in those who have gone from grade 4 to 5, that the

work they have done in the lower grades has benefited them wonderfully for the

other work. Those pupils would also be decidedly better qualified for what wc

might call technical work in the High School, for they have more idea of design

and form, more skill in their hands, more power to manage tools.

If lads were admitted to the Technical High School say at the age of I,S or

1*1 without previously having had Manual Training, there would be very little

progress; they would not learn nearly as much in the Technical High School as

they would if they had a Manual Training foundation. If an effective High School

were provided and a system were put on its merits for children with no previous

Manual Training, vSupervisor Warters did not think the results would show up

with advantage as far as the children were concerned or give any scheme of technical

education a fair chance to be judged; hence before any scheme of instruction

in the Technical High Schools is provided for, he would think it necessary

for the children to have a course in Manual Training. At the age of 9 or 10 thev

can learn things that are necessary very much more readily, are more willing;

to follow operations and can be trained to accuracy very much better than later

The boys who had had Manual Training would proceed very much faster in tin-

Technical High .Schools.

Manual Training in Winnipeg is taken differently from the usual way. Theie

is no specific course, and every teacher is supposed to suit the work to the needs
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of the boy. The teacher has to be a student of the boy, and judge of his ability

and capability in the use of tools, and fit the model to the highest ability that

the boy possesses. Mr. Warters thought a boy should make or do work up to his

highest ability; that is why basketry is taught in grade 2; because children in that

grade could make baskets, therefore they should be doing that work. At present

a test is being made whether some simple raffia work cannot be done in grade 1

.

He had no fear of a tendency to encourage the brighter boys and neglect those

who need great encouragement in order to bring out their native talents, because

he insisted on the work being marked, not according to the quality of the models

produced, but according to the amount of effort put forward by the boy in making

them.

Boys are not put at special parts of a piece of work. There is only one com-

munity model made each year in each class; the other models are made by indi-

vidual boys. The boys work better on a model under a class foreman of their

own who passes on the work, which is put together by the boys themselves. The

community model develops accuracy in each boy, and shows him the relation to

the whole, so that there will be symmetry in the plan of the whole; it also pro-

motes unity of spirit and effort in obtaining a good object.

In grades 5 and 6 the boys make freehand work in drawings and thus learn

the relationship of one view to another, a high technique of drawing not being

demanded. When the boy gets into grades 7 and 8 he draws correct views with

instruments, traces them and blue prints them, but all through, from grade 5 to

grade 8, he works from a properly gotten up blue print prepared by the teachers

and approved by the Supervisor.

The object in having the basketry work in the lower forms, followed by the

clay modeling, and then by the Manual Training, is to have the work so designed

that one feature fits into the other, and to a certain extent to have one prepare

for the other.

Mr. Warters was emphatic in stating that the fine models in wood in the form

of checker boards, furniture, etc., shewn to the Commission in the Carlton School

were made by the boys without the slightest assistance from the teachers, other

wise than by demonstration and by demanding a redemonstration from the boys

themselves. The teacher first demonstrates how to do the thing, and in order to

see that this is impressed on the boys, he asks one or more boys to redemonstrate

that to the pupils so that he knows that the boy has understood the principles and

the practice.

Mr. Warters would like to see more design work than is being done. At pres-

ent a boy is given a blue-print, for instance, of an umbrella stand with the slats

arranged in a particular way in the sides, and is asked to re-group them. Some
boys fail to group them in anything like a respectable form, then they are allowed

to use the school blue-print, but many of the boys make arrangements which

are tasteful.

In the new High Schools provision could be made for any particular industry

in Winnipeg needing help, and the work should be differentiated to include that.

It was not necessary to teach railway work as the C.P.R. had made provisions for

their own people.

191d—Vol. IV—38V
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Domestic Science.

In grades 1 to 4 girls receive instruction as indicated under Manual Training.

In grades 5, 6, and 7, girls take sewing from tlie form teacher under a Super-

visor, one-half day per week. In grade 8, girls take Household Science under

a special teacher. There are two centres fitted up in the public schools of Winni-

peg. There is no Household vScience in the Collegiate Institute.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION FROM Mr. WILUAM J. SISLER.

School Gardens in a City.

Mr. William J. Sisler, of the Strathcona School in the North end of Winnipeg

has made a special study of the school garden problem. Two-thirds of the children

in his school are foreigners over five years of age, and they are very much interested

in the garden. The children describe the manner of planting bulbs and vegetables;

but this is not taken as a task lest it might interfere with their interest in the work.

It is found that the School Garden generates a regard for city property and

the property of others. Although for two months the plots were imfenced, no

injiuy was done by tramping over them, and the people respected the plots by

walking in the paths. The children have been encouraged to conduct gardens

at home, and competitions are held in the autumn, when exhibits of productions

are shown. The School Gardens have been made places for competition work in

school, but no fixed course has been followed.

The garden furnishes the basis for Nature Study, and also gives the child a

proper idea of the relation of labor to wealth. Mr. Sisler thinks that there is no

form of manual work so suited to children as gardening. The child is working

with elemental things—soil, air, simshine, water—and learns the value of labor

when applied to the resources that have been furnished by the Creator. He
believes that the chief cause of dishonesty among boys of good families is inability

to acquire the necessaries of life. More manual work for boys and girls woiild

make more honest men and women. Simple experiments in the School Gardens

will lead the way to work of this kind in after life, which should increase the pro-

ducts of the soil, and make farm work more interesting.

The lines of work that should be followed in town and city schools, in Mr.

Sislcr's opinion, include plant growing and experiments in the school room; model

and experimental plots in the school garden; home gardens; exhibitions at school

where children show the results of their work, and have their parents and friends

come and see. This work should be done on a larger scale in country schools with

more space available, and town schools or Consolidated Schools should have a

miniattire experimental farm which would be of interest and practical use to the

surroimding commtinity.

Mr. Sisler's experience leads him to believe that the v^chool Garden should lie

a permanent feature of our educational system.

There are six .School (hardens in Winnipeg for the purjiose of instructing

children and training them in the growing of vegetables and flowers. In some
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cases uo school time is actually given to that work, the children spending all hours

before and after school and sometimes on Saturdays, looking on it as recreation

more than an actual task.

SECTION 4: AN ASPECT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION.

Principal Garratt, of the Central Collegiate Institute, after close observation

of the Manual Training in the Public Schools since it started, thinks its extension

into the general High Schools would be advantageous, and is looking forward to it

with hopefulness. He thinks it would have an educational cultural value besides

fitting a boy for a craft, would be the means of letting a boy discover his taste and

would induce boys to go to school longer. He thought the reason why many boys

go no further than this examination was because there was nothing which they

want to keep them. They may have a very crude idea now of what they want,

liut that idea is not satisfied, and a technical laboratory with shop work of various

kinds would attract those boys.

Evening classes for those who work during the day would be of great advantage

to young men who now idle their evenings, and if made sufficiently attractive

would be filled. Boys go to a moving picture show and stay there for amusement.

They want to be interested, but they would be just as keenly alive towards shop

work and such other work as appealed to them as they are to the picture shows.

They want something that "goes."

The CoUegiate has sufficient equipment to allow those who are going to the

University to matriculate into the Engineering Department. They have over a

year's mathematics above those who matriculate into Arts. Principal Garratt

thought that course imwise ; it would be better to make the matriculation into Arts

heavier and take four years to do it, or put mathematics for Engineer's matricula-

tion into the first two years of the University.

It would be very wise to make the mathematics as practical as possible

by shop and laboratoiy practice. The idea of increasing mathematics was to raise

the standard to that of the Technical Institute in Boston. His objection to it was

that the boys have to do all their mathematical work at night, and do not get it as

clearly as the matriculants in Engineering should have it. There should be a

foiu" years' course leading \ip to matriculation, but they try to do it in three, and

it is not being done well.
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CHAPTER LXXI: ON CONDITIONS AND NEEDS
OF RURAL SCHOOLS.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION FROM Mr. C J. HALE.

Roughly speaking there are in Manitoba about 1300 Rural Schools. Of

these, about half of the total number had an enrolment in 1909 of under 25, with an

average attendance in many cases of not more than 25% of the enrolment, while

169 had an average of less than 7 pupils. An analysis shows that not more than

half the pupils in the lowest grade pass into the next grade in one year, while at

the end of the fifth 3'ear, they rapidly drop out. These schools cost from S600

to $800 per year each, and the annual cost per pupil sometimes amounts to $150.

The vague impression that the Rural School is not doing its work well enough

has now become a settled conviction. The teachers in rural districts are usually

the most inefficient and inexperienced. Economic conditions have attracted almost

all the men into other lines of work, and the country school is usually in charge

of a young girl of very little experience either in teaching or in life.

The program of studies is usually the traditional three R's. A little Nature

Study has been introduced, but the results are not satisfactory, owing largely

to the failure of the inexperienced teacher to grasp its importance. The preju-

dice of parents towards anything outside the branches they themselves studied,

also makes improvement in this direction difficult. The purely literary nature

of the work fails to appeal to the youth surrounded by a new and growing

connnunity.

Add to these conditions the fact that the school is usually the poorest equii)ped

and the most unattractive institution in the district, and it is little wonder that

it fails to draw to it the young people, who find plenty of more congenial fields

for the exercise of their growing energy.

Such is the picture drawn by Mr. C. J. Hale, who has charge of Normal School

work at three points in the Province. As to what is to be done to remedy these

conditions, Mr. Hale suggests:—the collection of the schools into larger units,

the securing of better attendance, better teachers, an improved program of studies,

and more pleasant surroundings.

To this end the Department of Education is now carrying on a vigorous cam-

paign in favor of the consolidation of rural schools. Liberal aid by way of grants

is given, and a speaker is furnished to any community wishing to look into the

matter. It is hoped that with fewer and larger schools grading will be possible,

and that at least one teacher of experience may be found for each school. With

better teachers and a larger school site, practical and experimental agriculture

may be taught to older pupils, and Nature Study to smaller ones. •

School Gardens are being encouraged for this purpose, and a special grant

is given to the teacher who shows marked success in this direction.
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It is still felt that the training of teachers does not fit them properly for this

work. Something has been done to remedy this by requiring all second-class

teachers to take a short course at the Agricultural College. It is hoped that before

long the Normal Schools will be equipped to do this work.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION FROM INSPECTOR McGUIRE.

Suggestions for Improvement.

One of the chief weaknesses in the rural schools of Manitoba is the immaturity

of the teachers. Their education is also one-sided. The Collegiate and High

Schools where the teachers get their chief training are dominated by the Univer-

sity idea. Not only is there practically no recognition of the fact that teaching

is a vocation requiring knowledge and power along definite lines, but the teacher's

course is made to harmonize with the University course as far as possible. The

result is that the teacher's knowledge is book-knowledge, and she associates edu-

cation with the inside of the school and with books.

Such is the view of Inspector McGuire, of the Central Division of Manitoba,

who adds :

—

We want Nature Study; we want school gardening; we want industrial work Ln our rural

schools; and we want the teachers to recognize that the ordinary school arts can be better taught
through these subjects than by bocks alone. We are trying to get these subjects into our schools,

and we are asking girls of 18 who have all their lives associated school education with learning

and not with doing to introduce and develop them. It cannot be done. When these ideas

have been eni]ihasized in the teacher's education, they will be emphasized in the teacher's work,
and not befon-. The Normal Schools as well as the Collegiates should combine education out of

doors with flucation indoors, and it should be a model and an ideal for every teacher. Col-

legiate and Normal School courses are directly under the control of the authorities, and a more
practical and sensible training could be given to the teachers while waiting for the growth of

sentiment in favor of the larger issue—consolidation.

Inspector McGuire argues that if the teachers' education was projjerly accented,

more emphasis being given to doing, without lessening the emphasis on learning,,

many things could be accomplished that are now beyond reach, because the great

factor in the rural school is the teacher. An enthusiastic and capable teacher

transforms a district—makes the school a delightful place, draws the children to

her, increases the attendance, and wins the parents; converts indifference into

active co-operation, hostility into sympathetic friendship, and in short, makes the

school the social centre of the commimity, as it ought to be.

Through the teacher, therefore, must come improvement in our rural schools.

If the teachers were properly trained they could do in a small way what it is expected

a Consolidated School %viU do in a larger way. It would be possible for a teacher

whose heart was in the work, to have a flow-er and vegetable garden, to plant a

tree or two each year, and thus to beautify the place a little at a time. A teacher

awake to the educational value of "doing" would have some form of industrial

work in her school. She would see that little repairs about the premises and to

ihe equipment were made by the pupils, without calling a meeting of the trustees;

she would see that the boys' jack-knives became constructive and not destructive.

With thread and needle in the school, accidents to clothing could be repaired

without reference to overworked mothers, and in many ways work with the hands

could be dignified and brought into its proper relation with life.
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SECTION 3: INFORMATION FROM INSPECTOR JONES.

Consolidation of Schools.

The process of consolidation of schools in Manitoba is so rapid that statistics

might be misleading. An extract from the report of the Inspector of the East-

Central District (Mr. M. H. Jones) may be cited as typical of the progress that is

lieing made:

—

The tendency in this division seems to be towards consoUdalion of large districts rather than

to the forming of new and small districts. This is largely due to the enlightenment of the people

at various meetings held by the Department to discuss consohdation, and at the municipal con-

ventions of trustees where the subject of consolidation has always formed a fruitful source of

discussion. There are four consolidated schools now successfully operating, three of which have
gone into operation this year, namely, Starbuck, Sperling and Brigdenley. The latter district

has not yet erected its new building, but will do so next year, preparations now being under way.

Starbuck has erected, on its beautiful ten acre siteon the banksof the La Salle River, perhaps

the best rural school building in the Province. Some idea of it may be formed from the cost

—

$15,000. It is a four-roomed white brick building, with full-sized basement on the most modern
lines.

School G.\rdens.

Great attention is being paid in many sections throughout Manitoba to the

development and care of school gardens. The following quotation from the

Inspector's report indicates admirable activity and encouraging progress:

—

With the exception of the schools in the municipality of Dufferin, a large percentage are now
engaged in school gardening with great enthusiasm and success. The municijial councils of

Morris, .Macdonald, Rosser and Grey still give prizes for the best-kept grounds and school gardens.

As a result, the work is carried on on a large scale in the various schools of these municipalities.

I am pleased to report that no school that has begun this work of gardening has ever dropped it,

though in many cases there have been changes of teachers. The school district of Sunnydale,

nine miles north of Elm Creek, has done a work that deserves the highest credit. The district

s very small, but from its inception the trustees have done everything in their power to assist in

the education of the children. They erected a fine building and equipped it completely, and have
assisted the teacher by procuring everything she considered needful to successful work. The
teacher herself, Miss Annie Bell, is an enthusiastic worker and deeply interested in the welfare of

the children. Before the trustees erected the school fence she had the ground broken while the

farmer on the section adjoining was breaking his own land. It was seeded with a crop of flax,

and when this was cut, harvested, threshed and marketed, she had $24 to spend on school adorn-

ment and equi|)mcnt. Books and beautiful i>ictures were purchased. In addition to this Miss

Bell had a very successful garden, which netted a neat sum also. She was the winner of the first

prize in the municipality as well. There is no water on the grounds, but the trustees have i)ut in

a large galvanized tank and eave-troughs on the building. This shows what can be done by an

interested teacher in overcoming difficulties.
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CHAPTER LXXIl: MANITOBA COMMISSION ON
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

On August 26th, 1910, a Royal Commission was appointed by the Govern-

ment of Manitoba to investigate and report on the subject of technical education

for industries and agriculture.

The Commission took the testimony of 93 witnesses, embracing manufac-

turers and other employers of skilled labor, skilled mechanics representing the

various trades, social workers, leading educationalists, and prominent citizens

whose official position and experience led them to view the subject in its relation

to the general welfare of the community.

The Commission reported :

—

From whatever point of view the witnesses spoke, they were one in saying that the conditions

to be met required the estabUshment of some well-considered scheme of vocational training based

upon and accompanied by the essentials of a good general education. It had been recognized

by all that the school as commonly constituted, even when efficiently conducted and administered,

did not meet the requirements of students, because large numbers did not complete the course,

some because it did not appeal to their interests, others because they or their parents did not see

that the education offered had any direct bearing on the work of Ufe. In this way large numbers
of young people of immature mind and incomplete training, without secure possession of the

essentials of a general education, drift into temporary occupations that lead nowhere and lose

two or three years most valuable for preparation. When old enough to enter upon some permanent
employment seriously, they have lost through disuse much of what they learned at school and,

in most cases, have acquired a habit of irregular apphcation that greatly impedes their progress.

The organization of a well-considered scheme of vocational training, elastic enough to meet the

diverse aptitudes, interests and conditions of all types of pupils, it was believed, would go far to

retain all children in school until the completion of the course, or until they were old enough to

enter seriously on the work of life.

The assistance such work would give the student in finding his aptitudes and making choice

of an occupation would save many errors and prevent many failures and disappointments, while

the direct practical training received would enable him more readily to take his place at once as a

worker and a wage earner. Not the least advantage to the community would be the fact thai

the ideals of the student would be moulded by the intentionally formative influences with which

the school would surround him rather than by the chance influences of the street or the shop, and
that training as a worker, a citizen and a man would go hand in hand.

There is, further, a large class of young men engaged in the trades who, through the conditions

under which modern industry is carried on and the increased tendency towards specialization,

have little opportunity for niastering the craft in which they are engaged. The one operation

performed dav after day becomes entirely mechanical. The directive intelligence of the worker

is not called upon and the effect on the man is towards deterioration. The monotony of the

performance lowers the moral tone and dulls intellectual activity. For the uplift of these men
it is claimed that opportunity should be given through evening technical schools of becoming
acquainted with the whole range of their work and acquiring an understanding of the scientific

principles underlying the various processes. Such instruction, by broadening their knowledge
and increasing their efficiencv, would widen their opportunity for advancement and elevate them
socially and intellectually.

For women workers, who for the most part enter on imskilled occupations early in life and
are precluded from learning those household arts that make for health and happiness in the home
and the elevation of the family, it was agreed that such schools could and ought to give courses

in the various departments of home making, and that well-planned and wisely administered

courses of this kind would make a material contribution to the endeavor for social betterment

by giving better ideals and higher standards of living, while training to habitsof thrift and economy.
In so far as the needs of the skilled industries are concerned, the testimony seems to show

that they are at present served for the most part by the importing of skilled labor from abroad
and from the older parts of the Dominion. With the exception of a few employers—for the most
part large corporations—there seems to be little attempt made to train young people to the trades
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requiring skill. Many employers frankly stated that llicy liad nul time to train apprentices, and

that the wage-eaining power of the apprentice being small, he was frequently drawn away from

liis trade in the early stages by the greater wage he could earn in one of the employments where

skill was not required.

Many of the witnesses also who testified had served apprenticeship in the British Isles, and

their evidence showed that a large number of them had found it necessary for the mastery of

their work to study the theoretical side of their trade and supplement their general education by

attendance at evening classes, while many trained in Canada had done the same thing through

the medium of the correspondence school.

The Commission made enquiry outside the Province of Manitoba, in Canada

and the United States. They reported:

—

The problem at every point visited, though stated in various ways, seems to be that submitted

to your Commission, viz. : how to provide in schools such training as will suit the varying capacities

and circumstances of children, retain them in school during the years most profitable for education,

and fit them for the practical duties of life. The plans by which the solution was attempted in

the several places visited had many features in common.

The CoMMissiOiN's Recommendations.

After much study and inquiry, the Commission recommended ;
-

1

.

That it is desirable that such measure of vocational training as is found possible should

be provided for the people of our Province

—

(a) On account of its value as a means of interesting large numbers of pupils that cannot be

held by the purely academic work of the schools;

(6) As a means of a fuller and more rounded development for all classes of children;

(c) As an aid to pupils and parents in discovering capacities and aptitudes to assist in

making choice of an occupation;

(d) As an agency for producing vocational elliciency through the development of the

activities that are used in the practical affairs of life;

(e) As a means of elevating the intellectual status of the worker and broadening the range

of his interests by giving him an understanding of the scientific principles and natural forces that

underlie the operations of his craft;

(J)
As a factor contributing to the industrial progress of the community;

Xg) As an agency for social betterment through the increased intelligence and wider outlook

and enlarged earning powers of numbers of trained workers.

2. That the foundation for such training should be laid in the elementary school in suitable

courses of hand and eye training, leading up to the regularly-organized industrial work in the

higher grades of the elementary and through the secondary school.

3. That vocational and general education should go hand in hand, each in turn contributing

to the effectiveness of the other and each recognizing their interdependence.

4. That at the present stage of our development, this can be done more economically and

effectively by the modification of existing agencies and the enlargement of their scope than by

the establishment of special institutions.

5. That a certain number of the members of the Advisory Board should be men engaged in

the industries, and selected on account of their acquaintance with and interest in the aims and

ideals of vocational training, and that school boards be authorized to appoint advisory committees

outside of their own members to assist them in the organization and development of the work of

vocational education.
6. That school boards be authorized and encouraged to provide such courses in vocational

education as will suit the needs of their respective communities.
7. That such provision should include carefully organized evening classes, in which opportu-

nity would be given to men and women engaged in occupations during the day to improve their

general and technical education.

8. That the Department of Education should appoint an oflicer familiar with the aims and

methods of vocational education, whose duty it would be to advise with and assist school boards

in the organization of such work.
9. That grants be made by the Provincial Government as is now done in the case of Manual

Training and Household Science, to assist in meeting the cost of equipment and maintenance of

approved lines of vocational training.

10. That in any scheme of education looking to increased vocational efliciency, provision

must be made for systematic physical education.
1 1

.

That provision be made for the preparation and training of teachers to meet the require-

ments of the new activities of the schools.

12. That when there shall be a sutliciently large number of students requiring higher training

than is herein provided for, u technical college shall be estabUshed to provide such training.
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CHAPTER LXXIII: THE UNIVERSITY OF
MANITOBA.

The University of Manitoba, established by Act of the Local Legislature in

1877, has the sole power of conferring degrees in Arts, Law, Medicine and Engi-

neering in the Province of Manitoba.

The Government of the University is vested in the Chancellor, appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council, and a Council of 65 members, composed

of representatives from each of the affiliated Colleges, the members of Convocation,

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba, the Provincial Government,

and the Faculty of the University.

Seven Colleges Affiliated.

The following Colleges are affiliated with the University:—St. Boniface

College, St. Boniface (Roman Catholic); St. John's College, Winnipeg (Church of

England) ; Manitoba College, Winnipeg (Presbyterian Church in Canada) ; Wesley

College, Winnipeg (Methodist Church in Canada) ; Manitoba Medical College,

Winnipeg; Manitoba College of Pharmacy, Winnipeg; Manitoba Agricultural

College, Winnipeg.

Relation to Department of Education.

The Department of Education has 7 representatives of the Council of the Uni-

versity, and pays annually a great of 520,000, the understanding being that this

is to be devrted mainly to the development of the Engineering side of the Uni-

versity work.

The University is not a Provincial institution; it is a private corporation

under the laws of the Province, a body corporate to hold its own property. The
Council is the governing body, arranging the course of study, handling the prop-

erty, etc. The Government does not require that their representatives should

be graduates of a University.

Courses of Instruction and Degrees.

Instruction in the University is at present given only in the Natural and
Physical Sciences, in Civil and Electrical Engineering, in the Higher Mathematics

and in English, History and Political Economy.
In all departments other than those in which the University offers teaching,

students may obtain the necessary instruction either at one of the colleges affi-

liated with the University, or at some other recognized institution of learning.

Provision is made for instruction in Civil Engineering and Electrical En-
gineering, each course covering a period of four years. The Engineering Depart-
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laent is not affiliated with any other CuUege. It has no .Mechanical Engnieeriii^

as yet.

In the Engineering course practical work is given in surveying, but not in

hydraulics. Having no shops, the University is not able to give attention to

foundry work, wood and metal work, but the students almost without exception

are engaged in engineering work during the long vacation in summer. During

the session visits have been made from time to time to shops in Winnipeg under

the auspices of the Engineering Department, and students have examined a good

many engineering structures in the city and surroundings, and visited a good

many engineering works.

The course in Civil Engineering is designed to give a broad education in those

general and scientific subjects which are the foundation of all branches of engi-

neering; and a special training in those subjects specially related to Civil Engineer-

ing, enables the student to take a position in any of the special branches, such as:

—

(1) Railroad Engineering.

(2) Land Surveying.

(3) Railway and Geodetic Surveying.

(4) Hydraulic Engineering (including the development of hydraulic power,

etc.)

(5) Land Irrigation.

(6) Municipal Engineering (including design and construction of roads and

pavements, water supply systems, sewerage systems).

(7) Sanitary Engineering.

(8) Bridge and Structural Engineering.

As the civil engineer frequently has to deal with problems involving electrical

and mechanical work, the course also provides instruction in the principles of

Steam and Mechanical Engineering, as well as the principles of Electrical

Ivngineering.

With this groundwork the student has a wide Held from which to choose his

life work, and the course especially fits him for the management and direction of

business and engineering enterprises after he has obtained the necessary practical

experience.

Course in Ei.ectric.\l Engineering.

This course is intended to give:— (1) preliminary training in the various

sciences which form the basis of any engineering education—Physics, Chemistry

and Mathematics; (2) instruction in the general engineering subjects, such as

Surveying, Mechanical Drawing, Strength of Materials, and Hydraulics; and

(3) acquaintance with subjects required to qualify a man for the special work of

an Electrical Ivngineer, viz. the How of continuous and alternaling current machin-

ery, electric railways, electric lighting and power distribution, mechanical engi-

neering, hydraulic machinery and machine design.

[n general the course is intended to give a student a working knowledge ol

ilii- principles of civil and mechanical engineering;, and a more specialised

training in electrical engineering, which, when coinbineil with exi)erience

in practical work, will qualify him to ])erform tlu' ihities of an engineer in
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charge of the design or operation of electrical plants, railways and other

industries.

The degrees of Master of Civil Engineering and Master of Electrical Engineering

will be conferred upon those who have spent at least two years after graduation

in the active practice of their profession and have presented theses (with plans)

satisfactory to the examiners, upon any engineering work with which they have

been connected.

Course for Land Surveyors.

The course has been especially arranged so that the students who intend to

take out licenses as Land Surveyors may select subjects from the Civil Engineering

course which bear directly upon the examination for Land Surveyors.

Not Tr.\ining Apprentices or Foremen.

The University is not doing anything towards training apprentices or foremen

by means of short courses. The Faculty recommended to the Provincial University

Commission that they consider the advisability of the University undertaking the

organization of evening classes, etc. The suggestion arose out of the discussion in

the Faculty of the advertising by the International Correspondence Schools of

Scran ton, Pa.

Professor Brydone-Jack, of the Faculty of Engineering, thought the University

would be able to take up night classes in Drawing without any trouble, as they could

use the same apparatus and desks which the regular students use. In addition to

that, there are certain laboratories more especially used in engineering for testing

materials, which would include brick, stone, iron, steel and cement, that

could be used advantageously in the matter of technical education. In their

report the Commission recommended that until a Technical College should

be founded, the LTniversity should take up that work and utilize their laboratories

and drafting facilities.

The Technical High Schools in Winnipeg should be largely used by those who

want further education along technical lines. A Technical College would be a

natural part of the organization. The students could have their Science work and

some Arts work done by the University staff, and other technical work would be

done in separate rooms in a Technical College.

The idea of Professor Allen of the Faculty of Science was to organize all those

technical courses on lines that would correspond with the courses of the pro-

fessional men in Engineering, so that the men who attended them would make

progress toward professional ability in their own lines.

Research Work.

The University attempted research work in 1909. So far they have only

built up laboratories on lines on which the faculty were interested as professors.

At the British Association meeting in 1909 the facidty prepared 11 or 12 papers

showing original investigation on scientific work. The LTniversity had endeavored

to cultivate relationship with the manufacturers, and a number of problems had
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been sent in by manufacturers in chemistry and in a few other lines, but nothing

that would be called research work except chemical analysis and advice.

The University would welcome a grant from the Dominion Government for

a technical laboratory equipment, so as to be ready for any investigation that

came up. It was difficult to say whether they could get students of sufficient

calibre to help in that work. Because of lack of facilities in Winnipeg,

students have been sent to other Universities who might have been retained if

facilities existed here. Some manufacturers have expressed themselves favorably

towards University trained men; others have complained of them as not being

practical. Prof. Allen thought that was due to the fact of this being a new country

and the manufacturers not realizing the situation.

A fund of SI 00,000, left by the late Mr. Isbister, is available for scholarships

which are given in the University itself. Some of those scholarships are given

in small groups of courses— civil and electrical engineering, mathematics, languages

and other Arts studies, also in medicine, the total amount being S3000 or S4000

every year.

The matriculation examination for the University is higher than that of

many institutions in Canada, the object being to save time in the Engineering

courses, to get the students in mathematics as far as possible, and to get the most

efficient work possible before they enter the University. Another reason was

the higher standard in the Technical Schools of the United States; and the Univer-

sity authorities wanted to have no criticisms levelled against any of their Depart-

ments on account of standing. Pass marks in the professional courses here are

higher than in the Arts classes all through.

A Graduate's Views.

At Medicine Hat. Alta., the Commission examined the City Engineer, who

had graduated from the University of Manitoba. From his experience he did not

think four years a sufficient course for a civil engineer, and in this he believed he

expressed the opinion of all the civil engineers. At a meeting of the Canadian

Society held in Winnipeg in March, 1910, the question was discussed, and not a

delegate dissented from the statement that the course should be five years. They

realized that of the men who go in for engineering a large percentage take up the

commercial end of it, roughly estimated at 75%, the other 25% follow the theoreti-

cal, technical and constructive side. He therefore suggested that the 5th year

should be an alternative course for those wishing to go further into the theory

and technique after the four year course. Of course theory is the basis on which the

whole thing rests, but students did not get sufficient time to devote to the commer-

cial end of it, and it was not impressed on the students as it should have been. He

thought the mathematical standard as asked for by the mathematical department

of the University in some parts was beyond what he should care to take hinisell

as an engineer. In some higher branches of calculus he would be very much

disposed to it, but so much time was taken up that could be more adequately

used in the practical side of the work. The mathematical instructor for engineering

should be a different instructor than the one for the Arts course; he should be an

engineer, so as to realize what mathematics are really required.
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CHAPTER LXXIV: FURTHER TESTIMONY AS TO
INDUSTRIES AND EDUCATION.

SECTION 1 : SOME TESTIMONY AT WINNIPEG.

Chas. F. Roland, Industrial Commissioner, stated that a census had just been

taken of the manufacturers in Winnipeg. The most important industries in

regard to employment of lab )r were iron and brass (including the railway shops),

employing 760 hands; cemeiU and building trades, with 1,890; printing and publish-

ing with 1,400; lumber and mill work; clothing, brewing and malting, etc. In the

previous year, 22,000 enquiries had come in—from manufacturers wishing to set up

businesses, from parents who desired further opportunities for training for their

children, and from men applying for work as office hands. It is easier for artisans

to obtain positions. The limitation of the number of apprentices hinders boys

who would like to take up work from doing so.

Mr. Roland expressed the opinion that Employment Bureaux should be

conducted by the Government—either Dominion or Provincial, and not by indi-

viduals. There was some talk of opening a Municipal Bureau in Winnipeg.

Robert S. Ward, President, Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council, stated that

his Council had often considered the question of making its members more fit

industrially to do their work. The first thing, however, was a good elementary

education, for without that men could not benefit by technical education. Ele-

mentary education should be made compulsory up to 16, and books provided free

where necessary. The education of the children is needed for the safety of the

people, and the Council stands for all children getting a good education in the

common schools. When the children go to work, they should have evening

schools provided for their further education. The Council is opposed to schools

that will teach trades, as there are sufficient tradesmen available, but they could

not prevent others than apprentices and craftsmen going to the evening classes if

established. Many firms emploj^ handy men, and this is one reason why they

cannot keep their apprentices.

Richard A. Rigg, Secretary, Trades and Labor Council, said the Council

recognizes the general principle as absolutely essential, that any form of education,

whether technical or otherwise, should have for its object the improvement of the

general condition of the workers, not only materially, but intellectually, and be

based upon such a plan as to develop manhood and womanhood, and assist in

relieving the monotony prevailing in industry at the present time in consequence

of specialization. The most ample opportunity should be afforded to persons

working at a trade to understand the general principles that govern the trade as
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a whole, to have the opportunily of developing their knowledge of the trade along

the highest lines; and to perfect themselves at their trade and make it more of an

art, instead of a task.

Witness was a member of the Bookbinders' International Union. The In-

ternational Typographical Union had adopted a correspondence course for helping

the tradesman in his work, and helping to relieve the monotony that curses the

large majority of the compositors at the present time, by giving his mind some play.

The workingman is familiar with the demand; he feels the demand itself; he al-

ready wants to know more than the mere routine of apprenticeship teaches him;

and if the State does not provide a system of technical education, the I'nions

themselves will do it. At the same time, the witness did not think it fair that the

trades should be expected to do this.

Witness expressed the opinion that the dull monotony of work would not be

relieved successfully until the State controls industries. At the same time, if

the laboring class becomes sufficiently well educated and reaches that intellectual

standard where they can think guidingly themselves, they will find some means

of liberating themselves from the monotony of present conditions. There is no-

thing so desirable in this country or any other as that the laboring class should be

well educated, and should 1ki\c their minds liberated to thinking.

Arthur W. Pottee, editor of the Labor paper "The Voice", who had rep-

resented the constituency in Parliament, stated that he was in accord with the

other witnesses to a great extent. In regard to the trade school question raised

by Mr. Ward, witness stated that their feeling was that technical education along

l)ro])er lines, bringing out the scientific instruction in the principles of the trades,

would be valuable to all. The courses should be made broad enough for all to

get what they required. Mr. Ward, questioned, said he agreed with this, and what

he wanted was that the industrial hand-worker shoiild have educational oppor

luni(ip< pnixided bv the Sifito as suitable to his needs as those fur the professional

man,

Mr. Puttee said he would pro\idr technical education absolutely in public

schools; the obligation is national, to improve the citizen generally. The men

often move a long way from the place where they learn their business, and there-

fore their training is a public matter. Technical education should replace the

apprentice system, by teaching a boy the whole of a trade, which he cannot learn

in regular shoji work. Technical education would interest a boy in the art of his

trade, and he would no longer he willing to stand at a machine all day long. The

State and the industries both need technical education. One of the objects of

technical education is to take away the monotony and give a man pleasure and

joy in his work. Such a man makes a better citizen, and thus the comnuuiity

benefits in the end.

Witness said he did not see how iiublidv sjijiported schools could debar any

man from qualifying for a position other than the one he was engaged in at the

time, and the labor movement had nothing to fear from allowing, sav,

a grocery clerk to train as an electrical engineer, for he would have to

serve his time in the trade before he became competent. The witness added that
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Trades Unions are not so afraid of people learning the trades as some people think.

What they did object to was a trade school turning out "half-baked mechanics".

The attitude of organized Labor towards trade schools privately conducted

would be antagonistic. The best trade school is the shop and the factory.

In reference to the C.P.R. apprentice school, witness considered it quite legitimate

for this Company to train their own boys.

Messrs. G. W. Murr.w, Limited, manufacture sashes, doors, show cases,

etc. Their business includes, in its branches, all classes of joinery and cabinet

work, interior decorations, art glass and metal work; they employ over 100 men,

including about 20 apprentices and improvers, who receive the usual instruction

which belongs to shop practice. Some of them take lessons on special subjects

through the Scranton Correspondence School, which is far from being a satis-

factory medium of education, as the average young man has not the courage to

follow up instructions which have not the backing of the personal influence of a

good teacher. While well qualified men are being turned out from the factory,

it cannot be said that this is the rule, and with the heartless feeling of many trades-

men, and the equally heartless and impracticable ban set upon the apprenticeship

system by the Trades Unions, the outlook is none too bright for young Canadians

who would enter the field of skilled labor. In their own factory Messrs. Murray

are paying the highest wages, and are not molested by Trades Unions, who have

never hindered them in their efforts to train apprentices.

The men are mostly British trained, with quite a few from Xorth Western

Europe, who are, as a rule, splendid mechanics, comparing more than favorably

with our own people. Consequently Messrs. Murray feel that state-aided schools,

equipped to suit the requirements of our country.-, would be of great benefit

to the industrial classes, who at the present time are left largely to their own
resources.

JIany of the employers of labor are themselves ignorant of the higher tech-

nical points in their trade, never having had the oprportunity to learn, and are often

nnsjmipathetic with the object of technical training.

SECTION 2: SOME TESTIMONY AT BRANDON AND PORTAGE

LA PRAIRIE.

The Chairman of the School Board of Brandon, Mr. Hbnry S.^mpson, regretted

the absence of Manual Training and Domestic Science in the public schools, but

stated that it was intended to introduce them at an early date. Physical Culture

was appreciated in the Collegiate Institute. Only a small proportion of the

popiilation was engaged in industry, Brandon being more of a commercial and

distributing centre. In Mr. .Sampson's opinion, if a boy is to work in a foundr}',

he should be given a training in the principles of that trade, as he would then

be educated, have a purpose in life, and would have learnt what he was best fitted

for. Mr. Sampson said that he did not think a boy would be a skilled workman
without a good day school education to build upon, and that if the public schools

lOId—Vol. IV—.39
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were made sufficiently attractive to hold the boys, compulsion of attendance

would not be necessary'.

Mr. Alfred White, Superintendent of Public Schools, also said that Manual

Training in the schools might have the effect of keeping boys longer at school.

School work should be more closel}' correlated to the work the boy expects to

take up after lea\'ing school. A boy appreciates what he sees, handles and does

more than what he is told, and something in regard to his occupation would appeal

to him. The same applies to girls in regard to domestic subjects. Children

could make far better use of Technical Education if they had preliminary industrial

training in school.

There is a little Nature Study work done in the schools, in the form of window

boxes, there being no land available for anj^hing more. Mr. Wliite hoped to

encourage home gardening among the children.

The Superintendent of the Ruthenian School said that he thought foreigners

would make better progress in learning English if they were taught industiial or

manual work along -with the language, as they wotild be more interested.

Mr. Thomas Maguire, Inspector of Schools for the district around Portage

la Prairie, stated that the average countr)' child goes to school for about 5 years,

and few go on to High Schools. During that time they learn only the 3 R's,

and perhaps a little music. All these things could he learned much more quickly

if they were learning industrial things at the same time. Manual Training and

sewing could be introduced into coimtrj' schools without an)' expense at all, and

trees could be planted.

Mr. Maguire had been telling the teachers that they should use the means

that lie at their hands. The only way to make a change is to change the system

of training teachers, and that means changing the whole system of edxication, to

the extent of taking industrial work at the training college.

A School Garden at a central point, with a travelling instructor, would do

much good. Yotmg people would welcome the chance of meeting in the evenings

to have a social time. If the children in the rural school at the end of their 5

years knew something about Nature Study, it would make an enormous difference.

The teachers have not been trained to observe; they can only teach out of books.

Mr. Maguire said that a School Garden is within the power of almost ever)' teacher.

Mr. Hugh Taylor, representing the Trades' and Labor Council, said there

was need for technical education for railway men who did not have the oppor-

tunities provided by the C. P. R. for the mechanical men. Many railway workers

would attend night classes for instruction in the principles of their work. Many
of them take correspondence courses, but would prefer a teacher demonstrating

to them on the spot, on such matters as airbrakes, etc. The men are interested

in technical education, even though thev do not get higher wages if they take it

Mr. Edmind FtiLCHER, representing the Trades and Labor Council, expressed

the view of the Labor imions that if all workers had the opportunity for technical
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education, there would be no advantage to the individual. The Labor Council

considered that technical education should be free, should be given at night,

and only to those already engaged in the respective industries.

Mrs. McEwen, representing the Local Council of Women, at Brandon, said

her Council had long desired Manual Training and Domestic Science in the schools,

and she regarded it as the children's due. She also thought that Trade Schools

should be established, to take the place of apprenticeship, and give the boys and

girls an idea, so that they can start on their life work with a good foundation

to work upon. From these, some could proceed to the Technical Schools to be

trained as superintendents and managers.

Mrs. McEwen considered that every girl should be trained first as a good

home-maker.

SECTION 3: SUMMARIES OF OTHER TESTIMONY.

Building Trades.

If a school could be established in the central portion of the Province where

yoimg men, after lea\ing the public school, could attend and get instruction in

measming plans, making drawings on a larger scale of portions of work, and

having plans worked out in practice, they could get a great deal of information

that would make them more valuable and efficient.

A training school was recommended where boys could get practical training

in the study of plans and laying out of stairs, rafter work, and other subjects requir-

ing study.

A witness representing the Brotherhood of Joiners and Carpenters stated

that this Union believed so firmly in Technical Education that they had devoted

an article every month to it in their jovirnal.

Evening Classes were the best form of technical education, so that men who
are already at work might improve themselves.

A representative of the Society of Carpenters and Joiners stated that this

Union regarded Technical Education favorably. Very few young fellows in

Brandon systematically learn to become carpenters. Technical Education is

necessary for special work. Carpenters should have plane and solid geometry,

architectiu'al drawing, strength of materials and building construction, stair build-

ing, hanging doors, roof construction, etc., and would be glad to get technical

education along these lines. Hitherto the class of work required in the West had

not been very high, but it is improving constantly, and men now need more training.

It is not necessarily a question of earning higher wages, but of being able to work

more easily.

A manufacturer of sashes, doors, general building supplies and office fittings

at Winnipeg, stated that he could get all the men he needed. Almost everj^thing

now is made from detailed specifications and blue prints to be followed, and he

had found that while the men could do the work ;vith their hands, their heads

did not help them out for the reason that they had not had the necessary' training

191d—Vol. IV—39i
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in their youth. Witness would rather take a boy who has had 3 years of Manual

Training, than the man who has taken a correspondence course.

In plastering there is an apprenticesliip system, each contractor being allowed

2 apprentices, who must not be under 1 7 years of age. The Union does not restrict

the number of apprentices, but insists that they shall serve for 4 years, and be taught

the whole business. The object of this is to tvirn out efficient men. Occasionally

an apprentice is allowed to go to another contractor, in order to learn a particular

job that he cannot get otherwise, but they are not encouraged to move about

from one employer to another.

Plumbers should get instruction in regard to sanitation, should know the

meaning of sewer pipe, trap, syphon, and how they should be kept in order.

A paint manufactiu^er stated that many of his employees would like to go to

Night Schools to study chemistry^ which would be of great advantage to them

in connection with the varnish plant.

A member of the Painters' and Decorators' Section of the Builders' Exchange

said that men have to know the rudiments of the trade to get along at all, and it

would be ver\^ useful to them to study the higher class of work such as decorating

and drawing. The Manual Training work in the schools is a great help, and

when the\' finish up their models and stain them they will develop along these

lines. There should be a trade school where a boy could learn the primary' prin-

ciples of painting and decorating. Decorators should hav-e instruction in color

harmony.

In the painting trade most of the best men are English, and their superiority

is ascribed to the apprenticeship system.

Metals and Machinery.

(a) Blacksmiths. A blacksmith may be called a good blacksmith and skil-

fully forge a piece of iron, and yet be unable to read; but if that man knew the

chemical qualities of iron, phosphorus, sulphur, carbon, etc., it would be of immense

advantage to him. Even if he could not analyse a substance he would recognize

the cause of any trouble that might arise.

(b) Machinists. A machinist in the C.P.R. shoj>s spoke highly of that Com
pany's system of training apprentices. He considered that this system could be

applied to other large companies.

(c) Tinsmiths. The Local Manager of the Kemp Mfg. Co. said tinsmiths

need elementary inorganic chemistry, geometry, (particularly the development of

solid geometry), mathematics, mensuration, magnetism, electricity, machine

construction and drawing. 6.S% to 7.S% of the men in this line are skilled

craftsmen.

Technical Education would be the means of getting boys interested in the dii

ferent industries. Manual Training at school would help, but witness thought

that metal work should be taken up, as it is a most resistant material, and would

give a boy a better idea of the trade. Visits to factories by schoolboys would be

a good thing, and witness would be glad to open his works once a week for this

purpose and have competent men explain the processes. A teacher would need

to have both theoretical and practical knowledge of the business.
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If Manual Training were carried into the Technical High .School, it would help

young fellows in this business. They could learn pattern cutting, heating and

ventilating in evening classes, but the installing of iron furnaces would have to be

learned through practical work. A technical knowledge of heating would be

useful to a man who had learned his trade.

In the tinware business, forms of agreement for apprentices are provided for

the boys to sign, but they will not sign them. A boy who was offered S4.50 a week

said he could earn $10 by delivering messages.

In the sheet metal trades apprentices serve for 3 or 4 years.

(d) Engineers. The President of the Bridge and Iron Works said, the only

way of keeping up the supply of men, other than by importation, is to give them

Technical Education, to fit them for promotion. He would be glad to adopt the

policy of promoting men in his own works. It is verj' difficult to get men with

practical as well as theoretical knowledge; the engineering courses in Canadian

Colleges are not practical enough, and the men are unfamiliar with shop practice,

and too limited in knowing only one line of the business, which may result in their

making errors of judgment.

Children in the Public Schools might just as well begin to learn the rudiments

of practical science, chemistry and some other branches; in the High School, at

the same time that they are taking up algebra and geometry, they should study

plane trigonometry and advanced chemistry and physics.

Boys who want to become draughtsmen should have mechanical drawing from

the start; artistic drawing is no help to them. Witness thought Manual Training

very valuable.

There should be Night Schools for young fellows working in shops. Demonstra-

tions of shop work at a Xight School would help to prevent waste.

Witness considered that the important thing was to have the practical and

theoretical training given simultaneously; first tell a boy how to do a thing and

then show him how it is done.

As a manufacturer, the witness would encourage his men to ally themselves

with instruction. Manual Training should not be limited to woodwork ; all ordinary-

occupations ought to be demonstrated.

Electrical Trades.

A course in elementary chemistry would be very useful to the men in

these trades. The business is developing faster than the supply of trained men,

and it is very hard to get a skilled man.

Leather and Rubber.

A manufacturer of saddlery and leather, harness, collars, and wholesale shoe

findings stated that 95% of the goods were manufactured by machinery. A school

that would teach boys about leather would be very helpful. Manual Training

helps boys very much, by teaching them the use of tools and familiarizing them

with mechanical ideas, as well as in developing character.

In the leather trade the apprentice has to learn one portion of the business,

and then pass on to another. Employer'-, cannot get as many boys as they would
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like, as those who are willing lo work will not learn the business, and cannul ^it

good salaries unless they learn a good deal about mechanics.

Printing Trades.

Lithographers find the scarcity of help a great draw-back. Boys are ver\-

unsettled, and it was thought that perhaps Manual Training would help to direct

their minds in some definite way. The schools do not pay enough attention to

the utilitarian side of education; the tendency is to educate a boy away from the

dignity of labor.

A knowledge of chemistry is essential, and one witness stated that his success

in the world had been due to a country school teacher who taught him chemistry

and awoke his interest in the subject. When he went into the lithographing

business, it enabled him to keep ahead of his fellows, and even if he did not know

a thing, he knew how to land out.

A job printer and publisher said that he found it difficult to get boys to learn

the trade. He thought most young men would take advantage of night schools

along technical lines, and it would make them efficient and ready for promotion.

If young fellows had the opportunity for Manual Training, it would quicken

their intellects and give them an idea of sizes and dimensions and the fitness of

things. The boy in the composing room could get a course in primary Euclid,

which would make him more proficient, or a course in drawing, which if properly

directed would make him invaluable.

In the printing trades, one firm has 16 apprentices with 180 men. Few

of the boys go through with the training. There are plenty of applicants, but

not the right kind of boy. The firm would be glad to take more if they were

available.

In the lithographic business about half the employees are trained for their

work; it takes about 4 years to learn. Some boys leave to drive express wagons,

because they get more wages—about $12 a week; but those who stay at the trade

eventually earn $25 to $30 per week. Employers prefer a boy who has passed

the entrance examination to the High School and is not under 16.

Foodstuffs.

Bakers should have some sort of Technical Education so as to understand

fermentation and the action of salt, water and yeast on the gluten and starch

in the wheat. Such training would help to eliminate waste. If there were a

school in connection with some public institution where actual baking is done,

where a young man could go and possibly get a certificate, as a proof of efficieiic>',

it would be a great thing.

Yoimg men apjjrenticed to the milling business would be verj' glad to take

evening classes or other means of technical education in regard to the maimfac-

turingof flour or the chemical analysis of grain. All experienced men understand

the i)roportion of starch and gluten and other constituents which make up a

kernel of wheat. A demonstration of the chemical analysis of all those things

would be very useful to young men.
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Brewing.

A brewer and manufacturer of aerated waters said that all the various lines

of technical education are coming into his business. He could remember the time

when they scarcely thought it worth while to clean up, but now sanitation in a

brewery is one of the chief things; cleanliness is insisted upon throughout the

place. Formerly they tested com by feeling it; now they use the most highly

acairate instnunents, tested from time to time. The microscope is used to a

large extent. Chemistry is essential. Workers in the brewery would be helped

by going to night classes. A laboratory is maintained in the brewery, but the

more serious chemical problems are sent to one of the scientific colleges for solution.

The firm pays a yearly sum, and may send samples of malt, hops and yeast, but

has to pay extra for an analysis of water. Witness thought it would be feasible

for the breweries and maltsters of Canada to maintain such a Technical School,

and the Federal Government might help.

A witness stated that his business was not keeping up with Germany, because

if he wanted any technical information he had to go to the brewery schools, which

were officered in every case by Germans. A German name is a sort of hall

mark that there is training behind it.

The witness felt that the Federal Government should give generous help

to the Provinces, either by establishing Technical Schools or assisting those already

existing, by direct money subsidies or grants of land, so that the work may go on.

It is only by effort that Canada can take her proper place.

Railway Shops.

The Canadian Pacific Railway apprentice system is one of the best, in the

opinion of a witness at Winnipeg. This system has already been fiilly described

elsewhere.

In the shops of the Canadian Northern Railway boys have a good chance

of learning the trade, as they are changed round every six months, and in their

fifth year spend the whole time in the erecting shops.
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CHAPTER LXXV: THE MANITOBA AGRICUL-

TURAL COLLEGE.

Informalion obtained from Principal Black.

The Agricultural College has an attendance of about 225 students. The

longest course runs five years and leads to the degree of B.S.A. (Bachelor of Science

in Agriculture) from the University. The first two years are the same for all

students and no matriculation standard is required for those who enter this course,

but there is tacit understanding that the student must have a good general

education when he completes his second year.

The University of Manitoba accepts the judgment of the Agricultural CoUegi-

as to the suitability of students to go on. The chief departments in tlu-

College are engineering or farm mechanics, field husbandry, animal liushandn,-.

chemistry, botany, dair>nng, horticulture and English.

The College has the direction of all work carried on among farmers under

the auspices of the Agricultural Societies and is thus kept in touch with the best

farmers.

In Februar}' of each year short courses are conducted for farmers and farmers'

sons. In 1910 this course was attended by 176, some of whom registered in the

regttlar College course.

In June there is a two weeks' course for threshing engineers, in which 50 or

60 enrolled. The number could have been much larger.

A short course was given also for inspectors of weeds, showing how to identifis'

weeds and how to advise farmers as to destroying them.

A short winter course is held for grain judging and live stock judging, l^ut

the College equipment does not justify more than one week's course.

There are summer courses for four weeks to 6th Class N'ormal students,

two classes being held in summer.

Through the co-operation of Railway Comjjanies a special train was run

through the Province for 3 weeks in the summer of 1910, to stimulate interest in

dairj'ing.

In carrying out the crop competition throughout the Province the faculty

of the College developed a score card that Principal Black believed would enable

them to place at the head the best farm with the best home attached. The judges

are required to consider everything about the place from the basement to the

attic; the farm buildings, their convenience and state of repair, the location of the

well; the equipment of the farm, the land, the kitchen garden and the live stock,

whether there was any evidence of improvement, whether the young stock showed

any improvement on the dam; whether the fields arc free from weeds: whether culti-

vation is up to date. This score card is based on actual farming and living, and

the motto is " Manitoba the land of homes". This competition has the effect
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of making illustration farms, and the work is doing more to encourage industrious

farmers to put into ojjeration up-to-date methods which they know to be advisable

than anything else undertaken, and better results are being obtained than in any
other outside work the College does. It would be a good plan to follow up the

man who won the prize by visiting him twice a year to advise with him.

In the score card the man is given certain consideration for book-keeping,

but it was thought too personal a matter to ask what money he had made.

While the College advises a certain method of procedure in destroying weeds,

the farmer experiences a great deal of difficulty in getting these methods into

practice; the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak. The College planned for

the destruction of the .you' thisUe in the Red River Valley by renting for 5 years

10 or 15 acres of track overrun with sou: thistles and known to be absolutely worth-

less, then engaging a farmer to cultivate that track under the Professor of Field

Husbandry, but the plan failed.

For two or three years an organization composed of six students, called the

Research Association, had questions submitted by the Heads of Departments,

one question each, typewritten on a single sheet. These young men are required

to answer the questions at the end of the year, and are given to understand that

their answers well be considered in their second year course. I'or example,

in Animal Husbandry the boy would be required to note the number of foals

that die in a locality and to ascertain whether the dams had been working during

the previous w inter. The effect would be to teach boys to observe and investigate.

In horticulture they were called upon to observe whether the seedling plums are

gro\vn in bluffs where they live and work, and the College has thus been able to

get some valuable information along that line. This Research Association is capable

of developing into a ver)' iiseful institution in connection with the College work.

The Normal students come for short courses in autumn and engage in a

considerable amount of horticidture. They are taught how to grow flowers, how
to plant a tree, how to germinate seed, how plants grow. In Physics they are

taught the principles underlying the retention of soil moisture. Demonstration

work is carried on as simply as possible in the hope that they will be able to

duplicate it in cotmtr\- schools. They were asked to plant plump and shrunken

grains of wheat side by side and to observe what came forth. Some demonstra-

tions were given to the girls in Household Science, and the young men took extra

work in the Mechanical Department. This cotu-se lasted about a month.

They took some work in the management of School Gardens, receiving eight

or ten practical lessons in the open in laying out plots and planting. When they

left they would be able to impart a considerable amount to children in schools,

and thus influence those who might attend the College five or six years hence,

though the time of the course is very short. Only 10% of those teachers come
with a fair elementary knowledge of germination and soil and its conditions; and
if they had a good amoimt of elementary preparation in their school days, much
more could be done with them. A few students who had come from institutions

in the East where they had some work in Manual Training were able to grasp

lessons much more quickly, and would go away better qualified to do school

work.
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If teachers could get a three months' course they could uot avoid putting

what they learned into practice ; but in the case of the average teacher, it is found

necessary to change her view point. Yoimg women are found who have been

teaching scliool several years who have not the kindly feeling towards country

life that they should have. They came from homes where social life was not

considered important and where there was nothing on the daily program but

work, eat and sleep.

Last year, the Teachers' Association was invited to meet at the College, and

the necessity was impressed upon them to have teachers put into operation in

their schools some of the principles learned at the College.

The members of the Faculty who attend Agricultural Meetings are impressing

on the people the necessity of keeping in touch witli the local school and looking

to it for improvement in the next generation.

A travelling instructor spending three days at a time at a school would be

a great help, and Principal Black of the College thought it was feasible and would

save a great many years if that plan were carried on for two or three years. It could

be combined with the weed inspection, but the inspector would be unjjopular

in the locality when he started out to inspect farms for weeds. He believed

the young people would come in the evenings to hear the right man witli proper

equii)raent, and at certain seasons the grain farmers would also attend to hear

siich a man. A good practical man, who would give Nature Study to children

and illustrate School Gardens and give something for the grown people on field

days, would do a great amoimt of good, and would change the attitude of people.

The College could manage that work if it had the money. Some of the 4th year

men of the College could do that work.

The fact tliat teachers attend College courses in the summer helps to bring

agricultiural students to the College, because such teachers interest the yomig men

to go there.

At present there are no means for the young men of the College to get the

benefit of the work carried on at the Experimental Farm at Brandon, except

to have the Farm Superintendent deliver lectures in the College. Fortunately

the students are getting the benefit of experience gained at the farm through

the Professor of Field Husbandry, who was Superintendent of the Experimental

r'arm.

Principal Black was of tlie opinion that the time was close at hand when

all educational institutions, including the Experimental Farms, should be in some

way or other connected, and the Federal and Provincial Institutions should be

so brought together as to feel themselves part of some great system, co-operating

in some way.

He would like to see the Govemnienl of Canada give agricultural education

in the Provinces the same support as the Federal Government of the United

States gives agricultural education in the various States of the Union, which

would not have been able to do the work they have done but for I'ederal

support. He did not mean that our educational institutions should come under

l-ederal control, but in some way there should be Federal co-operation. There

should be a closer connection in all these matters. He cited the fact that the
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I^'ederal grant in the U.S. had been increased from time to time, as evidence that

the plan is working well there.

The College has students from five different Provinces, and these outside

students were not paying a sum equal to the cost to the Province of Manitoba

of the average student; although outsiders pay a higher fee than the Manitoba

people, it does not compensate fully. To some extent Principal Black regarded

agricultural education as a national matter.

The School Inspectors of the Province had nearly all attended a summer
Teachers' Course at the College.

The College was built from fimds provided by the Provincial Government,

which entirely maintained it. Manitoba students pay $10 registration fee for

the winter coiu^se; British subjects outside of Manitoba pay $50, and others pay
$100. The cost of maintenance of the College in 1910 was $75,000; students'

fees amount to $8,000 or $10,000, which does not include their board. The Gov-
ernment spent also a large sum of money in supporting the Local Agricultural

Societies. The appropriation was $50,000 this year. The travelling expenses

of the College staff to go into the coimtry for extension work comes out of the

$50,000. The salaries of members of the Faculty who go to address meetings

in the country are paid out of the $75,000.
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CHAPTER LXXVl: THE DOMINION BRANCH EX-

PERIMENTAL FARM AT BRANDON.

Injormalion obtained from Mr. Jamus Murray, Superintendent.

This Farm site was secured by the Government in 1888. It is two miles

north of the centre of the City of Brandon, about 400 acres being in the valley

of the Assiniboine, 200 acres on the north slope of the valley, and about 80 acres

on the upland. The soil on the latter is poor and gravelly, the land on the hill-

side rather better, but considerably broken by the coulees, while that in the valley

is a deep alluvial soil of great fertility, more or less broken with water runs, but

most of it arable and capable of producing heavy crops. On the whole area of

the farm about 400 acres are fertile land in a good state of cultivation.

The Farm Staff consists of Superintendent, foreman, herdsman, gardener,

book-keeper and stenographer, and a varying number of teamsters and laborers.

The Director of Experimental Farms at Ottawa each year outlines certain experi-

ments to be carried on and in a general way directs the system of cropping the

farm, so far as it is affected by the growing of certain varieties of g^ain for general

distribution in small samples. The Superintendent is expected to initiate other

experiments and submit an outline to the Director for approval, and his recom-

mendation regarding such work has usually been accepted.

By a recent change, the Agriciilturist, Horticultiirist and Cerealist of tlie Experi-

mental Farm at Ottawa became General Officers of the Experimental Farms and

have some supervision over the work in their respective branches as carried on

at each of the Branch Experimental Farms. This gives the local Superintendent

the advantage of the counsel of an expert in each line of work under his charge.

Since the establishment of this Farm in 1888 the work carried on has been

along many lines, including the testing of the yield and general suitability of

different varieties of such farm crops as wheat, oats, barley, peas, Indian com,

turnips, mangolds, carrots, potatoes, sugar beets, millets and flax; growing different

farm crops imder conditions that would fiuTiish information as to rate of seed

per acre, depth of sowing, effect of one crop on succeeding crop, use of different

fertilizers, use of selected as compared with unselected seeds; testing grasses and

clovers to find out varieties most" suitable, how to g^ow them, rate of seed per

acre, effect on condition and fertility of the land as shown by subsequent crops,

tree growing, testing varieties, methods of planting, rate of growth, value for

shelter purposes, testing varieties and methods of growing various kinds of vege-

tables, small fniit, plums, crab apples, standard apples; feeding cattle, best ways

to leed, and if cattle can be properly fattened outside during winter; crop rotation,

testing various rotations as to economic value, costs of growing such crops as

corn, clover, alfalfa and roots, use of silo in Manitoba, effect of different rotations

on soil fertility, miscellaneous experiments with poultry, feed, flowers, etc.

1
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The crops produced on the Farm are rnainhy fed to the stock. A considerable

quantity of oats, wheat, barley, etc., is sold for seed every year in lots from 2

to 5 bushels, and this has done a great deal towards keeping up the quality of

grain grown through the country.

In the past, large numbers of trees and shrubs were propagated and dis-

tributed free in small lots to encourage the growing of trees to test their hardiness,

and this had good results, but in the opinion of the Superintendent there is little

reason now for the Farm to continue that work.

The results of the experiments carried on at the Experimental Farm reach

the public through the Annual Report and through short reports in agricultural

and weekly papers, through Farmers' Meetings attended by the Superintendent,

chiefly during the winter under the auspices of Agricultural Societies. A week

is usually spent at the Provincial Agricultirral College during the short course in

Februar}- when phases of the Experimental Farm work worthy of special note

are brought to the attention of students in the various courses.

The most effective method of reaching the farmers is by actual demonstrations

on the Farm while crops are growing. Of late years efforts have been made to

have certain desirable crops growing where they caimot fail to be seen by passers

by, the farm having been laid out into fair sized fields to test the value of various

rotations. These fields of 10 and 20 acres are verj' practicable, whereas small

plots do not impress the farmer, as they have little to do with the ordinarv' farm.

As the Farm is located several miles from the railway there has been little effort

made to run excursions owing to the difiicultA' of getting the people to the Farm.

The Superintendent approves of farms to be used for demonstration purposes,

and would prefer an ordinary farm now under cultivation, the owTier remaining

in possession, rather than a small farm purchased outright and equipped for the

piu-pose. The average farmer is shy of so-called model farms, and the term should

be avoided. Arrangements would have to be made with the farmer to devote

a certain area of land to the work and to handle it according to directions. If

possible the whole farm should eventually be taken into the project with the pos-

sibility of evohnng a model farm. The ultimate aim should be to have a Demon-
stration Farm in each electoral district.

The Agricultural College courses benefit a small percentage of the rising

generation, but the vast majority on the farm who are past college age must be

reached by the Extension Department of the Colleges, and also those not yet

of college age, by showing what there is of interest in the profession and what
its possibilities are. Agricultural Colleges make an effort to handle this work

throughout the Province but are working under the great handicap of not having

efficient organization through which to work. A sj^stem of District Representa-

tives responsible to headquarters for the success of educational work carried

on by each in his part of the Pro%-ince is therefore recommended. This District

Representative should have charge of the work carried on at the Demonstration

Farm in his district, and should be in a position to advise farmers regarding systems

of cropping, feeding live stock, securing seeds, growing new crops such as com,

alfalfa, clover, crop rotations, drainage, etc. He could also assist the local Agri-

cultural Society in organizing the farmers for mutual benefit. Such Representa-
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lives should meet once a year for exchange of ideas, and should he able to

visit Experimental Farms and other institutions from which they could get ideas.

Elementar}' agriculture could be introduced into Riu-al Schools and High

Schools by these Representatives. They would not all be able to conduct their

regidar course in the schools, because good teachers for such work are rare: but

those who could not teach might be able to give valuable demonstrations outside.

The Demonstration r'arm could be made to serve a useful purpose in this connection,

and coidd be made a centre for a large district and for several schools. More-

advanced pupils in High Schools might be organized with others into Young
People's Institutes, and periodical meetings coidd be held on farms in the neigh-

bourhood, thus paving the way for some of the boys to the Agricultural College,

while making all better informed and more useful citizens.

The average school teacher, in the opinion of the Experimental F'arni Super-

intendent, cannot be expected to handle the subject of agriculture in a satisfactory

way. If they were, such teachers would not be content to work for the wages

ordinarily paid teachers. District Representatives of the College should be

better able to teach than the ordinary teacher, and coidd be in charge of several

schools, the other work expected of them providing a sufficient salar>' to retain

a good man for a few years at least.

At present there are four Agricultural Colleges in Canada, three of which

have a long course leading to a degree in Agriculture from a University, but fully

85% of the students do not pursue their studies beyond the second year. A great

majority of the 85% are continuing to make their livelihood direct from the farm.

Very few of the long course men retimi to the farm. The Staff has to lecture

to four or five classes, and a ver\' large proportion of the time is spent for the

comparatively few students in the advanced year, the work of preparing the 85%
of the students being made to suffer, or being relegated to assistants for the sake

of the 15%^ who are taking the advanced work. The long course work therefore

necessitates a larger staff and a greatly increased expense for equipment, but

instead of resulting in the two-year men going back to the farm more efficient,

they actually receive a poorer training than if the degree course were omitted.

One cannot argue against a thorough training in the science of Agricidture,

because trained men are tu-gently required as leaders and to carry on investigation

work; but Superintendent Murray thinks it a pity that this training should be

given in Agricultural Colleges to the few, at the expense of the greater Tuiraber,

and at such great cost to all the Provinces. All the Colleges are trying to keep

their staff and equipment to the point where they will be efficient, yet no staff

is as strong or equipment as complete as it should be for the best work. There

is room for an institution for advanced research \\ork in agriculture, and where

post-graduate work could be taken up by graduates of Provincial .Vgriculttiral

Colleges, and if such an institution were available less time need be given at the

Provincial Agricultural Colleges to advanced teaching, and tlie short course men
could be more thoroughly trained and sent back to the farms more efficient. The

research work need not overlap that of the Colleges, but could begin where they leave

off. Only graduate students would be enrolled, and work with them would not inter-

fere with that of others as the teaching of the senior years does now in the ordinan-
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college, .\griculliiral College staffs are constantly in need of recruits; and men
txmied out from such an institution where a thorough training could be given

would be valuable. Many of those on the staff of Agricultural Colleges are men
with no more training than they are trying to give their own pupils. Some few

who remain diligent students all their lives are able to do their work effectively, but

many are content to master verj- little after their ovra College course is completed.

The equipment and staff of the Central Experimental Farm might be

made to serve as a nucleus for such an institution as that just outlined. For field

investigation work the Branch Experimental Farms now established would be

a useful adjunct.
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SASKATCHEWAN.

CHAPTER LXXVII: AS TO EDUCATION.

SECTION 1: THE DEPARTMENT'S WORK.

Information obtained from Mr. Duncan P. McColl, Deputy Minister of Education

for Saskatchewan.

There are about 2,250 teachers employed in Saskatchewan. They are re-

quired to have Normal training, but a permit may be given on application of

the trustees. In that case the Department issues a certificate on satisfactory

evidence of scholarship, on the recommendation of the Inspector as to the teacher's

qualifications.

The law calls for compulsory school education from 7 to 12 years of age, with

penalty attached for non-attendance for a certain number of days in the year;

but the regulation is not well observed throughout the Province, owing chiefly to

the scarcity of labor causing demand by parents for children to help in farm work.

Districts are sustained by local taxes and grants from the Department, the

Government granting $350 to the average district school that is open 210 days,

also giving supplementary grants, in all about half the total cost. The School Trus

tees fix the teachers' salaries. Normal School fees are $5, $10 and $15 for 1st, 2nd

and 3rd classes respectively. The Government grants High Schools $1.25 per

day, and Collegiate Institutes $1.50 per day for each teacher employed. Other

grants are $200 to High Schools and $300 to CoUegiates on a basis of equip-

ment, apparatus, etc., a further grant of $150 to High Schools and $200 to

CoUegiates on the basis of inspection, and a further $100 to any Collegiate Institute

that maintains a commercial course witli a qualified teacher in charge.

No action has been taken bj' the Department in regard to Manual Training.

There is an agreement between the City of Regina and the Department that a

certain amount shall be paid for those who take Manual Training and Domestic

Science in the Normal Course. The teacher of Domestic Science does not get

a grant from the Department and no grant is given for equipment. The Deputy

Minister would like to see a change in that respect, and thought a grant would

encourage those subjects. He believed that if pressure were brought to bear

on the Department some action might be taken; sometimes he thought it best

for the Department to wait for pressure.

On account of the marvellous development of rural schools in Saskatchewan

the Province had had special difficulties, having since 1905 established a school

district per day. The number since the beginning of the year to Nov. 1 1th (1910)

having been 260, the energies of the Department had been devoted chiefly to

the rural schools.
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Normal School students do not get any chance for training in connection

with agricultxiral occupations, except occasional trips to the Experimental Farm.

The Agricultural College in Saskatoon is not far enough advanced to do any Normal

School work.

The matter of School Gardens has been discussed, but nothing has been done,

and travelling instructors have not been employed to look after School Gardens

or Domestic Science. There is a provision in the law for Nature Study but Mr.

McColl did not know of any place where it was being carried out.

Only two places in Saskatchewan have Manual Training and Domestic Science

—Moose Jaw and Regina. There is an arrangement between the Regina School

Board and the Department for instructors in Domestic Science and Manual Train-

ing to give training in the Normal School in those subjects on certain days.

The Deputy Minister thought it would be possible and advisable to have

in the High School an Industrial Department and that both the industrial and

commercial courses would be entitled to a teacher's grant from the Department,

but the local schools would have to be left to work out the plan. He thought

a two years' industrial course, the same as the commercial course, would be advisa-

ble, but was unable to say whether the impulse should come from the locality

or the Government as he had not looked into the matter sufficiently.

The Minister of Education and he himself had visited several places in the

Province and almost without exception local trustees and members of town coimcils

brought forward the question of a commercial coiu^se, making no mention whatever

of Manual Training or Domestic Science. Personally he was emphatically in

favor of Manual Training, had taken an active stand in regard to it and would

like to see some special certificates granted by the Department to those qualified to

teach Manual Training and Domestic Science. He did not know that a grant to

the commercial course was to prepare boys and girls for specific industrial occu-

pations ; he thought it was done to improve the condition of affairs that existed

in the provincial status of the commercial end of the work. He thought that

for the same purpose it was equally important that Manual Training and Dom-
estic Science shotild receive the same recognition as the commercial covirse. Even

if those subjects were rated as cultural and not industrial subjects, he thought they

should get equal recognition, but so many other things were pressing that that sub-

jecthad not received the attention and prominence it otherwise would have received.

SECTION 2: THE NORMAL SCHOOL AT REGINA.

Information obtained from Mr. Thos. E. PerrETT, Principal.

There is an arrangement made between the Department of Education and

the Regina School Board by which the male members of the class receive half

a day a week in Manual Training, using the material and equipment provided

in the city by the Public School Board. The Normal School has a very small

plot which it is trying to use for Natm-e Study. The Education Department,

which sustains the Normal School, uses the equipment and staff of the city schools

for practice and observation work and pays for it.

191d—Vol. IV—40
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The students of the Normal School very rarely come with any knowledge

of Natiire Study, Domestic Science or Manual Training; there are a few such

who come from the Eastern Pro\inces. There is very little to prevent the students

from coming in a body for two weeks and taking a special course in those subjects,

but there is a certain feeling that teacher-training costs a considerable amount, and

that the profession is being used as a stepping stone to something else, hence there

would probably be some restriction to increasing the course of training, particu-

larly when teachers did not want to use it in their life work. It would be a great

advantage if this Province did as Ontario does now—pay the travelling expenses

and board of teachers coming for special courses in those subjects. A great many
teachers would not begrudge the time and it would be a useful supplementary

course.

The Province requires the teachers to ha\e Normal Training in o rder to hold

certificates, but the Normal School with its equipment is not able to turn out

nearly enough teachers for the Province. The schools are increasing so rapidly

and teachers leaving the profession so constantly, that the supply cannot be

kept up.

Teachers are being trained here for commimities that are non-English. Jlost

of the work is purely academic and not professional. Those teachers are in different

buildings and under different management, but they associate with the Normal

students as much as possible; lack of facilities prevents the Normal School from

giving them the amount of practice they should have; a practice school would

be an advantage, not only to the teachers, but also to the schools they will teach.

A proper coiu^se of Nature Study would have a beneficial effect on the country'.

The Ruthenian School for Teachers is supposed to be connected with the Nor-

mal. There is an average of about 20 attending, their ages nmning from 16 to 30.

They are taught in English. Some of the more advanced ones took charge of schools

through the past summer. They are good earnest students and work very hard.

On accoimt of the scarcity of teachers those people often pay large salaries, as

men will go on that account, particularly during the summer months. They are

chiefly half-year schools.

The Normal School tiuTis out teachers for first, second and third class certifi-

cates. The salarj' in the niral schools is from $50 to $75 a month; $60 to $65 is

the average. The teacher's board runs from $16 to $19 a month in the rural

districts.

SECTION 3: PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT REGINA.

Information obtained from Mr. Eutom B. Hutchgrson, Superintendent of

Public Schools.

There are 34 grade teachers, 2 kindergarten directors, a Manual Training

supervisor, a Domestic Science supervisor and a Music and Art supervisor. The

total jmpils attending a Manual Training centre is 200, and the cooking centre 85.

The supervisor of Manual Training directs the teachers in his teachers' meetings;

they then carry out his instructions in the class-room under his supervision.
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The Art teacher takes color work and designing, the Manual Training instructor

taking constructive work.

These courses are doing much for the boys and girls of this city, but are

necessarily elementary. It is felt that industrial work should be introduced in

the High School, supplemented by a Trade School, for the great mass of boys

who cannot go to High School, but who should be given a trade training in order

to bring their earning power nearer to what graduates in the professions earn. It

is felt that in this way, and in this alone, labor will become more dignified,

and then, as skilled labor takes the place of unskilled, and the masses are prop-

erly educated, there will be universal education in its true sense.

The effect of the hand-and-eye subjects has been beneficial not only on the

progress in studies, but on the discipline of the schools; and the results in exam-

inations in grade 8 have been such as were never reached before.

Returns made under the compulsorv' education system show that 310 fathers

are connected with work requiring industrial education, 87 requiring agricultural

education, 251 requiring commercial education, and 80 requiring special technical

education; while the occupations of 1,001 mothers require training in the house-

hold arts and sciences. The present educational facilities provide adequately

for, and tend to direct towards, the occupations of the 80 professional men, but

for the others industrial, commercial and agricultural instruction is needed, which

at present is entirely lacking, except the Manual Training and Domestic Science

started in the Public School, which cannot be said to be trade education.

This condition of things, in the opinion of the Superintendent, has to do

with the feeling of reluctance on the part of children to follow the occupations

of parents. The drift of modem collegiate education is academic and tends

to make teachers and professional men. Somehow an idea has got into the

minds of the boys that the trades are not dignified enough, therefore when their

parents cannot send them to the Collegiate for professional training and they

cannot learn a trade, they drift off to occupations such as messengers, drivers,

barbers, etc. There is a certain period when parents do not know what to do

with boys and they themselves do not know what to do, but it would be possible

under proper guidance to direct them to certain trades, and many fellows would

go to school longer if they saw an attraction in the school work. 50% of those

entering grade 1 in the Public School failed to reach grade 8, which shows that some

other school is necessary besides the Public School and Collegiate Institute. 60%
of those in the three upper grades 6, 7, and 8 failed to go on in the High School.

At present there are 312 pupils in those grades and 120 pupils in the Collegiate

from the City of Regina. In many cases there was actual necessity for boys

to leave school, but is not a good thing for the State to have children leaving

before 12. In the case of those leaving because they did not like school, the

Superintendent thinks a little manual activity would have kept them, and parents

would have been willing to leave their boys at school.

The School Board has medical examination of all the pupils and the system

was fairly satisfactory when the population was small; but it is found that now
it would be more profitable to follow up the children, because nothing is done by

some parents on account of poverty or carelessness, etc.

191d—Vol. rV—40*
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Regina has expended for school structures, within three or four years, nearly

$450,000 altogether. There was no opposition to the by-laws for raising the

money, and the Collegiate by-law passed with a vast majority. The Collegiate

was finished about a year ago, costing between $140,000 and $150,000.

The compulsory education act is in force in the Public Schools requiring

attendance between the ages of 7 and 13. Cases are brought before the truant

officer, and without exception all parents have sent their children, and no case

has as yet come before the magistrate.

SECTION 4: MANUAL TRAINING AND INDUSTRIAL ART.

Information obtained from Mr. LindlEy H. Bennett, Supervisor of Manual
Training, Regina.

The boys and girls, in all the grades up to grade 6, get Manual Training, and

the boys from grade 5 upwards get Manual Training and bench work, grades 5 and

6 overlapping. Girls get sewing, Nature Study or Domestic Science in grades

5, 6, 7, and 8. There is no training now for the boys of the Collegiate, though

it was given there for two years and the boys profited by it. If Manual Training

were given all through the Public Schools better results could be got from the

boys in the Collegiate, for they could do the work that properly belongs to their

stage of development, which otherwise they cannot do. While that work would

not qualify them for industrial life, it would give them the start which they need.

It makes the boy more competent when he begins industrial life. It is a prelimin-

ary; the boy who has not got it is at a disadvantage.

The Supervisor told of his experience in England where Manual Training was

so popular in evening classes that the teacher used it as a whip; if the students

did not attend the other classes they could not go to Manual Training; it was a

sort of reward for attendance at the other classes. He thought classes of that

sort could be made to appeal to the young fellows of Regina if there were proper

buildings and equipment.

He had put in a good deal of time with two other men in organizing the Guild

of Handicraft in Regina, and there was a great liking for it, and many took advant-

age of it to make things to improve their homes. There were a good many appli-

cations from the art side for designing, woodcarving, etc. He thought what was

more needed than a trade school in Regina was a school for subjects that would

help men along lines of that sort.

There is no attempt in the Normal School to give students enough Manual

Training to enable them to teach it in the schools. They attend for such a short

time, and are of such different capabilities, that it is difficult to know what to do

with them. The Superintendent's plan is to furnish them with a certain line of

experience in things, something they have never had before, how to handle some-

thing from start to finish, trying to get them to think it out and work it through

to a finish, so that they will be able better to interpret conditions of workers and

of elements. A short course of 40 full days one after the other, would be nearly

equal to 40 half-days spread over a year, if teachers were picked and had natural
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talent that way. Manual Training, in order to catch the teaching body, would

have to be in the Collegiate Institute, where the teachers get their academic train-

ing, because many of them do not go through the city schools, but come from the

country. If Manual Training were in the High School and Collegiate, teachers

would be almost as well able to teach that subject as geography or history.

SECTION 5: DOMESTIC SCIENCE IN REGINA SCHOOLS.

Information obtained from Miss Joan Hamilton, Supervisor of Dojnestic

Science.

About 150 girls have sewing every week in the 5th and 6th grades, and all

the girls in the 7th and 8th grades get cooking. Miss Hamilton, who is in charge,

gfives a half day weekly to the Normal School but the class is so large that it has

to be divided into two parts, hence each pupil only gets a half day every two

weeks in cooking. This can only be of use to them in their own personal experience

and in influencing homes connected with the school. They are taught the value

of food and then allowed to cook something, and then they pay attention to serving,

hygiene and physiology.

A woman may be an expert sewer and yet unable to teach children. A
dressmaker in town began evening classes, but her class has disbanded because

she had not the power to impart her knowledge. A teacher must have knowledge

of the child's nature, a thorough knowledge of the work itself, and then the power

to impart that knowledge and to relate the whole to the practical work.

Classes for adult women in the evenings were held last year. The nutritive

values of food is the part the women ask for. At first they wanted to cook some-

thing new and fancy, but before leading the classes they wanted to get the other

work. Now that the children have had two years' instruction during their school

days in these subjects it is taking hold of the parents more.

Miss Hamilton thinks that Domestic Science should start in the 6th grade

as the average child might finish with the 8th grade; but she would like to give

girls of 16 years of age practical housekeeping in all its details, with responsibility

for buying and cooking, the laundry work and decoration of the home, plain

sewing and garment making, with special emphasis on proper cooking of food

to sustain strong, healthy bodies. She would carry the work into the Collegiate.

With the cooking and plain sewing she would like to have a three year course.

SECTION 6: PUBUC SCHOOLS AT MOOSE JAW.

Information obtained from Mr. Joseph W. Sifton, Superintendent of Schools.

Since March 1910 the pupils in the Public Schools have been beginning in

grade 1 with plasticine and rafBa, sewing and cardboard work, then woodworking,

carving, rattan and basketry. They will probably begin woodwork with grade 5

and continue it to grade 8. They have woodwork at benches the last three

years. Sewing is taught in all the grades from 2 up, and it is being tried in grade 1.
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A room is being equipped in the Collegiate for both Domestic Science and

Manual Training. Some boys and girls who are only average in other work do

Manual Training and sewing even better than many of those who are brilliant

and bright in other subjects. Some flower work is done in pots in the classroom

by the children, and there is a certain amount of Nature Study given in all grades.

There are 210 pupils at the Collegiate, probably 20% coming from rural

districts and outside towns. There are no fees whatever,. That is a condition

of the Government grant. Attendance is 90% in most rooms and it has been

as high as 98%.
After the woodwork at benches there is iron work, the aim being to train

teachers to teach Manual Training as well as they could teach geography. A
boy going into the car shops would get no particular training for that sort of life.

Superintendent Sifton thought it possible to introduce an industrial course

parallel with the commercial, and it would be advisable and useful if proper support

were given to it by the Government, the expense being a consideration.

A few have spoken about night classes for the men in the C. P. R. shops who

would like to get further training, but there are no evening classes in Moose Jaw

now.

The proportion of children of school age enrolled is practically 100%. This

is attributable to good teachers, attractiveness of the schools and compulsory

education. The Government pays a very small proportion of the cost of all the

schools.

There is no grant whatever to Manual Training and Domestic Science. Teach-

ers in those departments are not given any standing in this Province. That is not

a desirable condition, in the opinion of the Superintendent. Teachers in those

branches should get more recognition than others. He believes those subjects

are excellent, but public opinion along that line is just beginning to develop.

SECTION 7: PUBUC SCHOOLS AT SASKATOON.

Information obtained from Mr. HERBERT H. Smith, Superintendent of Public

Schools.

There is no Manual Training, Domestic Science or Nature Study with School

Gardens in Saskatoon, and the Board is not thinking of making provision for them

in the present buildings, as they find difficulty in providing accommodation for

the ordinary class-work. There is no gymnasium in the school and no physical

culture except in the ordinary class-room and usually a very short time is given

to it.

Attendance is compulsory. A truant officer was appointed last September

and found plenty to do, as much because of indifference of parents as from the

fault of the children; perhaps half a dozen cases have come under his notice where

poverty was the reason.

The Board advertised that it would open night classes intended to emphazise

the commercial course, if 15 applications were received, but only 5 or 6 applications

were made and the plan was dropped.
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Fully half of those who pass the entrance examination enter the High School;

but from 60 to 75% of the pupils never try the entrance examination. The

children who leave early are engaged in some work, but the Superintendent did

not think a boy is fit for industrial activity at 13 years of age.

SECTION 8: RURAL SCHOOLS NEAR SASKATOON.

Inspector Joseph E. Coombs, whose district is North East and West of Saska-

toon told of a school at Warman, 30 miles from Saskatoon, where the teacher,

Mr. McNaughton, has been very successful in experimenting with the growing

of trees from seeds and also with the growing of wheat. He selected 1,000 grains

of wheat and got the pupils to plant them in a plot, each pupil having a plot and

the tools necessary for working. The largest seeds were planted, then the next

largest, then the smallest. When the crop was estimated, the largest seeds produced

the healthiest plants and the largest yield, the next largest the next best yield,

and so on. He also planted potatoes and vegetables. They also have flowers

around the school. That work did not interfere with the progress of the school,

which was well up to the average. The inspector considers it the very best experi-

ence the children could get, because the majority of those attending the Public

Schools to-day will be on farms. That work will enable children to understand

farm problems better. It could be kept up for six years. Many of the schools

have done that kind of work.

The farmers around Warman were very much interested in the work, visited

the schools quite frequently, and are adopting some of the methods used at the

school. Such work brings contact between the school and the home.

In West Hope school the teacher is taking up sewing classes, both boys

and girls being taught to sew. This is carried out without much expense,

and with no equipment. Excellent work was done. It would be a great help

to the bachelors; they see the samples of work done by the pupils. Quite a number
of older boys and girls go to the school, some seeking professions, others going

back to the farm.

If there were some special provisions in the Collegiate for carrying through

the Nature Study of the School Garden into Agriculture, and also into Domestic

Science, it would induce farmers to send their girls to the Collegiate for better

training.

SECTION 9: PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT PRINCE ALBERT.

Information obtained from Mr. Joseph A. Snell, Principal, Collegiate

Institute.

The Collegiate Institute cost about $100,000. The High Schools of the

Province are organized along one general line, according to the plan outlined by
the Education Department, primarily to prepare for professional life. There is no
preparation in them yet for agriculture. The High School is doing laboratory

work for the scientific side of agriculture, engineering, etc., not for the strictly
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vocational side. It provides for a good deal of laboratory practice in science.

Children require to gain truth from the concrete as much as possible, and to

give expression not only in words but by action. The laboratories are established

so that the children may see, feel and handle, for the purpose of impressing the

truth upon their minds. When Domestic Science is established a great deal of

that work will no doubt be done right in the chemical laboratory.

There is a natural tendency on the part of boys to want to do things; and

one reason why our boys are not in school is because the courses for which they

have liking are not provided. Principal Snell has found not only here, but in other

places, that boys would make progress in courses suitable to their tastes and ability

who would not make headway in book-studies. Many fellows would be lured

on to attend the High School if they had a chance of working in a shop similar

to'a laboratorj'.

As Inspector of Rural Schools, Principal Snell had found one great weak-

ness with the system to be the lack of teaching Nature Study. There is a course

outlined, covering the ground pretty well, though out of 400 or 500 teachers

whom he had examined in the Province, he found not half a dozen who are doing

that work satisfactorily, and thus laying a foundation for agricultural work.

The trouble is that the teachers are not prepared, and do not know how to start

at these things, so they simply leave them, or else what they do is done mechanically.

He thought it very important that the Pro\ance of Saskatchewan provide for

that work, for it must be an agricultural Province; and if Nature Study with a

School Garden in connection received proper attention, students who leave the

Public School would appreciate the extension lectures given by Professors of

Agriculture from the University, which they cannot understand now.

Another thing the Government should do in connection with the High School

is to appoint some person from the Department of Agriculture, who is competent

to give instruction to the pupils of tlie High School and also to others who
would come in, though they had not passed their entrance examination to the

High School, and who would wish for a few months' instruction in scientific farm-

ing. In the High School they could receive fundamental instruction in English,

elementary book-keeping and elementary political economy, and have the labora-

tory to work out their problems. The Government should bear the expense of

that teacher, as is done in Ontario.

In order to train teachers to carry on Nature Study work, the course in the

High School should be modified, and greater attention given to that study in the

Normal School ; but the term in the Normal is now too short to give adequate atten-

tion to Nature Study. A teacher who has had opportimity during his own school

days of getting that instruction could carry on Nature Study just as well as

geography. As things are going now. Principal Snell did not expect to see Nature

Study taught in the rural schools, but he thought it should commence in the

elementary classes and go right on. If it were once in reasonably well, it would

fit in exactly the same as other subjects. The emergency would have to be met

by special effort, and a modification of the High School course would be necessary,

the teachers being prepared in the High Schools. Drawing, written descriptions
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and Nature Study teach pupils close observation, and also give them training

in expression by doing things with their hands.

Quite a proportion of pupils do not go to the end of the Public School, and

unless they receive there some training on concentration of thought and relation

of thought to action, they are handicapped when they go out into the world. Fre-

quently the reason they leave school is that they have taken up work outside

that they cannot get in school. They are inteiested in machinery, or want to

work with their hands.

An evening school was conducted two years ago, but last year and this year,

when it was opened, only two or three presented themselves. An evening school

where boys could use tools, would doubtless appeal to a great many young fellows,

as they would be able to study the things in which they are most intensely

interested.

DRAWING AS AN AID TO BOTANY.

Mr. Henry F. Perkins, Science Teacher in the High School, who takes botany,

chemistry, agriculture and physics, uses drawing to good advantage in his teach-

ing. In botany he gets the pupils to handle the specimens and then make a draw-

ing. The pupil gets the power to express himself in that way, and also the power

to see and observe the forms and put them on paper. Afterwards he can express

them in words; when need for the word arises it is brought out by suggestion.

That kind of botany coidd easily be taught to a child eight years of age without

using any technical terms. The child should begin to outline the plant form in

Nattue Study and do it very nicely and acarrately, and thus make more progress

when he came to systematic botany later.

Perhaps the distaste for botany arises from the difScuIty of memorizing

names, but he had found children from 10 to 12 usually quite susceptible to the

study of plant life, which would be helpful to the boy who was to be a farmer.

Botanical work in germination could lead a boy right along in agriculture, and
he would get a very fair knowledge of how plants grow by experiments he could

make. In his own work he had shewn the sprouting of the pea, bean and com,
growing several leaves without anything except water; then shewing that it would

not sprout without air ; shewing the function of the leaf, how it feeds and breathes

—

knowledge which very few farmers have, but which would assist them in their

work.
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CHAPTER LXXVIII: THE UNIVERSITY OF SAS-

KATCHEWAN AT SASKATOON.

Information obtained from Mr. Walter C. Murray, President.

The University Act was passed in 1907; the Faculty of the College of Arts

and Science began in 1909; and the Agricultiiral College in March, 1910, in exten-

sion work. In the Arts and Science College it is proposed to do the usual work

with more provision for investigation than is done in older Universities. Probably

the next College to be established will be a College of Education ; after that, prob-

ably. Law, Medicine, and Engineering with special reference to Sanitary Engineer-

ing and Civil Engineering.

Extension work is being done in literary coirrses, also in Agriculture in

connection with Farmers' Institutes and other organizations. The University

will also assist in providing teachers in Agriailture for the High Schools. In case

the course of the Collegiate Institutes should be modified to provide for industrial

work, the University will give it the same recognition as literary subjects.

The plans of the University are based on an extension of student population

to between 4,000 to 5,000 in fifty years' time, and of Colleges to meet those needs.

The main purpose of the Agricultiual College is to serve the boys who come for

two or three years and go back to tlie farms. Later on the Agricultural College

will have to turn its efforts more to investigation, and to the training of leaders

in agriculttu^al work. If this work is developed there is not much doubt but that

in fifty years its character will be changed and nmch short course work will be done

in the agricultural schools of the secondary grade throughout the Province.

The University is planning to train men as leaders for all the developments

of the countr)', not simply for the learned professions. That is the modem view

of the University. It is hoped to establish Departments of Domestic Science,

probably in connection with the College of Agriculture; apparently those depart-

ments have succeeded elsewhere when joined with Agriculttiral Colleges. The
Government of the Province, the Governors of the University, and the public are

inclined to be generous in the treatment of the University and staff.

About $25,000,000 worth of agricultural machinery is in use in Saskatchewan,

and its life is now shortened by one half, because of neglect. The University can

give valuable assistance to the farmers in that matter by short courses.

The task of research is altogether too comprehensive and onerous for the

Provinces unaided, and President Murray thinks that the Federal Government of

Canada should follow the policy inaugurated by the United States Government

50 years ago in aiding agrictilture and mechanic arts by grants.

The development of leaders is a matter contributing to the welfare of the

nation; and we have a duty to the individual as well as to the State. We must

give our people an opportunity to make tlie most of tlieraselves. By training

these leaders we are contributing to the nationalizing of the educational forces.
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The Federal Government should consider that feature of it as an obligation upon

themselves to aid it.

President Murray thought the obligation of the Federal Government to the

individual Provinces would be better met by aid to the Provinces, and there would

be a certain obligation on the part of the Provinces to the Dominion Government,

to see that the object for which the grants were made were carried out. It was

too much to expect the Provinces with small limited resoiu-ces to carry on inves-

tigations and research work, more particularly in agriculture and pure science,

which are absolutely essential for the development of these new Provinces. The
problems for the chemist and the physicist are almost unlimited. The strength

of a University depends on its research work, and it cannot fulfil its functions

unless it devotes a large amoimt of energy and resources to research. This reacts

on the teaching, for the man who is good in investigation is usually the most

interested teacher.

The close relation between the College of Arts and Science and the College

of Agriculture will permit the teacher in the former to take a certain number of

classes in the latter in the third and foiulh year; and graduates will then go into

the coimtry as specialists in Agriculture, and through them teachers in Agricul-

tiu-e can be trained.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION NEEDED IN SASKATCHEWAN.

The Council of the University of Saskatchewan submitted a memorandum
showing the need of technical instruction in that Province for the farmers, railway

men, electrical workers, and those employed in the building trade. The railway

men are a rapidly increasing group. The number of electrical workers will rapidly

increase in the West; the use of electricity is increasing for lighting, power, exten-

sion of telephone and electric railway systems. As to the building trades, the

demand for bricklayers, carpenters, millwrights and allied trades is great; the

supply is derived almost entirely from abroad, and the absence of apprenticeship

must very soon result is a very inferior class of artisan unless technical instruction

is inaugurated.

The numbers and needs of the farmers overshadow all others and their need

for protection and instruction is very great, for the following reasons:—

(1) The farmer in the West must learn to solve new problems, especially

the conservation of moisture, and all important questions hitherto unknown
to him. The weed nuisance which is overshadowing him is important because

of the large acreage tilled. The problem of restoration of fertility to soil, though

a constant one elsewhere, is seldom considered at the present stage of agriculture

in the West.

(2) Probably 25% of those who go West to farm have no previous knowledge

of farming. They are artisans, clerks, professional men of various kinds who
begin at the beginning without the adaptability and readiness which characterize

the yovmg. Their need is urgent.
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(3) The large foreign element is doubly handicapped and, added to the

difficulties that confront the Englishman or Canadian, they have those peculiar

to alien language, alien customs and alien methods.

(4) The large farms of Saskatchewan, with extensive use of labor and

machinery, and the business problems arising from the financing and marketing

of crops, demand high intelligence, good business ability, and not a little

mechanical skill in those who hope to succeed.

(5) Conservation of soil fertility, though not at present regarded by the

farmer as important for his interest, is yet of very great national importance.

Wise methods to-day may save millions a generation hence. The only way to

persuade and enable the farmer to conserve is by educating him.

The national featiu-es of the problems of Industrial Training are as follows :

—

(1) In the West the problem has been accentuated by immigration, which

is a national affair, and it is incumbent upon the nation to solve the problem

arising from immigration. The British immigrant no less than the foreigner

has a right to expect the assistance of the Dominion in helping him to succeed in

his adopted country.

(2) The conservation of natural resources is considered to be a national

problem, for it lies at the very basis of trade and commerce. The conservation

of the fertility of the prairies is not only one of national but also of imperial import-

ance, for it means protection to much of the food supply of the Dominion and of

not a little of the Empire. Such conservation is possible only through the en-

lightenment of the tillers of the soil. Their training is of national importance.

(3) The West uses Eastern products; hence the skill, intelligence and honesty

of the Eastern artisan are matters of first rate importance to the Western con-

sumer; and as far as technical instruction improves tlie quality of the products

of the Eastern artisan it is directly beneficial to the Western consumer.

(4) Important as is technical instruction, its results are more transitory and

less fruitful than those of scientific research, which lies at tlie basis of every com-

prehensive forward movement in the development of modem industry. To

foster this is a national duty, the task being too great, consequently too important,

to justify its abandonment to the initiative and resoiu-ces of local authorities.

(5) The Dominion Government has recognized the national importance of

agricultural research in relation to improvement of seed grain, and little could

have been accomplished in that direction without looking at the needs and providing

encouragement.

(6) What is needed now is a great institution for scientific research at Ottawa

with smaller institutions throughout the Dominion, the central institution being

complete and of the highest grade, the local ones being adapted to problems peculiar

to their locality, and co-operating with the central institution, where tests of a

national character embracing great diversities of conditions are required.

(7) It is highly undesirable to multiply local institutions if existing ones

can be adapted. The local institution should be a place of research, a place

of instruction and an agency for conveying to the people the information needed;

and if the Provincial University would agree to undertake the work required, that

would bring to it the prestige and the influence of a staff of highly trained workers.
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who in tiim would be benefited by the broadening of its interests and the enlarge-

ment of its sphere of usefiilness. The diffusion of the knowledge of the results

of research, which is essential to efficiency, may be more intelligently done under

the direction of a corps of trained University men than by a piirely administrative

body. So important has this work become in the United States that the Federal

Government has made a direct grant towards it. The most important phases

of the work of these institutes should be research and instruction of the yoimg.

(8) The question of control is a difficult one. A highly centralized policy

tends to discourage local initiative and is also liable to become less responsive

to local needs. The experience of the Branch Experimental Farm well illustrates

the defects and advantages of a policy of centralization. Even Avhere there is a

lack of scientific training when the local representative is expected merely to test,

imder different conditions, an experiment well thought out by a central authority,

the results are fairly satisfactory, as in the tests for seed-grain; but where the

research calls for not a little resourcefulness, watchfulness and originality, as in

experiments with live stock, the centralized system must fail. The ideal system

should include groups of able men, scattered over the coimtry, devoting their

energies in part to local problems, and in part to co-operating with a central body.

They should receive suggestions, assistance and inspiration from the central

institution, and in turn direct its attention to local needs.

(9) Grants-in-aid to the Provinces for specific pm-poses, subject to inspec-

tion by the central authority, will secure much better results than can be obtained

through a central organization attempting to direct and control agencies 2,000

or 3,000 miles distant. Such at least seems to have been the experience in the

United States. It is more in the interests of national progress to develop local

institutions than to absorb everything into one huge organization stirring but

feebly the life of distant centres.

The memorial submits that the promotion of industrial development through

technical instruction and scientific research is a national duty; that success is

attainable only by the co-operation of local groups of investigators and instructors

with a central body ; that this can best be secured by grants-in-aid to the Provinces

for specified purposes, subject to inspection by a central authority; that a strong

central institution for scientific research into the problems of industrial develop-

ment should be established ; that the central institution should be both an agency

for research and a biu-eau for collecting the results of research through the world.

That such a system should be administered in the spirit, not of a central insti-

tution directing and controlling a number of agencies, but of a federation of groups

of able men co-operating, though in different ways, in a national vmdertaking,

and acknowledgeing the intellectual leadership of the central institution.
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CHAPTER LXXIX: AS TO AGRICULTURE.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED

CHIEFLY FROM Mr. ALFRED MANTLE. DEPUTY MINISTER

OF AGRICULTURE.

The Department of Agriculture is under a Minister and Deputy Minister of

Agriculture. A great deal of assistance has been given to farmers by the Depart-

ment in furnishing special speakers for Farmers' Institutes. Since March 1st, 1910,

this work has been done by the Agricultural College as part of its extension work.

The College is part of the Provincial University. The Department maintains

a Provincial laboratory with a staff of 4 or 5 and free analyses of all descriptions

are made.

Many grants are given to Agricultural Societies, the bulk of which is spent

in prizes at summer fairs, horse shows, plowing matches, seed grain fairs, stock

judging competitions, etc. There is also a membership grant to Agricultural

Societies for a minimum of 150 members, which must be maintained annually.

The Director of extension work has control of the grants, each Society furnishing

detailed accounts of expenses in duplicate, one copy going to the Director of

Extension Work, the other to the Department through whom the grants are paid.

The grant of prize money for seed and standing grain competitions has been paid

by the Provincial Government and the Dominion Government has contributed

and co-operated.

Every effort is made to emphasize the educational features of competitions

and to provide judges who state reasons for allotment of prizes, so that young

men may learn.

Provision is made in the Agricultural Societies' grants for assisting them in

conducting demonstrations in the less well known crops on farms owned by the

members.

Provision has been made whereby a larger farm than the Dominion Govern-

ment Experimental Farm at Indian Mead, and with possibly a more elaborate

equipment especially along live stock lines, will be carried on in connection with

the College. The soil at Saskatoon, where the College is located, is essentially

different from that at Indian Head. The latter is representative of a considerable

area of the Province. It is felt that the farm at Indian Head should be maintained.

In view of the size of the Province the Deputy Minister of Agriculture thinks that

good would result and less confusion would exist if the Dominion Government

would give the cash direct to the Province rather than maintain Experimental

Farms; and that the need of Saskatchewan for either research or illustration work

would be better met by grants of money to be spent under local control than by

Federal control of those institutions within the Province. In the early days it
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was proper that the Dominion Government should do the work when the Province

could not command the services of scientists, but now there is a little clashing of

effort, a little wasted energy and a little overlapping. One executive head

could possibly plan a campaign better than it could be planned from the East.

Research and illustration work done by the Government in the interests of

agriculture and factories would not, in his opinion, be regarded in any sense as an

intrusion, provided the expenditure of the money was left in Provincial hands.

He thought the assistance given by the Dominion Government should take the

form of a bonus or grant as an alternative to any other form of assistance.

Help is now given, under a Superintendent of Dairying in the Provincial Depart-

ment, to those who carry on dair^'ing. During last summer a dairy demonstra-

tion train was run through the Province, giving expert instruction in the care

and handling of milk and cream. In addition to that, an instructor was main-

tained throughout the season to visit the creameries and give the operators instruc-

tion. This work is maintained by the Province.

Emphasis is also laid on poultrj^ and wherever the speaker on dairying goes,

he is accompanied by one on poultry. In connection with the creameries Poultry

Fattening Stations have been established in order to show farmers the advantage

of finishing their poultry for the market. The results obtained in poultry fatten-

ing work by the use of skim milk and its products have been very satisfactory.

A good deal has been done for live stock, grants being given to all the Live

Stock Associations—the bulk of the Agricultural Society grant going to the societies

for that industry.

The Noxious Weeds Act is enforced by local councils in organized territory

under the direction of the Inspector of Weeds, whose duty it is to see that weeds

are kept out in unorganized territory. Only within the last few years have weeds

become much of a problem in the Province.

The Deputy Minister submitted a memorandum as to the methods for influ-

encing the 86,000 farmers of Saskatchewan by information and education. He
grouped under three heads the existing agencies for helping and encouraging

farmers.

(a) The Farm Press, conveying information and inspiration through the

eye and printed page.

(b) Institute Meetings and Conventions, influencing through the ear and

spoken word.

(c) Fairs, Plowing Matches, etc., educating through demonstration and the

appeal to the competitive element.

Through the first agency (a), about 32,000 were reached, that being the

number of subscribers in Saskatchewan to the farm papers of Canada. As to (b),

about 7,400 were reached in 1909 by agricultural meetings, 200 of which were

held, the average attendance being 37. As to (c), 70 Summer or Fall Fairs and 50

Seed Grain Fairs were held in 1909, the average number attending the former

with educational motive, and spending any considerable portion of their time

at the ring side, being placed at 200. At the average Seed Fair probably 30 would

represent those who were more than curious or mildly interested. Eight Spring

Stallion Shows were held with an average attendance of 250. Thus the total num-
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ber reached through this third agency would approximate 17,500, to which may
be added 2,000 interested spectators at plowing matches and about 3,000 excur-

sionists to tlie Experimental Farm at Indian Head. Thus the aggregate number

of farmers reached in 1909 by all agricultural educational agencies probably did

not exceed 62,000 allowing for duplication. The number receiving farm papers

should be reduced to 20,000, about one-third of the circulation of any given farm

paper going into homes that receive another paper; the attendance at Institute

meetings should be reduced by half, an aggregate of 30,000 representing only

15,000 actual farmers. A further allowance must be made for those of the 15,000

who are also subscribers to farm papers and thus included in the 20,000. While

many would claim that practically all the 15,000 are readers of at least one farm

paper, it may be admitted that only half of those who attend fairs, institutes and

the like, take a farm paper. Thus the number of actual farmers who are being

reached, in even the least degree, by any agency working for the advancement

of agriculture from the standpoint of education would stand at 27,500, or about

one in three of all in the Province. Considering that these mediums of help are

either free or can be secured at nominal cost, the conclusion cannot be avoided

that the 55,000 Saskatchewan farmers who appear to be unreached at present

by educational and inspirational agencies are indifferent to such agencies and

what they stand for.

SECTION 2 : THE SASKATCHEWAN COLLEGE OF

AGRICULTURE.

Information obtained from Dr. W. J. Rutherford.

This College, in connection with the University of Saskatchewan, is providing

a two year course.

Meetings are conducted under the Extension Department. Short courses

are planned for those in charge of gas and steam traction engines at different

points, also for farmers, homesteaders and others at different places, the object

being to lay out a course that can be varied the following year in order to ensure

good crops and maintain soil fertility. It is also planned to hold meetings at

Illustration Farms, conducted by successful farmers, and to bring people to spend

a day there instead of going to the Experimental Farm.

The College has a plan for stationing a good man at each Collegiate Institute

who will be treated the same as the other teachers, and it is hoped to put on a full

course of agriculture in such Institutes with the best men obtainable who will have

directions to look after the needs of the district, perhaps under the auspices of the

College. The desire is to have teachers going into the countrj' with fullest sym-

pathy for agriculture. At present they do not know how to conduct a School

Garden, but it is planned to give them a regular course for it.

It would be advantageous if children could get in school instruction on seed

germination, conservation of moisture, etc. No difficulty is anticipated in having

children taught these subjects.
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Many farmers have made numerous attempts with different clovers, and per-

haps most is to be expected from alfalfa, which seems to be hardier and to stay

down longer than clover; it is a perennial legume and collects nitrogen. Only

in the last 4 or 5 years has accurate information about alfalfa been available. The

Experimental Farm at Indian Head has had several plots down four years; as

they grow older they thin out, but nothing has occurred to kill them. There is

no reason why alfalfa cannot be grown in Saskatchewan, although in the dry

parts the yields will not be as great as where there is more moisture.

There is not much rotation in the growing of cereals. The practice is after

fallowing to take one or two crops of wheat and then fallow again. In other

sections they take two crops of wheat and then oats, or perhaps wheat, oats and

barley. It is realized that nitrogen is being lost from the soil every year by fallow-

ing, but nothing better has been found for conservation of moisture, which is the

main element in growing crops in Saskatchewan. The main object of the fallow

is to conserve moisture, and incidentally to keep down weeds.

The whole influence of the College is being used to try to persuade farmers

to use better seed from the beginning and thus keep clear of weeds. The propa-

ganda for better cultivation is having effect and farmers are managing^to keep

ahead of the weeds.

A great deal of instruction is necessary along the lines of management of farm

machinery that could be of great service to the farmers. The students of the

College will be trained along the lines of blacksmithing, sheet metal working,

etc., so as to be able to take care of machinery and mechanical repairs at the

right time.

In the year 1909 over §18,000,000 worth of farm machinery was sold in the

Province. Many makers of agricultural implements have offered their machines

to the College if the latter would install a show room.

EXTENSION WORK OF AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The Saskatchewan College of Agriculture is being developed along three lines

—investigation, teaching and extension work. The scope of the latter covers:

—

(1) Agricultural Societies, including stallion shows and competitions in

plowing, and farming, standing faelds'of^grain. Summer and Fall fairs, seed and

poultry fairs.

(2) Farmers' Institutes.

(3) Excursions to Experimental Farm.

(4) Agricultural Societies' Conventions and Provincial Seed Grain Fairs.

(5) Institutes for Extension Workers.

(6) Farmers' Clubs and Women's Clubs—^District, County and Provincial.

The appropriation for this work for the year ending February, 1911, was

$14,000.

In 1910 there were 77 Agricultural Societies with 11,250 members. These

Societies receive grants according to the work they do, the total annual grant

to any one not exceeding $1,000.

191d—Vol. IV—41
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The Extension Department provides judges for the staUion shows; and they

award the prizes and deHver addresses on some feature of horse breeding or

conduct a demonstration in judging horses. The grant is § of the amount expended

in prizes, but not exceeding a maximum of $135.

In 1910 there were 39 field competitions in wheat and 3 in oats. Practically

all the Societies hold fairs, the number in 1910 being 72. Besides the exhibits

which are expected to be educational, other features are being introduced, such

as stock judging competitions and explanation by judges of reasons for placing

their awards.

In 1909 the Agricultural Societies paid prizes amounting to $49,486, the

total grants to Societies being $35,543.

The Seed Grain Fairs, encouraged by the Dominion Seed Branch, have been

popular from the start and have stimulated interest in the use of good seed. 66

such fairs were held in 1909, each covering 2 days. Judging of exhibits occupies

the first day, on the second there are classes and competitions in grain judging in

the forenoon and a public meeting for discussion of agricultural questions in the

afternoon. There is a growing tendency to exhibit potatoes and vegetables at

the Seed Fair, as the Summer Fair in July or August does not afford opportunity

for a good display. Many Societies give prizes for exhibits of dressed poultry

at the Seed Fair and one or two have exhibits of live poultry. This feature prom-

ises to become more marked in future. The grant for Seed Fairs is based on

§ of the prize money expended but not to exceed $65.

There is no legislation providing for Farmers' Institutes in Saskatchewan,

but as it was found impossible to reach all the farmers through the Agricultural

Societies, other methods have been adopted, arrangements being made with the

local farmers for advertising meetings and providing suitable halls, the Depart-

ment providing speakers free of cost. During 1910, 66 meetings were held in

summer and 168 in winter, 143 of the total being on railway lines. In 1910 the

attendance was approximately 10,296. In 1909 it was 7,245.

Perhaps the most advanced form of agricultural educational work done in

the Province has been the Annual Convention of Agricultural Societies' delegates,

the railway fare of one delegate from each Society being paid. The Convention

and the Seed Grain Fair are held simultaneously.

A feature of work which will be extended is the Convention of Extension

Workers. Speakers are wanted who understand suflicient of scientific principles

regulating their practices so that each farmer receiving instruction may be able

himself to correctly apply those principles to his own conditions, hence these

Normal School courses for Extension Workers have been provided.

SECTION 3: AS TO FARMING CONDITIONS.

Mr. ARCHinAi.D Mitchri.i. has spent the summers since 1902 driving over

Alberta and Saskatchewan in connection with forestry work and in 1906 and

1907 as Chief Inspector of Weeds in Alberta, meeting thousands of farmers even,-

year and becoming acquainted with their problems. He stated that men have come
to him again and again, and even bribed the liver>' man who drove him by feeding

his horses, so as to get Mr. Mitchell to stop and tell them something about the
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soil and how to handle it, the rainfall, the crop that they were trying to grow,

and so on. They knew there was something wrong and were anxious to find

out all about it. They seldom have trouble with the first or second crop. They

never seem to know about the rainfall and very few know anything of the actual

practical results of the work of Experimental Farms, and when told that it has

been demonstrated there that it takes the rain of three years to grow two crops, they

begin to open their eyes. When it is pointed out that the rainfall at Indian Head

is a little over 17y and that the farmers are lucky if they get 15 or 16", as is often

the case further West, the farmers see in a moment the folly of trying to grow

three or four crops consecutively after breaking or summer fallowing. The

pity is that the poor fellows do not know in time and only find out after great

expense and loss. Mr. Mitchell foimd good men from the Old Coimtry and Ontario,

educated agriculturists, opposed to the idea of summer fallowing, the trend of

agricultural education in those places for the last 50 years having been away

from summer fallowing as a waste of time, crop and plant food.

These men admit that summer fallowing is useful for destroying weeds, but

as their land is not weedy they do not see the force of it. They come from a coimtry

where one great object is to get the soil dry enough, and they do not imderstand

that the whole secret of tillage operations in the West centres aroimd conservation

of the moistiu-e. Summer fallowing is no doubt wasteful, but we must follow it

until otu- Agricultural Colleges show us some better way of conserving moisture.

It is suggested that immigration literature should contain a short chapter covering

the above points and thus settlers would be able to intelligently and successfully

meet peculiar conditions and save many a costly mistake.

Mr. Mitchell believes that agricultural education could be brought to the

jjeople readily and with good effect through the schools. The children might not at

once of themselves be able to carry out the ideas absorbed by them, but in a few

years they would; and in any case, their talks with parents over the principles

of agriculture taught at school would be helpful to all. Something is being done

now in this direction, but it is very meagre and often erroneous, as the text books

in use are frequently faulty in teaching applications of principles as adapted to

other localities. A few teachers are doing noble work in this direction, but under

the present system it is impossible for them to devote much time to it, and there

is no inclination for teachers to specialize along these lines. Yoimg men use the

teaching profession only as a step to something else, and yoimg women do not

teach many years before being promoted to a higher and more permanent position.

Moreover, the curriculum framed by the Department of Education would doubtless

imder present conditions make it extremely unlikely that a great deal of attention

could be given to the subject.

Mr. Mitchell therefore proposes that if agricultural education is to commence

at nu-al schools it must be done by specialists. He suggests that an instructor

in agricultiue visit a school at the opening hoxu- and take the upper classes or even

the whole school for a ramble through a field of grain or grass, or even over weeds

or a fallow field. Before they rettuned he could have each pupil able to identify

two or three weeds or to notice that a field was well or badly cultivated, how
some soils were too lumpy and others smooth and graniilar, and how it was possible

191d—Vol. IV—41i
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by selection and care of seed to produce an even and level stand of grain instead

of the ordinary one of about three different heights, etc. The school grounds

could be under his supervision and much good work done in forestry, horticulttu'e

and agriculture. On wet days he could show a chart of a horse or cow and go

over their different points, or even show a model of a horse's foot or lower leg,

or by model and experiments show the passage of water in the soil, thus giving

instruction to the children in a striking and pleasing manner, and in such a way
that they could not fail to grasp and be anxious to talk about it to fathers and brothers

engaged in actual farm work. The instinictor could then drive to the next school

and have their lesson through by noon and in the afternoon could visit a third

school, and if districts were arranged so that he could go round twice a month,

a foundation could be laid for agricultural education that would have an immense

effect in building up the prosperity of the country. In winter the agricultural

instructor could do a good deal of Institute work among the fanners of his district,

and thus render a very useful service.

SECTION 4: AS TO DAIRYING.

The commercial side of creameries occupies the chief attention of the Super-

intendent of Dairying, but during the summer and winter months instruction

is given by means of meetings. In summer two courses have been followed.

(1) To select a model dairying equipment and to hold meetings in a large

tent at farm homes where the herd could be utilized in the evening for giving

instruction in the proper methods of milking, separating milk and taking care

of the cream, and actual demonstrations accompanied by explanations on propei

methods of making butter and preparing it for market.

(2) Utilizing passenger coaches, which the railway companies very willingly

supply, one free, and the other at a reasonable charge, wherein a modem creamery

was installed. The meetings were very well attended, particularly by people from

2.S years up, chiefly men, but quite a number of women and verA' few yoimg

people.

The creamery business is increasing favorably, 1910 showing 35% increase

over 1909. The principal market is in the Kootenays and Victoria, B. C. In

summer the local demand cannot be met. There are 1 3 creameries in Saskatchewan

altogether.

The Department has three poultry fattening stations along with creameries.

Tlie object has been largely demonstrative, at the same time an endeavour has

been made to market the birds and get a fair price. Another object was to ascer-

tain the response of the market to a high class product resulting from grain fatten-

ing. Very few people have been keeping hens in small colony houses. The Super-

intendent of the Department has illustrated his talks with various model houses,

and the climate is not too severe for the colony houses, the frame being made
out of 2" X 2" with one thickness of lumber. One man south of Calgary with 9

hens got 5 eggs daily, and on one day got 8. The editor of " Farm and Ranch"

stated that he had seen those birds when the weather was between 20 and ,S0° below

zero and they were just as cheerful as ever.
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SECTION 5: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY.

Botany can be taught by observation and followed in words and drawing.

This method is applicable to a child of 8, omitting technical terms in teaching

Natiire Study. In country districts agricultural botany could be introduced,

beginning with the germination of seeds.

It is more important for children to learn agricultiu-e than to learn Latin,

French, Algebra and Euclid.

The Government should appoint an inspector in agriculture for the High

Schools.

The ordinary yoimg man on the farm when he reaches 19 or 20, does not want

to go away to the Agricultural College.

If five men who knew Agriculture and 'Education, and five women who knew

Domestic Science and Education, could be employed for three years, going to every

coimtry school, it woidd be a means of starting these things and saving a lot of

time and preventing loss.

Gophers are a menace in some places for certain kinds of plants and vegetables.

One witness thought a fair reason against the School Garden was that gophers

came overnight and ate everything.

Small Illustration Farms imder the care of agricultural societies, might show

what was best adapted for different localities. If there were small demonstration

farms 20 or 30 miles apart imder a local directorate they would be an object lesson

which would be instructive. Illustration Farms would help the yoimg children

also. The iH'. a who operate the Illustration Farms might be paid by salary or share.

It woiild W- better for the Government to own a demonstration farm; it would

cost less to demonstrate, and would be done more thoroughly by the man who was

there to do it.

Most of the German farmers have a great knowledge of soil tillage, though

not so much of animal husbandry and the importance of pure bred stock; they

need help in regard to the conditions of the country ; methods have to be different

from those they were accustomed to. It would help the Germans to have practical

Institute work to explain matters, then give them a chance later to go to the Ex-

perimental Farm ; a Government farm would impress farmers coming from Austria,

Russia and Galicia more than a private farm would.

Demonstrations to get rid of some of the most noxious weeds should be started

on a dirty farm. It might involve expense for additional eqmpment to do it thor-

oughly, but it would be a profitable investment. It would be a good thing to lend

a farmer money for such a pxnrpose.

Weeds are a nuisance ; the worst is wild oats, because it sheds its grain previous

to the wheat. It might be got rid of by summer fallowing and growing barley,

because the barley woiild ripen before the wild oats. Common mustard is also

getting bad. French weed has been a blessing in disguise in some cases, as it

caused the farmer to fallow oftener.

Weeds are on the increase; retiuTis from graia shipped out show that very

clearly. A great many people are going into farming from of3BLces and cities who

really do not know what a weed is, and thus they become very abimdant.
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One witness, quoting Sir Horace Pltmkett's maxim for Ireland, "Better

farming, better business, better living", said that the whole structure of society

rests on enabling the farmer to take his place as a citizen. Cities and Governments

do not half realize the value of training farmers in business methods and economics

of the farm for the good of the coimtry as a whole. The farmer must have a higher

ideal than a piu'ely mercenary one.

Farmers should co-operate in selling their products.

More attention is being paid to seed grain. People are paying for good seed

very nearly any price asked—from 50% to 300% more than formerly, and also

becoming more carefiil as to cleaning seed. Seed Fairs have been a great help;

standing field crops competitions have had a good influence; newspapers are doing

a great deal in connection with that—more than they get credit for.

One witness, who has attended a great many Seed Fairs, said that while the

old members go, the yoimg men and children, except in odd instances, are left at

home.

There are years when grain is not good for selling but would be good for live

stock if properly groimd. Grain not saleable could be used as food for cattle and

pigs.

If more farmers went in for mixed farming they could keep their men all the

year roimd.
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CHAPTER LXXX:
TREE PLANTING IN SASKATCHEWAN.

Information obtained from Mr. Norman Ross, Chief of the Tree Planting

Division of the E.Kperimental Farm at Indian Head.

The Forestry Branch of the Dominion Department of the Interior has a nursery

station in connection with the Experimental Farm at Indian Head, and is distribut-

ing trees and giving instruction to the farmers of Saskatchewan. The system is

one of co-operation between the farmer and the Department. The farmer applies

for the trees; before they are supplied his place is inspected in order to see how his

land has been prepared, and if in satisfactory condition he gets trees in the following

spring. The farmer's views are met as to where he wants the trees planted unless

his selection is wTong, in which case the Department's representatives instruct him.

A rough sketch of the groimd is made and a plan is sent to the farmer showing

the arrangement of trees, etc., before the plants are shipped. The farmer himself

does the planting. The object chiefly is to get trees aromid the homestead. The

preparation of the land for trees would not be any more costly than for a grain

crop, practically the same methods being needed in both cases. The Department

supplies the farmer with seeds if desired, and the Department prefers to supply

these as the fanner is thus encouraged to rely upon himself. The demand is be-

coming so great that the Department is cutting off men who have been given trees

for foiu- or five years and suggesting that they go on by themselves with cuttings.

The Department has no evidence yet that trees can be grown except after prepara-

tion of the land as for a grain crop. The question is one of moisture. Crops and

trees caimot be grown at the same time. The farmer is required to keep his plots free

from weeds, the object being the conservation of moistiue. Where the Depart-

ment's directions have been followed, farmers have had good results, and although

the practice only began in 1901 there are trees now 24' high. Trees are planted

in dry parts of the country as well as others.

The Department is encoiu-aging the planting of trees around school houses,

though they find it a very hard matter to get School Trustees to carry through

their instructions. After the first meeting in January it seems quite easy preparing

land for garden trees and the Secretary is instructed to apply for the trees, but

in very many cases summer inspection shows that nothing has been done. On

the other hand some men are doing good work in that way.

It would save a great deal of trouble if the Education Department would

take up the matter and send plants to the School Trustees in new districts giving

them an idea of how to lay out their grounds, etc. A good deal along that line could

be done in schools. Young people absorb more information than adults and a

child who knew how trees grew would get a good deal of light on how to grow wheat.

The trouble is to get the trustees interested first. Dm-ing the last three years a
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representative of the Department has addressed the students of the Normal vSchool

in Calgary.

The Department is not able to meet all the demands received for trees. In

1910 the number of applicants was over 7,000; tlie previous year it was 5,285.

All the land available for raising trees at the nursery station is being used. Up to

the spring of 1910 the Department had shipped out about 15,000,000 trees for the

three Provinces, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

The farmer is the most handicapped man entering the West, because of lack

of knowledge of principles underlying the business. The best farmers who either

farmed in Scotland or Ontario find themselves up against conditions in the West

altogether different from their old ways; hence their work is carried on in the old

way, and will in most cases end in disaster.

The first efiforts of new settlers at tree planting are usually failures and fre-

quently lead to discouragement because of unfarailiarity with winter conditions,

hence guidance is necessary. The plan of the Forestry Branch is to supply expert

advice regarding the disposition of shelter belts around the farm home, the best

varieties to plant, approved methods of cultivation to follow, etc., but as advice

in itself would not be sufficient to produce the desired results, i.e., a more general

interest in tree planting, the Department, as already stated, supplies a certain

number of trees, seedlings and cuttings to give the settler a start.

There being no question as to the advisability of encouraging tree planting,

and the system followed having met with such splendid results, Mr. Ross suggests :—

(1) Increasing the facilities by establishing one or two more nurseries at

central shipping points with a good supply of labor and in localities favorable to

nursery work as to climate and soil, with a view to supplying the demand with good

stock at lowest possible cost.

(2) That nursery agents should be controlled in some way, either Provin-

cially or Federally. During certain seasons the West is overrun by nursery agents

representing U.S. firms. These men being, in most cases, absolutely ignorant of

local conditions, sell thousands of dollars' worth of useless stock to new settlers,

who themselves do not know what is hardy in the country. The individual swin-

dled is not the only loser, for he puts liis failure down to the unfavorable dimate,

and the country, and being discouraged, he cannot be induced to try tree planting

again. His neighbors, knowing his experience, are also influenced in the same way.

Agents representing nurseries operating outside of the Western Provinces should

be made to pay a good license and take out a bond.

(3) Much benefit could be derived by the country if tree planting and similar

work could be done around the rural schools. At present failure generally results

because grounds are too small and there is no system for adequate shelter belts

and ornamental planting, or because there is no responsibility in a single individual,

the teacher often holding the situation for only one or two seasons, usually lacking

requisite knowledge and having no interest in permanently improving the grounds,

while the trustees are only temporary officers and no single trustee cares to under-

take all the work involved.
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No school grounds should be less than two acres, though three would be

better, and a bonus or some practical encouragement might be given to any schools

making a successful showing.

(4) Under Provincial or Federal auspices, large plots say one half to one

section (640 acres) in extent, should be planted out in such agricultural districts

as are far distant from natural supply of wood. In newer districts there would

be no difficulty in obtaining the necessary land, which could be reversed before

settlement. In older districts it might be necessary to purchase. At Indian

Head cord wood (poplar) costs $7 . 50 per cord and the price is annually increasing,

and this point is in a better position to obtain wood than many districts farther

west. The first cost of this plan would be heavy, but after some years revenue

would be derived. The crop reaped from the land whilst being prepared would

pay for preparing and planting. In a block of 640 acres, 55 acres might be set out

each year and a similar area prepared for planting next spring, the remainder

being cropped or otherwise used to bring in return. 12 years would be occupied

in planting a section. If fast growing varieties such as poplar or willow were

used, the area planted in the first year might be cut over in the 13th year and should

realize from 20 to 30 cords per acre, after that the plantation should give increasing

returns.

In newer sections not yet settled, a section in each township could be reserved

as are school sections, to form a fund for carrying on the work. In older settled

districts areas which are now held under grazing leases might also be used for this

purpose, the land reserved not necessarily being the place for planting the trees.

It might be sold and the trustees could purchase land in a more suitable location

and possibly help defray planting and other expenses. The plantations after

becoming self-supporting might under agreed conditions be transferred to the

municipalities in which they were situated and subsequently be managed along

the lines of the European municipal and communal forests.
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ALBERTA.

CHAPTER LXXXI: AS TO THE ORGANIZATION
OF EDUCATION.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. DUNCAN

S. McKENZIE. DEPUTY MINISTER OF EDUCATION.

The Education Department of Alberta is in chargeof the Minister of Education,

his Deputy and staff. The Government gives grants to schools on a basis de-

pending largely on the area of the school district in rural parts, and on a sliding

scale, based on the average attendance and the grade of the certificate of the

teacher.

To overcome the tendency towards keeping schools open only six or eight

months, there is an additional grant of six or eight cents per day for every day a

school is open over 180 days. The Government grant amounts to probably a

third of the total cost of maintenance.

On account of the scarcity of teachers for the schools that are being organized

so rapidly, unqualified teachers are sometimes employed, but only in cases where

qualified ones are not available. Normal training is imperative before full recog-

nition can be given to teachers.

Some encouragement is given to Nature Study or School Gardens in the way

of a special grant based on the inspector's report. These inspectors are employed

and paid entirely by the Government and are required to grade all schools with

respect to ground, school plots, equipment, and of nature work done in the schools

generally.

What is called the inspection grant is paid with a proviso that at least one

half of the inspector's grant must be expended in purchasing for the school library

books selected from the catalogue supplied by the department. The grant is not

based especially on Nature Study or School Garden work, though that would tend

to increase the grant. No grant has been made as yet for Domestic Science either

in any town or country school; that is maintained entirely at the charge of the

local authorities. Provision for teachers of Domestic Science is under consider-

ation. The basis of a grant is not the teacher but the class, so that a teacher

who held a certificate and who passed from room to room teaching that subject

and nothing else would not under the present law draw a grant. This applies

also to Manual Training.

The High School department receives a grant on precisely the same basis as

the elementary schools and in addition S150 per year for each department. The
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High Schools are not so large yet as to be divided strictly into departments. Tech-

nically, Alberta has no High Schools, and the expression "High School" does not

appear in the School Act or regulations. The Secondary Schools are merely the

Public School system grown out at the top, beginning with Standard 6, the pro-

motion from Public School to High School being an examination similar to the

Ontario public school leaving. The Public School has five grades, whilst the High

School department takes grades 6, 7, and 8 and gives academic standing for 1st

and 2nd class teachers' certificates.

The Department maintains the Normal School, which is at Calgary, no fee

being charged to teachers.

There is provision in the School Act for evening classes similar to those

taught in the day time, but it has not very frequently been taken advantage of,

no provision having as yet been made for technical classes. Commercial courses

are in the same position as Manual Training and Domestic Science; they have

been introduced to some degree but have not been assisted financially.

The compulsory law reqiiires pupils to attend school throughout the year

between the ages of 7 and 13 inclusive; but if they have completed the Public

School course at an earlier age they may leave.

The Provincial School Trustees' Association has been encotiraged financially

and otherwise by the Education Department. In a sense it was called into being

by the Department with a view to supplying young people with training for oc-

cupations. The Association meets annually in convention, a large proportion of

the members being farmers. It discusses questions, passes resolutions and for-

wards them to the Department for its information and guidance. There is also

a Provincial Education Association which has been called into being in very much

the same way as the Provincial Trustees' Association. It also offers its advice

from its standpoint. The Department has not made provision for industrial

training to any extent apart from instruction in Manual Training in the Normal

School, and instruction to farmers through the Department of Agriculture.

The Deputy Minister of Education stated that, in his view, hand and eye

training should be introduced in the first form of the Public School and go on through

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th forms. At the 4th, 5th and 6th forms Manual Training

and Domestic vScience should be taken. Natiire Study might be taken quite early

and he thought that industrial training should be as wide as possible and under

Government direction and probably maintained largely by the Government.

Personally, he strongly favored Manual Training and Domestic Science as a

part of the training of the boy and girl that heretofore has been too much neglected,

for the developing of construction, initiative, observation and accuracy. He thought

there was a danger of children having their attention directed over too many sub-

jects in early years and that it might be possible to teach the same things without

confusing the child with the various forms of lessons assigned.

The test of pupils in their early years for promotion in Manual Training and

Domestic Science should be the judgment of the teacher under the advice of the

Principal. The witness considers examinations as necessary evils and would eliminate

them as a final test for promotion in the jrmior forms, though necessary in the higher

forms. If teachers were more permanent they might settle the question of pro-
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motion from standard to standard, especially in nu-al schools, but changes of teach-

ers are so frequent that this plan could not be worked. Home work is given in

the higher forms at the discretion of the teacher, though it is questionable whether

this is the kind of attention needed when pupils are deficient, as deficiency often

arises from dislike of the subject, which is only aggravated by piling on homework.

The University, imder the University Act, is an educational institution in

Alberta, supported by the Government but not imder the Department of Educa-

tion, which has charge of High and Elementary Schools with provision for some

links between the Department and the University.

The Public School cotirse, before being fixed, must be outlined by someone

appointed by the Department, and the course must be sanctioned by the Depart-

ment and approved by Order in Covmcil. The course is subject to regulations pro-

vided under the School Act and any changes found desirable by officers of the

Department are made and approved by Order in Council. There is an Educational

Council of five members to whom are submitted for approval before final adoption

all regulations, lists of authorized texts etc. The members of this council are ap-

pointed by the Governor in Coimcil and two of them must be Roman Catholics;

there is no provision for any specified number being farmers, merchants or

manufactiu-ers.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Dr. JOHN T. ROSS, CHIEF INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS FOR THE

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA.

Mr. Ross was a regular inspector till two years ago. He had foimd very little

interest in Nature Study work. In his inspectorate there were only 4 to 5 teachers

who took any interest in School Gardens ; and he thought these were mostly trained

in Ontario. In general, the interest comes from the teadier who has been trained.

In certain instances those who were not trained were trying to do the work, but

it was unsatisfactory and without system. He foimd only one instance where the

farmers were assisting the teacher by plowing and preparing the ground. In very

few cases in his inspectorate did the farmer pay any particular attention to it. He

thought it was an important part of education to be encom^aged in the rural dis-

tricts, but the teachers must first receive training, and thorough training. He

thought it should be encouraged by a special grant, rather than by being made

compulsory. He did not think it would be advisable to disqualify the teacher

who is at present doing good work, but he would make training compulsory for

those who are being trained. He considered that it would have to be started by

School Gardens in those places where they were training teachers for the non-

professional examinations, even before they had graduated from the Public School.

The proper way to commence would be to have an object-lesson School Garden.

The teaching of agriculture to city and town children is very unsatisfactory witliout

a garden.

About 95% of the students who take the teacher's examination are trained

in tlie High Schools. There are about 28 schools in which those who will lie teacliers
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are educated. The smaller places are developing so rapidly that each year brings

an increase of at least 25% in the rural schools. There is need of teaching Domestic

Science in the rural schools, and there would be an advantage to the community

from the children getting it. As good a system as any would be illustration schools

in which the children would be taught ; then such children when trained as teachers

could teach these subjects later on.

Riu-al schools have not the accom-nodation for Domestic Science yet, and most

of the rural commimities are struggling to maintain schools for more than 8 months.

Conditions in the rtu-al commimities are about the same here as in Manitoba, and

it would not be necessary in " school of 15 children to wait for an elaborate Domestic

Science eqxiipment.

Mr. Ross considered th re is a need for attractive evening schools for young

fellows between 14 and 17. The students graduate from the public school at an

average age of 15. In the towns of Alberta there shoiild be industrial evening

schools for the young fellows who have left school; it would be more helpftil to

them than evening schools with simply academic studies. Preliminary training

would be an advantage to those who wanted to go on fiui;her.

Almost 60% of the rural schools are in session less than 9 months in the year,

and the majority of the pupils never reach any higher standard than the 3rd

reader; and in a rural country like this, the 3 R's are generally emphasized for

those who are going out to work. These children attend very often during the

winter, and in summer are taken away from school, especially among the foreign

population. That is not a good thing to continue. If there were 20 illustration

school gardens in the coimty, the young people would come in the evening if

they had a good instructor on conservation of moisture, good and bad seed, etc.

Most of the communities are lacking in social opportunities, and these evening

meetings woiild afford an occasion for social meeting.

The parents as well as the children have to be interested in education. So

far in the cmrent year 219 new schools had been gazetted, without considering the

increase in the cities and towns. The school buildings compare favorably with

those of Manitoba or Saskatchewan. Over 90% are built of wood, and they are

usually a credit to the comm^mit^^ The schools are superior as buildings to the

people's own homes. To each district the Department sends a plan of a model

school, and they follow it as far as possible. The schools compare favorably with

the churches, and the ratepayers in the districts spend as much money on schools

as on church construction.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. JAMES A. HFE,

INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS.

Edmonton is in the south-east comer of Mr. Fife's inspectorate, which runs

north of Edmonton for 100 miles, and west about 130 miles. He has about 80

rural schools under his care, and inspects the city schools once a year. There are

70 odd teachers in the citA' and 80 in the coimtry. Inspectors are supposed to

visit the coimtry schools twice each year, and Mr. Fife had not quite completed

the second inspection that year. Not more than two schools may be visited in one
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day, and inspectors are therefore kept very busy, even if the schools are fairly

close together.

Dining the previous year 30 teachers in his inspectorate were teaching on per-

mit, and he found a very marked difference between those and the trained teachers.

The trouble with the untrained teachers is that they don't know how to begin, and

so waste a great deal of time. In some districts the people are content to kee])

these teachers on permit, because the teacher is a resident of the district, and will

teach on a lower salary. The untrained teachers are usually asked to spend a day

in city schools before they are sent out to the rural school.

There are a few School Gardens in connection with the rural schools. The

teacher and pupils usually dig up a comer of the school ground and get it in as

good condition as possible in the spring for planting, then the children plant the

seeds under the teacher's direction, and watch the germination and growth until

maturity. They often have such things as carrots, sweet peas, beans, lettuce and

sometimes grain. It is very interesting and usefiil work for the children, and

Mr. Fife is usually told that it increases interest in the school subjects, and tends

to make the children better observers and clearer in every way. Too few teachers

take a decided interest in the School Garden—some of them because the school

grounds are not fenced. A grant would be of more value if the teachers were in-

terested in the work. Teachers could be prepared for it by a better course at the

Normal School, or bysummer courses at certain centres diu-ing the teacher's holiday.

A vigorous policy in the High School for years, so as to give a chance to all the

teachers to be more thoroughly trained, would help teachers and others in con-

nection with Nature Study. In Mr. Fife's inspectorate the teachers who are making

the most headway are those from Ontario, who have attended the Macdonald

Institute at Guelph, or those from farther east.

A few teachers from the Old Country are giving not only Nature Study, l)ut

handwork in plasticine and paper-cutting and folding, as they got that work in

their ov.m schools. If teachers came through High School with that class of work

they would not find any more difficulty in teaching Nature Study than in teaching

geography from the map. That would be of great benefit. The way things are

going now, it is hard to say how many generations of school life it would take to

get arotmd to well qualified teachers in those subjects. If we could save 15 years

by a vigorous policy for 5 years it would be worth while. 15% of the Inspector's

grant is given on the ground of School Gardens. A school could earn $21 on

groimds and buildings; if there were well-kept grotmds, the school would earn

pretty nearly the full amount.

There are some commimities in the district that speak very little Knglish.

The 8 or 9 schools in them follow practically tlie same curriculum as others. There

is no difficulty in teaching them English if the teacher docs not know the foreign

tongue; but if the teacher speaks a foreign language, there is sometimes a difficulty,

because he is inclined to give the children directions in their own langfuage. A

number of the scholars are originally from Quebec, and a number from (^icrman

families. Mr. l'"ife had one Galician school in the previous year, which was a strik-

ing example. The teacher did not know a word of Galician, and none of the children

—aged from 6 to 12—knew a word of English when they started. Mr. Fife visited
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the school nine months after it was started, and found that the teacher spoke no

Ruthenian, but they all not only spoke English, but read it as far as the second

book. They are most anxious to learn, and remarkably quick.

SECTION 4: SUGGESTED COURSES FOR BOYS

AND GIRLS.

Mr. William Pearce, of Calgary, outlined a coiu-se in agriculture for boys and

in domestic science for girls that could be conducted in Public Schools, some other

subjects being dropped if necessary. For boys the course should cover agriculture

generally, dealing with chemistry of soil, fertilisers, etc.; crops suitable thereto,

grasses, grains; plants and trees for ornament, for fruit, for protection as wind

breaks; live stock of all kinds, and breeding, feeding, milking; chemistry of foods

of all kinds, milk, etc.; preservation of foods so as to retain the most valuable

elements; irrigation, principles and methods of application of water, amount
required by various roots, plants and grains, conservation of moistirre, drainage,

etc. ; hygiene relating to drainage and ventilation of buildings, composition and

quantities of the atmosphere, retention of values in manures without rendering

them obnoxious or injirrious to health.

The objection being made that above subjects are applicable only to rural

schools, the answer is that it would be good policy to give greater attention to

rural occupations and pursuits in the curriculum and thereby to some extent

coiuiteract the present tendency to increase the urban population at the expense

of the rural. The majority of the subjects, however, will prove of great value

to urban citizens.

For girls, household chemistry should be taught so far as necessary for preser-

vation, cooking and utilization of fruits, meats, grains and vegetables; instruction

in gardening, vegetable and ornamental, care of lawn, etc. ; hygiene relating to

household ventilation, drainage, purity of water supply, etc.

Special attention should be given in any system of education to fit pupils

along the line of their aptitudes, paying particular attention to the calling the

individual is likely to follow, or be compelled to adopt.

Hence, wherever possible, manual labor should be adopted and extended at

least to boys and if possible to both sexes, particularly in lu^ban schools. Such
training would be beneficial to all, illustrating and opening up avenues in which

their talents could be utilized with pleasure and profit. The value of a thorough

training in mechanical callings can be seen by comparison of work turned out

by the average mechanic trained in Canada or the United States with that of those

from Great Britain or portions of Europe. No doubt this training could be best

obtained by a thorough apprenticeship; and Manual Training would be a good
preparation therefor, as well as fitting boys to be handy men for pioneer enter-

prises, settlements, surveys, explorations, etc.
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SECTION 5: THE ALBERTA NORMAL SCHOOL. CALGARY.

Information obtained in conversation with the Staff, chiefly from Mr. H. Thomp-

son, Principal, and Mr. James C. Miller, Department of Manual Training,

Physical Culture and History of Education.

There are 160 pupils enrolled, from all parts of Alberta and also from beyond.

They are imder no obligation to teach in Alberta after finishing, but nearly all

teach here. Nearly half the term is spent in practical observation work and teach-

ing. There is not time for very much academic work now, but as some of the

students are very deficient in places, some instruction must be given in the subjects

they are to teach. Manual Training is part of the course in the practice school

and a little Manual Training is taken by the students of the Normal simply as a

phase of method. The percentage of those who have Manual Training before

they come is very small.

Hand Work in Normal School.

Diiring the term about 20 hours are devoted to Manual Training subjects,

both theory and practical work, including four lectiu-es. All students at the Nor-

mal take the Manual Training, the men having volunteered to take also a Saturday

morning class for woodwork. The students do a good deal of practical work at

home; but in the opinion of Mr. James C. Miller, the Director, they do not get

suflScient to appreciate Manual Training as an integral part of education. Less

than two per cent have had adequate experience of Manual Training before

coming to the Normal. The Director's special effort is to qualify the students

to take such hand work as is advisable in grades 1 to 3 up to the point where pupils

take woodwork, sewing and domestic science.

In physical culture, the students do not get enough in any scientific form to

enable them to teach it in rural schools. They are taught the necessity of out-

door playgrounds and also the necessity of exercises to offset schoolroom con-

ditions.

About 90% or 95% will teach in rural schools after leaving the Normal.

They will be competent to teach how wheat or a pot plant grows, how seeds ger-

minate, and the different fimctions of roots, leaves, etc. There is no School

Garden, but germination work is done every session in boxes; there is enough space

to allow each student to have a box of her own. A very small percentage could

give an account of how a wheat plant reproduces itself. If they were trained in

such things before attending the Normal, much more could be done in showing

ho\v these subjects could be best taught.

Domestic Science is not taught at the Normal, and a young woman could go

through without anyone knowing whether she could sew or teach sewing. If

girls in grade .5 of the Public .School were taught sewing, and continued in the

High School and Normal School, a teacher could teach sewing as well as geography

or Nature Study. It would then not be necessar\' tn employ specialists in tliose

subjects in the Public Schools. (A subsequent enquiry showed that about 36%
of the young women in the Normal School declared themselves competent to teach
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sewing in elementary schools, and an additional 19% to teach sewing if provided

with a set of exercises for use in the school)

.

The Principal thinks Domestic Science should be introduced in the Public

School and continued on up to the teachers' course in the Normal School, to some

extent as an academic subject ; and so with Manual Training and Natiire Study.

The Normal School Staff are called out to aid teachers at Institutes in the fall

term and have thus an opportimity to some extent to hear from the teachers.

Agriculture is a part of the program of study in the Public School and the

first year of High School, but since it cannot be actually taught in the Normal
School at present, the latter simply goes through book work and lectures on the

subject.

I'Jld—Vol. IV—42
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CHAPTER LXXXII: AS TO CITY SCHOOLS.

SECTION 1 : INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. JAMES McCAIG,

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS. EDMONTON.

The grounds and equipment of the Collegiate Institute cost approximately

$200,000. The people of Edmonton endorse with satisfaction the maintenance

of schools; the people in the west are chasing dollars in order to spend them on

their children. The educational sentiment among the general body of the popu-

lation is ahead of the capacity of those who should be leaders in the work to meet

the conditions as they arise. Preparations are being made in the Collegiate In-

stitute for Domestic Science, but not for Manual Training.

The Public School Board has charge of the High and Public Schools. There

is a Separate School Board also. In the Public Schools from 89 to 92% of the

children enrolled are in attendance, the average daily per teacher being 43 children

;

but changes of teachers sometimes raise this to 50 pupils per teacher.

Handwork consists of stick-laying, paper work of a kindergarten nature,

cardboard construction, clay modeling and weaving of prepared and native ma-

terials (basketry) through the first six years of the school. There is bench work

for boys during the last three years and plain and fancy sewing for girls in the last

two years, with a course of ten lectures in home nursing and housekeeping. No
cooking is established as yet, but the board will equip a Domestic Science suite

in the High School for the girls in the Public School and also the girls in the High

School, and give facilities for special lessons in cookery and care of the home.

Nature Study work is not carried on as yet. Nature Study would give a

body of simple knowledge relating to agriculture and horticulture that should

be valuable to both city and country pupils, but it is hard to take any subject

that is not in pedagogical fonn and enable the teacher to take hold of it and see

its use.

The handwork is found to be restful, strengthening and quickening for other

work. This hand training would be helpful to any man whatever his occupation,

because it would stimulate him by appealing to a certain set of acti\nties that

might find expression in mechanical pursuits instead of the professions, and hence

it might keep those who would make very good carpenters from becoming doctors.

The Board's aim is to give efficient instruction in elementary school arts

and also to have the schools suitably reflect industrial and commercial interests.

Paralleling elementary hand work and Manual Training work is a carefully elabo-

rated course in pencil and brush drawing, in which the'aesthetic side is dominant,

but which touches industrial work at points all through the grades and in the last

two years is in close relation to bench work through mechanical and scale drawing.

The High School now gives only general training chiefly for preparing teachers

and matriculants. Some agriculture associated with botany and a little ele-
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mentary book-keeping can scarcely be said to have vocational significance. The

Board does not think any kind of industrial or technical course can be success-

fully incorporated with the High School; but there is a necessary cleavage in

institutions wliich might serve pupils who have reached High .School age, one

being preparatory to higher institutions of learning and the other a technical

school for vocational training combined with general culture and improving

subjects.

The Board doubts the advisability of continuing into the High School the gene-

ral Manual Training course of the Public School, which means a different kind of

education, both in material and experiences, induces a different set of reactions,

and awakens or stimulates a different set of activities from those connected with

the formal studies. Manual Training enlarges the chance of pupils for choosing

suitable vocations, and if this is its right office its work as an instrument for gener-

al training seems to be completed in the common school ; if pursued in Secondary

Schools it should be associated with technical and mechanical courses having

vocational purpose rather than in conjunction with the literature, arts and science

of the High School.

With regard to the method of instituting technical training, the more local

this work can be made, the more efficient it will be in answering local industrial

needs and also as to administration, which will be the better for industrial interests

the more it is decentralized.

There is no Manual Training in the High School, the judgment of the Board

being that the beginning of vocational work should be distinct from the general

work of the Secondary Schools ; and as a direct part of High School administration

vocational work of a close and specific sort could not be incorporated into the High

School course. There would be many boys, however, who would very gladly

welcome some mechanical course in the High School because of distaste for so-

called ' 'formal studies"; and some would be helped into a higher efficiency by such

a Secondary School. There is no great demand for that sort of thing, however,

and it might develop through the contemplated evening school, if the course in-

cluded drawing and mechanical work of some sort.

AGRICULTURE IN HIGH AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Agriculture as a school subject might be viewed in three ways:^

(1) As Nature Study to stimulate an interest in matters constituting the

natural and perhaps also the industrial environment of the pupil for the sake of

creating an attachment for country things and country life.

(2) As direct training in the practice of tillage, growing of crops and caring

for animals.

(3) As growing out of geography into parts of other sciences, and hence a

subject of general training.

In regard to (1), the absence of organization of Nature Study as a subject of

instruction has led to its being dealt with in rather an erratic way; and the training

of teachers has not given them the right attitude to it,

191d—Vol. IV—42t
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Where an attempt has been made to deal with agriculture as a vocational

subject, the work has been foimd quite fragmentary and ineffective, for agriculture

is an applied science dependent upon half a dozen nature sciences and ccveis so

much ground that the fixing of its scope in the elementary school is rather difficult.

In any case, it is not the office of the common school to make farmers or perhaps

to give specific vocational training of any kind.

Agriculture being an applied science, i.e., an art with science as its basis, it

should be taught objectively by interesting demonstrations inside and outside of

the school, in short, by laboratory methods. There is a little book on agriculture

at present in the High School course ; but the subject does not receive any of the

laboratory treatment belonging to the natural sciences, although it should really

receive more. A Committee now at work on the program of studies intends

to continue it as part of the obligatory course for teachers and to put it into the

third year of the High School course, and to vitalize the subject by right teaching,

so as to give teachers the proper training and attitude to it in dealing with Public

School pupils. It is also hoped that the Committee may influence the Normal

training of teachers, so as to increase their fitness for efficient rural work. These

changes in the Public School course itself and the improvement in the training of

teachers will put the teaching of agriculture on a rational and efTective basis.

As to the value of agricultural teaching for vocational purposes in either the

Public or High School, it would seem that this is a matter outside the scope of

these schools, and that such work, in order to be useful and effective, must be

made to belong to the Trade School branch of education.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. FREDERICK

CARR. PRINCIP.-U.. EDMONTON HIGH SCHOOL.

185 students are enrolled, 20% from outside Edmonton. A large number
of the students are preparing either for teaching or for the University, and some
leave at the end of the first year to enter business.

Those who have come in the last 2 years from Edmonton schools have had

Manual Training in their Public School days; those who come from the country

have not had anything of that kind. There is a general difference between these

two classes in regard to readiness to go on with science work. In many cases

those from the country are found better fitted for cramming; apparently the

training they have had in the country was to rely upon their own efforts, especially

for cramming; but pupils who have had Manual Training and have been working

with others are better equipped as social factors in the schools.

Nothing compulsory has been done in the way of Nature Study, but the

Principal has taken pupils to School Gardens and directed their efforts along ob-

servation lines. The Principal thinks it wise to adjust the subjects of Manual
Training and Domestic Science to the High School just as far as the Board is doing.

Nature Study is now a part of the studies, but the other is not recognized. This

year only one pupil expressed the desire to become a mechanic, and he left school

and became apprenticed to a carpenter.
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SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Mr. GEORGE A. McKEE, PRINCIPAL. STRATHCONA

PUBUC SCHOOL.

The Public School does High School work in standards 6, 7, 8. At present

from 15% to 20% of the pupils come from outside Strathcona from farm houses

or outlying points. Most of the pupils seem to be aiming for the teaching profession

;

some attend just for the Public School training; some intend going to the Uni-

versity ; and others use the High School training for business purposes.

Natiu-e Study and School Garden work might be done by the science master

for those who are to become teachers. All through the Public School course from

standard 1 there is Nature Study ; but in the lower classes it is taken in conjimction

with home geography. At standard 4 teachers are supposed to teach the care of

horses, cows, etc., but in many cases the pupils know more than the teacher does.

In standard 5 there is a text-book on agriciilttire, which is an examination subject.

Then in the first year of the High School, botany and agriculture are combined;

and that is as far as the Nature Study goes in the school system at present. A
student who had taken it all would not be competent to teach Nature Study in

the coimtry schools. Enough Natiu-e Study and Domestic Science could be given

in the High School to enable them to teach it if the grades were properly outlined

and if the instruction were given in the Public School also; but the bulk of the

teachers for that work being trained only in the High Schools, the latter is the

place for sucli training. The majority of the teachers do not go to the University,

so it would not be advisable to do such work there.

SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Dr. ARTHUR M. SCOTT, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,

CALGARY.

The system consists of a High School and ten Public Schools under the control

of an elected Board of five members. There are 8 High School teachers, 76

Public School teachers, and 7 supervisors and teachers of special subjects, imder

the direction of a Superintendent appointed by the Board. While the coxu-ses of

study are in the main prescribed by the Department of Education, the City Board
has organized a Commercial Department of the High School ; Departments of

Manual Training, Household Science and Physical Training in the Public School;

and placed Music and Drawing xmder the direction of supervisors, no provision

having been made in the school ordinance for these things.

The Supervisor of Drawing instructs and supervises the work of teachers of

junior classes and instructs the classes of higher grades. Freehand drawing, with

some color work closely correlated with the various subjects of the course, especially

the Manual Training, constitutes the bulk of the work done.

In Household Science, the girls of standard 3 have sewing lessons once each

week, while the boys take elementary bench work one hoiur a week. In standard 4,
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both junior and senior, the girls have a lesson each in cooking and household eco-

nomics, while boys have more advanced woodwork with elementary mechanical

drawing for two hoiu^s each week. In standard 5 special attention is given to draw-

ing and art, and an elementary course of leather and brass work forms a contin-

uation of the handicraft work for both boys and girls. Manual Training and
elementary handicraft work are taken from the primary class through the

Public School grades.

The following suggestions are offered by the Superintendent as further pro-

vision for training boys and girls for social service and citizenship :

—

(1) A more distinctly business type of instruction in the senior grade of the

Public School for boys who wish to enter offices, comprising penmanship, business

course and kindred subjects.

(2) Provision for Manual Training and Household Science in the High School,

continuing and supplementing the work now being done in the Public School.

(3) Provision for technical instruction in both day and evening classes; in-

struction pertaining to the building trade and the industries peculiar to Calgary

and district, so that the schools may have a direct relation to the industrial pursuits

of the community.

(4) Provision for the teaching of art in its various branches in the High School

and the Technical School.

The Superintendent stated that 95% of the children of school age are enrolled;

that the average attendance is 87 to 90%; that the Board had recently made pro-

vision for evening classes in Domestic Science, but that no representation had been

made to him in favor of evening classes except in a very general way.

The Manual Training in the Public Schools was one of the first classes in

Canada under the Macdonald Fund and has been maintained ever since. There is

no Manual Training in the High School. Most of the boys who drop out of school

do so in the senior 4th, the chief reason being that standard 5, or the senior class

in the Public School, does not fit the boys for what they are expected to do when

they leave—commercial life or trade. Some boys are compelled to leave in order

to earn money, and they go into banks etc. Most of the boys would stay longer

if they had some industrial work. The only difficulty in developing one side of

the High School in that direction would be the financial one.

For the first four years girls and boys work together in elementary art work

under the Supervisor of Drawing; when boys enter the Manual Training at the

elementary stage, the girls take Drawing, and at the advanced stage the girls have

Domestic Science; at the final stage both work together on leather and brass work

just before entering the High School, where the Commercial Course is the only

thing that would correspond with that class of work.

Nature Study is not well organized, being done mostly in two forms—the

experimental method of having boxes, plants and germination plots in the school

room, or the examination of plants and gathering specimens from the surrounding

country. These are carried on generally by most of the teachers. The Superin-

tendent sees no place for teachers to get Nature Study except at the High School

and Normal School. To be effective in leading to agriculture. Nature Study
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should be organized and correlated from one end to the other as Manual Training

is, and involve the handling of actual things.

If industrial training were introduced into the High School it should be on

the same basis as the present commercial training, so that the students would

get the benefit of broad English training—study of history and language generally,

in addition to the industrial training. The Superintendent's idea would be to

have a separate Technical School. He thought the industries in Calgary suffi-

cient to justify starting that school within two years.

The Commercial Department in the High School is a one year course, including

English in all the branches,—arithmetic, commercial calculation, book-keeping,

writing, stenography and typewriting. The class has about 25 members, compared

with about 100 in the general course.

EVENING TECHNICAL CLASSES AT CALGARY.

The School Board is contemplating erecting a building with some eight or

ten rooms in it for technical education, but is awaiting first for settlement of

question in regard to the University in Calgary and also the report of this Commis-

sion. Since our visit Mr. T. B. Kidner, formerly of New Brunswick, has been ap-

pointed Director of Technical Education under the Calgary School Board, and has

arranged a number of evening classes giving courses in mechanical and machine

drawinc, drawing for house-carpenters, building construction, sheet metal drafting,

pa'ut'ng and decorating, plumbing and sanitation, heating and ventilation, electro-

technics, shop mathematics, applied mathematics, augmented arithmetic and

English, cookery and household science, also commercial courses in shorthand,

typewriting, commercial arithmetic and business English.

Conditions of Entrance.

There are no entrance examinations of any kind, but students are advised to

consult the Director or the Class Instructors if in doubt as to the class they should

enter. Students in any of the drafting courses are strongly advised to take up

in addition at least one of the courses in Applied Mechanics, Practical Arithmetic,

Shop Mathematics and Practical English. Students should be at least fourteen

years of age, and engaged during the day in some industrial pursuit.

SECTION 5: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Mr. JOSEPH F. LYNN, SUPERVISOR OF MANUAL TRAINING IN

Tl-iE CALGARY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

There are 62 teachers in Calgary participating in Manual Training work.

The Supervisor sjjends the whole five days of the week among those teachers,

and teaches one ot two days in the aggregate, doing the advanced work in the 5th

form—leather, brass and basketry work. The Supervisor has but one assistant

who takes ull Ihe woodwork.
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High School boys have expressed to the Supervisor a wish for opportunity

to do work there that they did not get at the Pubhc School. It is much to the

advantage of young fellows to have worked right through the Public School grade.

The elementary work has been found of very great advantage when they come

afterwards to the woodwork, as shown in their ability to think for themselves

and to go ahead with more intelligence, in their knowledge of geometrical and

mechanical drawing, in their technique, and in their ability to handle their fingers,

the rule and the tools much better than boys who have not had that work. They

also acquire the habit of planning out things. The preparatory training enables

the Supervisor to get through as much with the boys in two years as formerly

would require three. A great many of the teachers are very much interested in

the work and consequently apply it in their schools. The work is making

progress here. Calgary gets no grants for Manual Training work.

The conditions in Calgary are rather abnormal. Practically one half of the

school population is in the first two years of the school; the figures show only 7

woodwork classes in the 4th standard, and 5 classes in the 5th, all the rest being

below that. In the 4th standard there is no wood turning or cabinet making;

there is a little copper work, mainly as decorative applied to the woodwork. The

work in standard 1 includes paper folding, cutting and pasting, then very simple

construction, mat weaving in colored strips of paper, clay modeling, raffia matting

and winding. In standard 2 simple weaving on cardboard looms with textiles,

such as dolls' caps, hammocks, etc., cardboard construction involving measuring

from i" division, clay modeling, of forms of life and beginnings of physical geog-

raphy; elements of basketry; industrial processes of material used. Standard

3, beginnings of mechanical drawing and developments as applied to cardboard

construction, basketry; applied design in decoration of articles made; advanced

cardboard work; bench work in wood for boys involving use of simple woodworking

tools; sewing for girls. Standard 4, boys, woodwork; girls, household science.

Standard 5, tooled leather work and advanced basketry for both sexes, in regular

class rooms. The Domestic Science course has two special teachers, and includes

cooking and sewing. There is a Saturday class for girls from the private schools,

also evening classes attended by married women, working girls and teachers.

SECTION 6: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

MISS MARGARET STEWART, TEACHER OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE

IN CALGARY SCHOOLS.

Domestic Science classes had been opened in Calgary in the previous Septem-

ber, and had aroused great interest among the pupils, so that there was seldom

an absentee. Miss Stewart takes the jimior and senior fourth grades; they all

go to one centre; 7 classes a week. Part of the time is taken up with sewing

when" they are not cooking.

Evening classes had just been started, one night a week. The students are

two married women, four teachers, and some working girls. There is a Saturday

class for the girls from one of the private schools.
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Miss Stewart thought she could give ten lessons to the teachers of Calgary

that would enable them to understand the relationship of Domestic Science to

other work in the school. That was one of the objects of the technical class at

night. There could be a great deal of correlation between Domestic Science and

literature, science and chemistry. Children learn to write better and speak with

more fluency and accuracy about the things with which they are working.

No instruction is given to girls in cutting out garments ; Miss Stewart thought

that would come later in the class for women, and that she could teach it. It

would be an attractive and suitable subject for High School girls, but they have

probably not had the preliminary lessons in sewing. By the time the girls now ta-

king sewing go to the High School, there will be a technical class in the High School.

The course would be expanded to meet the needs of the people from time to time.

The evening classes are not free
;
just enough is charged to cover the lighting,

cost of the materials and the rent of the room. The School Board did not have

any suitable building available at the time. The class meets in a public building,

and the rent is very high. It is open in the day for a public school and for this

technical school at night. The intention is to have three nights a week if there

are enough applications.

SECTION 7: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Mr. WILLIAM A. HAMILTON, SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS.

LETHBRIDGE.

Public and High Schools are under the same board. Standard 5 is the highest

form in the Public School. In that form 43^% are boys, in the next lower 43 . 8%
are boys, in the High School 47% are boys, so that whatever conditions cause the

older pupils to leave before finishing seems to affect both sexes. Many leave from

12 years of age upward, because of poor progress in lower grades, lack of oppor-

timities early in life and discoiu-agement by competing with yoimger children, etc.

No doubt these pupils would remain longer if they had more hand work, for they

have a great deal of physical energy, which the present coiu-se does not offer

opportunity for using.

The average attendance at the Public School is from 60 to 70% of the enrol-

ment. There is no compulsory attendance in Alberta; but there are not many
children who do not attend school.

There is no Manual Training, Domestic Science or Drawing in the city schools.

A beginning of hand training has been made in yoimger classes up to second grade

—paper folding or paper cutting, a little clay modeling, but nothing above that.

Experience shows the educational value of those subjects and the Board contem-

plates having both Manual Training and Domestic Science.

The School Board has wished to separate the High School from the Public

School, and a site has been purchased with the hope of soon having a well equipped

High School. The ratepayers have great hope of seeing the school work carried on

in an advanced manner, and are willing to make reasonable provision. The new
High School site is 2^ acres.
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SECTION 8: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Mr. DAVID ANDREV\ S, PRINCIPAL. THE HIGH SCHOOL

LETHBRIDGE.

The majority of present students will go into the teaching profession or to the

University. The Board does not think there is a single child of a miner in attend-

ance. There is no organized handwork except drawing, the building being small

and having only a small staff. The majority of pupils are from Lethbridge and

probably 10 or 15% from the country. A very small percentage will hve on farms

or follow farming.

Those who are preparing as teachers will have to start in country schools, as

towns require experienced teachers. Agriculture is taught but has to be taken

largely from book knowledge on account of having no school garden. Animal life

studies in the second form of the High School are not greatly adapted for farm life.

It would be far more satisfactory and practical if more of the animal life of the

farms were taught and the work on the lower forms of life thrown out. The pupils

get a kind of imaginary idea of protozoan life, that is, they get the names. All

this is taught from book work as the school has not a microscope powerful enough.

Nature Study as far as animal life is concerned could be greatly improved. Physical

and commercial geography could not be taught satisfactorily without a map, nor

mathematics without a paper, or agriculture without a plot of ground, unless the

pupils can go home and look at actual things and report on their return. For

satisfactory work pupils must have contact with actual things. The few boys

who have contact with the country become much more satisfactory students of

botany, animal life and agriculture. It is to be hoped that the revised curriculum

will put Manual Training and some technical training in the schools. The school

should have a plot to demonstrate agriculture and botany, the same as physical

science and chemistry are dealt with in the laboratory. Domestic Science is some-

thing' that everv nirl should be in touch with at home, but the Principal is not sure

that there iF : .,reat p necessity for it in the school.

BOARD OK TRADE'S SUGGESTIONS.

The Board of Trade, after a discussion in a full meeting of its members, recom-

mended to the Commission the establishment of,

—

(I) A Technical School for mining and other industrial pursuits. Lethbridge

is a very important coal centre. There is an immense amount of coal at

different points throughout Southern Alberta and within a radius of 100 miles

are at least 35 coal mines. At no point in the Province is any instruction given

to fit men for higher positions in the mines. The Board believes the establish-

ment of a school of this character would not only be a great benefit from an

educational standpoint, but also a distinct factor in preventing accidents. The

men employed in the mines have no means of procuring any education in their

own particular line, except what they learn from actual experience and through

correspondence schools. Many new mines arc being opened up in this district, and
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men with a technical knowledge of the business are in great demand. During the

next year at least $500,000 will be spent in developing new coal areas within a

radius of ten miles of Lethbridge.

(2) A Technical School of Agriculture. Lethbridge is the centre of a large

agricultural district. The Dominion Experimental Farm is located there; they

have one of the oldest irrigation systems in Canada, and it is very necessary for

farmers to receive scientific training in the use of water, the rainfall being lighter

than in other parts of Canada. Farmers not served by the irrigation system

would also be greatly benefited by scientific instruction as to best means of conserv-

ing moisture.

The establishing here of schools for technical education and industrial training

in agriculture and mining will foster the development of other industries which

will require men with technical training.

SECTION 9: THE PUBUC SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE HAT.

The compulsory attendance law is not practicable, and is not enforced in this

city. The daily average attendance is 600 out of 725 enrolled.

A Supervisor of Drawing spends two hours each day visiting the rooms and

outlining the work for the diilerent standards and supervising it. The drawing

and color work is carried on quite successfully.

In the lower forms there is paper folding and weaving, etc., intended to pre-

pare the way for Manual Training, which it is hoped to introduce.

Agriculture is taught according to the Departmental program, but the subject

is not handled by teachers as skilfully as it might be on account of lack of pre-

paration, though they are making conscientious efforts. There is no School Garden,

no Domestic Science, and no Sewing is given to the girls.

A number of young people in the High School are preparing for the Normal,

and a number are going to College; others have nothing definite in view. Some

take positions in banks and drug stores, and some are working at such places al-

ready during their spare time. These young people at the High School who in-

tend to be teachers are getting nothing in the way of training to qualify them

to give instruction in Manual Training or Domestic Science.
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CHAPTER LXXXIII: THE UNIVERSITY OF
ALBERTA.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINEX) FROM Dr. H. TORY,

PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY.

This University, situated at Strathcona (now South Edmonton), was con-

stituted by Act of the Legislature in 1906. Teaching began in September, 1908.

In 1910 there were 128 students enrolled from Alberta, though many had

received their early education in various parts of Canada. The University is

maintained wholly by the Province, and the Act creating it makes it possible

for it to train leaders in all departments of activity. Alberta having considerable

interests in mining, it is expected that that Department will be developed early,

as well as one for Agriculture, which is the fundamental occupation in the Prov-

ince. There will be a call for a large number of men in the public service who
need high training, and this will increase as time goes on.

The Department of Civil and Municipal Engineering was barely started before

appeals were made for help in the solution of municipal difficulties, which are bound

to be enormous in Alberta as tlie Province grows; hence special attention is being

given to that Department, which will have a four years' course. It covers water-

works, surveying, railroading etc., specializing public health and municipal problems.

In conjunction with the ordinary Arts course. Applied Science is taken and the

faculty of Arts and Sciences has charge of Practical Science. This work was kept

under one faculty because of the small number of students and staff; and it is the

intention to keep the faculty of Applied Science within the faculty of Arts. The

University offers degrees of B.Sc in pure Science and B.Sc in Applied Science.

In Arts itself, physics, chemistry, botany, biology, mineralogy are treated in a

practical way as laboratory subjects and also by lectures. A workshop is planned

for on the new College grounds.

It is expected that the Department of Education will require^University gradu-

ates in all specialist work of the High Schools ; and as these specialists train students

who will become Public School teachers, in time Science and Nature Study will

surely permeate all these schools. The University ideals in connection with all

that class of work are finding their way down to the Public Schools rather than

coming by the reverse process. In that way University men will influence education.

The University tries to fix the standard of matriculation, but in practice it is

depending on the standard fixed by the High School. A Stale University in a

Province like this, in the opinion of President Tory, should be developed upon the

lop of the High School courses, and there should be no break in the scheme from the

Kindergarten to the graduating class. He thought the University would be prepared

to give adequate recognition in its matriculation standards to such work as Nature

Study and Manual Training, though the question had not yet required decision
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A Committee, of which Dr. Tory is chairman, is studying the whole question

of the Public and High School courses, and if Alberta High Schools should provide

thorough instruction in Nature Study work, so as to qualify pupils who are to

teach, and also Domestic Science courses, so that girls might be better for that

training as well as being competent to teach the subject, he thought the Uni-

versity would give adequate recognition to those subjects. He would have no

personal objection provided it was done as real work, and he thought a good course

of Nature Study, Domestic Science and Elementary Science would have excellent

disciplinary value, and would lend itself to thoroughness under good teachers.

The University hopes to do research work. That work should help members
of the staff, and if extended beyond Alberta offers a field in which the Dominion

Government might be properly called upon for aid to help Alberta solve its prob-

lems. Research work will be very practical in character, such as problems

relating to the treatment of the soil, on which a little has been done by the Agri-

cultural Department at Ottawa, but on which there are few data for Alberta;

the conservation of moisture in soils—a large field for the physicist; our mineral

possibilities—a field for the geologist and mineralogist. Research work would

give the University a national character. Any work in relation to Public Health,

for example, must be of value to other parts of Western Canada where conditions

are similar.

Dr. Tory discussed the question of industrial education as it relates to the

hand worker as distinguished from the man who plans the work for others. He
noted a great gap in our educational system between the point where the Public

School leaves the boy who is quitting it, and where the University takes up the

more advanced technical work on its scientific side. The technical school must

fit into the educational scheme of the Province in those places corresponding to

what is called the secondary field in education.

On the other hand, industrial education has relation to development of trade

and commerce and the resources of the country, and has perhaps a little less Pro-

xnncial restriction than what is called secondary education. From that point of

view, it has a claim on national support that ordinary processes of education have

not. The question of leadership in industrial education is a national concern.

The fact that it contributes to the trade and commerce of the whole country gives

it a special claim on the nation at large, through the national Government. Uni-

versity men do not stay within the bounds of their own Province, but shift about

from one part of the Dominion to the other. Dr. Tory thought the plan for

Alberta would be to reinforce by national support whatever position the Province

might take, leaving the administration as now, for he thought all education

could be better administered by the Province than from without.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Dr. ADOLPH
LEHMANN, PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY.

The Department would give much help if it could offer an opportunity

to acquire a knowledge of chemistry by a course along agricultural and other lines.

A course bearing on agriculture would not interfere with general education. The
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use of chemistry in agricultural problems would enable a man to make nmch
use of it on other problems. The analysis of wheat and flour could be taken

as a basis.

A student intending to become a High School teacher could get as good a

course in chemistry at the University as he required, and all the necessary help

to qualify him as a teacher. The bulk of the students attending the University

would not be able to analyse soils, because they would not have the apparatus;

but they would be expected to have intelligent ideas as to what the soil contained.

Demonstration classes at the colleges could be arranged for the benefit of the

students and any teachers who might attend. The bulk of the students are

very keen to take in any information that is given in University extension work,

and some of the principles of chemistry could be given by illustrations and demon-
strations which would enable the teachers and farmers more readily to understand

the subject. Short courses that would be applicable to School Gardens could

be given to help those who are to teach.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Mr. W. MUIR EDWARDS. PROFESSOR OF CIVIL AND

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

This Department covers Civil and Mechanical Engineering, the latter em-
bracing railway work, power development work, mineral work, surveying, etc.

A man who took Civil Engineering would get a good idea of the sanitation of a

town. There is no reason why a female teacher taking the course should not get a

foundation; she would understand the problems involved; and she would take

the lectures in the 3rd and 4th year. The first two years of the Applied Science

course is practically the same in all Universities, and this University gives those

two years, and has an arrangement with Toronto, Queen's and McGill Universities

by which they give the Alberta men equal standing.

The problems of road making and drainage with which we deal are of direct

concern to farmers. There is quite a demand for night schools for fire bosses,

mining bosses and pit managers, so that they might get up' qualification as re-

quired by the Act. It is quite possible that such classes could be organized in

other centres under University direction, and be handled by a local man, the head

of the University department visiting and inspecting from time to time.

Manual Training in the Public Schools and industrial training in the Secondary

Schools would undoubtedly lead up to the University on its technical side. A
man would be much better prepared for a course in Engineering if he came to the

University with preliminary skill obtained in actual work, as it is difficult for the

University to give shop practice. In Mechanical Engineering there is a very

close connection between the industrial and the University side, and many in

dustries in the east are now being managed by men who have had engineering
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training as a preliminary. The same remark applies to Civil and Electrical Engi-

neering. A man who has the direction of power development is very often a valu-

able man to the industrial side of a concern.

There is reciprocity between the Provinces of the Dominion in the training

of Engineers, two years of the course being taken here and the remainder at

eastern Universities. Moreover, an engineer is a man whose distinct activity

may be Dominion-wide—he may be working in one Province this year and in an-

other next year; hence the whole Dominion is really more interested in his efficiency

than any one Province. The trained technical men go from one Province to

another, their qualities of leadership taking them where they are called for.
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CHAPTER LXXXIV: SUMMARY OF OTHER
TESTIMONY.

SECTION 1: AS TO OCCUPATIONS.

Building Trades.

Architects.

An architect said that the best draftsmen were those who had been trained

in ofiBces in the Old Country and had taken a technical course. Their superiority

is attributable to the systematic training through apprenticeship, and that they

have been taught the use of the pencil as a mode of expression from the very

beginning of their education. These men could teach drawing construction in

evening classes. The more a workman imderstands the language of the architect,

the better he will get on.

An architect stated that he had studied and got his experience at Ottawa,

ser\-ing a regular apprenticeship, and taking private lessons in freehand drawing

and modeling. He spent one winter in a carpenter's shop, another at bridge work,

and the next year in general work around buildings.

Another architect, who got his training at Aberdeen, Scotland, served 5 years

as an apprentice and attended evening schools during that time. For the first

5 years he took a technical course in the local Art School, in building construction,

mathematics, theory of structiu-es, plumbing and sanitation. Later he studied

antique and life drawing, and clay modeling.

Contractors.

A contractor stated that very few men care to serve as apprentices, and that

employers prefer full-fledged joiuTieymen. A good education in mathematics,

drawing, reading plans, etc., would be a great help. Experience is the best teacher

of all, but if a man had the schooling in the first place and then practical experience

afterwards, he would find it more helpful. Theoretical and practical instruction

must be combined. The men would be glad to have an opportimity of learning

to read plans.

Another contractor said he had not studied drawing at school, but had learned

to read plans and take off quantities by studying the working plans and by experi-

ence. If he had had such training in his school days, it would have helped him

greatly.

A manufacturer of doors, sashes, etc., and also having a sawmill, said that

although much machinen,- was used in his business and had almost eliminated

skilled labor, men were required who could lay out work. A young fellow who

was kept at one machine could never become a foreman or sujierintcndent, and

opportunities should be provided for them to learn the theory of their work, so that
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they could rise to positions of responsibility. A course in building construction

would be welcomed.

Carpenters.

A witness stated that instruction in carpentr>% joinery and building construc-

tion would be most beneficial to carpenters. Many of them caimot build stairways,

and although practical experience is necessary for this, technical education would

be very helpful. Hardly 2% of carpenters can cut the timber for an intricate

roof and construct it. Men need to learn to read plans. The witness had had in-

struction from a man who had a considerable number of small models of sashes

and doors, and had found that instruction, together with technical drawing, of

great advantage.

Another witness said that quite a number of carpenters would be glad to take

advantage of evening classes and get instruction in geometr\^ mensuration and

mathematical drawing. Many, however, would need to have a further common
school education to enable them to grasp those subjects, and some would be weak
in arithmetic.

A carpenter who had learned his trade in Scotland, said he served 4 years'

apprenticeship, and before going to the trade had learned drawing, mathematics,

plan reading, geometrj^ and scale drawing in the public school of his localit3^

A carpenter, who had learned his trade in England, served 7 years' apprentice-

ship, and attended a technical school for 3 nights a week during 4 years, doing

home work on the other evenings.

Brkklayers.

A bricklayer said there was a danger that a young man who had had a little

practical instruction in a school wotild go out and try to get a job as a bricklayer.

A bricklayer learned his trade by apprenticeship in the Old Coimtr>', and
attended night classes at a technical school for building construction. He had
found these classes of real benefit.

Plasterers.

A well-trained plasterer would use less plaster on a wall than one who is not

trained, and he would work faster. More experience is needed to work with the

quick-setting plasters than with the old plasters.

Instruction in erecting and installing light iron construction, comer beads,

hanging of brackets, reading plans, and such things as that, woiild be of great

benefit.

Plumbers.

A representative of the Plumbers' & Steam Fitters' Organization said that

a plumber to become a foreman needed Technical Education.

A master plumber and steamfitter said that plumbers would like to have
instruction in the principles of sanitation. Technical Education makes a safer

workman, and a man could get information in a school that would help him
considerably.

191d—Vol. IV—43
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A plumber, who sensed six years' apprenticeship in England, took evening

classes for one year, and got the rest of his instruction from foremen and

journeymen.

Painters.

Painters would be glad to have instruction in mixing colors, preparing work,

carriage work, sign writing, design, harmony of colors. As a general rule they do

not understand the general principles of the perception of colors.

Cement Workers.

The Manager of the Alberta Clay Products Company, producing sewer-pipes,

wall coping and all grades of brick, stated that about 20% of the workmen were

skilled. He tried to pick out able men that could adapt themselves quickly,

and had frequently taken men from the trenches as foremen. The witness did

not think that his men woiild get much benefit from evening schools, as actual

experience was the best way to learn the business. From tlie industrial stand-

point he had found that one of the greatest assets to any city is Manual Training

in the schools. The yoimg fellows that have had Manual Training have acquired

bv early training what the others have failed to acquire through later experience.

Metal Trades.

Engineers.

The examinations to be passed by stationary engineers are getting harder all

the time, and the men would be very glad to have a Technical School. A qualified

engineer could economize much in fuel and in the cost of maintaining the plant.

It is very important that locomotive engineers should know the condition of

boilers for economy and safety.

Engineers in Calgary would take advantage of evening classes.

Machinists.

The continued absence of technical training would be very detrimental to the

country from the industrial point of view. The specialization of work without

other training is having an imfavorable effect on the training of boys.

One witness said that studies of the expansion of gases and steam would be

useful to locomotive mechanics. He had also found mechanical drawing of great

use to him in his work.

Anotlier machinist was of the opinion that Technical Education would induce

boys to take more interest in their work.

A machinist, who had served 7 years' apprenticeship, stated that he had gone

to classes while apprenticed. One firm gave instruction in the theory of steam

generation with all the necessary mechanism and mechanical dra\ving. The in-

structor was the chief draftsman of the firm ; no fee was charged, but the apprentices

bought tlieir own instruments. Apparatus was provided for the boys to work with.

This was nuich more satisfactory' than a Corresjiondence Course.
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A machinist said he had serv-ed 7 years' apprenticeship in Rochester, England,

and took a 2 years' course in applied mechanics, machine construction, and element-

ary electricity.

An engineer pattern-maker said he had served 7 years' apprenticeship in

England to that trade, and attended evening school during and after that period,

studying applied mechanics, geometry, mathematics, and machine drawing 3

nights weekly.

A witness who had served his apprenticeship at blacksmithing, carriage build-

ing, iron moulding, pattern making, and machinist work, said that it was pretty

hard to explain the work in any of these lines without demonstrations. Where

the practical part was easily acquired such a man would be glad to attend an

evening class for the technical side of his work.

The Superintendent of the Calgary Division of the C.P.R. said they had dif-

ficulty in getting skilled labor for work in repairing locomotives. 600 men are

employed in this department. The higher positions are recruited from among the

young men serving in the jimior grades; they start in the shops as cleaners, wipers,

firemen, etc., and are then put on the road as firemen. They have to pass an exam-

ination on the rules; no systematic instruction is given, beyond what they learn

in the coiu"se of their work. An air-brake instructor takes up everything connected

with the handling of trains by air-brakes, and gets round to the different points

about twice a year. He also gives instruction in the heating and ventilating of

cars. A road foreman of engines travels about most of the time and instructs the

men in the economical use of coal as he goes along with them ; he also gives them

books and pamphlets on combustion, and sometimes a lecture is given.

Sheet Metal Trades.

A witness, engaged in sheet metal work, said that so much of this work de-

pends on drawing that a knowledge of geometry is essential. The Union provides

a class in pattern drafting, and the Sheet Metal Worker's Joimial contains articles

and problems, which are used in the evening classes. These classes are conducted

by experienced men, and are open to everyone. A class for more advanced work

would be beneficial.

A sheet metal worker served his apprenticeship in England as a carriage

lamp maker, and took up mechanical drawing. He had taken a course in the Cor-

respondence School, and found it useful and practical.

Printing .\nd Publishing.

A job printer and publisher said that schools at centres of population, giving

expert theory and practice in the printer's trade, woidd be welcomed both by the

Union and the employers. The employers demand from the Union a high efficiency

of labor; and such schools would establish a standard.

Watch .^nd Clock M.\kers.

A watchmaker said it was necessary to serve an apprenticeship at this trade.

Elementary mechanics and the principles of mechanics ought to be taken up in

191d—VoL rV—43i
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evening classes, and men would work much better if they knew the theory and

understood the reasons for what they were doing.

Telephone Service.

A witness who was engaged as construction foreman for the Alberta Govern-

ment telephone system, said that about 300 men are employed by the Government

installing lines throughout the Province. These men are fairly well trained as to

the value and use of insulating materials ; they get their knowledge by experience

;

but a large number of men could not tell whether glass or porcelain is the best in-

sulating material. A knowledge of insulating would be very valuable to men in

this business, so that they woiild put in the plant more carefully. Men with tech-

nical education would save a great deal of money in installation, and if men got

some recognition for taking the course of training, it would be an advantage to

the Province. Highly trained linemen would insure public safety.

Brewing.

There is a good percentage of skilled craftsmen in the business, but the com-

panies have to train their own men; they get no regular instruction except

what they learn from the foreman and from experience. Some of the men would

like to go to evening classes.

A brewer had taken 3 coiu-ses of chemistry, went through a chemistry course

at McGill University and then the Chicago Brewers' College.

SECTION 2: AS TO EVENING CLASSES.

Evening Schools have been started by one or two of the better trained men in

the employ of tlie Alberta Railway and Irrigation Company. One was taught

by a young Englishman who had English certificates. No doubt a large number

of men would like to get further instruction.

Yoimg miners so far have not shown a keen desire for night classes, but if the

classes were worked up a little more on technical lines, there would be a considerable

number of applications. Mining men would learn something about their work in

evening classes.

Miners take correspondence courses very frequently and it would be much

better if they had a regular technical school to go to, as they could see the objects

before them. The correspondence schools oiler a great variety of courses, and the

men learn a great deal from them, but not as much as they would from a teacher

on the spot.

Carpenters would like to go to evening classes to learn to construct stairways,

roofs, etc. Many good carp)enters are unable to undertake such work.

Bricklayers would be glad to have evening instruction in fine arch and jKUiel

work, which they should all know, but do not. With 1,000 bricks and a good

bricklayer as instructor, a good piece of work could be demonstrated, and many

would like to see it and learn how to do it themselves.
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If the men worked only 8 hours they would have more chance of taking even-

ing classes. There is not much ambition to attend classes, but if men had the

models and actual work they would be able to see for themselves whether the classes

were practical or not.

At one place the Board of Education had offered three times to provide classes,

but the response was not sufficient to justify the expense. Instruction along the

line of the day school was offered, and possibly this was not what was wanted.

Many would like to attend evening classes. A large number of the 1,600 men
connected with the Trades' and Labor Council would attend. Some men had ar-

ranged a little club among themselves for the purpose of discussing matters con-

nected with their trade, but on account of expense and other reasons it was not

carried out.
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CHAPTER LXXXV: AS TO AGRICULTURE.

SECTION 1: INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM Mr. GEORGE HARCOURT, DEPUTY MINISTER OF

AGRICULTURE.

When Alberta was Organized as a Province, in 1905, a department of Agri-

culture was established in charge of Minister, Deputy Minister and Stafif. The
function of this Department is to help farmers with expert advice by financial

grants, by supervision of varied movements in farming communities, etc.

The free grants of 160 acres of land to settlers attracted people from all coun-

tries and from various walks of life. Many of them have never farmed a day in

their lives and are absolutely ignorant of the foundation principles of their work;

they have everything to learn, and if such men are to become farmers, they must

be taught.

CONDITIONS AND FACILITIES IN ALBERTA.

The chief problem which puzzles the settler from other countries and even

from Eastern Canada or the Middle States, is the much lighter rainfall in this

province. Records have been kept for several years as to the precipitation in

Alberta, and the comparison with other territories on this continent is strikingly

shown by the following figures:

Inches.

Alberta average 7 years 15 .95

Ontario average 27 years 31 .62

New York State average 23 years 27 .80

Missouri normal 40.71

Iowa average 19 years 31 .71

Ohio average 2 1 years 39.20

Because of these drier conditions, methods of farming, suitable in other places,

do not succeed here so well, and many a good farmer from other lands has been

brought to the verge of ruin by following the methods applicable elsewhere before

he realized the difference in conditions and necessity for change. A detailed

statement shows that about 40% of the annual precipitation falls during May
and June and from 68 to 80% during the four months. May, June, July and

August—the growing period when crops require moisture. Owing to this condition

successful crops are raised with a minimum of precipitation, the fundamental

principle of the so-called dry farming movement being applied to conserve the

moisture in the soil for the growing season.

In carrying out its education policy, the Dci)artmcnt has adopted various

methods, including:

—
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(1) Farmers' Institute Meetings, which are held in all parts of the province

during the winter, addresses being given by experts on general farming topics.

These Institute meetings are supplemented by short courses running for a fort-

night, giving instruction in the handling and judging of live stock, poultry raising,

dairying, weed destruction, study of grains, etc.

(2) Seed Fairs, which are held throughout the Province, addresses being given

on the methods of producing seed grain and prizes awarded for the best exhibits

of grain for seed.

(3) Practical demonstrations (a) by travelling dairy schools giving instruction

in the care and handling of milk, cream and butter—these schools being held in

outlying districts, not in those tributary to creameries; (6) by special schools

for instruction to buttermakers; (c) by creameries controlled and operated by the

Government in order to demonstrate that the work of the ordinary' creamery is

advantageous and can be made successful. Instruction is given to buttermakers,

and judging contests are held among the buttermakers, the year's make being

judged on the basis of a score of points, a premium of 2 cents per lb. being paid

for all the butter from the Government creameries grading No. 1 ;
(cQ by operating

poultry stations for demonstration of methods of producing crate-fattened chick-

ens. This work was carried on in connection with creameries for two seasons

and excited great interest, the demand for eggs being so great that the Department

could not supply more than one tenth of the orders. The importation of a car-load

of birds was arranged for and before the car arrived it was over-subscribed by 1000

birds. As the farmers are importing large quantities of eggs and poultry it is

hoped that these stations will develop the poultry industry in the Province; (e) by

maintaining a Poultry' Breeding Station at which the utility breeds of fowl are

kept in order to demonstrate the proper methods of feeding and caring for poultry.

This plant has demonstrated that Alberta is an ideal country for raising poultr}',

eggs being produced when the thermometer registers as low as 20° below zero.

Large quantities of eggs for hatching purposes have been sold all over the Pro\dnce,

as well as the surplus stock reared at the station itself; (f) by maintaining fruit-

growing stations. As the wild Choke Cherrj' grows in all the coulee river bottoms

and in many of the bluffs on the open prairie, it was believed that the cherry and

apple and possibly the pear could be grown with good results, and this theory has

been verified by results obtained by many farmers in growing apple trees. The larger

fruits are being tested at ten demonstration stations established by the Depart-

ment in different sections of the Province; (g) by compelling the destruction of

noxious weeds. The absence of moisture in the fall season allows the weeds to

lie on the ground undamaged or to be ploughed under and remain safely pre-

ser^'ed in the soil until sufficiently moist for them to germinate and grow. The

Department has spent for a number of years approximately §10,000 a year in'the

destruction of noxious weeds and has active inspectors in every district.

(4) Direct assistance in the way of grants to Associations for the improvement

of horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and poultry, and to Societies for Horticulture,

Natural History and Game Protection, grants to Agricultural Societies for holding

Farmers' Institute meetings and carrying on Summer and Fall Fairs and stallion

shows ; the maintenance of a Live Stock Commissioner who spends his time moving
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amongst farmers instructing them In the best way of handhng and marketing

live stock, and endeavoring to safeguard the interests of shippers against trans-

portation companies; assistance in transportation of pure bred stock into the

northern part of the Province and bringing pure stock from the eastern provinces

to improve the dair}* stock of the country; grants to farmers' organizations, par-

ticularly the United Farmers of Alberta, and to assist them in obtaining better

markets for the products they have for sale.

The idea of the Department has been that the man who needs agricultural

education most is the farmer now on the soil endeavoring to make a living, hence

the policy as outlined, of gi%'ing him all the information and assistance possible.

Each year sees an increasing need for higher education in agriculture, and this has

taken the form of a demand for an Agricultural College, pending the establishment

of which the Department has for a number of years paid the transportation ex-

penses and the extra tuition fees which students from Alberta are required to pay

because of non-residence at an eastern Agricultural College. This has been done

also for young ladies who wish to take a course in Domestic Science. It is ex-

pected that this policy will meet the needs of the Province for a number of years,

and also indicates the extent of the demand for a Provincial Agricultural College.

In the meantime the entire energy of the Department is directed towards supplying

the immediate needs of the farming community by giving them all kinds of in-

formation.

The Deputy Minister of Agriculture expressed the view that the present school

system in Canada results in driving or leading the boys away from the farm to city

pursuits; and in his opinion this condition has arisen through the large Universities

setting certain standards for matriculation. Secondary schools preparing students

for matriculation direct their efforts to those standards so as to pass as many

students as possible; and the course of study in primary schools has naturally

been gradually made to conform to the University standard as worked out through

the secondary schools. The leaven of the University has so worked into the

teaching profession that quite unconsciously the whole educational system has

been given a twist in the wrong direction.

It is a well known fact that not more than 10 per cent of the pupils go through

primary schools to matriculation; but the great bulk leave when they have passed

what is equivalent to the Public School leaving or the entrance to the High School;

yet it would appear that the training given this latter class of schools docs not fit

the average boy for any occupation, as it has all been in the interest of the 10%

who go on for higher education rather than for the equipment of the 90%
who must, of necessity, leave school and go into other walks of life. There is,

therefore, room for readjustment of our whole educational system so that it will

fit more closely the actual conditions and needs of life. There is no reason why

Agriculture, possibly better understood as Nature Study, as related to the pursuits

of the farmer and things in nature around us, should not be woven in the warp

and woof of our educational system, this line of study being continued in the High

School and such work being further recognized in the matriculation examination

and ultimately becoming part and parcel of the work of the University. In this
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way Agriculture will be given its true standing on an equality with other branches

of education.

An effort should be made to provide a course of study in primary schools as

far on as Public School leaving that would more nearly conform to the conditions

of the life of the 90 per cent of pupils who go no further. The Secondary Schools

can make up any deficiency that seems to be lacking for the University standard,

which could be rearranged, thus the whole educational system would combine

to educate equally well all classes and not discriminate against 90 per cent of the

young people of the country as at present.

The Department is making demonstrations at Medicine Hat in connection

with dry farming, the intention being to inform the farmers and let them apply the

principles to their own conditions. One of the first things a man must know if

he is going to make a success of farming in Alberta is the conservation of moisture.

It lies at the root of the wheat question, because after one year's crop is harvested

there is very' little moisture left for the wheat seed for the next crop.

A great deal of the success of fruit growing will lie in a thorough understanding

of this question of moisture. In fifteen years w^e expect to grow good apples,

plums and cherries in this Province. It is a question of getting hardy varieties

and obtaining a proper knowledge of how to cultivate and take care of them with

a limited rainfall in the autumn.

Not 2 per cent of the available land in Alberta has been brought under cul-

tivation.

Mr. Harcourt expressed the opinion that as so much depends upon the work
of meteorological observatories, the Dominion Government, under whose auspices

that work is conducted, should assist the Province. He said he could place one

hundred observatories in Alberta.

The rural schools in Alberta are not doing much in the matter of instruction as

to conserving moisture, destroying weeds and getting good seed. A School Garden

and Illustration Farm would be good things for a locality, and Farmers' Institute

speakers might use such places for instruction of the people of the Province. One-

day meetings at such places would be of immense value, and would really carry

forward the w'ork developed on the research experimental farm and the field

work would thus be extended.

Excursions to the Experimental Farm at Lacombe have been very helpful,

the field demonstrations being the most interesting part of the proceedings, as

the farmer by using his eyes can get the benefit of an illustration in a few minutes.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
Mr. W. H. FAIRFIELD, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE DOMINION

BRANCH EXPERIMENTAL FARM AT LETHBRIDGE.

The Dominion Government conducts Branch Experimental Farms at Lacombe
and Lethbridge. The latter was started in 1907, and consists of 400 acres, half

of which is imder cultivation, 100 acres being irrigable, the balance being devoted

to dry or non-irrigated farming. The farm is so new that research work is just
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being nicely outlined and the work thus far has been more in the nature of demon-

stration than research. During the summer the Provincial Department arranges

for excursions of farmers and there are many visitors.

Weeds have not been so bothersome as in older districts, but the tumble weed

is becoming an annoyance on account of high winds and absence of fences. The
Superintendent of the Farm attends Farmers' Institutes in the winter and local

Seed Fairs. What data he considers of interest are disseminated in that way,

and through Institute speakers whom he meets, as well in the Annual Report.

The Superintendent thought something more might be done for farmers'

boys; he did not think the children in rural schools were getting the greatest

amotmt of good from the instruction given them, It would be better to introduce

some elementary' principles of Agriculture into the common schools, relation of

plants to soil, relation of soil fertility and moisture to the growth of plants, etc.

He thought the weakness of ovu" public school system resulted from following along

traditional lines, preparing pupils to be either teachers or candidates for the

University.

The Agricultural Colleges are doing good work, but their weakness is that they

are not putting enough college bred men back on the farms. More atlenlion

should be gi\en to short courses, at different places in the Province, for boys un-

able to attend the AgrictdtiiralColleges. Mr. r'airfield favored an Agricultiu-al Course

in a number of High Schools, say for five months, from November to March,making

the instruction as practical as possible, not teaching systematic botany with a lot

of names, but presenting knowledge to boys in a way that will arouse the greatest

interest. He favored co-operation between the Provincial and Dominion Govern-

ments by which the latter would give assistance in money to agricultural work

in schools conducted by the Province.

SECTION 3 : INFORMATION FROM HON. ALEX. C. RUTHERFORD.

]\Ir. Alexander C. Rutherford was in public life both before and since the

Province was formed, having occupied the positions of Minister of Education, Pro-

vincial Treasurer and Premier. He has lived in Alberta for fifteen years and knows

the general resources of the Province, the situation regarding farming and education

and how the people live.

Agricultural subjects should be given more prominence in the schools, from

the primary departments up. One difliculty was to secure trained teachers; an-

other was regarding text books. Five years ago it could hardly be said that the

Province had anything in the way of High School work; but progress has been very

rapid, and the stage has now been reached when changes should be made in the

curriculum. Agriculture has not been given the place it should have in the schools;

but plans are being made to bring about better conditions in that respect. The
Uni\ersity or Normal School, or both, should give specialized vocational training

for the teaching profession. A certain amount of training has been given in the

Normal School, but on account of the great dearth of teachers the Normal course

has not been as long as it should. It has been found better for the Province to
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train a larger number of teachers, even though they should not be so highly trained.

Since these teachers get their academic training largely in the High Schools the

course there should provide for effective Nature Study or School Garden work,

so that all the teachers in Alberta could be quickly trained, which is very

important.

The time has now arrived when Agricultural High Schools should be established.

A large number of foreigners are coming into Alberta and schools have been

provided for them. Parents are anxious that the children should acquire the

English language, and it was found that it was much better to have English

speaking teachers among them, as the children acquire the language most rapidly

by that means.

In the Ruthenian Schools, the teachers have as high training as those in other

schools. There has been some Nature Study work done, and agricultural work has

not been entirely neglected in the schools; but it might be made more prominent,

especially in rural schools. Quite a little has been done by some districts in having

a garden plot with flowers and vegetables.

Industrial developments in the Province will be small until the population is

greater, and until conditions become settled we cannot hope to compete with the

eastern manufacturer in some lines, such as clothing. A large amount of business

is done in the manufacture of flour, building material such as brick, and all that

sort of thing. Coal mining has developed very rapidly from about 300,000 tons in

1902 to 2,705,000 tons last year. Agriculture and mining are the great industries

and particular attention ought to be paid to them.

Agricultural training has not been neglected, it has been brought home largely

to the farmers themselves by men of the Department of Agriculture who have

given courses, continuation work, and extension lectures. There will be a develop-

ment in mining; and the matter of instruction to miners and their children ought to

be taken up without delay. In some of our larger cities, industrial education for

mechanics might very well be carried on more extensively, as the necessity will

soon arise for trained mechanics, and the old system of apprenticeship having

pretty well died out, we must take it up as a matter of education, if there is to be

any development of industrial life.

An attempt was made to establish evening schools in one or two centres but

they were not very well patronized; some of the High .School masters endeavored

to take up the ordinary subjects. In Edmonton evening classes for the instruction

of foreigners in the English language met with merely partial success.

In the mining districts evening classes for teaching ventilation of mines and

the nature of coal deposits might be taken up to a greater extent than heretofore.

The time has arrived for that work, in mining centres such as Lethbridge and the

Crow's Nest Pass country. The coal mines are some distance from Edmonton and

it might be difficult to get miners to come in for instruction. -

The output of coal should be taxed in order to establish and maintain mining

schools, and the Dominion Government should forego its royalty on coal.

Evening classes in the country on summer evenings would be a good idea

where the pupils could use garden plots, the evenings here being long. It is only

within the last year or two that settlements here have been getting close enough
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for such an idea to be workable. At Red Deer there is a Consohdated School to

which the Government is giving extra support with a view to discovering what is

practicable.

SECTION 4: "THE UNITED FARMERS OF ALBERTA."

Mr. Edward J. Frean, Secretary-Treasurer of the United Farmers of Alberta,

gave an outline of the operations of that organization. The Association is nearly

six years old, and comprises the old Alberta Farmers' Association and the Asso-

ciation of Equity. There are over 8,000 members paying SI membership fee,

half of which goes to the central body and half to the Local Unions.

Work is being done through Local Unions which form themselves into small

Voluntary Co-operative Societies and combine to market their products. They

have been selling hay, grain, cattle and hogs, and have found the plan to work

very satisfactorily. No standard for hay is fixed by provincial law, but the As-

sociation is endeavouring to secure an amendment to the Dominion Act whereby

inspection as in force in Ontario and Quebec can be made effective in Alberta,

but with different standards. At Red Deer the farmers agreed to tag their baled

hay, giving the name of owner, time baled, etc. The association is working with

the hay balers and commission merchants of British Columbia and with the farmers

of Alberta and Saskatchewan. In Southern Alberta, where there was shortage,

the members combined to buy co-operatively hay, oats, etc., from members in the

north, and in the south co-operative societies are being formed to carr>' on selling

as well as buying. A movement was on foot to buy farm machinerj- co-operatively,

but without success, on account of the difficulty in getting in touch with the machin-

ery companies.

The association co-operates with the Department of Agriculture to see that its

Institute meetings are well advertised and attended, that speakers are well looked

after, and that assistance is given in every way to disseminate the knowledge ob-

tained as to dry farming. Advantage is taken of evePt'thing provided by the

Government through the Department of Agriculture.

Many of the Local Unions meet and discuss conditions of soil, climate, etc.,

especially in Southern Alberta, and depend upon the Department of Agriculture

to furnish speakers.

The members take a lively interest in the rural schools and as a whole are

not satisfied with them, the feeling being that the present system tends to educate

children off the farm and to show boys that farming is on the lowest rung in the

ladder, and that after getting a little bit of schooling and a clerkship in a country

store they have made a step in advance. The impression prevails that the school

system is theoretical and not of practical value for boys and girls after leaving

school ; and that the pupils do not get enough chance to do things at school.

At the last convention they indicated what should be done and asked the

Government to proceed on that line. They believe the teaching of Agriculture

should be one of the main subjects of the school, starting in the primary room and

going right through, and that teachers should take a i)raclical course in agri-
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culture before obtaining certificates. The teachers who have passed their training

should be provided for one or two years with a three months' course, which would

give a girl a good deal of information and a fair amount of practice. The farmers

would co-operate with her to give her further practice.

Demonstration farms in charge of practical people should be established in

various localities and these teachers should get practical training there. The
course should be compulsory and paid for by the teachers themselves. The
practical farm should be convenient to High Schools and the pupils should spend

a certain part of the school year on them. With this course should go practical

training in Domestic Science.

The United Farmers of Alberta would sustain any Government that would

push such a policy for advanced education and training of teachers. The organi-

zation is sending out all knowledge obtainable as to pure seed showing the need of

keeping the different strains pure. Its object is to encourage dealings direct

from producers to consumer through the Association, cutting out the middle-

man.

SECTION 5 : AS TO FARMING CONDITIONS.

Among the witnesses called were representative farmers from Calgary, Ed-

monton and Strathcona, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat. Conditions in those

districts as gathered from their testimony may be summarised as follows:

—

Calgary.

The farming community around Calgary comprises some of the most

intellectual, highly cultured and scientific farmers, as well as some of the most

ignorant. Some have had no previous knowledge of agriculture. Others are

professional men, such as doctors and lawyers, who are studying the Province and

who lack nothing in capital, implements, machinery or knowledge. Weeds are

increasing verj' rapidly all through the Province and in some districts will take

entire possession if not eradicated.

Some farmers are keeping up fertility by returning manure to the land; others

are simply "mining" their soil. Dry farming is beginning to greatly interest the

people; if a man fails to conserve the moisture and lets weeds grow, they will

swallow up everything. Summer fallowing is followed, but there is no advantage

from it unless the moisture is taken care of. If a man summer fallows and does

not keep down the weeds he is further behind than if he did not summer fallow;

and it would have been better to put in a crop and get what he could out of it.

Summer soil culture would be a better term here than summer fallow, because the

farmer would be looking after it the whole season. Alfalfa has done well up to

this season. A witness had grown it for five years, but the moisture was not

enough that year to bring a good crop. Usually two crops can be gathered in the

season.

A good deal might be done here by Illustration Farms. In some districts

the utter helplessness of some farmers is very pitiful. From England and some
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parts of Europe men come who think they have only to dig up the land and they

can live, and a witness had met with some very sad cases. Some farmers have an

idea that the one great requisite for farming is muscle, and will not waste even half

a day to learn improved methods.

Children cannot be inspired too early with the dignity and importance of agri-

culture with the idea that it is our basic industry and principal calling. The
schools are now worked too much on the idea of training children as teachers.

A witness had spent nine years here and had always had a system for finding

room for English boys at his place; and he always found that if you put a boy to

ploughing and seeding and tell him why he is doing it, explaining the bacterial

life and all that, he always becomes enthused and is a better man. A little has been

done with flower pots in schools. It would be a great inspiration for the children

to have a plot that could be cultivated by an expert and then let them see how
near they could come in their little plots to his well grown vegetables. Witness

had obtained his first great love for the soil by competing with his father's gardener.

The personal control by the child has an effect, not merely on its acquisition of

knowledge but also on maintaining its keen interest in work.

The Government could establish experimental farms on a more practical

basis than at present and have a thoroughly practical man in charge of a farm of

half a section or a full section in every locality where the local conditions are differ-

ent from other sections. Farmers would willingly go there from their homesteads

and work for three or six months if they could earn just a moderate amount and

their labor could be made profitable. There is no reason why the Government
should not own such farms, for they would be good assets; but regular farmers

running them as their own and being supervised would perhaps be best. The
man coming into the country with very little capital cannot afford to travel a

great distance, and yet some are really anxious to get information.

Many homesteaders are without wives and it would be a great blessing if

that question could be solved, and good homes be provided for women. These

men have been attracted by the land hunger. The usual method is for four friends

to settle on a section, two of them doing homestead duties in the summer, and

two in the winter, those who go into the city becoming competitors with city

laborers or engaging in railway construction.

Edmonton and Strathcona.

Around Edmonton and Strathcona conditions were gathered from the evidence

of three representative farmers.

' One farmer who has been settled on 300 acres for eleven years does mixed

farming and has used rotation of crops in order to control weeds, provide pasture

and feed stock. By his plan he has succeeded in getting more crops and at the

same time keeping down weeds. Local dilTiculties in rotation are overcome by

right methods so that crops can be had every year instead of every alternate year

as in other parts.

Timothy comes in as a rotation and docs very well. Alfalfa promises to be

very good fodder material; blue grass and white clover arc bettor than timothy.
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but the latter has been used for hay more than any other, and the land put into

grass for a couple of years. There is no fear as to quantity of humus in the

soil; but clover, alfalfa and such things will be used later on when humus is needed.

School children should have inducements to investigate pure seeds for this

work—it would be both interesting and beneficial. If school plots were put in favor-

able locations with good soil prepared for demonstration plots, enough teachers

could be found to increase interest in such work and farmers would lend help by
getting the plots ready, but could not give much time to plots on account of short-

ness of the growing season. Farmers could not reasonably expect success unless

teachers got assistance in some way, or at least encouragement. If all farmers

co-operated in such a movement no doubt the value of land in the neighborhood

would be increased. Agriculture should be taught in the schools from the start

with good text books and trained teachers. The western provinces and Canada
as a whole depend upon agriculture. Our laws and social structure all the way
through would be better if all people knew something about that subject.

Normal schools and Universities should have a place for agriculture. Perhaps

the lower schools in towns might be skipped where there is no room for demonstra-

tion plots, and in such cases High Schools shoxild teach it. There is no reason why
demonstration plots should be lacking in the countr}% when forethought is exercised

at the start.

People coming to the west from various parts of the world require informa-

tion and demonstration;, each locality should have a special demonstration farm

with a school in connection, teaching methods needed in that locality and issuing

bulletins giving experiences gained at that farm and the results of experiments

made. There are not enough Dominion Experimental Farms and the teaching

needed should be carried further. The Edmonton district is so different from that

of Lacombe that it should have an experimental farm, and smaller farms would

answer as well as big ones, because most of the people are small farmers. Men
who now become financially embarrassed by failure might be encom-aged and helped

by demonstration work, which should be in connection with our educational system.

These demonstration farms should be small farms and schools having their head

in the Agricultural College, which should be part of the University, but the

responsibility of managing those farms should be laid on the parties operating them
who can see what is needed and not on the man at the head of the educational

system. A newcomer cannot always get the necessary information from farmers,

because all his neighbors may be new settlers, and even those who have been a

long while in the country have in many cases had to work out their own methods.

These men must have information in some way in order to make the best use of

the country's resources.

Alberta farmers realize that they have a fertile soil and a good climate, if

they can control the moisture problem, and by scientific and dry farming methods

can hold down weeds and raise a crop every^ year.

The Creamery business has been developed very rapidly in recent years and

the present demand for milk and cream is above the supply. The milk is pasteur-

ized. One of the pressing things is to educate the farmer in growing feed for dairy

cattle. Experiments in growing tame grasses are essential, because wild pastiu"e is
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disappearing and although farmers are experimenting on alfalfa the progress is

slow. Rural schools should teach about feeds, handling of milk, handling of cream

for creameries and the value of testing cream. Not one farmer in one hundred

understands business thoroughly imtil he is educated at the creamer^' : the danger

from using milk improperly handled depends entirely on the people who take care

of it.

Lethbridge.

In tlie vicinity of Lethbridge irrigation is used as well as dr\' farming methods.

One witness has a dry land farm about three miles south of the city and an irrigated

farm about the same distance east. Wheat only is growTi on the dr>' land farm,

700 acres in one field.

Witness believed that the future of dry land farming will be through summer
fallomng, taking a crop every second year after fallow cultivation alternating

to conser\'e the moisture. No trouble has been met from the crop not ripen-

ing before the frost after summer fallowing, though towards the Rocky Moun-
tains there is trouble on that account. The farmers around Lethbridge are learn-

ing how to manage the dry soil. They are taking to scientific or book farming and

experience this yea.T has demonstrated what might be done when they follow

strictly scientific methods. Farmers generally are not as particular as they should

be in selecting seed. The tendency on irrigated land is for more intensified farming.

Alfalfa is the forage crop for all live stock including poultrj'. There is no difficulty

in getting a market for all animal products. Hens do well here and are on the in-

crease. Witness had found no difficulty in getting good crops by good management
and the demand for milk and cream could hardly be met.

If the education of boys in agriculture and technical knowledge generally can

be seciu-ed, farming will be made pleasurable. With the advent of gasoline and

steam engines there is a growing necessity for skilled mechanics on tlie farm and

short courses with machines to be taken apart for illustration would be useful.

Automobiles for transportation will be generally used for hauling milk and other

products to market. Steam and gasoline plows are used and turn from 12 to 14

fvirrows followed by a packer and a disk, with a harrow behind the disk so that

one trip makes the soil ready for the seed drill. With the steam plows about 10

men and 40 horses are displaced by 4 men and tlie power tractor, about one half

the cost in many cases being saved besides a gain in time. There is a great waste

of machinery among the western farmers as compared with those in the east.

Another witness,who cultivates 2,000 acres,raises wheat only long enough to get the

ground in shape to raise alfalfa and timothy. The land has been too new to put in

much alfalfa. The difficulty this year in starting alfalfa was that it had to be irri-

gated, whereas it should not be irrigated, but should start naturally ; howe%-er,

he had put in 200 acres this year. The most important need in regard to irrigation

is to get men who understand the application of water, how to put it on at the right

time so that it will do the most good. There has been little information or liter-

ature on this subject.

In the rural school nothing is being taught al)out how to manage soil for

irrigation and nothing about dr>' farming, the teacher being a lady not qualified
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to handle these subjects, which should be taught in the common schools. A com-

mittee of three practical men to co-operate with the teacher would be a good thing,

because farmers would have confidence in them. Farmers have had lectiues and

bulletins on dry farming but not on irrigation. They do not know what they can

do and they want to know. All that the farmers have learned has been to go at

irrigation in a blind fashion and profit by mistakes. They ought to have informa-

tion on construction of bridges and all work pertaining to irrigation.

Medicine Hat.

In the vicinity of Medicine Hat the Alberta Government made a start by a

demonstration farm about two miles west of the city.

A great many people in the section have adopted dry farming, realizing that

the only hope of success with the small local rainfall is to conserve the moisture

for two years in order to produce one crop.

A farmer who had been a ranchman testified that of late years settlement was

crowding out the ranches, a large foreign element.'chiefly of Germans, being engaged

in grain growing. Their main need is better work; some public instruction might

be all right ; they might be taught by lectures by competent men. A demonstration

farm would be useful in showing them what could be done. Witness did not think

the school was doing anything to help those foreigners in respect to their crops.

Another witness, who works 700 or 800 acres 12 miles S.E. of Medicine Hat,

follows stock raising combined with grooving wheat, oats, barley and rye. Summer

fallowing helps out with the limited rainfall ; he has no irrigation. More instruc-

tion in farming is badly needed as the farmers cannot afford to go into large

experiments themselves. Farmers have been relying a good deal on getting

information from the Provincial Government Demonstration Farm in the neigh-

borhood, but it is just getting started. Institute meetings are held during winter

in the city, but it is difficult for people to come from a distance. What is needed

is some farm where difficulties could be dealt with by experiments and information

thus gained given to farmers. Children at school could get from a successftil

teacher a knowledge of underlying principles such as forestry plant life, vegetables,

germination of seeds, etc., and most yoimg people would take an interest in such

things and find them helpful.

10 Id—Vol. IV—44
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BRITISH COLUMBIA.

CHAPTER LXXXVI: AS TO THE ORGANIZATION
OF EDUCATION.

SECTION 1 : INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. ALEX.

ROBINSON. SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION.

The Superintendent of Education is the exeaitive head of the Department,

and goes for his instructions to one Minister of the Government, who is called

Minister of E)ducation. The course of instruction is determined by the Council

of Public Instruction, which is the Government of the day.

In 1910 the Government expended $1,917,236, a little over $800,000 in excess

of the amount which was contributed directly for schools by the taxpayers in city

municipalities and rural districts. The amount paid by the Government includes

$206,000 for buildings, and tlie sum provided by the taxpayers directly also

includes something imder that head. The towns and cities can expend what they

like, and some of them run up to as much as 8 or 10 mills on the dollar for schools.

If a town wants to use more than 5 mills it has to take it out of the consolidated

revenue of the town.

This Province is singular with regard to the cost of education. When British

Columbia became a Crown Colony, the Government took charge of education so

far as concerned the entire payment of teachers and of incidental expenses; but

the rapid influx of people from the east some years ago caused the Government

to throw a part of the cost of school buildings on the taxpayers. The people of

districts where 10 children of school age are found are supposed to provide the school

building and fmnish it. When the school population increases to 20 children of

school age, the Government builds a school house, biit calls upon the people of the

district to pay the current expenses, supply the teacher's desk, and also pay $5

a month towards the teacher's salary. The teachers are all engaged by the school

trustees.

Respecting the teacher's salary, several things are considered—the remoteness

of the district, the expense of boarding and the difficulty of reaching the place.

The Government pays a salary as though the teacher was teaching in Victoria,

though she may have only 15 pupils. The certificate has nothing to do with the

salaries in the "assisted" scliools; i.e., schools outside a municipality, or a regularly

organized district, having between 10 and 19 children aged between 6 and 16.

In the regular schools tlie Government pays $40 of a fixed salar}' jicr month for 1

2

months in the year, and supplements this by a dollar for every dollar the people

put up.
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In the case of regularly organized schools the building is put up by the Govern-

ment and supplied with desks, the size and plans of the building being determined

by the Department. If the district is growing rapidly, such as a coal-mining

district, it is foimd economical to put up a two-roomed building, though there may
be only 20 children.

The Government pays three-quarters of the entire cost of LastallLng the equip-

ment for Manual Training. The Manual Training teacher draws exactly the same

salarj' from the Provincial Treasiuy as the High School men. There is no grant

for School Gardens, and not much has been done in that direction. In isolated

cases School Gardens will be found throughout the Province; but there has been

no concerted action to push the matter in the schools generally. A High School

course would give instruction to a larger body of students than the Normal School,

but as the High School coiuse now is tolerably heavy, the Superintendent of Edu-

cation would prefer to see Manual Training taught in the Normal School.

The High School is doing Manual Training in Vancouver, but not in Victoria.

Domestic Science and Manual Training are looked after pretty well ; the Women's

Council and the trustees are very urgent about them; and perhaps the Superin-

tendent was not personally as urgent as he might be. He thought a great deal of

thai kind of training oaght to be given at home, though he recognized that this

being the 20th century, it is not given there. The teachers of Domestic Science

are paid just the same as ordinary teachers.

Evening Schools.

The Government helps evening schools to the extent of two-fifths of the cost

of teachers employed in cities and to%vns. The Act calls for teaching the rudiments

of an English education, and the school trustees have a wide discretion. In

a place like Nanaimo, if teachers decided to teach matters especially interesting

to miners, that would come within the grant. The Department of Education has

very little control over what may be taught in evening classes. The Government

allows grants to the evening classes in Vancouver, which have largely technical

courses.

Teacher Tr.\ining.

The Normal School was established seven or eight years ago, the whole cost

being met by the Provincial Government, which pays the travelling expenses of

Normal students to and from the school at the rate of 5c per mile each way, and thus

brings the school within reach of every section of the Province, the cost of boarding

away from home being the only cost of the teachers-rn-training. The course of

Normal instruction is fixed by the Department.

The Department supplies each year more and more free text-books to pupils,

and hopes in a few years to supply every book free.

How THE Curriculum is Arr_\nged.

In arranging the curriculum for this Province any criticism in regard to it is

listened to with a great deal of respect, and on revision some of the leading teachers

and also the inspectors are taken into the confidence of the Superintendent to talk

IQld—Vol. IV-44i
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over the matter. There is no "popular" element on the Board which establishes

the curriculum.

There is a Commercial Course in the High School, and it is very much used

in the Province. If a High School Board chose to have a technical course the

Superintendent would see no objection. He would prefer a technical school to be

joined on to the Public School and entirely separate and different from the High

School. In the case of such a separated technical school, he would leave the terms

of admission very broad, would have no set examination, but would give the boys

a two or three months' trial. Of course where the regular school was running he

would not take them below a certain grade, but would demand, perhaps, the quali-

fication of High School entrance. Boys between 13 and 14 have to be very care-

fully managed, and if they are hard working and careful at that age, no one knows

what they may turn out to be. He did not think it was the difficulty in High

School work that kept boys away from it, but rather something else.

The Superintendent thought that a technical school to start with should be

a day school, with room for evening pupils.

The Superintendent had no doubt that the large amounts paid by the

Government of British Columbia in the past had destroj'ed local initiative, but he

did not think the Government paid too much now, for the local taxes were pretty

high. It is most difficult to persuade the older portions of the Province to put up

any more money themselves.

Technical Education Should be Uniform.

The Government has done nothing to establish Technical Education as such

in the Province, but has laid the foundation by pushing the subject of Drawing

in the schools, which is essential.

As to the technical schools, that may result from the work of this Commission,

the Superintendent thought the policy should be uniform; the system standardized

as far as possible after consulting the various Provinces; and the courses also should

be similar. The cost should be met by the Provincial Government, and the control

should be central and not left in the hands of local Boards of School Trustees

who, however admirable, should not have control of Technical Education. The

general jurisdiction over this subject should be vested in the Federal Government.

He feared that at the end of 8 or 10 years technical schools might die for want of

funds, or something else, if they were left to be maintained by Boards of School

Trustees.

The Act establishing the new Provincial University provides for different

courses. The University will be in competition with eastern Universities, to which

over 200 young people from British Columbia are now going, hence it must be

strong on the science side, fruit growing and mining. There is a great dearth of

competent men in the latter industry, mining engineers being missed most of

all. Hence the School of Mining as well as the School of Agriculture of the Uni-

versity will be ver>' strong.

The University Act provides that that institution shall be as free as the Public

Schools of British Columbia, no fees being charged.
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SECTION 2: MANUAL ARTS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA SCHOOLS.

In the School Law for the first time there is a course or department of

Manual Training in the High School. This (1910) was the first year the

Government gave any aid towards the opening of such centres; and they

pay not less than f for the necessary equipment where schools are opened for

the first time.

The Inspector of Manual Training visits difi'erent schools in the Province and

gives courses of instruction extending over six weeks after school hours and on

Saturdays to teachers, with special lessons as to how handwork instruction should

be imparted. These courses are in Card-board, Clay Modeling, Raffia Work,

Drawing and Wood-work. It is optional for teachers to take them.

Manual Training.

There are now, (1912), 31 Manual Training centres in the Province, with

5,299 students.

Vancouver has in the lower grades in the schools " quite a bit " of hand-and-eye

training. From 10 years upwards there is Manual Training for the pupil after he

reaches the Third Reader. There are 10 centres equipped and conducted by one

head instructor and 8 assistants in the Public Schools, and 2 assistants in the High

Schools. The Public School course is in wood-work, and the High School course

in wood-turning, (a three years' course).

In Victoria a school boy gets Manual Training from the time he enters the

Tliird Reader, age about 10, until he reaches the High School, age about 14 to 15.

There is no kindergarten in the Victoria schools. The children are taught clay

modeling, drawing and color work. The clay modeling stops in the primary grade,

and there is a gap in regard to hand manipulation from that time till the beginning

of the other work. The drawing is continued right through to the High School.

Sewing is taught to the girls almost from the primary division up to the time they

enter the High School. Girls get Domestic Science and sewing and cooking at

the same time that boys go to Manual Training. Provision is made for 1,400 boys

with half a day per week each in Manual Training.

The City Superintendent of Schools thinks boys who have left school would

avail themselves of an evening school, and that they would be very much bene-

fited by instruction in drawing, mechanical drawing, color work, etc. Several

boys are studying electrical engineering. He thought a part-time school would be

successful. The numbers of boys and girls entering the High School are about

even at the beginning, but the girls remain longer; a great many boys leave to go

to work before completing the course.

New Westminster schools had kindergarten work; and two years of Manual

Training work for 200 boys. The school Principal was making extensions to

accommodate about 100 more boys. There was no Household Science in the

schools.
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Household Science.

In 1912 there were 15 centres in the Province, with 2,180 pupils. The

Chief Instructor of Household Science in Vancouver has 5 assistants, who give all

their time. Thirty-seven Public School teachers give one-half day per week to

sewing. There is sewing in the High Schools during spare periods.

Line of Development Needed.

Mr. Harry Bunnell, Inspector of Manual Training for the Province, in his

report for 1911, referred to the Commission's visit the previous year and added:

—

They probably brought Manual Training as a school subiect more before the people than

has been done since its introduction in 1900. Whether or not the country is ri. e for the intro-

duction of different forms of technical education we shall "^no:: ' -'rn from the report about to be

presented to us by the Royal Commission on Technical lidii-..

It is my firm belief that we should press on with the t" chine of handwork in our schools

from the First Primer to the High School, and also in our e. '-nin;, schools. The work should

have a progressive character, starting with paper folding and cufing, and leading on through

clay modeling, paper and cardboard modeling, woodwork and metal-work. A few schools

attempt to give a continuous course of work, but these are few and far between.

If technical schools are opened in thp near future, a great advantage will be given the students

if they have had a careful course of hanuuork in their school-life. On the eve of the development
of a great Pro\'ince, it behoves us to look about and examine ourselves, and ask ourselves the

question, "Are we doing all that we possibly can to train our boys so that they will be able to

take up the great burden of successfully developing and building up this great Province of British

Columbia?"

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Mr. WILUAM P. ARGUE. CITY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,

VANCOUVER.

The Manual Training work, including Domestic Science, in no way interferes

with the attention and progress of what are considered standard subjects on the

curriculum; that is, the pupils will do the manual work and also such other work

as if their Manual Training had not been given; one supplements the other. In

the shortened period, the children make just as much progress in the other sub-

jects. With a large proportion of students attendance at these classes is a pleasure;

a few require the exercise of the compulsor}'' law. The work in the High School

covers three years, but only along the line of wood-working for the boys and gar-

ment-making for the girls.

There have been applications for extension of industrial training to other lines

not now represented. The expression of opinion has been marked in that direction.

For those going into industries or agriculture there would be the advantage in

the pupils being dexterous with their hands.

Very few of the young men, but a large number of the young women, go on

to the Normal School to prepare to teach. Possibly those who go through the course

of Manual Training in the elemcntar>' schools and take up the wood-working in

the High Schools for three years may be reasonably well equipped to teach young

children, but there are very few of those going into the teaching profession.

A number of schools this year had a School Garden ; and flowers and vegetables

were planted, the planting and attendance being done by the children under the
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superintendence of the teachers. The experiment was a success. There is correla-

tion between the Nature Study side and the Art side. The Art bulletin, sent out

every month to the teachers, correlates that Nature Study work with the Art

work, and one is intended to help the other.

The Provincial grant for the Manual Training or Domestic Science instructor

is the same as for a regular teacher on the staff.

The Government pays from two-fifths to four-fifths of the salary of the in-

structor in evening classes according as the work is done in cities of the first class

or rural districts, cities getting two-fifths and rural districts four-fifths of the salary.

Cities of the third and fourth class are graded in proportion.

The evening schools in Vancouver were established and in operation before

the Provincial Act authorizing night schools, and the Act was in a large extent

framed with Vancouver in view. The Government have been very liberal in their

interpretation of the Act to permit any subject for which there may be a reason-

able demand. The City Superintendent certifies in regard to the character of the

work done in the night schools. The payroll, and the statement of teachers and

their certificates are sent over to the Department at regular intervals; so that in

connection with the evening schools there is local control, practically local admin-

istration and the grant-in-aid with no limitation as to the work except that it

satisfies the Department. The Department accepts the report made by the

Superintendent of Schools for Vancouver.

Quite a large number of boys and girls leave the school here at 14 without

going to High School. The experience of eastern cities will be repeated here

—

there are a number of boys who leave at 14 because they are somewhat behind in

their classes ; they see no reasonable hope of getting up the entrance to High School

;

yet when they leave the schools they do not go to any satisfactory employment.

If a school were organized where the bulk of the attention was given to manual

instruction by which they might be fitted more directly for the trades, these boys

and girls might be induced to remain in school for a longer period. When they

are employed during the day night schools are essential.

The High School course is a three years' course. In the first year there are

two courses open to pupils,—what is called the preliminary course carrying Latin

and one other language, French or Greek; and the commercial course carrying no

language. In the second year (the junior course) there are practically two courses,

—

the course leading to matriculation and carrying two languages, and the commercial

course. In the third year there is only one course, leading to matriculation, which

calls for the languages of the matriculation examination. The High School has two

purposes,—as a finishing school and as a preparatory school for higher institutions.

It is a finishing school to a large number, and it is said that a large number of our

pupils drop out of the High School because it does not provide them with what

they need when they go out into life. The High School should meet the needs of

all; and if necessary such branches as they have in Winnipeg,—carpentry, iron-

work, plumbing, etc.,—should be introduced. That is in the manifest interest

of the people and industry. It will require some change here to do that.

The health of the children is of great importance in connection with the in-

dustrial efficiency of the workers. There is a marked improvement in the health
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of the children now, due to the removal of adenoids, etc., brought about by the

medical inspection under the School Board. A census was taken some time ago

and it was found that there were about 20 children who ought to be taken in a class

by themselves as mentally deficient; and steps have already been taken to pro-

vide for that class, which will be in operation in January. The doctor em-

ployed by the School Board has no private practice; he gives his whole time to

the School Board.

Evening Classes in Vancouver.

Very effective work is being done in the evening classes in Vancouver.

The classes are established to enable young men and women to continue their

education beyond what they have received in the Day School, and to further train

their intelligence for the successful prosecution of the trade or occupation in which

they may be engaged. The classes are open, without restriction, to any pupils

over 14 years of age who are regularly employed during the day.

There are preparatory classes in English, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Drawing,

Geometry and Mensuration.

Other subjects in advanced classes are Shorthand, Architectural Drawing

and Designing, Building Construction, Carpentry and Joinery, Quantity Surveying,

Sheet Metal Working, Machine Construction and Engineering Drawing, Prospecting,

Forestry, Drawing and the Decorative Arts, Drawing from Life, Modeling for

Stone and Wood Carvers, Plaster Workers, etc.. Music, Cooking, Dressmaking and

Sewing, Citizenship.

When the Commission visited these classes we were impressed with their

intensely practical character, the enthusiasm of the teachers and the interest of

students.

SECTION 4: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Mr. JOHN KYLE. INSTRUCTOR IN DRAWING AT THE NORMAL
SCHOOL AND FOR THE PROVINCE.

The teachers-in-training at the Normal School get three-quarters of an hour

of Drawing per day. Many come fairly well prepared, some with verj' little prepa-

ration, and some with none at all. Those who have had Drawing from the primary

grades upwards make very much more rapid progress than those who have not

had it. Children should be taught systematic Drawing as soon as they get to school,

at about 6 years of age. In the British Columbia schools, children begin with

color, as it is found that they see things better in the mass of color, than in outline.

Children of live are not too yoimg to begin to draw and reproduce form and

love good form, and tr>' to express what they mean to say by the brush or pencil.

The inspectors of Drawing tr>' to teach the teachers to correlate drawing with other

subjects, such as Nature Study, English and Geography, and it is made as far as

possible part of the whole curriculum. It has also a refining influence on the pupil,

like music.

The work of a little girl of seven who had had one year of color work would

compare favorably with the work of a Normal School student who had come without
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Drawing. After six lessons the Normal School student would be more proficient;

but some students who had had no previous training are no further on than children.

Some who have the mental ability, but who have not done any Drawing before,

learn it verj' quickly. In trade and commerce Dra^dng is the language of the

artisan, the tradesman, the workman. It is by Drawing that he expresses what
he wants to say. It is taught with that end in view right through the school.

Evening Schools.

In the evening schools 17 subjects are covered, and there are 43 teachers.

Nearly all of those who teach the preparatory' subjects, such as English and arith-

metic, and book-keeping, are day-school teachers; the others are all practical men
who are engaged in the industries during the day. There are 7 centres, fairly

conveniently located, but La some cases pupils have to go a long way for the partic-

ular subject they require. If students could attend classes in a well-equipped

central institute for the periods, there would be a great difference in the enthusiasm

shov4Ti for evening schools. Where there are hundreds of students going to one

centre there is a social atmosphere which is verj' desirable, whereas small classes

held at different places, in unattractive premises, do not hold the pupils, and there

is a decided loss of esprit de corps, through the smaller numbers due to the lack of

a central institution. There would be advantage if all the coixrses could be held

in the same building. In the building trades, for example, there are carpentry

and joinery, building construction, quantity surveying and mechanical drawing,

all Ln different places. They ought to be in one section, where the teachers could

consult one another and correlate the subjects and where the students could have

intercommunication.

The interest here in the evening classes is not quite as keen as In England;

the schools here have not the same advantages and equipment. "We have been

working under adverse circumstances quite a lot. I have seen many employers

of labor. Some of them would not give their men the syllabuses of work we issued.

Other men have been just as anxious as could be. It was ignorance on the part

of the master that made him refuse to give the syllabuses to the men. The
industries here would be helped in every case by the men going to evening school."

The employers as a rule were very friendly, and gave the syllabuses to their men
or put up the cards La their works.

SECTION 5: TESTIMONY OF A WOMAN SCHOOL TRUSTEE.

Mrs. Margaret Jenkins had been a member of the School Board of Victoria

for 11 years. During that time the only changes in relation to the education of

girls had been the introduction of needlework and Domestic Science into the

schools and in the commercial classes of the High School. Many girls enter the High
Schools especially for that course who would not go otherwise. There is room for

iwrther development in that direction. The Domestic Science in the Public School

extends only for two years. With great advantage girls might be given a cotu^se

of four years.
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The School Board has been making progress along the line of Physical Culture,

and the addition of Singing in the Public School curriculum.

The Women's Council were t^e first instigators of the Domestic Science

Department, ftunishing the equipment, the Board providing the teacher. In

witness' opinion the Women's Council should be consulted in planning the course

of study for girls. She tliought Domestic Science a good form of education for

a girl, and that it has cultural as well as utilitarian value, making her a better

all round woman, better housekeeper, better mother, and equipping her for life

better tlian by any other means. Her gi'eat regret was that Domestic Science

is not carried on by girls of the senior grade, and not continued in the High School,

as it is a most important part of the girl's life. She believed a remedy would be

applied to tliat state of affairs verj' shortly. She was in favor of a four years'

coiu-se in needlework.

In answer to the inquiry whether the coiu'se was not already too heavy, she

preferred to drop other things in a girl's education for the sake of those two

—

Domestic Science and Sewing—which she thought highly essential for home making.

She would give an option in favor of those subjects right to the end of the course.

She believed that the School Board should be composed of ladies to the extent of

one half of its membership. In her long experience on the Board many cases and

many things had arisen that could only be effectively dealt with by women.

SECTION 6: THE HIGH SCHOOLS.

There are in British Columbia 22 High Schools with 74 teachers and 1,738

students. Besides these there are 9 superior schools, that is. Public Schools with

two or more teachers in which the two years' junior work of the High Schools is

being done, the number of High School students in those being 104.

Very little technical training has yet been undertaken in any of the High

Schools. A Commercial Course of 2 years' work is being taken by 101 students

in 3 different schools. Those who have already graduated and gone to work have

profited much by their 2 years' training, but those well qualified to judge believe

that 2 or 3 years of ordinary High School work, followed by 1 year of commercial

work, would enable the young people to enter the business world at IS or 19 with

better prospects for a successful career.

In Vancouver High Schools, Manual Training is taken voluntarily, 255 out of

395 boys attending 2 hom-s per week, and the results obtained are good. About

the same number of girls are taught needlework by a teacher who gives all her

time to this work.

There is a strong sentiment in favor of Technical Education in British Columbia,

but in many cases it is not as rational as it is strong, in the opinion of the High

School Inspector. Too many people think tliat the pursuit of any Hue of study

is practically useless imless it supplies the student with a fimd of knowledge that

will make absolutely certain the earning of money rapidly and at an early age;

they lose sight of the fact that to learn how to live is as important as to learn how
to earn a living, if not more so.
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Many people to-day insist that there is very little in the High School coiirse

to help yoiing people for their lifework, so that students who need no encourage-

ment to do so are induced to drop out of school as soon as the law allows, at 14

years of age, and begin life's woi'k with very little knowledge and very little skill.

While it is possible that the present school curriculum might be modified and made

more suitable for students who will not enter the professions, the Inspector thought

extreme caution should be used in making modifications. WTiile a certain amount

of technical training of High School students might be insisted upon, it should

be simply complementary to and not a substitute for the work now being done.

There is no good reason for allowing, much less encouraging, boys and girls to become

breadwinners at 14 and 15 years of age, in view of all our modern labor-saving

machines, and with more intelligent and more skilful artisans than ever before

as the result of the teaching in our present Public and High Schools and prospec-

tive Technical Schools.

There should be a few intellectual subjects in the first two years' work of the

High School, and compulsory technical training should be comparatively limited,

and of a character calculated to develop powers and habits essential in eveiy walk

of life, as well as to popularize those vocations in which the majority of people

should engage. The Manual Training and Domestic Science and Art work carried

on in a few of the best of our Public Schools, with technical training of this char-

acter, the Inspector thinks might be continued with advantage for two years in

the High Schools.

The Nature Study of the Public Schools and the Botany and Physical Science

of the High Schools afford good mental training, even as taught in our schools

to-day, though the facilities in rural schools and High Schools in smaller towns

are very poor and should be improved. The course might be made more tech-

nical, more practical and more interesting, leading the youth from the School

Garden to the orchard or the farm.

In the first year of the High School studies, in which matriculation work is

now being taken, considerable optional work in the line of technical subjects

might safely be included, provided it be a fair equivalent for the subject whose

place it has taken.

The work of the High Schools along the lines above suggested should prepare

students well for pursuing any course open to them in the new Provincial Univer-

sity, which it is expected will give considerable attention to Horticulture, Agri-

culture, Mining, etc.

The course of study thus far advocated is for students in populous centres

whose circumstances will permit of their studying until they are 16 or 17, or even

later. In small towns with a score or two of High School students, there is a

likelihood of special teachers being employed to teach a few hours per week. If

evening schools for technical work were established at such points to help those

who can no longer go to day school, the teachers engaged might do the tech-

nical work with High School and Public School students, preparing them

even for matriculation into the University. In larger centres of population

the technical evening schools must be the hope of bright, intelligent and
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ambitious students, whose circumstances compel them to leave school at, say,

14 years of age.

The Inspector submits the above as the best course of study, not for the chosen

few, but for the vast majority of our nation.

SECTION 7: THE McGILL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF BRITISH

COLUMBIA.

This College at Vancouver, B.C., exists under powers granted by the Legis-

lature in 1906, and its object is the higher education of men and women. In

respect of courses of study and examination, it is deemed a College of McGill Uni-

versity, and the instruction given to its students is to be of the same standard

as that given in like subjects at McGill University at Montreal.

Course in Applied Science.

The College offers instruction in the first, second and third j-ears of the Arts

Course, and in the first and second years of the Course in Applied Science of McGill

University. The standard of work is that of McGill University, all the examina-

tions being conducted by the Examining Board of that institution, which includes

all the members of the local staff. Candidates passing the examinations at the

end of any year in either Arts or Applied Science are admitted to the next year

of McGill University without further examination.

The following subjects are prescribed for all courses leading to the Degree

of B.Sc. in Applied Science:— (1) English Grammar. (2) History and Geog-

raphy. (3) Arithmetic. (4) English Composition. (5) English Literature.

(6) One of the following: French, German, Latin, Greek. (7) Algebra, Parts

I. and II. (8) Geometry, Parts I. and II. (9) Trigonometr3\ (10) One of the

following:—Physiography, Botany, Chemistry, Physics, a language not already

chosen.

Double Course.

Students who wish to obtain the degree of B. A. and B. Sc. (Applied Science)

in six years will spend the first three years in Arts before attending any regular

classes in Applied Science, except the summer classes. The student will then

enter the Faculty of Applied Science, and devote the remaining three years en-

tirely to the work of this Faculty. The special summer courses mentioned are

necessary in order to overtake the work in Descriptive Geometry, Drawing and

Shopwork, which form part of the regular courses of the first two years in Applied

Science. This work must be taken in two periods of one month each (in the month
of May), at the close of the regular work of the First and Second Years in the

I'aculty of Arts.

SlIOPWORK.

The course in shopwork is intended to afford some preparation for that study

of workshop practice on a commercial scale which every engineer has to carry

out for himself. With this end in view, the student works in the various shops
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of the department, and completes in each a series of practical exercises. He
thus obtains some knowledge of the nature and properties of the various materials

he employs; he receives systematic instruction in the use and care of the more

important hand and machine tools; and he acquires some manual skill.

The instruction thus obtained must, however, be continued and supplemented.

For this purpose students are expected to spend the greater portion of each long

vacation in gaining practical experience in engineering workshops outside the

University.

Students are required to read and make notes of selected portions of certain

text-books, and articles in technical journals, illustrative of the work done in

each shop.

In connection with his shop work each student is required to keep a record of

his w^ork. These records or notes are made on standard forms. These are handed

in to the Shop Instructor at the close of each period of work, and, together with

diligence and the results of a brief written examination, form the basis on which

credit for shopwork is assigned.

The work of the various shops is carried out under the direction of the Professor

of Mechanical Engineering. The following are the subjects of instruction:

Carpentry and Wood Turning.—Sharpening and care of wood-working tools;

sawing, planing and paring to size; preparation of flat surfaces, parallel strips,

and rectangular blocks; construction of the principal joints employed in carpentry

and joinery work, such as end and middle lap joints, end and middle mortise and

tenon joints, mitres, and dado and sash joints; dovetailing; scarfing; joints used

in roof and girder work; wood-turning; use of wood-turning tools.

Smith-work.—The forge and its tools; use and care of smiths' tools; manage-

ment of fire; use of anvil and swage-block; drawing taper, square and parallel

work; bending, upsetting, hardening and tempering tools for forge and machine

work; tempering drills, dies, taps, and springs.

Foundry Work.—Moulders' tools and materials used in foundry work; the

cupola; the brass furnace; preparation of moulding sand; boxes and flasks;

core-making; use of core-irons; bench moulding ; blackening, coring and finishing

moulds; vents, gates and risers; floor moulding; open sand work; melting and

pouring metal; mixtures for iron and brass casting.

Machine-shop Work.—Exercises in chipping; preparation of flat surfaces;

filing to straight edge and surface plate; scraping, screwing and tapping; use of

scribing block and surface gauge; marking oS' work for lathes and other machines;

turning and boring cylindrical work to gauge; surfacing; screw-cutting and pre-

paration of screw-cutting tools; use of turret lathe; taper turning; machining

flat and curved surfaces on the planing and shaping machines; plain and cir-

cular milling with vertical and horizontal spindles; gear-cutting; cutter-grinding;

drilling and boring; use of jigs; grinding flat and cylindrical surfaces; cutting tools

for hand and machine; their cutting angles and speeds; dressing and grinding

tools.
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CHAPTER LXXXVII:

AS TO INDUSTRIES, WORKERS AND EMPLOY-
MENT BUREAU.

SECTION 1: INx^ORMATION PRESENTED BY

Mr. WILLIAM DALTON, ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF THE
VANCOUX'ER BOARD OF TRADE.

This Board of Trade welcomes the enquir}' of this Commission as a step in

advance in regard to education.

As a body of merchants, manufacturers and traders this Board is very much
concerned that artisans engaged in all trades should be properly and scientifically

trained in their respective ti'ade or calling.

The Board, v/hilst deeply interested generally in educational matters, has

no Committee which takes special care of a subject of this character.

The Board feels that Technical Education should be given along the lines

which will tend to increase the trade usefulness of this city both as a commercial

centre and as a port, and that the student should be able, after passing through

the schools already in operation, to continue his studies in a more practical form

than he is enabled to do under the present organisation.

The Board believes that Vancouver in the coming years will become a great

port; and such trades as are allied with the shipping industry should be taught

and encouraged, such as ship building, ship architectiu-e and the trades which

naturally circle round such a business, such as engineering, both steam and electrical.

Navigation should also have a verj' considerable place in a Technical School.

Captain Eddie, through the Department of Marine and Fisheries, gives free lectures

on Navigation in the city during the winter months.

The principal motive power used by industries seem to be electrical. As

this seems to be an electric age, facilities should be furnished to give further prac-

tical teaching to students of this important subject. The British Columbia

Electric Ry. have a large generating plant on the North Arm of Burrard Inlet

deriving their water power from two lakes there. The Western Power Co. are

spending a very large sum of money in a generating plant at Stave Lake and

another large plant is to be built at Chilliwack for electric tramway purposes.

Mines and mining must before very long take a much larger place in the indus-

tries in this Province; and there is at the present time a very large development

in mining in the Province. Mining engineering, assaying, metallurgy, practical

mining management and allied subjects should be taught to students desiring

to enter those professions.
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The lumber industry is one of the principal industries of the Province and,

carried out on the vast scale on which many Companies are operating, calls into use

many trades. Practically all the machinery used in the saw mills of the Province

is imported from the East.

Forestry and agriculture should have their place in a Technical School.

An immense amount of money is invested in the fishing industry. It is a

source of great profit to the commtmity. Education on the proper method of

conserving this industry should be given.

In a yotmg, growing and vigorous city like this, biiilding construction in

its broadest sense should be a very important subject. Steel and concrete con-

struction seems to be the construction of the future and very special attention

should be given to this.

Whilst we live in a very practical age, the Board believes that the artistic

side of education should not be neglected, and that a School of Art should have

a place in educational advancement.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM

Mr. HERBERT C. BENSON. PRESIDENT OF THE TRADES' AND

LABOR COUNCIL, VANCOUVER.

There is not a trade to-day but what would be benefited by a system of Tech-

nical Education along certain lines and imder certain restrictions. The organized

workman would be against Technical Education if he thought it was going to be

a means of fiuiiishing employers with strikebreakers in time of trouble. That

is one of the objections among workers. The evening schools such as are now

in Vancouver could not hurt the worker by flooding the market with workers and

thus reducing wages. Every worker in the city should attend those classes.

It would be good for the manufactiirers if everybody could be well trained for his

job. If it would increase the wages of workers and decrease their hours of labor,

as well as improve their living conditions, it would be beneficial for the workers.

Technical Education should be supplementary to factory education, that

is, with the theoretical supplementary to the practical.

In the opinion of the witness, the Government, before instituting Technical

Education, should try and devise some means of controlling the system of appren-

ticeship, whereby apprentices shall be given by their employers a thorough working

knowledge of the trades which they wish to learn. This is not the case at the present

time. A boy should be given the chance of learning his whole trade, from the

bottom to the top, instead of being made a specialist in one line. If the employer

wishes the country to supply him with skilled workmen, he should be willing to

do his own part, even at the cost of waste of time and restriction of output, by

allowing some apprentices to go into the shop and learn the trade.

In the opinion of the witness, Technical Education without the practical

experience is useless. A man must have the practical first, and then the technical.
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or both together if possible. Another condition under which organized Technical

Education would be favorable to the workers would be if it were placed under

the School Boards, or some similar body. The School Board in Vancouver was

doing its duty earnestly and thoroughly, and the workers under such circum-

stances would not have much to fear. They would feel confident that the matter was

being managed in the right way. If Technical Education is inaugurated, it should

be under men who are thoroughly responsible and can obtain the confidence

of the people.

All teachers in the technical institution should have learned the trades them-

selves, as they cannot impart the knowledge other\vise. A teacher who has been

through the practical as well as the theoretical side will produce much better

results. He must understand the practical application of the theories he teaches.

SECTION 3: INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. JOHN PECK.

Mr. Peck is Chief Inspector of Machir.er}' for the Provincial Government,

and Examiner cf Stationary Engineers.

At present stationary engineers are obtaining the information required for

their examination largely through correspondence courses, and through the British

Columbia Association of Stationary Engineers, which is an educational institution.

They assist each other to obtain the information, and lectures are given by outside

people and by the higher grade of stationary engineers to those who are working

to obtain certificates.

Engineers should be skilled, as they are responsible for life and property, and

unskilled workmen are sometimes careless through ignorance of the importance

of what they are doing. A slight defect in the structure, which may seem quite

unimportant, is liable to produce very serious results. In that way, intelligence

all along the line of construction would be beneficial to life and property throughout

the Province.

The first need of British Columbia, in the witness' opinion, is the evening

school. Large numbers would be very glad to avail themselves of its advantages.

Following that, a technical institution should be provided, where those men might

get a full course of instruction extending over several months, or in the winter,

when work is slack. This would enable the ambitious men to work up for a better

grade of certificate. Correspondence instruction is useful in certain lines, particu-

larly in training men to express themselves in writing, which is necessary for

examinations. A correspondence school would be useful to those living at a dis-

tance from technical schools.

The witness stated that he had been interested in technical education for a

great many years, and that he quite agreed with the statements made that purely

technical education, without experience in a shop in practical work, was of very

doubtful value.

He would favor government supervision of apprentices, with a part-time plan

of training. He had been manager and owner of an iron works before becoming

inspector, and quite agreed that while a technical institution apparently docs very
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good work, and theoretically should do very good work, as a matter of fact manu-

facturers are unwilling to accept purely technically trained men.

The witness said he did not like the people of this country being left behind

by others coming in when our own people with reasonable facilities would get ahead.

He believed we had people in Canada above the average in intelligence, but when

outside countries are doing so much, if Canada neglects to do its part, our own

people are going to be superseded by outsiders who will come in and fill the positions.

SECTION 4:

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM Mr. JOHN G. USTER.

Mr. Lister was carr^-ing on evening school work in connection with the

British Columbia Electric Railway Company.

The Company have fitted up a complete lecture room with all appliances,

and give Mr. Lister carte blancJie over the whole of the Company's equipment,

both portable and stationary-, so that any apparatus that is portable may be brought

into the lecture room. In the other cases the class is taken to the apparatus.

The classes are limited at present to employees of the company. Attendance

is purely voluntary. It is not strictly speaking a company institution, as it is run

by a committee, the Company providing the funds and equipment and encouraging

it in every way. The equipment is loaned by the Company for instruction purposes.

The Company would let the plant be used under the supervision of an approved

person; it is necessary to have an individual personally responsible.

SECTION 5:

SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY AS TO APPRENTICES.

The Ross & Howard Iron Works, Vancouver, have a moulding shop with 25

moulders and 4 apprentices, machine shop with 14 men and 3 apprentices, and

boiler shop with 16 men and 3 apprentices.

There are not enough workers trained to keep up the supply for the works.

The firm have to depend on importation from outside. Two or three of the men

took International Correspondence Courses. The mechanics cannot read drawings

;

it would be much better for the firm if they did, and they would be better fitted

to get more money. If there were night classes especially for that craft, it would

be better for the boys than the men. It is not easy to get foremen, or thoroughly

trained men at all. If the men went to night school, they would gain knowledge

and develop ability to become good foremen.

Other testimony states that apprentices if attending evening school would be

better workmen thereby. A knowledge of plans in the building trades, and of

steam and strength of materials in the iron trades, is of great assistance.

The only way to get the boys trained is by laying down the rule that they are

not to be kept at one machine more than 6 months, and that they are to learn to

19Id—Vol. rV—45
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operate a certain number of machines during their apprenticeship. In the machin-

ist trades, apprentices are often kept on one job for as long as a year and a half,

when they could learn the process in two weeks. In boilermaking they are kept

on heating rivets, which is very soon learned, and have no opportunity of becoming

proficient in any other branch of the trade.

In McKinnon's Boiler Works at Victoria, there are 3 apprentices to every 10

men. They would all like to go to evening school.

Apprentices in machine shops serve 5 years, and work under a fixed schedule

of wages.

There is no apprenticeship system in the coal mines, but it would be much
better if boys were put through a course.

Men do not now get as good a knowledge of printing as they did before the

introduction of power machines. Formerly the apprentice came from the country

oflBce. The man in the country weekly office had to do everything, whereas in the

city he specializes.

The majority of the witnesses were of the opinion that it would be a good

thing for apprentices to go to evening classes; and that if they did not work more

than 8 hours a day, they could attend without any injury to health. One witness

favored compulsory evening schools for all apprentices.

The reason that boys will not be apprenticed is that they can earn more money
at other occupations, and do not wish to be bound.

The view was expressed that boys should not be allowed to work as helpers

without being bound apprentices.

Since the apprenticeship system has largely broken down, the only way to

prepare competent men is through technical education.

The limitation of the number of apprentices, according to one witness, has

been misconstrued both by the employers and the public. The object of limitation

has been to secure better opportunities for a limited number, rather than to merely

limit the number. The education of apprentices has been the most frequent

cause of conflict with employers, with the exception of the wages question.

SECTION 6: PUBLIC SCHOOL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.

The following information was obtained from Mr. McKee, Vancouver.

A very large percentage of Public School pupils (in somes cases 95 per cent)

never reach the High School, A large number of mis-fits result when boys are left

to pick up such employment as offers at the time when they need to earn money.

When the boy is not in his proper groove, he is not only wasting his own valuable

time that should be spent in learning some trade or line of business, but he is giving

very secondary service to his employer because his heart and inclinations lie in

another bent. The employer is often handicapped by not knowing where to secure

the desired help and is forced to take what he can get, in many cases knowing little

or nothing of the prospective employee.

Therefore the School Board should pro\nde and operate a juvenile Employ-

ment Bureau, free to employer and boy and girl and open also to those who have
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not attended school but who might enrol at the district school. The Bureau

would keep a list of recommended boys and girls, the latter selecting the kind

of work they wish. The Principal would keep close watch on the boys leaving

school, enquire into their home circumstances, advise boys and girls personally,

and be the judge, as it were, as to whether their circumstances force them

to go to work.

The scheme need not be announced to the school classes, but the boys would

soon learn of it, when they realized that the Principal had their individual good at

heart. The Principal might fill in part of the enrolment card, and in this way
vouch for its validity. The Principal would speak from time to time with

firms of his acquaintance who employ boys and girls, and in this way inform

the public; then no further advertising would be required. The boys would be

supplied with work through a central Bureau and should they be thrown out

of employment they could inform the Bureau, as their credentials would be per-

manently on file.

The enrolment card would give the name and the date of birth, the father's

name and occupation, chosen line of work and why selected, whether employed

at present, where last employed, name, address and occupation of chum and

whether he or the chum smoked cigarettes, name of school last attended, what

grade, and where boy can be reached by phone. Recommendation and sample

of handwritting should be attached to enrolment card; this card would be

classified according to occupation desired.

The Bureau would furnish the boy with a neat booklet in which he could make

note of his earnings and savings, with a cover design and a motto such as "Give

of your best". Printed notes in the book would request the boy to report progress

and financial standing in December, advise him to open a bank account, and also

to attend night school for the particular study in which he is interested.

If the boy has reported faithfully until he is 18 and pro^'ided he has done well,

the Bureau might supply him with a certificate of some kind, indicating that he is

a desirable and industrious young man; this should be of much service in case he

were thrown out of employment. The Bureau would also telephone the employer

from time to time, enquiring about the boy.

The advantages of this plan would be as follows:

—

The School Board would be in touch with the boys and girls, which would have

a tendency to make them work harder at school, for they would have something

to work for. It would improve the tone of the whole school, particularly the senior

classes.

The Bureau could help girls from outside points to come to High School who

would be glad to do some housework in return for board and room.

It would save the employer loss of time and worry and expense in advertising,

because he would be able to secure a recommended boy on short notice.

It would help the boy to better his position should he desire to do so; and it

would encourage the boy to give his best services to his employer, for he would be

told that the Bureau would watch his progress and ask his employer for his opinion

from time to time. Should the boy be placed in such a position that he could

19Id—Vol. IV—45i
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attend school again, he would make a most desirable pupil; the Board would

be in possession of a permanent and interesting record of the boy's progress; and

the careers of these poor boys would have an educational value.

On the other hand the scheme might encourage some to leave school early;

but the question is, can we help the boy who is forced to go to work? It might also

have a tendency to help the best boys only; but can we not help also the boy who
helps himself? The Principal would be in a position to induce the boy to remain

as long as possible at school, or to start school again when possible. For the boy

who could not be well recommended the scheme would at least give a chance to

make good. Some provision might be made for boys who desire work in summer
months only, and the scheme might include High School boys.

The scheme helps to solve two problems, (1) A public or High School boy

becomes discouraged, has no ambition along professional lines; he is a failure as a

student, simply stops school to go to work and no persuasion can keep him at school;

what can be judiciously done for him? (2) What effect would the scheme have

on the question of delinquency?

SECTION 7: INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS OF WOMEN WORKERS.

The Local Council of Women presented a memorial to the Commission

stating that, out of the population of Victoria, amounting to 50,000, there are 3,000

or 4,000 women engaged in gainful occupations as teachers in public and piivate

schools, physicians, in lace-making, sewing, journalism, nursing, in libraries, book-

binding, as telegraph and telephone operators, stenographers and typewriter.?, ac-

countants, clerks, customs brokers, cashiers, forewomen, saleswomen, milliners

and dressmakers, domestics, housemaids, nursery-maids, cooks, waitresses, laun-

dresses, hairdressers and those engaged in clothing factories, candy factories,

biscuit-making and cigar making.

Facilities for training workers along the above lines are very limited. Apait

from the professional training of those who are to teach, the hospitals where nurses

are trained may be regarded as the only real apprenticeship system in the city. In

millinery and dressmaking there is only partial training, as girls have to pick up
what they can by ob.ser\^ation and practice; there is no teaching. The commeicial

courses in the High School and private schools are far from adequate, being chiefly

tJieoietical.

The majority of employers interviewed emphatically expressed their prefer-

ence for skilled workers and stated that they were willing to pay higher wages for

them.

With a few exceptions, employers were agreed that girls should have tech-

nical training along the lines by which they expected to earn their living, because

in this way they had greater earning capacity and would be worth higher wages,

and the expense of such training should be defrayed by public money. The view

most frequently expressed was this training should be given in separate schools

after the pupils had finished tlieir academic course.
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In maniifacturing establishments the average wage of unskilled girls is from

$25 to $35 per month, and of skilled girls from $40 to $50. Girls remain in these

establishments from two to five years.

The Telephone Co. has no training department such as there is in many cities,

and many of the girls would desire a previous training, especially now that the work

has so increased that there is no time to train the students. The standard of tele-

phone operating is improving.

Confectionery and biscuit manufactiu-ers look upon imskilled labor as most

expensive. A new hand is placed in charge of a more experienced worker, thus

occupying the time of that experienced employee, and causing a great waste of

time as well as of material.

In laundries unskilled labor is very expensive to the employers. The new girl

rarely earns the wage which the scarcity of help requires to be paid. In some cases

the girl may gain the proper earning capacity after from two weeks' to four months'

employment.

In the book-binding department of the Government Printing Bureau, girls

enter before having had High School education, and are paid $30 per month to

begin with, $50 being the highest. Technical training would be considered an

advantage by cultivating precision, deftness, etc. In another bookbindery tech-

nical training was looked upon as most desirable and profitable to workers, as the

firm could well afford to pay double the wages to skilled hands.

Some milliners preferred girls without knowledge of the work; others favored

those having had correct instruction in elementary processes such as even the most

conscientious employer could not find time to give. They desired the establish-

ment of a suitable school here.

Dressmakers have great difficulty in seeming workers, and would consider

technical training most useful. The girls who are now available are ignorant to a

degree; and the only teaching they receive is from an "improver" beside whom
they are placed. If observant and painstaking they may acquire a working know-

ledge of some of the minor branches, but generally they display neither self-reliance

nor initiative, and may remain in the work and leave without becoming proficient.

There is no time to devote to the ignorant beginner, but if she had a knowledge of

sewing, understood something about fabrics, and had her eye trained to color

combinations, form and design, her interest would be aroused and she would feel

herself a factor in working out the plan. Thus her work would be of a higher order

and her usefulness would be increased. Her powers of observation having been

cultivated, she would very soon acquire the entire art of dressmaking. The pre-

eminence of French dressmaking and millinery is due to the fact that France was

first among the nations to introduce technical training of women. Some girls

would like to attend classes in millinery and there has been a demand for evening

classes in art.

Mistresses were almost imanimous in desiring house help that had been trained

In domestic work; many mothers were anxious to have their daughters trained

for home making; and the growing girls were nearly all anxious for technical

training before entering business life.
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Among the working girls inter\-ie\ved many have no desire to extend tlieir

knowledge Ln their particular line of work and would not agree to attend any classes,

either day or evening. These are invariably the more ignorant and unintelligent

of their class. Others were especially anxious to improve and would gladly attend

the evening classes, especially for domestic training. Some of tliese are Old Country

girls who have had the advantage of such classes before coming to Canada.

False notions cause girls to avoid work as domestic servants and in trades and

to seek office and store work as being more genteel, leaving more definite hours of

freedom and greater independence. Hence there were 40 applicants for a vacancy

in such a position with long hours and poor pay; while there is a painful dearth

of girls for household help. This vmhappy state of things can only be altered when
a thorough technical training is afforded to these girls, so that tliey will be able

to appreciate the true dignity of labor, and as a result will be more advanced in

intelligence and skill.

Some practical plan by which the task of a girl who must begin wage earning

at an early age can be made more proficient in some self selected calling or indus-

try would save years of wasted life and opportimities on her part. Such training

would make a more harmonious development of mind and body, produce versatility,

hold out to gifted children a chance to cultivate themselves along special lines,

and would make of the prospective wage earner a more valuable industrial unit.

It would raise the standard of the trained worker, and prevent irresponsible and

casual competition. It woiild be a powerful factor in the industrial development of

the country, and would touch directly and helpfully the individual, the family and

the collective interests of the people, and open many avenues for self-supporting

women.

For girls between the ages of 1 4 and 1 6 technical day classes would be necessary,

for at that age a girl cannot work dm-ing the day and attend evening classes.

Only a small portion of girls entering the lower Public School grades continue

until they complete the High School course, because of indifference on their part

or that of their parents, or because of necessity for earning something. The system

of apprenticeship being no longer in existence, young girls who are compelled

to earn a living at the early age of 14 must necessarily enter upon unskilled labor,

The remedy for this condition is, education of hand and brain. These girls must

have the opportunity of acquiring the means of becoming efficient wage earners,

so as to earn a living in a self-selected vocation, and in providing that we are aiming

at the very foundation of Empire building by giving these girls a true sense of

citizenship and preparing them as the mothers of the future. Technical school

training will undoubtedly establish an interest in school work, arouse ambition

and raise the standard and tone of industrial life. For exam])le, if girls in domestic

service were equipped with a thorough training in domestic science and all that

pertained to housekeeping and home-making, a knowledge of sanitation, house-

hold chemistry and dietetics, personal hygiene, how to keep household accounts

and to market, they would enter upon their duties with an entirely new spirit.

Their work would be lifted from manual drudgery to the status of a profession,

just as training has elevated nursing from the old Sarah Gamp days to the present
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honorable profession. They would thus make better domestics, earn better wages,

lead happier and brighter lives, and later in life bring the knowledge into their

own homes, with consequent better surroundings, a healthier atmosphere and

more efficient wives and mothers. As the skilled worker is one of the nation's

most valued assets, this training would be not only an individual, but a national

benefit.

The kind of technical training suitable to the needs of Victoria would be a

separate day school which would naturally attract girls not attending the High

School, in which there would be training along every line to equip them for

their field of labor and to specialize along some line of business, art or craft, as

well as in domestic training.
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CHAPTER LXXXVIII: AS TO RURAL
OCCUPATIONS.

SECTION 1: AS TO FRUIT AND AGRICULTURE.

Iiiformatiou obtained from Mr. Maxwell Smith, Editor of the Fruit

Magazine.

The main product for export from the Province is apples. Peaches are

beginning to be more or less important for export to the prairie provinces. Straw-

berries, raspberries, blackberries and cherries are coming to the front. The
main needs of the fruit-growers, to enable them to do the work effectively and

profitably, are education and labor. Education should be begun in the Public

School by amendments to the curriculum, giving agriculture an equal place with

other studies; and it would require both book-study and a School Garden. In

the fruit-growing districts they have no School Gardens of a practical sort. The
cultivation of flowers is practised in many school districts as a means of study

of plant life, but not from a practical fruit-growing standpoint. It would be a

help to take children to a fruit grower's place once a fortnight. The fruit-grower

is rooted to the love of money more than to the love of children, It is difficult

to get him to take an interest in anything apart from his ordinary employment.

The Public School curriculum all over Canada is so constructed as to have

a tendency to lure youth away from the farms and into the professions, and this

tendency must be checked by technical courses. The first step is to give agriculture

an equal place with other studies in the Public Schools, require all teachers to be

qualified to teach it, and thus give child an opportunity to develop a liking

for agriculture equal to its opportunity for developing a liking to become a

doctor, preacher, or lawyer. To qualify the present teacher there should be

special short courses. Fruit growing is developing very rapidly in British Colum-

bia, the laws in regard to insects are very effective, grading and packing are improv-

ing. The Provincial Government is establishing a number of e.Kperimental

stations in a modest way, but they are not far enough on to prove their effective-

ness. The Government is giving a series of short courses of a couple of days'

lectures by the best inspectors and horticulturists, but it is hard to get active

fruit growers away from their daily pursuits.

The amount of peaches exported this year from British Columbia to the

Prairies was more than in any former year. The chief difficulties in transporta-

tion are the pre-cooling of fruit before it is shipped and the carrying of it at an even

temperature to its destination. Some growers claim the rates are fair, others

think they are not.

The quickest way to get labor—though not the best from the point of quality,

—is the more general employment of Orientals; the next best is to encourage
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the immigration of people of our own race. The Indians of British Columbia

are very industrious and faithful workers, but are not as neat and careful as are

the white people or Orientals. Competent labor and plenty of it is necessary

in connection with fruit growing.

SECTION 2: SUMMARY OF OTHER TESTIMONY.

KooTENAY District.

Apples chiefly are grown in this district; also peaches, pears and plums. Small

fruits do well, and also vegetables.

The Horticulturist from the Provincial Department of Agriculture visits

the district to lecture and give practical orchard demonstrations. He is in favor

of a demonstration orchard, where a successful fruit grower would show his methods

of planting, etc., and exhibit his accounts.

Vernon and Okanagan.

Vernon and the Okanagan need something in the way of an agricultural

school where men would learn the business of fruit growing. A technical insti-

tution giving instruction and carrying on work in research should be established

somewhere in British Columbia.

A great many men in the district would be only too glad to get such training,

which is most important to the fruit industry. As a rule the fruit growers send

their fruit in bulk to be packed at the warehouses of the Fruit Unions. It would

be a good thing to have fruit packing taught. A class was held last winter and

was well attended.

The Manager of the Coldstream Estate believed an Agricultural College

would be well attended, as there were always a large number of men coming to

British Columbia to learn the fruit industry.

A fruit packer thought an Experimental Orchard would be of more benefit

than a College, as growers have no facilities for experimenting, but the Govern-

ment could run an Experimental Farm on broader lines than the growers could,

and it would be of immense benefit to them. A fruit grower stated that he got

assistance and information for his work principally from American horticultural

papers and bulletins, and from local growers. The local school gives a good

primary education, but nothing for agricultural or horticultural occupations.

A demonstration farm would be a good thing. Mixed farming is profitable

in the Valley, in the districts near Armstrong and Enderby. Peaches can be shipped

as far as Winnipeg in good condition. Shipments of apples to the English market

have been well received, and have brought satisfactory returns to shippers and

growers. A satisfactory beginning has been made in the shipments of Okanagan

apples to Australia, New Zealand, China and elsewhere, the Australian and New
Zealand markets being especially attractive, because the season is just suited

to the harvest time in British Columbia. The North West Provinces provide

an unlimited market; the city of Vancouver also provides a very large market.
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SECTOIN 3: AS TO LIVE STOCK AND DAIRYING.

Information obtained from Mr. Fred. M. Logan.

Mr. Logan was the Government Live Stock and Dairy Commissioner for three

years. One of the difficulties is to get suitable help for milking cows. White
men coming to the Province get positions that suit them better. The milking ma-
chine has not proven very successful in small dairies. There is no difficulty in

growing enough rough fodder. Along the Fraser River Valley cows can be pastured

cheaper than anywhere else in Canada, the grazing season lasting about 9 months,

and the grass being very succulent and well suited to dair>'ing pmposes. Clover

grows wild in this coimtry, and will continue to yield well for years. A drawback
to dairying is the high price of land. If a man buys a farm with borrowed money
he has to pay a large share of the revenue for interest on tlie investment. Mr. Logan
did not know of any Province in Canada where dair>'ing could be carried on more
profitably than here, notwithstanding the high price of land. In British Columbia

butter sells higher than in any other Province in Canada.

A fruit farm when properly conducted is much more profitable than raising

beef, most of which now is coming from the prairie provinces. Grain growing is

rather on the decline in the up country, though there is a great deal of it in the

Fraser River Valley and on Vancouver Island. Grain crops grow very well,

especially oats; and wheat grown here is used extensively for chicken feed. The
growing of vegetables is on the increase.

SECTION 4: RURAL OCCUPATIONS FOR WOMEN.

Openings exist now in dair>-ing, fruit growing, bee-keeping and poultry

raising. The climatic conditions are peculiarly favorable for j^oultry. Market

prices are exceptionally good. Not many women have gone into dairying,

though on many farms ihey do the dairyirg work. There is a large

field for women on Vancouver Island in the growing, picking and packing

of fruit. Bee-keeping is practicable; money has been made by bee-keeping and

the production of lavender and the growing of bulbs. The production of celery,

violets, lavender and different herbs also offers a field for women.

A technical school for short courses would greatly benefit the farming commu-
nity. Ever>'day women are coming to Vancouver Island from India, China, Japan
or Australia, and they are most eager to learn what they can, but there is no place

where they can go for information or for a short course in dairv'ing or poultry.

At the Women's Institute the women are most eager to learn about Domestic

Science or anything that will help them to earn a living of their own, which shows

the interest that would be taken in a technical school in British Columbia. One
established at or near Victoria would be of immense benefit to the people of the

city and the whole Island.

The ideal farm life is a beautiful one,—the soothing sounds of the country

and the twittering birds, the children engaged in happy i)ustiines outside, the house-
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wife filling the larder with apples for the winter, the home life around the country

fires, but the farm home is too often a house where they are living on canned foods.

It is hoped that the Commission will remedy that condition.

The work of organizing Women's Institutes in British Columbia was started

in September, 1909, and was taken up with great enthusiasm in different parts

of the Province, receiving the hearty co-operation of the men in several districts.

In 1910 the Provincial Department of Agriculture gave a grant of 50c. for each

member enrolled in the Women's Institutes as is done in the case of Farmers'

Institutes. In December 1910 there were 21 Women's Institutes in British

Columbia, the total membership being 590.
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CHAPTER LXXXIX: AS TO FORESTRY
PROBLEMS.

Information obtained from Mr. Judson F. Clark, Forestry Engineer.

The danger from fire in the coast forests is almost entirely limited to cut-over

land. A short course would be of great value to fire rangers. Nothing is being

done in the Province to conserve the yoimg gro^vth after the niatiu-e trees have been

cut ; to do that would be a good policy for the State. There is no Forestry Depart-

ment in connection with the Provincial Government. Nothing has been done to

study the preservation of trees. This is the greatest field in the world, excepting

Western Washington and Oregon, for the study of forestry problems.

In Vancouver there has been a demand for instruction along at least three

lines in connection with evening classes: (1) how trees grow, forest geography,

the conservation of the public domain; (2) from woodworkers for a knowledge

of the physical properties of woods, their comparative strengths, elasticity and

toughness in relation to their uses; (3) from cruisers who want to know the best

way of estimating and valuing timbers and also learn topographical survey methods.

This could be taken up in connection with the instruction of fire rangers. If there

were a museum where forest woods could be shown accompanied by charts, it

would be a means of getting the resoiurces of the Province known; of coixrse Van-

couver is the place to have that.

Protection from forest fires is to be had by training fire rangers, also by disposal

of the debris. Railways, which are a great cause of forest fires, should be compelled

to use every possible means to prevent fires, even to the extent of burning oil in

their engines. But the ranging system for protection could not be done away

with safely, even if the railways used oil.
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Chemists, lack of facihties for training 1714
Child labor problems 1987, 2182
Choquette, Monseigneur C. P., testimony of 1924
Citizenship, training for 1908, 1945,2067
Coal Miners, Evening Classes for 1675, 1680, 1699
Colquhoun, Mr. A. H. U., Information obtained from 1994
Commercial and Business Training 1708, 1873, 1976, 1979, 2095, 2102, 2104
Compulsory attendance at Evening Schools 1701, 1729, 2046

" School. .1678, 1700, 1848, 1919, 1927, 1928, 1944, 1979, 2262, 2266,
2268, 2289

" " " School till 16 2055, 2245
Consolidated School at Florenceville, N.B 1796

« " " Hampton, N.B 1797
" Hillsborough, P.E.I 1759

" " " Riverside, N.B 1795
" " " Sussex, N.B 1793

Schools in country districts.. 1645, 1753, 1756, 1759, 1775, 1781, 1785, 1793, 1827,

2029, 2201 , 2236, 2238
" in Manitoba 2236, 2238

Continuation Classes 1644, 1647, 1685, 1694, 1701, 1805, 1852, 1979, 1996, 2174, 2202
for Rural Districts 2130, 2131, 2197, 2201, 2207, 2208

Co-operation in rural communities 1645, 2217, 2284, 2322
"

of employers and Y.M.C.A's 2119
" employers, workers and schools 1649, 1876, 2001, 2030, 2033, 2089, 2090
" Federa'l and Provincial authorities 1778, 1923,1999

" " railways, banks and farmers 2 194
Correspondence Course of International Typographical Union 2050

Courses discussed 1648, 1688, 1718, 1970, 2049, 2342
Council of Arts and Manufactures, Classes of the 1863
Council of Pubhc Instruction, Quebec 1838
Cowan, Mr. H. B., Information obtained from 2220
Creelman, President G. C, Information obtained from 2190
Culture, Dr. Soloan's statement as to 1 660
Cumming, Professor Melville, Information obtained from 1735

Dairying, and Instruction for it.. 1738, 1763, 1764, 1778, 1832, 1833, 1920, 1923, 2185, 2277,
2282, 2317, 2325, 2352

Dalaire, Mr. O. E., testimony of 1920
Dale, Professor J. A., Information obtained from 1846
Dalhousie University, N.S 1 665
Dalton, Mr. William, Information obtained from 2340
Davey, Mr. Fred., testimony of 2125
Deamess, Mr. John, Information obtained from 2204
Demonstration Car to instruct railway men 1725

Farms needed 1775, 1964, 2194, 2212, 2217, 2319, 2323, 2325
Derick, Miss Carrie M., Information obtained from 1908, 1974
Designing, instruction in 1944, 2047, 2082, 2233
District Representatives of Agriculture, work of.. 1998, 2186, 2193, 2209,2211,2259,2260
Domestic Science and Art. . 1648, 1652, 1653, 1699, 1707, 1736, 1747, 1750, 1752, 1754, 1756, 1758

1759, 1790, 1795, 1798, 1859, 1860, 1883, 1929, 1955, 1967, 1982, 1983, 1989, 1991, 2010, 2016,

2039, 2047, 2048, 2060, 2110, 2127, 2133, 2140, 2176, 2226, 2231, 2234, 2239, 2267, 2268, 2295,

2296, 2299, 2300, 2302, 2329, 2330, 2332, 2335, 2337, 2347, 2348
Dominion Bridge Company's .'\pprentice System 1939

" Coal Company Employees' Benefit Society 1731
" Coal Company Employees' ReUef Fund 1732
" Iron and Steel Company's Apprentice System 1730
" Iron and Steel Workers' Mutual Benefit Society 1733

Drawing as a branch of education. . 1707, 1839, 1844, 1856, 1857, 1866, 1867, 2040, 2271, 2296,

2299, 2300, 2305, 2330, 2331, 2334
"

, Mechanical, Mr. W. A. Booth on 1867
"

, Mr. Jobson Paradis on the teaching of 1866
"

, necessary in many trades 2040, 2124, 2335
"

, Prof. Armstrong's report on : 1856
"

, Protestant Committee's Recommendations 1857
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Dry Fanning demonstrations at Medicine Hat 23 19
" Goods Clerks, need of training for 1718
Dunham, Miss Mabel, testimony of 2134
Dupuis, Prof. Nathan F., Information obtained from 2075
Durley, Mr. R. J., Information obtained from 1904
Dyers, training of 1918

Ecoles M^nagSres Provinciales, Les 1989
Edmonton High School 2298
Education, some aspects of 1656, 1707, 1718, 1773, 1965, 1966, 1983, 2169
Educational Commission of Toronto, inquiry and report of 2113 to 2118
Edwards, Mr. W. Muir, Information obtained from 2308
Electric Railway Company, the British Columbia, Classes for Employees,. 2343
Electrical Engineering Students need practical shopvvork 2158
Electricians, need of training for 2076, 2251
Ellis, Mr. \Vm. S., Information obtained from 2024
Emberley, Mr. George E., Information obtained from 1858
Erabree, Dr. L. E., Information obtained from 2027
Employers, co-operation of, for training learners. 1674, 1675, 1715, 1907, 1915, 2057, 2058, 2001
Employment Bureaux for young workers 1853, 1985, 2139, 2344, 2345
Engine Fitters would benefit by Technical Education 1717
Engineering Courses. .1670, 1672, 1681, 1704, 1809, 1811, 1887, 1893 to 1908,2067 to 2080, 2241,

2309
English, importance of for practical and cultural purposes 1705, 1710, 1899, 1910, 19U

"
, methods of teaching to foreigners 2132, 2292, 2321

Essex County and High School, Agricultural work in 2209
Evans, Prof. John, Information obtained from 2030
Evening Classes, general considerations as to. .1679, 1682, 1684, 1687, 1693, 1698, 1699, 1710,

1712, 1729, 1755, 1756, 1845, 1864, 1915, 1926, 1931, 1944, 1979, 2006, 2008, 2020, 2028,
2030, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2126, 2153, 2208, 2229, 2291, 2335, 2342.

Evening Classes, as to teachers for 1658, 1706, 1716, 2047, 2333
at various places. .1679, 1861, 1870, 1882, 2043, 2044, 2231, 2267, 2301, 2302,

2314, 2329, 2331, 2333, 2334, 2335.
" "for special classes of workers 1648, 1690, 1723, 2129, 2308

, features considered necessary .. 1 647 , 1676, 1687, 1693, 1707, 1713, 1717, 1768,

1785, 1806, 2045, 2046, 2300
" for rural communities 1842, 2194, 2203, 2213, 2321

" Schools, Dr. John Seath's report on 2042
Experimental Farm, Dominion Branch, at Brandon, Man 2259

" Farm, Dominion Branch, at Nappan, N.S 1741
" Farms and educational institutions 2256
" Farms and Pro\nncial control 1958
" Orchards and .Agricultural College 2351
" Union, Schools Division of 2199

Fairfield, Mr. W. H., Information obtained from 2319
Falconer, Dr. Robert, Information obtained from 2060
Farm Machinery, as to use of 2278, 2326
Farmers' Institutes, work and needs of 1777,2184,2191,2280
Farming, for improvement of.. 1644, 1648, 1760, 1774, 1777, 1785, 1924, 1961, 2201, 2254, 2273,

2277, 2280
Federal Assistance for Technical Instruction. .1661, 1778, 1946, 2165, 2246, 2274, 2275, 2276

2307, 2330. 2343
" Agricultural Instruction 1959, 1961 , 2256, 2274, 2320
" Research work 1969. 2272, 2273, 2307

" Co-operation for development of Technical Instruction. .1639, 1650, 1661, 1688, 1690,

1700, 1892, 1946, 2057, 2084, 2089, 2165, 2253, 2330
F^ddration Nationale de St. Jean Baptiste. work of 1988
Ferguson, Miss, Information obtained from 2140
Fife, Mr. James A., Information obtained from 2291
Financial Houses, Course suggested for employees of 2114
Fisher, Miss Catherine A., on Domestic Science at Macdonald College 1967

Fisheries, need of Technical Education for 1648, 1676, 1742, 1743, 1764, 1767, 1836, 2341
Fixter, Mr. J., on Farming at Macdonald College 1962

Fletcher. Mr. Robert, Information obtained from 2223
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Foremen and Superintendents, qualifications and training of. .1643, 1675, 1706, 1729, 1906, 2087
2157

Foreslrv .luestions 1808, 1809, 1837, 2065, 2285, 2353
Fort William Mo.ird of Trade, report on Technical Education 2111
Fraser, Mr. Craliam, Information obtained from 1692

Fruii-growiriK in Alberta and British Columbia 2317, 2319, 2350, 2351
Furniture Makers need Technical Education 2159

Gagnon, Mme., on Dressmaking and Millinery School 1992
Galbraitli, Prof. John, Information obtained from 2067
Gammell, Mr. Isaac, on technical teachers 1871

Garment Workers, Trade Scliool for 1673
Garrait, Principal, on Manual Training in High Schools 2235
Gauthier, Mr. Thomas, Information obtained from 1863
Germany's Progress, causes of 1696, 1697, 1701

Gibson, Mr. J. \V., Information obtained from 2313
Gill, Mr. Lester W., Information obtained from '. 2076
Glove-makers need Technical Education 1941

Good, Mr. W. C, Information obtained from 2214
Goodwin, Dr. W. L., Information obtained from 2073
Gordon, Dr. Daniel M., Information obtained from 2072
Gourlay, Mr. Robert S., Information obtained from 2093, 2101
Grand Trunk Railway Apprentice System 2166
Griswald, Mr. H. J., on Apprentice System 1939
Gross, Mr. David, testimony of 2126

H
Hahn, Mr. Charles, testimony of 2121, 2137
Hale, Mr. C. J ., Information obtained from 2236
Hamilton, Miss Joan, Information obtained from' 2267
Hamilton, .Mr. William A., Information obtained from 2303
Hamilton, Technical and Art School at 2010, 2015, 2017
Hand-and-eye work for Normal students and teachers 1777, 2225
Hand-and-eye work as part of general education 1643, 1648, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1788, 1965,

2037, 2227, 2228
Handicrafts Guild, Canadian 1980, 2266
Harcourt, Mr. George A., Information obtained from 2316
Hardy, His Honor Justice, on Libraries and Technical Education 2176
Harness makers need Technical Education 1814
Harrison, Dr. F. C, Information obtained from 1957

Haszard, Mr. Horace, on Fisheries, etc 1763
" Premier, on Technical Education 1763

High School Courses should be more practical 1648, 1660, 1782, 1927, 2027, 2028
Hill, Mr, Charles M., testimony of 1917
Hillsborough, P.E.I., Consolidated School at 1759
Hodgins, .Mr. Frank, testimony of 2127
Home-making, need of training in 1817
Household Science (see Domestic Science)
Housekeeping Occupations 1646, 1648, 1708, 1719, 1746, 1748, 1812, 1817, 1955, 1967,

1977, 1982, 1988, 1989, 1991, 2039, 2142
Houston, Mr., Information obtained from 2139
Howell, .Mr. G. .\., Information obtained from 2091
Hubbtird, Mr. W. \V., Information obtained from 1826
Hurlbatt, .Miss Ethel, Information obtained from 1909
Hutcherson, .Mr. Elton B., Information obtained from 2264
Hygiene and Public Health, need of training in 2077, 2182

Illustration Farms, advantages of 1827, 1968, 2283
Industrial conditions in Nova Scotia 1703, 1711, 1719

courses for Public and High Schools 1675, 1842, 1847, 1864, 2003, 2012, 2031,

2103, 2263, 2265
" Education Act (Ontario) 1911 2000
" Schools, general and special 1642, 1649, 1841, 1946, 1977, 2000, 2001, 2003,

2004, 2008, 2013, 2116
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Industries, general, as to conditions of 1641, 1642, 1646, 1812, 2181. 2245
" viMis to, l>y pupils 2056,2226

Initiative rtevelnped by education 1656, 1662
Inquiry, extern of 1642
InsiKviors for rural soliools 1799, 21.10, 2201 , 2205, 2206. 2208. 2236, 2238, 2248, 2291
Inteniaiiunal Harvester Company's Apprentice System 2173

" Ty|K><;rapliical Union, Correspondence Course of 2050, 2246
Irrigation, need of instruction in 2327

James, Dr. C. C, on Agriculture in Ontario 2183
Jenkins, Mrs., testimony <>f 2335
Jolinson, Mr. Burton. Information obtained from 1721, 1724

Johnston, Mr l.acey. Information te C. P. U. Apprentice System 19.15

Joliette, Seifineiir, Aci|ucst for Technical F.ducalion 1944

Jones, Dr. C. C, Information olitaincd from 1809
" Inspector, Information obtained from 2238

Killam, Prof Lawrence, Information obtained from 1811
King's Cfillege, Nova Scotia 1664
Kingston. Queen's University and School of Mining, at 2072
Klinck, Mr. L S , Information obtained from 1960
Knight, Dr. Archibald I'.. Information obtained from 2077
Kootenay district, fruit growing in 2351
Kyle, Mr. John, Information obtained from 2334

l,abor, high standard of, in mines 1711
" organized, in favor of Industrial Training and Technical Education 1643, 1674, 1720,

2139, 2165, 2245, 2247. 2.115. 2341
• skilled, scarcity of 1791, 1828. 2091, 21.'i6

La Timbre. Hon. Uotichcr de. Information obtained from 1839
Lake Seamen's Union, Kingston, metnorandum from 2151
Lang, Mr. {'eorge, testimony of 21 23

Laiindrv workers, need of Technical Education for 2,147

Leake. Mr. A H.. Information obtained from 2009, 2012
Leather wurkers need Technical Education 2251

Leaving school early, reasons for 1924
Lehmann, Ur Ailolph. Information obtained from 2307
Lel.acheur. Mr. Information o!)tainetl from 1759
Leihbridge, Hoard of Trade's suggestions 2304

" Dominion liranch Experimental Farm at 2319
" farming conditions near 2326

Schools at 2.ini, 2104
Libraries as educational agencies 1646, 1919, 1924, 2126, 2134, 2137. 2176, 2178
Library training at .McOill University 1909

Lister. Mr. John C. Information obtained from 2343
Lobster Eishery. decrease in 1 767

Local Crniiicils of Women, Information from . .1746. 1974 to 1987, 2159, 2249, 2329, 2336, 2.146

Lochhead. I'rof.. William, Information obtained from 1068

Locomotive Engineers, training of 1721, 1734

^ " Repairers, scarcity of 2313
Logan. Mr. Ered. M.. Information obtained from 2350
Lumbermen, need of Technical Education for 1837, 2341

Lynde, Dr. C. J., on Physics at Macdonald College 1970

Lynn, Mr. Joseph F., Information obtained from 2301

M
Macheras, Mr Anloine. Information obtained from 1884

Machinery, ffTcci of. on skilled labor 1703, 1719, 2156
Machinists need Technical l-'ducaiion 2312
MacCleiiieiii. Mr. \V. T., Information obtained from 2212
Macdonald College 1954 to 1973

Consolidated School, Hillsborough, P.E.I 1759
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MacKay, Dr. A. H., Information obtained from 1651

Manitoba Agriculiural College, the 2254
" Coiiimissinn on Teclinic;il Rdiication 2239
*

, Organization of Education in 2223
"

, University of 2241

Mantle, Mr. Alfred. Information obtained from 2276
Manual Training and High Schools 2164, 2235, 2250, 2297, 2300, 2302, 2336, 2337

as part of general education.. 17 15, 1716. 1717. 1859, 1929, 1945, 1995. 2010,

2025, 20.W, 2034, 2038, 2103, 2230. 2248, 2263
" as retaining pupils at school 2019, 2039, 2248. 2265, 2270, 2271, 2333

at different places 1653, 1699. 1752, 17.58, 1761, 1790. 1«,S3, 18.S4, 1858, 2030,

2040, 2139, 2232, 2263. 2266. 2267. 2294, 2296. 2300, 2302, 2329, 2331, 2.?32

.necessary basis for Technical Education. . 1768, 1769. 1891. 1902. 1905. 1943,

2032, 2232
'

to prepare for vocations. . 1745, 1792, 1852, 1854, 1925, 1926, 2020, 2039, 2055,

2203, 2250, 2293

Marine Laboratories of University of Toronto 2065
Marple, Mr. .Veil, re New Vork Central Ry. Apprentice System 2170
Masons need Technical Rdiication 1814
McCaig, Mr. James, on Edmonton Schools 2296
McCoU. Mr. Duncan P., Information obtained from 2262
McCready, Prof S.IV, Information obltiined from 2196
McDimgall, Mr. Daniel, Information obiained from 1706
McEachren, Mr. .Alex.. Information obiained from 1709
McGill University 1889

College of British Columbia 2338
McOuire. Inspector, Information obiained from 2237
Mclntyre, Dr Daniel, Information obtained from 2299

"
, Dr. W. A., Information obtained from 2223

McKee, Mr. George A., Information obtained from 2299, 2344
McKenney, Mr. A., Information obtained from 2209
McKen/ie, Mr. Duncan, Information obiained from 2288
McLeod, Prof. C. H., Information obtained from 1902

McMillan, Mr. Thomas, Information obtained from 2218
Mechanic Science in Nova Scotia, provision for 1652. 1653

Mechanical Drawing useful for many trades 1689, 1815, 1816

Mechanics, need of training for 1906
Medical Inspection of Schools 1931, 2077, 2265, 2333

Medicine Hat, demonstration farm near 2327

, Public Schools at 2305
Mercer. Mr. J S., Information obtained from 2033
Metal Trades, classes for 1715. 1865, 1942

" tV'orkers, records of training of 2153
Micklcr. .Mr. James M., testimony of 2137
Millers, need of Technical p'ducation for 2252
Milliners, desirabilitv of Technical Education for 2347
Miners, need and advantage of Technical Education for. . 1691, 1708. 1709, 1711, 2075, 2158,

2304, 2308, 2314, 2321, 2340
.courses for 1648, 1658, 1710. 1714. 2150

" of Nova Scotia, high character of 1699, 1704

Mining Engineering and Metallurgy, .Murray Laboratory of 1673

Course at McGill University „ 1903
*

, Faculty of, at University of Toronto 2065
*

, Field School in 1898, 1903
*

, need of Travelling Instructors for 1744
*

, School of, at Kingston 2072
"

. Schools of. in Nova Scotia 1679
Monet, Mr. Hector, testimony of 1918
Monteith, .\Ir. Nelson, Information from 2221
Montreal, Commercial and Technical High School at 1873

"
, Evening Classes at 1870

*
, Industrial Classes at 1864

"
, The Technical Scliool 1 878

Moose Jaw, Pul>lic Schools at 2267
Morril .\c\ in United States, the 1957

Mount Allison College, University of. Sackville, N.B 1810
Ladies- College, Sackville, N.B 1812

Moulders, qualitications and training of 1717. 1816, 2112, 2158, 2165
Moving Pictures, educational possibilities of 2041, 2081
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Murray Laboratory of Mining Engineering 1673
"

, Mr. James., Iiiforniation oljinined from 2258
"

, Mr. Walter C, Information obtained from 2272

N

Nappan, Dominion Branch Experimental Farm at 1741
NalureStudy and School Gardening.. 1753, 1755, 1783, 1793, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1844,2058,2220,

2288, 2299
" correlated with other subjects 1741, 1758, 1794, 1972,2076,2220,2333,3334

in Public and High Schools 1773, 1966, 2337
, training of teachers in 1654, 2224, 2225, 2270, 2294, 2300

Navigation, need for instruction in, at Vancouver 2340
Needlework, training in, needed 1748, 1754, 1755, 1978
Neighbourhood imiirovement ."Associations as social factors 1645
New llrunswick, Outline of Educational System of 1780

"
, University of „ 1808

New York Central Railway, Apprentice System 2170
Nicol, Prof. William, Information obtained from 2075
Nova Scotia Agricultural College 1735, 1736, 1737, 1776

"
, Outline of Educational System of 1651

"
Steel and Coal Company 1695

" Technical College, the 1665, 1669
Nurses, Report on, at Montreal 1984, 1989

Observatories needed in Alberta 2319
Occupations of Students of Evening Classes 1872
Oka Agricultural College 1947
Okanagan and Vernon, need of Agricultural School for 2351
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph 2186, 2190, 2195

College of Art, Toronto 2081
" Library Association on Technical Education 2178
*

, Organization of Education in 1994
Orchards for instruction 1739, 1824, 2350
Organ Uuilders, need of Technical Education for 1916, 1942
Organized Labor favors Industrial Training and Technical Education. . 1643, 1674, 17.~0, 2139,

2165, 2245, 2247, 2315, 2341
" Play a part of education 1846, 18.S4, 1930, 2182

Ottawa Board of Trade, action re Technical Education 2105

Painters and Decorators need Technical Education 1814, 1865, 2158, 2250, 2312
Paradis, Mr. Jobson, on the teaching of Drawing 1866
Parmclee, Dr. G. W., Information obtained from 1843
Part-time system discussed 1648, 1686, 1811, 2162
Pattern-makers need Technical Education 2251, 2313
Patterson, .Mr. Robert, re G.T.R. Apprentice System 2167
Payan, Mr. Paul E., testimony of 1912
Peck, Mr. John, Information obtained from 2342
Penhill, .Mr. R. A., Information obtained from 2221
Perrctt, .Mr. Thos. E., Information obtained from 2263
Peterson, Dr. William, Information obtained from 1889
Physical Training 1852, 1931, 2079, 2181, 2294, 2336
Piano-makers, need of Technical Education for 2147
Pickles, Mr. Sugden, Information obtained from 2031

Plasterers need Technical Educati(m 231

1

Plav, organized, as part of education 1846, 1854, 1930, 2182

Plumbers need Technical Education 1713, 1814, 2250, 2311

Polytechnic School of Laval University, the 1886

Porieous, Mr. Robert S., testimony of 2124
Poitcr, Dr. J. H., Information obtained from 1903

Potato Culture in New Brunswick \S33

Poultry liidusirv and Technical Instruction 2277, 2282, 2317
Powell. Miss Aula, Information obtained from 2034

Practical ICducalion and good Citizenship 1945, 2065
Pracucal Work by Students in Vacations 1705, 1898, 1904, 2068, 2069, 2074, 2339

I
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Pre-vocational Training in Public and Special Schools ... .2054, 2088, 2138, 2143, 2144, 2161,
2162, 2164, 2239, 2265

Prince Albert, Public Schools at 2269
" Edward Island, Organization of Education in 1751, 1755, 1756
" " "

, Provincial Commission on Education 1753
" " "

, Resources and Industries of 1763, 1772
" of Wales' College, Charlottetovvn 1757

Printers, need of Technical Education for 1717, 1816, 2252, 2313
Printing, International Typographical Union Course in 2050, 2051, 2052, 2158
Prize Farm Competition 2220
Prospectors and Miners, training of 2076, 2149
Provincial Assembly of New Brunswick, resolution by 1649
Public Health and Hygiene, need of training in 2077, 2 1S2

" School Course, re|)resentations regarding 1656, 1659, 2054, 2059,2213
Pulp and Paper makers need Technical Education 1942
Putman, Dr., on Manual Training 2038

Quebec Dairymen's Association 1922
"

, Outline of Educational System of 1838
" Technical School 1885

Queen's University, Kingston 2072

Railway Workers, need of Technical Education for 1942, 2248, 2253
Recreations of Workers 1646, 1979
Rcgina, Schools at 2263
Research, a National Obligation 1718, 2274, 2275, 2277

work 1673, 2060, 2063, 2243, 2255, 2274, 2307
Robb Engineering Company's Apprentice System 1 725
Robinson, Mr. Alexander, Information obtained from 2328
Ross, Dr. John T., Information obtained from 2290

"
, Mr. Theodore, Information obtained from 1770

Royal Military College of Canada 2079
" Victoria College of McGill University 1909

Rubber workers need Technical Education 1941
Rural Economics, importance of 2195

" Industries at Oka Agricultural College 1947
" School pupils, teachers and problems, 1645, 1736, 2191, 2205, 2206, 2213, 2237, 2248, 2256,

2298
" Schools, conditions and needs of 1969, 2204, 2206, 2236, 2269, 2322
" Science in Nova Scotia 1653, 1737, 1742

Rutherford, Dr. W. J., Information obtained from 2278
"

, Hon. Alex, C, Information obtained from 2320

Safety increased by Technical Training 1709, 1711, 1716
Salesmen and Saleswomen, training of 1666, 1717, 1976
Saskatchewan College of Agriculture, the 2278

"
, , Education in 2262

"
, University of 2272

Saskatoon, Public Schools at 2268
Sault Ste. Marie Board of Trade, memo, re Technical Education 2110
IS" " " "

I Technical Classes for Apprentices at 2011
Scellen, Mr. J. A., testimony of 2122
Scholarships 1672, 1937, 2083, 2098, 2191, 2244
School Curriculum and practical work 1907, 1926, 2219

" Districts should be larger 1782, 1783, 1794
" Gardens as Social Centres 1972, 2291
" " and Nature Study in Prince Edward Island 1752, 1753, 1755, 1756,

, benefits of 2130, 2213, 2234
" "

, difficulties and their remedies 1771, 1782
,
grants for 2198, 2199, 2236, 2238

" " in Alberta 2290, 2292
' "in Manitoba 2336, 2338
" 'in New Brunswick 1801
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School Gardens in Nova Scotia 1 652, 1 740
" " in Ontario 2196
" " in Vancouver 2332
" " in Winnipeg 2234
" "

, tlie basis of agricultural teaching 1999

. iraiiiiiij; of leacliers for 1786, 1787, 1802, 2189, 2225, 2308
" Grounds, iniproveniem of 2285, 2286

Science and Manual Training the basis of Technical Education 1662, 1891

(see also "Manual Training")
"

, Summer School of 1655

Scott, Dr. Arlliur M ,
Inforninlion obtained from 2299

Sealy, Mr. W O., Ml'., Information obtained from 2215
Sealii, Dr. John, Repiirl on Kducation for Industrial Purposes 1999, 2042
Seed, Impnivfiiieni of, tlirou^li Agricultural Colleges 2279
Sewing in I'ul.lic and Hi^;li Schools 1715,2127,2131,2141,2269,2331, 2332

Sexton, Mrs 1''. H , Infurrnalion obtained from 1746
"

, I'rof. 1". H., Infornialion obtained from 1685

Shaw, Mr. Percy, Information obtained from 1740

Sliawinigan Palls Technical Insiitiite, the 1875

Sheet Metal workers need Technical Education 2313
Sheppard, Mr I-". \V., testimony of 2130
Sherbrooke Hoard of Trade, statement by 1928, 1929

"
, Que , Drawing Classes at 1867

Shipwrights, livening Schools for, needed ,...1713,1716
Shopwork for l-ngineering students 1905, 2338, 2339
Short Courses for Teachers, benefits of 2208
Silver, Mr. H. J., Information obtained from 1853

Sinclair, Dr S. U., Information obtained from 1964

Sislcr, Mr. \V. J.,
Information obtained from 2234

Snell, Dr John, Information obtained from 1973

Smith, Mr. James, Information obtained from 2206
"

, Mr. Joseph 11 , Information obtained from 2201
"

, Mr. Maxwell, Infornialion obtained from 2350
Social training 1645, 2226
&>loan. Dr., on Teacher Training 1659

Stationary Engineers need Technical Education 2159, 2312, 2342

Steel Industry in Nova Scotia, development of 1692

Steeves, Inspector, Information obtained from 1793

Stewart, Miss Margaret, Information obtained from 2302
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Forrest, Rev. John, Halifax, N.S.

Forrester, Mrs. Christina, New West-
minster, B.C.

Foster, John T., Montreal, Que.

Fowke, Frederick Luther, Oshawa,
Ont.

Foy, Ellesworth, Nanaimo, B.C.

Francis, James, vSydney Mines, N.S.

Franz, William C, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

Fraser, Donald, Fredericton, N.B.

Eraser, Graham, New Glasgow. N.S.

Fraser, Miss Jessie, Medicine Hat
Alta.

Fraser, Joseph Dix, Port Arthur, Ont.

Fraser, Thomas, New Glasgow, N.S.

Frean, Edward J., Calgary, Alta.

Freeman, Samuel, Amherst, N.S.

Frink, James H., St. John, N.B.

Frost, Francis T., Smiths Falls, Ont.

Frost, Harr>' L., Hamilton, Ont.

Frost, William H., Smiths Falls, Ont.

Fryer, Mark, Cnllingwood, Ont.

Fulcher, Edmund, Brandon, Man.
Fuller, Fred L., Truro, N.S.

Fwize, John, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Gaebel, Charles, Edmonton, Alta.

Gagner, Alfred, Moncton, N.B.

Gagnon, Father Alphonse, Sher-

brooke. Que.

Gagnon, Miss Mariette, Montreal, Que.

Gagnon, M. T., Montreal, Que.

Galbraith, Professor John, Toronto,

Ont.
Galbraith, Dr. Walter, Lethbridge,

Alta.

Galbraith, Dean, Toronto, Ont.

Gammage, William W., London, Ont.

Gammell, Isaac, Montreal, Que. j

Garbutt, Fred K. G., Calgary, Alta.

Garden, James H., Calgary, Alta.

Gardner, Robert, Montreal, Que.

Gardham, John T., Montreal, Que.
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Gardiner, Herbert. Brantford, Ont.

Gardner, Henry, St. Thomas, Ont.
Garratt, Elwood, Winnipeg, Man.
Gartshore, Colonel, London, Ont.

Gastonguay, J. A., Quebec, Que.
Gaudet, Colonel F. M., Quebec, Que.
Gautliier, Thomas, Montreal, Que.
Gauthier, Rev. Dr. Peter, Summer-

side, P.E.I.

Gavin, Tred R., Windsor, Ont.
Geggie, Fred, Hampton, N.B.
Gelinas, Charles P., Three Rivers, Que.
Gegault, J. A., Quebec, Que.
Gegnac, Joseph H., Quebec, Que.

Gemaundt, I'red J., Hamilton, Ont.

Gibson, John W., Ottawa, Ont.
Gibson, John, Oshawa, Ont.
Gill, Prof. L. W., Kingston, Ont.

Gill, John M., Brockville, Ont.
Gillespie, G. A., Peterborough, Ont.

Gillett, Lorenzo D., St. Thomas, Ont.

Gilman, John C, I'redericton, N.B.

Gilly, Mrs. Adela, New Westminster,
BC.

Giroux, Reguis, Cornwall, Ont.

Giroux, David, Montreal, Que.
Glydon, Frank, Summerside, P.E.I.

Godin, Hector L., Three Rivers, Que.
Goffatt, \V., Orillia, Ont.
Goldec, Alec, Gait, Ont.
Goodwin, Dr. W. L., Kingston, Ont.

Gordon, Charles B., Montreal, Que.
Gordon, Principal, D. M., Kingston,

Ont.
Gordon, Rev. John, Winnipeg, Man.
Gordon, John S., Hamilton, Ont.
Gordon, John S., Victoria, B.C.

Gordon, Major John, St. John, N.B.
Gould, Charles, London, Ont.
Gourlay, Robert S., Toronto, Ont.
Gouthrow, John, North Sydney, N.S.

Govang. Marshall, Moncton, N.B.
Graham, Osborne, Winnipec, Man.
Graham, S.. C.lace Bay, N S
Graham, Charles W. R., London, Ont.
Grant, Melford, Yarmouth, N.S.
Grant, Janet. Toronto, Ont.
Gratten, Gidord D., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Gray, IVank W., Glace Bay, N.S.
Grayson, William, Moosejaw, Sask.

Green, Leslie A., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Green, I'red W., Moosejaw, Sask.

Greening, Harold B., Hamilton, Ont.

Greenwood, W. K., Orillia, Ont.
Gregory, Henry, Sydney, C. B.

Greig. Professor Alexander, Saskatoon,
Sask.

Grenier, Alexander, Quebec, Que
Grey, Morgan, Cornwall, Ont.
Griffiths, Charles, Cornwall, Ont.
Griggs, Stephen A., Windsor, Ont.
Grimmer, Allan K., Medicine Hat,

Alta.

Griswold, Harry J., Montreal, Que.
Groat, George, Chatham, Ont.
Gross, Daniel, Jr., Berlin, Ont.

Guilbault, Alexander G., Joliette,

Que.
Gunn, Sydney, C. B.

Guthrie, Hugh, M.P., Guelph, Ont.

H
Hacking, J. A., Listowel, Ont.

Hagan, James, Amherst, N.S.

Hagan, Miss, Femie, B.C.

Hahn, Charles, Berlin, Ont.

Haight, Henry, Sherbrooke, Que.

Hale, Charles H., Orillia, Ont.

Hale, Thomas, New Glasgow, N.S.

Hales, Benjamin, Portage la Prairie,

Man.
Halett, William John, Cornwall, Ont.

Haley, Francis Raymond, Wolfville,

N.S.
Halev, Patrick, Svdnev, C.B.

Hall,' Dr. lames B., Truro, N.S.

Hall, William Herbert, Oshawa, Ont.

Hallisey, |ohn T., Truro, N.S.

Hanier, Robt., Port Arthur, Ont.

Hamilton, Dr. David Wiley, Frederic-

ton, N.B.
Hamilton, R. Morton, Gait, Ont.

Hamilton, William J., Fort William.

Ont.
Hamilton, Joan (Miss) Regina, Sask.

Hamilton, William A., Lethbridge,

Alta.

Hamilton, Dr. Thomas G., Winnipeg,

Man.
Hamwoos, Robert T,., Toronto, Ont.

Hannaford, Frank, Hamilton, Ont.

Hannah, John, St. John. N.B.

Hannah, Mayor, Windsor, Ont.

Harding, Edwin, Toronto, Ont.

Hardee, William D. L., Lethbridge,

Alta.

Harding, Charles J., Winnipeg, Man.
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Harcourt, Professor Robert, Guelph,
Ont.

Harcourt, George, Edmonton, Alta.

Harkness, T. J., Owen Sound, Ont.

Harris, Edward, Vernon, B.C.

Harris, F. W., Owen Sound. Ont.
Harris, Samuel, Toronto, Ont.

Hanison, Frederick W., Owen Sound,
Ont.

Harrison, Di. Frank, St. Anne de
Bellevue, Que.

Harrison, George, Moosejaw, Sask.

narrower, John, Hamilton, Ont.

Hart, Frank C, Gait, Ont.

Hartley, Gilbert, Fort William, Ont.

Harwood, Joseph, Vernon, B.C.

Hastey, John, Windsor, Ont.
Haskin, Arthur, Brantford, Ont.

Haszard, Horace, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Haszard, Premier, Charlottetown,

P.E.I.

Hatch, George M., Lethbridge, Alta.

Hatch, Alderman, Geo. M. Lethbridge,

Alta.

Hatheway, Samuel B., Fredericton,

N.B.
Hatheway, W. Frank, St. John, N.B.
Haverstock, Ernest, Sydney Mines, N.S.

Haviland, Henry B., Chatham, N.B.
Hawkc, John T., Moncton, N.B.
Hayden, John D., Cobourg, Ont.

Hayes, Hedley V., St. John, N.B.
Hay, Dr. George W., St. John. N.B.
Hayhurst, Fred, Gait, Ont.

Haynes, Arthur W., Prince Albert,

Sask.

Head, William Henry, Brandon, Man.
Healy, D.. Halifax. N.S.

Heard, William, St. Thomas, Ont.
Heatherington, Daniel, St. Catharines,

Ont.
Heaton. John, Lethbridge, Alta.

Heggie, George, Vernon, B.C.

Henderson, Ernest, Windsor, Ont.
Henderson, Rose Wills, Montreal, Que.
Henderson, Dr. James Alex., Moncton,

N.B.
Hendry, A. W., Liverpool, N.S.
Hergiirger, August, Victoria, B.C.
Herchner, Sherwood, I"ernie, B.C.

Herdt, Prof. Lewie, Montreal. Que.
Hewson, Harvey L., Amherst, N.S.
Hewton, John, Kingston, Ont.
Hickman, Archie. Ottawa, Ont.
Higson, John, New Glasgow, N.S.

Hilarion, Brother, Three Rivers, Que.
Hill, Charles M., Ste. Hyacinthe, Que.
Hobbs, Frank, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Hodgins, Frank, Berlin, Ont.

Hogg, Fred., Lethbridge, Alta.

Holland, R. Victor, Shawinigan Falls,

Que.
Holliday, Minnie (Miss), Winnipeg,

Man.
Holmes, Mayor, Prince Albert, Sask.

Honeyman, John R. C, Regina, Sask.

Hood, William, Winnipeg, Man.
Hopkins, Mayor, Saskatoon, Sask.

Homer, Albinus W., Yarmouth, N.S.

Horton, George A., St. John, N.B.

Horton, Norton S., Yarmouth, N.S.

Houston, Alec, Lethbridge, Alta.

Howard, Tames, Vancouver, B.C.

Howe, John D., St. John, N.B.

Howell, George A., Toronto. Ont.

Howell, William, Port Arthur, Ont.

Howell, Frederick J., Hamilton, Ont.

Howell, George, Calgary, Alta.

Howlett, James, Charlottetown, P. E.I.

Hubbard, W. Woodbridge, Frederic-

ton, N.B.
Hudson, Thomas C, Joliette, Que.

Huestis, Mrs. Archibald M., Toronto,

Ont.
Hughes, James, Toronto, Ont.

Hugill, Archibald H., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Hunt, Ambrose C, Regtna, Sask.

Hunter, Sarah, Toronto, Ont.

Hunter, Andrew F., Barrie, Ont.

Hunter, (Miss) Georgina, Montreal,

Que.
Hunter, (Miss) Ida M., Toronto, Ont.

Hurlbatt, (Miss) Ethel, Montreal, Que.

Hurley, James J., Brantford, Ont.

Husband, Almeron, Brockville, Ont.

Husband, H. W., Vernon, B.C.

Hutchins, Elisha F., Winnipeg, Man.

Hutcherson, Elton B., Regina, Sask.

Hutton, Arthur E., Owen Sound, Ont.

Hyatt, Frederick, St. John, N.B.

Inman, Herbert, Summerside, P.E.I.

Jackson, Andrew, Amherst. N.S.

Jacob, John D., London. Ont.

Jacques, Euclid, Windsor, Ont.
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James, Charles C, Toronto, Ont.

James, Nathaniel C, London, Ont.

James, William H. Trewartha, Vic-

toria, B.C.

Jameson, \V. A., Victoria, B.C.

Jamieson, Clarence, M.P., Digby, N.S.

Jamieson, Mayor, Calgar}', Alta.

Jardine, James, CoUingvvood, Ont.

Jardine, John, Victoria, B.C.

JefTrey, William, Ottawa, Ont.

Jenkin, William, Hamilton, Ont.

Jenkins, Edward, Toronto, Ont.

Jenkins, Mrs. Margaret, Victoria, B.C.

Jesson, N. B., Owen Sound, Ont.

Johnson, Burton, Truro, N.S.

Johnson, Fred H., Bridgetown, N.S.

Johnston, John, Sydney Mines, N.S.

Johnston, John W., Smiths Falls, Ont.

Johnston, Lacey, Montreal, Que.

Johnstone, Andrew L., Winnipeg, Man.
Jones, Albert E., Windsor, N.B.

Jones, Albert E., Woodstock, N.B.

Jones, Arnold B., Saskatoon, Sask.

Jones, Cecil C, Fredericton, N.B.

Jones, Charles, St. John, N.B.

Jones, Charles H. L., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

Jones, Thos. R., Middleton, N.S.

Jordan, Arthur, Nanaimo, B.C.

Jordan, George A., Lindsay, Ont.

Julien, Mr., I'emie, B.C.

Juniper, Annie B., Winnipeg, Man.

K
Kaine, John, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Keane, John D., Antigonish, N.S.

Keay, Prof. Herbert O., Montreal. Que.
Kelly, I'enwick L., North Sydney,N.S.
Kelly, Nicholas, Ottawa, Ont.

Kelly, William, Kingston, Ont.

Kelly, W. M., Yarmouth, N.S.

Kennedy, Dawsley, Owen Sound, Ont.

Kennedy, Mathew, Owen Sound, Ont.

Kennedy, William C, Windsor, Ont.
Kenny, Thomas F., Gait, Ont.
Kent, Jas., Gait, Ont.
Ker, David R., Victoria, B.C.

Kerr, Henry O., Windsor, Ont.
Kerr, John A., Belleville, Ont.
Kerr, Samuel, St. John, N.B.
Kidner, Thos., IVedericton, N.B.
Kidston, John, Venion, B.C.

Killam, Professor Lawrence, Sack-
ville, N.B.

Kilner, Ernest, Brantford, Ont.

King, I'Vederick W., London, Ont.

Kingstone, Arthur C, St. Catharines,

Ont.
Kinner, Henr^', Peterborough, Ont.

Kinney, James A., Saskatoon, Sask.

Kirk, G. A., Victoria, B.C.

Kirkconnell, Thomas A., Lindsay, Ont.

Kirkland, William S., Toronto, Ont.

Kirkpatrick, Prof. A. K., Kingston,

Ont.
Kirkpatrick, Prof .S. F., Kingston,Ont.

Klinck, Prof. Leonard S., Ste. Anne de

Bellevue, Que.
Kneale, J. A., Oririi, Ont.

Knight, Archibald P., Kingston, Ont.

Knox, John D., Orillii, Ont.

Kyle, John, Vancouver, B.C.

LaBriiere, P. Boucher de, Quebec,Que.

Ladd, Walker P., Windsor, Out.

Lafontaine, Justice Eugene, Mont-
real, Que

Lague, Colonel Thomas, Fredericton,

N.B.
Laird, Professor Annie, Toronto, Ont.

Lajoie, Mme. Marie Gevin, Montreal,

Que.

Lake, William F., Sydney. C.B.

Lalor, John M., Toronto, Ont.

Lamont, Stewart, Chatham, Ont.

Landcaster, , Femie, B.C.

Landon, William R., Chatham, Ont.

Lane, Mr., Goderich, Ont.

Lane, John, St. Thomas, Ont.

Lang, George, Berlin, Ont.

Lang, George ^^, Calgary, Alta.

Lang, John T., Hamilton, Ont.

Langlois, Godfrey, Quebec, Que.

Lanyon, William T., St. John, N.B.

Lanthier, Raoul, Montreal, Que.

Lapicrrc, Adelard, Antisronish, N.S.

Lariviere, Frederick C, Montreal, Que.

Later, Thomas, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Lveray, Edward, Brantford, Ont.

Laway, Charles, Woodstock, Ont.

Lawe, Mrs. 1'. C, I'ernic, B.C.

Lawrence, Henr>' D., Sherbrooke, Que.

LawT)', J. R., I'emie, B.C.

Lay, Everett J., Amherst, N.S.

Lea, Walter, Summerside, P.E.L

Leake, Albert H., To-ontc, Ont.

Lean, Mary, Toronto, Ont. '
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LeCrumb, Erie, Strathcona, Alta.

Ledain, Mrs. Nellie, Montreal, Que.

Lee, Mayor, New Westminster, B.C.

Lee, S. Carson, Portage la Prairie,

Man.
Lees, George H., Hamilton, Ont.

Lehmann, Dr. Adolph, Strathcona,

Alta.

Leicester, Charles, Nanaimo, B.C.

Lennox, Haughton, Barrie, Ont.

Leonard, Frank E., London, Ont.

Levan, T. M., Woodstock, Ont.

LeVatte, H. G., Sydney, C.B.

Lewis, George, Kingston, Ont.
Liltart, Father, Brandon, Man.
Lincoln, Dr. William, Calgary, Alta.

Lister, John George, Vancouver, B.C.

Livesey, Edward, Edmonton, Alta.

Lochhead, Prof. William, Ste. Anne
de Bellevue, Que.

Lodge, Matthew, Moncton, N.B.
Logan, Fred M., Vancouver, B.C.

Loggie, William S., Chatham, N.B.
Lomax, Mrs. Marie, Montreal, Que.
Loney, Richard, Moosejaw, Sask.

Landell, William, Calgary, Alta.

Lawe, Charles, Collingwood, Ont.

Lucas, Frank E., Sydney, C.B.

Lucas, William L., Hamilton, Ont.
Lumby, John William, Fort William,

Ont.

Lusbv, L. Blair, New Westminster,
B.C.

Lyall, Peter, Montreal, Que.
Lyle, (Mrs.) Dr. Elisabeth, Hamilton,

Ont.
Lyman, Mrs. Anna, Montreal, Que.
L}Tide, Dr. Carleton J., Ste. Anne de

Bellevue, Que.
Lyim, Joseph F., Calgary, Alta.

M
Macheras, Prof. Antoine, Montreal,

Que.
Mackie, J. Cameron, Sydney, C.B.

Mackley, John C, Sydney, C.B.

Macoim, Professor Jolm, Bridge-

water, N.S.
Mader, Charles W., M.P.P., Lunen-

biu-g, N.S.

Magie, Louis, Peterborough, Ont.

Maharg, Clark S., Calgary, Alta.

Mailman, John S., New Glasgow, N.S.
Maim, James W., Truro, N.S.
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Malcolm, James, Winnipeg, Man.
Mammer}', Daniel M., Sherbrooke,

Que.
Mansell, Isaac J., Brockville, Ont.
Mantle, Albert F., Regina, Sask.

Marceau, Ernest, Montreal, Que.
Marchbanks, Percy, Summerside,

P.E.I.

Marple, Neil, St, Thomas, Ont.
Marsh, George H., Victoria, B.C.

Marsh, L. W., Belleville, Ont.

Marshall, Edgar K., Portage la Prairie,

Man.
Marshall, Fred, Strathcona, Alta.

Martell, Rev. George, Windsor, N.S.

Martin, Miss Catherine, St. John, N.S.

Martin, John, Paris, Ont.

Marven, Dr. Bliss Adam, Chatham,
N.B.

Mason, Frank Lawrence, Oshawa, Ont.

Mason, James J., Stratford, Ont.

Pilasters, Captain James, Moncton,
N.B.

Matheson, Dr. James R., Prince Albert,

Sask.

Maxwell, George H., St. John, N.B.
Mav, George, Ottawa, Ont.

Maybtury, C. A., Stratford, Ont.

Meads, Arthur, Lethbridge, Alta.

Megan, R. J., Goderich, Ont.

Mehon, George F., Woodstock, Ont.

Melanson, Simon, Moncton, N.B.
Meldrum, E., Stratford, Ont.

Melrose, William, Toronto, Ont.

Meneelsy, Andrew, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Mercer, J- S., Woodstock, Ont.

Merrill, Jay C, Moncton, N.B.

Mersercau, Chalmers J., Chatham, N.B.
Merton, Luther K., Oshawa, Ont.

Messenger, Ralph, Bridgetown, N.S.

Metcalfe, Caleb, Ottawa, Ont.

Michand, Benjamin, Quebec, Que.

Michel, Father, Femie, B.C.

Michler, Jacob, Berlin, Ont.

Middleton, Alex., Medicine Hat, Alta.

Millar, R. A., Lindsay, Ont.

Miller, Andrew, Toronto, Ont.

Miller, Arthur, Calgary, Alta.

Miller, Guilford, Middleton, N.S.

Miller, James Collins, Calgary, Alta.

Miller, Professor Robert B., Frederic-

ton, N.B.
Miller, Dr. Samuel, Middleton, N.S.

Miller, William W., Portage la Prairie,

Man.
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Mills, G. K., Collingwood, Ont.

Milner, William C, Amherst, N.S.

Mitchell, Archibald, Saskatoon, Sask.

Mitchell, David T. N., Collingwood,

Ont.
Mitchell, James, Goderich, Ont.

Mitchell, Moses, Fredericton, N.B.
Mitchell, Robert S., Winnipeg, Man.
Moffatt, Artemas, Charlottetown,

P.E.I.

Moffatt, John, Glace Bay, N.S.

Moffatt, Thomas L., Toronto, Ont.

Maloney, Paul J., Cornwall, Ont.

Monet, Hector, Ste. Hyacinthe, Que.
Monk, Martin, New Westminster, B.C.

Mom-oe, William H., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Monteith, Hon. Nelson, Stratford,Ont.

Mooney, John, Regina, Sask.

Moore, — Peterborough, Ont.

Moore, Clarence L., Truro, N.S.
Moore, William H., Fredericton, N.B.
Morley, James W., \Mnmpeg, Man.
Morley, W. W., Listowel, Ont.

Morrell, Euphemia, Regina, Sask.

Morris, John L., Shawinigan Falls,Que.
Morris, Michael, Chatham, N.B.
Morrow, W. G., Peterborough, Ont.
Morse, Leander, Digby, N.S.

Morse, ^liss Nellie, Middleton, N.S.

Motherwell, Hon. W. R., Regina, Sask.

Mowat, Alexander, Peterborough,Ont.
Muggah, John, Glace Bay, N.S.

Muir, Mrs. Ada, Winnipeg, Man.
Mulhall, Duncan C, Liverpool, N.S.

Munro, Duncan, M.P.P., Woodstock.
N.B.

Murphy, Mrs. Emily, Edmonton, Alta.

Murphy, James, Fort William, Ont.
Murphy, Father William J., Ottawa,

Ont.
Murray, Allan, Brockville, Ont.
Murray, James, Brandon, Man.
Murray, T., Owen Soimd, Ont.

Murray, Professor Walter, Saskatoon,

Sask.

MacClement, Prof. W. T., Kingston,

Ont.

MacDonald, Alexander, Glace Bay,
N.S.

MacDonald, Miss Maude, Winnipeg,
Man.

McAllister, John, Moose Jaw, Sask.

McArd, P., Jr., Regina, Sask.

McArdle, Henrj', Prince Albert, Sask.

McBean, John W., Toronto, Ont.
MacBerth, J. G., Woodstock, Ont.
McCaig, Archibald, M.P., Chatham,

Ont.
McCaig, James, Edmonton, Alta.

McCall, Dr. Alex., Collingwood, Ont.
McCallura, James W., Amherst, N.S.
McCallum, John W., Stratford, Ont.
McCallum, John S., Smith's Falls, Ont.
McCarthy, Professor Joseph, Windsor,

N.S.

McCarthy, Miss, Goderich, Ont.
Macauley, Mrs. Mary, Vancouver,B.C.
McClary Mfg. Co'y., Supt. of, London,

Ont.

McColl, Duncan P., Regina, Sask.

McColl, John B., Cobourg, Ont.

McCormack, George A., Charlottetown.

P.E.I.

McCosh, Thomas, Paris, Ont.

McCrae, Miss Alice, Truro, N.S.
McCready, Professor Samuel, Guelph,

Ont.
McCxilly, Silas, Sussex, N.B.
McCurdy, A. W., Victoria, B.C.

McCutcheon, Fred W. C, London,Ont.
McDivimid, Archibald, Brandon, Man.
McDonald, — Femie, B.C.

McDonald, Angus J., Antigonish, N.S.
McDonald, Charles, St. John, N.B.
McDonald, E. G., Listowel, Ont.
McDonald, Fred, Amherst, N.S.

McDonald, James Edward, Cornwall,

Ont.
McDonald, James H., Strathcona, Alta.

McDonald, John, Smith's Falls, Ont.
McDonald, John R., Stratford, Ont.
McDonald, Peter W., Sydney, C.B.

McDougall, Alexander, Ottawa, Ont.
McDougall, Cyrus W., Sussex, N.B.
McDougall, Daniel, Glace Bay, N.S.
McDougall, Daniel H., Glace Bay,N.S.
McDougall, Duncan, Brandon, Man.
McDowell, George C, Tnu-o, N.S.

McEachern, Alexander, Glace Bay,
N.S.

McEhem, Maxwell, Winnipeg, Man.
McEwen, Mrs. Jessie, Brandon, Man.
McEwen, John, Smith's I'alls, Ont.

McFarlane, Andrew, Peterborough,
Ont.

McFarlane, Geo. W., Paris, Ont.

McFadyen, Alexander J., Summerside,
P.E.I.

McGahey, David, I'redericton, N.B.
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McGaw, Samuel A,. Winnipeg, Man.
McGeachy, Edwin C, Chatham, Ont.
McGeorge, Edmonton, Alta.

McGill, George B., Middleton, N.S.

McGuT, James, St. John, N.B.
McGorman, Ernest, Windsor, Ont.
McGorman, William, St. John, N.B.
McGrath, Edward, Winnipeg, Man.
McGrath, John J., Saskatoon, Sask.

McGray, A. A., Yarmouth, N.S.
McGregor, Andrew, Edmonton, Alta.

McGregor, Angus, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
McGregor, Gordon, Walkerville, Ont.
McGregor, James C, New'Glasgow,

N.S.

McGregor, Robert M., Pictou, N.S.
McGregor, Senator, Pictou, N.S.
McGuire, Thomas Horace, Prince

Albert, Sask.

McGuire, Thomas M., Portage la

Prairie, Man.
Mcintosh, Professor D. C, Liverpool,

N.S.

Mcintosh, Henry H., Lunenburg, N.S.

Mclntyre, Alexander, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Mclntyre, Daniel, Winnipeg, Man.
Mclntyre, Rev. Father, Antigonish,

N.S.

Mclntyre, Dr. William A., Winnipeg,
Man.

MacRay, Alexander, Halifax, N.S.

MacKay, Hon. A. G., Owen Soimd,
Ont.

MacKay, Dr. A. H., Halifax, N.S.

McKay, J. W., Kentville, N.S.

McKee, George A., Strathcona, Alta.

McKee, George M., Orillia, Ont.
McKee, Dr. Samuel J., Brandon, Man.
McKellar, Hugh, Moose Jaw, Sask.

MacKelvie, John A., Vernon, B.C.

MacKenzie, Arnold, Bridgetown,
N.S.

MacKenzie, D. A., Lindsay, Ont.

MacKenzie, George W., Sydney Mines,

N.S.

MacKenzie, Hugh, Truro, N.S.
',

MacKenzie, Hugh D., M.P., North
Sydney, N.S.

MacKenzie, Norman, Glace Bay, N.S.

McKenzie, Cecil, Collingwood, Ont.
McKenzie, Duncan S., Edmonton,

Alta.

McKenzie, Hugh D., Moncton, N.B.
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McKenzie, William B., C.E., Moncton,
N.B.

McKenzie, William L., Lethbridge,
Alta.

McKerricher, Daniel A., Lethbridge,
Alta.

McKim, Chester A., Edmonton, Alta.

McKmney, Robert W., St. John, N.B.
McKinnon, Colin S., Victoria, B.C.
McKinnon, James, Coboiirg, Ont.
MacKissock, Peter, Winnipeg, Man.
McLaghlin, William, Owen Soimd,

Ont.
MacLaren, William C, Brockville, Ont.
McLaren, Miss Maude, Toronto, Ont.
McLarty, Charles A., Paris, Ont.
McLaughlin, Robert, Oshawa, Ont.
MacLean, Alfred E., Summerside,

P.E.I.

McLean, Allan, London, Ont.
McLean, Allan E., Cornwall, Ont.
McLean, Frederick W., St. Catharines,

Ont.
McLean, James, Femie, B.C.

McLean, James, Amherst, N.S.
McLean, James R., Sussex, N.B.
McLean, Murdoch, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

McLean, William M., St. John, N.B.
McLellan, Mrs. Fanny, St. John, N.B.

Ont.
McLellan, John W., Chatham, N.B.
McLellan, Principal Robert, Pictou,

N.S.

McLennan, Professor John C, Toronto,

MacLeod, Thomas R., Bridgewater,

N.S.

McLeod, Prof. Clement H., Montreal,
P.Q.

McLeod, Dimcan C, Charlottetown,

P.E.I.

McLeod, John D., Pictou, N.S.

McLeod, John T., New Glasgow, N.S.

McLuillan, Henry J., Toronto, Ont.
McMahon, Robert, Vancouver, B.C.

McMaster, William, Montreal, P.Q.

McMaugh, Arthur W., St. Catharines,

Ont.
McMillan, Charles, Sydney, C.B.

McMillan, Edgar Roy, New West-
ster, B.C.

McMillan, Thomas, Goderich, Ont.

McMillan, W. J., Listowel, Ont.
McMullen, C. H., Belleville, Ont.

McNachton, Neil F., Coboxirg, Ont.
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McNair, Andrew, Charlottetown,

P.E.I.

McNamara, Valentine,^ Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont. f

McNaughton, Mrs. Marie, Vancouver,
B.C.

McNaxilt, Frank H., Woodstock, N.B.
MacNeill, A. T., Woodstock, Ont.

McPherson, Dr. Hugh, Antigonish,

N.S.

McPherson, Rev. Dr. Antigonish, N.S.

McRae, Dr. Archibald, Calgary, Alta.

McTamney, Bessie, Toronto, Ont.

McVety, James H., Vancouver, B.C.

N
Naismith, Peter L., Lethbridge, Alta.

Neate, John L., Victoria, B.C.

Neill, Norman G., Port Arthur, Ont.

Nelson, C. W., Halifax, N.S.

Nelson, William, New Westminster,

B.C.

Nesbitt, E. W., M.P., Woodstock, Ont.

Nichol, Thos. G., Lunenburg, N.S.

Nichols, Arthur L., Fredericton, N.B.
Nicholson, Nathaniel, Victoria, B.C.

Nickerson, M. H., M.P.P., Liverpool,

N.S
Nicol, Miss Vema, Toronto, Ont.

Nicol, Prof. Wm., Kingston, Ont.

Northrop, Samuel, Vancouver, B.C.

Norman, Louis Phillipe, Three Rivers,

Que
Normand, Audet, Victoriaville, Que.

Noiu-se, Charles, Lethbridge, Alta.

o
01)ermeyer, Philip, Hamilton, Ont.

O'Brien, William, Windsor, N.S.

Ogle, William, Cornwall, Ont.

O'Hara, Marshall, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Oliver, Andrew J., Gait, Ont.

Oliver, James, Ottawa, Ont.

Oliver, Robert J., Smiths Falls, Ont.

Ollipius, Brother, Three Rivers, Que.

O'Neil, John, Jr., Fredericton, N.B.
Osborne, William J., Fredericton,

N.B.
Osier, Edward Henry, Cobourg, Ont.
Osmond, John, Brockville, Ont.

Oulton, George, Moncton, N.B.
Overpack, Warren, Medicine^^Hat Alta!

Palmer, Charles K., Fredericton, N.B.
Palmer, John F., Yarmouth, N.S.
Pamplin, WUliam J., Calgary, Alta.

Paradis, Jobson, Montreal, Que.
Parisien, William, Cornwall, Ont.
Parker, Burton L., Sydney, C.B.

Parker, Samuel Ci ipman, Berwick,

N.S.
Parker, William, Guelph, Ont.
Parkhill, John H., Winnipeg, Man.
Parmelee, Dr. George W., Quebec,Que.
Parsons, Albert, M.P.P., Windsor, N.S.

Paterson, Albert M., Brockville, Ont.
Patterson, Robert, Stratford, Ont.
Patton, Peter, CoUingwood, Ont.

Paul, Edward B., Victoria, B.C.

Payan, Paid F., St. Hyacinthe, Que.
Payne, Robert A., Guelph, Ont.
Peck, John, Vancouver, B.C.

Pedlar, , Femie, B.C.

Pegg, John B., Fort William, Ont.

Peltier, Joseph Alfred, Three Rivers,

Que.
Pelton, Judge, Yarmouth, N.S.

Penhill, Richard A., St .Thomas, Ont.
Pepin, Edward, Quebec, Que.
Perkins, Henry F., Prince Albert,Sask.

Perrault, Joseph N., Montreal, Que.
Perrier, Philip, Montreal, Que.

Perrett, Thomas E., Regina, Sask.

Perrott, Frank, Victoria, B.C.

Peters, Thomas A., Hampton, N.B.

Peterson, Dr. William, Montreal, Que.

Phillips, Miss Mary, Montreal, Que.

Phillips, William C., Toronto, Ont.

Picard, Joseph, Quebec, Que.
Picher, Eugene, Quebec, Que.
Pickard, Charies, Sackville, N.B.

Pickles, Garry, Brantford, Ont.

Pickles, Sugden, Stratford, Ont.

Pickup, Samuel W., M.P., Granville

Ferry, N.S.

Pigolt, Dryden, J. P., Chatham, Ont.

Pilkington, George, Calgary, Alta.

Plante, Albert E., Mayor, Nanaimo.
B.C.

Plante, Arthur, K.C., Quebec, Que.

Plewes, John, Chatham, Ont.

Poivert, Prof. ]ules, Montreal, Que.
Pollard, Tohn, Strathcona, Alta.

Ponton, Col. W. L, Belleville. Ont.

Pook, Charles, Hamilton, Ont.

Porteous, Rol>ert, Berlin, Ont.
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Porter, James, Vancouver, B.C.
Porter, Prof. John D., Montreal, Que.
Pouliot, W., Joliette, Que.
Powell, Miss Auta, Toronto, Ont.
Praught, Peter, North Sydney, N.S.
Preston, Thomas H., Brantford, Ont.
Prevey, Warren, Strathcona, Alta.

Price, Joseph S., Amherst, N.S.
Price, Robert N., St. Thomas, Ont.
Prince, Dr. Edward E., Ottawa.
Pritchard, James, Chatham, Ont.
Pritchard, Miss Francis, Owen Sound,

Ont.
Provost, Euclid, Montreal, Que.
Putman, Dr. John H., Ottawa, Ont.
Putnam, Charles, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Puttee, Arthur W., Winnipeg, Man.

Quinlan, Daniel, Barrie, Ont.
Quintal, Brother, Three Rivers, Que.

R
Race, Wilfrid B., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Radclifie, Samuel J., London, Ont.
Radford, Mrs. Jane, Montreal, Que.
Rae, James, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Ranel, William, Regina, vSask.

Rankin, Anthony, Kingston, Ont.
Ranson, George, Woodstock, N.B.
Ray, Robert M., Hamilton, Ont.
Raymond, Arthur E.. Woodstock, N.B.
Raj^mond, George, St. John, N.B.
Read, Mrs. Annie, Montreal, Que.
Read, Rev. George L., Sherbrooke,Que.
Read, Capt. Joseph, Summerside,

P.E.I.

Read, Russell H., Regina, Sask.

Reason, Dr. Henry T., London, Ont.
Redding, Andrew Larison, Cobourg,

Ont.
Redditt, ThomasH., M.A., Barrie, Ont.
Redmond, Miss Annie, Halifax, N.S.
Reeve, Harry, Goderich, Ont.
Reid, John A., Fredericton, N.B.
Reid, John T., Vernon, B.C.

Reid, T. A., Owen Sound, Ont.
Renaud, Joseph A., Joliette, Que.
Rhodes, Leland, Amherst, N.S.
Ricardo, W. Crawley, Vernon, B.C.
Rice, Harry E., Sydney, C.B.

Richard, James, Toronto, Ont.

Richards, Hon. John, Charlottetown,

P.E.L
Richardson,' Dr. Alex. W., Kingston,

Ont.
Richardson, William L., Toronto, Ont.
Rigg, Richard A., Winnipeg, Man.
Riley, Albert, Moncton, N.B.
Ring, Philip, Halifax, N.S.
Ripley, James W., Hamilton, Ont.
Ritchie, John, Quebec, Que.
Ritchie, Robert, Strathcona, Alta.

Robb, Andrew W., St. John, N.B.
Robb, David W., Amherst, N.S.
Robb, Frank, Gait, Ont.
Roberge, Elzear, Victoriaville, Que.
Roberts, Albert, St. Thomas, Ont.
Roberts, John W., St. Thomas, Ont.
Robertson, Florence, Hampton, N.B.
Robertson, Herbert J., Barrie, Ont.
Robertson, Hugh, Peterborough, Ont.
Robertson, Robert A., Hamilton, Ont.
Robertson, Dr. Samuel, Charlotte-

town, P.E.L
Robertson, William, Toronto, Ont.
Robinson, Dr. Alexander, Victoria,

B.C.

Robinson, Hon. Clifford W., Moncton,
N.B.

Robinson, Dr. George E., Vancouver,
B.C.

Robinson, M. O., Fort William, Ont.
Rodda, Rothwell, London, Ont.
Roden, Thomas, Toronto, Ont.
Rogers, Charles F., Woodstock, N.B.
Rogers, David W., Kingston, Ont.

Rogers, Janson, Woodstock, N.B.
Rogers, Walter T., Brockville, Ont.

Roland, Charles F., Winnipeg, Man.
RoOo, Walter, Hamilton, Ont.

Rosborough, Jas., Halifax, N.S.

Rose, Robert C, Smith's Falls, Ont.

Roseborough, Prof. Thos., Reeve,
Toronto, Ont.

Ross, Alex., Calgary, Alta.

Ross, John T., Edmonton, Alta.

Ross, John W. Le B., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Ross, Senator, Halifax, N.S.

Ross, Theodore, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Ross, William A., Chatham, Ont.

Ross, William J., Fort William, Ont.

Ruddy, Joseph, Bradford, Ont.

Ruse, William O., London, Ont.

Russell, James Alex., Windsor, N.S.

Russell, Samuel, Belle\alle, Ont.
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Rust, C. H., Toronto, Ont.

Rutherford, Dr. Alex. C, Strathcona,

Alta.

Rutherford, Dr. William, Saskatoon,

Sask.

Ryan, Miss Florence, Prince Albert,

Sask.

Ryan, Robert, Three Rivers, Que.

Sallows, A. J., St. John, N.B.
Salter, Capt. Jacob Wilson, Bridge-

town, N.S.

Sampson, Henry, Brandon, Man.
Samson, Elmer E., Vernon, B.C.

Sanford, Miss Helen, Lethbridge, Alta.

Sanson, Clarence, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Saimders, James, New Glasgow, N.S.

Sauve, Joseph, Kingston, Ont.

Scellen, James A., Berlin, Ont.

Schoefield, Ernest A., St. John, N.B.

Scott, Alexander B., Smith's Falls,

Ont.

Scott, Dr. Arthur M., Calgary, Alta.

Scott, J. W., Listowel, Ont.

Scott, Dr. William A., Toronto, Ont.

Scrimgeom-, Fred G., Stratford, Ont.

Sealy, W. O., M.P., Hamilton, Ont.

Sealy, E. C, Stratford, Ont.

Seaman, Joseph, Liverpool, N.S.

Seaman, William B., Fort William.

Ont.
Seincox, Miss Millicent, Saskatoon,

Sask.

Semple, M ss Jessie P., Toronto, Ont.

Sexton, M's., Halifax, N.S.

Sexton, F. H., Halifax, N.S.

Shand,^Fn!derick A., Windsor, N.S.

Shanks, John, Fernie, B.C.

Shannon, fohn A., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

Shaw, Edwin'E., Sydney, C.B.

Shaw, F. H., Fernie, B.C.

Shaw, John, Nanaimo, B.C.

Shaw, Lloyd E., Middleton, N.S.

Shaw, Percy, Truro, N.S.

vShea, Dennis J., Fredericton, N.B.

Sheppard, I'Ved. W., Berlin, Ont.

Sheppard, Henry, Nanaimo, B.C.

Sheppard, Rice, Strathcona, Alta.

Shipman, Charles S., Winnipeg, Man.
Shortt, Harry B., Digby, N.S.

Sifton, Joseph W., Moose Jaw, Sask.

Silcox, Dr. Sydney, Stratford, Ont.

SiUiker, T. J., Halifax, N.S.

Silver, Herbert J., Montreal, Que.
Simmons, Bennett, Regina, Sask.

Simms, Louis, St. John, N.B.f"
Simon, James, Chatham, Ont.
Simpson, Louis, Ottawa, Ont.

Simpson, Walter, Charlottetown,P.E.L
Simpson, Herbert C, London, Ont.

Sindair, Jolm H., M.P., New Glasgow,
N.S.

Sinclau-, Dr. S. B., Ste. Anne de Bel-

levue. Que.
Sinclair William Edmund Newton,

Mayor, Oshawa, Ont.

Sipprell, WUford J., New West-
minster, B.C.

Sissler, WilHam J., Winnipeg, Man.
Skelton, Albert, Calgary, Alta.

Slackford, John, Truro, N.S.

Slipper, Mrs. Mary, Port Arthur, Ont.

Sliter, D. O., Kmgston, Ont.

Smart, William George, CoUingwood,
Ont.

Smith, Albert C, Fredericton, N.B.
Smith, A. M., Listowel, Ont.

Smith, Cecil, Brantford, Ont.

Smith, Duncan, Strathcona, Alta.

Smith, Dr. Elford D., Sackville, N.B.
Smith, Harold G., Paris, Ont.

Smith, H. B., Owen Sound, Ont.

Smith, Henry, Listowel, Ont.

Smith, Herbert H., Saskatoon, Sask.

Smith, Tames, Chatham, Ont.

Smith, T. H., SUatford, Ont.

Smith, Joseph H., Hamilton, Ont.

Smith, Joseph W., Hampton, N.B.

Smith John A., Windsor, N.S.

Smith, John Forsyth, Vernon, B.C.

Smith, Lyman Cyrus, Oshawa, Ont.

Smith, Mark Ferris, Oshawa, Ont.

Smith, Maxwell, Vancouver, B.C.

Smith, P. J., Belleville, Ont.

Smith, Stephen F., Sherbrooke,' Que.

Smith, William, Belleville, Ont.

Smith, William C, Lunenburg, N.S.

Snell, Dr. John, Ste. Anne de Bellevue,

Que.
Snell, Joseph, Prince Albert, Sask.

Snowball, Mayor Archibald, Chatham,
N.B.

Snowball, William B., Chatham, N.B.

Soloan, Dr. David, Truro, N.S.

Sonierville, James, Moose Jaw, Sask.

.Spaidal, Donald M., Brockville, Ont.

Spare, Emanuel, Paris, Ont.
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Sparrow, John M., Toronto, Ont.
Speers, Charles'" H., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Spinney, E. K., Yarmouth, N.S.
Springer, William C, Belleville, Ont.
Stadler, John, Shawinigan Falls, Que.
Stainsley, George W., Fort William,

Ont.
Stairs, James, New^Glasgow, N..S.

Stanfield, John, M.P., Truro, N.S.
Stanley, W. S., Femie, B.C.

Stanton, Father William, Ottawa, Ont.
Staples, W, Allan, Fredericton, N.B.
Starret, Stanley A., Liverpool, N.S.
Stephenson, Edward S., St. John, N.B.
Stevens, Rufus, Sussex, N.B.
Stevens, Walter C, Chatham, N.B.
Stevenson, Harry, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Stevenson, Robert, Toronto, Ont.
Stewart, Angus, Sydney Mines, N.S.
Stewart, C. E., Woodstock, Ont.
Stewart, Claude F., Lethbridge, Alta.

Stewart, Frank, Sydney, C.B.

Stewart, James E., Toronto, Ont.
Stewart, James H., Antigonish, N.S.

Stewart, Miss Margaret, Calgary, Alta.

Stock, R. C, Woodstock, Ont.
Stock, Vallantyne, Stratford, Ont.

Stockall, Arthur, Moncton, N.B.
Storrie, Stewart, Oshawa, Ont.
Stovel, John, Winnipeg, Man.
Stratton, J. R., Peterborough, Ont.

Strong, Thomas, Woodstock, N.B.
Stuart, Robert Y., Berlin, Ont.
Studholme, Allan, Hamilton, Ont.

Suggitt, Harry A., Lethbridge, Alta.

Sullivan, Michael, Kingston, Ont.
Sutherland, Alexander, Wolfville, N.S.

Sutherland, Stanley, Amherst, N.S.

Sutton, William, Woodstock, N.B.
Surveyor, Arthiu", Port Arthm-, Ont.

Sweeney, Hon. Francis, Moncton, N.B.
Swicker, Arthur, Lunenbiu-g, N.S.

Tach6, J. de L., St. Hyacinthe, Que.
Tanner, Charles E., M.P.P., Pictou,

N.S.
Tapscott, Charles, Brantford, Ont.
Taylor, Faucett G., Portage la Prairie,

Man.
Taylor, Hugh, Brandon, Man.
Taylor, John A., St. Thomas, Ont.
Taylor, John M., Guelph, Ont.

Taylor, Lady, Hamilton, Ont.
Taylor, Margaret, Owen Sound, Ont.
Taylor, Rev. Morris, New Glasgow,

N.S.
Taylor, Mayor, Vancouver, B.C.
Telfer, Herbert, CoUingwood, Ont.
Tetrault, Joseph S., Sherbrooke, Que.
Thacker, William, Victoria, B.C.
Thicket, Alfred, Belleville, Ont.
Thomas, Wesley, St. Thomas, Ont.
Thomasson, Edmund M., Lethbridge,

Alta.

Thompson, Fred., Windsor, N.S.
Thompson, Jerome, Kingston, Ont.
Thompson, Richard, Paris, Ont.
Thompson, Richard S., Portage la

Prairie, Man.
Thompson, Willard S., North Sydney,

N.S.
Thompson, William, London, Ont.
Thompson, William H., Calgary, Alta.

Tibbutt, John T., Three Rivers, Que.
Tisdale, Raymond, Peterborough, Ont.
Tobm, F. M., Woodstock, Ont.
Tom, J. E., Goderich, Ont.
Tompkins, J., Woodstock, N.B.
Tory, Dr. Henry N., Strathcona, Alta.

Townsend, William H., Kentville, N.S.
Trant, William, Regina, Sask.

Tregillus, William J., Calgary, Alta.

Tufts, Keltie J., Amherst, N.S.
Tumbull, Charles, Gait, Ont.
Tmnbull, Thomas, New Westminster,

B.C.

Tweed, Henry L., Medicine Hat, Alta.

Tweedie, Fred. M., Chatham, N.B.
Twiss, Miss Fanny, Gait, Ont.
Twohey, William, Chatham, Ont.
Tygert, J. H., Goderich, Ont.
Tytler, William, Guelph, Ont.
Tytler, William, London, Ont.

u
Underwood, Mrs. Lilian, Prince Albert,

Sask.

Unwin, Commander C, Vancouver,
B.C.

Urry, Frederick, Port Arthur, Ont.

Venne, Alphonse, Montreal, Que.
Verity, Percy, Brantford, Ont.
Verity, Robt. H., Toronto, Ont.
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Vessot, Samuel, Joliette, Que.

Vickery, William A., Toronto, Ont.

Vilas, William F., Quebec, Que.

Vinter, William, Antigonish, N.S.

Vonasch, Arnold, Owen Soimd, Ont.

W
Waddie, Henry J., Hamilton, Ont.

Waggoner, Gustave, Prince Albert,

Sask.'

Walker, Duncan, Peterborough, Ont.

Walker, Joseph G., Winnipeg, Man.
Walker, Robert, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.
Walker, Dr. Smith, Truro, N.S.

Walker, William H., Quebec, Que.

Walker, Prof. W. O., Kingston, Ont.

Wallace, Burpee W., Prince Albert,

Sask.

Wallace, E. A., Victoria, B.C.

Wallace, John J., Winnipeg, Man.
Wallace, William, Goderich, Ont.

Wallace, William John, Cornwall,

Ont.

Walsh, Lyon O. P., Sydney, C.B.

Walsh, Michael, Quebec, Que.
Walsh, William, Antigonish, N.S.

Wanless, Archibald A., Sydney Mines,

N.S.

Warburton, A. B., M.P., Charlotte-

to^ra, P.E.I.

Ward, Calvin N., Amherst, N.S.

Ward, Fleetwood, Montreal, Que.
Ward, Robert S., Winnipeg, Man.
Wame, Hubert, Digby, N.S.

Warner, Daniel W., Edmonton, Alta.

Warters, William, Winnipeg, Man.
Waterous, Charles A., Brantford, Ont.

Watson, Adam, Lindsay, Ont.

Watson, Miss Mary Urie, Guelph,

Ont.
Watt, Mrs. Madge Robertson, Victoria,

B.C.

Watters, James C, Victoria, B.C.

Watts, Arthur M., St. Catherines, Ont.

Watts, George W., Toronto, Ont.

Wells, Albert S., Regina, Sask.

Werner, August, Berlin, Ont.

Westington, William J., Cobourg,
Ont.

Weyman, Edward C, Hampton,
N.B.

Wliite, Alfred, Brandon, Man.
White, Arthur, London, Ont.

White, Col., Woodstock, Ont.
Wiite, George, London, Ont.
White, Dr. James F., Ottawa, Ont.
W'Tiite, Simeon W., Svissex, N"B.
WTiite, Thomas, St. John, N.B.
Whitman, A. Handfield, Halifax,

N.S.

Whitman, Francis C, Annapolis Royal,

N.S.

WTiittaker, William, Windsor, N.S.
WTiitton, James, Hamilton, Ont.

Wliyte, Rev. C. W., Vernon, B.C.

Wliyte, David, Toronto, Ont.
Wickson, Paul, Paris, Ont.

Wickware, Ernest Hamilton, Smith's
Falls, Ont.

Wickwire, H. H., Kentville,

Wilber, Louis, Windsor, Ont.

Wilcox, Albert, Port Arthur,

Wildman, John E., Winnipeg, Man.
Wiley, Franklin S., Port Arthur,

Ont.
Wiley, Tames .\.,

Ont"
James

N.S.

Ont.

Wilkinson
Ont.

Willhofft,

Ont.
Williams,

Williams,

Williams,

Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams

St. Catherines,

H., Toronto,

Prof. W. O., Kingston,

Elizabeth, Toronto, Ont.

Madison, Lindsay, Ont.

Mayor, Regina, Sask.

Samuel J., Berlin, Ont.

Thomas, Moncton, N.B.
Walter H., Berlin, Ont.

William, CoUingwood, Ont.

Willis, Tiiomas R., Cornwall, Ont.

Willough )y. Dr. J. Henry C, Saska-

toon, Sask.

Wilson, David, Victoria, B.C.

Wilson, I'Vedericka, Winnipeg, Man,
Wilson, Herbert G,, Victoria, B.C.

Wilson, John E., St, John, N.B.
Wilson, Samuel, Halifax, N.S.

Wilson, William, Paris, Ont.

Wilson, Willi.-.m A., Saskatoon, Sask,

Wilson, William J., Toronto, Ont.

Wilson, W. MacPherson, Victoria,

B.C.

Wimiing, James, Windsor, N.S.

Witherspoon, Robert, Shawinigan
Falls, Que.

Wolfe, Jiimes Calgary, Alta.

Wolff, A, J,, Lunenburg, N.S.

Wonacot', John, Charlottetown,

P.E.L
"
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Wood, Elenore A., Fort William,

Ont.
Wood, W. B., Mayor, Erantford,

Ont.

Woods, John, Cornwall, Ont.

Woodsworth, Rev. James 3., Win-
nipeg, Man.

Wormsley, Walter, Truro, N.S.

Wright, Prof. Charles H. C, Toronto,
Ont.

Wright, Miss Elizabeth, Col!ingwood,

Ont.
Wright, Fred. W., St. T'.-.omis, Ont.
Wright, Horace, Summc-side, P.E.I.

Wright, Rev. J. Knox, Nanaimo,
B.C.

Wyatt, Robert, Sherbrooke, Que.
Wylie, John, Ottawa, Ont.

Yeates, Ernest, Hamilton, Ont.
Yeo, Charles, Gait, Ont.
Yellowly, William, Kingston, Ont.
Young, Hon. Dr., Victoria, B.C.
Young, Adam, Amherst, N.S.
Yoimg, Clarence R., Toronto, Ont.
Yotmg, David, Guelph, Ont.

Zavitz. Piof.Charles A., Guelph, Ont.
















